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(SECOND  OF  THREE   COPIES) 
(VOLUME   1   OF  THE  MANUSCRIPT) 
THE       FIGHTING    TWENTY-FIRST 
BY 
LEE     D.    CAOY»   COL.   MC,   AUS 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED FOR THIS MANUSCRIPT, 
THE FIGHTING TWENTY-FIRST, FOR MYSELF, OR FOR 
MY FAMILY UNTIL FIVE YEARS AFTER MY DEMISE. 
THIS RESERVATION INCLUDES THE RIGHTS TO 
REPRODUCE OR DELIBERATELY PARAPHRASE THIS MANU- 
SCRIPT, IN PART OR IN WHOLE AS IT IS NOW, OR 
TO WHICH I MAY ADO IN THE FUTURE. 
LEET. CADY. 
JANUARY 31, 1971, 
HOUSTON, TEXAS. _^ XnAo^x  _j^ 
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THIS ACCOUNT or THE 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL (AUS) IS THE 
RESULT OF THE ORDERLY TRANSCRIPTION Or MY PERSONAL NOTES MADE 
TEN  TO TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AFTER THE FACTS.  PERSONAL DIARIES 
ANO CAMERAS WERE REALLY PROHIBITED OVERSEAS, NEVERTHELESS MY 
COLLECTED NOTES WERE PASSED BY THE RELAXED POSTAL CENSOR A3 
"UNIT HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS" SEVERAL WEEKS AFTER V-d DAY. MUCH 
MORE DETAILED FACTUAL MATERIAL CAN 8E FOUNO IN OTHER RETAINED 
RECORD8 AND IN THE COPIES OF THE UNIT HI8T0RY REPORTS WE HAD 
TO MAKE WHILE WE WfRE AT THE SAME TIME MAKING HISTORY ITSELF. 
MUCH OF THAT HAS BEEN DEPOSITED WITH THE HISTORIAN, W. U. SCHOOL 
OF MEDICINE. 
DURINO THE FIRST SIX OR SEVEN YEAR8 AFTER THE WAR, I WAS 
A8KEO BY SEVERAL OFFICIALS OF THE SCHOOL TO WRITE MY HISTORY OF 
THE 21 ST.  I HAD A PARTICULARLY HARD JOB WITH SIMILAR SUSTAINED 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND FRUSTRATIONS IN THE BUREAUCRACY OF THE 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION. THE DAILY TENSIONS WERE SO MUCH RE- 
INFORCED BY RELIVED CONFLICTS RECALLEO FROM MEMORY THAT PSYCHO- 
SOMATIC EFFECTS WOULD BECOME MANIFEST, SO FOUR OR FIVE SUCH 
ATTEMPTS WERE ABANDONED IN DISGUST. AFTER NINE YEARS IT OCCUREO 
TO ME I MIGHT A88UME AN EMOTIONALLY INSULATING PERSPECTIVE BY 
WRITING MY DIARY AS A NARRATIVE IN THE THIRD PERSON. 
BECAUSE I WAS A PRECEPTOR FOR RESIDENTS IN GRADUATE HOSPITAL 
ADMINISTRATION,  I WAS EMPLOYEO OCCASIONALLY TO LECTURE TO ARMY 
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION COURSE CLASSES.  LT• COL. HASTY RIDDLE, MSC, 
CADY 
READ THE 1955 MANUSCRIPT AND REQUESTED PERMISSION FOR COL. ELWOOD 
CAMP, MSC, ALSO OP THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE SCHOOL FACULTY, FT. 
SAM HOUSTON, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, TO READ IT TOO. OURINO THE FIFTEEN 
OR SO YEARS AFTER THE FACTS, THEY SAID, THEY KNEW OF NO REGULAR 
MEDICAL OFFICER WITH SIMILAR EXPERIENCES WHO COULD OR WOULD WRITE 
SUCH MATERIAL; IT WAS FASCINATING, AND MUCH OF IT 8HOULD BE PUBLISHED 
SOMEWHERE. THEY THOUGHT IT EXPOSED "DEMONSTRATIONS OF LEADERSHIP... 
AND AN OVERALL PHILOSOPHY OF YOUR HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION." 
COL. JOHN B. COATES, JR., MC, DIRECTOR, HISTORICAL UNIT, 
U S ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE, WROTE FOR A COPY TO RETAIN AND TO USE 
IN THE GENERAL REFERENCE AND RESEARCH BRANCH. 4 OCTOBER, 1960, 
HE QOTED CHA8. M. WlLTSE, PH.D., LlTT. D., THE STAFF PR0FE88I0NAL 
HISTORIAN: "THE CADY DIARY IS MOST INSTRUCTIVE FOR THE DAY-TO-OAY, 
ON DUTY AND OFF DUTY ACTIVITIES OF A GENERAL HOSPITAL IN A THEATRE 
OF OPERATIONS.  IT HAS ALSO ...CONSIDERABLE VALUE AS A SUBJECTIVE 
RECORD OF THE THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND INTENTIONS OF A HOSPITAL 
COMMANDER...  I HAVE DERIVED MUCH INFORMATION FROM REAOING DR. 
CADY1s RECORD." 
THIS LAST EDITING-REVISION ADOS SOME CLARIFICATIONS, A FEW 
NUANCES, AND MANY PERTINENT REFERENCE NOTES.  THESE MAY ADD AFTER 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES OF THE TRUE VALUES 
OF MANY ACT0R8 IN THAT SPLENDID UNIT. —LDC, 1970. 
CAOY 
FOREWORD 
THE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL or MEDICINE ORGANIZED A 
RED CROSS HOSPITAL UNIT WHEN IT BECAME EVIDENT THE UNITED STATES 
WOULD JOIN WITH BRITAIN ANO FRANCE IN WORLD WAR I.  ITS WELL-KNOWN 
SURGEON, OR. FRANK B. MURPHY, PROFESSOR or SURGERY, WAS QIVENTKE 
RANK OP COLONEL AND THE COMMAND OP THE AFFILIATED BASE HOSPITAL 21. 
AFTER STAGING BRIEFLY IN ENGLAND, IT WAS SET UP AT ROUEN, FRANCE, 
TO SERVE THE BRITISH FORCES.  IT WAS THE FIR8T AMERICAN HOSPIAL ON 
THE CONTINENT. DURING THE LATTER PART OF THE EIGHTEEN MONTHS OF 
SERVICE, MOBILE HOSPITAL NO. 4 WAS A SPIN-OFF UNOER THE COMMAND OF 
LT. COL. MALVERN 8. CLOPTON.  BOTH UNITS SERVED WITH DISTINCTION 
AND WERE DEMOBILIZED IN THE SPRING OF 1919. 
THIS UNIT WAS RE-DESIGNATED AS GENERAL HOSPITAL NO. 21, 
REGULAR ARMY,( INACTIVE), EARLY IN 1920 DURING THE DEANSHIP OF 
DR. NATHANIEL A. ALLISON. THE REORGANIZATION WAS UNDER THE COMMAND 
OF LT. COL. CLOPTON WITH A MEDICAL INTERN, LEE D. CADY, FORMERLY 
2ND LT. INFANTRY, JUST RE-COMMISSIONEO AS 1ST LT. MEDICAL CORPS 
RESERVE, AS AOJUTANT AND ACTING EXECUTIVE OFFICER FOR ORGANIZATION 
PURPOSES IN 1922. 
THE FULL STORY OF THE NEXT TWENTY YEARS IS TEDIOUS. EVENTUALLY 
DR. CLOPTON BECAME CHAIRMAN OF THE UNIVERSITY CORPORATION, BUT 
KEPT AN INTERE8T IN THE UNIT. CAPTAIN, LATER MAJOR JOHN R. HALL, RA., 
A GRADUATE OF THE SCHOOL, SERVED TWO TOURS AS PROFESSOR, MILITARY 
SCIENCE AND TACTICS, WITH THE SCHOOL'S RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING 
CORPS. HIS DEDICATION PRACTICALLY MADE HIM THE UNIT'S GODFATHER, 
CERTAINLY ITS KINDLY DUTCH UNCLE DURING THE YEARS OF FLUCTUATING 
POPULARITY OF THE OFFICERS RESERVE CORP. SEVERAL TIME8 IT WAS 
DIFFICULT FOR CADY TO KEEP THE UNIT'S AFFILIATION IDENTITY, EHJ€N 
CADV 
ON PAPER.   IT WAS A TWO YEAR JOB TO PERSUADE MODEST LT. COL. 
CLOPTON THAT HIS OWN PROMOTION WA3 LONG OVER-DUE, AND THE UNIT'S 
PRESTIGE WOULD BE ENHANCE BY A PULL COLONEL IN COMMAND.  WHEN HE 
RETIRED, COL. HARVEY J. HOWARD, PROF, or OPHTHALMOLOGY, WITH A 
LOT OF CHINA EXPERIENCE, WAS HIS SUCCESSOR. 
EARLY IN DECEMBER, 1939, LT. COL. CADY WENT TO WASHINGTON 
ON HIS OWN INITIATIVE TO LEARN THROUGH COL. «i. R. HALL AND COL. 
FRANCIS M. FITTS, MC»»IN THE SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE, WHAT WAS 
BEING PLANNED FOR THE UNIT SHOULD THE U.S. ENTER WORLD WAR H. 
THEY HAD A NEW AFFILIATION SCHEME FOR QUICK PROCUREMENT OF GOOD 
MEDICAL TALENT. CADY WAS APPINTED THE UNIT'S DIRECTOR, ANO HE 
RE-ORGANIZED ANO FILLETJ IT UP ACCORDING TO IT8 NEW TABLE OF ORGAN- 
IZATION.  THEN THEY CHANGED THE T/O MAKING IT LARGER, SO CAOY 
HAD TO PLOD THROUGH ANOTHER RE-ORGANIZATION. 
ABOUT THE LAST OF OCTOBER, 1941, CADY RECEIVED A PERSONAL 
LETTER FROM NONE OTHER THAN THE CHIEF OF STAFF, GEN. GEO. C. 
MAR8HALL, REQUESTING HIM TO ATTENO A MONTH-LONG COURSE AT THE 
COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL, LEAVENWORTH, KAN., AS A 
CIVILIAN. AFTER DISCRETE INQUIRY THOUGH THE SURGEON GENERAL'S 
OFFICE WHY A RESERVE OFFICER WOULO NOT BE PLACED ON ACTIVE DUTY 
DURING SUCH AN ASSIGNMENT, WITHOUT A DIRECT ANSWER, HE WAS AGAIN 
REQUESTED TO COMPLY. 
DURING DECEMBER, HE ATTENDEO THE FIRST ARMY CIVILIAN ORIENTATION 
COURSE, WITH OTHER RESERVE OFFICTRS, SOME TEACHERS, BU8|NESS MEN 
I 
ANO EVEN MINISTERS.  THE REGULAR COURS, WAS TWO YEAR8 LONG, BUT HAD 
BEEN C0NDEN8ED DURING THE "LIMITED EMERGENCY" TO 9 MONTHS.  CAOY'S 
CLA83 OF IRREGULARS WAS TO GET THE HIGHLIGHTS IN ONLY FOUR WEEK8I 
COL. HALL WAS INTERESTED IN THIS EXPERIMENTAL COURSE AND 
CADY WROTE HIM WEEKLY LETTERS.  IT WAS TRULY A CRAM COURSE. 
ONE OF HALL'S LETTERS INFORMED HIM THAT THE SGO EXPECTED HIM TO 
COMMAND IF HI8 UNIT WERE MOBILIZED. (1). 
CAOY 
MAJ. GCN. CLARENCE HUESNCR Or THE LlNC CAM* PROM WASHINGTON 
TO PROWL AROUND THE CLASS*8 QUARTERS TO VISIT WITH THEM IN- 
FORMALLY (2).  HE TOLD SOME HUMOROUS ANECDOTES ABOUT WORLD 
WAR EXPERIENCES AS PART Of   HIS TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATING THE 
STUDENT PERSONALITIES. 
MAJ, GEN, HEKRY H. (HAP) ARNOLD (3) WAS THE PRINCIPLE 
SPEAKER AT THEIR GRADUATING CEREMONY, SHOOK HANDS WITH ALL 
Of THEM, AND WISHED THEM WELL.   THE VERY NEXT AFTERNOON IN 
ST* LOUIS, MO*f CAOY AND HIS rAMILY CAME OUT OF A MOVIE AND 
HEARO A NEW8B0Y SHOUTING ABOUT THE JAPANESE SNEAK ATTACK 
UPON PEARL HARBOR.   ... tT WAS CAOV's BIRTHDAY, TOO.   LOC. (1955) 
CADV 
- PART I.   GETTING READY 
CHAPTER  1 
11:30 A.M., DECEMBER 24, 1941, COL. FITTS TELEPHONED UNIT 
ALERTING ORDERS TO LT. COL. CADY WHO WAS HARD AT WORK IN HIS 
OFFICE. GENERAL HOSPITAL No. 21 WOULD BE MOBILIZED VERY SOON. 
GET EVERYTHING IN SHAPE TO MOVE OUT, ETC* FITTS VOLUNTEERED A 
PERSONAL GUESS THAT BW00LEN8 WOULD BE NEEDED? 
CADY IMMEDIATELY PHONED DEAN PHILIP A. SHAFERF8 OFFICE. HIS 
SECRETARY, MRS. UACOBY, GASPED AS SHE BEGAN TO TAKE THE MEMORANDUM 
HE WAS DICTATING FOR EACH OFFICER, SPECIAL DELIVERY. NURSES, TOO. 
THERE WAS A CEREMONY ONE AFTERNOON IN THE LOBBY OF THE BARNES 
HOSPITAL AT WHICH THE OFFICERS OF THE FORMER UNIT PRESENTED TO 
LT. COL, CADY,;THE COLORS WHICH HAD BEEN PRESENTED BY MARSHALL 
JOPFRE AS A TOKEN FROM FRANCE FOR THEIR SERVICES ON THE CONTINENT 
IN WORLD WAR 1. CAOY FELT TENSE, AND A LITTLE OVERAWED, BUT HE 
AS8URED THE AUDIENCE THAT THE NEW UNIT WOULD BE INSPIRED BY THE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF PREDECESSORS, CARRY THE COLORS WITH PRIDE AND 
HOPE FOR DISTINCTION IN HONOR OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF 
MEDICINE. 
( INSERT PICTURE OF CEREMONY) 
# 1. 
DURING THE REMAINING TIME UNTIL JANUARY 11, 1942, HE HAO TO 
KEEP UP WITH HIS PRACTICE, ARRANGE TO TURN PATIENTS OVER TO LOCUM 
TENANS. GET COMMITTEES DISPOSED OF, GET HI8 FINAL TYPE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATION, GET NEW UNIF0RM8 TAILORED, SAY GOOD-BYE TO EVERYONE, 
AND HANDLE NUMBERLESS DETAILS ABOUT OFFICERS AND NURSES PHYSICALS 
AND RECRUITMENT. A LOT OF THINGS DID NOT SEEM TO WORK RIGHT. 
,AOY 
HE HAD BEEN TIRED WHEN HE WENT TO LEAVENWORTH, MORE TIRED 
WITH GRINDING WORK THERE AND HIS WEEK-END COMMUTING FOR PRACTICE 
AT HOME, AND THEN ALL THIS ADDED ACTIVITY AND RESPONSIBILITY, 
HE WAS TOO NUMB TO MOURN AT HOME FOR LEAVING FAMILY, DESTRUCTION 
OF HIS PRIVATE PRACTICE, AND ALL THE UNKNOWN FUTURE HE FACED. 
THERE WAS A NICE PARTY FOR THE NEW OFFICERS GIVEN AT THE 
UNIVERSITY CLUB.  DR. ARTHUR PROETZ WAS SORT OF MASTER OF CEREMONY 
AND GAVE A RENDITION OF '.  . "CARDINAL PUFF11 WHICH WAS 
UNDOUBTEDLY AMUSING TO FORMER OFFICERS AFTER A CUP OR TWO.  HE 
WAS CUSTODIAN OF A FINE GOLD LINED LARGE SILVER LOVING CUP FROM 
THE OLD MESS.   IT WAS FILLED WITH CHAMPAGNE AND PASSED AROUND 
THE LARGE TABLE WHERE EACH MAN HAD HIS ARMS LOCKED WITH IS 
FELLOWS ON BOTH SIDES, AMD THEY ALL CEREMONIALLY SIPPED THE 
CHAMPAGNE.  CADY'S SIP WAS SWALLOWED WITH SOME DIFFICULTY, PAST 
AN APPLE-SIZED LUMP IN HIS THROAT.  SOME TIME SOON THE CUP WOULD 
BECOME THE PROPERTY OF THE NEW OFFICERS MESS. 
ELSEWHERE AND OTHERWISE, EVEN AT HIS HOME, THE REMAINING TIME 
WAS AN EMOTIONAL NIGHT-MARE TO MAINTAIN THE CONSTANT CONTROL OF 
EMOTION FOR THE FACADE WHICH HE THOUGHT THE UNIT DIRECTOR HAD TO 
HAVE PUBLICLY.  HE HAD ONE REAL CONSOLATION, A VERY FAITHFUL 
AND CONSTANT WIFE, BUT HE COULD NOT DISCUSS THIS WITH HER WITHOUT 
BREAKING DOWN.  EVEN SHE SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO THINK HE WAS 
SO WEAK. 
HE FELT VERY, VERY LONELY AND DEPRESSED ABOUT MIDNIGHT, 10 
JANUARY, AS HE LOOKED OUT OF HIS STATEROOM WINDOW TO SEE HIS WIFE, 
CRACIA, VISIBLY SHIVVERING IN THE SUB-FREEZING WEATHER. RAY AND 
f.'ADELANE   K'CCARTHY    HAD    KINDLY    BROUGHT    THEM    TO    THE    TRAIN.       WHY     IN    HELL 
DIDN'T RAY TAKE HER AWAY AND END THE AGONY OF HIS DEPARTURE FOR 
BOTH? 
CADY 
AS SOON AS THE TRAIH MOVED OUT HE PREPARE!* rOR OSOt FOR HE 
WAS NOT QOIMG TO OET SQUIFFED WITH MANY OF THEM WHO WERE ALREADY 
WHOOPIHG IT UP.  RANK HAS ITS PRIVILEGE, A MISTAKE IN THIS INSTANCE. 
HE TOOK THE LOWER BERTH, ANO WAS AWAKENED ONCE BY A F1 HE SPRAY OF 
V0MITUS JETTISONED FRO'* ABOVE.  IT TOOK HI  ABOUT AN HOUR THE 
M**t TO CLEAN THINGS UP   SO HE COULD REMAIN IN THE STATEROOM 
AND TRY TO CATCH UP   WITH HIS SLEEP BEFORE THEY WOULD ARRIVE AT 
FT, GENNING, "A., AN ENTIRELY UNKNOWN FRONTIER FOR THE UNIT. 
REGULAR ARMY 
THERE HAD BEEN A COMMUNICATIONS FOUL-UP, OUT YOUNG/CAPT. 
CHAS. K. "INGLES, tf.c, GREETED CADY WHEM HE DETRAINED. GINGLES 
COMMANDED THE 53RD GENERAL HOSPITAL TRAINING CADRE FOR OVER A 
YEAR BWttftt TRAINING ASSIGNMENTS AMD MA'fEUVRES,  ffe HAD OROERS 
THAT THE Sfftf «.VOULD AOSCRBL HIS OUTFIT, FIVE OFFICERS AMD THE 
CNLIST"D CAP-E.   !T STRUCK CADY TFAT THESE OFFICERS AND ANY OF 
THE OTHERS D(i THE POST HAD AH AV II  rUPfosiTY ABOUT THE 21ST, JUST 
AS KEEN AS HAD ALL THE STAFF AND STUDENTS HAD BEEN ABOUT HIS GROUP 
AT t_EAVE*?WORTH, A£ IF THEY MIGHT ft! SOMETHING SPECIAL, SECRET, OR 
HIGH STATUS,  GlMQLES HCWfl TO KNOW ALL THE AMENITIES AND NECESSARY 
PROCEDURES, 50 THEY WENT DIRECTLY TO HIS HEADQUARTERS, AND WADE 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CADY TO REPORT TO THE POST COMMANDER AND THE CO 
OF THE STATION HOSPITAL THE NEXT MORNING, !'}   JANUARY. 
OH THE BASIS OF GlNGLES* INFORMATION, / \0Y ASSUMED COMMAND AND 
DEACTIVATED THE 53RD.  THE REMAINDER OF THE DAY WAS USED TO LOOK 
OVER THE 53RD, GET THE OFFICERS |\'T0 THEIR BILLETS  MESSING ARRANGED, 
AND, OF COURSE, A LOOK AT THE POST'S OFFICERS CLUB, 
CADY SAW ENOUGH BY THE END OF THE 14TH THAT HE HAD TOLD GINGLES 
TO TAKE THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER POSITION, AND HE WANTED THE OTHER 
FOUR OFFICE*?:; TO HAVE A POSITION A GRADE HIGHER IN THE TABLE OF 
ORGANIZATION OF THS 21ST IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. ALSO, SINGLES SHOULD 
* -•. -..a 
CAOY 
DRAW upon  iri*tn>|   HIS KNOWLEDCE or  THE OTHER  OFFICERS,  AND PRE»ARE 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTION WHICH ME BELIEVED WOULD BE SUCCESSFUL 
At FOR III ■■;yJr.i.f\    CADY HAD ONLY SUSPJCIOHH AND HOPES ABOUT HIM, 80 
SINGLES SHOULD MENTALLY PUT CAOY'S HAT ON AND DRAFT HIS OWN R£- 
COUMEMDATtO ".  HE WANTED THEM READY ABOUT THE FIRST OF ^EBRUARY. 
GlNSLES B      TO DEMURS MODESTLY, 9UT CADY SILENCED HIM BY ASKING 
WHAT BETTER WAY COULD HE SUGGEST UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES.  BESIOES, 
IF SINGLES PUT TOD MUCH atu>l«    THE LILY, SAW COULD STILL 
T 
OUST    IT   OFF,    AND  M    WAS   A   FINE    OPPORTUNITY   FOR   THEM   TO   ARRIVE   AS 
MUTUAL   UNDERSTANDING    ft OIPROCAL   KN0V7LEGE   Or EACH   OTHER   AS 
OFFICERS   AND   tfNTLEM6N.        IF   THE   P?J0^0TI0H   WOULD CO   THROUGH,    HE 
WOULD   PRESENT    Ml4   A   PA|«    OFMLUC<Yw   SECOND    HAND, LONG    USED   MAJOR^ 
INSIONE.    NK   "IQHT   THEN   ST^UT   LIKE   AN   OLD   ftWCllf 
CADY 
CHAPTER m 
THERE HAD BEEN MO DIRECT OR GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS REACH THE 
UNIT FROM THE SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE, 30 THE MEDICAL OFFICERS 
WERE QUITE IDLE FDR A FEW DAYS, WHICH CAUSED CARPING AMON"! THE 
STATION HOSPITAL OFFICERS. CURRENT PUBLISHED ARMY REGULATIONS 
FOR PERMANENT OR NAMED GENERAL HOSPITALS PLACED THEM DIRECTLY 
UNDER THE SURGEON GENERAL. CORPS AREA SURGEONS AND COMMANDERS 
HAD NOTHING TO 00 WITH THEM EXCEPT SERVE THEM AT TIMES, THE 
CO WAS HIS OWN POST SURGEON, SO TO SPEAK.  THE STATION HOSPITAL 
COMMANDER, COL . EDWARD A. NOYES, MC. TOLO CAOY 
TACTFULLY OF HI3 OWN PROBLEM, WHEREUPON HE LAID THE FOUNDATION 
FOR.MANY MONTHS OF HELP ON HIS WARDS AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES. 
AT FIRST COL. MOYES WAS WILLING TO HAVE THE OFFICERS SENT 
OVER INFORMALLY, CAOY CONCEIVED A PROGRAM HE CALLED HIS "ADMIN- 
ISTRATIVE ?'ERRY-GO-ROUND TRAINING" SCHEME, HE SET UP A SCHEDULE 
OF ORIENTATION PERIODS IN ALL ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AND CR03S- 
SCH'.DULED MEDICS, SURGEONS AND PSYCH IATR 11 TS AND PATHOLOGIST SO 
THEV GOT BETTER UNDERSTANDINGS AS TO HOW TI'F CTHE'I OFFICERS WORKED 
AND WHY THEIR RED-TAPE WAS THE WAY IT WAS. SOME OF THE STATION 
OFFICERS WERE HIDEBOUND WITH BUREAUCRACY.  IN THIS MANNER THEY SOON 
BECAME ACQUAINTED WITH THE ANT EXTERMINATION CLASS LOT !T HAD TO BE 
DECIDED V/HETHFN THE ANTS WERE QUARTERMASTER, ENGINEER, MEDICAL, 
SUPPLY OR^ER'S'-NNEL BEFORE OR UNTIL THE POST COMMANDER GOT MAO 
AND ORDERED GOICONF TO GET RID OF THEM. THIS PLAN WAS NOT QUITE ^ U L 
CADY 
BUT THE OUTY ASSIGNMENTS WERE IMPROVED SHORTLY. 
ON THE 20TH THE CORPS AREA WAS DETACHING ANOTHER 53RD GENERAL 
HOSPITAL TRAINING CADRE, AND GINGLES WAS TO TAKE IT OUT. THIS 
WAS SOYETHING FOR A NEW RESERVE COMMANDING OFFICE* TO BE AROUSING 
ABOUT FOR HE HEEDED A REGULAR EXECUTIVE OFFICER. HE TELEPHONED 
C©L. P"|TTS AND HAD IT ALL STRAIGHTENEO OUT IN A COUPLE OF HOURS. 
THEN CAOY NOMINATED TO BE CAPT, ROBERT SCHILLING FOR THE POSITION. 7 
THERE *^FRE &S EXPERIENCED NON-COMS LOST IN THE CADRE. EVEN 
c 
SHILLING WANTED TO REMAIN WITH THE 21ST, BUT HE WAS IN LINE FOR 
TWO QUICK PROMOTIONS. 
CAPT. LOUIS H. ODEN, JR*, MC«t DID NOT UNDERSTAND ALL THIS, 
FOR ME WAS NEXT IN SENIORITY.  HE WANTED A POST MMTtl BECAUSE HE 
SUSPECTED THAT '«AVBE "INQLES HAD CUCHEREO Hl'.<t OUT OF THE POSITION. 
HE FELT BETTER WHEN CAOY SAID THE CHOICE HAD BEEN MIS OWN BECAUSE HF 
WANTED ALL THE EXPERIENCED HELP HE   COULD GET WITH ALL THE PROBLEMS 
OF A QUICK EXPANSION OF THE MEDICAL DETACHMENT ' I NEW 250 rjjEN TO 
COME VERY SHORTLY.  OOEN WAS APPRECIATIVE, CADY WAS GLAD TO LEARN 
OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP, AKD WHAT GiNGLES WOULD NOT KNOW WOULD NOT 
HURT Ptf« IN THIS CASE. 
BY THE 83*8 CAOY WAS ANGERED TO LEARN OF AN UNNECESSARY 10 
DAY BOTTLE-NECK IN HIS OWN OFFICE,- AN' IRRESPONCIBLE SERGEANT 
HA> ALLOWED SOME PHYSICAL EXAMINATION REPC, T;, TO LAY AFTER THE 
7TH CORPS AREA COMMANDING GENERAL HA& REQUESTED EXPEDITING THEM., 
\l   WAS PUBLIC KNOWLEQE THAT GENERAL iv" AC ARTHUR WAS flCIRt UP 
300,000 JAPS ON LUZON ISLAND, BUT TAKING A BEATING. ALSO, OVER- 
AGE OFFICERS VfKf REPLACING YOUNG STATION HOSPITAL OFFICER WHO 
WERE FILLMK VACANCIES IN COMBAT AND SERVICE UNITS. SOME OLDER 
REGULAR HgoiCAk CFFICERS|NOT ESPECIALLY SNAPPY LOOKING, GRAV HAIRED 
CADY 
LT. COLONELS WERE ASSUMING COMMAND Of EVACUATION HOSPITAL ANO 
OTHEf? C^ERAL HOSPITALS LIKE THE 21ST.   ?T APPEARED THAT THEY 
**//££<§ THERE fO SUCK FOR THEIR PROMOTIONS AMD COMMAND. MOREOVER, 
THE INOCULATIONS THEV HAD BEEN GETTING, SMALL~POX, TYPHOID AND 
PARA~TY?HO|D A AND 8, TETANUS, YELLOW FEVER AND TYPHUS, ALL WOULD 
BE USEFtM FOF. *ROOPS IN PANAMA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, AFRICA, WEST 
OR EAST INDIES «R AUSTRALIA, THE RUMOR WAS TRINIDAD FOR THE 2!ST. 
ONE DAY A MAJ.SEN. ORISWOLO STRAYED IN FLANKED BY A FULL COLONEL 
AND LIEUTENANT OF INFANTRY, NO ALERT WAS MADE SY ANY OF THE OFFICE 
FORCE ANO CADY AMD GI HOLES WERE CAUGHT UNAWARES, STILL REFLEXLY 
A CIVILIAN, CADY GREETED THE GENERAL WITH A HANDSHAKE, THEN THOUGHT 
TO SALUTEt 
THAT WOLF-EVEP COLONEL GLARED AT CADY DURING THEREST OF THE 
VISIT, F.NICH "INGLES MANAGED TO TAKE OVER TO DIRECT THEM TO THE 
NEW 3RD EVACUATION KftgMYAl NEARBY, 
MEAWWKILE, COL. AND 'RS MOVES INVITED THE CLINICAL CHIEFS AND 
THE I
1? WIVES AVAILABLE TO THEIR QUARTERS SOCIALLY, THIS WAS A 
GENEROUS GESTURE WHICH STARTED A WARM BUT SUSTAINED FRIENDSHIP 
AND MEMORIES FOR MANY YEARS (4). 
THE UNCERTAINTY OF THEI« SITUATION CAUSED THE UNITY'S OFFICERS 
TO NEGLECT JOINING THE POST OFFICERS CLUB, BUT THEIR ENTHUSIASTIC 
IWPO8IT*ON ON THE CLUB HOSPITALITY WAS NEVER OPENLY QUESTIONED OR 
RESENTED, SEEMINGLY. THEY HAD A PARTY FOR THE 53RD'S OFFICERS AND 
WIVES, AMD FOR THE FIVE NEW BRIDES, CADY, STILL TIRED, REMEMBERED 
THE CO SHOULD DEPART FIRST AND DID SO, HE WAS LONELY WHENEVER HE 
WAS NOT WORKING OR DEAD ASLEEP. 
i 
THE GT, LOUIS NURSES WERE GETTING THEIR INOCULATIONS AT 
JEFFERSON BARRACKS. 
CADY HAD ALREADY STARTED HIS DRY RUNS FOR LOADING HOUSEKEEPING 
CAOV 
AND TROOP EQUIPMENT TO GO TO A STAGING AREA.  tfAVBE THE 3T. LOUIS 
CURSES I'.'OULO MEET THE Ur4IT THERE.  THEY WERE RECEIVING SMALL GROUPS 
Of MMStl fMM ELSEWHERE, A HOSPITAL DiETITIftN, RED CROSS GlRL, 
fHVPtCAL THERAPIST 
AND A DENTAL HYGIENIST. OFFICERS WERE STRAGGLING IN, OR ABOUT TO. 
COL. MOTES WAS CONSCIENTIOUS. HE INSPECT ALL HIS OWN BUILOINOS^ 
A 
REGULA<?^.V» AMD WHEREVER HE THOUGH WAS NEEDED, INCLUDING OFriCERS 
QUARTERS,  WHF*  HE FOUMD TOO MANV OF THE VIST's OFFICERS DOING 
IVIH FATIGUE DURING DUTY HOURS, HE CONCLUOED THEY DID NOT HAVE 
ENOUGH ASSIGNED DUTIES. CAOY AGREED. HOW ABOUT A COUPLE OF 
HOSPITAL ORDERS WHICH ATTACHED INDIVIDUALS TO PARTICULAR POSITIONS 
FOR DUTY?   THERE WAS NO MORE PROBLEM, AND EVERYONE WAS MUCH 
HAPP IER . 
DEAN SHAFFER WAMTEO TO KEEP CURRENT WITH THE UNIT, AND SUGGESTED 
A 
IT WOULD NOT BE MUCH TROUBLE TO JUST SEND HTM EXTRA CARBON COPIES 
OP" CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., WHICH R-AOY THOUGHT MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE, 
HE THOUGHT THE IDEA WAS INAPPROPRIATE, BUT DID NOT MENTION IT. 
INSTEAD HE WAS ARRANGING FOR A ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH PHOTOGRAPHER 
TO VISIT THE UNIT ON THE 30TH, THAT MIGHT SATISFY THE DEAN AND 
STIMULATE NURSING RECRUITMENT. THIS COULD BE THE SOURCE OF IRRITATION 
FOR TMF POST COMMANDER, MM WOULD HAVE TO BE CLEARED WITH HIM WHEN 
THE PHOTOGRAPHER ARRIVED.  BUT IT ALL WORKED OUT NICELY,  THEN 
CAME INFORMATION THE 62 NURSES WERE GOING TO UOIN THE UNIT WITHOUT 
DELAY. 
TMF PHOTOGRAPHER WENT EVERYWHERE. Mnt< CAOV ARRIVED ON THE 
30TH, HE KVEM TOT A PICTURE OF CAOY KISSING HER, AND ANYTHING FOR 
UNIT PUBLICITY. COLUMBUS WAS GREATLY CROWDED, AND FINDING A ROOM 
FOR HER WAS A PROBLEM AND AN ACCOMPLISHMENT. THEY DID NOT HAVE 
AN' AUTOMOBILE, SO THEY BECAME DEPENDENT UPON OTHER BETTER ESTAB- 
LISHED OFFICERS. HE WAS MIGHTY/GLAD TO SEE HER. THE KIDS WERE 
CADY 
ALL   RIGHT   AND   WELL   UUPERV1SE0.       HOWEVER,    SHE   HAD   WORRISOME   PROBLEMS 
WITH   tHt   SETTLEMENT   or   HER   FATHER* 3   ESTATE,       "HE   WAS   THE   EXECUTRIX, 
1    ~EBRUARY   SIXTY-TWO   NURSES   ARRIVED   WITH   THE   USUAL   FOUL-UP 
OF   TRANSPORTATION,      THEIR   CARS   WERE   RET   OUT   AT   THE   POST   RAILWAY 
4 
STATION   AMD   THE   2l8T*S   3ERSENT    SENT   ALL   THE   VEHICLES   OVER   TO   THE 
A 
RECEPTI^      . -R STATION,  CADY HAD THE PHOTOGRAPHER THERE BUT 
1ST LT, LUCILE ■:* SPALDING, ANC, THE CHIEF MURSE, HAD TO BE SENT 
SACK INTO HER CAR TO RE-EHACT FOR THE tfttCTiMl PICTURE.  A LOT 
OF THE OFFICERS AND WIVES WERE THERE, TOO, AND ALMOST EVERYONE 
vjfe/ERY 0»C ELSE.  THE GIRLS WERE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT ARRIVING 
AND «tTT|NC ON '.7JTH THE §9tlN£tt« 
AS COULD DE EXPECTED, CADY'r IMPATIENCE WITH BUREAUCRATIC 
D-TAPE, AND HfG POSITION FOR CUTTING IT, WOULD SOON BECOME 
ABRASIVE TO THE POST SURGEON.  FOR ONE THING, HIS ORIGINAL UNIT 
RE^O^TS, LIK" THOSE P: ©*i#t tdttg, SHOULD ac aeitto "THOUGH H»S 
" THE 3UROEON THOUGHT, AND F IRST. ALL THIS HAD BEEN WORRYING 
CLHSLER, TOO, THE IAM WHO BELIEVED I■ FCLL..    PECULATIONS, 
THE POST SURGEON HAD TALKED TO CINGLES, BUT JOT TO CACY. CADY 
TOLD -IF.'GLES THAT HE WAS HOPING THAT HIS ORACH RESERVE OFFICER 
Ht»0€E>:C~     "1HT   GET   TIKI   ALOr'r    FASTER   FOR   A   WHILE    tfttttt   THEV   WOULD 
CATCH   UP   WITH   H|M   AND   FENCE   HIM    IN.      THEY   HAD   TO   MOVE   FASTER, 
US y AL. 
HE   UNDERSTOOD,    THAN   THE   35   DAY   ROUND   TRIP   OF   CORRESPONDENCE   THROUGH 
A 
CHANNELS, 
THE SITUATIOM WITH COL, CENTON CAVE TO A HEAD ABOUT 2 FEBRUARY. 
CADY HAD FILED A RAOIOGRAM UNIT STRENGTH REPORT TO THE ARMY AT 
GOVERNOR'S ISLAMD OH SATURDAY. ON MONDAY BE SENT WORD TO CADY 
HE WANTED TO SEE H|H ABOUT IT. CADY IM3I3TZD THAT C I-■>■.? L£S SHOULD 
14 WITH HII.  VHAT COL. OENTON WANTED WAS TO CIRMLY IMPRESS CADY 
THAT THE 21 ST WAS NOT AN "EXEMPTED STATI ONN  AND ALL HIS CORRESPONOENCE 
CADY 
HAD TO CLEAR THOUGH HIS OFFICE. CAOV'E HOSPITAL WAS NOT A NAMED 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH WAS EXEMPTED, THEK MAT WAS CADY TO DO 
WHEN GOVERNOR'S ISLAND OR WASHINGTON WANTED DIRECT REPORTS, WOULD 
COL. DcwfON KEEP til-* OUT OF TROUBLE?  OF COURSE, It «AS OBVIOUS 
THAT A wwnitme GENERAL HOSPITAL IN TRAINING COULD NUT REALLY 
BE EXEMPTED IM ALL RESPECTS, FOR IT WOULD STARVE TO DEATH IN 
MANY RESPECTS, SOME ONE IN AUTHORITY HAD REMOVED HIS CXCUSE FOR 
RED-TAPE INFLOCR NCE, AND HE HAD TO CAPITULATE. 
MAYBE IT WAS TIME FOR A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE. THE POST FINANCE 
OFFICE INFORMED ONE OF THE 21ST'S SERGEANTS THAT HIS CO HAD GOTTEN 
SELF TT'.RO  TROUBLE WITH THE NURSES TRANSPORTATION. THE TWO 
PULLMAN CARS HAD NOT BEEN PROCURED BY THE QUARTERMASTER TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICER, THE DEAN OR SOMEONE .JUST ARRANGED IT, AND THE NURSES ARRIVED. 
THEY WOULD     URGE THE INDIVIDUAL NURSES FOR THE REGULAR FARE, 
SUT NOT FOR THE PULLMAN FARET WHY WASN'T IT OBVIOUS THAT WAS PART 
OF   THE   COSTS   OF   THF   TRIP?       Ill   AOOfttftATf    THAT    WAS   ABOUT   'tljIOO, 
AND   CA-7    GOULD   NOT   ABSORB   THAT   WITH   ANY   EQU/V^MITY.      C-ACY   WAS 
CONVINCED THAT FEDERAL BUREAUCRATS REALLY KNEW HOW TO MAKE RIGHT 
ANY HO"!E?T ERROR WHENEVER THEY REALLY WAMTED TO. THERE WAS A CURIOUS 
LACK OF INTEREST IN DOING ANYTHING ABOUT IT, AND HE WAS NEVER ASLE 
TO GET IT FETTLED EITHFR. 
HE MAD ANOTHER ANNOYANCE, EITHER HIS SHOES WERE SHRINKING OR 
HI? FEET NPPEADIMG WITH ALL THE WALKING HE WAS DOING, HLS 14 
YEAR OLO SON WOULD INHERIT TWO QOOD PAIRS OF OFFICERS SHOES TO 
GTRUT AROUND * 
CADY NOTED ON 5 FEBRUARY THE BRITISH WERE CONFINED TC THE 
ISLAND OF SINGAPORE, AND THE BIG GUNS HAD MOT BEEN EMPLACED TO 
FIRE TGVAF.P THE MAINLAND. **ACARTHUR WAS STILL HOLD, THE JAPS 
OFF AT C0RRE3AD0R WITH NO ESCAPE BY SEA. THE DUTCH WERE IN BAD 
TROUBLE. THE JAPS WERE TAKING A STRING OF ISLANDS TOWARD 
AUM CADV 
AUSTRALIA. A GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH WAS STARTING FOR AUSTRALIA 
JUST MiiHT WOT ARRIVE IN TIME TO DO MUCH ;OOC* 
?*B ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL PUBLISHED THE LIST or TOUR GENERAL 
HTAUi    AHA    THlIII   AFFILIATIONS   FIRST   ORDERED   MOBILIZED,      THE 
SAME   FOUR    VMS   OK   THE   FIRST   ORDER   OF   W>>RLD   WAR    !,       O*0V   WAS   THE 
ONLY   LT.    COLOMCL   C0""!AK3 I HO.       HE   ASSUMED   THE   OTHER   fifftSf    VERE 
-REGULA-    OFFICCrr:,    FOR    HE    KWIW   NOTHING   ABOUT   THEM { 1 } .       HE   KNEW 
MANY   FULL   ft(tt.Otttl.9j    RECULAR    OR   RESERVE,    WOULD   BE   WONOE.VtNG   ABOUT 
THE   COM*AMI   P03SIBIL ITJE3.      $Z   fttttfRgf   UNEASILY   WHETHER    HE   COULD 
OY A* 16   OF    INGENUITY   BALANCE   THE    KltliCH   OF   RESULATf0*3 
FULL CCLO;'::LH,  IttfttfUlftf   Mttj   HAVE.     KNOWLEDGE OF  PEOPLE,  GOOD 
HOSPITAL ||  INISTRATION WERE PROBABLY EQUALLY IVPOFTANT, BUT HE 
COUL     - EXPECT F0P.-1VNESS FOR SUORTc      .. ON REGULATIONS IN 
THE ARMV.  HE WOULD ALWAYS DO THE BEST HE COULD WITH IMAGINATION 
AND "MOSS SENSE.n      Ht KNEW ALREADY THAT G MOLES THOUGHT HIS 
IDEAS OF DISCIPLINE WEFE RATHER OLD FOOT,  BUT vAOY WAS EXPER- 
IENCED T!! r»t WORLD TO KNOW THAT EVEN |M THIS SITUATION 
HE WOULD HAVE TO CAIN HIS OBJECTIVES WITH WHATEVER RESOURCES HE 
| IRf HAVE, Tiv. ING AND PLAIN LUCK.  HE REGRETTED THAT IT WAS IM- 
POSSIBLE TO ri.'D TI'.E FOR SOLID READING ANDJREFLECT I ON fOR SELF- 
IMPF.O    r.  IN A WAY HE WAS TRAPPED LIKE THE FRO- IN #ESGPS 
FABLES, IN THE JAR OF CREAM, 
CADY AO'.IRED NURSES AS A PROFESSION, AND HIS UNIT'S ESPECIALLY. 
AT THir TIVE THE ARMY MAC THEM WEARING OFFICERS INSIDE, BUT WAS 
NOT PAYINO THEM ACCORDINGLY, AND HAD NOT PROCESSED AS FAR IN GIVING 
THEH FULL OFFICER STATUS, PAY AND ALLOWANCES, AND FREEDOM FROM 
PATERNALISTIC LIMITATIONS AS IT WAS LEARNING TO 00 IN THE NEW 
WOMENS AUXILIARY ARMY CORPS. THEIR RANK WAS STILL SIMULATED. 
THESE GIRLS WERE FINE REPRESENTATIVES OF VIGOROUS YOU^C AMERICAN 
WOMANHOOD, AND THERE WERE A FEW REAL BEAUTIES AMONG THEM, TOO. 
CAOY *&#» 
HOW LONG WOULD THOSE GIRLS LAST?  THIS PROMPTED HIM TO "PUBLICLY 
REPRIMAND" t3T LT.  (CHAPLAIN) JOHN R. PETERSON, THERE PRESENT, 
FOR ALREADY MARRYING A NURSE, THEREBY DEPRIVING SOME UNIT AND 
MANY Gl's OF HER SERVICES.   HE NOTICED A NUMBER OP EYES BEING 
LOWERED AND A FEW BLUSHING FACES AMONG FOUR OR FIVE OF THE YOUNGER 
GIRLS.  PERHAPS, HE SAID, THE POT SHOULD NOT CALL THE KETTLE BLACK, 
FOR HE HAD LONG AGO TAKEN A HIGHLY TRAINED HOSPITAL DIETITIAN 
OUT OF CIRCULATION BY THE SAME MEANS, AND HAD NEVER FELT fiUILTY 
ABOUT IT. 
THE UNIT OFFICER AND WIVES HAD A VERY NICE DINNER PARTY FOR 
THE CADV'S AT THE POLO CLUB.  OTHER GUESTS WERE COLONEL AND THE 
VERY GRACIOUS MRS. NOYES, COL. ANO MRS, KENSALL AND LT. COL. AND 
MRS, BERRY FROM THE STATION HOSPITAL. COL. KENDALL, A PSYCHIATRIST, 
PROVED TO BE QUITE A PARTY TENOR.   ALSO, AMUSINGLY ENOUGH, A 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON A NAPKIN WAS CIRCULATED FOR 3IGNITURES, PROBABLY 
BY SOME OF THE YOUNG BRIDES.  THE PURPOSE WAS ALLEGEDLY TO GET 
THE CONSENSUS ON WHETHER CAPTAINS STANLEY HAMPTON AND BOB KELLEY 
SHOULD MARRY THEIR FIANCEES AT ONCE.  WHETHER IT WAS A FOUL BLOW 
OR NOT, THEY DID MARRY THEM SHORTLY TO LIVE HAPPILY EVER AFTER! 
ON 9 FEBRUARY CAOY AND ABOUT A DOZEN OFFICERS ACCOMPANIED 
ABOUT 70 NURSES TO VISIT VISIT ONE OF THE 2ND ARMORED DIVISION^  ^ 
TANK BATJAL^IONS IN THE FIELD. EVERYONE SEEMED TO GET QUITE A 
WALLOP FROM WATCHING THE NURSES IN THEIR MORE OR LESS TAILORED 
FATIGUE UNIFORMS AS THEY CRAWLED AROUND THE TANKS.  THEY WERE 
LIGHT TANKS, BUT THEY COULD RUN OVER AN 0 INCH TREE AND THE OCCUPANTS 
NOT EVEN FEEL A JAR.  AFTERWARD, MAJOR DON WfER AND CAPT, ED . 
(NED) '.VALLACE, M.C. OF THE BATALLION ENTERTAINED WITH A RATHER 
EXPLO8«VE"AR<*ORE0 DIESEL COCKTAIL? THE EXPLOSIVE INGREDIENT SEEMED 
TO BE THE CAREFULLY MEASURED SQUIRT FROM AN ORDINARY OIL CAN\ BOTH 
OFFICERS WERE GRADUATES OF THE SCHOOL. \ 
^APY 
ADDITIONAL   ARRANGEMENTS   ViRK   MADE   FOR   OFFICERS   AND    HURSES   TO 
ttt    A    COMBAT   TYPE   RIVER   CROSSING   AMD    Kif ABl ItfftfCNf   Of    A   MVERHEAO. 
CAOY   ?,AOE    AODITONAL    ARRANGEMENTS   TO   PET   THEM   OUT   TO   OBSERVE 
"
v
   PPIMM    AMD   BE    (•Nffflt   BY   HEARING    THE   FIRE   CONTROL 
OFFICER   GIVING   THE   tOBftff t NAT Ct   AMD    KI^R   OF    SHELLS    NX    WAITED   ON   THE 
TAHetTt,       IFTEH   n«   FIRST   SHOT   Of?   SO,    CORRECTION'S   WOULC   BE   CALLED 
AND    *F|e.E   FOR    S---FCCT."      S/R S ,    CADY   ftfft   OTHER   WIVES   GOT   TO   SEE    SOME 
0F
   f«t»l RTRATI"--.       CADY   BELIEVED   THAT    IF    ALL   THESE    LAtJIES 
COULD   KNOW   ABOUT   THESE   DISAGREEABLE   THINGS    IM   AftVAN#C|    THEY   WOULD 
HAVE    ft    RETTER    APPRECIATION   OF   WHAT   WAS   QO | MO   ON    tM   THIS    VAR»    AND 
THEIR    KN9WLCGE   MIGHT   EVE"'   CAVE   LIVES..*. To 
vAOY CNAllCNNt* SOME OF THE NURSES^LEAR* THE SCHOOL OF THE 
90LDIER, CLOSE ORDER DRILL AMD MARCHING, •?« GET !N THE PARADES. 
THIS DEEMED TO BE A REVOLUTIONARY IDEA FOR RuntIS. ANYWAY, THEY 
WERE   ALL    SO   KNTtftff I AST?C,    AND   THE   DRILL    SCR 7 :i   LIKEWISE,    THAT 
THEV   OOULR    <'0I'!   flit   RFF ICES 3   fm    THE   WEEKLY   'JMIT   PARADE   REVIEW, 
THEY  ROT   IT  RTA?»TED  ON   10 FEBRUARV  AM MJTTIN'   THEIR   STUFF" 
IN   A   R?¥ARKA8LY    SHORT    TME,    AS    ALL    BftftB    DAM LO, 
THEN    SOMETHING    UNUSUAL    HAD   TO    HAPPEN* 
ON   12   FEBRUARY   GtHftUtf   VET   SAOY   AS    HE   WAS   LEAVING    THE   OFFICERS 
NCtt AT THE STATION HOSPITAL, AN UNUSUAL CHANGE OF ROUTINE. 
ABOUT 95 PER CENT OF  THE NtN HAD SEEN BOYCOTTINO THEIR MSSS» HE 
HAD NOT LEARNED MUCH '/ORE THAN THAT ABOUT IT YET, OUT H£ THOUGHT 
CAN* SHOULD KKOW ABOUT IT BEFORE HE ROT TO HEADQUARTERS.  THE NON*« 
CO"? flWNt SAID THEY HAD EATEN A LITTLE OR HAD NOT OEEN HUNGRY, 
AM WERE QUITE EVASIVELY MON-COvR* Iff AL ABOUT THE MATTER.  AFTER 
CADY WALKED INTO HIS OFFICE A3 IF MOTH IMG HAD HAPPENED, HE BEGAN 
TO QUESTION THE MEN WHO ENTEREO FO^    ANY ROUTINE REA80N, ANO ASKED 
THE*.' TO AVOID INFORMING THE OTHER MEN ABOUT HIS INTEREST IN THE 
MATTER. 
CADY 
BY 1000 HOUR HE HAD LEARNED THE MEW DIE HOF RELISH THE FOOD 
AS THEY HOHT HAVE BECAUSE OF WSLOPPY PREPARATION AND SERVING" 
AMD IRE SURLINESS OF THE ".'ASTER SERGEANT WHO WAS THE MESS SERGEANT, 
A TEGULAR.  HE WAS ALSO SEC INNING TO SUSPECT THAT THERE WAS SOME-* 
THIfJP THEY WANTED TO SAY ABOUT SINGLES, BUT WOULD  NOT.  HE TRIED 
THE f?EGULA» 1S7 SfJRCEAHT, AND GOT ONLY AN EXPERIENCED l,'0N-C0M,8 
EVASIVENESS WIT! ALL MILITARY COURTESY TOWARD A SURE? JOP OFFICER, 
HATHER NETTLED, HE CALLED IN THE DETACHMENT CO'.-.vAf.'OER, BUT GAINED 
WO DETAILS, ONLY CONFIRMATION THAT THE MEN SORT OF HAD IT IN FOR 
GlNGLES, THEY WOUL^ **? TALK FRANKLY TO HI*' EITHER,  THE\« HE 
CALLED IN THE NERVOUS SERGEANT MAJOR, AND ORDERED HIM TO TELL 
HIM WITHOUT EQUIVOCATION WHAT WAS IN THE CRAWS OF THE MM ABOUT 
G INGLE*!. 
WELL, THE MEN REALIZED THAT tfn«tt« WAS A VERY CAPABLE OFFICER, 
AND HAD TRAINED THEM TO *   VE^Y COMHENr IDLT STATE WHICH THEY FULLY 
APPRECIATED,  THEY THOUGHT HE SHOULD SHOW MORE •f«Nt THAT HE APPREC- 
IATED WHAT THEY WERE DOING FOR HI'S A 01T OP PRAIGE VOW AND THEN, 
A FEW MORE PASSES OR LEAVES NOW AND THEN.  ONCE OR TWICE PASSES 
OR LEAVES HAD DEEN CANCELLED FOR MEN WHO HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH 
WHATEVER HAD BEEN THE FAULT.  THEY RESETTED THIS SORT OF THING 
AS GROUP DISCIPLINE FOR THE MISDEEDS OF A FEW,  SO FAR AS THE 
SERGEANT MAJOR KNEW NO ONE HAD COMPLAINED TO THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
ABOUT ANYTHING, FOR THEIR COMPLAINTS MIGHT BE HARD TO PROVE, THEY 
WOULD EXPECT RETALIATION OF SOME SORT. 
SHORTLY BEFORE NOON GINGLES RETURNED TO TALK ABOUT THE MATTER, 
HE ADMITTED VOLUNTARILY THAT HE FELT "SCARED"BECAUSE HE HAD NEVER 
HEARD OF A THING LIKE THIS TN THE ARMY,  IF HE HAD HIS WAY, HE MIGHT 
PUT A HEAVY PACK ON THEIR BACKS ANO MARCH THEM AROUND UNTIL THEY 




WELL,    SAIO   CAD¥,   THEY   SHOULD   RE-APPRAISE   THE   SITUATION, 
THE MEN HAD AROUSED THE INTEREST or THE UNIT'S CO TO SOME GRIEVANCE 
THEY HARBORED.  TRUE, THEY HAD DONE !T LIKE MEMBERS OF A TRADE 
UNION, WITHOUT OVERT LEAOERS EXPOSED FOR RETALIATION, AND WITHOUT 
MILITARY INSUBORDINATION. THEY HAD BOYCOTTED, NOT STRUCK AGAINST 
THE GOVERNMENT.  IT COULO NOT BE CLASSIFIED AS MUTINY. NONE OF THE 
MEN HAD VOLUNTEERED ANYTHING EITHER TO THE CO OR THE ExtC, SO 
MAYBE THAT SHOULD HAVE SOME INTERPRETATION.  COULD ONE OR BOTH OF 
THEM BE GETTING THEIR SILENT TREATMENT?  ANYWAY, HE WANTED THE 
1ST SERGEANT TOLD THE CO WOULD VISIT THEIR MESS AFTER RETREAT. 
HE WOULD LIKE FOR BOTH GlNSLES AND FlSH TO GO THERE WITH HIM. 
GlNGLES DEMURRED,  HE FINALLY SAIO THAT MAYBE SOME OF THE MEN 
MIGHT HAVE SOMETHq TO 8AY AGAINST HIM, AND THEY WOULD TALK BETTER 
IF HE WERE NOT THERE.  CADY ADMITTED THAT WAS A FAIR ATTITUDE, BUT 
HE WAS GOING TO HAVE flSH WITH HIM ANYWAY. FlSH WAS A VERY CON- 
tgr A 
*C\,:        IOUS MAN, AND FAIR DEALING.   HE HAD BEEN WITHHOLDING JUDGMENT 
OF HIS MEN SIMPLY BECAUSE HE DID NOT WISH TO MAKE ANY SNAP ESTIMATES 
AMONG THEM.  CADY REMINDED HIM THAT ALTHOUGH THE MEN WERE STILL UNDER 
PUP TENTS, STILL LIVING A HALF FIELD EXISTENCE, BUT THAT THE MESS 
SERGEANT HAD BARRACKS KITCHEN FACILITIES AND BETTER THAN A STRICTLY 
FIELD RATION TO COOK AND SERVE.  A MUCH GREATER  NUMBER OF THE MEN *)>!*& 
AT DINNER, AND SAIO IT WA8 BETTER, i THUS,  IT SEEMED THAT THE 
MESS SERGEANT HAD CONCLUDED HE HAD BEEN PERMITTING HIS COOKS AND 
KITCHEN POLICE TO TAKE FIELD LIBERTIES WITH GOOD FOOD AND GOOD MEN 
ALREADY, 
CADY HAO LITTLE CONCEPTION OF HOW HE WOULD HANDLE THE SITUATION 
BEFORE HE MET THE MEN IN THE MESS HALL.  HE AND FlSH WERE ON THE 
LAST OF THE CHOW LINE, TOOK FOOD TRAYS AND SAT DOWN TO EAT 
THEY AGREED THAT A REALLY HUNGRY MAN WOULD APPROVE OF IT, BUT THERE 
CADY 
INDICATIONS OF POOR MORALE AMONG COOKS AND KP«S, AND THE SERGEANT 
MAD PROBABLY FORGOTTEN MANY THINGS HE KNEW ABOUT FOOD PREPARATION 
AND SERVICE.  CADY SUGGEST TO FlSH THAT HE SHOULD REVIVE OR RE- *- 
VITALIZE THE MESS SERGEANT AND GET THE IDEA CURRENT HENCEFORTH 
THAT NOTHING WAS REALLY TOO GOOD FOR THE 21ST*S ENLISTED MESS. 
»T MIGHT BE A HARD JOB TO SURMOUNT.  WHEN HE AROSE TO SPEAK TO 
THE MEN, fST SGT. HERMAN GOLOEN BELLOWED FOR ATTENTION. 
FIRST, HE TOLD THE MEN THEY HAO A GOOD RECORD OF PERFORMANCE 
AND HE WAS GLAD AS THEIR NEW CO THAT THEY WERE NO PROBLEMS IN THAT 
RESPECT FOR THE UNIT.  QUITE SOON THEY WOULD BE CHALLENGED BY 
MAKING A MAN-FOR-MAN TROOP ABSORPTION OF NEW MEN JUST GETTING OUT 
OF BASIC TRAINING.  SOME OF THEM WERE COMING FROM A CAVALRY RE-  V 
PLACEMENT CENTER AND MIGHT STILL WANT TO GO TO BED WITH BOOTS AND 
SPURS ON I MEN FROM THE NEW YORK AREA SHOULDN'T HAVE ANY FIXED  " 
■ 
IDEAS ABOUT THOSE FELLOWS, EXCEPT THAT SOME OF THEM, GIVEN TIME, 
WOULD DEVELOPE INTO FINE MEDICAL SOLDIERS AS THEY HAD THEMSELVES. 
THEY WOULD HAVE TO HELP TRAIN THEM, AND COULD EXPECT ALL SORTS 
SITUATIONS, JUST BE PATIENT AND TREAT THEM BY THE GOLDEN RULE, 
BUT AS GROWN UP   MEN, AS THEY WOULD WANT TO BE TREATEO THEMSELVES. 
HE KNEW SOMETHING HAD BEEN OF CONCERN TO THEM ABOUT THEIR MESS. 
SOMETHING WOULD BE DONE ABOUT THAT, BUT NOT EXACTLY OVERNIGHT. T«E I ARMY HAD A LOT OF PROBLEMS IN ITS MESSES, THE/SHOULD BE OBSERVANT 
BUT PATIENT. 
FOR MORE THAN TWO YEARS, CADY TOLD THEM, HE HAD BEEN GREATLY 
PRE-OCCUPIED WITH RECRUITING AND ORGANIZING THE 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AS AN AFFILIATED UNIT,  THEY MIGHT LIKE TO KNOW THAT IN WORLD WAR I 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY HAD SENT THE FIRST GENERAL HOSPITAL TO FRANCE. 
THIS WAR, THEIR UNIT WAS ON THE FIRST ORDER AMONG THE SAME FOUR 
AFFILIATED H08PITALS, AND THE fc>N|T HAD A HISTORY, A PEDIGREE. 
V 
CADY 
EACH or THE NEW orncERS MIGHT BE CONSIDERED AS HAND PICKED ON 
MEDICAL 
ACCOUNT OF SOME SBECIAL/REA80N.   HE COULD ASSURE THEM THAT OVER 
HALF THE NURSES WOULD BE PREPARED TO GO RIGHT TO WORK, BUT THEY 
HAD TO BECOME "SOLDIERS" TOO.  HE COULD GUARANTEE THAT THE 2tST 
WOULD OELIVER HIGHER QUALITY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE THAN ANY AVERAGE 
MEOICAL UNIT, THEY SHOULO EXPECT TO BE PROUD TO BE A PART OF IT. 
ALTHOUGH THE MEN HAD MADE THEIR POINTS IN THIS INCIDENT, THEY 
/M  TH £ W£Ke 
HAD    NOT   GONE   ABOUT    IT^RlQHT   MILITARY   MANNER,    SO   THERE SOME   FAULTS 
BOUND TO BE FOUND ON BOTH SIDES.  THEREFORE, HE WANTED TO GET 
MATTERS ADJUSTED THIS TIME WITH NO ONE LOSING       DIGNITY OR 
£&££.  FOR ONE THING, THEY HAD DONE WHAT THEY DID AS,OR LIKE A 
CIVILIAN UNION GROUP, BUT PROBABLY SUCCESSFULLY.   IT COULD NOT 
BE REPEATEO,FOR IN THE ARMY THERE IS NO STRIKING, THAT WAS MUTINY, 
AND SERIOUS.  ORGANIZED BOYCOTTS WERE JUST AS BAD IN THEIR OWN 
WAY.  THIS WAS THE TIME FOR EACH OF THEM TO BECOM£A FULLY DISCIPLINED 
AMERICAN SOLDIER. 
IF NO ONE HAO TOLO THEM HOW TO GO ABOUT GETTING A GRIEVANCE OR 
COMPLAINT ADJUSTED, THE NEW MEN WOULD GET A LECTURE ON THE SUBJECT, 
80 LISTEN TO IT THEMSELVES.  THERE WAS A RIGHT WAY TO 00 IT, EVEN 
SEVERAL WAYS.  BELLY-ACHING AND GRIPING WAS A SOLDIER'S PRIVILEGE, 
RECOGNIZED AS A WAYttT0 BLOW OFF STEAM?  THEY WERE NO LONGER CHILDREN, 
AND THEY SHOULD KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A GRIPE AND A GRIEVANCE. 
A GRIEVANCE WOULD BOTHER A MAN*S MAN,  IT SHOULO BE SOMETHING THAT 
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL SHOULD NOTICE AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT. ... 
ANY QUESTIONS? THE MEN APPLAUDED. 
AS THEY LEFT THE MESS HALL CADY REALIZED RUMORS HAO ALREADY 
BEEN SPREAO OVER THE POST, AND PROBABLY ALL THE WAY TO WASHINGTON. 
THE UNORTHODOX WAY HE WAS HANDLING IT WOULO PROBABLY WORK AGAINST 
HIM, TOO, EVEN THOUGH HE HAD NO  PART IN CAUSING IT.    HE C0UL0 ^ 
UADY 
CRACK DOWN ON SEVERAL PEOPLE, TOO, BUT HE MIGHT IMPAIR THE VALUE 
OF MEN WHO COULD LEARN BY THEIR MISTAKES.  AH, HELL, THIS WAS BOUND 
TO BE JUST PART OF BEING A COI 
GlNGLES WAS WAITING IN THE OFFICE AND CADY TOLD HIM WHAT HAD 
BEEN THE GIST OF HIS TALK, AND GLNGLES HAO NOT BEEN MENTIONED AT 
ALL.  HOWEVER,  CAD* ASSUMED GINGLES SUSPECTED THE MEN HAD BEEN 
GUNNING A BIT FOR HIM, SO GAVE HIM THE COMPLAINTS ABOUT HIS SCANT 
PRAISE OF THEMEN, THE STRICT DISCIPLINE, AND THE DISCIPLINE OF THE 
GROUP FOR THE FEW THAT DESERVEO IT. TH18 UP8ET HIM CONSIDERABLY, 
FOR HE SAID HE HAD BEEN THINKING HE HAD NOT BEEN TOUGH ENOUGH 
WITH THE MEN. HERE HE WAS FINDING OUT IT WA3 JUST THE OTHER WAY. 
WELL, EVERYONE INVOLVED COULD NOW SEE THING5WITH A DIFFERENT 
PERSPECTIVE, AND EVEN THE MESS SERGEANT WA8 GETTING THE HANDWRITING 
ON THE WALL TRANSLATED.  GlNGLES SAID THE MEN LIKED CADY. 
NOTHING OVERT HAPPENED FROM THE INCIDENT EXCEPT THE NEXT OAY 
THE POST INSPECTOR BARGED INTO THE MESS, ATE A MEAL AND DEPARTED 
WITHOUT GIVING 6ADY A COURTESY REPORT. 
COL. DENTON STILL INTERFERRED WITH THE UNIT'S RADIOGRAMS, MAINLY 
BY WATCHING THEM 80 CAREFULLY PERSONALLY.  HE SUSPECTED CORRECTLY 
THAT THE SURGEON GENERAL*S OFFICE WAS PROCURING AND ASSIGNING 
OFFICERS TO THE 218T ANO BY-PA8SING THE COR^SUREA SURGEON, AND 
OF COURSE, THE POST SURGEON.    HE DID NOT SEEM TO UNDERSTAND, ANO 
DID NOT AGREE WITH THIS NEW-FANGLED AFFILIATED HOSPITAL IDEA.  THEY 
WOULD ALWAY8 BE A NUISANCE WITH THEIR PROBLEMS.  CADY WAS REALLY 
GLAD HE WA8 GOING TO SEE MOST OF THE RESULTS OF HI8 UNREMUNERATED 
HARD WORK OF THE PRECEEDING TWO YEARS. 
T 
THE CADYS* AND THE MAJ. SIM F. BEAMS'* ATTENDED THE MILITARY 
WEDDING OF COL. KENDALL'S PRETTY DAUGHTER.   IT WA8 A 2ND ARMORED 
E 
AFFAIR, 3ABRrB AND ALL AT THE CHAPEL DOOR, AND THE CAI8S0N RIDE 
UADY 
REAOY AND ENDURED BY THE CHILLY BRIDE IN HER WEDDING GOWN AND 
VEIL. THE RECEPTION WAS NICE TOO. 
THE CADYS* WERE ALSO ENTERTAINED BY THE SENIOR A. H. CONRADS 
W*t£f WERE VISITING THEIR RECENTLY MARRIED SON AND WIFE, WHO WA8 
AS BLOND AS HER HUSBAND.  YOUNG DOLPH WAS THEIR UNSPOILED ONLY 
CHILD, AND CAOY WISHED HE HAD MANY MORE YOUNG OFFICERS AS GOOD. 
fo fK 
HE HAD TO REITERATED HIS SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY  '-     THEIR FINE 
YOUNG SON, AND ASSURED THEM HE ANTICIPATED NO TROUBLES WITH HIM. 
FUNNY THINGS WERE HAPPENING ON THE 14TH, A DENTAL OFFICER 
HAO BEEN SHANGHAIED AT JEFFERSON BARRACKS ON DUTY FO* TEN DAYS, 
A 7TH CORPS AREA MESSAGE INFORMED THE 21ST SOME NURSE HAD SECRET 
ORDERS TO JOIN THE UNIT, ANQ THE 3RD MILITARY AREA WANTED PROOF '* 
THAT  Ad. -RANK //ALTON, CHIEF OF SURGERY, WAS REALLY A DOCTOR 
A 
BEFORE HE COULD BE RE-APPOINTED IN A HIGHER GRADE FOR HIS POSITION. 
MAJ. FISH WAS STILL PONDERING HIS INTEGRATION PROBLEM IN HIS 
DETACHMENT. CADY REMINDED HIM HE HAD TOLD THE MEN HOW THEY SHOULD 
TREAT THE NEW MEN, BY THE GOLDEN RULE. 7/HAT WOULD THE NEW MEN 
THINK IF THEY HAD A NEW BUDDY ASSIGNED WHEN THEY ARRIVED, AND 
BE WATCHED OVER BY AN OLDER MAN?  THE REAL PROBLEM WOULD BE TO GET 
THE OLDER MEN TO ACCEPT THE IDEA, THEY WOULO HAVE TO BE 8HAKEN UP 
WITH IT. HOW ABOUT EXPLAINING TO THEM THE QUICKEST WAY TO DO IT 
WOULD BE FOR THEM TO LAY OUT AN ENTIRELY NEW DETACHMENT TENT AREA. 
THEN HAVE THEM MOVE OVER WITH SPACE BETWEEN EACH PUP  TENT TO 
SET UP  ANOTHER SHELTER TENT FOR THE NEW MAN, TELL THEM THAT AFTER 
TWO WEEKS ANY OF THE MEN, OLD OR NEW, COULD MOVE FOR NEW TENTMATES 
IF THEY WISHED, DEPENDING ON ASSIGNMENT AREAS TIED TO THEIR DUTIES, 
IT MIGHT BREAK UP OLD CLIQUES AND IT WOULD CERTAINLY GET EVERYONE 
BETTER ACQUAINTED WITH OTHER8 AND MUCH SOONER, MAYBE WEEKS QUICKER 
THAN   WOULft  W1W <* W1W W%I»<UWI%*H*>LS*  ^ALWWa'ED'J 
CADY 
CHAPTER 3 
GLNGLES HAD QUARTERS ON THE POST SO ME USUALLY WENT DIRECTLY 
TO UNIT HEADQUARTERS EACH MORNING. AGAIN, ON THE 15TH HE CAME TO 
INTERCEPT CADY AS HE LEFT THE OFFICERS MESS. HIS COUNTENANCE AND 
TENSE MANERISMS INDICATED SOMETHING WAS DISTURBING HIM AGAIN, 
"COL. CADY, YOU OUGHT TO KNOW THIS BEFORE GOING TO HEADQUARTERS," 
HE PAUSEO, LOOKING HARO AT CADY.  THERE*S A REGULAR FULL COLONEL 
OVER THERE ASKING A LOT OF QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS UNIT.  WHAT THE 
MRM SAYS INDICATES HE MAY BE  HERE TO TAKE COMMAND.   »,, COL, 
CADY,  I DON*T NEED ANY OLD REGULAR THERE FOR MYSELF,  I HOPE YOU 
KNOW THAT!" 
"IS THIS THE FIRST YOU HAVE HEARD ABOUT A CHANGE FROM ANY 
SOURCE?" 
"ONLY GUESSES AND SPECULATIONS, NOTHING LIKE THIS. IS THERE 
ANYTHING AT ALL YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT, COLONEL?" 
CADY WAS PLEASED BY THIS IMPLIED SUPPORT, BUT HE FIGURED 
THAT THIS WOULD BE JUST THE WAY THE ARMY WOULD HANDLE IT, IM- 
PERSONALLY AND INCONSIDERATELY.  HE SAID THEY HAD BETTER GET ON 
OVER THERE FOR THE AMENITIES IF SUCH WERE INDICATED. THE DRIVE 
WAS A NUMBING EXPERIENCE FOR CADY. THERE WAS NOTHING TO 00 BUT 
MAKE THE BEST OF IWHATEVER WAS WAITING, GLNGLES CONTINUED HIS 
XENOPHOBIC UTTERANCES BUT THEY WERE FALLING UPON PRE-OCCUPIED EARS. 
"MAYBE, SAID CADY WRYLY, "THIS FELLOW CAN TELL US IF WE ARE 
GOING TO AUSTRALIAI" 
REGULAR ARMY, COL. ROBT. E. THOMAS, MC, WAS WAITING IN ONE 
CAOY 
OF THE INNER OFFICES.  HE REMAINED SITTING WHEN THEY SALUTED HIM. 
PART 
LADY AUTOMATICLV GAVE HIM THE INSPECTION OF A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
r- 
MAIR A BIT MORE THAN IRON GRAY, COMBED DOWN WELL WITHOUT POMADE, 
REGULATION Gl SPECTACLES, BKOCAL LENSES, RUDDY FACIES, LINED  «- 
AND RELAXED WHEN NOT SPEAKING, EYES GRAY, VERY STUBBY FULL- LIPPED§*** 
MUSTACHE, AND FRESHLY STARCHED  AND PRESSED UNIFORM.  HE MUST BE 
ABOUT FIVE-NINE IN HEIGHTH, POSSIBLY 170 IN WEIGHT.  AFTER A MOMENT 
COL. THOMAS EXTENDED A COPY OF HIS ORDERS. 
"HERE'S SOMETHING TO TAKE CARE OF." HIS VOICE WAS IN A BARITONE 
RANGE BUT A 8 IT HUSKY OR SONICLY "FUZZY." 
THE ORDERS READ THAT HE WAS TO PROCE{DJE) WITHOUT DELAY FROM FT. 
BRAGG TO FT. BENNING TO TAKE COMMAND, ETC.  SORRY, COLONEL, BUT 
WE HAD NOTHING TO ALERT US, OP. WE COULD HAVE PROVIDED A BETTER 
RECEPTION.  HAD QUARTERS BEEN ARRANGED?   IT DEVELOPED THAT HE HAD 
BEEN AT THE OFFICERS CLUB OVERNIGHT. 
GlNGLES TOOK A COPY OF THE ORDERS, WHICH MADE NO MENTION OF 
LT . 
COL. CADY, TO DICTATE THE ORDERS FOR THE CHANGE OF COMMANO, WHICH 
DID MENTION CADY1} RELIEF OF COMMAND.    COL. THOMAS, CADY CONTINUED 
HIS ESTIMATION, MUST HAVE BEEN MAKING .LENTY OF INQUIRIES OVER NIGHT 
TO ASSESS HIS OWN PROSLEMS WITH THE UNIT.  ALSO, COL. THOMAS WOULD 
BE MORE COMPATIBLE WITH COL. OENTON THEN WITH COL. NOYES. 
THIS WAS THE BLOW, WHAT OF THE CONTRE-COUPS? 
HE SPENT MOST OF THE DAY I NTRODUC iNtr COL. THOMAS AND TURNING 
THINGS OVER TO HIM.  THOMAS WANTED NONE OF THE UNIT'S ORGANIZING 
FILES, SO DEAR TO CADY'S HEART, BUT ONLY JUST WHAT WAS NECE8SARY 
TO TAKE THE UNIT FROM THAT POINT FORWARD. THAT WOULD MEAN CADY 
WOULD NEED ABOUT A WEEK TO 3ET THEM SORTED AND MAILED BACK TO THE 
SCHOOL, AND GINGLES WAS NOT FAMILIAR WITH THEM. THOMAS' INDIFFERENT 
REPLY INDICATED THERE COULD BE NOTHING INHERENTLY  SACRED TO HIM 
CADY 
IN THE SCH00L*8 AFFILIATION WITH THE UNIT.  THEY TOOK HIM TO COL. 
NOYE8' COCKTAIL.  CADY WAS TALKING GENERALITIES WITH l_T. COL. 
HERING, DC, STATION HOSPITAL, AND COULD NOT REMEMBER JUST HOW 
THE DENTAL OFFICER GOT TO THIS PHIL080PHV OF COMMANOJ  *lF A 
SUPERIOR'S PICKEO MEN ARE NOT PERFORMING WELL, HIGHER AUTHORITY 
SHOULD NOT NAG THE MEN, BUT REPLACE THE SUPERIOR." 
SO THAT WAS WHAT WAS GOING ON IN HIS CASE, EH?  CAREFUL, OOC, 
HOLD OFF A WHILE.   ...YOU CAN*T ACCUSE HERING WITH KNOWING ENOUGH,- 
BEING GRATUITOUSLY,- MALICIOUSLY CRUEL.  HE HA8 ALWAYS ACTED THE 
GENTLEMAN.  ...YOU KNOW, YOU COULD BECOME REALLY PARANOID ABOUT THlsI 
THAT EVENING THE CADYS* ENTERIAINED COL. THOMAS AND THE GINGLES'S 
AT THE CLUB FOR DINNER. AFTERWARD, IT WAS TOO RAINY TO DRIVE AROUND 
FOR COL. THOMAS, AND THEY WENT TO HER ROOM IN TOWN. HE GAVE HIS 
WIFE THE BAREST POSSIBLE FACTS ABOUT HIS LOSS OF COMMAND, AND HE 
HAO ONLY CONJECTURES ABOUT THE FUTURE, THEflR S. HE SUPPRESSED HIS HURT, 
BJ> 
AND SHE TACTFULLY ALLOW HIM TO DO IT.  HE REALLY WELCOMED THE 
A 
OBLIVION OF SLEEP, BELIEVING SOMEWHAT GUILTILY THAT SHE WOULD HAVE 
MORE DIFFICULTY TO FIND REST. THIS WAS ANOTHER AODITION TO HER 
WORRYSOME PROBLEMS. 
NEXT MORNING HE BEAT THE ALARM CLOCK BY A FEW MINUTES.  ...THE 
UNIT WAS ALMOST AT FULL STRENGTH IN OFFICERS AND MEN, AND 60 PERCENT 
IN NURSES.  IT HAD A NEW CO, so WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN TO CADY: A. THOMAS 
WAS 10 OR MORE YEAR8 OLDER, AND SHOWED IT. WOULD HE BE PULLED 
OUT BEFORE OVERSEAS SHIPMENT AND CADY COMMAND AGAINF B. WOULD 
CADY BE ASSIGNED ELSEWHERE, AND FOR WHAT OUTY? AND C. WHAT WAS ALL 
THIS GOING TO CAUSE BACK HOME? JUST HOW WOULD THIS EFFECT THE KIDS? 
KIDS COULD BE MIGHTY CRUEL TO EACH OTHER SOMETIMES, 
JOHN KNOX* THE DENTIST WHO PAID HIS OFFICE RENT TO CADY, HAD 
TELEPHONED ALMOST FRANTlCLY. HE WANTED T0 J0|N THE 2*ST AND SERVE 
CADY 
WITH CADY. 
THAT PATERNAL RESPONSIBILITY HE HAD FOR THE UNIT.  COULD HE 
8TAY WITH THE UN IT AND DENY ITJ STAY AND BECOME A DISAPPOINTMENT 
TO ALL EXCEPT THE NEW CO, AND BE A QREAT SOURCE OF ANNOYANCE TO 
HIM. HE MIGHT TRY TO SET OUT AND FORGET IT ALL. THIS WAS PART 
OF HIS TOBOGGAN RIDE, BUT HE WOULD NOT ROLL HIMSELF OFF. 
THE ARMY CALLEO FOR AHOTHER UNIT STRENGTH R*BORT ON THE 19TH. 
CADY'S REASSIGNMENT WAS STILL UNOECIDEO,  THOMAS FISHED JUST A 
LITTLE FOR CADY'S WISHES, BUT WAS TOLD HE OID NOTJFEEL HE SHOULD 
PARTICIPATE; IN HIS MIND IT SEEMED REASONABLE TO 
BECOME EXEC, CHIEF OF MEDICINE, OR GET TO HELL OUT ENTIRELY. 
ALSO, NEITHER OF THEM WOULD REALLY LIKE HAVING HIM IN THE EXEC, 
SBOT, SO IT WOULD PROBABLY BE CHIEF OF MEDICINE. SO THE NEXT DAY 
IT HAPPENED THAT WAY WITH GLNGLES AS EXEC, AND MAJORS SEAM ANO DRAKE 
DOWNGRADED BY DISPLACEMENT. 
ONE OF THE OFFICERS GOT A BIT TOO DEEP IN THE CUPS AROUND 
QUARTERS, AND BECAME SOMEWHAT AGGRESSIVELY LOUD AND TALKATIVE. COL. 
THOMAS, AT OFFICERS CALL, LET IT BE WELL UNDERSTOOD HE WAS NOT GOING 
TO KEEP ALCOHOLIC OFFICERS IN THE UNIT.    HIS VOICE WAS HIGHER PITCHED 
\J>  A NASAL RESONANCE, QUERULOUS.  THAT EVENING AFT^R THE NURSES 
TEA HE HAD THE CADY'S To OINNER BUT NO UNPLEASANTNESSES WERE EVEN 
MENTIONEO. 
WITHOUT NAGGING FROM CADY, COL. THOMAS SHOWED A COPY OF THE 
LETTER HE HAD WRITTEN TO DEAN SHAFFER ABOUT HOW SPLfcNOlD THE UNIT 
WAS AND WHAT A FINE JOB CADY HAD ACCOMPLISHED IN GETTING IT TOGETHER. 
CADY THANKED HIM FOR GILDING HIS LILY, AND ASSURED MIM THE REST OF 
THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WERE AGREED, TOO. HE GAVT HIMSELF A MENTAL 
KICK ON THE RUMP BECAUSE HE HAO TRIED TO READ OUT OF THE LETTER, 
OR TWIST SOME STATEMENT TO BE MALICIOUS. YES, FOR CADY THE FUTURE 
CAOY 
WOULD BE HARDER IF HE INSISTED ON BEING RATIONAL,TOOI 
HE LEARNED COL. THOMAS WAS 55, ANO HAD BEEN WEARING HIS EAGLES 
TOR A SCANT TWO MONTHS.  HE HAD BEEN AN ARMY PSYCHIATRIST FOR 
SEVERAL YEARS WHICH ►.AY HAVE ACCOSTED FOR SOME OF THE " GRAVEN" 
I SLIGHTLY AVERTED FACE AS IF HE WERE TALKING OVER THE 
SHOLOIER OF THE PERSON HE CONFRONTED.  THIS, CADY NOTICEO, GAVE 
HIM THE FEELING HIS CONVERSATION WAS GLANCING OFF THE FACE OF 
COL. THOMAS, SOMETHING VAGUELY FRUSTRATING.  IF HE SHOULD HAVE 
TIME- orrt   HE WOULD GO TO WASHINGTON, SUT STOP OFF TO SEE HIS WIFE 
AT BALTIMORE WHEJ£THEY OWNED THEIR OWN HOME FOR SOME YEARS. 
CADY HAD ALREADY BEEN IN GRADE FOR FIVE OR SIX YEARS AND HOPED HE 
WOULD NOT HAVE TO WAIT TEN YEARS LONGER FOR HIS OWN EAGLES. THEN,. 
WHY WAS IT THAT ARMY DOCTORS HUNG ON SO LONG tN PEAC'IME.  WlTH- 
OUT THIS WAR, MANY OF THEM WOULD \EVERAHIGHER THAN MAJOR OR LT . 
COLONEL AT RETIREMENT.  UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES HE DID NOT CONTINUE 
HIS SPECULATIONS BECAUSE HE SUSPECTED HE WOULD BE UNGENEROUS. 
MONDAY, THE 23RD, MRS. CAOY STARTED DRIVING 1ST LT. HENRY P. 
LATTUACA'S CAR HOME FOR HIM, WHICH TOOK CARE OF TWO PROBLEMS. 
OTHERS WERE PRESENT AT THE OEPARTURE, AND CADY'S THROAT WAS SO 
FULL HE HAD TO SUPPRESS THE FEELINGS HE WISHED HE COULD RELFASE. 
HE WENT TO THE HOSPITAL LATER TO TALK THINGS OVER ABOUT THEIR 
SERVICE WITH BEAM AND DRAKE.  THEY WERE TAKING THEIR  BUMP8 WELL 
ENOUGH, OUTWARDLY AT LEAST, AND THEY DID NOT TRY TO GET INTO ALL 
OF CADY'S THOUGHTS ABOUT THE MATTER. THE TAKE-OVER JOB WAS NOT 
GOING TO BE DIFFICULT.  THE GlNGLES1 HAD THOMAS AND CADY FOR 
DINNER AT THE CLUB AND A WALLACE BEERY FILM.  BEERY PLAYED THE 
PART OF AN OLD REGULAR CAVALRY 1 ST SERGEANT GOING THROUGH THE 
AGONIES OF BECOVING A MECHANIZED TROOPER.  CADY DIO NOT ENJOY 
BEERV's SPLENDID ACTING AS WELL AS USUAL.  NO TELEPHONE CALL. 
CAOY 
CAME THROUGH,  ANYTHING COULD HAPPEN THAT TIME Of THE YEAR BETWEEN 
COLUMBUS, -A., AND CLAYTON, THE WEST SUBURB or ST, LOUIS, MO* 
SLEEP BLOTTED OUT HIS CONSCIOUS WORRIES, MEXT HORNING HE WAS 
GLAD TO LEA*?i THAT HIS  WIFE HAO BEEN BACKED INTO 3T AN OLD OEAF 
COLOHED CHAUFFEUR, DELAYED BY FAIRLY QUICK REPAIRS,AND HAD ARRIVED 
HOME AT AN UNSPECIFIED HOUR, DRIVING THROUGH SLEET  AND SHOW. 
IT WAS NICE ALSO TO HEAR THE VOICES OF THE KIDS, L£E*S WAS BE- 
COMING QUITE ADOLESCENT,  CAOV KNEW HE HAO TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT 
WEARING HIO SELF-PITY OFF QUICKLY SO HE WOULD NOT GET THAT SUDOEN 
LUMP »N HIS THROAT ANO SMARTING OF EVES AS HE TRIED TO SUPPRESS 
TEARS,  TOO MUCH ANO TOO OFTEN! 
THE 3T, PCST-OISPATCM CAME OUT WITH A BURST or COLOR© IN A 
ROTOGHAVUfi VI ON   ALL   ABOUT   THE   21JT.      THE   ENTIRE   FRONT   PAGE, 
POSTER   SIZED,   WAS   ONE   OF   THEIR   3T,   LOUIS   NURSES,    YOUNG,   BLOND 
ANO   VERY   BEAUTIFUL,       l*HE   OLD   WASH-PAN   HELMET   OF    A'ORLO   WAR    I   WAS 
SLA    .EO   A   BIT   RAKI3HLY   WHICH   ONLY   MADE   HER   THE   MORE   ATTRACTIVE. 
THE UGLY WEB STRAPS, PISTOL BELT, CANTEEN, HAVERSACKS, AND SUCH 
EQUIPPAQE ALL SEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE MYSTERY OF WHAT WAKES 
A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN SO,-THAT WAY, AND GLAMOROUS IN ANYTHING,  HC 
COT IDEAS OF REFERENCE FROM THIS ,TOO,  HE WONDERED WHAT SORT OF 
SARCASM THIS WOULD ELICIT AMONG ALL HIS POLITICAL AMD PROFESSIONAL 
RIVALS, SOME HE REGARDED AS UNFRIENDLY, 
THOMAS WAS CONTINUE;NO CADV'G ROUTINE TO WRITE TITT* A GOSSIPY 
PERSONAL LETTER EACH WEEK.  HE SEEMED TO WANT TO IMPRESS G|HOLES 
ANO CAOV THAI* THEY HAD LONG BEEN FR LINOS.  So, RUMINATED CAOV, 
THOMAS WANTED A PIPELINE INTO THE SQO, TOO. VKAV DID THAT MEAN 
RELATIVE TO COL# DINTON? THOMAS MAC SEEN A COPY OF THE LA9T LETTER 
CADY HAD WRITTEN, BUT HAD NOT THOUGHT IT REALLY NECESSARY,  HE 
NEED NOT HAVE BEEN CONCERNED, FOR CAOY HAD NOT MAILED IT ANYWAY, 
UAUY 
ON THE 2f)TH HE tfMf A COPY OF THE ROTOQRAVURE TO COL,   FlTTS FOR 
8tlf FIL?:S. His LETTER WAS JUST A BIT MORE THAN TRANSMITTAL, BUT 
EXCEPT TO*   ITS PAUCITY OF COMMENTS, SAID MOTHLNG ABOUT HOW DIS- 
APPOINTED HE WAS IN FLTTS* ABANDONMENT. NO SQUAWKING TO HIM, ANO 
NO ALIBIS TO THE SCHOOL, THAT WOULD BE HIS WAY OF HANDLING IT. 
HE SEKT ANOTHER TO COL. HALL, BUT IT WAS ONLY SLIGHTLY MORE 
INFORMATIVE 1*4 CONTENT. 
THS UNIT STILL LACKED A RQENTQENOLOGIST, ANO THE LAST HOPE 
FROM ST. LOUIS FADED, 
FOR THE REMAINDER OF FEBRUARY CADY HAD MORE TIME FOR PROFESSIONAL 
READING. HE LEARNED TO PUSH THE CERTIFICATIONS BY THE DISABILITY 
AN D 
DISCHARGE BOARD CHECK THEIR ACCURACY. ON THE 2&  HE LOST THE UNIT*S 
A 
SwEAPSTAKES POOL, FOR IT HAD NOT GONE TO ANY STAGING AREA.  THE 
JAPS SEEMED JUST ABOUT READY TO TAKE OVER ENOUGH OF SURMA TO CUT 
THE BURMA-CHINA SUPPLY ROAD, THERE SEEMED TO BE MUCH TOO MUCH 
OF INTERFERENCE WITH OCEAN SHIPPING, HAD, THIS SUBMARINE ACTIVITY 
INTERFERED WITH THE UNIT1? DEPARTURE? 
MAJ. AND MUt, AVERT P, ROWLETTE ENTERTAINED AT C0TT0N*8 FlSH 
CAMP ON THE CHATAHOOCHEE RIVER OVER IN ALABAMA, THE SHACK WAS SOON 
WARMED UP BY A WOOD-BURNING KING STOVE, AND FRIED FISH AND CHICKEN 
W
IN THE K099M? "HUSH-PUPPIES" ONIONS, PICKLES, AND "STRONG -AS*LYE" 
COFFEE WERE INEXHAUSTIBLE. CADY ESTIMATED LATER THAT HE HAO 
EATEN EIGHT TO TEN SF'ALL CATFISH, AND INNUMERABLE HUSH-PUPPIES, 
THEY WERE SMALL, CRISP, DEEP-FAT FRIED, ONION FLAVORED, BITS OF 
CORN BR^AD WHICH HAD BEEN MOLDED BETWEEN A COUPLE OF SPOONS, CADY 
DESCRIBED fMCM A3 A HE-MAN'S PACIFISM, IN CASE ANYONE VALUED HIS 
OPINION.  Tlir WAR WAS EDUCATING HIM, FOR HE HAD COME ACROSS THE 
SOUTHERN CONFECTION CALLED PECAN PIE A FEV.' DAYS BEFORE.   HUSH- 
PUBPIES WERE SO NAMED, THE STORY WENT, BY THE GEORGIA CRACKERS 
BECAUSE BY TOSSING A FEW OVER THE SHOULDER DURING THEIR MEAL, THE 
CADY 
THEIR 00G6 WOULD QUIET THEIR CLAMOR FOR TOOC. 
AS A MOUTH END OBSERVATION, AMD BEING BACK AS CHIEF OF MEDICINE, 
ASSISTANT TO THE HOSP,7AL»S CHIEF, ALL HIS SYMPTOMS OF GASTRIC ULCER 
AND ALLERGIC DYSPEPSIA NERV08A HAD LEFT HIM.  THIS HAD HAPPENED 
IN CIVIL LIFE DURING HIS VACATIONS SOMETIMES,  THE ANSWER WAS 
TENSIONS, FRUSTRATIONS, CO NFLICTS GETTING UNOER HIS HIDE MENTALLY. 
IT WAS PLEASANT TO BE ABLE TO EAT FRIED POTATOES, ONIONS, PICKLES, AND 
ALL THE "JUNK" FOOD HE LIKED SO WELL.  THE SECRET, WAS NOT TO 
BORROW ANY TROUBLES AND AVOID HAVING THEM DUMPED UPON HIM!   |T 
WAS AN ILL WlKi THAT BLEW NO GOOD AT ALL, 
CAOY 
CHAPTER 4 
THE FIRST WEEK-END IN MARCH WAS LONELY BECAUSE CADY WANTED 
IT so. HE MISSED HIS WIFE AS HE WENT TO A MOVIE ALONE.  HE 
WAS STILL RECEIVING OFFICIAL MAIL FROM WASHINGTON ABOUT THE UNIT. 
UNOFFICIALLY, COL. HALL WROTE HE THOUGHT COL. THOMAS WOULD TAKE 
THE UNIT OVERSEAS, AND THEN MIGHT LEAVE IT. HE GAVE CADY NO IN- 
FORMATION WHY HE HAD BEEN DISPLACED FROM COMMAND.  THE SIZE OF 
CAOY'S FIRST PAY CHECK HAD MEANT FRUGALITY FOR THE FAMILY FOR 
THE DURATION OF THE WAR. 
ON 4 MARCH, COL.THOMAS MENTIONED HE WAS HAVING PROBLEMS WITH 
THE HAMPTON BOYS, CAPT. STAN AND MAJ. "OCKM, HE THOUGHT MIGHT 
BE AFFECTEO WITH THE nGIMMIES,M OR SOMETHING.  ALSO, HE HAD NOTICED 
AROUND QUARTERS THAT THEY WERE ALWAYS IN SOME DAMNED ARGUMENT, 
AND SOUNDfNG LIKE THEY MIGHT EVEN GET INTO A FIGHT. WHAT ABOUT 
THEM? 
CADY ASSUREO HIM THAT THE ARGUMENTATION WAS ONLY A FRATERNAL 
SORT OF EXERCISE UNLESS A THIRD PARTY BECAME INVOLVED, WHEREUPON 
IT MIGHT BECOME A REAL FIGHT, AND THEY WOULD BE HELPING EACH OTHER. 
THEN IT DEVELOPED THAT OCK HAD USED VP  HIS FOUR DAYS OF LEAVE 
AND STAN WANTED    TO GO HOME TO BE MARRIED, AND THEY WANTED 
Oc/ TO GO TO BE BEST MAN.  THOMAS REGARDED ADVANCED LEAVE AS A 
VERY SERIOUS THING, PRACTICALLY TANTAMOUNT TO ABSENCE WITHOUT LEAVE. 
HE SEEMED SUSPICIOUS THEY WERE GANGING UP ON HIM FOR SOME ULTERIOR 
PURPOSE.  BESIDES, 15 PER CENT OF THE OFFICERS ALREADY HAD LEAVES 
SCHEOULEO.  HE SAID HE TOLD STAN TO GET HIS OWN LEAVE FIXED UP   THAT 
DAY, BUT HE OlD NOT DO IT UNTIL A DAY LATER.  THOMAS MUTTERED SOMETHING 
CADY 
SOMETHING ABOUT HE FFOULD HAVE TO SEPERATE THEM, 
THEN A POST INSTRUCTOR, ?/AJ. SNYDER, TOLD THE OFFICERS SOME 
WIGHT GET USED AS REPLACEMENTS IN FORWARD ECHELONS. MART E, 
RCCK, ANC, THEN HAD TO BLOW UP WITH A RUPTURED RETRO-CECAL APPEND IK, 
BUT WAS DOING ALL RIGHT. 
THEY ALL HAD TO GET ACCUSTOMED TO WEARING THEIR DOC-TAGS ALL 
THE TIME, AND LEARN TO HARASS THE ENLISTED MEN ANC NURSES UNTIL 
THEY WOULD NOT FORGET THEM, CADY WAS PLEASED THAT HIS WORK WITH 
PATIENTS WAS PRODUCTIVE* HE MADE A COUPLE OF DIAGNOSES OF OBSCURE 
CONDITIONS. ONE WAS FACE-SAVING FOR A REGULAR INFANTRY SERGEANT 
EVERYONE SUSPECTED OF MALINGERING, HE MADE THE DIAGNOSIS BY A 
CAREFUL HISTORY OF THE SYMPTOMS AND CONFIRMED IT BY THE LABORATORY, 
THE SERGEANT HAD BEEN CONSTANTLY TRYING SO HARD THAT HE HAD UN- 
WITTINGLY TRAINED, CONDITIONED HIS PANCREAS TO BURN UP TOO MUCH 
SUGAR FROM HIS BLOOD,  HE WOULD BECOME SWEATY, WEAK, THEN TREMBLY, 
WOO/IY "AND BLACK OUT.  THE ARMY COULD KEEP ITS FAITHFUL OLD SOLDIER 
AFTER ALL.   IT IMPROVED CADY'S MORALE, TOO, 
THERE WAS SOME TALK ABOUT GIVING THE UNIT'S OFFICERS SOME 
RIFLE AND PISTOL INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE,-TO MEDICS! THEY LEARNED 
THAT THE MEDICS WERE ARMED IN THE FIELD IN THE SOUTH $EA ISLANDS, 
THE STATION HOSPITAL MEDICOS REALLY SEEMED JEALOUS OF SUCH EXTRA 
TRAINING, AND SAID THEY EXPECTED TO BE PULLED OUT AND JUST PLUNKED 
INTO ANY SPOT, TRAINING OR HONE,  THEY HAD A MAP-READING EXAMINATION 
TO SEE IF THEY WERE AS PROFICIENT AS THE OFFICER TRAINING CANDIDATES 
CADY WITNESSED AN ATTEMPT AT PERICARDIAL PUNCURE, AND OID NOT LIKE 
WHAT HE SAW, BUT COULD NOT INTERFERE, 
MA«J. BEN H. CHARLES'S COMMISSION FINALLY REACHED HIM AND HE 
JOINED ON THE STH. NINE WOMEN EMPLOYEES WERE SCHEDULED IN, AND 
THE UNIT STILL LACKED 10 MEN AND 40 NURSES. THE UNIT MIGHT EVEN 
BE OVERSTRENGTH ABOUT 4 OFFICERS. 
CADY 
' 
COL. STA*?NE3, THE STATION HOSPITAL EXEC, HAD GONE OUT ABOUT 
THE TIME THE 21 ST ARRIVED, TO COMMAND A NUMBERED GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
HIS WIFE HAD JUST RECEIVED A TELEGRAM THAT HE HAD ARRIVED AT HIS 
UNKNOWN DESTINATION, PRESUMED TO BE AU8TRALIA. THE MAJ. BURCHARD S. 
PRUETT's INVITED THOMAS AND CADY TO THE UNIT PARTY AT THE CHEROKEE 
LODGE. COL. THOMAS CHEERED MRS. STARNES CONSIDERABLY BY TAKING HER 
ALONG. EITHER SHE KNEW LITTLE ABOUT WHERE HER HUSBANO WAS OR TOLD 
LESS THAN SHE KNEW. CADY ENJOYED THE DINNER^FOR THEY HAD ALWAYS 
DEEPLY LIKED "TEE "PRUETT. 
AFTER STEWING IN HIS OWN GREASE A WHILE, CADY WROTE TO COL. 
HALL ABOUT WHAT HENRY SCHWARTZ TOLD HIM WAS GOING ON AT HOME. 
SOME OF HIS OLD POLITICAL "FRIENDS'' WERE RUMORING IT AROUND 
HOME THAT CADY HAD JU£T BEEN SO PUNK, AND GOTTEN THE UNIT ALL 
IN A MESS, ANO THAT WA8 WHY COL. THOMAS HAD BEEN SENT TO RELEAVE 
HIM FROM COMMAND. SCHWARTZ SAID FRANK, R, BRADLEY, SUPT. OF BARNES 
HOSPITAL, WAS STANDING ut>  FOR HIM STOUTLY. WHEN HE TOLD BRADLEY 
THAT SUCH WAS ALL POPPY-COCK, FRANK HAD PICKED UP THE PHONE AND 
CALLED TWO OF THOSE ALLEGED FRIENDS WHAT WAS THE STRAIGHT OF THE 
STORY.  SCHWARTZ WAS NOT CERTAIN, BUT INASMUCH AS THE ST. LOUIS 
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL, AND A RIVAL OF V¥. U., WAS ORGANIZING THE 
70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, HE ASSUMED SOME OF THT TALK ORIGINATED THERE. 
ANYWAY, THEY WERE BEGINNING TO USE CADY AS CONSULTANT TO OTHER 
SERVICES IN THE HOSPITAL. THE ARMY WAG MAKING OTHERS UNHAPPY. A 
YOUNG OFFICER WITHOUT A FULL INTERNSHIP WAS STORMING THE UNIT FOR 
ASSIGNMENT.  IT WA8 KNOWN THAT HIS CHIEF INTEREST WA8 A PRETTY YOUNG 
NURSE. NEITHER THOMAS OR CADY RELISHED A PROSPECT OF A DELIRIOUS 
ROMEO AND JULIET AFFAIR IN THE UNIT FOR THE WAY THE ARMY FELT ABOUT 
SUCH THINGS, ONE OR BOTH HAD TO LEAVE. THE UNIT NO LONGER NEEDED 
THE YOUNG OFFICER, AND CADY SUGGESTED TO THOMAS THAT IT MIGHT BE 
HANDLED IN THAT MANNER. THERE WAS ANOTHER AND MUCH MORE RESTRAINED 
JAOY 
ROMANCE I'! THE CASE OR JERRY COOK AND HIS NURSE, JERRY WAS TARDY 
FOR DUTY TWO OR THREE TIMES BUT WITH ONE CHID INS ABOUT !T BY CADY 
THAT WORRY WAS OVER. 
ONE EVENING HE TELEPHONED HOME. HLB WTRE HAD BEEN CHECKING 
THINGS AT HIS OFFICE WHERE HE WAS STILL PAY I NO RENT AND A GIRL'S 
SALARY TO BE LOOKING AFTER COLLECTIONS AND REFERRING PATIENTS 
AND RECORDS TO OTHER DOCTORS.  SHE HAD BEEN 80 OBVIOUSLY NEGLIGENT 
THAT MRS. CADY HAD FIRED HER AND HAD MOVED THE RECORDS HOME. SHE 
WAS CLEARING THE OFFICE OUT AS WELL AS SHE COULD. SHE HAD TO 
DELAY INCOME TAX REPORTS BY REASON OF HER INEXPERIENCE, WHICH 
WAS A WORRY, TOO. SHE WAS HAVING HEIR TROUBLES WITH THE ESTATE. 
HOWEVER, THE KIDS HAD A VERY SATISFACTORY REPORT. THEN, ON THE 
16TH HE SUDDENLY REALIZED HE HAD COMPLETELY OVERLOOKS : HER BIRTHDAY 
ON THE 1ST, AND FELT VERY BADLY ABOUT IT.  HE HORSD THE KIDS HAD 
CONE BETTER ABOUT IT. 
MR,    AL       BlSTON,    A   FORMER   PATIENT,    WAS   A   CIVILIAN   MPLOYEE   AT 
THE ARMY SUPPLY OEPOT AT ST. Louis.  CAOY HAD RECRUITED HIM AS THE 
UNIT SUPPLY OFFICER, BUT HE WAS SUMMARILY ASSIGNED TO DUTY AT THE 
DEPOT.  HE AND HIS WIFE Y.ERE ALSO RUNNING A SMALL TRUCKING SUSINEBS 
RATHER SUCCESSFULLY, TOO. BLSTON HAD TOLD MRS. CADY THAT HE MIGHT 
POSSIBLY OEDUC£ FROM SUPPLY MOVEMENTS AND MANIFESTS WHEN THE 218 T 
IIT BE MOV I HO. 
VN COL, THOMAS WENT TO WASHINGTON,HE LEFT CADY IN ACTING 
COMMAND.  HE WAS BACK ON THE 19TH?4>UST REPEATED SEVERAL THINGS: 
f'o LEAVES; NO ALCOHOL ON THE BREATH WHILE ON DUTY; MO ABSENCES 
FROM ASSIGNED DUTIES WITHOUT APPROPRIATE PERMISSION,* AND D00-TAGS 
HAD TO BE WORN BY EVERY ONE PROPERLY, HUNG AROUND THE NECK.  ALSO, 
THE: UNIT MIGHT LOSE 4 SURPLUS OFFICERS AT EMBARKATION. 
COL. HALL'S REPLY WAS ENIGMATIC BUT INDICATED SOME SURPRISE 
* 
CAOY 
AT WHAT CADV HAD WRITTEN, GUT WOULO WRITE MORE LATER.  ANOTHER 
LETTER FROM MRS. CAOV SAID A COUPLE Of H|8 "BIG BILL" PATIENTS 
HE HAD CAREO FOR LONG AND FAITHFULLY WERE TRYING TO USE HIS ABSENCE 
AS AN EXCUSE FOR NOT PAVING THEN,  ALSO, SHE HAD A CHAIR CAR 
RESERVATION TO COME TO FT. BANNING ON THE 2f8T. 
WIDOW MCLAUGHLIN HAD A FINE RESIDENCE AT 1510 DINGLEWOOO.  IT 
WAS THE SORT OF HOME AND NEIGHBORHOOD WHICH WOULD NEVER 8E TAKING 
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOMERS EXCEPT FOR PATRIOTISM AND THE OCCUPANTS 
WERE ARMY OFFICERS AND THEIR WIVES,  HER DAUGHTER MARRIED INTO THE 
REGULAR ARMV, SON OF MAJ, GEN, HOWARD SNYDER (Mq*, I.G.Q, SHE 
HAD KNOWN  CHIEF OF STAFF, GEN, GEORGE MARSHALL FOR MANY YEARS, TOO, 
CAPT, AND MHS.^MAX WERE AWAY ON A SHORT PASS, AND THE CADYS* MOVED 
IN WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THEY WOULD GO XtP   INTO THE ATTIC WHEN THEY 
RETURNED.  IT WAS SHELTER, PRIVACY AND COMFORTABLE, AND MRS, MC- 
LAUGHLIN DID MANY LITTLE COMPENSATORY THINGS TO PLEASE THEM, AND 
ENDEARED HERSELF, 
CAOY LECTURED THE MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE 2ND ARMORED OfVlSION 
ON TREATMENT OT   VENEREAL DISEASES IN THE FIELD. On  THE 25TH 
HIS PLAN TO ARRANGE A LEAVE FOR HIMSELF SLEW UP   BECAUSE THOMAS 
HAD TO RENDER ANOTHER UNIT STRENGTH REPORT,  UNITS HAD A WAY OF 
DISAPPEARING FROM THE POST AFTER SUCH A REPORT,  CWoPINION WAS ^ 
DIFFERENT THIS TIME, BUT THE DECISION HAD TO BE THOMAS'S,  ON THE 
2^HE TELEPHONED BlSTON FOR HIS CRYSTAL BALL READING, AND DEDUCED 
FROM HIS CRYPTIC REMARKS THAT TWO OR MANY MORE WEEKS WOULD ELAPSE 
WHILE THE UNIT REMAINED, THOMAS PROMISED POSSIBLE LEAVES AFTER 
THE 31ST, 
MA*, AND MRS, STANLEY L. HARRISTON INVITED THEM pvm  FOR A 
DINNER AT THEIR LIT*LE COTTAGE.  MRS. CADY PITCHED IN HER TALENTS 
AND HELP.   IT SATED EVERY SENSITIVE GASTRONOMIC SPOT IN THE MGN 
AND THEIR CHILDREN, . 
CAOY 
»HEN   (SINGLES   AND   1ST   LT.   LOUIS   0,   BISHOP   GOT   THEIR   PROMOTIONS 
CAOV CARRIED OUT HIS PROMISE TO PRESENT "LUCKY" INSIGNE. THE 
OLD   MAJOR»S   LEAVES   WERE   SO  WORN  THEY  WERE   WERE  QUITE   PALE.      CAOT 
hi 
A8SUQE0  SiGLES   THAT   IF   HE  WOULD   WEAR   THEM   IN   ALL   PLACES   AND   IN 
ALL LIGHTS,HE WOULD BE CALLED "COLONEL* ABOUT HALF THE TIME. THEY 
WERE QUITE HAPPY r©R THE OPPORTUNITY TO WEAR THE SECOND HAND SIGNS 
OF   GRADE. 
STAN HAMPTON REALLY PROVEO HE HAD SERIOUS INTENTIONS or MARRYING 
THE GIRL. THOMAS WAS IN THE RECEPTION PARTY AT THE STATION, AND 
THREW A HANOrUL Or RICE AT THE BRIDE AND GROOM.  NEITHER HE NOR THE 
CAOVS1 GOT VERY INVOLVED WITH ALL THE"5*"A/?^ KUI8AWCC8 PKR*CTRATC0 
AT THE HOTEL RALSTON BRIDAL SUITE*  THERE WERE WORE RICE, RAUCUS 
NOISES, GOLBPISH IN THE BATH TUB MUCH HILARITY AND SOME COWBELLS 
HIDDEN IN THE BED SPRINGS*  IT LASTED WELL INTO THE MORNING HOURS. 
MAJ. GEORGE SULPP AND CAPT ED» ALVIS DECLARED THEY WERE ACTUALLY 
GLAD TO GET BACK r*OM ST. LOUIS WHERE THEY HAD SEEN PEOPLE GOING 
ABOUT THEIR MUNDANE ArrAlRS A8 ir NO WAR WAS GOING ON.   \T   HAD BEEN 
A BIT Or SURPRISE THAT ST. LOUIS HAD ADJUSTED 80 WELL TO THE ABSENCE 
or THE UNIT I 
COL. THOMAS RETURNED rfto* CORPS AREA HEADQUARTERS AT ATLANTA 
ON THE 31ST.  HE HAD LOTS TO TALK ABOUT BUT AFTER StfMHATlNC Or ALL 
THE PLUSES ANO MINUSES THERE WAS NOTHING NEW.  HE EVEN JIBED AT A 
RATHER PATHETICLY CURIOUS PIRST LIEUTENANT, THAT THERE WAS WALK OF 
RETURNING THE UNIT TO ST. LOUIS*  BUT PASSES WERE SHUT 9ft  AGAIN* 
CAOV WROTE TO DEAN 8HArrER TRYING TO GET HIM YO WRITE TO HALL 
ABOUT GETTING WALT0NI#N0 MAXfS REAPPOINTMENTS IN HIGHER GRADE. 
HE REMINOEO THE OEAN THAT HIS OWN ANO WALTON PACULTY PROMOTIONS TO 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MIGHT HAVE A SEARING ON WALT0N*8.  BUT SHAVFER 
WAS WARY ANO REA60NED THAT THE DEAN SHOULD HAVE MORE CONCERN WITH 
HIS OFFICERS' RANK, WHICH WALTON HAD AS CHIEF OF SURGERY, RATHER THAN 
OAOY 
HIS OFFICERS^ GRADES.  C,ADV WAS SURPRISED AT SUCH MILITARY SOPHIST- 
ICATION FROM A WORLD WAR I  BIOCHEMIST DlETSRV C^HSSULTANT, MAJOR 
IN THE SANITARY CORPS. 
APRIL WAS PASSING RATHEP ROUTINELY.  DURING THE FIRST WEEK 
CAOY TRIED BEING BEING DUTCH UNCLE AS WELL AS MUSBAMC BECAUSE HIS 
WIFE HAO DEVELOPED A "PSYCHOLOGY OF FUTILITY,"   HER ABILITY TO 
A-B 
CALL MOST OF THE DlSAGRE^LE SHOTS WAS UNCOMFORTABLY ACCURATE, ANO 
SHE WAS NOT MAKING HER OWN DECISIONS, BUT WORRYING,  HE FINALLY 
DECIDED TWO COMPETING PESSIMISTS WERE TOO ;iUCH IN ONE FAMILY. 
HE PUT HIS ARMS AROUND HER TIGHTLY TO EXPLAIN HIS VIEWS!  WHENEVER 
|g COULD WOT MAKE HER OWN DECISIONS, AMD HE D 10 IT FOR HER, THEN 
WHY WAS HIS DECISIONS ALWAYS WRONG?  A'AS HE WROKfi, OR WAS IT HER 
STATE OF KM IT HER REVOLT AGAINST HAVI KG TO WAKE ANY DECISION? 
SHE SHOULD HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE IM HERSELF BECAUSE ANYONE COULD 
DECIDE CORRECTLY ABOUT HALF THE TIME BY LEAVING THE DECISION TO THE 
FLIP OF A  COIN. ANYONE TRYING TO DO RIGHT COULD DO BETTER THAN 
THAT. EVERYONE KNEW SHE WAS NEITHER DUMB NOR STUPID, WHY NOT 
BELIEVE WHAT OTHERS DID ABOUT HERSELF? SHE COULD TRUST HER LAWYER 
A>eT   N*«£ 
AND THE PROBATE JUDGE TO ANY SERIOUS ERRORS. AND HER OWN HUSBAND 
A    ** 
WOULD PIT HE'? INTELLECT AND INTEGRITY AGAINST ANY OF THE HEIRS.  HER 
FATHER KNEW THAT WHEN HE MADE HER THE EXECUTRIX OF HIS WILL.  ALSO, 
IMC -JUST HAD TO SET USED TO THE FACT THAT HER JOB WAS ALi-lOST IN- 
VARIABLY THANKLESS AND USUALLY A CRUEL ORDEAL. 
CADY LOVED HER THE WAY SHE WAS, BUT SOMETIMES HE VH3HEO SHE 
WERE DUMB, EVEN CARELESS ENOUGH TO TAKE LIFE AS IT CAME. ...ONLY, 
PLEASE GIVE HERSELF MORE CREDIT FOR COMPETANCE... 
THE JAPS HAD TO HESITATE IN CEYLON AND NEW GUINEA, BUT THEY 
KEPT ■AftCRlM RIGHT THROUGH BURMA.  THE BRITISH AM THE INDIANS WERE 
BICKERING ABOUT THE 'CST-WAR STATUS Of   THE DOMINION.  BATAAN 
PENINSULA FELL OH THE 9TH. THE BRITISH WERE LOSING A LOT OF SHIPS. 
MRS, CADY WAS AU  ACCOMPLISHED SEAMSTRESS AND GOT TO WORKING ON 
A NEW EASTER DRESS FOR MRS. FISH, THEN /IDA lAtfMAl ARRANGED FOP 
THEM TO GET UP A TINE DINNER AT THE HARRI SONS*S FOR THE FOUR COUPLES. 
FISH WAS OUT "BIRD DOGGING" SOMETHING AROUND AND DELAYED SERVING 
THE DINNER MI HALF HOUR, DRYIN3 THE STEAKS SOMEWHAT, SO HE CAUGHT 
PLENTY OF CRITICISM FROM THE OFFICERS AND THE COOKS,TOO. THERE WAS 
A SUNDAY DINNER AT PINE MOUNTAIN LODGE, FOLLOWED BY A DRIVE OVER TD 
WARM SPRINGS, '^A., WHERE PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TOOK TREATMENT. THE 
• 
INSTITUTE WAS A BIT OF DISAPPOINTMENT TO TH«I DOCTORS, BUT IT WAS 
REALLY ALL RIGHT FOR THE TIMES. NO ONE REALLY KNEW THE CAUSE OR 
ANY SPECIFIC CURE OF POLIOMYELITIS, ONLY HOW TO MAKE THE BEST OF 
REHASILITATI.  THE PATIENTS.  K'RS. CADY RETURNED HOME IN A BETTER 
FRAME OF MIND ON THE STH, SUT ABOUT NOON AS DUTIES SLACKENED, CADY 
HAD A BRIEF SPELL OF THAT LUNPV SENSATION IN HIS THROAT. 
LT. COL. RALPH DAVIS, vc,  . ., ACTING CHIEF OF MEDICINE, WAS 
ON A 9 DAY LEAVE, AND COL. flOYES AGKED HIM TO FILL THE PLACE. CADY 
WAS GLAD TO HAVE ACTUAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SERVICE.  COL. KEMDELL 
■ 
THE ACTUAL CHIEF WAS HOLDING DOWN THE EXEC'S PLACE.  HE ASKED CADY 
AFTER THREE OR FOUR DAYS HOW HE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE HIS PLACE 
PERMANENTLY? AND GET TRANSFEFED FROM THE 2feT, CADY WAS QUICK TO 
PAY HE LIKED IF/HAT HE WAS DOING, BUT HE FELT AN OBLFQAT 101! AS FORMER 
DIRECTOR OF THE 21?T, AND SHOULD REMAIN SO LONG AS IT SUITED THE 
SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE.  IF THEY WISHED TO FREE LT. COL. DAVIS 
FOR SOMETHING HIGHER, CADY WOULD BE GLAD TO HOLD THE SERVICE 80 
LONG AS HE MIGHT BE AVAILABLE, KENDALL CONFIDED THAT HE DID NOT 
REALLY LIKE THE DAILY VISITS CF CCL, C'ENTON, THEY WERE HOURLONC, 
GOSSIPY, AND NOTHING BUT RAG-CHEWING AND WASTED HIS TIME, THAT 
SEEMED TO BE HOW COL. DENTON KEPT HIMSELF INFORMED ON THE VARIOUS 
UNIT   AFFAIRS,    BUT    HE   DID    NOT    HANG    AROUND   COL.    THGVIAD'S   OFFICE. 
CADY 
LT. GLEN P. KALLENBACH TOOK UNTO HIS BOSOM A BRIDE ON THE 17TH, 
HE HAD SHYLY MENTIONED SUCH A POSSIBILITY A FEW DAYS PREVIOUSLY, BUT 
HI3 ACTUAL DECISION AND MARRIAGE WERE ON THE SAME DAY.  THEY MIGHT 
HAVE NAD A UNIT AFFAIR BUT IT WAS SMALL ANO OUIET.  A MIDNIGHT 
<;URFEW FOR POST PERSONNEL WAS IMPOSED FOR COLUMBUS AND ENVIRONS. 
THERE «AB BEGINNING TO DE SOME DOUBT ABOUT MA*)* BEN CHARLES, FOR 
HE HAD A DISFIGURING NEUROOERMATITIS WHICK WAS NOT IMPROVING. HE 
WAS HOSPITALIZED. CACV WROTE COL. HALL ro SEE IF HE COULD GET 
SOMETHING DONE ABOUT WALTON AND MAX, AND IF ANYTHING COULD BE 
DONE ABOUT KNOX, THE DENTIST, AFTER THAT LETTER HE FELT THAT HE 
HAD PERFORMED THE LAST VESTIGE OF HIS DIRECTOR OBLIGATIONS. 
THE ARSIY  St TV'AVY REGISTER  SAID THREE OF  THE  NUMBERED BENERAL 
HOSPITALS HAD SEEN SPLIT UP   AND A SECOND GENERAL HOSPITAL WITH 
A HUNDRED HIGHER NUMBER WA3 FORMED, LIKE tO? TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
AT A SPECIAL OFFICERS CALL THOMAS SAID IT WAS SOMETHING FOR THE 
21ST TO THINK ABOUT, TOO,  (CADY HOPED IF THAT SHOULD HAPPEN THAT 
HE MIGHT HAVE SOME INFLUENCE IN THE REAS8I6NMENT8.)  ALSO, THOMAS 
AGAIN SHUT DOWN ON LEAVED AND NONE CONTEMPLATED.  THERE WERE 25 
L 
ENLISTED MEN ON FUROUGHS.  THERE WAS A RUMOR THAT COL. 9ENTON HAD 
A 
BEEN TOLD SY ARMY HEADQUARTERS THAT THE 21 ST WOULD BE OUT IN T*0 
WEEKS, FWT OFFICERS SUSPECTED THAT COL. THOMAS HAD NOT BEEN TELLING 
ALL THAT HE KNEW. 
THREE YOO^IG SURGEONS RETURNED FROM NEW ORLEANS WHERE THEY HAD 
TAKEN EXAMINATIONS £JV THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF S URGEONS.  IN THEIR 
JUDGMENT, CONVOYS WERE BEING LOADED, ALSO, SOME CIVILIAN ENGINEERS 
«IUST RETURNED FROM TRINIDAD SAID AN 1,300 BED HOSPITAL VTAB JUST 
BEING COMPLETED THERE, THAT SET OFF MORE RUMORS ABOUT TRINIDAD, 
WHILE THESE THREE LEAVES WERE FOR A LEGITIMATE AND USEFUL PURPOSE 
FOR THE UNIT, SOME OF THE OFFICERS WITH PRESSING PERSONAL PROBLEMS 
GRUMBLED THAT PASSES WERE BEING GRANTED CAPRICIOUSLY, 
CADV 
THE DETACHMENT COMMANDERS OF THE 21ST AND THE NEW 53RD BORROWED 
THE BAND OF THE 29TH INFANTRY FOR THEIR PARADE. CADY THOUGHT IT WAS 
SMARTLY PONE, BY THIS TIME THOMAS HAD SEEN THE OFFICERS AND THE 
NURSE DETACH'-ENTS AT DRILL, AND HE HAD WARMED UP TO MAV ING A FULL 
UNIT PARADE NEXT TIME AND HE WOULD RECEIVE THE REVIEW HIMSELF. 
r KM* 
AFFILIATED UNITS WERE CLANNISH, THE*  JUST MADE THAT WAY TO 
A 
ANTICIPATE QUICKER IDENTIFICATION OF UNIT MORALE, LOYALTY, ANO 
PERFORMANCE, OF COURSE. THE 21ST HAD ACCEPTED AND WAS A3SIMILAT« 
|«T THE OLD 53PDFS OFFICERS, FOR THERE WERE NO PROFESSIONAL COM- 
PETITIONS. noL. THOMAS CAUSEO 1ST LT. ALFRED BREUER, M.C, TO FOLLOW 
Ml■ FROM rT, BRACG IN 15 DAYS AFTER HE HAD TAKEN COMMAND.  THIS 
AROUSED MUCH LATENT XENOPHOBIA.  BREUER AND HIS ATTRACTIVE 
YOUNO WIFE WERE SOON SHARING A COTTAGE WITH THE CONRADs's, OVER 
NEAR THE HARRISONS'S,  THERE WERE NO APPARENT PROBLEMS EXCEPT SOME 
t 
INCOMPATIBILTIES BTWEEN PET 00(18. QUITE SOON THE FRIENDSHIP OF 
THOVAS FOR THE BREUERS BECAME EVIDENT. HE WAS VISIT INC THEM 
SO FREQUENTLY THAT ME  JOCULARLY TERMED HIMSELF "THE BOAROER." 
THE CONRAOS'S WERE SLOWER TO BECOME INDUCTED INTO THE PATERNALISM 
AS MEMBFPS OR  THE JOINT HOUSEHOLD, BUT THEY WERE WERE RELAXED 
ENOUGH TO BE AMUSED AND TOLERANT WITH THE MAJORITY OF THE WITTICISMS 
AND BROAD JOKES ARISING FROM A MUCH LONGER PROFESSIONAL CAREER 
THAN THEIRS. ALONE, OR WITH NO REMINDERS OF THE SOURCE OF THE 
UNIT'S ACQUISITION, THE BREUERS WOULD PROBABLY HAVE HAD A HAPPY 
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE. THEN THOMAS AND CADY WERE BOTH INVITED FOR 
SATURDAY EVENING DINNER. EVERYTHING WAS JUST SPLENDID SO FAR AS 
CAOY'S SENSITIVE PERCEPTIONS INFORMED HIM. HE JUST HOPED THAT 
fiftHAt COULD MANAGE THESE RELATIONSHIPS "IMPERSONALLY" ENOUGH 
TO MINIMISE THE INVISIBLE AND UNDESERVED HANDICAP, THE BREUERS 
HAD. THEY WERE A NICE YOUNG COUPLE. 
CAOY 
TOWARD THE MONTH-END CAOY TELEPHONED HOME.    MRS. CADY,  THE KIDS, 
AND MOTHER-IN-LAW WERE ALL RIGHT, BUT SHE STILL FRETTED WITH THE 
SLOWNESS OF ESTATE MATTERS.   IT MIGHT BE SEVERAL WEEKS BEFORE SHE 
COULD RETURN TO RT, BENNINO, AND SHE HAD NO INFORMATION FROM THE 
SUPPLY DEPOT, EITHER, 
CADV FELT THAT HE WAS "STORING UP FOR A MILD DEPRESSION," 
THE ONLY LEAVE GRANTED WAS TO AN OFFICER WITH SICK CHILOREN, 
HOWEVER, ON THE LAST FRIDAY EVENING OF APRIL, THE HUNT CLUB DINNER 
WAS ENLIVENING.  HE TOOK LT, COL. AND MRS. DAVIS AS GUESTS.  COL. 
A 
AND MRS. NOYES WERE THERE TOO, AND ALL APPEARED TO ENJOY THE EVENING 
WELL.  CADY WAS A BIT ON EDGE BECAUSE ONE OF THE YOUNG NURSES 
BECAME PRETTY LIMP WITH HER DANCING, AND HER YOUNG ESCORT THOUGHT 
SHE WAS "CUTE" WHEN SHE SET HIM TO EXCHANG DANCES WITH EVERY COLONEL 
IN THE PLACE.  THEN, TOO, A YOUNG CAPTAIN GOT TO THE POINT OF SILLY 
GIGGLING.  THE NEXT MORNING HE DID NOT HEPORT FOR DUTY, SO CADY 
SUSPECTED HE HAD PLUMBED HIS OWN CAPACITY AND FELT IT.  HE ONLY 
HOPED THAT THOMAS HAD NOT BEEN TOO OBSERVANT. 
CADY 
THE UNIT IS DJVioen 
CHAPTER 
3ESPITE SUCH INDICATIONS AS SlD WRIGHT^ ORDERS TO JOIN ON 
A 
THE 11TH, COL. THOMAS DID NOT CHANGE HIS POLICY FOR 10 DAY 
■ 
FURLOUGHS FOR THE MEM PUT ONLY 1 DAY PASSES FOR OFFICERS,   ON 
THE 2ND DAY OF >*AY CADV TOOK ACTION TO INVOLVE HIM IN THE OLD 
UNIT'*? 25 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF DEPARTURE WHICH THE ROUEN POST 
24?, AMERICAN LEGION, WAS PLANNING.  CAOY WAS ARRANGING GROUP 
PICTURES    OF    THE    21ST'S    PERSONNEL    FOR   THE    RT.    LOUIS    NEWSPAPERS. 
AMONG CAOY'S SUSPICIONS WAS ONE THAT THOMAS WANTED ANOTHER 
PROMOTION OUT OF THIS TERIFFIC EXPANSION OF THE ARMY.  ALONG 
WITH THE PICTURES HE HAD SPEECH RECORDINGS MADE FOR HIMSELF AND 
THOMAS.  THEY WERE SOMEWHAT MUTUALLY COMPLIMENTARY, THOUGH NOT 
FILLED WITH TOO OBVIOUS MUTUAL ADMIRATION, RESPECT WAS MORE 
DESCRIPTIVE.  CAPT. PAUL M*X SEEMED TO SENSE THE SAME, AND HE 
WAS COOKING UP  ANOTHER TRIP FOR THOMAS AND HIMSELF TO WASHINGTON 
TO SEE ABOUT HIS DELAYED PROMOTION, OR REAPPOINTMENT IN HIGHER 
GRADE.  ON THE 4TH, THOMAS RELAXED, 4 DAY LEAVES BUT LIMITED 
TO 250 MILES. 
CADY'S   VO^LD WAR   I   SERVICE RIBBON WAS  LONELY,   SO HE WROTE 
DIRECTLY    TO    THE    AOJUTANT    CENERAL'S    OFFICE   TO    SEE     IF    HE   COULD 
WANGLE    AN    AMERICAN   r>EFEWCE   RIBBON   BY   REASON   OF    HIS    TWO   YEARS   OF 
SERVICE    AS    ")|RECTOR.       HE    FELT    HE    HAD    NOTHING    TO   LOSE   BY   REMINDING 
THAT    OFFICE,    AND    PROBABLY   THE    SURGEON   GENERAL'S    OFFICE,    Of    THE 
EXTRA   OUTY    HE    HAO    DONE   FOR    THEM,    AND   THEY   MIGHT    THINK    OF    HIM    THE 
NEXT    TIME    AROUNO,    A-W^   AXIOM    HE    LEARNED    DURING       flORLD    WAR     I. 
CADV- 
t/ 
FOR SOME TIME CAOV HAD BEEN MENTALLY RUMINATING OVER THE 
POSSIBILITIES OR A SPLIT IN THE UNIT, SUCH AS MAO OCCURRED IN 
IN TNE HOPKINS AND THE HARVARD UNITS* WHAT MIGHT SE ACCOMPLISHED 
FOR THE YOUNGER OFFICERS, AS WELL AS HIMSELF? COULD EITHER 9E 
A PLACE FOR OTHER FACULTY MEMBERS WHO WOULD CERTAINLY BE CALLED 
LATER?  HE HAD HINTED THIS ONCE IN A LETTER TO DEAN SHAFFER, BUT 
ASSUMED SOMETHING MUCH STRONGER THAN A HINT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO 
AROUSE IHI8 INITIATIVE.  SO, HOW MIGHT HE INTEREST THOMAS AND IN- 
VOLVE HIM? 
30 ON THE 7TH HE SHOWED THOMAS A LETTER HE HAD WRITTEN TO COL. 
FlTTS.  THE PROPOSITION WAS TO ORGANIZE ANOTHER AFFILIATED GENERAL 
\ 
HOSPITAL WITH OFFICERS ALREADY IN THE 21ST AND DRAW FILLERS FROM 
f 
THE -«• U. FACULTY* CADV ASKED FOR PERMISSION TO SPEAK TO THE DEAM 
ABOUT IT, HE GAVE THOMAS A COPY OF THE LETTER, ^UST TO KEEP THE 
RECORD STRAIGHT, THIS WAS PART OF HIS BID TO HAVE LEAVE TO GO TO 
8T, LOUIS WITH MAJ. DRAKE, AND BRING HIS WIFE BACK WITH HIM, PERHAPS. 
A 
THOMAS SEEMED TO HAVE THE 16TH AS A POSSIBLE DEADLINE, BUT 
COULD NOT EXHIBIT MORE FAITH THAN 2 DAY LEAVES RATHER THAN 6 OR 
7,  LIMITED BY THE 15TH. ORAKE EXPLAINED IT BY THOMAS'S OBVIOUS 
INSECURITY. HE THOUGHT THOMAS WOULD DO BETTER BY COURTING OPINION 
IN ST. LOUIS INSTEAD OF OFFENOIMG IT. BEAM AND DRAKE HAD READ 
CAOY'S LETTER TO FlTTS, AND DRAKE WILLINGLY "TRUE COPIED* IT. 
IN HS3 OWN MINDJCAOY WAS BEGINNING TO BELIEVE HE WAS JUST A NUT 
TO 00 ANYTHING WHICH MIGHT TAKE HIM OUT OF THE UNIT, BUT RATION- 
ALIZED THAT ANOTHER GOOD HOSPITAL UNIT WAS OF GREATER IMPORTANCE 
FOR THE $ MILLION ARMY THAN HE WAS. 
COL. KENDALL WAS ORDERED TO CAMP .LIVINGSTON TO THE COMMANO OF 
THE AFFILIATED 40TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH WAS RAPIDLY BUILOING UP 
THERE. 
"AOV- 
CADV MAO KEPT A DIARY FOR MANY YEARS, BUT ME WAS A SIT SUR- 
PRISED WHEN ME SAW COt• TMOMAS WRITING NOTES IN ONE, TOO,  ON 
SUNOAV A TELEPHONE CAUL CAME THROUGH ANO NEITHER ME NOR GfNGLE8 
COULD BE LOCATED, SO CAOV TALKED TO THE CAPTAIN, 8-L, WHO WANTEO TO 
KNOW FOR HQ., SECOND ARMY, MEMPHIS, TENN., WHAT    , NUMBER ANO 
TYPE or OFFICERS WOULD BRING THE UNIT UP TO FULL STRENGTH, CADY 
TOUDMIM THAT IF THEY GOT ALL THE OFFICERS THEN OROERED TO JOIN, 
TMEV MIGHT HAVE ONE OR TWO OVER-STRENGTH, ANO WHY WAS THE SECOND 
ARMY INTERESTED IN THE 213T? BUT THE CAPTAIM WAS JUST OOING A 
ROUTINE JOB OF GATHERING INFORMATION. 
AFTER CADY ANO DRAKE ENJOYED A FINE TURKEY DINNER, WITH ALL 
R A <~  P H 
THE   TRIMMIN1,   AT   THE   QUARTERS   OF   LT.   COL.   ANO   MR3;    DAVIS,    HE   HAD 
A 
TIME ENOUGH IN HIS ROOM TO REVIEW THE BHEIR TROUBLES* MRS. CAOY 
WAS HAVING WITH HER ESTATE SETTLEMENT. ONE OF THEM ".JUST KNEW 
THERE HAD BEEN CONNIVANCE WHEN THE WILL HAO BEEN MADE 15 YEARS 
ABO." STOCKS COULD NOT BE EVENLY HIVIDEO BY 3 OR FOUR, BUT 
"SELLING AT THE MARKET" TO DIVIDE THE MONEY WAS T« BOMB MANNER 
REPREHEN8IBLE*  ONC WANTEO TO DISPLACE THE TENANT ANO WOULD 
TAKE OVER THE FARM.  LET ANOTHER HAVE HIS STOCKS BEFORE THE PROBATE 
MAKE 
JUDGE COULD/AN EQUITABLE DIVISION FOR PERSONAL SPECULATION WITH 
THEM. CAOY HAO LEARNED MORE TOUGHNESS ABOUT WHAT 0THER8 MIGHT 
THINK, AND HE DISLIKED THE EFFECT SUCH THINGS HAD ON HER. HE 
FELT HE WA8 HAVING TOO MUCH COMPETITION FJO^M THE DAMNED ESTATE I 
ANVWAVM CAOY AND DRAKE HAD LEAVES BEGINNING THE 12TH AND THEV 
WOULD ARRIVE IN ST. LOUIS A FEW HOURS AFTER MR8. CAOY WOULD COME 
BACK FROM CARTHAGE, "O., WHERE THE ESTATE WAS BEING ADMINISTEREO. 
ALSO, THOMAS DID NOT WANT CADY NOSINO AROUND HQ,, SECOND ARMY 
ABOUT THEIR INTEREST IN THE 21 ST. 
CADY- 
THE NEXT OAY CADY aoT AROUND ST. LOUIS TO SEE FRIENDS, INCLUO* 
INGOEAN SHAFFER, 
Da, EDWIN ERNST or THE FORMER BASE HOSPITAL NO. 21, 
ANO D*« CCCII. CHARLES WHO WAS TAR I NO CARE OF MOST OF HIS FORMER 
PATIENTS. EVERT ONE IN ST. LOUIS APPEAR*© CALM ANO PRE-OCCU»IEO 
WITH THEIR MM AFFAIRS, ANO HAO PRETTY WELL CLOSED THEIR COMMUNITY 
RANKS BEHIND THE ABSENTEES IN THE S1 ST # 
-AOT TRIE© TO EXPLAIN HOW HE THOUGHT 0EAN SHAFFER OOULO 
EXERT INFLUENCE IN GETTING ANOTHER AFFILIATED UNIT ASSIGNED TO 
THE SCHOOL AS A PROPER PLACE FOR ANT OFFICERS WHO MIGHT BE DE* 
CLARED SURPLUS, ANO FOR THE DOCTOR© AS THEN STILL UNNAMED WHO 
WOULD BE CALLED INTO ACTIVE OUTV, WITHOUT SUCH, THE SURPLUS 
WOULD SE SCATTEREO A8WFILLERS", MOSTLY WITHOUT MUCH REGARD TO 
THEIR SPECIAL QUALIFICATION®. TF THEV WOULD BE PROPERLY PLACED 
IN SOME DESIGNATED UNIT, THEY WOULD COME BACK AFTER THE WAR AS 
SETTER DOCTORS TO RESUME THEIR FACULTT DUTIES, BUT SHAFFER*8 
RETORT WAS THAT THE EXECUTIVE FACULTY WAS UNWILLING TO SUGGEST 
THE IDEA TO THE SURGEON GENERAL*8 OFFICE, BECAUSE SO-AND-SO 
ALREADY KNEW THE ATTITUDE UP THERE. NEVERTHELESS, CADY WAS UN- 
CONVINCED BECAUSE HE HAO REASONS TO THINK THE SCO WOULD BE WARMER 
TO THE IDEA IF IT WERE TO COME PROM VM£ DEAN, ME WAS DISHEARTENED 
TO ENCOUNTER THIS CNANGE IN DR, SHAFFER*3 ATTITUDE TOWARD THE UNIT. 
THE 15TH WAS THE CEREMONIAL OAT. CAOT ATTENDED THE IMPRESSIVE 
MEMORIAL SERVICES FOR THE OEAO OF BASE HOSPITAL NO, 21 AT CHRIST 
CHURCH CATHEDRAL AT 13TH AND LOCUST BLVD. BISHOP SCARLETT WAS 
FAMOUS FOR HIS IMPRESSIVE SERMONS AND CEREMONIES.  THE CAOYS WENT 
THENCE TO HOTEL CORONADO, SPRING AVE., ANO LlNDELL BLVO, ,»U8T A 
BLOCK FROM WHERE NE HAD PRACTICED AHD A LONG BLOCK FROM THE ST, 
Louis MEDICAL SOCIETY BUILDING WHERE HE HAD ONCE BEEN PRESIDENT 
AND   PUT    IN   MANY,    MANY   HOURS   OF   POLITICAL   DRUDGERY   FOR    HIS   Pn0fl±3'e> * 
CADY* 
OR. ERNST HAD A FINE PROGRAM ARRANGED. CADV WAS THE ONLY ONE FROM 
THE 2TST THERE, ANO A PICTURE OF HIM AND OR. FRANK MURPHY, CO OF THE 
BARE UNIT GOT INTO THE NEWSPAPER. OR. MURPHY HAD LIVED IN DETROIT 
FOR SOME YEARS AND WAS NOT PRACTICING BUT LOOKING AFTER HIS LARGE 
INVESTMENT INTERESTS. CADV'S FORESIGHT TO HAVE THE RECORDED TALKS 
Vftg FORTUNATE.  COL. THOMAS'S TALK MADE A GOOO IMPRESSION, AND HELPED 
EASE OVER SOME OF THE UNASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT HIS BEING IN COMMANO. 
THERE WERE SOME GREETINGS BY OTHER OFFICERS PLAYED FOR THE AUDIENCE 
WHICH WERE WELL RECEIVED. MEANWHILE, MRS. CADY WAS BEING ENTER- 
TAINED BY THE DISTAFF MEMBERS OF THE GROUP AND SHE HEARD NONE OF 
THIS. 
THEY WERE LATE GETTING TO BED.  CADY HAD TO ARISE AT 3 AM. 
TO GET OVER TO DRAKE'S AT 4. EVEN SO THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN AN 
HOUR OVER-DUE WITH ORAKES SLOWED OOWN CAR HAD THEY NOT SIGNED IN 
WITH THE 0 D*S CLERK BY THEIR WATCHES ON CENTRAL STANDARO TLME, 
SHOWN TO THE CLERK, INSTEAD OF THE NEW ARMY TLME. CADV HAD A 
CORRECT SUSPICION THAT THOMAS WOULD WANT TO KNOW WHETHER HE HAO 
FUDGED, OR WHAT WHEN HE SIGNED IN AT 11.* 30 PM. 
CAPT. JOHN WED to WAS AWAKE AND BROUGHT THEM UP-TO-DATE. 
THE UNIT'S TABLE OF ORGANIZATION SUBJECT \HA<> BLOWN WIOE OPEN, A 
NEW ONE HAD COME FOR 56 OFFICERS, 105 NURSES AND 500 ENLISTED MEN. 
COL. THOMAS WAS AWAY WHEN IT CAME, SO GINGLES HAD ANNOUNCED THERE 
WOULD BE 20 OFFICERS SURPLUS. 
COL. THOMAS LIKED TO BE MYSTERIOUS, HE HINTED THAT CADY MIGHT 
RETURN TO "HIS DESK", BUT MEANWHILE THE MEDJCUL SERVICE WOULD LOSE 
ONE MAJOR, 5 CAPTAINS AND 3 LIEUTENANTS; I.E., BY THE T/O. CADY 
WAS REALLY SURPRISED ONCE WHEN TEARS SEEMED TO 8TART IN THOMAS'S 
CYES WHILE HE WA8 DESCRIBING HOW HE WOULO HAVE TO HURT 80 MANY 
PEOPLE.  IT SEEMED EASY TO PERSUADE HIM TO GO WITH HIM TO THE CLUB 
CAOY- 
TO TELEPHONE DEAN SWAPPER.  AFTER BOTH TALKEO WITH HIV!, THEY BOTH 
UNDERSTOOD WELL ENOUGH THAT SHAFFER WAS NOT SOIHO TO TRY TO TELL 
THE WAR DEPARTMENT HOW TO RUM ITS WAR I 
CART, LAWRENCE M, SHCFTS, CHEST SURGEON, WAS TRANSFERRED TO 
TO A SURGICAL SPECIALIST GROUP ON THE 13TH, A eooo OFFICER LOST 
WHILE CAOY HAD SEEN AWAY 
DR*  CURTIS H. LOHR, CLASSMATE AND WORTHY POLITICAL RIVAL  (5h 
WAS   VISITING   CAPT.   tlOS.   A.   LAFFLER,   D.C.,   HIS   BROTHER-IN-LAW, 
DURING A LONO TALK, CAOY WENT INTO DETAILS ABOUT HIS PROBLEMS AND 
HIS VIEWS. ME WANTED HOME PRESSURES PUT UPON THE DEAN AND ANY 
OTHER PERSON WHO MIGHT BE INFLUENTIAL, LOHR AGREED WITH CAOY THAT 
MOST OFFICERS OF THE UNIT, WHETHER REMAINING OR GOING OUT, WOULD 
%T  DISAFFECTED WITH THE DEAN. ALSO, HIS INACTION ABOUT A PLACE 
FOR HIS POTENTIAL O/FICERS FOR A SECOND UNIT WOULD BE INTERPRETED 
AS OISIHJTEREST IN HIS OWN FACULTY.  LOH<? DEPARTED THE SAME DAY ANO 
SAIO »;»: WOULO TALK TO DEAN SHAFFER, M« EVARTS A, GRAHAM, CHAIR, 
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY, WITH IMPORTANT CONNECTIONS IN WASHINGTON, 
ANO WITH On. 'ULVERN 8. CLOPTON, CHAIRMAN, W. U, BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
CADY PA8SED THE WORD TO ALL OFFICERS TO LET ANYONE, EVEN WITH REMOTE 
POSSIBLE  INFLUENCE, K<OW WHAT TO 00 FOR THEM, 
COL. £RADY, VICE COL.  KENOALL,  LEFT WITH A 24-HOUR  NOTICE TO 
COMMANO SOME UNIT,  THEN COL, RALPH DAVIS REALLY TOO OVER AS EXEC. 
OF THE STATION HOOPITAL, ANO CAOY WAS CHIEF OF MEDICINE, HE WAS 
STILL A BIT APPREHENSIVE HOW SUCCESSFUL NOVES WOULD BE IN TRYING TO 
GET HIM TRANSFERS©. AND, THOMAS WAS CONTINUING TO BE MYSTERIOUS 
ABOUT P0S8IBILITIE8 HE WOULD BE LEAVING, TOO. 
THOMAS LET SEVERAL OFFICERS SO TO WASHINGTON, CAPT, MAX GOT 
THE UNIT'S FRIEND, COL. J, n. HALL TO STIR VP COL. ^ITTS TO ACT 
ABOUT MAX'S REAPPOINTMENT IN HIGHER GRADE. THEN ANOTHER FRIBNO, 
y» 
LT. ~OL. vjLrPf7P HALL (C)  CLASSMATE or SEVERAL MEMBERS, PRACTICALLY 
PROMISED TO FIMO PLACES IN THE ARMY AIR OOPPS ir THEV DID HOT 
THINK   TIT   tNUTfLlM   WAS   TO   TMEIP   ADVANTAGE.      DEAN   SHAKER   MUST 
HAVE    HAC    AFTER-TMOU^HTB,   TOR   ME   TELEPHONED   ^RAWK   WALTON   Ht   PLANNED 
TO   VISIT   THE   Unit   SOON.      CAOV   LOOSED   ANOTHER   MAIL   BARRAGE    IN   HIS 
DIRECT !-•.',    HE   HOPED. 
«Av*. SINGLES TELEPHONED OADY TO COME OVER TO SEE THOMAS. A 
SECRET DIRECTIVE WAS IN THE SAFE.  CADY WAS REQUIRED TO MAKE HIS 
PERSONAL m IONS Q*   OFriCEFS, AND THEN FORGET IT.  \\£   FORGOT 
IT SO FAR AS WRIT IN 5 ANY NOTES OR NAMES IN Hit DIARY. IT DID NOT 
MAKE HIV TETL ANY MORE SECURE PERSONALLY. THE MO*E THOMAS HAD 
TALKER AHOUT LEAVING, THE BETTER CADY MAC FFIT, OF COURSE, BUT 
THE TIE FOH DECISIONS HAD COME. Ht KNEW THOMAS WAS UNWILLING 
TO KELP IS/ALT! HE HAD SEEK WITH ?'AX. ME BELIEVED IF THOMAS 
WOULD ELI I'lATE ^ALTON, IT WOULD HURT HIM DEEPLY, AND IT WCULO 
REALLY JAR SOTH SHAFFER AND CRAHAM WHO THCU2MT FI3HLY CD HIM. 
A LA       CRICAH FORCE LANCED IN NORTHERN htCUMta  ''OTHING 
WAS RIGHT IN THE PHILIPPINES. CADY WAS TO0 BUSY TO BECOME DIZZY WITH 
ALL HIO CH      .  HE STARTED A MAJOR VOCO TO BREAK IN AS THE NEXT 
POSSIBLE STATION CHIEF OF M§aICINE. 
ON THE ?OTH THOMASJJAIC "ri, "INTOV WAS FAIRLY LICKIKG HIS 
CHOPS, AND WAS BIDDING FOR ALL 20 SURPLUS OFFICERS.  *1TR DAN 
MYERS PRESENT, THOMAS AGAIN PUT SOME PRESSURE ON CAP* TO TRY TO 
STAY WITH  OL. VOTES.  CAOV WAS GLAD TO HAVE A W.TNE8S WHEN MS 
REPEATED HIS OBLIGATION TO REMAIN WITH THE UNIT N LONC AC HE 
WAS USEFUL I HT BE PERMITTED.  THE FOLLOWING MORHIMO HE 
ASKEC IF       THOUGHT HE COULD HOLD DOWN HI S JOB AND ACTING CO FOR 
FIVE DAYS.  YES, OF COURSE, WITH SINGLES or: THE JOB AS WATCH-&03| 
RAY '-SWARTHY HAD ASSURED CADY THAT ONE OF mn FORMER rw>Lv«ttt, 
CAOY- 
A COL. *tt WAS ON THE GENERAL STArr IN WASHINGTON, AND COOLO BE 
TRU8TE0 TO MEL* WITH ANYTHING REALLV IMPORTANT,  CAOV THOUGHT THIS 
WAS THE TIME AND CALLEDMCCARTHY, EXPLAINEO MATTERS, AND ASKED If 
COL, *£ MIGHT POSSIBLY ARRANGE AN APPARENTLY CASUAL MEETING WITH 
THOMAS TO SEE ir THEY COULD COOPERATE IN SETTING THAT SECOND UNIT 
LINED UP.    THEN CAOY LEARNED THAT ON THE 22ND. BEFORE THOMAS GOT 
AWAY HE HAD 8EBN SURPRISED WHEN F'AJ. AVERY 30WLETTE HAD PUT IN 
HIS APPLICATION FOR A TRANSFER. CAOY DIO NOT KNOW ABOUT R0WLETTE*8 
INTENTION. HE THOUGHT THOMAS FAVORED HIM RATHER THAN WALTON. 
WALTON HAD BEEN OBJECTING TO THE ARBITRARY CHANGES ON HIS SURGICAL 
SERVICE.  SO HAD CADV ON HIS SERVICE, 8UT PERHAPS MORE TACTTULLY. 
IT SEEMEO TO BE "ROUTINE" BUT THE COMMANDING GENERAL, THIRD 
ARMY, WANTED TO M?ET ALL COS or UNITS UNDER HIS COMMAND. GINGLES 
TOLD CADV HE WAS GOING ALONG, TOO I 
ON RETURN TO HIS OPPICE, HE POUND 1ST LT. LUCILE S. SPALOING, 
ANC, WANTING TO TALK ABOUT HER NURSES'S UNREST ABOUT THE IMPENDING 
CHANGE3 AMONG THE OFFICERS.  HE WAS INTERUPTED BY GEN. LUCAS, ART,, 
AND 52, WHO WAS COMMANDER OP THE POST.  HE INFORMED CADY THAT 
HE WAS SATISFIED WITH THE 218T WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT FOOTBATHS 
WERE MISSING IN SOME OF THE SHOWERS, AND TWO H0U8EFLIES WERE FOUND 
IN ONE OF THE MESSES. CAOY HAO MADE A SURPRISE INSPECTION OF HIS 
OWN SERVICE EARLIER THAT MORNING ANO HAD A BELLYFUL OF INSPECTIONS. 
ONE OF THE OFFICERS GRIPED ABOUT THE WAY THOMA8 HAD BEEN PUSHING 
THEM AROUND. THEY SHOULD 8E INFORMED WHO WOULD LEAVE, 80 THEY MIGHT 
00 SOMETHING TO CONTROL WHERE THEY WERE GOING. CACY TRIED TO EXPLAIN 
THAT THOMAS PROBABLY DID NOT KNOW WHO WAS LEAVING, MIGHT BE TALKING 
IT OVER IN WASHINGTON AT THE MOMENT, BUT HIS RECOMMENDATIONS, IF 
ANY, MIGHT NOT BE TAKEN. THERE WAS ALWAYS THE POSSIBILITY THAT SOME- 
ONE HIGHER UP  WOULD HAVE HIS NOTIONS, TOO. HE REMINDED THE OFFICER 
CADY- 
THAT THOMAS MAO INVITED THEM TO CONSULT HIM FOR HELP. WHEN 
CAPT. HAROLD M, CUTLER DID JUST THAT, THOMAS WAS BRUSKLV CRITICAL 
Or HI8 ATTITUDE, AND  GAVE HO HELP.  CADY TOLD CUTLER AND OTHERS 
THAT HE AND WALTON WERE IN EXACTLY THE SAME OITHER, EITHER ONE OR 
BOTH MIGHT BE TARRED TO LEAVE* 
ON THE 24TH CART. EUGENE M. BRICKER, A BRILLIANT YOUNG SURGEON, 
•AS TRANSFERRED TO A RLACE IN THE SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE.  ME 
INSISTED HE HAD NO RART NOR KNOWLEDGE Of THE ORIGIN OP THE TRANSFER. 
CADY SUSPECTED THAT SOMEHOW IT WAS MUTUALLY AGREEABLE BETWEEN HIM 
AND PROR. EVART8 A, GRAHAM.  CART. JOE PARKER TOOK CAOV WITH HIM 
TO SEE BRICKER OFF ON THE TRAIN.    THEN THEY WENT TO THE CONRADS^S 
*JRING   YOUR   OWN   GLASSES."      THE   CONVIVIALITY   WAS   CHEERING.      CAOV 
KNEW THEN THAT CART. STANLEY HAMPTON WOULD DEPART IN A FEW OAYB 
FORKELLEY FIELD, TEXAS, AS AN ALLERGY SPECIALIST, AND ASSUMED 
HE HAD SOMETHING TO 00 WITH ARRANGING IT.  THEN WHEN CADY ASKED 
THAT 18T LT. THEO. E. KlRCHER, JR., AN ALLERGIST, BE PUT OVER 
INTO THE *OS»ITAL POSITION,  SINGLES AND F|SH RAISED A 8QUAtf'< *" 
BECAUSE HE HAD 8EEN SO VERY GOOD AT TRAINING THE MEN. 
CADY ENCOURAGED WALTON TO GET A TRIP TO WASHINGTON IN HIS 
OWN INTEREST. AT LEAST HE COULD WRITE TO COL. GEORGE LULL, A 
PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE, ABOUT GETTING THAT RE-APPOINTMENT STARTED, 
JARRED LOOSE, OR WHATEVER IT NEEOEO. HOWEVER, HE SHOULD DO IT 
DISCRETELY, ANO IT MIGHT BE TOO LATE RIGHT THEN, BUT TRY. 
THE NURSES HAD A PARTY AT THE CLUB WHICH WAS A PLEASANT 
DIVERSION FROM THE TEDIOUS QUE8TIONNAIRES FROM THE SGO ON THE 
UNIT'S OFFICER JOBS. NOBODY REALLY KNEW AT THE TIME WHAT THE 
JOBS WOULD BE, 80 GUESSES WERE MADE BASEO ON POTENTIALS OF THE 
OFFICERS. THEN CAME ANOTHER SET FOR THE STATION HOSPITAL,  IT 
WAS HOT WEATHER ANO HE SPENT MUCH OF HIS TIME RETRIEVING PAPERS 
BLOWN FROM HI8 DESK BY THE OVERHEAD FAN. 
CADY- 
MA*S. JOHN F,  PATTON AND GEO. J. WULFF HITCHHIKED BACK FROM 
HASHIMOTOS ON THE 2#TH.  THEY LEARNEO THAT THOMAS HAO BEEN THERE 
ON THE 23*0.  THEY HAO SEEN COL. GEORGE LULL (PERSONNEL) WHO 8AI0 
THERE WAS TALK ABOUT A SECOND UNIT FOR THE 21ST SURPLUS OFFICERS. 
If. COL. WILFORO HALL WAS CORDIAL, ANO THEY HAO SEEN FRIENDS FOR 
A LONG WHILE* 
THIS NEWS INSRIREO CAOV TO TELEPHONE HIS HOME, ANO LEE, JR., 
ANSWERED.  HE TRIED TO GIVE HIS MESSAGE TO HIS VOUNQ SON SIMPLY 
AND PRECISELY 80 THAT MRS. CADV COULO UNDERSTAND WHAT ME MEANT. 
RAY MCCARTHY WAS TO BE CALLEO, AND REQUESTED TO CALL HIS COL. «. 
TO ASCERTAIN WHAT CAOV*8 STATUS WOULD BE SINCE THE T/O OF THE UNIT 
HAO BEEN REDUCED.  itfHAT WAS THE POSSIBILITY THAT COL. THOMAS MIGHT 
BE PROMOTED OUT?  THEN IF AL. SlSTON WAS GOING TO WASHINGTON, ASK 
HIM TO CONTACT MCCARTHY BEFOREHAND FOR ANY INFORMATION HE MIGHT 
HAVE.  HE HUNG UP THE RECEIVER MOROSELY THINKING, "THOMAS WILL BE 
BACK TOMORROW: AND DAMN THE LAUNDRY!" 
THOMAS WAS SO RETICENT AND UNCOMMUNICATIVE THAT CADY ANO OTHERS 
SUSPECTED HE KNEW MOST OF THE ANSWERS TO THE BURNING QUESTIONS. 
HE WAS JUST TRYING TO DELAY REACTIONS. PATTON WAS ON THE VERGE 
OF APPLYING FOR TRANSFER TO THE AlR CORPS THROUGH HIS FRIENO 
.VILFORD HALL. 
THEN CADY LEARNED THAT SOME POST OFFICER HAD BEEN REQUESTED TO 
INVESTIGATE SOME MESS INCIOENT DURING FEBRUARY, SOMEBODY WAS WATCH- 
ING FROM ON HIOM! THE OFFICER MERELY PULLEO OUT HIS PREVIOUS REPORT 
AND USED THAT.  CADY, HIMSELF, HAO MADE AND FILED A REPORT, TOO.^J 
fMO COULO BE TRYING TO DIG UP OIRT ANO AGAINST WHOM?  HE DID NOT 
BELIEVE HE WAS HAVING "IDEAS OF REFERENCE* ABOUT THE MATTER. 
STILL, WAS IT CADY OR GINGLES? 
DAN MYERS CAME TO TALK AGAIN. THERE WAS CONSIDERABLE FEELING 
ABOUT POSSIBLE DISPLACEMENT Of orpfCCRS BY OUT9IPERJ3. ESPECIALLY 
CAOY- 
ON THE CLINICAL 8ERVICES. IT WOULD BE BAD ENOUGH TO LOSE GOOD 
OFFICERS BECAUSE THOMAS HAD PERSONAL OISLIKES, BUT TO HAVE THE 
OTHER WOULD BE WORSE.  IF CADY SHOULD GET A NEW UNIT, HE SAID, 
ALL THE OLD OFFICERS WOULD WANT TO TRANSFER TO IT.  CADY WAS PLEASED 
THEY HAO SUCH CONFIDENCE, AND HE WISHED THE MESS WOULD CLEAR UP. 
«<RS. CADV WROTE THAT RAY MCCARTHY HAD BEEN UNABLE TO FOLLOW 
THROUGH WITH CADY'S REQUE8T.  FINALLY, AT THE NOON HOUR UUNE 2ND, 
HE TELEPHONED MCCARTHY AND HE PROMISED HE WOULD TRY TO CALL COL. 
W. THAT EVENING AGAIN.  SHOULD HE FAIL, HE WOULD TELEGRAPH AND 
WRITE, TOO.  CADY WAS A LIST OF OFFICERS HAD BEEN OFFERED BY 
THOMAS ABOUT TEN DAYS PREVIOUSLY.  SOMETHING WOULD HAVE TO BE 
DONE QUICKLY. THE NEXT AFTERNOON, THIOMAS TOLO THE OFFICERS THAT 
HE AND HIS ADMINISTRATIVE 8TAFF HAD NO ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.' 
"WHEN DO WE LEAVE? ...WHO WILL BE SURPLUS? 
HOWEVER, HE MADE A GRATUITOUS REMARK THAT HE "UNDERSTOOD" 
HE WOULD BE ALLOWED TO RETAIN ALL 1 ST LIEUTENANT8 OVER THE T/OI 
_ 1/ 
THEN HE ANGERED THE MAJORITY OF THE OFFICERS BY STATING HE HAD LEARNED 
FROMJTHREE SOURCES THERE WA8 WA MOVE ON FOOT TO PETITION THE 
SURGEON GENERAL TO PREVENT THE BREAKING UP OF THE UNIT." THAT WAS 
CHILDISH, HE SAID, AND HE WOULD DO HIS BEST TO TRY ANY OFFICERS WITH 
THEIR NAMES ON SUCH A PETITION.  H|8 MANNER AND HIS STATEMENT HAD 
BEEN IRRITATING, AND CADY WONDERED IF HE HAO TO CONVEY THE SAME 
IDEAS TO OUCH A GROUP, WOULD HE U8E THE SAME WORDS AND DO IT IN 
THE 8AME MANNER. 
FORTUNATELY, THE ONLY RESPONSE WAS A COLD COMPLETE SILENCE. 
INOIGNATION OR DISAPPROVAL AT SOME FACET OF THE SITUATION SEEMED 
UNINIMOUS LATER.  PUTTING A STRONQ MINDED YOUNG GROUP OF DOCTORS, 
BARELY AWAY FROM CIVILIAN DEMOCRACY, INTO AUTHORITORIAN KHAKI 
HAD NOT YET ERASED THE FEELING FOR DEMOCRATIC REDRES8 FOR THE 
INSULT THEY FELT. CADY STRONGLY COUNSELED THAT THEY FACED A FACT, 
CAOV 
AN   UNPLEASANT   FACT   THAT   THEY   HAD   NOT   BEEN    IN8ULTE0.      A   LIEUTENANT 
MAO   ASKED   Ml*   TWO   WEEKS^BOuf8 SUCH   A   METHOO   AS   ANV   OFFICER   MAO   A 
RIGHT AND PRIVILEGE TO LEARN ABOUT SUCH MATTERS. THERE WAS JUST 
THAT AMOUNT OF TRUTH IN THE RUMOR, BUT THOSE WHO SPREAD IT WERE 
MALICIOUS. JUST DROP THE MATTER COLO! 
DR. CLOPTON TELEGRAPHED FROM NEW YORK. HE SEEMED CONFUSED, 
APPARENTLY STILL BELIEVING CADV WAS STILL Cd OF THE UNIT, ANO 
THAT WALTON WOULD BE CO OF ANOTHERC UNIT. ANYWAY ME HAD REFER^D 
THE MATTER ON TO DEAN SHAFFER.  CADY WAS SO  DlSCOURAOED HE WON- 
OEREO WHY HE SHOULD CONTINUE TO BOTHER HIMSELF TO CONTROL THE 
DESTINIES OF ANV OF THOSE INVOLVED.  HE COULD STAY ON IN A STATION 
HOSPITAL ANO WORK HIS HEAD OFF THERE. 
HE OOT OFF A TELEGRAM JUNE 4TH TO CLOPTON AND MCCARTHY iiusT 
THE SAME. 
CADY WONDERED HOW LONG HE MIGHT CONTINUE TO RUN HIS SERVICE 
ANO HIS DIPLOMACY COUNTER TO IJ-^MAS ANO SURVIVE. SOME ONE HAD 
PLANNED TO TARE YOUNG CONRAD OUT OF THE HOSPITAL ANO PUT HIM OVER 
WITH THE 53RO GENERAL HOSPITAL ON LOAN TO HELP TRAIN THE MEN. 
THAT WOULD UNCOVER TWO FULL WARDS OF DERMATOLOGY AND VENEREAL 
DISEASE, ANO HE CONCEIVED THE MOTIVATION WAS MORE MALICE TLFTANEODOO 
OF THE SERVICE. COL. NOYES WAS GLAD TO INTERCEDE, AND CADY KNEW 
THOMAS COULD GUESS HOW IT HAPPENED. CADY INVITED THE DRAKES ANO THE 
CONRAOS TO DINNER AT THE CLUB 80 HE MIGHT CONVEY HIS WARNING TO 
DOLPH IN A CA8UAL MANNER* 
I 
ID-MORNING OF THE 5TH HE REALIZEO HE COULD BE MADE CULPABLE 
UNDER SOME ARTICLE OF WAR SHOULD HE PERSIST IN TRYING TO CHANGE 
UN FAIT ACCOMPLI.  THOMAS CALLEO HIM TO BRING WALTON tO HIS OFFICE. 
CADY BORROWED DRAKE'S CAR AND WENT FOR WALTON WHO DID NOT HAPPEN TO 
I 
BE OPERATING.  HE TOLD WALTON HE BELIEVED HE KNEW *HV THE^V, WERE BEING 
ONED.  HE WAS EXPECTING HIS OWN NAME WOULD BE ON THAV 8URPLU8 
CADY- 
ANO WALTON'S TOO. WALTON MADE LITTLE COMMENT, BUT THOUGHT MAYBE 
CADY'S WOULD NOT BE ON THE LIST. NEITHER INDULQED IN RELEASING 
MALEDICTIONS AND EXECRATIONS. 
THOMAS HAD AN OROER WITH TWENTY orricER's NAMES ON IT, MOST 
TO QO TO THE 2t8T STATION HOSPITAL AT FT. BRAGO. THE LOSSES TO THE 
UNIT WERE: 
MAJ. FRAMKLIN E. WALTON, CHiEr or SURGERY 
MAJ. STANLEY L. HARRISON, COMMUNICABLE DISEASES 
CAPT. A. H. CONRAD, JR,,  DERMATOLOGY AND SYPHILOGRAPHY 






CAPT. HAROLD M. CUTLER, 
CAPT. JOS. J. GITT, 
CAPT. BRUCE C. MARTIN, 
CAPT., JOHN R. POWERS, 
CAPT. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ, 
CAPT. BART N. WHITE, 
1ST LT. ROBT, R. ANSCHUETZ, SURGERY 
1ST LT. ROBT. J. COOK,    JNTERNAL MEDICINE 
1ST LT.FRANK E. BAUM, 
1ST LT. DAVID N. KERR, 
1ST LT. EDGAR H. KEYS, 
1ST LT# WM. C. STAHL, 
1ST LT. CARL W. LATTNER, 
1ST LT. JAS. M. ROSE, 
1ST LT. JOHN L. PAASKE, 
1ST LT. WM. G. MILLER 









1ST LT. HENRY P. LATTUADA,  OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, WAS 
TRAN6FERED TO THE STATION H08PITAL. 
CADY- 
CADY PROMPTLY PROTESTED THE TRANSFER OF CAPT, HENRY G. 
SCHWARTZ, THE NEUROSURGEON, BECAUSE IT UNDOUBTEDLY WAS AN 
ERROR. THEY KNEW THAT 1ST LT. HENRY SCHWARZ, It, WANTEO TO 
TRANSFER WITH HIS FRIENDS WHO WOULD QO TO THE 21 ST STATION 
HOSPITAL, HE WAS SURPRISED, BUT SAID NOTHING AT THE TIME, THAT 
DAVE KERR'S NAME WAS ON THE LIST. HE WOULD ASK DAVE ABOUT 
IT. 
CADY- 
CHAPTER  6 
s \S v ■ 
THERE WAS A FAREWELL LUNCHEON FOR THE DEPART INS OFFICERS 
THE DAY AFTER THE UNIT SPLIT-UP.  MOST OF THE REMAINING OFFICERS 
HAD AGREED COL. THOMAS MUST BE INVITED TO GIVE HIM AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO SPEAK TO ALL PRESENT.  CADY, AND MOST OTHERS, BELIEVED THEY 
COULD SEE MOTIVATION FOR EACH LOST AND MOST RETENTIONS.  THERE 
WAS NO RUSH FOR OVERT GRATITUDE FOR BEING K^>T, THOUGH EACH 
OFFICER WAS GLAD IT.  CADY WAS REALLY GRATEFUL HE HAD NOT BEEN 
A 
ALLOWED PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTIONS, AND NOT ONE OF THE 
OFFICERS HE HAD BEEN REQUIRED TO "RECOMMEND* WAS ON THE FINAL 
LIST IT SEEMED TO HIM THAT THOMAS HAD MADE CADY S PREFERENCE, 
OR THE RELATIVE LACK OF IT,     A nKISS OF DEATH. 
SATURDAY, JUNE 6TH, CADY SAT BESIDE COL. THOMAS.  LATER HE 
REALIZED THAT THOMAS HAD BEEN MUMBLING TO HIM MUCH OF THE TLMF| 
BUT HE HAD IGNORED MUCH OF WHAT HE SAID SIMPLY BECAUSE HI8 HEART 
AND MIND WAS SO FULL HE HAD NOT HEARD  HIM.  CADY ACTED AS TOAST 
MASTER.  BEFORE HE CALLED UPON THOMAS HE REMINDED THE AUDIENCE 
HOW THIS UNPLEASANT DIVISION OF THE UNIT HAD BEEN ANTICIPATED, 
AND COL. THOMAS HAOLENT HIS INFLUENCE » GENEROUSLY FOR THE CIRCUM- 
STANCES^TOWARD HEEPING DEPARTING OFFICERS AND FRIENDS TOGETHER. 
THIS HAD BEEN SUCCESSFUL BY THE CREATION OF THE 21ST STATION 
HOSPITAL.  COL. THOMAS SPOKE VERY CAGILY, AND HE WAS GLAD ON 
BEHALF OF THE 21 ST STATION HOSPITAL, FOR IT WAS GETTING A FINE 
BUNCH OF GOOD OFFICERS WHOM HE REGRETTED TO L08E. MERCIFULLY, 
THOMAS REALIZED HE WAS INADEQUATE TO TALK LONG WITHOUT MAKING 
SOME AWKWARD STATEMENT,   HE ENDED, "MAY GOD SPEED YOU, AND GOD 
.ADY- 
8LES8 VOUl" 
AS CAOV WENT DOWN THE LINE OF DEPARTING OFFICERS, Mli BOYS, 
FOR A HAMOCLASP, MC COULD OMLV 8PEAK TO ONE OR TWO WITHOUT 1.081 NO 
CONTROL, TEARS AMD VOICE. 
THOMAS WANTED CAOV TO RIOC BACK WITH HIM TO HEADQUARTER*, 
Q. MAO CAOV READ A CERTAIN LETTER POSTED ON THE BULLETIN BOARD? 
IT PROHIBITED MILITARY PERSONNEL PROM ADVISING OR ATTEMPTtNO TO 
INFLUENCE LEGISLATION POR PERSONAL OR SELPISH REASONS} OR POR 
IMPORTUNING THE WAR DEPARTMENT POR PERSONAL BENEFITS! 80TH OP 
WHICH WERE PROWNBO U80N , AND CERTAIN OFFICERS HAD SEEMED TO HAVE 
DONE THAT. 
A. YES, CAOV HAD READ IT. WHY? 
Q. WELL, THOMAS DID NOT WANT CAOV SETTING HIMSELF INTO TROUBLE 
OVER THIS NEW UNIT BUSINESS...  CAOV HAD RECEIVED A TELEGRAM THAT 
MORNING PROM A MCCARTHY.  WAS IT ABOUT THIS MATTER* 
A.  (PVT. HAMILTON HAO TOLD CAOV NO ONE ELSE HAD READ IT BUT HIM- 
SELF. THE TELEGRAM*  "DIFFICULT TO SET INFORMATION. UNDERSTAND 
SOME FRIENDS WILL SERVE EL8EWHERE,  NO FURTHER INFORMATION ON 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.  WELL KEEP  TRVINQ TO HELP,—RAV F. MCCARTHY.") 
YES, SAID CAOV.  IT HAD TO OO WITH THE SECOND UNIT, THE SAME 
THING TH0<A8 ABO HE HAD ASKED FOR.  CADV FELT TKlBj 2?l3T STATION 
HOSPITBL HAO RELIEVED HIM OF HIS OBLIGATIONS, ANO FURTHER trFORTS 
WOULD STOP.  IF THAT WERE CULPABLE, "THEV WOULD HAVE EMOUQt* TO 
HANG HIM." CAOV ALMOST SAID "HANG US," 
. 
Q. WELL, THOMAS HAD NOT WANTEO CAOV TO GET INTO TROUBLE. ... 
SOMEONE HAD LET OUT INFORMATION... AT LEAST 14 OF THE ^0 OFFICERS 
HAO BEEN KNOWN AROUND THE PLACE, 
A. CAOV THOUGHT IT WAS NATURAL THAT THERE HAD BEEN PLENTIV OF 
"DOPE LISTS." CAOV*s ONLY VOICED SPECULATION HAD BEEN WHILE HE 
CAOY- 
<y 
WALTON AND HE HAO BEEN COMING OVER AT HIS CALL. CADY HAD TOLD 
WALTON HE WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED IF HE OR WALTON, OR BOTH WOULO 
BE ON THE LIST. 
Q. THOMAS HAD HEARD CADY WANTED A TRANSFER, 
A.  "THE HELL YOU HAVE, COLONELI REALLY?" NO, HE HAO NEVER SAID 
THAT TO A SINGLE SOUL. 
WELL, THOMAS WAS QLAD, FOR CADY WAS REALLY NEXT IN LINE" AND 
MIGHT BE CO OF THE UNIT 80ME TIME, 
WALTON SAID THOMAS HAD SAID MUCH THE SAME TO HIM ABOUT BECOMING 
CO Or THE NEW UNIT. ....JUDAS... 
WITHIN A FEW HOURS CADY LEARNEO THAT Oc HAMPTON HAO A LIST 
12 OUT OF 20 ACCURATE.  BRUCE MARTIN TOLD HIM HIS LIST WAS 95 
PERCENT ACCURATE, ANO HE HAD NO INTENTION TO TELL THE OFFICER HE 
WAS WRONG ABOUT. CADY KNEW WHOSE NAME IT WAS, HIS OWNL 
ON SUNDAY HE MIGHT HAVE TALKED TOO MUCH TO TOO MANY, HE THOUGHT: 
ROWLETTE, DRAKE AND MAX. ALL HA& ANTICIPATED CADY WOULD BE ON 
THAT LIST. AFTER THEIR TALK, THEY UNDERSTOOD EACH OTHER BETTER. 
ROWLETTE AND MAX REPORTED COL. HALL'S MESSAGE FOR CADY TO JUST 
i 
SIT   TIGHT   AND   THINGS   MIGHT   WORK   OUT   ALL   RIGHT.      fcfAX   HAD   JU8T   RE- 
TURNED FROM  ST.  LOUIS.     DEAN SHAFFER  HAD ADMONISH^ HIM THE UNIT 
WAS LAYING TOO MUCH STRESS ON THAT OTHER UNIT, ANq THIS SCHOOL 
i ) 
BUSINESS; INSTEAD OF GETTING ON WITH THE WAR THEY ALL HAD TO FIGHT. 
CADY ASKED FOR A WORD FOR WORD REPETITION OF SHAFFER'S STATEMENT. 
THE BLUNT INTERPRETATION WAS SINK OR SWIM, CADY TOLD ROWLETTE 
THAT THEY AND MI88 SPALDING, ANO OTHERS OF COURSE, MVFIT CONTINUE 
TO USE THE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION TO MAKE; THE UNIT A 
BUT THEIR IDEAL NEED NOT HAMPER THE UN IT IF THEY 8ERVE0 IN IT. 
THOMAS MIQHT EVEN BE GLAD IN THE FUTURE TO HAVE ITS BENEFIT. 
vAOY- 
DEAN SHAFFER'S ATTITUDE FRIGHTENED CADY. 
THAT EVENING LT. COL. ANO M«t, MCCARTHY, MAD A PARTY AT THE 
HUNT CLUB FOR HIS DEPARTING 2!BT STATION SURGEONS. CADY WAS QUAD 
TO   HEAR   COL.   NOVEs's   AND   HIS   CHIEF   NURSE,   MlSS   ANOERSON'S RE* 
MARKS   ABOUT   WHAT   HAD   HAPPENED,   AND   THE   UNWORTHY   BASIS   FOR SOME 
Of   THE   ELIMINATIONS   IN   THEIR   OPINIONS.      AT   LEAST   THAT   WAS CADY'S 
IMPRESSION   MORE   PROM   THEIR   MANNER   THAN   THEIR   WORDS. 
MAJ# PISH WAS COt DETACHMENT, MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, AND HE WAS 
SENT OVER TO SURGERY, MA4» GEORGE WULFP WAS TRA88FERRED PROM AN 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIGNMENT TO SURGERY, SO WAS 1 ST LT. ALFRED 
BREUER,  FIOWLETTE HAD TRIED SEVERAL TIMES TO SEE THOMAS ABOUT 
THEIR MUTUAL SURGICAL AFFAIRS.  ON THE 9TH CAOY TELEPHONED THOMAS 
TO ASK WHEN HE WAMTED TO SEE THEM. HE WOULD CALL THEM. *M€N 
CADY'S MEETING OCCURRED, THOMAS WAS SURPRISINGLY AFFABLE, ALMOST 
APOLOGETIC ABOUT HFS PREVIOUS APERITV ABOUT SERVICE ASSIGNMENTS, 
FOR HE HAD HAD A LOT OF OPPOSITION ON THE SURGICAL SERVICE* ... 
HE WAS BEING ACCUSE* OF BEING A PROHIBITIONIST BECAUSE THE "DRINKERS 
WERE ALL ON THE LIST."  AS A MATTER OF FACT, HE SAID, ONLY FOUR OF 
HI8 RECOMMENDATIONS HAD BEEN HONORED BY THE 300, >,»HE INVITEO 
CADY TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT LATER.  HE HOPED FOR MORE INFORMAL. 
AND SOCIAL GROUP CONTACTS.  LATER, CADY RATHER WRlpPJLY CONFIDED 
TO HIS DIARY THAT THE FIRST SUCH MEETINGS MIGHT HURT A FEW PER80N8. 
THOMAS WAS INTERESTED IN CADY'S FEELINGS ABOUT THE MAJORS 
IN LT. COLONEL'S POSITIONS! DENTAL, LABORATORY, AN0 X-RAY. NONE 
HAD A REAL OPPORTUNITY TO DEMONSTRATE, BUT CADY WAS CENTALN THEY 
COULD DO WELL. THAT WAS THOMAS'S OPINION, TOO. PART OF THIS 
INTERS8T IN GRADES HAD BEEN INSPIRED BY GENERAL LEAR*8 CURRENT 
INQUIRY ABOUT ALL OFFICERS. AS AN EXAMPLE, CADY HAD BEEN COMMISSIONED 
PRIOR TO 1920, BUT WAS NOT THEN A FULL COLONEL, LIKEWISE, MAJS. 
CADY- 
BOEMER, DlXON, PATTON AND ROWLETTE, AND 2N0 LT.SLATERY WERE 
IN THE SAME SITUATION, ELI3IBLE FOR PROMOTION OR RE-CLASSIFICATION. 
CAOV WAS NOT WORRYING ABOUT ANY RECLASSIFICATIONS OR SEPARATIONS, 
BUT FELT SOME CONCERN ABOUT PROMOTIONS EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF THE 
2ND LIEUTENANT. 
LITTLE BETTY'S BIRTHDAY WAS .JUNE 11TH.  SHE HAD BEEN DOING 
BETTER IN SCHOOL, AND HER ORTHODENTIA WAS PROGRESSING WELL. LEE, 
JR., WAS BEGINNING TO ENCOUNTER REALISM* HE HAD BEEN "READING* 
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY FOR SEVERAL MONTHS, AND HE WAS ABOUT READY FOR 
HIS HIGHSCHOOL COURSE.  HlS OAD'S BASEMENT LABORATORY WOULO DO FOR 
HIS OWN, AND HE IMAGINED HIS RATHER LENGTHY LIST OF CHEMICALS 
WOULD COST SIX OR SEVEN DOLLARS.  HID DAD THOUGHT TEN TIMES AS 
MUCH, ANO HAD MISGIVINGS ABOUT FIRE AND SAFETY! 
RUTH A. THAYER, ANC, A CRACKING GOOD ANESTHETIST FROM THE 
BARNES HOSPITAL, WENT ON ANOTHER RAMPAGE, THEY SAID. SHE WANTED TO 
RESIGN OR DESERT SO SHE COULD SO BACK TO HER OLD 'OB WHERE SHE WAS 
APPRECIATED.  SHE SAID COL. THOMAS HAO TOLD HER SHE WAS UNJUSTLY 
TREATED.  WALTON AND CADY HAD PROMISED SHE WOULD BE ANESTHETIST 
(IN THE 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL) AND SHE HAD BEEN GETTING NEITHER 
THE RESPONSIBILITY, RANK OR PAY FOR IT THERE IN THE STATION HOSPITAL. 
SHE WANTED HER RIGHTFUL PROMOTION. THE TELEPHONIC DESCRIPTION 
OF HER ACTIOMS MADE CADY THINK HE HAD AN OBSERVATION CASE FOR THE 
HOSPITAL. BUT SHE WAS CALMED DOWN BY AN EXPLANATION OF WHAT WAS 
REALLY GOING ON, AND A SUGGESTION THAT SHE REALLY JOIN THE UNIT 
MORE FIRMLY AND EXPECT TO SUFFER THROUGH ITS PROBLEMS ALONGSIDE 
ALL THE OTHERS. 
HIS NEXT PATIENT WAS A NICE LOOKING LITTLE STATION HOSPITAL 
NURSE, CONVINCED SOMETHING WAS WRONG WITH HER MIND BECAUSE 8HE 
HAD DEVELOPEO SUCH A POOR MEMORY.  IT DID NOT TAKE LONG FOR CADY 
TO CONVINCE HER SHE WAS REALLY SUFFERING FROM TOO GOOD A MEMORY,- 
CADY- 
RCMEMBERING TOO MUCH ABOUT A MAN WHO COULD FORftET.  CAOT PRE- 
SCRIBED ANOTHER AMD BETTER MAN CO* HERJ AND SHE MUST KNOW OWE, 
POR SHE WA3 REALLY ATTRACTIVE WHEN ©ME WAS S«ILlMS»-»tf SHE COULD... 
FT 
HE MAO HER LAU3MINQ WITH HIM AT HERSELF AS SHE L®' MIS OFFICE. 
ON THE !1TH ANOTHER NURSE MAO SEEN BOTHERING COL. THOMAS SO 
tOCH ME INSTRUCTED CAOY TO 00 SOMETHING OEFlNlTE ABOUT MER•  WITHIN 
AM HOUR ME HAD MER TMI NIC INS ABOUT FOUR COURSES OF ACTION 9ME MIQMT 
TAKE TO STRAIGHTEN OUT MER MIXED UP MtNO ABOUT WHAT AILEO MERt 
ASK FOR A TRANSFER TO THE 21 ST STATION HOSPITAL, AMD LEAVE? 
GO INTO THE HOSPITAL FOR EXAMINATION ANO OBSERVATION? 
IT WAS NOT ADVISABLE, fuT SHE COULD JUST 00 ON AS SHE MAO 
BEEN TO SEE IF SHE WOULD iff SETTER?  ANo/oR ( WITH 
SOME FECITI0USNE38) 
SHE COULD JUST SET HERSELF CARRIED! 
SHE WANTED TO WAIT UNTIL FT A,M, TO DECIDE ABOUT OOINO INTO 
TME HOSPITAL, CAOY DID NOT SEE MER ANT MORE, FOR HE LEARNED THAT 
EVENING SHE WAS TO 8E MARRIED TME NEXT WEEK-END. 
HE HAD OTHER WORRIES ABOUT 8E08, TURN-OVER, RE-CLASSIFICATIONS 
ANO WHAT-NOT, A NEW WARD MAD SEEN FILLED IN A SINOLE DAY, HIS 
WARD OFFICERS WERE NOT RELLY KEEPIN3 UP WITH THEIR DISPOSITIONS, 
7 
PATIENTS WERE BEING CROWDED INTO DAY ROOMS AND PORCHES. HE THREATEN- 
ED THEM WITH NIGHT PAPERWORK,  COL, £>AVfS WAS PRODDING FOR TURN- 
OVER, TOO, AND TOOK MA.!, I-TOOO WITH HIM THROUGH THE WARDS. MAJ. 
SEAM WAS DISTURBED BECAUSE TMEY "HAD COME OVER MY HEAD." IT WAS 
NOT REALLY PERSONAL, ^AOY EXPLAINED, NOT THIS TIME, IT WAS JUST 
THE ARMY'S WAY TO GET RESULTS. WHAT TMEY REALLY WANTED WAS JUST 
EFFECTUAL MEDICAL JUSCMENT AS TO WHEN TME INDIVIDUAL PATIENT WAS 
WELL ENOUGH TO LEAVE, ANO TO HAVE MIM ANO HIS PAPERWORK REAOY 
AT THAT TIME, YESTERDAY OR TODAY, MOT TOMORROW OR WHEN THE PATIENT 
SAY8 HE FEELS LIKE OOING. 
CAOV- 
C©L. NOYE8 PLEASED CADY BY COW IMC %*?&.  A LITTLE BEPORE HIS OWN 
OPFICE noun, AND FOUND HIM AT WORK. HE WANTED TO DISCUSS MIS STATION 
HOSPITAL PROMOTIONS* HE WAS TRYINO TO GET ANOTHER LT. COLONEL TO 
TAKE CADY1© PLACE WHEN HE WOULD LEAVE,  LATER, HE TOLD BEAM HE 
1SHT LIKE TO PLIRT WITH THE POSSIBILITIES IP HE PELT LIKE IT, 
AND CADY KNEW NOTHING ASOUT IT. 
A 
THE 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION WAS RELLY DUMPING ALL ITS WOOD- 
A 
BALLS" THEY COULD NOT HANDLE ADMINISTRATIVELY, MOPEPUL OP MEDICAL 
HELP. THERE WERE PRESSURES TO FORCE EVERY MAN TO DO HIS DUTY 
IP IT WOULD NOT REQUIRE TOO MANY MI(N TO WATCH THEM. ANY HUMAN 
PROBLEM MIGHT SHOW UP IN 15 TO £0,000 MENT CONSCIOUS AND UNC0NCI0U8 
MALINGERING, PARANOID, PER8ECUT0RY OR HE8EPHRENIC SCHIZOPHRENIA 
AMD 08SCURS ORGANIC DISABILITIES AND DEFECTS. ONE SOMEWHAT OVER- 
AQE COLONEL WHO LOOKED A BIT OLDER THAM HIS CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
WAS REALLY DISTRESSED BY A RECURRENT CURIOUS MUSCULAR WEAKNESS, 
NUMBNESS, AND EYE SYMPTOMS. HE HAD BEEN GETTING HIS FINAL ROUND 
OF  IMMUNIZATIONS WHEN HIS ALARMING TROUBLES CAME ON. THEY RESEMBLED 
A CEREBRAL ARTERY THROMBOSIS, OR SPASM, EVEN A BRAIN TUMOR, 
A VERY SEARCHING HISTORY .  REVEALED THEY CAME SHORTLY AFTER HIS 
N0H0T8."     Y ORDERED A YERY SMALL INJECTION OF VACCINE INTRA- 
CUTANEOU8LV, AMD THAT A CONSTANT WATCH BE PLACED OVER HIM FOR SEVERAL 
HOURS. THE SAME REACTION RECURRED, BUT MILDER, ANO IT MAO 
STOPPED WITH ADRENALIN. A FULL DOSE OF THE VACCINE MIGHT HAVE 
KILLED MIL THAT TIME WITH AN ALLEN~|R SMOCK. CAOY PELT PRETTY 
CHESTY A80UT SAVING A COMBAT TRAINED COLONEL FOR ONE OF THE 
1ST DIVISION'S REOIMENTS. 
ON THI: ITH HE WAS INVITED OVER TO ENJOY ONE or /$OA MARY 
MAX'S DINNERS. SHE WAS A FINE COOK. HE HAD A CHANCE TO AIR 
HIS BRAIN OF 1ST DIVISION HOSPITAL PROBLEMS. ALSO, HE HAD FOUND 
A LAUNDRESS WHO OOT HIS CLOTH in SACK IN ?4 HOURS OR CO I 
THE STATION HOSPITAL'S COL. STARNES WHO OEPARTED TWO DAYS 
BEFORE THE 21 ST ARRIVED HAD TAKEN THE CLEVELAND AFFILIATED UNIT 
TO AUSTRALIA. HE WAS REPORTEO TO BE SACK IN THE LETTERMAN 
HOSPITAL, SAN FRANCISCO,WITH SOME SORT OF NERVOUS BREAKDOWN. 
THERE HAD BEEN SO^E TALK ABOUT A CARDIAC COMPLAINT 'BEFORE HE 
LEFT FT. BENNING. THE HURRIED SHIPMENT AND INCIDENTAL VOYAGE 
PROBLEMS MUST HAVE BEEN A ROUGH EXPERIENCE FOR HIM. 
MRS. CADY TELEGRAPHED SHE WOULD BE STARTING «f|T»hTHE KID* 
FOR FT. BENNING ON THE 19TH.  SHE HAD MADE A FINAL ^^TLEMEHT 
OF    HER    FATHER'S   ESTATE.      CADY   WAS    HARD   PUT   TO   FIND   A   P^LWCE   FOR 
THEM    |N   36   HOURS. 
THE DAY WENT ON WITH CAPT. ABE A. BOLOTIN, MAC, DETACHMENT 
COMMANDER, MAKING A CALL,  HE HAD DISPLACED MAJ. F|SH AND KM. 
s 
BEEN IN THE UNIT FOR TEN DAYS.  HE WAS A NATIONAL GUARO OFFICE^ 
WHO HAD BEEN AS AN ENLISTED MAN WITH PERSHING IN MEXICO, THROUGH; 
WORLD WAR I, AND FAITHFUL IN HIS MEDICAL FIELD UNIT SERVICE 
IN THE NATIONAL GUARD UNTIL HE GOT THIS ASSIGNMENT IN A HOSPITAL. 
HE WAS AS PLEA8ED AT WHAT THE OFFICERS, NURSES AND HIS MEN COULD 
CADY 
DO |NI THE LAST PARADE AS COL . THOMAS WHO HAD TOLD/ABOUT IT THREE 
TIMES IN ONE MORNING, FORGETTING HE WAS REPEATING HIM8ELF. 
BOLOTIN WAS NOT TRYING TO BY-PASS THOMAS OR G|NGLE8» BUT HE TNEW 
CADY COULD BE A SOV'RCE OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION. CADY LET HIM 
HAVE IT, INCLOOING HOW HE MIGHT IMPLANT !DEAS IN THE M|NO OF 
THOMAS TO INCUBATE UNTIL HE HATCHED THEM AS HIS OWN. BOLOTIN 
WAS IMPRESSEO EMOUGH TO REMARK THAT "PSYCHOLOGY IS A GREAT THING." 
CADY THOUGHT THAT WAS PRETTY GOOD FOR A SELF-MADE MAN AMO 
OFFICER UP FROM THE MEDICAL RANKS, TOO. 
AT SUPPER, THOMAS SAID THE NURSE HE HAD SENT TO GET STRAIGHTENED 
OUT CAME IN FOR LEAVE ONCE. HE ASKEO HER IF SHE WERE GOING OUT TO 
r« 
TO BET SOME LOVING, AND WHEN SMC RETURNED,IF SHE SOT IT.  THIS 
SORT Or WINS WAS GETTING AROUND.  M|ft5 9f»ALPf NO WAS A PIT UITTERY 
AMD NAD NEEOEO AN EMERGENCY LEAVE TO SEE HER PARENTS.  SHE WAS 
I KEQ BECAUSE THOMAS WAS OOINO OUT WITH TWO NURSES WHO HAD JOINED 
rwott SAVANNAH.    CADY TOLO HER  HOW SHE MIGHT U3E THEM TO TRANSMIT 
IDEAS TO THOMAS, AND LATER  HANDLE THEM ACCORDING TO THEIR MERITS. 
THOMAS HAD  NOT LIEEO    ftiss  SPALDINC'S PROMOTION LIST r©R FOUR  NEW 
1ST LIEUTENTNTS, AND HER IDEAS A80UT LONGER SKIRTS. 
ANYWAY, AS CADY HAD PREDICTED THINGS HAO OUICTED DOWN SOME IN 
THE UNIT. THERE WAS NEWS THAT WALTON, AT FT. BRAGG, WAS STILL 
DEPRESSED AND 0I33RUNTLE0, BUT GOING ABOUT HIS AFFAIRS IN THE NEW 
WHIT, WHICH WAS FILLED UP WITH MORI OFFICERS, 
THC    HOSPITAL RECEIVING OFFICER, V*AU. Hy^A* SMOLOV WAS CADY'S 
GOOD LUCK.  HIS WIFE WAS OUT OF TOWN FOR 10 DATS, AM!) HE VOLUNTEERED 
HIS FURMI8NC0 HOUSE UNTIL HER RETURN.   IT WAS AT 1140 BRVAN ST., 
AND WITHIH THE *3T. LOUIS COLONY*' NEIGHBORHOOD.  THET PLANNED TO 
•SET THE KIDS INTO SCHOOL, rfO|M THE OFFICERS CLUB, GET SWIMMING 
PRIVILEGES ANO HAVE SOME FAMILY LIFE AGAIN WHILE PERMITTED.  LEE, 
JR., WA8 VISIBLY GROWING EACH MONTH.  BETTY WAS NEARING PUBERTY. 
3HE HAO A CRUSH ON HEOY LAMARR, HER FAVORITE ACTRE38.   SHE POSTEO 
MOST OF HER LETTERS WITH "8WAK* ANO 8I9NC0 THEM WITH MULTIPLE 
"X's", WHICH SHE THOUCHT SHE OU"4HT TO EXPLAIN TO HER ANCIENT DAO, 
NOT YET KNOWING SUCH WERE LONG-TIME "REGULATION KID STUFF." 
LETTERS FROM THE NEW UNIT WERE ALMOST EMBARRASSINGLY COMPLIMENTARY, 
BUT MUCH LESS FOR THO'«AS.  ME MADE A CURIOUS OBSERVATION IN HIS 
DIARY:  "IT CERTAINLY IS REVEALING HOW A ROUTINE ATTITUDE WILL 
NOT ROUTINELY WORK IN A SPECIAL SITUATION." 
CADY- 
HE WROTE TO REMIND COL. HALL AGAIN ABOUT FRANK WALTON'S 
REAPPO INTMENT, WHICH HE FELT SHOULD BE DATED BACK TO DECEMBER, 
t94.i CADY WAS MORE CURIOUS THAN EVER SINCE HALL HAD SENT WORD 
TO   SIT    TIGHT   WHAT   WAS   STEWING   FOR   THOMAS.       HE   FELT   THAT    HE   COULD 
?*/ 
BE   DOING   MORE    ABOUT    THE   UNIT'S   TRAINING.       THAT^MCCARTHY' 8   COL.    W^s/- 
EP 
HAD PRODUCED NOTHING, WITHIN 24 HOURS HALLRS LETTER CROSS HIS, 
AND HE WANTED TO BE REMINDED ABOUT WALTON13 NEW COMMISSION IF 
IT HAD MPT COME THROUGH WITHIN TEN DAYS. ALSO, HE BELIEVED HIS 
CO WOULD BE OUT SOONER OR LATER. 
SID WRIGHT'S LETTER REMINDED CADY OF TWO CORRECTIONS TO THE 
LIST.  CAPT. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ HAD BEEN REPLACED BY 1ST LT. HENRY 
SCHWARZ,     II,    AND   OAV10      N.    KER*   STILL   REMAINED    IN   THE   UNIT. 
WRt#VSAID   THEY   WERE   KIDDING   ftfjM,    STANLEY   HARRISsON,    THEIR   EXEC^, 
BY CALLING HI\? "OLNGLES." THERE WERE BITTER REMARKS, HE SAID, 
FROM MOST OF THEIR OFFICERS ABOUT THEIR TRANSFER. 
COL. R/ILPH DAVIS TOLD CADY TO PUT BEAM IN THE VACANCY AS HIS 
STATION HOSPITAL ASSISTANT.  THIS WA8 BEAM'S LINE, HE TOLD HIM, 
FOR FISHING FOR HPER«AMENTLVM BECOMING THE CHIEF OF MEDICINE IF 
HE WANTED THE PLACE, ONLY CADY SAID HE DID NOT WANT TO KNOW ANY- 
THING ABOUT SUCH ANGLE-SHOOTING.  HE KNEW COL. MOVER LIKED BEAM, 
IN THE BUSOM CF HIS FAMILY AGAIN, CADY WAS FEELING GRATEFUL 
THAT IT WAS OH A SUNDAY JUNE 2^TH, 1925, WHEN HE WAS MET AT THE 
RAILWAY STATION, CARTHAGE, MO., BY MIS GRACIA, BELOVED WIFE-TO-BE, 
AMO DAD ROWLEY.  THIS WAS AN ANNIVERSARY OF THE BEGINNING OF AN 
INTERESTING INTERIM FILLED WITH MISTAKES, SUCCESSES,    THE PROVING 
OF A FINE WIFE AND ACQUISITION OF TWO NICE KIOSL 
A NEW PAY LAW, AND RESERVE OFFICERS GETTING FULL INSTEAD OF 
HALF CREDIT FOR FOG IES> BENEFITTED CADY $51.DO PER MONTH. 
IN THE STATION HOSPITAL CACY WAS DISAPPOINTED WITH HIS * 
CAOY- 
INSPECTIONS, MADE THEM WEEKLY, AND ALL PERSONNEL WERE TO BE IN- 
STRUCTED IN THEIR RCSP0N8 IB ILITIES, TO EXPECT PERFORMANCE PROM 
SUBORDINATES, ANO REALLY IDENTIFY SOURCES OP FAILURES, WHETHER 
POOR INSTRUCTION, I NCOMPETA*NCE     OR CARELESSNESS*  HE WAS COINS 
TO REPLACE "wltHBONE WITH BACKBONEW IN ALL RANKS, ANO NOT HAVE TO 
HARP ON WAR'!Y "EMULATIONS* WHILE DOlNQ IT. 
T 1 
HE WISHES THERE WERE REALLY Sft*0 DEVELOPMENT BATALt/lONS WHERE 
A 
THE CONSTITUTIONAL PSYCHOPATHS, PSYCHONEUROTICS» AND **OOLO BRICKS" 
IOHT BE ISOLATED FROM THE OTHER PATIENTS. HE DID WHAT HE THOUGHT 
WAS NEXT BEST, AND HAD ALL CANDIDATES FOR "SECT ION '/ f ! !H   OR CERTIF- 
ICATE OF ifAB ILITY DISCHARGE TRANSFER&Q  TO A SINOLE WAR© IN CHARSE 
Or ONE OF His BEST uEDICAL OFFICERS TO KEEP THEM FROM CONTAMINATING 
THE MINOS Or BETTER MEN,  ALSO, THIS <3AVf SOME OF THEM OPPORTUNITIES 
TO SEE THE 'SELVES REFLECTED IN OTHERS, WHICH HE THOUGHT WAS SOBg 
DECREE OF SOCIAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL THERAPY,  IT WAS HARD TO SAY JUST 
HOW SUCCESSFUL THIS WAS, EXCEPT THAT A VERY FEW MEN REGAINED IHSIOHT 
EN0U3H TO ASK FOR THEIR fUftrHKR.   HOSPITALIZATION AWAY FROM WALL THESE 
NUTS AWO SOkDBRICKS," 
THE EPIDEMIC INCIDENCE OF JAUN^ICE AMONS TROOPS ID TRAINING 
WAS SUSPECTED AS INSECT BORNE.  SOON IT BECAME KNOWN THAT A BIS 
BATCH OF YELLOW FEVER VACCINE HAD BEEN RELEA8E0 WITH AN UNRECOQNlZCO 
CONTAWIMATI     ITH HEPATITIS VIRUS,  CvEW BEFORE THAT WAS KNOWN 
CAOY HAD HIS CASES ON SPECIAL WAPOC WELL SCREENED AND 
UNDER ISOLATION TECHNIQUE,  THIS HAD, OR 8HOULD CUT DOWN 0*5 THE 
CROSS INFECTION CASES, MAKE BETTER STUOV//DF THE DISEASE, AMD OIVE 
THE PATIEHTS AM? SPECIAL BENEFITS POSSIBLE,  THE 1 ST INFANTRY DIVISION 
HAD A LOT OF CASKS, BUT FROM ONE COMPANY OR 8AT-FIALI0TT RATHER THAN 
THE ADJACENT UNIT, A FEW DIED WITH INVARIABLY FATAL SYMPTOMS 
OF "LI/ER COMA", HYPOOLYCEMIA, AND ACUTE YELLOW ATROPHY OF THE LIVER. 
THEIR BEST TREATMENT WAS SYMPTOMATIC, SUPPORTIVE AMO EXPECTANT! 
CAQ/~ 
PAR.      THE HEPATITIS SECTION INCREASED RAPIDLY FROM ONE TO SIX OR 
SEVEN WARDS. 
■ ■.ion  ANO THE PHILIPPINES HAD SEEH LOST ABOUT TWO MONTHS, 
BUT PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ORDERED GEN. MACARTHUR TO ESCAPE BY SUB- 
MARINE TO AUSTRALIA. AT THsts TIME CADY NOTED IN HIS DIARV THAT 
GERMAN QSH< ROMMCLL WAS REALLY CHASING THE BRITISH AROUND ECVPT, 
SEEM INn   (JE^lT   OH   TAK|Nt5   THE   StfEZ   CAWAL,   AND   MtOHT   DO    JT    If   THE 
AMERICAN nstnn POURED  IN COULD NOT TURN THE TIDE or BATTLE*    THE 
AMERICAN AVIATORS WERE HELPINO DEPENO MALTA*  AMC WERE HELPING BO*B 
THE ENEMY TANKS AND 3HIPP|HG#  Psi^E MINISTER CHURCHILL WAS HAVING 
A DIFFICULT TIME AT SUPPORTING HIS NORTH ArRICAN FORCES, BUT THIS 
AFFAIR WOUL?5 ENABLE HIM TO SHAKE OUT ANY OEADWOOD STAFF OFFICERS, 
OR LOSE THEM ALL.  CAOY BELIEVED POMMEL HAD POSSIBLY OVER-EXTENDED 
HIS 99*   FORCES ANO MfGMT BE STOPPED, PROVIDED THE ALLIED FORCES 
COULO BE PUT WHERE HIS WEAK SPOTS WERE, AND HE WAS SHIFTY.  THE 
SITUATION THERE LOOKED BAD.  THE RUSSIANS MIGHT BE HOLDING THE 
GERMANS, OP SLOWING THEM DOWN ON THE EASTERN FRONT. THE *)APS 
WERE SUSPECTED OF PREPARINC TO ATTACK RUSSIA THROUS* VANCHUQUO, 
THEY HAD AT LEAST TWO OF OUR ALEUTIAN ISLAND, AND THE PUBLIC 
DID NOT KNOW WHAT ELSE COULD BE COOKING, 
CAT 1VSTAL   BALLn   SEEMINCLY    INDICATED   FEWER   StOHN   HIS 





CADV LEARNED A SHORT-CUT ON JULY tST, A 1.1ST OF DEPARTING OFF- 
ICERS.  TWO HOURS LATER MC MAO A PLACE PROMISED, BUT WOULD HAVE TO 
SPEND ONE NIGHT AT A MOTEL.   IT WAS A COTTAGE AT 2?t 3 HEARD AvE, 
t»U8T OUTSITS THE LIMITS OF COLUMBUS.  AFTER TWELVE DATS OP SEARCH- 
ING IT WAS A GOOD MORALE BOOSTER POR «R8, CADV WHO WAS ALMOST 
TEARPUL WITH HER CURRENT WORRIES AND ALL THE UNPLEASANTNESS IN 
SETTLING OP THE ESTATE, 
CADV DECIDED ON THE 5TH TO BE A BIT GOSSIPY IN HIS LETTER TO 
OR, CLOPTON, f*ff MENTIONEO HOW THE HOSPITALIZED NURSES RESENTED 
THE VISITS OP THE COMMANDING OPPICER TO TWO NURSES HE KNEW WHEN- 
EVER THEV WERE HOSPITALIZED POR POISON IVV OERMATITI3, OR SOMETHING, 
AND NEVER BOTHEREO TO NOTICE ANY OP THE OTHER 21 ST NURSES ON THE 
NURSES WARD* 
MAJ, ^CLESTER OP BIRMINGHAM, ALA,, PRECEDED THE 24TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL PROM TULANE UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS, U,, AND WAS GETTING 
HIS ORIENTATION ON CAOV*S SERVICE,  THAT UNIT, COMMANOED BY COL, 
CLIFFORD ROYALS, REGULAR ARMY, WAS DUE IN ON THE 12TH, COLONEL 
ROYALS WAS THE UNCLE OF (SINGLES** WIFE,  THOMAS HAD OPINED IT 
MEANT THAT THE 2TST WOULD 00 THE MORE PROMPTLY. HE SEEMED TO 
RESENT CAOY*S DETERMINATION TO KEEP HIS FAMILY WITH H|M AS LONQ 
AS POSSIBLE* 
THEY LINED UP CLUB AND SWIMMING PRIVILEGES BY THE 5TH, AND 
CAOV HAD BEEN IN THE POOL TWICE HI'JSELF, 
HI6 SERVICE AGAIN WAS OVERSUPPLIED WITH OFFICERS, WHICH MAOE 
CONTROL AHO UP-TO-DATE WORK ABOUT AS DIFFICULT ON THE WARDS AS 
HAVING TOO FEW OFFICERS,  THOMAS 8ENT FIVE MORE FROM THE DETACHMENT. 
CADY- 
TMr 
THE YOUNG MAJOR^CADY WAS TRAINING BECAME ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
IN THE STATION HOSPITAL. HE FELT HE HAD ACCOMPLISHED SOMETHING BY 
GETTING THE MAJOR MOT ICED, AND HE WOULD SOON BE EXEC OF SOME OTHER 
HOSPITAL. THE NEXT IN LINE WAS MAJ. LOUIS OCHS, ON DUTY AHEAD OF 
THE AFFILIATED UNIT OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY,  HE WAS 
STOCKY, HEAVILY BEARDED, YOUNG AND A BLUNT CYNIC WITH A VOICE 
IN THE BASE RANGE.  HIS SLOW SMILE AFTER HIS REMARKS WAS EXHIBITED 
ALWAYS A LITTLE LATE TO BE SUFFICIENT EMOLLIENT FOR HIS ABRASIVE- 
NESS.  CAOY, KEEPING HI6 DISTANCE, STUDIED HIM, AND FINALLY DISCUSSED 
HIM WITH COL. DAVIS. HE HAD BEEN UNABLE TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT 
MAJ, OCHS REALIZED HIS MANNER, OR CARED. HE WAS A FINE INTERNIST, 
THOUGH. DAVIS WAS HABITUALLY REALISTIC IN JUDGMENT OF PEOPLE, 
B«T SOMEWHAT CALLOUSLY FAVORED THEIR SELF-DETERMINATION.  HE SAID 
IT MUST BE UP TO CADY TO HANDLE HIS OWN PROBLEM. 
THE HEPATITIS CASES STILL CAME IN, AND THEY LOST TWO RECRUDESCENT 
CASES. THEY WONOERED IF THEY HAD BEEN SENT OUT TOO BOON. THERE 
WAS STILL A LOT TO LEARN OF THIS WNEWN DISEASE. BUT CADY SCORED 
TWO MORE CLINICAL TRIUMPHS. ONE WAS GETTING AN OLD REGULAR COLOREO 
SOLDIER OUT OF A STATUS ASTHMATICUS CONDITION BY A ONE-FOOD DIET 
AND THEN ALMOST KILLING HIM WITH A SINGLE SMALL SERVING OF THE 
BLACK-EYED PEAS HE RELISHED SO WELL.  THAT PROVEO THE DIAGNOSIS 
AND THE CURE TO ALL THE SCEPTICS, INCLUDING THE PATIENT HIMSELF. 
Miss MITCHELL, A REO CROSS GIRL, AND SISTER OF A PHYSICIAN, 
WAS MORE DRAMATIC. FOR SEVERAL WEEKS SHE HAO BEEN SUFFERING FROM 
-v 
LARGE BRUISE MARKS W^HOUT MUCH CAUSE.  HER BEAUTY WAS OLSFLGURED 
AND DESPITE TRANSFUSIONS, SHE WAS BECOMING WORSE RAPIDLY. CADY 
AND MA«J, HARRY AGRESS QUICKLY MADE THE DIAGNOSIS OF THRQMBQ- 
CYTOPENIC PURPURA AND CALLED FOR A SURGICAL CONSULTATION FOR A 
SPLENECTOMY IMMEDIATELY.  LT. COL. MCCARTHY, CHIEF OF SURGERY, 
-AOY- 
READILY ADMITTED ME HAD MOT ENCOUNTERED THE CONDITION BEFORE. 
WE OIO MOT WANT TO PERFORM AN OPERATION WHEN THE PATIENT MIGHT 
DIE BEFORE THE OPERATION WOULD BE OVER PROM HEMORRHAGE, GRANTED, 
COLONEL, BUT THIS IS EMERGENT. THEY COULD MOT COUNT ON THE ACCAS- 
IONAL CHANGES TOR THE BETTER SUCH PATIENTS SOMETIMES MADE. SHE 
WOULD DIE W I  IN A OAT OR TWO AS THINGS WERE GOING. G|VB HER ONE 
MORE TRANSFUSION, AMD TOMORROW, MAYBE*.. 
THAT AFTERMOON DURING THE TRANSFUSION, MISS MITCHELL GRABPBO 
CADY'S HAND WITH HER FREE HAND.  "AMSI SCAHED, OOCTAH! BAD!" 
HER EYE WHITES WERE ALMOST COMPLETELY PURPLE-BLACK WITH BLOOD 
IM THE TISSUES. HER DISCOLORED FACE SHOWEO HER FEAR. 
"SO   AM       I.*   SAID   CAOV.    "BUT       1*M   AFRAtDi     VOU   WON*T   HELP   ME. 
...THAT SPLEEN OF YOURS MAS SOME WILD,  h is TAKIMO OUT ALL THE 
•L0O0 PLATELETS AS FAST AS THEY ARE MADE, AND YOUR BLOOD CAPILLARIES 
CAN'T REPAIR THEMSELVES.  THEY LEAK BLOOD OUT INTO YOUR TISSUES. 
...YOU'VE GOT TO HELP mt  TO MAKE COL. MCCARTHY, A FINE SURGEON, 
GET THAT SPLEEN OUT TOMORROW!" 
* AN1 THAT'S BAD, TOO?" 
YES, BUT DO YOU THINK TAKIM3 A CHANCE IS AS AS NOT 
TAKING IT? ...YOU KNOW, DON'T YOU, WHAT NOT TAKING T!HE CHANCE 
I 
CAN   MEANT"   SAID   CAOV.       "I   FEEL   YOU   WILL   BE    IN   LUC*,-«OU*VE 
j 
GOT TO sel" 
THEY COULD WELL UNDERSTAND WHY MCCARTHY STILL WAS, RELUCTANT. 
I 
THEY TRIED TO DEMOLISH HIS OBSTACLES PIECE-MEAL. THEY C$ULO AGREE 
THE GIRL WOULD DIE VERY QUICKLY, FOR THE LAST TRANSF^SION, »*D 
'■  ■ ' \ 
NOT CHECKED HER DETERIORATION.  THERE WAS LITTLE TO L&8E IV ©PER- 
■\:  , v 
ATING, BUT "CCARTHY STILL DID MOT WANT TO BE A CERTAIN INSTRUMENT 
OF HER DEATH.  CAOV AND AGRE6S HAD EACH SEEN A CASE 01* TWO, Of   TNlS 
DISEASE GET WELL WITH OPERATION.  FINALLY ~ADV APOLOGIZED FOR WHAT 
HE WAS GOING TO SAY, THEN ASKEO HIM TO THROW COMPLETE VRESPONSIBILITY 
CADY- 
ON HIM, JUST BE THE FINE COMPETANT SURGICAL TECHNIC1 AN,-NOT A 
A WORRIED DOCTOR, FOR JUST LONG ENOUGH TO MAKE A SMALL INCISION 
AND PUT A CLAMP ON THAT SPLENIC PEIDlCLE.  ENLARGE THE INCISION 
LATER, TAKE THE SPLEEN OUT IN BITS, ONLY CLAMP THAT PEDICLE! 
THEY WOULD HAVE AGR^SI^ANI'ITHETIST'S SHEET, STARTING A TRANS- 
FUSION AFTER THAT CLAMP HAD BEEN PLACED. HE WOULD BE TAKING BLOOD 
8AMPLES EVERY MINUTE FOR TEN MINUTES, THEN AT TWOF OR THREE MINUTES. 
THEY COULD PREDICT THAT WITHIN FIVE TO TEN MINUTES AFTER THAT 
CLAMP WAS ON, HER PLATELET COUNT WOULD START INCREASING. DOC, 
HE JUST HAD TO SAVE THAT GIRL. THEY ALL HAD TO TAKE RISKS. 
THIS WAS A LIFE, NOT A STATISTIC! 
BY NOON THE NEXT DAY EVERYONE ON THE CASE WAS HAPPY ABOUT THE 
RESULTS OF THE OPERATION, 
THE MANY FRIENDS IN THE 2ND ARMORED DIVISION MOVED OUT ON THE 
6TH.  THE 10TH ARMORED DIVISION CADRE REMAINED. ON PAPER THE 21ST 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS BACK UNDER THE CORPS AREA SERVICE COMMAND, 
WHATEVER THAT MEANT TO THOMAS. 
THE ALLIES HAD STOPPED THE NAZI'S IN EGYPT. SEVASTOPOL WAS 
LOST BY THE RUSSIANS, BUT MAKING THE NAZI * 8 FIGHT HARD FOR EVERYTHING 
THEY TOOK. 
CADY KNEW HE WAS SPENDING TOO MUCH TIME TRYING TO DECIDE FOR 
CERTAIN IF THOMAS WAS MALICE TINGED IN ALL tis ACTS. ALL PERSONNEL 
DECISIONS SEEMED MORE GUIDED BY SUBJECTIVE FEELINGS ABOUT THE 
OFFICER RATHER THAN OBJECTIVE PROFESSIONAL ESTIMATES. HT  TELEPHONED 
CADY THE OFFICERS QUARTERS WERE BECOMING CROWDED AND THE ROOMS HE 
AND DRAKE STILL RETAINED WERE NEEDED. THEY HAD USED THEM FOR A 
FIFTEEN OR TWENTY PERIOD OF NOONDAY HOUR BUNK FATIGUE, AND FOR 
OCCASIONAL PRIVATE WORK. THERE WERE OTHER UNOCCUPIED ROOMS, AND 
HE WONDERED ABOUT THIS MOTIVATION. AS CADY WAS MOVING HIS GEAR, 
uAur- 
HE VENTURED MI8 APPROVAL OF THOMAS A8"A GOOO NEIGHBOR." 
"YOU'VE BEEN A GOOD NEIGHBOR, TOO.  1*VE REALLY MISSED 
YOUR SHORING WHILE VOUFVE BEEN AWAY, HA, HA I" 
TOUCHII 
ANOTHER NEIGHBOR REPORTED THAT AS SOOH AS CAOY DEPARTED, THOMAS 
EXCHANGED THE DESK Q,AOY HAO FOR THE TABLE |M THOMAS'S ROOM, 
SACK AT HO?E» LEE JR., WAS PROUD TO BE SLEEPING ON HIS DAD'S 
AIR MATTRC88 AND BEOOLMG ROLL, ALL UPON A OOT INSTEAO OF THE FLOOR 
OR THE GROUND, AND ROUGHING LIFE. ?HE CASTS PLANNED STARTING 
HOSPITAL IT IES TO REPAY THE MANY KIND OEBTS THEY OWED SO MANY 
PEOPLE, ANO REGRETTED THE LOSSES IN THE 21 ST ?T.ATION HOSPITAL. 
A WEEK LATER HIS TRAINING PROGRAMS WERE AGAIN DOING WELL. HE 
WAS PLEASED WITH THE WEEKLY INSPECTION, A VOUNO CAPT. STEWARD 
HAO BEEN ALMOST OVERT IN HIS ANTAGONISM TOWARD ANYTHING TO DO WITH 
THE 21ST, ANO -ADY HAO BEEN "GIVING HIM THE TREATMENT" DIRECTLY 
AND INDIRECTLY. HE WAS CHIDEO AS HE DESERVED, LIKEWISE PRAISED, 
AND MADE ACTING SECTION CHIEF,  TURING INSPECTION CAOY TOLO HIM 
(l» THE PRESENCE OF OTHERS, OF COURSE) HE WOULD NOT 8E COMMENDED 
AS HE DESERVED BECAUSE IT WOULD CREATE TOO MANY JEALOUS ENEMIES 
TO HANDICAP HIM.  HE EXPECTED NO FURTHER TROUBLE WITH THAT PROBLEM 
CHILO. 
HE WAS STILL WATCHING llAd* OCHS WHOSE CONTEMPT FOR "«ABB IT 
DOCTORS* WAS MORE THAN LATENT.  CAOY WAS GRADUALLY MOVING HIM INTO 
CO'NSPICUOUSMSSS WHERE HE WOULD HAVE TO TAKE BACK A3 HAO DISHED OUT 
SOME OF HIS CYNICISMS.  As ASSISTANT CHIEF OF SERVICE, SOONER OR 
LATER SOME ONFT WOULD HAVE AH OPPORTUNITY TO CRUMPLE A HORN FOR HIM, 
CORPS AREA WAS T.    TO SENO THOMAS 2 MEDICAL OFFICERS INSTEAD 
OV  TO ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS. ONE WAS A CHAP IN THE STATION HOSPITAL 
THAT COL. MOYES WANTEO TO LOSE. THEN HE BECAME REALLY DISTURBED 
WHEN ONE OF THE DRINKERS IN THE 21 ST STATION WAS TO BE RETURNED. 
CADY- 
MM. tClotl  AhJb 
THEN   CAOY   GAINED   SOME    INSIGHT,    ME   WASA AMUSED   BECAUSE   THOMAS   HAD A 
TO   SQUIRM. 
WHEN THOMAS MYSTERIOUSLY, WITHOUT ANY LEAD-UP, ASKED tr BEAM* 
COULD HANDLE THE MEDICAL SERVICE, CAOY REPLIED WITHOUT STIPULATIONS 
THAT HE COULD.  HE TOLO BEAM ABOUT IT ALTHOUGH HE WAS WONDERING IP 
THOMAS WAS SLYLY HARASSIm  HIM OR REALLY WANTED INFORMATION IN 
DEPTH FOR A GOOD REASON,  THEN SOCIAL MINDED BEAM SUGGESTED A 
0EMI-AKHIVER3ARY PARTY OP THE ARRIVAL OF THE 6FPICER6, OR SOMETHI^ . 
ROWLETTE, PATTCN, SCHWARTZ AND MAX UNDERTOOK THE ORGANIZATION. 
COL./tAfPOINTED A COMMITTEE TO SET IT UNDER WAV, AfcD THE COMMITTEE 
ENCOUNTERED OBSTACLES.  TwENTY-SEVEN OFFICERS.INDIPPERENT OR PRIVATELY 
TALKED BOYCOTT. Tm   COMMITTEE QUIETLY HELD ANOTHER MEETING WITHOUT 
THE PRESENCE OF THOMAS,  »T WAS AT ONCEA TYPICAL AlR~CLEARINS, 
STORMY MEDICAL SOCIETY TYPE OF SQUABBLE.  CAOV PRESIDED AND PATIENTLY 
LET EVERY ONE CRAWL OUT ON ANY LIMB HE CHOSE AS FAR AS HE WISHED 
TO co. "IT WASN'T A UNIT PARTY, AT ALL? THEY SAID, WHY SHOULD^ 
COL. THOMAS PUT OH THE PARTY FOR THEM?  IT WAS NOT TO BE A STAG," 
MAHY OTHER OBJECTIONS CAME OUT,  CADY KNEW SOME OF THIS WOULD BE 
RELAYED TO THOMAS, 7* ?  HE WANTED TO POREWAR^ ANY STOOL-PIGEON, 
■: 
HE COULD BECOME UNPOPULAR FOR A LONG TIME IF ANYONE WOULD TATTLE 
ABOUT THE ADVERSE THIN!G$EING VOICED,  AND CAOV HAD AN UNEASY FEELING 
THAT THOMAS MAD SOME KNOWLEDGE OF  IT WHEN HE TOLO HIM THE OFFICERS 
WANTED A UNIT OFFICERS PARTY RAM-RODDEO BY THE CO,    JusA TELL THEM 
WHEN   AND   WHERE, 
CAPTS. POWERS AND WHITE VISITED ON THE 11TH, THE STATION 
HOSPITAL WAS LEAVING FT. BRAGO ON THE 
DID NOT ELICIT A DESTINATION. 
/ C«0*>-EXAM|**AT!C*S 
-ADY'S SUMMARY ON THE 16TM MENTIONED THE UNIT fcfNNER AT THE 
,H£ROK£E  -LUB HAD BEEN A MODEST SUCCESS,  No LARGE NUMBER OF OFFICERS 
AND WIVES ATTENDED,   AT COL, THO'A^S MEAO TABLE KfERE THE CADYS, 
COL. AND MRS, CLIFF ROYALS, CO, 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, COL. ANO 
AND 
MRS. RALPH DAVIS, LT. COL. AND MRS. MCCARTHY,/MAJ. <JAS. MCLESTER 
WHO WAS NOT YET ACQUAINTED WITH HIS CO.  CAOY BROUGHT HIM ALONG 
FOR THAT PURPOSE, FOR HE HAD BEEN GROOMING HIM FOR A GOOD POSITION 
IN HIS UNIT. 
THERE WAS NO CARETAKER OF THE CADV HOMESTEAO, AND THEY WERE 
WONDERING ABOUT IT. ALSO, MR8. CAOY WAS WISELY SHAKING HER HEAD 
NEGATIVELY AT HER HUSBAND'S VANITY, A NEW WHITE UNIFORM, WITH A 
$20,00 CAP WITH GILT STRAPS ANO STREAKS ON THE VISOR. GLNGLES, 
AMONG A FEW OFFICERS ON THE POST, HAO ONE. THOMAS OID NOT, 80 
CAOY ORDERFJJHIS.  !T WAS A TEMPORARY MORALE BOOST ON THE SAME ORDER 
AS A NEW DRESS AND HAT WAS FOR AN UNHAPPY WOMAN. GLNGLES WAS GIVING 
A PARTY FOR THE R0YALS*3 AMD HE WOULD WEAR IT FIRST THERE. HE 
WROTE ABOUT IT ON THE 20TH, ANO ONLY HE AND MAX HAD BEEN SNOOTY 
ENOUGH TO WEAR THEIR "WHITES."  COL. NOYES IMPARTED TO CAOY THAT 
HE FEARED THE LOSS OF COL. DAVIS WITHIN TWO MONTHS.  ALSO, CAOY*S 
SERVICE THEREAFTER WOULD ACTUALLY DO ITS OWN TRANSFUSIONS AND 
PLASMA INJECTIONS, AND THE TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS WOULD BECOME 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MEDICINE, ALL <1UST LIKE CAOY HAD BEEN DOING 
FOR 20 IYEAR8 IN A GOOD TEACHING HOSPITAL.  HE STARTED SCHEMING 
\ 
\ 
HOW TO GET A SYPHILIS CLINIC GOING SO PATIENTS COULD GET BETTER CARE. 
7 
CADY'S TETANUS BOOSTER SHOT OID NOT BOTHER HIM* 
COL. ROYALS TOOK CADY'S LETTER ABOUT MCLESTER SERIOUSLY, AND 
MADE HIM EXECUTIVE OFFICER. THEN, WHILE HE WAS BUSY WITH DISPOSITION 
PROCEEDINGS, HE SENT ALL THEIR MEDICAL SERVICE OFFICERS OVER FOR 
DUTY AND TRAINING WITHOUT PRE-ARRANGEMENTS. THE OFFICERS HAD ALL 
THEM 
THE EXCITING RUMORS RIFE AMONG/ALL NEW UNITS GENERATE. 
IT WAS INTERESTING TO SEE THE SOCIAL PATTERN UNFOLD: 
TUESDAY, 21STS THE ROWLETTES ENTERTAINED AT THE CHEROKEE CLUB, 
ANO CAPT. AND MRS. ALFRED BREUER WERE AMONG THE GUESTS. 
CADY- 
THURSOAV. THE CADVS PAID OPP SOME MORE OBLIGATIONS AT THE 
CHEROKEE cum. 
FRIDAY. THE BREUERS ENTERTAINED AT THE OFFICERS CLUB. COL. 
THOMAS, THE CAOY8, SINGLE*, ROYALS, MAXS ANO VOUWO REGULAR CAPY. 
ROYALS WERE QUESTS. CAOY MAD BEEN OLAD TO SEE ROWLETTE*S INTEREST 
IN   VOOrn JtREUER. 
SATURDAY, ^TM, THE ENLISTED MEN'S BEERBUST WAS PRETTY LIVELY. 
"OFFICERS WERE NOT EXPECTED", BO CAOY DOUBLE CHECKED, AND DID NOT 
ROT IN AN APPEARANCE.  H|8 ASSEMBLED INTELLIGENCE WAS THERE HAD 
BEEN SKITS, GRID-IRON TYRES*  MAJ• SINGLES WAS THE nMARO GUY." 
FISH, TO CADV'S SURPRISE, WAS REPRESENTED AS AN UNCTUOUS PELLOW WHO 
WOULD ©TAB IN THE BACN. MAYBE HE HAD MOTHERED THE MEN TOO MUCH, OR 
IMPLIED MORE THAN HE COULO PH0OUQ€^    NEW CAPT. 0OLOTIN WAS THE 
> 
**MAN OP rEW WORDS,"  ALL THREE WERE ROASTED POR STINGINESS ABOUT 
FURLOUGHS. CAOY DID NOT PISH AROUND POR COMMENTS ON THOMAS OR 
HIMSELF, BECAUSE HE PEAREO TO LEARN THEM, 
COL. NOTES WENT ALONG POR ABOUT 40 WERCEMT OP CAOV*S INSPECTION. 
HE SAID THINGS MAD BEEN PICKING UP SINCE CADV HAD TAKEN OVER. 
SUNDAY* THE WEDIGS IHAD A BRIDGE PARTY AT HOME, CAOY HAD 
NEVER REALLY PLAYED WELL, NOR LIKED THE GAME. HE ENJOYED THE 
EVENING. 
MONDAY, ?7TM.  THERE WAS A RUMOR OP fORDERS LOCKED IN THE SAFE, 
THOMAS HAD DISAPPROVED AN EMEROENCY LEAVE POR A NURSE. THE 24THfs 
OPPICERS HAD TOO LITTLE TO DO, ANO WERE GRUMBLING ABOUT THE WORK 
ON THE WARDS DURING APTE3NOONS. 
CAOY*s NEXT SUMMARY WAS ON AUGUST, J$RB, THEY HAD sotse SOMEWHERE 
ON WEDNESDAY, 29TH, BUT FORGOTTEN WHERE. 
THURSDAY. THE NURSES PARTY WAS PRETTY NICE AT THE HUNT CLUB, 
AND A GOOD MIXER POR OLD PR I ENDS* 
CADY~ 
FRIDAY. THOMAS, THE CADYS AND $ULFFS WERE AT THE HAMPTONS* 
THOMAS HAD A LOT TO SAT ABOUT HIS OLD FRIENO. Cot.* JERRY HUDOLEBYON, 
SURGEON, ^OURTH SERVICE COMMAND*  THEY HAD MOT SEEN EACH OTHER 
FOR £0 YEARS,  Hit INSPECTION REPORT ON THE UNIT WAS VERY  003. 
f*t PACT, THG'JAS EXPECTED ORDERS WITHIN THE WEEK,  (BO SOON AOAIMt) 
SATURDAY. CADV ASKED BEAM TO ©O TO THE CHAPEL fm  HIM* THE 
NURSE MS HAO "COUNSELLED" ABOUT MARRY 1 MO WAS TME SRIDB. SEAM 
SAID SHE WAS RADIANTLY BEAUTIFUL AND HARRY AT THE CEREMONY AND THE 
RECEPTION AT TME OFFICERS CLUB* 
3WNDAV» THE CAOYB, KIDS- TOO. WERE AT A BUFFET SUPPER AND 
doe 
WATERMELON FEAST AT THE EDWARDS,  LT. KlRCHER, CHILDREN. HIS PARENTS A 
WERE THERE TOO* KlRCHER WAS NOT INFORMED ABOUT ANY SPECIAL FUTURE 
FOR H|"?CELF. 
WILSON C. fjROWN, HEOULAR, GOT HIS CAPTAINCY.  JUNIOR CHAPLAIN 
FR» MCCARTHY WAS PROMOTES OVER CHAPLAIN PETERSON, WHO WAS NOT 
PLEASED, LATTUADA, ON THE STATION HOSPITAL STAFF. COT HIS CAPTAINCY. 
THE Q?4 SECOND LIEUTENANT GOT HIS PROMOTION, LT, SLATERY. 
A 
FR, VCCARTHY WAS PROBABLY THE PERSON WHO REALLY DUBBED THE 
UNIT AS "THE FIGHT IN* TWENTY-FOIST" IN «MU> DERISION OF THE NEW 
YORK ENLISTED CONTINGENT. THEY ADOPTED IT. 
AUGUST, 3RD* THE SERGEANT ASSIGNED TO CADV GOT AROUND TO 
TELL I V    HOW CAREFULLY THE N0N-00M3 HAD PLANNED AND TIMED THE 
"ME8G tNCinCMT" BACK |H FEBRUARY.  THEY HAD BEEN PREPARED TO TAKE 
CONSEQUENCES FOR MORE TROUBLE IF HECEBSARY TO BRING THE H?ES8 TO 
CAOY'S ATTENTION.  THEY WERE GLAD, TOO, WITH THE WAY HE HAO HANDLED 
IT. THE WORE CADY THOUGHT ABOUT THE MATTER, THE BETTER m  LIKED 
Tf*E WAV HE MA :DLEO IT, TOO.   IT REALLY HAD MADE NO RECORD FOR 
irjGLES, OR EVEN THE MES8 SERGEANT, BUT TIME WOULD TELL IF IT MAD 
MADE A BLACK MARK FOR CADT. 
■ 
TUESDAY,4TH, \*AJQn  L,   C, BOEMER HAD A CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON AT 
THE OFFICERS CLUB, HONORING MIS BRIDE, MOTHER AND SISTER. COL. 
THOMAS, MAJ, DlXON, QtfC, ANO CAOY WERE THERE.  THE CADYO HAD 
ENTERTAINED THE SOEMERS THE PREVIOUS EVENlM'3,  HE HAD A LOT OF 
fUN TEAS1NQ THE DEVOTED SRIDE TO MAKE HER SLUSH*  AS A MATTER OF 
FACT, OOCUCR WAS REALTY AN HOLO BACHELOR* AND IT HAD SEEN H|2H TIME 
FOR HIM TO MARRY THE SAL.  HE TOLD BOEDER HE WAS REALLY A "CHARACTER" 
ANO THE DEST THING ASOUT HIM WAS HIS WIFE, AND HE WANTED HER TO KNOW 
JUST HOW H€   PELT ABOUT HIM,.  BUT IT WAS THE LU3USRIOU3 HABIT OF 
"LtC." TO DISAGREE WITH ALMOST ANYTHING SAID TO HIM OR ASOUT HIM, 
DRAKE*© BIRTHDAY CAME ON THE 6TH, BUT THEIR''EXPECTANCY* 
HAO   TO   ENDURE   A   WHILE   LONGER.      THEY   HOPED   HE   WOULD   BE   AROUND   THERE 
OWRINO   THE   ACCOUCHEMENT.      LEAVES   AMD   PURLOUCHS   WERE   EASED   AQAlN. 
COL. THOMAS'S 56TH BIRTHDAV WAS ON THE /1TH,    HE MADE NO ANNOUNCE- 
MENTS,   ANO   NO   ONE   CAME    IN   BINDING   "HAPPY   BIRTHDAY*"     HOWEVER, 
COINCIDENCE   OR   NOT,    HE   PERMITTED   VOCO  PASSES   PROM   NOON   ON   SATURDAY 
UNTIL   OUTY   TIME   MONDAY   MORNINfl,   WHICH  WAS   UNPRECEDENTED   FOR   COMMENT. 
CADV   WANTED   BOTH   CHILDREN  TO   KNOW   HOW  TO   TOUCH   TYPE   AND   PERHAPS 
HAVE   ENOUGH   SHORTHAND   TO   TAKE   STUDENT   NOTES.      LEE   WAS   MAKING   A 
START,   AMD   THEY   TRIED   DICTATING   A   SHORT   LETTER.      $IYH   ALL   THE   WAR 
OPEEO-UP   TALK   AS   AN   INSPIRATION,   THEY  SEDAN   TO   SCHEME   HOW  LEE,   JR., 
MIGHT   ENTER   COLLEGE    IN   TWO   AND   ONE-HALF   OR   THREE   YEARS.       it   WOULD 
REQUIRE   HARD   WORK   AND   OPPORTUNISM,   AND   HE   HOPE©   HE   WAS   OVERLY 
AMBITIOUS FOR HIS BRIGHT SON, 
ON THE 17TH COL THOMAS DEPARTED ON A 10 DAY LEAVE, AND CADY 
WAS BACK AS CO AQAIN.  HE ASKED TOR A SIMILAR LEAVE TOR HIMSELF 
ON OR ABOUT SEPTEMBER tST.  THE UNIT HAD TO PILL UP A CADRE POR 
THE 09TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, ONE OPPICER AND 20 MEN. SINOLES WAS 
FOR QtVINQ IT TO LT. KlRCHER POR A QUICK PROMOTION, BUT CADY 
DEMURRED, FOR HE THOUGHT THOMAS MISHT WANT TO CONSlpER, CAPT, 
CAPY- 
BI SHOP AND CAPT. BREUER AS WELL. 
ALTHOUGH RATHER SUSPICIOUS OF POST SURGEON MOTIVES, CAOV 
NOMINATED CAPT. HAROLD FPEEDMAN POR A 30 DAT COURSE IN THE TREATMENT 
OF CHEMICAL AND GAS CASUALTIES. THE UNIT MIGHT NEED SUCH ANI 
EXPERT SOMETIME SOON.  ON THE 19TH NEWS CAME THAT THE BRITISH ANO 
AMERICANS HAD MADE A 9 HOUR RAID ON THE FRENCH MAINLAND AT DIEPPE. 
MAYBE THET WERE MAKING FEINTS TO DRAW NAZI STRENGTH AWAV FROM THE 
RUSSIA*? FRONT. THE NAVY AND MARINES WERE TAKING THE INITIATIVE 
AND BLASTING AWAY AT THE JAPS IN THE SOLOMICN ISLANDS. 
CAPT. BREUER TOLD CADY THAT MAX HAD IT FROM A GOOD BUT TO BE 
NAMELESS S0URCE THAT HE WOULO LIKELY BE KEPT WITH THE STATION HOSP- 
ITAL AS EXEC. CADY STILL HOPED IT WAS .JUST FISHING, THEN TOLD COL. 
DAVIS ABOUT IT, AND RE-ITERATED HIS USUAL RITUAL. HE WAS ENJOYING 
HIS WORK SO WELL THAT TIME PASSED RAPIDLY. 
MAJ. PRUETT, SCHEDULED TO GO TO WALTER REED HOSPITAL FOR 
WORK IN PLASTIC SURGERY, WAS HOSPITALIZED FOR COLITIS, SEVERE 
ENOUGH THAT HE COULD BE RE-CLA3SIFI ED AND LOST TO THE UNIT. CAPT. 
THOMAS BURFORO, A CLEVER, TACITURN INTROVERTED FELLOW, WANTED TO 
TRANSFER, BUT COL. THOMAS DISAPPROVED THE REQUEST, CAOV WAS STILL 
BETTING or: TOM. 1ST LT. CHAPLAIN PETERSON'S APPLIED FOR A TRANS- 
FER AND CAOV APPROVED IT. CADV W,/B PLEASED THAT THE AR'-SY WAS GETTING 
AROUND TO SETTING UP LABOR BATTALIONS FOR THE MISFITS WHO COULD 
STILL BE USED FOR SIMPLE WORK WHICH BETTER MEN MIGHT HAVE TO DO. 
THE STATION HOSPITAL WAS UTILIZING LIMITED SERVICE OFFICERS AND 
MEM WHEREVER POSSIBLE. NONE WERE BEING OFFERED TO UNITS IN TRAIN- 
ING FOR SERVICE OVERSEAS. 
ON THE 2CNO. THERE WERE ORDERS FOR MAJ. FISH TO TAKE OVER THE 
13TH FIELD HOSPITAL, AND MAJ. CEO. WUKFF-TO HAVE TH?: 12TH FIELD 
HOSPITAL AT CAMP BOWIE, TEX. NEITHER HAD BEEN FOREWARNED, NOP DID 
6LMI.FL ADMIT KNOWING ANYTHING ABOUT THEM. THOMAS, IF HE HAD ANY- 
CADY- 
THINO TO DO SflTH THE LOSS OP TWO MORE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY OFF- 
ICERS, WAS MAKING SURGICAL VACANCIES POP AM ALREADY SUSPECTED PURPOSE, 
TMEY WOULD LEAVE I* ONLY TWO OR THREE BAYS. 9HO MIQHT DRAW THE 
W
BLACK BEAN* NEXT? 
THE MCLESTERS ENTERTAINED THE ROYALS'S AND CAOY® AT THE 
OFFICERS ClVS. COL ROYALS SAIO, "OLD THOMAS'LL COME SACK ALL HOT 
ANO TULL OF  RUMORS. *F NOT, HSFLL MAKE *EM UP, ANYWAY, HA, HAT" 
BUT CAOY BID NOT TELL ROYALS HC THOUGHT THOMAS WAS QUITE CAPABLE 
OR MAKING SOME THINSS MATERIALIZE, 
PRUETT'S COLITIS JUPROVED SO MUCH WITH TREATMENT AS AM ALLER- 
GIC REACTION HE WAS BACK ON DUTY AGAIN,  CAOY HAD SEEN LOOKING 
AFTER >RAKE IN QUARTERS FOR A WEEK OR SO FOR A CURIOUS RIGHT .1IODLE 
LOSE Ptizw-QAIC   CONSOLIDATION, WITH PRACTICALLY NO OTHER SIGNS OR 
SYMPTOMS.   [T BEGAN TO CLEAR UP   RAPIDLY, AND HE CA*E SACK ON DUTY* 
THEY THOUGHT   ITMIJHT SE THAT NEW "Q* VIRUS FRO* AUSTRALIA, m THE 
MORE RARE, BUT LONQ KNOWN .:>8fTT,10Pf Ifr* OR PARROT FEVER.  DRAKE 
HAO NO ASSOCIATION WITH PARROT' BUT OTHER BIRDS ARE ALWAYS AROUNO 
HUMAN HABITATION. 
ON THE 25TH G MOLES SHOWED CAOY A LETTER PRO* THOMASJ GIRDLES 
WOULD PROBABLY HAVE OROERS IN TWO OR THREE QAVOJ  THOMAS HAD ASKED 
FOR HIS OWN TRANSFER(r) HE WROTE.   IT WAS RATHER VASUE, AS IF THEY 
SERE ALTERNATIVES.  CADY COULD THINK OF NO  REASON EXCEPT TO REMOVE 
A REGULAR OFFICER FOR THE UNIT, AND WHICH ONE?  GfHOLES SJMB HE FELT 
CADY SHOULD KNOW WHAT WAS OOlNO ON.  HE DID NOT WANT TO LEAVE THE 
UNIT, AND FELT HE HAO BEEN NECE86ARV TO ACT AS A B{0ftH§   WHICH HE 
HAO.  HE BELIEVES HE COULD STILL SE OF A LOT OF BENEFIT TO V«E UNIT 
IF HE STAYED.  CAOY PROMISED HE WOULD IMMEOIATEOY #UT IN A WORD 
SOMEWHERE, HE THOUGHT WOULD DO THE MOST OOOO.  ApYijR THREE ATTEMPTS, 
I 
Ht   REACHED COL. HALL ANO BROUGHT HIM UP TO DATE.  HE ASKED SEVERAL 
SEARCHING QUESTIONS, ANO PROMISED HE WOULD SEE WHAT HE COULD DO ABOUT 
GIN:, LED. 
^AOY- 
St THE 27TH THOMAS SOTH WROTE AND TELEPHONED PROM ATLANTA TO 
CANCEL ALU L2AVC8 AND SCHOOL ORDERS UNTIL HE COULD RETURN, THAT 
EVENING THE ;AOV3 HAD THEIR THIRD DINNER AT THE CHEROKEE LODOE. 
A FOURTH WAS NECOEO, DESPITE THE URQENCV OF THOMAS, NEWS THROUGH 
Blarott STILL INDICATED THE 2tST STATION HOSPITAL WOULO 00 OUT 
AHEAO Of THE UNIT* OR EVEN THE 3!ST GENERAL WOULD MAM SOME HOSPITAL 
IN ?Hr STATES. 3© LONO AS THERE WERE MO ORDERS, THE CAOVS WERE 
STUDHORNLY PLANNING TO OVERCOME LOCAL OBSTACLES TO OET THE KlOS 
IN OtUfUMM SCHOOLS, OUT ME ANTICIPATED HIS LEAVE WOULD HOT BE 
SRAHTEC 
THE NEXT SUMMARY WAS OH SEPTEMBER 4TH IM CLAYTON, UQ.    THOMAS 
HAD RETURNED AMD BECAN MOVING OFFICERS AROON |H THE UNIT T/O, 
THERE WAS STILL CNE EXTRA MAJOR, SINGLES WAS GOING TO CAMP LIV- 
INGSTON, LA. ABOUT THE f?TH,  THEV HOPE© MAVSE HIS CALL TO  HALL 
WERE 
MIGHT   CHANGE   IT,      CADY  AN©   BEAM   REPORTED   THAT   THERE/POSSISLV   TWO 
WOULD 
MAJORS   WHO/0E   LOST   FOR   MEDICAL   REASONS,   CHARLES   AND   PR«ETT.      THEY 
DISCUSSED THOMAS'S PREVIOUS FAILURES TO FOLLOW AJ>VICE8»\ANO WONDER- 
ED  IF CAPT. DAM */YERS, A BRILLIANT YOUM©  INTERNIST, MIOMTXNOT 
SET THE AXE.  HE WAS HOT TEMPERED AND HAD SEEN OUTSPOKEN AS.OUT 
FAVORITEwi THOMAS HAD SHOWN* THEY DECIDED TO BUILD A BACKFIRE, 
AND STARTED THE RUMOR IT WOULD HAPPEN. .F THOMAS WOULD HEAR IT, 
:
 ' 
HE JUST MlSHT PROVE IT WRONG, 
THE PfMT DAY AT HOME, CAST AND tEE CLEANED THINGS OP JA/^IT^ 
INCLUDING THREE HOURS AT PRUNINO TREES AND SHRUBS,  THAT WAS SUP\ 
POSED TO 3C INSTRUCTION AND EXPERIENCE IN FORESTRY ANO Afttojt'^  * 
CULTURE FOR LES:. HE  WAS CYNICAL EN0U9H TO CALL IT JUST HARD WORK; 
CAOT WAS VERY SORRV HE WAS 00 IMG TO MISS THIS IMPORTANT FATHER-SON 
t \ 
: E 
RELATIONSHIP OUR INS SUCH AN IMPORTANT PERIOD IN LEE*S YOUTH* 
LEE WAS REGISTERED IN THE SWDOWN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL WITH THE 
» JTEMTION HE WOULD ATTEND AT LEAST ONE DAY BEFORE 00 IMS BACK TO 
V* 
CA0Y   FELT   EASY   SACK   IN   HIS   HOME,   AND   NOTICED   HE   OIO   NOT   REFLEXLV 
JUMP   FOR   THE   PHONE   EVERY  Tt«*E   If  RAN©#     SO  PATIENTS   HAS   SEEN  TOLO 
HE WOULD se THERE. ALSO, BETTY'S MAY rtvtR HAS SEEN SETTER IN 
COLUWSUS BECAUSE ©r THE DIFFERENCE IN RASWEIO AMO ALL THE VINES 
AM SHRUSS AROUND THE HOUSE WERE DIFFERENT. SHE HA© A *YALL£R* 
CAT,   BUT   H©   003,   AMD   SHE   LOV£0   ALL   THE   000©   IN   THE   NCIOMwOftMOOO* 
AND SNEE2E0 FOR IT. 
Tnt   REORLE AROUND ACTEO QUITS NORMALLY, MEN BETWEEN IS AND 45 
SUFFERED no INSOMNIA WORRYING ABOUT THE ARMEO FORCES*    THE ftussiANS 
WERE   STILL   TAKINa   A   LICKING,     (HWUltMi   HAD   TR ISO  A  9|S   RECONNAISSANCE 
IN   FORCE   AND   BACKED   Orr   IN   MOftTH   AFRICA. THE   CMNCVF 9KC1ICD   TO   S£ 
CHASIN,   THE   UAPS   IN  OWE   SECTION   AT   LEAST.       IT  &IOHT   HAVE   JSCEN   WISH- 
fUL   THJMK1N2   OUT   THEY  KIOHT   8E   Ntf'tlM   TO  EXTENO   THEMSELVES   INTO 
SIBERIA*      Atm   THAT   EVENING   AT   DINNER   WITH  THE   BfSfQNS,   THERE   WAS 
NO   NEWS   ASOUT   THE   21 ST, 
SATURDAY, THE CADVS GOT AROUND tvwC MORE* Hc/MfY HIS NEW 
CHAIRMAN AND PRorEssoR or MEDICINE, OR. SARRY #000. EXCHANGED 
GREETINGS WITH "RANK BRADLEY, GLOVER CORNER AND MANY OTHERS*  PROF. 
QfcUtAM WANTED "ADV's VERSION OF UNIT EVENTS, AND:HE WAS,3LA0 TO 
SPILL OVER.  HE TOLD HOW TH©?*A8 SEEMED TO MAKE HIS SELECTIONS. 
GRAHAW WAS EXPECT INS TO SEE COL. HALL THE FOLLOWING WEEK, AND 
CAOY ASKED THAT HE CARRY HIS APOLOGY TO HALL FOR BELLY-ACHINO SO 
MUCH, AND HE SEALLV ARRRECIATED ALL THAT HALL MAD DONE FOR THE UNIT. 
SUNDAY,    CAOY AND SON REP-AIRED THE THREE DOORS OF THE OARAGE. 
THEY tttttfMS THE SUICK'S JACK WHILE LIFTING THE ROOF A SIT*    At 
A  SOY,   CAOY   HAD   BEEN   A   "«fACK~LE3M   CARPENTER,   NECHAfUC   AND   5JAS0N, 
AND   HAD   THE   FUN   OF   AC00MPL ISHMENT   A'JAIN.      OUKIMQ   THE   AFTERNOON, 
THEY CALLED IUR0N THE ROGERS DEAKLNS AMD THEIR FTBUR NICE KIDS. 
AT CECIL CHARLES*O CADV RENEWED ACQUAINTANCE WITH THEIR NEUROTIC 
CAOV- 
* 
DOG TO CONVERSE WITH HIM BY EXCHANGE OF APPROPRIATELY INTONED AND 
INFLECTED GROWLS.  THENCE TO A SUMPTIOUS DINNER WITH THE MAX 
HE8SEL8ERGS, PHARMACIST AND BUSINESS MAN EXTRAORDINARY,  IT WAS A 
NOISY REUNION FOR THE KIDS OF BOTH FAMILIES. 
OVER THE RADIO, ROMMELL, THE DESERT FOX, WAS SUFFERING A REAL 
SET-BACK OR PRETENDING.  THE RUSSIANS WERE HOLDING AT STALINGRAD. 
THE JAPS HAD NOT RETAKEN ANYTHING FROM THE AMERICANS.  PRESIDENT 
ROOSEVELT WAS GOING TO FREEZE WAGES ALONG WITH COMMODITIES AND RENTS, 
AND THREATENED A "WORK OR FIGHT* EXECUTIVE ORDER IF THERE MIGHT BE 
ANY NONSENSE ABOUT SUCH A QUESTION. CADY THOUGHT PEOPLE BACK HOME 
WOULD REALIZE THEY WERE FIGHTING AN OVERSEAS WAR. 
MONDAY.  CADY HAD LUNCH WITH CURT LOHR AT THE COUNTY HOSPITAL, 
WHERE CURT WAS THE DIRECTOR. HIS 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS FILLED 
UP WITH OFFICERS, AND HE WAS EXPECTING A CALL SOON, HE WAS NOT 
HAVING ANY "DEAN TROUBLES?  CAOY GOT TO VISIT A WHILE WITH C. MALONE 
STROUD WITH WHOM HE HAD PRACTICED ALMOST TEN YEARS. THEN HE WENT 
ON TO DEAN SHAFFER WHO SAID AGAIN ME EXPECTED TO VISIT THE UNIT, 
HE SEEMED TO BE WELL INFORMED THROUGH WALTON AS TO WHAT MIGHT BE 
EXPECTED OF THOMAS AS A CO.  HOWEVER, HE THOUGHT IT WAS NOT A BAD 
THING THAT THE SECOND UNIT, THE 2tST STATION HOSPITAL, HAD BEEN 
ACCOMPLISHED FOR THEIR YOUNG OFFICERS.  THERE WAS AN EXTREMELY 
PLEASANT BACK YARD BARBEQUE AT OLIVER ABEL*S, ANOTHER FELLOW HOUSE 
OFFICER AND CLINIC PRACTICIONER AND PARTNER,  THEY HAD ALWAYS LIKED 
FLORENCE ABEL VERY WELL. OLLIE SAID HE WAS PLANNING TO GET INTO 
THE ARMY PRETTY SOON. 
LEE GOT HIS ONE DAY OF SCHOOL AT WYDOWN. AS HE CAME FROM HIS 
CLASSES THEY GOT HIM INTO THE CAR AND STARTED BACK BACK TO FT. 
BENNING. THE FOLLOWING EVENING, THE 9TH, THEY WERE HOMELESS AGAIN, 
BUT THE MAXS'S GAVE THEM HOSTEL SERVICE. CAOY SIGNED IN THE NEXT 
, t 
MORNING THEY SPENT MOST OF THE DAY ARRANGEING FOR GINGLES'S 
CAOV- 
APARTMENT VACATES JUST THE DAY BEFORE, AMD SOLELY BY BENEFIT OF 
COL* NOYES INTERCESSION.    IT WAS AT 201-8 MADDEN ON THE f*0  9?. 
FRIDAY. CAOY'B SERVICE HAD BEEN UMET BECAUSE THE 24TH*S 
OFFICERS MAO TO BE RELEASED THE NEXT OAY AT NOON. HE TELEPHONED 
ROYALS TO SEE IF ME WISHED TO INSPECT HIS OWN OFFICERS WITH CAOY. 
HAO HE MEARO ABOUT THE RADIOGRAM ORDER THOMAS RECEIVED? HE WAS 
GOING TO CAMP $HITE, ORE* AS THE CO OF THE HOSPITAL CENTER ON THE 
17TH. ROVALS CAUTIONED CAOY TO BE SURPRISED WHEN THOMAS WOULD TELL 
HIM ABOUT IT. SATURDAY, ROYALS OIO NOT COME, AND CAOY TURNEO THE 
INSPECTION OVER TO SEAM AND MCLESTER BO HE COULD BE FREE TO ATTENO 
THOMAS WHEN CALLED. HE WAS WAITING OUTSIOE COL* NOYES*S OFFICE 
WHEN THOMAS CAME BY , GREETED HIM UNCOMMONICATIVELY, AND WENT IN 
AHEAD OF HIM. WHEN CAOY SAW NOYES HE WAS TOLD THAT TMO'AS WAS 
PERTURBED FOR SOME REASON THAT THEY HAD GOTTEN CAOY QUARTERS ON THE 
POST* NOYES AGAIN IMPARTED HIS HOPE TO KEEP CAOY FOR HIS OWN STAFF* 
CAOY LUNCHED WITH MAX AND SAW THOMAS AT ANOTHER TABLE WITH SEAM 
ANO FATTOM* AFTER LUNCH THOMAS EXHIBITED HIS RADIOGRAM TO SEAM, 
CALLED ATTENTION TO THE RUBBER STAMPED SECRET CLASSIFICATION* HE 
KNEW THAT SEN CHARLES HAD SEEN THE RITUAL THE EVENING BEFORE, ANO 
HAO "SECRET" DEFINED AS A DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION* NO ONE RESPECTED 
IT BECAUSE IF IT WERE REALLY SECRET, WHAT BUSINESS 010 HE HAVE IN 
IMPART I NO IT TO THEM UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES? W*HEN CAOY MET HIM 
IN HIS OFFICE, THOMAS INTROOUCEO THE RADIOGRAM WITH HIS USUAL 
FORMULA, THAT IT WAS SOMETHING CADY SHOULD THINK ABOUT, ANO COM- 
,\ 
PLETED HIS RITUAL.  To PLEASE HIM, CAOY ASKED IF YHIS CHANCE OF 
\ 
STATION WAS AOINQ TO MEAN A PROMOTION FOR HIM, P08S.ISLV A BRIGADIER 
OENERALCV* 
DURING HIS PATERNALISTIC REVIEW OF THE STATE OF J'TH^E UNIT, HE 
i 
THOUOHT BEAM HAD DONE WELL AS ACTING CHIEF OF MEDICINE. \CAOY 
DEDUCED THAT NOYES HAO TOLD HIM SO* THEN HE RBALL* SURPRISED CAOY 
CZADY- 
BY ASK I MO HIM TO NAME JJgO. OFFICERS HE WANTED TO GET RlO Of, FOR HE 
WOULD NEED TWO KEY MEN WHERE ME WAS SOI NO.   *T WAS 90 ILLOOICAL 
■■'■ ! ' 
THAT HE WOULD WA»T TWO CAST-OFF OFFICERS THAT CAOY CONCLUDED HE 1»A8 
I 
aUST TRYING TO ELICIT MIS ATTITUDE TOWARD MIS PRO* >G£.  THERE WO^ULO 
BE MO "CADV KISSES OF DEATH,*  ANYWAY, CADY'S PROBLEM HAD BEEN,A 
WOULD MO LONGER BE THOMAS.  tT WOULD MOT BE THE PROTESE.  HONESTU, 
6AOV EXPLAINED, IF TESTED BY A CALL FROM THOMAS, HIS ANSWER WOULD 
BE COLORED BY THE EFFECT IT WOULD MAKE ON THE UNIT, AND |F THE \ 
OFFICER COULD ADVANCE HIMSELF? ANO?OF COURSE,   PROVIDING THAT 
CAOY MIGHT BE CO OF THE UNIT, THEY AQREED THE SGO WOULD BE NEED IMS 
40 TO 50 LIEUTEMANT COLONELS IN HIS CENTER. 
/ 
CAOY'S MOTE WAS,   "WHEN ONE  IS WITH THE OLD MAM, HE SOUNDS 
FAIRLY PLAUSIBLE, BUT ONE MAO BEST SE QUITE ANALYYICALl" 
THEN CADV IMPARTED HIS OWN SECRET TO BEAM, ^HICH GINOLEB, RR* 
GRAHAM ANO DEAN SHAFFER KNEW, HE WONDERED HOW HE HAD FAILED GIRDLES. 
THE CO, MEDICAL SUPPLY DEPOT, ST. LOUIS, SO PISTON (IMPARTED, 
THOUGHT THAT PUTTING THE CADV CHILDREN IN COLUMBUS sondo^s MIGHT 
BE A GOOD THING.  THIS WAS VERSUS THE POST OFF ICtA^Sf PREDICTION 1 
THE UNIT WOULD HAVE A CHANCE OF STATION ON OR BEFORE, (OCTOBER 6TH. 
MONDAY,  14TH, CADV AND BEAM GOT THEIR WARD SC^EDUL&S STRAINHV^NED 
> :  ■ LH^ OUT.      HIS   OFFICERS   wMERRV-GO-ROUNOB  WAS  ONLY   IN  BARE fcX f STANCE«    "\v 
THOMAS TELEPHONED HE WANTED RATlMOB OM THE MEDICAL MA^ORB^' AND TO 
MEET HIM DURING THE AFTERNOON, AT THE tt*30 ADMIMISTRAVIV^ MEET two 
OF COL. MOVES, COL. RALPH IAVIS INFORMED HIM PRIVATELY OP A TELE- 
PHONE CALL SAVINS THAT A REGULAR, COL. C, F» DAVIS, WAS COM IMO TO 
TAKE CHARGE OF THE 2fST GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
AT THE OFFICERS CALL THOMAS 0|0 MOT MENTION ANV SUCCESSOR 
HAD BEEN ORDERED INTO THE UNIT,  HE |WA8 SORRY TO BE LEAVING IT, 
HE SAID, AMD HE WANTED NO FAIRWELL DINNERS OR ANY SUCH FANFARE. 
HE KEPT AWAY FRO  A^V UNIT SORE SPOTS.  HOWEVER, THE OFFICERS 
/. 
*B  CADV* 
DECIDED TO OFFER HIM A LUNCHEON AND THE "CUSTODIANSHIP" or SOME 
TOKEN. 
THAT EVENING CAOY CONFIDED TO HIS DIARYI  " THE OLD PAN MAS 
80 SO LITTLE INSIGHT WITH HUMAN NATURE ME DOES NOT REALIZE HE IS 
LEAVING PITIED MORE THAN HATED, RATHER THAN ESTEEMED.  »E*RE 
TRYING TO GIVE HIM rOOO FOR HIS DELU8ION8. ...I THOUGHT HE HAD 
REALLY TAUGHT ME TO HATE, BUT HE HA8N*T AFTER ALL.   I AM PLEASED 
A8 WE HAVE A SETTER CHAMCE TO GET SQUARED AWAY WITH A MEW CO.  ... 
THE KIDS ARE RUNNING ME NUTS WITH THEIR HOMEWORK." 
THE STH EVACUATION HOSPITAL DEPARTED, AND THE 24TH GENERAL 
WAS   MORE   JITTERY   THAN   THE   21 ST. 
BY WEDNESDAY, MRS. CADvfAS A GOOD PROVIDER, HAD WANGLED SOME NEW 
DININQ ROOM FURNITURE AND AN ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR PROM THE QUARTER- 
MASTER, HER MOTHER'S LETTER INDICATED HOW LITTLE SHE LIVED IN THE 
WORLD ABOUT HERSELF,  SHE HAD ALREADY FORGOTTEN HER DEC€A8ED HUS- 
8AND*8 ESTATE HAO 8EEN SETTLED.  HE REMINDED MRS. CAOV HOW CAREFULLY 
HER FATHER HAO LOOKED AFTER HER MOTHERfS WHIMSIES FOR SEVERAL YEARS. 
THAT HER MILD DIABETIC CONDITION WAS IN NO WAY CONTROLLED, NOR 
WOULD BE WILLINGLY CONTROLLED,  HER SIBLINGS WERE INCAPABLE OF 
UNDERSTANDING ANY INCREASING MENTAL SIGNS OF EARLY SENESCENCE, AND 
WOULO BE A HINDRANCE RATHER THAN HELP.  HE HOPED HE MIGHT BE BACK 
BEFORE HER MOTHER COULD NO LONGER BE TRU8TED TO LOOK AFTER HER 
HERSELF, AND 80 ON, 
A LETTER FROM SlO WRIGHT, POSTMARKED BRUNSWICK, N. J,, SAVING 
THEY HAD AN ARMY POST OFFICE NUMBER.  THEY WERE BEATING THE fARENT 
UNIT OUT OF THE US ALL RIGHT. 
CADV WAS REVIEWING L0GARITHISM8 AFTER 25 YEARS TO HELP LEE 
BET HIS START WITH THEM.  THE WAV THE KID WAS BORING INTO MATHEMATICS 
ENCOURAGED AND MYSTIFIED CAOY, FOR HE WAS 80 POOR THAT HE HAO TO 
CALCULATE HIS CHANGE TWICE TO BE CORRECT. 
CADV- 
THE THOMAS LUNCHEON WAS ATTENDED BV 50 OFFICERS, AND 5 WERE 
ABSENT ON LEAVE.  CADV, THOUGH NOT A LOQUACIOUS MASTER Of CEREMONY, 
GOT THROUGH IT WELL ENOUGH. IT WAS A RATHER GLUM AFFAIR. AFTER 
THOMAS HAD HIS OPPORTUNITY TO BREAK, HE ALMOST BROKE INTO TEARS 
WHEN THE ACTUAL PRESENTATION OP A $100 VICTORY BONO TOR HIS 
GRANDSON.  CAOY BELIEVED THE OFFICERS PELT PLEASED WITH WHAT 
THEY 0 10, AND SOME WERE ACTUALLY SORRY TOR HIM.  HE WOULD PAOE 
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BACK AS ACTING CO, MONDAY,"21 SEP 1942," (CADY DECIDED HE HAO 
TO GET INTO ARMY HABITS OF WRITING DATES,), SEVERAL MATTERS WERE 
WARVING UP. MAJ. MALCOLM R. DIXON, QMC, WAS LEAVING FOR SOME 
8TATION COMPLEMENT ASSIGNMENT.  THE OFFICERS HAD COME TO L|KE HIM 
WELL ALTHOUGH HE MAD NO INTIMATES AMONG THEM.  THE SENIOR QM WOULD 
BE JUST PROMOTED 1 ST L.T. HERBERT SLATERY, ONLY 23, AND JUST OUT 
OF COLLEGE. HE HAO AN ASSISTANT JUST OUT OF THE QM TRAINING SCHOOL, 
A 2ND LIEUTENANT. UNLESS THE UNIT COULD DO SOMETHING QUICKLY, 
THIS VITAL SERVICE WOULD BE  THE WEAKEST.  CAPT. JOE PARKER HAD 
TRANSFER ITCH BADLY.   CAOY TOLO HIM THEY WERE SHORT OF SURGE0N3, 
BUT HE WOULD APPROVE IF HE COULD GET A REPLACEMENT FROM BACK HOME. 
JOE TELEPHONED AT ONCE, AND ALSO RELAYED CAOY*S URGENT INQUIRY TO 
BlSTON, WAS HE INTERESTED STILL IN THE QM PLACE BEING UNCOVERED? 
HE APPOINTED A NEW SUMMARY COURT OFFICER, ANO BEGAN TO WORK 
ON EXISTED RATINGS HE THOUGHT WERE OVER-DUE. 
TUESDAY.  THE AQRESS'S TOOK THE CADYS TO DINNER.  THEY RE- 
VIEWED THE MITCHELL GIRL'S CASE.  SHE WAS RECOVERING WELL. AT 
OPERATION HER BLOOD PLATELETS HAD STARTED INCREASING, WITHOUT ANY 
TRANSFUSION, BY THE FOURTH MINUTE AFTER THE CLAMP WAS ON THE 8PLENIC 
PEDICLE! NICE PEOPLE, BOTH HAD LOW VOICED CULTURED ST. LOUIS 
DRAWLS. NICE EVENING. 
THURSDAY.  CADY HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO DISENGAGE ENTIRELY FROM 
THE MEDICAL SERVICE, BUT WAS TRYING.  HE FORWARDED HIS RECOMMENDATION 
CAOY- 
FOR tffttf, GAVLANO HAGELSHAW'S PROMOTION.  Hf HAO COME INTO THE UNIT 
IN EARLY MARCH AND MAO WON APPROVALS. CAPT. HENRY G. SCHWARTZ WAS 
REGARDED A3 A "COMER* AND WAS RECOMMENOED, TOO, CAPT, ABE A. 
BOLOTIN HAO SCEH IN GRADE FOR 17 YEARS. HE WAS A REALLY CAPABLE 
MAC OFFICER WHO HAO BEEN OVERLOOKED FOR SOME REASON, PROBABLY BE- 
CAUSE OF TOO MUCH UNIT ESPRIT OF, CORPS IN THE NATIONAL GUARD MEDICAL 
REGIMENT OF THE OLD "SQUARE DIVISION," THERE WERE NO MEDICAL REGIMENT) 
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS* AND HE HAD BECOME OVER-AGE IN ORADE AND 
AN ORPHAN FOR PROMOTION* WHERE HE WAS. HE COULD NOT BE PROMOTED 
OUT, AND CAOY CONTEMPLATED WATCHING HIM CLOSELY FOR A WHILE. 
BISTON TELEPHONED HE WAS TRYING TO GET A QUICK PROMOTION THROUGH 
WASHINGTON SO HE COULD HAVE RANK WITH AGE ELIGIBILITY FOR "ACTIVE 
SERVICE" WITH A UNIT. HE MIGHT SE A MAJOR SOON, AND HE WAS STILL 
INTERESTED IN THE UNIT'S VACANCY. ...So FAR AS BISTOM KNEW, 
NEITHER THE 21 ST NOR THE 2*TH WERE ON A HOT SPOT FOR MOVING. 
PARKER'S PLANS BLEW \H*, 
CADY'S INTERVIEWS WITH MEN FOR RATINGS FORCED HIS ACUTE REAL- 
IZATION WHAT THE PERSONNEL SERVICE COULD DO BY REPEATED SCREENING 
OF A UNIT FOR OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOLS, MOST OF THE MEN SEEMED 
RATHER SORRY, BUT A FEW WERE GOOD, AND THEY 8HOULD NOT BE LOST 
EASILY IN SOME OUT-GOING CADRE* 
MA«I, LEO GOTTLIEB, MEDICAL SERVICE, A FRIENDLY, RATHER WITTY, AND 
CONSCIENTIOUS MAN CAME IN TO TALK, HE 6AI0 MANY OF THE UNIT'S 
OFFICERS WONDERED IF CAOY WOULD STAY IN COMMAND. THEY THOUGHT HE 
HAO BEEN GIVEN A DIRTY DEAL BY THE ARMY, AND THE UNIT HAO SUFFERED 
FROM IT, TOO. CADY TOLD HIM THEY HAO LSST OFFICERS, PARAOOXICLY, 
BECAUSE THE UNIT WAS READY UNDER THE FORMER T/O OF 75 OFFICERS, 
THERE WAS NOTHING THOMAS OR CADY COULD DO BUT CUT DOWN TO 55, 
AND THOMAS OID THAT BY WHATEVER STANDARDS HE KNEW. HE ACCEPTED NO 
:ADY- 
AOVICES APPARENTLY,  MAYBE, HE SAID, THAT HAD BEEN A KINDNESS TO 
CAOY IN A CERTAIN WAT,  HE MAO GOTTEN ALL THE OFFICERS INTO TO UNIT 
AND HE WAS GOING TO SEE IT THROUGH ir PERMITTED*  ...AND, IT OIO NOT 
SEEM TO SE ANY SECRET AROUND THE POST, FOR A NEW REGULAR, NAMED 
C« F, DAVIS, WAS COMING TO SE CO, 
CAOY PERSUADED ROYALS TO SEND MIS OFFICERS BACK TO THE HOSPITAL 
WARDS BECAUSE THEY WERE NEEDED, AND MIS 24TM WAS NOT HHOT,M   ME 
TURNED THE SERVICE OVER TO THE STATION H08PITAL*S ACTING CHIEF, 
GOT MIS "MERRY-GO-ROUNDW FILLED UP, AND  IN FACT BECAME A PLANS 
ANO TRAINING OFFICER, A *G-3#W ME WROTE,    HE SPENT A RAINY MORNING 
DOING SPOT  INSPECTIONS OF THE DETACHMENT'S MEN AT WORK, THE 
KITCHENS AND MESS HALLS, 
THOMAS'S POST CARD SAID  IT WAS COLD WHERE HE WAS.    HIS DAUGHTER 
SENT A NICE NOTE ABOUT TMOMAS*S REPORT Of   MIS SEND-OFF, AND THE 
VICTORY SON© FOR HER SON, SINGLES WAS COMMANDING A T/O OF ABOUT 
FIFTY OFFICERS ANO IT WAS ALMOST FULL. 
CAOY DREW 2 SMELTER HALVES INSTEAD OF A SMALL WALL TENT A 
LIEUTENANT COLONEL HA0 BEEN ALLOWED PREVIOUSLY,  ANYWAY, HE COULD 
USE MIS SLEEPING BAG IN A SPACE ALOTTEO FOR TWO ENLISTED MEN, 
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, ANNAPOLIS, MO,, MAO A MIXTURE OF NEW AND 
OL0FA8HIONE0 IDEAS OF COLLEGE EDUCATION, ANO WAS SMALL. THIS 
INTRIGUED CAOY, BUT IT WOULD BE COSTLY FOR THEIR FAMILY.  IT WOULD BE 
AT LEAST TWO YEARS OFF FOR LEE, PROBABLY 3 YEARS, THEY WOULD BE 
ORAFTING FG YEAR OLOS, HE THOUGHT THEY WOULD START THAT «»UST AFTER 
TME COM I -5 FALL ELECTIONS. LEFWOULD HAVE TO CRAM HIS HIGH SCHOOL 
CREDITS ANO GRAB HIS OPPORTUNITIES BY FORELOCK OR TAIL* 
SUNDAY, 27 3EP, THE DRAKES HAD THE CADYS AND BOEMERS OVER FOR 
COCK-TAILS, ANO THE SOCIAL 0EBUT OF THEIR MONTH OLD VOUNC^BPROUT. 
HE WAS FAVORING HIS DAD IN THAT MANNER, THEN "IC* BHANGHA IED THEM 
FOR A MOST DELICIOUS MAN-FILLING OINNER, SOME OF IT WAS COOKED 
BY TRENCHERMAN BOEMER HIMSELF. CADV WOULD DO NOTHING TO CAUSE 
BOEMEft's HEAD TO SWELL, SO HE ADVISED THE BRIDE SHE HAD BETTER 
FIND WAYS TO KEEP HIM OUT OF THE KITCHEN UNTIL HE WOULD FORGET 
HOW TO COOK. MEANWHILE, SHE HAD BETTER USE ALL HER ARTS TO 
FEED Hll SO WELL HE WOULD NO LONGER LIKE EATING HIS OWN COOKING, 
THE ARMY HAD NOT VET CONDITIONED CADY FOR COFFEE AT ALL TIMES, 
HE DRANK TOO MUCH AND THOUGHT ABOUT A LOT OF THINGS DURING HIS 
WAKEFULNESS THAT NIGHT.  THE JAPS WERE FIGHTING US HARD IN 
SOUTHERN NEW GUINEA, AND IT WAS STILL A TO8S-0P.  THE NAZl's 
HAD GOTTEN INTO STALINGRAD, BUT THE RUSSIANS WERE USING SOME 
NEW TROOPS FROM SlBER/A FOR COUNTER OFFENSIVE. 
TUESDAY, 29 SEP. COL. CHAS. F. DAVIS, THE NEW CO, APPEARED. 
CADY SPENT MOST OF THE DAY WITH HIM. HE HAD BEEN IN THE STAGING 
AREA WITH HtS UNIT READY FOR OVERSEAS.  HE MADE THE MISTAKE OF 
TELEPHONING THE SGO ABOUT SOME PROMOTIONS, AND THEY HAD ORDERED 
HIM TO THE 21STI 
As SEEN BY CADY, COL. DAVM WAS ABOUT 5*  6W STANDING UP, 
AND DID NOT SHOW HIS 5* YEARS TOO MUCH.  HE WORE A CUSTOM MADE 
FIELD CAP WITH FRONT AND BACK PEAKED AT LEAST TWO INCHES HIGHER 
THAN REGULATION.  HIS BLUE EVES WERE RATHER DELIBERATELY STARING, 
CADY SUSPECTED, BECAUSE THEY DID NOT SEEM FOCUSED QUITE IN THE 
USUAL CONVERSATIONAL CONFRONTATION, POSSIBLY AND ACTOR'S TRICK TO 
HOLD ANI IMPASSIVE COUNTENANCE, A POKER-FACE. HE WAS AGGRESSIVE, 
SEEMINGLY HOSTILE TOWARD EQUALS BUT CERTAINLY TOWARD INFERIORS, 
ND HIS MANNER WAS ARROGANTLY ROUGH WITH SERGEANTS.  HE REMINDED 
CADY OF A LION TAMER. 
IT DID NOT REQUIRE MUCH TIME EITHER FOR HIM TO DISAPPROVE OF 
THE APPARENT LACK OF SURFACE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE ALL AROUND THE POST, 
AS IF "THEY OON'T KNOW A WAR IS GOING ON HERE."  HE BELIEVED THE 
CAOV- 
21 ST WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM THOUA8 BECAUSE ALL THE OFFICERS WERE 
REGULARLY ON DUTY WITH THE STATION HOSPITAL AS If THEY BELONGED 
THERE,  HE DID NOT HAVE CONTROL OP" HIS OWN UNIT,  FURTHERMORE, 
HIS NOTION WAS TO SET ALL OFFICERS SACK ON THE POST INTO SARRACK8 
TO LIVE *AND TO SET ACQUAINTEO WITH EACH OTHER AGAIN,"  TMEY 
COULD GET VP   AND HAVE SETTING-UP EXERCISES, ETC ... 
CAOY EXHIBITED PAST TRAINING SCHEDULES WHILE HE HAD CHARGE, 
AND THOSE: UNDER Coi.. TWO«AO UNTIL HE HAD RUN OUT OP IDEAS, 
CAPV NOTICED DAY IS LACKED INTEREST IN SUCH THINGS, AN© THOUGHT 
HE MIGHT HAVE TALKED TOO MUCH ABOUT THOMAS*8 METHODS,    HE EXPRESSED 
ABBURANCE THE OFFICERS WERE NOT SORRY TOR A CHANGE, 
DAVIS WAS CONSIDERED HIM FOR THE EXEC JOB, CAPY THOUGHT 
IT WAS LOGICAL, PROBABLY CORRECT, BUT HOW DIFFERENT OAVlB WOULD 
BE FRO** HIS PREDECESSOR f 
DAYI8 WAS CRITICAL OF THE DETACHMENT,  CAOY RECOGNIZED "CORRECT- 
IONS" CCULD SE MADE EASILY,  MAYBE ALL THIS 8H0WE0 HE KNEW WHAT AND 
HOW THINGS SHOULD BE DONE, AND HE MIGHT BE A GOOD CO,  "IT ALSO 
SHOWS HE WANTS TO IMPRESS HIMSELF, AND THE REST OF  US  HE KNOWS 
WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT,"  THE ENLISTED MEN ALREADY TAGGED THE COLONEL 
AS"GI," OR A STANDARD "GENERAL ISSUE* CO,  AND, CAOY WAS ALREADY 
HOPING HIS MISGIVINGS WERE ALL, COMPLETELY ALL WRONG,, ...THAT 
MANNERISM, HIS RATHER FREQUENT DRV, AUDIBLE, EXHALING WHIFF, 
NOT AN ACTUAL SNORT, THROUGH COL. 0AVI8*8 RATHER ^OMAN NOSE WHEN 
HE WAS GETTING READY TO SAY SOMETHING,-THAT BOTHERED CVOV >OR 
SOME REABON. 
THE NEXT MORNING DAVIS TOLD CADY HE NEED NOT GO ALON$ WHILE HE 
INSPECTED THE VEHICLES, SUT HE WANTED TO FOLLOW AND "SEE ALL," 
TO   LEARN   WHATEVER   HE   M|-3HT,      COL.    ?AV 18   CERTAINLY   KNEW   ENOUGH   TO 
i 
SCARE   OP   THE   DRIVERS   ANO   8EROEANT8,   FOR   HE   MIGHT   BE   AS   TOUlftHAS 
CADY— 
HIS QUERULOUS AND IMPERIOUS MANNER THREATENED. HE WAS THOROUGH. 
BAC;< IN HIS OFFICE HE SHOWED HIS KNOWLEDGE AND FAMILIARITY WITH 
THE TECHNICAL EXAMINATION AND CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS FROM THE 
PERSONHEL MANUALS BY ORALLY EXAMLN/LNG ONE OR TWO OF THE MEN.  HE 
GAVE THAT UP FOR IT WAS APPARENTLY JMPR CTICAL, UNLESS IT WAS TO 
FURTHER 1MPRES8 OR SCARE THE MEN. 
THEN COL. DAVIS TOOK THE AFTERNOON OFF TO NURSE HIS COLD. 
CADY HAD NOT NOTICED ANY NASAL WETNESS WHICH USUALLY WENT WITH A 
CORVZA.  IT WAS WEDNESDAY, AND HE WONDERED IT IT WAS THE OLD PEACE- 
TIME ARMY TAKING THE HALF DAY OFF. DAVIS WAS FINDING A LOT OF LITTLE 
THINGS WHICH THOMAS HAD NOT KNOWN OR IGNORED, BUT NONE WERE VITAL. 
...THE OFFICERS WERE WANTING TO BELIEVE THIS NEW CO WAS A GOOD 
EXCHANGE. CADY RESOLVED THEY WOULD HAVE TO FIND OUT FOR THEMSELVES, 
AND NOT FROM HIM. HE WAS DEPRESSED. 
HE DID HOT REMEMBER WHY DAVIS THOUGHT IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT 
DAVIS WAS AN ORTHOPEDIC SURGICAL SPECIALIST WHO HAD VIRTUALLY COME 
UP FROM THE ENLISTED RANKS OF THE REGULAR ARMY. HE LIKED MEDICINE, 
HAD TAKEN TIME OFF FOR MEDICAL COLLEGE, THEN REJOIBEO THE ARMY AS 
AN OFFICER.   HE WAS AN OKLAHOMAN.  WHAT WOULD HAVE BEEN THE SIT- 
UATION IF OKLAHOMAN GLNGLES HAD BEEN CAGED WITH HIM INSTEAD OF 
THOMASI 
THE UNIT COULD NOT BE SO HOT, FOR IT HAD TO UNDERGO ANOTHER 
LEVY OF 44 TRAINED MEN FOR A STAGING AREA IN ABOUT 10 DAYS. THAT 
WOULD MAKE IT UNDERSTRENGTH ABOUT 74 MEN AGAIN. REGULAR ARMY 1 ST 
SGT. HERMAN GOLOEN VOLUNTARILY RETURNED FROM OFFICERS CANDIDATE 
SCHOOL TO BE WITH THE UNIT OVERSEAS. TO CADY, THAT MEANT HE WAS 
"AFRAID OF THE WORLD" OUTSIDE THE UNIT, AND HE WAS OISAPPOINTEO 
IN THE MAN. 
2 OCT.  COL DAVIS MADE CADY THE PLANS AND TRAING OFFICER, 3-3. 
ALL OFFICERS AND NURSES WOULD BE TRAINED TO DRIVE AMBULANCES, 
CADV- 
J1XP8 AND TRUCKS. THE OFFICERS WOULD GET PISTOL fIRI NO INSTRUCTIONS. 
THE/ WOULD HAVE A DATE TO MOVE BACK INTO THE BARRACKS FOR THOSE 
SCTTINI-VP EXERCISES. OME or CAOV'S FEMALE PATIENTS PROTESTED, 
BUT MnS. CAD^ITOLD HER IT WAS JUST LIKE LEAVING HOME HAD 8EEN. 
CAOV GAVE THE JETACHMENT A STORV or THE OLD SASE HOSPITAL 21, 
HE HAD A PAMPHLET ANO A rEW PICTURES TO USE, ANO SOT THROUGH IT 
SOMEHOW. 
4 OCT. CAOV WAS BEHIND IN HIS LETTER WRITING BECAUSE HE WAS 
TRYING TO RCAO ALL THE LIST OF A«MV REGULATIONS OAVIS HAD ORDERED 
FOR THE OFFICERS. THERE WAS TOO MUCH sTurr EXTRANEOUS TO HOSPITALS 
OR MEDICINE TO BE ABSORBED BV EVEN THE BRIGHTEST MEDICS, EVEN tr 
SOMEWHAT INTERESTED. THE CAOVS WENT TO A PARTV roR LT. COL ANO MRS 
RALPH OAVIS AT THE OFFICERS CLUB. THEV WERE LEAVING roR CAMP 
l*EAOE.  AfTER THE PARTV THEV CAME TO THE CAOV QUARTERS FOR A rlNAL 
VISIT, THE PARTINO or WUOH APPRECIATED FRIENDS. 
5 OCT. THE FIRST PISTOL PRACTICE WAS SCHEDULED.  SCHEDULES, 
BCHEBULEBT IT SEEMED A LONO TIME SINCE THOMAS LETT. 
BETTY NEEDED HELP WITH HER LATIN! 
7 OCT. VERBAL ORDERS CAME rop THE UNIT»S ALERT.  IT WAS A 
HECTIC DAV rOR DAVIS ANO CAOV,  THERE WAS TO BE A PARTV THAT 
EVENING.  CADV LOCATED HIS WIFE AT THE BOEMCR LUNCHEON, AND TOLD 
HER WITHOUT EXPLANATION TO CANCEL IT.  HE DID NOT WANT OAVIS ON HIS 
BACK BECAUSE HE AN OTHER OFFICERS WOULD HAVE PLENTY OF PERSONAL 
THINGS TO DO.  SHE SEEMED RE8ENTFUL, UP8ET ANVWAV.  THEN ALL THE 
OTHER LADIES BEGAN TO GET THE WORD, BO THEV ALL DEPARTED QUITE 
JITTERY. 
ALL orricERS WERE ORDEREO OUT OF THE HOSPITAL, ALL ORDERED TO 
MOVE INTO THE BARRACKS THE NEXT MORNING, ANO TO GET ALL CLOTHING 
ANO EQUIPMENT MARKED, ETC.  COL. OAV18 WA8 INSISTING ON ACTION, AND 
FIGHTING ABOUT IT,-THAT THE POST OFFICERS SHOW ACTION FOR HIM. 
CAOY- 
♦2 OCT.     IT WOULD se   INTERESTING TO WRITE or ALL THE DETAILS 
OR THE PRECEDING RIVE DAYS, BUT CADV HAD ALREADY POR$(>TTEN MOST OR 
THEM.    THEY WERE  IM THEIR BARRACKS, AND COL, DAVIS WAS PERSONALLY 
CONDUCT I NO THE SETTING-UP EXERCISES.    THE ©RRICER8 WERE GETTING ALL 
THEIR LA8T MINUTE AFFAIRS ATTENDED.  MRS. CADY WAS MORE rORTUNATE 
THAH THE OTHER WIVES.  COL. OAVfS WENT WITH CAOY rOR LUNCH ONCE TO 
MEET HER.  HE WAS THE PERSONirICATION Or KINDLINESS Or MANNER AND 
COURTESY WHILE THERE, WHICH WAS A ORATirICATION AND A SURPRISE rOR 
CAOY. IT WAS NOT AN ACT. HE SPOKE or HIS wirE, HIS DAUGHTER ANO 
SON, BOTH IN COLLEGE AND ONE TO BECOME A OOCTOR,  HE WAS VERY 
SORRY HE WOULD MOT BE ABLE TO SEE ANY OP THEM BErORE GOINO OVERSEAS. 
MRS. CADY NEVER SAW THE DUTY SIDE or HIS CHARACTER ALREADY KNOWN 
BY HER HUSBAND* 
THE LAST CADRE WAS REPLACED NUMERICALLY WITH MEN PROM THE 
COMMANDER 
STATION HOSPITAL DETACHMENT, MENIHE/WANTEO TO DUMP, CAOY AND 
BOLOTIN   PELT   CERTAIN.      THE   UNIT   WAS   8TILL   35   WEN   UNDERSTRENGTH. 
MA*.    PRUETT   WAS   HOSPITALIZED,    ANO   LOST.      MARY   E,   SMIPPE'N,   ANC, 
MAD   TUBERCULOSIS,   ANO   DROPPED.      ANOTHER   NURSE AWORRVING   M|88 
3PALOINO   WAS   OVER-DUE   PROM  LEAVE,   THOUGHT   TO  BE   fo   A   HOSPITAL. 
AND   DROPPED,      THEN   CADY   SURPRISED   HIMSELF   »Y   GETTlRO   EVERYTHING 
PACKEO    IN   THE   RIGHT   NUMBER   OP   CONTAINERS,   BUT   THOUGHT    IT   MIGHT 
BE   OVERWEIGHT. / 
MEANWHILE COL. DAVIS LITERALLY BUZZED AR'OUNJ^, AND CADV THOUGHT 
HE FORESAW EVERY NEED, AND HAD DONE A RINE UOB. 
THE LABT NIOHT, THE 1?TH, COL DAVIS LET HIM ST\AY WITH HIS 
rAMILY AT THE APARTMENT.   »T WAS NO LESS WEAR ANO TEAR EMOTIONALLY 
i 
THAN ON THAT LAST NIGHT THE PREVIOUS JANUARY.  CAOY WAS 80 TIRED 
HE SLEPT BROKENLY, LIKE WHEN THE DINKEY ttinlHt   8WITCWED CARS OUT 
ANO THEIR OWN TRAIN ON TO THEIR TRACK.  HE COULD HEAR HIS WirE 
r 
CRYING TO HERSELF.  HE WOULD KISS HER OR RAT HER RE/ 
CAOY- 
AMD DDEE OFF AOAl* 
SUET AWOKE AHEAD OF THE ALARM CLOCK AND MAO HIS BREAKFAST 
READY AT JUST TMC RIOHT MINUTE FOR HIS LONGEST REST. THEN ME 8HAVCD, 
DRESSED ANO KISSED THE SLEEPY KIDS 00008YE AQAlN.  8*tE DROVE HIM 
TO THE UN|T*8 LOAD INS PLACE RIOHT BEHIND THEIR BARRACKS.  HOW 
0tO PEOPLE EVER EXPRESS THEMSELVES AT PART INS WITH LOVED ONES 
THEY 
WHEN THEY KNCw/wERE 80 INARTICULATEt 
SHE WAS OOINO TO WAIT AT THEIR APARTMENT UNTIL THE 2tsTfs TRAIN 
WOULD pvrr BY.    THEN, THANKS TO COL. HAVIS'B BRUSK STORMIMO THE 
OAY BEFORE, SHE WOULD rso BY THE HEAOOJJARTERS SUARTERS O^IOC, AND 
SHE WOULD CHECK OUT, RELEASE OR NOME.  THAT PETTY BUREAUCRAT WAS 
001 NO TO HAYS HER REGAIN ON THE POST UNTIL THE END OP THE MONTH 
WHEN ALL REPORTS WERE IN BEFORE DIVINE HER A RELEASE,  SHE HOPED 
TO BE IN CLAYTON THE NEXT DAY ANO MtoHT HEAR PROM CADY IN THE 
8TADIN0 AREA. 
THAT TRAIN TRIM IN OAY CARS WAS UNCOMFORTABLY BEARABLE. SEN 
CHARLES, THE »ESS OFFICER, HAD OOOO FOOD TOR EVERY ONCALONG THE 
WAY, WHICH WAS PILLED WITH DELAYS AND WAITS ON S!0i«G8.  CA0V 
WAS SUSE THEY LOOKED LIKE AMY OTHER TROOP TRAIN EXCEPT THEY HAD 
NO 0i MB AT EQUIPMENT, 
ONCE WHILE TOL, fMvis WAS PROWLINO THE AISLES, HE HORNED  IN 
ON A POKER CAME ANO MADE THE PLAYERS ANGRY WITH A LECTURE ON 
ME ATTEMPTED TO SUBSTITUTE BRIDGE AMD BIT IN THE 
OAME* MAJ, LOUIS TUREEN AND CAPT. SO. ALVIS TRIED TO GET AWAY. 
\ 
ANO HE M«AMg OFFENDED ANO OFFENSIVE*  ronp^K'ATELY THEY JUST TOOK 
IT ALL MUTELY UNTIL HE DEPARTED.   (T WAS A VERY BAD OWEN FOR THE 
FUTURE MORALE IN THE UNIT.  CADY WA6 NOT THEN 80 CERTAIN f OL . 
DAVIS WAS THE BEST THINQ THAT HAD HAPPENED TO THE UNIT.  . .AHAY 
IN HELL WAS WRONO WITH THESE OLDER CAREER OFFICERS! 
CAOY- 
DAVlIME   TRAff}   *WLLED    INTO   Qft«*   KILMER THE   Nf*«T   OF   THE   t4TH.      COL. 
HAD   CAOY   IN   TOW   AND   THEY   WORKED   UNTIL   "0200   HOUR,**-   ANOTHER   MEW 
HABITUATION   TO   MASTER,       IT   WAS   PLAIN   THAT   COL *    iAVlSf3   UNIT   MAO   ARRIV- 
EC    IN   GOOD   ORDER,   FOR   THERE   WERE   NO   SNARLED    IN   THE   RED-TAPE   THAT 
CAOV COULD SEE, THEV OOT A SHOT or TYPHUS VACCINE AND WERE ISSUED 
*SA*TOFLY AM0 MOSO.UJT© NETS** AMD LONO OVERCOATS, THIS AROUSED IN- 
TEREST INO SPECULATIONS, SMALL INSECTS AND COLO WEATHER AS A COM- 
BINATION! 
IN THE MORNIWO HE WROTE A LETTER SAVIN® NOTHIWO THE CENSOR 
WOULD CATCH, FTHB EXPECTED TO SEW A TELEGRAM LATER, TOO. THEV 
THOTFOHT FOR A WHILE THEY WOULD LEAVE ON THE 17TH, SO ON THE T6TH 
., DAVIS TOOK CART. ■*•** AND LT. SLATERY WITH THEM TO THE NEW 
YORK PORT OF E^BARCAT^ON TO SEC ABOUT ANY MATTERS POSSIBLY LEFT 
UNDONE. MISS JITTER, CHIEF HURSE, HYPE,  SAVE THEM THE NAMES OF 
7   NURSES   FROM   CAMP   OfX   WHO   WOULD   JOIN   THROUOH   THE   CAMP*S   STATION 
HOSPITAL*     THEY ALSO RICKED UP AM ARTFUL OF  DUPLICATE SHIPPIWS 
MANIFEETS FOR T/E (TABLE OF EQUIPMENT) FOR A 1,000 BED GENERAL 
HOSPITAL OVERSEAS.  IT LOOKED SO VERV COMPLETEt 
THAT tvCKfm THE 7 NURSES ARRIVED LATE, BUT WHEN THEV DID, 
OAN VYCttS WAS OVER THERE IDENTIFYING THEM AND BREAKING. RED TAPE 
EVERYWHERE AND ©OT THES" OUT OF THE "ISOLATION'* CAUV HAD .REQUESTED* 
MVEP6 010 IT ALL SO QUICKLY THE Omt*   SUROEON'B OrritC THOUGHT THEY 
HAD BEEN KlONAPPEO OR SOMETHING.  AT StOO HOUR &AV 13 QOT AN IRATE 
CALL ABOUT IT.  MB REPLIED MORE IRATELV.  HE INSTRUCTED CADY TO 
00 THE BAtft IF ANYONE BOTHERED HIM A9GUT THE MATTER ASA IN.  THE 
BCDOIMO ROLLS ANO LOCKERS WERE SHIP LOADED UNDER TW$ SUPERVISION 
OF YOUNG CLATEHV, m   OFFICER, IN THE EARLY AFTERNOON.  HE MANASCO 
TO RET THE       E OF THE "LOST NURSES*' ABOUT 194*3 HOUR.  COL. 
DAVIS WAS WELL PLEASED, BUT SLATERY WAS A NERVOUS WR#OK AFTER HIS 
0OO0 JOS, C0*,«PARINN TRA|H INSPECTORS REMARKS, THE 0N1T HAD BEEN 
CADY- 
PRACT ICALLY EXEMPLARY, WHICH WAS TO THE CREDIT OF OAVLS, 
•IFVMIA?! !?•#•?« CADY WROTE A PERSONAL COMMENDATORY LETTER 
TO COL. HALL, AND HOPED IT MCHT *ET INTO DAVID'S M5K>! TILE," 
IT I'AS RAINY, MUDOY, AND COLDER.  CADY WAITED TO GET TO MEW BRUNS- 
WICK,, M.«;\ res »©♦»«• LAST MINUTE PURCHASES, AND TO HAKE A LAST MINUTE 
TELEPHONE CALL TO MIS Wire,  He ACCOMPLISHED THAT 'ON THE !#TH» 
IT NAPfNjMt* nrrrn f*r>L. 9AVIS HAD RECEIVED HM« WENDELL S« POVE, 
WHO WAS SENT TO CATOM UP WITH THE ULJIT.    POVE HAD PRACTICED SEVERAL 
YEARS |I SOVYH A'CPICA IN INDUSTPIAL AIM TROPICAL MEDICINE,    HE 
SEEMED INNOCENT ABOUT STAGING AREA MATTERS, AND MAP TO HAVE HIS 
SHOTS*    CADY CAVE 6 OFFICERS A TALK ASOUT THETR ORGANIZATIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONDUCT ABOARD SH|P, AW SENT THE* OH AS THE 
UNIT ADVANCE PARTY,    fttytt WAS PEO UP SO HE TOOK CADV, TOWLETTE, 
COWARDS, VAX AND ^OTTLIES OVER TO THE ELKS CLUB IN TOWN,  THET HAD 
TO WAIT TWO HOURS FOR A MEDIOCRE DINNER, SUT A COUPLE OP INTERIM 
BEERS HELPED• H*X« COWARDS ANO CAST QOT THEIR CALLS TH^OUOH TO 
ST, LOUIS. 
CADY BELIEVED HE WAS MM*?** THE FINAL SOUNDS OF  THEIR VOICES 
POR MANY A iOflTM.  HIS WIPE SEEMED MORE CHEERFUL, WHICH H€LP£Ot 
BUT HE CHOKEO UP WHILE TALKING WITH THE KIDS.  HE HAD TO WAIT A 
WHILE BEFORE REJOINING THE OTHER OFFICERS TO QUIET DOWN,  HS MENTIONED 
THE RETURN OR TEARS AS HE WROTE ABOUT IT THE NEKT OAT* 
ON !9TH AT 0730 HOUR OADV WAS UP  *«• HAD ALREADY 0*KiPi«Tt» HIS 
PACKINO,   EXPECT IMC   TO   BE   ON   HIS   WAY   WITHIN   12   HOURS,      tHEV   fTARTE^ 
\ 
AROUND   !0OO   HOUP.      THE   CROWDED   STAND-UP   PERRY   TRIP   LASTED   AN   MOUR 
AND   A   HALF,      THE   A««Y   REALLY  MEANT   *SMIPPtfJOrt   PERSONNEL    IN \  \ 
LITERAL SENSE!  THEY ARRIVED AT THE PIER AT 2100 HOUR .  THERE WAS 
CONSIDERABLE "ORDERLY CONFUSION* WHILE ■ffflMt EVERYTHING ABOARD* 
COL. OAVI© HAD MADE EVERYONE VERY CONSCIOUS OP THE VALUE OP Ih 
s 
GADY- 
UNIT ^HOUSEKEEPING BAOOASE,"  HE HAD EVER* OFFICER WHO COULD TO 
CARRY SOt.SE Of IT ABOARD,  CAOV MAO MIS VAL-PAK IN ONE HAND AM© 
AN EO.UAI.LV HEAVY BOX ON THE OTHER SIDE A8 ME TOILEO UP THE OANC~ 
PLANK TO OE CHECKED ON BOARD,  HE MUST NAVE SEEN IN OOOO CONDITION 
BECAUSE, IN ADDITION, ME MAO HANOIMB ONTO M|M, HIS MUSETTE BAO, 
CAS MASK, LQm   OVERCOAT, FIELD JACKET, JJJO. HELMETS, OARRlBOM CAR 
AND ft CAMPAIGN HAT.  HE WAS ABOUT RETBREO OUT WHEN HE ARRIVED ON 
B DECK. STATEROOM 102, KOWLETTE AMD TWO LIEUTENANT COLONELS FROM 
THE 26TH GENERAL HOSPITAL (MINNESOTA) WERE BUNKING, TOO. 
THAT WAS NOT ©.UI/6(TJ ALL. COL, OAVIS AND CADY RETURNED TO BEE 
IF ANYTHIN© WAS BEINO LEFT ON THE PlER,  MAJ. OOVE'S 6A0SASE, 
EVSfiVYMIMO WAS STILL THERE.  ?HEV MANHANDLED IT ABOARD, AND LOCATED 
HIM IN HI* STATEROOM,  HE WAS FEVERISH WITH MULTIPLE ©MOTS, AND 
BIO NOT BCCtt TO REALIZE OR CARE A DAMN WHO HIS MIOM RANKING BAOGABE 
80VS WERE.  HE HAS «IUST ASSUMED THE LOAD IN® WOULD BE OROANlEED p£ LUXg 
BO THAT OFFICER COULD BE THE 0ENTLE6IAN, BV DEFINITION OF CONGRESS, 
WHO WOULD NOT HAVE TO WORRV ABOUT QETTIND PERSONAL BAOOASE ABOARD. 
LUCKV FOR HIM THAT IT WAS APPROXIRATELY THAT WAY. 
■ 
' ' '. 
V 
■   V 
CAOY- 
33. MAR I PCS A SOLO CV 
CHAPTT 
TUESSAV, 20 OCT 1942.  CADV MADE MIS MORNING RECONNAISSANCE 
ONE 
AND   POUND   PRIVACY   AT   1105   HOUR   TO   WRITE.      80»E/T0LD   HIM   THEIR 
MATSON   LINER   WAS   THE   S3   MAR1PQSA   WHICH   HAD   2£,000  TOMS   DISPLACEMENT. 
IT HAO CAST OFF ABOUT 0130 HOUR. TROOPS WERE TO HAVE TWO MEALS 
DAILY.  MIS BREAKFAST WAS GOOD ENOUGH OTHERWISE.  ?HE COMPARTMENTS 
AND TROOP HECKS HAD HAD POUR TIERS OP BUNKS 80ILT IN WITH IRON 
PIPINS FRAMES ANO BEBPIN3 ON HEAVY WIRE NETTING.  EACH OFFICER OR 
MAN HAO ABOUT THE CUBASE OF 2lX 2* X 7* FOR HIS REST AMD COMFORT. 
NO SPACE WAS WASTED WITH AISLES EITHER AMO SPACE TO HAN® THEIR 
SEAR WAS HAtD TO r|N0,  THE SHIP*® VENTILATORS COULO NEVER CATCH 
UP WITH THE AOCUMMULATIOM OF HABITATION  ^DORB, HUMIDITY AMO 
STUFFINESS.  BATH!*® WATER, WARM AMO SALT, WAS AVAILABLE ONLY AT 
SPECIFIED HOURS* STILL UNKNOWN TO CAOY WHO WO LOMGCR IN LIFE REALLY 
LIKED COLO BATHS.  ELECTRIC RAZORS AMO SUCH OTHER MOTORS WERE 
PROMIBITEO BECAUSE SOMEONE SAID A SUBMARINE MIGHT USE TUP "BROADCAST" T HE 
TO LOCATE THE SHIP.  ^OL, DAVIS WAS PASS I MO A LATRI MEfHEAD 
ABOARD SHIP,- AND HEARD ONE GOING, HE RAN IN AF40 GRASSED IT FROM 
THE ASTONISHED MAN AND BEGAN DENOUNCING HIM FOR TT|8 CARFLESSNESS. 
BUT THE MAN HAD NOT BEEN INFORMED OF SUCH A RULE OR DANGER, A 
LITTLE WARM FRESH WATER WOULD BE PRIZED OUR IMS THE VOYAGE FOR 
A COMFORTABLE SHAVE. 
THEY SOT AROUND ENOUGH TO LBARM THE AR'JY TROOP COMMANDER WAS 
COL, «Mf BURR, ART, AND ABOUT THE SIZE OF COL. DAVIS* HE WAS 
:ADY- 
TALKING ABOUT ALL HIS PROBLEMS WITH SIX MEDICAL UNITS WITH WOMEN 
ABOARD, AND MORE THAN A THOUSAND OF CASUALS GOING OVER AS REPLACE- 
MENTS, MOST OF THEM HAD BEEN AWOL'S(AND A LOT OF THEM JAILBIRDS) 
AND HAD TO BE GUARDEO. TO AOO TO HIS BURDENS, HE HAD A MAJOR 
GENERAL AMD HIS FULL DIVISION HEADQUARTERS TO TAKE CARE OF, TOO. 
ALL BUT A FEW OF THE 21ST'S OFFICERS HAD SOME DUTY ASSIGNMENT, 
AND MADE OP   MOST OF THE SHIP'S SCATTERED MEDICAL SERVICE ASSIGN- 
MENTS.  THE SHIP'3 SURGEON, A 6APT. STIINDLER, WAS WORRYING MAJ. 
8EA'?, HIS ASSIGNED ZXEC. BECAUSE HE HAD LITTLE NOTION OF GOOD 
w *, 
ORGANIZATION AND HAD THE OECISION OF INEXPERIENCE.  BATTLE STATIONS 
A AID 
OR AJD STATIONS HAD NOT BEEN DESIGNATED NOR SUPPLIED WITH/PERSONNEL. 
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS WERE MANNING THE ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS WHICH CADY 
SUPPOSED COULD BE DEPRESSED TO SHOOT AT A SURFACEO U-BOAT. 
THE UNIT HAD LOST A MAN BY AWOL OR DESERTION. CADY WONDERED 
HOW WELL THE NURSES WERE FARING.  THE SHIP WAS SAILING EAST, AND AT 
ftttfl  SOUTH.     LAND-LUBBER  CADY COULD  NOT DETERMINE WHETHER THERE 
WAS A ZIG-ZAG IN THE COURSE OR NOT.  HE A8SUME0 THE BLIMP AND THE 
TWO PLANES WERE PART OF THEIR ESCORT, AND SO WOULD BE THE TWO 
SMALL CRUISERS THAT CIRCLED AROUND THE LINER. 
WEDNESDAY. CAOY HAD A NICE UNDRESSED SLEEP, AND FELT THEY 
WERE GOING TO WAR DE LUXC.AS COMPARED TO HIS EXPECTATION'S.  HE 
NOTICED A? OCOO HOUR THAT THE TWO DESTROYERS ABRUPTLY HEAD INTO 
THE WEST ANO DISAPPEARED.  THEN THE S3 MAR J'POSA PICKED UP   ABOUT 
A THIRD IN SPEED AND WAS GOING THROUGH THE WATER PAST FLOATING 
DEBRIS AT ABOUT THE RATE OF 30 LAND-LUBBER MILES PER HOUR.  THE 
SEA WAS SMOOTH AND THE WIND WAS FRESHENING, AND HE RECKONED THE 
COURSE WAS THEN EAST AND NORTH 
MAJOR BEAM'S WORRY ABOUT THE MEDICAL WARD, SICK BAY, OR 
WHATEVER THE NAME WAS, GOT T0 COL. OAVIS.  HE TOOK IT UP WITH 
COL. BURR, AND READILY EXPLAINED HE KNEW THE DEFICIENCIES BEFORE 
CAOY- 
SAILINS ANQ HA« TO ACCEPT RESPONSISILI TV FOR THEM.  TMC SITUATION 
GOULD 8ECOMS ''SCANDALOUS* ARO DAVIS WANTED IMPR0VEMENT8* 
THURSDAY.  fMEV SOT THEIR TYPHUS SHOTS.  ALL THIND8 CONSIDERED, 
SADY WAS SEEINS LESS or COL, OAVI-S.  HE SEEMED OCCUPIED WITH THE 
OTHER   FULL   COLONELS,   AND   LEARNING   THE lit   DATE©   OF   HAUK,      WHEN   HE 
WAS   APPOINTED    INSPECTOR,   8   OECK,   HE   JUST  8EQAN   RAISING   HELL   AND 
OMO«I«3 IT lip. ALL OFTICERS ASSIGNED AS COMPARTMENT COMMANDERS 
ACTED Ad IF THEIR ONLY DUTY «AS TO KEEP ORDER,  tHET HAD TO POLICE 
UP AN& SET MORE SANITATION GOING, AMD THET SETTER GET OUST WITH 
ENLISTED WORK DETAILS DOING IT, 
4w*C., 
COL* 0AVI8 AN0 LT» SpALDIMG HAD A DINNER DATE WITH ?M«U Qffl, 
KEY UP IN HIS SUITE THAT EVENING« AND CADY WAS INVITED UP LATER TO 
MEET THE nSNEHAL, 
THE WEATHER HAD GEEM PINE. THE SHIP WAS COURSING NORTHERLY* 
CAOY   THOUGHT, OR HOPED THEY WERE HEAD I NO FOR ENGLAND,    THE «H|P 
SEEMED TO 5?OLL MORE AND THE WIND PICKING UP.    ML NOTED HE HAD LITTLE 
TIME TO THINK OF HIS LOVED ONES, EXCEPT TO 8E GLAD THEY WERE NOT 
MAKING THIS VOYAGE WITH HIM JUST THEN* 
RRIOAY.   C*»V HAD A GOOD SLEEP, ST HE USUALLY DID NOT SLEEP 
LATE SO HE D|0 MOT LIKE THE 0930 HOUR FOR HIS BREAKFAST,    THE 
WINO WAS TT&GWGTFL SUT HE COULD STILL WALK THE DECKS WELL ENOUGH, 
CAPT. LOUIS S. WEBER, AN EX-SALT, SAID THAT AY 0400 HOUR ME SAW 
SH-IP 
THE   NOATH   37AR   AND   THE   WAS   THEN   HEADED   PjUjg   Wg.ST*      WHILE   THEY   WERE 
A 
TALKING CADV'S WATCH AND COMPASS SHOWED THEIR COURSE WAS VT« 
HE SAW SOME FLYING FISH, AND WONDERED IF THE SLENDER GLUE FISH 
ABOUT 5 OR $ FEET LONO THAT HOPPED OUT OF THE WATER SEVERAL TIMES 
WAS A 3AILFI3H, ..HE WONDERED WHAT SORT OF STORY SOME NEW PINE 
3CANTLIN3S FLOATING IN THE WATER COULD TELL. 
BEAM CONTINUED TO NAQ AT CAPT, STEINDLER BECAUSE HE WOULD NOT 
DO ANYTHING UNTIL HE HAD CLEARED IT WITH 80ME ONE IN COL. BURR*S 
CAD¥» 
HEADQUARTERS,  IT OIO MOT SEEM SENSIBLE TO BEAM TO REFER MEDICAL 
MATTERS TO SOME ARTILERY  OR QUARTERMASTER OFFICER TO MARE DECISIONS, 
WHEN TlieV KNEW SO LITTLE ABOUT THE QUESTIONS THEY USUALLY MADE 
CAP?,  STCIHM.GR TELL    THEM THE RISHT ANSWERS.    CAOY OPINED, THOUGH, 
THEY WERE OOIN« RRETTY WELL OURINO TAIR WEATHER. 
THE  UNIT'S  NURSES WERE  HAVING  A GRAND vf«f COMPETING WITH OTHER 
UNITS MORSES FOR NEW OFFICER FRIENDS.    COL, DAVIS  ISSUED A VERBAL 
tOlCT   THAT   THE   2tST*S   OFFICERS   WOULO   NOT   BE   OAT I NO   21ST*   NURSES   ON 
THE   VOYAGE*      SOMEHOW  THE   IMPLICATION  WAS   THEY  WERE   TOO  GOOD   A   BUNCH 
Of   QlRt s.   TO   TOUCH. 
THE SECOND MATE SAID HE HAD THE CAPTAIN'S PERMISSION TO TELL A 
"FEW" PEOPLE HE COULD TRUST THAT THEY WERE GOING AROUND MORTH IRELAND 
AND WOULD LAND AT LIVERPOOL. ENALAN0» CAOY SOUGHT A CHANCE IN A 
DEBARKATION POOL* AND ESTIMATED THE LANDING WOULD BE BETWEEN 1600 
AND 2400 HOURS, 30 OCT, 
SATURDAY, 24 OCT. CAOY WAS UP  SO EARLY MIS BATH WATER WAS COLD, 
m   COULD DETECT A ZIG-ZAG COURSE Or THE SHIP. FOR A WHILE 4UST AFT- 
ER SUNRISE THEY HEAOED SEf AND A PEW HOURS LATER, t^O   HOUR, THEY 
WERE BACK ON A N£ COURSE.  HE UNDERSTOOD IT WAS BETTER TO WAVE 
BAD WEATHER FOR THE LAST SEVERAL HUNDREDS OF MILES fo KEfP TMC 
8TUKA DIVE-BOMBERS VP   AND THE U*80AT8 DOWN, BUT THEY -WCRS1 HAY 1*10 
IOCAL WEATHER* 
, \ 
RADIO NEWS REPORTED THE PORT OF GENOA,   ITALY, MAP SEEN SHGLLA^EO. 
BY THE ALLIES DURING THE NIGHT. 
THERE WERE PRESSING FACILITIES, BUT NO LAUNDRY*    SALT WATER A 
TOILET SOAP  JUST SUMMED  UP LONG-JOHN UNOERWEAR.     EVERYONE WAS ANT I* 
CI PAT I MO EVERY ONE ELSE WOULO BECOME PRETTY •ttCLWY In  A FEW DAYS, I s 
\. 
OAVIS ASA IN TOLD CAOY HE WOULD OE EXCW,  Hf LET CAOV INSPECT 
HALF OF 3 DECK.  HE MADE HIS FINGER SORE TAPPING CANTEENS iUST TO 
SEE IF THE MEN WERE KEEP I MO THEM FULL ALL THE TlMf# 
CADY- 
ALTHOUGH CADY HAD QUIT SMOKING BACK IN 1936 HE BOUGHT TWO 
CARTONS OF CIGARETTES TO USE AS BRIBES OR TRADING CURRENCY.  IT 
WAS SAID EACH CIGARETTE HAD A CASH VALUE OF ABOUT 2l| CENTS, IN 
BRITAIN. 
SUNDAY. BOAT DRILLS HAD BEEN GOING ON ROUTINELY JUST TO PRE- 
PARE FOR AN EMERGENCY, AND TO GET THE COMPARTMENTS EMPTY TO CLEAN 
UP,    TO FIND THE SICK AND THE STRAGGLING.  A DRY RUN FOR DISEM- 
BARKATION WAS CANCELLED 8ECAUSE OF BAD WEATHER AND ROUGH SEAS. 
ABOUT to PER CENT OF THE PERSONNEL WERE SEA-SICK. THE SHIP COURSED 
NORTH MUCH OF THE DAY.  THE WEATHER WAS QUITE WINTERISH AND CADY'S 
HANDS BECAME COLD IN HIS THICK WOOLEN GLOVES.  NOTHING BOTHERED HIS 
APPETITE, HOT EVEN THE HEAVING OF HIS BERTH OR THE ROLLING ANO 
PITCHING, OR THE OCCASIONAL COMBINATION, THE SPIRAL SENSATION OF 
BOTH ROLL AND PITCH. THERE WAS NO DIFFICULTY IN CLEARING THE DECKS 
OR KEEPING PEOPLE INSIDE,OR MAINTAINING THE BLACK-OUT. 
DOPESTERS STILL HAD THEM LANDING IN ENGLAND. THE RADIO NEWS 
SEEMED TO HAVE THE ALLIES ON THE OFFENSIVE IN NORTH AFKICA. 
CADY WAS CAUGHT IN A BRIDGE GAME WITH COLS. DAVIS, KLL GORE, 
AND LT. COL. BORG OF THE 2&TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. HE WAS QUICKLY 
BEYOND HIS DEPTH AMONG SHARKS, HE WROTE UNHAPPILY,  "I SEE I MUST 
CULTIVATE BRIDGE SO I CAN HELP KEEP THE COLONEL AMUSED DURING 
BORESOME EVENINGS, IF WE EVER HAVE ANY." 
MONOAY. COL. DAVIS DESCRIBED THE RUCUS HE HAD THE EVENING BE- 
FORE WITH COL. BURR AND HIS PROVOST MARSHAL. THE ENLISTED MEN WERE 
BELOW AS ORDERED AFTER 2200 HOUR BECAUSE THE SHIP WAS IN DANGEROUS 
WATERS. THE PM TOOK IT UPON HIMSELF TO ENTERTAIN THE MEN WITH A 
DANCE HE STIRRED UP WITH THE NURSES IN THE LIBRARY RECREATION 
ROOM FOR THE MEN. CHAP, MCCARTHY REPORTEO TO «0L. )AVIS, SO HE 
i 
WENT THERE AND TOLD THE 1506-8 NURSES, THE 21 ST*6, TO GO BACK TO 
THEIR COMPARTMENTS.  HE MADE THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE NURSES. 
CADY- 
,c AGGRIEVED, BUT NOT CARING TO TACKLE A FULL COLONEL, THE PU  WENT TO 
COL. BURR WHO ENTERED THE ARENA. HAPPILY, COL. KILGORE SUPPORTED 
DAVIS, FOR HE WAS UNHAPPY, TOO, ABOUT THE WAY COL. BURR HAD BEEN 
TRYING TO BREAK DOWN UNIT LINES OF OOMMAND, CADY HAD A NOTION THAT 
BURR WOULD BE THE FIRST TO DEMAND CONTROL BY THE UNIT COMMANDERS 
EXCEPT FOR HAVING A LITTLE FUN WITH THEIR NURSES. COL. DAVIS WOULD 
HAVE BEEN PLEASED IF BURR WOULD TAKE THE MATTER HIGHER, BURR HA© 
LITTLE ELSE BUT AUTHORITY, AND HAD TO DEPEND MOSTLY UPON THE DIS- 
CIPLINE OF THE UNITS WHERE HE MADE HIS LEVIES FOR WORK DETAILS, 
GUAR08, GUN CREW8, AND SUCH. 
IT WAS COLD, AND THE SHIP WAS STILL HEAVING AND TOSSING, IT 
WAS ANOTHER DAY CLOSER TO DEBARKATION, SO THEY HAD THE DRY RUN 
WITH A LOT OF WAN LOOKING PEOPLE ON DECK AND MORE SICK ABSENTEES. 
LAND 
IT WAS BEING RUMORED THE SHIP WOULD ■ } WEDNESDAY NOON, BUT NOT WHERE, 
TUESDAY, 27 OCT. 1ST LT. BERNARO GREENE, A PSYCHIATRIST, LEARNED, 
AT THEEXPENSE OF OTHERS, NOT TO SPIT INTO THE WLNDT THE SEA HAD 
LOTS OF SWELLS, BUT IT WAS LESS CHO^PPY.  IT WAS CLEAR AND COLD. 
THEY FIGURED THAT LAND WAS BELOW THE SOUTHERN HORIZON. FEW REALLY 
LIKECTO SEE THE OCCASSIONAL FRIENDLY PLANES BECAUSE THE NEXT PLANE 
MIGHT HAPPEN TO BE HOSTILE, LITTLE WAS SALO AT ALL ABOUT THE U- 
BOATS THEY FEARED. THE DEBARKATION PRACTICE WAS DONE BETTER. 
THEY WERE TOLD THE MAIL WOULD BE PICKED UP  BY THE BOARDING 
OFFICER, SO BE READY. THERE WAS A VERY STRICT CENSORSHIP, SO NOT 
TO WRITE THE WRONG THING8. CADY WROTE A LETTER HOME, AND PACKED 
EVERYTHING WSHIP SHAPE* FOR WHAT MIGHT COME, 
THURSDAY, 28  OCT 1942.  THE PRECEDI ms TWO DAYS WERE ROUTINE. 
PLANES CAME OVER AND THE SS MARIPOSA «JUST SEEMED TO NOSE ALONG 
UNHURRIEDLY.  CADY SAW NO LANDFALL BY DAV, AND HE DID NOT KNOW WHAT 
WAS HAPPENING WHILE STAYING BELOW WHERE HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE. 
0 
' 
PART  I I _ 
. PHEASEY FARMS ESTATE STAGING 
CHAPTER 10 
28 OCT 19*2 
SlUOOENLY IN THE EARLY EVENING/COL. DAV 18 THRUST SOME PAPERS 
INTO CAOY'S HAND AND TOLD HIM TO GO TO THE FORWARD PORT TANGPLANK 
WITH ALL HIS BAGGAGE*  THERE, A CERTAIN NUMBER Of OFFICERS AND 
MEN WOULD JOIN HfM.  CADY WOULD BE TRAIN COMMANDER OF THE FIRST 
SECTION OF THE UNIT.  ON THE PIER WITH ABOUT HALF OF THE OUTFIT, 
HE PUMPED THE BRITISH GUIDES, A MAJ. MARSH AND A LEFTEMAMT" WATKINS. 
THE BEST THEY IMPARTED WAS TO FOLLOW THEIR INSTRUCTIONS WHEN GIVEN. 
THE BAGGAGE WOULD BE HAULED, BUT EVERYTHING WAS SO PITCH DARK 
IN THE BLACKED OUT PORT, CADY DECIDED EVEN THE BRITISH WOULD PRO- 
BABLY LOSE THE BAGGAGE IF THEY WOULD LET LOOSE OF IT.  THE MEN*S 
A-BAGS WERE HAULED BY "LORRY* 
CADY LEAD OFF WITH HIS PARTY, OFFICERS FIRST.  THERE WAS AN 
INTERMINABLY HARD PORTAGE THROUGH THE BLACK DARKNESS TO THE LORRIES, 
THE TRUCKS.  POOR AGRESS, BOEMER AND PATTON (AND CADY, TOO) WERE 
GASPING AND REELING.  CADY ASKED FOR A BREATHER.   IT WAS NOT MUCH 
FURTHER, SO THE GUIDES SAID, 80 THEY DECIOED TO TOUGH IT OUT THROUGH 
THE NEXT PORTAGE, BUT CADY MADE THE GUIOES SLOW THE PACE.   IT WAS 
MURDEROUS. 
AT THE TRAIN, THERE WERE JUST ENOUGH LIGHTS UNDER THE SHEDS 
ABOVE THE PLATFORMS TO SEE AROUND THE MURKY PLACE.   HE MARCHED 
THE OFFICERS DOWN TO THE FRONT CAR AND BEGAN LOADING, FROUT Q>CI NO 
BACK.   8EAM CHECKED OFFICER FOR HIM.   CAPT. 30L0TIN "AS IN CHARGE OF 
THE ENLISTED SECTION, AND HANOLED IT ALL RIGHT.  THEN CADY It AMIS 
CADY- 
UP AND DOWN THE TRAIN, INSIDE AND OUT, TO CHECK PASSENGERS AND 
THEIR BAGGAGE.  THE GUIOES AND CONDUCTOR WANTED TO GO, BUT IT WAS 
2037 HOUR, 32 MINUTES BEHIND SCHEDULE WHEN THE OC (OFFICER COMMANDING 
CAOY GAVE THE HIGH SIGN. 
THAT RIDE TO GREAT BARR STATION, NORTH or BIRMINGHAM, WAS A 
NEW EXPERIENCE. HE SAW TWO TINT LITTLE HEADLIGHTS ON THE FUNNY LITTL 
LOCOMOTIVE BEFORE THEY STARTED.  THE SHRILL LITTLE WHISTLE DID NOT 
CONVEY AS MUCH SENSE OF POWER A8 THE BARITONE OR BASE LOCOMOTIVE 
WHISTLES BACK HOME.  ALL THEIR DAY COACH LI6HT8 WERE OUT EXCEPT ONE 
IN EACH END OF THE CAR CEILING WHICH GAVE THE ILLUMINATION OF ABOUT 
ONE LIGHTENING BUG.  80EMER HAD RECOVERED HIS BREATH AND WAS LOUDLY 
BRAGGING OR COMPLAINING, CADV COULD NOT BE SURE WHICH IT WAS, OF 
THE ORDEAL HE HAD JUST SURVIVED,  THE OTHER OFFICERS HAD LITTLE TO 
SAY DURING THAT EERIE RUN THROUGH THE DARKENED COUNTRY SIDE.  THEY 
COULD HEAR AND FEEL THROUGH THE SEATS OF THEIR PANTS WHEN THEY WHISKED 
BY RAILWAY STATIONS.  RATHER FREQUENTLY THE FIREMAN OPENED HIS 
FIREBOX AND LIGHT WOULD FLICKER OUT THE SIDES OF THE LOCOMOTIVE'S 
CAB, AND REFLECT BACK.  CAOY SOON DEDUCED FROM THE SHORT LIMITS AND 
WHITENES8 OF THE REFLECTIONS THAT THE TRAIN WAS RUNNING THROUGH A 
VERY HEAVY FOG. THE ENGINEER MUST BE TRUSTING MORE TO GOO THAN TO 
HIS OWN EVES. THERE MAY HAVE BEEN RAILROAD SIGNAL LIGHTS ALONG 
THE TRACK BUT CADY COULD NOT LOCATE THEM. 
FINALLY, HE CONCLUDED THOSE BRITISHERS KNEW MORE ABOUT HAND- 
LING YANK TROOP TRAINS THAN HE DID.  HE COULD DO NOTHING BETTER, 
so TO HELL WITH IT ALLI 
JUST ABOUT MIDNIGHT THE TRAIN STOPPED ON A SIDING SO LONG THAT 
IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN DOUBLE TRACK.  THE FOG WAS SO THICK THAT IN THE 
LIGHT OF HIS TORCH, 6ADY COULD ROIL IT WITH HIS HAND. HE COULD SEE 
NOTHING MORE THAN FIVE OR SIX FEET AWAY. SOME BRITISH VOICES WERE 
?*?IM TO LOCATE THE OC,  THEY WERE AT THE GREAT BAAH STATION, 
LATCR HE LEARNED ,T WAS GREAT BARR.  A   MAJ. BONDS (oft BARNS) ,NTRO- 
DUCEO HIMSELF.   Nil NAME WAS LATER SPELLED A3 BARNES.  CADY FELT 
RATHER |M A LINGUISTIC fM WITH THIS OFFICER WHO WAS TO SET HIS 
PARTY TO "THE ESTATE", OR A PLACE BETTER KNOWN AS SOMETHING LIKE 
FEE-ZEE FAWMS ABOUT 3 TO 4 MILES AWAY. CAOY ORDERED ALL GROUPS 
TO STAY TOGETHER IN THE FOG, AND KEEP VOICE CONTACT. THE OFFICERS 
HAD BUS TRANSPORTATION. 
THE MAJOR STARTED THE ENLISTED MEN MARCHES.  THEIR GUIDES BECAME 
LD8T I, rHi F03 AND THEY MARCHED B   M.LES BEFORE THEY REACHED THEIR 
DESTINATION AQOUT DAY BREAK.  CAOY WAS RIDING IN THE FRONT SEAT OF 
t    r«mftm   CAR WITH A UNIFORMED FEMALE CHAUFFEUR.   SHE DID NOT KNOW 
HuR WAY ARDU,D ,N THE FOG, AND MA*. BARNES GAVE DIRECTIONS AND KEPT 
UP A CHEEFRUL RATTLE OF TALK, FOR A WHILE.  THEN HE REALIZED HE WAS 
LOST  If! THE SAME FOG AS THE BUS DRIVER AND ALL HIS OWN LACKEYS. 
THEY STOPPED, ARGUED, CHANGED DIRECTIONS, AND BANGED ON COORS OF 
DARKENED HOUSES TO ASK FOR DIRECTIONS. 
CADV SAW HIS OFFICERS GETTING PUT INTO BILLETS ffi   BEING LED 
TOWARD THEM.HE TOLD OTHERS TO SCOUT AROUND TO LEARN WHERE TH.NGS WERE, 
AMD TO GET "OLD ALF- THE JOHNNY BULL SERGEANT TO TELL THE, WHAT TO 
EXPECT AMD HOW TO GET ALL HANDS BEDDED DOWN UNTIL THE FOG WOULD LIFT. 
WHEN THE SERGEANT SALUTED, HIS HEELS CLICKED LIKE BOWLING BALLS, 
AND HIS Rt«KT Afttl WAS PRECISELY AT LEVEL WITH THE GROUND, AND THAT 
rOREARM WITH PALM OF HAND EXACTLY FORWARD  SWUNG TO THE CORRECT 
45 DEGREE ANGLE SO VIOLENTLY IT VIBRATED A COUPLE OF SECOUOS,   |T 
WAS MAGNIFICENT{ 
THE ESTATE SEEMED TO BE MADE UP    OF MANY, MANY l| STORY COTTAGES 
AS MIGHT BE EXPECTED WITH REALESTATE DEVELOPMENTS FOR LOW RENT 
STANDARD,ZED PLACES FOR WORKINGMEN'S FAMILIES.  THIS ELITE UNIT, 
CADY- 
THUS FAR SHIPPED SAFELY AS NO. 1506-B, WAS GOING TO TAKE JUST 
WHAT IT FOUND, LUCKY TO HAVE CREATURE NECESSITIES FOR A WHILE* 
CADY RETURNED TO GREAT BARR STATION WITH MAJ. BARNES TO 
AWAIT COL. DAVIS'S TRAIN. HE WAS TRYING TO PENETRATE THE FOG 
WITH HIS FLASHLIGHT AND A BRITISHER APOLOGETICLY TRIED TO TELL 
HIM SOMETHING. AT LAST CADY REQUESTED HIM TO EXPLAIN IT BETTER. 
HE FINALLY MADE OUT OF THE THICK BRITISH PATOIS A WARNING THAT 
CADY SHOULD OBSERVE THE BLACK-OUT RULES. THE GERMANS MIGHT 
BE FLTING ABOVE THE FOG, BUT SEE HIS LIGHT FLASHES, BELIEVE IT 
WAS A SIGNAL, AND DROP A BOMB ON THEM,  THEN CADY REMEMBERED THE 
FUSSINESS OF MAJ . BARNES WHEN THEY PASSED A HOME WTTH A LINE OF 
LIGHT LEAKING PAST A BLACK-OUT CURTAIN.  THEY HAD STOPPED AND 
MAJ. BARNES INSISTED THAT THE OCCUPANT COME OUTSIDE TO SEE HOW 
DEFECTIVE HIS B^CK OUT HAD BEEN.   «T SEEMED THAT A BOMB DOWN 
THE BACK OF ONE*S COLLAR WAS A GOOD OBJECT LESSON •  HE PROFOUNDLY 
HOPED HIS UNIT WOULD NOT HAVE TO LEARN ITS LESSON SO BRUTALLY. 
COL. DAVIS WAS PRETTY EXCITED WHEN HE ALIGHTEO FROM HIS TRAIN. 
CADY OID AS WELL AS HE COULD TO GET HIM TO TRUST MAJ. BARNES TO 
GUIOE HIS PARTY THROUGH THE STILL IMPENETRABLE FOG TO PHEASEY 
FARMS ESTATES. HE HAD ARRANGEO TRANSPORTATION FOR ALL THE OFFICERS 
ANO THE NURSES, BUT THE MEN WOULD HAVE TO MARCH. THEY WOULD HAVE 
TO WAIT UNTIL DAYLIGHT TO REALLY SEE WHAT THEY WERE GETTING INTO. 
COL. DAVIS SPOKE TO MAJ. BARNES SEVERAL TIMES AS IF HE SELIEVED 
THE FOG WAS A PART OF SOME BRITISH PLOT OF INEFFICIENCY TO HAMPER 
THE WAR. ANYWAY, SQT-/
M
A<'. JOHNNY BULL HAD BEEN ISSUEING BLANKETS 
a 
FROM HIS WAREHOUS, AND HAD ALERTED THE COOKHOUSE TO GET A BREAK- 
FAST. MAJ. BARNES ATE WITH THEM AND SAID-THEY WOULD BE EXPECTED 
TO TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES JUST AS SOON AS P0S8IBLE, THE BRITISH 
WOULD FEED THEM TWO MEALS A DAY FOR TWO DAYS.  THIS WAS A TOUGH 
CONFRONTATION TOR COL. DAVIS, AND HE WAS SOON SPEWING MORE OF HIS 
FOUR LETTER A'JGLO-SAXQ-N, BUT NOT TO MAJ. BARNES. 
THEY GOT TO BED AT 0730 HOUR, FRIDAY, 29 OCT. IN THEIR COLD, 
TY, an tut  LITTLE COTTAGE, IN THE "LARGE" SITTING ROOM ABOUT 
11'    X    10*    WITH    A    SMALL    BAY   VVINOOW,    BLACKED    '  0UT .       THERE   WAS    A   WEE 
COAL CRATE IN THE FIREPLACE. THIS ROOM WOULD ALSO BE THEIR HEAD- 
QUARTERQ OFF ICC FOR A FEW DAYS.  THEIR BREAKFAST HAD BEEN SLUMMY 
AND TASTELESS, -NAMELESS EXCEPT FOR HARD DRY AND COLD OVCRTOASTED 
BREAD.  DAVIS SET HIS ALARM FOR 1030 HOUR WHEN HE WOULD GET VP, AFTE R 
THE rO« HE HOPEO, AM START SETTING VP   CROUP HEADQUARTERS.  HE 
WOULD 3E THE RANKING OFFICER IF THE SAME UNITS WOULD FOLLOW FROM THE 
■HUP  rof> STAGING. THE 21ST WOULD HAVE TO EQUIP AND CLEAN IT UP 
ANDBGET SOME SANITATION EVERYWHERE?  CAOV DROPPED TO SLEEP AS 
DAVIS STILL JAWED ON. 
IT •*• RKALLV REV.ARKABLE WHAT ALL WAS ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE 
NEXT TWO CAYS. THE OTHER FIVE MEDICAL UNITS CAME IN BUT MOSTLY 
BY DAYLIGHT, AND WITH COMSICERABLELY BETTER PREPARATION FOR THEM. 
COL. DAY It MAY HAVE BEEN WISER THAN HE SEEMED WHEN HE WOULD NOT 
DELEGATE MUCH AT FlftST TO THE OTHER 00*3 UNTIL THEY HAD DEFINITE 
LIVING AREAS, AND THEftfWAS A CENTER HEADQUARTERS CREATED IN THE 
ESTATES AO-IUISTRATION BUILDING.  EACH CO AND HIS EXEC HAD HIS 
mm   OESKS AND RUNNERS.  CADY HELD DOWN THE 21 ST'S DESK, AND 0 10 
WHATEVER DAY I 8 TOLD HIM TO DO.  THERE WERE BAGGAGE, PAY, MAIL, 
AMD A MILLION OTHER PROBLEMS.  PRIORITY WAS FORCED FOR THE COMMON 
MESS INC. FOP. 2,000 Oft SO.  f'ANY SNARLS WERE CAUSED BY BONEHEADED 
STUPIDITY,  IGNORANCE, MISUNDERSTANDINGS AND JUST ROUTINE "SNAFU." 
THAT WAS DELICATELY DEFINED AS "SITUATION NORMAL, ALL FOULED UP." 
COL. DAS IS WAS RANKING OFFICER, SO HIS UNIT BECAME THE "RANKEST 
OUTFIT"; I.E., ITS OFFICERS FURNISHED THE AUTHORITY IMPETUS FOR 
ORGANIZATION, ACQUISITION AND IMPROVED CONDITIONS OF LIVING. 
CAOY- 
THE OUTRANKED CO'S OF THE OTHER UNITS KNEW, Or COURSE, THEY COULD 
DO THINGS BETTER AND RASTER, BUT COL.OAVLS HAD A "SHORT FUSE*' AND TOOK 
LITTLE FROM ANYONE BEFORE HE CRACKED DOWN.  HE WA8 PARTICULARLY 
IRK*D WHEN OFFICERS WERE NOT AVAILABLE FOR HIS INSTANT WISH, 
CAPT. WHWFT HAD NO MEOICAL SUPPLIES EXCEPT IN THE UN IT* 8 BAGGAGE, 
AND HAD NO IMMEDIATE SOURCE FOR SETTING UP A DISPENSARY. DAVIS 
EXPLODED LOUDLY AND ABUSIVELY, ALL HIS OFFICERS WERE INCLUDED IN 
HIS TIRAOE. THE RESPONSE WAS A LONG LIST OF VOLUNTEERS WHO WOULD 
WOULD UNDERTAKE SUPPLY, INSPECTIONS, OR ANYTHING, HE ACCEPTED 
THE LIST WITH A CUR? DISMISSAL. SHORTLY, HE TOLD CAOY, HE REAL- 
IZED HE SHOULD NOT BAWL OUT THE OFFICERS THAT WAY, AND THEY HAD 
CALLED HIS BLUFF, THE ENIGMA THAT WAS IN THE MANL 
THE TWO TOURING CARS FOR HEADQUARTERS WERE BOTH IN USE BY 
OTHER CO's.  DAVIS IMPOUNDED THE KEYS. THERE WOULD BE NO JOY- 
RIDING, EVEN BY FULL COLONELS,   IT WA8 REALLY NECESSARY, BUT IT 
IRKED PEOPLE A LOT.  CADV GOT HIM TO SET UP A TRIP RECORD FOR 
EACH CAR. 
ALL THE RED CROSS GIRLS HAD BEEN CAREFULLY SEPARATED FROM 
THEIR UNITS.  THEY PHONED THEY WERE LOST AND FRIGHTENED UP AT 
LITCHFIELO'S AMERICAN DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS, AND PLEASE 00 SOME- 
THING ABOUT IT. 
THAT EVENING COL. DAVIS DECIDED THEY WOULD VISIT THE LOCAL 
PU* WHERE THE CHAPLAIN HAD ALREADY TAKEN FOUR NURSES BY OFFICIAL 
PERMISSION.  CUSTOMERS HAO TO BRING THEIR OWN GLASSWARE.  THE 
BARTENDER WOULD WASH AND FILL F«R CUSTOMERS. DAVIS MADE ALL H$S 
GROUP TAKE CANTEENS, NO BORROWING FROM ANYONE TO AVOID CONTAM- 
INATIONS.  ALL SORTS OF CIVILIANS WERE THERE, YOUNG ANO OLD WOMEN, 
BRITISH NON-COMS, OFFICERS, UNIFORMED WOMEN, NURSES, ALL JAMMED 
INTO THE PLACE. CADY GOT HIS FIRST R,POT OF ALE," HEAVY BLACKISH 
LIKE BOCK BEER, WARM AND RATHER TASTELESS; AND WITH LITTLE ALCOHOL* 
i?Li  ft /  /v«5r     OH  y L~ i &**T,  (oi-    U>A \)t 5>     * 4/  to 
fiE    HAD PASSED A NUMBER OF PRETENTIOUS BUILDINGS WITH PUB SIGNS 
ON THEM.  THEY WERE A NEW SOCIAL INSTITUTION EOR CADV.  THEY SPENT 
A SHILLING TO SEE A CHEAP THRILLER AT THE CINEMA.  THE HELPFUL 
FRIENDLY WOMEN BUS DRIVERS WERE ANOTHER CURIOSITY.  THE CURIOUS 
CIVILIANS SHOWED UNEXPECTED COURTESY, EXPLAINED THEIR MONEY. 
PRICES, AND GAVE DIRECTIONS WITH INTRICATE DETAILS, ENDING WITH 
"AN* YUH CAWN'T MISS UT." 
He WENT ON TO THE 3$TH SfMERAL HOSPITAL AT MANCHESTER TO ARRANGE 
FOR THE 10 NURSES Bf I M« TRANSFERRED TO THC SfST.  HIS F*T» BKNNING 
FRIEND, "OL, KENDALL WAS THE CD,   IT WAS AN AFFILIATED UNIT FROM 
CALIFORNIA, THE HOSPITAL WAS If) KICCSCN HUTS SET UP ABOUT 30W 
OM CONCRETE CtNBCR DLOCKS, AND FLOORED WITH CONCRETE, SURFACED 
WITH MIRROR SMOOTH SLACK MAST 16 WHICH SHOWED EVERY FOOT 80UFF. 
KENDALL 
WHEN COL.    GREETED CAOV WITHOUT t*TMtftfA9«If WAS ALMOST AY 
ONCE APPARENT ME WAS SUFFERING FROM A DEPRESSED STATE, FDR EVERY 
THOUGHT 
OR WOVE:£NT SLEWED TO COST CONSIDERABLE EFFORT,  CADV ASKED ALL 
THE EXPLORATORY AND LEADING $UEST|0« HE COULD AND STILL REMAIN 
WITHIN LIMITS OF COURTESY,  OOL. KENDALL RELIEVED HE HAD A 0000 
STAFF OF 01      S, BUT THERE WAS PGOf? RAPPORT WITH THEM.  HE 
SENSED RATHER THAN FOUND PASSIVE RESISTANCE AND OBSTRUCTIVENESS. 
HE •fWU 90 NtTMIIM ABOUT SUCH THINGS FOR THE UNIT WAS OOINO 
ITS WORK WELL ENOUQH.  C-AOY DID NOT BELIEVE KENDALL WAS PARANOID 
BECAUSE HE DID MOT SRIOHTSM UP IN THE LEAST AS ME MENTIONED HIS 
WOES.  Hz   3 10 NOT SOUND PER8SSUT0RY.  CAOV RESOLVED UNHAPPILY 
TO 4EMTI0M HIS tfttf*0*f CONDITION THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY THAT WOULD 
NOT HARM Nttf,   IT «AS UNFAIR Ft* ALL INVOLVED TO LET HIM SO ON 
TO A REAL BREAK. 
SATURDAY, 31 OCT.  THERE WAS A VISITATION FROM HEADQUARTERS 
it 
AT CHELTENHAM BY COL. JAS. C. KIMBROUGH, MC, RA., COL. ELLIOTT 
CUTLER (HARVARD) SURGICAL CONSULTANT, AND COL. WM. S. MIDDLETON, 
( DEAN, U. or Wis. MEDICAL SCHOOL) MEDICAL CONSULTANT. MIDDLETON 
KNEW CADV WAS THERE AND ASKED FOR HIM.   CADY HAD VISITED HIM IN 
MADISON, WIS., 1g YEARS PREVIOUSLY, AND HAD A SLIGHT TIFF WITH 
HIM BY CORRESPONDENCE ABOUT SOME PROFESSIONAL BOARD MATTERS TWO 
YEARS BEFORE.   HE WAS PLEASEOHE WAS STILL IN MIODLETON'S GOOD 
GRACES.  HE CONFIDED HIS CONCERN ABOUT COL. KENDALL'S CONDITION, 
AND MfDOLETON SAID HE WOULD PASS THE INFORMATION ON DISCRETELY. 
(CADY LEARNED THE UNIT HAD AN ASSIGNMENT TO AN IMPORTANT PLACE, 
BUT HE COULD NOT NAME IT IN HIS DIARY.  HE THOUGHT EVERYONE MIGHT 
LIKE IT.) 
TUESDAY, 10 Nov 1942.  CADY HAD BEEN WORKING NIGHT AND DAY 
EXCEPT FOR PARTS OF TWO EVENINGS.  MAJ. BEN CHARLES, THE "RANKEST 
MESS OFFICER? HAD LEVIED HELP ON OTHER UNITS FOR COOKS AND KP's 
IN ABUNDANCE AND HAD CLEANED UP    THE CENTRAL KITCHEN.   HE AND THE 
QM AND TRANSPORTATION OFFICERS LOCATED AND DREW ALL THE RATIONS 
ALLOWED.  THEY WERE SERVING TWO GOOD MEALS DAILY AND WOULD SHORTLY 
SERVE THREE.  THE BRUSSELL SPROUTS AND CABBAGE WERE ALREADY COM- 
ING TOO FREQUENTLY FOR FASTIDIOUS YANKEE PALATES.   A LEAF  HAD 
BEEN TAKEN IN FRUGALITY FROM LIMEY COOKS.   DURING THE FIRST SOCIAL- 
IZING EVENING, THEY HAD SET OUT A LARGE BAKING PAN CONTAINING 
CAOV- 
CRACKLINGS OF BACON AND MAM RINDS AS HOR8-D*OEUVRES. THEY WERE 
8ALTY, TANGY, AND STILL HAD ENOUGH FAT REMAININQ TO ENTICE NIB8LERS. 
CADY NOTICED THE LEFT-OVER BREAD CRUSTS HAD BEEN MADE INTO EDIBLE 
CROUTONS. 
THE BRITISH CIVILIANS OF LESS THAN 45 IMPRESSED HIM BY THEIR 
ON-STREET BEHAVIOR.  FF WALKING, THEV WERE USUALLY HUSTLING ALONG 
WITH A SORT OF BOUNCY GATIT, CHINS UP, OFTEN CHATTING BRISKLY. 
IN MOMENTS OF CLEAR SUNLIGHT MOST OF THEM HAD CLEAR WHITE, OFTEN 
MILKY WHITE FACES BUT WITH A ROSY PATCH OVER EACH MALAR AREA OF 
THE CHEEK, MEN AND WOMEN ALIKE. THERE WERE MORE BICYCLES GOING 
THAN CADY EVER IMAGINED, OFTEN TWO PASSENGER. OCCASSIONALY, THE 
YOUNG WOMJTN R10 ING IN FRONT WOULD BE WEARING FORESHORTENED TROUSERS 
OR SHORT3 TO DISPLAY HER LONG LEAN LEGS.  YOUNG TROOPS AT DRILL 
SHORT 
WERE STILL IN/SLEEVES AND SHORTS, THEIR EXHALED BREATH MAKING LITTLE 
FOGGY PUFFS. THEY WERE AN INTERESTING SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STUDY FOR CADY. THEY WERE A TOUGH PEOPLE. 
COL. DAVIS WANTED TO SEE EVIDENCE OF REAL EQUIPMENT ANO SUPPLIES 
TO MATCH THOSE SHIPPING MANIFESTS.  HE WAS FRUSTRATED BY EVASIVE 
OR DEVIOUS REPLIES FROM OVERSEAS OFFICERS WHO WERE COUNTERPARTS TO 
STATESIDE INFORMANTS.  ALL THEY KNEW WAS WHAT SOMEONE HAD TOLD THEM 
U S ARMY DEPOTS HAD BEEN SET VP   IN CERTAIN PLACES, BUT IT WAS HELL 
TO   GET    ANYTHING    FROM   THEM. 
WEDNESDAY, 5 Nov. COL. DAVIS SUDDENLY DECIDED CADY WOULD 
H 
ACCOMPANY K|« TO CHELTENHAM AND ASOHURCH WHERE HE SHOULD BE ABLE 
TO GET 8ETTER INFORMATION ABOUT SUPPIES AND EQUIPMENT.  WHILE DAVIS 
BUZZED AROUNOTO SEE VARIOUS OFFICIALS, HE ENCOUNTERED A NUMBER HE 
KNEW, BUT NONE WERE ABOVE HIS SU8Pl'CION OR ACTUAL DISLIKE.  HE WENT 
UP   THE ECHELONS UNTIL HE TOOK CADY INTO BRIG. GEN. PAUL R. HAWLEY'S 
OFFICE, THE TOP MAN IN CHELTENHAM.  HE IMPRESSED CADY AS BEING 
CAPABLE, EARNEST AND DETERMINED, BUT WITH A SAVING STREAK OF HUMOR. 
CAOY- 
HE WAS FRANK ENOUGH TO SAV THEV WERE OOINO THE BEST THEY COULD 
WITH WHAT THEY HAD, HE SEEMED TIRED, BUT HE WAS GRACIOUS ENOUGH 
TO CADY. WHEN THEY WERE OUT OF HEARING, DAVIS SAID, "HAWLEY'S 
JUST BUCKING FOR ANOTHER STAR I" 
THE BILLETTING OFFICER SAVE THEM SEPARATE ROOMS IN A SMALL 
HOTEL.  EARLY NEXT MORNING DAVIS WENT BACK TO THE UNIT. CADY 
WOULD FINO HIS WAY TO LONDON AND GET WHAT PERTINENT INFORMATION 
HE COULD. THEN HE WAS TO RETURN VIA THATCHAM DEPOT. 
HE HAD NO ORDERS TO CARRY, AND HE WOULD HAVE TO GET BY ON 
JAW-BONE.  WHILE WAITING HE REVIEWED HIS EXPERIENCE OF THE AFTER- 
U). U. 
NOON.  HE MET COL, ELI BROWN, FORMER PMSAT OF THEAMEOICAL SCHOOL. 
MAJ. SHALLENBERGER HAD BEEN A CAPTAIN IN COL, FITTS"S OFFICE IN 
THE SCO, FORMER CAPTAIN, THEN LT. COL. G. N. NEWTON HAD BEEN WITH 
THE RESERVE HEADQUARTERS AT ST. LOUIS,  HE MIGHT USE THEM AS REF- 
ERENCES IF HE GOT INTO TROUBLE IN LONDON. 
■ 
A MEoiCftL CAPT, MARSHALL GAVE CADY HIS RIDE TO LONDON,  AFTER 
FENCING AROUND A BIT,  IT SEEMED THEY MIGHT NEVER MEET AGAIN,  AS 
COMPLETE STRANGERS SOMETIMES DO, THEY VIED WITH AN EXCHANGE OF \ 
PERSONAL GRIPES.   IT WA8 AN EMOTIONAL RELEASE, BUT CADY WAS RATHER 
> x S ASHAMEO AS THEY PARTED AT NORFOLK HOUSE, LONDON. 
CADY HAD SOME DIFFICULTY WITH THE SECURITY SCREEN IN GETTING 
] \ 
TO ARMY II CORPS HEADQUARTERS.  HE DELIVERED THE PAPER;* C$L, DAVIS 
HAD SENT. THE COLONEL HE DEALT WITH INQUIRED OF THE DEPTH OF $ADY*S 
KNOWLEDGE OF HIS UNIT'S MISSION, THEN TOOK HIM INTO AN INSIDE 
••• ROOM  WITH DRAW CURTAINS  ALL  OVER  THE  WALLS.     HE  DISPLAYED>A  Biff 
MAP   OF   THE   COUNTRIES   AROUND   THE   MEDITERRANEAN   SEA.   CAOY    INTERRUPTED 
V 
THE COLONEL TO ASK IF HE, CADY, HAD ANY BUSINESS B^ING IN THAT 
ftoo- .     IT WAS THE  WAR ROOM,   AND CADY  HAD  NOT BEEN CLASSIFIED TO 
KNOW WHAT WAS   IN   IT: I 
THEN  HE  BE  BEOAN TO GET  AROUND  AT  OFFICES WHERE THEY MIGHT|BE 
UADY- 
/" 
INTERESTED IN THE 21 ST .  WHEN TIME CAME TO LEAVE, HE WAS UNOER 
THE FRIENDLY PROTECTION OF LT. COL , WM.SPAULDI MO, KG, WHO SEEMED 
TO KNOW WHAT WAS TO BE QIVEN TO GENERAL HO8PITAL8 IN OPERATION 
TORCH, A NEW NAME TO CADY.  HE WOULD NOT SAY THAT THE 21ST WOULD 
BE PART OP TORCH, BUT ITS HOSPITALS WOULD GET AS GOOD EQUIPMENT 
AS "THIS DESK ,M AND HE THUMPED HIS FIST ON THE NICE NEW QUARTER 
8AWED OAKEN DESK.  IT SOUNDED TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, BUT CAOY DID 
NOT SAY SO. 
CAOY WAS VERY GRATEFUL THAT SPAULDING TOOK HIM TO THE AMERICAN 
RED CROSS FOR A NICE DINNER. OUTSIDE, IT WAS PITCH BLACK. HE 
WONDERED HOW PEOPLE KEPT FROM FALLING INTO SOME OF THE BOMBED 
OUT BASEMENTS HE SAW A3 HE CAME INTO THE CITY. THEY HAD NOT BEEN 
CLEANED Vf>   EXCEPT TO CLEAR STREETS AND SIDEWALKS.  THEY WALKED 
TO THE OFFICERS CLUB WHERE SPAULDING MET SOME OFFICERS HE KNEW. 
PRETTY SOON IT SEEMED A GOOD IDEA TO VISIT THE AMERICAN BAR IN 
THE PARK LANE HOTEL FOR A COUPLE.  !T WAS PRETTY ROUTINE. CADY 
WATCHED THE NICE LOOKING ANO WELL DRESSEOJWELL GROOMEO YOUNG WOMEN 
PAYING AFFABLE ATTENTION TO THEIR OFF I CERJESCORTS , NOT ALL YOUNG 
COMPANY GRADE EITHER. HIS ROMANTIC IMAGINATION WAS SPECULATING 
ABOUT THE NUMBER OF MATA HAR I ' S WERE AMONG THEM, 
SPAULDING BECAME TIRED AS SOON AS CADY, AND PUT HIM INTO AN 
INVISIBLE TAXICAB WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO TAKE HIM TO THE SOUTH 
KENSINGTON HOTEL. CADY THOUGJT IT WAS A MARVELOUS PERFORMANCE, 
THAT DRIVE.  THE CHAUFFEUR KEPT UP  A CONSTANT CHATTER.  WHEN HE 
ANNOUNCED THEIR ARRIVAL, CAOY WANTED NO CHANCE HE WOULD GET LOST 
FINDING THE ENTRANCE, ANO HE HAD THE MAN TAKE HIM TO THE DOOR 
ANO OPEN IT TO SEE HIM INSIDE. 
BACK AT HOME CADY WOULD HAVE THOUGHT HE WAS IN A PRETENTIOUS 
HOTEL BUILT |M THE CAY NINETIES, ONLY THERE WAS NOTHING GARISH 
ABOUT HIS BIG ROOM WITH MARBLE MANTLE ANO A GRATE. THE CEILING 
CAOY* 
WAS HIGH, THE CHANDELIER MAO ONLY ONE LIGHT BULB, BUT IT REVEALED 
CLEAN GENTEEL THREADBARENESS OF THE CARPET.  THE 0VER8IZE0 BATH 
HAD OLD FASHIONED BUT ADEQUATE FIXTURES, AND CLEAN,  HE CHECKER 
WITH THE ROOM CLERK If LIGHT AND WARM WATER WOULD BE AVAILABLE 
WHEN MS WISHED TO BE CALLED.  f^EVERTHELESS, »£  DREW A FEW INCHES 
IN THE TUB AMD IN THE LAVATORY TO LEAVE OVERNIGHT AS ASSURANCE* 
WE WAS MOT SURPRISED AT LACK OF SOAP,  Hg FOUND THE OVERSIZED 
BED HAD CLEAN OUT RATHER GRAYISH COARSE SHEETS AND PILLOW BLIPS. 
THEY HAD BECOME A LUXURY TO CAOY. 
r 
V RIDAY.  OADY CARRIED HIS SEAR WITH HIM WHEN ME WENB DOWN TO 
BREAKFAST RATHER SCANTILY OH WHAT WA3 LISTED AS COFFEE, SOME 
SORT OF SMOKED SALT FISH, COARSE DRY BREAD TOASTED,      A SMIDGEON 
OF BUTTER {? ), AND A DAB OF ORANQE MARMELAOE.  THE BILL WAS REASONABLE. 
CAOY MANAGED TO SET TO THE QUARTERMASTER DEPOT, AMD 3UCCESS- 
u 
FULLY TALKED rOR A VEHICLE AMD DRIVER.  THE PERSISTENT CLO '9 1 MESS 
AND INTERMITTENT RAIN, AND THE *SLOWW BRITISH ROA0B HELD THEM TO 
ABOUT 20 MILES PER HOUR.  AT ONE TOWN THEY SENSED SOMETHING HAD 
HAPPENED.   !T WAS ABOUT 14-30 HOUR, AND THE SUN WAS TRYING TO 
PEEP THROUGH THE OVERCAST, BUT THERE STILL A FEW HEAVY RAINDROPS 
SPLATTERING. A FEW PEOPLE WERE WALKING ABOUT, BUT THERE WAS AN 
AN INDEFINABLE CA'UTLON, OR TENTATIVE UPLIFT OF THEIR GLANCES. 
THE DRIVER ASKED IF SOMETHING HAD HAPPENED, AND LEARNED THAT 
ABOUT 30 'TFHUTES BEFORE TWO ENEMY PLANES HAD STRAFED THE HIGHWAY 
AND BTFJEET THEY WERE THEN ON* 
CAOY LOCATED THE  EPOT OUTSIOE THATCHAM.  fT WAS IN A BIG 
CORRUGATED SHEET IRON BUILD IBCJABOUT TWO HUMORED YAROB TO THE LEFT, 
SOUTH, OF THE HIQHWAY |W A FIELD OF ABOUT 40 ACRES OR 60.  THERE 
WAS A RIM OF MHAR0 STANDING" ABOUT IT SO TRUCKS COULD BACK AND 
TURN ABOUT.   »T WOULD COVER ABOUT HALF A CITY BLOCK, AUO LOOKED 
LIKE A BIC WAREHOUSE.   IT  WOULD BE A TEMPTING! "TARGET OF OPPORTUNITY* 
CADV- 
BUT ME SAW WO ?**£ & HOLES AROUNO THE PLACE* 
THE DEPOT COMMANDER WAS ONLY A 1ST LIEUTENANT, VAC, AND HE 
HAD     SEEN THERE BUT A PEW WEEKS*  ME THOUGHT THAT THE DEPOT 
HAO BEEN BUILDING OR SOME FOR TWO OR THREE MONTHS*  IT WAS GEN- 
H 
ERAL tlEOICAL, AMD THEV BROKE OREN ANO STORED EVERYTHING SENT TERE, 
T 
SOMETIMES OOOS ANO ENDS,  HE HAO NEVER SEEN ANY SHIPMENS WHICH 
LOOKED LIKE WHOLE T/E OR SUPPLIES FOR A GENERAL HOSPITAL. BRISTOL 
MIGHT HAVE THEM, SOMETIMES HE TRIES TO ASSEMBLE WHAT HE COULO 
FOR DISPENSARIES, AID STATIONS, OR WHATEVER WAS ASKED FOR*  HE 
AGREED, HE NEEDEO MORE THAN A DOZEN ENLISTED HELPERS, 8UT THEY 
WERE OOINO AS WELL AS THEY COULD*  A DISAPPOINTING STORY FOR 
COL* DAVIS, AND A GLOOMY OUTLOOK FOR THE UNIT, MAYBE* 
IT WAS TOO DARK TO DRIVE AROUND STRANGE PLACES. A POLICE- 
MAN DIRECTED CAOY TO A CERTAIN NARROW ENTRANCE, 80 THEY CAME TO 
A LITTLE OLD PLACE CALLED THE BACON INN WHERE THEY TOOK OFFICERS, 
ANO TMEY WOULD PINO A PLACE ANO FOOD FOR HIS MAN, TOO,   IT WAS 
WELL BLACKED OUT, YERY QUIET, AND WITH A SMALL COAL F IflE IN A 
SHALL CRATE IN THE LOUNGE ON THE SECOND FLOOR*  A BRITISH OFFICER 
AND A LADYSA*T ON A SOFA AS FAR AWAY AS POSSIBLE, HELD HAND& ANO 
CONVERSED INTIMATELY IN VOICES TOO LOW TO DlSTlNUlSH WORDS,  THEIR 
AFFECTIONATE BANNER, OCCASIONAL LONG PAUSES, AND BITTING SO CLOSELY 
TO EACH OTHER CAUSED CAOY TO CONCLUDE THAT SUCH A COUPLE 
40 WERE IN LOVE WITH EACH OTHER.  THEY ACTED L IKE LOVERS WHO DID 
NOT MIND WHO KNEW IT,  THSY «IU8T MIGHT BE MARRIEO TO EACH OTHER, 
FINALLY A WAITER CARRIED A DINNER IN.  HE CLEARED A SMALL 
i 
ROUND TABLE AND SERVED A ROAST FAMILY STYLE AND ASKED THEM TO 
8E SEATED,  CADY INTRODUCED HIMSELF BY NAME, BUT THE BRIT/ISM 
OFFICER SKIPPED THAT COURTESY BY SMILINGLY ASKING IF HE jViOHT 
PLAY HOST ANO 00 THE CARVING ANO SERVING FOR ALL,  THE LADY WORE 
A WEOOING BAND ANO TWO OTHER RINGS.  CADY ASKED PERMISSION TO 
uAur — 
ORDER WINE FOR THEM, AND PROPOSEO SOME RATHER  INDEFINITE FELICI- 
TATIONS FOR ALL THREE.   HE COULD NOT SEE IN THE DIM LIGHT WHETHER 
OR NOT THE WOMAN FLUSHED, BUT SHE SIPPED HER WINE SOBERLY. 
SATURDAY MORNING CADY ARRIVED "HOME." HE ARRANGED FOR THE 
DRIVER TO HAVE A WARM MEAL AND A PACKAGE LUNCH TO TAKE WITH ilM. 
IT  WAS  A BIT MORE  THAN   100 CROW-FLIGHT MILES  TO  LONDON,   BUT   IT 
WOULD ACTUALLY BE CONSIDERABLY LONGER IN MILES AND TIME, TOO. HE 
REPORTED TO COL. DAVIS THE DETAILS OF HIS TRIP, INCLUDING HIS 
GLIMPSE OF THE WAR ROOM.  ALSO,  IT WAS HIS GLOOMY SUSPICION THAT 
U-BOATS HAD SUNK SO MANY SHIPS THAT THE AMERICAN FORCES WERE 
BREAKING DOWN ALL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT ACTUALLY REACHING ENG- 
LAND FOR SCANTIER IMMEDIATE RE-ISSUES.  THE 21 ST WOULD BE LUCKY 
IF ANY OF ITS ORIGINAL T/E WOULD REACH IT. 
CADY WROTE A V-MAIL LETTER THAT HE HAD SEEN "DICK WHITTING- 
TON" TWO DAYS PREVIOUSLY, AND CABLED $125*00 TO HIS WIFE.  THEY 
KNEW NO WHITTINGTON, SO SHE WOULD SUSPECT HE HAD BEEN WHERE DlCK 
BECAME LORD MAYOR.  THE UNIT HAD CONFLICTING ORDERS, OR SOMETHING, 
ABOUT A VOYAGE. RADIO REPORTS WERE THAT THE ALLIES INVADED 
FRENCH NORTH AFRICA ON 8  NOVEMBER.  THIS COULD BE THE MVSTERIOUS 
OPERATION TORCH. 
ARMISTICE DAY, 11 Nov. VERY FEW PERSONS IN THE UNIT HAD 
MUCH APPRECIATION OF ARMISTICE DAY, 1913, WHICH WAS TO END THE 
WAR TO MAKE DEMOCRACY SAFE.  CADY HAD BEEN OUTSIDE THE IRON FENCE 
ROW1 
IN   FRONT    OF    THE    WHITE    HOUSE    THAT   DAY   WHEN   PRE8I0ENT    WOOD,   WILSON 
RESPONOEO TO THE CHEERS BY COMING OUT OF THE FRONT DOOR AND WAVING 
HIS NAPKIN AT THE CROWD.  PvT. SAMUEL OSER, DENTAL TECHNICIAN, 
TOLD HIM HE WAS AMONG THE FIRST THOUSAND AMERICANS IN ENGLAND 
IN WORLD WAR  I WITH THE 1 ST  INFANTRY DIVISION WHICH DID A LOT OF 
THE FIGHTING.  HE SAID THE FRONT LINE SILENCE AT 1100 HOUR THAT 
MORNING WAS ALMOST FRIGHTENING.   HE HAD MADE A WAD OF MONEY AND 
CADV 
DECIDED HE COULD VOLUNTEER AGAIN, 
COL. AVIS AND SEVERAL OFPICERS TOOK OFT FOG LONDON. CAOV 
BELIEVED IT WAS A OOOO IDEA THAT DAVIS SHOULD HAVE FIRST HAN0 
CONTACT WITH NORFOLK HOUSE TO SEE HOW HELPLESS A UNIT C# MAT BE 
WHILE IT ID BEING HANDLED LIKE AN ORPHAN WARD,  HE HAD LITTLE ELSE 
TO 00 THAT OAV EXCEPT TO FRET ABOUT CAPT. GERALD KREUGER, THE 
ADJUTANT, ASSENT FROM DUTY BETWEEN 0930 ANO t500 HOUR WITHOUT 
ACCOUNT I MO FOR IT. DAVIS HAD BAWLED HIM OUT ONCE FOR A SHORTER 
UNEXPLAINED ABSENCE.  CAOV RESOLVED IF KREUGER TESTED HIS TOLER- 
ATION AGAIN, CHARGES WOULD BE FILED.  WASHING THE PHEA8EV AFAR*4S 
ESTATES GRAY OUT OF HIS LAUNDRY WAS IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT A BLEACH, 
THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH SUNLIGHT TO HELP. THEIR SLACK COAL FUEL 
AND 8M0XY LITTLE FIRE PLACES WOULD SOON HAVE EVERYONE WITH COAL 
MINER'S ANTHRACOSIS, TOO, 
CACH DAY THE UNIT HAD BEEN SENDING 330 MEN TO THE APQ AT 
SUTTON COLOFIELD TO HELP GET THE HUNDREDS OF MAILBAGS OPENED AND 
SORTED FOR DELIVERY,  THE ApO SERVICE HAD NOT THOUGHT ABOUT U6IN0 
ALL THE HELP IT HAD LAYING AROUND IN STAGING AREAS.  ON 15 fo0V, 
GOT A MOST WELCOME LETTER FROM HIS WIFE, WHICH MADE HIM FEEL 
LESS DETACHED FROM HOME. 
COL,   1AVIS THOUGHT THE  OFFICES  AND  NURSES  NEEDED A  SOCIAL 
ORGANIZATION SO HE DIRECTED CAOV TO GET SOMETHINO STARTED, AND 
OFFICERS CLUB OR SOMETHING. HE WROTE UP A PRELIMINARY BY-LAWS 
ANO PASSED IT ON AS A STARTER TO THE OFFICERS. THERE WAS REAL 
NEED FOR SOMETHING OF THE SAME NATURE FOR THE MEN, TOO. »HEN HE 
MET THE OFFICERS, HE ENCOUNTERED HOSTILITY, WHICH SURPRISED HIM, 
«T WAS TO BE FOR THE OFFICERS AMD THE NURSES, WHY SHOULD THERE 
BE ANY OBJECT ION TO ORGANIZING SOMETHING FOR THEMSELVES? 
CADY HAD WRITTEN UP   A GUIDE FOR THEM, BUT THEY HAD THOUGHT 
COL. DAVIS HAD DONE IT WITH THE INTENTION OF MAKING IT HIS CLUB. 
CAD/- 
CAPT, DAN MYERS WAS THE ELECTED SPOKESMAN.  THEY HAD NOT 
WANTED "LITTLE STINKY* TO THINK HE COULD ORDER THEM TO HAVE A 
8000 TIME,  (COL. OAVls's MEDICAL CORPS 80?BR?ftUET HAD CAUGHT UP 
WITH HIM!) ALL COL. >AVIS HAD DONE WAS TO TELL CADY TO CCT SOME* 
THING STARTED IF THE OFFICERS ANO NURSES WANTED IT*  THE 8 Y*L*WB 
WAS ONLY A FRAME-WORK WHICH ALL CLUBS HAO WHEN THERE WAS RESPON- 
SIBILITY FOR  50NEV AND PROPERTY,  BE8IOE8;AnMY REGULATIONS ES- 
PECTEO IT, AND WOULD 8E ANOTHER GUIDE.  BLAME CAOY IP THAT WAS 
NEEDED, BUT TAKE IT FOR THEMSELVES, CHANGE IT ANO SEE IF THEY 
COULD COME BACK WITH SOMETHING THAT WOULD WORK, 
THEN COL. HAVIS HAD A FLEET«MO OPPORTUNITY, AND IMPULSIVELY 
ORDERED 5 CASES OF BEER FROM THE WHIYTINGTON BARRACK© FOR THE 
CLUB. THE DAY IT CAME, DAVIS WAS ASSENT* BUT CADY ADVANCED THE 
4 POUNDS FROM HIS OWN POCKET, THE FATE OF THE BEER WAS HEARSAY! 
IT   WAS   ON   HAND,   KVfJttj   THE   PRESIDENT,    JUST   AS    IMPULSIVELY   AS    IF 
THE   SEER   WAS   FROM   HEAVEN,   U3E0   IT   FOR   A   HILAR|OUS   PARTY   IN   CELE- 
BRATION   OF   THE   NEWS   OF   THE   BIRTH   OF   UA4,   U"OE   EDWAROS'OAUQHTER J 
AND   THE   PROMOTIONS   OF   HASELSHAW  TO   LT.   COLONEL   AMD   SCHWARTZ   TO 
MAJOR, men AVIS INQUIRED, CADY INQUIRED AHO PIECED THE STORY 
TOGETHER,  COL, 0AV«S*8 GOOD INTENTIONS MISCARRIED, ANO CA0Y*S 
LOAN HAO ALREADY BEEN SWILLED DURING AN ESSENTIALLY PRIVATE PARTY, 
PRACTICALLY PURLOINED, EMBEZZLED, OR ANYWAY GUZZLED,  DAVIS WAS 
FOR FILING CHARGES AND HAVING A COURTS-MART lAL FOR £»AN. 
CADY LISTENED TO HIS SNUFFING AND EXPLETIVES UNTIL THEY HAO 
GONE TO BED WITH THE LIGHTS OFF.  H^   ASKED /PERMISSION TO TRY TO 
STRAIGHTEN THE MATTER OUT, IT COULD WORK OUT AS A GOOD THING, 
EOUCATIONAL FOR A OUNCH OF CIVILIAN OFFICERS, WHEREAS A REAL 
COURTS-MARTIAL WOULD BE LONG AND UNFAVORABLY REMEMBERED, REGARD- 
LESS OF THE MERITS CR JUST IFICATI0N8. 
CAOY   MET    THE   COMMITTEE   AND   TOLD   THE   COLONEL?S   SIDE   OF   THE 
STORY,    AMD    HE   HAD   BEEN   THREATENING    A   COURTS-MARTIAL.       HE   HAD   TSIED 
TO   DO   SOMETHING    NICE   FOR   THE    CLUB    AND    IT   WAS   UNDERSTANDABLE   THAT 
HE    WAS    HURT.       AND,    CADY    SAID,    HE    WOULD    NOT   MIND   BEING    REIMBURSED 
FOR    HIS   iCKft,    TOO.       MYERS   rELT   VERY   CONTRITE   AND   THOUGHT    HE   OUGHT 
TO   RESIGN   AGAIN.       CADY   EXPLAINED   HOW   HE   THOUGHT   THAT   DAN   COULD 
NOT   PROPERLY   TRY   TO   RESIGN   WHILE   HE   WAS   UNDER   FIRE   THAT   WAY,    AND 
HE    SHOULD    SEE    IT   ALL   THROUGH.       HE   DID,    AND    IT   WAS   A   GOOD   EXPERIENCE 
FOR    HIM    AND   THE   OTHER   OTHER   OFFICERS.       THE   STORY   OF   THE   COLONEL*S 
BEER COULD BE GOOD FOR RETELLING* 
TUESDAY, 17 K'ov.  THE UNIT'S ATMOSPHERE WAS QUIETER. SOME OF 
THE UNIT'S HOUSEKEEPING BOXES, AND ONE CONTAINING CADY'S PORTABLE 
TYPEWRITER, HAD STILL NOT CAUGHT UP  WITH IT.  IT SHOULD, OF COURSE, 
BUT IT MIGHT PE LIKE ALL THOSE BOXES THE DEPOTS WERE "STEALING* 
FROM UNITS. THE ALLIES HAD BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL IN NORTH AFRICA, 
UNIT SPECULATORS WERE WONDERING IF THE 21ST WOULD REALLY HAVE TO 
BE USED THERE. THE INVASION FORCE WAS REPORTED AS £40 SHIPS WITH 
ABOUT ?00 WAR VESSELS. ONLY ONE WAS LOST, FOR IT HAD BEEN A COM- 
PLETE SURPRISE TO THE VICHY-ITES AND GERMANS. THE PRELIMINARY 
RESISTANCE PUT UP  BY THE '/ICHY PUPPET GOVERNMENT HAD BEEN QUICKLY 
AND EASILY OVERCOME, BUT THERE WERE SOME MEN LOST. 
THE EVENING BEFORE, COL. OAVIS AND CADY TOOK MISS SPALDING 
AND HER ASSISTANT, OOROTHY MACLEOD TO THE PARAMOUNT CINEMA THEATRE 
IN BIRMINGHAM. WITH NO DISRESPECT TO THE LADIES, CADY KEPT WISHING 
HIS WIFE WERE WITH HIM AND THE EVENING WOULD BE NO LESS PLEASANT 
AND MUCH LESS SEDATE THAN THIS SEMI-OFFICIAL DATE. 
A TRAVELLING PX CAME AND CADY BOUGHT HIS FULL ALLOWANCE OF 2 
CHOCOLATE BARS MO TWO CARTONS OF CIGARETTES. ONE CARTON WOULD 
SERVE TO DELIGHT A LOCAL CONSTABLE WHO HAD BEEN ACCOMMODATING. 
HE DID NOT MIND LACK OF SWEETS, FOR HE WAS GAINING WEIGHT AGAIN. 
CAOY- 
MAJ. GEN. WATERHCUSE, COMMANDER, BRITISH CENTRAL WIDLANO 
TRlCT, DRCPPEO IN FOR LUNCH. THEY PfCUfttO HE WAS THE 0PPO8ITE 
NUMBER FOR THE 0Q« CORPS AREA SERVICE C9WVAN0 BACK IW THE STATES. 
CAOY HAD SEEN THROUGH LlTCHFIELO WHERE COL* *}A8. A. KILLtAN 
COMMANOE0 THE rlCPLACCUCNT PEPOT AND THE DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS. 
ITED 
HE EXHIOL/ THE MICE ATMOSPHERE HIS STAFF «TFT HAO, WITH HOSPITAL 
SHEETS AS TA3LE SPREADS, REAL CHINA ANO CUTLERY, AND THE LIKE. 
THIS WOULO BE FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT OF ANY OF THE LIST'S CURSES 
AND RED CROSS QIRLS WHO tttM ATTEND THE OFFICERS DANCES,   (g) 
CAOV WAS ABOUT A3 SUSPICIOUS OF HIS MOTIVES AS COL. DAVIS WAS. 
X A 
CAOV- 
IT WAS ON BOARD THE S3 MONARCH or BERMUOA, 24 Nov. THAT CADY 
•BfTjTQ HIS NOTES.    THEY HAD CHOLERA SNOTS.    EVERYONE HAD TRIED TO 
SET CLOTHING CLEANED UP TO THE LEVEL OF RESPECT IB ILITY, URGED ON 
BY COL. DAVIS'S ANGLO-SAXON,  IT DEVELOPED HE KNEW THE DATE THE 
21 ST WOULD MOVE, BUT TOLD ONLY THOSE WITH ABSOLUTE *NEEO TO KNOW," 
ME HAD PREVIOUSLY POSTED CAPT, #E8ER AT THE BRISTOL SUPPLY 
DEPOT WITH THE UNDERSTAND INS HE WOULD BE ASSISTED TO ASSEMBLE FOR 
LOADING ALL THE ITEMS ON THE MANIFESTS, IF HE COULD FIND THEM, 
13 WAS IRASCIBLE AND ALMOST FRANTIC AFTER WEBER'S TELEPHONIC 
REPORTS WHICH CADY VOICELY SUSPECTED WERE JUST AS VAGUE AND AS 
TWISTED AS HE OARED TO «AKE THE** WHAT COL. DAVIS WANTED TO HEAR, 
SOMETHING WAS WRONG AND ROTTING IN BRISTOL, TOO! 
THERE WAS A LOT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND ACOOUNTABILITY    AS 
CO OF THE CENTER THAT DAVIS FELT HE HAD TO SHIFT, BUT WITHOUT 
LETTING HIS CAT OUT OF THE BAG.  ANY OLD REGULAR RESPECTED, EVEN 
FEARED TO LEAVE A POST WITHOUT THE APPROPRIATE CLEARANCES WHICH 
WOULD ASSURE FREEDOM FROM YEARS OF IMPLACABLE BUREAUCRATIC PER- 
SECUTION TO CLEAR HIS RECORD,   INSTEAD OF HAVING AN AMERICAN 
PROPERTY OFFICER DAVIS HAD TO DEAL FINALLY WITH A SCARED BRITISH 
SECOND LEFTENANT, BUT 0AV18 WAS MORE AMBRY THAN SCARED, 
SUNDAY,22 Mov, SOME ONE HAD TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR A BUS TOUR, 
AND CACY ASKED FOR THE JOB TO GET AWAY AND TO SEE WHAT HE COULD, 
THE CICEGOME, OR. PFIELS OF BIRMINGHAM, WAS A BREEZY MMNSTREET 
SERVICE CLUO TYPE, A GRADUATE OF THE FOUNTAIN HEAD OF OSTEOPATHY, 
KlRKSVILLE, MO.  HE DID QUITE WELL AT KEEPING HIS AMERICAN *TGR|8TSB 
INTERESTED.  CADY SUPPRESSED HIS IMPULSE TO FRATERNIZE ON THEIfl 
PROFESSIONAL AND PROVINCIAL MISSOURI RELATIONSHIPS, BECAUSE ME 
MIGHT OFFEND THE D.O. BY DESCRIBING THE STATE ANO CONDITION OF 
HIS CULT 1ST ALMA MATER AS CADY SAW IT SOME THREE YEARS BEFORE. 
V- 
THEY PROWLED AROUMO THE INTERESTING OLD R U1N8 OF K.EHILWORTH 
CASTLE WHICH HAD BEEN ON THE LOSING END OF A WA* LONG AGO.   It 
WAS QUITE DIFFERENT AT WARWICK CASTLE WHERE THEY COULD PROWL THE 
SROUN08 AND PICK UP   SOUVENIR CHESTNUT*, BUT WITH NARY A GLIMPSE 
INSIDE U.S. IMPRESSIVE PILE,      AT ST«ATFORD*ON-AVON TMERE WAS A 
REALLY GOOD SERVICE CLU8 LUNCHEON WHERE OR# PFIEL8 EXUBERANTLY 
TOLO HIS GUESTS HOW HE MET AND HARRIED AHf  ENGLISH GIRL, AMD 
*IOST THE OAY BErORE MIS SON HAD JOINED THE SRITISH ARMY AS A 
MEDICAL OFFICER,  CAOY WAS CALLED UPON FOR A RESPONSE, AND D|0 
IT A8 FLOWERY AS ROSS ISLE. THEY TRAIPSED THROUGH THE RESTORED 
HOME of ARM HATHAWAY, OAEEO UPON THE SPARKING BEAT NEAR THE LARGE 
FIREPLACE, INSPECTED THE SMALL DOUBLE BEOSTEAD ALLCGEO TO HAVE 
BEEN USED BY A«N AND THE BARD OF AVOM#   IT WAS STRUNG WITH ROP£f 
AS COUNTERPART OR SPRINGS, ANS THERE WAS PRACTICALLY NO MATTRESS, 
AND WOULD HOT   BE VERY COMFORTABLE,  THEY SAW THE HOUSE ON THE 
SITE WHERE ■»« SHAKESPEARE DIED, AND THE LITTLE OLD CHURCH AND 
HIS QRAVESTOME.  THEY «OT A CHANCE TO WANDER THROUGH THE THEATRE 
WHERE EACH YEAR      . THEYREPROOUCE HIS PLAYS.  ALL THIS, ANO 
CADV WAS BACK AT 2000 HOUR IN TIME TO 60 WITH COL, OAVIS TO THE 
PARTY GIVEN 9V OFFICER'S OF THE ACK-ACK COMPANY GUARD INS THE AREA. 
THERE WAS A GOOD DRINK, A    NUMBER OF BRITISH OFFICERS, THEIR WIVES, 
AND A GROUP OF RATHER HILASIOUS 26TH GENERAL HOSPITAL NURSES. 
DAVIS ENJOYED HIMSELF WITH THEM DOING SOME OF THE OF THE AMERICAN 
"FOLK DANCES," LIKE PUT VOUR LITTLE POST," PRETTV GOOD FOR ONE 
DAY, BUT DISTANCES WERE MUCH SHORTER BETWEEN FAMOUS PLACES IN 
BRITAIN THAN IN THE USA. 
THE CALL FOR A MEDICAL OFFICER FOR SHIP'S 3URQEON CAME TMS??RD, 
AND SAM HAROISON WANTED RESPONSIBILITY, AND THERE COULD NOT HAVE 
BEEN A BETTE* MAN.  CAOY NOMINATED HIM AND DAVIS BENT HIM *HFAO OF 
THE UNIT. ° 
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AL THIS PHEASEY FARMS ESTATE BUSINESS HAD TO ENO, SUPPLIES 
OR NONE, THEY WERE PACKEO UP, CLEARED AND SHIPPED OUT. CADY 
WROTE HIS NOTES ON THE EVENING OF 24 K'OV . 1942, ON THE 88 MONARCH 
OF BERMUDA MOORED AT THE LIVERPOOL PIER. THE UNIT'S DESTINATION 
WAS STILL UNDISCLOSED, BUT THE MOST LIKELY SEEMED fioRTH AFRICA. 
HOWEVER, IT MIGHT BE POSSIBLE FOR THE UNIT TO GO WHERE THE SPIN-O F 
21ST STATION HOSPITAL WOULO BE, OR EVEN FURTHER EAST.  AS THE 
MAN SAID,"JQUIEN SABE?"    ALL PERSONNEL WERE IN GOOD SPIRITS, 
IF FOR NO OTHER UNGRACIOUS REASON THAN TO GET AWAY FROM PHEASEY 
FARMS, 
THE SHIP WAS WELL ARMED WITH ACK-ACK.  IT HAD TAKEN A 9" 
SHELL, PRESUMED TO BE VICHY FRENCH, ON THE INVASION ABOUT THE 
STH OR 9TH, AND THE REPAIRS WERE STILL GETTING FINISHING TOUCHES 
OF WELDERS.    MEDIATELY, COL. DAVIS UTTERED COMPLAINTS: IT WAS 
THE DIRTIEST, FILTHIEST SHIP HE HAD EVER BEEN ON,  IT WAS NOT 
READY TO SHIP CATTLE IN.  HE THREATENED TO FILE CHARGES. THERE 
WAS NO TOILET PAPER, NO SOAP FOR SCRUBBING CLOTHING OR DECKS, 
OR ANYTHING.  THE STEWARD SAID THE SHIP WAS STILL OVER-RUN WITH 
CIVILIAN WORKERS, AND THEY WOULD PINCH EVERYTHING PUT OUT.  CAOV 
COULD SEE HOW THE TIME-KILLING WORKERS HAD TO BE CONSIDERED, BUT 
DOING WITHOUT SUCH NECESSITIES FOR EVEN PART OF A DAY WOULD LEAD 
TO SERIOUS COMPLICATIONS. DAVIS WAS AFRAID OF AN EPIDEMIC OF 
DIARRHEA.  HE WAS NOT THE LEAST BIT TACTFUL WITH THE AMERICAN 
EMBARKATION OFFICER, COL. SIBLEY.  HE TRIED TO HOLD DAVIS IN CHECK. 
CAOY- 
THE NEXT MORNING HE BROUGHT WITNESSES ALONG TO USE AGAINST DAVIS 
IF HE GOT TOO BAD. 
SHORTLY BEFORE THE FINAL INSPECTION ON THE AMERICANS' THANKS- 
GIVING DAY, 26  Nov. THE HOT WATER, SOAP AND TOILET PAPER APPEARED 
FOR THE INSPECTOR TO SEE, AND foo LATE FOR THE TROOPS TO USE IF 
THEY REMAINED RESTRICTED TO COMPARTMENTS.  ABOUT 1100 HOUR, THE 
SHIP CAST OF^WITH 26 DIFFERENT UNITS ABOARD, ALL BUT THE 21 ST WERE 
COMBAT OR NON-MEDIC'AL . SERVICE TROOPS. ALL THOUGHT THEY KNEW 
WHERE THEY WERE GOING.  THE OCT (OFFICER COMMANDING TROOPS) WAS 
MAJ. LAWRENCE MULHALL, ART. 
CADY HAD LIVED INTIMATELY WITH COL. OAVIS AND RECOGNIZED HIS 
IDEALISM OF COMMAND, BUT ALSO HIS IMPULSIVENESS AND TACTLES8 
ARROGANCE.  NOT OTCEHAO HE OBSERVED COIL* DAVIS TRYING TO USE THE 
UNIT TO ADVANCE HIMSELF. BUT COL. DAVIS MAD THE RUN OF THE SHIP 
FOR A DAY AND A HALF AS SENIOR MEDICAL OFFICER, AND THAT HAD BEEN 
AMPLE TO STIMULATE THE APPEARANCE OF HUMAN STORM SIGNS. THE 
21ST*S OFFICERS WERE NOT BEHIND HIM BECAUSE OF HIS IMMEDIATE si 
POOR PAST. 
ALL THOSE PRETTY AND SOCIALLY AVID NURSES WERE PROMPT ATTRACTION 
AND DISTRACTION FOR MOST OF THE YOUNGER OFFICERS. TWO OF THE 
RANKING FULL COLONELS ASSUMEO WOULD-BE PROPRIETARY ATTITUDES, 
PEPPERY LITTLE DAVI3 DID NOT HESITATE A SECOND TO PUT THEM IN 
THEIR PLACES SO FAR AS HI8 NURSE8 WERE CONCERNED. THE LINE 
COLONELS WERE NOT CONVINCED, OF COURSE, BUT STILL MADE NO OVERT 
ISSUE OF THEIR CONFLICT WITH DAVIS.  DAVIS MAOE MORE STRINGENT 
RULES TO PROTECT HIS NURSES, AND THEY DID NOT WANT TOO MUCH PRO- 
TECT ION. 
</ 
DURING THE FIRST AFTERMOON THE TROOPS HAD BOATCRILL, AND 
FELT THEY WERE PLAYING FOR KEEPS IN THIS PARTICULAR OAME. 
CADY COMMANDED A BOAF PARTY OF 90, INCLUOING CREW MEMBERS. 
y 
CAOY- 
THE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAD PREVIOUSLY SHOWN SYMPTOMS or FEAR AND 
TENSENESS ON THE FIRST VOYAGE DID NOT EXHIBIT THEM THIS TIME. 
BESIDE8, THERE WAS PLENTY OF EVIDENCE THEY WERE      IN A BIG 
CONVOY. 
PROMtOL AND COMMAND STUCK IN COL . DAVIS'S CRAW,    THE CHIEF 
MESS STEWARD SPOKE TO HIM ABOUT TAKING A PLACE AT THE STAFF C*PT- 
A|N*8 TABLE.  No, DAV I S WANTED A TABLE OF HIS OWN FOR HIS CHIEFS. 
HE DIO NOT WANT TO SIT OP    THERE WITH THOSE TWO COLONELS HE HAD 
ALREAOY UPBRAIDED.   EVEN MI8S SPALDINQ HAO STOOD THEM OFF, AND 
HE WANTED HER AT HIS OWN TABLE.   HE OOT THE TABLE  ALLRIGHT, 
BUT Mitt SPALDINQ SAT THERE UNCOMFORTABLY TO LISTEN TO HIS CRUMB- 
LING AND LECTURES.   THEN BOTH WERE OUT-MANEUVERED, BECAUSE HER 
TWO ASSISTANTS WERE GIVEN PERSONAL INVITATIONS WHICH THEY COULD 
NOT REJECT.   DAVIS WAS CERTAIN PROTOCAL WAS VIOLATED, AND HE WOULD 
TELL THE CAPTAIN, TOO. 
CADY MANAGED TO GET ALL HIS LAUNDRY DONE! 
MONDAY, "50 Nov.  CADY BELIEVED THAT SOLDIERS ONLY DREAMED 
OF SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES THE NIGHT 8EF0RE THE BIG BATTLE, YET HE 
DID NOT FEEL ESPECIALLY SUPERSTITIOUS AFTER DREAMING OF HIS WIFE 
AND KIDS.   THE ONLY BATTLE HE HAD SEEN WAS A DESTROYER DROPPING 
DEPTH BOMBS THE DAY BEFORE AND THAT MORNING.   THEY HAD APPARENTLY 
STEAMED NORTH OF  IRELAND, THEN SOUTH BY THE WEST COAST.   THERE 
WERE NO COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE MESS EXCEPT COL. OAVls's, AND CAGY 
WAS EATING TOO MUCH THREE TIMES DAILY.   ONCE MORE HE SUBMITTED 
TO L0SIN3 MONEY BY THE EXCHANGE OF $300 WORTH OF BRITISH MONEY 
INTO OVER-PR INTEO AMERICAN GREENBACKS.  MAP8 OF NORTH AFRICA, 
AND A CURIOUS BOOKLET ON THE ARABIC PEOPLE AND THEIR CUSTOMS WERE 
ISSUED TO UNITS.   30ME FRENCH LESSONS WERE PROMISED.   HlS FRENCH 
WAS AS RUSTY AS NOTHINO BUT A LTTTLE SCIENTIFIC READING COULD 
MAKE  IT.   HE HAD NEVER REALLY BEEN ABLE TO CONVERSE. 
;ADY- 
ON 6 DEC. CADY NOTED THAT AS THEY PULLED INTO ANCHORAGE AT 
GIBRALTAR AT NIGHT, HE IMAGINED HE COULD HEAR THE CHATTERING or 
THE FAMED 8ARBARY APES.   THEY LAID OVER A DAY BUT NO ONE SOT ANY 
PASSES, AND IT WAS SO HAZY ALL DAY LITTLE COULD BE SEEN FROM THE 
OECKS.  WHAT COULD BE SEEN OF GIBRALTAR, THE ROCK HAD PATCHES 
OF CONCRETE FOR WATER COLLECTION, AND SOME ROADS WINDING UP   THE 
§LUFF.  QV« EMPLACEMENTS COULD NOT BE SEEN.  THEY GOT THE RUMOR 
THAT THEY WOULD GO TO ORAN, ALGERIA. 
OICTATOR FRANCO OF SPAIN HAD A CHECKERED STORY OF USIW? 
COMMUNIST SOVIET, FASCISTIC ITALIAN AND NAZI GERMAN AID AND 
TROOPS ON ONE SIDE OROTHEHOF HIS FALANGISTIC EXISTAMCE. THERE 
WAS A DARK COMMENT CIRCULATING THAT THE AMERICANS WOULD HAVE 
TO TIE UP A WHOLE COMBAT 0 IV IS ION ON THE COAST AMD AROUND SPANISH 
10CCO TO GUARD AGAINST ANY SURPRISE INTERFERENCES FFLOU HIM. 
CADY WAS REALIZING HOW TIGHT THE WISE WAS HE MUST WALK. 
COL. DAVIS WAS SO OBSESSED,-THE WORD 3EEMED CORRECT,- WITH THE 
NECESSITY TO PROTECT THE REPUTATIONS AND MORALS OF HIS NURSES. 
MI 3T3||ML.D!NQ S OFFENSE WITH HIS    TIRESOME HARRANGUE ABOUT 
WHAT SHE SHOULD DO BECAME UNBEARABLE ONCE AND SHE WALKED OUT 
WHILE HE TALKED. SOMEONE WANTED TO HAVE A PARTY FOR SOME NUR8E*S 
BIRTHDAY, AM PRECIPITATED OPEN DISCUSSION AT THE OFFICERS* 
CALL. CADY COULD NOT REMEMBER WHETHER SOIIE ONE BAITED COL. 
DAVIS TO SPEAK OR IF HE HAD SPOKEN DE NOVO. IT WAS EMBARRASS INS 
TO HEAP HIS OWN CO TALKING TO THE OFFICERS, AND ALL HE KNEW WERE 
GENTLEMEN, ON THE LEVEL DAVIS MI3HT MORE APPROPRIATELY TALK TO 
SIMPLE MINDED LABOR BATTALION TROOPS.   A3 A MAN HIMSELF, HE 8AIO, 
HC KNEW THOSE GIRLS WERE ATTRACT IVE, AND SO ON.   HE LEFT AN 
UNINTENDED IMPRESSION WITH HIS HOSTILE AUDIENCE THERE WERE SOME 
WEAK WOMEN AMONG THEM, AND HE JUST POSSIBLY KNEW THEM.   AWFUL I 
' 
AOY- 
DAVIS SHOWED HIS SURPRISE, BUT MADE NO COMMENT WHEN WITHIN 
AN HOUR AFTER OFFICERS CALL THE NURSES BEGAN TO CUT HIM, AND 
SPOKE ONLY WHEN HE SPOKE DIRECTLY fo THEM,  THAT EVENING HE COULD 
FIND NO  MORE BRIDGE PARTNER AMONG THEM,  THEN HE MADE ANOTHER 
REMARK Aaattf THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF A PARTICULAR NURSE, A-COM- 
PLIMENT FROM AMY ONE ELSE,--WHICH MANY PASSED ON AS MALICIOUSLY 
AG 3UCH THINGS CAN BE TWISTED.  SOMEONE BLABDED TO HER. 
ON THE MORNING OF THE 6TH, COL. REESE M. HOWELL, ART., CALLED 
CADY TO HIS STATEROOM,  HE WANTED CONFIRMATION OF COL. DAVIS'S 
REMARKS ABOUT NURSES AT THAT OFFICERS* CALL, AND TO DISCUSS HIS 
BEHAVIOR.  CADY ADMITTED HEARING THE REMARKS SUBSTANTIALLY AS 
ALLEGED. HE WENT ON TO SAY, WMY EXPERIENCE WITH COL. DAVIS, 
LIVING  INTIMATELY WITH HIM AS  t HAVE, HAS NOT FOUND HIM WANTIN3 
IN MILITARY IDEALS, OR IN THE IDEALS OF A SOLDIER,  HE IS IM- 
PETUOUS,  IMPULSIVE, AND HAS A "BLIND SPOT*>OR THE FEELINGS 
OF OTHERS AT MOST TIMES, AND HE LACKS MUCH IN TACT."  CADY WAS 
CERTAIN WAS QOING HIGHER WITH THE MATTER.  HE WAS EQUALLY CERTAIN 
A 
ANYONE WHO BECAME HARBINGER OF SUCH NEWS TO DAV IS WOULD BE HIM- 
SELF MISINTERPRETED. H£ TOLD COL. HOWELL THAT IN CONSIDERATION 
OF HIS OWN POSITION, HE WAS GOING TO REMAIN LOYAL TO HIS CO, 
AND WANTED NOTHING TO DO WITH RESOLUTION OF THE MATTE 
ABOUT NOQN.THE 6TH, THE ANARCH CAME INTO THE OUTER HARBOR 
OF ORAN. THE SUBMIT OF THE MOUNTAIN WAS OBSCURED BY HAZE.  IT 
SEEMED TO CADY AS GLOOMY AND FOREBODINGLY SULLEN AS IT GUARDED 
THE WEFET SIDE OF THE HARBOR. WITHOUT GLASSES TO SCAN THE HEIGHTS, 
NO SIGNS OF FORTIFICATIONS COULD BE SEEN. THE /ICHY FRENCH HAD 
RESISTED THERE, AND THERE WAS AT LEAST ONE FRENCH CRUISER AND 
SOME AMERICAN SHIPS THEY LET COME IN BEFORE SIIKIN; THEM, SO 
80MEONE SAID.  IT HAD NOT BEEN SO EASY AS THE RADIO REPORT SAID. 
AFTER ABOUT AN HOUR THE SHIP MOVED SLOWLY WESTWARD UNTIL IT 
CAOV- 
CAME TO MERS-EL-KEBIR NAVAL BASE ANO DOCKED AT A LONG CONCRETE 
PIER.  IT WAS ABOUT 1530 HOUR, AND THERE WAS LESS HAZE THAN AT 
ORAN. THEY ALL HAD TO CARRY THEIR BAGGAGE ABOUT A MILE WALKING 
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THE RAYS or THC SUN WERE POKING THROUGH THE MAZE ABOVE THE 
MOUNTAINS BORDERING THE HARBOR Or ttfftt-CL* KCBIR.  A FEW WAR 
VESSELS 8EEME0 TO SQUAT LIME SLEEPING DUCKS IN THE WATER, SULKILY. 
PERSONAL BAGGAGE MAO TO BE CARRIED TOWARD THE SUN FOR WHAT SEEMED 
A  MILE, THOUGH PROBABLY A KILOMETER, 8IX~TENTH8 Of A MILE, 
ANOTHER NEW TERM,  THE TRANSPORTATION OFFICER WOULD HAUL THE 
OFFICERS, NURSES AND THEIR BAGOAQE.  THE MEN WOULD HAVE TO TOTE 
OR GET THE 151 SAGS LATER, OR PERHAPS TOMORROW.  THE MARCH WOULD 
BE ABOUT tS MILES, GOOD WALKING BUT UP   AMD DOWN HILLS AROUND 
THOSE MOUNTAINS OVER THERE.  COL. 0AVI8 WANTED TO SAVE THE MEN, 
HAUL THEIR BAGS AND LET THE OFFICER MARCH,  CADY ASKED If IT WOULO 
BE ALL RIGHT KITH THE TCO IP THE OffICERS MIOHT RIOC WlTM THE 
DRIVERS AND ANYWHERE ON TOP OP THE BAGGAGE.   IT WOULD BE, AND 
THE OFFICERS DID NOT HAVE TO BE SOY SCOUTS tfU3T TO DO IT THE 
HARD WAY. 
AS THEY WENT OVER THE CURVING MOUNTAIN ROADS HIGHER ABOVE 
BLUE 
THE/MEOITERRANEAW, THEY WENT THROUGH SEVERAL SHORT' AND ONE LENGTHY 
TUNNEL. THE ROADS WERE IN FAIR REPAIR. CAOY LOOKED FOR NAVAL 
SHELL DAMAGE OR PREPARED DEMOLITIONS, BUT SAW NONE.  THE MOTOR 
CONVOY TOOK TMEV THROUGH ORAN WHERE THERE WAS AN OCCABBIONAL 
8IGN OF WAR DAMAGE.  EVERYTHING SEEMED OIRTY AND UNKEMPT.  THE 
INHABITANTS LOOKED THE SAME WAY, SULLEN, UNHAPPY, AND BY 0RE8S 
OR 8KIN THEY WERE EUROPEAN, ARABS, DIRTY VEILED WOMEN AND SKINNY 
KIDS.     THE   /ICHY FRENCH-^AZI COMBINATION  HAD LET THE CITY RUN DOWN. 
ON THE S^UTH MARGIN OF ORAN, THE 77TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL 
(AFFILIATED WITH U. OF KAN,) OPERATED UNDER CANVAS ON AN ADOBIE 
FLAT.  SOME CRUSHED STONE ROADS HAD SEEN LAID OUT BETWEEN DRAIN- 
AGE TRENCHES, AND THE SURFACE HAD BEEN BULL-DOZED TO APPROXIMATLV 
LEVEL WHERE IT SEEMED TO NEED IT,  THE PA ST ASSIGNED AREA ALREADY 
HAD PITS AND FLIES SET VP   FOR LATRINES, BUT NO BATHING FACILITIES, 
•JUST THE MINIMAL ALLOWANCE OF WASH RACKS.  $ARO TENTS HAD BEEN 
ERECTED FOR OFFICERS, NURSES SLEEPING, AND BAGGAGE AND HEADQUARTERS. 
THE MEN WOULD LIVE UNDER THEIR SHELTER HALVES.   fT WOULD BE IN 
THE BLACKOUT WHEN THE MEN WOULD ARRIVE,  COL. DAVIS THOUGHT IT 
WOULD SE A NICE GESTURE IF THE OFFICERS WOULD UNPACK THE MENS 
PACKS, AND SET UP THEIR PUP   TENTS IN GOOD LINES BEFORE THEV WOULD 
ARRIVE.   fT WAS DONE, 
fT WAS QUITE DARK AND CHILLY WHEN THE MEN CAME,  AFTER THEIR 
WARMED C-RATION, THEV HAD TO CRAWL INTO ANY VACANT PUP TENT THEV 
COULD FIND BECAUSE NO ONE HAD THOUGHT TO REMIND COL. DAVIS THERE 
WOULD BE NO WAY FOR THE MEN TO LOCATE THEIR OWN PACKS AND SHELTER 
HAL
VES
'THERE WAS A HARD RAIN DURING THE NIGHT, AND NO ONE HAD 
DONE A*VTIIIKS ABOUT TRENCHING EACH LITTLE TENT OR THE AREA DRAINS. 
MANY OF THE MEN AWOKE, LYING MISERABLY IN PUDDLES OR RIVULETS 
OF COLD MUODV WATER.  IT WAS A FULL DAY BEFORE THE DISCONSOLATE 
MEN COULO LOCATE BELONGINGS AND RE-ARRANGE THEMSELVES UNDER THEIR 
OWN NON-COMS. 
DURING CAMP-MAKING FOR THE MEN, CADY STARTED AT THE RECEIVING 
TENT TO FIND OUT HOW TO PAY HIS RESPECTS TO THE HOST CO,  HE 
PROBABLE DURAT ION OF THE 
HAD TO 8REAK IN AFTER A SHORT WAIT TO SEE THE/ VI NOUS CONFERENCE 
G IDDY 
BETWEEN SOME/SAL IN FATIGUES AND TWO ENLISTED MEN, TO SET HIS 
DIRECTIONS.  HOSPITALITY AT THE CO*S TENT WAS NOT EXUBERANT, BUT 
IT WAS ADEQUATE .CADY SUPPOSED, IN CONSIDERATION THAT COL. HASHINGER 
MOT THERE.  THE 77TH EVAC HAD BEEN TAKING PATIENTS ALMOST A MONTH 
AND HAD LOST ITS CURIOSITY FOR STRANGERS.  TH£ FRENCH MAO NOT 
SEEN EASY PUSH-OVERS THE RADIO BROADCAST HAO DESCRIBED.  THERe 
HAD BEEN REAL CASUALTIES, AND MORE COM INS.  THEY WOULD LIKE TO 
SHARE THEIR HOSPITALIZATION LOAO. 
THAT NIGHT CADY SLEPT WARMLY in  HIS COT EVEN WHILE PAUL 
MAX COUGHED A LOT. HE WOULD NOT TAKE THE DOVER'S POWDER CAPSULE 
COL. DAVIS OFFERED, SO HE TOOK IT HIMSELF ,  THE HEAVY RAIN AND 
WtNO DID NOT AWAKEN CADY, ANO IT WAS SLICK ST I CKV»OOB IE MUD EVERY 
PLACE WHEN HE DID AWAKEN.  THE POOR SURPRISED NURSES FOUND THEIR 
HELMETS FLOATING AROUND THEIR COTS, AND MOST OF THEIR BAGGAGE 
ALL WET.  THAT DAMNED 'DOBIE MUD SOON BECAME A LOB-LOLLY FROM 
HUMAN TRAFFIC, AND A HARD PART OF HARD LIVING.  AT ONCE, ESPEC- 
IALLY AMONG THE MEN, C0RYZA6» SORE THROATS AND COUGHS WERE EPIDEMIC, 
AND MANY BECAME DISABLED,  TOWARD THE MIDDLE OF THE AFTER NOON,COL, 
OAVIS MADE ARRANGEMENTS  S0 GROUPS OF OFFICERS, NURSES ANO MEN 
COULD WALK A HALF MILE OR SO TO A LITTLE POWER PLANT AND GET WARM 
SHOWERS. 
THE LOCALITY REMINDED CADY OF THE SOUTHWEST OF HIS OWN COUNTRY, 
AROUND SANTA FE, N. MEX,  IT WOULD BE DRY AND BUSTY UNTIL IT MIGHT 
RAIN, THEN COVERED WITH "OOBIE MUO. EVEN THE LESS PRETENTIOUS 
ARCHITECTURE IN TOWN WERE SIMILAR, EXPECIALLY THE 'OOBIE BLOCK 
WALLS AND CORRALS. THE DUSTY BROWN AftABsf/BURNOUSED MAN WHO RODE 
HIS BURRO CROSSWISE WITH HIS HEELS KICKING, WERE FOLLOWED WITH 
A BURDENED WOMAN, FOLLOWEO IN TURN BY SUCCESSIVELY TALLER AND 
LESS TALL KIDS, AND THE SAME WITH A DOG OR TWO. THE BLANKET 
RESERVATION OR PUEBLO INDIANS OID THE SAME. 
IT WAS FRIDAY, ig (AT BOU-HANIFIA, (MASCARA) ALGERIA) OEFORE 
CADY COULD SUMMARIZE AGAIN.  HE WAS NOT CERTAIN HE HAD HIS WEEK 
DAYS AND DATES CORRECT,  HE SORTED FACTS OU<T OF HIS HAZY MEMORY. 
CADY- 
THE UNIT LANDED SUNDAY, 6 DEC.  IT HAD RAINED CATS AND DOGS 
THAT NIGHT.   ON 7 DEC. COL. DAVIS AND CADY WENT TO THE TASK FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS FOR ORIENTATION.  THERE WAS A SPA LOCATION POSSIBLE, 
BUT NO DECISION ABOUT IT, FOR IT MIGHT BE USED FOR A HEADQUARTERS, 
COL. DAV IS15AGGRESS IVE HOSTILE DEMEANOR HAD OFFENDED ALL HIS CON- 
TACTS 9 DEC.  THE NEW HQ., MEDITERRANEAN BASE SECTION, TOOK 
OVER AT MIDNIGHT, AND THERE WERE NO DECISIONS 
BY GOING DIRECTLY TO GEN. L-ARKIN'S OFFICE. 
COL. DAVIS TRIED 
10 DEC.  MAJ. JOS. C. COCKE, MC, CAME TO VISIT THE UNIT.  HE 
TOOK THEM TO MBS HEADQUARTERS.  DAVIS AND CADY THEN WENT WITH 
FRENCH ENGINEER CAPT. D'ENOYA AND HIS INTERPRETER JEAN TO MASCARA, 
OF THE COMMUNE MIXTE DE MASCARA, TO SEE THE ADM INISTRATEUR.  HE 
WAS NOT AVAILABLE, SO THEY LEFT A MESSAGE, WENT TO A STUFFY STEAMY 
LITTLE RESTAURENT FOR A "FILLING*1 WORKMAN'S LUNCH THEY PAID 
THEIR RESPECTS TO THE MAYOR, AND WENT ON THROUGH THE COLD RAW 
RAINY WEATHER TO BOU-HANIFIA, THE SPA VILLAGE.   THE FRENCH DlRECTEUR 
WAS RETICENT AND PASSIVE, CAUTIOUSLY WATCHFUL, AND DID NOT SEEM 
ADVISED OF WHAT TO EXPECT THEY STILL HAD A FEW GUESTS AT THE 
GRAND HOTEL, THERE FOR THE "CURE." THEY MADE A QUICK RECONNAISSANCE 
OF THE VILLAGE.  THERE WERE A NUMBER OF SMALL HUMBLE HOTELS FOR 
SPA GUESTS, AND THEY WERE NOT ENCOURAGED BY THE  SOCIETE THE 
CORPORATION, ESPECIALLY THE ARAB PLACES.  EVERY PLACE EXCEPT THE 
GRAND HOTEL PROPERTIES WAS RUN DOWN AND DIRTY. 
DAVIS DID NOT WANT TO OBLIGATE HIMSELF OR THE US ARMY BY TAKING 
I 
ROOMS AS PAID GUESTS, OR SOMETHING, SO THEY WENT UP TO AN UNOCCUPIED 
FLOOR AND BEDDED DOWN ON THE TILE FLOORS.   THE ROOMS WERE WARM 
AS A RESULT OF THE SPA'S WARM WATERS  IN THE RADIATORS.   THEY WARMED 
CANS OF C-RATION FOR THEIR SUPPERS.   COL. DAVIS'S HACKING COUGH 
WOULD NOT BE SUPPRESSED WITHOUT HIS DOVER POWDER, AND HE WAS HAVING 
CADY- 
A PAIN IN THE REGION OF HIS HEART.  CADV PERCUSSED HIS CHEST, 
LI3TENED TO HIS CHEST WITHOUT A STETHOSCOPE 8UT FOUND NO LESIONS. 
HE TAPED HIS CHEST AND DAVIS SAID IT FELT BETTER,  HE OOSEO HIM- 
SELF WITH DOVER POWER, AND TRIED TO SLEEP WITH A CANTEENFUL OF 
WARM WATER NEXT TO HIS CHEST.  tl DEC. THE FIRST THING 0AVI8 
WANTED WAS TO GET THAT TAPE OFF FOR IT WAS REALLY IRRITATING HIS 
SKIM, PROBABLY SENSITIVE TO SOMETHINQ IN IT.  THEY LOOKED AROUND 
THE FEEBLY OPERATING GRAND HOTEL AND HAD A BETTER LOOK AT THE 
VILLAGE WHICH WAS POPULATED BY ABOUT HALF EUROPEANS AND HALF 
ARABS. DAVIS DEPARTED AND LEFT CAOY AS THE ADVANCE PARTY OF THE 
U»IT. THAT AFTERNOON MAJS. BEAM, GOTTLIEB, SCHWARTZ, AND ITS. 
KKitftj KURKA, HALLAHAN, NURSES $URKHOLDER, VEODER, AND \6  ENLISTED 
MEN CAME WITH ENOUGH RATIONS AND HOUSEKEEPINS EQUIPMENT TO TAKE 
CARE OF THEMSELVES.  CADV HAD ALREADY EXPERIENCED DIFFICULTIES 
WITH HIR COLLEGE FRENCH, UNUSED FOR 25 YEARS EXCEPT FOR A BIT OF 
SCIENTIFIC READING.   IT WAS MUCH LESS USEFUL THAN POINTING, AND 
HE DID NOT KNOW WHERE TO POINT.  THE NEWCOMERS WERE VERY HAPPY 
TO SET AWAY rHOU "THAT PEST HOLE MUBFLAT.* 
IS DEC, CAPT* WILSON G. BROWN, LT. JOHN ACKERMAN,FROM THE 
LABORATORY,JOINED WITH 6 NURSES, t PTA, 1 ARC, AND 1 HD, NOBODY 
COULD REALLY DO ANYTHING RUT LOOK AROUND UNTIL THE REQUISITION 
HAO BEEN COMPLETED, BUT KEY PEOPLE TO START A HOSPITAL WERE COMING 
CADV SAW TO IT THAT THEY WERE ALL SLEEPING IN HO'JEL  agog THOUGH. 
f4 Dt*« COL. DAVIS AND ENGINEERS CAME LONG ENOUGH TO TAKE 
POSSESSION. THE GRAND HOTEL AND ANNEX WOULD CLOSE ON THE 15TH. 
V ALLOWED TWO OR THREE GUESTS TO STAY BY PRIVATE ARRANGEMENTS 
WITH »'. FATON FOR A WEEK TO COMPLETE THEIR "CURES." THEY HAD TO 
KEEP OUT OF THE    WAY OF THE AMERICANS.   CADY ASKED M. FATON TO 
TELL THE EMPLOYEES, THE "dVILS", TO REMAIN IF THEY WANTED TO WORK 
AND THE MAJORITY DID. ' 
CADY- 
1" (?EC. CAOV RETURNED TO THE MUO FLAT, WHICH WAS STILL MUDDY 
BUT IMPROVED BY DRAINAGE. COL. DAVIS WAS AILIN3 ANO IN BED WITH 
HIS COLO ANO COUSH,  CADY*S BAD HEAD COLD HAD IMPROVED SINCE HE 
HAD HIS RESIDENCE IN THE SPA.  HE HAD A LI3T OF ^CIVILS" TO SUB- 
MIT TO THE MBS CIVIL EMPLOYMENT OFFICE. DAVIS WAS SUSPICIOUS or 
THEM, ANO ANTICIPATED BAD EXPERIENCES WITH THEM.  THEY 010 NOT 
KNOW SANITATION.  WHEN CAOY SAW COL, HUTTER AGAIN, HE WAS A FULL 
COLONEL, AND IN THAT WAY FIT IN WITH THE Mil T/O.  HE HAD A NARROW 
STUBBY MUSTACHE, CARRIED A SWAGGER STICK, WORE A CLASS A BLOJSE 
ANO WPIMKS", ANO ALWAYS HAD HIS GERMAN SHEPARD POLICE DOS BITCH 
ON LEASH. THE DOG WAS BORED BUT WELL BEHAVE^,, HUTTER WAS HAVING 
SOME FUN AT PUTTING ON THE 003 IN COMPETITION WITH THE OCCASIONAL 
BRITISHER WHO AFFECTED SUCH. ANYWAY, WHEN HUTTER COLLARED CAOV 
ABOUT 0AVIS, HE RECALLED QAVISFS INSTANT ANTIPATHY. THE MBS 
CHIEF or  CHAPLAINS, SOME UNIT 0FFiCEf?s AND SOME NURSES WERE 
JOINED BV SOME LINE OFFICERS WHO WERE ON THE MONARCH WITH COMPLAINTS 
ABOUT COL. MAVIS'S ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR. THERE WAS VERY LOW 
MORALE IN THE UNIT. 
CADY ADMITTED TO HUTTER THE UNFORTUNATE TRUTH OF THE COMPLAINTS, 
AND THAT DAVIS HAD MADE HIMSELF MUCH DISLIKED BY HIS LACK OF TACT. 
"COL. DAVIS** IDEALS AS A SOLDIER AND AS A DOCTOR WERE PROPER, 
AND HE WAS CONSCIENTIOUS AND HONEST." THE TROUBLE WAS IN HIS 
MANNER OF APPLICATION OF HIS IDEALS ANO HIS DEALING WITH PEOPLE, 
HE MADE THINGS MOVE, THOUGH, CADY WAS TIRING OF INSISTING THAT 
AS QAVIS'S CXEC HE MUST NOT ALLOW HIMSELF TO BECOME INVOLVED IN 
THE RESOLUTION OF THE SITUATION, OR HE COULD EA8ILY BE ACCUSED 
OF BEING DI5L0VAL TO HIS CO. DAVIS HAD BEEN CONSIDERATE OF CADY 
PERSONALLY. SO LONG AS HE HAD A CLOSE AND CONFIDENTIAL RELATION- 
IVISJ HE WANTED NO PA^T OF WHAT WAS GOING 0 . 
CAUY- 
COULD CAOV DO ANYTHING WITH DAVIS TO CHANGE H|MT  N©T IN 
CADV'S CONSIDERED JUDGMENT WAS THAT WISE FOR Mt« TO TRY, OR 
HE WOULD HAVE ALREADY DOME IT.  COL. DAVIs's ECO WAS SO SCN- 
SITIVE TO REAL OR FANCIED ATTACKS, GABY BELIEVED DAVIS** CON- 
FIDENCE IN MIS LOYALTY WOULD 8f DESTROYED.  WORE HARSH THAN 
GOOD WOULD FOLLOW,  ANYWAY, COL. HUTTER WANTED THE UNIT*8 
PSYCHIATRIST TO CC»E TALK WITH HIM,  CAOV ASKED DRAKE TO PASS 
MUTTER'S MESSAGE TO MAJ, LOUIS TUREEN, BUT KEEP CAOY*S NAME OUT 
or IT.  A ftW  "AYS LATER HE LEARNED FPCJ TUREEN HE*H*r? BEEN 
TOO SUSY" TO RESPOND. 
16 DEC.  ~ADV RETURWED TO 8OU-HANIFIA WITH MAJORS OOEN ANO 
x, !ST LT. JASPER AND 3 ENLISTED MEN.  ...ANOTHER PRETTY LITTLE 
NURSE HAD SEEM INDISCRETE, WAS ILL OUR I NO THE VOYAGE, AND WAS 
GOINO SACK HO 
20 DEC.    PRACTICALLY ALL THE UNIT WAS AT THE  SPA.    THE 
Ftto CROSS OIRLS WERE GETTING MO ATTENTION FROM COL. DAVIS,  SO 
THEY DECIDED DM PREEMPTION OF SPACE IN THE LOSSY OF THE <»RAMD 
HOTEL, WHICM *Ai -50»N?5 TO BE A BIT SURGICAL WARD. CAOY, FROM 
H|,t OFT ICE ACROSS THE CORRIDOR, OVERHEARD NATALIE £ , RHYfti IN 
AN OUTRIGHT SPAT WITH DAVIS.  HE HAO THE IMPRESSION THAT IWlSS 
YERS WAS tCIM IMPUDENT ASOUT SOMETHING.    »SS JEAN MeNCfL, 
DAUGHTER 0^ A COLONEL, HAO BEEN I MTERP^ET I f>"! FOR CAOV, WENT TO 
JOIN WITH HER RED CR088 SISTER.  SHE CONTRIBUTED SOME SITTER 
STATEMENTS ABOUT 3ftVft, MOSTLY T^UE.  MS TOLO THEM TO SET OUT 
OF HIS OFFICE. IL RETURNED, PALE WITH AN'JER, CRABBED 
HER BELONG I N<SS ANO RAN AWAY. AMD, CACY LOST A SPLENDID FRENCH 
INTERPRETED CCL. PAvlB ONLY SNIFFED A TIME OP TWO AND WENT 
ON WITH HIS AFFAIRS UNPERTURBED. 
AOY KEPT WORK I NO        ",UCH INCIDENTS TO TONE DOWN V 180 ICT IVENE88, 
CADY- 
TO COUNSEL AS MUCH REA80NABLNE3S ABOUT THE STATE OF MIND OF THE 
CO, AND NOT TO SABOTAGE THE UNIT BECAUSE THEY MIGHT HATE THE CO. 
21 DEC. THE FLOW OF MATERIEL WAS AS FAST AS UNIT TRUCKS AND 
A NARROW GAGE RAILWAY COULD AIOVE IT. THE NURSES HAD NOT BEE* 
WELL IMPRESSED WITH THEIR DAY-COACH RIDE, AND STILL HAD TO RIDE 
ANOTHER TEN MILES OR SO IN TRUCKS.  IT DID MAKE A SHORTER HAUL 
FOR TRUCKS BUT WAS REALLY SLOWER FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION THAN 
HAULING THE 60 MILES OR 80 FROM ORAN. THREE TRAJNLOADS OF PROPERTY 
DID NOT HAVE ANY FROM THE ORIGINAL MANIFESTS. WEBER HAD NOT 
DONE AS WELL AS HOPED AT BRISTOL, OR THERE HAD BEEN INTERFERENCE 
THERE. 
CADY WAS STILL INTERVIEWING C.tV.ILS. BUT HAD INCLUDED THE 
CAIO EL IMASCRI TO APPRO/E THE ARABS.  THIS SERVICE OOT HIM A 
LEGITIMATE FEE OR MKOOMSHA«,TT CADY NEVER LEARNED WHICH TOR THE 
FRENCH ADMINISTRATEUR LAUGHED IT OFF.  THE CAID COLLECTED IT 
FROM THE APPLICANT, AND SOMETIMES TURNED THUMBS DOWN ON ONE. 
IT WAS AMUSING THE WAY DAVIS TRIED TO LECTURE THE CAIO IN SANI- 
TATION T^ RENCH SPEAKING ARAB GENTLEMAN.  Hi FANCIED THAT 
ALL ENGLISH WORDS ENDING IN "ION" OR WTION" WOULD MEAf>? THE SAME 
IN FRENCH.  HE DID NOT LIKE THE WAY THE ARABS DEFILED THE LAND- 
SCAPE AND THE 8ACK8IDE OF BUILDINGS WHICH HAD BEEN NORMAL LIVING 
FOR THEM BEFORE AND SINCE THE FRENCH HAD TAKEN OVER MORE THAN.A 
CENTURY BEFORE.  WHEN THE DIGNIFIED CAID LOOKED SO BLANKLY AMAZED, 
OBVIOUSLY NOT COMPREHEND INC?, THEN DAVIS ftf MOMSTRATED •* GOING 
THROUGH REQUIRED MOTIONS WITH SOUND EFFECTS INCLUDED.  CADY TOOK 
NO PART IN THE OAID'S EDUCATION FOR HIS FRENCH WAS MUCH TOO IN- 
ADEQUATE, TOO.  HE WAS TAKIKH ALL THE ODD JOBS FROM DAVIS HE " 
COULD AND SHIFTING THEM TO THE ADJUTANT, BUT AT THE MOMENT HE 
HAD NO IDEA HOW TO HANDLE THIS ONE. 
t 
UADY- 
COL. HO WE 1.1. APPEAREO AND VISITED HIS NURSE FRIENDS BEFORE 
COMING TO DAVIS TO PRESENT HIS PROPOSITION. HE AND HIS OFFICERS 
WOULD FURNISH A BAND FOR CHRISTMAS OXNClNG.  DAVIS WAS BARELY 
COURTEOUS.  COL. HOWELL QUIZZED CADY BEFORE HE DEPARTED, BUT CADY 
SAID FRICTION! HAD CONTINUED BUT THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED HAD NOT 
CHANGED AT ALL. HE WOULD NOT TAKE 3I0ES. IT WAS THE FOLLOWING 
DAY, THE 23RD, THAT CADY SUGGESTED THAT DAVIS OUGHT TO HANDLE THE 
MATTER.  THE OFFICERS CLUS HAD ALREADY VOTED TO HAVE THE DANCE^N 
CHRISTMAS EVE.  COL. DA/IS TOLD THE COMMITTEE TO GO ON PLANNING 
BUT NOT FOR CHRISTMAS EVE.  THEY WERE IN A COUNTRY VERY STRANGE 
TO THEM, AND THE INHABITANTS MIGHT BE OFFENDED AT SOMETHING THAT 
MIQHT HAPPEN.  THE NURSES AND CHAPLAINS COULD NOT UNDERSTAND THAT 
AT ALL, WHAT COULD 3E WRONG IN CELEBRATING CHRISTMAS?  MAYBE NOTHING, 
BUT WHO COULD PREDICT REACTIONS OF THESE HUNGRY OIRTY ARABS WHO 
WERE VOHAMMSOAMS?  YES, THE OFFICERS AND NURSES COULD GO ELSEWHERE 
TO DANCES.  DAVIS ASSURRED THEM THERE WOULD BE PLENTY OF GANGES 
IN THE FUTURE.  ...AND A CHRISTMAS TREE WOULD BE FINE FOR THE 
LOBBY or THE GRAND HOTEL, TOO. 
THE TAG-ENDS Or   THIS STAGING PERIOD  WERE COMPLETED, BUT THE 
NECE33ARY UR-BUILDIN3 OE THE HOSPITAL FOR ACTUAL SERVICE WAS IN- 
COMPLETE,  THE 'DOB IE MUD FLAT WAS SEINO FORGOTTEN EXCEPT BY AIVERY 
FEW,    THOSE UMA9LE TO REJOIN FROM CONVALESCENCE IN THE 7TH STATION 
HOSPITAL AT ORAN. LOCATIONS WERE SELECTED, AND THE LABORATORY, 
X-RAY AND OPERATING ROOM WERE GOING THROUGH SLOW MOTION INSTALLATION 
BECAUSE TOO LITTLE SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT WAS AVAILABLE, FAR FROM 
SUFFICIENT,  A SIMPLE 4°PEND£CT0MY WOULD HAVE TO BE IMPROVISED! 
WORD WAS THAT 9t»ftttCO« GENERAL McGEE MIGHT VISIT ON THE 26TH. 
NO MATTER, HE SHOULD SEE HOW BAD OFF THE UNIT WASt 
A BIT OF NEWS CAME FROM ^T* BENNlNGi, UA4,    LOUIS OOMS WAS CHIEF 
Of MEDICINE.  MAYBE CAOY*3 "MERRY-GO-ROUND* WAS STILL PRQOUC1NS. 
MM« CA0V WROTE Or INDIRECT INFORMATION THAT COL, THOMAS WISHED 
HE WERE WITH THE PA ST.  UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCE© CAOY D I Q NOT COW- 
mm,      AM|D HIS EXISTING TENSIONS CAOV FELT TMIS REMINDER THAT 
THOMAS HAD NEARLY TAUGHT HIM TO HATE WAS NOT VERT QOOO FOR HIM. 
THERE WAS NOT ENOUSH ROOM FOR BOTH THOMAS AND DAVIS, ...YET, 
WITH MORE PROVOCATIONS, CAQY WAS NOT HATINO DAVIS. BUT DAMN 
THE SITUATION ANYWAY* 
M, FATOM, OIRECTEUR GENERAL or THE 3PA CORPORATION WOULD 
ENTERTAIN DAVIS, CAOY, MISS SPALOINB AND A FEW orricERS AT A 
WINE PARTY AT HI3 QUARTERS CHRISTMAS EvE.  CADY WONDERED IF THAT 
WOULD HAVE HAPPENED IF HE HAD NOT STRONGLY URGED     WHEN TATON 
SHOWED HIvi THE GRAND HOTEL*S WINE CELLAR TO SET IT ALL OUT OF 
THERE BEFORE ANY AMERICANS COULD KNOW IT WAS TMEHE.  HE SHOULD 
KIM IT UNTIL "APRE3 LA C3UERREW FOR STOCK TO ftt<*04»CM HIS HOTEL, 
HE COULD SELL IT IF HE WISHED, BUT HE HAD SOME FINE WINES THAT 
WOULD 8£ QUZZLEO WITHOUT FULL APPRECIATION.  BESIDES, THE AMERICANS 
COULD 8E TRUSTED TO FIND EttOUOH LlCCUOR TO BRINK, MORE THAN M|OHT 
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WITHOUT ANY CLEARANCE A0NA^» o|^E^||RCORPS BRIG. GENERAL CAME 
TO BE A PATIENT AT THE HOSPITAL/  HE HAD TO TAKE VIP TREATMENT 
AND CARE IN A PRIVATE ROOM IN THE GRAND HOTEL, WHICH WAS ALL RIGHT 
FOR HE WAS WELL CONVALESCENT, AND HAD MUCH OPPORTUNITY TO SATISFY 
HIS CURIOSITY ABOUT EVERYTHING, 
THE CHRISTMAS EVE WINE PARTY AT M.  FATON*S WAS NICE.    Iftttf. 
FATON SUPPORTED HER SOMEWHAT POMPOUS HUSBAND GRACIOUSLY AND SUPER- 
VISED THE VERY PRETTY LITTLE WAITRESS, MLLE. NAVARETTE VERY CLOSELY. 
FATOM, JR., WAS A LIEUTENANT IN THE FREE FRENCH FORCES, AND 
THEY HOPED TO SEE HIM SOON. FATON HAO SERVED IN HIS TIME, ANO 
GO BACK 
SAIO HE WOULD //*NTO THE ARMY IP THEY WOULD GIVE HIM A VUSIL." 
A TELEPHONE CALL CAME THROUGH FOR COL. OAVIS FROM H©., , MBS; 
THERE WAS AN AREA ALERT. THE UNIT SHOULD GO THROUGH A BLACK- 
OUT TEST. LOOK OUT FOR AN ARAB UPRISING DURING THE HOLIDAYS, 
NO ONE WAS TO LEAVE HIS AREA. WATCH OUT FOR SABATEUR PARACHUTISTS. 
THERE WERE OTHER FEARS, BUT CADY DIO NOT RECALL THEM. THE UNIT 
WAS NOT ARMEO AND HAD NO ASSIGNED ARMED GUARDS.  IT COULD BE OVER- 
RUN BY A SINGLE SQUAD OF ENEMY SOLDIERS. COL. DAVIS P08TE0 A 
LOOK-OUT ON THE ROOF OF THE GRAND HOTEL, ANO CADY WENT TO BED. 
ABOUT 0230 HOUR ON CHRISTMAS MORNING OAVIS ROUTED CADY OUT 
TO COME DOWN TO THE LOBBY TO HELP HIM WITH A MBUNCH OF DRUNKEN 
OFFICERS."  IT DEVELOPED THAT SOME OF THE UNIT'S OFFICERS HAD 
v/AUT- 
ARRANGED A PRIVATE DINNER PARTY WITH THE PROPRIETOR OF THE 
RESTAURENT OE LA POSTE WHICH WAS PRACTICALLY ACROSS THE STREET 
FROM L*HERM|TAGE, THEIR QUARTERS.  EATING IN THOSE "FILTHY UN- 
SANITARY NATIVE RE8TAURENT8* WAS AN OrFENCE IN COL. 0AVI8*S MI NO 
ANYWAY.     THE PARTY HAD BEEN BROKEN OP BY FR. McCARTHY*8 MID- 
NIGHT MASS IN THE VILLAGE CHURCH A BLOCK AND A HALF FURTHER VP 
THE STREET.  THE NURSES HAD TO PASS THE GRAND HOTEL TO RETURN 
TO THEIR OWN HOTEL QUARTERS, LIKE HOTEL MADRID, SO THEY STOPPED 
BY THE LOBBY FOR FURTHER SOCIABILITY. ABOUT 0200 HOUR THE HOSPITAL 
GUARD SE3AN TO TRY TO SET THE CROWD TO BREAK UP, AND HE RECEIVED 
ENOUGH BACK TALK THAT HE HAD COL. OAV18 NOTIFIED.  EVEN HE SOON 
FELT HE NEEDED COMPETENT WITNESS FOR WHAT WAS IN FRONT OF HIM. 
THE OFFICERS WERE SURROUNDING DAVIS AND ALL TRYING TO JOIN IN 
AN ARGUMENT WITH HIM. 
CADY HAD NO IDEA HOW TO HANDLE THE MES8 EXCEPT TO CUT IT OOWN 
TO SIZE.  HE TUGQEO AT A SLEEVE FOR ATTENTION:  "SO AROUND TO 
ALL THE FELLOWS AND TELL THEM TO GET TO HELL OUT, DISAPPEAR!" 
BY THE TIME CADY WORKED HIS WAY SLOWLY TO EASY DISTANCE FOR 
REPORTING TO DAVIS, ONLY FOUR OR FIVE WERE STILL ENGAGED IN THE 
ARGUMENT WITH HIM.   "COL. CADY", SHOUTED DAVIS, "TAKE THIS MAJOR 
WITH YOU. EXAMINE HIM ANO TELL ME IF you THINK HE IS DRUNK!" 
CAOY TRIED TO FIGURE OUT WHETHER DAVIS REALLY WANTED TO CRACK 
DOWN OF THIS MAJOR AND HIS FRIENDS, OR JUST SCARE THEM. MANY 
OF 'HIS BEST QUALIFIED OFFICERS COULD BE INVOLVED. SOME BRIGHT 
SCAMP MIGHT ENEN TRY TO USE THE INCIDENT AS A MASS REACTION OF 
LOW UNIT MORALE. IT MIGHT GET DAVIS INTO MORE HOT WATER, MORE 
THAN THE OFFICERS WOULD BE IN. EITHER WAV IT WOULD BE BAD FOR 
THE 218T. 
CADY- 
CADY WENT THROUGH THE MOTIONS TOR A GOOD EXAMINATION FOR 
INEBRIETY.  "NOW GET HOLD OF YOURSELF.   DON'T TALK UNLESS YOU 
HAVE TO, AND THINK WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO SAY.  TRY HARD TO DO 
THESE TESTS WELL. ...ARE YOU DRUNK?" 
"HELL, YES, COLONEL, 'S DRUNK *S SKUNKI  THAT..." 
"YOU DAMN1 WELL BETTER STOP TALKING SO MUCHL" CADY GROWLED 
AT THE MAJOR.   "DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND, YOU AND THE WHOLE BUNCH 
ARE IN REAL TROUBLE IF I CAN'T GIVE AN HONEST REPORT ON YOU. 
YOU HAVE GOT TO GO BACK WITH ME TO COL. DAVIS, AND LET ME SHOW 
HIM YOU'R DRINKING BUT NOT DRUNK.  UNDERSTAND?" 
"YESSIR, COLONEL!" 
CADY PUT HIM THROUGH ATAXIA TESTS OF SEVERAL KINDS, SPEECH 
TESTS (DRILLS REALLY) AND CONTINUED HANDLING HIM ROUGHLY ENOUGH 
THAT HE MIGHT SCARE MORE ADRENALIN INTO HIS BLOOD.  THEN HE 
RETURNED THE MAJOR TO COL. DAVIS.  "COL. DAVIS, THIS OFFICER 
HAS BEEN DRINKING BUT HE IS NOT DRUNK.  DO YOU WISH ME TO HAVE 
HIM DEMONSTRATE?" 
"ALL RIGHT, MAJOR," DAVIS SAID, "YOU CAN GO."  HE NODDED 
TO THE OTHER OFFICERS, "YOU, TOO." 
WHEN CADY GOT BACK TO BED HE WAS WONDERING IF DAVIS WOULD 
FOLLOW UP THE INCIDENT IN ANY WAY WITH THE OFFICERS OR ANY OF 
THE NURSES.  HAD HE BEEN DISLOYAL? WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF HE 
HAD BEEN HOSTILE OR VINDICTIVE  |NSTEAD OF DISAPPOINTED IN THE 
MAJOR AND HIS BIBULOUS BRETHERN.  BUT CADY WENT TO SLEEP BEFORE 
EXCITING HIMSELF TO WAKEFULNESS. 
THE CHRISTMAS TREE IN THE LOBBY WAS DECORATED WITH MANY 
IMPROVISED ORNAMENTS, AND HAD NOSTALGIC EFFECTS.  BL-LINGUAL 
MLLES. EVA BROUILLET, HEEEN FRIEND, AND JEAN MCNEIL SEEMED TO 
HAVE MOST TO DO WITH THE GROUP OF FRENCH-SPAN ISH CHILDREN WHO 
CADY- 
WCRE THERE WITH THE VILLAGE SCHOOL TEACHER TO SING NOEL SONG®, 
AND PICK DP  THEIR TOKEN PRESENTS OF CASNOY SARS AND SI MCHOOM~ 
GOOM," THEY WERE HARPY AND SO WERE THEIR PARENTS. 
BUT THE LOBBY WAS SOON COMPLETELY OVERRUN BY RAGGED ARAB 
KIDS AND Ut:U>       AS CADY RECALLED IT, M|88 MARYLES NAHL, ARC, CAME 
THROUGH THE PACKED CROWD AND SHOUTED THAT COL. OAVtS SAID TO DIS- 
TRIBUTE THE GIFTS TO THE ARAB K»OS AT 1500 HOUR.  THAT WAS AN 
UNEXPECTED HERCULEAN TASK AND A DISCRIMINATING CHANGE WHICH CADY 
COULD NOT IMMEDIATELY SEE HOW TO DO.      P|RST» THE ARABS HAD TO 
KNOW ASOUT IT.   fW(M THE LOBBY WAS CLEARED, COL* DAV I ® COULD NOT 
REMEMBER UTTERING SUCH INSTRUCTION®,  HE WAS ITCHY, FORMICATING 
WITH REAL OR IMAGINED LICE ACQUIRED FROM HIS CLOSE CONTACTS WITH 
THE "INDIGENES."  DAVIS WENT TO HIS ROOM, BATHED AND PUT ON MORE 
INSECT 'POWDER. 
SOME WAY, THE RED CROSS GIRLS HAD TO BAIL THE OUTFIT OUT OF 
THIS OBLIGATION TO THE ARABS , THEY COLLECTED ALL THE CANDY AND 
CHEWING GUM, AMO CIGARETTES TMEY COULD FIND, HE ASKED CAID EL 
ASCRI TO HAVE HELP AND MEET THEM DOWN IN FRONT OF THE BIG HOTEL 
GARAGE AT 1*00 HOUR. HE WAS APPREHENSIVE THE ARABS MIGHT BE 
DISAPPOINTED WITH WHAT THEY COULD DO FOR THEM. SEVERAL YEARS 
BEFORE HE HAD READ THE SEVEN PILLARS OF WISDOM BY LAWRENCE OF 
ARABIA, KNEW TMEY WERE EMOTIONALLY VOLATILE AND BELIEVED IN DIRECT 
ACTIONS. AT THE APPOINTED TIVE, ALL THE REO CROSS GIRLS, SOME 
NURSES AND A FEW CURIOUS OFFICERS WERE THERE. MA«I. LCO GOTTLIEB 
WAS TAKING PICTURES, AND THAT "LITTLE SftOWM BOOK* SAID ARABS 
DISLIKED iffMO PHOTOGRAPHED, A RELIGIOUS INHIBITION! 
BUT THERE WAS ABOUT A MILLION MILLING, 8TRUGQLIN® SWIRLING 
KIDS, BOYS AND GIRLS.   CADY WAS GLAD THE ARAB WOMEN HAD TO KEEP 
OUT or   SIGHT.  THEIR MEN WERE ALL THERE PUSHING THE KIDS AND EACH 
CADY- 
OTHER AROUND. THE BABBLE GABBLE WAS TERRIFIC. THOUGH MOT THOUGHT 
ABOUT, ETtENNE, THE AGENT DC POLICE, WAS THERE.  CAOY LET HIW 
ANO THE CAIO WITH HIS FOUR SHIEKS TRY TO CONTROL AND QUIET THEM. 
THEY COULD NOT FORM A LINE. CAOY GOT MISS MCNEIL ON ONE SIDE AND 
o 
THE CAIO ON THE OTHER AND THEY STOOD ABOVE THE CROWD.  HE "iOTINED 
FOR QUIET, AND GOT IT AFTER ABOUT FIVE MINUTES, AND THE MEN HAD 
BOXED THE KIDS INTO SUBMISSION. 
CADY WAS STILL FLYING BY THE SEAT OF HIS PANTS, AND HAD NO 
NOT ION 
BRILLIANT/HOW TO TALK TO THE CROWD. HE CERTAINLY COULD NOT BE 
WITTY. HE BELIEVED HE SHOULD BE DIGNIFIED AND TALK UP  AND NOFT 
DOWN TO HIS AUDIENCE. WHATEVER HE SAID WAS IN MEASURED DELIBERATE 
CADENCE, TRANSLATED SENTENCE BY SENTENCE BY MISS MCNLEL INTO 
FRENCH, AND THEN THE CAIC TURNED IT INTO ARABIC HE MEANT TO 
TELL THEM THAT THE COMING OF THE AMERICANS WOULD BE THE BEGINNING 
OF BETTER TIMES FOR ALL ALGERIANS. THEY WOULD BE VERY BUS Y 
AT OVERCOMING ALL THEIR ENEMIES. THE ALGERIANS WERE BRAVE AND 
HARDY PEOPLE, OUT THEY NEEDED TO HELP EACH OTHER. FINALLY, THEY 
BEGAN TO APPLAUD AFTER EACH STATEMENT OF THE CAID WHICH MIGHT 
MEAN ME WAS TELLING THEM WHAT HE KNEW THEY WANTED TO HEAR IN- 
STEAD OF WHAT CAOY WAS REALLY SAYING. SO CADY APOLOGIZED 
FOR THE POOR TOKENS THEY WOULD RECEIVE, BUT THEY WERE FROM THE 
HEART. THE CHILDREN WOULD FORM A LIME AT HIS RIGHT, BLA BAS." 
AFTER THEM, THE FATHERS WOULD COME. WHEN THE KIDS GOT THEIR 
PIECE OF CANOY AND TTM, THE MEN MADE SHORT WORK OF CHASING THEM 
AWAY. 
THE MEN WERE HARDER FOR THE CA1D AND SHIEKS TO CONTROL, 
A/ 
AND QUITE A NUMBER OF BUROUSED RUMPS GOT WHACKED WITH BULL WHIP 
RIDING CROPS AND INTO LINE TO GET THEIR PIECE OF    CANDY AND A 
FEW PRECIOUS CIGARETTES.  ALL THE PACKAGES HAD TO BE BROKEN OPEN 
CA0V* 
TO   StVE   A3   TOKENS,      ONLY   CUE   YOU1W   rtLLOW   BECAME   OFFCNOgO   BV 
SUCH   TREATMENT   AMO   ME*?    |K   AN   ARABIA*   EO.WlVALfHT   Of   MtPf   ANO   HfOH 
OUOSEON, 
fT«AT   REALLY   PLEASED   CAOV   THEM   HAPPENEO,      A   SEWHlSKERfO   OLD 
FELLOW   CAME   TO   THE   C*IS   ANO   WISHED   TO   SPEAK.      THE   REVERSE    INTER- 
PRETATION   Or   THE   WCTAPMOP. ICAL   ARAB IS   HAD   fit***   McN&tL   ABOUT   BEATEN, 
OUT   A   STATEMENT   0AJNE   OUT,    *"#E   KNOW  THE   AMERICANS   ARE   OVfl   FRIENCS, 
FOR   WHEN   THE   AMERICANS   CAME,   THE   RAINS   CAME,   TOCt"     RAINS   i> -   .-' 
MEANT  rco- THEIR   RAlN-STARVED  ARIO  COUNTRY. 
THEY WENT ON TO T<MK  **f'BOPITAL AUXILIAAE" FURTHER OOWN THE 
STREET   TO   BfVf   PRESENTS   AND   EXTRA   FOOO   DONATIONS   TO   THE   ARAB 
OICAL   ASSISTANT*   WHO   HAO   tKAJMHK   OF   THIS   SHELTER   FOR   ! 0   INFIRH 
LION*8 
OLD   NATIVE   VETERANS.      OAID   A*0   SMEtKS   B«f   THEIR   RELATlwg/SHARE8 
TOO. Ulilli   VOLUNTEC^EO   THAT   C*OY   HAO   MADE   A   COUPLE   OF 
flOOO   SPEECHES   TO   THE   ftMMl 
CM   THE    ?7TH   AN   ARAO   0*¥E   FOR   REDRESS   TO   CAOV   BECAUSE   ONE   Of 
HIS   SOLDIERS   WHILE   DRUNK   HAO   BARKED   HIS   NOSE,      CAOV   SAfO   HIS 
SOLDIERS   WtMt   NOT   ||»>#il»   TO   DO   IMN   tWttM««      NM   THE    "CIVIU" 
£!   ANVTHIN-3   TO   Mt>lll   THE   AOTf       iT   WOULD   BE   A   CASE   FOR   THE 
CAIT),   THE   A#CMt   OE   POLICE,    AND   THE   AMERICAN   oUH'.'ARY   COURT   OFFICER 
i     HS COUL-    ? ■--.-Tirr fM ten.    THE AjtAi DIO NOT HAVE MUCH CHANCE. 
CHAP.  PfYcntON fttCvlKBLT  INITIATED AN ALTERCATION WITH COL, 
DftVtt«      TflKlfl   LC "     iTTRACTED   CADY*3   ATTENTION,      HE   SAW 
PETERSON STANDING   IN monr or MAVIS'S DESK AND ACCUSINO HIM OF 
RE I HO   ANTt-RELlOION   AND    INTERFERING   WITH   THE   LOR0*S   WORK,      DAVIS 
ACCUSED   THE   HAM   OF   THE   CLOTH   WITH   IHTEREERRINS   WITH   THE   MEN* 8 
WORK   WITH   | IIINIflll   AND   CEREMONIES,    AND   TOO   MANY   W   THEM. 
DAVIS TAlfB  Mi ; CAIY  INTO THE  A^OUWENT BY ASKING WHO WAS RISHT. 
MH.9 •-. A0V   TOLD   THEY   MfM  *ERt   RINHT,   BUT   ONLY   UP 
m CAOY- 
T©   THE   POINT   Of   THEIR   CONFLICT* CAOV   DID   MOT   HAVE   TO   EXPLAIN 
4UST   WHAT   HE   MEANT*   PO^   BOTH   3EEWEO   «|LA|NN   TO   CEAOE   THEIR    JAWlNS, 
CACY   MAO   TO   00   TO   OfTAH   ON   CfVlLlAM   £vRLOV'-«£NT   MATTERS,      FftOW 
LIEUTENANTS   TO  MA^O»0t   ALL   «f8H£3   TO   HELP   BUT   WERE   CONFUTED   BY 
THE!.'?   OWN   Rt S-JLAT IONS.       THE   FINANCE   OrPICSR   HAS   SETTER    IDEAS, 
AN0   tflT   MIS   CfVILS   PAID   ON   THE   318T * 
»LE   CAOV   WAS    IN   QftAN   COL,   HUTTES   VlSlTEO   THE   UNIT.      COL. 
DAVIS   »A«    JUSTIFIABLY   RASTINB   AgOUT   StfPPLV   AND   EQUlRMEMT    .      THE 
SITUATION   HAD   STARTED    »M   ENGLAND,   OUT   Mtf   OUQHT   TO   g£   COINS   THE 
8A«£   TH1 .       T^Y   Wfffli   0ETTIN3   SHIPMENTS   f#H    UMITS   THAT   ICtf 
HOT    fNtHtf    A Mrs   PROBABLY   WOVLO    MEYER   t*Nt|    '.:■ 13D tRECTEO   SHIPMENTS. 
THE gftr VAI rm JOS ANO txPEOTSO TO HANDLE PATIEMTB,,    TlNTO 
LC    A    BfNfKT    X-KAY   «A*NIWEt    NO     (PROfiS   OR    SURGICAL 
SUPPLIES.      '-RCAX   OPEN   THOSE   SHIPMENTS   AN0    ISSUE   fWEM   TO   U?4tTS 
THAT    NttOtS   THEM*      NtftTCS*!   OFP|CE   e*ePCOTCO   THE   fftf   TO   TAKE 
PATi JANUARY, 
HvTTEf?   Btftf   HAVE   TRl£0   TO   SOOTHE   DAVIS   9Y   TELLING   * 
HE   WOULD    Hi M   ajSCIPLINARY   MATTERS   WITH   OFFICERS, 
yRELV   THERE   NEW   YEAR . ■ '    PARTIES,    3UT    CADY   i?AO£   NO   NOTES 
r




' I I       WERE    "AOY'S,    '<BS   WAS    INS I ST IMC   ON   SEND- 
PATItMTt  ON  % «JA>«-f>43<     OAVIS  WAS  STILL   ttvtMN   "-' i 3 r>  SPALOI 
LOM'T    TAL?<G    »N    HO?/   NCR    NURSES    tMOUWl    BE    RESPECTKUL»    AND    HOW   THE 
<PLET£   BOSS   OF    Nil    OUTFIT. 
HAPPY NEW YEA   * 
1   JAM  19*3*     AN ENGINEER COMPANY ARRIVED TO 00 A LOT  OF WORK 
THE HOSPITAL.  THEY CAMPED ACROSS THE RlVER HAMMAN NEAR 
mg "EOICAL  rTAGMMffNTt  COft»« "AVIS HAO SEEN FRETTING A©OUT THE 
APEA r?A". fTATION AND MUCH NfCBCN MOSQUITO ROfiTROL, ANO WAG DEVELOP- 
I    '.*OFE PLAMS. SANITARY IgWtN LINE WAS TO BE LAID FROM 
CADY- 
|FHERMITA3£ OFFICERS BILLETS UP  ON THE HILL. NEAR THE CHURCH 
RIGHT DOWN THE STREET »N FRONT OF THE GRAND HOTEL AND PA3T THE 
HOTEL GARDENS, ANNEX AND THE GARAGE,WELL BEYOND THAT CUT-OFF WHICH 
HAD BEEN USED TO IRRIGATE THE VEGETABLES WITH RAW PARASITIZED 
SEWAGE.  THIS PRACTICE WAS A REAL CONFIRMATION FOR MAVIS'S OFT 
REPEATED ASSERTION, "EVERYTHING HERE OVERSEAS IS JUST COVERED 
WITH A THIN LAYER OF SHITT" DAVIS WAS ALREADY IN THE PROCESS 
OF REQUISITIONING THE REMAINDER OF THE ARAB HOTELS, THE OPEN 
VILLAGE MARKET, BARBER SHOPS AND LICQUOR SHOPS.  HE WOULD NOT 
TAKE THE BAKERY, BUT INSISTED OH THE PRIVILEGE OF INSPECTION 
SO LONG AS ANY BREAD WAS BEING SURREPTITIOUSLY SOLO TO THE 
AMERICANS.  THE OCCUPANTS OF THOSE PLACES COULD NOT BE TAU«HT 
HIS BRAND OF SANITATION, BUT THEIR PLACES COULD 3E CLEANED UP 
FOR USE IF THE VILLAGERS WERE NOT IN THE'^. 
ONE SUCH PLACE WAS A SMALL TWO-STORY BUILDING UP AND JUST 
BELOW THE ESCARPMENT,  TWO PROPRIETORS OWNED IT, ONE UPPER AND 
ONE BELOW.  IT WOULD HAVE A NICE APPEARANCE WITH CLEANING AND 
A BIT OF PKITTENTED WHITEWASH.  IT OCCURRED TO CADV THAT THE 
LOCATION ON THE MARGIN OF  THE HOSPITAL COMPLEX WOULD BE A GOOO 
PLACE FOH   CHAPLAINS AND THE REO CROSS OFFICE ABOVE, AND THE RE- 
CREATION ROOMS BELOW.  V! f S S MYERS WAS ALERT, AND THE VERY DAY 
THE 96 PATIENTS ARRIVED HAD A LETTER OK   COL. OAVlS^ DESK, 
COPY TO PRINCIPLE CHIEF NURSE (AND PROBABLY TO ARC AT M3S), 
PROSECUTING THE NEGLECTEO NEEDS FOR RECREATIONAL SPACE FOR 
PATIENTS AND PERSONNEL.   VHEN DAVIS QUIETED DOWN, CADV AS8URRED 
HIM M|33 MVtftl WAS NAIEVE WHEN SHE INVOLVED J|Mf8t SPALDfNG,  WOULD 
HE CARE TO USE GUILE ON THE RED CROSS GIRLS?   ... THEN CADY 
CADV- 
IN   A   C0N8PIRIT0RIAL   BANNER,ABOUT   THE   SPACE   WHICH   MIGHT   P0S8IBLV   B Ir 
JUST   ABOUT   WHAT   TH£   RED   GROSS   GIRLS   WOULD   LIKE   WITH   GOOD   NEIGHBORS, 
AND   AS   FAR   AWAY  FROM   THE   CO*8   OFFICE   A8   POSSIBLE;      WELL,    HE   MIGHT 
SE   ABLE   TO   PULL   THE   RIOHT   WIRES   TO   SET    IT   FOR   THEM,      HE   WOULD   MEED 
rfttifl   ANSWER   RIGHT   AWAV,   FOR   HE   KNEW  THERE   WERE   OTHERS   WHO   WOULD 
WANT THE SPACE A3 SOON AS THEY WOULD HEAR ABOUT  IT.    THE GIRLS 
LLKEC THE PLACE, AND NEVER TATTLED ON BOLOTLN. 
THE PREFET O*ORAN PROTESTED THE REQUISITION OF THE SPA.    MA«>. 
A 
"^CKE LET CAOY DRAFT A REPLY TO HIS INSINUATION THAT ALLIED SICK 
AND WOUNDED MIGHT «*U8T AS WELL BE CARED FOR UNDER TENT AGE SUCH 
AS PAD SEEN USED ON THAT MUD FLAT SOUTH OF ORAN.  M< FATON, OlRECTEUR 
• JEHAL OR THE SOCIETE* (CORPORATION), SEEMED TO REMIND DAVIS OF 
THE PREFECT. DURING ?, FATON'S SIESTA HOUR DAVIS CLEANED OUT HIS 
DESK AND CLOSET AND INSTALLED HIMSELF AND ~AOV IN THE OFFICE. 
THE ASTONISHED FATON HAD ENTERED THE OFFICE BEFORE REALIZING WHAT 
HAD HAPPENED. HE MURMURED SEVERAL UNINTELLIGIBLE REMARKS, SO 
AND HE 
UUT,  BOURKOFF 8AI>~>/DEPARTED* SHE SAID HE WAS MUCH HURT. HE MAO 
SEEM EXPECTING TO SIT IN THE MIDST OF THE HOSPITAL'S ACTIVITIES 
AND KEEP TRACK OF EVER/DAMAGE WHICH MIGHT OCCUR TO HIS SELOVEO 
BUILDINGS*  IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN DONE LESS PAINFULLY, BUT DAVIS 
WAS INTERESTED ONLY IN IMPOSING HIS WILL UPON THE ENVIRONMENT. 
HOWEVER, ME WAS WOOING THE CAID AS A POSSIBLE NATIVE LEADER 
IN SANITATION. THERE WAS PLENTY OF ENDEMIC MALARIA, AMD DURING 
THE FIRST WEEK THE PITIFUL OEATH OF A 14 YEAR OLD FRENCH BOY F^OM 
CEREBRAL MALARIA CAME TO THEIR ATTETITION. ?0 QUININE HAD BEEN 
AVAILABLE TO THE LOCAL DOCTOR. TYPHUS COULD SREAK DUT, AND 
TYPHOID FCMT DYSENTERY- WOULD SURELY COME WITH SPRING AND SUMMER. 
DAVIS WAS UNAWARE OF THE CONCERN HE CAUSED AMONG FRENCH OFFICIALS 
WHEN HE INSISTED THE CAID SHOULD STAY FOR SUPPER WITH HIM AT THE 
Y- 
ANNE.V,  THE SEl.F-CONGC IDU8 CAM *AI EATJWG DELICATELY, HARDLY 
MORE THAN ?AfTfM THE" FOOD.  CADY WONDERED IF HE THOUGHT ME WAS 
BEING SERVED WITH PORK.  COL . DAVIS DID A RESTRAINED PANTOMIME 
OF VtHG-FLAPP!    * 9 IGGGLE-GORBtED, WHICH AMUSED THE CAID. 
AIS  our,   vior-i  OOLOHEL,   LE  BtNDOnf"     IT  WAS  A  Niet  »t*itC*  OF 
CRESS |N| 
ROAST TURKEY, GtBLET GRAVY, ,/vE "" ETAB LES AND CRANBERRY ,/ELLY. 
THAT HELPED THE CAID, *W9  HI ATE BETTER, tvffN TO INQUIRING WHAT 
THE    C'ANBET-Y    JELLY   WAS.       f*&*    CAOY'I    OBSERVATION    HE    THOUGHT   THAT 
DAVIS WOULD HAVE TO WANGLE THE CAIO A GOOD SET OF DENTURES IN 
SOME KOH REG. MANHFA EG"1 ;J | 8 REAL CAPTURE. 
A LITTLE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SUPPLIES CAME THE DAY AFTER 
TUl   rin<;T   PATIENTS*      OTHER    HOS»»TALS   WERE   NAVfttt   THE   SAME   SCARCITY. 
!T   WAG    THOU"':!     1' IP •"".. r     '-"LO    IMPROVE    BECAUSE    SHIPMENT*    *t*f    it- 
Ntft*    TO   COME    DIRECT    FR^M   THE   Zfefff    OR    THE     INTERIOR,    THE    STATES. 
4 ,JAV.  IT WAD OMINOUR WHEN COL . TOM S. BRANDS, 07123» liO, 
PRESENTED HIS CREOTITIHLG.  HE MKC8 f0* A PLACE FOR INTERVIEWS 
BECAUSE THERE HAD BEEH CO 'PLAINTS OF LOW MORALE WHICH WAS SAIO 
To fl THE FAULT OF COL. f>AVlS.  HE GAVE A LIST OF 20 PERSONS HE 
WANTE      " TO LOCATE A'   I  Ml 0* TO THE BOARO ROOM OM AT A 
TI««E (^) .  CADY9 MOTE TffC NEXT EVENING SAID, "A SLOW MOTION 
BLOV 13 FALLING." 
DAV ! I ■TATCU AT Mffl DESK, BUT WHILE TALKING ON THE PHONE TO 
ORAN, HE tAfU H« "AS it|*t INVESTIGATED AMD IT WAS HARD TO KEEP 
HIS Ml IVStttttS«   LATCH! HE REMARKED BITTERLV THAT 
"THESE FELLOWS NEVER COME UNTIL THEY HAVE THEIR MINOS MADE UP 
IT THEY'"': ~,CI-G TO oof" FOR WAKT OF ANYTHING FETTER TO SAY, 
CADY THOUGHT THESE INWFST IGATIONS WERE LIKE DOUSLE-EOGED SWORDS, 
I CUT BOTH DIRECTIONS,  IT WAS A TOUGH DAY FOR CADY, TOO. 
,0Y   AMD    DAVI8    HAD    ADJOINING    ROOMS    ,7 f'i H    I NTERC.ONMECT!NO    OATH 
mi   it CO wo  ,-i. THE GRAND  HOTEL.     THE ROOMS  KfftC  ON THE: 
SOUTH SIDE OVI LOOKING THE PALM 8Aft0CNN AN0 THE: LANDSCAPING OF 
THE NIVCN 8 AM*.  Ar OAVIS'S INVITATION CAOY HAD BEEN GOING IM 
ALMOST CVCHV CVCNfNS FOR A CHAT WHICH DA'^IS SEEMED TO LIKE.       THAT 
I 1AOE WO NOTES ABOUT A CHAT, 
THE  5TH,   CAOY WAS CALLED  BY COL,  BRANDS,     HE  «VAS  NOT  A3 
PgftOCOUTOftY AS CAOY EXPECTED,  BUT   IT WAS  APPARENT  HE   HAD  HIP 
1TIQN8 WELL ROUTINED.   HIS REPORTER WAS 300C ENOUGH TO KEEP 
UP    WITH ALL THE *<&* 8 AND Af S. "  CAOY //AS FAMILIAR WITH THE Pro- 
IWIC DY REASON OF MANV COURT TE ST 13.* 0 W I ES .   HE HAD TO ADMIT THE 
V<      <TYn Or    Nit CO, AMD HIS LACK OF TACT AND VACILLATION. 
Tv. ICE IN HIS DEPOSIT }»Nf  .AOY 001 REMARKS IN AgOUT DAVIS'S 
•I* -"  'TY I    THE CORRECTNESS OF HIS SOLDIERLY A NO MEDICAL IDEALS. 
(MANN ABOUT THE NURSES A10ANO SHIP 
WAS MOTIVATED 8Y A DCS INI TO PROTECT THEM AfvO TO KEEP DISCIPLINE 
AtHAND,  HE WAS NOT A VOVAN CHASER,  H£   WORKED ALL THE TIME FOR 
CTTCNMI       HIS UNIT. 
BEFORE   HIS  OWN  CAUL  THAT  MORNING,   UAVIS  DECLARED  \ie  WOULD 
SAY  NOTHING BECAUSE  HE  KNCN  HOW THESE  THINGS WENT,   AND  HE  DID  NOT 
C  A  CHANCE  ANYHOW*     HOWEVER,   AS  HE REPORTED  ON HIMSELF  AFTERWARD, 
HE TOLD  COL. .  HE MOULD  MAKE  NO STATEMENT  OR DEFENCE.     ";RANOS 
"~  FLWTTI 1/C8TI0N8 TO LET JAVI3  HAVE AT LEAST A L^FT-HANOED 
IOWLEOOC  OF WHAT  THE  ACCU3ATI0HS  MERE I 
HE  .'.'AS DICTATORIAL. 
ILLATC   ., HIS  M I NO  30  FREQUENTLY  HIS  0RDER8 
MT   cz   CARRIED   OUT. 
HE   WAS  TACTLE 
HAD   AVILTN LEX 
CADY- 
H€ WAS SEXUALLY AB NORM ALt~ "ABNORMALLY PROTECT ING THE A 
NURSES," AMD MAO A COMPLEX. 
M» WAS PSVCHONCUROTIC, 
He TOOK ao«E FORM or OPIUM, WAS AN ADDICT. 
Cot, DAVI8 SAID MC WROTe OUT *A CATEGORICAL DENIAL OF ALL 
THE ACCUSATIONS," MC HEARD ANO riLEO IT WITH COL. BRANDS. 
SIM   m 
NOBODY MAD ACCUSED C©L« 0AV18 OF INSERiTITY 08 DISHONESTY. 
3AVI8 KEPT RIGHT ON AT Mt8 WORK THt OTH, BUT 8AI0 ME MAO NO 
INTEREST. HE UfoW MANY REMARKS ABOUT TME ACCUSATIONS AND TMEIR 
FALSITY. HE KNEW ME WOULD 8E RELIEVE0,-AN0 MC HWA8WREA0Y TO 00 
HOME ANO HAVE A CHANCE TO SEE MY OCAR WIFE Is HE WAt DEEPLY 
MURT ANO DISTURBED, 0NC OF TME OFflCERS WHO PROBABLY SAVE DAM- 
AGING TESTIMONY VOLUNTEEREO TO CADY MOW SORRY ME FELT A800T IT ALL. 
FIR8T LT. OAVIO N. KERR MAO NOT RCCOYCRCD FROM TME BUG TO GET 
ONTO % WORE ACTIVE FRONT."  CviOENTLV IT WAS *NOWN BY SOMEONE 
IN  MBS ANO TME 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION, FOR TMEY INQUIRED ABOUT 
HIM,  HE CAME IN TO CONFIRM MIS REQUEST TO TRANSFER, AMD DAVIS 
APPROVED IT,  CADY RUSMED IN A RECOMMEMOATION FOR MIS PROMOTION, 
TMAT EVENING TME PROVOST MARSHAL» "BS, TELEPHONED THAT ENEMY 
PARACHUTISTS MAO DROPPED 24 ANO 30 KILOMETERS FROM THE 218T, AND 
TO BE ALERT,  COL. OAVIS MAO ALL THE WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION 
BEING MELD FOR PATIENTS ISSUED TO TME HOSPITAL GUARDS.  HE OREW 
A RIFLE FOR HIMSELF.  HE ORDERED THE CAPTAIN COMMAND I NO THE 175 
ENGINEERS TO POST GUARDS ARMED WITH RttfLES ANO MACHINE GUNS. 
CADY MADE AM INSPECTION AT OhOO  HOUR. AND FOUND ALL BUT ONE OF 
THE MEDICAL DETACHMENT'S GUARDS COULD HAVE EASILY BEEN SURPRISED 
ANO KILLED.  TH&y  WERE TOO TIMID TO CHALLENGE APPROACHING OFFICERS, 
HE REPORTED IT TO DAVIS DURING BREAKFAST, ANO TME GUARD OFFICER 
OVER, TOO. 
CADY- 
AT OFFICERS CALL ON THE 7TH, COL. DAVIB MADE A FEW REMARKS 
WHICH GUILTY CONSCIENCES COULO HAVE CALLED OEFIANT* ONLY THE 
OFFICER WHO FELT SORRY WOULD TALK TO CADY ABOUT IT. OTHER*S 
AVOIDED HIM, AND HE WAS WONDERlNS HOW THEY MIGHT BE CONSIDER- 
ING HIS ATTITUDE. COL. DAVIS TRIED TO KEEP HIMSELF OCCUPIEd, 
BUT IDEAS ABOUT INDIVIDUALS HE SUSPECTED INTERRUPTED HIM. HE 
WANTED TO DISCUSS SOME OF THEM AT LENGTH WITH CAOY, WHICH WASl 
EMBARRASSING TO HIM. ON THE OTHER HAND, HE SURPRISED CADY BY 
SOME OF HIS SOBER RATIONALIZATION OF THE WHOLE SITUATION,   ... 
HE THOUGHT THAT COL. THOMAS HAD BEEN AFRAID OF CADY! 
THAT EVENING DAVIS TOLD CAOY OF AN EXPERIENCE YEARS BEFORE 
WITH A MAJ. BRADFORD"AT FT. TOTTEN.  THE MAJOR HAD A "NAPOLEONIC 
COMPLEX." AFTER THE MAJOR HAD UNJUSTIFIABLY JUMPED ON HIM, DAVIS 
PUT IN AN ADVER8E REPORT, AND THE MAJOR WAS REMOVED. 
DAVIS HAD BEEN TELLING BTHE GOOD OFFICERS WHO CAME IN AND 
SALUTED HIMW, IT WAS NOT NECESSARY TO BE SO FORMAL WITH HIM. 
HE AUTHORIZED CAOY TO HANDLE MORE OF THE CORRESPONDENCE "BY 
ORDER OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER," AND TO AFFIX HIS OWN SIGNITURE. 
THE  UNIT'S FLAG FROM THE SCHOOL  HAD BEEN  IN THE CO'S OFFICE, 
HE HAD IT UNFURLEO AND SET UP IN THE BIG FOYER, WHICH AGREED WITH 
CADY*S SENTIMENTS. 
BEFORE BREAKFAST DAVIS WOULD TAP ON CADY'S DOOR, AND THEY 
WOULD TAKE A SHORT INSPECTION TOUR HERE ANO THERE.  THIS WAS THE 
TIME OF HIS MOST CRITICAL MOOD.   CADY SILENTLY REGARDED IT AS 
WHEN HE WAS LITERALLY SNORTING FOR TROUBLE, LIKE A BULL WARMING 
UP AT THE DAWN OF A CLEAR DRY FROSTY DAY, SNORT, GRUMBLE, AND 
PAW DIRT HIGH INTO THE AIR.  THIS PARTICULAR MORNING CADY TOOK 
HIS WALK ALONE, TWENTY MINUTES EARLIER THAN USUAL.  HE TOOK HIS 
FOOD FROM THE BREAKFAST SERVING LINE AND SAT DOWN BESIDE ANOTHER 
CADY- 
OFFICER.  SHORTLY DAVIS CAME IN AND TAPPED CADV ON THE RIGHT 
SHOULDER PRO* BEHIND.   "YOU*RE SUPPOSEO TO EAT WITH WE AT MY 
TABLE," SAID DAVIS STERNLY.  CADY PICKED UP    HIS FOOD ANO FOLLOWED 
DAVIS TO HIS REGULAR PLACE. HE DID NOT LIKE WAY DAVIS HAD OIS- A 
CIPLINED HIM 80 PUBLICLY. 
ON THE 55TH, DAVIS RIBBED CADY SOME ON THE PERSONALITIES 
OF OFFICERS AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AFFILIATED UNITS. HE 
BROUGHT UP  CCL. THOMAS IN A MANNER WHICH SEEMED TO IMPLY THAT 
DAVIS DID NOT THINK HE WAS SUITED FOR HANDLING AN AFFILIATED UNIT. 
THE MONOLOGUE MADE CAOY UNEASY,A**O HE NOTEO LATER? "THE REGULAR 
AFTMY CAN HARDLY EXPECT ALL ITS COLONELS TO 6E SUCH SUPERB 
LEADERS AND DIPLOMATS ...THEY CAN HANDLE ALL PERSONALITIES, FOR 
CITIZEN SOLDIERS DON*T PROPOSE TO BE TREATED QUITE AS PROFESSIONALS 
(CAREER MEDICOS). SOMETIMES THAT IS HARD ON THE REGULAR." 
CADY DID NOT DREAM MUCH, OR OID NOT REMEMBER OFTEN IF HE 
DREAMED.  HE USUALLY DROPPED INTO SLEEP AFTER READING ANYTHING 
A FEW MINUTES, BUT RECENTLY ME HAD BEEN AWAKENING AFTER TWENTY 
TO THtHTY MUNUTES WITH A FEELING AS IF HE HAD BEEN HOLDING HIS 
BREATH, AND WOULD HAVE JUST A LITTLE HEART CONSCIOUSNESS.  HE 
THOUGHT LITTLE OF IT BECAUSE HE SLEPT PROMPTLY AGAIN 
TO JAN.  THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF CNTRAINMENT WAS CELEBRATED 
BY THE OFFtCERS ANO A FEW OF THE NURSES.  DAV18 ANO CADY WENT 
UP TO THE I'MEHMfTAGE FOR AN APERITIF OF GOOD N'ASCARA WINE. 
AT 1700 HOUR BOTH SPOKE A FEW WORDS TO THE ENLISTED MEN IN THE 
BIG GARAGE MESS.  THEY WENT ON TO M« PATON'S MODEST SUITE WHERE 
HE AND HIS WIFE STILL LIVED IN THE HOTEL ANNEX. THEY MET YOUNG 
ADJUTANT B0NFIL3 OF THE ADMINISTRATOR'S STAFF AND HIS FRIEND, 
. REBUS, AND TOO^THE FOUR TO THE DINNER IN THE LARSE PATIENTS* 
MESS IN THE GRAND HOTEL AS THEIR GUESTS, AT 2000 HOUR. 
UADY- 
THE DINNER DID NOT HAVE AM ELABORATE MENU,  fT WAS NOT AVAILABLE. 
THE FRENCH GUESTS ATE WITH GOOD APPETITE AND GUSTO. THEY APPEARED 
TO APPRECIATE THE Gt WHITE BREAO, MADE WITH REAL WHITE PLOURww:|TH- 
OUT THE ADDED SAWDUST." LT. COL. HAGELSHAW,  "THE BARON (MUNCMAUSEM)" 
WAS THE COMPLETELY ADEQUATE TOASTMASTER.  HIS CHARACTERISTIC WIT 
AND 8ATIRE WAS DIRECTED ENTIRELY AWAY FROM ANY UNIT SOP.^POTS. 
COL. 0AVI8 MADE A SURPRISINGLY NICE LITTLE TALK ABOUT THE UNIT. 
CAOY WAS LESS CERTAIN ABOUT HIS OWN TALK. 
FATON HAD ADJUSTED SUPERFICIALLY TO THE ROUGH TREATMENT 
DAVIS GAVE HIM WHEN HE PRE-EMPTED HIS OFFICE.  HE HAD NOT BEEN 
INTERFERING WITH THE REQUISITIONING OF OTHER HOTELS, EXCEPT HE 
TOLD CADV RATHER RUEFULLY HE HOPED THEY WOULD NOT IMPROVE THEM 
80 MUCH THEY WOULD BECOME STRONG COMPETITORS OF THE GRAND HOTELl 
THE SOCIET? REALLY HAD MADE THEM FIGHT FOR SPRING WATER. 
ON 11 JAM. DAVIS ORDERED CADY TO DISASSOCIATE HIMSELF FROM 
THE CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT, AND TO START DRAFTING THE HOSPITAL 
REGULATIONS.  HE BEGAN THAT TASK, BUT RELUCTANTLY,  WOULD IT HAVE 
TO BE REVISED BEFORE GETTING TO WORK SHOULD THE UNIT MOVE SOME- 
WHERE ELSE?   IN FACT, 010 SUCH A WELL-TRAINED OUTFIT NEED SUCH 
A DOCUMENT OVERSEAS? 
14 JAN. TWICE DAVIS TALKED ABOUT SEVERAL OF THE OFFICERS. 
CAOY COULD NOT FATHOM THE CAUSE OF HIS ANTIPATHY FOR "CREICH *N» 
CROWOER" AS HE INVARIABLY MIXED UP THE TWO FRIENDS CROUCH ANO 
CRIOER.  THEY FEARED HIM ENOUGH TO AVOID HIM WHENEVER POSSIBLE, 
ANO ALWAYS WERE STIFFLY PROPER WITH THEIR MILITARY COURTESY IN 
HIS PRESENCE.  DAVIS INSISTED THAT CROUCH WAS STUBBORN.  MAYBE 
IT STARTED WHEN DAVIS ASKED CROUCH SOMETHING, ANO HE REALLY TRIEO 
TO ANSWER HIM, WHEREAS DAVIS WAS ONLY TRYING TO IMPRESS CROUCH. 
ANYWAY, CROUCH DEVELOPED ENOUGH SENSE OF INSECURITY THAT HE 
CAMf TO CAOV FOR ADVICE BECAUSE EVERYTHING ME 0JO FOP OAVtS WAS 
WRONG*      .SHOULD ME APPLY FOR A TRANSFER?    CACY*S ADVICE WAS TO 
SIT TIOHT, FOR EVEN DJTVTF HAD LOTS OF TROUBLES WHICH HE WJOHT 
KNOW ABOUT HIMSELF,  fHCN HE TOLD OAVtS ABOUT CROUCH, HIS ATTITUDE 
INSTANTLY BECAME CONTRITE.  HE SA10 HE REALI2E0 HE MAO HURT 
CROUCH'S FEELINGS. He NEVER MENTIONED CROUCH AOAIN. 
DAVIS WAS WORKING UP A SIMILAR CASE ON ^OWLETTE WHO HAD 
NEVER GONE OUT or HIS WAY TO LACE DAVIS \H  A BAD LIGHT so FAR 
CADV .KNEW. THAT HAO TO REMAIN PENOINO FOR CAOV COULD ONLY 
WAIT FOR A HEWED IAL OPPORTUNITY. 
MAJ. DOVE, WHOSE BA-.JCABE DAVIS AND CAOY LOOSED ABOARD SHIP, 
HAO   NEVER   ATTAINED   THE   CO«r|OCNCe   OF   DAVIS.      HIS   BREEZY   WAN- 
OF-THE-WORLD DEMEANOR, AND MMT PROBABLY QOV£*S BELF-»PROFESSED 
SURGICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SANITATION EXPERIENCE  IN COLOMBIA 
AHO BRAZIL   *AY HAVE STIMULATED 0AVIB*8 PARANOID TENDENCY.    HE 
•AVC DOVE THE «IOS or  "SANITATING" THE AREA FROM THE BARRAGE FOUR 
MILES UP   THE RIVCR TO t| MILE® BELOW THE HOSPITAL.  L>AV|S HAD 
SEE' m       111 TOO MANY PLACES AROUND THE HOSPITAL AND VILLAGE 
THAT DID NOT NEED SANITATING,  OMCC OR TWICE HE SAW MIM TALKING 
WITH IhlCa HOURKOFF, THE PALE BLOND £N«L 13H-B0RN "REFUGEE" 
CAOY HIRED AS INTERPRETER. THE LOCAL FRENCH HAD MADE LIFE 
HARD FOR HER AND HER YOUNG DAUGHTER BEFORE THE INVASION. SHE 
HAD LEARNED RETICENCE AND INTELLIGENT WARINESS, SHE WAS QUITE 
THIN, SO CAOV CAVE HER PERMISSION TO EAT LUNCH AT THE OFFICERS 
SS AS PA»=T OF HE:. 0 J'ENSATION, WHICH WAB NOT WARMLY APPROVED 
BY SOME OF THE NURSE5,  >H~ LIVED BY THE BARRAGE, THE RESERVOIR 
DOVE MIGHT WELL HAVE HAC H :TIATE REASONS FOR QUESTIONING 
HER ABOUT THE ASEA ANO THE PEOPLE, BUT QAVIS CONCLUDED DOVE WAS 
ATORV.  CTHEP-5 KNEW DOVE HAD OTHER SERIOUS INTERESTS, 
CADY- 
THAT WAS ANOTHER SITUATION CADY FELT ME MAD TO WATCH. 
15 JAM.  ADMINJSTRATEUR VROLYK AT MASCARA HAD BEEN PROMOTED 
TO PREFECT DE TIARET.  HE BROUGHT A PARTY OF OFFICERS AND THEIR 
LADIES TO VISIT 80U-HAN!FIA.  COL * DAY IS EXTENDED THE HOSPITALITY 
OF SUPPER AT THE ANNEX MESS.   [>AV I C ANO CAOV SHOWED THEM AROUND 
THE HOSPITAL LATER, AND THEN TOOK THEM TO THE FIRST MOVIE THE 
UNIT HAD FOR PERSONNEL ANO PATIENTS. THE QUESTS SAID THEY HAD 
ANT. INTEREST INC VISIT. 
SUNDAY, 17 JAN. THE OAY WAS BUSY AND INTERESTING. MAJ. 
WW MADE A QUICK VISIT HURINO THE MORNING. DUGINO THE MOMENT 
CADY HAD WITH HIM HE IMPACTED HE WOULD NOT KNOW UNTIL LATE;? 
THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION.  HE AGREED WITH CADY THAT 
DAVIS SHOULD HAVE FULL CREDIT FOR ALL THE GOOD WORK HE HAD DONE. 
CADY SAID HE APPARENTLY ENJOYED OAVIS*S CONFIDENCE AND ME WAS 
TRYING TO DESERVE IT.  COCKE AGREED TO THAT, TOO. 
THEY WERE GOING TO THE RESIDENCE OF VROLYK FOR SOME SORT OF 
HIS 
CSPTION AND OTHER SOCIAL AFFAIRS IN HONOR OF^SCRVICES.  THEY 
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE WISE TO HAVE A RELIABLE INTERPRETER WITH THEM. 
COL. DAVIS APOLOGIZED FOR MAKING HER WORK ON SUNDAY, BUT TOLD 
MME. BOURKOFF TO SE READY. WHEN SHE APPEARED HC GAVE MER THE 
KEY TO HIS ROOM AND TOLD HER TO 00 THERE AND BATHE.   (HE KNEW 
SHE HAD NO FACILITIES AT HER HOME, AND SHE HAD ASKED NO FAVORS 
AT THE HOSPITAL.  HE THOUGHT A GOOD HOT BATH WOULD NOT HURT HER, 
ANYWAV.) 
CAOY THOUGHT ANOTHER LADY IN THEIR PARTY WOULD BE HELPFUL, 
AND SUGGESTED HOSPITAL DlETITlAM KATHLEEN CREECH FOR MUTUAL 
CMAPERONAGE OF THE LADIES.  DA>/I S DID NOT REALLY CARE WHO IT 
WAS, BUT IT  VAS A COMCERN FOR CADY.  MJS<J CREECH, HE WROTE, 
ll   SENSIBLE ENOUGH TO SEE SOMETHM^ GOOD ABOUT COL . DAVIS." 
' 
COL, MAVIS'S DETRACTORS Mni SE CERTAIN TJ ^49 ABOUT THE PRESENCE 
or Mint, SOURKOFF. "iss CGEECH MIGHT HAVE AN INTERESTING tint* 
BESIGES, CAOY THOUGHT HE WOULD PRACT ICALLY HAVE TO ORDER A NURSE 
TO   00    Jtffl    kf   THAT    TIME. 
THE RECEPTION AT THE 'ROLYK RESIDENCE WAS NICE AND JUST 
LIKE IT MIGHT HE RACK AT HOME. THEY WERE TAKEN TO ANOTHER PLACE 
WHERE THE SAME LADY SAN"? WHO HAO SUNG ONCE AT THE KOSPITSL. THEN 
THEY HAO AM INTERESTING TOUR THROUGH A 43 YEAR OLD WINE "CAVE." 
WHERE THEY MADE AND STORED WI -IE» THEN, BECAU3E IT WAS STRANGE, 
It WAS THE MOPE INTERESTING,  THE FINE RESIOENCE OR VILLA OF 
CAIO SENCHANINE TAIB. WAS WHERE HE WAS GIVING HIS FAREWELL RECEPTION 
!>>    HONOR    OF    V.    AND   Mitt,     /ROLY*.       Milt,    ?OURK0FF    VA«    RATHEG    STIFF 
AM    ILL    AT    EASE,    SUT    SHE    MAO    A   MANNERISM    WHICH   CARRIED    HER    THROUGH 
ALL   RIGHT,       TH~    MflU    OF    MEG    STRAIGHT,    THIN    A NO    NOT   TOO    LONG 
NOSE    ffAl   RATHE"?    HIGH.       SHE    HELD    MEG    KCAO    ERECT,    CHIN   UP    ALL   THE 
TIME.       THE    POSTURE   SORT   OF    tOftVCTCO   THE    HINT   SHE    AI-5HT   It    LOOKING 
DOWN    HER    NOSE    AT    THE    WHOLE    0AM MEG    WORLD.       J>AV 13    CALLEO     IT    01*11 ITT, 
Iflsi  CREECH AIM GA»¥ WERE  ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT  THE  HORS-D'OEUVRES 
OF CONFECTIONS, PASTRIES AM THE LIKE.   CADY,-NOT M|»8 CREECH,- 
ESPEOIALLV ENJOYED ONE OF FRIED MINCEO ESCAR ^OTS IN A THIN CRUSTY 
WRAP.  IT WAS ALLRIGMT ft?* Miff CREECH UNTIL SHE LEARNED IT WAS 
MINCED SNAILS.  THE',', AS OlftNeil 3UGGTG FOR AGOUT TWO HOURS, THEY 
PARTOOK OF A MENU SERVED EUROPEAN STYLE, OF  CHICKEN 30UR ■IT H 
CHICK PEAS,  "CuG-Cus" SAVORY SOILED MUTTON, FLAT GRUSTY SOUR 
ARABIAN BFTEAO, GREEN SALAD. THERE WAS 7ERY iwtct lint TEA^I 
ORANGES AND WHITE -i-'E.  DAVIS SAGELY PICKED AT THE FOOD BECAUSE 
NOT FORGET THE POSSIGILIT!       HEAVY CO NTA hi I NAT I 0VS BY 
THE ARAI 00< 
CAOY- 
NCH WOMEN WERE PRESENT OUT N0T A SINGLE VEILED ARAB 
LADY, AND HO KIDS AT ALL.  CADY WAS BEGINNING TO SENSE SOME Or 
THE DOUBLE, MORE OR LESS PARALLEL, LINE OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEY HAD IN ALGERIA.  HERE WAS A WEALTHY ARAB 
PUBLICLY SHOWING HIS ALLEGIANCE TO THE CIVIL ADM IN IBTRATOP BUT 
THERE WAS SOMETHING ABOUT IT V7HICH MADE CAOY BELIEVE THE ARABS 
WERE SUBJECTS RATHER THAN FULL CITIZENS, SORT OR SECOND CLASS 
CITIZENS,  IT WAG I^ONE OP MIS BUSINESS, BUT JT INTERESTED H»M. 
THEY TOOK >'»SS CREECH TO HER HOTEL, ANC^DROVE ON TO THE 
BARRAGE TO DELIVER -VME. POUR«OFF. AFTER GETTING TO SOME SORT 
OF A BACK SIRE COURT OR PATIO, DAVIS INSISTED ON TAKING HEK TO 
HEP DOOR, AND HE (LOCKED INSIDE.   IT WAS NO BETTER, HE SAID, 
THAN W0tT AftM ^-ROOM APARTMENTS, BARE TILE FLOODS, MINIMUM 
OF NATIVE COOKING UTENSILS, A CURTAINED INNER DOORWAY, BUT IT 
WAS ALL REALLY CLEAN AND IN OROER.  HE 3EEMEO A BIT IV Oft C SYM- 
PATHETIC TOWARD THIS BRITISH EXILE. 
DURLNN THE EVENING DAVIS SAID COCKE TOLD HI" THE UNIT WOULD 
LOSE A GASTRO-ENTEROLCG 1ST AND FIVE OTHER OFFICERS AC A RESULT 
OF THE INVESTIGATION. OIVIS DID NOT KNOW IF HE WOULD BE ONE OF 
THE FIVE.  (FOR THAT MATTER, NEITHER DID CAOY KNOW ABOUT HIMSELF.) 
AMONG 7 NAMES/CADY KNEW HE COULD HAVE 5 RIGHT GUESSES. HE  WAS 
TE    TIRED.        n|' TO    BED    AND    SLEEP    JUST    THE    SAME,    RIGHT 
NOW!^ HE WROTE. 
•'DAY, 21 JAN. THE DAY WAS DAZING IF NOT STUNNING. EARLY, 
LT. COL. RRICKNER,     %MO "AJCP.B THOMPSON' AND HUMPHREY CAME 
*JUGT TO ASK QUESTIONS AltO LOOK APOUNP.   IT V-.'AS NOT A FORMAL 
INSPECT ION',' THE MAIL ARRIVED ABOUT THE SAME TIME. THE VISIT 
USED UP FLHC THEY WOULD HAVE SPE'JT BETTER, THEY FELT. 
CADY- 
THERE WERE TRANSFER ORDERS FORJ 
CHAP. JOHN R. PETERSON, 
MAJ. LEO GOTTLIEB TO AIR BASE, LA SENIA, 
MAJ. LOUIS TUREEN TO 64TH STATION HOSPITAL, SIDI BEL ABBES, 
LT. JOHN M. HALLAHAN, 
LT. ARTHUR J. Nil. 
WHEN TUREEN CAME IN, DAVIS PRETENDED HE DID NOT SEE HIM SALUTING. 
THEN TUREEN CAME TO CADY, BARELY RESTRAINING HIS EMOTIONS, AND 
OFFERED HIS HAND. AFTER A FEW WORDS, HE TURNED TO LEAVE WITHOUT 
AGAIN TRYING TO BE RECOGNIZED BY DAVIS. "MAJOR, I'M THE COLONEL 
HERE!" HE THUNDERED AT TUREEN.   TUREEN RETURNED AND TRIED TO 
EXPLAIN, BUT HAD TO .3UBSIDE UNTIL HIS DRESSING DOWN WAS OVER. 
AGAIN, HE OFFERED HIS HAND TO DAVIS, BUT IT WAS REFUSED. THEN 
TUREEN, THE PSYCHIATRIST REALLY BUCKED UP AND HE TALKED DAVIS 
INTO "SUBMISSION",   OR AT LEAST INTO SHAKING HANDS WITH HIM. 
DAVIS VOLUNTEERED A DENIAL THAT HE HAD ASKED FOR TUREEN'S TRANSFER, 
AND WISHED HIM GOOD LUCK.   THE EMPTY VICTORY WAS TUREEN's. 
GOTTLIEB, A TENSE PERSON, GOT THROUGH IT MUCH BETTER.  THEN 
LT. HALLAHAN, WHOM DAVIS HAD BEEN RIDING FOR NO GOOD REASON CADY 
KNEW, CAME IN WITH FLAWLESS CADET MILITARY COURTESY, STOOD BEFORE 
THE EXPECTANT DAVIS AND DELIVERED HIS SALUTE SO SNAPPILY THAT 
HIS TERMINAL MOVEMENT REMINDED CADY OF A THROAT-CUTTING GESTURE! 
JUST BEFORE SUPPER TIME COL. DAVIS'S ORDER CAME TO GO TO 
THE 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR OBSERVATION AND TREATMENT." THE 
SGT/MAJ. BROUGHT IT DIRECTLY TO CADY.   HE PUT  IT INSIDE HIS SHIRT 
TO CARRY UNTIL DAVIS WOULD HAVE HIS SUPPER  IN HIM, AND IT COULD 
BE DELIVERED DURING THE EVENING.   DAVIS TOOK IT ALMOST LIGHTLY. 
HE STARTED PACKING ALL HIS BELONGINGS IMMEDIATELY, AND SAID HE 
DID NOT EXPECT TO RETURN. 
CAOY- 
CAOY WAS HAtPflM MIXED EMOTIONS ABOUT IT ALL, EOR HE MAD ADJUSTED 
MtMSELE TOR TOLERATION,  HC *ETURNED LATER IN THE EVENING.  0AVI8 
SEEDED RELAXED,  HE ADVISED HIM TO WITS M|$ ORDER E0R ASSUMPTION 
OF OOMMANO, AIM TO HANDLE THE '/MIT ^UfJT AS IF IT WERE MIS OWN. 
29.  JAM.     THEY WENT TO SREAKEAST  AS USUAL,  AND THE  MEWS MAC 
NOT LEAKED PAST TME 83TAeAJ. ARRAREWTLV, WMIOM WAS TME WAT OAOV 
MAD WANTED.  SHORTLY AETE^ TMEY WENT WITH *VT. TMEO '3EN0OS TO 
CARR.V DAVIS1 s MtvwstMt TO THE AWSULANOC.    DAVIS WANTCD TO 
RIDE,    SMUT   U*   AND   ALONE,    IN   THE   LfTTt*   CO»»ARTMCMT »«ftrft«   SMAKlUS 
HANDS   AND   TELLING   0AM IS   OOOO-SVE,   ^ADY   R4YTE©   H|M   GENTLY   ©N   THE 
THIOM   TWO   OR   T«REE   ??«*«,       WHY?      CADY   HAD   NO    1PEA    ,    0DT    IT 
JUST   SEEMED   Tvr   TM|NR   T©   DO   AT   THE   TIM*.      BENDOS   SLAMMED   TME 
00©R   A«0   LATCHED    IT. 
Y   WALKED   AWAY   TOWARD   W|S   ROftM   w*TH   TMAT   OAMHED   LU»4P   SACK 
IN   MIS   THROAT   ACAIN. 
0 
CADY- 
CADY ASSUMES ACTING COMMAND 
CHAPTER  14 
IT WAS A BUSY DAY FOR CAOY WHEN COL. DAVIS WENT TO THE 12TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL. BARELY AFTER HE HAD DIVAT'JEC THE ORDER FOR 
HIS "ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND DtlftfM THE TEMPORARY ABSENCE OF COL . 
CHAS. F. DAVIS* THINGS BEGAN TO HAPPEN. 
LT. COL. COCKE CAME WITH »A4. GEN. HOWARD McC. SNYOER (MC ) , 
I.G.O.  fljfr).   HE WAS FATHER-IN-LAW TO MRS. MOLAUGHL f ** • DAUGHTER. 
CAST TOLD THE GENERAL HOW MUCH THEY HAD APPRECIATES THE SHELTER 
OF HER GARRET BACK IN r T . BERING.  THE GENERAL WENT AROUND WITH 
CAOY TO SEE THE HOSPITAL^ IMPROVISATIONS AND HEARD HIS EXPANSIVE 
GOAL3 FOR THE 21ST.  HE EVEN WENT TO LOOK AT AN ANCIENT RUlM IN 
A FIELD, LOCALLY DATED 3ACK TO THE ROMANS, TO SEE A SPECIMEN OF 
LIME CEMENT CONCRETE WITH ITS EXPOSED AGGREGATE THEY U3EO.  HE 
WAS FRIENDLY AND SEEMED TO CADY HE WAS MORE INTERE3TEO IM HIM 
THAN OTHER THINGS ABOUT THE HOSPITAL.  LATER,  IT OCCURRED TO CADY 
THAT A FRIENDLY DISARM I NG INSPECTOR WAS POTENTIALLY THE WORST 
OF THEIR KIND? 
COCKE SAID THERE WERE NO PLANS YET TO REPLACE ~>AV»S.  CADY 
TOLUHI1 "TH-r "1ST IS PRACTICALLY LOUSY WITH TALENT, AND IT WILL 
SHOW U=> IF IT HAS A CHANCE TO OPERATE WITHOUT INTERFERENCES." 
ALSO, THERE WERE AT LEAST TWO LAYERS OF THAT TALENT, BUT IF THEY 
EXPECTED TO TAKE ANY OF IT AWAY, IT SHOULD COME OUT AT THE TOP 
WITH CADY HAVING SOMETHING TO f.AY ABOUT IT BEFOREHAND.  THAT WAS 
VAUY- 
HI8 WAV OF TELLING COCKE THAT HIS ALLEGEO BEST SHOULD BE USED 
FIRST SO THAT THE LOSS WOULQ PROVIDE TWO OR THREE PROMOTIONS 
BELOW.  IF THE 2TST HAD TO CONTINUE TAKING FILLERS THEV SHOULD 
BE OOMPANY GRADE OFFICERS. 
THE BUGLER WAS HAVING TROUBLE WITH HIS TEETH, BUT AFTER 
WHAT HE BLEW FOR RETREAT CADV AWARDED THEIR FIRST PURPLE HEART 
MEDAL TO A PATIENT, AND COMMUTED A COURTS-MARTIAL SENTENCE. 
SUNDAY, 24 JAN. 
THE NEICE OF A FRIEND AND PATIENT (MERCK & Co.), MRS. 
DOROTHY VEAZEY PARKER, 7TH STATION HOSPITAL, AND MISS KINSOLVINC,X 
MBS, CAME TO VISIT. THEIR JEEP WAS NOT RUNNING WELL. ALSO, 
ONE 8ASSOUD AODOUN SEN 3AKIR, A BEARDED 8ERBER IN BLACK BOURNOUS 
AND SLACK FE2 CAME IN TO REPORT ON HIS PROGRESS AT GETTING SOME 
CONCRETE SEWER PIPE FOR THE HOSPITAL.  CADY WAS UNEASY ABOUT THIS 
FELLOW, AND WAS WONDERING HOW AND WHEN THE BBIT£W WOULD COME. 
BA3SOUD WOULD EXPECT *KO0MtKA««n 
■ 
LT. COL. MARION H, BARKER AND MAJS. BENJ. BOSCHES (PSYCMIATRIS 
AND EUGENE L. WALSH, 1?TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, (NORTHWESTJERN U.) 
I 
CAME TO INVESTIGATE THE BACKGROUND OF COL. DAVIS. CAOY SLEANED 
FROM THE IF: FINAL REMARKS THEV THOUGHT THE CAU8E WAS PERSONALITY 
TROUBLES IN AN OTHERWISE UNUSUALLY CAPABLE MA . 
COL. BARKER'S SITUATION WAS PARALLEL TO CAOY*S. HE\ WAB A 
VETERAN OF W W I, DLRECTOR**OF THE UNIT, AND THEIR REGULAR CO 
DID NOT SEE THE WIDER ASPECTS OF HIS UNIT'S CAPABILITIES, ANOV 
IT WAS NOT PROGRESSING AS WELL AS IT MIGHT. "THEY, TOO, ARE 
STICKING TOGETHER TO SUCCEED AS A MILITARY UNIT IN 3PITE OF CO 
DIFFICULTIES.  SOUNDS RATHER SCREWY, BUT IT IS SENSIBLE," CADY 
WROTE. CADY ALREADY HAD KMOV/N THEY HAD TO GET ALONG FOR A FEW 






TH£ MESA ABOVE THE ESCARPMENT »|!%HT 8C A LANOINf* FIELD FOR 
PATIENTS. Two AIR CORPS OFFICERS LOOKED AT IT, AND ©ROVE THEIR 
JEEP DOWN THE FACE OP THE ESCARPMENT, A MATTER Of 200 M, WHERE 
A ROAD COULD BE noUGED OUT WITH LITTLE TROUBLE.  THUS THERE WAS 
A POSSIBILITY TO AVOIO THE 15 TO 90 K«, DRIVE TO THE TlZf AIR 
FlELO. THE ROAO WAS CURVED, SOMETIMES MU0OY AND OVER LOW MOUNTAINS. 
TUE80AY, OH THE WAT TO ©RAM, CADV STOPPED AT THE ?5tST STATION 
HOSPITAL, LA SEMIA AF, CADY THOUGHT LT. COL. BOYO, CO, WAS 
TOO   ^AOBY   WITH   A   STRANGER      WHILE   EXPRESS INO   HIS   JEALOUSY   ABOUT 
ASSIGNMENTS   Or   fcCOULARS.      CAST   THOUSHT,   AFTCR   ALL   WAS   HE   NOT   ALL 
RIGHT,    THE   RESERVE    -0   OF   A   UNIT?      ife   H1IHTEC   UP    %A4*   LEO   GOTTLIEB, 
ASSIGNED   AS   RtOlBTRAft.        iC   WAS   STILL   HURT   A HO   PVZIUTO   ABOUT   THE 
CAUSE   FOR    HIS MIT   COULO   MOT   HELP   *§«    fUCH   El THE    , 
BUT    m   A0.M3EO   LEO   TO    r*37AHT   CLIttBINQj"   AND   TO   LOOK   OUT   F0«    HIWSELP. 
AT
   ' •       ■»    r    *f* i AJ. Louis TUREEN WHO FELT THE SAME WAY 
AS OtfTTLtCt.    HE REPEATED HIS STORY or AftC*P?tiM TO Avon   IH- 
VOLMCKT    IN      AV|STS   TROUBLES.      AMD   CAOY   ADVISEOtflM   TO   *«   TO   HuTTER, 
TELL   HIM   WHY   HE   FAILED   TO   RESPOND   TO   HIS    INFORMAL   SUMMONS   EARL IF    , 
LAY   ALL   HIS   OWN   HOPES   OUT,   AW   ASK   FOR   AH  ASSIGNMENT   MORE   NEARLY 
EQUAL   TO   m -L1TIES. 
THENCE  TC   ENOface**NO   MATTER*,     U,   "ATQH   HAD  BURST   INTO 
HIS   OFFICE   GREATLY   EXCITE©, THE   ENGINEERS   WERE    SUStNC,SMALL 
CHARGES   OF   DYNAMITE   TO      HELP   WITH   TRENCHING   FOR   THAT   SEWER   LIME. 
ALMOST   CERTAINLY   OYNAMTE    #OULD   OAMAOC   OR   CHANGE   FLOW   CHANNELS \ 
OF    THE   SPA*G    "SOlWOfB**!      R4M   SO,   THE   ENGINEERS   WOULD   HAVE   TO   00 
IT    THE    HARD   WAY   WITH   PICK   A^O   SHO/LL,    AND   LET    HIM   HIRE   MORE 
ILS. 




   '      »    BUT   OADY   LEFT   WITH   A   DIFFERENT    UPRESSION.       HE   TOLD 
- 
THEM THE UNIT SEEMED "HAPPIER AND WAS STILL FUNCTIONING," 
AT AIN~EL-TORK HE PAID RESPECTS TO COL. STURGEON, CO, 12TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND WENT ON TO COL. OAVIS. HE SEEMED SOME- 
WHAT SUBDUED IN MANNER.  NOTHING HAD REALLY BEEN DONE EXCEPT 
(Hi*-* 
SOME SORT OF STAFFIN© INTERVIEW APPOINT HAD BEEN SET FOR HIS 
CASE.  IT WAS RATHER PATHETIC, BUT HIS CRITICAL ATTITUDE ASOUT 
THE THINGS WRONO IN HIS ENVIRONMENT WAS NOT THE LEAST DULLED, 
AND HE WAS FACTUALLY RIGHT,  BACK AT THE CO*S OFFICE, CADY 
LEARMED FROM COL. BTUROEON THERE HAD ALREADY BEEN ENOUGH COM- 
MUNICATION BETWEEN THEM THAT ONE HAD TO BE CO AND THE OTHER THE 
PATIEMT.  STURGEON WAS VERY BUSY IN HIS SPLENDID RESIDENTIAL SEA- 
SIDE RESORT ON THE MOUNTAINS ALONG THE MEDITERRANEAN.  THE HOSPITAL 
WAS SCATTERED AROUND IN VILLAS AND WAREHOUSES UNDER A HUNDRED 
DIFFERENT ROOVES.  AT THE MOMENT HE WAS HARD PUT TO FURNISH THE 
BASIC COMFORTS TO HIS PATIENTS AND PERSONNEL AND »fVI THEM flOOD 
MEDICAL SERVICE.  HE FELT HE DID NOT NEED ANY PATIENTS TO TELL 
HIM tfHAT HE KNEW WERE DEFICIENCIES, AND ONE OF THEM WAS THE "GREEN- 
NESS" AND INEXPERIENCE OF HIS OWN STAFF WHICH COULD NOT BE TRUSTED 
TO COORDINATE FULL DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY.  CAOY'S UNDERSTAND INQ 
OF STURGEON'S NEED TO PLAY HIS RAME WITH PATIENCE AND TENACITY 
^VHKr*» CVDA 0B1EC1ED 10 1HY1 *nCM Prtu,„^ 
o^.ci. o* H,a .EBao1^ ??MHrri:o[MJt 
I 
•cwtcvl 
IO  an 
lH,onoH   IHE   eaonwoa'   s^n»,   „,,,    .= i_1(^ 
PIRTER WAS CADY'S PRIVATE LAUNDRESS.  So WHAT WOULD HAPPEN? 
ON 87 JAM. CADY NOTED THAT MAJ, TRUMAN n,   DHAIIS WAS MAKING 
A ROOD EXEC.  THE OFFICERS v£*f "EMBA*RASSINR " CARY BY COMMENTING 
!Honroewe 
W ^t l~r      I 
THEM THE UNIT SEEMED "HAPPIER AND WAS STILL FUNCTIONING." 
AT   AlN-EL-TuRK    HE    PAID   RESPECTS   TO   COL ,    STURGEON,    CO,    12TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND WENT ON TO COL. DAVIS. HE SEEMED SOME- 
WHAT SUBDUED IN MANNER.  NOTHING HAO REALLV SEEN DONE EXCEPT 
(km 
SOME SORT OF STAFF I NO INTERVIEW APPOINT HAO SEEN SET FOR HIS 
CASE.   IT WAS RATHER PATHETIC, BUT HIS CRITICAL ATTITUDE ABOUT 
THE THINGS WRONG IN HIS ENVIRONMENT WAS NOT THE LEAST DULLEO, 
AND HE WAS FACTUALLY RIGHT.  BACK AT THE CO*S OFFICE, CADY 
LEARNED FROM COL. STURSEOW THERE HAD ALREADY BEEN ENOUGH COM- 
MUNICATION BETWEEN THEM THAT ONE HAD TO BE CO AND THE OTHER THE 
PATIEWT. STURGEON WAS VERY BUSY IN HIS SPLENDID RESIDENTIAL SEA- 
SIDE RESORT ON THE MOUNTAINS ALONG THE MEDITERRANEAN.  TMf. HOSPITAL 
WAS SCATTERED AROUND IN VILLAS AND WAREHOUSES UNDER A HUNDRED 
DIFFERENT ROQVES. AT THE MOMENT HE WAS HARD PUT TO FURNISH THE 
BASIC COMFORTS TO HIS PATIENTS AND PERSONNEL AND 3|VE THEM 3000 
MEDICAL SERVICE. HE FELT HE OID NOT NEED ANY PATIENTS TO TELL 
HIM WHAT HE KNEW WERE DEFICIENCIES, AND ONE OR THEM WAS THE "'OREEN- 
NESS" AND INEXPERIENCE OF HIS OWN STAFF WHICH COULD NOT BE TRUSTED 
TO COORDINATE FULL DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY. CAOY'S UNDERSTANDING 
OF STURGEON'S NEED TO PLAY HIS OAME WITH PATIENCE AND TENACITY 
WAS BETTER THAN COL. DAVIS'P. 
TRIP 
THEO. 3ENOOS, A TACTFUL, DEPENDIBLE UKRANIAN YOUNGSTER, HAO 
BEEN ASSIGNED AS THE CHAUFFEUR AND ORDERLY OF COL. DAVIS, AND 
CADY LIKED HIM WELL ENOUGH TO ASK FOR HIS CONTINUED ASSIGNMENT IF 
HE WANTED THE DUTY. ONCE WHILE HE AND COL DAVIS HAD BEEN GOING 
THROUGH THE GROUNDS, 3ENDOS WAS MAN-HANDLING THE HANDLE OF A PICK, 
AND ANOTHER CORPSMAN WAS TRYING TO SUBSTITFC* INADEQUATELY.  IT 
HAPPENED AGAIN, AND THE DETACHMENT COMMANDER LAID IT ON THE SHOULOERS 
OF A SEP.     HANDLING DUTY ROSTERS, PASSING THE DUTY AROUND. WELL, 
DID HE REALLY THINK THE SERGEANT, OR HE SHOULD TAMPER WITH THE 
ASSIGNMENTS OF THE ~0*S OFFICE, OR HIS PERSONAL LIVING FOR THAT 
SORT OF REASON?  FRANKLY, CADY OBJECTED TO THAT MUCH CONTROL BY SERGEi 
CADY- 
OM MOW WELL THEY LIKCO THE CHANSE or CO*s.    He WAS STRURSLINQ 
TO   CATCH  UP   WITH  PAPERWORK.      TME   OPriCERS   <tATIN9«   MAO   TO   ®£   MADE 
AN©   REPORTED,      FOUR   OCCUPIED   PROPERTIES   MAO   DELINQUENT   REQUIS- 
ITIONS   TO   ttf    IN.      HE   WAS   TAKIWS   0VE3   A   P^AGE   fOU   AN   OPPICERS 
CLUS. ...THE NURSES AND OTHER WOMEN SPECIALISTS, MOT AUC** 
MAO MM PLACED ON PULL OFPTSER STATUS. THIS REALLY MEANT THE? 
WOULO HAVE TO BECOME OFFTCERS IN THEIR ATTITUDES AM THINKIN3, 
WHICH CAOY SUSPECTED WOULO BE A PROBLEM IN SOME CASES. MOST 
OF THE MUSSES HAO BECOME FAIRLY SUSY, BUT '<*ORE RUTBER SOOTS WERE 
NECESSARY FOR THEM TO SET AROUND THEIR WORK IN BMC PLACES* 
CAOY HOSPITALIZED DAI* ST MASCRI FOR TWO OATS TO SET ACL 
HIS HORRIBLE TEETH REPLACED WLFH AH IMMEDIATE BCNTUR, FOR WHICH 
THE DENTAL SERVICE MAC THE SKILL. ARABS AND FSERCH WERE ALL 
TRYIH-3 TO GADOE S*EDICAL CARE    • THERE WAS A $PA PHYSICIAN, 
DR. PER WIN, A RATHE*? SULLEN AND DOUR FACED PERSON, WHC WANTED 
TO CONTINUE HIS PRACTICE (SALARY) AS A HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE. THAT 
WAS HOT PRACTICAL BECAUSE THE VILLAGERS HEEDED HIM. PART OP HIS 
PROPERTY WAS REO.UISIONE0 FORJftUARYERS EOS Htft SPALOfNO AND HER 
ASSISTANTS.   R,  ERNIR HAO WOT SEEMED fASORABLY IMPRESSED WITH 
THE NEW SEWER CONNECTIONS HE WAS 0ETTIN3 TO REPLACE THE PRIMITIVE 
OUT-RALL ARRAN'.SEBEND HE MAO OH THE SIOE OP THE CANT 
DR. 
THE WM0€i WARD WAS THE GROUND FLOOR or  >»ME. THOMAS'S VILLA 
AHO MEDICAL orricE.    SHE WAS HOSTILE, ANO HER PHYSICIAN HUSBAND 
WAS "AWAY fOP (POLITICAL) REA80N8 OP HEALTH*. HER OWN PRACTICE 
WAS LIMITED BECAUSE THE VILLAGERS WERE SOMEWHAT AFRAID OP HER, 
SHE HAO HOT HEARO PROM THEIR STUDENT DAUGHTER IN THE USA POR MORE 
THAN A WEAKi    '£• LA  OCTEUR THOHAS REQUESTED CAOY TO TRY TO 
COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY WITH THE DAUGHTER. 
PECTEO HE WOULD KM UP IN A FEDERAL PRISON AS A RESULT 
or TRYING TO HELP UNAUTHORIZED PEOPLE,  UNDER THE ouiee or FURTHER INS 
THE UNIT'S FUNCTION.     Mr SISIPLY COULO HOT LIT ALL or THE* SIT 
IN  HIS orriciAt  LAP. 
***««.    '"ORE VISITORS,    ITS,  COL,  *ft*ftf>Aui.ntt*c} AND JOS*  C, 
Mirt  AMP   CAPT,   DOZIER.     SPAULOIN^   STAYED  OVER   MfOHT   IN  C*wfi 
M^ «oo«.    He HAD  NtftfttATELf rwmCi  IN B*vt»*9 RirLe AW MOVCO 
l«, LEAVING HIS OWN ROO* YACANT FDR VISITOR. 
ABOUT A IOMTN PREVIOUSLY "ACY MAC SENT CAP?. WEBER OUT TO 
SCROUNCE AROUND Twf. PORT or ARZE* FO»I ANYTHING IM THE LINE or 
SUPPLIES  «OT  ONCE*  LOCK  AND  KEY.     SPAtfLOtttd  MAD CAUGHT  Hit*  AT 
THIS    AND    PREACHED    HIM   A   Bfttf    ttHMM   OK   SUCH    INIQUITY,    ANO   WA8 
THREATS'   I •■   THAT    WESES   CA*C   HAC*   AM    l*f    HIMSELr    INTO   MORE 
HOT   *AftA   HY   TRYf..-~   TO   eONTORV   TO   ALL   THE   ?ONE   or    INTERIOS   SUPPLY 
REGULATIONS,    EXACT   ACCOUNT AU-tfRV,    BtflX   EXPEND ISLES   ANfl    SUCH, 
HE    HAD   NOT   fOWB   OUT   THAT   THE   HOOK   WAS   AT   ffKff   AN    IMPEDIMENT    TO 
FUNCTl?"    |>,   THE   FIELD,    A«0   His   CONSCIENCE    HAO   TO   BECOME   MORE 
PLIABLE   TO   8CT   THE   «J08   COME.       C*8>¥   TRIED   T<5   TELL   .MM   Of   THE   EFFECT 
HE    MAD   ON    -VERES,    8UT   SOON   $A»C    IT    (IR   BECAUSE    f*P AWL Of NO    MAH    MOT 
HAO   THE   8A: MB   OF   OVERBCA8   COUUANO   TO   UNDERSTAND   ffKAl   Mf   ITAS 
TRYING    TO   TELL    HI!. Hfi   *A8   TOO   NICE   A   REGULAR   TO   ALIENATE    JUST 
TO EXPLAIN MOOT PACTS TO. 
THE HOSPITAL FINISHED JANUARY WITH: OPERATM* REDS, 6 
PATIENTS ADMITTED, 509J AVERAOE :-AILY PATIENT LOAO, 3 
J Fg»»     COL. tA/IS TELEPHONED rm CADV TO COME SEE HIM.  THE 
NEXT DAY HE CALLSIO MAM TO INSTRUCT CADV TO MAKE THE 8*8**01 
AKVl Mm*****.    CONTRACTS FOR ANY HOTEL SED8 THEY MIGHT 
BE 081    INSTEAD OF THEM? OWN COT8 AND 9CO0IMO. ROLLS.  CAOT 
CHOSE TO PROCRASTINATE THAT ACTION, FOR >HC PPEFCPPEC THAT ALL 
HI8 PERSONNEL SHOULD BE AS COMFORTABLE AS POSSIBLE WHILE WORK I NO MA 
CAOV- 
DAVIS   ?MNTEO   A   FULL   LIST   Or   THE   HOSPITAL1!!   SHORTAGES   AN&   A   REPORT 
ON CONSTRUCT ION PROGRESS. CAPT. WASHNSYER, C£, WAS THERE ANO 
5Y   OID   NOT   WAKE   THE   TRIP   AS   PROMISES. 
ssNUAay.     CAOY WENT TO ORAM TO FILE Mag EMS SHEER INS <tf* 
QUESTS.      WITHOUT   8EE'4IN9   TO   QET   WUCH   DONE,   THE   HOSPITAL   AFFAIRS 
WERE   MOV I MS   ALOH'5.       HE   WENT   OH   TO   AI N»CL~Ttmt<*      QAVIS'S   BOARD 
WAS   SCHEDULED   LATER    III   THE   OAY.      HE   MAD   FORGOTTEN   HIS   TELEPHONE 
CALLS   AUO   CAOY   OIO   MOT   REMIND   HIM.      DAVIS   TOLD   CADY   HIS   4UD0HVNT 
HAS   BEEN   BETTER   THAN   HI©   MM   SOMETIMES,   8UT   0 10   NOT   ELABORATE 
CASES. 
CADY   SUSPECTED   THAT   THE   80AR0   CONCLUSIONS   WOUL©   SE   ALQNS   THE 
LIME   THAT   DAY If   WAS   NOT    INSAHE;    THE   UNIT   WAS   NOT   ENTIRELY   TO 
BLAME I    fHEREFORE,    KEEP   BftVft    |N   THE   SERVICE?    LEAVE   THE    UNIT 
TACT,    BUT   SEPERATE   THE      FR0W   EACH   OTHER.      HE   GOT   SOME   PRIVATE 
REMARKS   TROM   A   SOARS   WEU9ER   THAT   THEY   ALL   THOUOHT    THAT   ?R. 
CAR THY   SMOULO   8E   REMOVEO   AS   A   TROUBLE-MAKES,      THAT   WfOUI»S   8E   A 
SURPRISE   TO   WANY   OrHCESS   MM   iWICl    IF   REVEALED, 
FEB. 1ST LT. DAVID ?i. KERB'S TRANSFER GROERS CAME* CAOY 
SORRY ABOUT THAT.  CAOI >*,H€ROUt AHSSEN, A WELL EOUCATEO 
MREOM (WHITE SKINNEO) AftAS WITH HENNA ON HIS 8EAR0, CAWE TO NAKE 
A COURTEOUS REQUEST TO REQUISITION A PLACE WITH THE "OKABEM, 
TAISI ABCELKAOER, 60 HIS OWN WIFE COULD COME FOR A "CURE."   IT 
HAPPENED THAT THE •*OKA0EM,S CLEAtsI APARTMENT WAS REALLY PART 
or  OF  A ronmn LIVERY STABLE.     IT MAD SEEN RCQUIS IT IOMEO TO 
CLEAN U* rOS HOSPITAL SUPPLY SPACE, AN0 TO KEEP THE VOKADEM 
U»OER OBLIGATIONS AS THE HOSP|TAL*S QUASI RESIDENT SANITARY IN- 
SPECTOR . VAdUE WAY IT WAS BEGINNING TO PENETRATE IR 
CAOY'S VffH) THERE WAS 30«£ CONNECTION WITH THAT DENSER CAO I * 8 
EFFORTS BECAUSE BOTH WAITED THE SA«E ROOMS* 
CAOV- 
Z   i  .      '    HtU.   AND   LT.    COU,   I/ULHALL   PAID 
A   COWTESY   719 tT    TO     "A/V,    AIM   A   MAI     1 I 'TEREST IM .5    VISIT    TO   THEIR 
ttf   Fftifitttt      T'KSY   9ASQAWWT 5ONE0   THEY   LIKED   THE   BMAl 
I*   CO, 
C*f0   EL   MAt#*l    Sew   V&U8SA    ;PAlt)   »#*    tftKf   FAMCISO   OSLI    ATIOH8 
TO   Mt,ttt«    M0NCU   AHfi   ''YE' THE   FIH3T   qqgHOUf    CAM   £X*>eR *E«©tO« 
S<5«E   WEEKS   LATE".    CA0* .   ABLE   TO   ftCGOOftUXI   »HAT   THE   ftKPftfftfttfAT IOMS 
•tut IN fm stfctv LIST. 
If    AM0   ttt*C«       I |    -:*$?} 
T us,   KfXQf or | g, 
At»«f«f^Tr>ATrt'r   AMD   tint, . TTACOI    {tt£WJ 
OA*T.   Ietfrtt»tf   A0*tfftA 
|M?l   MAVOt!   OF §8 
'
;?KOl»r,    ItfflftMtfYtlt 
i •   ; Mtcr  Ntftftf 
VAJ.  DKAKI  Ana THI T*f Ret   "nots St Alt, 
10   ?*l •    AfftfAtfNT    TO   THE   CAID'S   CORKER   APAJtftffV? 
THE    Nttfi   '"At A IS,   flit MECf   TABLE   SPREAD®,   AS*0   THE   CUTLERY, 
I   A   TEW   OTHEO   THlV-S   WHICH IfeUTE   TO   THE   CAft*i   eoCCESA* 
THE FEAST  *A4 AN EVE-OPS- -EIICANS*     CADY »ROTE ABOUT 
I*   • *   H* *«   Tf.'C   -r)»   A   VCI Mf|   TAUSHTER   BETTY,   A«0 Mttt 
CUT   MA.   Tut   •TRAMflfftCff    I FfftST,   WITH   Utt< 
MW8§U8   (XetfEtttKf,   f*f   AftAI M»t ITTSO   RAAtl 
r«   THE   r- -,   MRfM »LAftf8   IT   UPON   A   ftftCAf 
t*A9i   PLATTEc.      TMFY   *tY«9ftfV  THE   P0LI   « »}?,   ft :\TEO. 
T«l -•       AT   Alt    HIS   vtlt; Hff   AMD   THEY 
PLACE   THE   LI L   OF   fAWHON   COLONEL'   CHICKEN   SOUP,   CUC-CUS, 
IMC   UA AROOttfi,      THEY   HAS   BEEN   PLAt 
I 
CAOV- 
BY PROTOCOL.  HE WAS INTERESTED IN THE FACIAL EXPRESSIONS OF MISS 
3PALOINQ AND THE OTHER QIRLS WHEN THEY FIRST CONFRONTED THE BOILED 
EGG WHITE STARING EYES ANO THE GRINNING TEETH OF THE wDEAO" 
SHEEP.  ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TABLE THE HEELS OF THE SHEEP 
WERE PRACTICALLY POKING DRAKE IN THE FACE, AND THE TAIL WAS 
POINTING AT CAOY. BUT IT WAS A MERRY, IF LENGTHV DINNER. THE 
SENIOR OFFICIALS MADE SEVERAL TOASTS., ANO THE LITTLE AO/*F//VL STRATEFR 
BECAME MORE JOLLY WITH THE WINE HE DRANK, ANO HE TRIED TO INDUCE 
CADY TO TAKE MORE THAN WAS »0OD FOR HIM, BOTH THE STRONG ANISETTE 
LICQUEUR AND THE WLNE. MLLE. MARTIN SAT BESIDE CADY. SHE WAS 
A 8HY GIRL WITH QUITE COLD MOIST HANDS. SHE WAS RATHER NICE 
LOOKING, AND CADY WONDERED WHAT MIGHT BE THE ORIGIN OF HER TENSIONS. 
THEN THE ACTUAL EATING BEGAN FROM THE MECHOUI. THE RULES WERE 
TO TEAR THE MEAT OFF THE BONES WITH THE FINGERS, KNIVES AND FORKS 
WERE NOT FAIR. THEY WOULD CUT UP THE MEAT AFTER THE GUESTS HAD 
FINISHED "FOR THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN WHO HAD NOT EATEN ANYTHING." 
THAT WAS A PRETTY GOOD IDEA, TO EAT WELL BUT LEAVE A LITTLE SOME- 
THING FOR THE HOST*8 STARVING FAMILY.  AND THE ARABS WERE SUPPOSED 
TO BE VERY PROUD IN KEEPING UP "FACE" IN SUCH MATTERS,  0ON*T 
ADMIRE HIS ORNATE SADDLE, OR H18 RIDING CROP, FOR HE MIGHT INSIST 
ON GIVING IT TO THE ADMIRER.  HOW ABOUT THE WIFE, THE SON OR THE 
DAUGHTER t 
ANYWAY 6ADY WAS CALLED AWAY BECAUSE COL. HUTTER ARRIVED WITH 
LT. COL. KOENIG, 3RD PORT SURGEON, COR. CROSSLY, AND (BR) LCDR. 
DAVY TO INSPECT. HE MANAGED TO KEEP THE PARTIES APART. HE LIKED 
HUTTER*S ENTHUSIASM ABOUT THE PLACE BUT HOPED HE WOULO NOT 
SURPRISE HIM AGAIN. 
THEN CADY HAD TO DONATE A JERRICAN OF GASOLINE TO GET THE 
FRENCH PARTY MEMBERS BACK TO MASCARA. 
CAOY- 
10 FES.  GADV WROTE THAT A aooo DIARIST WAS OME WITH TOO 
MUSH Tl*t OH HIS HANDSf 
Hi   TOOK   A  LAROE   ENVELOPE   PULL   Of   PAPEHS   TO  THE   3imOE©H*t 
orncE.    M, VIALA,  PROP,, HOTEL KMNt| AMO THE SRIDOC ACROSS 
THE RIVER, WAS A SKILFUL WHITYLER.  HE UA0C SEVERAL "SATOW®"1 POR 
CAOV TO USE At SOUVENIR SWAOOEP STICKS*  COL. DAVIS OOT THE FIRST, 
■■■ 
THEN CAME MUTTER AND COCKE, THEH SPAULDIHS, CAST WAS CARRYING 
ANOTHER Ftpn   SOME   0M£   OH   THIS   TRIP,      HE   WAS   PROPOSING,   THAT    IT 
SURE ACE   SOIL   WAS   TOO   v'EXPENS IVE,   THEY   M|0*T   USE   THE   FLAT   ROOVES 
0?   THE   SVfU)*M*f   COVERED   WITH  FRAMED   TENTS    ir   THE   ENGINEERS 
THOUOMT   THEY  WERE   STRONG   EWOUOH,   ALSO,   THERE   WAS   THE   LAND IHO 
FIELD   p^O^jfCT. 
ME   ASKED   THE   00,   DETACHMENT   Of   *AAC*8  TO   SEW   A   PLATOON  TO 
THE   HUff   TO   HELP   WITH   HOSPITAL   AOMlIII STOATION,      THE   CMLISYCS 
WEN   Vftfft   LIKE   THAT,   TOO. 
THERE WAS A RIFT,    A turns* SEROEAMT«MA.JOR CAME  IN TO saw 
PLAIN or HIS TREATMENT.     IN THEIR ARMY. CAST FINALLY LEARNED FROM 
HIM, HE MAO EQUIVALENT STATUS OP AN AMERICAN fARRANT OrfieiU, HE 
WAS SO WARANGfO AtQUT IT AT f IRST IT WAS MARS TO ISOLATE THE PROSLEM. 
CACtY THANKED H!» FOR PUTTING HIM RIGHT ABOUT THE MATTER INSTEAD 
OP TAKI,1 THE MATTER UP   THROUGH CHANNELS*  HE WOULD EXPLAIN THE 
MISUNDERSTAND 1*11 TO THE REGISTRAR, THE PERSONNEL ANO THE 9ATIENTS 
II THE OFFICERS WARD AM© THE MESSES*  A BRITISH OFFICER CONFIRMED IT. 
t2 FES,    LT. COL. MARYCN CASTEEL, C£, PORTER COMMANDER or THE 
'fss>0URt ^TATE POLICE, CAME PROM THE 3*3RO ENGINEER REGIMENT TO 
lWM>ft   HIS   "A**   COMPANY.      CA0V   DAVE   CAPT.   fM •   £,   HARRISON   A   FINK 
TRIBUTE POR HIS WORK THERE. 
THAT EVENIMO KELAUFI LARDA**, PROP,, HOTEL MAORIO (OCCUPIED 
BY NURSES), ENTERTAINED.  HE WAS AW UNSUCCESSFUL POLITICAL RIVAL 
CADY- 
OR CAIO EL MA9CRI.  HlS VERM£W WAS EAST or THE HOSPITAL ACROSS 
A DEEP SULLY, AND WAS CHARACTERIZED BY Y«E RUINS OR AM OLD WlNO- 
MILL STILL ON ITS STONE AND MUO TOWER,  THE LARSE WALLED BARN 
YARD COtfflT MAO CORNER BUILDIN08 ON TWO SIDES.  OM THE SECOND 
FLOOR LEVEL ©W ONE SIDE WAS THE ARARTMEwT Of" THE VCRW IER% WITH 
AH INSIDE BALCONY.  TffE DlNINS ROOM WAS UP THERE,  CADY C |0 MOT 
SEE WHAT ALL WAS OH THE RIR8T FLOOR BELOW, m   WOMEN ANO CHILDREN, 
PROBABLY,  THE STABLES, SNOBS AND 8TORASE WERE ELSEWHERE AROUND 
THE COURT WALLS.  «ftC*% TMC OWE8TB WERE WAS CLEAR ENOU-SH, WALLS 
RAIMTED WITH DESIGNS, FLOORS TILED, AND THERE WAS A FIREPLACE 
LARGE ENOUOH TO ROAST A SMALL SHEER, 
THE CAIO WAS THERE SMILINO SROAOLY WITH HIS FINE HEW DENTURES, 
"EITHER   HE   10*   THE   HOST   AOTALLY   ATE   WITH   THE   S0E8TS?   CAOY,   MA«. 
SEAM,   MUCi    AORCSB,    DOVE,    \t$9*A SPALOINO,    0UWKHOL0ER,    ;/iOOER   AM© 
HAASE,   AMD   fttIC,   BSWSWr,      CAOY     WAS   MASSIMO   THESE   UNUSUAL   EXPER- 
IENCES   AROUND   AS   MOCHAS   POSSIBLE.      HE   HORCO   THAT   8ELAUFt   LAKOAR 
FELT      COMPENSATED   SY   THE   OBVIOUS   ENJOYMENT   OR   HIS   OUGSTS.      Xt   RE- 
MEMBERED   THAT   THE   CAID   HAD   NOT   EATEN   AT   THE   F IRST   RARTV,   BUT   THOUGHT 
IT   VlQNT   BE   TENDER   aOMS,   THEN   AN©   THIS   TIME   TOO,      EITHER   THAT,OR 
THERE   WIOHT   BE   SOME   SOCIAL   BARRIER. 
13 F*t« ONE or THE NIESSEN HOTS IN THE WARD SECTION IN THE 
OAROCW BESIDE THE BABASf HA0 A SMOOTH CONCRETE FLOOR FOR 0ANCIN8, 
THE NURSES ARRANGED ONE FOR OFFICERS,  AND THEIR MANY VISITORS* 
CAOY INVITED THE WICHELES, GANNETTACCtB, &ONF.LS, L«ORAO; BONOES ANO 
Hit,  Bfrffl .   TME VILLAGE* CIVILIANS PRACTICALLY OVERRUN T MS PLACE 
UNINVITED, BUT THE AMERICANS STILL FELT THEY HAO A >000 TIME, 
THE RSEXT EVENING WAS ON SUNDAY WHEN THE ENLISTED MEN HAD THE 
W>7   TO THWBEL/ES.  ^ART, BOLOTIN WAS BEE INS TO THE OR AN© SUCCESS HE 
WANTED fOP.   THE MEN, BUT RAN INTO ADVERSE LOCAL CUSTOMS.  THE CHOIR 
i 
UAUV- 
ROUSE DE MASCARA WAS UNABLE OR UNWILLING TO TAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY 
TO (SET GIRLS FOR THE DANCE, THEV NAD TO HAVE CHAPERONES. CAOV 
SOT LT« COL. RIZZER, COMMANDER or THE MASCARA HOSPITAL AND HIS 
WLFEVTO INTERCEDE. THEY COULD BRING CHAPERONES, BUT NOT WHOLE 
FAMILIES, AND TRANSPORTATI ON WOULO BE FURNISHED BOTH WAYS. IT 
WORKED OUT QUITE WELL, BUT THERE WAS SOME RIVALRY BETWEEN THE 
GIRLS FROM ?»USCARA AND HOME TALENT. 
MEANWHILE CAOY WAS AT DINNER AT THE SOUS-PREFECTURE WITH 
LT. COL. ROWLETTE, MAJ* DRAKE, MISS SPALDING AND MIBS MYERS, 
MARCeLLA   ,  'EDINER, AND MMC. BOURKOFF,  CADV WAS WARMING UP 
BETTER TO THE ZANNETTACCIS ^.HAN TO THE MfCHELES, AND WAS WONDER- 
ING WHY. 
M. DUSSERAND, DIRECTOR OF THE BARRAGE COMPANY, SENT HIS 
DAUGHTER TO CAOV TO GET A LABORATORY JOB, ASRESS PUT HTN  TO 
WORK AS AN APPRENTICE TECHNICIAN* HER VOUFL|& E NO » NEER STUDENT 
BROTHER WAS UNREPORTED FOR OVER A YEAR. HE HAD BEEN WORKING 
WITH THE FRENCH UNDERGROUND IN FRANCE. 
FRIDAY, 1*3 FEB. CAOY TOOK A PARTY TO THE MAKING OF BENCHANE 
DjALLl  INTO A CAIO, AT A LAR^E FERME SOUTH OF MASCARA,  M, AND 
M«e. VROLYK RETURNED FROM TIARET FOR THE COLORFUL CEREMONIAL 
INSTALLATION, ANO A SORT OF JOINT FRENCH AND ARAB INVESTITURE 
OF HIS CRIMSON BOURNOUS.  THE YOUNG MAN ANO HIS FAMILY WERE JUSTLY 
PROUD.  AT THE LENGTHY DINNER, CADY HAD HIS FIRST CONTACT WITH 
GENERAL AND ' r, -!EAN TOUZET DU VIGIER, AND ONE OF THEIR CHARMING 
DAUGHTERS.  MME* DU VlGIEff Wfjk- A CANADIAN ANO SPOKE VERY FINE 
ENGLISH, AND THE DAUGHTER WELL ENOUGH, BUT NOT THE GENERAL. Cftgy 
TOOK MAJ. SCHWARTZ, CAPT HARBISON, «LLES. BUEMER, NAUOMTON, 
KITCHEN (H.J.) AND MME. BOURKOFF, THERE WOULD BE NO NEED TO 
DRAG Muff, BOURKOFF WHENEVER MM€~C, DUVIGIER  WOULD BE PRESENT. 
^ADV- 
SUNOAY, 20 PgB.    CADY MISSED AN AFTERNOON DINNER AT THE 
PERNINS, EXPECTING THE ARRIVAL or COL. FRANKLIN, MBS, WHO OID 
NOT APPEAR.  FRANKLIN WAS A PERSONAL FRIEND OF FRANK FINNEQAN, 
• £}«,, CADY'S FORMER PARTNER IN THE SO PER J*ILLS CLINIC. SOMEWHAT 
LATER CAOV ATTENDED A TEA AT JUSSERAND*8 AT THE BARRAGE,   THEV 
WERE GENTEEL PEOPLE, AND MUCH WORRIED ABOUT THEIR SON. 
MONDAY EVENING CADV FELT VERY AWKWARD AT BRIDGE AT THE 
ADMINISTRATOR'S HOME. THEY TAUGHT HIM TO PLAY TAFERRO. DRAKE, 
ROWLETTE, MISS BUEMER AND ANOTHER NURSE WENT ALONG. 
23 FES. CADV LEARNED COL. OAVIS WAS BEING EVACUATED TO 
Z OF I THE NEXT DAY.  ON THE 24TH ONE OF HIS OWN SERGEANTS HAD 
SEEN HIM GO ABOARD THE HOSPITAL SHIP,  ToOBADt  A MAN OF HIS 
ABILITY SHOULD HAVE BEEN ENDOWEO WITH TACTT AND A SENSE FOR 
DIPLOMACY. THERE HAD BEEN NOTHING ABOUT HEADQUARTERS FGK 
REPLACING HIM AT THE 21 ST. 
M. VTALA HAD A DEVICE HE THOUGHT WAS PATENTABLE, AND 8H0UL0 
BE PROTECTED. CAOY ARRANGED FOR AN OFFICER PATIENT TO ACT AS 
COURIER, AND HE MAILED ANOTHER COPY FOR MM,  DRAKE WAS WEAR- 
ING WELL IN THE EXEC OFFICE. HE WAS MUCH SETTER IN FRENCH THAN 
CADY, BUT STILL COULD NOT DISPLACE M»fa BOURKOFF. 
AT THE END OF FEBRUARY: BEDS, 1,04,1; ADMISSIONS, 0f9j 
AOPL, ^24. 
2 MAR.  AN OLD #f I BUDDY, "THE BLUE DEVIL" 3RD COMPANY, 
FT. SHERIDAN, III., CAPT. RALPH COFFEY, iC, CAME ON PSYCHIATRIC 
MATTERS. THEY HAD LOST TRACK OF EACH OTHER COMPLETELY SINCE 
THEY WERE COMMISSIONED BACK IN 1916, 
6 MAR. THE UNIT'S FIRST ACTUAL RETREAT OEREMON- WAS HELD 
IN FRONT OR  THE GRAND HOTEL WHERE THE NEW FLAGPOLE HAD BEEN 
COMPLETED.   THIS WAS TO BE A DAILY AFFAIR THEREAFTER.  ...GOOD 
I 
OLD BEN ^HARLES REALLY SURPRISED CAOV WHO KNEW THE ARMY HAD DOME 
A SERVICE FOR BEN, AND BEN WANTED TO REPAY IN KINO BY REGAINING 
AS Mess OFFICER. HE WOULD BE NEEDEO AS A MEOICAL OFFICER SOON, 
CAOY SUSPECTED HE HAD REALLY HURT BEN ONCE WHEN HE ORDERED HIM 
TO BRING IN A COUPLE OF HIS SERJEANTS TO STAND WITH THEM BEFORE*'* A«< 
WHILE HE LECTURED THEM,  IN THIS WAV, BY-PASSING BEN*  THEY HAD 
FAILED TO CONTROL A NOISY WINE PARTY IN THEIR AREA, SO THEY SAID, 
BECAUSE .THt MEN AMD OTHER NON-COMS WERE NOT THEIRS TO CONTROL. 
WAS 
THAT BIO HCSI HALL WAS, WASN'T IT?  YES.  CAOV'S IDEA/THEY HAD 
IN EFFECT A8AMD0NNED THEIR ASSIGNED DUTY, OR IT WOULD WORK OUT 
THAT WAY WITH THE STRIPES THEY WORE SHOULD IT HAPPEN AGAIN, AND 
THEY HAD NOT THOUGHT DIFFERENTLY ABOUT THEIR RESPONSIBILITY AND 
AUTHORITY.  THEY HAD LET THEIR OWN OFFICER DOWN, ¥AJ. CHARLES, 
BECAUSE THEY DID NOT DO MAT HE WOULD HAVE UNDOUBTEDLY DONE HAD 
HE BEEN PRESENT.   UNDERSTAND THAT?  YES SIR*  DISMISSED. WAIT, 
MAJOR,  ...YAS t TOO TOUGH? MO, SIR, NOT AS YOU EXPLAINED IT. 
f DON'T BELIEVE ANYONE HAS TOLD THAT TO OUR NON-COMS IN JUST THAT 
WAV, COLONEL.  WELL, BE?', ! THINK I CAN EXPECT YOU TO DO WHAT 
I SHOULD DO If! SUCH SITUATIONS. ..»} HOPE SO, COLONEL. 
7 f'AR.    BOLOTIN HAD AN INTERESTING DINNER ENGAGEMENT FlXEO 
UP  AT SIDi BEL ABBEC AT THE GOT FAWILY VILLA.  CAOY HAD TO CANCEL 
BUT DRAKE AND BOLOTIN TOOK THE OTHER GUESTS. BOLOTIN HAD MADE 
THIS CONTACT THROUGH AN ACQUAINTANCE WITH A WARRENT OFFICES  |M THE***""** 
FOREGN LEGION, 
8 Aft.  MA*. GEM. ALBEffl KENNER (";-), NATOUSA He. CAME WITH 
HIS WAC MAJOR SECRETARY AND WENT THROUGH A FAIRLY EXTENSIVE IN- 
VCA-jf-£b     MHSTACHe   OftTHF 
SPECTION.  IN SOME WANNER, PERHAPS IT was,THE CLO/ES, BOTH MAN- 
AGED TO BEAR AN AIR OF BETTER SROOVIN'G THAN Mftff VISITORS. ANYWAY, 
THEY SAW AN ACTIVELY EXPANDING HOSPITAL, ALL HANDS WORKING HAPPILY. 
** OF FLED 
CADY PUT CEN. KE«**ER  IN THE VIP <U»EST ROOM.    THE/NOISE 
MADE   flv   TMK   THE   C00K3   ABOUT   Q400   HOUR   AS   THEY   POUNDED   THE   COFFEE 
BBEWlN*   SA'IS   TO   MAKE   THEM   DIVE   THE IN   FULL   8TPENSTH   SEEMED   TO   HAVE 
HOT   tot ni e ft + L.     tv 4 r e R 
DISTURBED   Hf'i.      ME   LfHtO   THE^SATH   AND   THE      OTHER   HOSPITALITIES. 
!*5*E   SAID   BY   TELEPHONE   ME   HAO   OBJECTED   TO   THE   WAT   CA0V 
HAD   BfLLETTET   MIS   EXECUTIVE   DROLH»{   PROFESSIONAL)   OFFICERS   ADOUMO 
HIM   ON   THE   SECOND   FLOOR,      OTHER   THAN   THAT,   CADV   COULD   NEVEN   RUN 
DOWN   WHAT    HE   THOUGHT   WAS   WOMQ   ABOUT    IT.       HE   EVEN   WONDERED    IF    IT 
-f»T   BE   THE    I HE A   OF   SOME   ©HE   ELSE. AOY   THOUGHT    IT   WAS   UP   TO 
THr   HMIT'S   CO   TO   00   THE   BEST   ME   COULD   FOR   MIS   PERSONNEL   SO   LOMS 
AS   THEV   W£P£   DESERVING,    AMD   HIS   WAS. 
«OwLETTE»    HA^ELSHAW,   MAI   ANB   WESCR   LET   TMEIR   AMBITIONS   SHOW 
WHEN   THEV   APRLIEO   FOR   COMMAND   OR   fftAffltttQ   CUTY   ^ASSIGNMENTS. 
Lrr, -vo*~- 
BEAV    RAO   HIS   PROMOTION.   8URLEY   HAD   PREVIOUSLY   SURPRISEO   CADV   SV 
A. 
COMPLAINItn THAT IT WAS EM8ARPA9SIN0 TO THE WHOLE OENTAL SERVICE 
IF THEY O|0 NOT HAVE THEIR SHARE Or THE RANK,  CAOY TOLO HIM T*AT 
IF HIS MM SERVICE WOULD DEMONSTRATE AS WELL AS THE OTHERS, HE 
WOULD ROT BE OVERLOOKED.  HE HAO BECOME A LT, COLONEL*   IF THOSE 
THPEE MEDICAL OFFICERS WOULD DO IT W0UL0 OPEN ABOUT FIVE MOPE, 
POSSIBLY 8 PROMOTIONS, MBS APBROVlNf*.  ASRCSS AND DRAKE WOULO SC 
EN. KEMNER VOLUNTEERED HE EXPECTED TO TALK TO 
HUTTED ABOUT CAOY'S CASE. 
0 MAW,   ■.. "LINT GARRISON, AC, CAME WITH CATf. ROY C. 
HO#Mti AH,  '!OBLE WAS A NEAP NEIGHBOR OF OR, JAS, B. COSTER, A 
MEDICAL CL,     ft AMD SERDEANT IN THE OLD BASE HOSPITAL NO. J>1 ♦ 
HE   HM NO DECENT NEWS FROM HOME.  ...CAOY MAO TO WORRY ALONO WITH 
Ftttli COLONELS HC   SUSPECTED OF ULTERIOR PURPOSES! 
If MA*.  U,  OL. PERN IN N, LONC, HCg A*"HQ, CONSULTANT, 
HAD RATHER THIN "ILITARY VENEER, BUT CADY ANO MIS OFFICERS IN8TANTLY 
CADV- 
LIKEO HIS AF-FABILITY. 
CADV   PAID   OFf CH   OBLIGATIONS   WJTH   A   DINNER !       AT   THE 
ADMINISTRATOR    LEVEL,       WJTH   FOOD    ITEMS   DIFFICULT    AS   THEY    WERE, 
A?4D    SEATINH    PROTOCOL    CAFEFULUV   ARRANGED,     JT    ANNOYED    HIM   WHEW   THE 
FRENCH   80    BLITHELY    BROUGHT    ALONG    AH   EXTRA   RELATIVE    OR   FRtE 
WITHOUT    MC«*A*ftAMOE1fEt»f, IT    HAPPENED    AGAIN. 
M>      A "NEN   CAD?    INVITED    ZANNETTACCI    AND   BONFILS   TO    STAY 
OVER    FOR    SUPPEft,    HE    DISCUSSED   THE   QUANDRY   OF    THE    CONFLICT INC 
AIMS   Or   THE   TWO   CAOII   ABOUT   THE   ROO^S   ADJACENT    TO   THE   MOKA0Ctt*t 
APARTMENT.  IT WAS ALL NICELY CLEANED VP, 3UT HE HAD TAKEN THE 
TROUBLE TO     AN EMMNECFT OVER THERE TO SHOW WHY IT SHOULD HAVE 
A SEWER CONNECTION, RTFTLMFKA WATER, AMD A FLUSH ARRANGEMENT FOR 
TME STOOL.  "LUCKILY" THE LA«T USER OF THE SQUAT HOLE HAO LEFT 
EfONT     INCH   -:•' .   fcNQtWa    ON    THE     IRON    ORATING.    THE'      ASSURED 
A 
HIM   THAT    CADI    CHEROUI    WAfl    SUCH   A   FINE    GENTLEMAN,    HE    SHOULD    HAVE 
PREFERENCE*    ANfl    THEY   WOULO    SET    UP     HtAOtgtCO   TO   DISCOURAGE    CAD I 
BASSOOR   VffO   REALLY    HAD    NO   BUSINESS   PUSH!   "    NfttOCLf    INTO   THE   SIT- 
UATION. 
14 MA*.     MA*.   DOVE  •AOtlOttT   rOVtM   CAPT.   ED.   L.   AUSTIN,   645?M 
TD RM,,   IN TO MEET  OARY.     ME   N NVALEOCINO  FROM  A  SHOULDER 
WOUUO    AND DOVE HAD AURA NO CO A TRANSFER FOR HYCROTHERAPV.   HE WAS 
INTERESTING BECAUSE HIS FATHER WAS A CAWOVt SENATOR FROM VERMONT. 
ELECTRIC 
THE SUPERVISOR AOENT FOR THE/UTILITY COMPANY, V. Di.ur, HAD 
ALWAYS F      DOT COOPERATIVE BUT HE HAO ENEMIES WHO PRACTICALLY 
SHOUTED THAT HE HAD BEEN A COLLABORATOR.  CADY WANTCO UNINTERRUPTED 
SERVICE FOR HIS ISOLATED HOSPITAL.   So LONG A3 HE GOT THAT, THE 
FRENCH SHOULD HANDLE COLLABORATION POLITICS.  HE TOOK DRAKE AND 
YOUMO SLAT    tin  NIH r*R A DINNER WITH THEN AT AOUSPA. IT 
WAS REALLY NICE TO BE ENTERTAINER I      VNRRETERT I0U5 HOSPITABLE 
L.AOY- 
HG«E   AGAIN,      ONE   THlNQ   CAME   OUT,   OlAZ   MAO   NO   LOVE   FOR   THE   BRITISH, 
TOR   HUNDREDS   OF   TEARS,   WE   SAID,   THE*   HAD   SEEN   A3ORAH0|*|N<5   THEM- 
SELVES   AT   THE   EXPENSE   OF   THE   SUBSTANCE   AMD   SLDRV   OF   PRANCE,- 
SEE   WHAT   HAO   MAPPEHEB  TO   THE   PREMCM   NAVV   4U8T   A   FEW  MONTHS   BEFORE, 
fg   VAJt.      CAD¥   TOOK   HAOELSHAW  AMD   MM   TO   MASCARA   FOR   THE 
REVIEW  ANO   DECORATIONS   CEREMONV   OF   THE   FRENCH  3TH  CHASSEURS  «■*• 
IMENT.      $EM*   DU   VHII«|    COWHANOER   OF   THE   FRENCH   ARMORED   DIVISION, 
IffVlTCS  THEM*      »»»TMAY  9CMCK,  •«  THE  SLACK  t*tZ   AW  SOURNOUS  HITCHED 
A  RIDE   BACK   TO   B0U~HANIF|A.      HE   SAID   HE   HAO   SEEN   SICK   WITH   NEURITIS 
AHO   WANTED    INTO   THE   AMERICAN  «|LITARV   M08PITAL t 
20  MAR.      OlRECTLV   ACROSS   THE   STREET   FROM   THE   BEAUTIFUL   WHITE 
GRAND?    HOTEL,   WITH  ALL   ITS   BOUOANVILLIA   FESTOONS,   THE*?£   WAS   A 
SPARSE 5R0VE* NEAREST TO THE HOTEL WAS A THREE ROOM ARAS JTUO 
HUT WITH THE USUAL ATTACHED OOHKCV STABLE, CHICKEN CASES AND THE 
LIKE. FOR WANT VEARS THIS EVE-SORE HAO SEEM SAFE ANO RESISTANT 
ST LAW, ANO THE OWNER BOUOERBALLA WAS SUCCESSFULLY RE8I8TE0 ALL 
EFFORTS TO OET RID OF IT. CART FORESAW A NEED FOR THE ENTIRE 
MCOLCJACTCO 
3R0VE AREA, INCLUDING THE/ANCIENT ARA8 CEWETARV ANO THE >*|RABOUT, 
FOR TENT EXPANSIONS AND A CLUB OR RECREATION BULLG|M>, HE WISHED 
TO INCLUDE THE CEMETARV AND THE RELIGIOUS SULLOLNS IN ORDER TO 
CONTROL THEIR CARE ANO PROTECTION. HE REQUISITIONED IT AND 
ASKED OOUOE^SALLA TO SET OUT.    HE 0 10 NOT RESPOND UNTIL THE *E« 
WENT TO HAKE CERTAIN TOKEN OE«ONSTRATTONS AT DEMOLITION, THEN 
WITH HIS FIERCE SRLSTLLNO M0U6TACHI0S STANDING OH END, HE CAWE 
STORHINO INTO CAOV'S OFFICE.  LITTLE ETIENNE, AOENT OE POLICE, 
WAS FOR CLUBBING HIM INTO SUBMISSION UNTIL THE CAIO ARRIVED. 
WHILE TMET WAITED, ETI£NNE*3 OCRMAN SHEPARO POLICE 000 INVESTIGATED 
CAOV'S DESK ANO DIVIDED WORE THAN A UODICUV OF HIS 
FLEES |N RE3I0CHCE WITH CAJHN 
v-AOV* 
WITH  THE   PRESENCE   OF   THE   CftfO   CAOV   AHO   SOUOERBALLA   COULO 
COMMUNICATE.      BOUDERRALLA   9*0   WOT   LIKE    IT,   BUT   ME   COULD   UROER* 
8TAR0   HO®   ME   WAS   CAUUHT    IR   THE   RATH   Of   Tt«   WAR,   BUT   WE   WAMTEB 
ASSURANCES   OF   COMPERSATIOM.      ANYWAY,   RE   WANTED   TO   APPEAL   THE 
REQUISITION, CAST AGREED THAT IT WAS JUST* BUT eio SOUDERBALLA 
REALLY THINK MIS APPEAL WOULD 00 ANYTHING MORE THAR DELAY THE 
WAR UNNECESSARILY?  BOUBERBALLA WAS A REASONABLE MAR, WHAT ABOUT 
IT?  CAOV WOULD DELAY ONLY A FEW OATS AS A FAVOR TO M|W AMD THE 
CAIO, THEIR FRIER®, BUT WHAT USE WOULD THAT Sf?  #RV HOT USE 
THREE OATS OF THAT TIME HIMSELF SO HE COULO DEMOLISH THE BUILOI? 
AMD SALVAGE ANYTHING USEFUL ftf IT FOR HIMSELF AT RO COST TO MfM? 
ALREADY LTS,  ERNIS, PARCEL BERTHS ARO M« St*** RAO BEER OOWR 
FROM ORAN TO INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF HIS COMPLAINT.*.. I« ft*i?»*M 
TO THE PLANKS ANO TIMBERS, THERE WAS A LOT OF RICE TILES HE OOLO 
USE SOMEWHERE ELSE.  \f   THERE WAS AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE?, MIS 
CONVERSATION WOOLS START PROMPTLY, OTHERWISE ME «I<5HT BE OUT HIS 
BUILDING AMD WOREV TOO, SO L0N3 AS IT TT|«RT BE TR LITIGATION* 
...THEY PARTED "FRIENDS", AND LATER FATOR AH© THE ADMINISTRATOR 
LAUOHEO ABOUT THE WAY CAOV HANDLED THE HATTER.  THEY 010 SOT FEEL 
SORRY FOR EOUOERBALLA, FOR ALTHOUGH HE WOULS NEVER A0MJT IT, MS 
OOULO Ll/E BETTER OR HIS COMPENSATION AND MOT HAVE TO tWORRY AT 
ALL ABOUT EARWIH3 A LIVtNOf 
21 «AR. EARLY DIMMER AND BRIOOE AT THE ADMINISTRATORS. S?IBS 
3PAL0IN0 CHOSE PRETTY SHY KITTY L. MUCKERS TO 00, AND CAOY ^ - 
TOOK DRAKE .AND JAH R-«Y£R3 FOR THE IF? "FRENCH OR IEMTAT IOM. * ^HILC 
THEY WERE AWAY FROM THE HOSPITAL, RETIRING SOUS- REFECT ''ICHELE 
AND THE TRCO'JIH'* 8OU9 ''REFECT BUTTERLIR WITH WIVES PA 10 A CALL 
THERE* CAOY WISHED THEY WOULD BE A BIT MORE FORMAL AND LET HIM 
KNOW |M ADVANCE ABOUT SUCH CALLS, AMD HE COULO 00 THEM JUSTICE/ 
CADY- 
23 ?'AR.  THE SURGEON'S OFFICE TELEPHONED TOR THE NAME AND 
TRANSFER OF A COMPANY GRADE MEDICAL OFFICER. -) 8T LT. THOMAS 
J. FERRELL HAD VARIOUS REASONS TO BE OISCONTENTEO WITH HIS SITUA- 
TION WHICH COULD CHANGE LITTLE IN THE ?1ST, WAS NAMED TO (30 TO 
I! CORPS WITHOUT DELAY.  HE HAD BEEN RATHER A PROBLEM FOR ROWLETTE"S 
SERVICE, SO CAOV NAMED HIM WITHOUT CONSULTING HI8 CHIEF WITH THE 
HOPE THAT ^ARRELL MIGHT HAVE A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO ADJUST BETTER 
ELSEWHERE. 
25 "AR.   CADY MADE  A QUICK RECONNAISSANCE THROUGH TlZI, MAT- 
MORE AND TlERVILLE.   HE STOPPEO AT ST. ANDR4 TO CALL ON L.T. COL . 
SALMON WHOM HE MET A SHORT WHILE BEFORE.  HE GAVE CADY A FLIGHT 
OVER HIS AREA IN A CUB PLANE, AND PROMISED ONE FOR PICTURES OVER 
THE 2TST SOME TIME SOON, 
27 ^AR.   CADY'S NEXT DINNER WA8 MAINLY FOR GEN;  AN0 M*E. 
DU VIGIER (1i ). OTHER IMPORTANT TRENCH OFFICIALS BEGAN TO APPEAR 
ON HIS GUEST LISTS, ^ORE THAN HE COULD REMEMBER WELL AND STILL 
KEEP HIS MIND ON HIS OWN BU3INES8.  HE HAD MORE THAN VAGRANT 
THOUGHTS ABOUT ALL THESE SEMI-OFFICIAL SOCIAL CONTACTS WITH FRENCH 
AND ARABS.  HE DID NOT BELIEVE HE WOULD HAVE ALL THESE "OPPORTUN- 
ITIES" HAD HE SOME OTHER POSITION IN THE  UNIT, THEREFORE,THERE 
YUST BE SOME OFFICIAL OBLIGATION IN IT ALL.  HE KNEW NO BETTER 
RULE TO FOLLO'FL THAN TO BECOME INVOLVED IN NOTHING WHICH DID 
NOT HAVE A MOTIVE TO ADVANCE THE INTERESTS OF HIS UN|T OR ML8 
GOVERNMENT, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY. ...HE WAS BECOMING BETTER 
ACQUAINTED WITH THE PERNIN8. 
29 MAR.  THE CROIX ROUGE FRANCAISE GAVE A SOIREE AT MASCARA, 
BUT CAOY AND WHOEVER WENT WITH HIM TO HONOR THE LADIES DID NOT 
GET MUCH FROM THE READINGS OF A FRENCH POET THEY FEATURED. 
CADY- 
30 MAR. THE OFFICERS CLUB ON CADY*S LIST or PROJECTS WAS 
DISCUSSED WITH MAJ. TAYLOR, CE.  HE OPINED THERE MIGHT BE A 
NlESSEN HUT BECOME AVAILABLE SOME TIME!  ONE STANDARD HUT WOULD 
BE QUITE INADEQUATE FOR HIS UNIT, SO GABY BEGAN TO BUILD AIR 
CASTLES.  ONE OTHER THING BECAME PLAIN, TOO.  THE T!21 LANDING 
FIELD WAS THERE AND CONSIDERED ADEQUATE FOR CADY'S PATIENT 
TRAFFIC BY AIR.  MOST OF IT WOULD CONTINUE BY OVERLAND AMBULANCE. 
3t MAR. TWO MEOICAL CAPTAINS WERE ORDERED INTO THE UNIT, 
THE ONE WHO HAO REPORTED WAS LIKELY TO BE A PROBLEM AND HE 
WOULD HAVE LITTLE POSSIBILITY FOR GOOD ASSIMILATION.  ..THERE 
WERE TEMPORARY DUTY ORDERS FOR ROWLETTE TO REPORT FOR COMMAND 
OF THE I£0TH STATION HOSPITAL, EFFECTIVE THE NEXT DAV, MAJ. 
JOHN F, PATTON, WITH TWO OR THREE WEEKS LESS ACTIVE OUTV THAN 
MAJ, HAMPTON, WAS MADE ACTING CHIEF OF SURGERY.  HAMPTON MADE 
A POINT OF THAT, TOO. CAOY WONDERED HOW MANY TIMES HE WOULD 
HAVE TO MAKE DECISIONS FOR THE UNIT WHICH WOULD BE AGAINST THE 
HOPES OF^EN WHO HAO JUSTIFICATIONS IN THEIR OWN MINOSL ... 
2ND LT. ROBT, A. ANDERSON, MAC, GOT HIS PROMOTION.  S«ST. MAJ. 
HARRY S. (WOO) GRIFFIN ADVANCED TO WARRANT OFFICER. CAOY WAS 
GROOMING HIM FOR SOMETHING HIGHER. THERE WOULD BE SEVERAL DUTY 
SHIFTS JUST AS SOON AS THE POW SECTION ACROSS THE RIVER COULD 
BE ACTIVATED, AND OTHER EXPANSIONS MADE. 
HOSPITAL BEDS, !,?64; ADMISSIONS, 1,246? AOPL, 940. 
CHAPTER  15 
\ 
i 
>     Q^APR. MA«>. 'JRAKC WAS CAOV*B OFFICIAL CONSCIENCE. He WAS 
RELY 1*43 MUCH ON HIS EXEC FOR PUNCTUALITY IN THE JOB AND FOR 
INTIMATE TOUCH WITH OFFICERS1 ©P.JNION,  CADY HAD CONTINUED HIS 
1
 REGULAR OFFICERS CALL AT ft30 HOUR BECAUSE BECAUSE IT WAS A ti 
WAT TO IMPART MIS INTERPRETATION OF THE OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
OM WHAT THE ALLIES WERE 001 MS IN WORTH AFRICA AMD WHAT WAS EX- 
PECTED OF THE ?JST GENERAL HOSPITAL.  !T MAC NOT SEEM SO EAST 
FOR THE AMERICA* TROOPS TO MEET UP  WITH ROMMELL'S TRICKY AND 
KO TA r/A) & 
DETERMINED STRATEGY AND TACTICS. AT THESE MEETINGS TH£„A0«IN~ 
ISTRATIVE OFFICER OF THE UV HAD AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ADDITIONAL 
COMMENTS. THE EXECUTIVE OrrtCER OF THE DAY ROSTER WAS MADE UP 
OF CHIEFS OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND ASSISTANTS* THET WERE 
WHENEVER 
CALLED     THE ACH THOUGHT HE NEEOED HELP, BUT NOT THE CO. 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICES KEPT THEIR OWN DUTY ROSTERS AND KEPT ITS 
OFFICERS OUT OF CONFLICTS AND OFW  SUCCESSIVE NI3HTS. USUALLY 
ETIENNE, SOMETIMES THE CAIO, WOULD ATTEND THE REPORT.  ASQUT 
EVERY TWO OR THREE WEEKS THE CAIO WOULD BRING THE '5OXAOEMt AFTER 
A CONSULTATION IN ARABIC, THE OAID WOULD REPORT THAT TA181 
INSTRUCTIONAL 
ASOELKAOER HAD SEE^"SEEI NO TO HIS *£LIBlOUs/oUTIE8 AMONS HIS 
tHOJ^ENES ANO TELL I HO WHAT HE SAW,"  REGARDLESS OF THE WORDING 
OF THE REPORT, FECAL DEFILING AROUND THE VILLAGE HAD DECREASED 
TO PRACTICALLY NIL.   (AND IT WAS GENERALLY KNOWN AMONG THE ARABS 
THAT THE NICE CLEAN LITTLE APARTMENT WITH A FLUSH TOILET HE WOULO 
OCCUPY WAS THE PRICE THEY ALL HAD TO PAY.  THE M0KADEM WA8 
CADY'S HOSTAGEl) 
THE"PATIENTS  PROGRAM FOR  WORK THERAPY" WHICH CAOY   INITIATED 
CADY- 
A OAf OR TWO AFTES 0OL« OAVIS DEPARTED HAD DEVELOPED UNDER THE 
3CNIOUO Ad.   JOS   £,   EDWARDS,   RELUCTANTLY   AT   FIRST.      THE   WEEKLY 
REPORTS   SHOWED   CONSISTENT   ©ROWTM   OF   PATIENTS   8EINS   ftCMAt* IL IT ATEO, 
"TO THE 0-'FICERS WHO USED THE OE>/ICC, OR OlO NOT, TO SUPPLEMENT 
TME If? TREATMENT. THE TWO TRAINED PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AHO THEIR 
CORPSMEM   TECHNICIANS   HAO   A   CHANCE   TO   00   SETTER   WORK,   TOO.      CAOY*8 
I SP1RATI0N CAME FROM THE DISCIPLINARY INFRACTIONS OF A PATIENT 
0EIN3   HELD   FOR   HYORQTHERAPV   AHO   EXERCISES   OF   HIS   WOUNDED   HAND. 
Mis IDLE SUM BECAME A DEVIL'S WORKSHOP, CAOY "PERSUADED* HIM 
IT WOULD ©S A PATRIOTIC SESTURE FOR HlSt TO SPEND INCREASING 
HOURS VI   THE KITCHEN WHERE HE COULO SET HOT, MOIST HEAT AND EXERCISE 
MIS  ST|Ff  HAND.     {THAT WOULD  KEEP HI? AWAY FRQH THE  'MEPPLE 
OEPPLE" OR  FROM HIS UNIT UP FRONT A SIT  LOWSER,  TOO,)        BY t   P"E8,ir 
WAS CHWftOttce  IN THE SIST'S HOSPITAL ORDERS AS A STANDING PRO- 
CEDURE   IN   :EHA3ILITATIOM.     IT OIO THREE rntwaa USUALLY: A. HELPED 
THE   PATIENT   SET   SACK   TO   DUTY   SOONER?   S»    INCREASED   THE   PATIENT*8 
t€l?«#CtPf6f   AND   DESIRE   TO   RETOPN   TO   HIS   REOULAR   DUTY?   AND   6* 
'    PERFORUEO   A   NECESSARY   SERVICE   FOR   THE   OPERATION   OF 
THE   HOSPITAL,        ?AOY   QUICKLY   SAW   THAT   HUNDREDS   OF   MAM   PAYS   COULO 
M SALVAGED,-AND TO HELL WITH THE IDEA PATIENTS* SHOULD NOT WORK. 
THE  MAIL WA    r*t*t,V M ' I  FASTER WITH OFFICER PATIENTS AS 
CENSOr      V APRIL CAOY HAO ALREADY CHALLENGED THE POSTAL INSPECTOR 
TO SH        THAT CONVALESCENT OFFICER PATIENTS COULO fJOT WORK 
AT QIHSOWfMS VAIL, OR ANY OTHER CONVALESCENT DUTY THg CO, DETACH- 
PATIENTS AND HIS MEDICO AGREED ON.  THE/WOULD SOON HAVE 
TO SET UFI  A COM/ALESCENT WARD WHICH WOULD SEPERATE REHASILITATION 
PATIENTS      SED PATIENTS, FACILITATE 3R0UP EXERCISES, AND LET 
IHE m   OWN PANTS,-FATI3UE5. 
CAOY- 
ABOUT THE LAST OF JANUARY OR THE FIRST OF FEBRUARY, THAT HOTEL 
CHENTOUF AND ITS LIVERY STABLE MAO BEEN CLEANED VP  FOR THE UNIT 
SUPPLY SERVICE. THE M0KA0EM WAS PASSIVELY RESIST I NO HIS MOVE INTO 
NEW QUARTERSJCLEANED UP ANO WITH A FLUSH ARRANGEMENT ON HIS TOILET. 
THIS WAS ABOUT THE TIME CAPT. WEBER CAME TO PRESENT HIS PLANS, 
CAOY KNEW TH? ;§PACE WAS CLEAN ANO WOULD BE KEPT NEATLY BY VE8ER. 
HE WAS EXPLAINING MOW THE GROWING NUMBER OF WARDS COULD BE SERVED 
BY SUPPLY ISSUES BY APPOINTMENT OUR INS WORK DAYS.  "EMERGENCY 
ISSUES WOULD BE MAOE AT 0&00 HOUR DAILY BY THE NON-COM ON DUTY." 
CAOY'S MIND FLASHED TO ONE OF HIS PET PEEVES,-WHETHER THE 
SUPPLY PEOPLE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO MAINTAIN THEIR "SUPPLY LEVELS" 
AS STORES OP BE MADE TO ISSUE THEM TO USERS WHO REALLY NEEDED THEM 
AT THE TIME.  URGENTLY NEEDED SUPPLIES WERE THEN BEING HELD AS 
STORES AS SECURITY FOR THE MENTALITY OF THE SUPPLY MAN RATHER 
THAN FOR THE USE OF THE PATIENT.  THERE WAS A DIFFERENCE WITH A 
DISTINCTION FOR AN UNSUREAUCRATIC MIND. ANOTHER IDEA WAS DOMINO 
INTO HIS CONSCIOUSNESS, TOO, 
"CAPT. WEBER, WAIT A MINUTE. SAY THAT AGAIN," ME DEMANOEO. 
"I SAID, 'EMERGENCY ISSUES FOH  THE WAROS ANO THE OR WOULD 
BE MAOE AT MOO HOUR DAILY,' COLONEL.N 
"I THOUGHT YOU DID," CAOY SNAPPED.   HE BELIEVED EXHIBITIONS 
OF ILL TEMPER WAS USUALLY WRON«, BUT HE WAS ANGRY, "CAPTAIM, 
NO ONE WILL TRY TO SCHEDULE ANY EMERGENCY ISSUEST ...YOU WILL 
HAVE A NON-COM THERE FOR EMERGENCY ISSUES JUST 24 HOURS EACH 
DAY, EVERY DAY THE WEEK LONG! TELL ME, HOW WILL YOU SCHEDULE 
EMERGENCIES IF THE WARD MEDICAL OFFICERS CAN*T?" 
"BUT, COLONEL,-" 
"ANOTHER   THING  BOTHERS  ME  A  LOT,   CAPTAIN.    YOU  SAIO  THE 
t 
*,AQY- 
T«E PERSONNEL WHO USE THE SUPPLIES WOULO COME TO GET THEM. . ., 
I, THEY HAVE TO TAKE CARE OF PATIENTS AND SHOULDN'T HAVE TO 
00 ANYTHING ELSE, YOUR WORK. YOU PROCURE AND STORE THEM, AND 
I "SUE SUPPLIES, -AMD YOU CAM DELIVER THEM TO YOUR CUSTOMERS. 
THEY AREN'T BARGAIN HUNTERS OR CASH-AND-CARRY CUSTOMERS.  THEY 
RAVI LOTS OF CREDIT RIGHT HERE.  YOU OUGHT TO KNOW WHAT YOUR 
CUSTOUE-'S WILL NEED, AND WHEN THEY WILL 30 YOU CAN ALWAYS KEEP 
THC.IR SUPPLY LEVEL JUST A LITTLE AHEAD OF THEM EACH DAY OR SO," 
"BUT, COLONEL-" GASPED THE FLAD8ER-0ASTED WEBER, "I OON*T 
HA/E THE HCM OR THE TRANSPORTATION..." 
"CAPTAIN,  THAT'S Your?   PROBLEM.     CARRY THE  SUPPLIES ON YOUR 
OWN BACK, SUT SET UP YOUR PROCEDURES TO GET THEM TO THE WARDS, 
BEFORE THEY RiUN OUT OF WHAT THEY NEED.  THAT*LL TAKE CARE OF 
4DST OF YCUR 'EMERSE^CIES*," #£3ER*3 FACE WAS A STUDY IN DISMAY. 
W, CAPT. #E3ER, THE WHOLE IDEA 19 QUITE SIMPLE, AND |*M SURE 
YOU AND YOUR MEN CAN WORK IT OUT ALL RIGHT." 
AND ALTHOUGH IT WAS NEW AND REVOLUTIONARY IN THE MEOJCAL 
DEPARTMENT, THAT HOSPITAL DID IT. CADY KNEW THE IDEA WAS SOUND, 
"TO PUT PRESSURE FORWARD ON SUPPLIES TO THE USER IN THE FIELD." 
CADY HOPED THAT LT. COL. RYLE A. RADKE, SCO, 2*or I, AND THE 
VERY NEXT ONE fH$ ATOUSA WOULD HOLD STILL LONG ENOUGH 
FOR HIM TO LISTEN TO HIS SERMON 171 NO ON SUPPLY.    HE HAS BECOME 
SO OCCUPIED WITH EVEN I NO WORK THAT HE MAD TO GO TO BED BEFORE HE 
INSTEAO, HE WAS USING THE GLACK BOOK II. FATON 
ENTfttCf AW        Wtg "AGENDA 194"5."  THE ELEMENT 
OF HUMAN TOUCH WAS        HOME IN HIS LETTERS AND HIS WIFE WAS 
KEEP |NG  THC", AND ALL THE LETTERS HE RETURNED FROM OTHERS.FOR 
PRESERVAT |0 . 
LT. COL. GUY WELLS, CO, 5?ND STATION HOSPITAL, CAME. HE 
HAO 9CW9 THAT JCL. JACK RCSEHMAM OCA** «£ SENT TO THC 21 ST WAS 
THEN l9|a.  Qtw. OEAM.    C*D» TOLO   '/ELLS CF THE A#?9*C or THK 
I   L'LANCA   AIR   rJCt !T   MECHCf   THAT   COL.   tfAM   A MO   A"OTHEO 
0H9U   I   I •      '        *   THAT FtCU*   HAU   HOT   OyHrtCWCEREr),      THEY 
TLV   SSQNAltO   THAT    THEIR    LlTTLS    HA9C   9*9   C I*   A99   LAMPED 
•-     ' f   Or   THE   TOV, ^*   Wit*      N9   0?iC   WAS    ' HT 
,    999   HE   019 MOOT   T!©!,    90   THE?   WEHT    199109   A MO 
••ECEI-'d.i   THE   999999099   ffrtWK   THE   Off 1999    r«   CHARGE.      THEH,   THEV 
ftEALL MAT    T -.       lCM»ti    ALSO 
THAT   8*9«    A. . 4HCH    HA?>   99M|    OS*   TO   THE   KO,    999   THAT 
|« 19,   5€H,      UC9SS1   HA-   fA9tM   KM   »iLAC$» 
\»>.     CA;-T:3,  ELLIOTT k*o   "JCHUETTE   tit.  Lou if?) 0A«C TO MAKC 
A   TEST   or   T _#t      t999AY0*9*      DSASE   999   HA^ELSHAW  WENT 
«ITH  CA0Y   f 9199X9   A" UWiSTfiA"*     '  , 
IKOAY,   4   A" C*99   NJki   *   09J999I   ?•   lSOl*«ATt*   AN.    tN9t9tf9> 
AJ.    94.CX   0.   TA¥U09,    299   E«af«t«    AftEA,    RSL IZAWE, W^T T   THE 
r>L'. >A99I99   J FC9TA9I   iC99   890919   HAVE   PIT   L*T<?INC9 
f$n  rnt  i»ATIt9t0« Mi Axe  M9V CAMELS!    999 »tt9 ALL THE 
9A?K9   - I     ltM.UA? 1999   AVAILABLE,   TOO,     Two   9991   I99t9ft99 
f909   EA9TI 0tt99   SAttf   rt9   As   OVERNI3HT   "CU*£."     09* 
rNf99l   T9t   yf9tt099   HI   I M»Ct"  ?HA9  99f9|99   THE   fHltf 
6   TO    :'   WEEKS   THEY   BATHES    I I   THE    f9AL.K*"t *>9«* 
'-APT.   BOLOTtM   991   A   Rtt|9 I   9IT9   THE   '  . ''HE 
UI9I9 .       "AHAVE    ^HOKE    ff»9U 
• 1991   N99t9«    THEIR VILLA WAO 9tt9tn THE 
USUAL -9AUUCI      ! 1 H   PCN9C    "RONTIfJ      t9f 
■t9CCt. lUttPOt,   P0S9AJ. -"      0O99f9AttO»9 
ft9 0j -. THE n WAS 
THE   UtfbttY   990   0OMUOM   LI A*'.EA,   999 tMt   UPPER   9Af   SET   OTE 
~A0V- 
FOR GRACIOUS LIVING, MU8ICAL ENTERTAINMENT, DANCING AND DINING, 
THERE WERE BEDROOM SUITES, AND PLENTY or WINDOWS. THE ARCHITECTURE 
REMINDED CAOV OF SOME OF THE NICER RESIDENCES IN NEW ORLEANS. 
THE DINNER WAS A GOURMET'S DELIGHT; PRE-WAR PATE' PE FOIS GRAS, 
GOOD MEAT, CHEESES, CONFITURE. AND SOME BIG TASTY POTATO PVFFB 
WERE SO DELICIOUS THEY MADE GAOY FORGET THE OTHER ITEMS, SEVER^L 
WINES AND A LICQUEUR. NOKE OF THEIR BEER* MADAM GOT*S HUGE 
BLACK TOMCAT WAS EVEN MORE COMPULSIVE THAN CADY ABOUT THOSE 
POTATOE PUFFS, ANO SHE ENJOYED THEIR RIVALRY, 
CADY HAD HIS ONLY OPPORTUNITY BY THE GRACE OF ADJ. CHEF 
VE3SEZ TO VISIT THE HEADQUARTERS AND MUSEUM OF THE FOREIGN 
LEGION, AFTER READING ALL THE BEAU GESTE ANO BEAU SABREUR NOVELS 
YEARS BEFORE, IT WAS AN EMOTIONAL DISAPPOINTMENT, BUT HE RATION* 
ALIZED WITH BOLOTIN ANO LT. WM.  J. DAO/N, JR. RECENTLY JOINED 
THE UNIT, THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE FOREIGN LEGIQN WAS MORE FOR 
THE GLORY OF FRANCE THAN FOR ITSELF. 
5 APR.  CAPT, SSf. H. BYRNE, INF., ANO LT. £. H. »EEKS, M,P., 
3RD PROVISIONAL P W ADMINISTRATION, AND CAPT. GOLDWARE, P.V., 
G-RAN, CAME TO SEE WHAT THEY MIGHT 00 WITH SETTING HP   THE PoW PATIENTS 
SECTION, BEING CONSTRUCTED ACROSS THE RIVER. 
6 APR.  G-3, MBS, HAD AN INTERIOR GUARD INSPECTION AT THE 
UNIT.  IF THEY WANTED A REAL SECURITY GUARD FOR THE HOSPITAL, 
CADY CRUMBLED, THEY SHOULD QIVE HIM SEVERAL PLATOONS, OR A FULL 
COMPANY. HE KNEW THE PATIENTS AND THE CIVILIANS WERE GETTING AWAY 
WITH AH AVERAGE OF $50.00 WORTH OF PROPERTY EVERY DAY. HE HAD 
FIGURED THE ESTIMATED COST OF GUARDS TO SUPPRESS THE FILCHING 
ANO BLACK MARKETING, AND IT WAS IN THE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS DAILY. 
ALSO, HALF-DOING IT WOULD ANTAGONIZE MANY PEOPLE WHO WERE NOT 
TNttVEt* MEN WERE MORE IMPORTANT THAN PROPERTY,-IF THEY HAD THE 
CAOV- 
SUPPLIES MHI|IN THROUGH. HE FIGURED, TOO, SOMEONE HIGHER UP 
FELT THE SAME ABOUT IT, SO HE WOULD CONTINUE A TOKEN GUARD FROM 
HIS VEOICAL DETACHMENT. THEY WERE NOT OOOO GUARDS ANO THEY 
SHOULD BE ON HOSPITAL JOBS. H£ NEEDED A WHOLE COMPANY OF TRAINED 
GUARDS WITH A GOOD COMMANDER, WHAT ABOUT THE GERMAN AND ITALIAN 
P0W*S THAT WOULD BE COMING QUITE SOON? 
AN ACQUAINTANCE, COL . GUY B. OENIT, M.C. OF THE COMMAND 
AND GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL, CAME WITH COL* HUTTER. HE WAS SURGEON, 
ATLANTIC BA3E SECTION, CASA BLANCA. CADY PROUDLY ESCORTED THEM 
AROUND BUT FIRST TOOK THEM TO THE ROOF OF THE GRAND HOTEL FOR 
A   '^OODnEST IMATF   OF   THE   TERRAIN."      HE   KIOED   COL.    Ofttff   ABOUT 
A 
REIN?? A VICTORIOUS >*AP PROBLEM COMBAT r>EMERAL THAN WAS CADY^ 
OWN 80WLE3GED COLONEL OF CAVALRY.  CADY ADMIRED LITTLE COL. 
DENfT AND H!S WIT.  (ij^ 
BEAM GAVE A NICE PARTY IN HONOR OF PATTON'S ADVANCEMENT 
AT F.MILE*S. 
? APR.  *CADY WENT TO A CO*S MEETING AT ORAN, AND VISITED 
WITH LT- COL, AVERY P. ROWLETTE fc$ HIS 130TH STATION HOSPITAL. 
HE Mf GETTING ALONG ALL RIGHT. 
0 APRIL. CADY'S EDUCATION WAS BROAOENEO BY THE VISITATION 
OF COL. NELSON, INF., LT. COL. TALBOT, Q,. M. AND MLLE. SIMON 
GARSON FROM THE Or? AN CIVIL AFFAIRS OFFICE. THEY WERE OVERTLY 
CONCERNED WITH THE "CLOTH RATION" TOR THE CIVILIANS, AND WERE 
SUSPECT OF GATHERING OTHER IMTELLIGFNOE, TOO.  CADY'S CYNICAL 
A 
NOTION WAS THAT ALL THE LOSSES IN SHEETS, BLANKETS, AND THE 
ESPECIALLY PRIZED MATTRESS COVERS HAD LESSENED THE LOCAL NEED 
FOR A CLOTH RATION. 
ALL THESE VISITATIONS WERE NOT JUST TO GET A HOT SPRITS 
i 
CAOY- 
BATHS# BUT THE HOSPITAL MESS WAS BECOMING WIDELY APPRECIATED. 
HO?/ WAS IT POSSIBLE TO SERVE CAKES AND PIES EVERY DAY WITHOUT 
SOME SORT OF HANKY-PANKY?   IT HAD SIMPLY BEEN A CHAIN REACTION 
TO PREVENTION OF WASTE AND BLACK MARKETTING. 
THE UBIQUITOUS M,   EttffNftf  "WROTE  A NOTE TO  HIMSELF  OH THE 
PALM" OF HIS HAND TO REPORT IN JANUARY THAT THE VILLAGERS WERE 
MAKIN3 A "" ARCHE NOIRM WITH THE WASTE KITCHEN GREASE EVERY 
MORNIN'.  AT FIRST, THIS WAS JUST PART OF THE QARBA'-E DISPOSAL, 
BUT CADV DID NOT WANT fffM HANS INS AROUNDMAKI MS A MESS BY COM- 
PETING FOR EDIBLE GARBAGE (FOR PIGS OR HUMANS ) AND LEAVING THE 
TRASH. HE HAD IT HAULED AWAY AND DUMPED UNTIL THE CARELESS Gl's 
AM THE "CAREFUL" KITCHEN HELP DOT TOO v:UCH CUTLERY AND 01N»NO 
ROOM jJNUtf OUT THROUGH THE GARBAGE.  THE NEXT STEP WAS TO DESIGNATE 
A CONCESSIONAIRE WHO PAID BY SALVAGING THE KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS, 
CUPS, ETC. 
CADY AND DRAKE INVESTIGATED QUIETLY, GOING THROUGH SERVING 
LINES. UNINSPIRED KP'S SERVED THE LINES WITH BUTTER, OR THAT 
HIGH MELTIM3 POINT SPREAD THAT STUCK TO THE ROOF OF THE MOUTH, 
AND PEANUT BETTER OR JAM IN BIG UNMEASURED BLOBS UNTIL IT WAS 
USED UP. MOST OF THE REAL BUTTER WENT INTO THE OCCASIONAL CAKES 
THAT WERE BAKED, AND LITTLE BUTTER QOT TO THE SERV IN G L INES. 
LAFTFTI QUANTITIES OF MEAT DRIPPINGS AND FRYINOS WERE ROUTED BV 
E"PATHETIC BOOKS WITH THE WASTE MEAT TRIMv!|NG3 TO QARSAGE CANS, 
APPARENTLY RECEIVED AN OCCASIONAL BOTTLE OF POOR W|N£. THE 
MESS OFFICER AMD THE DIETITIANS SEEMED TO EXPECT LITTLE COULD BE 
DONE TO SALVAGE SUCH WASTE MATERIAL.  BESIDES THE POOR MEN WERE 
ALREADY OVERWORKED. 
THIS SIGN OF UNWILLINGNESS TO IMPROVE THEIR JOBS BY THE INIT- 
IATIVE AND FORCE OFFICERS SHOULD EXHIBIT IRRITED CADY. 
>Y« 
"FIRST," HE ASKED, "WHO'S REALLY RUNNING THE MESSES, COOKS 
AND KP'st ...WELL, THEY ARE NOW, BUT THEY COULD OO A LOT SETTS* 
WITH noon OFFICER SUPERVISION, WHO LETS THE COOKS USE SUITER 
t THE CAKE-MAKING INSTEAD or LARDY CORRECT THAT ALONE, AMI A 
SMIDGEON Or BUTTER COULD BE SERVED EACH MEAL. ...WHY OON*T WE 
GET MORE PASTRIES ANO PIES, ONCE IN A WHILE, MAYBE DAILY? 
...WELL, CADY -.VASW'T ^oi^n TO BECOME A COOK, BUT ir RACON A 
HAM TAT ARE SALTY  AND SMOKY, HE WOULD CERTAINLY WASH IT, OR 
USE ENOUGH if IT    8ECAUSE IT WAS SALTY IN PASTRY OR CAKES. 
ITHTY NICE ROU^H-NUTS COULD BE MADE WITH ALL THAT LARD AND 
TALLOW THEY WERE WASTING?  THAT EXTRA PEAMUT OIL, MAYBE SOME 
OE THE PEAMUT RUTTE?? MI IHT IS WELL IN COOKIES, OR EVEN IN A 
CAKE,  IE ANV ONE WOULD TAKE THE TROUBLE TO DO A LITTLE EX- 
PERI ME NT I M ',' HE WE NT ON .  ... 
THEY COULD QUIT TELLINR HTM WHY AND HOW THEY COULD NOT 
oo THEIR JOBS BETTER, HE WANTED TO HEAR AND SEE HOW THEY COULD 
DO THEM BETTER.  THEY HAD ENOUGH HKSHSCHOOL C<? COLLEGE CHEMISTRY 
AN0 PHYSICS TO SOLVE THEIR OWN PROBLEMS.   HE WANTED CAKE OR 
PASTRY EVERY Mf l« EVERY MESS, LIKE THE BUTTER, OR A TOKEN 
ANYWAY. EVERYONE WOULD REALLY LIKE THEM, MAYSE LOVE THEM WHEN 
THAT WOUL" HAPPEN.   FORSEE AMD SOLVE THEIR OWN PROBLEMS, NOT 
WAIT UNTIL THEY WERE OVERCOME BY THEM.   MEANWHILE, HE WAS 10ING 
TO WATCH FOR RESULTS, THEIR RESULTS.   |F THEY WOULD NEED COUNSEL, 
HE WOULD DO HIS BEST TOR THR 
SEVERAL HUMAN MATTERS OEVELOPEO. THE DIETITIANS SEDAN TO 
rEVO   WITH THE MESS OEriCER BECAUSE HE, AND THE CO, WERE DEMANDING 
TOO MUCH OP THE MEN.   THE COOKS BEGAN TO PICK ON THE FOUR MEN 
BREVETTED   ITH THE STATUS OF CAKE-BAKERS, AND HARRASSED THEM 
BECAUSE THEY WERE THE "^9*5 PETS."    AFTER AN HOUR OR SO THEIR 
*r CACY- 
IRRITATINR   PUME8    ALMOST   BLINDED   THEM,    AND   THE    COOKS   WOULD    WOT 
PERMIT    *>.ETTE*<    VENTILATIONS   THROUGH   THEIR    AREA,    AND    30   ON.       THE 
WtBS   OFFICER    • JET IT I AN©   8R0UCSH7THI5    PRCCLEM   TO    CADY,    BUT    HE 
PROMPTLY   OUV.PCli    IT    BACK    INTO   THEM:    Nl   LAPS,    WITH   AN   ADMONITION 
THAT   DIETITIANS   WERE   MOT   MES8   OFFICERS   AND   VICE   VERSA,    THEY   SHOULD 
TRY   TC   iltftM "   A   PRACTICAL   DIFFERENCE.       THE    MESS   OFFICER 
SHOULD ^ET THE WORKFNO CONDITIONS OF THE BAKERS IMPROVED, AND 
HARRASS THE HARRASSERS UNTIL NO FURTHER HARRASSINS WOULD BE NEC- 
ESSARY, IFYVFFTN HIMSELP AMD THE DIETITIANS, THEY SHOULD OET 
THE VISION, START BUILD!NO VP  THE BAKERS, THEN THE COOKS SO THEY 
WOULO DESERVE TO BE THE PETS OF EVERYONE! 
ANOTHER MATTER. CADV HAD SEEN THINKING ABOUT THAT 'CRACKED" 
FAT THEY COULO MO L«IMFF* USE TOR OOU'HMUTS OR PASTRIES, IT SHOULD 
DE OBVIOUS TO TIM THE REASON IT CRACKED, COT THAT ODOR AND TASTE 
BECAUSE ACFOLELM FORMED WITH TOO MUCH HEAT FM TOO LOM^, P* I NO 
OUT HOW MANY TIMES A BATCH COULD BE USED FOR DQUQHNUTS OR FRENCH 
TRIES WITHOUT MCTICEA8LE CRACK IN 3, THEN USE IT IN BAKING. C/NE 
COULD EXPECT TO LOSE SOME BATCHES EVEN WITH BAFTTI THAT COULO 
BE KEPT OUT OF THE BLACK MARKET BY HAKIM 60AP OUT OF IT.  N 
WAS BORN ANOTHER JOB, SUT FOR THE QUARTERMASTER WHO EVENTUALLY 
TRAINED AN ARAB WHO RENDERED CONTAMINATED MEAT SCRAPS OF THEIR 
FAT, MIXED IT WITH THE CRACKED TAT, AND FINISHED THE JOB OF MAKING 
UNI SOAP.  A LOT OF IT 30T SACK TO THE DISHWASHERS IN THE 
SCULLERY.  CluiTE SOON V88 LEARNED OF THIS "INDUSTRY" AND PUB- 
LISHEO IT FOR THE OTHER UNITS IN THE "58 AS AN ECONOMY AND A 
WEAMS TO KEE^ DOWN BLACK MARKETS. 
.'.'EVE?., THE CHAIN OF ADJUSTMENTS HAO TO HAVE OTHER LINKS. 
THE SOAP-MAKER WAS EASY TO LOCATE ACROSS THE It I Vf N WITH HI| 
POTS, TANS, VATS, FIRE, S'CKE A'-iO SMELLS.  HE COULD BE WATCHED 
Y- 
EARILY AMH KEPT ON HIS JOB.  THE LU>*BER SHORTAGE PUT THE 9\ 
INTO *DOBIE BLOCK MAKINO WHICH WAS ALSO Sf/PLE FOR THE Q'«.  A 
COUPLE ->F ARABS WERE FURNISHED A SIMPLE FRAWE WITH rou*? if*Ct« 
F*Xl?" WITH TWO CLEATS ON THE BIOCS FOR HANOrHOLOB, SOME STRAW, 
WATER, D|«?T, Afft A SHOVEL, AMD THEY ALREADY KWCW HOW TO DO THEIR 
JOB.  THEY -IXEO THE STIFF iiua WITH THEIR BARE FEET, PUT ID THE 
wtnam  THE SAUE WAY, THEN STARTED MAKINC THEIR BLOCKS IM ROWS ON 
THE HILLSIDE, AMC LET THE ALGERIAN SUN DO THE REST. THERE WAS 
PLENTY OP CARPINO COMMENTS TOR A MONTH FRO* BUCK PRIVATES, THEIR 
SO*C OTHERS WHO SHOULD HAVF REALIZED WHAT THE ARATB 
KNEW WOULD WORK THROUGH THEIR CENTURIES, C/CN THE ISRAELITES 
IN   CnvfT,    THtrrc    PAS   PLENTY   Or   STPAW    IM   THOSE   BRICKS.       TRUE,    WHEN 
WALL .ETEO,    OVERNIGHT   THERE   WERE   TORRENTIAL 
"A 1MB,    AT,    Ylft   WALLS      FORTY   OR   PIETY   FEET   LttM   ANC    ONLY   0    f'CHEB 
THICK,        %   V   WAS   NOT   OUIl     M        fcWTTHfWS   PCfttlAWfNT    FNfflt,    THOSE    4 AkLI 
COLLAPSED.       HE   ORDERED   THCW   RSBUILT   BUT   TO   PLACE   PILASTERS    I HJTHE 
GAME   WALLS   EVERY   6   TO   tO   FEET.       OMCC   7HF   ROOF   OF   TARPAULIMS   AND 
CHICKT VffftC    SECURELY   Mlf    fUt    NEW   OAKERY   WAI   SAFE!   SO   WA8 
OF SOME OR  THE REOT BAKERS AS'O PASTRY COOKS IH T'I£ 
THAT SILLY BUSINESS OF THE ROOF FOR THE RAKERY STARTED WITH 
ur- &i 
TA
' >, Hj INKER, AMD A -toon CO WHO LOOKED AFTER 
THE TRAI I        DISCIPLINE OF HIS MMMf EMOtNEERB REASI8TICLY. 
CAOY A HE YOUNO OFFICER. ONE OAY NOT TOO FAR BACK '<r CAME 
To   :AMY  TO  EXPLAIN  AN l*ITf  HFLAY  tl l#UCTtlM  Mf   NET* 
LATKtlfCt, If ft. >C?MEWHAT    FACETIOUSLY    CAOY    SU""!E3TFO    IT    WAS 
A    SOtfT    Or   WASTE M    LWVtffft    ANYWAY    FOR    SIOI^'TS    AND   n.Oc-F I NO 
THE  3U,«'«CR WOULD  BE  NOT A NO DRY 
•TLY, / ■• • PROTECTION   FR IN 
MM BO.       Ill*   NOT   MAtft   tm   »ALL3   0P»   Tw|03,    tT«A«   I JO, 
A o THE »oor or oto OILS:© WEWMSPAPERS, or? SOM-TMIMO,* en BETWEEN 
C" tCfWtt   HARRISON   ■ GO,   THEY   Htflt 
HIT   AVAtLASLE   TARPAPER   A3    A   SAUOWfCM   iCTVCCN 
1^}.   TwtT  NtH.0 n;;o  E-JOUOM Lt row  THE  PRA-MES, 
A        IT 
KAftfttl       * AD   THC   "RiaoMEl*   OE   WAR   8*07 FOH   NltttCM   HUTMENTS 
AL'-OHT OOWPLCTCIT ;~L*Ct?eo WITH CO'IC^ETC.    Mr I ;o   \     »A*ei 
•    I PARTY.      Tuc '   f-ROy 
TLY.       THEY   ®OUtC   USC   THE   MATH   LOlW   WARO   fOH     '       C|N<Jf 
THE   SOUT' SNTS,   AND   THE bcOTtON   SET   AS JOE   FOR 
TIC   t i:   OF   THE   MUKtCI   ASSUMED   THEY   AUTOMAT 1CLY   HAD 
NttOfl  CLAI      , r  Tt>   -- •   '     ..YES,     CAAT 
'    .. .' KAVC   D        .    >Mf   LC 
WHIMSICAL   A = LE. i . t   WAS   AATVAllT 
37 ILL   WOC*    '-APT,    MAftfl i ELJ.'EF.EO    TO   THE   ?tST, 
TTC*   SE    MfCtfl   TO   Hi r    UtkfUt   HE   t'OULO   6AANT   THE   ». 
Or    ' ?MttH   Bl    I .    A V,   THEV   WOULD   MATf 
r      '     '        I     IT1   Tl;    . | !/.L   fTl ETTER    IN   TH*   fVTWtf   A »0   AVOID 
I    V   vs?A$    IHTfTtS   TO   BOTH  HIGHLY   SUCCE^sruL 
OA r WITH  HAIRY   fA*t»* 
He BAT   THAT   'iOt.   EGBERT   OOVAM,   DC,   LT.    "OL. 
row,      , A?JD CATT BtiicaH     '      •   |    iitvft, A    , ALL raw  .33, 
ATV : ':£   ArJO   Rfl ?   OVERHlOHT.       ft*g   WAS   A   B4.I 
OARK   MAI ,       !c:   LOOK) IOC   ro«   THE   Ar **0f 
I Iff   EAS   SHOW IT-    JUST   A 
LITTLE- 
17   WAG C:     .',    '"    *W   ,,    :    W    CAftT   AHO     fcAKC ZPT   A 
I'     ;•- CHE"   «*AT0'!3,    WHICH      RAKE   LATE ALLCD   A 
"ADY- 
''KILLER-UILLER." HOWEVER, rT WAS COMPLICATED BV COL. TOM BRANDS 
AND TWO ASSOCIATES WHO CA'«£ BY FOR LUNCH,  THEY WERE TAKEN CARE 
OF BY THE AOJUTAMT, AND SO WERE :     ORE COLONELS WHOM CADY DID 
NOT *«EET.  CAOY WAS PLEASED THAT BRANDS WAS REALLY FRIENDLY. 
To t»2 CAPTAIN'S CALLEO AT THE OFFICE.  !>0 THE 2! ST WAS OETTlM^ 
A MM HIM OVER BY ALL T HE VISITORS, CAOY SUSPECTED, 8ECAUSE 
THEY WOUL JAVE ASOUT ?"0 P<HI PATIENTS. 
10 APR.  CAOY AND ©RAKE ENTERTAINED THE JIAZ8 AT LUNCH IN 
THE ANNEX WITHOUT INCIDENT.  OUT OF THE HUNDREDS OF    PATIENTS 
PREVIOUSLY ADMITTED, ONi  THAT DAY THE 01ST£ FIRST DEATH OCCURRED. 
AT 1930 HOUR, LfS. ^MPL.OYgftft ClV.ILS HONORED CAOY AT THE RESTAURENT 
DE LA    OSTE,    AFTER THE DINNER,  THEY PRESENTED  HIM WITH A  ■•WIN I 
FT T& I IN CROP.     FNTO THE LEATHER  OF THE HANDLE WAS WORKED WITH OOLD 
SILVER METALLIC THREAD HIS  INITIALS AND  "LSS, LYMP^O YEES   ?FV,F L,6 
A  LEUR CHEF,"      THEY HAD THEIR  OWN DANCE   IN THE ;CCTIO 
CAOY ATTENDED JUST  LOW-  ENOUGH TO DANCE WITH ONE OF THE  PRETTY 
LITTLE WAITRESSES.     THEY HAD THE PLACE MUCH BETTER  DECORATED 
WITH FLOWERS THAN THE AMERICANS HAD THE NIGHT BEFORE. 
L.  HUTTER ARRANGED WITH THE GFTTQ TO PUT ON A VECHOUI, 
A   !'l REALLY   AT    CMti.fl   ON    SUNDAY    11    APR.       CAOY   WAS    NOT    INEOR'EO 
.' TIL HOTTER 6A»I OY AT 1100 HOUR AND SAID HE AND RAKE WERE 
EXPECTED (Iff).  CAOY WAS EMBARRASSED BECAUSE IT WAS ONLY MINUTES 
UNTIL HE,  CHi'MRTS A\'0 ?AN MYERS WERE TO START TO Ma LEBRA'G. 
HE HAD TO SEND THE*' WITH HIS APOLOGIES. THE CA 10  WAS EMBARRASSED, 
TOO, FOR HE HAD FORGOTTEN TO INVITE THEM, OR. HAD FAILED TO UNDER- 
STAND. HUTTER BREEZFO AROUND AMONG HIS FRENCH "UESTS, AND APPARENTLY 
010 HOT    REALIZE AS WELL AS THEY, THAT IT WAS A WELL DuftOPEAN I ZED 
VffHtION OF A UECHOUl,   ~ADY WAS "LAD ENOUGH TO MEET A       G.OUP 
Or OFFICIALS, ft    T    OTE THAT THE "ANNETTACCIS HAD BEEN I' IT ± 
CADY- 
12 APR.  CADY WAS ESPECIALLY PLEASEDTO HAVE A VISIT FROM 
YOUNG S/3GT. BEN A. GUIDER, 79TH ORD. CO *0" AT ORAN.  HE WAS 
!RS, CADY'S COUSIN FROM VlCKSBURGH, !'ISS, AND OF "OLD M|M$ 
QUARTERBACK FAME,  CAOY WAS UNABLE TO PERSUADE HIM TO REMAIN 
OVERNIGHT.   HIS MOTHER, AUNT BET, WAS A FAVORITE. 
LT. COL EARL B. ^OSE, CO, 10TH STATION HOSPITAL, HAD MUTUAL 
FRIENDS IN VICBITA, KAN.,- OFT. E.C. TERRELL HIS FORMER CHIEF 
RESIDENT, BARNES HOSPITAL, AND GEO. ' ILBANK, CHILLICOTHET HIGH 
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY OF MO. 
W 
ON MONDAY TO U P  OFFICERS CAME TO SEE THINGS. TUESDAY, 
AJ. JAS. E. HlX, MC| MADE AN INSPECTION FOR Mt8.  CHENTOUF 
ADDA BROUGHT J. ABORDJEL, PROP., "LE BLOC A COTE GU BUREAU DU 
^AID," HIS MOST DIFFICULT REQUISITION TO PUT THROUGH.  TAKING 
THIS OVER MEANT THE CAID HIMSELF COULD NO LONGER STABLE HIS 
FLY-ATTRACT I M« HORSE IN THE TUUBLE^DOWN COURT BARN WHICH WAS 
INTER-CONNECTED WITH THE LITTLE DARK AND DIRTY LOAFING PLACE 
FOR DRINKING AND GAMING CJV_LLS_« THIS BACK ENTRANCE WAS WALLED 
UP,   AND THE PLACE BECAME A REAL CANT INA OPERATED BY THE ENLISTED 
MEMS CLUB.  THEY COULD GO THERE OFF DUTY FOR A SMALL DRINK OF 
IC| AND SOMETIMES SOME OF THE WEAK ALGERIAN BEER, IF THEY 
COULD FIND AND EXCHANGE THE BOTTLES. IT HAD BECOME A CLEAN AND 
WELL LIGHTED BRIGHTENED UP  CI.UB WITH A LIBRARY READING ROOM, 
THE NON-CO;S GENERALLY HAD BEEN ADMONISHED IT WOULD REMAIN OPEN 
SO LONG AS THEY KEPT ALL PERSONS LIVING UP TO THEIR SY-LAWS. 
HUTTER LIKED TO SHOW IT OFFTO HIS INSPECTORS, AND SO DID CAOY. 
THE ROOMS AROUND THE COURT OF THE BLOC HAD BEEN CLEANED AND 
AND COATED WITH VARIGATED WATER PAINTS, AND THE FLOORS COVERED 
WITH CLEAN CRUSHEO STONE. CAOY MADE A MISTAKE IN THINKING THE 
MA 101 AMU WAITRESSES LIVING THERE WITH FREE RENT WOULD SLEEP IN 
IAOY- 
DOUBLE DECKED BUNKS ME HAD 8U1LT, THEV SAWED THEM APART?  ANYWAY, 
OECREPIT LOOKIM, ABSENTEE LANDLORD M. ABGRC.IEL WAS HAPPY WITH 
ALL THE IMPROVEMENTS, AMD SUGGESTED ANOTHER HOVEL #W» REQU ft tT IOH. 
1%. APT. MUHffS WAS HAVING HER TROUBLES WITH THE It61NT 
BRIDE, &AKI BOST F"r?OLEY,WHO ASKED FOR SPECIAL CONSIOERATIO 
WHEN HER AIR HUSBAND WAS AROUND.  JUST TO PROTECT 
I     PALDJNn FROM MORE OF THE SAME IRRRTATION, OAOY RELUCTANTLY 
DISAPPROVED ANOTHER PROPOSED MARRIAGE "ON PRINCIPLE." 
"YERS CONCLUDED THE MAN HE CALLED "LITTLE 3TINKY," T HE N 
OUT OF SIGHT, OESERVEO HIS RECOMMENDATION FOR A LEG |G      ft* If 
'EOAL ON THE BASIS OF HIS ACTIVITIES ON AREA SANITATION.   !AJ, 
rt*l OPINION MI *W«.|" Aanctt'ti *NO"S AND CAPT. BROWN'S, "YES." 
THE REGULATIONS SPECIFIED THAT THE RECIPIENT MUST HAVE A 
RECORD SINCE THE TlMf OF THE SERVICE CITI      AOY WAS CERTAIN 
HE COULD FORTELL WHAT BOVt.0 HAPPEN IN HQ. ,  '!'!% SO HE DISAPPROVED 
IT,   INCIDENTLY,  IT HAD BEEN AGRESS WHO 0|D THE SOLE"SPECTAOULAR" 
WHICH WON THE  INDIGENES AND VILLAGERS TO INTELLIGENT COOPERAT! 
Kt MACE A DEMONSTRATION MOSQUITO HATCHERY TO PROVE THE LIFE CYCLE 
TO THE WORKERS, SUPERVISORS AND THE OFFICIALS.  THEN THEY ALL 
KNEW WHY ALL THE CATTLE TRACKS ANO OTHER PUDDLES ALONG THE R|\?EG 
AND THE BARNYARDS SHOULD BE OBLITERATED TO ELIMINATE HATCH I 
OF EGGS ANO KILLING THE "wlGGLERS." 
THE MORNING REPORT ON BEDS AT MID-MONTH SHOWED f9499«  CAOY 
HAD INSTRUCTION TO GET       Ml TENTAGE BEDS SET VP.       HE WOULD 
If ENOUGH TO GO A LITTLE BEYOND 2,000 JUST FOR THE HELL OF IT! 
1  APR.  CAPT. THOMAS, X, AND TWO FRENCHMEN WHO HAD BEEN 
THERE ON 13 "EB. IAMI A " A I N TO ""ADJUST OOWNWAROLY THE LEASE 
ON  . "UYEAU'S PHARMACY.  THOMAS WAS AN AMERICAN COUSIN OF THE 
ABSENT FRENCH >*, THOMAS, BUT     EW LITTLE ABOUT HIM.  SOMI 
WAUV- 
MORE G-3 TRAINING IN8PECTOR8 WERE AROUND, TOO, 
SUNDAY, 10 APR,  MME. BUTTERLIN WAS ENGLISH, BUT REARED SO 
BILINGUALLY SHE SOMETIMES MIXED NER ENGLISH AND FRENCH WITHOUT 
REALIZING    IT,       CADY,    3AM   HARBISON,   »*|88   SPALOJNG   AND   ANOTHER 
OFFICER   WERE   TO   DINE   WITH   THE   FAMILY   AT    1 2JO   HOUR,    BUT   COL. 
HUTTER   AND    "OCKE   AND   FOUR   8RITI8H   GUESTS   DROPPED    IN   FOR   LUNCH 
WITH   CAOY.    (^HEREUPON   CAOY   RESOLVED   TO   HAVE   NO   MORE   OAYTI'iE 
D|N«ER   ENGAGEMENTS   ME   COULO   AVOIDt) 
AFTER THEY DEPARTED, HE RECEIVED LT. COL. NEWLANO, INF., 
CO, POvv CAMP AT CHANZY. ALSO, HE THOUGHT HE COULD TAP A GOOD 
SOURCE OF STURDY DtNNERWARE FOR THE HOSPITAL.  BEFORE DARK 
CADY VISITED FROHA TO SEE THE AIRPORT IN CONSTRUCT ION THERE. 
HE MET ^NO LT. ALDRICH, CE, WAO WAS IN CHARGE OF THE WORK. MAJS, 
/ID ffEEKS ANO WM. H, CAS6EBAUM, 9TM EVACUATION HOSPITAL, CAM! 
TO STAY OVERNIGHT ANO FOLLOW UP ON THEIR FORMER PATIENTS. THAT 
SOUNOED GOOD FOR THEIR STAFF FROM THE ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL, Nf* 
YORK. 
20 APR,  CAOY LESSENED THE LOAD ON HIS CONSCIENCE SY IH/1TIN0 
THE PuTTERLlNS TO THE HOSPITAL LATE IN THE AFTERNOON.  "<E., 
RENEE (ELOER, FAIR, REDDISH HAIR, EXTROVERTED), ANO JANE (YOUNGER, 
OARK, INTROVERTED, SOMEWHAT TACITURN, A FINE PIANIST, ANO A 
TWO YEAR PHARMACY STUDENT) CAME.  MISS 3PAL0ING A'.'D HER OTHER 
LADIES HELPED ENTERTAIN THEM.  CADY ANO ORAKE INCLU0C0 TWO ELIGIBLE 
BACHELORS, W*13'*0"   ANO?A*,<CK- 
22 APR. THE UNIT HAD JUST STARTED ON THE OBLIGATORY TWO 
TABLETS OF PROPHYLACTIC ATEBRIN FOR MALARIA, CADY WAS NOT 
CERTAIN JU8T WHAT THE EFFECTS HAD BEEN ON HIMSELF, HE HAD TONE"FA ^C D 
A COUPLE OR  TIMES, TIRED BUT WELL, ANO AWOKE SUDDENLY WITH 
NAUSEA AND VOMIT I <n .  HE WA8 FEELf:: A BIT ACHY ALL OVER WHEN 
CAOY- 
HE TOOK HIS PARTY FOR THEIR LAST CONTACT WITH THE ^ICHELES AT 
HOTEL CONTINENTAL, MASCARA. HE REMEMBERED THAT Hut. OU VIGIER, 
HER DAUGHTER, AND TWO AIRC0RP8 OFFICERS WERE THERE. GRACIOUS 
MME. OU VIGIER REALLY SAVED THE PARTY FROM BE INC A VERY BQRESQME 
EVENING, FOR THE MFCHELES WERE DEPRESSED. 
MAYBE IT WAS THAT ATABRINE WHICH CAUSED THE WINE TO MAKE 
DRAKE RATHER LOQUACIOUS AND THICKENED HIS TONGUE, BUT HE SEEMINGLY 
WANTED TO SLEEP ON THE WAY BACK TO THE HOSPITAL. NOT SO FOR 
Miss SPALDING, FOR SHE OPENED UP WITH A VIRTUAL TIRADE ON DRAKE 
FOR HIS MOST RECENT INIQUITIES, SOMETHING ABOUT SOME MAIOS AND 
FURNITURE WHICH HE MUST HAVE BLABBED ABOUT TO CADY, WHO IN TURN 
KIDDED HER ABOUT "WEARING A HAIR SHIRT CADY HAD NEVER HEARD 
HER QUITE SO UNF|NH IBITEDLY CRITICAL, HE WAS SURPRISED, TOO, THAT 
DRAKE WAS TAKINO IT ALL RATHER LIKE A SUILTY HUSBAND MIGHT, 
ISS MCNEIL AND CADY JUST PRETENDED THEY WERE ASLEEP. THE NEXT 
MORNING. DRAKE DID NOT REMEMBER ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT HIS EXCORIATION! 
23 APR. CAPT. CROWLEY, MC, CAME TO ARRANGE TO FLY SO 
NURSES FROM MATMORE TO BLIBA, THIRTY MILES SOUTH OF ALGIERS ON 
THE 27TH. THAT WOULD BE LETTING PERSONNEL GO INTO ANOTHER BASE 
SECTION WITHOUT AUTHORITY. CADY WANTED HIS NURSES TO HAVE A GOOD 
TIME, BUT OVERNIGHT PASSES WITHIN MBS WAS THE BEST HE COULO 00. 
IT MIGHT BE PRETTY EMBARRASSING IF ANY OF THEM WOULD GO ON BEYOND 
AND BACK ON THEIR OWN RESPONSIBILITY, WITHOUT HIS KNOWLEDGE, AND 
SOMETHING HAPPEN TO THEM. 
24 APR. A NEW DECISION FOR UNAUTHORIZED ACTION WAS MADE 
BECAUSE    IT    SEEMED   THE   RIGHT    THING    TO   DO   TO   FURTHER   THE   WAR     itFFORT. 
LT. COL. KOMANE AND CAPT. BROWN FROM THE ADVANCE PARTY OF THE 
BRITISH 1ST AIRBORNE DIVISION CAME FROM TIZI. MEITHER THEY NOR 
CAOY- 
Y HAD AMY INSTRUCTIONS,  THEIR DIVISION WAS MOV|N« IN BY 
A!** AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE, THERE WERE ONLY A FEW 8UIL0IN08 OVER 
THEPE, AND HO EOL'IP-ENT OR SUPPLIES.  MICKT TH€Y MAVC ENOUGH 
ORUOS AMD DRESSINGS TO HOLD ttCK CALLS UNTIL THEY COULD TAKE CARE 
Or THEMSELVES?  COULD THEY HOSPITALIZE THEIR PERSONNEL AT THE 
21 ST, THFY Rftg HEARO IT WAS A OOOD HOSPITAL?  CAOV A3REEO AT OWE 
HE WOULD 00 ALL HE COULO TOR THEM, BUT FOR HEAVEN** SAKE NOT TO 
LET ANY 1*>A?S -?ROW UNDER THEIR FEET WHILE SETTING THEIR OWM SUPPLY 
8,  Nl 3SWT THEM OVER TO THE M M?MACV TO SET ENOUQH 
, AMD STERILIZING UTENSILS TO TAKE CARE OP THEM- 
SELVES rOR TWO OR THREE 0AY3, THEY COULD EXPECT SETTER SUPPORT 
ArTS=? TWO OR THREE DAYS, HE MOPED.   TMEY STILL HAD THAT WHITE 
ENOLISH COMPLEXION WITH THE ROSY RATCM OVER THE CHEEKSt 8WT THfV 
«?ERC 8M0WI'   -ITfNS OF A.LOERIAM SUNBURN, TOO, 
THEM LT, COL. ^IWLEY, *C* 508, AND M**« LAPP, MC, MB8, OAWt 
BY ON SUPPLY MATTERS AND A MEAL.  WAJ, JORDAN AND CART. BYRNE 
-• t oft MILITARY POLICE BUSINESS ASAIH. ^CAPT. BROWH WAS 
THERE ON 3PECIAL SERVICES MATTERS.   IT WOULD HELP THE UNIT TO 
£ A FULL~T!?.«£ SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER IE ME KNEW MIS JOS. 
THE   "AfjfJEtTACctn AMD B^^EILP WERE BY EOR SUPPER.    THEY SAIO 
CAPT.   i , AMR "LLE. 'APT IN  WOULD BE 8TAVINC WITH TME 
8f|      TOR A FEW DAYS BEFORE ME WCULD 00 BACK WEST TO REJOIN 
THE Ar>-Y.   IT SEEMED, WHILE THE VICHY GOVERNMENT WAS COLLASORAT? 
WITH T      11*3 HE HA* J»J'P£D ^ROM A SCHOOL TEACHER TO Ml^H IN 
iaT^ATfO'5  RY POLITICAL INPLUENCE.  He HAD BEEN MUCH 
Tnn ACT!'?! I?! PRDSEC'JTI*n TME JEWS.  THE FRENCH SEEMED TO WANT 
fN fr Vt»0 BE WATCHED AND CONTROLLED. 
5>7 AQV AT I MEETING IN OMAN.  MEANWHILE, 
N0t. JONES,  ", AKO TWO MAJORS WISITED THE UNIT. 
Y- 
APPARENTLY   THEY   rftMSfl   T*|NOS    IN   ORDER. !RAKE   TOOlfCARE   OF    ( 
~
:A*»OR 3OMMAW-OARTER,     FPUTY ASST.   Dm.   ,  WfS.   SERVICES,   1ST 
AIRBORNE       I     . "OL.    EO.    "',     (Pttl)   '"HURCHfLL,    OTH   QfUfftAt TAL 
(HARVARD),    PROr.    SURGERY,    **ASS .       I    .    HOSPITAL,    PfSTtN,   CAVC   AS 
rttt   StJttteAt.    'O-ISULTANT,   **•«. ISA*      THE   CONCURRENT   CLOUD- 
H I M , 
I THAT    LATE    AfTCHNOttN   THE   MOST    VIOLENT   CLOUDBURST   S t MCE 
-0. fUt    HEAT    LITTLE   ONE-STONT   HOTEL      ALAIS   WAS   THE 
PSYCMIAT     ■ All   BECAUSE   THE   PATIE^T^'^    R*0*1    MR I    ALL   tARRl 
ttftt    (ANSO   ESCAPEES )   AMO   THE    IMTE 3U«T   WAS   A 
I   PLACE   FO*   THE   MTIf*?•'*•   MILIEU   DROUP   ACTIVITIES,       IT   WAS 
ATE"    AT   TME   CUTLET    Of   TME   ROCKY   DRAW   8EL0W   THE    $PA'i   VIATER- 
-    ' E8CARPMEMT»   Q.UITE    MEAR   THL 'LA INS 
AND   TMC    ' TME   CLOUDBURST    SUDDENLY   FLOODED    TMC   MTtl      ' 
THROUGH   THE    || BACK   VtNffVt*       !.!OST   OF    THE    0OODS,    DP.-      ! 
IMWAHOLVj     lf«l    ttL Mfltft   TME   LATE    SftttA*       T TABLE 
PATIE'iTD    PROMPTLY   RAM fOKEO   WHEN   THEY   SAW   THEY    Vfftf    TRAPPED   8¥ 
>IOLY   R IS IRS   FLOOD   WATER,      THE   HEAD   NURSE   AN8   PATIENTS   OfNKfKfff 
MI0    H.     "DSD    ^DR    Pflf   OUTSTANDING    COOLNESS   A*9    I flVlff 
AT   NflrfAtlNS   AN©   0*t     I f*H   ffWIfitlfff   PATIENTS.      KB   HAO IO0SL.Y 
I   VIOLEMTLY   "AMIACAL    »AT If NTS   WITHOUT    IRu: THEM 
THE   MAR'*   or   OTHERS.       CAOY   MARKED   NIN   ffl -   OF 
THOSE    Nf I ION   OF   MfffttT   "EDALS, 
A   FE«   CAYS   BEFORE,    SOMEONE    IN   Qftt«   MARC   CkAM9f   FIFTH   M    Y 
,,    TSLEP. :;ADY,    ALLE'I"        IT    *Afl   THE    SENEGAL*i I THAT 
ONE    91    "DMA !ENA«A|    THE    PASNA'S    FRIEND    AT   OVtfOA,    WOULD       CO 
H   Hin   FAMILY   DO   Nil   Wl^E   COULD      TAKE    A    !'CU;VE."     -ADY   WAS   TO   DO 
 'PPOSED-TO-DE   WEALTHY   A NO     I   '.'LUENTIAL 
I    'T,     TME'E  MNC   r-1      ■'       II •-• o •   '■•     :   At 
fit*     Mtweuft tetNgittM TO CONSULT CASI Owc»awi# rut BEST 
PLACE   Ml    HAO   FOR   7»P   A«A00   AM   USUALLY   ff'iOCCUP |g0,    Nf   ftfAl 
"I  *»OHA<EO  ?CwAtfA 0EO.AS» TO 0I«   |tt«  res  «9ng 
MMHNHHHIAri«Mt|    HA?Tftt*ttta    SHEETS,   AMO   TOWELS,      FORTUNATELY 
HE   SftOy-HT   Nfl   ***   fttfOA   AMD   SIMPLE   iMHMtfttO   HftMtMU      CAOY   WAS 
3i"f»LY   Pttt   Pftt»A*CS   TC   r?USJ   A*4   A$ASIA«   SPA,   AWO   WiSHEC   THEY   Mtftt.8 
»HJST   LET    KM   ALOKE   TO   R«»!   A   *.*fLjTA:?Y   HOSPITAL.       fWli   OUt   VAI 
' '£.    THE vttre MAO TO HA-^E SPECIAL AftitAJtat*ctrrt no SHE 
COULO    Iff    IffVO   THE   NtNtttt   SATM   SECTION   POA   HEft   ftttttft t#? I 
8AILV, FA   A   OAT   Aft   TW©   CA0Y*8   CHASSEUR,   LATEST,    MAS   S»«?A€T ICALLY 
JOIMSO   THE   #A«TY,    AM   WAS   USUALLY   UNAVAILABLE   BttCN   KtttfB, 
„B   CAB I   CNBAAVf   A«OUT   THE   KMA 
■WK* HE TOOK DRAKE,  QwtWtYf BEAM,  0»t* AM l     »lf« HIM TO 
F*Mtfl I   , MAMA* A AT I        mm* i HAS AUtfAW «ivt« 
CAOt    CtfCftttH   THE Hf   WAS   ORAC ICtUS   ABOUT   fH IN   Of 
A 
Mlfi   AM«TVE"T. 
Ttti© otnmn cve«ttrc  In THE HO«E or AS A»A?IIA« ttirrttMA«j 
CMMMfte    I*   tfftfVCftttTtCt   1$   EA£TE?*«'   KO?*TH   ATHICA   AM    III   .rf?A' 
WAS   A   WH THE   "iMrtOELS,*   AS   '-APY   RCMtMCS   ttfVtft?   Of 
KM   KfVtftAf   STATUS*       tH   THIS    IMTAMI,    Kf*f   WAS   NO   CAI0   ©« 
ffCIAL   TO   MtBCAVf   THE   CIVIL   AMfWtTItt,    Q\LV   I AIM 
AMO   HIS   00^   ASOyT   EfOHT.      9*A8f   #AS   IOM   KM90M   MTtAWttfl 
fcV*   MORE   ATTEHTIOfi   TO   THE   Bft |£»fT   LITTLE   Hf 
THAN   DID, THE   OTHERS.      HE   WAS   MOT   0UMtf«N£p#   A>«   MIS   SKIM   WAS 
PURELY   CAUO IM   Lf«lffMCt«,   ALTHOUGH   THE      BLUC-CVC&   00V 
HAO   DARK   HAtA«       A.T   LEAST   THE   CAO|*S   OLt    ' CLAVE 
BLOOD Lti mt ewoitt or MOT 
OMIL WOULD Bf AHOTHER S3. 
ArfCA T( EAL,  MORE FOR  Bi**«CTS T HA IZCAB* 
THEY SAT AROUND THE WALL ON THE FINE RU3S, SEEMINGLY COVERING 
DOUBLE MATTRESSES, AND THEY TACKED.  WHEN IT 0$tt5 TIME FOR C*OY 
T'ArOR THE QUICK IMPROVEMENT OF THE WIFE*S HEALTH (ABSENT BE- 
CAUSE SHE VMS "FATIGUE"), THE CAOI SAID SHE HAD REQUESTED THE 
PLEASURE OF MEETING HIM ANO DRAKE, SOMETHING ENTIRELY UNEXPECTED. 
WAS LYING IN DEO, UNVEILED, PETITE,  CRY CLEAR LIGHT OLIVE 
COMPLEX ION, DARK HAIR, AND HER PRETTY SMILE REVEALED WELL CARED-FOR 
TEETH. ="FERED HER HAND, AND A FEW CRENCH WORDS ^OR THE 
COCAStC-.    CAOY HOPED SHE WOULD BE WELL SOON, AND MAYBE THEY 
WOULD SEE HER SOMETIME WHEN H, LE CADI CAME TO BOU-HANIFIA. 
CAOY TOLD DRAKE AS SOON AS THEY WERE IN THEIR CAR HE WOULD 
BET 3 HZ  WAS UP  AND OUT OF BED AS SOON AS THEY LEFT, AND WANTING 
TO KNOW EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED, NEVERTHELESS, THEY HAD BEEN 
HONORED BY A CONCESSION, 
?Si  APR.  CAPT. CHAP. JOHN OLSCHE'WSKC, MBS, CAME TO SEE HOW 
THE NEW CHAPLAIN LEE W. MOONET, WHO JOINED ON THE 9TH, WAS GETTING 
ALONG.   HE WAS ANOTHER AGGRESSIVE CLERIC AND HAD ALREADY HAD 
RECOMMENDED THAT CADY SHOULD REQUISITION THE VILLAGES 00NSECRATE0 
CATHOLIC CHURCH, AND/ OR BUILD ONE FOR THE UNIT. OBVIOUSLY 
ITVCPCO SHOULD JUST GET TO WORK ON MAKING HIS JOB 
A 
A LOT  CA81CR,     CAOY TOLD THE BASE  CHAPLAIN HE WOULD  HAVE  TO  HAVE 
A LITTLS MORE TIME FOR HIS APPRAISAL, AND TOLD HIM WHAT HAD 
HAPPENED.    WH-TREUPON  THE JOVIAL FELLOW PRESENTED HIM WITH 
A "CHAPLAIN'S T S CARD" FOR HIS CONSOLATION! A CYNIC IN A HIGH 
OFF ICE I 
BRITISH LT. COL. KOHANE VISITED AGAIN. HE PROMISED TO SEND 
ME OF HIS HCOTEI AS LIAISON* AND FOR DUTY WITH THEIR AIR- 
PATIENTS.  LT. COL*. IT, JOH    | AND ROSE (8RD) OF 
FIFTH       . STOPPED OVER NIGHT.  THEY HAD NO EXPLANATION FOR 
CADY- 
POR Si MQBAMED ZEMAMA EXCEPT POSSISLYW60MEON£ IN HEADQUARTERS 
MUST HAVE WANTED HHS HERE INSTEAD OF THERE." 
30 APR. CABY HAD BUSINESS IN ORAN, THE FIRST PCW PATIENTS 
ARRIVED. HE HAD BEN CHARLES IN CHARGE OVER THERE. CAOV WAS 
EXPECTING TO SUPPORT SCFT WELL, BUT HE WANTED THE PATIENTS TO 
DEVELOP  A LOT Or SELF-HELP IDEAS DURING THEIR CONVALESCENCE 
IN 3EN*S SECTION. HE HAD LOOKED OVER THE GENEVA CONVENT0>N 
RULES, BUT WAS STILL PRETTY HAZY ABOUT PRACTICAL POINTS. HE 
KNEW, FOR EXAMPLE, ^E  WAS NOT SO I NO TO ALLOW IPOW MEDICAL OFFICERS 
TO ROAM AROUND THE VILLAGE UNGUARDED, 
THREE BRITISHERS, CAPT. BROWN, DENTAL, LT. PALMER AND 
CHAP. BANK VISITED LT. LESTER JASPER FOR DINNER. 
HOSPITAL BEDS, t »S09j ADMISSIONS, ft9%j5| AD/'L, 940. 
0 
CHAPTEH    16 
THE    INCREASED   0£VA«D8   ON   CAOY   RAO   HIM   WONXtNN    17   TO    1 
HOURS   DAILY   WITH   WO   LET-UP   ON   WEEK-ENDS.       IT   SEEMED   TO   HIM   ALL 
DAYS   WERE   ALIKE    PUT    WITH   S03*£THlN3    UMEXPECTEO   EVERY   OAV.       HE 
MADE    NOTES   ONLY    IN   HIS   AGENDA   0OOK.       TME   ?13T*S   TABLE   Of 
ORGANIZATION  WAS  FOR   1,000 BEDS,   BUT   BY  USE  or  THE  CIV IL?     AND 
PATIENTS, IT WOULD VERY QUICKLY BE FAC1NS DOUBLE TMAT LOAD.  ONE 
AAY OR ANOTHER, ME MAD TO ACQUIRE MORE MAN~SPARtNO HELP. 
1     AY.       THE  -SHIP'S PLATOON or  i#» OUARSS U^DER AN AssRcssr/* 
MtAftH.?   A9SI3NCO   WAS    HARDLY   WHAT    TME    ?t*T    REALLY 
WEEDED.       PlLFERASE   WAS   UNCHANGED,    AND   TME   ARAB'S   COMPLAINED 
THROUGH   !   .    tTtCWMf   THAT    THE   MIM0I   WERE   00 INN   FAR   8EY0N0   TME \ 
HOSPITAL   LIMIT*,    SEAROHtNS    MOWtO,    AMD   THERE   MAO   SEEM   TWO   OR   THREE 
m CA3E3   0^    PROVEN   THEFT   BY   THE   OUARG5J   THEMSELVES.       TME    SEROEANT 
v 
INSISTED   ON   PREFERRING   CHARGES   AGAINST   THE   CULPRITS,   SO   HE   COULD 
OCT   RI8   or   MIS    MSAO   SO«0. THEM   THE   SHIP'S   PLATOON   WAS   RELIEVED / 
ov 2HO  LT.   JOHN P.   teLP WITH ABOUT  TWO PLATOON*. 
IN ITton AFFAIRS WERE  QUICKENING.     LT.  COL.   CRAWFORD,  ART., 
ANC CAPT. SPE^CER-THO^AS,   ART.,  CAME FROM THE  HQ.,   AIRSORNE Dtv«i 
FOR    A   RATHER    LEISURELY   VISIT      TO   SECOME   ACQUAINTED.       A»fN ICAN8, 
■Atft    JORDAN    AND    LT.    PECK    WERE   "P's, FROM    THE    T I Z I    PON   UMT   CAME 
TO    ARRA'iCE   ROUTINES    FOR    MO SP IT AL I I A T I Of     IN'   THE    °1 ST       OiV   SECTION. 
ALARIA    AMD    TYPHOID   CASES    WERE    OCCURRING    |N   THEIR    CAMP.        IT    SEEMED 
OADY- 
STRAN3E TO CADY THAT ENEMY TROOPS MAO NOT SEEN IMMUNIZED TO 
TYPHOID. 
IMCIOENTLY, CADY>9 PROPHYLACTIC ATEBRIN SYMPTOMS HAD BECOME 
CUMMULATIVE. ONE DAY HE "LOST HIS COOKIES* IN MIO-MGRNINOJ AND 
POR THE FIRST TIME LOST TWO ANO A HALr HOURS IN 8£0 THE SAME 
AFTERNOON WITH FEVER AND BONE ACHES.  HE STOPPED THE ATEBRI*, 
AND PUT HIMSELF ON DAILY QUIHI ME PROPHYLAXIS FOR HIS INTOLERANCE 
SYMPTOMS.   IT «AS HIS PIOUS HOPE THAT THE ARMY WOULD ALWAYS 
HAVE A LITTLE QUINI WE THE JAPS HAD OVERLOOKED IN THE EAST iMOflt. 
wAOY TOOK A QUICK TRIP TO ^ROHA, IfAfttftftf AND THIERVILLE TO 
SET  UP HIS MENTAL   IMA1ES OF THE PLACES. 
'AY. BRIO, OWMS AND LT. COL PRICHARO VISITED THEIR 
PARACHUTIST RATIEMTS, THEY WERE BREAK IMS **#&.£> ANO LE~S |M 
THEIR TOAFMIMO*     1ST  L.EFTENANT  HARDTN<5S,  THE  NEW LIAISON OFFICER, 
AND CAPT. CLOWMAN (AOJUTANT TO COL. CHATTERTO?,) SHOWED UP. 
THE  PIST'S OFFICERS WERE ITY WELL   IMPRESSED WITH TME  Bit ITU 
THEY WERE SEE INS.  QEN.  I^ENHOWER'S STERN ORDERS THAT HO AMERICAN 
OFFICERS WOULD REFER TO THEIR OPPOSITE NUMBERS IN OTHER THAN RES- 
PECTFUL TERMS, Oi? THEMSELVES SUFFER EMBARRASS I IHi LV FOR IT, WAS 
ENTIRELY UNNECESSARY AT THE 21 ST.  THERE SIMPLY  WERE NO MDAMNED 
R|TI3H BASTAros       JUNTERED IN THAT ELITE DIVISION.  MOREOVER, 
IF AN OFFICE1? wr      O LON'^J AWAY FROM HIS ASSIONED POSITION, 
HE LOST HIS RANK.  F"OR SUCH REASONS, THE BRITISH OFFICERS WOULD 
FLATLY  ;ET SACK ON SOME SORT OF DUTY I N WALKING CASTS, BRACES 
ANO SLlNas.  THESE WERE TOU W HOMBRES AND WERE RE3PECTEy ACC •  - 
I        LV. 
THE  1'TH   INFANTRY     it   ION   (TEXAS N.G.)  SENT  LT.   "OL  BftCW* 
•TIN,      '1t,    ''AJ,    DfAWf, ",     I * 4 .      'ICHAf? , ,    TO   VISIT 
COL.    3TEEN,    A    PAT   IEMT. fWCil   WERE    A   OIFFERENT    KINO   OF    TOU'H 
HOMBRES,    AND   MAO   BEEN   PRETTY   VlELL    "BLOODED"    IN   TUNISIA,    TOO. 
3    AY.       THERE  HAD BEEN SUFFICIENT RAINS THAT  THE WATER   IM- 
POUNDED   BY   THE   |AftRA«C   NEEDED   RELEASING.      DVftlMB   THE   CvCfttN    , 
WITHOUT   NOT IFICATION,   Kttttt**   WATER   HAD   BECK   SUDDENLY   RELEASED 
TO   RAISE    THE   f?tVER   HABMAN   TH^EE   OR   TOUR   FEET.       THIS   FLOODED   ONE 
Of   THE   NEAR   SANK   SPRlNCB   AT   THE   END   Of   THE   BRIDGE   WITH   HEAVILY 
CONTAMINATE"   *tVff*   WATEP*      THE   SOLDIER   AT   THE   PUW»   HAD   LET   TMI® 
CONTAMINATION   80   UP    INTO   THE   COOLiN3   VAT   fOR   AT    LEA^T    90   MINUTES 
BErORE    HE    RtTtett   WHAT    HAO   HAPPENED,    AMD   STOPPED   THE   PUMP,    ANOTHER 
30 MINUTES ELAPtte ncroRE C*&* WAS NOTIFIED. THERE WERE SEVERAL 
PROBABLE   DAttBfftB,     INCLUOI'IO   TYPHOID,    THAT   WERE   TO   COME   OUT   THROUGH 
THE   WATER   FAUCETS    IN   THE   HOOPfTAL   AMD   THE   VlLLACE,      Cftftf   HAD 
VISIONS   or   teeUCt,    EVEN   NtfMNtfttf   Of   PREVENTABLE   CASES   Or   SICKNESS, 
AND   HAVRE   A   FEW   DEATHS,       INASMUCH   AS   THE   WATER   WAS   ALREADY   OvER- 
CLORIHATEf5.    MUCH   TO   THE   DISGUST   OF   THE   VILLAQffftt.   AND   THAT   MIOMT 
DOWN   TO 
SAVE   THE    niTUATIOM   BY   SIMPLE   DILUTION  ««   ADEQUATE   CLCRIHAT|0N. 
HE   HAO   F0R8EEN   THE   POSSIBILITY   Of   SABOTAGE   RIOMT   AT   THAT   SPOT. 
A  OJJICK   TELEPHONE   CONfERENCE   WITH   f ST   LT»   JOHN   ACfftftMAMN,   AMD 
HE   TRIPLED   THE   CLORlNATION   fOS   THE   «t«*jf.      THERE   WOULD   BE   TESTS 
AND   CULTURE'"   EVERY    $0   Ml MUTES   fOR   ?4   HOURS   AT    SEVERAL   fAUCSTB 
THr'OU:-,H   OUT    THE    HOSPITAL,       THE   CONTAMINATED    PUMP   AND    ITS    IKATER 
LINE   WAS   WASHED   CUT   AMD   STOOD   FILLED   W|TH   HEAVILY   CLCRINATED   WATER 
OVERNIGHT,    AND    SO   WAS    !?•   DWN   COLLECTtOH   TANK   AT   THE   RfYCA. 
NOTHIMO   ADVERSE    HAPPENED    SAVE   THE   COMPLAINTS   Of   THE   CHLORINE 
TASTtAND   THE   UNUSUAL   REDDISH   WARBLE   DUST   SEDIMENT   TEMPORARILY 
IN   THE   WATES   THE   NEXT   MO'SNl'     - 
WHICH   RCVfttOCS    ~A:5Y   Of    THE    N0*'4ALLV   CONTINUOUS   TROUBLE   tJtTH 
U8TATI0N   Of   PLU'niNO   ALL   O 'Ef>    THE   *»LAC£.       30**E   Of   THESE 
BPRIHCO   CARRIED   T '        VV.^   WHICH   'iAfiE   THP    BEAUTIFUL   HCO    AND 
"AOY- 
WHITS OU-HANIFIA MARBLE THE QUARRY SUPPLIED TO THE REST or  THE 
WORLD.      H«    VlALLA,    PROP,,   HOTEL   PEROOLA,    SAID   THE   RADIO   CENTER 
IN   *IEW   YORK   HAG   3REAT   BLOCKS   SHIPPED   THERE   BEFORE   THE   ftAR.   ANV- 
WAY,    "HAP,    ~H.    "LEIS*:HELL,    SUCCESSOR   TO   PH«   MCCARTHY,    AND   OTHERS 
WERE   NAftfK*.   NICE   SOUVENIRS   OF    IT,       ~A0Y   HAD   L.T.   8LAYERY   CO?43TRUCT 
A   LAR-5E   RED   CROSS    t«   A   5©**   50*   WHITESQUARE   WITH   CHUNKS   OF   WASTE 
MARBLE   HAULED   PRO**   THE   QUARRY   TO   THE   PLATEAU   ABOVE   THE   EXCARPfOENT. 
IT   MADE   A    1000   OAYLICHT   A IR-MAP.KER „ 
A   SJAY.       It    "'OHAMEO    ^E'4AMA   WISHED   TO    "fttWtRT   RELATIONS*   AND 
•AVI   A   noo   mm   0INNER   |M   HIS  APARTMENT   FOR   LT.   COL,   CADY, 
LT,   COL,   ^EAM,    'AJ,  DRAKE,   "APT,   Kteia,  AND   1ST IT.  FOGERTY WHO« 
BEAM WA TO REHABILITATE FROM A COMBAT  NEUROSIS.    HE SPOKE 
rP£*" '  •       LITTLE   rAIOEL   WAS   ABOUT   THE    SAME   AS   ANY   OTHER    BR^HT 
KID   OF   TQUR.       THE   HOSP JTALfS   UATTRCMI     . -VERCD   WITH   vERY   NICE 
AftJtAMACS A?-OU'D THE WALLS FOR SITTING, SOME QUITE 
WELL-COME OLO RCCSTC& WAS WAXIRR HIS LAST CONTRIBUTION IN THE 
TKI^K   SOUP    WITH   POtS    CH?CHE,    CHICKPEAS    TO JOANS,    AMD    OTHER 
"Ut«tf*St«*   VMCH    IT   KAMI   T |ME   TO   CONFRONT   THE   THICK    "VULLMAN 
'"*"   W   WffPttt    RUB    VHAT-\!OT   WITH   THE   COUSCOUS    |N    IT,   THEN 
LARSIi THE CHASSEUR, WHO WAS ALSO •CRVINA AS THE HOST'S LACKEY, 
•-. T- TAKE A RAM IN THE INSTRUCTIONS Of THE OUEBTB.  HE 
SHOWED T' •       TO SPLIT A HUNK CT THE ARABIAN LOAVES AMD USE 
A PIECE 3T C!UST» CUPPED »*, THE FIBERS, TO SCOOP UP A PIECE 
OF NEAT,        I OF THE MORI OR LESS FLUID STEW, TO CONVEY IT 
TO THE EATER'S aOUTH.  THAT iRLtOAVdAV, FOB THE PARTICIP- 
ANT     Jt& JUST REACH |N WITH HI    i >ERS ANO RETRIEVE HIS MEAT. 
AFTER IT WAS COOL KROtfSM, AS EACH EATER BOWLS CON- 
L Hit ACE ANO DEPTH , IT Ml ON? 
HAVE SEEM CALLED BAMITAR? EAT I    |- Ml E CLE.\ 
CAOY- 
CADY GUESSED THAT QUITE SOON THE MIXED CONTAMINATIONS FROM HANDS 
AND BREATHS WOULD SOON VfERlT A RE-BOtLING.  FIRST, THE EATER'S 
THUK48 GOT SMEARED, AND QUJTE SOON HIS FINGERS AND HALF OF HIS 
PALU NEEDED LICKING , OR SOMETHING.  FORTUNATELY,  IT WAS CUSTOM- 
AN EWER 
ARY TO BRING AROUND A BOWL, AND tig    OF WARM WATER, SOAP AND A THICK 
PILED TOWL FROM QUEST TO GUEST.  THEN CAME A SVRUPY MINT TEA, 
WHICH MOST THE OFFICERS LIKED VERY MUCH.    L-ARBt's CONFIDENCE 
EXPANDED, BUT HE WAS USELESS TO EITHER OF HIS MASTERS WHEN HE 
TRIED TO BE ENTERTAININGLY CONVERSATIONAL. SF ''OHAMED ZEMAMA 
GAVE HIM THE QUIETUS. 
CAPTS. PLOWMAN AND HOSEGOOO CAME TO VISIT THEIR MEN. THE 
NEXT DAY IT WAS CART. HlBBARD.  ALL THESE OFFICERS SEEMED TO 
KNOW THEIR BUSINESSS.  CAOY HAD ONLY ONE EXPERIENCE WITH THE 
BREEZILY OVERWHELMING MOVIE TYPE, AND HE WAS CONSIDERABLY BETTER 
THE SECOND TIME HE CAME. 
THE SMALL FLAGPOLE IN FRONT OF THE GRAND HOTEL WAS REPLACED 
WITH ONE ABOUT 40* HIGH, AND THE UN IT'S GARRISON FLAG WENT UP 
ON IT THE FIRST TIME.   THERE WAS A NICE LITTLE PARADE GROUND 
BEING  PREPARED WHERE BOUDERBALLA'S HOVEL HAD BEEN.  FORMAL 
ftCTRCAT WAS SOUNDED ON DAILY SCHEDULE.  SOME PATIENTS WERE USUALLY 
LOOKING ON.    AT 1930 HOUR M, MlCHELES ENTERTAINED CAOY, ORAK£' 
AND SURPRISINGLY, CAID EL "ASCRI FOR DINNER.   IF ANY SPECIFIC 
ULTERIOR IDEAS WERE BROUGHT TO SURFACE, NEITHER CAOY NOR :)RAKE 
RECOGNIZED fHEM# 
•6 MAY.  CADY ENARGED HIS DINNER TABLE AND MIXED HIS FRENCH Gn+ers 
WITH COL. MUTTER AND HIS NEW CHIEF NURSE, MISS BALTZ WHO WERE 
INSPECTING   .  WHAT PLEASEDCADY MORE THE FOLLOWING DAY WAS 
THAT HE AND JRAKE HAD DINNER CHEZ DU /IGIER, QUIET AND UNPRE- 
TENTIOUS, MICE AMD HOMEY.  THE GENERAL SPOKE NO ENGLISH AND DID 
CAOY- 
NOT SHOW AMBITION TO ACQUIRE IT. THEY HAD AN OLDER SOW, A CADET, 
THE NICE LOOKING DAUGHTER, AND A BOY ABOUT S WHO WAS NOT PRESENT. 
Mat. OU V ICIER EXPECTED TO CO BACK TO WEST VOROCCO WHEN THE 
GENERAL S ARMORED DIVISION WOULD MOVE OUT. 
'AY.       CAOY    HAD    A    RATHER    BAFFLING    EXPERIENCE    WITH   A    SO-CALLED 
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR TO PROMOTION. THE OFFICERS WERE REGULARLY 
HAVING A SATURDAY APERATIF HOUR BEFORE SUPPER AT THE HERMITAGE, 
AND NURSES ATTENDED.  Htll SPALDINGfS PROMOTION CAME THROUGH, 
SO CADY PUT A COPY OF THE ORDER AND A PAIR OF HIS "LUCKY0 CAPTAIN»S 
BARS IN HIS POCKET, AND ARRANGED TO MEET HER AT HER DOORSTEP. 
WHEN SHE CAME DOWN, HE ADDRESSED HER AS "CAPTAIN** AND PRESENTED 
THE PROMOTION ORDER.   HE WAS PREPARING TO REPLACE HER SHOULDER 
INSANE.   |ME BACKED AWAY AND COVERED HER SINGLE BAR WITH HER 
HAND.  ALMOST IN A TONE OF COMMAND SHE SAID, "NO, NO, DONT!'1 
AT THE HELL!" THOUGHT CADY, AND PUT ON HIS BEST POKER 
FACE*      MT$tMC MATTER?" HE ASKED IN SURPRISE.   ...Mo.SHE DID 
NOT ACTUALLY HAVE TO ACCEPT 9R0M0TI0N, HE SUPPOSED, BUT MOST 
PEOPLE WERE GLAD TO GET ONE.   ...JUST HOW WOULD ANY ONE ELSE 
SHE THOUGHT OESERVED A PROMOTION GET IT BY HER TURNING DOWN ONE 
SHE HAD EARNED?  NO ONE ELSE COULD GET HER PROMOTION, ONLY HERSELF. 
... CERTAINLY, THEY HELPED HER, BUT THEY WOULDN'T LIKE IT IF 
SHE DIDN'T TAKE HER PROMOTION EITHER.   ... Ncw, WASN'T IT,- 
3AY, DID SHE THINK SHE  COULD HAVE THIS BY  JUST ASKING FOR IT? 
SHE HAD ALWAYS TAKEN HER ORDERS WHETHER SHE LIKED THEM OR N.T. 
MOW, CAOY'S ADVISORS, HER OWN FRIENDS, AND HE WOULD HAVE LIKED 
FOR HER TO HAVE GOTTEN THIS SOONER.  THEY ASKED FOR IT THROUGH 
THE K| HT CHANNELS, AMD HERE  IT WAS, AND AN ORDER FOR HER TO 
TAKE IT, SIGNED BY A GENERAL.  THIS WAS HIS ORDER.  ...YES,  IT 
WAS CADY'S, TOOl 
CADY- 
HE R 
THE: VERY FIRST NURSE WHO GREETED^SQUEALED ABOUT THE CAPTAIN'S 
BARS, AND MANY PEOPLE CROWDED AROUND CONGRATULAT |MW AKO TOASTING. 
AFTER HER FIRST BLUSH OF SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS CADY SAW NO PROBLEMS 
AHEAD ABOUT HER WANT IMC TO KEEP HER NEW STATUS.   HE HOPED HER 
TT
LUCKY BARS" WOULD SOON BECOME OBSOLESCENT BY ANOTHER PROMPT 
PROMOTION, FOR SHE HAD CERTAINLY KEPT MOST OF THE MMURSE PROBLMS" 
OFF HIS MIND WHICH OTHER 20*« OELLL/ACHEO ABOUT. 8 HE PROBABLY 
WOULD CQ?*1T|NUE THAT UNLESS SOME OF THOSE NEW NURSING CRUSADERS 
WOULD CHANTS HER. CAPT. SPALDJNG COULD DO HER OWN TALKING ABOUT 
THE INCIDENT, HE WOULD NOT EVEN TELL DRAKE, 
1N 'AY. OCCASIONAL OFFICERS AND NURSES FROM STAGING UNITS 
HAD SEERI ATTACHED FOR DUTY, AND THE 2TST!3 HOSPITALITY HAD PROVED 
MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL. THIS DAY A LONG LIST OF THE OFFICERS AND 
NURSES FROM THE T: T H EVACUATION HOSPITAL WERE ATTACHED ON T 
ORDER.  THE NEWLY SONORCTI FLOORED TENTS ADJACENT TO L'HERMITAGE 
MERC PUT IN USE A3 OFFICE;; BILLETS. THE NEXT DAY COL . COOK, 
THE CQ« SAME TO SEE THEM. THEIR UNIT WAS AFFILIATED WITH THE 
"ICHAEL ""- r PITAL, CHICAGO, FAMOUS IN ITS OWN RIGHT. 
. LC 30US-PREFET AND FAMILY HAD POT-LUCK DINNER.  THE 
rOUt   I ' "■    CAY IT WAS ". LE ROM I NI5TRATEUR, ANO HIS FAMILY INCLDED 
A VERY NICELY TRAiNfO BLACK FRENCH POODLE, L.OLA.  SHE ALWAYS 
LAY QUIETLY UNDER THE TABLE AT MADAME*! FEET.   iT WAS CADY'S 
OSPITAL ORDER THAT DOCS, CATS, AND MONKEYS WERE PROHIBITED 
IN THE HOSPITAL, AND SOME AWT1-fREWCN PERSON, AND THERE WERE SOME 
OF THEM,- NAQBCB '.'APT. WILSON 3. BROWN UNTIL HE BRACED HIS CO 
UT IT.  AFTERWARD, DOTH MADAME AND LOLA SUBMITTED WITH DIGNITY 
TO SEPAF.AT I       SUCH OCCASIONS. 
DUR I    THE AFTERNOON AT THE SOIREE OF   |   IHAMED, CADY'S 
LIST WERE AGRESS, BEAM, fEOlO, 8MERAR0 AND LT. FOOERTY| CUT  ADY 
LEFT VERY SOON. 
15 MAY WAS RED LETTER MAY. COL. HUTTER BROUGHT THE NEW 
SURGEON GENERAL, NORMAN T. KIRK, AND A BRIG. GEN. HUGH 3. MORGAN, 
HIS MEDICAL CONSULTANT, TO GET A GOOD LOOK AND AN OVERNIGHT "CURE." 
IT PLEASED CADY TO BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH GEN, KIRK, AND IT WAS 
NOT LONG UNTIL HE KNEW HE WAS ANOTHER ORTHOPEDIST. HE ADMITTED 
KNOWING COL. DAVIS BUT BEYOND THAT REMAINED SILENT ABOUT HIM. 
IT DID NOT PLEASE CAOY TO LEARN THAT HIS OLD FRIEND, COL. JOHN 
R,   HALL WAS IN THE OTHER FACT ION,-OUT,-WHILE KIRK WAS IN THE 
SGO,so CADY DEDUCED.  GEN. MORGAN WAS A GENIAL EASY-GOING PROFSSOR 
AND    PRACTICING    INTERNIST,    AMD    WAS    SOMETIME    PRESIDENT    OF    CADY'S 
AMERICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL MEDICINE. THEY ALL HAD A PLEASANT 
INFORMAL SESSION WITH MOST OF THE CHIEFS DURING THE EVENING. KIRK 
WAS A SORT OF DRY RACONTEUR AND HAD ENOUGH "IRON" IN HIS MANNER- 
ISMS TO REMIND CADY OF THE THAT GENERAL OF INFANTRY, CLARENCE 
HUEBNER, WHO TALKED WITH HIM THAT DECEMBER EVENING AT THE COMMMAND 
AND GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL, AT LEAVENWORTH. 
ALMOST OVERLOOKED WIRE COL. SHERIDAN, 2ND AUX. SURG. GP. *§g 
FORMER 21STER MAJ. TOM BURFORD WHO CAME TO FOLLOW THEIR PATIENTS. 
LT. CRANDALL, CE( M88| COULD NOT FIND ANYTHING WRONG WITH THE 
WATER CHLORINATION AFTER THE CONT A*.? I NAT I ON INCIDENT. 
SUNDAY, 16 MAY WAS WLE JOUR OU GRAND FETE OES INDIGENES." 
A 4? MAN GUARD DETACHMENT ARRIVED IN CHARGE OF A COMBAT WASH- 
OUT, A LT. TUCKER.  IT WAS MOT THE RECORD, BUT A SLIGHT AIR OF 
ARROGANCE MANIFEST  IN THE YOUNG OFFICER'S REPORT FOR DUTY THAT 
AROUSED CADY'S APPREHENSION ABOUT HIS RELIABILITY. 
FOR SEVERAL DAYS, M« "TIENNE FOR A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE, HAD 
BEEN THYI ■■•-.    TO FURTHER ARAB DESIGNS.   CADY HAD PAID LITTLE ATTEN- 
TION, FOR DRAKE HELPED THEM PERFECT THE PLANS FOR THE "ETE. A 
COUPLE OF KILOS OR SO OF BLACK GUNPOWOER AND PERCUSSION CAP" 
CADY- 
*£3T SUBSIDY WERE THE PRINCIPLE INGREDIENTS.  THE CA 10 
CAVE IN TO DICTATE THEIR TIME-TABLE TO "CELEBRATE THE VICTORIOUS 
ENO OF THE WAR IN TUNISIA."  THIS AROUSED ENOUGH CURIOSITY IN 
SCNCRAI   ' R THAT MI DELAYED HIS DEPARTURE UNTIL AFTER LUNCH TIME. 
3HORTLY AFTER 1000 MOW GABY HAD THE PARTY,  INCLUDING A FEW 
HOSPITAL OFFICERS, ON THE PLATEAU ABOVE THE ESCARPMENT. THE 
(NO I GENES WERE A LITTLE LATE  IN THE ORGANIZATION AND EXHIBITION 
OF THEIR "'"FILE OES CHEVAUX ET DES CHAMEAUX," WHICH HAD ALREADEY 
.■DF.." ILED THE HOSPITAL STREET DURING CONGREGATION AND MARCHING 
AROUND THE PLATEAU.   ETIENNE A\D THE CAID PAID THEIR RESPECTS 
TO GENERAL KIRK AND CADY AND INVITED THEM TO INSPECT LE_S SPAHIS, 
LIMED UP WITH BACKS TOWARD THE ESCARPMENT. V-OST OF THEM HAD 
OBVIOUSLY HAD SOME MILITARY TRAINING FOR THEY WERE RIGIDLY AT 
ATTENTION BESIDE THE I H  RATHER NONDESCRIPT MOUNTS, LIKE COSTUMED 
STATUES.  PRACTICALLY ALL WERE BEARDED, ALL TURBANNED, AND ABOUT 
HALF IN SOUR .MOUSES AND TROUSERS,  THE OTHERS WORE UNDER THEIR 
30URN0USES THOSE VERY LOOSE SQUARE BAG-LIKE LOWER GARMENTS WHICH 
HAD SHORT NARROW LEGS AT EACH LOWER CORNER, GIVING THE BA^,-LIKE 
PORTION THREE TIMES THE CAPACITY FOR THE RUMPS THEY COVERED. 
( \\DY NEVER LEARNED WHY THEY WERE SO MAOE, BUT SPECULATED ONE 
WAS EASIER TO WEAR IN THE SADDLE, AMD BY POLL INS UP THE FEET 
INSIDE, THE GARMENT : 1 I :; H T TCRVC AS THE LOWER PA?T OF A SLEEPING 
SAG, ANO PERHAPS IT  I NT BE USED TO HIDE OR CARRY THING? ) 
"ENERAL KIRK PLAYED HIS PART WELL.  HF WOULD APPRAISINGLY 
INSPECT A SPAH I , HIS OLD SHOTGUN OR CAP AND BALL MUZZLE LOADER, 
OR AN OCCASIONAL CAVALRY SABRE, THEN MAKE REMARKS TO GEN. 'ORGAN 
OR SADV WHICH WERE INTERPRETED BY  )RAKE FOR ETIENNE AND THE CAID. 
L INE 
THE IDEAT ICM WAS AlONQ THE/OF APPROVAL, HOW FIERCE A BUNCH OF 
MQMTCRt THEY WOULD BE IN BATTLE, AND HE WOULD MUCH RATHER 
vADY- 
HAVE THEM FIGHTING WITH HIM RATHER THAN AGAINST HIM.  ALL THIS 
SEEMED TO PLEAStTHE ARABS.  THE TWO OR THREE CAMELS ATTRACTED 
GENERAL KIRK'S ATTENTION MORE THAN THE HORSES. 
AT 1100 HOUR THE ARABS WERE DIVIDED AND LINEO UP ON THE EAST 
AND ON THE WEST ENDS OF THE PLATEAU ABOUT A KILOMETER APART. AT 
A SIGNAL THE TWO LINES CHARGED WITH ALL THE FEROCIOUS WAR CRIES 
AND FIRING OF THE BLACK POWDER AMMUNITION POSSIBLE.  THE TWO 
LINES NEATLY PASSED THROUGH EACH OTHER INSTEAD OF SIMULATING THE 
SHOCK OF IMPACT AND HAND-TO-HAND FIGHTING. THE MANEUVER WAS 
REPEATED IN A REVERSE COUNTER-CHARGE JUST AS SOON AS THE LINES 
COULD BE REFORMED AND FIREARMS RELOAOED. 
PERHAPS, AS A CAVALRY CHARGE, CERTAIN TECHNICAL DETAILS 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN IMPROVED, BUT EVEN "   WHEN THE FASTER MOUNTS 
GOT AHEAD OF THE LINES, THE YELLING RIDERS WITH THEIR BILLOWING 
GARMENTS MADE A FEARSOME IMPRESSION WITH ITS MOVIE-LIKE SPECTACLE. 
CADY NOTICED THAT THE ANCIENT SMAGGLE-TOOTHED NEGRO AMONG THEM 
MADE AS MUCH NOISE AND WILD GYRATIONS AS MOST OF THE YOWGER 
ARA-BB.   HE DID NOT, HOWEVER, ATTEMPT TO STAND UP ON HIS RUNNING 
MOUNT AND BRANDISH HIS FIREARM AS FOUR OR FIVE OTHERS DID, OR 
TRIED.  ETIENNE AND THE CAID BOTH SAID HE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE 
THE SON OF A FORMER CONCUBINE SLAVE. 
WHEN THE PARTY ARRIVED AT THE HOTEL ANNEX MESS, THERE WAS 
A LARGE QUANTITY OF COUSCOUS, WARM AND WAITING. THE CAID 
MADE A RATHER CEREMONIOUS EXPLANATION OF WHAT IT WAS AND HOPED 
"MESSIEURS,LES GENERAUX" WOULD ENJOY IT.  PORTIONS WERE SERVED 
BY    THE    REGULAR    WAITRESSES    TO    EACH   DINER.       CADY   THOUGHT    HE    HAD 
TO    APOLOGIZE    A    LITTLE    FOR     ITS    DRYNESS,    FOR     IT    OID    NOT    HAVE    ALL 
THE    SAVORINESS    OF    THE    SOUP    AND    MEAT    USUALLY    COOKED    WITH    IT.     IT 
RICE 
WAS   WHEAT/WHICH   THE    WOMEN    HAD    HAND-RUBBED    ON    STONE    UNDER    WATER 
11 NT II      THF     HP AM     MAH     « r t-M    »rilAvrfl< 
CADY- 
THE VISITORS DEPARTED AFTER ASSURING CADY THEY TRULY HAD AN 
INTERESTING INTERLUDE IN THEIR DUTY.  THE REMAINDER OF THE SCHEDULE 
WAS: 1500 HOUR.  LA DANSE OES HOMMES 
1530 "     LA DANSE DES FEMUES 
1600 "     LA PRIERE POUR LA VICTOIRE 
ET|P0UR DES MUSELMANS. 
THE CURIOUS DANCE OF THE MEN WAS ACCOMPANIED WITH A RYTHMICAL 
ORUMMING AND CHARACTERISTIC ORIENTAL MUSIC WITH SOME FINGERED 
WIND INSTRUMENT WHICH CAOY COULD NOT SEE. THE TWO MEN, TURBAN- 
LESS, WERE BAREFOOTED AND STRIPPED  DOWN TO THE WAIST OF THOSE 
BAGGY PANTS, THEIR SCALPS WERE SHAVED EXCEPT FOR A WISPY SCALP- 
LOCK UNDECORATIVE ENOUGH   TO INCENSE A SCALP-TAKING AMERICAN 
INDIAN WARRIOR.  IT WAS SAID TO HAVE A RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE. 
THE DANCE WAS A SORT OF MODIFIED BOXING CONTEST OR EXHIBIT IN 
CADENCE    WITH   THE    WA I L I NG L&yjyj^HfXoTlC1   . 
THE DANCE OF THE WOMEN HAD THE SAME KIND OF MUSIC BUT WITH 
WAILING W0MEN*S VOICES ADDED. THERE WERE THREE OR FOUR DANCERS, 
SOMEWHAT IN RELAYS, WHO WERE PERFORMING FOR THE SUBSIDY PREVIOUSLY 
MADE. THEY WERE VEILED, AND COSTUMED IN THE COMMON,  BRIGHTLY 
I m VAREGATED, LOOSE AND FLOWING GARMENTS OF THE MUSLEM WOMEN. THERE 
WAS A MAN INVOLVE*, APPARENTLY WITH APPRO,* I AT ELY TIMED PREDATORY 
AND PROBABLE LASCIVIOUS 
GESTICULATIONS, AS THE DANCERS WENT THROUGH THEIR BUMPS AMD GRINDS, 
AND THE CHARACTERISTIC BELLY GYRATIONS OF THEIR ROUTINES,  WITH 
THE LAST WAIL, OFF CAME THEIR VEILS JUST FOR A MOMENT OF ENTHUS- 
IASTIC APPLAUSE FROM THE INDIGENES. 
CADY WAS PRACTICALLY COLLARED BY THE CAID AND CONOUCTEO TO 
THE VARABOUT.  THE DIGNIFIED MOKADEM, TA IB I ABDELKADER, CONDUCTED 
THE RELIGIOUS CEREMONY.  CADY WAS INVITED TO SPEAK WITHOUT AN 
INTERPRETER.   HE MANAGED TO PUT HIS COMPLIMENTARY THOUGHTS ABOUT 
ANC1ENT AND BRAVE RACE Of "'U3ELMAMS, AND Hl$ OWN APPRECfAT! 
THEIR HELPFULNESS TO HIM AND HIS SICK AND WOUNDED PATIENT?, 
! INT THE BLESSINGS OF L.E BOR OlEU, WHOM CADY BELIEVED WAS ALLAH, 
BE ON ALL OF THEM I 
THE CAID MAY NOT HAVE UNDERSTOOD ALL OF CAOY'S POOR FRENCH, 
BUT HE ALWAYS TOOK TWICE AS MANY WORDS AND THE TIME TO DRESS UP 
THE MESSAGE IN ARABIC METAPHORICAL GUTTERALS. THEN THE VOKACE 
SERMONIZED BRIEFLY, AMD WENT INTO A FINAL SEN!SON IN WHICH HIS 
STAND IM" AUDIENCE, WITH BOWEO HEADS MADE RESPONSIVE, ENDING WITH 
A SLIGHT GESTURE ABOUT CHIN LEVEL* AND SAID, "AH-MEN!" JUST THE 
WAY CHRISTIANS DID. 
THAT EVENING, THE "ATONS FURNISHED THE APERITIFS AND WINE 
FOR CADY'S DINNER FOR THE SOUS-FREEST AND THF ADMIHISTRATEUR, 
WIVES AND STAF      WHICH SMOOTHED OVER FOR THE LAST CANCELLATION. 
17 MAY.   HOSPITAL AFFAIRS WERE BACK TO NORMAL, IF EVER so. 
LT. "OL. PRARK T. BALKE, MBS, AND LT , CLARK, BOTH G*3» IRSRECTES. 
COL. JAR. H. FORSEE     CO, 2ND AUX. SURQ. QR,, AND MA*« LAWRENCE 
SHEFTS, FORMER 21STCR, VISITED.  CAPT. NEWCOMB, MBS ENGINEER, 
WAS AGAIN INVESTIGATING THE WATER SUPPLY.  ON THE REXT DAY, THE 
PITAL WAS AFVCN A FINE DEMONSTRATION OF  SCOTTISH PLPFRS A 
DRUMMERS, ABOUT 30 OF THEM IN KILTS, TAttELLEfi HEAD RfAf?, A 
ALL THE OTHER ACCOUTERMEMTS. THEY PROSABLY EXCELLED THEMSELVES 
WITH THEIR SKIRLING PIPES ANO SNAPPY DRILLS AS THEIR PARADED 
AFTER THE HOSPITAL'S "ETREAT. CADY DID NOT KNOW THE DIFFERENCE 
UNTIL A '.'AD. DUDSEOH, A PATIENT, WAS ABLE TO TRIGGER THE CLOSING 
OF THE CEREMONY. NO ONE HAD TOLD HIM THAT HE WAS SUPPOSED TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE THE CEREMONY, RECEIVE IT AS CO, AND WHEN HE D LF' 
NOT RETURN THE LEADER1S SALUTE, EVEN AFTER THE COVRTERMARCHINO, 
1, DUDGEON REALIZED WHAT WAS NECESSARY AND COT THE DRUM MAJOR 
« 6 T I • W  ' •"• r 
v  UEANNff ff THE MCfMANI .-,        - >        -ypptn 
WITH  *'AJ, tr.   H APT.   r •   A,     THE  CAPTA I 
WAS    »N   CHARGE   OF   THE   iANf   ANf   ffXIMLAINCO    !T   BY   APCLO" fttNf   F 
EfmNMff  nr KNEW WHAT TO no.     THE?- ''AJ.   ""'HEPWOOD,   AC.  CAME FROM 
ffCUVtlkf    Hq.    Afif:    DCLiVfNCfi   THE   AIR   PICTURES   OF   THE   HOSPITAL 
TAKEN:    AROt'T   5   NAT* 
If       *tt       AttOTMCl WA!     UD9T    fNNOVNN   7ME   TO»   ffAf*Tffl »N* 
NAQClfftAffj   TNA ;r*   8TATf»N   HOSPITAL.      HE   WOOLO 
BE I   MIW ■    MALLY   AND   Pf*   Kit   WiTTY   fftfNCNTB*      &0WLEYTE 
"STOLE* Itt Lt» ANMI ewe, KACf T«N rrtfgN AT THE 
1     -■     ~   ■' I    ■ HOSPITAL      CANT MAOC A TRIP   IN Nlf New KHA «i    tmirfNN 
BLOUSE   A ^AP   TO t S   PttTW  I     Nt    ftfTOtiftCB   TO 
NCt !LL   TE"T   ST.'               ANtAf    T^   ICC 
LT. TATIO- !TAL    Nfll • 
ANY    II AOOUT   TNI   IN PT                                               ~E$»    ANf   &AVII    ICfVCO 
fCfNtffftf, '                  '    »LL.      Hi   NtNl iCCN   HAVl           BINT 
PA I MS,    Al ■■■    '        It tf   dt               NH   TO                                          I    3t« 
AT AMD   ACHANtLITATffN,   AW«   l 
lAtj  m 'EL A rNttn TCMNONANV 
DUTY C IL It | ILL* 
HE i 7   TO  tttfNN J    Nft   E>AVff«     ME  flo 
OET   I -HAMfPJA AtttNfl   THE   NANtV   Lt.   CVt« 
I , | , , .    | 
•TNI rA«T   Tf   I '    Iff  fPftftNfi ltf| 
rffl   TNf   fffAfl N| 
UA4t NlNCNAi   ' AtAT| 
MAJ.     "OTT     Iff   Vtf • ! WALK- IN 
RE" "(Tons   fON   THE   HOSPITAL.    Iff  Lt LY   All LT.   3ILBON 
•T   TH<: "OK    IT.       Tt !     MTN   T!!~>«    A 
CADY- 
MK, GERALD E, MILLER, CASA BLANCA, FROM THE BRITISH NAVY BUILDING 
IN ORAN, TO SEE HIS SON, LT. f. G. MILLER, A PATIENT. HE WAS 
EMPLOYEO BY THE BRITISH MINISTRY OF WAR TRANSPORT, ANO HE SEEMED 
UNUSUALLY GRATEFUL FOR THE SMALL FAVORS BEING SHOWN HIM. BR. LT. 
COL. WAYNE, A WURSE, CAME 20 MAY FOR A A "VISIT" ACCOMPANIED BY 
TWO 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL NURSES. ANOTHER BRITISH MAJOR AND CAPTAIN 
FROM 7 MILES NORTH OF FROHA APPEARED.  THE FRENCH CROLX ROUGE 
HAD A CONCERT AT THE SOUS-PREFECTURE, BUT CAOY FELT THAT WHEN 
HE GOT 9 OFFICERS ANO 13 NURSES INTERESTED IN ATTENDING, HE COULD 
BE WELL REPRESENTED. 
21 '1AY. LT, COL. HAGELSHAW DEPARTED FOR HIS 32ND STATION 
HOSPITAL AT TCLEMCEN. COL. GEO, W. MARVIN, CO, 54-OTH ENGINEER 
REGIMENT AND ?AJ. SMITH, HIS MEDICAL OFFICER, CAME TO SEE ABOUT 
GETTING AN OFFICER PROBLEM INTO THE DETACHMENT OF PATIENTS. 
ON THE 22ND, WHILE CAOY AND DRAKE WERE AT THE JOSSERANDSIAND THE 
POST PRANDIAL SOCIABILITY, HE WAS CALLED. BRIG. GEN. PAUL R. 
HAWLEY, MET AT CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND, AND BRIG. GEN. AUGEN G, 
REINART^, AND A LT. COLONEL, ALL FROM THE UNITED KINGDON, WERE 
THERE WITH COL. HUTTER FOR A 30 MINUTE VISIT, CAOY HAD ABOUT 
30 MINUTES ACTUALLY TO SHOW THEM AROUND. THEY HAD BEEN AROUND 
THE HOSPITAL A LITTLE, SO HE TOOK THEM TO THE ROOF TO GIVE TH- 
A BETTER IDEA OF THE UTILIZATION OF THE HOTELS AND THE VILLAGE. 
IT WAS NOT REALLY MUCH OF A VISIT, BUT HE WAS GLAD TO SEE GEN. 
HAWLEY AGAIN AND TO MEET GEN. REINARTZ AFTER THAT THREE TEAMS 
{ 10 OFFICERS, 3 NURSES AND 5 ENLISTED MEN) CAME FOR TO FROM THE 
2ND AUX. SURG. GP.      'AJS.   TOM BURFORD AND LARRY SHEETS WERE AMO 
THEM. A BRITISH CAPT. iCL.Lt CAME AS A "GUEST OBSERVER" FOR A WILE. 
Si Mew     ZEMAMA HAD ANOTHER DINNER. THIS TIME THERE WERE TEN 
OFFICERS ENTERTAINED, CADY, ;RA:<E, LT . COL. JOS. C. COCKE, 
GADY- 
"Ad. KCMV T. LAPP, AMI A      lORER WERE AM0M3 THOSE "PLEASURED." 
\y.  COL. QwMttit, CO, 93RD EVACUATION HOSPITAL, SETTfNO 
UP A BIT EAST 0?   TlZI CAME.  AFTER LEAV.I'?^ CAeT ME MAS SOME REASON 
TO 00 TO A WAAO*  HE 50T A NURSE TO TAKE HIS BLOOO PRESSURE F' 
HIM, THEK   THREW HER |»T0 A TIZZY WHEN HE "0 f Of    HER 
OFFICE SO HE COULD STRIP AMD *f|OM HIMSELF."  AN OLD VOYAGE 
FRIEND, ",.U. JOHN C. MEN I  I , CA C , CO, 5T H AAA GR, VISITED. 
HE WAS JUST BACK FRON THE TUNISIAN FRONT A WO STILL SHOWED 019114 
OF THE STRA I «, 
CCL. ClCHARD T* ARNEST, SURGEON, 1! CORPS, AND I 
JAG COL. CUNN WERE INTERESTED IN NtTTINS ONE 8f THEIR COLONELS, 
A COL. 3AKER, 
IN VOR OBSERVATION AND TREATMENT."  CADY SU03ESTED THAT THE 12TH 
CENERAL WAS MORE STRONOLY STAFFED PSYCHIATR ICLY, AS WELL AS BEING 
JUST A BIT WEARER THE ZONE C~ THE IHTtl I " .   '     T      FREQUENTLY 
REFERRED TO AS "A OAMNEQ 9000 ffEI.0 "EPICAL OFFICER," SO CAOY 
TRIED TO DRAW HIM OUT A BIT. HE SAID EVERYOME IN NORTH AFRIOA 
HAD DIARRHOEA.   A/ELL, THE PATIENTS AND VISIT     TALKED ABOUT IT, 
BUT NONE OF IT SEEMED TO ORIGINATE AT BOtt«-HAM IF t A, 8000 WATER 
A NO RLEMTY OF IT, AMD ATTENTION TO MEM SAMITATIS     £ PROSADLY 
THE REASONS,      CADY HAD A FLEET IRQ FLICKER OF WONDER ABOUT ARREST, 
HE   WAS  RATHE-   SNORT,   SEEMINGLY  WALKED   IVITH  A   ETOOR   AND   HEAD   DRAWN 
DOWN BETWEEN HIS SHOULDERS. II CORPS RAO BEEN UP FRONT, TOO. HE 
•EEMEO TACITURN. CADY JUST WONDERED IF THESE HERE NORMAL OR IN- 
DUCED BY RECENT EXPER I EMCES . C ' ') 
26 MAT,  COL. DUNN, AC, AND LT. COL. HOWERTON, UC, HQ. 51CT 
. 1110,  A80ARA, TMOUOMT CAOY! RLAN FOR EVACUATION §V AIR WAS FEASIBLE. 
THE STOPPER CAME CUT ON THE 27TH. COL. EOSEI f OV/AH, DC, A MO 
T 
LT. ELLISON CAME FROM .'DC TO INSPECT THE DENAL SERVICE, ESPECIALLY 
THE      ECTIOI .  LT. COL TALBCTT, QM, WAS BACK AOAfN ABOUT THAT 
>¥- 
HIS   CIVILIAN   CLOrH   ftAT JO    i 
OF   A SAJ  :    E£COf:TIWO   BRITISM  Hk4*   6l tl,   UKOf*- 
TO   11      .       EO«,   MEOSTERrtAtfE. ,      T» 
HAD   A   STATUS   FOR   Pr.YJ P    THE    HOSPITAL.       -JOCXE   WAS    ?40T 
KEALLY   CE^TAIU,    SUT   HE   v. HAVE    - H»   f«0 I    TUALIA. .AY, 
HE  oi AHV MO«e   IMTfRCerCO   IN 8ftiTfOH PATIENTS  THAN 
MOAN,       Hi    Li;- I       9   ALU LITTLE    r«l«««3    HE   7 HOIK* 
THE   08YI0USLY M&SMCB   §1 -uDf    AKB   ALL   7 KC 
PILLOWSLIPS   CHOULO   HAVE   THE   OPE?- '    MFACIKO   EA£T.n      THE   ! 
MM f:?-'TfLATE5?)   CMOOSH   TO   T0U3HCN   THE   PATIL 
CE,   AM   80   9W«      CADY   aAlNCO   THE    IUPHESSION   ME 
or CARE   A   HOOT   ABOUT   MAXIM*   SICK   A MO   WOUNOEB   CGMFORTAULE 
E   QTAttESi      B«?i ?   PfOtffLV   I THEY 
:UAT«C :. AL   CA IMATfO*, 
AWD    ©*: ~:*    ffl Af JON, 
91   TO   BEAVE   AMD   SUPPLY   THE    fttffi 
EL' kl [fit   THE   21 »T    8«?    'UCH   OF    ITS 
'L.    5lf*ttt£N   J»A8   BACK   TO   BAf   Tc 9   EVAC.    »A1   TAKtMQ 
PAT IENTO. 
*▼• ^ |  §1  "AME    L I?    COLONfH .,        "A 
ft   A   m |    RANK! liftl r AOY 
ELEMAf f CiAiit ■ - 
'A*Tf*4   or  I   ■■..     . . i it     Tm 
I     Ff U r£   0£   KEPQOS   MEftff   flit AC*       ."ME   STORY   Of 
THi KAU.V   ETA   TEC    BACK   ft* 
LITTLE    ?OU?JT    A*B   THE   BEAUTIFUL   8L0KC,    WELL • EO 
HCH   LABV   if    ADCUT    2vc    TC    JO   1AMI   8fit.fl I  ~CARA   TO   SCU- 
IFIA. AOY  C HCMiCA   tfttCYHC*   THEY   FiUNi .    RCAt 
or COURTESY TO Mm TO HIS OFFICE OI:>ECTLV on THAT   'AX HAD B«OQHT 
THE?.    ANYWAY, AS TIME HrCMT OM CAST REALIZED THAT ?»t ELDERLY, 
LATE rirttfli   tt**N MA<MM WAS QUITE INTERESTED |H HER.  HER 
lltAi or.-r:;  HUSBAND HAD ;JOT MtCM REPORTCO FOR WELL OVER A 
ftAR AMD WAS PRESUMED OEAO,  MOW  |  -.HE MAO SEEM AOLE TO HOLD 
TO HER QUARTSItS AT MASCARA.  «A* WAS A SETTER LINGUIST THAN 
CADY ANO WAS REALLY THY I .   ;       5H,  C*#T« SPALfiI     IS MOT 
WORKIL -- tr *ERY HARD, ••'.!£. SAULS' HAD MAWASCO TO PROCURE THE 
WAXfH      A SUPERB FRESM SEAFOOD DINNER fM THE**. APPARENTLY 
3H£   HAD PREPARED IT HERSELF.   .:ADY COULD UN0ER3TAN0 WHY THE 
'-• ' I 'CltATION or HER ART AL9MS, »l«l*t ftOWTtfttfl TO 
HA'    ""JHO HCK UNTIL HE COULD KNOW WHETHEr     :OT SHE REALLY 
J.  CAOY NA1     N HAD SETTER LOBSTER, SHRIMP OR 
SOU ILLAKAI   M OR ANYWHERE, 
W* '>> T      '■ '•! UOHA«M£0 ZCMAWA WAS TAX I: 
LA    ITH Mt«, Two VISITORS im     y APPRECIATES, ;OL. FRAN©IS, 
1ST LT. MYRON 3OLOSC«O,  .;, r . :RALLY 
THE BOY FROM dlXT       AT HOME.   THEY EXCHANREfc ALL THEY OOULO 
HE COT A LOOK AT THE :>! ST * S DENTAL       BC, 
COL. CURTAIN, SPECIAL SERVICES, MB8, SEWT A YOUNR CAPTAIN TO I 
APOUT   A   PLACE    f!   THE IA1   WO :   EA I HY   A 
(/y«/rt« esc/4) 
T
   
rnA[ KB Iffl »L0 3E ALLOWED A 
IT   LIKE   A   HOSPITAL.       THE??    ;APT, 
<ICK   AND   LT- POSTAL   SERVICE," WADE   THEIR   VISIT   CON- 
VENIENT   TO   CCfNCi .TH   THE   SATURDAY   NfCHT      Ar.'CE   OH   THE 
° Tur:    9*ITt«H   A IEAICAI       tiOM Utf   WELL 
,    TOO. 
*f   LT.    59L,   KOftANfi HAPLAIM      l TO   AftAAHQE 
™C   " 3.     Bin   : AJ. 
CADY- 
WAS BORN TO AN ENTIRELY ACCURATE SURNAME, HE WAS PROM THE ?ND 
Aux. Sur TO rocLOw PATIENTS ANO FRIENDS.  THESE 
YOUNG SURGICAL SPECIALISTS HAD BEEN VERY GOOD FOR THE SURGERY 
UP    FORWARD, AND THEIR FOLLOW-UP VISITS WERE STIMULATING TO THE 
GENERAL HOSPITAL? WHO HAO THEIR PATIENTS.  THEY WERE ALL HIGHLY 
TRAINED "EAGER BEAVFR?" TRYING TO OUT-DO THEMSELVES.  LT . H.A. 
PLATT, BR. 1ST LANDING RESCUE 3Q., CAME AS LIAISON TO REPLACE 
LT, CottNtLL. ALL THIS WAS WORKING OUT SPLENDIDLY FOR THE BRITISH, 
CAOY REGRETTED HE HAD TO DELEGATE SO MUCH THAT HE COULD NOT GET 
TO KNOW THEM BETTER.  CAOY DID NOT GET TO SEE HER, BUT LT. COL. 
BERENICE (BUHMY) WILBUR, ANC, VISITED FROM HER NEW OFFICE, 
\,     HER TWO GRADE PROMOTION SINCE BEING M88, CHIEF 
NURSE WAS vtnr  UNUSUAL.  HOWEVER, SHE APPEARED TO HAVE THE 
FIMTING    ABILITY    FOP;    DEVELOPING    HER    SERVICE    TO    GO   WITH    HER    NEW 
RA>NK. 
MAY   OPERATING   BEOS,    2»43Q>1    lOHfiStONS,    317^5    AQPL,    16 
0 
C«OY-CONT CHAP. I 
1 ,JUN. "OL. Reese M. HOWELL# ART., SAID we CAME ALL THE 
WAY raw 
TO see HOW WELL THE Unit WAS SETTING ALONG UNDER IT® NEW CO. 
THAT WAS wfHf KINO or HIM INASMUCH AS HE HAD BEEN INFLUENTIAL 
IN BRINGING THE CHANGE, BUT CADY BELIEVED THERE WERE MORE CREDIBLE 
MOTIVES WHY THIS "ACADEMY CLASSMATE OF IKE £I8ENM0WER, 
%$   HQ, HAD FOR HIS TRAVEL. 
8 dUN.  CADY WENT TO GRAM BUT UTILIZED THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
BWttfl  OUT THE  HOSPITAL'S MESS SITUATION,  AND POSSIBLY THE 
«URS1NG SERVICES.  HE TOOK CRAKE, 1ST LT, .OROTHY "ACLCOD, ANC, 
AND 1ST LT. KATHLEEN CREECH, KQ. THEY VISITED THE I5lif CTATIOM 
HOSPITAL AT ORAN, AND WENT ON TO AftIC* TO SEE CAOY'B -CAVY 
FRIENDS ABOUT POSSIBLE BUILDING MATERIALS AND A PIECE OF STEEL 
PLATE FOR HI3 BAKERS OVEN.  THEY STOPPED NEXT AT THE. %OTH 
3TATIOM HOSPITAL AT sv«0ST AGANEM, THENCE OUT A SHORT DISTANCE 
TO THE 91ST EVACUATION HOSPITAL TO BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH 
COL. SMELL, THE CO. THEN THEY LOOPED AROUND THROUGH Rftl 
BACK TO      ARA AND "iWMt" A SIT LATE FOR SUPPER. 
3 JtfM. "'AJ. CTEWARD Ft    ALEXANDER,  C, (PERSONNEL) RETURNED 
W 
WITH  PCftttV IONS rROM NATQUSA.     THEY REMAINED  OVCRNISHT  A <CH 
A 
INFORMATION WAS MUTUALLY PASSED DURING A FEW CONVIVIAL HOURS. 
(A   ld/H//   "Biue beuiu   mn* CADS) 
4 JUN.,  KA4 RALPH COFFEY. A*JO 1.:AJ.   "ROYLE«,   5«O  AUX.  3U<    .    -P., 
RETURNED  FOR  ANOTHER FOLLOW-UP ON  SOME OF  THEIR  PATIENTS.     THEY 
WCRE THEM STATIONED BACK EAST  AT  CONSTANTINE.    THIS ft«t,     OL. 
KfMBROUSH, -1ST STATION HOSPITAL CAME TO ENTRUST 30 Ml 
A PSYCHIATRIST TEMPORARILY TO THE CONTROL OF THE fllC-T. 
WAS PLEASED THAT    OLO. FELLOW CADET, UNIVERSITY OF   t      ,, 
A 
m     ,        APT,    "RED    LUDEMAM,    JR.,    ~        ,    Of    3E0ALIA,    MO .    SHOWED    UP. 
Y   HAD   BEEN   THE   RA?!KIM<?   MAJOR    IN   THE   DEPLETED    CADET       RCftlUC  iTg 
ANO    ACTING    COLONEL,    WHEN   THEY   WENT    TO   BUCK   PRIVATE   OFFICER 
CADY- 
CANDIDATES.  HE WAS STATIONED AT THE AFB, L_A SE N I A . 
CAIO EL MASCR I WAS RIDING HIS AMERICAN CONNECTIONS AND ARRANGED 
WITH M. Z^oui BELARBI OF MASCARA TO ENTERTAIN HIS FRIENDS WHOM 
CADY TOOK WITH THEM FOR AN 2000 HOUR DINNER IN BELARBI'S NICE 
HOME IN THE "INDIGENE SECTION." THE "MECHOUI HOUNDS" AS CADY 
NOW CALLED THEM;WERE: LT . COL . DRAKE, L_T . COL. CURTAIN, SS. 
OFF, MBS, LT. COL KOHANE (BR. DADMS), MAJS. JOS C. EDWARDS, 
PAUL F. MAX, SAM P. HARBISON, CAPT LUCILE S. SPALDING, ANS, AND 
1ST LT. KATHLEEN CREECH, HD.  HE JESTINGLY TOLD HER SHE WAS 
EXPECTED TO LEARN HOW TO PUT ON A COMPLETE ARABIAN BANQUET FOR 
THE HOSPITAL MESS. 
IT WENT OFF VERY NICELY, BUT THE CAMERA HAD BEEN STOLEN FR 
MAX'S CAR WHEN HE WANTED IT TO TAKE PICTURES.  THE HOST AND THE 
CAID WERE MUCH CHAGRINNED THAT THEIR GUESTS SHOULD BE PICKED ON. 
THEY ASSURED MAX THEY WOULD TRY TO RECOVER IT FOR HIM.  AT FIRST 
CADY FELT CERTAIN IT WAS GONE FOR GOOD; BUT MAX WAS A BIT CLOSER 
TO THE NATIVES, AND THOUGHT THEY MIGHT HAVE THEIR OWN METHODS. 
THEIR AUTHORITY,OR CONNECTIONS, WERE POWFERFUL.  AFTER THREE OR 
FOUR DAYS THE MASCARA POLICE RELAYED A MESSAGE THROUGH THE ADM IN- 
ISTRATEUR IT HAD BEEN RECOVERED, FOUND IN A MAIL DEPOSITORY BOX. 
. . . INC IDENTLY, MAK WAS ALREADY KNOWN AS "CA ID MAXEY" BECAUSE HE 
HAD ALREADY FOUND A WAY TO BE  IN CONSULTATION AT AN ARABIAN 
ACCOUCHEMENT.   SUCH OCCASIONS WERE ALWAYS UNDER THE CONTROL OF 
MIDWIVES, AND HUSBANDS, FATHERS AND MALE OBSTETRICIANS WERE QUITE 
DE TROP.  IN HIS CASE MUCH OF IT SEEMED       LIKE VOO-DOO, AND 
THE DELIVERY WAS MADE UNDER A COVER SHEET AND BY SENSE OF TOUCH 
ETEENTH 
AS IN THE EARLY NIN / CENTURY.  AS HE TOLD IT DURING OFFICERS 
CALL, IT WAS RATHER AMUSING, BUT SERIOUSLY, RATHER A SAD STORY. 
5 JUN.  CADY BELIEVED ALL SHOULD BE GRIST AT HIS MILL.  HE 
CAOY- 
WAS ASKING THE BRITISH TO BIVC THEM ORIENTATION TALKS. AT OFFICERS 
"ALL  HE  HAD COL.   A.A.EA^OCS,   »C|   SottogON  Iff  MitBOftttf  D|*toiON 
SPEAK   ON    ""{LOT   tfONAU?." A «} .    -V".    AftfOPAONtl   ,      ifST. tON,     I! 
CORPS,   AND  CONSULTANT   IOOOCON,     A.;. OAN<  P©*   INFORMATION 
AND   OVERNIQHT   OIOREA1 0*1   THE   6TH,    WAJ.    BAMPOOH,    2W      M 
SURQ.    Op.f    ANO    '  AJ.        JMLEY   AMD    CAPT .    BLACK, . 
CAME,       MAd.    ffCNOCWL    8« HO   HAD   TRANSFERRED   TO   fMf    A IP.    COAPO 
ON   1'     'A¥,   OAOtfOMT   A   MAJ,   lALKCR,   AC,   FOR   A   SATURDAY   KtOKT   ^ 
OH   THE   ROOF.       OAQY   EXTRACTED   A   PROMISE   THEy   MOULD   TAKE    SOME   A I 
PICTURES   OF   THE    HOSPITAL    t*i   A   ft»   DAYO* 
CUNOAY   WAS   NEVER   A   BAf   0?"   «EST   f©H   TH IAN© IN 'tOffftt 
THC   FIRST   REMINDER   WAS   THAT    ..APT.    JOE IT ION 
SHOULD   no    If,;.   AT    0401*    AND   HE   ALWAYS   tfONKCO    WARD   ON   OfttftMO   »P 
PROMOT |0M . tITiON      .-.;.       .    !■..     !ACK£Y   PAID   A   COURTESY   CALL   TO 
TELL   Hi'    Hff   OWN   CO,    LT.    :0L.    ft'ARNOOK,    1~i.JjT   A.    I.       I£L0    *MS«9 
WOUL0   SOON   MAKE    A   PERSONAL   CALL.       THE KIT    DO?    A OVER 
SY  1ST  LT.   KRULL,        , 
MDAY,    CAD*   ASKED   BEN   CtfAftttt   1 OtTN   M|M   T" IfN 
COULD   «»T   AWAY   FROM   HIS   OWN   ON* NO    IN   THE -ECTIQN,    ARC   THEY 
COULD   SET    "RE-ACQUAINTEO"   AND   BE   DROUGHT   UP   TO   OATt   OK   THE    MOOU 
OVER THE- THEY  DET THROU    .     |oJ      :L~ABBE k Oj ten 
IT AT THE <:4TH STATION HOOP IT AL AND THE HCAOQUARTER 
OF   THE   FfttNOM   -"0-    . .  .,;o, i*HAT    tVCNtN 'AS 
'EN   SY   ifOOOl   AND   tfttf, IT   IN   NONON   OF   CAPT.    EDttUMO 
".     W_    l<    AT   THEIR    M|9M*UI»   APARTMENT    I *    .'A3CARA.    <¥|TH   THH    APPROVAL 
OF    :;AP>Y,     U,Vft   HAD    SPENT    A   FEW       |     rftO   PERFORMING    A   QUITE    SUCCESSFUL 
MUSCLE    T'-A?48PLANT    OPERATION   ON   THE    EVE   OF    THEIR    VOONO   DA 
L0N3ER    CROSO-EYt     | i     .-IT    SHE    8ECAWE INTITUL    SHE    ■/.'A" 
•LOOMING   AT DWM   YAMtrr, ■ WERE    JOYFUL. |    3A0f 
V- 
HAC    TO   CONVEY T2   "*0*   ALYIS    (WHG   8AIG    HE    WA?    fLLl).       "'RAKE    , 
MAX    AND    f'ARKE-     E ME1*    Mft)    THE   TA'-fLv's    HA"PI»E83t 
TUE30AY,    A   SEr              I I     If     • 
MAS   C-c 'ITAL,    AN*   D|0   NOT   AftfttVt.       "AOY 
I   PLANE SU-ZE"    THE    HOSPITAL,    AND   DID    HOT 
>.!   TO   GE   PHOTO                ■           IT, F                                  TALLIN)    GC 
THEY   OOIH.0   ifO#   THAT   9C6AV4C fT   Dffl         EB   TMC   WORK   AMO   SO^E   OP 
.    PATIENTS   WHO   MAO   OCEN   I AfOS, 
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CAOY- 
HI3 OLOER BROTHER, TRUMAN,  BOTH WERE PROUD OF THEIR NEW SILVER 
LEAVES.  FRANK, THE YOUNGER, WAS A REGULAR, AND A VERY CAPABLE 
BROTHER TO KEEP AHEAD OF IN RANK,  THEY HAD A LOT TO T'fcLK ABOUT, 
FROM TRUMAN'S BATTLE or PHEABEY FARMS TO FRANKS EXPERIENCES 
WITH HIS HARDBITTEN 3RD INFANTRY DIVISION,  THEY WERE GETTING 
SQUARED AWAY TOR SOMETHING ELSE, AND RE-TRAINING ANO REHABIL- 
ITATION OF THE DIVISION WAS HARD, AND THEY WERE CALLING THEMSEVES 
"TRUSGOTT'S TROTTERS,* 
t4 JON, FRENCH MEDICAL SEHERAL SAHNIER» COM. TRAVAIL, LT. 
10CCHI3ANI ANO WM£, MURE*, CHIEF NURSE OF THE MILITARY HOSPITAL, 
ASCARA, VISITED.   CAOY ALWAYS SECRETLY FELT A 8 IT STUFFY ON 
SUCH OCCASIONS, ANO EXPLOITED THE FRENCH OF DRAKE AS MUCH AS HE 
COULD, ANO SOMETIMES M«E, BOURKOFF.  ...SINCE SHE HAD ALL SHE 
COULD EAT AT NOON, SHE HAD FILLED OUT FROM HER PRE-INVASION 
STARVATION DAYS.  THE ENLISTED MEN, SO BENOOS SAID, WERE CALLING 
HER "THE BLOND BOMBER.W SHE HAD LEARNED HER LESSONS BY THE HARD 
WAV DURING THE VlCHV-ITE REOIME, AND QUIETLY HOPED TO SET HERSELF 
AND HER TWO CHILDREN BACK TO ENGLAND AS SOON AS SHE COULD.  SHE 
STILL LIVED IN HER DINGY BARE TWO ROOM APARTMENT AT THE BARRAGE. 
SHE HAD NO TRUCK WITH GOSSIPY NEIGHBORS, AND SUCCESSFULLY, IT 
SEEMED, FENDED OFF ALL PREDATORS AND ROMANCERS, HER MOST SEVERE 
FAULT, SOME FRENCH SAID SHE HAD ttUM£ ACCENT ATftOCEtt LIKE SPANISH, 
THE WOMEN OFFICERS SAVE HER THE WIDE BERTH SHE SEEMED TO WANT, 
...LATER THE SAME DAY, LT. HOWL IN, CC, MBS, CAME AROUNO TO SEE 
WHAT ALL THE TALK WAS ABOUT, THAT KITCHEN SALVAGE AT THE 2fST 
WHICH WAS SO GOOD THAT IT PRODUCED DAILY PASTRIES AND BAKERY 
GOODS, AND SOME 80AP. (ENLISTED MEN CALLED IT "CADY'S CAMAY.") 
LT. COL. BERENICE WILBUR, ANC INSPECTED AND COUNSELLED NURSES. 
1~ JUN. OCCASIONALLY THE HOSPITAL HAD TO DO A BIT OF MEDICAL 
•w*u r— 
WORK FOR CIVILIANS OUT OF HUMANITY, OR DIPLOMACY. M, MICHEL J, 
B. ESCARO, OlRECTEUR OES MOULlNS COOPERATJFS OE MASCARA, CAME 
TO SEE IF LT. COL. PATTON'S UROL03ICAL SKILL WOULD GRANT HIM MORE 
OF LIFE THAN THE FRENCH MEDICS,  THE 69 YEAR OLD MAN'S CANCER 
*> 
WAS REAY ONLY FOR PALLIATIVE CARE. HE WAS GRATEFUL, HOWEVER. 
AND THE OFFICERS '.'ESS SENEFITTEQ. 
17 JUN. BRIGADIER BOLANO, SANITARY INSPECTOR, AND MA«J. 
BONHAM-CARTER CAME TO SEE IF THEIR SCARLET FEVER CASES WERE 
UNDER APPROPRIATE CARE,   THE NEXT DAY LT. COL. MAOKCNZIC CAME 
ON A MISSION ABOUT BRITISH PATIENTS.  LT . COL. NICHOLSON, CO, 
103RD STATION HOSPITAL, LT. COL. PHILIPS, MCf AND MAU. CHUTE, MC, 
CAME FOR CURIOSITY AND PLEASURE. BRIG. GEN. f)UNN, AC, AND A 
COLONEL CAME FOR A QUICK "CURE* WITH SOOTHING HOT SPRING WATERS 
IN THE WALK-IN ROMAN BATHS.  THEN THE OE|ST. BELMONTS GOT ALVIS, 
AND CAOV, DRAKE, MAX AND LT. VARY ROBINSON, ANC, VICE SPALDING. 
AN ELDERLY FRENCH COUPLE WAS THERE, NAMED VAUTHEROT, WHO HAD 
GROWN UP WITH THE COUNTRY" AS MUCH AS COULD BE DONE IN THE 120 
YEARS OF FRENCH CONTROL OF ALGERIA. THROUGH THEM ARRANGEMENTS 
WERE MADE FOR A VISIT AT ONE OF THE LARGER WINE "CAVES* IN THE 
AREA. 
SUNDAY, 20 JUN. LT. COL. COCKE BROUGHT MR, ''ERR ILL, NATIONAL 
J   COMMANDER, VETERANS OF FOREIGN VARS TO VISIT PATIENTS.  ASIDE 
FROM MEETING THE GENTLEMAN CAOY LEARNED LITTLE ABOUT HIM OR FROM 
HIM. MONDAY, TAIBI ABDELKADER CAME IN WITH THE CAID. AS USUAL 
WAS 
HE/DI3NIFIED, WELL TRIMMED BEARD, CLEAN, HANDSOME. THE CAID 
HIS MESSAGE WAS, "THAT HE HAD COME TO SERVE M, LE COLONEL WITH 
HIS HEART, AND HE WOULD       T    ONLY WHAT HE WOULD SEE, AND 
OF THAT WHAT HE WAS CERTAIN."  THIS WAS SINCERE AND FLOWERY ENOUGH 
TO GRATIFY M« LE COLONEL CAOY.  JUST HAVING HIM ON THE     PAYROLL 
CAOY~ 
POR ?0 TO 150 CENTS, ANO QUARTERS, WAS A MOST REMUNERAT IVE HOSPITAL 
OVERHEAD COST,  THE  *OKAOEM WAS MIS HOSTAGE A3AIN8T NATIVE DEFILEMENTS. 
... CART. PETER (J»tTt) BULWER CAME TO RELIEVE LIAISON OFFICER LT. 
ILLINGWORTH. THE NAME WAS PRONOUNCED SULLER. HE WAS SAID TO HAVE 
A RECORD FOR GALLANTRY, HE WAS A GOOD MIXER, TOO, 
ANOTHER"MISSIONARY" FOR THE 21ST WAS PLACEO OUT er CADV 
ON 22 JUH. WHEN ME TOOK CAPT. cARL £. SHEPARO, DC, TO THE 40TH STATION 
HOSPITAL AT MOSTAGANEM TO BE CHIEF, DENTAL SERVICE. HE SHOULD SET MIS 
PROMOTION QUITE SOON |N HIS NEW POSITION.  HE WAS A VERT POPULAR OFFICER 
AND ALL WERE GLAD TO SEE HIM PLACED IN LINE FOR GREATER RESPONSIBILITY, 
SUT REGRETTED GREATLY MIS LOSS TO THE UNIT, ,,PERHAPS HIS CO HAD TALKED 
TOO MUCH DURING THE INSECURE DAYS OF THE INSPECTOR GENERALS INVESTIGATION. 
HE HAO CONFIDED TO COCKE,   "THE 21ST  IS JUST LOUSY WITH TALENT,  BUT LET 
ME TELL YOU WHO. AMD WHFEN THEY ARE READY, AND—IF THEIR REPLACEMENTS 
OON*T COME  IN AT LOWER GRADES,-WELL,  IT JUST WONFT WORK LONG." 
CAOY LEARNED AT THE 40TM THEY HAO MET AND PASSED ON THE ROAD 
BRIG, GEN, HOWARD MeC, SNYDER (l»e) IQD, IN COL, HUTTER'S CAR, HE ARRANGED 
TO NOTIFY DRAKE HE WAS HURRYING SACK.  IT WAS THE GENERAL'S SECOND IN- 
u 
SPECTION OF 30U~HANtF|A,  HE ALLOWED HuTTER TO OCCUPY HIMSELF WITH 0TER 
A 
OFFICERS AND WENT WITH CADV TO VARIOUS PARTS OF THE AREA, AGAIN SAYING 
ME KNEW THE HOSPITAL WAS RUNNING ALL RIGHT INSIDE, AND HE WOULD LOOK AT 
THE OUTSIDE.  HE EVINCED CONCERN THAT THERE WERE FOUR OTHER LIEUTENANT 
COLONELS IN THE UNIT, OUT WAS TOLO THAT SO LONG AS ALL KNEW WHO WAS 
THE SENIOR, IT 'ATTERED LITTLE TO CADV. 
23 JUN. BRITISH COL, WARWICK (yc) AND UAJ. TMOMPKINS GAVE *ALKS 
AT OFFICERS CALL AND VISITED PATIENTS. 24 JUN, BRITISH I*AJ. GEN. 
HOPKINSOM, Oa« tST AIRBORNE  >|V|3I0N, CAME BOUNCING IN TO GIVE 
A CHEERY WORD TO HIS PATIENTS.  THEY SAID HE WOREU BACK BRACE 
i 
FOR AN OLD INJURY, BUT JUMPED ANYWAY. * 
CAOY- 
FOOT NOTE* HE WAS KILLED A FEW WEEKS LATER IN SICILY, THEY SAID, 
BECAUSE HE DELIBERATELY EXPOSED HIMSELF TOO MUCH FOR ENHANCE- 
MENT OF THE MORALE OF HIS MEN. 
CAPT. LAWRENCE P. ROBERTS, MC, ATTACHED TO IGD, MBS, CAME WITH 
THREE OFFICERS TO INSPECT THE HOSPITAL AND GUARD DETACHMENTS. 
24 JUN.  LT. COL. FRANK 8. BERRY, MC, (U)  CHIEF, SURGICAL 
SERVICE, 9TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL, WAS ON DETACHEO SERVICE WITH 
MBS,  HE CAME WITH MA*I. GEORGE PRUSSIN AND A NAZI LT. COL. LOHRANTZ. 
THEY WERE TRACING POW PATIENTS TO SEND TO THE !6TH EVACUATION 
HOSPITAL FOR POSSIBLE REPATRIATION. THE NEXT DAY LT. COL. 
TALBOTT, CPC, RETURNED ON HIS STILL MYSTERIOUS CIVILIAN CLOTHING 
RATION WORK.  AN OLO FRIEND OF BOLOTIN FROM CHICAGO TURNED VP. 
IT WAS LT. COL ALEXANDER T. SEDGWICK, QjMC, WHO HAD BEEN AT 
NOTTINGHAM BARRACKS, ENGLAND, ON THE MARVIPOSA VOYAGE, AND HE 
HAD COMMAND OF THE QUARTERMASTER DEPOT OVER AT PERREGEAUX, WHERE 
HE PROCURED AND ISSUED A LOT OF THE HOSPITAL'S SUPPLIES. THEY 
EXPECTED TO SEE HIM A LOT SOCIALLY IN THE FUTURE.   BRITISH 
WAS 
LT. COL. CHATTERTON WR PLANNING A PARTY WITH BEAM FAR A GROUP 
OF 0 NURSES. THIS MECHANISM WAS BECOMING MORE COMMONLY USED. 
CADY USUALLY REQUIRED THAT SOME UNIT OFFICER GO ALONG WITH THEM 
BESIDE THE ENLISTEO DRIVER FOR CONTINGENT RESPONSIBILITY. 
26 JUN. THE SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE WAS QUITE WELL ATTENDED. 
BRITISH AND AMERICAN OFFICERS, UNIT AND TD NURSES, WERE ALL OVER 
THE PLACE, EVEN AROUND THE SENIOR OFFICERS QUARTERS IN THE GRANO 
HOTEL, WHERE PATIENTS WERE BEIN-^ DISTURBED BY THEIR HALARITY. 
CADY FINALLY PHONED THE AOJ ABOUT 1300 HOUR AND TOLD HIM TO CLEAR 
ALL THE SCREECHING GIRLS OUT OF THE PLACE.  BR IG. HlCKS, COL. 
JOHES AND ^AJ. THO'.PKINS SEEMED PRETTY CERTAIN THEY WEREG TING 
CADY- 
SOMEWHERE, INDIA OR SOME SUCH PLACE. GOING WAS QUITE PROBABLE, 
FOR THEY WERE 31TT |IW IVIITF ' A SI AMD OFFICER OUT OF THE HOSPITAL 
WHO COULD WALK. 
^ JUN.  M, CHEKKAL ALI, AND "ADVOCAT* WHO WORE LARGE HEAVY HORN 
RIMMED SPECTACLES, EUROPEAN SUIT BUT A RED FEZ, HAD ARRANGED A 
MECHOUI.   IT WAS ON THE r**M OF A PROSPEROUS LOOKING LlOLI BEN 
MOUSSA, NEAR ~ROHA.   If HAD SEEN ARRANGED FOR THROUGH A BEN AL I . 
THE AFFAIR WAS IM A NICE SHADY FARM YARD. CADY KNEW VERY LITTLE 
ABOUT    THE    AFFAIR    AND    TOOK   THE   CA ID    E~L   5FASCR I    AS    HIS    GUEST    AMU 
GUIDE. DKAKCi LT. HARRY KURKA AND, BECAUSE SHE HAD NEVER ATTENDED 
ONE, LT. COL. BERENICE WILBUR, AMC.  THEY MET NEW FRENCH p .JPPLE : 
COLS. BILLON, SE'OUERY, LTS. '.VIEDEMANN AND SCHNEIDER, THEIR WIVES 
AND A HUE. /OLYDOR.  THESE OFFICERS SEEMED TO BI ON THE"DtVIS ION" 
STAFF AT MASCARA,   KlRKA AND LT. COL, ;VlLBUR GOT QUITE A KICK 
OUT OF THEIR NEW EXPERIENCE. 
3U« I NO THE PROLONG^*-^- i'~ N Y-COUR S£D DINNER, CAOY FACETIOUSLY 
TOASTED ONE OF THE FRENCH LADIES, "HERE'S TO MUD IN YOUR EYE 2" 
PftfeMifOi SHE AUDIBLY TRANSLATED, "LA BQUE DANS L'OIELV.." 
JME ffltfcffl BRIGHTLY AND REPLIED, "o»)£ SAYS HERE, * LA POUSSIERE 
DANS  L'oiv.aiLlc!''...     THE  DUST   IN WMAT-YOU-  SAY FOR   •OMBILIC'?" 
"BELLY-BUTTON,   i  GUESS,"  SUPPLIED  CADY,   EMBARRASSED   JUST 
ENOUGH THAT HE 0|D NOT ASK FOR AN tXACT r'ZtiCH   COLLOQUILI8M. 
AND THE INTERIOR GUARD.  Rf-TNEAO LT. TURNER IN CHARGE OF THE 
GUARD COULD NOT BE LOCATED.  THAT GOT NO COVER-UP BY CADY, FOR 
HE WAS QUITE READY TO CHASE NlM AWAY HIMSELF. 
29 JUN.  1ST LT. JAS. F. LE'RIS, EVACUATION AND MEDICAL RECORDS, 
I8« WAS THERE FOR HIS DU3INESS, AND TO COURT A CHARMING BLOND 
NURSE.   THE LAST DAY OF THE FISCAL YEAR, t*0«tOAV,3O JUN. WAS 
A    SORT    OF    BLANK,    NO    INSPECTORS,    MO    VISITORS,    NO    "ECHOUIS,    NO 
ft*M«ri»«     OUT MAfttllM     TO    nc-MAMO    M     KftHttlMfl     A     T r> | p     rot»     RADV. 
LC 
CAOY- 
HC HAO TAKEN JUST TWO AND ONE-HALF HOURS OFF FROM RE SPO MG IB I L IT V 
TO DATE WITH PI*!* AND DONE ACHES DURING ONE AFTERNOON,  HE 
MADE A CORRECT SELF-DIAOMOSIS THAT HE HAD BETTER TAKE QUININE 
FOR HIS MALARIAL PROPHYLACTIC INSTEAD Or    THE ROUTINE ATEBRIN 
WHICH MADE THE BKIN YELLCvV.   HE HAD NOT BEEN A FULL DAY OR 
A HiatlT AWAY AWAY FROM RESPONSIBILITY.  tit    AP PR EC I AT C!; #«**T 
THIS ONE DAY Of QUIET FOR PEACEFUL WORK, HIS OWM UK I MTCnRWTC 0 
WORK I 




CHAPTER  17 
-'OR    SOME TIKI AN AMBITIOUS SMALL MERCHANT, BENGRIT ABDEL- 
KADER, HAD BEEN MAKING EFFORTS TO GET INTO THE GOOD GRACES OF 
MME. BOURKOFF FOR A PERSONAL OPPORTUNITY TO ENTERTAIN AMERICANS. 
"iNALLY SHE MENTIONED HIS CAMPAIGN, BUT WAS TOLD THE POLICY WAS 
UNCHANGED; COL. CAOY RELIED ON THE COUNSELS OF CAIO EL MAS enI, 
THE N'OKACEM AND CAD I CHEROUI.  WHILE HE WAS PERSONALLY EMPLOY- 
ING CIVILIANS DURING THE PRECEDING DECEMEER HE REQUIRED EACH 
/ 
"INDIGENE*" TO PRESENT A V I 8 E    fHOU    THE CAID.  THERE WAS SOME 
MURMURING ABOUT THE CAtO*l FEE, PUT  IN THE FEW CASES WHEN CAOY 
HAD ACTED CONTRARY TO THE CAID'S ADVICE, HE WAS SORRY FOR IT 
LATER. THE FEE BUSINESS WAS ARAB BUSINESS, AND IT WAS GOOD 
AMERICAN BUSINESS.  MS THOUGHT HE MIGHT F» AKE LOOSE FROM BENGRIT 
IF HE HAD TO WORK THROUGH THE CAID,   VHEN THE CAID BROUGHT HIM 
IN FOR ARRANGEMENTS'* CADY WAS VIRTUALLY TRIPPED INTO HIS 0< 
NET.  THE AMERICAN GESTS INCLUDED FOUR OFFICERS FROM MBS WHOM 
CAOY PUT ON HIS "LIST OF *'ECHOUI HOUNDS." (20). 
2 JULY, IT WAS WHEN BENGRIT CHASED HIS KIDS AND SOME OF THE 
FLIES AWAY FROM HIS LITTLE MUD-WALLED PATIO, AMD PERMITTED THE 
GUESTS TO MOUNT HIS  CAMELS TO HAVE PICTURES TAKEN.   HE ALSO 
PROUDLY DISPLAYED HIS OLDER SENIOR WIFE AND THE MCTTICR YOUNGER 
JUNIOR WIFE, BOTH WITHOUT VEILS FOR PICTURES.   BENABOU, THE WINE- 
'S IBBL I NG "GUARDE CHAMPETRE",AND MAW. L. C. BOEMER PAIRED OFF  IN 
CADY- 
SINGING CORNY SONGS,  BENABOU BECAME LACHRIMOSE A3 WELL AS RIBALD, 
ACCORDING TO DRAKE, BUT BECAUSE HE COULD NOT BE UNDERSTOOD, HIS 
ANTICS REMAINED FUNNY ANYWAY. THE AMERICANS WERE ENJOYING THE 
DINNER PARTY QUITE WELL WHEN COL. BEGUERY, FRENCH SUB-DLVLSLON 
^COMMANDER, MASCARA, AND A FEW OF HIS OFFICERS, CAME LATE AND 
WERE, THEREFORE, SEATED APART, CAOY HAD NOT BEEN INFORMED THEY 
WERE INVITED, AND BEGAN TO WONDER IF THEY WERE THERE TO SEE THAT 
THE ARABS WERE NOT GOING SO FAR WITH THE AMERICANS THAT THERE 
MIGHT BE REPERCUSSIONS AFTER THE AMERICANS HAD DEPARTEO AFRICA, 
SOMETIME.  ALWAYS DIGNIFIED, QUIET, SMILING IMPASSIVELY, CAID 
EL MASCRL WAS SITTING WITH THE GUESTS UNTIL THE FRENCH CAME. 
HE BEGAN TO "CIRCULATE" WITH THE HOST BENGRIT.  DRAKE AND CAOY 
DISCUSSED THESE LITTLE INDICATORS WHICH HAD NEVER BEEN SATIS- 
FACTORILY EXPLAINED EITHER BY THE FRENCH OR THE ARABS. 
THERE HAD BEEN AN EARILIER OCCASION OF THE DIVISION PARADE 
AT MASCARA WHEN GEN, DU VIGIER SHOWED THE PROPAGANDA FILM OF 
AMERICAN INDUSTRY,  A FRENCH OFFICER WAS SITTING BESIDE CADY 
IN THE BLEACHERS.  HE HAD HAD MANY YEARS IN A CONSULATE IN FRECH 
CANADA, AND SPOKE ENGLISH PRETTY WELL.  HE POINTED OUT HOW THE 
VERY BLACK MADAGASCAR CAPTAIN IN THE PARADE HAD SOCIAL EQUALITY 
IN HIS REGIMENT, WAS HIGHLY RESPECTED FOR HIS ABILITY AND BEING 
DECORATED FOR HIS BRAVERY. THERE WAS NO "COLOR LINE" IN THE 
FRENCH MILITARY TO PLAGUE THEM LIKE THERE WAS IN THE AMERICAN 
FORCES.  CADY WONDERED SILENTLY THEN WHAT ELSE IT WAS THE FRENCH 
HAD BETWEEN THE EUROPEANS AND THEIR VARIOUS COLONIALS LIKE THE 
ARABS HE KNEW. [XI) 
3 JUL. MAITRE CHEKKAL ALI APPEARED TO PLEAD THE CASE OF 
MME, PUJALTE,  FOR A HARDWORKING LAUNDRESS OF LATE THIRTIES WITH 
A LARGE FAMILY OF HANDSOME KIDS, AND A SHIFTLESS ALCOHOLIC 
,Aoy- 
HUSBAND,    tNf    MAS    A    NICE    LO /OMAN.       THEY   CONTINUED    TO    LIVE 
PAL'/I 
IN    "LA    P':T?r''    BAI   UfcVE*    IN    n     /     kROEN   OF    THE   GRAND    HOTEL    SINCE 
IT    HAD    BEEN   RE«ltf 18 IT 10NEC    AS    A    UTILITY   FOR    OFFICER    PERSONNEL. 
HOWEVER,   THERE   HAD  PEE IRRENT   INSTANCES  OF   EOOT- 
LC«4     Of  'MM- TO PATIENTS AND UNCONFIRMED SIGNS THAT MILITARY 
PROPERTY WAP SETTING INTO THE LOCAL BLACK "MARKET, AND WHICH 
DID NOT DECREASE V.' IT M MANNINGS, THAT /.'HEN t.TIENNE BROUGHT IN AN 
,45 PICTOL HE CONFISCATED FROM M. PuLOLTE, CAOY ACTED . 
THE PUJOLTSS MUST CO I 
M, FATON INTERCEDED, AND REMINDED CAOT THAT ONE OF THE DAUGHTERS 
WA3 A HOSPITAL WAITRESS. CAOY HINTED AS DELICATELY AS HE COULD 
THAT FATON MIGHT IMPAIR A NICE FRIENDSHIP SHOULD HE PERSIST, 
THE CAID, ALSO, WAS INCLINED TO COUNSEL TOWARD FURTHER CHARITY. 
EVEN TACTFUL YOU      ;LS HAD ASKED ABOUT THE MERITS OF CADY'S 
CASE AGAINST THE FAMILY,   VHEN MAtTRE CHEKKAL AL I CAME TO PLEAD 
THE CASE rON THE      N FAMILY, CADY AGREED AS A FAVOR TO HIM, 
HE WOULD DELAY EVICTION ifUtT ONE MORE WEEK, AND DURING THAT TIME 
HE MOULD HOPE HE COULD PERSUADE THE LADY TO GET HER FAMILY OUT. 
!T WAi ON SATMROtjjY, ANO BUSY, GO CAOY SORT OF FORGOT ABOUT THE 
MATTER. 
EARL SHEPARD CAME SACK "HOVE'1 PROM THE 40TH STATION HOSPITAL, 
AND BROUGHT A LT . Dl  It, CE, WITH Hi;.' TO SEE TNI NOB, THEY WERE 
GIVEN CUEST ROOM 3 AND WENT ABOUT HAVING A GOOD TIME. THERE WAS 
A LITTLE SOIREE AT THE NICE HOTEL BEAU SEJOUR WHERE THE RED CROSS 
GIRLS S.UARATERED, AMD POLLY ANN BlLLlNGTON ANNOUNCED THE ENGAGE- 
MENT OF LT. ANNE E. BLOOMER, A;:C, AND CAPT . JOHN J. MODLfN, MC. 
CVENVONC RAt "FRY HAPPY FOR THEY WERE ONE OF THE BEST LIKED 
COUPLES "ON THE POST."  rHE 50rTH CA, BAND CAME FOR THE SATUROAY 
NIGHT  DANCE.     THE  BRITISH WERE   CONST ICUCLS  FOR  THEIR   ABSENCE 
CADY- 
AT THIS DANCE. 
HOWEVER, TRENCH LT, SCHNEIDER AND MADAME, MET AT THE LIOLI 
SEN M0US3A FARM, ATTEND^ FOR A WHILE,  BARELY HAD THE DANCE BE*UN 
TO BREAK UP   WHEN BRiB, GEN. RALPH C. TOBIN, 44TH  BRIO. AA., ANO 
THREE OF Hit STAFF CAME DRIFTING IN,  HIS AIDE SAID THEY HAD TO 
HAVE OVERNIGHT QUARTERS.  THEY WERE ENROOTE PROM CA8A BLANCA TO 
ALGIERS.  HIS OUTFIT WAS SOME SLUE STOCKING NATIONAL GUARD REGIMENT, 
P0SSI8LV THE VENERABLE OLD SIXTH REGIMENT, WHICH HAD SEEN CON- 
VERTED AND AUGMENTED, OR SOMETHING.  GEN, TOSIN INQUIRED Of CADY 
THE NUMBERS OF PER80NNELL ASSIGNED AND ATTACHED, AND THE ?,*00 
OR SO PATIENTS, AND OPINED THAT THE OUTFIT WAS REALLY BIG ENOUGH 
COMMAND FOR A SILVER STAR INSTEAD OF A SILVER LEAF,  CADY WAS 
RATHER SURPRISED AT SUCH OVERT PREOCCUPATION WITH RANK INSTEAO 
OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO 00 A GOOD JOB. 
INDEPENDENCE DAY HAD LITTLE SPECIAL NOTICE, CAPT HctL CAME 
FROM THE GUARD COMPANY HQ, AND INTRODUCED 2ND LT. V. J. SAVEOA, 
WHO WAS RELIEVING THAT LT. TUCKER.  A MA*!. U dAGODZINSKl CAME 
WITH APPROPRIATE CREDENTIALS,  HE PUT ON FATIGUES WITHOUT INSIONE 
AND CIRCULATED AMONG THE P0W8.  HE WAS ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN 
POLISH NATIONALS AND OTHERS WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN IMPRESSED BY THE 
NAZIS O* ITALIANS, (HE WAS IN TURN TO BE OBSERVED BY MAJ. 
BEN H. CHARLES AND HIS UNIT'S PERSONNEL.) COL, LOREN 0, VOORE, 
VC, MALARIOLOGIST OF NAT0U3A CAME AS A SPECIAL PATIENT. HE HAD 
SOME NEWLY RECOGNIZED VIRUS.DISEA8E,  HE WAS A CLASS " 25 MAN 
A 
FROM W. U. AND HAD OTHER ACQUAINTENCES BE8I0ES CADY IN THE UNIT. 
CADY GAVE HIM A GUEST ROOM FOR HIS PRIVACY, 
5 JUL.  MLLE8, k'ARY LAUGHLIN, FRANCES BARK60ALE AND FRANCES 
' ILLS, ARC, REPORTED FOR DUTY.   IT SOON BECAME KNOWN THAT M|8S 
LAUGHLIN WAS A NIECE OF GEN, HUME, "ISS NORMA FULLER, THEY SAID, 
OAOY» 
WOtlLO   SOON   BE   TRANSPERBINS    IN   P«OM   THE   32*0   STATION   HOSPITAL. 
6 JULY, LT. COLS. JOHNSON AND MARTIN, RIAL ESTATE DIVISION, CAME 
WITH FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE* TO PIX UP LOCAL LEASES AN© PAYMENTS. 
COL. »'OODRUFP, MC, AND CT. COL. MATTHEWS, OPD, 9TH OIV.. WERE 
THERE TO POLLOW OP PATIENTS EVAOUATEO TO ATLANTIC BASE SECTION. 
LT. BUTLER, FROM LQREN MOORE'S OPPICE CAME TO VISIT HIM ANO THE 
UHIT. ■ LT. DELP'S MP PLATOON HAD BEEN OOINO A <IOOD aos SUAROIN© 
THE P0# SECTION, BUT IT WAS RELIEVED ST LT» POTTER'S PLATOON MADE 
UP ENTIRELY OF LIMITED ASSIGNMENT MEN* THE POLISH S*A«JOR LEPT 
WITHOUT REPORTING ANYTHING MUCH AT ALL. 
10 .JULY.  THE RAOIO REPORTED THAT AT 1330 HOUR, WESTERN 
SICILY WAS INVADED BY THE ALLIES. THERE WAS A PALSE REPORT OP 
CAPITULATION   AT   1130   HOUR,      tVtftgtS   WENT   OW   AT   THE   HOSPITAL 
AS  USUAL.     LT,  COL.   OCWEY,   "'C,    'r   CONTROL  0*rieCR#   NATOUSA,   ANO 
MA«*« FLYNN,   /D CONTROL QrrieER, M88, CAME TO STUDY THE UNIT'S 
VTJ METHODS AND RESULTS. THEY t¥ER£ INTERESTED THAT THE HOT SPRING 
WATER HAD SEEN AN INSPIRATION TO USE HVPERPYRCXI A, MOBTLV 0T 
THE HOT PACK TECHNIQUE, A SUB4E    WHICH CAOY HAD PUBLISHED 
ON SOME YEARS PREVIOUSLY. IT WAS SEI NO USED BOTH FOR SYPHILIS 
AND OONORRHOEA IP THE CASES SHOWED $0$   SIGN OP RESISTANCE TO RECULAR 
TREATMENT. 
CAOY*S 8ACK0R0UNP EXPERIENCE \H   PRIVATE PRACTICE <30T INTO 
THE UNIT'S CENTAL SERVICE,    HE MAD nunnpsrED THAT ONE OF THE NEWER 
TRI-VALENT   ARSENICAL8   WlDHT   RE   WORTH   A   Y7 J X£P/T "kn£P£M%*\M%CTZXi 
WITH VINCENT'S FUSIFORM ANO SPIDILLAL MBAMffBB,  IT SEEMED TO 
SHORTEN THE COURSE OP THE DISEASE CONSIDERABLY. 
CAIO EL WASCRI TIMED MIS OWN MCCHQUI, HONORING THE ADMINISTRATED 
ANO MADAME, EARLY ENOUGH SO THE SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE WOULD NOT 
CONFLICT. ;     THE UNIT LINE-UP WAS CADY, DRAKE, LT. MACLEOD, 
C| MAX, CHARLES AND CAPT. ALFRED BREUER. THE FRENCH WERE: 
THE ZANNETTACCIS THE BUTTERLINS WITH JANE AND RENEE, THE SCHREIBERS 
?/IEDEMANN8, UTFL« POLVOOR, MLLE. LANDRE, A FRENCH LIEUTENANT, 
MAITRE CHEKKAL ALI, LT. EL MAXCRI, BROTHER OF THE CAID, AND 
HIMSELF. FORTUNATELY, THE FRENCH WERE PRETTY WELL ABLE TO ENTER- 
TAIN THEMSELVES AT THE DANCE,  THE PRETTY YOUNQ GIRLS ATTRACTED 
THEIR OWN FOLLOWING,  THE CAID'S BROTHER WAS A NICE LOOKING 
FELLOW, AND SEEMED TO KNOW HIS WAY AROUND WELL ENOUGH. THE 
337TH ENG. REG. BAND PRODUCED THE MUSIC NICELY. THE NEXT MORNING 
COL. MATTINGLY AND HIS MEDICAL OFFICER WERE THERE TO DISCUSS 
THE MERITS OF THEIR MUCH APPRECIATED BAND.  ,,.ANOTHER ABORTIVE 
"GENERAL WILSON ALERT." 
THE GENERAL DID THE UNEXPECTED, 12 JULY, MONDAY, HE INVITED 
A GROUP TO HIS VILLA WEST OF ORAN AT 2000 HOUR.   IT WAS ALMOST 
A 21ST REUNION: CADY, DRAKE, CAPT. SPALDING, LT. MACLEOD FROM 
BOU-HANIFIA, AND HAGELSHAW, ROWLETTE, KREUGER, AND SOME NURSES 
FROM THE NURSES REST CAMP AT AINE -EL-TURK. THEY GOT BACK TO 
BOU-HANIFIA AT 0212 NEXT MORNING. CADY HAD NOT BEEN TOO BUSY 
TO WONDER ABOUT THE SELECTION OF THE GUESTS. 
14 JULY, CADY GOT OVER TO MOSTAGANEM TO COMPLETE THE TRANSFER 
OF VILLA PUJOL, LES SABLETTES, FOR THE UNIT'S ENLISTED REST CAMP. 
HE HAD BEEN WORKING ON THIS PROJECT FOR SEVERAL WEEKS. ANOTHER 
VILLA WAS AVAILABLE AND SUGGESTED FOR NURSES.  AFTER LOOKING IT 
OVER, NEITHER CAPT. SPALDING OR CADY WANTE0 TO GO ANY FURTHER 
WITH THE PROJECT. NURSES WANTED CONCENTRATIONS OF PERSONNEL (MALE) 
IN THE VECINITY OF THEIR MRE8T" CAMPS SO THEY WOULD NOT HAVE TO 
REST EXCESGLVELYL  HE WENT ON TO ARZEW AND CADGED A LUNCH FROM 
COL. ALLEN, THENCE TO MBS HQ., ANO BACK TO BOU-HANIFIA IN TIME 
TO SEE THE CARNIVAL AND BURLESQUE PUT ON BY THE RED CROSS GlRLS. 
CADY- 
IT IETREAT, CADV ADDED A BIT OF COLOR, THE US, BRITISH AND FRENCH 
COLORS WERE PRESENTED WITH CAPT. SPALDING AND MISS BILLINGTON» 
ARC, IN ASSISTANCE, 
SATURDAY, 17 JULY WAS MORE PORTENTIOUS THAN CADY SENSED. 
A FRENCH CAPT. UOUET CAME TO ARRANGE ABOUT SENDING AN ENTIRE 
ARAB COMPANY FOR POW GUARDS. HE WANTED TO KNOW THE ANSWERS ON 
QUARTERS AND MESSING. SO DID THE SURPRISED CADY, BUT HE ASSURED 
CAPT, JOUET THAT IF THE COMPANY WAS COMING WITH THE KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE AMERICAN ARMY, IT WOULD BE MESSED AND SHELTERED THERE. 
...THAT EVENING LT. COL. BEAM WAS "CHAPERONE" FOR 5 NURSES WHO 
WENT TO THE HOTEL DE VTLLE, ORAN, FOR A DANCE AT THE SOS HEAD- 
QUARTERS INSTEAD OF THE 16 NURSES REQUESTED. LT. COL. F|NLEY,MC, 
HAD ARRANGED IT, BUT THE REGULAR UNIT SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE WAS 
SO POPULAR THE SOS HQ. LEVY COULD NOT BE FILLED WITHOUT A DRAFT. 
SUNOAY AFTERNOON WHILE THE "ClVlLs" WERE QUIET IN SIESTA, 
AND THE PATIENTS WERE IN REGULAR RE8T PERIOD, AND WHEN NO CO 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN CAUGHT  AT WORK IN HIS OFFICE, JUST AFTER A 
RYTHMICAL CRUNCHING OF DOUBLE-TIMING FEET, FRENCH L.T. PELICIER 
REPORTED TO CADY.   ft* ^/"cOMPAG N I E DU i*"  REG IMENT/TIRA ILLEURS 
ALGERIENES" HAD MADE ALL THE NOISE TO SHOW THEIR HARDINESS AFTER 
THEIR MARCH TO BOU-HANIFIA.  THE LIEUTENANT WANTED TO KNOW WHAT 
TO DO WITH THE COMPANY WHICH WAS THEN \JP   BY THE VILLAGE CHURCH. 
LTS. H. ARRIVETX AND POLIKOW IMMEDIATELY CAME TO 8IGN IN AND SAID 
THE BATTALION CO, COMMANDANT LAFAILLE, WOULD ARRIVE SOON, TOO. 
CADY'S THOUGHTS WERE, "DAMN THE AMERICAN ARMY FOR EXPECTING ME 
TO BE THEIR CLAIRVOYANT!" THERE HAD NOT BEEN THE LEAST SIGN TO 
CONFIRM THIS INTER-ARMY ARRANGEMSNT. 
HE HANDLED THE EMERGENCY BY HAVING THE TIRAILLEURS MARCHED 
BACK DOWN THE HILL AND ACROSS THE RIVER BEYOND THE POW SECTION, 
TO BE HELD THERE UNTIL FURTHER ORDERS. AFTER THAT, THERE WAS 
■M 
CADY- 
SOME HELL TO PAY TO GET AN OVER-NIGHT CAMP AND MESS AND issue 
RATIONS SO THE 7FH CO, COULD TAKE CARE OF ITSELF, .,.HE WAS 
WONDERING WHAT PROBLEMS MJQHT DEVELOPS WLTM POSSIBLE VENGEFUL 
FRENCH AND ARABS SAFEGUARDING THE PERSONS OF WHATEVER LATENT 
NAZI TENDENCIES REMAINED AMONG THE PATIENTS, HE WAS NOT MUCH 
WORRIED ABOUT THE ITALIANS,FOR THEY WERE NOT REALLY MAD AT ANYBODY, 
THEY SEEMED TO THINK THE INVASION OF SICILY MIGHT GET THEM HOME 
SOONER! 
QUIET, RATHER TACITURN BRIGADIER (CORPORAL) GEORGES ACID, 
THE INTERPRETER ASSIGNED FOR THE COMPANY, SHOWED \)P  LATER. HE 
ADMITTED AT FIRST HE WAS FROM THE 6STH R. A. A. MOT LONG OUT OF 
COMBAT, AND HE HAD SOME TENSE SIGNS TO INDICATE THAT* HE HAD 
BEEN DOING WORK OF THE "DEUXIEME BUREAU* WHICH WAS FPENCM FOR 
G-5.  IT SOON CAME OUT HE WAS A WARRANT OFFICER, OR AN "ASPIRANT.*1 
CADY OFFERED NIL OFFICER PRIVILEGES, BUT HE ASKED FOR PERMISSION 
TO SHFFT FOR HIMSELF, BLEEP AND EAT HERE AND THERE AS HE WISHED 
SO HE COULD GO AMONG FRENCH OR AMERICAN OFFICERS AT WJLL . CADY 
DECIDED TO GIVE THE ARRANGEMENT A TRIAL. 
THIS ARAB COMPANY HAD    TAKEN ABOUT 30 PERCENT CASUALTIES 
IN TUNISIA, AND IT WAS AT THE IT FT FOR DUTY AND REHABILITATION, 
CADY REMINDED HIMSELF HOW LUCKY HE WAS TO HAVE AN "OLD AND EXPER- 
IENCED OUTFIT"WHICH COULD HANDLE SUCH SURPRISES AS THIS ONE, AND 
AS6IMLATE AN ARAB UNIT TO BOOT. 
19 JULY. LT. COL. DRAKE TOOK THE FIRST PARTY OF wtm  TO 
'ILLA PUJOL  AT Let SASLETTEP. THE COTTAGF WAS NICE ANC AIRY, 
WITH NO SCREENING , AND APPARENTLY NONE REALLY NEEDED.  THERE 
WERE NO NEIGHBORS, ANIMAL OR MAN, TO ATTRACT THE SLOW-FLYING 
AND VERY STICKY ALGERIAN FLIES.   IT COULD HOUSE ABOUT 80 >«EN, 




MEDITERRANEAN, SUN BATHING AND REST INC,  TH£ COOKS AND KP*S WERE 
ON DUTY UNTIL THEY WERE REPLACED, AND TAKE THEIR TURN.  A DETAIL 
or "2!ST ENGINEERS" WOULD HAVE TO GO NEXT TIME TO FIX UP THE 
SEPTIC TANK OR WHATEVER WAS NEEDED FOR SEWAGE DISPOSAL*  A JEEP 
WAS ASSIGNED TO THE OFFICER AND NON-COM IN CHARGE, AND A TRIP 
TO LA 3ALAMANDRE OR k'OSTAGANEM WAS POSSIBLE.  ADJUSTMENTS WOULD 
BE HADE... 
THE PUJOLTE FAMILY WAS EVICTED WHEN MADAME REFUSED TO DO 
ANYTHING ABOUT THE DATE SET FOR HER TO WOVE OUT* LT* 3LATTERY 
FELT VERY MEAN ABOUT CARRYING OUT HIS ORDERS, AND HINTED HIS 
DISCOMFITURE, OUT THE CO HAD TO SUCCEED OR LOSE FACE. YES, HE 
TOLD SLATERY, TAKE STIEWNE ALONG TO KEEP THE CIVILIAN PEACE AND 
HAP 
TO PROTECT HIS MEN FROM POSSIBLE FAMILY ONSLAUGHTS.  THEY A PISTOL 
A 
ONCE, ANO MIGHT HAVE OTHER WEAPONS.  HE WAS TO REMOVE THEIR PRO- 
PERTY, ?'ATERIEL, AND tTIENNE WOULD MANAGE PERSONNEL OF THE FAMILY. 
HE WOULD TAKE MATERIEL, AND ETIENNE THE PERSONNEL, DOWN THE ROAD 
TO THE WEST BEYOND THAT ARAB HOTEL VICHY AND DUMP IT WITHOUT 
BREAKAGE AT THE SIDE OF THE ROAD, AND SEE THAT CTIENNE WOULD GET 
THE FAMILY THERE, TOO, OR AT LEAST OUTSIDE THE HOSPITAL LIMITS* 
0ID HE HEtSi   ANY PLAINER ORDERS'? ***NOl  HE COULD NOT HAUL THE 
BELONG IHOC M THE FAMILY TO THE NEXT VILLAGE, BECAUSE IT MIGHT 
RESULT IN A CIVILIAN CLAIM AGAIST THE U 3 GOVERNMENT*  MADAME 
PUJOLTE HAD ALREADY DECLINE^ SUCH A COURTESY, NOW SHE COULD USE 
HER OWN RESOURCEFUL MI WO TO GET HER FAMILY OUT OF THE WAY. LET 
HER SUE! ...LETTING HER FAMILY STARVE IN PLAIN VIEW TO GIVE 
THE COLONEL A SAO NAME, EH?  CREATE AN INTERNATIONAL INCIDENT? 
WELL, TELL HEP THAT       IF SHE WAS NOT OUT OF SIGHT BY EVENING, 
MM STOPPING HER NUISANCE, THAT, M'"OI,M, LE COLONEL* * WOULD COM- 
PLAIN TO M. L^ADMINISTRATEUR ABOUT HER I .. THAT WAS THE LAST OF IT. 
CADY- 
CAOV   WAS   RATHER   SURPRISED   THAT   HE   FELT   GRATIFICATION   AT   HIS 
ACCOMPLISHMENT   INSTEAD   OF   ANT   LINGER |N0   SYMPATHY  FOR   »*ME.   PU.IOLTE, 
22   JULY.   CADY   WENT   TO   CRAM,   THENCE   TO   VILLA   PUJOL   TO   SEE 
HOW WELL   IT   WAS  OPERATING.      FROM   QRAKE*8   REPORT,   THE   MEN  WERE 
ENJOYING   THE   RELAXING   CHANGES,   BUY   SOME   "IRRESPONS*BLESM   MIGHT 
BE   EXPECTED.      PROMPT   ELIMINATIONS   OR   DISCIPLINARY   RULES   MOST   BE 
SET      UP   SO   THEY   WOULO   HOT  BECOME   NUISANCES   FOR   THE   OTHER   MEN, 
ft. 
THIS VENTURE ISOULD TEND TO BC A PROVING GOUND FOR MEDICAL OFFICERS 
ANO   NON-COMS   ON   DUTY.      MOW MUCH   INDIVIDUAL   RESPONSIBILITY   AND 
FORCE   WOULD   THEY   DEMONSTRATE?      ALSO,    IT   WAS   TOO   BORING   FOR   ONLY 
ONE OFFICER, 
SACK AT THE UNIT HE FOUNO COL, STURGEON HAD COME FROM THE 
|1 GENERAL HOSPITAL WITH HIS NURSES* «OFT BALL TEAM. COL. 
STURGEON REMINDED 6ADY HE  HAD BEEN THERE ONCE BEFORE WHEN HE 
CAME WITH COL. PROSSER, 00, 2ND CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL ALSO AT 
AlNE-EL-TURK.  THE GAME WAS HARD AND CLOSE, BUT 21 TO 20 IN 
FAVOR OF THE 2t8T NURSES.  THEY HAD A NICE DINNER AND SOME FUN 
ABOUT THE PLACE. Uut*   BuTTERLlN, ONE OF HER DAUGHTERS AND MME . 
LANORY, SAW THEIR FIRST SOFT BALL GAME PLAYED BY WOMEN, AND 
WERE RATHER ASTONISHED BY SUCH OOINGS-ON, WITH ALL THE EXCITE- 
JULATORV 
MENT AND INTEREST AND ROOTING BY BOISTEROUS PERSONNEL AND/PATlENYS, 
'QUELLES AMERICAINCSI 
WHO "TALKED TOO MUCH," 
..AOIO REPORTED A CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE 
23 JULY. ' AJ. CEO, PRUSSIN, WC, LTS, CLARK AND BUTLER, MBS, CAME 
TO INSPECT.  MORE IMPORTANT FOR CAOY, "AJ. COLEMAN L. HASIE, CE, 
ARRIVED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT ALL THE LATRINES, THE NEW REFRIGERATOR 
AND THE BAKERY THAT CAOY HAD BEEN MOUNDING MBS ABOUT.  MAJ. HASIE 
WAS FROM LUBSOCK, TEXAS, ANO WAS PROMISING AS ANOTHER STAUNCH 
ENGINEERING SUPPORTERTHE UNIT NEEDED IN ALGERIA.  ...THAT EVENINO 
,V*J. BOEMER WENT AS "CHAPERONE* WITH A PARTY Or NURSES TO ATTEND 
A DANCE: AT THE OFFICERS CLUB, 1ST PERSONNEL IttPVAttnttt? CfMttl 
AT CANASTEL.  CAOY SORTED OUT OE HIS INDIRECT VAGUITIES THAT HE 
HAD NOT ENJOYED HIS EXPERIENCE OR RESP0N3 IS IL IT V, EXCEPT THAT 
BY BEING MISERABLE,-WELL,- THAT MWMf ■« ENJOYED BY   SOME PEOPLE* 
04 JULY. COL.  SAMUEL A. MERLIN, £*EC. OFF, Mtd SURGEON, AND 
LT. HE3FOR0 CAME TO INSPECT AND STAY OVEN FOR SOME RECREATION 
AMD SATURDAY NIGHT DANCING. A Mf*o MEDICAL COMMISSION SANK To 
KAMlttf '  -   WHO   MIGHT   If   REPATRIATED   BY   EXCHANGE   BECAUSE   THEY 
WOULD    NEVER    AGAIN   BECOME   COMBATANTS.      l?AJ .    HARMON,    95t*   <»E«« 
HOSPITAL    (BR)    AND   DRS.    ASHER    AND   Zf "HERMANN,    BOTH   SWISS,    PROM 
ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT, WERE MEMBERS. MAJ. TUCKED, INF., THE PROVOST 
MARSHAL'S EXECUTIVE OFFICE*, STAVED OVERNIGHT TOR DANCING. 
NEXT MORNING THE GUARD OFFIOEF REPORTED THAT AN tatAl THIEF 
HAD If KM SHOT ABOUT 1*00 "/MILE HE WAS LOADING A BURRO **ffl HOSPITAL 
PROPERTY,  90TH LEGS HAD BEEN BROKEN AND HE HAD BEEN HOSPITALIZED 
AND HAD T'VO OOOO PINTS Or AMERICAN RLGGO TO GET HIM OUT OF SHOCK. 
SHORTLY, THE CAID BROUGHT ?N A BtiMfftES A«A8 CITIZEN FROM SOME 
30 ODD MILES AWAY, AND INTRODUCED Hi'? A3 AN INFLUENTIAL UMOLE 
OF THE IMPECUNIOUS MAR»»MMM#MM YOUNG MAN OF STERLING CHARACTER 
WHOM  THE  AMERICANS  HAC   SHOT,   A MOfT  'JNFDETU ACCIDENT   ,       W^DLO 
.   LE  COLONEL  HOSPITALIZE  MfM   IN PARTIAL   INCEVNITY,   ANO  PAY  HIM 
WAGES    30   HIS   DESTITUTE   FAMILY   WOULD    NOT ft IMi    HIS   DISABILITY, 
PUT    MIM    OH   THE    PAY-ROLL     (AS    IT   '"/ERE    '~ '■ Tl CAUGHT    AT    HIS 
ATTEMPTED   THIEVERY)?       ...!'0,    LT.    COL.    CAOY   EXPLAINED    THROUGH   TWO 
'ERPRETERS,    THAT   SUCH   DEVIOUS   REASON! tiULO   BE   'SUCH   TOO 
DIFFICULT   TO   EXPLAIN   THE   RECOUP    TO    MtittCft   Eh: VOL   •!*****•    •* 
THE AMERICAN MILITARY. ALTO, IT WAS TOi PAD, REGRETTABLE THAT 
THE CURATIVE VALUE OF T170 PINTS OF BLOOD WAS NOT POWERFUL ENOUGH 
TO CLEAR MIM INSTANTLY  OF HIS INJURIES, AND IT MIGHT EVEN BE 
■■ 
CAOY- 
REQUIREO THAT M« L£ COLONEL MCOECIN CHEF MUST MAKE A CHARGE 
AGAINST THE UNFORTUNATE YOUNG MAM TOFL THE BLOOO, HIS BRIEF 
HOSPITALIZATIQN AMD EVEN F ILE CRIMINAL CHARGES, TOO. >!E WOULD 
HAVE TO FOLLOW HIS OROTRS IF SUCH CAME, 
INASMUCH AS HO PROPERTY HAD ACTUALLY SEEK REMOVED FROM THE 
PREMISES, IT MIGHT BE THAT ONCE THE MAN AMD HIS BURRO MIGHT IT 
REMOVED TO A CIVIL HOSPITAL, THE INCIDENT MIGHT BE OVERLOOKED, 
FORGOTTEN IH THE CONFUSION OF RUNNING A VERY BUSY MILITARY HOSPITAL* 
HE OIO NOT EXPECT TO REPORT THE MATTER AS A COMPLAINT TO THE CVIL 
AUTHORITIES AS MATTERS STOOD AT THE MOMENT, WOULD THAT SEEM AS 
SATISFACTORY? ...OH, THE FAMILY? $ELL» «AYSE» SUGGESTED CADY, 
THE UNCLE AND THE MAN*S FATHER, OR HIS MANY FRIENDS, MIGHT BE 
DEPENDABLE F0<- OUCH HELP?  IT WOULD LOOK, NN*EST-CE PAS?H THAT 
THE AMERICANS WOULD BE ACKNOWLEDGING BLAME IF ANY ASSISTANCE 
OTHER THAN THE HUMANITARIAN EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE WOULD RE 
EXTENDED* 
...HE WAS ONLY COM INS HOME FROM A WEBBING, EH? ... CADY AD- 
MITTED THAT WAS QUITE POSSIBLE, FOR HE KNEW THE ARABS DID MUCH 
TRAVELLING AT NIGHT, HOWEVER, THE GUARDS HAD CHALLENGED SOME 
OWE AT 0400 HOUR WITHIN THE HOSPITAL SUPPLY TENT OVER THERE IN 
THE CAID*S "ROVE, WHICH WAS A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE FROM THE PUBLIC 
ROAD.  FT WAS CON CE I ABLE, WAS IT NOT, THAT A FRENCHMAN WHO 
WOULD DRINK TOO MUCH WINE AT A WEDDING MIGHT BECOME CONFUSED 
AND WANDER OFF THE ROAD WITH HIS BURRO THAT FAR, BUT A ^USELMAN 
WAS ABSTEMIOUS AND MIGHT WANDER FOR SOME OTHER REASON, MIGHT HE 
NOT? 
BESIDES, NO ONE HAD SATISFACTORILY EXPLAINED HOW, AFTER THE 
LAMENTABLE SHOOTING, THAT HIS BURRO WAS FOUND STANDING BESIDE THE 
TENT, AND—JUST HOW WOULD IT BE SA ID?—STAND ING UNOER 
UADY- 
A COMPLETE BURRO LOAD OF HOSPITAL LINENS, HOLD INS THE PROPERTY 
UP WITH ITS BACK, LEST THE LINENS FALL TO THE GROUND AND BE SOILED, 
THE INTERPRETER EXPLAINED HOW GRATEFUL THE COLONEL WAS THAT THE 
LINENS HAD HAD SUCH GOOD CARE. ...WERE THERE ANY OTHER SERVICES 
HE MIGHT PERFORM FOR THE UNCLE, OR THE CAID? ..•WHY ALL THE 
DIPLOMATIC HORSEPLAY ABOUT A FRUSTRATED THIEF?  FT JUST SEEMED 
THE BEST THING TO DO, TO LET HIM APPEAR TO HAVE A REM^NANT OF 
PERSONAL DIGNITY, THE LOSS OF WHICH WOULD MAKE MALICIOUS AND 
IMPLACABLE ENEMIES OF HIM AND HIS WHOLE FAMILY AND OOUAIRE. 
MME. BUTTERLIN HAD PREVAILED \}?QNA$#A  BENCHANANE TO HAVE 
A VERY FINE MECHOUI ABOUT HALFWAY BETWEEN MASCARA AND SAIDA FOR 
AN INTERESTING LIST OF GUESTS (?%) 
25 JULY. 1ST IT. FRANCIS J. HUTCHESON, ART., REPORTED FOR 
DUTY ON LIMITED ASSIGNMENT AS SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER FOR THE 
HOSPITAL.  HE HAD BEEN BLASTED OUT OF COMBAT IN TUNISIA, AND 
STILL NEEDED SOME REHABILITATION. L.T, OANN HAD BEEN IN THE 
HOSPITAL WITH HIM AT ORAN AND SAID HE HAD IMPROVED MUCH SINCE 
JANUARY. ... 26 JULY, IT. COL. TALBOT AND LT. KIRK RETURNED ON 
A CLOTH DISTRIBUTION MISSION FOR THE NATIVES! LT. COL. SEDGWLCK, 
QMC, CAME TO VISIT CAPT. BOLOTIN AND OSTENSIVELY TO INQUIRE 
OF THE LOCAL HERDSMEN ABOUT PURCHASES OF MUTTON. 27 JULY, COL. 
GE3REL, CO, 2ND R.T.A., MOSTAGANEM, COM. LAFAILLE, CO, 2ND BN., 
2ND R.  T.  A.,  Tizi,   AND MEDICINE  CHEF   SANTONI   AND MED.  LT.   BOURGAREL 
CALLED ON CADY AMD VISITED THEIR COMPANY.   IT HAD BECOME PRETTY 
MCLI. ORGANIZED, BUT THE MEN ALWAYS ACCUSTOMED TO SQUATTING COULD 
NOT BE PERSUADED TO SIT ON THEIR LATRINE WITH SEATING WHICH THE 
ENGINEERS HAD MADE.  CADY THOUGHT THEY MIGHT HAVE SOME GOOD REASONS 
FOR NOT CONFORMING. ...CAPT. DESMOND E.E. CARRIG, CWS, HQ. XI1 
AFSC* * ALGIERS, DROVE IN WITH THE NEW ARC SECRETARY. CARRIG WANTED 
. 
CADY- 
*TO LOOK AROUND*' FOR A GAY OR SO     .  THAT §A«t EVENING 8EN  II 
PUT ON HIS SECOND PHASE MECHQUI WHICH DRAKE, PATTON, HAMPTON, 
30EMER AND LT. 3LATERY ATTENDED.  THEY SAID 8ENASOU USED BOEMER 
AS HI8 STRAIGHT MAN FOR HIS COMEDY AS USUAL.  CADY, VAX AMD CAPT, 
SPALOtNG MAO A MUCH MORE PLEASANT DINNER AT Mtfgg SALLE*8 HOME 
WITH COM. OE KERGOS IN ATTENDANCE, AS USUAL, 
8£ JULY.  CADY WENT TO OHAN TO 3EE THE SUROEON AND THE COMMAND I NO 
GENERAL, MA4I 8tM« ARTHUR  ,  ILSOM. HE HAD SUPPER AT HAGEL- 
SHAW*3 I51tf STATION HOSPITAL AND HAD A CHANCE TO SWAP SCUTTLE- 
BUTT WITH ?OWLCTTE AND L.T . COL. DUNBAH, 64TH STATION HOSPITAL 
AT 310 1-BEL-ABBES.  THE FOLLOWING! DAY CAPT. CARR 13 DEPARTED AFTER 
HE TOLD CADY A30UT CERTAIN AIRFIELD SALVAGE WHICH MIGHT BE WHAT 
CAOY WANTED. DRAKE SOT AM IMMEDIATE TRI* TO DRAM TO INVESTIGATE 
THE POSSIBILITIES. MESSRS. /ERHALL AND PENMLNGTON, ARC, IML 
THEIR SUPERVISORY INSPECTION AND TOOK DINNER AT THE HOSPITAL. 
AS UUCH APPRECIATED WERE LT. COLS. 3COTT AND DUFF, AND .'Ad. LANE 
M9M 1189 IN REGARD TO THE HEAVY LAUNDRY SERVICE DEMANDED SY THE 
H 03PITAL. 
30 JULY.     CAOY FOLLOWED UP ON DRAKE'S   INFORMATION AND MADE 
HIS RECONNAISSANCE AT rR0HA, THIERVILLE AND TlZI, THENCE TO HQ. AT 
NOUVION TO SEE MAtf* KINGSTON.  HE PftO«t«C0 TO RELEASE 7 MlESSEN 
HUTS AND ONE PORTABLE HANGAR.   IF THE" WOULD REALLY MATERIALIZE, 
THE   UNIT  WOULD  HAVE  TO  DISMANTLE  *N0  HAlJL  f**»i   A^C  ™AT  WOULD 
BE REALLY GOOD  SCROUNGING FOR THE USUALLY SUCCESSFUL ?1ST. 
31 JULY.    THE  SURGICAL SERVICE  HAD A COCKTAIL ON THE HOTEL 
ITZ ROOF.     CAOY'S LIST or  MKOMtfl   HOUNDS WAS ENLARGED BY ANOTHER 
2»§MCffP AFFAIR AT HIS FARM ACROSS THE OULLEY FROM L* HERV. ITAGE. 
THE OVERNIGHT GUESTS COL.  TOM  BRAND,   IGO,  COL.  TURNER R. 
SHARP. LT.   COL.   JOS.   C.  COCKE,  KCJ  AND  LT.   COL.   3EDGWICK, 
QjvIC,      THE    ZlSTERS    WERE I    CADY,    AGRESS,    BEAM,    DRAKE,    SLATERY, 
WHITTEMORE, LT. BERNARD L. GREENE, MC, AND CAPT. "JEOGE" KELLY, 
Lew 5 
flEDIG,    BOEMER,    AND    CHARLES.       1 ST    L.T .    BRAdON,    COMMANDER    OF    THl 
ARAB GUARD COMPANY, BY REQUEST OF CADY, ATTENDED RATHER STIFFLY. 
HE SEEMED TO FEEL HE WAS IN POSITION TO CHAPERONE FOR THE AMERICANS. 
BELAUFI DID THE USUAL ARAB CIRCULATING HOSTING, BUT THE AMERICANS 
BADGERED THE CAID EL MASCR I SO MUCH THAT HE SAT SELF-CONSCIOUSLY 
AT THE END OF A U-TABLE AS A NOMINAL GUEST. BRADON WAS AN OUT- 
SPOKEN FRENCHMAN WITH LOTS OF RANK CONSCIOUSNESS BOTH AMONG THE 
FRENCH AND FOR ARABS.  ...THE SOUS-PREFET'S FAMILY DROPPED IN 
FOR DINNER AND THE SATURDAY NLGHT DANCE. CADY ROUNDED VP  MAX 
AND CAPT. JOE PARKER AS NOT UNWILLING OFFICIAL HOSTS AND ESCORTS 
FOR THEM. 
2ND LT. HOWARD VVHITTEMORE-SRECGMMENDATION FOR PROMOTION WAS 
FORWARDED SO THAT IT MIGHT BECOME EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE OF HIS 
ELIGIBILITY. HE HAD EARNED THE PERSONAL ATTENTION HE WAS GETTING. 
JULY'S OPERATING BEDS, 2574; ADMISSIONS, 19#2; HIGH LOAD, 
1704; AND A0PL>1244» 
♦ * * 
2 AUG.  WHEN CADY WENT TO COfs MEETING AT ORAN, HE WAS IN- 
FORMED THE 21ST WOULD STAGE THREE OTHER UNITS AT POU-HANJFIA 
F03R THEIR OVERSEAS DUTY ORIENTATION,  HE MADE IT PLAIN TO ALL 
THAT IF HE WOULD SHOW THEM THE WORK, HE WAS GOING TO EXTEND ALL 
THE BENEFITS OF THE SPA ATMOSPHERE, AND ALL THE  COMSINED SEDATIVE, 
HEALING AND MIRACULOUSLY STIMULATING WATERS OF ALL "lES SOURCES  ," 
HE WISHED TO EMPHASIZE THAT HIS OWN PERSONNEL DESERVED SOME T! 
OFF FOR RECREATION, AND HIS ORIENTATION GUESTS WERE GOING TO BE 
PUT TO WORK TO UTILIZE THEIR PROFESSIONAL SKILLS.   ...HE LEARNED 
THAT THE MBS CLINICAL CONFERENCE WHICH THE UNIT'S PERSONNEL HAD 
INSPIRED AND WORKED FOR WOULD BE PERMITTED AT THE  '21ST ON 14 AUGUST. 
CAOY* 
CADV WENT BACK VIA VILLA PUJOL AND PELT PRETTY WELL SAT»SPIES 
WITH ITS PROCESS AND PROSPECTS.  .,.MAJ, KlNOSLANO, AC, OF 
NOUVIONS,  SOURCE OP THE NIES8EN HUTS,  HAD COME AND GONE WHILE 
CADV WAS AWAY* 
3 Auo.    THERE WAS A NICE LITTLE DINNER  MCHEZ L*AoyINISTRATSUR" 
FOR CAOY AND DRAKE.    THE OU VIOIERS WERE THERE WITH DAUGHTER 
•*3LODY% SO THE NA*>>E SOUNDED,   MME. TOURKOFP WAS THERE, TOO. 
THEY DID NOT LEARN VERY MUCH ABOUT THESE FRENCH CONTACTS,  SO 
CASUALLY SOCIAL, BECAUSE THEIR OBVIOUS   DISPLAYAL OF CURIOSITY 
MIGHT BE OFFENSIVE, 
4 AV      '. FAWCETJ AC, PROM tA SEN IA PAID A VISIT.  A 
LT. LE ^EVRE REPORTED FOR CUTY WITH LT. ORAJON'S ARAB COMPANY, 
THE NEXT CAY HAOV WENT TO QRAN AND ASPIRANT GEORGES AGIO, REQUESTED 
A RIDE TO HIS OWN HEADQUARTERS THERE.  IT WAS HIGH UP ON THE MIOM 
MOUNTAIN THAT GUAR0BO THE WEST SIDE OP THE ORAN HARBOR, THE 
SPARSELY WOODED HEIGHTS FROWNED «LOO»MNOLY AND MISTILY DOWN AT 
ANY SHIP WHICH APPROACHED BUT GAVE IT NO SIGN OR OTHER INDICATION 
HOW WELL IT WAS FORTIFIED. THERE WAS ENOUGH WRECKAGE IN THE 
HARBOR EARLY THE PREVIOUS DECEMBER TO SHOW THAT. A* FT I TITEOOUCEO 
LT« COL. CADY AS HIS NEW COMMANDINO OFFICER. ...HE WENT ON TO HIS 
OWN CHIEF OF STAFF TO SEE WHAT HE COULD DO AS OUT GETTING CAPT* 
CASSERG'S PROMOTION THROUGH IN A HURRY, AND HAD HIM THERE AS 
EXHIBIT ONE. THEY LEARNED THAT GEN. KIRK HAD REALLY DONE 
SOMETHING, FOR HIS ORDERS FOR HIS TRANSFER TO INDIA HAD AFIP. I VEO{2$). 
THEY HOPED THE PROMOTION WOULD CATCH UP WITH HIM. 
WHEN HE RETURNED, CAOY LEARNED PROM THE TWO FIELD GRADE 
OFFICERS HE HAD JUST REPLACED AT /ILLA PUJOL WERE DISSATISFIED 
WITH THE WAY IT WAS CONDUCTED FOR THE ENLISTED MEN, VMTM HE HEARD 
THEIR    STORY,   HE    INFORMED   THEM   THEY   HAO   MISSED   THE   BASIC    IDEA   FOR 
THEIR   OWN   PRESENCE   AT   VILLA   PV4tt>|    IT   HAD   tCEM   fXBttftfl   THAT 
THEY   WOULC   *6C   THAT    If   WAS   COKOtJOTEO   PROPERLY,    AND   TO   JIAKE   AMY 
PERTINENT iff BimtwBATt—t COR  IMPROVEMENTS ii pouicv ABB p*£tfitco« 
0»t   FRANKLY   STATED-   MS   WANTED   NO   SUCH   PAST   OF   THE   Ufl|?*f   Hit* 
PQNSlSILJTY,    AIM   THE"   OTHER*S   BCMfAWM    SHO'WEO   MI'S   ABACfBtlff* 
VERY   WILL,    CARY   AB*ftft|    THEY   BttflLB   MOT   BE   ASKED   T3   TAKE   ON   ANY 
f 
UNIT MBAAkt FUNCTIONS THENCEFORTH, THEY V?ERE «BOB PROFESSIONAL 
OFFICC'***,    AW   MAO   THE   RICHEST   SPADES   THEY   MIAMI   EXPECT    IM   THE 
f/fl   tflTMOi'T   ASStP'tNC    MlrtMCP   EXECUTIVE   AND   ADMINISTRATIVE   RESPON- 
SIBILITIES.       IS   RE    ITf       *.   BEAD'S   TRAVEL   ORDERS   TO   CO   TO   ALGIERS 
TO   SEE   OTHER   MCBIBAL   B*|TB   SAME.      LT.   COL .   fttftCKIOC H,       I  .% 
AND   THE"   PRINCIPLE    "HfPr      NBAS*   Or   THE   EUROPEAN   THEATRE   OF   OPEP- 
AT IONS,    LT,  COL.  AAR»K»AOAM TO VISIT T AT BOV»HAMIF|A« 
THEV WIONT KELP THE  UHIT'S PRINCIPLE CHIEF HJRCE  mo HAC  DEEN 
WORRIED ASOUT pu"Of»a or HIGH-JINKS AT HOTEL Rift AI \ORID, 
NURSES   QUARTERS.      OAOY   MAD   ADVIBED   HER   TO   HOLD   THE   iTAttOAAOf   TO 
WALL   »rrIOCAII   WERE   GENTLEMEN,   OR   LADIES!"      OtAftX   DBW*   WHEN   THEV 
WERE   NOT»      Her ES  WERE  ALL   ADULTS,   KNEW   IT,   AND   ALREADY   HAD 
THE   PRIVILEGE   Of   RfAtMYfM   ONE   CO   SfMO   MAD,   AMBUS   OTHEi   TNIs-OS, 
TRIED   RATHER   TOO   OBVIOUSLY   RAftO   TO   nPROTECT*   HI3   BBABI    - 
OOJECTEfJ   SOMEWHAT   PLAINTIVELY   THAT   THERE   WZKZ   BTfgB   :? ail   BBLBMCLS 
AND   EVEN   •XttffftAt.B   AAtVUO   MUM   'JUT ' I   TNf   POST   0SUMANBC*| 
WHAT?       fP   THEY   WERE   NOT    ID   mi   Ptff BHAI 
THE JLO   Bt   SOME   DBtfaTS   ABOUT   THAT   WITHIN   THE   JWlliTOlCTl 
W   TWt    *V9T«     THEN  r-AOY  BCMtMBI        Ntfl   if   fUt   **CB«»?ABt1 
HAO   A       '     IBYCAEO TO   "ULL   COLONEL,. VIM   HAD   T^ f ED   TO   OV~, 
h 
MAJ.   HARNV I,    fcEMIB*   OO,   RACK   |«   JANUARY.     THA 
S£E*I   STARTED   RV   A   SIWPLY   WORDED    : 
-   AND et«|   ir   fMAt  BWfl 
CAOV- 
DCS IRC TO FILE ANY COMPLAINT ABOUT HARRY** WAV OF HANDLING THC 
INCIDENT WHICH MAY HAVE CAUSED HIM PERSONAL EMBARRASSMENT OR IN- 
CONVENIENCE,  IT WAS WORDEO SO THAT HARRY SEEMED TO BE THE ONE 
■ / 
IN TROUBLE. BUT THE COLONEL SUDDENLY BECAME VERV ANXIOUS TO 
ADJUST EVERYTHING BY A PERSONAL VISIT, AND WHICH WAS QUITE SATIS* 
FACTORY TO CADY,  NOTHING WAS SAID ABOUT TftVI^S T9  RECALL THE 
INQUIRY <~ADV HAD MADE, SO THAT PIECE Or PAPER COJNTlNUEO ITS RE- 
- 
LENTLESS JOURNEY THROUGH THE ECHELONS OF HIGHER HEADQUARTERS, 
THEN AFTER SEVENTEEN INDORSEMENTS, A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN THE 
COLONEL'S ASSIGNMENT, A PERIOD OF HOSPITALIZATION, AND M*NY WEEKS 
LATER IT CAME RACK TO CADY FOR THE EIGHTEENTH INDORSEMENT, THAT 
THE COLONEL REALLY 010 COME TO HIM TO EXPLAIN MATTERS PROMPTLV 
AFTER HE RETURNED THE LETTER WITH HIS FIRST INDORSEMENT^ CADV 
DID NOT KNOW WHETHER THAT EIGHTEENTH INDORSEMENT CAUGHT UP WITH 
HIM BEFORE OFT AFTER HIS "PREMATUREM RETURN TO THE ZONE OF THE 
INTERIOR BY THE PROVERBIAL "BLOW SOAT»*   AT LEAST THAT WAS ONE 
WAY   AN   OUT-RANKED   POST   COMMANDER   COULD   BE   DAN0ER0U8   TO   TANGLE   WjTH. 
ANYWAY, IT WAS A SOCIAL SYMPTOM THAT A SEPARATE OFFICERS CLUB 
\ 
\ 
BUILOINT WAS A NECESSITY IN THE CONTROL OF ROVING WOLVES*  «E 
CALLED CAPABLE AND AFFABLE JOHN #£D|0 AND EXPLAINED THAT  THENCE- 
FORTH m   WAS SADDLED WITH PERSONAL RE8P0NSIBILITV AS OFFICERS 
MORALE OFFICER. HE MUST WORK OUT SOMETHING TO KEEP MATTERS UNDER 
UNIT CONTROL, AND TO LOOK FORWARD TO A REALLV GOOD CLUB BUILDING. 
6 AUG.  Dfc, PONS-LEVCHARO, DlRECTEUR 0U SERVICE, "OUVERNMENT 
GENERAL,  *MHCKS«  Ml TO VIS.IT COL. LOREN MOORE,  STILL A PATIENT 
WITH HIS VIRUS, AND TO LOOK AROUND THE HOSPITAL HE HAD HEARD ABOUT, 
CAOV'S ENGINEER FRIENDS, LT, COL. JOHNSON AND CAPT. DENNIS HAD 
BEEN MOVED OVER TO RELIZANE, THEY SAID, \ 
GENERA, OU /IQIER BROUGHT HIS 90 PIECE BAND TO PLAY FOR RETREAT,, 1 1 
CAQV- 
CADY   WAS   WOKDERtNS   WHAT   MC   WAS   MlM   TC   DC   ivjTM *• 
©AND   ON     TttE   ROOF   OF   THE   ClfiAMD   HOTEL,   HUT   AFTtrj   W*?gft   ALL   BUT 
t*> PIECES OEPARTEO.    SEN. OU VIOIE.. »LLV  I Afi, 
SOYER,   CMET   0£   tftftHMNtf    7TH   rlCA. 
SUHOAY,    "    AUQ,      CAOf   AM   J.iAKE   HAD A   ^uY   PUXAtAWT lMft»* 
C8TIKG   MBMN   AT   THE   DU   -/'IGISR   VILLA,      .'»*UE.    A3   -JSUAL   MJ   CHARS* IM 
WITH   HER   CANADIAN   ENGLISH,      THEY   HAD   A ttfCtT,    LT*    COL ♦ 
8.   //.      ■    Et|   7TH >1EQ*   AFRICAN OMAttttffttf   MM  MM  »Wf   lllTtitCt?t»t« 
AFTER  MVHtftg  OUT  IN THE LITTLE PATIO,  HE TCLC  HOW HE HAD itKN 
©«E or THE rnzt fnamQ» OFFICERS «HO HELPED LT. &t«« MAJt* ft   -LARK, 
SANS   PANTS.    ASHORE   FROM   A   SUBMARINE    I !    *    26   OCT   19*t* 
IT   MM   THE   FIRST   TIME   ANY   OF   THSU   HAO   HEARD   OF   THE   jUHHHI$t    iMtttfttt? 
WHILE   THE    INVASION   OF    -VEST   AFRICA   VMS    |M    i TS   FINAL   PL '.'ACE. 
•MNHECKE   WAS   WEAR I «s<S   HIS   AttfltftAN   UClM&M   W    ifCSII W 
RESOLVES   TC   WATOH   FOR    HIS   PUBLISKCC   CITATjOr|« 
10 AUG.   COL.   ANOREWS,   3N*C.»   NATOUSA,  vittYEC  COL.   LOI ;OOSE, 
THAT HQ,  KNEW WHERE THE 91ST WAS UY  NOW*    T*cwt WAI INHtH 
WHICH   »|0    HOT    INVOLVE   $ADY,    SOR    A   CHAN       . ft Nf   WtWf 
TO   VOSTASAMEM    ANO   OH   1 ,.       WMILC    HK   '#AS   AWAY   COL.    ftt,    il 
PM,   *ASE A VISIT.    THEN   'Ad.  LUOWICK,   34TM   IW,  Div<   HAD  Hie 
MISSION, AJ»    HA8i£   AM   CAPT.   EM.I0T   MEM   ■tl.tOHl   Al   dtVAL   FOR 
ENGlNEEr ING.    12   Atttt    OOL.     '.        .     "MR 1ST IAMOURY,    CO, 
>LACCHC«f   Ct*fflt|    TELEPHONED   AM    INVITATION   f ?-, 
ICIALLY NORSES,  FOB  A BAJMMTT     C'AQY DETAILED   *APY« 
GROWN  AS  THE  ESCORT.     CHRISTJAMBERSV  WAS  COINS  A 
BUILD    HP   MORALE   PR0»QT1'4-,   FACILITIES.       CAM    TEL   HAD    A    Ml 
,\NCE     IN   THE    ATMOSPHERE.       h*£       KAO    SHOWN   CAOY tttC    KOOCt? 
ORIOAL   SUITE   WHERE    IT    WAI    ALL:. HAT    Ex-KlKC    COWAKB    /Ml    WNC 
HIS   8RI0E,   FORMER    -.ALLIS   'iluPSOW, INICAN ,    'II I EW 
CAOY- 
FEW OAYS or THEIR HONEYMOON, INCOGNITO, MORE on teat. THERE 
WERE Nice VILLAS AND SMALL HOTELS AROUND THE ROCKY SHORES OP THE 
''EDITEHRANEAN SEA IN THIS AREA. 
T§MITF»E DURING THE EARLY SUMMER, MA4» HENRY I* SCHWARTZ 
BEGAN A CAMPAIGN TOR BETTER PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMU:-'I :AT I0W8 
IN THE THEATRE. HE CAME TO CAOV'S RODS? ONE EVENING TO TALK ASSOUT 
THE CONDITION OF SOME OP THE PATIENTS WHEN THEY ARRIVED THROUGH 
THE EVACUATION CHAIN, UNDER TONGUE-LOOSENING OF TWO OR THREE 
LIBATIONS, HE INCREASED THE INTENSITY OF HIS SALES TALK BY DES- 
CRIBING HIS SURGICAL FEELINGS AS "OUTRAGED," GABY ADMONISHED 
HIM TO WATCH HIS LANGUAGE OUTSIDE HIS ROOM BUT NOT LET THAT STOP 
HIS EFFORTS TO HAVE A BASE-WIDE CONFERENCE, PROVIDING IT WOULD 
BE AT THE 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL. SOON MANY OTHERS OF THE UNIT 
BEGAN TO TAKE OVER THE IDEA, AND SO IT WAS THAT ON 14 AUGUST, 
1943, THE CIPST CLINICAL CONFERENCE OF W8S OCURRED AT BOU- 
HANIFIA. THERE WERE WELL OVER 100 VISITORS FROM AS MANV AS 37 
DIFFERENT ORGANIZATIONS RECORDED (7F).  IT WAS A GRAND SUCCESS 
IN SPITE OR SOME GRUMPY EARLIER REMINDERS AT HEADQUARTERS THAT 
A "WAR WAS GOING ON." 
COL, JOSEPH I, MARTIN (Sjf)SURGEON, FIFTH ARMY, THEN IN STAGING, 
VMS THE PRINCIPLE LUNCHEON SPEAKER,  HE APPEARED A BIT TIRED. 
HE REMINDED THE 31 ST AND ALL THE GUESTS THEY WERE HAVING A PRETTY 
SOFT EXISTENCE, AND FINE MEDICAL CONFERENCES, BUT THEY MUST NOT 
FORQET THEY COULD NOT EXPECT SUCH .JUICY STEAKS, SAVORED TO SUIT 
THE TASTE, DURING THE DAYS TO COME,   CADY 010 HI8 BEST IB Ml 3 
COMMENTS LATER OUR IMG THE DINNER TO SMOOTH OVER THE PIQUE HE CAUSED, 
(COL, MARTIN HAD MADE IT SEE* SINFUL TO SAVE XJP  STEAKS FOR SUCH 
GUESTS OF HONOR F) IT SEEMED OBVIOUS THAT THE CLEVER AND ECOR:V'ICAL 
MEAT-CUTTING OF  THE 21 ST*8 COOKS NEEDED SOMETHING MORE THAN TH^E 
CADY- 
MURKY EMOTIONAL FLAVOR OP AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE FOR  SAV^FFFI COL, 
AKTIN'S MEAT.  CADY WAS LEARNING TO SENSE SITUATIONS AND THEIR 
OVERTONES. WHEN THE SICILIAN CAMPAIGN WOULD END, WHERE WOULD 
COL. MARTIN BE, OR SE DOING? WAS ALL THIS ANTICIPATED SEALI 
JUST TO KEEP UP HIS OWN COURAGE? 
NOT MANY HOSPITALS COULO HAVE SUCH A 90 PIECE DIVISIONAL 
BAND TO PLAY AT "CETREAT AS DID THE 21 ST THAT AFTCRNOON, MOST 
OF THi VISITING OFFICERS SAW 8tM* OU V*fBfBR8 FtMI BAND PERFOI 
CADY REQUESTED COL. HUTTER DO THE HONORS FOR HIM, AND DfCORATtO 
SOv.E PERSONNEL AND PATIENTS, AND THEN HE PRESENTED fHC BA8I ' 
E-DANNEH TO THE 21 ST GENERAL HOSPITAL FOR ITS BfttffRAt. EXCELLENCE 
OF PERFORMANCE.  THE UNIT RECAROED THE MCDfCAL CONFERENCI     A 
WOULD 
GRAND SUCCESS IN MANY WAYS,  THE BASS? PROUDLY PUBLISH        PR»- 
CEEDINGS AS AN ACCOMPL I| MM ENT.  LT. COL, 8tM F. BEAM MAO A LOT 
TC DO WITH THE ASSEM3LY AND EOITINC OFJTHr REPORT'?, 
t*>  AUG.   LT.   COLS. CAOY AND GURLEY HAD  A  LOOK  AT  COL.   HUTTEB '3 
VILLA P ftfUtfBlxa    DURING  A  BUFFET  SUPPER   IN MONO*  tf   ~r- -  F *CM$M 
MEDICAL OFFICERS, INCLUDING COL. CASALAS WHO NAB ASSISTED        Y 
WITH THE REQUISITIONS AT BOU-HANIF I A.  MAS. GEM. LARXIN       THERF 
WERE THERE TO WAKE IT INTERE*TIMS.  THE VILLA BAB P" 
UP    BN A MOUNTAIN FACING WEST TOWARD THE HARBOR OF MgRSHE 
CACY REMEMBERED MEETING BRIG. GEN. LAMB, &Tt« '"r. DIVISION,, 
THEY    HAD    A     .UTUAL   FRIEND,       HE   MAI    BLAB   TO   MKCT    COL,    H , 
CO   OF    ONE   OF    THE    HOSPITAL    SHIPS,    THE   ABOADIA.        IT   WAt 
FIRST    OVERSEAS   CONTACT   WITH   AN   OFFICER    BILLET    IN   PRIVATE CS, 
WITH   QOVCftNMCHT   PAID    BCBVANTS4 
"ONDAY,   16 AUG.   1ST  LT.  CUNNINGHAM,   AC,   cv:   nour POSTAL 
SUPPLIES,       COL.    MENNEGAN,    ART.,    AMD   S'AJ.   GOROAN   t 
PORTED    THAT    COL.    HOWELL   WAS   THEN   A   BRIO.    r,rNrp«i;    r^DI^TED- 
CADY- 
CAOY DIO NOT CONSIDER IT OF MILITARY IMPORTANCE, BUT M, 
K.ALFAT, A MERCHANT DEALING IN ARTICLES MANUFACTURED BY IND tSENES, 
CAME IN TO SORT OF CHECK OUT.   HE HAD BEEN AROUND THE VILLAGE 
AMONG HIS FRIENDS TAKING A MCURE.M  CADY DID NOT QUESTION HIM 
RELATIVE TO HIS WAY OF DOING IT. HE SAID HE KNEW VICE-CONSUL 
GORDON 8ROWN, AND RUDOLPH GESSUS, INTERPRETER OF TANGIERS. 
16 AUG. DOCTOR CABANNES, 7TH RCA AND MME. GRASSETT, NURSE, OF 
'ERCIER LECOMSE, CAME TO SEE ABOUT GETTING ENOUGH SUPPLIES TO 
START A DISPENSARY.  THEN HE SHOWED A COL. JOHNSON AND LT. 
BERTHE, ENGINEERS, AROUND THE HOSPITAL AREA AND "UP ON THE 
PLATEAU11 WHERE THEY SEEMED TO BE ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE 
POSSIBLE SPOTTING OF A NEW UNIT.  CADY TOLD THEM HE DID NOT 
WANT THE 21ST TO BECOME OUT-RANKED IN THE AREA, SO HE BEGAN 
TALKING ABOUT THE ECONOMIES OF AN EXPANSION BECAUSE THERE WOULD 
BE ONLY ONE ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEAD. 
HE MADE A FOLLOW-UP TRIP TWO DAYS LATER TO ORAN, LATER VIA 
MOSTAGANEM AND THE HQ . FlFTH ARMY. HE LEARNED IN ORAN THAT 
HIS OWN PROMOTION HAD BOUNCED BACK TO MBS FOR SOME SORT OF 
SPECIAL INDORSEMENT, "AND GOT A GOOD ONE." HE REQUESTED AN UP 
TEAM, SOME POlV LABOR COMPANIES, A DETACHMENT OF #AC*S, AND THE 
TRANSFER OF SOME PSYCHONEUROTIC PATIENTS AS LIMITED ASSIGNMENT 
MEN TO THE DETACHMENT OF THE HOSPITAL. HE WAS STILL TRYING TO 
GET TO FULL STRENGTH EVER SINCE LEAVING FT. BENNING, GA.  COL. 
MARTIN VISITED WHILE OADY WAS AWAY, AND SO DID CAPT. ROBT t, 
D.UINN, THE FLYING AIDE OF GEN. WILSON, AL SCHACHT THE BASEBALL 
PLAYER, AND MAJ. KARN, MC| 135 INF., 3^TH INF. OlV.   ALL OF THEM 
SEEMED TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED THEIR MISSIONS. 
21 AUG.  COL.  ARTHUR A. KIRCHOFF, CE, BASE ENGINEER, INSPECTED 
FOR A POW CAMPSITE WHICH CADY WANTED.  A CAID FROM RELIZANE CAME 
CADY- 
ALL THAT WAY TO GET HIS SEVEN YEAR ITCH TREATED?    BRIGADIER 
GENERAL, LT. COLONEL AND CAPTAIN WITH TWO PILOTS FLEW IN FROM 
THE 34TH DIVISION TO VISIT THEIR NURSES? COR, SIMPSON, UBN, AND 
THREE OTHERS FROM ARZEW CAME .JUST TO VISIT? LT, COL, N EWLAND AND 
FIVE OF HIS OFFICERS FROM THE CHANZ¥ POW 3TOCKADE WERE LOOKING 
HP  OLD AND NEW NURSE FRIENDS? AND FINALLY LT. COL . HOLCOMB, ACS, 
MBS, AND ANOTHER OFFICER SEEMED TO COME ON ARMY BUSINESS, ...THERE 
WAS BECOMING TOO MUCH OF THIS OAYLICHT PURSUIT OF BUSY NURSES. 
23 Auo. COL, F. F« KOCNIS, WOf INSPECTED METICULOUSLY.  EVERY- 
THING WENT ALONG SPLENDIDLY UNTIL CADV*S VANITY ASOUT HIS OWN 
"^1ST ENGINEERS" AND THE UNIT'S "TAR-PAPER SANDWICH" CONSTRUCTON 
OF NEW LATRINES TRIGGERED HIS CHAGRIN,  THIS IS THE STORY,* 
Co, "A", 343RD ENGINEER fttft*, CAME TO BUILD THE PdW SECTION 
STOCKADE FOR ITALIAN AND GERMAN PATIENTS, 225 OF THEM,  fM«J. BEN 
CHARLES, HC| HAD MANAGED TO CROWD THEM TO TWICE THEIR CAPACITY. 
CAPT. /y. E. HARRISON, CE, COMMANDED THE COMPANY.  HE WAS WORRIED 
ABOUT HAVING ENOUGH MATERIALS TO MAKE HIS OWN COMPANY LATRINE 
ANO A NEW ONE FOR THE HOSP|TAL*8 ENLISTED DETACHMENT,  HE UTILIZED 
CADY*8 BRAINSTORM SUGGESTION TO USE TARPAPER BETWEEN CHICKEN WIRE 
FOR TEMPORARY WALLS ANO ROOFING MATERIAL (l*^).  AFTER HE HAD 
FINISHED WITH THE L'HERMITAGE AREA ANO GOING ON ALONG THE WATER- 
LINE CADY HAD INSTALLED TO RAISE THE PRESSURE IN THE L*H£RM|TAGE, 
THEY SKIRTED THE TENT SECTION RECENTLY INSTALLED FOR AMBULATORY 
PATIENTS.   IT HAD A BRAND NEW LATRINE AND WAS A FINE EXAMPLE OF 
THIS NEW ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION,  HE BEGGED UU3T 30 SECONDS 
MORE OF THE INSPECTOR'S TIME TO SEE IT.  SuT CADY HAO FORGOTTEN 
WHAT A MESS Q I PATIENT3 MAKE OF LATRINES ANO SHOWERS, EVEN WITH 
NICE CONCRETE FLOORS, ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND PLENTY or WATER: TOWELS, 
PAPERS, SOAP, WATER, MUD, RAZOR BLADES, -EVERYTHING! 
CACY- 
... ADJUTANT    . WM, J. DANN, JR., NEVER COULD RESIST PRODDING 
ANY STUFFED SHIRT, SOUNDED OFF FOR WHATEVER IT MEANT: " IMPERATORI 
SEMPER ET ALIA LATRINA OSTENDATUR I " 
24 AUG. LT. CUSTER WAS BACK MAKING ANOTHER SANITARY INSPECTION! 
24 AUG. ' AJ. GEO. f« "AWCETT, AC, LA SENIA AIR PORT GENERAL 
DEPOT NO. 1, REMAINED OVERNIGHT AND ARRANGED TO GET 4 NIESSEN 
HUTS AND A LOT OF VALUABLE CRATING LUMBER DUNNAGE FROM ORLEANS- 
VILLE FOR THE UN IT. 
29 AUG. CHENTOUF HADJ ALI, OUT OF BOU-HANIFIA NEAR THE RAIL- 
WAY STATION, PUT ON A MECHOUI OF GRATITUDE, CADY ARRANGED TO 
ITIATE TWO NEW MECHOUI HOUNDS, LT. COL. T. DEF ROGERS, DEPUTY 
ENGINEER, IfStj AND CAPT. EUGENT U.  ELLIOTT, CE, AND THE OTHERS 
WERE DRAKE, ALVIS (WHO WAS RATHER FASTIDIOUS ABOUT HIS EATING), 
GRIFFIN, BOEMER, DANN, AND 2ND LT. HERMAN GOLDEN (26). CAID 
EL MASCRI AND KADDOUR, ASST. Mf»« CHEF, HOPITAL AUXILIARE,- THE 
DISABLED ARAB VETERANS HOME AT BOU-HANIFIA, ATTENDED. 
M. ETIENNE, AGENT OE POLICE, DID NOT REALLY FAVOR SUCH 
MIXED AFFAIRS FOR ARABS. HE INTRUDED HIMSELF TO ANNOUNCE THAT 
HIS OWN HOME HAD BEEN RANSACKED AND ROBBED OF MONY AND AN ARMY 
,45 PISTOL. THE CAID APPEARED ANNOYED ABOUT THE INTERRUPTION 
AND DRAKE INQUIRED ABOUT IT. THE CAID DOUBTED THE AUTHENCITITY 
OF L'TIENNE'S REPORTS, AND BELIEVED HE MADE THIS INTERRUPTION TO 
PROPAGANDIZE AGAINST ARABS. 
BOEMER AND BENABOU, GUARDE CHAMPETRE, OUTDID THEMSELVES 
AGAIN ENTERTAINING EACH OTHER AND THE GUESTS. DRAKE AND ROGERS 
ACCEPTED OLD BENABOU'S TAUNTING, AND WHAT THEY ATE OF THE MECHOUI 
WAS NOT REALLY CONVENTIONAL GIBLETS. THE RATHER NICE LOOKING 
SPANISH SENORITA RUIZ WAITED TABLES AND SANG NOT TOO BADLY. !T 
0WA8 RERUTED ABOUT TOWN THAT,SHE WELL MERITED BEING ONE OF "THE COLONEL s POLICE PROBLEMS,  NO ONE MADE ANY PASSES AT HER THAT 
CAOY- 
EVENING>   AfC«     &/£>   *"£   /Aiy/7£    * U V. 
30 AUG. THERE WAS ANOTHER SCHEDULED vrsiT BY GEN. WILSON, BUT 
CANCELLED.  THE GENERAL HAD SEEN RIDING HUTTER CONSIDERABLY, SO 
CADY LEARNED FROM HUTTEH, AND HE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT CADY THOUGHT 
ABOUT THE GENERAL'S ATTITUDES.  IT WAS A BIT REMINISCENT OF  THE 
COL. DAVIS AFFAIR . ASIDE FROM HAVING A PRETTY GOOD OPINION or 
SELF, CADY THOUGHT ANY PRACTICING GENERAL MIGHT ACTUALLY NEED 
80ME l"PERIOUSNESS. ...BlSBLING RENABOU DjOUOAD ENTERTAI NED 1.2 
AMERICANS AND 6 ARAD NOTABLES AT "TEA AND CAKES" IN THE STREET 
- 
s 
AT THE CORNER OF HOTEL GHENTOUF WHERE HE LIVED.  THI £| .OPEN AIR- 
■'■ 
WAS WHERE ALL THE INDIGENES AND THE STICKY AFRICAN FLIES COULD   ^ 
.:. 
LOOK ON AND PARTAKE IF NOT SLAPPED DOWN FIRST.  THE "PESSONAE 
DRA'ATIs" WERE THE SAME EXCEPT CAPT. HAROLD FREEDMAN, PATTON, 
AGRESS, PARKER, "AX, HURLEY, LT. JAS. E. LEWIS, MC, MBS, ATTENDED. 
ANOTHER ARAB, ONE SAUM, ATTENDED. EVEN SEMORITA RUIZ OFFICIATED, 
AND THIS rim CADY WAS BECOMING A BIT UNCOMFORTABLE ABOUT HER, 
I 
FOR SHE WAS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF HIS JURISDICTION. 
THE PAST OF RAMADAN BEGAN, AND THE HEADQUARTERS PEOPLE WERE 
UNEASY BECAUSE THEY WANTED NO INCIDENTS WITH IRRITABLE FASTING1 
ARABS.  THE fcf*t WAS BUSY "MAKING IT HARD FOR OTHER HOSPITALS" 
AND TRYING TO KEEP A <JU!,'P AHEAD OF BASE NEEDS. 
31  Auc.    BfAXltftn  OPERATING BEDS,  3»003;  ADMISSIONS,  3, 
ADPL,   26S5! 
CHAPTER  !8 
SEPTEMBER 1ST HAD ANOTHER FALSE ALERT FOR GEM. WILSON. 
HOWEVER, COL. ERSKINE HUME (MC) GSC, AMGOT, AND LT. COL. FRANK 
DRAKE VISITED. HUME WAS THE UNCLE OF VISS "ARY LAUSHLIN, ARC. IT 
WAS SAID HE WAS THE MOST DECORATED OF ALL REGULAR ARMY MEDICOS, 
BUT HE WAS NOT WEAR INS HIS SPINACH RIBBONS THAT DAY.  DRAKE 
VISITED DftAKC, OF COURSE.  ACCORDING TO TRUMAN HE HAD SOME PRETTY 
REALISTIC,  IF NOT COMPARATIVE CYNICAL IDEAS ABOUT COMMAND I NO 
OFFICERS, ANO THEIR CALIBRES. 
h   AFTER 
2  SEP.  LT . BRAJON ARRANGED FOP  ^NOON DINNER AT HIS COMPANY 
OFTICERS MESS TENT BUT IT HAD TO BE CANCELLED.  TOO BAD, BECAUSE 
THE CAMP WAS A MODEL OR CAPE. COL. HUTTER TELEPHONED A MESSAGE 
MOM SOMEWHERE TO CADY THAT HE WAS EN ROUTE WITH 80ME GENERALS 
AND HE WANTED THEM TO SEE A REAL WINE "CAVE", A GOOD ONE. SO, 
IT WAS UP  TO CADY TO PRODUCE SUCH A GOOD WCAVE" FOR SOME GENERALS. 
THIS MEANT CALLING FOR HEAVY ARTILLERY WHICH WOULD FIRE FOR 
EFFECT THE FIRST AND ONLY ROUND? THE SIZE OF THE PARTY WAS UN- 
KNOWN, HUTTER WAS SO CONFIDENT, OR CASUAL, HE HAD NOT SAID WHEN 
THEY WOULD ARRIVE, NOR PLANS FOR DINNER, OR REMAINING OVER NIGHT. 
SHADES OF AL I BABA!  HE CALLED DRAKE, MAX, BOLOTIN, AND OTHERS. 
WHILE THEY WERE BEING ASSEMBLED, HE TELEPHONED THE "HEAVY ARTILLERY," 
MME. BUTTERLIN AT THE SOUS-PREFECTURE AT MASCARA. HE TOLD HERIHIS 
PLIOHT, *NO SHE Mil fWt "cAV£n WOULD BE EA3V.  HER OWN PLIGHT 
WAS HER EMBARRASSMENT THAT HAIfB MAO MOT STOCKED THE LAROER,  THAT 
WAS ANOTHER WAY OF SAVIN"? THERE WAS NEITHER FOOD NO MEANS Of 
GETTING |f AT 3UCH SHORT NOTICE IN A FOOD-SCARCE PLACE LIKE ?'A3CARA. 
c?   ...ALL PI-HT,   AIM  COULD  SHE AftftAMAC FOP. TH*.  VISIT 
FCff THE 'TAVC'1 FIRST?  MAI AND OOLCT * >   !•  A GRAND <J08 Of ANTICIP- 
ATING WHAT THE LACY WOOL" MCCDg EVEN A BIT OF  ICE, AND HAD A 
GENEROUS QUANTITY Or   EVERYTHING OVER THERE WITHIN AN HGUH» AND 
ENOUGH SO THAT THE SOUS PUfFf?*! "WOMEN AND CHILDREN"' WOULD HAVE 
A TOKEN COMPENSATION FOR THIS BRAZEN IMPOSITION, 
THE PARTY ARRIVED AT |4j0 HOUR, AND WAS VAOI UP of  BRia. GEN. 
FREDERICK A. BLESSE, SURGEON, He. NATOUtAi ANO tftt«« EH. JAS. 
A. SttnNMti Cntrr or SANITATION SERVICE, KATOU8A, LT. COL. 
fttf, TOKi   ,    WC,    AMD    ANOTNCH    OFf ICE". THEY   WERE   SHOWN   AROUND 
THE   EUSV   2!?T,    AKC   WERE    INCLINE!     TO   Ml   SCEPTICAL   AT    CAOV'l 
"BOADTINS"   UNTIL   TKEV   SAV/   THE?»E   REALLY   Wtftt       ,       0   PLUS   BEOS 
AND    APPRO*IVAT^ELY   2.600   PATIENTS   ttHMCEO    INTO   THEM.       THEY      HAD 
A   BATHING    SESSION    IN   THE   V IRACULOUS   WATERS   OP    LES   SOURCES   AND 
WERE   REFRESHES    ENOUGH   FOR    ZAOV   I -AKE   TO   OET   THEM    ALL   TO   THE 
99   PREFECTURE    SHORTLY   BEFORE    1300   HOUR   FOR   Mttfa    BUTTERLIN'8 
"INSPECTION"   ANO    •HICTIIM    ON   I   LE    GLOB    L'L*MlRf'   ON    THE    OUTSKIRTS 
OF MASCARA. 
IT KU«N«CI TO A "ttCNOM RESERVE CAVALRY LT. JEANENGR03.  MME. 
BuTTERLfN HAD ARRANGED WITH MMf ALEXANDRIA JEAN-.     I PM THE 
PARTY TO BC   THERE AT t ?OQ HOU: .  3HE HAD SOME fUBNCH QUESTS OF 
MER OWN, INCL       RETIRED COL. AND Mlt« CROSS,       >ADY HAD 
MET ONCE PREVIOUSLY.  AFTER A FEW MINUTES OF PLEASANTRIES, THE 
MOST GRACIOUS HOSTESS PERSONALLY EXCUSED HERSELF AND ESCORTED 
THE PARTY TO THE LAMA I BARN-LIKE WINERY, OR ''CLOS*. #|NE MAKING 
WAS 8 10 BUSLNESS |N ALGERIA. THE LARGE GRINDERS, PRESSES, VATS, 
PRESSURE FILTERS AMP CAS!      A STRANGE RE>E LAT ION TO ALL THE 
AMERICANS. MADAME*S ATTRACTIVE YOUNG SECRETARY-TREASURER SPOKE 
ABOUT AS GOOD ENGLISH AS DRAKE SPOKE FRENCH, SO THE PARTY MADE 
GOOD PROGREST THROUGH THE INTERESTING CTTATTISH'.'ENT ABOVE ANO BELOW 
GROUND,  IT WAS STRANGE TO GO DOVM THE LADDERS SUCCESSIVELY TO 
EIVE LEVELS OF STOPAQE BINS AMB TUNNELS, ALL HEWN OUT OF THE SOFT 
SAND STONE.  THE DRY AIR WAS A BIT CLOSE BUT NOT OCOROUS IN THE 
TUNNELS, WHICH WERE ELECTRICLLY LIGHTED. 
THE LADIES EXPLAINED HOW THE TEMPERATURE DID NOT VARY IN THIS 
DRY PLACE MORE THAN TWO OR THREE DEGREES AT ANY SEASON. THE WINE 
WAS BOTTLED AND STORED OY YEARS, OR VINTA3ES. WHEN THEY CAME TO 
A PIN OF   \6  YEAR OLD RED WINE, COL. HUTTER HINTED SO BROAOLY THAT 
IT MUST BE FINE WINE TO TAST^J THAT THE YOUNG SECRETARY SPOKE TO 
MADAME.  ENOUGH OF THIS VINTAGE WAS "TASTED" BY THE THIRSTY 
VISITORS THAT THEY WERE PRETTY HAPPY ABOUT THAT "CAVC*, MAOAMI 
GOT THEM UP  THE LADF    ITLC THEY COULD STILL CLIMB WITHOUT 
BREAKING LEGS, AND BACK TO THE MICE ARBOR BESIDE HER VILLA. THERE, 
A VERY SPECIAL WHITE WINE WAS SERVED, FOLLOWED BY A SMALL f! IP 
OF COGNAC, OR EAU DI VIE MADE AT THE CLOS L'SMIR, 
AS THE LIVELY PARTY WAS TALKING FREELY, WHETHER THEY UNDERSTOOD 
EACH OTHER OR NOT, 3CN. SIMMONS ASKED CADY TO INTERCECE WITH DRAKE 
BECAUSE HE THOUGHT DRAKE AND COL. CROSS WERE TOO ARGUMENTATIVE 
ABOUT SOMETHING. AFTER CADY EVE-OROPPEO A BIT, HE ASSURED STM, 
SIMMONS THAT THE ANIMATION AND GESTURES DID NOT INDICATE ANY DEGREE 
OF HOSTILITY AT ALL, BUT THAT IT WAS "JUST A COUPLE OF FRENCHMEN 
WERE HAVING A FRIENDLY CONVERSATION." WOULD THE GEANERAL HAVE 
ANOTHER WEE TASTE OF THIS BRANDY? ...LT. JEANENGROS HAD AN UN- 
EXPECTED LEAVE FROM TROOP DUTY AND HAD RIDDEN ALL NIGHT. MAC/ 
CADY- 
AWAKENED HIM FROM HIS LATE SIESTA TO GREET HIS GUESTS, WHICH HE 
DID WITH MORE GENIALITY THAN; S I G HT HAVE SEEN EXPECTED. 
THE PARTY WAS FULL OF PRAISE FOR THE JEANENGROS'S WHEN THEY 
ENTERED THE SOUS PREFECTURE AT 2000 HOUR.  THE ELDERLY AND VERY 
POLISHED SOUS PPEFET, MAOAMF, AND THE TWO DAUGHTERS WERE ALL 
WAITING AND READY FOR THEIR OWN APERATIF BEFORE DINNER.  GEN. 
BLESSE HAD LOO KED RATHER WORN EARLIER IN THE DAY, BUT BY THE 
TIME THE APERATirS HAD BEEN WELL HANDLED, HE BRIGHTENED UP WELL 
FOR THE SPLENDID DINNER WHICH "HABIB HAD JUST THROWN T0GETHER." 
BETWEEN THE SKILLS OF Mac. BUTTERLIN AND HABIB, ALL TRACES OF 
81    rOOD    HAD    BEEN   DISGUISED,    WHICH   RELIEVED    THE    APPREHENSIONS    OF 
CADY    CONSIDERABLY,    FOR    HE    HAD    LEARNED    TO   REMAIN    SUSPICIOUS   OF 
"VISITING    FIREMEN"   WHO   MIGHT   RESENT    ANY    TENDENCY   FOR    OVERSEAS 
MILITARY   PtR*<l1fttCt.   TO   PET    AWAY   FROW   OBVIOUS    HAIR*sHIRTED   PATRIOTISM. 
DELICIOUS LICQUEURS, COFFEE, THE REAL THING, AND PIANO MUSIC BY 
MLLE« JANE FOLLOWED THE SPLENDID DINNER. MME. BUTTERLIN'S AND 
THE DAUGHTERS' ENGLISH WAS A RELIEF FOP. THE GENERALS. CADY 
SAW 'SEN. BLESS'3 FATIGUE RETURNING ABOUT 2300 HOUR AND MANAGED 
TO GET THE PARTY STARTED HOME, 
CADY WAS TIRED HIMSELF, BUT WAS SATHER AMUSED THAT GEN. BLESSE'S 
SLEEPY HEAD TOPPLED ONTO GEM. S»MMONS*S SHOULDER AND REMAINED 
ROCKING THERE ALL THE WAY BACK TO BOU-HANIFIA.  APPARENTLY OBLIVIOUS, 
•MONS KEPT UP AM ANIMATED AND ARGUMENTATIVE CONVERSATION 
WITH HuTTEf:. If, COL. ft*. STONE AND THE OTHER OFFICER EITHER 
SNOOZED OR LISTENED QUIETLY.  THE GENERALS WERE OBVIOUSLY WELL 
IMPRESSED DY THE GRACIOUS FRENCH PEOPLE WHO HAD ENTERTAINED THEM 
SO PLEASANTLY ON SUCH SHORT MCTICE.  CADY REALIZED THEY DID THIS 
BECAUSE THEY LIKED THE AMERICANS THEY HAD SEEN IN NORTH AFTRICA. 
LT. 8RAJ0N HAD HIS NOON DINNER PARTY THE NEXT DAY, 3 SEPTEMBER. 
CAOV- 
*'Ad. LAFAILLE, ttMCi BRAJON, LT« LEFEVRE, AN  ASPIRANT OFFICER, 
ICADIER    ItJD, MITCH i    AND    PERHAPS    ANOTHER    OFFICER   OR   TWO 
WERE   THERE.       THE    AMERICANS   WERE   CADY,    DRAKE,    MAX,    CAPT.    WILSON 
AND 
6. BROWN, LTS. NM« J. 3ANN,JR., ANO HERBERT 3. SLATERV,/HOWARD 
WHITTEMORE.  ALTHOUGH THE PINNER V.'AS IN A SMALL WALL TENT, IT 
WAS WELL DONE AND PLEASANT ENOUGH TO KEEP THE GUESTS BUSY FOR 
rHftfl M) JRS LONG. LT. BRAJON HAD A CURIOUS PROVOCATIVE MANNER 
WHICH WAS APPARENTLY FRIENDLY, BUT IT PERPLEXED CADV.  Mitel 
BRAJOM WAS NICE BUT SEEMED ALOOF SOMEHOW. COM. LAFAILLE SAID 
THEY WOULD MAKE A* HONORARY CORPORAL OF CADY, BUT THAT WAS PROMPTLY 
FORGOTTEN A3 MERE CHIT-CHAT AM) HOT A VERV IMPORTANT "PROMOTION* 
ANYWAY• 
NEWS CAME 3Y PHONE THAT "THE TOE OF ITALY*' HAD BEEN INVADED 
BY THE DRIT!^H. 
' l£P.        LT. COL. A     It   CA1E TO SEE COL. LOREN WOORE AGAIN. 
RE  WAfl   T   :   SATURDAY  NIGHT F  PEOPLE,   AND  COL. 
NiNNCOAN   ANO    Lf«    COL.    HOLCOMB,    MC,    WERE   AMONG   THE   OVER-NIGHT 
VISITORS. THE FINE 1 35TM IWAwmv BAND FURNISHED THE MUSIC 
LT. COL. MILLER, |M CHARGE, AND SEVERAL OTHER OFFICERS 
WERE DISAPPOINTED THAT CAOY HAD NOT MADE SOMETHING OF A COMMAND 
PERFORMANCE ANT LINED UP NURSES FOR INDIVIDUAL BLIND DATES FOR 
THEM. CADY WANTED TO ASSUME NO SUCH AUTHORITY AS THAT OVER HIS 
NURSES! 
MME. IVTTEftLfM ANO HER DAUGHTERS ATTENDED.  SHE WAS CONCERNED 
BECAUSE SO'.'E J~    THE 1 ST AftMORft DIVISION OFFICERS HAD "DRAGGED" 
ANGARA RED-MOT•« CADY TOOK 5TEPS TO GEE THAT THIS SOCIAL 
ERROR        NOT SE REPEATED.  3UMDAY DINNER WAS AT THE SOUS PRE- 
(XV 
reoTtme WITH DRAKE, PATTON AND MA4« HARBISON AS THE LUCKY GUESTS. A 
6 SEP. On,   HOWARD C. VAFFZIGER, EMINENT PROFESSOR OF NEURO- 
■w r\ t- i 
SURGERY AND REPRESENTATIVE OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, 
VISITED MA«I. SCHWARTZ'S SERVICE WHILE CADY WAS AT ORAN.  SCHWARTZ'S 
EARLIER COMPLAINTS ABOUT SPECIAL EQUIPMENT THROUGH "HOME CHANNELS*' 
HAD ONCE GOTTEN QUICK RESULTS THROUGH BUREAUCRATIC CHANNELS. CADV 
RETURNED VIA THE 2ND STAGING AREA OF GOAT HlLL TO SEE THE 70TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, AFFILIATED WITH THE ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL 
SCHOOL.  LT. COL. CURTIS H. LOHR, DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
WAS A CLASSMATE OF CADY'S.  HE KNEW THE MAJORITY OF THE FIELO GRADE 
OFFICERS, BUT DID NOT KNOW COL. OTTO CHURNEY, THE YOUNG REGULAR 
COMMANDER.  HE ARRANGED FOR 22 OFFICERS, 20 NURSES AND 50 ENLISTED 
MEN TO COME TO THE 21 ST ON TEMPORARY DUTY, AND THE 70TH WOULD 
ROTATE THEIR UPERSONNEL.   THE POW LABOR CAMP BUILDING WAS STARTED 
ON THIS DAY.   THERE WOULD SOON BE 4 COMPANIES OF 100 ITALIANS EACH 
UNDER CAPT. DONALD. D. HORN, Q'-'C. 
7 SEP.  VAJ. V. C. BURNS, IGD, NATOUSA, CAME ON SOME SPECIAL 
INQUIRY.  BRIG. GEN. ALLEN, 1ST ARMORED DIVISION, BELIEVED IN 
NUMBERS WHEN HE CAME, FOR HE WANTED TO SEE MfSSES HAYWOOD, THOMPSON, 
THAYER AND KOHRING.   HE EXPECTED TO RETURN TO THE SATURDAY NIGHT 
DANCE WITH SOME MORE OFFICERS. B  SEP.  CAPT. d. S. NEEL, CLAIMS 
C0MMI8SI0N, MBS, CAME TO LOOK  INTO THE COMPLAINT OF M. DAVID 
NARBONI, A LICQUOR DEALER WHOSE SHOP HAD BEEN IN THE CHEAP   HOTEL 
OBADIA ACROSS FROM THE ENLISTED "CLUB 21."  NARBONI WAS EMPLOYED, 
TO QUIET HIM, ALTHOUGH HE WOULD PROBABLY BOOT-LEG ENOUGH TO MAKE 
HIM MORE PROSPEROUS THAN BEFORE HE LOST HIS SHOP IT WAS 
REPORTED THAT THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT HAD CAPITULATED TO THE ALLIES, 
BUT THE GERMANS DID NOT FOLLOW SUIT. 
9 SEP.  GENERAL WILSON, LT. COL.  COCKE AND CAPT. PARSONS, 
ANC, REALLY VISITED.   THE GENERAL SPOKE AT OFFICERS CALL. CAPT 
PARSONS WAS REPLACING LT. COL. WILBUR WHO WAS GOING UP TO NATOUSA. 
UADY- 
3HE HAD BEEN THE CHIEF PRINCIPLE NURSE OF THE 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
AFFILIATED WITH THE U. OF 7A. MEDICAL COLLEGE, AND LOCATED AT RABAT, 
MOROCCO.  10 SEP. THE AOMINISTRATEURS ENTERTAINED AT DINNER FOR 
CADV, DRAKE, AND COL. BEGUERY, LT. COL. AND MME. GERENTON, TWO 
NAVAL OFFICERS, MME. THOURKOFF AND MLLE.STANFORD.  COL. BEQUERY'S 
VOICE WAS SO HOARSE ALL THE TIME CADY WONDERED  IF HE HAD SOME 
SERIOUS LARYNQEAL DISORDER.  HE WAS A NICE FELLOW, AND HAD A PROBLEM 
YOUNG DAUGHTER, EPILEPSY, TO CARRY. 
11 SEP. THE 21ST GOT OUR POSTERS AND SOME WRITTEN INVITATIONS 
FOR A WELCOME TO AFRICA PARTY FOR THE 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
THERE WERE 295 PARTICIPANTS IN THE SALLE I  MANGER IN THE GRAND 
HOTEL, AND FOLLOWED BY THE USUAL SATUROAY NIGHT DANCE. COL. 
CHURNEY, CO, AND MANY OTHERS REMAINED OVER NIGHT.  IT WAS A GRAND 
SUCCESS. THE 1ST REPLACEMENT DEPOT BAND FURNISHED THE MUSIC. 
GEN. ALLEN, 1ST ARMORED DIVISION, KEPT HIS PROMISE AND ATTENDED 
THE HOP.  ...THE UNIT GOT NEWS: THE V D CENTER AT THE 130TH 
STATION HOSPITAL WAS TO BE MOVEO TO BOU-HANIFIA, AND THAT WOULD 
MAKE THE UNIT EVEN LARGER.  If SEP. CADY WENT TO SEE ROWLETTE 
WHO WAS GLAD TO BE RID OF HIS VD CENTER, FOR HIS HOSPITAL WAS 
TO MOVE ON TO NEAR BOUSSEVILLE. 
GENERAL WILSON WAS NOT ENDEARING HIMSELF WITH THE MEDICAL 
DEPARTMENT OFFICERS OF MBS.  HE WOULD NOT APPROVE OF THEIR PRO- 
MOTIONS UNLESS EACH WHILE A CANDI DATE HAD SPENT A WEEK AT ORAN 
AS AN MP AND MAKING RAIDS ON BAWDY HOUSES, ARRESTING STRAGGLERS, 
AND OTHERWISE DOING WHAT MP OFFICERS DID.  THEY HAD TO MAKE A 
QUOTA OF ARRESTS TO PROVE THEIR SINCERITY AS  HARDBOILED 
CHARACTERS. CADY SENT HIS LIST IN: CHAPLAIN MOONEY, CAPTS. KELLY, 
WEOIG, LTS. STANBRO, DANN, FENNO, CROUCH, CRIDER, ROULHAC, KALLENBACH, 
GREENE, AND ACKERMANN. ALTHOUGH THEY WERE EQUALLY OR .ORE DESERVING, 
CADY- 
HE COULD NOT SPARE CAPT. BOLOTIN AND LT. SLATERY AND DELAYED THEM 
A WEEK UNTILYHE OTHER OFFICERS MIGHT RETURN FILLED WITH LURIO 
LORE OF ORAN'S NIGHT LIFE CASBAHS IN THE SEAMIER AREAS WHICH COULD 
SERVE AS GUIDANCE FOR THEM. 
COL.  MORGAN,   8-1,   MBS,   AND  MAJ.  V'ANDERLIP  ON GEN.   WILSON'S 
PERSONAL STAFF VISITED.   CADY MIGHT HAVE SOUNDED OFF TOO MUCH 
ABOUT WOMEN OFFICERS, SO COL. MORGAN SUGGESTED THAT CADY WRITE 
UP A PROVOTMARTIAL'S ROUT IN EFOR WOMEN OFFICERS! 13 SEP. THE 
A 
ZANNETTACCIS'S AND THE GERENTONS DROPPED IN FOR DINNER. MAJ. 
LOUIS TUREEN RETURNED "HOME" WITH CAPT CALVIN DREYER, PSYCHIATRIST, 
43RD GENERAL HOSPITAL.  IT HAD BEEN YEARS SINCE THEY HAD SEEN EACH 
OTHER. THESE TWO WERE SPECULATING ON MOVING AN NP HOSPITAL TO 
THE FRIENDLY COSMOPOLITAN ATMOSPHERE OF BOU-HANIFIA. HOWEVER, 
THE    7.Q CENTER    HAD   THEM    STY'.IEO,    FOR       IT    HAD 1 EEN   TUREEN's    IDEA 
TO    LOCATE    IT    VP    ON   THAT    PLATEAU.        IT   WAS    INTERESTING    TO    HEAR 
TUREEN'S ACCOUNT  OF THEIR   INTENSIVE  DRUG  AND REST  THERAPY OF 
NP CASUALTIES.    TO THE  REAR ONLY  SO FAR  THAT   IT  WAS  SAFE,  THEY 
KEPT THEIR PATIENTS SLEEPING IN A PITCH DARK QUIET ENVIRONMENT 
FOR 5 TO ? DAYS, AND THEN BEGAN TO GIVE THEM PSYCHOTHERAPY AS 
THEY GRADUALLY LET THEM COME OUT OF THEIR SEDATION.  A GREAT MANY 
WERE NOT THE COWARDS GENERALLY SUPPOSED, BUT HAD BROKEN IN THEIR 
CONTROL AND HAD A HEAVY BURDEN OF GUILT FOR FAILING THEIR BUDDIES. 
THEY WERE GETTING THE MAJORITY OF THEM BACK TO THEIR COMBAT UNITS. 
THE PSYCHIATRISTS KNEW BY EXPERIENCE THAT SHOULD SUCH PATIENTS 
BE EVACUATED AS FAR BACK AS A GENERAL HOSPITAL LIKE THEIRS, IT 
BECAME VERY DIFFICULT TO GET THEM RESTORED TO DUTY, AND VERY 
INFREQUENTLY WOULD THAT BE COMBAT DUTY.   BOTH THESE OFFICERS SHOWED 
SIGNS OF STRAIN, BUT THEY Mtftl WORKING FOR A NEW GOAL.   ...THEY 
WERE HAVING THEIR PROBLEMS WITH ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTACLES TO THEIR 
CONTROL OF PATIENTS. 
CAOY- 
CADY WANTED TO SEE A LT. POMERANTZ OF THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT 
ABOUT TRANSFERRING SELECTED PSYCHYNEURQTIC PATIENTS TO THE UNIT'S 
DETACHMENT, MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, BUT HE DIO NOT SHOW UP AT BOU- 
HANIFIA, THE NEXT DAY CAOY WENT TO ORAN AND THENCE TO CANASTEL 
AND TALKED WITH HIM ABOUT THE MATTER, BUT WITH NO DEGREE OF SUCCESS. 
AN I G TEAM CAME FROM 783. ANOTHER FRENCH "GUEST" CAME TO THE 
SPA, LT. COL. GROT AND WIFE. HE WAS GOVERNOR OF A LARGE AREA 
ON THE NORTHERN EDCE OF THE GREAT SAHARA DESERT, AND ON MILITARY 
LEAVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF A "CURE11 AT BOU-HAN IF I A.  CAOY FIXED 
UP THE MESSING AND '"CURE*1 PRIVILEGES, BUT THEY HAD TO TAKE ROOMS 
PRIVATELY AT OR . PERNIN'S HOME.    COL. BROT HAD IT ALL PLANNED, 
SO HE THOUGHT, THAT CADY AND SOME OF HIS OFFICERS WOULD SET LEAVE 
AND VISIT KIM AFTER SEVERAL WEEKS FOR HUNTING.   15 3EP. THE 
INSPECTION WAS OVER AND ONLY A MAN OR TWO WENT IN WITH GRIPES 
TO THE "I G HOUR." THE FIRST GARRISON FLAG WAS RETIRED FOR 
VCAM AND TEAR.  LT. COL. ELLIS, MC, AND CAPT. SlMARD, MBS, SANITATION 
INSPECTORS CAME THE NEXT DAY. 
17 SEP. PART OF THE VD CENTER EQUIPMENT ARRIVED. LT. COL. 
SENDER, CAPT. FROELICH, AND 1ST LT. KOH, 3&7TH ENGINEERS CAME 
FOR THEIR RECONNAISSANCE. THERE WOULD BE 2 OFFICERS AND 65 COLORED 
TROOPS COME |N 5 DAYS FO.L THE INSTALLATION. ...MTSS BARBER AND 
. SIMPSON, ARC, INSPECTED THE RED CROSS UNIT. 16  SEP. MBS, 
HAD THE UNIT'S AREA WELL PHOTOGRAPHED. CAPT. FROELICH CAME AGAIN 
WITH LT^S.SMITH AND DENNISON. SMITH WAS TO WORK ON THE 70 CENTER. 
COL. HAMILTON, INF., MADE A SOCIAL CALL SOMEWHERE IN THE UNIT. 
A 3-STAR FRENCH GENERAL'S CAR BREEZED AROUNO BUT DID NOT STOP 
TO BE IDENTIFIED. 
19 SEP. ANOTHER GOOD OFFICER WAS PROMOTED OUT. THERE HAD 
BEEN A MISTAKE SOME DAYS PREVIOUSLY, AND MATF« JOS. C. EDWARDS 
•y- 
HAO BEEN ALERTED FOR THE CHIEF, MEDICAL SERVICE, ?TH STATION 
HOSPITAL,  ORA*.  BUT   IT REALLY WAS VA<**  DAN W, ttvttf THAT SOT 
THE OROER,  IT HAD BEEN A BIT  EMBARRASSING TO COWARBS.  EITHER 
MAM WAS QUALIFIES FOR IT.  ..THAT EVENING THERE WAS ANOTHER Qf 
THOSE  SPLENDID LOBSTER  AND  SHRIMP OINNCRS AT MME.   9AI.lt'• 
ANC   WITH   THE    USUAL   OS   KEROOS   f!RAC!N~,, A   C.APT.    PQL I »    COMMANOCR 
OF   A   DOUAIRE   COMPANY   AT   THE   &ARRACE   OE   BO7_U~HAN IF I A,   CAOV,   MAX, 
AND   CAPT   SPALOINf;,   WHO   WAS   AOAfM   ACCEPT I NO   SUCH   INVITATIONS,    WERE 
GUESTS. 
HP4      THE   VtJ   -ENTER,   WITHOUT   PATIENTS,    ACTUALLY   MOVED    IN. 
LT,    StflTH,    6C|    AND   THE   ADVANCE   PARTY   OF   J0Tt*   ENGINEERS   STARTED 
TO WORK.    NEXT    OAV,  THE tMINCfftt WERE ORDERED TO LEAVE!    THEY 
OSLi  |  :IY LISTEWED TO CAOV's WAILING AND HAULED EQUIPMENT ALL 
NIGHT L.9M BO THE 2ftT*B     iMCMt COULD «• ON WITH THE INSTALL- 
ATION |M ANY WAY IT COULD DEVISE,   THAT LEFT A PRETTY KETTLE 
OF FISH,  COM. f»IERRE G'OUORY AND MtS« LT ♦ FAB    ! HAH T!i£ HOI ST 
(FR) PIONEERS LOCATED NEAR THE BjutftABf*    Ht WAS TOLO ruff COULD 
HOSPITALISE BUT NOT HAVE OUT-PATIENT SERVICE*  COL , KENT LAMBERT, 
1ST AJMOACi  (VISION, VISITED PAUL MAM WHO HAD A PENCHANT FOR 
/  MA KINS A WIDE ACQUAINTANCE.  LAMBERT KNEW SOMETHING ABOUT THE 
RUSSIAN MILITARY.    COL.  HAHN,   93tf?ttf ENGINEERS,   COL. CAMERON, 
344TH ENGINEERS, AND LT. HlCCINS, 344TH LMBtNCtHa ATTENDED THE 
SATURDAY RIANT DANOB,       A.-.   "'■!LPATR ICK,   Sic.r,,  W$9t  AND TWO 
NURSES FROW ft     '      ERAL, HftfCfl f'AVlB AND CRONtN, ALGO CAME. 
SUNDAY,  IB Bt*«    CACY MADE ANOTHER TRIP TO OR AN REGARD INC. 
Fftg  ORGANISATION or rm >CN?EK.    THEM  HE  VISITED  THE  NEW 
HOSPITAL  "EJMTER  NEAP   BfBI  CftAMt r-HiCH 'OL.  CAMfftAN,   544TH Em., 
WAS BUILD (NO.  THE OfNMfTVRBI WERE       M FIELD 3TONE, AND COULD 
»f CALLED "PERVANEMT CC ST I AN."  THEN MBS AC A IN TELEPHONED 
CADY- 
roR   u-opx   INFORMATION  FCR  CADY'S   PROMOTION.     iVHAT   THE   HELLI 
AT   'ILLA PUJOL PFC.  LICHEL WAS DROWNED.    THEO.   OENDOS, 
A 
CADY'S CHAUFFEUR, TRIED TO RESCUE KM AND HAD TO SE PULLED OUT 
SELF.   iO»*Y 3. LEVEY RESCUED THE BODY. CADY WOULD HAVE 
TO WAIT FOR INVESTIGATION REPORTS TO SEE WHETHER RECOMMENDATIOS 
FOR A SOLDIERS MEOAL COULD BE MADE.  THIS WAS THE FIRST ACCIDENTAL 
DEATH IN THE UNIT. 
0*0AY, 27 SEP, WAS A DAY OF VISITORS!  LT. COL. F. R. MOUNT 
CHIEF, "EDICAL SERVICE, AND CAPT. LEON RAY, AssT ., CHIEF, OF 
THE 46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL; AN OLD CLINIC PARTNER OV CADY'S, IZAJ, 
LESLIE D, OACSIDY, CHIEF. MED. SERV, 7©TH GENERAL HOSPITAL? MAJ. 
.S.ALLEN AND MAJ. REDINE CAPPS, 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL; VAJ. 
C. £. LITTLEHALES, CAPT. 3. H. STURGIS, AND CAPT. D. J. HOOVER, 
6TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, CASA SLANCAJ AND LT. COL. ANDERSON, MC, 
COMMANDER, 51ST STATION HOSPITAL, PSYCHIATRIC, WHICH WAS THE ONE 
MAO. TUREEN ?;AS SPECULATIVELY LOCATING UP ON THE PLATEAU. (HIS 
CO DID NOT KNOW ABOUT THAT.)  THEN MAJ. BEODOW, MC, AND CAPT. 
AY, VAC, OF THE FRENCH 1ST ARMORED DIVISION CAME TO ARRANGE FOR 
,VME. ANDREE CHARTON, WIFE OF THE CONTROLLEUR GENERAL, DIRECTEUR 
DE LA SECURITE PWiLtftUI, RABAT, TO BE ADMITTED AS ONE OF THE 
HOSPITAL'S RATHER RARE CIVILIAN PATIENTS. SHE HAD SOME SORT OF 
"CURE 
•KIN BftCAtfi BEST RECALLED AS A NEUROOERMAT IT IS, AND THE/WAS 
^OT* 
ADDED AS PART OF CADY'S ADMINISTRATIVE 
29 SEP. VAJ. VCE-'LROY, MC, MBS, AND LT. COL. JENNER G. JONES, 
:t   AND ViAJ. G. E. SHIPFERLIN, MC, NAT0U3A, CAME IN.  JONES 
wovJ 
WAS A ,V.U. GRADUATE,  f27, AND REGULAR ARMY.  CADY WAS^DEL IBERATELY 
TRYING TO SIPHON OFF PART OF THE FRENCH GENEROSITY INTO THE 
DIRECTION OF THE DEW 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH WAS EXPECTING 
TO SET UP IN THE NC« HOSPITAL CENTER.  ON WEDNESDAY, HE TOOK LT. 
CADY- 
-OL. CURTIS H. LOHR, DRAKE AMD BOEDER WITH HI" TO DINNER AT THE 
Sous PREFECTURE JUST TO INTRODUCE LOHR AND HIS NEW UNIT. 
THE RELIGIOUS SERVICES BY F«« REMIGIUS FLEISCHELL OH 30 SEP. 
FOR PFC. SMERBA WERE HELD AT THE VILLAGE CATHOLIC CHURCH ACROSS 
THE STREET FBOM THE HERITAGE.  GARY ATTENDED.  LATER HE WAS 
HAPPY TO PARTICIPATE IN »A»f LAUCHLIN'S ANNOUNCEMENT PARTY FOR 
POLLY RlLLINOTON AND GEORGE ROULHAC AT THE BEAU 3EJOU' - 
OPERATI    "ITAL BEDS, 4,023| ADMISSIONS, 2,253; MAI tun 
PATIENT LOAD, 2,r>65; ADPL, 2,222* 
CAOY FELT HIS ..UNIT WAS ACCOMPL I*JHINC M«I THAN MOST PEOPLE 
REALIZEO, OR RECOGNIZED. 
* * 
t OCT.  1ST LT. LOUIS ORAJON, CO OF THE ALGIERIAN CO, AND 
HIS REGt      L SUPERIORS WERE GRATEFUL FOR THE KINDLY ASSISTANCE 
WHICH THE THE If: 00 PER CENT CASUALTY ORGANIZATION HAD RECOVERED 
IN REHABILITATION, EQUIPMENT, BOCY AND MORALE.  SOME ONE HAD 
TRIED TO I3SU£ THEM USED UNIFORMS ONCE.  CADY AGREED IfTM BRAJON 
THAT THEY DESERVED THE BEST AVAILABLE FOR THEM. 
BRAJON MANEUVERED SO THAT ON THIS DATE, 1 OcT 1943, THAT HE 
HAD HIS OWN COL. ^ESREL AND MBS COMMANDING GENERAL ARTHUR R. 
WILSON, BOTH WITH STAFFS WELL REPRESENTED AT BOU-HANIFIA.  THE 
ARABS WERE CELEBRATING THE END OF THE "FAST O* 3      WITH A 
FETE, »IT» FEASTING, CAVES AND OTHER RECREATIONS.  THE CAY WAS 
FILLED WITH NECESSARY ACTUAL AND CEREMONIAL JUDGING OF THE 83 
t^ECHOUIS BY THE HO       GUESTS, Oil, WILSON AND LT. COL. CAOY. 
GEN. /ILCCN WAS MUCH AMUSED, AND ESPECIALLY THAT HE HAD TO PICK 
OFF THE MEAT SAMPLES tlTH MIS OWN FINGERS, NO KNIVES?  Hi AMD 
CADY PUT ON A OREAT CHOW OF GRAVE CONCERN,  INDECISION WITH 
REPEATED GUSTATORY TRIALS, AMD SUCH TO ARRIVE AT THEIR FINAL 
CADY- 
MUTUALLY AGREED JUDGMENTS WHICH ALSO MEANT  AWARDING OF PRIZE 
MONEY TO THE BEAMING ARABS AND THEIR AMERICAN Gl HONORARY ASSOCIATE 
MECHOUI ROASTERS.  THERE WAS A BIC1 NOON DINNER AT THEIR CAMP OUT 
IN THE OPEN. THE FRENCH AND AMERICAN OFFICERS AND THEIR LADIES 
WERE WELL ATTENDED AT TABLES WITH FINE WAITER SERVICE AFTER THE 
USUAL CEREMONIAL PICKING OF THE MECHOUIS WITH THE FINGERS. THE 
SITUATION WAS MARRED SOME FOR THE AMERICANS BY BRAJON'S SCANTY 
ATTENTIONS TO HIS OWN MEN AND THE Gl's.  THE  AMERICANS THOUGHT 
THE SOLDIERS SHOULD HAVE BEEN ACCORDED MORE DIGNITY THAN TO STAND 
THEIR MECOUIS ON THEIR ROASTING POLES AGAINST A TREE ANO TELL 
THEM TO COME AND GET IT, THIS WITHOUT BENEFIT OF COUSCOUS AND 
THE OTHER VIANDS ENJOYED BY THE OFFICERS.   THE Gtf8 SENSED 
THIS INDIFFERENCE TOWARD THEM AND QUICKLY LEFT THE SCENE ENTIRELY 
TO THEIR ARAB CONTEMPORARIES. 
DURING THE SIESTA THE GENERAL FLEW OFF IN A PIPER CUB PLANE 
WITH CAPT. QUINN TO MAKE A VISIT AT TIZI, AND THE NECESSARY 
HOSPITAL RUNNING AFFAIRS WERE CHECKED BY THE 21ST'S OFFICERS. 
CIVILIAN ARABS AND THE SOLDIERS HAD A GREAT DEAL OF FUN LATER 
IN THE AFTERNOON AT GAMES. TWO ARAB MEN BURLESQUED "U DANSE DES 
FEMMES"/APPLAUSE FOR THEMSELVES FROM THE RAUCUS AMERICAN SPEC- 
TATORS.  THE CAID CAME QUIETLY TO ESCORT CADY AND A FEW SUESTS 
TO THE MOKADEM'S APARTMENT FOR "TEA ANO CAKES." THE AMERICANS 
HE T'OK WERE COL. ARTHUR A. KlRCHOFF, CE, MBS ENGINEER, CAPT. 
ELLIOTT, CE., LT. COLS. DRAKE AND BEAM, AND MAJ. BOEMER. THEY 
WERE SEATED UPON MATTRESSES ON THE FLOOR AROUND THE WALLS, COVERED 
BY NICE RUGS.  THIS APARTMENT WHICH CADY HAD BEEN FORSIGHTED 
ENOUGH TO RENOVATE WITH A LITTLE PLASTER ANO SOME WATER PAINTS 
FOR MOKADEM TAIBI ABDELKADER WAS METICULOUSLY CLEAN.  THE CHILDREN 
WERE EXHIBITED COURTEOUSLY, BUT THERE WERE NO WOMEN IN SIGHT, NOA 
UADY- 
A VEILED WIFE.  CAOY EXPLAINED TO THE VISITING OFFICERS THAT ME 
REGARDED THIS 0CCA8I0N AS A SOCIAL GESTURE Of SIGNIFICANCE IN 
THE MINDS OF LOCAL ARABS,—POSSIBLY IN THE MINOS OF THE FRENCH, 
TOO!  A BIT LATER THE RELIGIOUS PART OF THE FEAST WAS CARRIED 
ON PUBLICLY DIGNIFIED MANNER BY THE MOKAOEM OUT ON THE FIELD. 
THE BAND OF THE 2EME R T A WAS QUITE DIFFERENT FROM GEN, OU 
VIGIER'S. THAT 90 PIECE SAND, INCIDENTLY, FURNISHED MUSIC FOR 
THE RETREAT CEREMONY AT WHICH GEN. WILSON A £C* n^Tts b   PATIENTS 
AND ENLISTED MEN WHO HAD WON MEDALS.  F*ROM 1£00 TO 2000 HOUR THERE 
WAS A LIVELY BULL SESSION WITH GEN. WILSON IN CADY'S ROOM AND 
THE OFFICERS ATTENDING THE EVENING DINNER. 
BRAJON'S REGIMENTAL OFFICERS AND HIS INVITED GUEST ASSEMBLED 
IN THE ARAB COMPANY'S OFFICERS MESS TENT FOR A BANQUET (jtf). 
CADY SUPPOSED IT WAS ALL IN HONOR OF GENERAL WILSON AND HIS 
STAFF.   fT DEVELOPED THAT THE ERSTWHILE SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT BRAJON 
WAS PLAYING HIS LITTLE JOKE ON ttMOM COMMANDANT, LIEUTENANT COLONEL 
CADY."   fT ALWAYS REMAINED A MYSTERY TO CADY HOW HE MANAGED TO 
ASSEMBLE HIS LIMITED NON-GI, BUT TASTY VIANDS FOR THE MENU.  HE 
ATE LITTLE HIMSELF, AND CADY SUSPECTED AT THE TIME IT WAS  BECAUSE 
SOME GUEST MIGHT REQUIRE AN EXTRA SERVING.  HE DRANK ENOUGH WINE, 
HOWEVER, THAT HI8 AMERICAN "COMMANDANT," WAS WONDERING IF GEN. 
WILSON WOULD OPENLY TAKE EXCEPTION TO HIS LOUD BO ISTEROUSNESS. 
,   U) M 
IT WAS A PARTY WELL ENOUGH ORGANIZED THAT WHEN BRAJON's ON FRECH 
/\        A 
ere> 
MAJOR NEED REMOVAL THAT THREE SOLOIERS DUCKED IN UNDER THE WALL 
OF THE TENT, SO QUIETLY AND EFFICIENTLY CARRIED HIM OUT SITTING 
IN HIS CHAIR, THAT HE LITERALLY SEEMED TO FADE OUT THROUGH THE 
CANVASS INTO OUTER DARKNESS.  AT AN APPROPRIATE TIME BRAJON 
ATTRACTED ATTENTION FOR COL. GESREL TO MAKE A SPEECH IN WHICH 
HE THANKEO GENERAL WILSON AND HIS STAFF FOR THEIR ATTENDANCE IN 
CAOY- 
IN HONOR OF THE OCCASION.  ^HEREUPON COL . $C3REL PRESENTED A 
CERTIFICATE TO THE SURMISED CAOY. »T WAS IN FORM OF A REGIMENTAL 
ORDER,  OATEO 25 SEPTEMBER,   19^3#  STATING THAT    LT.  Cot. CADV WAS 
IN   "NOMINATION AW GRADE OU CAPORAL A TITRE MOMORAIRE."    THERE 
WERE OTHER       SOLEMN AHO FLOWERY STATEMENT* IN THE OROER 
TO AUTHENTICATE THIS HONORARY APPOINTMENT TO CORPORAL IN HIS 
ALGERIA* COMPANY.    THERE WAS A CRIMSON FOU^A.ROERE FOR HIS LEFT 
SHOULDER,   CORPORAL   CHEVRONS   AND   A   REGIMENTAL    INSIGNIA   BAOCCfe   WITH 
THE HAND OF FATMA, A LION AND A CRESCENT TRANSVERSEO WITH A CRIMSON 
BAH, 
AMERICANS COULD NOT ACCEPT DECORATIONS FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
3EFORE ATTEMPT I NO TO RESPOND TO HIS HONOR, HE ASKED GENERAL WILSON 
ACROSS THE TABLE IF HE MIGHT ACCEPT IT.  WITH THAT ASSENT, HE 
WAS STILL TOO 0 iSCON'cER.ieO THAT HIS POOR "RENCH WAS FAR TOO IN- 
ADEQUATE TO alAKE AN HPG0-1PTU SPEECH ABOUT ANYTHING.  HOWEVER, 
HE STOOD UP AND DID THE BEST HE COULD.  GEORGES AGIO. STOOD Vf> 
WITH HIM AND INTERPRETED, EMBROIDERING CADY'S STATEMENTS IN 
ENGLISH WITH HIS FRENCH IN THE TRANSLATION.  IN HIS WORDS OF 
APPRECIATION HE ASSURED THE FRENCH OFFICERS HE WOULD THEREAFTER 
ALWAYS HAVE IN MIND THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THIS SIGNIFICA 
HONOR. GENERAL WILSON CONGRATULATED HIM FOR BUCKING HIMSELF UP 
so HIGH, FOR HE, THE GENERAL, HAD ONLY BEEN ABLE TO MAKE THE 
GRADE OF HONORARY PIVATE IN HIS ORGANIZATION. 
THERE WAS ANIMATED MUSIC BY LT. HJTCHESONS 01 JAZZ BAND 
OF PATIENTS AKD "DANCING." "EN. WILSON LAUGHINGLY SAIC ME WOULD 
ALWAYS REMEMBER ABOUT THE LEVITY AND HIGH-STEPPING Or THE CANCERS. 
THEY WERE DANCING ON A FLOOR OF FRESHLY LAID LOOSE CRUSHED STONE, 
Cdt.. CAM tMN- 
...ONE OF THE VISITING OFFICERS, REPORTED THE NEXT DAY ON THE 
VERY RECENT 
SOUSNESS OF ONE OF THE Ar: C/EMPLOYEES . SUGGESTING SOMETHING 
MIGHT BE DONE.       IT WAS, BY THE A 
CADY- 
SAT REAY, 2 OCT. THE MARRIAGE or POLLY BILLINGTON, ARC, AND 
LT.  ;CO. SOULHAC WAS REALLY AN IMPRESSIVE CERCKONY IN THAT NI ESSEN 
mtutm Cum  IN THE PALM GARDEN or THE GRAND HOTEL.    CACY OAVE 
HI3 FIR3T RADIANT BRIOE AWAY.  IT WAS AMAZING TO HIM HOW THE GIRLS 
i NltVlMS A 3 1I0AL VEIL Of   HOSPITAL M08Q/JITO NETTIN3, AND WITH 
T AL AND PALM PRONG DECORATIONS UADE IT ALL APPEAR 
MUCH LIKE A 3EAUTIFUL MARRIAGE CEREMONY WOULD BE SACK HOME. 
J. HENRY BCCCWWl  K8( ArHO., AND Mft4* SILVER,     , INSPECTED 
IN RtTCftCMf TO THE UNIT*8 ANAE3THESIOLOGY SET-UP.  CAPT. 3TONE- 
tu      , or THE 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL CAME, BUT REPRESENTING 
COL.      H. L.0H3, IN REGARD TO THE DISPOSITION or SOME PATIENTS. 
AT TI        POO mow BOARD or THE 21ST MADE DECISIONS WHICH 
WERE HCYCfttftV OR MODIFIED WHEN PATIENTS SOT AS fm   WEST A8 THE 
4r-        ( tm«f « THIS SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED 
VERY   STRANGE,    CABY   THOUGHT,    IN   THE   CONDUCT   Or   H««AN   DESTINIES, 
BUT   AT   THIS   STAQE   OF   THE   WAR   THE   2!ST*S   30ARO   THOUGHT    IT   SHOULD 
8E   STRl'IN      FOR   WtftTfttt^M*       iMNl   INTERCHANGE  OP   IDEAS  WERE    INDICATED 
AN :   PROPERLY   BENEFICIAL* 
SUNDAY, .     ~OL»J<OHN :i.  KNAUER, CO,  23RO   GENERAL HOSPITAL 
rpoy RurrAL»,     §?• AND ' AJ. BURKE, CHIEF or SUROERV, CA»E TO GIVE 
THC  «*l M ova?.    HE WAS REGULAR AWMY.    THEY WERE STAGING 
|     THE FIFTH ARMY'S "*>OAT HILL,   AREA Ho,2,  COL.  KNAUER WAS SEEMINGLY 
I •,  AND HE WAS HOWE INTERESTED  IN THE REGISTRAR'S ADM- 
ISSION   AND   DISPOSITION   PROCEDURES   THAN   HAVING   CADV   SHOW  OTf   THE 
REST   OF   HIS   OUTFIT.     4    OcT .      CADV   HEARD   A   RUMOR   THAT   COL •    HOTTER 
WAD   ON   THE    "ROTATION   LIN*"   TO   EO    NtMC« CEN.     VlLSON   HAD   BEEN 
OVERHEARD   CUP INC    HIS   VISIT   TO   ASK   HuTTER   WHAT   WAS   HOLDING   UP   CADY'S 
PWOWOTION.     ...IT WAS BECOMING AN  IRRITATING"CAUSE CELEBREl" 




*URLEV AND MAX WITH HIM FOR 0 INNER AND TO MEET SOME FRENCH 
GUE8T3 AT THE DO VlGIER RESIDENCE.  BUT THERE WAS SO MUCHi!WATER 
IN THE GASOLINE*' THAT 8ENOOS COULD HOT GET HIS GAS LINE CLEARED 
OUT WHERE THE CAR STOPPED,  WHEN THEY WERE OVER AN HOUR LATE, 
ENGLISH-SPEAKING Mfct* DU VlGIER HAD TELEPHONED TO DRAKE ABOUT 
IT.    DRAKE,  ALARMED,  SENT OUT A rot LOW-UP PARTY,    CADY WAS NOT 
ALARMEO, BUT ARRIVING TWO HOURS LATE AT A PROTOCOL DINNER WAS 
AN IMPORTANT WATTER. THE OU VtSIERS WERE GRACIOUS ENOUGH AS 
WOULD SE EXPECTED FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES,  BOL. SEOUERY OF THE 
SUB-DIVISION, MASCARA, WAS THE REAL QUEST OF HONOR. 
THERE HAD BEEN THIS WATER-IN-THE-GAS COMPLAINT PREVIOUSLY, 
AND EVEN AMBULANCES HAD SOME TROUBLE WITH IT. THIS TIME, THE 
NEXT DAY, ADY CALLED IN I-T. WKITTE*JORCT TRANSPORTATION OFFICER, 
AND REALLY GAVE HIM THE DEVIL AND 24 HOURS TO OVER- 
PERMANENTLY 
COME SUCH  "SABOTAGE," ♦..YES, HE KNEW SERGEANTS WERE TELLING 
A 
HIM THAT WATER SWEATS THOUGH INTACT STEEL DRUM INTO THE GASOLINE, 
BUT CADY OID NOT BELIEVE THE •tftttAWft KNEW MUCH OROINARY PHYSICS. 
WHITTEMORE COULD TAKE HIS CHOICE WHOM HE WOULD BELIEVE, BUT CADY 
SAID ANY GASOLINE WHICH HAD CONTACT WITH WARM AIR ALWAYS HAD TRACES 
OF ATMOSPHERIC WATER DISSOLVED IN IT.  WHEN THE GASOLINE BECAME 
COLD, SOME OF THE WATER MIGHT CONDENSE INTO DROPLETS, AND SINK 
TO THE BOTTOM OF THE CONTAINERS. SOMETIMES IT WOULD COLLECT IN 
CAR0URATORS, EVEN FREEZE THERE,-ANYWAY INTERFERE WITH CARBURATION, 
WHICH HAD HAPPENED THE EVENING BEFORE.  CADY TOLD WHITTEMORE HE 
MIGHT NOT EXPECT TO CONTROL WHAT SERGEANTS THOUGHT, BUT HE WAS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT THEY COULO DO TO INTERFERE WITH RUNNING OF 
THE HOSPITAL. THIS INCIDENT HAD BEEN SABOTAGE, AND HE HAD ?A 
HOURS TO PUT A STOP TO IT. CAOV HAD STOPPED MP  AT THE GARAGE 
AND HAD TAKEN THE TROUBLE TO EXPLAIN THIS TROUBLE TO THAT SULLEN 
CACY- 
FELLQW   WOW   WATER   GETS    IN   GASOLINE   AMC   HOW   HE   COULD   SECANT   THE 
GOOD   GA8   OFT    THE   WATERY   GAS.       CACV   WAS   THINKING   THE   MAN   WAS   8UART 
ENOUGH,    AND   HALICIOUS   ENOUGH   TO   FIGURE   THAT    THE   WATERV   GAS   COULO 
BE   SAVED   UP   FOR   THE   CO*3   VEHICLE,   OUT    IT   WA8N*T   GOING   TO   Q£   FUN 
AKY   MOWE, ilTTEMORE   WAS   ADVISED   THAT    IF   UZ    HAD   THE   GUTS   TO   TALK 
TO   THE   SERGEANT   AS   STRAIGHT   AS   HE   HAD   SEEN   TALKED   TO,    HE   WOULD 
PREDICT   THAT   THE   •CfttCAWT   WOULD   SHOW   MIS   GUILT   9Y   KEEPING   WATERED 
U    CUT    OF   CADY*S   VEHICLE   FROV   THAT   DAY   0*{3#)« 
7 ..'or. LT. COL, CURTAIN, MM SPECIAL SERVICES, CA*E TC *HECK 
ON   THE   r r?3S   OF   LT.   FflAMtt   J»    HuTCWESON.       t ST   LT .   ^ClNTlREjCE, 
CAME   TO   CHECK   THE    HOSPITALS   *ATER   SUPPLY.      THEN   CAME   CAPT.    SHEAR IN, 
.     .,  r««     .   :   |2TM    ENE«AL HOSPITAL.    UZ MUST  HAVE  HEARD THAT 
THE       :     i's   PROTESTANT   CHAPLAl',       HNIV    {if A|    H,* A   TRANSFER 
HHSELr-.       SMAflill   WANTED    TC   GET    INTO    THE    21 ST,    BUT    HIS    I ??R ITAT I NGL1 
AGGRESSIVE  PERSONALITY WOULD  MT  HAVE   IV.PRCVEC  ANYTHING FOR  THE(UNIT. 
ACY WAS SET TO **M»tftfl   IT M HAD 'FFIClAL WEIGHT ENOUGH TO 
CONTROL HIS CHAPLAINCY SITUATION, fOR    HE HAC ALWAYS KEPT A HANDS-0FF 
POLICY, 
OCT. GENERAL D¥ BRISADE RICHARD AND COL. CESREL Ml 
^ WOSTAGANIV.    STOPPED   TO   THANK   CADY   FOR    HIS   EFF QSiTS    IN   FURTHERING 
THE   REHA8ILITAT10      Of    HIS   OWN   ?TH   CO.   Of   ARABS.       LT.   RtMtM,    M, 
REPLACED   LT.    H|GCIN8    IN   THE   PLATOON   OF    rtC"   CO.,    J*4fl I I NEERS 
WORKING    ON   THE   VO   CENTER.       COL.    .'.    H*    CORNELL,    CO,    I^TH   BtN«   *t»« 
LAB.,    AND    HIS   FA40US   PATHOLOGIST,    "Ad.    TRACEY   VALLOnY   CF    BOSTON, 
LT.  COL.     >   KAftfi  P.    'AOON,  CO,  4TH  "EN. HtO«  LAB.,  AND  HIS :AJ. 
•A-   it  km* tm CMC or LABORATORY SERVICE, 43RD    K«, 
,p AJ. . . A MKEP. .ACE A VISIT TC LT. COL. AGREQS'S LARGELY 
I PPvC , ESTABLISHMENT WHICH WAS PRODUCING VERY SATISFACTORILY 
BECAUSE OF HIS UNUCUAL CCCD ABILITY TO TRAIN AND SUPERVISE TECHNICIANS 
Tt«ROAY,0 OcT.  CADV LET l.T. ~OL8. BEAM AMD DRAKE AND CAPTB. 
LEY  AM   RIH CET OFF TO ALDIERS.    THEY HAD WORKED HAR»FOR 
i" PRIVILEGES.    CAPf*  3PALDINO,AIWAVS LIVIWD UP TO ALL THE 
- ■  or FtAftfWW  'r-Tr^LC,  WAS SCANDALIZED WHEN SHE RECEIVED 
I   M||A||   ffUT   T"»0   or   HCN   MWttl   WERE   AT   THE   HOTEL   CONTINENTAL 
letflt %   6*   tf*fMW   HOSPITAL,   8IDI-8EL-A.BBES,   AMD 
S*»trrL!CAT-    . &•€   WA«   DISPATCHER   POST   HASTE    IN   ONE   OP   THE   AMBULANCES 
THIEVE   fug   nt*LD,       APPARENTLY   THEY   HA«1   BECOME   A   BIT   LOUD 
22E.  ^*s   WORRIED   MUCH  WORE   ABOUT   FUTURE   PERFECT   THAN   WITH 
PAST   PERFECT   ACTION   TENSES. CADY   HAD   BEEN   80   BUSY   HE   HAD   NOT 
ttiK  |.-._,tfM fH!r  SATURDAY NIGHT OANCE,   AND  HAD  NOT KNOWN THE 
?DUS Wttrtf*! r»»tLY HAD ATTENDED,  WOSKtNS SEVEN DAYS ANO NIGHTS 
WAS ""ALLY T*>D mpSN OF A DP I NO, A»*0 IT HAD GOTTEN TO THE POINT 
it iAi •• A r«t WEREAOUTY. 
T.       "APT,    twAt CAME   AND   PERSUADED   CAOY   TO   PUT   HEN 
fgf   MPHtff9|    k9§   THE   YOUNO   LIEUTENANT   WHO   WAS   ATTACHED   EON   DUTY, 
O*    *   MMtWtfBAftV   WEEK   OE   fi-ESTPlCTIDN   FOR   THEIR   ESCAPADE.      THAT 
»tlB   FHDU5H   PUtflSHftEMT   SHOULD   NOT   SPOIL   TWO   OTHERWISE   0000   NURSESl 
TH' CtWtW   WAD    IN   TROUPLE.    LT8,   *.'IR1SF   AND   DONOVAN   WERE 
BCKffl   PACK   TO   THE   REPLACEMENT   DEPOT,       Lf«   OARP   AND   CAPT.   fc*ARFOR0 
N£,«flMt   SACK   AS   PATIENTS,    AND   TNrV   MBJ    WOT   WORK,       A   NEW   LINE 
OFF?r>Ff!   NAMED   "08D   Mf   TO   REPORT   TOR   DUTY.      CADV   PUBLISHED   THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE   DSDFr-*   ESTABLISHING   THE   CENTER,   DESIGNATING    IT 
AS   A   BFCTfCW   Or   THE   HOSPITAL.      BCA«   AND   THE   OTHER   OFrlCERS   WOULD 
DC   RfTWttlfM    Iff   A   DAY   0»   TWO.      M0NDAV,I1   TH   CADY   TOOK   CAPT.    ELTON 
AY,    rA,    A   r VC» -INTERN    IN   CHARGE   OF   THE   REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES   OF   THE   Ct«rNf    WITH   HIM   TO   ORAN.       HE   WANTEC   VERY   MUCH 
TO   KtFP   HT<   AS   A   LIMITED   ASS ID WENT   OFFICER,   BUT   HE   WAS   NOT   SUCCESS- 
FUL,     HE ASKED FOR ?*ORE  NEW OFFICERS TO BE  ASSIGNED,   AND DOT  NO 
CADY- 
ASSURANCES.  SO, WHEN HE RETURNED TO BOU-HANIFIA, CADV KNEW EXACTLY 
HOW HE WOULD SOLVE HtS T/O PROBLEMS.  HE WOULD CONTINUE TO RAID 
HIS OWN DETACHMENT OF PATIENTS WHENCE CAPABLE CAPT. GRAY CAME. 
WHILE IN ORAN HE MET COL. WM . C. MUNLEY, MC, NATOUSA, AND COL. 
WlC^ARD, MC, FROM THE SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE. 
THE V D CENTER HAD BEEN SET UP WITH A SMALL STOCKADE, AMERICAN 
GUARDS, AND UNDER CAPT. GRAY WHO DIRECTED THE PHYSICAL REHABILITATION 
AND DISCIPLINARY ASPECTS OF THE CENTER^ PATIENTS, IN OR OUT OF 
THE STOCKADE.  2ND LT. FRANK F, MALONEY, ANOTHER CONVALESCENT, 
AND STILL SOME OTHERS WERE ASSIGNED TO ASSIST HIM.   THE PATIENTS 
HAD THEIR VD TREATMENT HBY THE ROSTER* AND THEIR REHABILITATION 
"BY THE NUMBERS," WITH BUGLE REVEILLE, ASSEMBLY, RETREAT AND TAPS. 
THEY WERE FEO WELL AT A NEW MESS SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY CADV SO 
A RELUCTANT 
THAT/DOUBLE SERVING LINE WAS POSSIBLE. HE HAD TO SHOW HIS/MESS 
PERSONNEL THAT THE SAME KP's COULD SERVE A DOUBLE LINE OF THE 
SAME NUMBERS OF MEN JUST 46 PERCENT QUICKER, WITH WARMER FOOD, 
OF COURSE.  THE PATIENTS WERE TOLD "NO ALCOHOL" WHILE THEY WERE 
UNDER TREATMENT, AND THEY COULD rtGO OVER THE HILL* JUST AS EASILY 
AS WALKING PAST THE ESCARPMENT, BUT JUST KEEP ON GOING!  VERY 
FEW,  INDEED, WENT AWOL.  THIS COMBINED TREATMENT AND PHYSICAL 
RECONDITIONING WAS SOMEWHAT ON THE ORDER OF GEN, U.3.GRANT"s TOUGH 
METHOOS DURING THE VlCKSBURG CAMPAIGN IN THE ClVIL WAR*   ONE OF 
CADYfS VOLUNTEERS WONDERED IF AN INFANTRY OFFICER HAD PLANNED 
THIS "MAKING IT EASIER TO EIGHT THAN       WORK SO HARD TO STAY 
AT THE HOSPITAL"?  NO, CADY TOLD HIM, BUT AN £X-INFANTRY OFFICER 
HAO BEEN INVOLVED^ H'MsfAO* 
13 OCT. MAJ. STEWARD, MC, AND MAJ. FIORINDO A. SIMEONE, MC, 
BOTH OF THE 6TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WERE ON DUTY WITH NATOUSA.  THEY 
CAME TO CHECK OVER THE 21ST'S SURGICAL SERVICE.    HE WAS REMINDED 
CAOY- 
THAT THE UNIT*S OWN KM« OSCAR P. HAMPTON, JR., MAO BEEN ON THIS 
SORT Of TEMPORARV OUTV AS AN ORTHOPEOIC CONSULTANT SINCE AUGUST. 
SOONER OR LATER OC WOULD MA¥E TO RETURN TO OLD STAMPING GROUNDS. 
MEANWHILE, CAPT, UOE PARKER WAS COINS A FINE JOB TOR BOTH or THEM. 
14 OCT. CAOV HAD RECEIVED A PRETTY INBEPINITE MESSAGE THAT 
MINE. PrISTER'S HOUSEHOLD WAS TO HAVE SOME PRESH VEGETABLES DELIVERED 
AT THE orncE or THE PRcrET D»ORAN. PROCUREMENT SOURCES WERE NOT 
SPECIPIEO,  IT WAS EITHER SIMPLE MINDEONESS OR A POOR INVITATION 
TO LARCE/V, BESIDES, WHO WAS MMC* PrISTER?  Ir THIS WAS ANOTHER 
WAT POR LOOTING, HE WAS NOT ©Of NO IN DEEPLY, BUT HE DID THE CHORE 
WITHOUf KNOWING MUCH ABOUT WHO SHE WAS THAT OVER THREE THOUSAH8S 
OP HIS PATIENTS HAD A BETTER CLAIM THAN SHE.   Ir HE SHOULD EVER 
HEAR MORE Or THIS, HE WOULD HAVE HIS OWN DEMANDS TO MAKE! 
APTER THE COS'S tttfTftti THEY WENT ON TO GENERAL WILSONS 
RECEPTION rOLLOWlRG THE HWtttt RETREAT CEREMONY AT THE 3RD RE- 
PLACEMENT DEPOT AREA. TME GENERAL INSISTED THAT CADY, ~RAKE, 
AND CAPT. SPALBING WOULD REMAIN POR DINNER AT HIS VILLA, AND THAT 
CADY WOULD REMAIN OVERNIGHT.  HE WOULD rLY BACK WITH CAPT. 
vlUlNN EARLY THE POLLOWtNG MORNING.  THIS WAS THE riRST AND ONLY 
CA»T 
NICHT/HAD SPENT AWAY rRON THE UNIT SINCE THAT TIME IN ENGLAND. 
THE EVENING WAS SOCIALLY CASUAL, AND SEEMINGLY WITHOUT ANY SPECIAL 
AN OLDER MEDICAL COLONEL.JWAS THERE WHO HAD BEEN WITH THE GENERAL IN 
MOTIVATIONS APPARENT. /ONr OP THE GUESTS WAS A VERY BLOND, WELL m    |# 
PUT UP  AND MADE UP GAL WITH A EOREIGN ACCENT IN HER ENGLISH. SHE 
WAS WELL PROTECTED BY A WATCHPUL GERMAN SHEP^RD POLICE TYPE DOG. 
CADY COULD ONLY GUESS AT HER 8TATU3.  THE GENERAL HAD CADY SHARE 
THE ROOM OP LT. GoL. FRED V. SwlERBKl, TC, WHO WAS ON HIS REGULAR 
sTArr. THERE WAS SOWE ADDITIONAL CHATTING WITH HIM, BUT VERY NON- 
DIRECTIVE IN NATURE.  HE LIKED GwlERSKl.  THE WEATHER WAS RAINY 
THE NEXT MORNING SO CADY WENT TO HQ. MBS, AND CAUGHT A RIDE  BACK 
CADY- 
AND ARRIVED IN TIME TO SEE G«3, MBS, INSPECTING THE DETACHMENT, 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. ,..CADY'S OUTFIT HAD TO BE GOOD TO SET IT*S 
JOB DONE IN SPITE OF ALL THE DAMNED INSPECTING IT GOT! 
SATURDAY, 16 OCT. LT. COL, IRVIN N. COX, EXEC OF THE 15TH 
GEN. !'ED. LAB AND 50 OF HIS PERSONNEL EN ROUTE TO THE 64TH STATION 
HOSPITAL, STOPPED OVERNIGHT.  IT WAS A GOOD THING THE 21ST*S RATION 
REPORTS COULD STRETCH LIKE RUBBER, AND LT. COL. SEDGWICK AND 
MBS WERE NOT BUREAUCRAT ICLY RIGID. THE ELDERLY FRENCH CURE', PERE 
ROUCHALEAU OF SIDI-BEL*ABBES HAD BEEN SUBSTITUTING FOR FR. FLEISCHELL, 
TRANSFERRED, CAME BY WITH A VERY NICE APPRECIATIVE NOTE AS HE 
DEPARTED.  ...THERE WAS A LOT OF .JUBILATION IN THE OFFICERS MESS 
AND AT THE DANCE BECAUSE OF TME FOLLOWING PROW0TIONSJ ?AJ, 
WEDIG, CAPTS. DANN, CRIDER, CROUCH, ROULHAC, GREENE, KALLENBACK, 
STANBRO, ACKERMANN AND KURKA.  IT REMINDED THEM A LOT OF THEIR 
RECENT UP  EXPERIENCES IN ORAN. ONE MIXED GROUP WAS CELEBRATING SO 
LATE IN AGRESS*S ROOM THAT CADY HAD THE OD CHASE THEM OUT SO 
HE AND THE PATIENTS ON THE FLOOR ABOVE COULD SLEEP. THEY HAD 
ALL REALLY EARNED THEIR PROMOTIONS AND THE RIGHT TO THEIR FUN. 
■J. TRACEY MALLORY AND ANOTHER MEDIC FROM THE 15TH GEN. MED. 
LAB. RETURNED SUNDAY. THEY WERE INTERESTED IN THE HOSPITALS 
HEPATITIS CASES. YOUTHFUL K'AJ. CTOWN IV. #EDTG HAD BECOME ESPECIALLY 
INTERESTED, TOO, AND HAD ALREADY STARTED SOME SPECIAL DIET RESEARCH 
STUDIES.  ...IT BECAME CLEARER WHO F/ME. PFISTER WAS. THE ZANNETTACCIS 
AND 'ME. AND H« VICTOR PFISTER, DLRECTEUR OE CABINET DU PREFET 
RAN, DROPPED IN FOR NOON DINNER, AMD TO INVITE CADY AND DRAKE 
TO MASCARA FOR 7 'OCLOCK DINNER. M. PFISTER WAS A GENIAL, TALKATIVE 
FELLOW WHO LIKED BROAD JOKES, WHICH DRAKE HAD TO CATCH FOR CADY. 
MME. PFISTER WAS ROUMANIAN BORN, AND HAD THE GENERAL APPEARANCES 
HUSKY SPANISH WOMAN. CADY WAS SLOW TO MAKE UP HIS MIND ABOUT HER. 
CAftf* 
A HIM HYATT WAS A SOMEWHAT MYSTERIOUS PATIENT WAITING FOR 
TRANSPORTATION TO THE ZONE OF INTERIOR, AMLRAL MLSSOFPE, JN 
CHARGE OF FRENCH WAVY AFFAIRS, QRAN, CAME TO VISIT HER, APPARENTLY 
OUT OF REGARD FOR HER FATHER, ADMIRAL HYATT AT CA6A BLANCA.  CADY, 
DRAKE A;   III HA? DINNER AT THE SOUS PREFECTURE ON I'QNDAV. 
THERE mi slews THAT A TOONS AMERICAN LIAISON OFFICER, CART WALLACE 
PAISON 
f«   "A3TELAR,   WITH   Sftt,   00   V|C|ER*S   ARMORED   DIVISION,   WAS    INTERESTING 
HIMSELF    IN   MLLE.   JANE,      CAOY   FELT   HE   MIGHT   TEASE   HER   GENTLY   ABOUT 
IT. 
19 OCT.. THE DETACHMENT HAS ITS OWN OVERSEAS SAIL I NO ANNIVER- 
SARY DINNER. CART, CARHART, CC, (REALESTATE) AND Mitt BETTY BRILL, 
ARC, VtflTED AROUND, »..A FRENCH CAPT. SELLIER HAS SEEN TAKING 
A "CURE*1 AT THE SPA FOR TWO WEEKS OR so. HE REALIZED ST 20 OCT. 
HOW VERY SUSY THE HOSPITAL REALLY WAS AND THAT CADY HAS REALLY 
'EN PERSONAL ATTENTION TO MIS CASE IN ORDER TO MAKE ALL THE 
EXCEPTIONS OF HOSPITAL ROUTINE NECESSARY FOR MIS CASE, SO HE 
ARRANGES A YOKE* OF HIS APPRECIATION THROUGH M» CMAS, FATOM, * 
MtBDAY DINNER FOR CAOY, DRAKE AND M*X«  A TRENCH MAilOR, A €*PT, 
r 
BARTHET,  ANO YOUNG LT, *"ATION,'VIS, WERE THERE,    M, <~ATON HAD 
A 
BEEN WHISPERED ABOUT EARLIER, BUT HIS SON HAD BEEN IN THE PREC 
FRENCH FORCES ALL THE WHILE, WHICH HE TOLO CADY WITHIN A DAY OR 
TWO A/TCW HE ARRIVED IN 80U~HANIF|A. THE DINNER WAS A SPLENOTO 
EXAWPLE or I'.  BATON'S CATERING TO FURNISH SUPERIOR DINING, OAPT. 
BELLIER WAS A GOOD RACONTEUR A&JD MADE A RATHER LENGTHY AND 
LU1U3RI0US EXPLANATION OF TME 0I3FAV0R HE KNEW CAPT, 3PAL0INQ 
HAD ra*.  :n T 
HE ALREADY KNEW H13 WAY AROUND TME GRAND HOTEL. &HEN HIS 
"CURE" M      KD, NEITHER OR, PERNIN AND NO AMERICANS HAD FORE- 
WARNED HIM THAT THE RADIOACTIVE ^OURCe ONE 3ATHS HAD BEEN RESERVED 
CADY- 
FOR THE WOMEN OF THE UNIT.  NO ONE SAW HIM ENTER THE VESTAL 
CONFINES, BUT ONE DAY SOME NURSES FOUND HU« THERE IN CONSIDERABLE 
t 
"DESHABILLE"  AND TOTALLY IGNORANT OF HOW ASHAMED HE SHOUD REALLY 
BE.   HE UNDERSTOOD NO ENGLISH, AND WAS ONLY TRY I NO TO II RESPECT- 
FULLY AMIABLE UNTIL GAPT. SPALDING  CAME CHARGING INTO THE SCENE. 
HE PERCEIVED IMMEDIATELY FROM HER ANGRY DEMEANOR THAT HE WAS 
INDEED *DE TROP" AND PROBABLY HAD BEEN ALL THE TIME, AND FOR 
SOME REASON STILL UNKNOWN TO HIM.  HE HOPED It, LE COLONEL COMMANDANT 
CADY WOULD UNDERSTAND HIS INNOCENT INTENTIONS AND CONVEY HIS ABJECT 
APOLOGIES TO THE BEAUTIFUL YOUNG LADIES HE HAD 80^INCONVEN !ENCED. 
THIS REFERENCE WAS REGARDING THE SPECIAL RESERVED HOUR THAT HAD 
BEEN GIVEN HIM EACH DAY IN THE ONLY SOURCE WHICH HE KNEW WOULD 
BE BENEFICIAL TO HIM.  THAT HAD BEEN WELL DEMONSTRATED DURING 
PREVIOUS YEARS DURING THE "CURES* HE NEEDED ANNUALLY. 
THE SAME EVEING THERE WAS A BIG OFFICERS AND NURSES DINNER 
IN CELEBRATION OF THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE UN I T ' 5 SAILING. THE NON- 
UNIT GUESTS WERE: COL. CTTO L. CHURNEY, CO, 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
COL. ALLEN AND CDR. HOFFMAN FROM ARZEW, LT. COL. SEOGWICK, QMC, 
LT. COL. t   U-.L A, BERLIN, MC, AND CAIPT. ELLISON, DC. THE HOME 
CO'.HNG EX-21STERS WERE:  HAGELSHAW, ROWT   ,    OTBRIEN, 3HEPARD, 
DOVE, CHAP. PETERSON, ER. MCCARTHY, DOROTHY MACLEOD AND HALLIHAN. 
DURING THE SAY PARTY CADY CALLED FOR ATTENTION WHILE HE PINNED 
SOME OF  HIS "LUCKY" MAJOR'S INSIGNE ON S-TOBT. "«JEDGEM KELLY.  IT 
WAS NICE TO HAVE ALL THE FORMER MEMBERS REALLY NOSTALGIC FOR SOU- 
HANI F I A. 
21 LCT. THE UNIT GOT A LOOK AT A BIT OF THE ITALIAN CONTINGENT. 
GENERALE PENNAZZI RICCI ROBERTO, MAGCIORE VITI ANTONIO, AND 
CAPITANO BOYANCE ALSO CAME TO LUNCH.  THEY WERE LOOKING OVER 
THE POW LABOR PERSONNEL TO ESTIMATE THEM AS MATERIAL FOH USE AS TROOPS. 
CAOY- 
...LT. COL. BEGUERY AND A MAJOR or THE SUB-OIVISION MADE A 
SURPRISE INSPECTION OF THE ARAB COMPANY.  THEY CAME FIRST TO CAOY 
AND DESIRED TO GO AT ONCE TO THE COMPANY AREA.   THIS WAS ABOUT 
AT 
1400 HOUR.   IT REALLY OID NOT OCCUR TO HIM TH>  LT. BRAJON MIGHT 
BE CAUGHT IN SIESTA, BUT HE WAS.   HE GENTLY UPBRAIDED  CADY THE 
NEXT DAY FOR NOT ALERT INS HIM. FOR WHAT WAS COMING, 
23 OCT.  COL. ALLEN AND COR. HOFFMAN CAME THROUGH HANDSOMELY 
FOR 1ST LT. LOFTUS, THE ENGINEER BORROWED FROM THE REPLACEMENT 
DEPOT. THEY ELEVATED CADY*S SPIRITS AND THE UNIT'S PROSPECTS 
WITH FOUR ?I TON TRUCKLOAOS OF HEAVY DUNNAGE LUMBER.  MOST OF IT 
COULD BE USED IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE NEW OFFICERS MITT AND CLU3 
WHICH CADY ANO LOFTUS HAD BEEN BLUEPRINTING FOR CONSTRUCTION BETWEEN 
THE MARABOUT AND WHERE BOUDERBALLA^ HOVEL HAD BEEN, VERY HANOY 
TO THE TRAFFIC LINES OF OFFICERS ANO NURSES. THE BUILDING WOULD 
BE. SUBSTANTI ALLY FRAMED ON C0LUMN8 AND GABLES MADE OF THICK FIELD 
STONES AND CEMENT MORTAR WITH BRUSHED JOINTS. THE OVERHANGING 
EAVES WOULD PROTECT THE 'OOBTE MUD WALLS, WHICH WOULD BE PLASTERED 
OR WHITEWASHED INSIDE IN UNIQUE WAYS FOR DECOR. THE FLOOR WOULD 
BE A VERY SMOOTH, IF FLIMSY CONCRETE, FOR CAOY COULD NOT SEE A 
VERY LOMG USE OF THE BUILDING, AND WOULD WASTE NO MATERIALS WHICH 
HAD NO PROSPECTS FOR SALVAGE.  AT THE END OF THE LARGE MESS HALL, 
USABLE FOR DANCES IN INCLEMENT WEATHER, WOULD BE A LARGE FIREPLACE 
MADE OF ROUNDED FIELDSTONES, WITH HEAVILY BRUSHED MORTAR JOINTS, 
IT WOULD BE LARGE ENOUGH WITH CONTRIVED EQUIPMENT FOR ROASTING 
A WHOLE MECHOUI.  THE BARROOM, CARD ROOMS, POWDER PARLORS, AND 
SUCH DESIRABLE ADJUNCTS WOULD ALL BE ACTUALLY OUTSIDE THIS LARGE 
v COCK-EYED 
SALLE A MANGER.  THIS COCKEO-UP/ ED IFICE WAS GOING TO SOLVE SEVERAL 
OF CADY'S CHROMIC PROBLEMS WITH THE UNIT, AND LOFTUS COULD GET 
WORK STARTEDWIMMEDIATELY,  IF NOT SOONER!" 
CADY- 
HARD   WORKING    AND   FAITHFUL   OLD    "ABRAHAM   THE   TERRIBLE*   BOLOT I N 
WAS   MADE   A   MAJOR    AT    SUPPER    IN   THE   OFFICERS   Witt.       THE    2ftf   COULD 
HAVE   GOME   MUCH   FURTHER    AND   FOUND    NO   BETTER    SOLDIER   THAN   THIS   OLD 
MORAL   GtfARO   OFFICER    WHO   HAD    SERVED   WITH   RCRSRttfl    IK   THE"   PFZ- 
•OftLQ   IAN   I  HtltOAR BORDER   INCIDENT.     AND  AS  DAMN  JIBED,   "EATING 
NOTHING RUT PARCHED HORSE CORN ALL THROUOH WORLD WAR I, AND HE 
WILL TELL IT LATER, ALL THROUGH WORLD WAR It, TOO, TOO, TOO.." 
07 OCT.    CADY WENT TO ORAN WITH CAPT.   HORN,  Q?,'C,  C9 OF THE 
POWLAOOR  CO.   NO.   130.     CAPT.   SPALOIRO  AND  LT.   KOHRINC,   A'-,r>, 
ON A SCROUNGING FORAY FOR PERSONNEL.  HE   CALLED ON LT. COL. 
[RRtER, G»2,     | TO SEE  WHAT HE MIGHT LEARN ABOUT THE RECENT 
ITALIA:; VISITATIONS, ANO FOR GENERAL INTELLIGENCE ADOUT THE 
Utttf't    STABILITY.       WHEN   Nt   CALLED   ON   COL.    MtOROAR,    Q-t,    Al 
MTTONCO  HIS   IDEA OF   INTEGRATING WACS  INTO MIS DETACHMENT, TTEOT 
DEPT,   HR WRTEREQ A SET-BACK T    WA'CS WOULD BE A PAIN  IN THE 
NECK.     THEY  WOULD  ALWAYS BE DATING THE OFFICERS,—WHICH WOULD 
»AtR HORSE MORALE, AND DESTROY ENLISTED MEN'S MORALE, TOO. 
HE HUSTLED HIS PARTY ON OVER TO CANASTEL TO SEE COL. C. '". 
CHR ISTIANBERRY AMD L.T. COL. LEE ABOUT GETTING ADDITIONAL LOANS 
OF T^ OFFICERS AND MEN.  THEY WERE NICELY RECEIVED AND WENT 
AWAY AFTER A PLEASANT LUNCH AT THE OFFICERS CLUB, AMD THAT CA?T 
lit WAS A WATER-HAUL, TOO.  AT AR2EW,C0L . ALLEN WAS AWAY 
IWO NO "OPE LHOOER CO^JSLD   BE CADJED, BUT COR . HOFFMAN EARMARKED 
T.70 LARGE HALF-INCH IRON PLATES FOR THE fcfOT TO RE-CONSTRUCT 
ENLARGE THE BAKERY OVEN.  HOT A '    HAUL AT THAT.  AT f'OSTAGANEM 
LETTER, CAPT. SPALOtRR SEEMFP SOMEWHAT FAVORABLY 
MtRREOOEO BY VILLA PUJOL AND ANOTHER VILLA BE INC READIED FOR 
M ERLISTER -EN. HOWEVER, CADY SENSED HE WOOLO HAVE PETTFP 
•ATfSflED    NURSE8    IF    OTHER    PLANS   WO OLD   BE   n'ADE   FOR    THEM.        IT   WAS 
CADY- 
DARK BY THE TIME THEY CAME TO PERREGAUX AND COULD LOCATE LT, 
COL. SEDGWICK AND SUPPER. THEY UNDERSTOOD BETTER AFTER SUCH 
TRIPS WHY OUTLYING PERSONNEL APPRECIATED VISITS TO THE MORE 
SOCIALLY COSMOPOLITAN SUMPTIOUS ATMOSPHERE WHICH THE 21 ST HAO 
ACQUIRED. 
28 OCT. LT, BLANKS,  INF., FROM THE BASE CENSOR'S OFFICE 
MADE AN INSPECTION. CADY HAD APPOINTED ONE OF THE UNIT'S OFFICERS 
AS MAIL CENSOR AS AN ADDITIONAL DUTY, SUT HE WAS USING CONVALESCENT 
OFFICERS AS HIS ASSISTANTS. ONCE THE MAIL HAD BEEN CENSORED, 
IT WAS STAMPED BY WHOEVER GOT AROUND TO PICKING VP  THE STAMP, 
THE BUREAUCRATIC LIEUTENANT WAS UNHAPPY ABOUT THLS"VIOLATION OF 
REGULATIONS." WHAT DID HE MEAN, VIOLATION? WASN*T THE MAIL 
ACTUALLY BEING CENSORED BY AN OFFICER? ...THERE WERE HUNDREDS 
OF LETTERS DAILY AT THIS PLACE, COULD ONE OFFICER DO IT BY WORKING 
FULL TIME?  THIS WOULD BE MORE THANHAN ADDITIONAL OUTY" THEN? 
DID THE LIEUTENANT HAVE ANY BETTER WAY OF DOING IT BY THE AR*S 
BECAUSE THE UNIT*S T/O HAD NO PLACE FOR A FULL-TIME CENSOR? 
...THIS WAS THE SECOND OR THIRD TIME SOMEONE HAD CRITICIZED THIS, 
AND THE POSTAL SERVICE HAO DONE NOTHING, EXACTLY NOTHING ABOUT 
IT, NOR TO CADY EITHER. 8ADY SUGGESTED THAT THE POSTAL SERVICE 
SHOULD BE SATISFIED THAT THE CENSORING WAS ACCOMPLISHED LEGALLY 
AND ACTUALLY, AND CHANGE THE ARMY REGULATIONS, ...AS AMATTER OF 
FACT, THE NEXT DAY FOLLOWING HE WOULD RELIEVE HIS UNIT'S OFFICER 
OUTY 
OF THE JOB AND SET UP A/ROSTER OF PATIENTSJ LET's SEE HERE, THAT 
WILL BE A LT. HICKS, YES, WHO WILL BE THE CENSOR ... 
29 OCT. MAJ. SEIBERT, CE, 308, VISITED A PATIENT AND THEN 
LOOKED OVER THE AREA.  HE DIVULGED THAT M8S ENGINEERS WERE PLANNING 
TO MAKE A "LAYOUT" OF THE HOSPITAL FOR THEIR RECORD,  MAJ. ALEXANDER, 
MC, MEDICAL PERSONNEL DIVISION, NATOUSA, TOLD CADY HIS RECOMMENDATION 
CADY- 
FOR PROMOTION HAD CLEARED SEN, BLE8SE*S DE8K A FEW DAYS PREVIOUSLY, 
AND FORWARDED WITH A STRONO INDORQMENT OK IT. CAOY KNEW IT WAS 
NICE THAT SO MANY PEOPLE WERE INTERESTED IN THE DAMNED TMlNOi 
LT. LILLIAN RUDDY, ANC, CAME IN TO INQUIRE SOMEWHAT BELLID- 
ERANTLY WHY SHE WAS BE IHO "ROTATEDH HOME*  THIS WAS THE UNITES 
FIRST ROUND OF ROTATING PERSONNEL TO THE 2 9f It  HE MAO ACCEPTED 
CAPT, 3PALOtNO*8 4UDQWENT AN© RECOMMENDATION,  UtM RUDDY WANTED 
TO KNOW IF IT WAS DISCIPLINARY, AND WAS IT AN*ORD£Rw?  CADY TSlSD 
TO SOFTEN IT A SIT FOR HER, BUT SAID HER NOMINATION HAD SEEMED 
JUSTIFIED ON THE BASIS THAT SHE HAD BEEN CRIPINO OONSIDgRAfLY 
AND SEEMED TO BE TIRlNQ PHYSICALLY, BUT HER CHAKCE TO CO HOME 
WAS ALSO REGARDED AS DESERVED, AND SHE COULD HAVE SOME REST AND 
RECREATION,   *T CERTAINLY WAS MORE OF A PRIVILEGE THAI AW ORDER, 
(CADY RESOLVED TO INQUIRE OF CAPT, 3PALDINO WHY SHE MIOHT SUSPECT 
SUCH AN ENVIED PRIVILEGE WAS DISCIPLINARY,)  ANYHOW, LT, RUDDY 
SEEMED WILL!NO TO 30* 
HE TOOK DRAKE AND MAX WITH HIM TO 1330 HOUR DINNER AT THE 
ADMINISTRATEUR**. THE RATHER ENIGMATIC AND ATTRACTIVE HHC, 
THOURKOFF WAS THERE WITHVME, DU VIOIER AND DAUGHTER.  NO ONE 
^DIVULGED THE WHEREABOUTS OF fiEN, DU '/ICIER, BUT THEY WERE DEPART^Wfiu 
ON THE FOLLOWIHC MONDAY TO LIVE AT RABAT, MOROCCO, REGRETTABLY, 
THE ffAR WAS MOVING ON FOR SOME PEOPLE! 
LT, COL, RYLE RAOKE, f-'C, NATGU8A, CAME RELATIVE TO HIS SUPP 
DUTIES.  HE WAS ONE OF CADY** CONVERTS, OR AT LEAST BELIEVED THAT 
SUPPLY PRESSURES SHOULD SE AUTOMATICALLY FORWARD YO THE USERS. 
Hftti ALEXANDER CAME IN AGAIN FOR A RATHER LENGTHY TALK ABOUT 
PERSONNE*. THE 1ST REPLACEMENT DEPOT WA3 ALERTED TO LEAVE, WHICH 
WAS REALLY UPSETTING TO TO THE ALWAYS UN-DULL EXISTANCE or CAOY'S 
OFFICIAL FAMILY.  ... THE ARAB COMPANY WAS RELIEVED FFTCV GUARD- 
THE P0.7 SECT 10',! 
CAOY- 
SuiMOAY, 31 OCT.  CADY'S TD PERSONNEL FROM THE REPLACEMENT 
DEPOT HAD A REPRIEVE POR A fCW DAYS, AND HE COULD CONTINUE TO 
"SPOIL T;  . ' CAPT. HORN HAD FIXED HIS POW CO. NO. 130 OFFICE 
AND QUARTERS TENT UP WITH ALL THE IMPROVISED COMFORTS OF HOME, 
INCLUDING A TOY-SIZED BUT QUITE OPERATIONAL FIREPLACE.  HE, TO^ 
RECEIVED ORDERS TO TURN ALL HIS EQUIPMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
It OVER TO THE HOSPITAL GfVCH A BATTERED OLD TANK OR AN 
OLD ^RENCH 75 ANO *    CUB PLANE, "THE FlQHTlN* TWENTY-POI ST"MIGHT 
CLASSIFY AS A SMALL FIELD ARMY I 
CADY HAD AS I     IT ORDERS DRAFTED TO CHANGE 'v'AJ, MAX FROM 
ADJUTANT  TO   HOSPITAL   INSPECTOR   AND   SSUMARV  COURT OFFICER;   BOLOTIN 
FKOJj  :_     ;,;     1      UTANT; DANN FRO-; CO, DETACHMENT, MCOfOAL 
DEPARTMENT TO REGISTRAR AND "DETACHMENT OF ITALIANS";  LT . GOLDEN 
CO,    3ETA0HMENT, »T.J    AND   LT .    JAS.    CUMBY   TO   FINANCE    AGENT 
MffR, "A" CLASS. LT. GOLDEN CAME OVER AS 1ST SERGEANT, BUT 
CADY BIWeECDeQ ID BETTING HIM A DIRECT COMMISSION FROM THE RANKS, 
AND EVEN MORE .<£PT HTM AT AN OFFICER IN THE SAME UNIT IN CHARGE 
OF THE SAME NEN HE HAD A3 A SERGEANT. THAT MAS TWO THINGS UN- 
USUAL, ANO A COMPL!  II ROR BOTH THAT IT HAD WORKED OUT WELL. 
CADY FINISHED THE DAY AND NONTH ACTING A3 JUDGE OF COSTUMES 
UXOWE'EM PARTY. 
OPERA M  BEOS, tPO?J Ai    IONS, 2,6$6j ''AXI'UM LOAD, 
3.096|    , 2,7 • 
CADY 
CHAPTER  IS 
THE WEATHER WAS BECOMING CHILLY SY 1 NOVEMBER WHEN THE 
COMMAND WEHT I *ITG WOOLEN UNIFORMS. THE ARAS GUARD COMPAY 
WAS NOT GUARDING, IT HAD BEEN RELIEVED BUT HAD NOT DEPARTED. 
CADY FELT THERE S?£RE OTHER SIGNS OF LESSENING PRESSURES. 
INASMUCH AS THE 2ttt WM  STILL IN A FAVORABLE SPOT FOR 
AIR LANDING PATIENTS FROM ITALY, THAT IDEA RECURRED TO "AOY. 
HE INTERROGATED A PARTY FROM HQ., MAT0U3A, A COL. RtlSSCLL,    , 
AND LT.   COL.  ^'CANDREWS,   SN.C,     ALL THEY KNEW THOUGH WAS THAT  THE 
MALARIAL CONTROL DIRECTIVES WERE UNCHANGED  |« NORTH AFRICA. 
LT.  3IHER,  KC|  FROM COL.  SADKE'S SUPPLY OFFICE MADE NO ADMISSIONS 
HE KNEW ANY INDICATIONS THE 21 ST MIGHT MOVE.  COL . CAMERON AND 
AN ENGINEER CAPTAIN CAME TO STUDY THE HOSPITAL*® LAYOUT WITH 
CADY, EXPECT I MO TO WINTERIZE ALL 1,000 BEDS OF THE 7 0 CENTER. 
THEY WOULD WINTERIZE 400 GENERAL MEDICAL AND SURGICAL BEDS 
AND ALL 500 OF THE N>* SECTION BEDS. THIS WOULD 8E ABOUT ONE' 
HALF OF THE 4,000 BEOS STILL UP  AMD AVAILABLE FOR OPERATION. 
VLTH SUCH RESOURCES AT HAND, AND WITH A RELATIVELY MILD WINTER 
HE EXPECTED, CAOY LOST NO SLEEP WORRYING ABOUT IT THAT MlOHT. 
THE  WEDNESDAY DINNER AT THE SOUS-PREFECTURE BENEFITED CADY, 
1RAKE, CAPT. SPALDING, ''A«J. C« P. 8UXT0N, "% AND SAM HARBISON. 
CADY HAD SAM ON THE "DUTY ROSTER" AGAIN BECAUSE HE WISHED TO 
OBSERVE HIM SOME MORE, AND STILL LIKED EVERYTHING HE SAW. 
ON 5 NOVEMBER, GOOD A*:TIC»PAT0RY SIGNS F»R SUCCESS OF THE 
SECOND MM CLINICAL BonrntffMf CAME TO SURFACE. SEAM HAD SEEN 
WORKING VERY HARD ON IT.  l_T. COL. ROOERS, VC, CHIEF OF SURGERY, 
LT. :OL. 3. S. KING, MC. CHIEF OF MEDICAL  SERVICE, AND MAJ. 
PSYCHIATRIC 
M.O.PARKER, CHIEF NEURO-       SERVICE, ALL FROM THE HARVARD 
AFFILIATED MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, THE 6TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, CASA BLANCA, MOROCCO, CAME FOR AN OVERNIGHT PRE- 
CONFERENCE VISIT. 
MAJ. LOWRY AND CAPT. SCHLESINGER, 2ND SURG. AUX. GP., CAME 
IN TO ATTEMPT TO WANGLE THE TRANSFER OF LT. PAULINE TjPTON, ANC, 
FOR THEIR TEAM.   SHE WAS ONE OF THE SELECT FlFTY-FlVE FROM 
ST. LOUIS WHO JOINED AT FT. BENNING, t FEBRUARY, 1942. No ONE 
IN THE "FISHTIN* TWENTY-FOIST" LIKEDTHAT IDEA, A MAJ. DETWILER, 
AF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, WAS ASSIGNED TO THE V D CENTER. 
THE BASE G-3 WAS "TEACHING" ADAPTABILITY TO THE 21ST. 
HE INSISTED ON THE CONTINUOUS TRAINING OF THE ENLISTED MEN REGARD- 
LESS OF THE SIZE OF THE wMEOICAL BATTLE" BEING FOUGHT.   IN THIS 
CASE IT WAS CARRYING UP TO 3,000 PATIENTS AND THEIR TURN-OVER 
EACH MONTH, BY A HOSPITAL WITH A CHASSIS AND RUNNING GEARS DESIGNED 
FOR LESS THAN HALF THAT, SO G-3*S NAGGING REPORTS IRKED.  THE 
HARD WORKED MEN COULD NOT ALL BE TRAINING AND WORKING AT THE 
SAME TIME, AND MOST OF THEM HAD ALREADY BEEN UP-GRADED BY IN- 
SERVICE TRAINING.   N A FRONT LINE SITUATION,  IT WOULD BE LIKE 
CALLING MEN OFF THE FIRING LINE TO BE DRILLED IN SCHOOL OF THE 
SOLDIER AND SQUAD DRILL.  SUCH INSPECTORS USUALLY ARRIVED WITHOUT 
PRIOR    NOTICE,    AND    THE   21 ST    HAD    SET    \JP    AN    UNWRITTEN    ASSURANCE    DEVICE 
WHEN THIS MILITARY BUREAUCRAT CAME TO THE DETACHMENT AREA, A COUPLE 
OF SQUADS OF NIGHT DUTY GUARDS OR CORPSMEN WERE BEING DRILLEO. 
IT HAD BECOME THE PRACTICE TO KEEP SUCH A NUMBER OF MEN AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS EXHIBITATION PURPOSE, AND THE MEN THEMSELVES KNEW THEY 
WERE PART OF A BENIGN CONSPIRACY. 
ON 6 NOVEMBER, ALL THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WHO COULD BE SPARED 
CADY- 
WERE SENT VP   TO   ©RAN FOR THE CONFERENCE WHICH INCUSED THE WHOLE 
OF WATOUSA. MA4. SEN. ARTHUR R. WILSON, HQS,  WELCOMED ALL TO THE 
MEETING HE WAS PROUD TO SPONSOR. IT WAS LIKE AN "OLD SETTLERS* 
*tV*t««*. >MONO THE MANY WHOM CAOY SET WERE U. COL. VcLESTER 
AND *'AJ. //ATKINS FROM THE 04 GENERAL HOSPITAL WHICH TRAINED AT 
FT. SENNINC.  THEV STILL HAD INTRA-MURAL TENSIONS WHICH MAOE 
CAOY FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE TO HEAR ABOUT IN CONTRAST WITH THE 2fST 8 
MORE HEALTHY TENSIONS.  THERE WERE OTHERS, O.EN. FREDERICK 8LES3E, 
COL. CHURCHILL, COL. "PERRY*1 LONO, AND !§**• HANSON OF THE PSYCHIATRIC 
HELP DAYS. TWtmt   WERE SCORES OF OTHERS WHO WERE VERY APPRECIATIVE, 
ALMOST AS MUCH AS THE MILITAftY AND CIVILIAN FRENCH MEDICS WHO HAD 
SEEN INHIBITED SO MUCH LONGER* 
THIS WAS THE LAST ft«f «ADY COULT TALK TO COL. HOWARD HUTTER, 
BASE SURGEON. HE WAS *«T SURPRISED WHEN HUTTER, HAPPILY IT SEEMED, 
TOLD HIM HE WAS ON OE ROTATION LIST TO GO HOME ON THE 
SAME BOAT WITH HIS fl«C LOOKINO SON WHO WAS THERE WITH HIM.  THE 
SON HAD £8 COMBAT AIR MISSIONS INSTEAD OF THE REQUIRED 50 FOR HIS 
ROTATION.  CADY TRIED TO CONVEY HIS FEELINGS ABOUT HOW MUCH AN 
ASSET HUTTED HA      O THE 2ft?« ...How, HE HAD TO THINK OF 
Af      HUTB   WITH THE PERSONALITY OF SOME PROBABLY UNKNOWN 
SUCCESSOR. 
CADY TOOK LT. COLS. HARRISON AND CAMPBELL, CHIEF, ^EOlClNE 
AMD BtfftttftV, OF THE AFFILIATED 33RD GENERAL HOSPITAL (ALBANY, N.Y.) 
SACK TO THE 21ft FOR AN OVERNIGHT VISIT BEFORE THEY WOULD RETURN 
TO BlZERTE, TUNISIA.  SOMEWHAT LATER THEY ALL EXPECTED TO RECEIVE 
A NICE PAPERBACK "PROCEEDtNOS OF THE SECOND CLINICAL CONFERENCE," 
ICH WOULD KEEP BEA« AWAY FOR ANOTHER 10 DAYS OR SO, AND WHICH 
WOULD SORT OF EARN HIM A TRIP TO '\LC£F?S LATER. 
THE MORNING GENERAL SECTION or THE  "CLINICAL CONFERENCE 
ON RECENT ADVANCES or MfOlfttai   IN tAJl  TIME" WAS OPENED ®Y 
"CL.    lew*  ;-•.   >tr-roH)   g  0,   1?^H GENERAL   HOSPITAL.     AMONG  THE 
DIGNITARIES   SNEAKING   *?EREt 
GEN.   ARTHU:    ".    .JLSOM,   CG,   f/39» 
OOCTEU-   rftfttl  QUttCHi 
;   .  GEN, F tto  Si M if, 
COL*   Nft*Aft9    '.   HNfYflt, 
'-.    XXAVIEH   CAZAWfftf 
rOL.  £c.  o,  CHURCHILL, 
""Of.,   PERRIN  H.   Lett*, 
■.    T*ACV ICV.ORT,    ANT   LAST   SUT   M*f   flit   |»£At?| 
|Pf«   LueiLLf   L,   SPAA *". 
THE    AfTERNWON   PRO0RAM   WAS    !N   A   SURGICAL,    2   UCOfOAL 
(OUC  pprsircn  OVER  BY Cot..   CAOY),   DIAGNOSTIC  AND  LABORATORY, 
DfNTAki    AND   EXHIBIT*, 
THE FRENCH NAI THEIR  tNAftf  ~r THE  SPEAKERS*    THIS WAS 
THE FI«8T tkimeiki  CONFERENCE THEY  NA1 I   CE  THE BEGINNING 
OF   THE   WAK,    ANn   THEY   *t*f   VE*Y   PLEASEt. Tl(£    ABSTRACTS 
I   TO   3E   PUBLISHED    AND   BtftftttOTfl     \H   "f?EkCH   AMD    CNGLISH 
80   THE   C««rfllffmi   *CULD   HAVE   EOWE   LISTINC   BENEFIT   OF   THE 
EFFORT. 
CAOY- 
StfttOAV, 7  :0>/£>*9ER,   Cftk* T     'AMD,  ISO, A^D COL. **»*»* | 
IQ CLAIMS, CAWS FROM ORAN TO SEE A PATIENT, PVT. NtwtV 4« JOHN- 
SON, WHO MAO FILED A COMPLAINT ABOUT AH INJUSTICE. HE HAS COME 
TO CAOY TO REQUEST THAT HS .IE OOTTEN OUT OF ALGERIA TMROUSH 
SOWE PORT OTHER THAN GRAN. HE 0 f0 NOT APPEAR AMV MORE A PSYCH- 
IATRIC PERSONALITY THAN AMY FAIRLY STASLE PERSON WOULD BE UHOER 
LIKE C-■ vTANCES OF HIS STORY,  CADV WADE A CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
TO 3*AML* WHO WANTED JQHMSON HELD UNTIL HE WOULD RELEASE HIM 
FOR EVACUATION TO THE ZONE OF THE INTERIOR. 
As CAST KNEW JOHNSON*I STORY, ME WAS A SERQEANT IN ONE OF 
THE   PORT   SATALLI0M3   QT   NEORO   TROOPS   AT   Oft AM,      CADV   WAS   PREPARED 
TO   BELIEVE   HIS   RATHE*?   PHANTASTIC   STORY   OF   THE   PILFER INS   AND   LOSS 
OF    Ajfgftft f    SUPPLIES   FROM   THE   DOCKS   AT    0*A*«       ANYWAY, 
JOH IVATC   "BECAUSE   HE   MAO   REPORTED 
WHAT    HE   SAW."       H€   BELIEVED    HIS    ItttftfttV   WAS   CUE   TO   AN   ATTEMPT    TO 
KILL    HIM   WITH   A   RftCTB    ACCIOENT. HAIRS   SEVERAL   WHITE   OFFICERS 
HE   SU8RECTD tF    HE   WERE   TO   BE    SENT   TO   2   OF     I    THROUGH   GfiAN,    HE 
BELIEVED,    HE   WOULD   8E   KILLED    IN   5      E l*lt*|    FOR    "THEY   WERE 
LOOK INS   FOR    HIM,       THEY   KNEW   WHAT   HOSPITAL    HE   WAS    IN,    AMD   WHAT   VAN 
HE    INSISTED, ADY   LEFT   ORDERS   WITH   THE   fttftttttlAfl   TO   HOLD   HI 
UNTIL HE PERSONALLY WOULD RELEASE HIM, SOT SOMETHING. WENT WRONC. 
HE   HAD   TO   DO   SOME   QUICK   AtiO   FORCEfUL   ?.'QRK   TO   SET   THE   PATIE-H 
OFF   THE    HOSPITAL   SHIP   AND   BROUGHT    SACK,       THAT   REALLY   FRIOHT 
THE   POOR   FELLOW,    FOR    HE    WAS   SY   THEN   FULLY   CONVINCED    HE   WAS   BEING 
TAKEN   OFF    SHIP   TO   BE   MURDERED. 
LT, COL. BARNES, FORMER V D HEALTH OFFICER, JEFFERSON CITY, 
•NTROL OFFICER OF THE ATLANTIC BASE SECTION, CASA 
OLANCA, OETOURED THROUGH THE 21ST EN ROVTt HIS HOME BASE. COL. 
-SAN, c-1, COL. ROSS, I C-, AND LT, COL. COCKE, 3URQEON*S OFFICE^ 
CAOY- 
CAME TO OISCUS THE PROBABLE «BE OF WEOIOAL OFFICE* ASSIGNMENT 
TO THE V D CfttffA AS PART Of EYALUATI ON FOR PROMOTION.  TM!3 
8EEME0 RATHER «OR£ IN KEEPING WITH A CMAMSE FROM SEN, ;/ilLS0N*8 
POTT IN© THEM ON IB* DUTY BEFORE PROMOTION,  THE SUROEON'B OFFICE 
AT BASE Aim NATOU   r »t FAVOR HIS "IIIVIC" OP MEDICS ON 
OuTY,      CAOY   POINTED   OUT   THEY   MIGHT   HAVE   NEARLY   AS   MANY   CANDIDATES 
AT  THE ctrren  A3  PATIENTS  SOMETIMES,   AND  THE  OFFICERS MAfff 
EVEN   PHtCFfff   tNCHtf   TOURS   Or   THE   SEAMIER   DUTY    IN   THE   STREETS   AMD 
ALLEYS, T* ©AHA BISTROS ANO BORDELLOS OF OFT AM « 
GEM* WILSON'S SEEMINGLY FEARLESS POLICY «TAS CONBIBTENT WITH 
THE WAY HE MANOLCO O0WBAT TROOPS ANC THEIR OFFICERS.  THE 1 ST 
INFANTRY DIVISION UNDER VAJ. GEN. TERRY Of LA H, ALLEN, AMO HIS 
DEPUTY, Bnt«, tow. Tnr EVELT, J«#, HAD A rtm  OAYS OF COMBAT 
OUR INS   THE    ItfYAtf ':'?ED   THEMSELVES    "SLCODEO,"      «?HILE 
THEY   WERE   QOINO   EAST   THROUS*' TOW ARC   TUMtSlA,   THEIR   HfLlfAAV 
MANNERS   WERE   PAD,    A NO   fftlftti    ' I   Bffl   AS   MUCH   AS   THEY   COULO   TO 
CORRECT   TH£«.      THE   BfVftttltj    AND   MAYSE   SOME   OTHER   ELEMENT®   OF 
fl  CORPS  HAD FAULTY SUCCESSES AND MORALE FIGHTING Tut GERMANS  IN 
TUNISIA tfttftl SffftCffALt '''ATTO^ AND BRAOLEY TOOK THEM QVZ®. AITH 
TOUGHNESS   GREATER   THAM   THEIR   OWN,      AllVWAVf   TH£V   BECAME   MORE 
INTERESTED    |M   ~tONTJM<3   GERMANS   THA»?   S0| :H   PASS   TO   BEAT   UR   MP't, 
THE QUESTION   m CAOY'S MIMO,  «9<M»B  VlLSOwYt TOUOHNESS P«A MEOICS 
TRIP    HIM   tl (AC   AS   GE'J.    PATTOW*S   OIO    IN   SlCILY   :- FCt 
TO   d^MOVl   r*ft#*   MORALE    IN   A   HOSPITAL   BY   CALLlfiO   A   PSYCHIAT' 
PATICiT   A   •< ANO   SLARPIVO   N|WV \$%) 
MONOAY, [VBCft*      "APT,    LfTTLErfONN,    LIAISON   OFFICER   FOR   THE 
PROVOST VA^SHAL, CAME TO TALK ABOUT THE 4 PoV ITALIAN LABOR 
COKPA     TUESDAY, "OLS. Co, D« CHURCHILL AM : HI        (5^J 
CAME AGAIN FOR 24 MS        I "SECTION.     . VJESOAV, ?.*AJ. KERWI 
A'?-,    AITH   ?®0   QTHE*   OFF! ';AME   TO    ASPECT    PAPERWORK   AMO   SIZE   UP 
THE   CAPA0ILIT1E8   0.-"    frig   UMIT   AND    ITS   orr ICEPS. 
ITT88   A   PATICMf   kHDJM   ARAB    "cfVIL,*   ©0   OH   THUSS- 
f,  LT,  COL,  AULSVO:.,    :;,  OAHC TO SEE THAT THE MTfCNT  HAO SEEM 
ASTEUK    TnEATMCHT   AT   ALGIERS.       4   fJOQ   OR   MftftKCV 
BITE   *AS   A   6   WCCK I f    PLUS   A   WEEK   SOfNG   AMI   COMING,   THAT 
'.*UCH   TIUE   LOST   »Y   THE   SOLDIER.       CA8V    HAO   BECOME   UMSVMPATHET IC 
r: tWBU   PETS,      L-T.    '-OL   .,'EVYEY   AWO   11*4«    F|»|M   CA«E 
EACK   TO   £.££   THE ...    TEft   AGA»«*       LT *    ••    T,    KOftStNff,    CO,    **0 % 
344f : BC?A8ft88|   A88    !*8f  8C88t?Tt8   188188   ATTACHES 
CXBtMCti 
ALL   THIS   STREAM   OF   VISITING   FIREMEN,    ALL   WITH   MO   SPECIAL 
MEW9   AT   ALL,    AMS   ALL   THE   «EW   FIELD   BT88t   688888?I 88   AN0   **PEPMAWE«TM 
188? IT At, I   AftOU AM   WHERE    TK, BNC8AL   AMD   0THEHS 
WERE   EXPECT! 18   TO   8ET   UP    |8   A   HOSPITAL   OCWftH,    ©TILL    HAD    *8T   BtfW 
UGH   TO   OFF—SET   0AOV*8    mtCtfTIM   TO   OET    THAT   OFFICERS   CLUB    AND 
r'ESS   OUIL    I '(8I8MC8   BVCA   ©?<*   BOUOERBALLA' 8   OLD   SITE,       iF   THE 
17AL   81 EttAtM,    AMO   «ITH   LESS   WORK   TO   00,   THE   rfw*   MOftALC 
-CIAL   BOOST,      %   «AS   A   Bff   VNCA8V,   BUT   HE   KHC8 
ATTITUDE   WOULD   EFFECT   THE   WHOLE   UNIT. 
ffttSAV,   12TN.     LT.        I -       fttHlftf   ff|t»6tM«   A     ,   "AT0U8A, 
8P.0UCMT   CAPT.   ffATTM   WHO   WAS   SO   HELPFUL   FOP   COL.     >AVH    IN   tttTTtUt 
THE  B¥ft8tl  Twcuftf! CAMP KILLMCR,   A CAPT.  CHAPMAN,   M«C,   A«BI     APT. 
PA "HIE-      i    !-:,    CAPT.  PARSOMS CAME PROM Gfffffi Bf( 
ICRAL ITAL.       THEY,    TOO,   WERE    'MUST   VtSITI»,•^t,,    AND   fffftC 
Nvtr. STAY ron   THE BtBVfcA*  SATURDAY MIGHT ru.\>. 
CAI ,LIOT,    &g   CAME   f#A   MI3   §MA«E   OF   THE   lATtffiOAT   Rffttf 
Ff 48   fA8|8B   BVKA   COMMAND   OF   THE    /ALMV   €*8f8tff8   DEPOT 
81 l?8 II 188    ■ E88   EITHER. 
C'ADY- 
TMC *FTffttt99tf| l.r. COL, COCNE HAD A TELEPHONE 
TELAYEO   TO CAfifl       ""TOP   ALL   COHSTfUXT IG.\ . 
I8f   MAS   TO   ACCEPT   THIS   A©   A   9TA0    IM   THE   SELL?   FOR   THE 
OrrlftCRt   CUI l»«|   0*   AfJV   OTHER   ACCRETIONS   AT   BOU-HAMIP IA# 
THAT Roor,  imvm*, HAS TO BE COMPLETED EMOUCH TO KECP OUT uriMTCH 




n-ru^r : ADVANCE" 
CAOT HAD THOUGHT 80 LITTLE OF A  RETREAT  THAT FOR A FEW 
MINUTES HE FELT A3 IF HE HAO BEE'! HID INC ALONG IN HIS REQUISITIONED 
f&HUAlMi()c ,V ,L ' A"4 3^DAi THINKING, AND A REAR END COLA'S ION HAD OCCURRED. 
HE WAS TOO TIRED TO JO I N IN WITH ANY Of THE AMBIVALENT CELEBRATIONS 
THAT NIGHT.  THERE WERE STILL HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF PAT I:\T~... 
HE WA3 THINK!     I HZ   DROPPED TO SLEEP. 
SATURDAY, 13 NovfUBtii,   AFTER BREAKFAST CADY, DRAKE,SLATERY 
AND POSTAL UNIT L.T. GRIFFIN WERE EN ROUTE TO HQ . , V'03. THEY 
STOPPED A MOMENT AT THE OFFICE OF CAPT. ELLIOTT AT 7ALMY TO SEE 
IF ANYONE KNEW ANYTHING ABOUT ENGINEERING PLANS FOR THE 21 ST. 
CADY KNEW THEY COULD CO THEIR BEST RECONMA I SANCE IF HE COULD 
DISCUSS THE THE ORDERS AT THE     BEFORE THEY WOULD BE RECEIVED 
V.'RITTEN FOR:,! PIECEMEAL SOME DAYS LATER. COL. PENCE, Z 0 3, 
AND COL. '/ORGAN, 3-1, SAID A CA3LE HAD COME IN FOP THE ?1ST TO 
BE IN STAGING AREA NO. 1 ON 30 NOVEMBER, THE UNIT TO BE AVAILABLE 
1  CECEMBES, 1 "43.  SOL. ftOtt, AG, SAID THAT WAS REALLY WHAT THE 
MESSAGE MEANT. 
Cot. JONES, Pll, AND '.'.AJ. COOK, CMP, SAID THE ARAB GUARD 
COMPANY WOULD GO ELSEWHERE PRETTY SOON.  ^AJ. GOLDWARE SAID THE 
1 90TH UP  TEAM ANO THE 179TH MP PLATOON WOULD BE RELIEVED ON THE 
I5TN.  THAT      CREATE A SECURITY PROBLEM! 
OTHER OFFICES REVEALED INFORMATION SO THAT CADY TELEPHONED 
THE UNIT TO riNO ENOUGH PATIENTS TO FILL THE HOSPITAL SHIP 
CAOY- 
" SWINDLE"  THE  NEXT  BAVf   If  NECESSARY,   TO WORK  ALL   NIOHT  AT 
•tTTIMt  THEM  STEADY  rw W   I,   COMPLETE  RECORDS  AttS  rttfttftCO 
-JAROS."    THE PATIEMYS  HAD TO ool 
AT THE RCAL ESTATE  SECTION,   CADY ANO  SLATERY  ARRANGED TO 
RELEASE BOTH RECREATION VILLA® AT *,*08TAGAH£MT  AMD TO OET  HELP 
AT   BOU-HA*itriA   TO   SET   RIB   OP   PROPERTY   AS    SOON   AS   THE    Ti ST   WOULD 
VACATE    ANYT     | 
TK£   RETURN   TRIP,    CAPT .    cLLlCT   VAt   f>T ILL   ABSENT,    PRESUMABLY 
AT   THE   ?1ST.        IT    iSOULO    KA*£    SEEN    HELPPUL    TO   KM9*   RtttRf   THE 
HOSPITAL^    ' '    I    £«UIP«*SNT    WOULD    SO,    WITH   THE    Unit    OR    TO 
A DEPOT.  THEY x«f« THAT THE •'   u   '"'-ENTER STOCKADE CONSTRUCT}    WLO 
STOP,    AND   THERE ■ HOLD    UP   A80UT    500   OR    MORE   PATIENTS 
THERE. iRfl Of   WARDS   On    OCATCMtlCNV   TENTA: 
WOULD    3' A!r£A    IMRRdVERCMTS   WOULD    STOP,    Btfl 
.1    i\    IfT   ON OETTI IE   TARRARtR   60V*    I    I     If   THE Bf 
THAT i rrteciii CLUSI     \ tHhnt,  BUT  "C'IBT LA BUCRRCJ 
ffMC* VALKCB   mte HIS arrtec,  HE V-AS  INFORMCS THAT HI 
INTERPRETER*    ; ME.    '-OijaXOFf, MAO   REBlRttEB    BECAUSE    THE    U*t|f    .VAS 
LEAV|M0<       Im WAY   TO   AlRtERB   TO   MARBLE   SOWE   PERSONAL 
. .. ,Hruv   THE   HELL   C ID   £;■ «f   SO   MUCH   A30UT   THE   UHIT 
SO   MUCH   SOONER   THAN    ITS   CO?       3ME    KAol*?    SAIO.       WELL,    I T'i 
»«#AjtftAMBE    A   BERERAL    OfflCCftl   CALL,      ItBtfCt,    TOO,    FOR    1930   HOUR. 
tn iT    THINC   HE   DID   THERE   '//AS   TO   PROMOTE    1 ST    LT . T. 
Ca  PECK WHO  HAD SOLRTERED THE RIATRIC  Sciivtef 
ZMO    LT,    "-"ETTA    L.    BAlTEfti    P»TM    'WHO    HAD    ROVE    A   8AN^;-UP    GOOD    d 
OF    mAlNtM IMEN   AMO    AT    RSHA9 ILITAT I N D    PATIENTS*       UL   THAT 
WAS   NECESSARY   POR   HIM   TO   DO   VMS   T I   BRlEfLT   WHAT    HE   KNEW 
AND    TO    /CRSALLV   BlVf   BERERAl   GUIDE   LI >R   CL03INQ 
THE    K»tRI7AL<     r« "SOLD   HOLO  0VER  ro??   A  ^EW DV 
THE   CONTROL   OF   THE ONTROL   OFFICERS   WHO   WOULD   CONDUCT    A 
MASS   TEST    or   THE   NEW   ANTIBIOTIC,    PENICILLIN.       THERE   WAS   MO 
HILARITY   ABOUT   THE   SUDDEN   FACE-ABOUT   OF   THE   UNIT,       BUT   OUR INS 
THE COCKTAILS IN THE OFFICERS MESS AND DURTMQ THE USUAL SATURDAY 
MISHT DANCE WHICH FOLLOWED, MOODS WERE MORE ELEVATED. 
HUFF* BUTTERLIM AND A DAUGHTER WERE NOT SO HAPPY ABOUT THIS 
ORDER FOR CLOSING OF THE 91 ST.  CAOY REMINDED THEM THAT THE 
?HTH GENERAL HOSPITAL, SO FAR AS HE KNEW, WOULO REMAIN NEAR 
ORAN, AND BE AVAILABLE. THE AMERICANS, HE EXPLAINED, HAD 
MIXED FEELTNSSI SLAB THE WAR WAS MOVTNQ ON NEARER TO ITS END, 
RUT SORRY TO LEAVE THEIR NICE COMPARATIVELY COMFORTABLE AND 
PICTURESQUE SPA SOCIAL CENTER. 
C.ACY COULD MOW BELIEVE IT OR NOT, WHAT ONE OF HIS "NURSE 
fip»Sft* HAD SAID.  SHE DID NOT KNOW HOW HE REQAROEO SOME OF THEIR 
J.C, 
UNAUTHORIZED    TRAVELLING   AROUND^AS    POTENTIAL    INTELLIGENCE    AGENTS. 
IT   WAS   TWO   OR   THREE   WEEKS   SACK.       HE   COULD   RECALL   QUITE   WELL   WHO 
IT    WAS,    BUT   DID   NOT   RECALL   WHETHER    IT   WAS   AT   (31 Bit A If Aft,    CASA 
\NCA, ALCIERS, CAIRO OR SOMEWHERE IN ITALY,-THEY DADOED ASOUT 
EVERYWHERE,-BUT SOME 8 10 MOUTHED WA«IOR CENERAL SHE NAMED TOLD 
HER THE °FST WA<: ' I M TO ITALY. THE UNIT WAS TO BE LOCATES 
NEAR NAPLES IN SOME SORT OF ~AIR GROUNDS. 3MC DID NOT KNOW IF 
SHE    SHOULD   BELIEVE   THE   SENERAL,    AND   WON0ERED   WHAT    COL*    CAPY*8 
DPI'   ! /OULO   8t!       NlOW,   -IT   SORT    OF   FRIGHTENED   CARV   THAT   A   GENERAL 
GOOD   ENOUGH   TO   HAVE   AM   ARMORED   DIVISION   COULD   SE   SUCH   A   BLABBER 
WOUTM   ASOUT   THE   DESTINATION   OF    THE    UN » T .       AND   THE    \LLIES   WERE   NOT 
ovr       ITALY QUITE SO RAPIDLY AS THEY ■!■ SICILY EITHER. 
SUNDAY, 14 NOVEMBER.  CAPT JAS. E.  LEWIS, MC, CAME TO ASSIST 
IN SETT I      t PATIENTS OUF FOR 2 OF I.  HE WAS ALSO MUCH SMITTEN 
BY ONE OF THE VERY BEAUTIFUL NURSES, VERY BLOND ALICE KOKROA. 
THE IffNtAM  OFFICE AND ALL WERE  so COMPETANT THAT  CADY'S DAY 
CAOY- 
WAS COMPARATIVELY ftUlET SO HE WORKED CM SOME Or THE ANTICIPATED 
PERSONNEL PROBLEMS TO TAKE VP   WITH HQ., RATOU8A AT THE FIRST 
OPPORTUNITY,  TMC UNIT WAS ALREADY OETACHEO FROM THE MBS EXCEPT 
FOR ADMINISTRATION,  THE LEGION OF MERIT RECOMMENDATIONS HAD ALL 
BOUNCED, 80 HE WOULO RE-8UBUIT THEM AT THE NEXT STOP, OR EVEN 
DIRECTLY TO NAT0U8A SHOULD HE HAVE AN EVEN CHANCE FOR THAT. 
HE RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL TC SEND HIS OWN QUALIFICATION 
I, Fe*M : -!, TC      >V CURRIER.  IT SEEMED THEY HAO ORDERS TO 
RESUf      IS MUCH KICKED AROUND RECOMMENOATION, OR SOMETHING, 
HE KNEW HE WAS DOING MIS JOS WELL ENOUGH TO DESERVE PROMOTION, 
BUT HE WAS BEGINNING TO SUSPECT THE UNIT WAS THEN 8000 ENOUGH 
TO HAND O'/ER TO SOME FLOATING REGULAR.   vHOEVER THAT MIGHT BE, 
HE WOULD HAVE TO PILL CAOv's 300TS, OR ELSE... THAT WAS ONE WAY 
TO EXPLAIN ALL THE VACILLATION AND INDECISION ABOUT HIS MERITS, 
ON THE 3ASIS OP A THREAT 3Y SOME ONE EL3E.  T-ADY SAID NOTHING 
OP SUCH MENTAL RW*I NATI0N3, NOT EVEN TO DRAKE WHO HAO APPARENTLY 
BEEN MAGGING >OCKE AMD SOME OF THE VISITING FIREMEN,   IT HAO NOT 
OCCURRED TO CAOY THAT IT MIGHT BE A UUIT MORALE PROBLEM! 
JDAY, 1^TH.  THSRE WERE 3TILL V7!° PATIENTS, AND b,Q?3 
• EOS UP.  ALL REHABILITATE?* AND ALL PO'? PATIENTS WERE EVACUATED 
EACH DAY PATIENTS WERE TO BE SENT TO OTHER HOSPITALS EXCEPT 
FROM THE      "ENTER.  ALL  TENTS, BEOS AMD OTHER PORTABLE EQUIPMENT 
WERE G0»:0 TO THE DIG BARNLIKE SMELL OF THE OFFICERS CLUB A 
MfSB FOR 8f      * SAL/ACE OR PACK I 
LT. LILLIAN' ^UOOY, AMC, WAS III THE t ST REPLACEMENT DEPOT 
AWAITING ROTATION HOME.  SHE BALKED WHEN SHE HEARO THE UNIT WAS 
MOV I MO ON, AND HER ORDERS WERE CANCELLED.   IHCH SHE CAME TO THANK 
LrTTlMG HER "COME HOUE*', SHE 8AI0 SHE HAH HAO TIME TO 
FIGURE THAT SHE COULD TAKE THE GAFF" «/UST AS WELL OR BETTER THA*: 
THE PATIENTS SWE MAO B€€H   NURSINS,  SHE WAS NOT OOlNO TO SRIPE 
ANY MORE. .3tX ATTACHED NURSES FELT MUCH THE SAME, AND THEY ASKED 
HIM TO TRY HARD TO SET THEIR ORDERS CHANOEO TO TRANSFERS SO THEY 
COULD STAY WITH THE 21 ST, 
LT. COL. ALEXANDER, PERSONNEL SECTION, NAT0U8A, CAME IN TO SAT 
THEY   WERE   REASSlNOlMO   CARTS.    AL8ERT   M.   FtNKEL,   DAVENPORT    (AN 
ALOOLIC    HANDICAP   TO   THE   UNIT),    A«D   LT»    AL   BREUER .       '^HEREUPON 
CADY   OBJECTED   THAT   BREUER   CAME   OVER   WITH   THE   UNIT,    AW   HE   HAD 
MADE   THE   CRAOE   WITH   THE   U*ffg    ANO    HE   WAS   A   OOOO   MEDICAL   OFFICER. 
HE   SHOULD   BE   ALLOWED   TO   REMAIN   AND   SET   THE   PROMOTION   HE   HAD   EARNED, 
AWO    HE   WAS   NEAR   TO    IT.       ME   HAD   TO   8EWD   CAPT.   VtKCtltT   COMTI    TEW~ 
PORARILY   TO   RELEASE   FtNKtX   AT   LT.    COL.    SEDOWICK'S   Q«   OCPOT.       CADY 
DECIDED NOT TO TELL BREUER ABOUT HIT STATUS UNLESS ALEXANDER 
FAILED TO SET HIS TRANSFER ORDER CHA^OEO. 
TUESDAY, CAOY, DRAKE, ,;'AX AND CAPT* SPALDINQ HAD AN INVITATION 
FOR    DINNER    AT    "TOL.    BE<SUERY*S   QUARTERS   AT   THE    "DIVISION,"    IN 
NMAi      HE   WAS   ALWAYS   HOARSER   fltAH   MOST   CHAIN   SMOKERS,   SUT 
THIS   EVENING   HE   COULD   SCARCELY   PHONATE, CADY   THOUGHT    IT   M»OHT 
SE   TOO   LATE   FOR    Hl»    \?    HE   HAD   A   CAHCER   ON   A   VOCAL   CORD.       BE   LIKED 
THE MAW EVEl.! SETTER AFTER THEY MET THE GENTLE CHARM I NO ,V,ME, 
BEOUERY ANO HER TWO NICE DAUGHTERS,  ONE WAS SAID TO HAVE A 
BO 
NEROUS HANDICAP.  BECAUSE SHE 8CEM SO NORMAL, CADY AND DRAKE (\ 
GUESSED   THAT   SHE   WAS   PRODADLY   EPILEPTIC.        IT   WAS   A   PLEASANT   BREAK 
•■     '        ~0LLAP5 |NG , 
"   THE    I7TH,    THE    tMtl If    IN   THE    HOSPITAL   WERE VERY   APPARENT, 
BUT   THAT   Ml    HOW   ROUTINE.       THE    SuTTERt. I     ''    HAD   THEK UCUAL 
NESDAY   DINNER   FOR   DADY.       HE   TOOK   DRAKE,    AS   USUAL,       Ad<3.   EftMfftT 
P*   BUXTO*?   A .    .BOEMER,    AMD   TO   PASS   ON   THE   SPIRIT, 0OL«   OTTO 
CHURNEY,    C0|    70TH   SfWCKAt.    HOSPITAL   FOR    IHTROOUCT I ON.        StfRT   LOHR 
I 
CAOV- 
HAf " ABLE   TO   C0»*£   WITH   MIM.      OAOV   S?ANT£0   THAT   UNIT 
ESPECIALLY TO INHERIT ALL THE MICE RELATIONS HE MJQHT @E ABLE 
TO BEQUEATH. CHURMEY WAS ARRAS^E, SOT QUIET.  BUXTON TURNED 
OUT TO if A       0 »a?!T~REAOIMQ PI AW 1ST* ALMOST At QOOO AS ''LLE. 
BUTTERLI'i.  ARYWAY, WHEM HE AMR BOEMER OQT STARTED WITH SOME Of 
THXln COO\'Y MUSICAL RUM-MAKfHO, THE OiRLS WERE SURPRISED AMD 
DEL-     - , f«* TIMEY HAD NEVER BEFORE tffCN ANY SUCH AMERICAN 
SO?HOMOStftt* 
"E ASSURED THEIR HOSTESS THAT IT WOOLS 9E SADDER- 
I 1 TO Iff if OUT »N THESE EVEN 1*10- |M A HOUSEHOLD.  CAOY, APOLOCIZ- 
fOR MIS N#0tMfM| TOLn RCR HE HOPED THAT VOU^G C'APT • MA8TELLAR 
WOULD ht   A!? SUCCESS A     m   LOCMtNVA* FROM OUT OR THE ift?* 
AMD EVHN'TUALLY TAKE THE LITTLE BROMETTC PIAMtST BACK TO ' »CA. 
:30AY„ Iff**  TH*   WEATHER HAD MCfN DEMONSTRATING NOVEMBER 
RAT        ". S HEAT HE0 ROOF OR THE CLUB SUILDlWS WAS COVERED *|TH 
TARPAUL1«S, A«S SOXES WERE SEI f-IO RARIOLY EABH tCATED BY ASSEMBLY 
•ILS" AWQ ITALIANS.  TWt BOXES «'£RE MET OY AMOYM LINE 
or pf?or>coTi£e ro* PACK two OR CRATING AW& MARKIHO.    AC«JUTANT; 
%*A40   A,    \.   HoLOTtH   *At   "PROMOTED"   TO   GENERAL   RACTOTUM   SUREr:- 
IHS   »< |    ATOR,    AM        M    A   SPLENDID   JOB. 
HUTTER'S   PRfEMO,   COL,   CAZALA®,   AMD   POUR   OTHER   ORTICERS   PROM 
BAD   HfAMO   THE   ?1ST   WAS   LEAVf^O   AND   AtAKfMHf Ml   EQUIPMENT. 
V RAW THAT THE £1 ST' 0 HARD EARWED PROPERTIES WERE OOIMQ 
TOG, THEY DECIDED THE FRENCH COULD WOT MOVE IK'TO THE RIO PLACE. 
THE CORPORATION WAS ALREADY OBJECTING, ACCORD |N« TO F*A?««, ROR 
IT   VAi Iff   BACK    H'TO   GUS*»-.'E8S,    'fTGUT£   SUITE."      ^URTHEftMORE, 
CAOY   WAS   01 Ml   AUTHORITY   V70ULC    INTERFERE,    EVERY- 
THAT   O09UB IEO   LOOSE   WOULD   A0«       H.AYEKV   AND   BOLET 
ABOUT    THEIR   T/E   &-550    (CZ    1,<"' U) 
CAOY- 
AMD   WHAT   Cttif AMD   POUNDAGES   'A'£R£    ALLOWS »j    BUT    M   ONE   I 
MEASURING   Oft   WEIGHING      WHAT   WAS   AUttAtt   8EIH&   MAULCD   TO   THC 
DOCK   AT   Out 
AT   2100   HOOK   ALL   OrrtOCRI   A«C   NVfttf I   C0ULE   f-rSPARE0   r*OM 
DUTY   SOT   TOOETHEn    |M   THE   A OR   A   BEER   BUST.      ?Hf    ALSffftlAftl 
BREW   HAD    lv---r ■"■,::..,   BUT    IT   WAO   STILL   PRETTY   *THf A0t   Mff    IN 
A   r^KCN   Afr     ' C£» 
-'.d.   Ct**0$f,   CA*T,   AjBJKft*,   AID   LT,   MtHOLCT   fCO   Of   C©«    nBB)   Of 
THE  41 ST   ElfStNftftB  CA'•.:    );4   FOR   SALVAGE   OWtAATIO        I    VWtOEMf   THEY 
COULD   BCHfSO   THC    2ftt«        ''    '   CMTMt   OWNM*   NATOUSA^ 
LT. COL. LEONARD A, 3e«v BOUGHT ET0U8A*t SGNSULTAVT i 
AND   Oen«ATOt.OOYt    LT.    £©L.    Pit- Y.       THAT   MEANT    HE   «AB   P*« 
U.K.   ftl |    |flTl I    IN   THE   HA I   ?MfftAf>¥   TEST   fO» 
BOTH   '• SYPHILIS.        ("AtY   I I    EG   tftf   TffRCAf   ffl 
A*MMMI BACK HOME!)    THEY TCCK OVCA rtNAl e L or THE CCNTCR* 
Ay,    ;:TH,       CAl    '        tOtf   THAT   THERE   HAO   iff 000 
PARTY    |N   THE   BIB   LOSSY   OF   THC 'OTEL.        It   LASTED   WJTIL 
0130  HOUR >MC*C   WERE   NO   PATICNtS   AHOHHB   TO   OE   BtfttlfftSfB* 
HE   WAS   TOO   ffUCfl   TO   ^AKE   A^Y   Mfttfl   ASOUT    IVHOSE   WHO    fctt*! 
AHC fMgi (itf   I?    •      fl««i    THE LOYAL 
FRENCH   WERE   tftttlfi   TO   WAKE T |M1   TOO. 
9vftfiAta      .      IAZ  or  "ACUCSA  TELE. DAOV,   DHAKt^. 
SLATERY -     HITTEMORE TO COME THERE TV"    NT XT CVCNiNO* 
ft ■<■? .    i| l»MT|   1 :"'",      in,,   2E**C  f-?E0,   DE   "OUAVES,   AB09T 
KILO«r: LtNCAU, TRY   It!                            '    BtttfUtl 
/lE   GOT   A   Lltl               r VAf   TCt OftOtft.0   ?Nf   T OS A AW  MORE. 
.-OL./   - . ALCSCENT   HOSPITAL,   ANO    'Ad. 
,APT, | I    A   LA'' P     ! I MUTE   'MS IT, 
3Fi T   LITTLE BKBPCCtAeiCO   SCHOOL   ftACNCR    A*30 
V- 
PATRIOTIC fOttAttf    'LLE.    L-A^Ot SELLS    HAD   NOT    IfCH   DISPLACED 
ALC | ElQHBOR,    THE   VILLAGE   PMA' IN*    MAO    HAD 
A   HMD   LIFE BEFORE   THE   AMERICANS   «A*€   TO    INTERRUPT   THE   VlCMV-ITE 
fMtRtCCVTI I   klVfO   WITK,       r>i£   FELT     J , '?AOY    A 
DRAKE ALL ME* TO OIOOMAJ   I SCOT  iv EATI ta  MM TA 
LITTLE   Oi :    KIMS   UZR    Wt**£S    "CHE2    ELLE." L»t**8 
WHEN   CAOY   OPfMCO   THAT   SHE   MAD   A   GOOD   REPUTATION   AS   A   TEACHER # ///V & 
HE   ftm I    H   A   LA   C 
THEY   LEFT   THEY   CONGRATULATED   EACH   OTHER   PO*   THEIR   CASLIE 0- 
If I NCR   TINY   APARTMENT*   A IN 
CASES       / tRAOUE   AS   THE   S/- OR   P-GUOEftSALLA»    AMR   WHENEVER 
THE ITAL USE    IT    LEG 1T !'!,«T EL Y, THEY   HA' IT 
: , |MR#,   TO   Q| 'THE   LA: T 
| 'LIT 103, 
THE  Pftfatfl w £T  Cl*#i  GANt TO CAJSY*« 
OFFICE   TO   I t« >IA«   MA0   OCIS fEO,   CHAR   I       fITN 
! / IT y •       TMIO   tXPlAlWCO   AM   EARLIER    TELE- 
?H. It   ROOLO   8E 
AWAY   /OR   TH M9,       Tm*   fm    P«tt»Ot*T   ttfOOCiTKfl   A   tfATl 
8Y   CAI I    ■' ' ■  ■ ■   SAtrffOWfO   AGAIM3T 
l !    its   I JT   GAOY   OAV*   A   SELF-EXPLANATORY 
8TA r    OF   FACTS   WITHOUT . f 
l» ITT LI MAD   PREPARE '**      IA1 tN   **•   HAD   £X.- 
: 'AT   CTCNI * SST   LA    QUERR*! 
"APT    KCNttfT , , 
Itf   I I MO 
THZ MTAL   SMIP't   r'LA. ,   ATTAOMCF 
i, rce* 
IV .*    7E8   WERE   SE'ir   TO   8T ■ CA 
* — 
Mo.  3 WHICH WAS OUT WEST  OF OnAN  IN THE VILLAS OF AINE-EL-TURK 
SOMEWHERE*      IT  WAS  HAT- ASTY  I t,   TOO* 
LT.    LOOtB   BKA40N    NAB -RETURNED   THE    UNIT'S   C 'C   VEHICLE    IN 
WHICH   HE    HE    HAD TO   VISIT    Nil   WIFE    AMD    SOrj   AT   CASA    BLAMCA, 
BUT A FRENCH COL. VALCTTE, AIR CORPS ENGINEER, WAS WITH HIM. 
HE HAD TO OFT TO ALGIERS, BO IT WAS GASSED UP, WITH A HOSPITAL 
OHAMfP    10T EASILY SPARED, AND SENT ON.  CADY REVIEWED HIS 
7eMECiF., 2*m  BN», 2*** REOIMENT OE TIRAILLEURS AislERiENS 
AT 0730 FOR THE LAST TIME, AND JUST 3EFORE IT WOULD BEG!      OHJNG 
TO LAMORtOIEREj BETWEEN TCLEMCEN Ai'.'D 9 i D I-BEL-A3EE 
A PEW HOURS LATER, L.T. BRAWON RETURNED TO CAOY'S OFFICE. 
THE USUALLY ARRASIVE BRA«JON ASKED IN AN ABASHED MANNER FOP THE 
LOAN OF TWO TRUCKS TO HAUL THE COMPANY "EQUIPPAOE."  THEIR OWN 
TRUCK WAS MOT WORK I NO.   So THERE WENT TWO TRUCKS WITN POl 
DRIVERS FOR A NlONT TRIP, AND TO GET  THEM BAOK WITH THE MIN- 
IMU'1 TIME LOSS, SOT THE TIE WAS THWS SEVERED, 
CADY MAO FELT HE MUST MAKE REST!        i     '  TO 
ALL THE FRENCH rRif    if THE 2tST.  HE INVITED A     t, INCLUD- 
ING Tr Of THE IRAS OFFICIALS, AMD MORE THAU THIRTY OF 
THE UNITS Offlot 1  AN  IMPORMAL DINNER*    HE WAS ASTOMISHED 
-•;    THEY    ARRIVED    AT    HOW   THE     INVITATION    HAD    SPREAD.       THE    PFISTERS'S 
ANO COL. CAZALAS OF ORAN, THE ENTIRE MASCARA GROUP, AND THE LOCALS (33) 
WERE THERE, BUT NONE OF THE ARABS.  THERE WAS GOOD FOOD, BUT NO 
A 
PROFESSIONAL NWS10, JUST RADIO, RECORD PLAYERS AND VOLUNTEER 
PIANISTS. 
CADY  PRESENTED   A  CERTIFICATE  OF  MEMBERSHIP   IN THE  BOU-HANIFIA 
TO THE cATONS. 
OFFICF?" Cl    ALL THE DINNER PART OF THE EVENING RENT ALONG 
OUITE HAPPILY. 
THERE WERE    EX»21STERS PACK FOR A GIT OF FAREWELL 
CAOY- 
C0MVIVIALI7V.       h   COUPLE   OF    THE   BfffO ""   THEY   I It I ft 
LADIES   UIOHT    OE   SXCU3 3M   TK: AWfl    A TO   «JO!\<   W»TH   THEM, 
IT WAS WOT A STAMPEDE, |    f« EXCEPTION of  D*A*t, MA* A*0 * 
COUPLE   Of    MWttCt,    ALL   THE    iTNCfti    tQ*U    LIMHTV   T UWO*   THEM- 
SELVES    ''OUT,''   A IFTEO   AWAY, *A8    rM£M '    DEER 
ENTERTAINED   8Y   THE   FKZHCH   OUEOT3.       CAM1   #AS   E W   THEIR 
SOCIAL   DEFECTIONS   AND   RUDE W»L8   EXPLAIN   »IH.f   if   lAVlM 
THEY   HAD   DUTIES   EUSEWHERE.       ftfTCfl    A   LOMC   TIME,    IT ! B,    CAP?«« 
CRIOER   AND   CROUCH,    ANO    THEIR   LADIES   RfALftffO   WHAT    KM    HAPPENED, 
A«Q   THCt   RETUftNED   APQLODSTICLY   TO   MCI *• 
80   PLEASED   THAT    HAD    I 1     ICfl   TO   EXPRESS   THE   TOLL   EXTENT   Of   HIS 
GRATITUDE,     I        -OULD   HAVE   EMBARRASSED   THEM,      CA8¥   RESOLVED   ?*** 
»OULC IM   LEA f»t«IRAii.t 
T- Ft (CAN    "r>.v/OI*«-yiVR£.B        5 ».Y,    HE    HAD   OVER- 
RATED   THEIR   APPRECIAT; ?       ***     IfkATWM   Of   PERSONAL 
AND   U ■ IClAL IA1 PtAftCg 
THE    ffttftfl   CA?TA» "   *    MtHt ' *•• 
CADY   THANKEO:   THEM   fOR   SUPPORT ING   THE   tfillf   Ai»TE"*   THE   I HAD 
DEPARTED, 
CSA PAUUfft   DEPARTED   *IT«   ALL   T I** 
|M<3   NURSES   AM   *t*CM    I Ifttf    AND   THE   RfB   CROSS   ©IRL<*»    POR   ?i 
STAGING    AREA. 
BEAM TELSPho^eo PRO* ALSICRI  TO LEA** WHAT WAS t#l 
HE rat* WHERE THE Unit WAS ••!*« AW •nt»«     IT WAS  IM THE met 
THE    mHlil    PREDICTED!       "ADY   T' l«i »Af   TO STAY   WHERE 
WE   VAti    TO   LEARN   ALL    HE ,    CUT    TO   IE    AHEAD   AC    I BE   F'APTY 
AT   LEAST   TiVO   DAY   iff OR I   T«   \'U IT   V    HI       LAND.       lEA* T   CERTAIN 
,VHL z        A£   GALlVAMTIHi   VtTM   TW 'OSPITALS 
61 iNTERMATtONAL    Ml »CAL    RELATIONS* 
THAT EVEN»NQ AT 1900 HOUR CAOV AND DRAKE APOLOGIZED FOR 
CAPT.    SPALDING'S   ABSENCE,   WHEN   TMEV   MAO   O INNER    rtCMEZ    PERNIN." 
THE   TACITURN   MEDICO    HAD   A   WIORE   ARTICULATE   WIFE,    AND    HE   WAS 
MORE   GRACIOUS   THAN   EXPECTED   ANYWAY,       HE   TOLD   WHERE    H!8   AGEO 
PARENTS   LIVED    IN   FRANCE,    WHICH   CADY   WROTE   DOWN.       THEY   HAD   HAD 
;'\'ICATION SINCE THE %:A2 I OCCUPATION.     HE  HOPED CAOV WOULD 
REMEMBER TO COMMUNICATE THEIR WELLBEING, THEIR NEW BABY AND 
SUCH SHOULD HE GET NEAR TO TMEM.    PERNIN FERE WAS A LONG 
RETIRED REGULAR OFFICER  OF THE ARMY AND HE  HAD FOUGHT  ALONGSIDE 
WITH THE   V I   I   AN6 DURING WORLD «AR   I.     IT WAS SORT OF PATHETIC I 
THURSDAY,  25TM,     :OL.    HUFINEY ANO CURT  LOHR CAME BY MISTAKE 
TO ATTEND THE MECHOUI   AT   Itmitv'li   so CADY CALLED FOR  PERMISSION 
TO BRING THEM WHEN THEY WENT  TO THE   CAMNETTACCI  DINNER,     DRAKE 
WENT ALONG AS USUAL.  THE 8UTTE«L»NS'S AND M, BOHFILS WERE THERE. 
' *A0 VE«Y PLCA8SB TO HAVE THE BON WHO CAUSE H|8 PARENTS 
A. * 
TO MISS CAOY'S INFORMAL DINNER*    .  ECH, iNSPECTEUR OE COMMUNES 
CAME IN LATER.  CMtfftftCV HAD BEEN TO 3UTTERLtN'8, AND BY CONTRAST 
LOHR WAS MUCH MORE A LINGUIST AND GUT ALONG NICELY.    THEY ALL 
COMMENTED 0« HOW RAPIDLY THE 313T WAS MELTING AWAY, APPARENTLY 
If TO NOWHERE, 
CADV r'ULLY AP^HEClAfED HOW WELL TRAINED ANO COMPETENT HIS 
"L HAS | WITH THE BEAM TELEPHONE CALL THE DAY 
BEFORE,      flCALLY ALL HE HAD TO 00 WAS TO THINK HIS PLA 
ALOUD, AMD THE! LOOK AROUND A LITTLE LATER WHEN THE JOB WOULD II 
00. rilCUMi THIS TH-      lf PLANNING, SCHEMING, AND 
KtfNNI HAD    BEEN ENOUGH TO BLUNT HIS 
APPETITE FOR CHALLENGES.   IE RKALIZCO MOW TIRED HE HAD BECOME. 
HAD N AWAY FROM HIS RESPONSIBILITY A SINGLE DAY, MOT EVEN 
A        ■       ■   ■ ;' VILLA COULO NOT REALLY COUNT 
CAOY- 
BEING AWAY FROM RESPONSIBILITY. 
FRIDAY, 26TH. COL. COCKE TELEPHONED CADY HIS PROMOTION HAD 
COME THROUGH, OATEO 24 NOVEMBER, 1943. His VOICE SOUNDED HAPPY, 
BUT CADY REALLY HAD TO FORCE HIS OWN.  IT WAS AN ANTI-CLIMAX, 
AND HE DID NOT MENTION IT TO ANYONE. 
BENGRIT ABDELKADER'S MECHOUI WAS AS GOOD AS PREVIOUSLY. 
CADY MOBILIZED DRAKE, BOEMER, HARRY KURKA, JOE PARKER, AL BREUER 
(WHO WAS REMAINING WITH THE UNIT), COL. ALLEN AND COR. HOFFMAN 
FROM ARZEW. LT. BRINOLEY, CE, WAS ALSO ADDED TO THE LIST. 
CAID EL MASCR I AND CLOWNISH BENABOUU WERE GUEST ASSISTANTS. 
SLATERY AND WHITTEMORE, ESPECIALLY INVITED, WERE SCRATCHED 
BECAUSE THEY SAID THEY WERE TOO BUSY. CADY HAD A SUSPICION THEY 
WERE MORE SQUAMISH THAN BUSY. 
A 
THE EATING WAS GOING WELL, AND THE WINE WAS LIBERAL, SO 
As 
BENABOUT WAS USUAL EMPLOYING BOEMER AS HIS STRAIGHT MAN. RATHER 
A 
SOON BENABOU BECAME LUDRICOUSLY LACHRIMOSE.  HE WAS THAT WAY, 
N 
so THE CAID EXPLAINED TO DRAKE, BECAUSE THE AMERICANS WERE LEAVIG 
A 
THEIR FRIENDS, THE ARABS, NEVER TO COME BACK. HE HAD A RESPECT 
AND AFFECTION FOR LT. COL. CADY AS A SON WOULD HAVE FOR HIS OWN 
FATHER. HE HOPED THAT THE COLONEL IN TURN REGARDED HIM AS A SON! 
EVEN THIS COMPLIMENT DID NOT CAUSE ANY MORE RIPPLING OF ELATION 
IN CADY'S POOLS OF EMOTION THAN THAT PROMOTION. SURE, THE EXTRA 
MONEY WOULD BE USEFUL BACK HOME, OF COURSE. 
HE DID NOT HAVE TO ACT LIKE ANYTHING WAS FUNNY FOR LONG, 
BECAUSE COM. DE KERGOS AND CAPT. POLYDOR CAME IN TO REPRESENT 
COL. BEGUERY, WHO WAS ILL. EVIDENTLY THE ARABS, EVEN MAITRE 
WERE SURPRISED, 
CHEKKAL ALI,^FOR THEY HAD TO IMPROVISE TABLES AND SEATS FOR THE 
FRENCH OFFICERS. THE CAID IMMEDIATELY BEGAN TO CIRCULATE. ALI 
SOMEHOW HAD ENOUGH STATUS THAT HE USUALLY SAT WITH FRENCH GUESTS. 
TlME WAS RUNNING OUT, BUT FRIDAY, 27T H , FATON CAUGHT CADY, 
DRAKE, FREEDMAN, SLATERY AND WHITTEMORE FOR A FINAL, LUNCHEON TO 
SHOW HIS PERSONAL APPRECIATION FOR CERTAIN PERSONS, HE SAID. 
THE MENU HAD MANY COURSES AND AT LEAST TEN WINES. HE HAD SAVED 
A BOTTLE OF SCOTCH WHISKY FOR "LA VICTOIRE PAR LES AMERICAINS," 
AND HE APPORTIONED A WEE THIMBLEFUL TO THE GUESTS, WHICH BY THAT 
TIME WAS NOT A DROP MORE THAN WAS BEST FOR THEM.  HE WAS REALLY 
GLAO TO SAY CAOY'S CREW HAD NOT WRECKED THE PLACE AND THE CORP- 
ORATION^ PROPERTIES WERE SO MUCH IMPROVED IN OTHER RESPECTS, THAT 
THE THE YEAR*S LOSS OF REVENUES FROM OPERATIONS WERE AS NOTHING. 
FATON WAS PLANNING TO GET BACK INTO BUSINESS QUITE SOON, AND WITH 
THAT FINE STOCK OF WINES WHICH CADY HAD "SAVED" FOR HIM.  V f V E 
LES AMERICAtNSl 
SATURDAY NIGHT VAMCES WERE FINIS, .   CADY AND DRAKE KNEW 
THEY 
THEY WERE ACCEPTING THEIR LAST DINNER OUT WHEN      TOOK PATTON, 
BOLOT1N AND KURKA TO THE SOUS-PREFECTURE.  THE ZANNETTACCI*• WERE 
PRESENT.  THE ADW irnSTRATEUR SAID HE HAD ALREADY BEEN TO SEE 
MAJ. WOODRUFF, CF, ABOUT TAKING OVER THE UNFINISHED OFFICERS 
CLUB AND MESS AND HE HAD PLANS TO USE IT AS A VILLAGE MARKET. 
CADY KNEW THAT WOULD KEEP IT AWAY FROM BOUDERBALLA, BUT A MIXED 
MARKET DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE GRAND HOTEL? WELL, IT HAD ITS 
INTERESTING POSSIBILITIES, AND HE WOULD NOT TATTLE TO FATON. 
OTHERWISE, THERE WAS SOME LACK OF VIVACITY DURING THE DINNER 
AND THE EVENING, SO IT SEEMED TO CADY, WHO WAS STILL TIRED AND 
LET DOWN. A REMARK WAS MADE THAT THE BUTTERLLNS'S MIGHT BE 
TRANSFERRED TO A LARGER POST SOMEWHERE FURTHER EAST.  AS THEY 
PARTED, CADY AND ORAKE TRIED TO EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE FOR 
ALL THE FRIENDLY PERSONAL AND OFFICIAL ASSISTANCES THEY HAD 
DECEIVED FOR THEIR "INTRUDING HOSPITAL." THEY WERE REASSURED 
CADY- 
WARMLY 3V BOTH OFFICIALS THAT THE INTRUSION HAD BEEN MOST WELCOME 
AND BENEFICIAL.  flTO A LITTLE TEASING REMARK DIRECTED TO THE 
BRUNETTE DAUGHTER, BUT SPOKEN TO HER MOTHER, CADY HOPED |* A 
WOULD BE (g4"J 
YEAR OR TWO TO LEARN THE GIRL   AN AMERICAN HOUSEWIFE.  IT WAS 
THEN TIME TO BID GOOQ„"*BYE. 
SUNDAY 26TM4 3O MUCH HAD BEEN PACKED AND HAULED AWAY THAT 
PROVISIONAL CO. "A" OF THE DETACHMENT LOADED THEIR PACKS AND 
A-3AQS AND DEPARTED WITH HOUSEKEEPING EQUIPMENT FOR THE STAGING 
AREA. ENOUGH TIME, IT SEEMED, WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR A MUCH 
NEEDED AFTERNOON NAP OR A PERIOD OF CONTEMPLATION. ABOUT MID- 
AFTERNOON CADY RECEIVED A RATHER MYSTERIOUS TELEPHONE CALL. 
:.:M HE ENTERED THE ANNEX Meat, ALL THE ASSEMBLED OFFICERS 
AND A FEW MESS SERGEANTS WERE TRYING TO ACT CASUAL AND STILL BE 
GRINNIUG ABOUT SOMETHING.  THERE/WINE CASKS ON THE TABLE, AND 
GLASSES.  DRAKE, WITH A SHOW OF FORMALITY, CONDUCTED HIM FRONT 
AND CENTER AND FACED HIM ABOUT.  Nt PULLED OUT A COPY OF CADY'S 
PROMOTION ORDER AND READ IT TO THE ASSEMBLY.  SOMEONE STRIPPED THE 
SILVER LEAVES FROM HIS SHOULDERS AND DRAKE    PINNED EAGLES OH. 
IN HIS LITTLE SPEECH HE SAID THE STERLING SILVER IMSIGNE HAD BEEN 
SPECIALLY MADE IN '/OHOCCO SEVERAL WEEKS PREVIOUSLY I 
LATER IN THE KvcfctMt 5ABY WONDERED JU3T WHAT ME HAD REALLY 
SAID IN APPRECIATION, AND WHAT HE MUMDLED DURING ALL THE HAND- 
SHAKING AND CONGRATULATIONS.   HE HAD NOT EXPECTED ALL THIS PLANNING 
OR ALL THE ENTHUSIASM.   SOME,  INCLUDING Dr?AKE AND VAX, SAID ALL 
THE DELAYS OF    THE PROMOTION HAD MADE THE OFFICERS FEEL INSECURE 
FOR THE COMMAND INTEGRITY OF A DAMNED SUPERIOR UNIT.  OTHER PEOPLE 
KNEW THAT AND HAD REMARKED ABOUT IT, TOO.  THIS PROMOTION WOULD 
GIVE THE UNIT RELIEF AND A NEW SENSE OFDIRECTIOK I .  • . . CADY REAL- 
IZED HE HAD BEEN PUSHING THE?.' AROUND SO MUCH THAT MANY MIGHT 
UADY- 
ACTUALLV HATE NFM FOR   IT.  7CLL,THIS INCIDENT SHOULD GIVE HIM 
REASSURANCE AND BENCHMARK FOR REDED»CAT ION FOR THE JOB. 
CADY HAD PLANNED A FINAL RECOGNITION FOR ARAB FRIENDS OF THE 
UNIT, A DINNER. HE HAD CLEARED IT WITH THE SOUS-PREFET AND THE 
ADMINISTRATEUR; AND THEY  ALSO WERE ON THE GUEST LIST (J&)»       HE 
LEARNED BEFORE THE DINNER THAT THE ADM INISTRATEUR HAD QUIETLY 
INQUIRED FOR THE NAMES OF ALL THE GUESTS.   HIS INFORMANT DID 
NOT SHOW HIM THE SEATING PROTOCOL ARRANGEMENTS.  THIS TIME THERE 
WA8 TO BE A LARGER U-TABLE WITH FRENCH AND AMERICAN SEATING ON 
THE OUTSIDE OF THE TABLES, AND THERE WAS A SHORTER  l-TASLE WITHIN 
THE U WITH ARAB AND AMERICAN GUESTS SEATED BY PROTOCOL ON BOTH 
SIDES OF THE  f.  MO FRENCHMAN WOULD HAVE TO SIT AT THE SAME TABLE 
WITH AN J.ND I GEN. ALL THE OFFICIAL OR LOCALLY ACTIVE ARABS WERE 
ON THE LIST. 
THE RESPONSES WERE SOMETHING QUITE DIFFERENT.  8lX SENT 
WRITTEN REGRETS, AND FOUR WERE NOT HEARD FROM AT ALL ALTHOUGH 
L'ADMINISTRATEUR SAID THEY HAD PERMISSION.  CAID EL MAtCRI AND 
MOKADEM TAIBI ABOELKADER AND THE FOUR "LOCAL YOKELS" DID ATTEND 
AND BEHAVE WELL.  CADY WAS TOO NEAR TO THE END OF THINGS JUST 
THEN TO BOTHER WITH INTERPRETING MOTIVATIONS IN EACH CASE, OR 
CAUSES AND EFFECTS, ONLY THAT IT MEANT SOMETHING.  THIS WAS THE 
FIRST SEEMINGLY PROVEN INSTANCE THAT SHOWED A STRICT FRENCH 
SURVEILLANCE OF ARAB ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN AMERICANS OR THE FRENCH. 
NO ARAS HAD EVER OVERTLY OR COUVERTLY HINTED OF IT HE RECALLED 
THE TIME WHEN ETIENNE, AGENT DE POLICE HAD INTRUDED, AND WHEN 
DEJKERG03 AND C*PT. POLYOOR HAD BEEN SENT WITHOUT FORE KNOWLEGE 
NEITHER OCCASION HAD BEEN OFFICIALLY IMPORTANT ,CA0Y DISMISSED 
THE MATTER OF NO IMPORTANCE TO HIMSELF ANY MORE, AND SLEPT 
CACY- 
MONDAY, ?9TH. ' AJ. 8EN CHARLES HAD VOLUNTEERED RATHER 
APOLOGETICLY TO GO WITH THE UNIT VEHICLES. CADY HAD WANTED SOME 
DEPENDABLE OFFICER WITH ENOUGH RANK TO PULL WHENEVER NECESSARY T-0 
WATCH THE VEHICLES ON AND OFF THE TRANSPORTS, AND PREVENTJP I LFER AGE 
OR MISDIRECTION.  IT SEEMED ALMOST CERTAIN THEY WOULD BE LANDEO 
IN ITALY     HERE. THE FIGHTING WAS A LITTLE NORTH or  NAPLES 
ALONG A LIME EASTWARD TO §ARt•   PROSAIC AS THE ASSIGNMENT WAS 
FOR A MEDIC,  IT MEANT SETTER ASSURANCE FOR THE NEAR FUTURE 
FUNCTIONING OF THE UNIT.  MA4«  -AX HAD PROCURED TWO CIVILIAN 
TYPE SEDANS FOR THE UNIT, AND QUITE  AS EXPECTED MAX USED ONE 
RATHER FREQUENTLY.  THE ONE WHICH CADY USED WAS A LOT MORE COM- 
FORTABLE THAN A JEEP OR ONE OF THE C & R VEHICLES.  CADY HOPED TO 
GET THESE A3 DECK CARGO ON THE TROOP SHIP SO HE AND BOLOTIN COULT 
WATCH TH 
3LATERY HAD MISJUDGED THE VALUE OF THE TON OR SO OF CADY'S 
CAMAY CRUDE SOAP.  HE WAS USING IT AS "GIFTS" AND COMPENSATION, 
AND IT WAS PRIZED ENOUGH THAT EVEN THE SOUS-PREFET* 8 AND THE 
ADMINISTRATEURI:S OFFICES FELT THEY RATED SHARES, TOO. CADY 
THOUGHT SO AND CLIMBED St»A?titV*f SORE BACK FOR UNTHINKINGLY 
GETTING Nit OWN CO INTO HOT WATER BY NOT ALLOTTING A DOZEN KILOS 
OF THE SALVAGE PRODUCT TO THEM.  ZANNETTACCI AND BONFlLS WERE 
WILLING TO TAKE BOTH ALLOTMENTS FOR DELIVERY WHEN THEY CAME BY 
FOR A LAST WORD ABOUT HOM MUCH THE UNIT HAD DONE FOR THEM, /. 
HOW WELL THEY HAD GOTTEN ALONG WITH THE ARABS AND THE FRENCH 
civ ILS. THEY REALIZED IT HAD NOT BEEN SO GOOD MANY PLACES ELSEWHERE. 
THEnC "'ERE STILL MANY ODD JOBS TO BE DONE AFTER PROV. Co. "BH 
OF THE  DETACHMENT  DEPARTED. CIVILIANS WERE BEGGING FOR ALL SORTS 
OF THINGS, REASONABLE OR NOT.  EVEN A NtftT OF APPROVAL OR  IN- 
DIFFERENCE WOULD HAVE STARTED A RIOTOUS DISMANTLEMENT OF ALL THE 
CACY- 
UNOCCUPIED   HOTELS.      THE   C t / I i.S   WERE    IN   A   LOT   SETTER   HEALTH   AND 
"LESH,    BUT   THEY   arERE   STILL   PRETTY   RAtttt   ArTER   THE    It    MONTHS 
or AMERICA*-   I rrtvettt AND"CL©TH RATIONINC     I    lft*»HANtrtA«    HE 
STILL   ttt*Cftfl      I       AMY   AMERICAN   CLOTH   HAD   REACHED    BOU-HAN|f|A 
A   COMPANY   or   TMC    ITAL! '•   WERE   LEAVttO   AND   THEY   SOT 
CAOY THEY vAftttt TO SO TO   ITALY WITH HIM,     HE WENT  OVE» 
AMD   ADDRESS?;?   rRCH MMIAftOt   THfSOUCH   AN    INTERPRETER.      HE    MAO 
NEVER   BEEN   TOLts   THE   21 ST    WAS   S0INO   TO    ITALY,    0UT   HE   HAD   SEEM   SO 
WELL   PLEA-ED   BY   THEIR   CHEERFUL   ATTITUDE   AMD    INDUSTRY   THAT    HE 
WOULD   LIKE   TO   HAVE   THE&   DO   VttiEftVVt*   THEY   WERE   CO|MG.       HE   WISHED 
THEU   A   QUICK   QPPOnrvU f T V   TO   r-ETUHH   TO   THE IP    HOttft    III   PrACE. 
Y   LAST   OPP .'TV   rrr   7:;£   Vf«V ":  gtYftfl 
TOfttttHLY  W«   A        "     ". - iALA.      THEY   HAD   REQUESTE™   THAT   THE. fR 
HOTEL si *C<    '    >?!« ■   M C*L*   DAVIS  A**  Cl 
OOO      AT   THE ?!**«        !T    RAf IEO   At   A 
PtVtttfAl lANOf    MCOTLY   f aCAURE    IT    WAS   TO AH*"* t¥ EM 
AT    THE   3E.-«?   Or   THE   RtA*   AT    TH Itttj    RELATIVELY    ISOLATED,    OUT 
i0 I I T c   T HE   OfT AC NWCN? »   TH ft*   A WD   " i*f  fit  fMl Rtf 
Po. . -HE ITALIANS it.    It 
-   ttftl                       •      A. |f|    t   WELL   tttl   fjMWi       OWL*   ONCE    HAD 
THE MkfCtAtC   or   PATIENTS   BAGGAGE  WHICH   THE   SOVERKMENT 
1
   TO   HAKI                           - '                 N     rtAUA    RAt   RKtN   ALUH           ft   REWSA '■ 
USUAL   O.UAK Eftf   THEY   COULD    WATCH   tMAt    VAt    ttltft 
ON    |t   TH                '-   OR    | F|     tttt«                   IALA   ALSO   KNEW   ALL   THE 
CJfVMLE   *Mt   HERE EPUfATR              I   t|tNT   tET   RAtf   T'E 
:!     |    At Id     ,        "APT. BERNARD    L.    SREENE,    CfftCr        *       "*YCN?ATKY, 
-•ME fAti ' ■     m« 
CADY- 
GREENE INVITED CADY, DRAKE, "AX, MA,J. KELLEY, LTS. BRINDLEY, CE, 
AND MADSON, CE AS THETR ESPECIALLY OESTRED GUEST FOR DINNER, 
MAX CAME BACK FROM MASCARA TOO LATE TO ATTEND. 
M. VIALA HAD A WORLD WAR I SERVICE LIMP. THEY HAO TAKEN 
ALL POSSIBLE PAINS TO KEEP OUT OF THE WAY OF THE 'ICHY MINIONS 
PASSIVELY. ALL THEY OWNED WAS THEIR LITTLE HOTEL PERGOLA NOT 
YET QUITE PAID FOR. THEY HOPED TO RETIRE EVENTUALLY TO A FORMER 
HOME IN FRANCE, AND VIVE LES AMERt cA INS, THEIR PROSPECTS FOR THAT 
WERE IMPROVING.  AFTER A FINE DINNER WHICH ALL FRENCH HOUSEWIVES 
SEEMED CAPABLE OF WHOMPING UP FROM LIMITED LARDERS, M, VlALA 
BROUGHT OUT A MAGNUM, HlS LAST CHAMPAGNE WHICH HE HAD HOARDED 
TO CELEBRATE THE ALLIED VICTORY AND LIBERATION OF FRANCE. 
HOWEVER, THIS OCCASION SEEMED APPROPRIATE.  HE FONDLY WIPED SOME 
OF THE RATHER SACRED DUST FROM THE BOTTLE AND EXHIBITED tTJ LABEL. 
■MM HE CAREFULLY EXTRACTED THE CORK, HIS EXPECTANT COUNTENANCE 
BECAME DOLEFUL, ACTUAL TEARS WERE IN HIS EYES.  THE CHAMPAGNE 
WAS FLATt 
THE VIALA'S WOULD BE NICE PEOPLE ANYWHERE IN ANY COUNTRY. 
HE HAD MONTHS BEFORE MADE A FINE KNOTTY SOUNOING SLOCK AND A 
GAVEL OF OR USE AT OFFICERS CALLS.  IT HAO BEEN SENT BACK TO 
OR. FRANK R. BRADLEY, DIRECTOR OF THE BARNES HOSPITAL FOR HIS 
BOARD ROOM. VIALA HAD HANDCRAFTED SOUVENIRS FOR ALL HIS GUESTS. 
CADY'S WAS A LETTER OPENER WITH FOOWERS TINTED IN BAS RELIEF, MADE 
FROM WILD GRAPEFRUIT WOOD. HE HAD IT MARKED WITH HIS NAME SPELLED 
BACKWARD,ALAIV. CADY RESOLVED TO KEEP THAT SOUVENIR FOR HIS OWN 
USE. 
30 NOVEMBER,   1943.     DEPARTURE FROM  BOU-HAMIFIA. 
IT WAS  A FOGGY,   DRIZZILY,   AND RAW MORNING.     CADY AND DRAKE 
SAW THAT  ALL OTHERS  OF THE  "FIGHT IN'   TWENTY-FOIST"  HAD  DEPARTED. 
CADY- 
HE HAD Itm THE: SURVIVOR FIRST AND THE LAST or THE 21ST AT 
SOU-HANIFIA. THIS WAS NOT ALONE SENTIMENTAL, BUT A MATTER OF 
CONSCIENTIOUS SITE EVACUATION. THEY BADE GOOO-BY TO ALL THE 
SORROWFUL CIVILS. 30TH ARAB AND FRENCH,  80«t OF THE YOUNG WOMEN 
HAO TEARS ENOUGH TO SHOW THEY HAD FORMED EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENTS 
WITH THE UNIT. THEY DID NOT RECALL SEEING M, ETIENNE, AGENT OE 
POLICE (36). THEY LITERALLY HAD TO SHAKE OFF DISILLUSIONED 
LARS I, AND BENABOU, AND TOLD BENDOS TO DRIVE BY THE OFFICE OF 
CAID EL MASCR J. 
HE WAS QUIET, AND SO WAS HIS HORSE AGAIN TIED IN THE STREET. 
AS A MATTER OF FACT HE SEEMED A SIT DEPRESSED, AMD HE WAS NOT 
EXHIBIT IMG THE FINE DENTURES HE SO LIKED TO UNCOVER WITH A SMILE. 
CADY AND DRAKE WONDERED WHY, BUT HURRIED ON TO FATON'S OFFICE 
ON THE HILL. ?H£!R FAREWELL WAS A REPEATED AFFAIR AND SOMEWHAT 
RESTRAINED. AS THEY WENT BY ON THE MAIN ROAD THE AMBITIOUS 
FAT0N'| WORKMEN WERE ALREADY BREAKING DOWN THE CONCRETED SEWAGE 
GATE SO THAT THE RAW EFFLUENT MIGHT THAT OAY WET THE SOIL OF 
THE GARDEN3 OF THE GRAND HOTEL.    30U-HANJFIA MIGHT  NEVER AGAIN 
BE QUITE THE SAME,  BUT   IT WOULD TRY TO RETURN TO STATUS QUO ANTEL 
THEY KNEW THAT  JUST  BEFORE ROUNDING THE  HILL  A MILE OR  SO VP 
THE ROAD, THEY COULD GET A LAST NOSTALGIC GLIMPSE OF THEIR 
PICTURESQUE ALGERIAN HOME, BUT NEITHER LOOKEC BACK. THEY WERE 
ANXIOUS TO GET TO TO THE GOAT HlLL OF THE FIFTH ARMY STAGING ARMY 
NO. 1,  ASSI-BEN-OKBA, AND BE WITH THEIR OWN OUTFIT. 
oOo 
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RESUME OF SERVICE IN ALGERIA 
THE FILES CLOSED WITH 2Q9&9 PATIENT REGISTERJES,^WHICH wfRf 
2;251 PRISONERS OF WAR, AND MANY WERE VERY SICK. 
THE SURGEONS PERFORMED 4,179 OPERATIONS, INCLUDING THE 
FIRST DECORT ICAT IONS OF THE LUNG IN V70RLD WAR M BY J'AJ. TOM 
BURFORD,    TEMPORARILY   ON   DUTY   WITH   THE   UNIT    AGAIN.       ?'AJ.    A'ENCELL 
S. DOVE HAD SECURED THE NAT0U3A CONSULTANT'S ATTENTION WITH 
HIS DELAYED PRIMARY SUTURE OF WOUNDS (3?)>  MAJ. HENRY SCHWARTZ 
AND LT. COL. WEBB B. GURLEY, DC,   HAD BELN WORKING SUCCESSFULLY 
WITH ACRYLIC SKULL PLATES.  SCHWARTZ HAD  WORKED WITH BONE 
SHORTENING OPERATIONS TO SECURE EARLY REPAIRS OF NERVE DEFECTS. 
THERE  WERE  SEVERAL OTHER  SURGICAL   INGENUITIES,   INCLUDING ?/AJ. 
SAM  HARBISON'S TIN CAN  ADAPTATION DEVICE  TO LIFT  THIN SKI? 
GRAFTS. 
ON THE MEDICAL §ERVICE MA«J. JOHN H. RfKtti ATTRACTED ATTENTION 
WITH HIS HIGH PROTEIN DIET FOR TREATMENT OF VIRAL HEP AT IT I S . (38) 
COL. CADY REMEMBER IN&A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE SAVE THE DENTAL 
SERVICE A "FIRST." THEY STARTED THE DIRECT APPLICATION OF 
MAPHARSAN, A TRI-VALENT ARSENICAL FOR QUICKER RESULTS IN TRENCH 
MOUTH CASES. THE DENTAL SERVICE PERFORMED 21,299 TREATMENTS. 
THE LABORATORY SERVICE MADE 42,635 TESTS. 
THE X-'LAY SERVICE MADE f4,603 EXAMINATIONS. 
THE QUARTERMASTER SECTION REALLY EXCELLED AND EXCEEDED 
EXPECTATIONS OF ANY OVERSEAS HOSPITAL UNDER THE. CONTROL OF TWO 
YOUNG OFFICERS WHO KNEW THEY DID NOT KNOW THEIR REASONABLE 
LIMITATIONS, BUT FULFILLED DEMANDS PLACED ON THEM.  THE COMMANDING 
OFFICER FORGOT THE TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND GAVE THEM UNUSUAL 
-:2s 
CADY~ 
ANO FLEXIBLE SUPPORT.  THEIR WISE UBS OF COMPACT A MT NONCOMMISS- 
IONED OrriCERS AND CJXlkS,* AH0 THE IP. A8IL1TV TO f 1 NO DOO:*r CON- 
SULTATIONS, SEEMED TO 8E THEI* INGREDIENT EOR SUCCESS. OHCE THE 
MEN ASSIGNED TO THEIR UTILITY DIVISION WAS AS HIGH AS •*?$.  HOW- 
EVER, THEY QIRECTE3 64 CIVILIANS, UTILIZED THOUSANDS OF SALVAGED 
PATIENT REHABILITATION HOUR®, 120 PoA;,3, AND 24 ATTACHED VEHICLES. 
THEY HAULED 77»743 GALLONS or GASOLINE, AUGMENTED BUILDING MATERIALS 
• Y MANUEACTURlNG 22,000 AROSE SLOCKS J HAULED t,426 CUSIC YARDS 
Or CRUSHED STONE FOR 9,370 LINEAL FEET OF ROADS, CONSTRUCTED 
11 SEPARATE BUILDINGS, SG30UMGE0 AND SET UR 1? *'I9$EN WtfTIICKtfg 
LAIS        LINEAL rEET Or SEWERS, AMD 7#500 TEST OF PLUMST 
PIPEf   uonict-1    mA5./V6T   ?o<v e &y 44?MV ^AiGineets   r^tr^SM. 
IT   RE-EQU|f»PErs   10,475   AMERICAN   PATIENTS,    f iTISH,    AND    ' 
FRENCH MILITARY PERSONNEL.     IN CLOSING THE HOSPITAL THE DETACH— 
MENT^MENT UTILISED CIVILIANS, THE   ITALIAN LABOR CO . AND EISCAINEO 
HEL* PROM THE MEDITERRANEAN BASE SECTION*     IN LESS THAN TWO WEEKS 
THEY HAD THE HOSPITAL PROPERTY  IK 3»249 CRATES AM BOXES THEY 
HAD BUILT WITH THEIR OWN LABOR, AND HAULED TO THE OFTAH DOCK 
SOME 50 MILES AWAY.    THE UNIT CHICLES HAD REGISTERED 53**3 
MILES or AFRICAN SERVICE.    THIS WAS THE  *Sltt ENGINEERS!" 
THE UNIT  PRODUCED THREE NEW COMMANDING OFFICERS:    COL.  CADY, 
21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL,  L.T.  COL.  AVERY r\  ^OWLETYE,   160TH STATION 
HOSPITAL,  ANO LT. COL.  SAYLAND HAGELSHA.*;,   ISttT STATION HOSPITAL; 
ONE N'ATOUSA CONSULTANT,  ?A«*.  0 P HAMPTON,   C^THOPEOICSJ  ONE 
EXECUTIVE OrncER, LT, COL.  TRUMAN   3* DftAftta  tit? GENERAL HOSPITAL? 
AND SIX CHIEES Or PROrESSIONAL SERVICES, LT. COL. t|M ",    BEAM, 
^ICAL,  LT,  COL.  JOH    ~.    ATTOK,   SURGERY,   'AJ.  OAW V,  KYCftt, CHIEF 
or MEOICAL SERVICE,7TH STATION HOSPITAL, CAPT. EARL C«   IHCI'*- ■, 
IEF OF JEKTAL SERVICE, 40TH STATION HOSPITAL, CAPT. LANE 
O'BRIEN, CHIEF OF DENTAL SERVICE, 2ND CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL, AND 
1ST LT. ;OROTHY MACLEOD, CHIEF NURSE, 41ST STATION HOSPITAL. 
ALL THESE PROMOTIONS WERE LARGELY THE RESULT OF AGGRESSIVE !«• 
8ISTANCE THAT    TALENT LOSSES SHOULD BE UP AND OUT SO THAT 
CAPABLE AND DESERVING OFFICERS COULD BE ADVANCED. ^AFTER ABOUT 
SIX MONTHS IN ALGERIA THERE WERE OCCASIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO 
PROMOTE TECHNICIANS AND NOW-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.  EACH SERVICE 
CHIEF HAD LONG BEEN LOYAL TO HIS CANDIDATE, EVEN WISHED TO MAKE 
DEALS UNOFFICIALLY WITH OTHER CHIEFS.  FOR HIS OWN REASONS AND 
EXPERIENCE THE COMMANDER OF THE MEDICAL DETACHMENT OFTEN DIS- 
AGREED.  PRESSURES FROM ALL BEGAN TO REACH THE CO. 
WHILE CADY WAS MAKING COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF THE QUALIFICATIONS 
OF THE MEN HE FOUND GOOD REASONS TO WISH FOR THE tfttOtMENT OF 
SOLOMAN.  IT OCCURRED TO HIM THAT THERE HAD BEEN AN ANNOY I 
NUMBER OF "'TROUBLE MAKERS!' COME TO ATTENTION. HE LOOKED AT 
THEIR "FORMS NO. 20" AND WENT ON TO COMPARE THEM WITH THE WON- 
COM OR TECHNICIAN WHO,SUPERVISIMG THEM. MOST OF THE OLDER N0N- 
n 
COM3 HAD COME FROM THE CADRE OF THE 53«0 GENERAL HOSPITAL. 
THEY WERE BY EXPERIENCE OR SENtoutTV THE DESERVING MEN, BUT SO 
OFTEN THE TROUBLE MAKERS HAD SETTER EDUCATIONS OR HIGHER ARMY 
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION TESTS THAN THEIR BUPERIORS. 
CADY DISCUSSED THESE CASES WITH ALL OFFICERS CONCERN:     VH 
THL .   IT WAS BECOMING APPARENT TO HIM THAT DY GOir.Q ON |N THE 
SAME V,AY TO PROMOTE STRICTLY BY SENIORITY AND GOOD AND FAITHFUL 
SERVICE, ALL THE HIGHER GRADES WOULD BE FILLED DY MEN OF MEDIOCRE 
ABILITIES TO EXPAND THEIR OWN CAPABILITIES. THERE WOULD BE A 
CRUST CAUSED BY LOYALTIES THROUGH WHICH MEN WITH GREATER ABILITIES 
COULD NEVER BREAK THROUGH.  THIS WAS ALREADY SHOWING BAD FOR THE 
UNIT AND ityaf OF THE MEN; MOST IMPORTANT, IT WOULD REFLECT IN 
THE CARE OF PATtRRTS.   CARE OF PATIENTS MUST HAVE THE PRIORITY. 
CAOV- 
BF STARTED THE PRACTICE TO MAKE THESE PROMOTIONS ON 
PRACT !       . ■' THE  I | I  A3 HE WOULD LIKF TO DO AMONG THE 
0^" AND  MUftSfft*     APPROXIMATELY  H&LF THE    PROMOTIONS WENT 
TO THE FAITHFUL BCNFOFTFTV 3R0UP AND THE OTHER HALF WENT TO 
THOSE  HE THOUGHT  HAD TOT REACHED THE CEILINGS OF THEIR ABILITIES, 
THEY BUNT  BE LIKELY TO  SUCCEED  UNDER  PRESSURES OR   IN 
'ORE,  THEY WERE PRC3A0LY THE BEST QUALIFIED 
THE   pRO'iOTior IT   SEEMED  T K|N«  OUT  DURING   THE 
J q 
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t DECEMBER.  8ENDOS MAD "ACY*S LITTLE WALL TtMf   ICELY 
ARRANGED, AND HIS BEDDING ROLL. UP NICE AND SOFT, AND SNUG 
A COT. THE C0 RATED A WHOLE LITTLE WALL TENT FOR HIMSELF! 
HE   AWOKE   RELAXED   £ TO   LIE   THERE    ' A   WHILE    JUST 
TO   THINK,    NOT       BOTHERED    BY   THE    FEAR    OF    GOING    BACK    TolsLEEP.       tt£ 
WAS   GOING   TO   TAKE    THINGS   AS   EASY   AS   POSSIBLE, 
CM   HE   GOT    TC    T |1   "   I     lURMtt    STACI 'T     |N   THE    t?TH 
GENERAL  HOSPITAL VILLAS,  THE WEATHER  WAS  BLEAK  AND CHILLY,   AND 
DRIZZLY.    THE  NURSES WERE PRETTY CHEERFUL ATFTO THEIR  DISCOMFORTS 
i '- i m  POORLY WARMED ROOMS.     THE  tfTH WAS CLEARING OUT 
SOME,    OUT   HAS   MO   DEFINITE   OATE   WHEN   THEY   MIGHT   FOLLOW   THE   "?t ST . 
tAMWMfUt,    Q*     I If       ILL|    IT   WAS   RAI  ;Y   TOO,    A MS   MUODY, 
THE or - r CM WERE tCTTIMfi-A CHANCE  TO RELAX,  RE-PACK THEIR " 
BAGGAGE,    AND   DO    VMAT    tCtttffO    APPROPRIATE   WITH   THE   EARLY   ARRIVAL 
OF CHRISTMAS PRESENTS,  -ADY WAS HOARDING A BOTTLE OF CQCA-COLA 
WHICH HAO SEEM VERY S' |   K DECIDED TO TAKE IT ALC 
BUT DID NOT WANT TO If CAUGHT »|TM SIMILAR 60MTftAtAMt«  HE 0 13 AS 
THE OTHERS, ORCMCS HIS 80TTLE OF ''COUGH MEDICINE" AMR A PACKAGE 
OF WELL CRUMBLEO COOKIES WHICH HIS THOUGHTFUL AND BELOVED WIFE 
HAD MAILED, 
»T SUPPER TIME, LADY'S INTOLERANCE FOR BUREAUCRATIC PRACTICES 
OF "BRIGHT WAYS TO BECOME EFFICIENT AT THE EXPENSE OF THE CUSTOMER" 
CADY- 
FLAMEQ. ALUTHE OFFICERS AND MEN WERE LIMED UF IN A LONG SINGLE 
FILE WHEN THERE -SHOULD HAVE BEEN MORE LIMES.  FOflTftf RMOftK, THE 
CHOW WAS BEING SERVED FROM UNDER A TEMT FLY.  P>ERY ONE OF THE 
CUSTOMERS* VCR I OUT IN A SPRINKLING OR DRIZZLING RAIN.  THEY COULD 
ALL EAT IT ITANO IRQ OUT IN THE RAIN SO FAR AS THE Nftfl PERSONNEL 
CARED.  GADY CALLED THE MESS OFFICER AMD THE MESS SERGEANT TO 
GO WITH HIM TO TMl LAST PLACE IN THE LINE.   HE TALKED ASOUT 
I ^CONSEQUENT IALS, ANYTHING BUT WHAT WAS ON HIS MIND,   AFTER HE 
HAD BEEN SERVED HIMSELF, HE LED THEM AWAY SO OTHERS WOULD NOT 
HEAR WHAT HE HAD TO SAY.  THEY HAD BEEN SHOWN HCW, AND THEY KNEW 
HOW TO SERVE FOOD HOTTER AND FASTER,AND BETTER IN DOUBLE SERVING 
LINES BACK AT DOU-HANIFI A.  HOW COME THIS "CUSTOMER BE DAMNED* 
ATTITUDE?   /,HO WAS IN CONTROL HERE IN THE STAGING AREA THAT 
CHANGED THE RULES FOR EVERYONE?  WHAT HAD EECOME OF THEIR PRIDE 
IN COINS A GOOD JOB FOR THE PEOPLE THEY SERVED, AND A BETTER JOB 
THAN JUST DO INI ENOUGH TO GET BY*5 NO, HE DID NOT WANT ANY R'N- 
CUSES.  ALL HE WANTED FROM THEM WAS PERFORMANCE WHICH COULDN'T 
BE BEATEN UNDER THE SAME C 1RCUMSTANCES. HE LET THEM APOLOGISE, 
AND DISMISSED THEM. 
COCMBI . 
RE-PACKING HIS BAOOAOC WHEN' L.T . COL . GOCKE CAME 
DY TO TELL NfM TO SO TO <3CN.  ffl I IN' S OFFICE TO SEE HIM.  THE 
GENERAL WANTED HIM TO BRING DRAKE AND BOLOTIM WITH HIM FOR DINNER 
AT HIS VILLA THAT EVENING.     THEY ARRI7E0, MAJ. VANDERLIP, 
.VARRANT OFFICER NICHOLS, AND SOME MAJORAGADY DID NOT LEARN MUCH 
ABOUT. THE OTHERS WERE ON THE GENERAL'S STAFF, CLOSE TO HIM. 
THE ONLY LADY RRESENT WAS  VERY BLOND YOUNG NORWEIGIAN WOMAN 
WHO SEEMED PRETTY WORLDLY,-WISE, CADV THOUGHT, AND WAS QUITF. 
WELL MADE IIP AMD COIFFEURED.   ININ THE GENERAL MADE INTRODUCTION, 
MO ONE SEEMED TO CATCH HER NAME,  SHE,  IN TURN, LAUGHINGLY INTRO- 
DUCED HER GERMAN 3HEPARD DOG WHICH MIGHT HAVE BEEN A GOOD CANDIDATE 
FOR THE K-9 CORPS.  SHE SPOKEIHEAV ILY ACCENTED ENGLISH AND PREFERRED 
TO USE HER MORE FLUENT FRENCH. DURING THE EVENING THERE WAS LITTLE 
THE QtNfftAL 
FOR HIM TO DECIDE ABOUT HER EXCEPT THAT     WAS INTERESTED IN HER. 
CO 
COL. J. GUY STROHM, CQ,A46TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, FROM PORTLANO, 
OREGAN, AND THE GENERAL HAD BEEN BUDDIES SINCE THEY WERE LIEUTENANTS 
IN WORLD *A« I.  VHILE CADY HAD BEEN AT HEADQUARTERS OFFICE EARLIER 
STROHM MANAGED TO GET CADY WITH HIM IN BUTTERS FORMER OFFICE. 
THEIR CONVERSATION HAD BEEN MOSTLY ABOUT HOW HE WAS ACTING SURGEON, 
M8S, AND QCN*  SLSOM WANTED HIM TO LEAVE HIS UNIT AND TAKE THE 
JOB THERE.  VOULD CADY BE INTERESTED? STROHM THOUGHT THE GENERAL 
LIKED HIM. CADY DID NOT BELIEVE HE WOULD OO ANY BETTER THAN WHERE 
HE *AI . 
STROHM WAS AT THE DINNER AND AFTER A WHILE HE OREW CADY 
ASIDE /.HERE THEY COULD TALK WELL, AND HE RENEWED HIS SALES TALK. 
CADY PREFERRED^ REMAIN SKEPTICAL. SOMEWHAT LATER GENERAL WILSON 
TOLD CADY HE UNDERSTOOD WHY STROHM DID NOT WANT THE POSITION, AND 
THAT I," THE 21ST H'AD NOT BEEN TRANSFERRED OUT OF HIS OWN JURIS- 
DICTION, CADY WOULD REMAIN IN MBS AS HIS SURGEON. 
FURTHERMORE, WILSON SAID THAT DURING ALL THAT BATTING CADY'S 
PROMOTION AROUND HE HAD MADE THREE DIFFERENT TRIPS TO HQ., NATCU3A, 
TO ,-IGMT  "OR THE PROMOTION AND TO KEEP HIM IN HIS POSITION A3 CO 
OF rut ''1ST.  IT SEEMED THAT CADY MIGHT HAVE BEEN SUPERCEDED BY 
SOF.'E FULL COLONEL WHO HAO BEEN SENT OVER WITHOUT A T/O VACANCY FOR 
HI?,.  HE WAS GLAD HE HAD SUCCEEDED IN BOTH AIMS FOR CADY.  ...AND 
SO WAS CADY, AND TOLD HIM SO. 
ON THZ   MAY BACK TO CAMP, THEY DISCUSSED WHAT HAD HAPPENED, 
AND THEY WERE ALL SOMEWHAT UNEASY ABOUT IT.  MO ONE HAD EVEN 
CADY~ 
HINTED THAT GENERAL FTLSSN WOULD HIMSELF C   "..'HERE DURING ALL 
THE MOVING ABOUT     ... OO LONG AS THE WAR WOULD LAST, THERE 
WOULD    HEED   TO   ig    BOtfCOMI   M ANN J MS. THE    Hft#i    '   ■'■    ,    A3   A   REAR-LINK   FOR 
ELEMENTS   BY-P. B    IT, 0,       ADY   P     . RED   TO   GO   WHERE    HIS   LiMlT 
WOULD    GO,    LEADING    11      \f    POSSIBLE*       HE    WAS   RATHER    SORRY   THAT    DRAKE 
AND BOLOTIN HUES AL=OUT HIS DEIHG THE OBJECT OF A HEAD-HUNTI 
EXPEDITION. LIFE COULD SE COMPLICATED EVEM IN A     LIKE GOAT 
HILL. 
3 DECEMBER. 
THE  NURSES  SAILED  ON  THE   HOSPITAL  SHIP   "SHAMROCK".     CAPT. 
GEORGE .IOULHAC,  THE UNIT'S IAN BENEDICT,   AND  AN  ABOUT- 
TO-BE,   CAPT.   JOHN VOOLIN,WERE  DETAILED  ABOKRD  TO  LOOK  AFTER  THEM 
AND MAKE THEM r£EL LESS 0ESERTED BY THE UNIT.  LT. COL, DAVIS, USA, 
WAS THE CO, AND HAILED FROM ^UINCY,  ILL., NOT FAR FROM ST. LOUIS, 
AND THE SHIP'S MASTER, CAPT . STONE, AND THEIR CHIEF MURSE, 
HAD AN EARLY SUPPER WITH CADY AND CAPT. SPALOING BEFORE THEY CA3T 
OFF AT 1730 HO, .  !T WAS TACITLY UNDERSTOOD THEIR DESTINATION 
WAS NAPLES AHICH WAS IN AMERICAN HANDS. 
3E/ERAL OTHER OFFICERS HAD SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS A3 MEDICAL 
OFFICERS O'J OTHER SHIPS. CAPT . ALFRED BREUER MIGHT HAVE SOME 
ODD IF NOT AMUSING 3T03IE3 TO TELL OF HIS EXPERIENCES ON A TRANS- 
PORT CARRYING ALQERIEN TROOPS. 
TO CADY'S SURPRISE, THE BUTTERLlNs's AND THE iXANNETTACCI'3 
WITH A rfS OF THEIR STAFF MEMBERS MANAGED TO WALK TROUGH THE 
GUARDS RIGHT UP TO HIS TENT FOR A VISIT AND TO DELIVER A BOTTLE 
OR TWO OF GOOD WIME FOR HIM AND DRAKE. HE FELT AT A CONSIDERABLE 
DISADVANTAGE AS A HOST, BUT ASSUMED THEY WERE MOSTLY INTERESTED 
IN LEARNING JUST HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVED, AND IT WAS AUSTERITY 





"")T ~AL    HOSPITAL   OEMEROUSLY THE   ^1 ST   WITH 
A   riMl   CHICKEN   Dt »tYM   ALL   THE   AMERICA*'   TPlMMtNftS,   ALOHO 
WITH   NICE    HOT    SHOWERS   A&   LJjUTUM,    ANO   BOTH   WERE   PROPERLY   APPRECIATED, 
THEY vfjtl  iTItv  UVPER TENTASE,  BUT  OPERATING,     ""URT  I.OMR  SAID THEY 
i 
I    TtHOfO   T€    K^FP   UP   AND   OEVELOPE   THEIR    SOCIAL   CONTACTS   WITH   THE      ^ 
I   y.HILE   THEY   HAD   THE   OPPORTUNITY.       TMttN    UNIT 
SPIRITS,    8UT    CAOY   LEFT    THEM   WITH   *N   UNEASY   FEELINQ 
ALONE 
THAT    ~OL . Y   WAS    WLlVlN«/w»TH   SOVETH|N3." 
TIC  '/CYAGE 
•?ER. 
ILSON DIRECTED VERBALLY THROUGH OTHERS THAT CAOY WOULD 
C rM       T~AMEPONIA" AS ADVANCE PARTY FOR THE 21 ST. AFTER 
• YEP THERE, BAO AND BAGGAGE, AMD WAS PLEASED THAT THE 
LY!   rm .   ARTHUR  A.  W.   HOPS,   ANTICIPATED  HIM  AS   IF  HE 
ufwtrr if  I ttfttYt    HOWEVER,  HE SOON LET CADY KHOW HE WAS EXPECTED 
OFFICE AS SOON AC HE COULD COME THE«E.  HOPE WAS A 
■■-<.,    AND ACCOUTRED WITH A QUART O*" SCOTCH. 
THAT WAS A FORTUNATE THINS, FOR HOPE NEXT"PROMOTED" CAOY 
TO "CO TROOPS" ros THE VOYAGE. RATHER THAN CONTINUE TO SUFFER 
■HE AMERICAN INFORMALITY OF ORDERS, ~AOV THEN ASKED FOR AND 
IMPACT '" 'IS TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT* NOT ONLY WAS 
HE RftPOWwItLI W9*   THE ?tSTfS TROOPS, BUT THERE THERE WOULD BE 
300 AMERICAN LIVE AND SERVICE OFFICERS, 5t0O0  ENLISTED MEN, TWO 
CO* I 'c, AND AN ESCORTED CROUP OF  ITALIAN COLONELS ANO 
<>T  40 OF Mftti     THUS,  TWO GROUPS  HAD TO BE  WATCHEO 
Y IVAf    I   ADO IT 10" TO THE CUSTOMARY RATHER HEAVY SECURITY 
ALL OVC- YNC SHIP -fPl^ANS WERE. 
CAOT* 
OPE OlSTROBTEO AM AMERICA* MEDICAL OFFICER AS A CO 
TROOP*, AS      * AMERICAN CONFRONTING THE JOS, BUT Nt «CNTIONEO 
THAT    TMCY    MAO   0 Aft* Iff!    "A'JA"IA 10   WEF ANT,    0?l   T*£      .-PREVIOUS 
VOYAOE.     THE CREW Vfftt WONDERING  MOW tttftM JOA* TROOPS 
WOULD BE ON A BRITISH ORI*.    YAHKS OEE«EO TC MAVI A RCPVTATI 
r« LlVt M»  ft    CAOV -: ; --,—••-  |AIO Yl 
«KI Ml  TO  AFRICA  OK   r flBA|   THEIR  TMOtftlC* 
HAt5   BEEN   tffTVCt*   THE    MM 'l     ' '     "r    ""    ' AS 
&ZUJL r»Z  VC-YAOS.     CAOY Dffl   *tf ktti  or   CAW* 
VAOAftiEt* 
,   THEY r/ouLC  nz  »0INA  fMRtfMII ' '!?> 
HA EN   SUNK    A   WEEK    OR    SO   a-Sv I OJflLY,    THE    tTNEMA,    *J'JT   THE    CAMERONIA 
MAD   NOT    IfCtt I     " ~ '^r    r?tvir    **OAR* 
■HI r AM At* *A 1 o# BAA ?,   ITALYI 
A   LOT    OP    SHIM \: "-' T    THAT    NO#E !VlNG 
A 
I   fJE.AL.LV   BA*EL< M   tWfl *   THE 
TROOP   ORGANIZATION   RtttMAtl ,    ANDJNOT   R>' f   RISKS 
OF   FRIGHTENING   THE   MtM.   OUT   OF   HIM   »|T ELLfSHEO    MM)    INTERPRETED 
L^TCR    IN   Ml CAOY PLICATIONS 
OF   HIS   I IT VAT ION   T 501      *\   8UC8I    I'M 
•!' o 1   EH ~E3   TC   POAtCS   EVEftY^ l« 
!*LL   J-J^T   MAY     ■ '   CAI 1  0AM«»*OA*»#«" 
THE   ITAL •*- 
-; ft   THEIR flU     "",''" U IfTl   OTTtOEl 
ANO   MEN   CAME '.V.      THERE   MAI    * .--.,■-   LAtt   MINVTf 
OF   OAF CO T' ...- - ArT t 
CADY   CCT   ALL I   • OOLOWEI I TTHER   AS   SOON 
Y- 
AS    ME   COULD.       Ml   TOLD    T HLM    TJEY   HAD    SEEN    "«WtCTfO"    AOAIN,       Hj 
MAD   BEEN    iMTMMCa   »MEM   HE   CAME   A THAT    THE    BRITISH   0(FF ICC*) 
C(OUMANOINC/  TROOPS *AS  IN CHARGE,  OUT  CA? Y   -AS THE  CO*»AW»I«O 
OTFICER or TROOPS.    THEY KCftK ALL    . TMCAH EXCEPT rOT^f *L?AH 
OFFICERS,       ■ M     IAC8   WERE   OMMNO  ' rr>   *•* 
AS   MUCH   AS   THE    ITALIANS.       Ui III   | MITtVt 
STAFF   WHO   KMiEW   THE   LIMCI   Of   C - ~ '   THE 
,    . ICE   TROOPS.   HS   WA3   HOT   PACKING   THE 
SUCK   TO   THE«,    JUST \m    IT,      FlMlf   THAT    IT   OAI I OLA* 
FOR   BCOI -    BE    IN   COMMAND   0 -   Mt    AOO    SERVICE   OFFICERS    A' 
MEN,    THAT    |S; UNTIL  i ■     'CD   THEM.    THEY   Of 
BETTER    OFT   THAN   MB   WAS,    FOR    W%*   OflBtllO   OIM   ALL    I If    THEIRS 
WAS rn< -.  THEIR  «0l WAS f  THt AND    STAFF 
MOAN IXAT ION   OF   THE V,       Hi 
INSTRUCTIONS •                       0    IT I 
fait   WAS   ^'^T   A   HfeLUV;. 010 TO   FIGHT   I 
.ifNS   MIDOAY   MESS,    .'    ... , INTERRUPT E1:   CAOV   TO 
INFORM  M|M  THE  COMMA.--.   I :F;AL  I BJyi AS CcatiAtte* 
INS   JKK iccr.   Of    TROOPS I     PMtTNtftlltftCi   ~*0*  »A1  TC   WtOOl   I   BITH THE 
TROOP BOAT DAIU. !-• .- :IATLU.  CABf LAY HIS KNIFE AMD       AS1DE 
IMMEDIATELY, AM) CA       OUT i HZ I .IMED lAT^LYJ 
THUS, IT IOST O; AND THREE  H AFTER THE|?1ST 
OOCKEU    I ICA   AT   MgftSHt L-Kfi |    , l)Y   WAS    3 SCO*   OF   AMOTN 
IT IBM    MOO*    TRANSPORT > I 3 INQ    A   BOAT    OR I'.L    9F   OP   !«       I0AL    AND 
COMSAT    TROOPS    AS   T He    SHIP   CAST   Of Ml AN 
'ST   ABOVE    THE 
TO   :,:OV:    OUT    SLOWLY   rP.CU    THE    BULL I BOMAROIM    MAXt/o OOO If    BF 
THE   FORT I    I HMTAlM   Of   THE   HARBOR   Sf   OR AN.      OAOY   WAS 
ONLY   (• ■     I   OUT   MOCAOf I -.inSONS.      THE   ( 
TROOPS A IBDlOfIO*» *©T      ILSON WHILZ 
CADY- 
CADY WAS ON THE BRITISH VESSEL. THEY REMINOED HIM MILOLY OF THE 
DISTINCTION, AND FOR SOME REASON SEEMED TO TAKE THE MATTER LIGHTLY. 
ANYftAY THE COMPARTMENTS GOT A GOOD AIRING AND CLEANING WHILE THE 
TROOPS WERE ON THE DECKS, AND BOAT DRILL DISCIPLINE GOT AN ORGANZEO 
EXERCISE. 
7 DECEMBER,   1943,  WAS CAOY'S 47TH BIRTHDAY,   BUT   HE DID  NOT 
REMIND ANYONE OF IT, HE JUST HOPED TO HAVE A FEW MORE OF THEM. 
THE OC TROOPS INFORMED HIM THEY WERE AGAIN IN DANGEROUS WATERS 
FROM POSSIBLE ENEMY SUBMARINES OR BOMBER PLANES.  THE CAMERONIA 
HAD HAO A NARROW EXCAPE JUST THE PREVIOUS WEEK IN THE SAME AREA. 
NOTHING HAPPENED AS A RESULT BUT THE TIGHTENING UP OF COMMAND AND 
STAFF ORGANIZATION CONTROL OF TROOP DISCIPLINE AND SECURITY 
CONTROLS ANYWHERE THEY SEEMED DEFICIENT. 
AT OFFICERS CALL, WHICH INCLUDED ALL THE PASSENGERS, A YOUNG 
t2ND LIEUTENANT BRASHLY TESTED THE SITUATION BY OPENLY ANNOUNCING 
HE WOULD NOT ACCEPT A TOUR AS DUTY OFFICER BELOW IN THE TROOP 
COMPARTMENT3.  HE REGARDED SUCH AN ASSIGNMENT AS AN UNFIT PLACE 
FOR AN OFFICER (PRESUMABLY A GENTLEMAN), AND NOT AT ALL REALLY 
SAFE FOR AN OFFICER IN CASE OF AN ENEMY ATTACK.  THE KID DID NOT 
HAVE THE APPEARANCE OF A MANIC, EVEN IF HE HAD SOUNDED LIKE A 
PARANOID SCHIZOPHRENIC.  HE HAD HIS MOUTH OPENED WIDE ENOUGH TO 
To TH6   A P/ORj'V^MArg/cy' JOQ i-J Ai& **■>">  S£ftWC£ 
SHOVE HIS FOOT INTO IT.  CADY'S TERSE DISCOURSE ON THE PERSONAL *fc^ 
RBEPONSIB ILIT IE5 OF OFFICERS CHARGED WITH THE SAFETY OF ENLISTEO 
MEN, ESPECIALLY IN TIMES OF EMERGENT DANGER, MUST HAVE e<**l J/E Y E ° 
AN IMPRESSION HE MIGHT BE RUTHLESSLY TOUGH. THE LIEUTENANT WAS 
ON DUTY, ANO ALERT 4E8B EVERY TIME INSPECTION ROUNDS WERE MADE. 
AND, THERE WERE A FEW EXTRAS IN HIS COMPARTMENT. 
DECEMBER OTH. 
NO ONE LIKES SUCH VOYAGES, AND THEY ARE LEAST PLEASANT FOR 
CAOY- 
FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL.  NO ONE COULD SEE DAYLIGHT WITHOUT GOING 
ON DECK, AND HE HAD TO HAVE PERMISSION FOR THAT*  HE BREATHED TH~E 
SMELLY AIR JUST AS THE VENTILATOR FANS DELIVERED IT TojrHE COMPART- 
MENTS FILLED WITH ALREADY GAMEY PEOPLE.  HE NAPPED, SHOT CRAPS, 
PLAYED POKER, READ ANYTHING AVAILABLE, WROTE LETTERS HE MIGHT 
MAIL SOME TIME, ATE HIS CHOW AT STAND-UP TABLES BOLTED FIRMLY 
TO THE DECK, SLEPT ON THEM OR UNDER NEAT/I ON THE HARD DECK, USUALLLY 
WITHOUT A THIN MATTRESS PAD, AND TOOK HIS TURN BV ROSTER OR 
DISCIPLINE ON LATRINE, OESK SWABBING AND POLICING DETAILS.  HE 
•IGHT PULL DUTY AS A GUARD. 
CADY WAS HAVING HIS HIGHER RANKING OFFICERS MAKE ADDITIONAL 
MORALE INSPECTIONS DURING EACH WATCH IN EACH COMPARTMENT.  THE 
CHOW HAD BEEN DIFFERENT AND SKIMPY, AND SLOPPILY SERVED, THE MEN 
COMPLAINED.  CADY DID NOT WANT TO CONFRONT THIS ARGUMENTATIVELY, 
SO HE HAD HIS OFFICERS TAKE THEIR MESS KITS AND EAT IN THE COM- 
PARTMENTS WITH THE MEN.  HE PLANNED TO DO THE SAME FOR ALTERNATE 
VEALS HIMSELF, AND STARTED WITH BREAKFAST. AFTER AN HOUR OR SO, 
THE STEWARD KNOCKED AT HIS DOOR AND INQUIRED IF HE WERE ILL AND 
WOULD LIKE SOMETHING SPECIAL TO EAT.  OH, NO, HE HAD TAKEN BREAK- 
FAST WITH THE MEN IN A COMPARTMENT. HE WOULD BE AT THE MESS AGAIN 
AT MIDDAY. NOTHING WRONG, IT WAS JUST A WAY TO SHOW THE TR00P3 
THE OLD MAN WAS INTERESTED IN THEM.  "OH", SAID THE STEWARD, 
N[-  UH- UNDERSTAMP.  I'VE NEVER SEEN THAT DONE BEFORE, THANK YOU, 
SJIR." THE OCT MENTIONED IT AT MESS, AND HE GOT THE SAME EXPLANATION 
THE EVENING J CHOW FOR THE MEN WAS A MIXTURE OF THE AMERICAN 
RATIONS WHICH HAD BEEN PUT ABOARD AND THE BRITISH RATIONS, AND 
MORE LIBERALLY SERVED.  IT WAS THE SAME WITH THE NIGHT SNACKS. 
THE MESSAGE GOT TO THE RIGHT PLACE AND QUICKLY, AND NO ONE LOST 
ANY PART OF HIS FACE. •T WAS A PLEASURE TO DEAL WITH SENSITIVE 
GENTLEMEN. 
CADY- 
WHILE THEY WERE GOING OVER DISEMBARKATION PLANS THEY AGREE© 
OH THE OCCUPANTS CLEANING OF THEIR OWN COMPARTMENTS, AND BEING 
INSPECTED BEFORE LEAVING THEM. HOPE PREDICTED THERE WOULD BE 
ALL SORTS OF ABANDONNEO PROPERTY FOUND AND TO BE COLLECTED.  VOULO 
THE CREW OR THE AMERICANS HANDLE THAT? CADY THOUGHT HIS PEOPLE 
SHOULD DO THAT AND GET IT BACK INTO PROPER USES OR SALVAGE.  ALSO, 
CAOY NOW LEARNED THAT HE COULD LOOK OVER THE MANIFESTS FOR ALL 
THE TONNAGE BEING SHIPPED. SOMEONE HAD TO SIGN RECEIPTS OR 
RELEASE3 TD GET THE PROPERTY UNLOADED. CADY WAS THE RESPONSIBLE 
OFFICIAL TO 00 IT. HE LEARNED HE HAD BEEN SLEEPING OVER 300 TONS 
OF AMMUNITION WHILE HE HAD BEEN ABOARD.  ANYWAY, HOPE HOPED CADY 
COULD ARRANGE TO REMAIN ABOARD AN EXTRA DAY TO COMPLETE THESE CHORES. 
THAT NIGHT CADY DECIDED WHAT HE K-MEW ABOUT HIS CARGO COULD NOT 
HURT HIM A BIT WORSE THAN WHAT HE HAD NOT KN0-WN, AND SENSIBLY WENT 
ANY OF THE OFF ICERS 
TO SLEEP WITHOUT TELLING ' / ANYTHING TO MAKE THEM MYSTERICAL. 
9 DECEMBER. 
AFTER BREAKFAST IT WAS RUMORED THE CAMERONIA WOULD LAND, BUT 
THE RUMOR DID NOT I'CLUDE THE PLACE. THE OCT WANTED TO HAVE ANOTHER 
90AT DRILL, AND CADY WISHED TO KNOW WHY SO SOON BEFORE LANDING? 
IF THEY REALLY KNEW THEY WOULD LAND, THE TROOPS WOULD BE TOLD TO 
PACK VP  TO LAND. NOT HAVING SUCH INFORMATION, IT WAS PROPER TO 
HAVE A MORNINC DRILL.  IT WOULD HELP WITH POLICING THE SHIP. WITH 
A HINT, A SCOTCH SMILE, COL. HOPE SAID IT WAS HIS DUTY, AND HE 
GOT PAID A BIT BETTER THE GREATER THE NUMBER OF THESE SAFETY DRILLS 
RE PERFORMED, RELATIONS HAD BEEN SO GOOD, AND IT WAS SO REASON- 
ABLE, CADY ASSENTED. 
THE CAMERONIA LOAFED ALONG, HARDLY MOVING FOR A COUPLE OF 
HOURS. THE AIR WAS TOO HAZY OR FOGGY TO SEE ANY DETAILS OF THE 
TWO OR THREE OUTLINES OF    LAND THEY SAW, WHETHER ISLANDS OR PROMON- 
OF 
CADY- 
TORJES 0? MAI ML AND.  ABOUT lOOOkoUR WITH BETTER SUNLIGHT SOME 
THE OUTLINES OF THE BAY OF NAPLES BECAME DISCERNABLE, AND THE 
C <M STARBOARD SIDE 
CAM? SLOWLY CAME ALONGSIDE A LARGE SHIP 
WHICH HAD CAPSIZED ON ITS SIDE. "BOLLANDw WAS PAINTED ON IT? 
!T VA1 JAMMED AGAINST A BATTERED PIER. WHICH WAS SERVICABLE ENOUGH, 
PERSONNEL WERE STARTED DOWN GANGPLANKS, AND ACROSS GANGPLANKS AND 
LADDERS TO THE PIER. 
BEAM CA^E ABOARD AND REPORTED TO CADY AT ONCE. CADY WANTED 
BEAM   . 
TO E"-;ORT HIM TO THE PLACES NECESSARY TO EXPEDITE THE UNIT'S 
LANDING, MESSING AND QUARTERING. THEN HE WOULD HAVE TO RETURN 
WHILE DRAKE AND BEAM WOULD CARRY ON WITH THE UNIT, AND CADY WOULD 
REMAIN OVERNIGHT GETTING RID OF THE RESPONSIBILITIES HE KNEW NO- 
THING ABOUT.  AND SO THEY SET FOOT AHEAD OF THE REMAINDER OF THE 
UNIT ON THE PAVEMENTS OF BATTERED SMELLY NAPLES. 





L  V 
IV CHAPTER 23. 
LT. COL. Ill F, BCAM HAD FOLLOWED CACv's TELEPHONIC 
INSTRUCT IONS WHILE HE WAS IM ALGIERS ON 2? NOVEMBER.   HE 
MANAGED TO FREE LANCE AROUND AND SET TO NAPLES AHEAD OF THE 2tST. 
OTHER PERSONNEL -SERE FILING orr  THE    AMERONIA WITH THEIR BAGGAGE 
WHEN HE CAME ASOARO TO TAKE C-ADY ON HIS RECONNAISSANCE. THUS 
CAOV GOT AHEAD SY ABOUT TWO AND ONE-HALF HOURS* MEANWHILE, 
HE AND BEAM WERE IN A JEEP GETTING OUT TO THE MOSTRA FAIR 
GROUNDS AND GETTING READY TO FACE SOME OF THEIR BARE FACTS 
OF REALITY. 
THE NEW PENINSULAR BASE SECTION HAD TAKEN OVER FROM THE 
"IFTH ARMY BMttttVfa ADMINISTRATIVE AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT 
Ha., 
COULD BE DONE SETTER SY SASE./ FIFTH ARMY AND THE ADVANCE HQ., 
NAT0U3A WERE IN/CAST£L"AT CASERTA, ASOUT THIRTY MILES TO THE 
EAST. AS THEY DROVE ALONG THE NAPLES BAY THEY COULD HEAR SOME 
ARTILLERY FIRING TO THE NORTH KHO  THE EAST. NAPLES HAD TAKEN 
QUITE A LOT OF BOMBING, THE FIVE AND SIX„EARORY 8UIL0ING8 ALONG 
THE WATER FRONT HAD WINDOWS, PANELESS AND DARK LIKE EYE SOCKETS 
OF BATTERED DIRTY SKULLS. DEBRIS AND RABBLE HAD BEEN BULL«P02ET; 
TO THE CURBS OF THE STREETS BEING USED.A OBVIOUSLY WATER AND POWER IF 
HAD BEEN CUT OFF. A FEW DIRTY, RAGGED CIVILIANS MOPED AROUND. 
BUT CADY DID NOT THINK THEY APPEARED ANY WORSE OFF THAN ALGERIAN 
VILLAGE ARABS. THE KIDS WERE ALL BEGGING. 
UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES, IT SEEMED TO CAOY THAT|THE WINDING 
BAYSHORE HIGHWAY, A DARK TUNNEL, AND THE VERY ROUGH ROADS 
THEY PASSED OVER TO GET TO THE NORTHERN SUBURB CALLED THE ROSTRA 
FAIR GROUNDS COVERED AT LEAST 40 KILOMETERS, BUT IT REALLY WAS 
LESS.  THERE HAO BEEN FIGHTING EVERYWHERE. BEAM EX^.AINED 
CADY- 
THAT BRIG. GEN. ARTHUR W. PENCE WAS CG. or PBS, AND HE WAS 
SETTING    UP    THIS   f'EDICAL    CONCENTRATION   CENTER.       ORIGINALLY 
MUSSOLINI HAD SET UP HIS  . PRETENTIOUS EXHIBITION TO SHOW 
OFF HIS FASCISTIC PROWESS IN EMPIRE BUILDING AROUND THE SHORES 
OF HIS MARE NOSTRUM, THE MEDITERRANEAN 8EA.  AND BEAM WAS NOT 
ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT THE THE PLACE BUT SEEMED TO WANT CADY TO 
DISCOVER HIS OWN REALITIES. 
THEY STOPPED BY A BEDRAGGLED BUILDING WHERE THE 51ST MED- 
ICAL BN. (SEP) WAS RUNNING AN ALMOST CONTINUOUS CHOW LINE.  LT. 
COL. JOS f« BATCH COMMANDED, AND GAVE THEM A TIRED WELCOME. HE 
POINTEDLY HOPED THE 21ST WOULD BE ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF ITSELF 
IN A COUPLE OF DAYS. 
UP THE STREET AND BEYOND A WIRE BARRICADE WAS A FAIRLY 
INTACT MULT ISFTOR IED BUILDING WHICH WAS RESERVED FOR THE 45TH 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WHENEVER IT WOULD ARRIVE. THE ENLISTED MEN 
OF THE 21 ST WOULD HOLE UP THERE.  PAST AND THROUGH A LARGER GROUP 
OF BATTERED BUILDINGS WITH HEROIC STATUARY DESIGNS, AND THEN 
THROUGH A COUPLE OF MILES OF NARROW ROADS, THROUGH AN ANCIENT 
DEEP CUT IN A HILL, THEY DEBOUCHED INTO A RATHER FLAT MARSHY 
AREA.  IT WAS MORE THAN A MILE ACROSS, SURROUNDED BY A LOW 
WOODED MOUNTAIN UP  TO THREE OR FOUR HUNDRED FEET HIGH. CADY 
SUSPECTED THEY WERE IN A PREHISTORIC VOLCANIC CRATER. BEAM 
SAID THE BUILDINGS AND THE RACE TRACK ACROSS AND ON THE EAST 
SIDE HAD A REPPLE DEPPLE IN THEM. BEHIND A STONE WALL, THERE 
WERE MANY ROOFLESS STONE BARRACKS ALONG THE NORTH SIDE OF THE 
ROAD. ABOUT 200 YARDS FROM THE CREST IN THE HILL CUT, ON THE 
RIGHT, WAS A DECREPIT CATE HOUSE FOR THE OLD BATH HOUGE-. BEAM 
HAD BEEN RELUCTANT TO DESCRIBE. AND SO THEY TURNED INTO THE LOOP 
Or ROAD IN THE FOREGROUND OF THE RATHER FAMOUS 01.0 TERM! 01 
AGNANO SPA, MMf or THE GROUNDS WERE ON A TILL THIJRTV RTO 
FORTY FEET ABOVE THE LEVEL Or THE STEALING MARSH. 
THIS WAS TO BE THE 2tsTfs OFFICERS AND NJ*RSES QUARTER®, BEAM 
HAD A TENTATIVE LAV-OUT MADE FOR ASSIGNMENTS, BUT THEY WOULD 
HAVE TO CLEAN UP A LOT OF FILTH AND DISPLACE A fftENCM AMBULANCE 
Co.  llM DID WOT KNOW WHETHER THE AREA HAD SEEN SEARCHED POM 
MINES AND BOOST TRAPS,  HE MAO FORSEEN THAT  CADV WOULD NEED A 
COMBINATION OFF ICE AND BEDROOM SUITE.  IT WAS IN THE "ROYAL 
BATH% WHERE A LOT OF MAROON CERAMIC TILE STILL HUNG TO THE 
WALLS, AND THE WINDOWS WERE WITHOUT SLABS,   THERE WAS A WALK-IN 
SUNKEN BATH, A DECREPIT NEEDLE DOUCHE SHOWER, A SITE BATH, A 
BIDET AND TOILET.  SEAM HAD SCROUNGED AN OLD DESK WITH MOST OF 
ITS DRAWERS FOR HIM,  ONLY PART OF THE BUILD I MO HAD ANY WATER 
PIPED IN, MORE THAN SEVEN PERCENT SALT WATER WITH VOLCANIC SED- 
IMENT, BUT IT WAS STEAMING HOT IN THE COLO ATMOSPHERE, 
ARE COULD 00 INTO THE fftAU   SOEftWtsVa BATH ADJACENT, THE 
LOCAL ITALIANS CALLED IT THAT. THE WHOLE PLACE WAS COLD, WET, 
TOO DARK OR T0» LIGHT, AND MORE THAN DRAFTYJ AND SIMPLY A HELUVA 
PLACE FOR LIVING, (©ADY WAS SPOILED, TOO,) 
"BEAM, DID YOU HAVE ANY CHANCE TO AROUE ABOUT ANT OF THIS?" 
"NO, THIS IS ORDERS FROM THE 8URG£0N*S OFFICE. \*M  TRYING 
TO FIOURE OUT IF THEY HAVE A GRUDGE AOAlNST US." 
"COULD BE. ,,,'^Hoks THE SURGEON? B 
"COL. RICHARD T, ARREST. VOU KNOW, HE VISITED US AT BGO- 
HANIFIA WHILE Ht   WAS SURGEON, I! CORPS.  AND,  MlT UNTIL WE ©0 
BACK TO SEE THE BUILDINQS IN THE CENTER WHERE WE*ftE SUPPOSED TO 
SET VP," WAS BEAM'S PttttaitTft SUGGESTION. 
CADY EXPRESSED  HOPE THAT  BtAfl AM LT.  COL.   HARRY  taftsss 
UADY- 
BETWEEN THEM COULD GET BEDDING ROLLS OUT TO TERM I SO THEY COULD 
SLEEP ON' THE FLOOR THAT MIGHT.  WHAT WAS MORE, BfAM SAID, THE 52ND 
STATION HOSPITAL OFFICERS WERE TO SHARE TCftiH WHENEVER THEY WOULD 
ARRIVE. THAT WAS ANOTHER PBS ORDER, TOO. 
SOME SURLY MAJOR Exec OF THE 3RD CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL 
WHICH WAS STILL OPERATING IN THE ?1ST'S ASSIGNED AREA, TOLD CADY 
HE KNEW NOTHING ABOUT THEM, AND HIS UNIT WOULD GIVE UP NOTHING 
UNTIL ORDERS CAME FROM THE  FIFTH ARMY TO MOVE THEM.  CAOY DID 
NOT THINK HIS HOSTILITY WAS JUSTIFIED, BUT A3 HE CAME INTO THE 
PLACE HE HAD NOTICED SHELL HOLES AND SOME CANVASS SHREDS STILL 
HANGING FROM SOME TREES.  flVEN IF THE CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL WAS 
BsT TE «- 
IN BUILDINGS, THEY WOULD BE OFF THAN THE 21 ST WAS AT TERM I . 
A 
V'AYOE THE MAJOR VMS NOT ALWAYS A BASTARD, JUST TEMPORARILY SO I 
BACK ON THE $9 CAMERONIA CACY KEPT BEAM FOR SUPPER AND SCME 
MORE ORIENTATION. THERE WOULD BE ONE MORE COMFORTABLE NIGHT FOR 
HIM ANYWAY. THE NURSES WERE VP  ON TCP OF THE MOUNTAIN IN A 
MONASTERY SOMEWHERE ON VLA ALLESSAF.    ANZANI, AND THEY WF RE 
INSISTING THEY WANTED TO GET BACK TO THE UNIT RIGHT AWAY. THAT 
WAS GOING TO SE A REAL HEADACHE FOR CADY. 
SOMETIME DURING THE EVENING CADY SEEMED TO REMEMBER AGRESS 
CAME INTO HIS STATEROOM THE BEDDING ROLLS MAS **F BEEN DELIVERED 
TO TERMi, OR SOMETHING. 
FRIDAY, 10 DECEMBER. 
CADY ASSUMED HIS OFFICERS SOLVED THEIR BEDDING PROBLEM 
BECAUSE THEY HAD NOT RETURNED FO<   SHELTER IN THE SHIP.  MC SPENT 
THE MORNING WITH L_T . COL . HOPE WHO WAS CONSCIENTIOUS AND ANX.|OUS 
TO SATISFY CADY, SO HE GOT ALL THE RELEASES ON A-1- THE CLAIMS , 
FOR RISKY SHIPPING OF PERSONNEL AND MATERIEL WHICH GEN. V/ILSON 
HAD IMPOSED ON THE (*WOGCHT CAOY.  THE fAft HAD TO GO ON, THOUGHT 
CADY AND HIS LIABILITIES WERE SO ENORMOUS THEY WOULD NOT JAIL 
M n M < ■- K/ 0 T 
HIMJ SO CADY SIGNED EVERYTHING INCLUDING A RECEIPT FOR A  USED 
*A 
SECOND HAND FIELD JACKET AND A PERFECTLY GOOD CARBINE WHICH 
HOPE WOULD HAVE TURNED IN HIMSELF. AFTER A FINAL GOOD LUNCH 
CADY DEBARKED PAS AND BAGGAGE TO FACE HIS HERCULEAN LABORS, ALL 
TWELVE OF THEM. 
UNLOADING AND ASSEMBLING THE SfoY*f EQUIPMENT WOULD BE 
SLOW AND MAYBE COSTLY IN LOSSES HE JUDGED FROM THE GENERAL APPEAR- 
ANCE OF THE PRECONDITIONED PIER AND THE CIVILIAN DOCK WOLLOPERS. 
NO HATTER WHERE IT WOULD BE, PROPERTIES V.'OULD MEED     I HG. MOOT 
OF IT, SO HE LEARNED FROM 30LOTIN, WOULD BE BARGED FROM SHIP TO 
BEACH.THEIR HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT ALREADY HAD A 7-DAY DELAYED PRIORITY. 
71 THIN THE DAY 30LOTIN BORROWED SOME TRUCKS, AND HAD ARRANGED 
'■^-•'ISSION TO USE MIS IDLE MEN AS HOISTMEN, LIGHTER SQUADS, 
DOCKMEN, OR ANYTHING ELSE TO GET PROPERTIES TO THE    ■ I 
THEN   TO    THE    21GT'S   AREA    I !T   WAS   ALL   TO    SE       IN    A   LONG 
LINE    OF    BOXgj^      AND    CRATES    WHICH   MAGE    I DENT ITIOATIOM8    EAOIER. 
BUT   WHAT   A   MESS   WERE   THE   ASSIGNED   BUILDINGS   A NO   OftOtfMOtl 
THE OFFICERS, AND, INDEED, THEIR CO, DID NOT LIKE THTI 
"EDICAL CENTER IDEA. CADY AND DRAKE WENT DOWN TOWN TO HQ.}  "\ 
TO GET THE FOTMOM ATTSOLAMCC CO . OUT OF THE ALLEGED 330 ROOMS OF 
TERM! DI AGNANO.  THEIR FIRST CONTACT WITH COL. AftNEOT OAI in 
THE NATURE OF PROTOCOL TO HAVE A BRIEF ORIENTATION AND TO SEE IF 
THE COMMANDING GENERAL REALLY EXPECTED A REPORT TO H|M PERSONALLY, 
AND THE LIKE. CADY RECALLED OOMC PREVIOUS COLORLESS CONTACT! IN 
MAY AT BOU-HANIFIA, BUT THAT ARUEPT HAD ALWAYS BEEN REFERRED TO 
AS "A DAM' GOOD FIELD MEDICAL OFFICER.'' 
AS GLUM, POKER F'ACEO, SEEMED DEL IBERATELY U MOO M MO II CAT I V E , 
■ AITING.  DRAKE EVEN TRIED TO WARM HIM UP  BY REMI  •      mi 
BROTHER    LT«    COL.    Fit A MM IMS    WAS    SO OF    THE   CRACK    3*8     IMF*MT0V« 
CADY- 
CADY DECIDED THEY WERE ALL WAST I.-C TIME.  HE AROSE TO TAKE LEAVE, 
AND SAID:  "COL. ARNEST, FDOH THE LOOKS OF THINGS, WE MAY HAVE 
A LOT OF CLEAN-UP VORK TO DO JUST TO tct irro ANT FAFT OF HOSP- 
ITAL OPERATION.  OUR OUTFIT HAS BEEN RESOURCEFUL.  WITH SOME 
HFLP FROM BASE, WE CAN BE EXPECTED TO OC EEYOND A THOUSAND T/O 
BEOS,   AND ..." 
"CADY,  I KNOW ALL AFOUT YOU,nHE PAUSED VERT BRIEFLY, WAND 
YOUR OUTFIT,  YOU ARE NOT GO 1 NO TO tC PUILPING VP    ANY EMPIRE 
AROUND HERE.   AND, YOU* OUTFIT VILL r0 VHAT*S KXPECTE8 OF IT." 
"I UNDERSTAND, COL. ARREST."  AND CACY'S El '    RAt HELD 
CLOSE TO HIS RIBS RMEN HE SALUTED ARNEST, FOR HE DID MOT "ANT 
HIS SALUTE TO REFLECf IN     >1T FEELINGS, SUCH A? HF ONCE 
9RRERVE6  IN ~'DL. OAVIS'S OFFICE A YEAR OR SO BEFORE.   HE WAS 
PERPLEXED, SUT HE P 1 r HOT WANT TO SHO"-' TOO MWCH OF Nil 8NOON, 
so »MCN DRAKE    ILV. T MEANT tv EMPIRE ItflLDINf, 
CADY HAD MO REA9T DEFINITION, ^or? HE HAD NEVER MEARB fHl TERM 
BEFORE.  KCtARBLCtl OF THAT, THEY HAD JUST    I "DIAL 
BORE, 
EXAMPLE 8P '"MOOTH/ SMALL 80RI BALtiRf 0^ OFF !?!<:. ," 
CAOY PRf      THAT "EMPIRE •UtLDIMt" VAt FOR THE, DE^'EF.IT OF £w£ 
BlMLOEO  RATHER THAN TO OrtT THE REAL JOB BONE*  TMERf 80ML8 BE 
A DIFFERENCE RtTN A DISTINCTION, OR IOMETMINQ,       fOHT BE, 
"Bt« TALRg O'O SHOW VERSUS filO SHOW,        >* 
THEY MOST RET AROMHB TO     COT ION CMII    :RE THEY 
•!T ~CT MORE ENLtOMTENMENT THAN ILLUMINATION ABOUT PBS THINGS 
AS THEY WERE.  CADY PREDICTED, "I HAVE A 808PI8IOH BE9LL MARS 
THAT BIRO EAT Nil ~T!ME!M 
TW EPIDEMIC OP TYPKtia 8UPPO8E0 ~"1 I        M THE 
RUSSIA I TALI" DISPLACE* REPUOEES, RMIO«H 
HAD Or: ! Wl MC\TECOMOS" IN THE 
CADY- 
HILLS UNDER NAPLES.   THE AMERICANS HAD BEEN IMMUNIZED, THEY 
HOPED, BUT WERE WARNED TO BE CAREFUL ABOUT PICKING VP   THE POP- 
ULATION^ LICE ANYWHERE, ANY TIME. 
THE WEATHER WAS COLD, RAW AND RAINY.  SEEING THE SUN WAS 
UNCOMMON, AND ONE OF CADY'S BRONX  ITALIANS WAS SINGING "0 SOLE 
MlO', HE SAID TO REMIND HIMSELF HE MIGHT SEE THE SUN AGAIN. 
AFTER THEY HAD CHOW LINE SERVICE AT THE 51ST, AND GOT AROUND TO 
V 
THE HEADQUARTERS OFFICE WHICH THE ENLISTED MEN SET UP,  THEY 
WENT ON TO TERMI WHERE BENDOS HAD THEIR SLEEPING BAGS AND BEDDING 
ROLLS READY ON COTS.  THEY HAD BEEN HEARING ARTILLERY FIRE AND 
BOMBING AT INTERVALS ALL DAY.  AFTER DUSK THEY COULD SEE FLASHES 
FOLLOWED BY THE SOUNDS OF EXPLOSIONS ON A PERIPHERY NORTH AND 
E
*ST WHJCH CADY EST,MATE:D AT 30 T0 40 KILOMETERS.  HE FELT THE 
GERMANS  HAD BETTER  DO THEIR  AIR-RAIDING ON THE  HARBOR THAT  NIGHT, 
FOR NO ONE HAD ORGANIZED THE SECURTY OF TERM I .   No ONE KNEW 
A 
WHERE THE RlCOVERO WAS.  CADY WOULD LOOK AROUND MORE CLOSELY 
FOR FLACK ON THE GROUNDS TOMORROW. 
SATURDAY, 11 DECEMBER. 
COL.^SPAHR, CO, MEDICAL CENTER AREA, HAD THE CHILL OF HIS 
OFFICE BETTERED A BIT BY A CHARCOAL FIRE IN AN IRON TRAY ON THE 
FLOOR.   HE LIKED TO STAND BESIDE IT IN HIS BRITISH BATTLE JACKET, 
WHIPPING HIS PANTS WITH HIS SWAGGER STICK.  HE SEEMED OVER-WILLING 
TO TALK ABOUT THE LADIES INSTEAD OF HOSPITAL BUSINESS. (CADY 
RESOLVED HE WOULD   NO LONGER CARRY ANY OF HIS SOUVENIR BATONS. 
BUT SEND THEM HOME RIGHT AWAY.)  SPAR WAS LOQUACIOUS ABOUT HIS 
A 
FORMER COMMAND OF THE 16TH MEDICAL REGIMENT OVER IN TUNISIA. BY 
THIS TIME, REGRETTABLY, THERE WERE NO MORE SQUARE OIVISIONS WITH 
MEDICAL REGIMENTS. 
A VAGRANT IDEA FLARED IN CAOY'S MIND, MAYBE THE FACT THAT 
V- 
•_. JOE HAITI* *AI FtrfK ARMY SURGEON MACS SOMETHING TO it 
WITH   lAltftftfW '     |    (At   FOP   AR*f*T*l   NtftfLttVt 
SPANP.   *AI   fWtl MIMMMI|   It   I I   HHtAXf   IVf   RC  HAD  MO WEANS 
TO   H   B4.CJ ■     •'   If    THE   Wt»8.       Nl    NAB   TO   SEC   THAT   THE   9IIJTI 
#OULC    DO   THE!-    MM   MCAl    ALL   «I<1HT,    f#   14 'LlQUE    INQUIRIES 
CLIOtTCC    :.       --•'KrtAL    INDICATIONS   WHY   THE   2tsT   SOT   SUCH   ICPkfftAtlt 
!<■'' THAT HAl 1     |ffa  ALSO,   HE OID  HOT  KNOW 
WHEN   THL HVAkCt«ENT   WOULD   LEAVE   THE   fllf*!   LlfYA   ttffiftlM| 
iwf  It II If  iOfNfa    HE SAID THERE HAD BEEN FAftfVTl   t* THE 
TE^TS   AMt-r    THOSE   tttftSSBtf   TREES,    AM   EITHER   ?  OR   17   HAD   SEEK 
KILLED.      T' |f   fl tBAtftf   THE   CLAPTRAP 
f;jirj>M mi       ii mrm IN SUCH BAQ CONOITMM* 
AKE   WAS    AN' MWAfl    Hi's   MI?HCft|    DO   THEY   GftOVt 
IPTM    \tm*   AT   £A«E*fA«        ?T    0*1    LCCATEU    N   THK 
CASTCL,     , ;  ALLC«£0,    . Fltf  AlvAti 
K|
        nt»tw      ;! ifcti A IUU ■ t*tsi.r«    IT WAS 
'ILL    I .TTY   3000   CONDITION,    A*tO   THE   TWO   HEAKtOAATEM   PRACTICALLY 
RATTLED    ■ |1   THE   PLACE.      8tVt*   f*»«,    fWtf   WOULD   TAKE   SAXI 
0?   THAT. 0U    iff   UMAffl   Nil   lft#T*fft|    II   &AI¥   LETT   Hfu 
Ifff   f««    HIMSELF* 
r   0?    THE   QC»TAL   CF7ICEF.C    AM"   | .-   THE 
DfOAt   Iff i Hi I )••     '?TJ-   THE   I lit*At9VI  orri AT 
fEf>flf7tlff   THE   UNLOAD I r.c   Attl   HAUL IK'S,   AMI   VAI   lAKfttf   A   KJ 
|*0«  or ,?§• | HklKI   ALSO If 
P SAM ITT fltf   TUT.   ItLriAAIf   T )A|Q   I P. 
' " ' Iff   AT   THE   CLEAM-UP   j 
XT " •   EITIIIATEO   THEP. fO   300   LOADS   OF 
RlVf    An-AY,       CAIf       II    NOT    VAtfT   TO   rjAIT 
ON lAlf   TO      fftflHSf    INVOLVED    IM   THE    MATTER   FOR    THE 
r   WOULD I    IfTTEfl   d 'UCH   (tufixfi 11       LE. 
CADY- 
ENLISTED DETACHMENT TENTS WERE BEING SET UP IN AN OLIVE GROVE 
AREA BEHIND THE MAIN LINE OF BUILDINGS, AND TO THE NORTH. THEV 
WERE PAVING LITTLE ATTENTION TO THE OLD OLIVE TREES, CUTTING 
THEM DOWN AND DOING VERY CRUDE PRUNING.  CADY REALIZED HOW LONG 
SOMEONE HAD WORKED WITH THEM, AND ORDERED THAT NO TREES WERE TO 
BE DESTROYED JUST TO GET A TENT IN PRECISE MILITARY LINES! 
THERE WAS A TINE COLLECTION OF POTTED CACTI OVER IN THAT BUILOING 
WHERE SUPPLY AND LAUNDRY WOULD HAVE TO GO, AND IT WAS WITH GREAT 
REGRET   THAT    HE   DECIDED   TO   MAKE   NO   FUSS   AT   ALL   ABOUT   WHAT   MIGHT 
U 
HAPPEN   TO   THE   SPECIMENS.       CEST   l^A   G,fERREl 
HE RESENTED VERY MUCH THE WAY THE SURGEON'S OFFICE WAS 
ORDERING THE 21ST TO UTILIZE SPECIFIC BUILDINGS FOR THE VARIOUS 
HOSPITAL SERVICES.  GlVE THE RATTLE TRAP BUILDINGS AND THE AUTONOMY 
OF SPACE, THEY COULD HAVE BEEN TRUSTED TO GET OPERATING SOONER 
AND WITH BETTER PROTECTION OF PERSONNEL AND MATERIEL.  THAT BIG 
SHELL OF THE ALBANIA Sg^DING, THREE STORIES HIGH WITH NO  ROOF 
OVER THE CENTER PORTION, AND ONLY WITH A GROUND LEVEL AND A RAISED 
BALCONY AROUND THE FIRST LEVEL UP.  THEY HAD BEEN ORDERED TO USE 
IT FOR SURGICAL OPERATING ROOMS AND ACUTE SURGtICAL  .  iPATIENTS. 
THE HORTICULTURAL BUILDING WAS SUPPOSED TO BE GLASS FROM THE 
ES 
FIRST FLOOR UPt    BUT NOT A BIT WAS IN THE STEEL FRAM'/ OF THE WALLS 
OR THE ROOF, AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES WERE SUPPOSED, HAD TO BE STORED 
AND HANDLED THERE.  AND THAT WAS DETERMINED TO BE AN ORDER,  CAfT. 
STALEY HAD SAID SO.  CADY WONDERED WHO IN HELL WAS DOING THE SURGEON'S 
THINKING, FOR STALEY KNEW A LOT BETTER THAN THAT.  MAYBE SOME- 
THING MIGHT BE LEARNED THROUGH BOLOTIN'S FRIEND, LT. COL. SWEENY, 
BUDDY 
THE EX-KLTIONAL GUARD      OF FORMER DAYS, AND WAS THE EX>£C IN 
ARNEST'S OWN OFFICE. SWEENEY WAS 3YMPATHIQUE. 
STALEY WANTED A DETAIL OF TWO MEDICAL OFFICER5AND TWO NURSES. 
wAOY- 
ALL FLUENT IN ITALIAN, AND RIGHT AWAY (4l).  30 CADV NOMINATE" 
CAPTS. V*fNOCKT 8, OONTI AND <JOS. r. ZlGARELLI, AND TWO NURSES 
THEY SUGGESTED TO WORK WITH TOI CIVIL I A1 I 1  TH1 TYPHUS EPIDEMIC. 
WZ    HOPED ur COULD RETRIEVE THEM A3 SOON AS THEY WERE REALLY 
NEEr:E^ . 
THE 2fsT*t CURSES WERE NOT INTERESTED IN THEIR MONKISH 
MtTtf A NO THEY WERE STILL IMPORTUNING TO GET BACK WITH THE 
OUtTg AND COULD MOT BE TALKED INTO BEING SENSIBLE ABOUT IT FOR 
A WHILE LONOCN,     »M| WERE ALLOCATED IN TERM I, AND DUNNAGE 
COVERS mo THEIR SUNKEN BATHS WOULD SAVE BROKEN SONES.  LIGHTS 
AND TARRAfMCR WOULD HELP TOO. BUT THERE WAS NO WAY TO HEAT THE 
PLACE YET WLCS8 "HE SATHS WOULD II STANDING FULL OF HOT SULPHUR- 
OUS BALT WATCH HOST OF THE TIME*  AN UN I MSP IR ING IDEA AT BEST, 
THEY WOULD ;:CT LIKE THE OPEN SEWER (WITH WOODEN COVERS) WHICH 
MAI BATH     .  TMK¥ aOULU HAVE TO BE HOSED OUT EVERY 
DAY AT LEAST, ANO STILL BE SHELLY.  THI     ANOTHER BASE 
SURGEON'S IDEA *S TO HOW BUILDINGS SHOULD BE UTILIZED! 
CADY TOON A BRIEF LOOK AT WHAT WAS ACROSS THE HIGHWAY. 
IT WAS A NEAT GROUP OF SMALL BTONC BARRACK BtfiLOfMOB BEFORE BEING 
r )WT AND SABOTAGED. THE DOORS THAT ESCAPED THE FIRE WHICH 
BORNEC r IEEN CARRIED AWAY.  ALL THE TOILET BOWLS 
HAD BEEN CRACKED AND A BIG SLOB OF CONCRETE PLOPPED INTO THEIR 
OUTLETS.   IT rW WEST END, AT THE FOOT OF THE BLUFF WAS THE 
VESTIGES Or AN ANCIENT SftEOIAN .'.'ALL,  AND UP    TO A DOZEN GERMAN 
BRAVE9,   .UIT" NEAR HOU  LIVE BAZOOKA SNAILS AND OTHER 
BATTLE 8ROUNO DETRITOB.  T«IB, TOO, MIGHT HAVE TO BE CLEANED UP 
FOP UBI      TIME. .; COULD COVER THE ROOVES, AND EVENTUALLY 
THE ?1ST'S TARPAPER CHICKENWIRE BANO*#f5H, AND THERE WOULD BE LITTLE 
MUD FOR THE PACKED VOLCANIC SOIL WOULD HOT PUDD-LE MUCH. 
THEN, A QUARTER OF A MILE OR SO SOUTH ON THE ROAD BACK OF TERMI, 
WERE THREE  BURNT-OUT GERMAN TANKS WHICH HAD A HOLE OR TWO THREE 
INCHES IN DIAMETER PUNCHED THROUGH THEIR ARMOR PLATES AS IF THE 
THREE INCHES OF STEEL HAD BEEN JUST SO MUCH  WAX*  CADY WENT 
BACK TO HIS OFFICE AND TELEPHONED BASE TO GET ANOTHER ENGINEER 
SURVEY FOR  BOOBY-TRAPS AND REMOVAL OF LIVE AMMUNITION FROM THE 
AREA. 
ALSO, HE WANTED A STANDBY GENERATOR FOR LIGHTS TO SUPPLEMENT 
THE 30 CYCLE 160   VOLT NAPLES CITY POWER THAT FLICKERED ON AND 
OFF.  THE OFFICERS AND NURSES MESS WOULD BE ABOVE THE SALA 0 1 
CONCERTO TO TAKE CARE OF ALL OFF DUTY PERSONNEL WHO LIVED THERE. 
LACK OF BLACK-OUT MATERIALS MADE THE PLACE DANGEROUS FOR NIGHT 
USE. 
THERE WOULO HAVE TO BE REALLY TOUGH TIMES BEFORE THE 21ST 
WOULD TRY TO USE THE INTERESTING OLD SULPHUR VAPOR TREATMENT 
ROOMS WHICH WERE DUG BACK INTO THE VOLCANIC HILL FROM THE NORTH 
SIDE OF THE SALA AND EXTENDED TO PRACTICALLY BELOW THE ROAD. 
OLD CRUMPLING INSCRIPTIONS ON A PEDESTAL CROWNED WITH AN IRON 
BASIN., AND SOME OF THE VESTIGES OF WALL PAINTINGS,  IN ONE OF 
THE DEEPEST OF THE VAULTED ROOMS SUGGESTED TO CADY'S IMAGINATION 
THAT SOME FRACASTORIAN VAPORIZED MERCURY MIGHT HAVE BEEN OFFERED 
UP THERE FOR BENEFIT OF CASUALTIES INFLICTED, SERVICE CONNECTED 
BY VENUS. 
SUNDAY, 13 DECEMBER. 
CADY RECEIVED A CALL FROM CAPT. STALEY, THE CAPABLE LEG 
MAN FROM THE SURGEON'S OFFICE.  HE WANTED TWO MORE OFFICERS FOR 
TEMPORARY DUTY, ONE FOR HIS OWN OFFICE, AND THE OTHER FOR DUTY 
WITH THE 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL ALREADY OPERATING AB OUT 2,000 
BEOS IN CASERTA.  CADY DEMANDED REASSURANCE FOR THEIR RETURN, BUT 
REMAINED DISTRUSFUL AND GAVE THEM TWO INDISPENSIBLES SO THERE; 
CADY~ 
REALLY WOULD BE A FIGHT If BASE TRIED TO KEEP THEMI MAJ. SAM 
HARBISON AND  CAPT. JOE PARKER.  AT THE MOMENT HE REALLY EXACTED 
A CONTEST WHICH MIGHT CLEAR THE OFFICIAL ATMOSPHERE A LITTLE. 
CAOV WAS PREPARED TO "GO OVER HIS MEAOW TO OET THEM BACK. 
MONDAY 13.  THE NURSES MOVED INTO THEIR LESS COMFORTABLE 
ROOMS AT TERM,.  CAOV RAN ACROSS A PEW WHO WERE EXPLORING THE 
SENIOR OFFICERS SUITE CORRIDOR.   THEY GRUMBLED ABOUT THE FIVE 
OR SIX ROOMS HE HAD RESERVED FOR VISITING COLONELS OR GENERALS, 
010 SHOTS" THEV CALLED THEM.  H£ HAD THAT CORRIDOR BLOCKED OFF 
THE NEXT DAY UNTIL EVERYONE WOULD SET USED TO THE IDEA.   IT WAS 
ALREADY OBVIOUS TO HIM THAT THE WOMEN WOULD NEVER HAVE THINGS 
SO NICE III MOSTRA AS AT BOU-HANIFIA.  ONE OF THE PROWLlNO NURSES 
HAD SAID, "THIS WAR IS SURE A MAN'S WAR!" 3HE REMAINED SILENT 
•HE* HE ASKED HER IF SHE WOULD REALLY CHANGE THAT IF SHE COULD. 
HE HOPED THEY WOULD REMEMBER THEY WERE NO WORSE OFF THAN AT 
PHEASEY TARMS IN THE UK.  THERE WERE A FEW RATHER COSY SECLUDED 
ROOMS ON THE RO- WH,CH CADY OFFERED IF CAPT, SPALDlNO WANTED TO 
"STRATIFY" HER  COMMAND, LIKE RANK HAS ITS PRIVILEGE.  NO ONE SAW 
ANY STATUS VALUE IN THE OFFER JUST THEN. 
TUESDAY, 14. 
COL. ARNEST UPSET THE APPLECART.   THE 2t*T WOULD HAVE TO 
STAGE OTHER UNITS.  HE EVIDENTLY HAD THOUGHT ABOUT IT A LITTLE 
0ECAU3E HE ADVISED THAT CADY SHOULD GET ALL HIS OFFICERS AND 
WR8E8 SETTLED INTO SINGLE ROOMS BEFORE THEV HAD TO DISPOSE OF 
STAGING PERSONNEL.   (MAYBE HE WASN»T WHAT CADY WAS THINKING 
AFTER ALL?)  SOME ONE ELSE IN BASE TO.*' SOME ONE ELSE IN THE tiff 
THAT EITHER THE 6TH GENERAL OR THE 218T *WA8 SCHEDULED FOR THE 
FINEST HOSPITAL IN ROME, IF AND WHEN."  CADY WAS CYNICAL ABOUT 
THE 21ST BEING ABLE TO MOVE OUT OF NAPLES AT JUST THE RIGHT TIME 
CAOY- 
FOR "IF AND WHEN." 
WE0NES0AY, 15TM. 
THE 21ST WAS PREPARING TO STAGE ALL THE OFFICERS OF THE 45TH 
AND 12TH 
GENERAL AND THE 32WO STATION HOSPITALS, AN® ALL THEIR MEN EXCEPT 
THE 45TH,S.    THE 2t8T*S HEN HAD ALREADY CLEANED UP THAT BUILD I NO 
PRETTY WELL FOR TH£« BEFORE THEY COULD HOVE CUT OF THEIR AREA. 
CART. ^PALCtWO WAS RESENTFUL THAT HER NURSES HAD TO HOVE OVER ANO 
BE CROWDED A BIT.  SHE WANTEO TO TAKE OVER THE RESERVED ROOMS WHERE 
THE COLONELS AND THEIR EXECS WOULD BE.  CADV ANO DRAKE DID AS 
WELL AS THET COULD WITH HER, BUT GAVE HER NO COMFORT EXCEPT THAT 
A FEW NURSES MIGHT REALLY LIKE THOSE ROOMS ON THE ROOF IF SHE 
WOULD LET THEM LOOK AT THEM, OR THEY COULD SET UP SOME PYRAMIDAL 
TENTB, FOUR NURSES TO EACH TENT. 
CADY WAS REALLY HOPING HE COULD GEY THEM BU8V WITH PATIENTS* 
CAPT. SPALOING WAS REALLY UPSET BY THE WAY UNIT WAS BEING PUSHED 
AROUND FOR OTHERS THEY WERE NOT BEHOLDEN TO, THE ORDERS CADY WAS 
JUST PASSING ON TO HER.  TO HER, THIS SEEMED TO BE SOMETHING LIKE 
'LACK OF COOPERATION," OR SOMETHING.  CADY FELT THE SAME BUT THERE 
WOULD COME A TIME WHEN THE^WOULD NO LONGER BE "«IUST SERVICE TROOPS. 
"AOV KNEW, THEN, HE COULD NEVER JUST TREAT NURSES SIMPLY AS 
OFFICERT      '/OMEN, BUT THEY HAD TO BE LADIES, BUT AT TIME* HE 
THOUGHT/MIGHT BE SOME ADVANTAGES TO A OIFFERENT PHILOSOPHY. 
w. 
t6  DECEMBER. 
THERE WAS A MEETING OF CO'S AND THE S^RGEON^S OFFICE WITH 
THE MEDICAL SUPPLY IECTION OF 8.0.S, LT. COL. RYLE RAOKE, 
VINCENT JONES, AND MA«I. HOWARD JONES WERE THE VISITORS. CADV WAS 
©RATEPUL THAT THEY HAD THE "POSITIVE SUPPLY PRESSURE" IDEA HE 
HAO PREACHED FOR THEM |N ALGERIA.  8|G GENIAL "OL. REYER, CO, 
300TH GENERAL HOSPITAL HAD THE NICEST PLACE AND WAS THE HOST. 
THEY WERE THE AFFILIATE OF 'ANOERBILT "EOICAL COLLEGE AT NASHVILLE, 
6i§f* 
AW© A ©©©© ourriT.    TMEV MA© SEEM UP TMEAE e*s tm MIL*, A FEW 1t«if 
AND   RCVCIt   SAl©    IT   tO©K   tME»   ©MLV   3 ©AVf   t©   MET   UP    IN   TH£i«   MALE 
Or   THE   ©|«   SOCIAL    IMSUSAMCE   ttftLOtHft   WMICM   TME    ITALIAM   SOVfftSMCMT 
MA©   SEEM  OWCftAYltt©  f©R   tUSEKeULO© IS   PAtlEtitS*      IT   WAS  ftAtftE*|tTP ICAL 
©F YMC "usssLirri JMMMJM ARCHitretwAL sttLE* AWAT UP ©M tm 
©*f»Y ©r A Mitt. ©« TME 8©UtHEA8t E68E ©F ^APUES.  TMEY HA© ASOUT 
2tQQO SEOS ©ITM ?wf «©08T ©F A Kvuvfffi ©r MM tents.    OWE com,© 
©ft   A   Q©0©   LOOK   At   VCMIVI9   Y©WA«©   THE   •OVTHJK9T   AS   tHtt   WOUMB 
©*WM tm Mtu. «©A© earn no SACK. 
?M£   !7tH   ^EMEftAL   H©8©ltAi   WAS   ©H   t«f   SAME   MILL   fcAtMER   ©LOSE 
tt  ©«t   It   HAD  MUCH  Uf88   P-«tE*!TI©©8   ©UtLStM©  FACILITIES.      QOL, 
HESMY R.  CAftarCN*   <f) WAS flB*    OL© r«|f«© LT»   C©L»  «ki*  tM»At*L©l*i© 
ATTEMOE©   tm  aeetlll©  AS  £©,   74t«  3tAtt©«  MOMHTAL*   Alt©  •CTTCft 
ASSICME©   F©»   Ml©   TALENTS   THAU   |M   'HWI.f   IN   LftftiOflM   ©&   At   0«Ati# 
THE  FlMAL   MEETIM©   WAS   ©M   r«l©AVt   AM©   TMfV   C©T   A   OOHOUCTtO   TOW* 
tHno©©M tm 4tM ^E©ICAL SUPPLY C>EP©Y m tm CewTtw.    THE cd 
SEE«EO  MOMg   I«CLIHE©   t©  ©©«St©EM   Ml©  WA8E8  A©  ©JWRjEJ  tMAU   SUPPLIES 
AM©   MIQMY   M0TUE   Vtnt   AeOOMMOOAttM©   |M   AM   e«f«©E*t©V   AS   WOtfL©   SE 
©E8lftA8L£» 
3A tun© AY. If OE©ESSE«» 
TMC   %2m   STATION  HOSPITAL   Vtfftttft. WANTE©   t©  LEAVE   THE 18 
'A 
MOMAfYEMY  AM© ©OWE   t©  TERM*   WHE8E   TMEI8   OFFICERS  WEftfi   9TAOINO* 
Lt*   C©L*   flLBW,      VlCt   CASE   AWOUN©   AM©   PAV©«E©   tME   IDEA   S©  tMAt 
SHE   ©©OLD   SEPERAtE   tHEW  r«©f*   tME   *2tM  a«»E*At»S   MUnSESt       »F   tMAt 
WAS   A  ©©O©  MEA8SM   P©8   MEf?#    It   WAS  F©«   CAOV*   Y©0»   SHE  WOUL©   PEPLACE 
tME**   AT   TME   MOWAStERY  WltM   t«C   32*0   3tAt*0Nft   NU8SE8.      CAOV   0|© 
M©t   MEE©   ANY  WOftC   MUftSE   P«©SLE«Bf   ©tit   t©LB   HE8   ME   WOUL©   A©*EE   ir 
It   «|©«t   RESERVE   THE   PEACE   !«   MEM   SERVICE.      M«   M©l»fffl   SHE   MA©   TME 
©tfTS  t©  StAMO   MCf*   ©Otl«©   ArsV  t»ME   WltM  AHNttt»   ME«   CHttr,   AN© C^ 0 y 
CAOY- 
WAS TRYING TO FIND OUT SUCH THINGS. 
THE 21ST WAS HAVING A HOUSEWARMING DANCE IN THE BIG SALA 
DI CONCERTO WHICH WAS GOOD ESPECIALLY FOR THE NURSING MORALE. 
THERE STILL WAS NO BLACKOUT, WHICH KEPT CADY UNEASY. THE OFFICER 
WHO RAN THE^CLUB's BAR HAO ONLY A MODEST STOCK.  THE ENTRANCE 
TO THE NURSES* QUARTERS WERE ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE SALA.  ONCE 
INSIDE EITHER BY THE EAST OR THEWEST ENTRANCE, THE BIG U-SHAPED 
CORRIDOR EXPOSED THESE VESTAL QUARTERS ON BOTH SIDES, MORE OR 
LESS OPEN TO ALL LUPINE CHARACTERS WHO WERE AGGRESSIVE ENOUGH TQ 
WALK IN. THERE WERE NO ENTERTAINMENT PARLORS FOR FRIENDS, OFFICERS, 
OR ANYONE, AND CAPT SPAULDING WAS FORSEEING DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS, 
SUNDAY, 10TH. 
COL. CADY WAS AT THE PIER WHEN THE S3 CAMERONIA DOCKED. 
HE WENT TO THE STATEROOMS AND COLLECTED COLS. STURGEON' (!2TH), 
PFEFFER 
(45TH), AND LT. COL. GOSSJ[32ND) AND TRANSPORTED THEM TO 
TERMI'S "COLONEL'S SUITE." THEY SAID THEIR NURSES WOULD ARRIVE 
AFTER A COUPLE OF DAYS BY HOSPITAL SHIP.  CADY FELT PRETTY CERTAIN 
THEY WOULD BE QUARTERED ELSEWHERE.  HE FELT BETTER WHEN THE CO, 
52ND STATION HOSPITAL DECREED THAT HIS OWN NURSES WOULD REMAIN 
UP AT THE MONASTERY, TOO. THEY WOULD HAVE TO SET UP THEIR OWN 
PECKING ORDER SOMEHOW. 
LT. HOWARD WILSON, MAC, STOPPED WORK AT "QUITTING TIME" AND 
DID NOT HAVE THE REQUIREO NUMBER OF TENTS UP  FOR THE IN-COMIMG 
MEN. NOR DID HE WARN ANYONE HE HAD QUIT BEFORE THE JOB WAS DONE. 
CADY WONDERED IF HE DID NOT REALIZE HIS RESPONSIBILITY'S IMPORTANCE, 
OF IF HE MIGHT BE STUPID OR NOT CARE A DAMN.  IT WAS AFTER DARK, 
AND A HOT MEAL WAS WAITING FOR 250 MEN, BUT THEY WERE SHELTERLESS 
IN THE STORMY WEATHER.   CADY WAS SO ANGRY WHEN THE SITUATION WAS 
REPORTED, HE WAS AFRAID TO LET HIMSELF TALK TO ANYONE AT FIRST. 
CADY- 
WELL, THE DETACHMENT COMMANDER WOULD HAVE TO DO THE BEST HE COULD, 
BED THEM DOWN ON THE FLOOR OF THE SALA DL CONCERTO. BUT GET A 
MORE DEPENOIBLE OFFICER ON THE JOB THE FIRST THING IN THE MORNING! 
MONDAY, 20TH 
LT. WILSON DID NOT COME IN TO DISCUSS HIS SUMMARY RELIEF FROM 
HIS ASSIGNMENT, AND NO ONE TOLD HIM TO COME. CADY WAS STILL ANGRY, 
BUT DECIDED TO GIVE HIM RATHER A CRUEL TREATMENT, HE IGNORED HIM 
OUTWARDLY AS IF HIS FAILURE HAD BEEN UNNOTICED.  EVEN SOME OF THE 
TENTS HE HAD SET UP FELL DOWN DURING THE HEAVY RAIN DURING THE 
NIGHT, 
AT THE COMMANDING GENERAL'S MEETINS FOR CO'S, CADY REALIZED 
THAT GEN. PENCE HAD THE SAME AND POSSIBLY GREATER PROBLEMS THAN 
GEN. WILSON HAD BACK AT V?83. AFTERWARD COL. STURGEON TOLD CADY 
THAT ARNEST HAD IMPARTED TO HIM THAT THE 12TH GENERAL HAD BEEN 
SCHEDULED FOR A FINE HOSPITAL IN ROME, AND THE 1 2T H MIGHT NOT 
SET UP AT ALL IN PBS*   IN CADY'S MI NOr'MTF IGUREJ? OUT THINGS, BUT 
SEEMED A LOT LIKE COUNTING CHICKENS BEFORE HATCHING, 
AFTER THE REGULAR MOVIE THAT EVENING, THE OFFICERS FROM 
ST. LOUIS WERE SHOWN A COUPLE OF FIL^S THEIR WIVES HAD TAKEN OF 
THEIR FAMILIES. CADY FELT VERY GRATEFUL FOR A FEW FRAMS. LEE 
A 
WAS    ACTING    SELF-CONSCIOUSLY   STUDIOUS,    AND    HAD   GOTTEN   TO   THE   LOlOs 
AND LEANFACEO ADOLESCENT STAGE, A NtCE LOOKING KID,  "BETTY 
SOOPn LOOKED GOOD, BUT DID NOT SHOW OFF HER ORTHODONTIC BRACES 
ANY FOR HER DAD'S SATISFACTION,  CADY'S WIFE LOOKED MIGHTY 
NICE TO HIM.  THE EXPEDIENCE WAS BITTER-SWEETl 
21 DECEMBER. 
CADY NOTED THAT HE WAS "AT HOME" AND FOR THE FIRST DAY 
WORKING WITH A SPACE HEATER GOING IN HIS OFFICE 3UITE. SHORTLY, 
A DAY OR TWO AFTER COMING TO TERM I , THE COALING POOLS NEAR THE 
UTILITY BUILDING HAD BEEN TENBED FOR COMFORT AND PRIVACY FOR 
THIS CHANGED THEIR WELLBEING FROM 
WARM SALTWATER BATHING. 
CADY- 
COLO CRUMMY TO TEMPORARILY WARM GUMMY.  THE STRONG Gl SOAP HAD 
LITTLE OETERGENT VALUE.  NURSES AND OTHERS WHO CARED FOR A SHAMPOO 
HAD TO DIVERT DRINKING WATER FOR THE PURPOSE.  WHILE CADY WAS 
WRITING AND INVESTIGATING FOR REPORTS, HE REALIZED THIS VOLCANIC 
WATER HAD ONE QUALITY TO ALLEVIATE THE SITUATION FOR CREATURE 
COMFORT,  ITS HEAT AND POSSIBILITY FOR BRINGING IN BY ITS FORMER 
PIPES.   IT WAS TIME TO START CRACKING DOWN 0N PRIORITIES, JUST 
TO GET A FEW THINGS DONE ^^OBVIOUS.  THIS WAS ONE OF THEM, SO 
L INE 
HE CALLED IN^DOWN TO SLATERY, AND GAVE THEM A HARRANGUE ABOUT 
GETTING THAT SALT WATER PIPING INTO EVERY ROOM WHERE ANY PIPES 
EXISTED.  GET HIS UTILITY SERGEANTS AND THAT ITALIAN PATER FAMILIAS 
W,TH
 
112 BAMBINI RESIDENT ON GROUNDS COMPLETELY HERE FOR A TALK 
ABOUT IT RIGHT AWAY.  WHEN THEY CAME, HOW LONG WOULO IT TAKE TO 
GET WATER IN?  THREE WEEKSl  NO, TWO DAYS, 40 HOURS WOULoW BETTER. 
BUT SOME OF THE PIPES WERE FOR FRESH WATER, AND SOME FOR THE SALT 
WATER AND THAT WOULO TAKE A LOT OT TIME.  YES, THE NICE AND COMFORTABL 
WAY.  HOW ABOUT JUST TURNING THE HOT SALT WATER ON JUST LONG 
ENOUGH TO SEE WHERE IT CAME OUT IN THE ROOMS,  ,OR LEAKS?  THEN 
GET TO WORK ON THE LEAKS AND DO SOME MORE TRACE ING.   IF THEY 
WOULD FIND ROOMS WITHOUT HOT WATER THAT WAY, CUT THEM IN THROUGH 
THE FRESH WATER PIPES.  GET RESULTS IN 40 HOURS, WORK ANYONE 
THREE SHIFTS FOR TWO DAYS IF THEY HAD TO.  HE WOULD SEE THEY GOT 
TIME OFF FOR REST AFTERWARDS, BUT AFTERWARDS!  THAT RES :NT 
ITALIAN ENGINEER WITH Mi KIDS REALLY GOT THE MESSAGE, TOO. .. 
OCCASIONS WERE NOT UNKNOWN TO 2tST PERSONNEL, BUT THEY ALWAYS 
ue». 
RESPONDED \ 
HE HOPED THE GERMANS WOULD NOT PINPOINT THE LIGHTED UP 
x. 
TERMI SOME NIGHT, AND BOMB HELL OUT OF THEM. ALMOST MI GHTLY THEY 
HARASSED THE HARBOR AREA, AND OCCASIONALLY FRIEND OR FOE SPRINKLED 
A FEW PIECES OF FLACK AROUND TERM I.  NONE HAD BEEN HEAVY ENOUGH 
TO COME THROUGH A ROOF.  CADY HUNG SEVERAL PIECES ON THE BULLET I N 
CADY- 
BOARD TO SHOW THE RISKS OF RUSHING OUTSIDE TO SEE THE FIREWORKS 
WHEN THERE WAS A RAID GOING,  THEV WERE SUPPOSED TO GO TO THE 
■ 
RlCOVERO, BUT ONLY A VERY FEW DID SO.  EVERYONE 8EEME0 TO FEEL 
PRETTY MUCH AS THE TIRED CADY DID, THAT SO LONG AS HE HEARD THE 
ft 
NOISE FIRST AND FELT THE BLASTS LATER, HE WOULD JUST T'.RN OVER 
IN HIS SLEEPING BAG AND GO BACK TO SLEEP AGAIN.  THE CIVILIANS 
COULD NOT BE TAUGHT NOT TO USE THE RieOVERO FOR A LATRINE ANYWAY. 
HE WAS FINISHING HIS REPORT ON THE VOYAGE TO SEND BACK TO 
GENERAL VILSON, AS MUCH FOR HIS OWN RECORDS AS FOR POSSIBLY UN- 
WANTED INFORMATION FOR THE GENERAL.  BECAUSE CADY HAD BEEN A 
WEDIC CO TROOPS, HE WAS NOT GOING TO ATTRACT ATTENTION TO THE 
FRACTURED STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE AND SENO IT THROUGH COMMAND 
CHANNELS, BUT DIRECTLY TO GENERAL flLSON.  HE THOUGHT THIS INCIDENT 
COULD HAVE BEEN CONTRIBUTORY TO ARNEST'S HOSTILITY.  ALSO, BY 
OBLIQUE INQUIRY CADY LEARNED THAT GENERAL WILSON HAD NOT DESIGNATED 
EITHER OF THE MEDICAL COLONELS IN LIKE MANNER ON THIS LAST VOYAGE.^/XJ 
THE SPACE HEATING CHALLENGE! MOST OF THE OFFICERS ANO NURSES 
QUARTERED AT TrRM 1 HAD UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS, ANO THERE 
WAS A LOT OF S1CK-IN-QUARTERS,  NO FUEL HAO BEEN AVAILABLE EXCEPT 
FOR HOSPITAL PATIENTS, ANO IN FACT PERSONNEL QUARTERS WERE ON THE 
PROHIBITED LIST.  CADY'S STOVE WAS HEATING THE CORRIDOR THROUGH 
HIS OPEN DOOR, AND THAT WAS GOING ON IN SELECTED ROOMS, EXPECIALY 
WHERE SOMEONE WAS SICK IN QUARTERS.  HE STRETCHEO THE REGULATION, 
BUT HE COULD NOT MAKE SLACK COAL-DUST REALLY BURN IN A SMALL STOVE. 
THE FRUIT CAWE CAOY'S WIFE SENT FOR CHRISTMAS HAD ARRIVED 
A FEW DAYS BACK, AND IT WAS MOLDY.  HE KNEW STARVING PEOPLE NEVER 
DIED SOONER FROM EATING MOLDY BREAD, SO HE DOUSED IT FREELY WITH 
HIS MARTEL BRANDY, ANO EACH EVENING ATE A SLICE OF IT IN COMMUNION 
WITH HIS WIFE. BESIDES, HE HAD HEARD SOMEWHERE THAT THIS WAS THE 
SAME MOLD THEY MADE THE NEW ANTIBIOTIC PEN|c|LLlfi FROM.   SOMEHOW 
CADY- 
HIS ICY COLD FEET WOULD WARM UP BETTER AFTER HE CRAWLED INTO HIS 
SLEEPING BAG. 
24 DECEMBER. 
PERMISSION HAD COME THROUGH FOR CAPT JOHN J. MOOLIN, MCf 
TO MARRY LT. ANN t.BLOOMER, ANC. THE SALA DECORATIONS WERE 
ARRANGED UNDER GUIDANCE OF THE INGENIOUS LT. JEAN (NELLIE) FRIEND, 
HERBAGE 
AND VERY NICELY, TOO, WlfH ALL THE POTTED/SHE COLLECTED AROUND 
THE PLACE.  CAOY ALWAYS ADMIRED THE NICE STATUE OF VENUS 
THERE, BUT HIS INHIBITED DECISION WAS THAT SHE SHOULD BE PEEKING 
THROUGH THE FRONDS AT WHAT WAS GOING ON, AND NOT BE OUT WHERE 
SHE MIGHT COMPETE WITH THE PRETTY BRIDE.  AGAIN, IN LOCO PARENT IS. 
CADY WAS HONORED BY GIVING UP ANN TO JOHN IN THE RITES PERFORMED 
DY THE IMPRESSIVE LOOKING NEW CHAPLAIN CAPT. CORNELIUS H. HOOK, 
CADY DID NOT BOTHER TO SPECULATE ON HOW THE GIRLS SCROUNGED ALL 
THE REFRESHMENTS FOR THE GAY RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARD. 
ALSO, CADY DECIDED TO WAIT A FEW DAYS LONGER BEFORE ADMIN- 
ISTERING A POSTAL CENSOR'S REPRIMAND TO THE CHAPLAIN, AND HE WOULD 
DO IN "IN SUITE." THE OFFICERS WERE ALREADY CALLING HIM 'CHAPPIE," 
AND IT SEEMED HE MIGHT WEAR WELL WITH THE UNIT. 
AT 1400 HOUR BOLOTIN TOOK CADY OVER TO LOOK IN ON THE MEN'S 
PARTY OUT AT SOME RATHER NICE LITTLE CIVILIAN "NIGHT SPOT." 
AFTER A TOKEN DANCE WITH A COMELY CLEANLOOKING ITALIAN GIRL, 
CADY ASKED BOLOTIN TO QUIET THE PARTY SO HE COULD SPEAK TO THE MEN. 
THE CHEERING ANO APPLAUSE GIVEN TO BOLOTIN, NO LONGER DIRECTLY 
COMMANDING THEM, WAS OBVIOUSLY PLEASANT FOR "OLD ABE", AND SO 
IT WAS TO CADY, TOO. HE ASSURED THEM THEY HAD BEEN SHOWING THE 
FINE QUALITIES ANO STAMINAS OF MANHOOD WHICH WERE EXPECTED OF 
AMERICAN SOLDIERS. HE WAS PROUD BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THEY WERE 
SUPERIOR. A ''F.RRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY WM YEAR, AND ON WITH 
THE DANCE!  (!!E WAS GOING TO RE-SUBMIT BOLOTIN'S RECOMMENDATION 
CADV- 
FOR THAT LEGION or I n IT MEDAL.) 
F"OR SEVERAL BAY® THE 3URGE©N*S OFFICE  MAO A 8URR UNDER 
CA0V*8 BLANKET, AMD IT ANNOYED OfHERS |« THE tltff TOO,  C©L. 
3PAHR MAO COME OUT TO LOOK OVER THE §ALA 01 CONCERTO ANO THE 
ROOMS ABOVE AND ITS BALCONIES WHERE THE OFFICER® AND NORSES MESSED. 
HE EVEN CALLED FOR THE fTALIAS OWNER-DIRECTOR or THE PLACE.  HE 
TRIED LOUD FRENCH ON HIM, AND THEN USED ONE Of THE MESS HEN AS 
INTERPRETER, BEFORE ME DECIDED TO TAKE CADY'S WORO FOR IT THAT 
THERE WERE NO OTHER SUITABLE SPACE FOR THE OFFICER® AMD NURSES 
(SLESS THE LADIES) MM*  NEVERTHELESS, IT WAS THE SURGEON*® UKASE 
THAT THE 
M
EDICAL CENTER OFFICERS C|.UB WOULD OCCUPY THE SFTLA 01 
CONCERTO AND THE BALCONIES WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES* THIS 
WAS A HARD BLOW, FOR CADV AND HIS OFFICERS WERE PLANNING THE SAFCSC 
FOR THE 21BT. ONLY, THIB WAV, C*AOY INSISTED THAT THE CENTER1® 
BAR WOULD SE ON THE GROUND LEVEL WHEREVER THE CENTER WOULO DECIDE* 
LATER WHEN CADY AND SOLOTIN LOOKED IN ON THE CENTER*S FIRST 
DANCE, /ENU8 WAS OUT IN FRONT OF THE BUSHES, AND A LOT OF FRIENDS 
AND STRAN0SR8 WERE DANCINO TO SOME FLNG AMERICAN MUSIC* THE CLUB 
WAS STILL NOT BLACKED OUT, ANO THE NEITHER THE CENTER OR THE P & -S" 
8UKM0H HAD TURNED A HAND ABOUT THAT, NOR OTHER SECURITY MATTERS. 
COLS, ARNEST ANO THEIS, AND LT. COL. «IL*Uft WERE THERE AND SEEMINGLY 
CtMOVtNG EVERYTHING, KEITH ARNEST MOR flLSUR MENTIONED THE MARRIAGE, 
BUT OTHERS WERE CURIOUS WITH THE 2tSTERSJ WHAT WOULD THE COLONEL 
00, TRANSFER ONE OF   THE PAIR TO ANOTHER UNIT?  THEY RECEIVED 
VARIOUS VERSIONS OF CADY*® PHILOSOPHY? f'ATRlMONY WAS STILL REGARDED 
AS AN HONORABLE ESTATE, ANO APPARENTLY MAD NO PROHIBITIONS,  *50 
LONG A3 THIS MARRIAGE OF TWO POPULAR PRINCIPLES WOULD CAUSE NO 
TROUBLES IN THE UNIT, CADV WOULO CONSIDER THEM A VALUED ASSET TO 
THE 21 ST*  HE WOULO 00 NOTHING TO SEPARATE THEM UNLESS SO ORDERED. 
A NUMBER OF THE VISITORS WOULD HAVE COMMENDED uAOY FOR THEIR 
PLEASANT EVENING, FOR THEY DID NOT UNDERSTAND THE DISTINCTION 
;ADY- 
BETWEEN   A   RELUCTANT   LANDLORD   AND   THE    CENTER'S    PROPRIETARY   DIRECTION 
or THE CLUB. CADY DID NOT TRY TO EXPLAIN, BUT GAVE THE CREDIT 
ALL TO COL. SPAHR. 
CHRISTMAS DAY 
BETWEEN WOPK PERIODS IN HIS SUITE, CADY GOT AROUND. BOLOTIN, 
EVER MINDFUL OF HIS MEN, PERSUADED t_T. COL, WILBUR TO RETURN AND 
THEY TOOK HER AND CAPT. SPALOING TO THE ENLISTED MENAs BIG DINNER 
OF ROASTED TURKEY WITH THE USUALL DRESSING, GIBLET GRAVY, POTATOES, 
CRANBERRY JELLY, NUTS, APPLES, FRUITS, CANDY,-AND CADY'S MEMORY 
€0 
FAIL^.  THE 21ST HAD SUPERIOR COOKS AND BAKERS, EVERYONE KNEW THATt 
IT, COL. WILBUR SO CHARMED 1ST SGT. SCHINDLER AND ?'ESS SGT. RUSSO 
BY CRAC«»NG WHOLE ENGLISH WALNUT MEATS OUT AND PASSING THEM 
SURREPTITIOUSLY BEHIND CADY'S BACK, THEY SAVED THEM FOR SOUVENIRS 
INSTEAD OF EATING THEM. 
THE ROULHACS'S HAD A NICE APARTMENT AT U   VIA CARACIOLO, ON 
THE BAY FRONT OFF STATION. THEY SERVED AS HOUSE FATHER AND MOTER 
TO THE REMAINING RED CR03S PERSONNEL.   THEIRJOPEN HOUSE WAS SO 
VERY PLEASANT THAT HE ANTICIPATED FUTURE GRUMBLING FROM SOME OF 
THE NURSES AND A FEW OFFICERS.   IT WAS A RED CROSS ARRANGEMENT, 
AND CAPT. ROULHACfS RENT WAS FREE SO FAR AS HIS UNIT WAS CONCERNED, 
BUT WHAT GRUMBLER WOULD ONLY OPEN VP   LOUDER ABOUT THAT. 
BACK AT T^, FOR ANOTHER CHRISTMAS DINNER, CADY'S ZEST WAS 
BLUNTED. DRAKE'S BROTHER FRANK HAD GOTTEN AROUND TO VISIT, AND 
CAME IN TO PAY HIS RESPECTS TO CADY.  DRAKE HAD TOLD HIS BROTHER 
ABOUT THAT "SMOOTH BORE, SMALL BORE* INCIDENT BUT WITHOUT MUCH 
REACT 10' 
THEN THERE WAS A LONG TALK WITH Oe HAMPTON ABOUT THE PROMOTION 
HE   THOUGHT   WAS   DUE    HIM, ADY WAS ALREADY CARRYING HIM IN THE 
LT. COL. POSITION IN RADIOLOGY SERVICE AND SENT IN A RECOMMENDATION, 
SOME BIRD UP IN HQ., MATOUSA, HAD BOUNCED IT 3A CK BECAUSE THEY 
KNEW THE! !0T A RAD I0L0G 1ST., CADY HAD RET URNED IT WITH AN 
CADY- 
OPENFACEO EXPLANATION THAT HE WAS ONLY TRYING TO GET ONE OF 
THEIR OWN CONSULTANTS A MORE DIGNIFIED AND AUTHORITATIVE 
STATUS.   IF THIS WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE, PERHAPS HE SHOULD BE 
ACTUALLY TRANSFERRED FROM THE 21 ST AND PROMOTED AT NATOUSA 
IN HIS OWN APPROPRIATE SPECIALTY, OR TO RETURN HIM TO HIS PROPER 
STATION FOR DUTY THERE.  THAT WAS THE BEST CADY COULD DO FOR 
HIM, BUT HAMPTON KEPT INSISTING THAT HE THOUGHT HIS REAL PLACE 
WAS BACK HOME WITH THE 21ST.  HE BELONGED THERE, IN SPITE OF THE 
FACT THAT HAD ENJOYED ALL OF THE TIME HE HAD SPENT "UP THERE." 
CADY REMINDEO HIM THAT THE WAY HIS RECORDS WERE, THE DECISION 
WAS IN NEITHER OF THEIR HANDS.   HE WOULD HAVE TO STICK IT OUT FOR 
ANOTHER ROUND OF CORRESPONDENCE.  CADY WOULD TRY TO DO SOME 
PERSONAL TALKING IN THE RIGHT PLACES, AND GET A DECISION ONE 
WAY OR THE OTHER.  BESIDES,  IT WASN'T FAIR TO THE UNIT TO HAVE 
THEM KEEPING ONE OF THEIR MEN AWAY FROM HIS UNIT FOR MONTHS AND 
J>OAJ C 
WITH NO REPLACEMENT.  ALSO, UOE PARKER HAD STEPPED IN AND HAD/A 
DAMNED FINE JOB  AND IF ANYONE DESERVED A PROMOTION HE DID, AND 
A RECOMMENDATION WAS IN FOR THAT. PARKER WAS FEELING THIS SITUATION 
IN HIS WISHBONE, TOO, CADY SAID, AND RIGHTLY.     ...AND SO CADY 
HAD BEEN MANEUVERED INTO REJECTING ONE OF HIS OWN BOYS ! HE WOULD 
PUT IN A GRIPE WITH COCKE OR SHOOK QUITE SOON, MAYBE, JUST MAYBE, 
LT. COL. WILBUR'S PENCHANT FOR HELPING THE UNDERDOG,...WOULD 
SHE CARRY THE MESSAGE TO GARCIA? 
1900 HOUR, TUESOAY, 2$, DECEMBER. 
CAPT. STALEY CALLED FROM THE SURGEON'S OFFICE. HE WAS 
GREATLY APPRECIATIVE HOW WELL THE 21ST HAD HELPED THEM SE!»^RAL 
TIME8 BEFORE. HOW MANY PATIENTS COULD THE 21 ST TAKE AT ONCE? 
HE KNEW HOW THE FIFTH ARMY'S 3RD CONVALESCENT WOULO NOT RELEASE 
THEIR SPACE EXCEPT BY THE ALL OR NONE RULE, AND THAT HAD CAUSED 
DELAY. CADY PROMISED TO HAVE AN OFFICERS CALL AND LET HIM KNOW 
CADY- 
:
'"!l WITHIN AN HOUR,  PBS WAS IN A BIND BECAUSE THE' RAINY QUSTY WINDS 
HAD BLOWN DOWN FOUR EVACUATION HOSPITALS UP  FORWARD. 
THE BURNT OUT BARRACKS AND TENT3 WHERE THEY HAD STAGED THE 
12 GENERAL AND THE 32ND STATION MEN COULD BE USED FOR AMBULATORY 
PATIENTS.  THIS TIME THE NURSES DID NOT QUESTION ANYTHING AFTER 
THEY LEARNED ABOUT THE BLOWN DOWN HOSPITALS. 
CADY PHONED STALEY, THEY COULD TAKE TOO WALKING OFFICERS 
IN PART OF TERMI AND 200 MEN IN THE BARRACKS AREA, MAYBE 300 
MORE A LITTLE LATER.  VVOULO STALEY PUT PRESSURE ON THE ENGINEERS 
TO FINISH THE WEATHER PROOFING SOME WARDS OVER IN THE CENTER? 
YES, STALEY WOULD. 
M AT T £ n 
THAT NURSING QUARTERS WAS STILL BOILING. ALTHOUGH TERMI 
WAS GRADUALLY BECOMING BETTER, IT WOULD NEVER, NEVER BE 80 GOOD 
FOR THEM AS BOU-HANIFIA. EVEN THE PROPINQUITY OF THE CENTER'S 
CLUB WAS A NUISANCE IN SOME RESPECTS, BECAUSE OF THE BOLD PRE- 
DATORY PROCLIVITIES OF YOUNG OFFICERS WHO HAD BEEN SHOT AT YESTER- 
DAY AND MIGHT HAVE A PURPLE HEART TOMORROW.  CADY HAD SOME QUITE 
UNAGGRESSIVE GUARDS POSTED AT THE SALA ENTRANCES TO NURSING 
^JARTERS.  BUT PSS HAD DONE MUCH BETTER WITH ASSIGNING NICER 
QUARTERS FOR OTHER INCOMING NURSES.   A HOTEL, AN APARTMENT BUILDING, 
AND SUCH LIKE MADE THE 2tST's GIRLS COVETOUS.   IN ORDER TO STAVE 
OFF A DIRECT CONFRONTATION, HE SUGGESTED THAT CAPT. SPALOING 
TAKE A POLL: STAY WITH THE UNIT AT TERMI FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE; 
OR GO TO SOME UNKNOWN QUARTERS TO BE FOUND ELSEWHERE, SEPARATED, 
AND TO WALK TO AND FROM THE HOSPITAL, FOR THERE WOULD NOT BE 
SUFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION TO BUS THEM AROUND. THE MAJORITY WOULD 
REMAIN AND FAITHFULLY ENDURE THE "HARDSHIPS? THAT MAOE CADY 
A BIT SUSPICIOUS, WHO WAS REALLY DOING ALL THIS AGITATION? ANYWAY, 
HE DID NOT HAVE TO GO TO THE SURGEON TO BEJACCUSED OF HAVING SPOILED 
NURSES.    ..IT UNCOVERED ANOTHER PROBLEM ALREADY ACUTE, TRANSPORTATION 
~AOV- 
' necr 
CABV WENT EARLY TO SEE CART. 3TALEY ABOUT TAKING THE PATIENTS, 
BUT ME WAS ASSENT AND MAO NOT FOLLOWED OI» ON THEIR UNDERSTAND I NO. 
Mt WENT OH TO AflNEST HIMSELF, BUT HE KNEW LITTLE EXCEPT THAT 
HOSPITALS MAO BEEN BLOWN DOWN, ANC HE DID NOT SEEM A H.ELUVA LOT 
-CRESTED |M ANY Of CADY'S PROBLEMS.  PB3, SO C'A\DY SAID, WAS 
CRYING FOR ACUTE BEOS, THAT ALBANIA SURGICAL BUILDING STILL WAS 
NOT WEATHER PROOFED, THE VIST'S 3URGICAL AND UTILITIES SECTIONS 
WERE HAVINO TO CONSTRUCT A COUPLE OF OPERATING ROOMS, ANO USE 
ONE OR T I CYCLOTHERMS TO KEEP THEM WARM GNOUGH TO WORK IN. 
THEY WOULD HAVE TO COVER IT WIT TRANSPARENT CELLOPHANE TO KEEP 
DUST ANO PICEON DROPPINGS OUT OF THE OPERATIVE FIELDS. LUCKILY, 
THEY MAC SRQUQHT A BIO BOILER OVERP ROM THE V0 CENTER WHICH WAS 
.* R?GR IT ENOUGH FOR THEIR CENTRAL MESS ANO TO HEAT SPACE FOR PATIENTS 
THE ALBANIA DUILOINC, BUT THEY COULD TAKE PATIENTS QUICKER ,,AND 
BETTER \F  ARNEST WOULD GIVE THEM TWO HUTMENT PRE»FAB WARDS OUT 
IN FRONT OK THE BUILD ING. »«INH ALTTTCST WOULD NOT DO THAT BECAUSE 
HE WAS I    !*■ TO LET THE 21 ST GET SIS AGAIN! 
CADY WENT BACK TO HIS MM rfUR ISC tCTI M WONDERING WHICH SIDE 
THE MAN WAS ON.  AWNEST KNEW OF A CERTAINTY THE FIFTH ARMY WAS 
TRYING TO FO«<       f$   E/ACUATE AAMV PATIENTS?  ^ELL, IF THE GUV 
THOUGHT HE WCUL*  t  'E0C THE £tST ENOUGH SO IT V?OULD DET CAUGHT 
-ARNEST'S OWN - ,T 
WITH IT'^ANTS DOWN, / WAS A BASTARDLY, HO, A BASTARDLY ICEAt 
AOY KEPT TELEP        BUSILY IN BOTH DIRECTIONS.  AT 1600 
HOUR THERE WERE PATIENTS •SWI1 , POSSIBLY,   If WAS t^OO HOUR WHEN 
ARRIVED UNANNOUNCED, UNFED, FROM THE 11"TH  TAT I ON HOSPITAL, 
LOCATED ONLY A FEW MILES AWAY ACROSS r'APLE .    'T THEY WIRE WALKERS 
A* 
iW    !   I ,HT APPROACHED, CAOY THOUGH1 HIS OUTFIT WAS WORRYING 
"ABOVE ANO BEYOND NORMAL EXPECTATIC THE DAMNED MJ1 IN8TEA0 
OF ITS PAT I   I  .  lit   LOOKED UP HIS NOTES, AMD THEY      TAKEN THEIR 
CADY- 
FIR9T PATIENT OFFICIALLY BACK IN BOO-HANIFIA A YEAR AGO THAT VERY 
VERY DAY, AN ALR CORPS CAPTAIN ORDERED IN BY GEN. JLMMIE OOOLITTLE. 
30 DECEMBER. 
THE RAIN, THE WINOY COLD, AND THE INSUFFICIENT FUEL FOR THE 
BURNTOUT AREA HAMPERED CARE OVER THERE. MORE PATIENTS CAME, AND 
THERE WAS MORE SCRAMBLING FOR BEOS OUT OF THE DUMP. MORE WERE 
SET UP UNDER THE TERMI ROOF TOO. THEN THERE WAS THE RE-INOOCTRIN- 
ATION OF THE MEDICAL OFFICERS IN CHARGE OF THE WARDS THAT THEY 
WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERYTHING THAT WENT ON OR FAILED TO GO ON 
IN THEIR AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITIES.  IT SEEMED TO CADY THAT HE 
HAD ALMOST TO KICK THE TAILS OF A CHIEF OF SERVICE, SECTION AND 
WARO TO ENLIVEN A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DETAILS FOR 
STARTING NEW WARDS, INCLUDING LATRINE CLEANING AND SUPERVISION. 
THAT NIGHT HE WROTE, "I'M HAVING A GOOD TIME, THOUGH!" 
31 DECEMBER. 
THE SHAMROCK DOCKED WITH THE 32NO STATION HOSPITAL NURSES. 
L.T. COL. GOSS, THE CO, WAS "A LITTLE AFRAID THE 32ND WAS IMPOSING 
ON THE 21STn AND HAD ALREADY PREMATURELY ORDER0 HIS OFFICERS OUT 
THAT DAY. CADY SUSPECTEO HE WANTEO HIS NURSES IN A NICER PLACE, 
AND THE GRIPING THEY WOULD HEAR AT TERM I WOULO AFFECT THEIR 
MORALE.   HE REASSURED Cot,GOSS IT WAS A DUTY OF THE 21 ST TO STAGE 
THEM ALL, BY ORDERS OF THE PBS SURGEON.  ANYWAY, THEY WOULO WANT 
TO BE THERE fOR THE NEW YEAR'S DANCE AT THE CLUB, AND FOR THE 
BIG TURKEY DINNER ON THE FIRST. SO THAT GOT STRAIGHTENED OUT, 
AND CADY AND CAPT. SPALOING ENTERTAINED THE SHAMROCK PEOPLE, LT. 
COL. DAVIS, HIS CHIEF NURSE, WEEKS, AND THEIR MISS LEE,ARC* AND 
SEVERAL OTHERS OF HIS STAFF AT THE CLUB THAT EVENING.  FORTUNATELY, 
FOR CADY, IT WAS A MUCH BETTER PLACE THAN HIS BATH SUITE FOR A 
COZY DRINK. 
WORE PATIENTS ARRIVED, BUT CAPT. STALEY TOLD SLATERY HE 
CAOY- 
APPRECIATED CAOY'S AGGRESSIVE HELP, BUT HE WOULD NOT PERMIT THE 
21ST TO GO BEYOND ITS NORMAL EXPECTATIONS, AND IT HAD ALREADY 
DONE ENOUGH (500 + PATIENTS) THEN TO RELIEVE THE OTHER HOSPITALS, 
CADY RESERVED HIS PRIVATE DOUBTS, FOR THERE WOULD BE FUTURE MIS- 
CALCULATIONS OF NEEDS, HUMAN CUSSEDNESS, AND PBS WOULD BE READY 
AND WILLING SOMETIME TO ACCEPT THE 2TST ADDITIONAL HELP. HE 
WOULD BET THAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE PBS    SURGEON'S OFFICE. 
DECEMBER 1943 ENDED WITH THE 21ST REPORTING 
600 OPERATING BEDS, ADMISSIONS 575, ADPL 575, REMAINING 575. 
PRE§&LEEP MUSINGSS 
'LL, EVERYONE HAD WISHED EVERYONE ELSE A HAPPY NT« YEAR, 
-BACK HOME IN THE USAF 
I'/HY HAD HE EVADED THE CUSTOMARY LIGHTS-OUT KISS WITH THE 
NURSE    HE   WAS   DANCING   WITH   AT   THE   BIRTH   OF    THE   NfW   YEAR? 
,f 
A    WELL, 
IT    DIDN'T    SEEM   TO   BE    JUST   THE   RIGHT   TiW NG    TO   DO   WHILE    HE   WAS 
THINKING   OF    THE   GIRL    HE   HAD   LEFT    BACK    HOME I 
END  OF   194-3. 




PART     V 
CHAPTER     24 
JANUARY     1944 
NEW YEAR'S DAY BROUGHT A TELEPHONE CALL TO COL. CADY 
THAT HIS COUSIN, SGT . BEN GULDER, WAS IN THE 70TH STATION HOSP- 
ITAL,  HE HAD TO BE EVACUATED TO AFRICA TO RECOVER FROM A 
TRACHEOTOMY.  HE RUSHED OVER JUST IN TIME TO GET HIM OFF THE 
LIST ANO INTO HIS OWN VEHICLE TO BE TRANSFERRED TO THE 218T. 
BEN WAS VERY HAPPY TO BE WHERE HE WOULD HAVE A BIT MORE PERSONAL 
INTEREST SHOWN HIS CASE, AND HE WOULD GET BACK TO HIS UNIT 
SOONER.  HE HAD HAD T0N3ILLITIS COMPLICATED WITH A MARKED CELLU- 
LITIS, ANO HIS OPERATION TO SAVE HIS LIFE. 
ONE OF THE CONVALESCENT PATIENTS THE HOSPITAL HAD AT TERME 
WAS A PARANOID MAJOR WHO WAS EXERCISED OVER THE FAILURE OF CON- 
SIDERATIONS HE DESIRED, UNDER THE EMERGENCY CONDITIONS BY WHICH 
HE CAME THERE. HE WAS THREATENING TO REPORT ALL THE DEFICIENCIES, 
CADY HAD HIM REMINDED OF ALL THAT, AND SINCE HE WAS OTHERWISE 
PRETTY FIT PHYSICALLY, HE COULD CHOOSE TO RETURN TO DUTY OR HE 
WOULD BE GIVEN A PSYCHIATRIC EXAMINATION.  HE RECOVERED HIS IN- 
SIGHT IMMEDIATELY, AND IN A DAY OR TWO WAS RETURNED TO THEWREPPLE 
DEPPLE" AT THE RACE TRACKS ACROSS THE VOLCANIC FLAT EAST OF TERME. 
THERE WAS SO MUCH GRUMBLING ABOUT LIVING COND IT IONS—NOSTAL- 
GIA FOR Bou HANIFIA HOTEL APARTMENTS FOR NURSES AND SUCH— THAT 
CADY NEEDED NO CLAIRVOYANC^TO KNOW HE HAD BETTER HASTEN THE DAY 
WHEN HE COULD PUT HIS NURSES'S FEET THE HOT SALT WATER CONVEN- 
h 
IENTLY.        fF    HE   COULD    GET    IT   RE-PIPED    INTO   EVERY   ONE   OF   THE   LITTLE 
BATHROOMS    IN   ALL   TERME,    CHILLED   FEET   OR    ENTIRE   BODIES   COULD   WARM 
BEFORE    GOING    TO   BED,    OR    EVEN    HAVE    A   GUMMY   BATH.       NOR    WAS    IT    JUST 
CADY 
PHYSICAL CONVENIENCES BE INS MISSED, BUT THERE WERE NO WAYS FOR 
ENTERTAINING EXCEPT IN SEO~BATHROQM8. 
•2 JANUARY ^APT. STALEY WAS AGAIN TALKING ABOUT SENDING MORE 
AMBULATORY   PATIENTS,   BUT   CADY   DISCOURAGED   HIM   BY    INSISTING   ON 
MORE   ALLOTMENTS   Or   BUILDINGS    IN   THE   FAIR   GROUNDS,    AND   MORE   SHELTER 
FOR   THE   BEOS.      THE   OPEN   BEWERB   BACK   Of   THE   NURSES   QUARTERS   STANK, 
AND   COULD   ONLY   BE    IMPROVED   BY   HOSI NO   THEM   OUT      ONCE   OR   TWICE 
OAILY,   AND   WHY   COULDN'T   SOMEONE   ELSE   THINK   OF   THAT    INSTEAD   OF   THE 
COMMANDING   OFFICER?      HE   HAD   TO   DEVOTE   MOST   OF   THE   DAY   TO   GETTING 
OTHER   LATRINES   WORKING,   OTHER   "DEAD   HORSES*   TO   MOVING,   SETTLING 
PETTY   DUARREL8   BETWEEN   GROWN-UPS   ABOUT   FURNITURE,    AND   SIMILAR 
INFANTALISMS. 
3 JANUARY, THEY PICKED UP t15 NURSES FROM THE THREE EVACUATION 
HOSPITALS THAT HAD BEEN BLOWN DOWN.   IT MEANT SHIFTING PATIENTS 
AROUND AT TERME.  COMPLAINTS ABOUT ALL THE WORK PBS WAS PUTTING 
ON THE UNIT WERE CEASING, AT LEAST IN CADV's PRESENCE, BUT THE 
NURSE WHO GOT THE QUARTERING JOS SAID TO DRAKE, "WHY OON'T THEY 
JUST SEND EVERYBODY IN HEREt"  THE WAR WAS GETTING HER DOWN, AND 
SHE THOUGHT IT WAS UNCOOPERATIVE PEOPLE WHO WERE AT FAULT, AND 
THERE WERE A SIZEASLE NUMBER Of   SUCH ON HER LIST*  THE MEDICAL 
OFFICERS STILL DIO NOT HAVE TOO MUCH TO DO, SUT THEY WERE* SOME 
OF THEM, INVOLVED IN SCHEMES TO PUT THE BRAKES ON SO AS * NOT TO 
BET BIG AGAIN.* OFFICERS OF OTHER UNITS WERE NONE TOO SLY ABOUT 
SUCH SUGGESTIONS. 
CADY INSISTED THAT ANYTHING THE 21 ST WAS ASKED TO CO, IT WOULD 
DO 8ECAUSF IT WOULD PROBABLY BE THE ONLY ONE THAT COULD FT* THE 
JOB. LAYING PLANS TO LIMIT LOADS ONLY FOR COMFORTABLE PROFESSIONAL 
WORK SEEMED TO RFFL VERY MUCH LIKE CTSLOVALTV. THEY HAD TO UNDER- 
STAND THEY WERE IN THE SAFER PART OF A 8IG BATTLE. HE COULD RE- 
ymy    *0ur    0FTHAT    BY    ARRANOElNQ    F0R    *HEM   TO   VISIT   40   MILES    UP 
<„ADY 
FORWARD, AND LET IT BE KNOWN HE WAS MAKING ARRANGEMENTS WITH 
HEADQUARTERS FOR TRIPS OR TEMPORARY DUTY TOURS WHERE "MORE ACTIVE 
CONDITIONS" WERE. THIS SEEMED TO MAKE THE WARDS MORE INTEREST 
ING, OR WAS IT JUST COINCIDENTAL? HE WAS CONTINUING THAT SENIOFC, 
AOD ROSTER, BUT ONLY FOR TERMS. THERE WAS AN UNACCOUNTABLE 
ABSENCE DURING AN AIR RAID, AND NO ALARM MADE AT TERME. THE 
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL DID NOTHING BUT SCURRY ACROSS THE ROAD TO 
HOLE   UP    IN   THE   RlCOVEROl       HE   WAS   ONE   OF    THE   OFFICERS   WHO   DID    NOT 
WANT   TO   ACCEPT   RESPONSIBILITY   FOR   THE    ENLISTED   MEN'S   MORALE 
ASSIGNMENTS   BACK    IN   ALGERIA.        CADY   WOULD   REMEMBER 
THIS DEFECTION, TOO. 
THE DETACHMENT MESS BY NOW WAS IN A LARGE PRE-FAB BUILDING 
IN THE"ZOO GARDENS'.'  IT WAS NOT FAR FROM THE GIRAFFE BARN WHICH 
HAD BEEN FIXED UP NEATLY FOR A DETACHMENT RECREATING BUILDING 
AND CLUB. T^E  MEN PLANNED TO HIRE "PAYSANOS" FOR WAITERS AND 
MESS KITCHEN POLICE, AND WERE GOING TO BECOME RATHER SNOOTY. 
CADY SUPPORTED THESE IDEAS, FOR HE DID NOT WANT SKILLED MAN- 
POWER WASTED ON UNPRODUCTIVE DUTIES. 
FIXING UP TERME COMFORTABLY WAS GOING TO BE A CONTINUOUS 
TASK. THERE WAS FRESH COLD MUNICIPAL WATER IN THE "HOT" WATER 
PIPES ALREADY.  IT WAS GOING TO REMAIN JUST THAT WAY SO FAR AS 
BASE WAS CONCERNED, FOR THEY HAD THE CONVENIENCE OF FRESH WATER. 
THE UNIT PLUMBER AND THE ITALIAN "RESIDENT" ENGINEER SAID IT 
WOULD REQUIRE AT LEAST THREE WEEKS TO MAKE THE CROSS CONNECTIONS 
TO HAVE IT IN ALL 300 ROOMS.  "TWENTY-FOUR HOURS, AND WORK AROUND 
THE CLOCKI" CADY INSITED, AND PRACTICALLY POSTED A GUARD OVER THEM. 
HE HAD THEM FED AND RESTED IN RELAYS, AND THEY GOT THE JOB DONE 
IN TWO AND A HALF DAYS*   HE MADE Ut>   FOR HIS HARSHNESS BY GIVING 
THEM COMPENSATORY TIME OFF, BUT MANY FELT THE APPRECIATION OF 
THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WAS CONSIDERABLE COMPENSATION IN ITSELF. 
CADY 
HE FELT HE WAS ONLY A JUMP OR SO AHEAD OF REAL UNPLEASANT- 
NESS WHICH ONLY FIRMNESS AND AGGRESS IVENESS WOULD HEAD OFF.  HE 
WAS REMINDED HIS LONELYNESS WAS ABOUT THE SAME AS THAT ONE COLO 
BLUSTERY NIGHT IN A QRAVEYARO UNDER SCABBARD AND BLADE INITIATION 
ORDERS TO FIND TWO ONE CENT PIECESt  COMMAND CERTAINLY WAS LONELY 
WHILE THE GOING WAS TOUGH! 
ON 5 JANUARY THE NURSES'S CAMPAIGN FOR AN APARTMENT OR 
HOTEL FOR "SUITABLE QUARTERS* CAME TO THE OFFICIAL SURFACE. THEY 
COULD NOT FORGET HOTELS RlTZ, MADRID, BEAU SEJOUR, NOR THE MUCH 
NICER PLACES BPS HAD ASSIGNED TO OTHER UNITS OF THE CENTER.  CAPT. 
SPALDING PRESENTEO A LIST OF EXISTING DEFICIENCIES AT TERME ANO 
A REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO INITIATE A SEARCH.  AT LEAST A ^RED- 
TAPE CURE" MIGHT BE TRIED DURING WHICH EXISTING QUARTERS MIGHT 
BE FIXEO VP   BETTER, AND THEY MIGHT COME TO REALIZE THEY WOUUD 
HAVE TO ADJUST TO LIVING WITH THE WAR MORE NEARLY AS IT WAS. 
HE CALLED MAJ. WEDIG, PRESIDENT OF THE OFFICERS CLUB, AND 
INSTRUCTED HIM TO ASSIST CAPT. SPALDING IN EVERY WAY HE COULD TO 
FIND A SUITABLE PLACE, CLOSE ENOUGH TO  THE HOSPITAL, ANO WHICH 
WOULD NOT CONFLICT WITH THE PBS ORDERS THAT CIVILIANS COULD NOT 
BE OISPLACED ONLFSS ADEQUATE PLACES FOR THEM WERE SUBSTITUTED. 
HE WOULD PROBABLY HAVE TO FIND TWO OR MORE PLACES FOR THAT CNE 
REASON, BUT TRY.  AND, DON'T GET CAUGHT BY PBS!  THEN HE CALLED 
UPON  COLS. ARNE8T, JEFFRI3, AND t_T. COL. SWEENEY ABOUT THIS 
PROBLEM.  COL. ARNEST LISTENED AND PONTIFICATED GRAVELY, "l 
WANT ALL YOUR NURSES, ALL THE NURSES IN PBS IN SUITABLE QUARTER8, 
EVEN IF YOU HAVE TO PUT THEM IN WINTER I ZED TENT8tM  ON THE 6TH 
CADY APPOINTED A BOARD, HEADED BY MAJ. S*M HARBISON, WITH TWO 
NURSE MEMBERS TO INVESTIGATE AND REPORT ON THE FAILURE TO PRO- 
VIDE ADEQUATE QUARTERS.  THE MATTER WAS CONSUMING TOO MUCH COMMAND 

TERME Dl AGNANO (Napol Parco delle sorgenti 
Jehme  di  u4ipia.no   (%apo^i)  -   ^actiata.  phincipade. 
  
IsKme. di odyumo  (Kapok)  -  Saione doi ccncetfi 
TERME DI AGNANO (Napoli) - Parco delle sorgenl. 
7&hm&  di  od^iano  CHapoii)   -   $-.accia.ta  p\incLpa.le. 
7^me  di oV.no  (Kapok)  -  Sztone dai ccncerti 
TIME, AND TOO MUCH EXECUTIVE NURSING TIMEl 
mj 
ANOTHER WEDDING IN THE SALA DI CONCERTO ON THE 6TH BRIGHT- 
ENED THINGS UP UNDER THE APPLICATION OF THE SKILLED ENERGY OF 
LT. JEAN (NELLIE) FRIEND, ANC, AND HER ASSISTANTS. 1ST LT. 
ARLOINE H« ELDRED, ANC. AND . • LT. FRANCIS J. HUTCHESON, SPECIAL 
SERVICES OFFICER, WERE MARRIED BY CHAPLAIN HOOK.  "OLD HUTCH" AND 
HIS BRIDE WERE GIVEN A FEW DAYS OFF TO GO TO CAPRI AND THEY COULD 
LIVE COZILY THEREAFTER IN THE "LITTLE TOWER CASTLE" OF FEROINAND 
IV OF SICILY (1799) WHICH WAS IN THE REAR OF  TERME. CADY DID 
NOT PREDICT EVEN TO HIMSELF «IUST HOW LONG HE WOULD GET BY WITH 
KEEPING MARRIED COUPLES IN THE UNIT. ..AT LEAST, MATRIMONY WAS 
AN HONORABLE ESTATE. 
7 JANUARY, CADY ARRANGED FOR HIMSELF AND BENDOS TO TAKE AN 
OVERNIGHT AND DAY "EXPERIENCE TRIP* ON A HOSPITAL TRAIN. OTHERS 
FROM THE 21 ST WOULD FOLLOW TO LEARN ABOUT THE EVACUATION CHAIN, 
COL. GOSS INFORMED HIM ON THE ^TH HE WAS GETTING HIS NURSES OUT 
OF TERME AS SOON A3 POSSIBLE FOR THEY WERE BEING "CONTAMINATED" 
WITH IDEAS OF "NURSES RIGHTS1' WHICH WOULD NOT REALLY HELP WIN THE 
WAR WHERE HIS HOSPITAL WOULD SERVE. 
CADY SENT PATTON ALONG WITH DRAKE TO THF FRONT WHERE PATIENTS 
WERE BEING MADE FOR THE HOSPITAL.  DRAKE WANTED TO VISIT HIS BRO- 
THER. MAJ. HENRY SCHWARTZ HAD REJOINED THE UNIT FROM TUNISIA, 
AND HE SAID THE MORALE WAS LOWERED, BUT HE WAS WOT VERY SPECIFIC 
ABOUT THE CAUSES HE KNEW ABOUT. THE FIRST REGULAR INSPECTION 
WAS MA$E, AND THAT SEEMED TO PUT ENOUGH PEOPLE ON THE DEFENSIVE, 
OR TO FURNISH OTHERS THE APPROVAL THEY NEEDED, AND MORALE BEGAN 
TO IMPROVE A LITTLE.  SOME OF THE OFFICERS BEGAN HINTING THAT 
,!
A FEW PERSONNEL CHANGES MIGHT HELP." 
10 JANUARY, THE BOARD REPORTED ON NURSES QUARTERS, BUT 
THE SPECIAL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS HAD NOT BEEN FULFILLED. THE 
CADY 
REPORT WAS AMATEURISH, PROPAGANDA, RATHER THAN A DETAILED FACT- 
UAL REBORT OF DEFICIENCIES, AND NOT WELL CONSIDERED REMEDIAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS MADE.  IT WAS RETURNED TO HARBISON, WITH SUGGEST- 
IONS THAT THE REPORT SHOULD SHOW WHY THE QUARTERS WERE INADEQUATE 
FOR WOMEN EVEN IF ADEQUATE FOR MEN. WHAT AND WHERE WERE THE RE- 
MEDIES' THIS MIGHT FOCUS ATTENTION MORE CLEARLY ON THE REAL DE- 
FICIENCIES. CADY HOPED THE ADDITIONAL DELAY, THE "RED-TAPE 
CURE", MIGHT GIVE THE NECESSARY TIME TO PUT THE TERME INTO A 
LESS SMELLY CONDITION AND MORE COMFORTABLE . (V?^ 
THE I/EDICAL CENTER CLUB WAS A SORT OF MIXED NUISANCE TO 
BOTH CAPT. 3PAL0ING AND COL. CADY.  IT OPERATED JUST A FLIMSY 
DOOR BEYOND THE ANTEROOM TO HER NURSES'S QUARTERS. VLNILATED 
LUPINE YOUNG OFFICERS, WHO EXPECTED TO RESUME A STRENUOUS AND 
DANGEROUS EXXSTANCE THE NEXT DAY OR SO, DID NOT CONSIDER ONE 
THIN DOOR MUCH OF A BARRIER, THE PROBLEM WAS THEN REAL TO PRE- 
VENT THEM FROM INVADING WITH THE SMALLEST OF PRETESTS THE VESTAL 
CORRIDORS BEYOND. CAPT. SPALDING HAD OBJECTED IN AFRICA TO 
ENTERTAINING MIXED GROUPS IN NURSES LIVING ROOM AREAS, AND NOW 
WANTED COL. CADY TO PROHIBIT BY ORDER MALE OFFICERS FROM ENTER- 
ING, HE CANNILV HAD REMINDED HER THAT IF AND WHEN ANY COMPLAINTS 
WERE REGISTERED BY NURSES, HE WOULD PROMPTLY CRACK DOWN ON ANY 
GUILTY PARTY. 
SICKER PATIENTS WERE COMING IN, BUT MORE OF THE NURSES WERE 
GETTING BACK ON DUTY, AND THE COLD AND WET SITUATION HAD BEEN 
CAUSING A HIGH INCIDENCE OF UPPER RESPIRATORY DISABILITIES. ON 
THE 10TH COL. CADY HAD J.ST LT. SALTER, PBS CHIEF NURSE, TALK TO 
THE   21ST'S    NURSES   ABOUT    SOME   OF    HER   UP-FRONT   EXPERIENCES.       SHE 
STILL   SHOWED   THE    SIGNS   OF    HER   FATIGUE.       SOME   LITTLE   MALCONTENT 
GAL   WAS   WORRYING      CAPT.    SPALDING   BY   WANTING   TO   TRANSFER.       HE 
PUT HER NAME ON THE FIRST LIST OF NURSES TO TAKE THE HOSPITAL 
TRAIN RUN TO TEST HER SINCERITY. THE 32N0 STATION HOSPITAL OFFICERS 
UNO NURSES DEPARTED FOR THEIR LOCATION AT THE EDGE OF CA8ERTA. 
CAPT. ALFRED BREUER HAD SEEN ABLE TO RELATE SOME AMUSING 
STORIES ABOUT HIS EXPERIENCES WITH ARAB TROOPS ON THE VQYAQE 
OVER FROM GRAN. NOW HIS ALLERGIES WERE GETTING THE BETTER OF HIM, 
AND HE WAS 3EINO BOARDED FOR Z OF I. CADV CONSIDERED HIM A 
VALUED MEDICAL OFFICER FOR THE UNIT. 
IT WAS THE SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF DEPARTURE FOR THE ST. LOUIS 
OFFICERS, CADY WAS HIMSELF TIRED AND PETULANT FROM INCREASING 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND THE DRAGGING IMPEDIMENT OF THE "SPIRITUALLY" 
IDLE OFFICERS AND NURSES WHO ALREADY HAD A FULL COMPLIMENT OF 
PATIENTS, BUT THEIR CAPACITIES WERE SO MUCH GREATER THEY STILL 
HAD TIME FOR GRIPING AND HOLDING BACK. 
(Hi) 
COL. "M. C. MUNLY, MC, (43).DEPUTY SURGEON, NATOU8A, VISITED. 
HE WAS INTERESTED IN NURSES'S COMPLAINTS ABOUT QUARTERS, AND 
TOURED THE StST1® PORTION OF TERME FIRST, ANO SAW "NOTHING REALLY 
WRONG." AFTER KE HAD CROSSED THE SALA TO WHERE THE STAGING 95TH 
EVACUATION HOSPITAL NURSES WERE IN THE "VAPOR CHAMBERS" HE 
IMMEDIATELY NOTICED THE SULFUROUS ODOR, AND THEIR CROWDING. HE 
ASKED THE NURSES HOW THEY WERE GETTING ALONG IN THEIR TEMPORARY 
ACCOMMODATIONS. V?HEN THEY DID NOT MENTION THE OCOR, HE DID. 
IT WAS ONLY WHEN THEY FIRST ENTERED THA WAS NOTICEABLE, THEY 
EXPLAINED, FOR THEY SOON BECAME ACCUSTOMED TO IT. THEN HE OPINED 
THAT, "MAYBE THE 21ST PERSONNEL HAD BEEN SPOILED A BIT." 
THAT EVENING AT A RATHER SPECIAL MEMUED DINNER FOR THE 
SECOND ANNIVERSAYF OF THE ACTIVATION OF THE 21ST, CAPT. LESTER 
JASPER, PRESIDENT, DELAYED UNTIL ABOUT A THIRD OF THE OFFICERS 
AND NURSES HAD ALREADY DEPARTED WHEN HE CAME TO ASK CADY IF HE 
WISHED TO SPEAK. HE DECIDED TO MATCH JASPER'S CASUALNESS, AND 
CAOY 
DID NOT DESIRE TO MAKE ANY SPEECH. HE WOULD 9E HAPPY TO REMAIW 
SILENT FOR HE HAD NOTHING TO SAY. HE REALLY 0 117 NOT WANT TO MEN- 
TION THE GRIPING OR BE MAKING PROMISES ROR ANY BETTERMENTS THEY 
SHOULD KNOW WERE COMING,' INDEED, HE PREFERRED FOR THEM TO RE- 
MAIN WONDER I NO WHAT WTH£ OLD MAN** WOULD BE LIKE IF HE REALLY COT 
SORE HIMSELF. (AND, HE WAS BECOMING SORE ABOUT THEIR CARPINQ.) 
LATER LT. COL. BEAM CAME TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON MTWO YEARS OF 
SUCCESSFUL COMMAND," AND HE FELT RATHER CONTRITE ABOUT HIS MULISH- 
NESS. 
IT WAS AN INTERESTING SIDELIGHT THAT THERE WERE SO MANY 
RAGGED AND HUNGRY CHILDRE^ WOMEN ANO OLD BEGGARS FIGHTING OVER 
THE GARBAGE AT TERME.  HE RELIEVED THE SITUATION BY ORGANIZING 
IT. PERSONNEL WERE ENCOURAGEO NOT TO MESS OP  THEIR LEFT-OVERS 
WITH CIGARETTE BUTS, ETC. THIS "GARBAGE* WAS BOILED UP   IN A 
GL CAN AS A THICK SOUF  OR STEW FOR THESE STARVING PEOPLE SO LONG 
AS THEY MIGHT KEEP DISCIPLINE AND THE AREA POLICED {JP  AFTER THEIR 
MEALS. ONE OF THE CHAPLAINS WANTED TO HAVE THE GARBAGE FOR AN 
ORPHANAGE, BUT THAT WAS A VIOLATION OF PBS ORDERS, TO GIVE GARBAGE 
TO CIVILIAN8. 
THE ENGINEERS WERE DOING A VALIANT JOB ON THE WAR-SHAKEN 
HOSPITAL BUILDINGS.   THE FLIMSY SUSPENDED CEILING WERE COMPLETE- 
LY TOWN DOWN IF DAMANGED MUCH. THE ROOFS WERE COPIOUSLY TREATED 
WITH ASPHALT IF LEAKING. FFCCM HEAT WAS GENERATED IN BHE WARDS 
£ELOW, AND THERE MIGHT IT A LITTLE DIRECT SUNLIGHT ON THE ROOFS, 
THE ASPHALT DROPPED DOWN ON BEDS AND INTO NURSES*8 HAIR IN GREAT 
BLOBS.  ALSO, PBS WAS HEARTLESSLY BUREAUCRATIC (A BASTARD 30MEWHERE1) 
WHEN THE UNIT WAS ORDERED TO TAKE OVER CERTAIN OF fill fMCKETY 
BUILDINGS FOR SPECIFIC U3ES.  SUPPLY HAD TO GO INTO A GLASSLE88 
GREENHOUSE, AND THE WAILS AND RCOF HAD TO BE IMPROVISED D£ NOVO. 
^AU ¥ 
IMAGINE, SURGERY HAD TO QO INTO THE BIO SHELL OF THE ALBANIA BLOC. 
WITH A RE-RIGGED ASPHALT TREATED ROOF ABOUT 45 TO 50 FEET ABOVE. 
THE ONLY PLACE FOF? AN OPERATING ROOM SUlSE WAS ON THE MARBLE FLOOR 
LEVEL, ACCOMPLISHED BY CONSTRUCTING A PLEXIC3LAS COVERED SHACK IN 
ORDER TO KEEP DIRT AND ASPHALT FROM DRIPPING DIRECTLY INTO THE 
OPERATIVE FIELDS. THE HEROIC MURAL OF DICTATOR MUSSOLINI WAS 
LEFT UNDISTURBED BUT SOMEONE HAD ALREADY INFLICTED FATAL BULLET 
HOLES IN IT. THE SURGEONS AND THE "2TST ENGINEERS*' DEVISED MEANS 
FOR STEAM HEATING THE OPERATING ROOMS BY USING A CYCLOTHERM AND 
IMPROVISED MATERIALS WHICH HAD BEEN SMUGGLED OVER AS EXCESS 
TONNAQ^: PKOII AFRICA, LIKE THE BIG STEAM POWER BOILERS WHICH PUT 
TB- PATIENT'S MESS INTO OPERATION SO WELL AND SO MUCH SOONER THAN 
WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE OTHERWISE. THE FAMILIAR PROCESS OF 
WANGLING, SCROUNGING AND BUILDING WAS REPEATING ITSELF IN ADDIT- 
ION TO ALL THAT COULD BE OBTAINED BY KEEPING 3ASE ENGINEERS BUSY. 
13 JANUARY, CADY AND 3ENDOS TOOK A NIGHT AND A DAY ON THE 
41ST HOSPITAL TRAIN, GOING FROM NABLES'S GARIBALDI STATION AS 
PREVIOUSLY PLANNED.   iT WAS INTERESTING TO SEE HOW THE TRAIN PER- 
SttNEL CIC NOT DARc; SIT DOWN TO EAT IN THE SWAYING BUMPING CARS, 
OR THEY WOULD CERTAINLY HAVE KNOCKED THEIR TEETH LOOSE WITH THEIR 
OWN CANTEEN CUPS.   SOME OF THE TRAIN WHEELS SURELY WERE OCTAGONAL.. 
HE INVITED UA4,  FISH, CO, AND HIS PERSONNEL TO COME TO THE 21ST 
FOR RECREATION, AND REAFFIRMED THE ARRANGEMENT TO SEND HIS PERSONNEL 
FOR 'EXPERIENCE TRIPS." AS THEY WERE PICKING UP PATIENTS UP  FRONT 
BEYOND CAPUA FROM AN OPEN FIELD, THERE WERE A LOT OF FLYING FORT- 
RESSES IN THE AIR. 
THERE WAS CONSIDERABLE MAIL ON HIS DESK WHEN HE RETURNED. 
ONE LETTER WAS FROM MRS. CADY, DATED 24 DECEMBER, AND INDICATED 
THAT THE "3T. LOUIS WIVES G-2 ASSOCIATION" ALREADY KNEW THE 21 ST 
WAS IN NAPLES. 
A LETtER ORDER TO REPRIMAND NEW PROTESTANT CHAPLAIN, CAPT. 
CORNELIUS H. HOOK CAME.  HE HAD SEEN THE SINKING OF THAT SUPPLY 
SHIP OUTSIDE THE HARBOR OF GRAN, HEARD THE EXPLOSIION, SEEN THE 
HIGH SMOKE COLUMN, ETC. HE FORGOT ALL ABOUT THE MAIL CENSOR, 
CADY GAVE HIM A COPY, TOLD HIM ANOTHER WOULD BE IN IT 13 201 FILE, 
AND    HE    WAS   THENCEFORTH   A   MARKED   MAN   FOR    THE   MAIL   CENSOR.       HE 
WAS CONTRITE OF COURSE.  CADY RETAINED SOME APPREHENSIONS THAT 
THE GOOD CHAPLAIN MIGHT BE NAIEVE ABOUT THE PRACTICAL BUSINESS 
OF MAKING WAR IN THE FUTURE, TOO. 
14 JANUARY, CAPT. SPALDING AGAIN REQUESTED "OFFICIAL PERMISSION' 
TO RENEW THE SEARCH FOR SEPARATE NURSES S QUARTERS. SHE COULD 
NOT SEEM TO UNDERSTAND WHY CADY MADE THE HAIR-SPLITTING POINT OF 
TELLING HER HE HAD NO AUTHORITY TO GIVE HER "OFFICIAL PERMISSION*' 
TO SEARCH FOR SEPARATE NURSES'S QUARTERS, BUT HE COULD TELL HER 
TO GO AHEAD UNOFFICIALLY, AND NOT GET CAUGHT PROMISING ANYTHING 
TO ANYBODY. AS SHE AND 1ST T.T . MARY A. BURKHOLDER, ANC, OPERAT- 
ING ROOM SUPERVISOR, WERE DEPARTING ON THE 15TH FOR THEIR PERSONAL 
SEARCH HE SAIO HE WOULD APPROVE WHAT THEY MIGHT FIND IF IT WOULD 
CONFORM TO THE PBS ORDERS ABOUT EVICTING CIVILIANS, AND IF IT 
WOULD WORK FOR THE OVER-ALL BENEFIT OF THE HOSPITAL; AND WHICH 
WOULD INCLUDE A CLEAR MAJORITY APPROVAL OF THE NURSES THEMSELVES TO 
MOVE OUT OF TCRME.  HE WAS THEN FORSEEING FULL IMPROVEMENTS OF 
THEIR OWN QUARTERS AND SOME READJUSTMENT OF VIEWPOINTS, - AND, 
FINALLY THAT PBS DISAPPROVAL WOULD FRUSTRATE THE CRUSADE, WHICH 
WAS TAKING TOO DAMNED MUCH TIME WITHOUT CONTRIBUTING ANYTHING TO 
THE WAR 5EFORT. 
LT. COL. SAMUEL MERLIN, MC, EXKC. OFF., MBS SURGEON'S 
OFFICE WAS VISITING OLD FRIENDS. HE PLANNED TO GO UP FRONT WITH 
DRAKE AND SCHWARTZ THE NEXT DAY. THE HOSPITAL HAD NEWS THAT 
INCREASED FIGHTING WOULD GET IT A LOT OF FRENCH PATIENTS IN A DAY 
oAOY 
M so. DURING THE LATE AFTERNOON WHILE CAPT. JOE M« PARKER, 
WHO HAD ONE QF   THE BICGEST ORTHOPEDIC SECTIONS IN THE CENTER, 
WAS IN CADY'S CHILLY OFFICE IN THE LIBYA BUILDING, HE WAS DES- 
PAIRING OF EVER BEING PROMOTED*  ADJUTANT BOLOTIN WALKCO IN 
JUST THEN WITH HIS ORDERS AND LAID THEM POWNl  THAT EVENING THEY 
CALLED THE OFFICERS Mfftl TO ATTENTION AND PINNED THE GOLD LE*VE 
ON THE SURPRISED FELLOW, WHO THEN COMPLAINED BECAUSE HE HAD LOST 
SOME SORT OF $40.00 SET WITH ONE OF THE NUR3ES.   IT WAS ONE OF 
THE MOST DESERVED PROMOTIONS EVER OBTAINED IN THE UNIT. 
TYPHUS BOOSTER INNOCULATIONS WERE GIVEN EVERYONE ON THE 16TH. 
A. 
SRIG. GEN. U»0/::OX, OIR. US TYPHUS COMMISSION, HAD BEEN FIGHT- 
I NOT HE NAPLES EPIDEMIC AND TALKING TO CCS MEETINGS. HE WAS USING 
SOME OF THE UN IT'S ITALIAN SPEAKING OFFICER© AN? NURSES, ON SPECIAL 
DETAIL. ...THE MEDICAL  6NTER OFFICERS CLUB WAS A CONTINUED 
NUISANCE TO THE 21ST.  CAPT. 8PAL0ING WAS HAVING TROUBLES WITH 
DRUNKS, AND SO WERE THE ENLISTED MEN WORKING AROUND TERME.  THE 
SURGEON'S OFFICE  WOULD  NOT  PUT  A    ?^ILITARY POLICE tVAftO  ON.    CADY 
VOWED  AKTICULATELYATHAT IF THE MEDICAL OFFICER IN CHAFGF OF THE 
CLUB DID NOT CEASE DRINKING SO MUCH HIMSELF HIS GUARDS WOULD BE 
ORDERED TO PICK HIM UP.  MAYBE THAT WOULD FORCE ACTION..,. SO 
MANYFRENCH PATIENTS WERE COMING IN THAT TENTS HAD TO RE THROWN 
UP AND THE 21 ST ENGINEERS HAD TO GO BACK INTO BUILDING LATRlNESL 
L.T. LOFTUS, THE YOUNG ENGINEER WHO WAS BUILDING THE OFFICERS CLUB 
AT 30U HANtFIA, PUT IN AN APPEARANCE, BUT THERE WAS NO WAY FOR 
CADY TO GET HIM ATTACHED FOR DUTY THIS TIME, FOR HE WAS THEN 
'TH A FIELD UNIT   IN COMBAT. 
17 JANUARY,   THE  HOSPITAL WOULD GO VP TO 2,000 BEDS,   AND 
THIS VAg LESS THAN FIVE WEEKS AFTER THE SURGEON SAID HE WOULD 
HAVE NOT EMPIRE BUILDING BY THE 21STI 
CADY 
THE NURSES VOTED ON QUARTERS, 55 AFFIRMATIVE VS. 55 NEGATIVE 
OR ABSTAINING; AND CADV TOLD CAPT. SPALDING TO GET A DECISIVE 
MAJORITY AFFIRMATIVELY, OR ME WOULD SIDE WITH THE NEGATIVE BY 
"SMACKING DOWN*' FUTURE DISSENTERS,-TRANSFER THEM TO UNITS WITH 
"MORE SUITABLE QUARTERS FOR THEM," THE WHOLE BUSINESS HAD BEEN 
USING \}P TOO MUCH OF THEIR TIME, AND THERE WAS OTHER WORK TO BE 
ACCOMPLISHED, 
DRAKE, SCHWARTZ AND MERLIN RETURNED FROM WHERE THEY SAW THE 
SHELLS FALLING, ANO HOW THE ARTILLERY FOUGHT A WAR. THEY HAD 
NOT BEEN PERMITTED TO GET UP WITH THE COMBAT INFANTRY,  THEN 
CAPT, SPALDING WANTED TO ELIMINATE THE HOSPITAL TRAIN TRIPS 
BECAUSE THERE WAS*TOO MUCH WORK FOR THE NURSES*WHEN ALL THE 
GOUMS, OR FRENCH TROOPS WERE COMING IN. SHE HAD 40 NURSES FROM 
THE STAGING 95TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERING TO HELP ON THE 
WARDS! 
ANOTHER DISTURBING SITUATION, 19 JANUARY, TWO NURSES WERE 
SUDDENLY TRANSFERRED WITHOUT NOTICE TO COL. CADY. ONE DID NOT 
WANT TO BE TRANSFERRED, THEN HE RECALLED HOW IN AFRICA, TST LT. 
DOROTHY MACLEOD HAD BEEN SNATCHED OUT OF THE UNIT WITHOUT HIS 
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE. SHE HAD BECOME CHIEF NURSE OF HER NEW HOSPITAL, 
SO HE HAD NOT SEEN FIT TO KICK UP  ANY DUST ABOUT IT. WITH A 
CURIOUS SENSITIVITY DEVELOPED SOMETIMES WHILE SITTING IN THE CO'S 
CHAIR, HE CALLED CAPT. BERNARD L, GREENE FOR WHATEVER INFORMATION 
HE MIGHT HAVE.  IT SEEMED THERE WAS A STRONG SUSPICION OF A 
LESBIAN AFFAIR, SO HE DECIDED TO LET WELL ENOUGH ALONE IN THIS 
CASE TOO. BUT WHEN ANOTHER NURSE, A RED CROSS GIRL, AND TWO 
PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE8 GOT ORDERS, IT WAS GOING TOO DAMNED FAR, 
HE COULD NOT EXPECT TO RUN. A HOSPITAL UNDER STRENUOUS CIRCUM- 
STANCES WHILE HIS SUBORDINATES WERE TEARING VP   HIS PERSONNEL 
ARRANGEMENTS EVEN IF ON GOOD MORAL GROUNDS, BE THAT THE CA8E OR|NOT . 
CADY 
HE  WENT   IMMEDIATELY  TO CONFRONT  LT.  SALTER   IN THE  SURGEON'S 
OFFICE AND INSISTED ON KNOWING THE PART SHE HAD PLAYED, AND IF 
COL.  ARNE9T HAD BEEN LEFT AS MUCH IN THE DARK AS HE HAD SEEN. 
SHE ASKED, HE THOUGHT RHETORICALLY,  IF HE HAD KNOW ABOUT THE MATTER. 
HE SAin THAT REGARDLESS OF WHETHER COL. ARNE3T HAD NOR HAD NOT 
KNOWN ABOUT THE TRANSFERS, THAT \f   CAPT. SPALOINQ EVER MADE 
ANY SUCH MOVES AGAIN, HE WOULD RELIEVE HER FROM DUTY.  THIS CAUSED 
CONSIDERABLE AGITATION ON THE PART OF |_T. 3ALTER.  THEN HE GAVE 
HER HIS SIDE OF THE STORY OF HIS CURRENT DIFFICULTY WITH NURSES, 
FROM THE BEGINNING AS HE SAW IT.    HE WENT ON TO COL. ARNEST AND 
HAD A READY AGREEMENT WITH HIS OWN ATTITUDE.   ON THE WAY RACK TO 
HIS HOFFICE HE DECIDED THAT PATTON WOULO BE THE BEST OFFICER TO 
APPOINT AS INVESTIGATOR UNDER THE CIRCUMSTAWCES.  THEN HE HAD 
THE 7 NURSES WHO HAD »BEEN FORCED TO LIVE IN THE ROOMS BEING USED 
AS GENERAL (WOMEN'S) LATRINES* TO SIGN A RELEASE IF THEY WANTED 
TO REMAIN, OR ELSE MOVE OUT.  THEY ALL PREFERRED TO REMAIN WITH 
THEIR CONVENIENCES, ANO THEIR INTELLIGENCE CENTERS* <^ 
20 JANUARY PATTON'S ORDERS WERE WRITTEN APPOINTING  HIM TO 
INVESTIGATE AND REPORT ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES INVOLVED IN THE TRANS- 
FER OF THE WOMEN OFFICERS, AND THE RED CROSS GlRL WITH THE KNOWLEDGE 
OR PRIOR CONCURRENCE OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER.  IT WAS AN UNPLEAS- 
ANT ASSIGNMENT FOR HIM, BUT IT WAS MEANT PARTIALLY TO TEST HIM. 
HE SHOWED NO SPECIAL RELUCTANCE, AND NO ENTHUSIASM WHEN HE CAME 
IN FOR HIS BRIEFING.  HE SEEMED TO BE FISHING A BIT TO DETERMINE 
JUST HOW DEEPLY COL. CADY REALLY MEANT FOR HIM TO GO. 
CADY WENT TO VISIT THE OSPEDALE CATUGNO, AND ITALIAN TYPHUS 
HOSPITAL.  HE SAW SOME VERY SCANT SYMPTOMATIC TREATMENT, AND SOME 
RATHER BRUTAL SURGERY, AND GOT HIMSELF DUSTED WITH A POWDER BLOWER 
FOR ANY LICE HE MIGHT HAVE PICKED VP. 
CADY 
LT. ARTHUR NIE WAS COMMANDANT DI TERME, AND HISJFFFQRTS TO 
MAKE THE PLACE COMFORTABLE AND THE MESS GOOD WERE SHOWING RESULTS. 
CAPT. SPALOINQ HAD HOOTHER MEETING OF NURSES AT 2000 HOUF , AND 
INVITED CADY TO SPEAK, BUT HE HAD DECLINED BECAUSE HE "HAD NOTHING 
AT ALL TO SAY" TO THEM.  HE WANTED HER TO HANDLE HER OWN HOT 
IRONS.  HE WOULD LOOK AT HER PROPOSED APARTMENT THE NEXT DAY, 
HE PROMISED.    SOMETHING EL3E THAN NURSES QUARTERS SEEMED TO 8E 
BREWING IN THE  ITALIAN CAMPAIGN, BUT HE DID NOT KNOW JUST WHERE 
IT WAS. 
ON 21 JANUARY CADY WENT THROUGH THE 5-STORY, \t  APARTMENT 
BUILDING CAPT. SPALOINQ HAD SURVEYED.  THERE WERE ELECTRICITY AND 
WATER UTILITIES, BUT NO ELEVATORS WORKING.   IT WAS ABOUT A HALF 
MILE FROM THE NEAREST PART OF THE HOSPITAL,"EASY WALKING DISTANCE** 
FOR DAYTIME, AND A LONG WAY FROM TERME, IF THAT WOULD MATTER ATNHIH T. 
HE AUDIBLY RECITED THE DISADVANTAGES OF THE PUB-LIKE MEDICAL 
CENTER CLUB THEY DISLIKED AS A NEIGHBOR AS CONTRASTED WITH THE 
PROS ANO CONS OF THIS APARTMENT. THEY WOULD REALLY HAVE TO WALK 
TO THE APARTMENT AND BACK, DAYS, NIGHTS? MAINTAIN ANOTHER GUARO 
AROUND THE CLOCK, ESCORTS AT NIGHT. VEHICULAR USAGES WERE REALLY 
A PROBLEM WITH PBS WITHDRAWING TRANSPORTATION.  DLD SHE KNOW 
EVEN NOW HE AND MAX WERE SCHEMING HOW TO PICK UP ANY SORT OR 
VEHICLES, ESPECIALLY FROM SOURCES WHICH MIGHT NOT 8E EASILY 
TRACED (LITERALLY STEALING THEM)?  THIS WOULD MEAN MFIND|NQW 
AT LEAST. ONE OR TWO MORE.  THEN, WHERE WAS THE SUBSTITUTE LINING 
QUARTERS FOR THE DISPLACED  ITALIANS? THAT WAS PART OF THE RE- 
QUIREMENT IF 7#EY COULD GET PBS TO APPROVE THE REQUISITION? 
THE PLACE WAS DIRTY AND WOULD NEED CLEANING AND PAINTING INSIDE/ 
ONE OF THE ITALIAN WOMEN IN AN APARTMENT HAD LIVED IN NEW YORK 
SEVERAL YEARS, AND SHE DEFINITELY DID NOT WANT TO BE DISPLACED. 
VLSS SPALDING DID NOT HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS. 
I 
-ADY 
FROM THIS CHORE HE WENT TO THEREPLACEMENT DEPOT TO PROPOSE 
BORROWING TEMPORARILY ANY IDLE HELP, AND THINGS WERE VERY TIGHT, 
THEY SAID IS A NON-COMMITF^L MANNER.  HE INVITED THE COMMANDING 
OFFICER OVER FOR OINNER SOMETIME TO SOFTEN HIM UP MAYBE.  ...THIS 
LOSS OF VEHICLES P33 WAS CAUSING. HE NEEDED AT LEAST ONE MORE 
TRUCK OF SOME SORT JUST FOR HOSPITAL U3E, A.NC NOT FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF STAGING 0FFICER8 AND NURSES AT TERME, AND ENLISTED MEN ELSEWHERE. 
SUCH PEOPLE RARELY HAD ANY TRANSPORTATION OF THEIR OWN, OF ANY 
SORT, SAVE MAYBE A .JEEP OR TWO SO THE CO COULD GET AROUND. MAX 
WAS OUT SCROUNGEING JUST THEN, AT A CERTAIN ARMORED BATTALION WHICH 
HAD TO TURN IM SOME T/E TRANSPORTATION.  THE 21ST WANTED VERY 
MUCH TO GET AWAY WITH A WEAPONS CARRIER, THE BATTALION MIGH CON- 
TRIVE TO LOSE OR MISPLACE.   ..fT WAS A HELUVA SITUATION PBS FORCED, 
A HOSPITAL RAIDING A COMBAT BATTALION! 
22 JANUARY, CADY LEARNED OF PLANS FOR THE 21ST BEING CHANGED, 
AND THEY WERE TO TAKE A TRAIN OF SOME ADDITIONAL PATIENTS THE NEXT 
DAY.  THEY WERE NOT READY FOR ANY 350 TO 500 NEW PATIENTS UNLESS 
THEY COULD HAVE MORE TENTS AND BEDDING.  IN THE FACE OF THIS HE 
HAD TO TURN IN 5 AMBULANCES. AT HEADQUARTERS, G-T WAS NOT GOING 
TO FIND ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL. ALL RIGHT, HE TOLO THEM, HE WOULD 
JUST HAVE TO USE CONVALESCENT PATIENTS TO TAKE CARE OFSICKER 
PATIENTSl  WHILE IN THIS VENGEFUL MOOD HE DECIDED HE HAD HAD A 
BELLYFUL OF THE NURSES QUARTERS, NO MORE DIPLOMACY} NO CHANGES. 
ANYWAY, THE LAST OF THOSE OPEN SEWERS HAD BEEN COVERED ANO WERE 
FLUSHED OUT DAILY ANYWAY. 
THAT SOMETHING HE SENSED MIGHT HAPPEN, DID HAPPEN WHEN THE 
3RD INFANTRY DIVISION INVADED THE ITALIAN MAINLAND VP  NORTH 
BETWEEN NAPLES AND 8OMEWHERE NEAR ROME.  SUCH A BEACHHEAD WOULD 
CAUSE CASUALTIES, AND NO WONDER NOW WHY THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT WOULD 
NOT LEND ANYTHING. 
CADV 
Two OTHER EVENTS: THERE WAS AN OPENING NIGHT TOR THE MEDICAL 
CENTERS NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS CLUB, WHICH THE 21ST DID NOT 
NEED; AND LT. "OL. MARRY AGRESS STARTED OPERATING HIS "&1ST GEN- 
ERAL HOSPITAL BLOOD BANK, AND IT HAD TO GET BIG ENOUGH TO HANDLE 
1,500 TO 1,600 TRANSFUSIONS A MONTH, HE FIGURED. 
23 JANUARY THE 21ST WAS NOTIFIED IT WOULD TAKE A HOSPITAL 
TRAIN ON ALTERNATE DAYS UNTIL IT WAS "FULL," AND ALL EVACUATION 
PATIENTS WOULD BE MOVED AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE.  SOMEBODY WAS 
IN A HURRY. THE 9TH EvatuATiON HOSPITAL UNDER COL. WM. E. STONE 
WA3   8ETTINQ   UP   TO    HANDLE   PATIENTS    IN   THE   21ST*3   LAND   AREA   WHICH 
WOULD    HELP.        3TONE    SAID    HE    HAD    "CHRONIC   TROUBLE"   WITH   HIS   EX|G» 
LT. COL. HUGHES, CO, 225TH STATION HOSPITAL ACROSS THE STREEN 
SAID HIS PERSONNEL TOOK THE ATTITUDE THAT HE, TOO, WAS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE LARGE AMOUNT OF WORK COMING THEIR WAY.     CADY HAD A GENERAL 
OFFICERS' CALL TO IMPART THE FACTS OF LIFE IN THE SITUATION. THE 
HOSPITAL HAD TO FUNCTION OR BREAK DOWN, AND IT WASN'T SCHEDULED 
TO BREAK DOWN.  WITH ALL THAT WAS GOING ON, NO MORE TIME COULD BE 
GIVEN TO THAT 8USINES8 OF    A SEPIRATE "NURSES HOME."  WORK,  VORK! 
24 JANUARY, PBS Cd's MEETING AT THE 17TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
ARNEST HAD SOME PRINTED NOTES TO PASS OUT TO EVERYONE. NURSES 
WOULD BE FULLY REGARDED A3 PART OF THEIR UNITS AND WOULD NOT BE 
TRANSFERRED WITHOUT CONCURRENCE OF COMMANDING OFFICERSL CADY 
HAO THE3E NOTES DUPLICATED FOR INTRAMURAL DISTRIBUTION. THE NAZIS 
HAD COUNTER ATTACKED AT THE ANZIO BEACHHEAD AND THE MAIN LINE, 
SO, THERE WOULD CONTINUE TO BE A SHORTAGE OF BEDS, AND THE 21 ST 
WOULO NEED MORE THAN THE 1,700 THEY HAD SET VP. THEN PIS GOT 
80FT-HEARTED AND FURNISHED 6 MEDICAL OFFICERS, 40 ENLISTED MEN, 
17 NURSESFROM THE STILL INACTIVE 12 GENERAL HOSPITAL.  ALSO CADY 
COULD DOUBLE HIS CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES, OR GO UP TO $2,500 WAGES PF,FI 
CACY 
MONTH. 
HE GOT THE CONVALESCENT SECTION SO THEY COULD GET BETTER 
CONTROL OF PATIENTS BY GETTING THEM AWAY FROM THE WARDS, AND MADE 
IT AN ENTITY.  ONE THING, THE 21ST ENGINEERS COULD DO WHATEVER 
JOB THEY TACKLED FASTER THAN ASSIGNED BASE ENGINEERS.  THEY JU8T 
BARELY MET THE QUOTA FOR PATIENT DISPOSITIONS. 
THE AIR RAIDS SEEMED STEPPED VP, AT NIGHT.  TERME WAS NOW 
BLACKED  (JUT.   HE HADNlE GET IT ACROSS TO THE  ITALIAN WAITRESSES 
THAT IF THEY DID NOT QUIT RUNNING AWAY FROM THEIR WORK DURING 
RAIDS, UNLESS THE OFFICERS AND NURSES WENT TOO, THEY WOULD BE 
FIRED! EVERYONE SEEMED TO PREFER GOING RIGHT ON EATING SUPPER 
RATHER THAN SKIPPING OVER TO THE RlCOVERO WHICH WAS FULL OF DE- 
r  ILEMENTS. 
^   25 JANUARY, PATTON PROUDLY CALLED ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT IN 
LESS THAN A MONTH IN OPERATION IN ITALY THE HOSPITAL HAD TAKEN A 
FIFTH OF THE ENTIRE TOTAL NUMBER OF PATIENTS IN AFRICA.  SCHWARTZ 
CALLED ATTENTION THAT IT WAS SO CLOSE TO THE SOURCES OF CASUALTIES, 
THE GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS VIRTUALLY ACTING A3 AN EVACUATION HOSPITAL. 
THERE HAD BEEN MORE NIGHT AIR RAIDS AND FLACK FALLING IN THE AREA. 
ALL THESE AND THE HARD WORK WAS CONVINCING ALL PERSONNEL THAT THE 
WAR HAO TO COME FIRST.  A FEW MORE OFFICERS AND NURSES WERE ATTACHED 
FOR TEMPORARY DUTY. 
NO DEMANDS OF CONSEQUENCE FOR HOSPITALIZATI ON CAME ON THE 26TH, 
BUT DEMANDS FOR EVACUATION PATIENTS DID.   THE NAZIS HAD DELIBERATELY 
SUNK THE BRITISH HOSPITAL SHIP, HMS DAVID AT ANZIO ON THE 24TH. 
IT WAS SEPIRATE FROM THE OTHER SHIPS AT THE BEACH HEAD AND LIGHTED 
VP.     IT WAS RUMORED THAT IT HAD BEEN DONE BECAUSE THE BRITISH CARRIED 
TROOPS, ARMED OR CAPABLE OF SUCH, ON THEIR HOSPITAL SHIPS, AND THE 
AMERICANS DID NOT, EVG£PT AS PATIENTS UNDER MEDICAL DEPARTMENT CARE. 
v 
CACY 
CAPT. SPALDING HAD NEVER GOTTEN AROUND TO TAKING HER TRIP 
ON THE HOSPITAL TRAIN, BUT SCHEDULED TWO MORE NURSES TOR THE 27TH. 
MAJ. MAX'S MANY ADMINISTRATIVE JOBS ENABLED HIM TO DO MANY 
EXTRAMURAL SERVICES FOR THE UNIT, BUT WHEN HIS SANITARY WORKERS 
WHO WERE DRAINING THE MARSHY FLAT IN FRONT OF TERME BY DIGGING 
THE OEEPER DITCHES DEEPER INSTEAD OF DEEPENING THE SHALLOW PLACES, 
CADY DECIDED HE WAS NOT SUPERVISING "HOME DUTIES" WELL ENOUGH 
AND HAD A PRETTY MUCH ONE-SIDED DISCUSSION WITH HIM. HE BEGAN 
TO CAST ABOUT FOR ASSIGNING DUTIES MORE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH 
PATIENT CARE, 
27 OO30 JANUARY THERE WAS QUITE AN AIR RAID PATTERN IN THE 
SKY, AND THE TELEPHONE OPERATOR WAS STILL CALLING AROUND TO ANNOUNCE 
A RED ALERT, SOMEONE HAD TO INSTRUCT HIM OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF 
THE ALERT AND THE RAlDl 
PATTON'S REPORT ON THE TRANSFER OF THE NURSES CAME IN, AND 
IT WAS A BIT LAME OR WHITEWASHY AS CADY HOPED IT MIGHT BE. HE HAD 
HOPED THE INVESTIGATION WOULD BE "THERAPY" RATHER THAN A SPRING- 
BOARD FOR DISCIPLINE. CADY FIGURED THAT HE HAD A TLQB  TO GET DONE 
THAT WAS PROBABLY MORE IMPORTANT THAN HIS OWN EFFORTS TO DEM- 
ONSTRATE WITH FINALITY JUST WHO WAS BOSS AROUND THE ROOST. MORE- 
OVER, HE DID NOT WANT TO MAKE BRE4CH£8 LARGE ENOUGH TO LOSE PER- 
SONNEL THROUGH. 
HE WROTE A MEMORANDUM ON THE 29TH TO CAPT. SPALDING WHICH 
HE HOPED WOULD BE THE RIGHT DEGREE OF THTF^PY WHICH WOULD CLARIFY 
HER IDEAS OF THE SITUATION. SHE WAS THE 8EST CHIEF NURSE MATERIAL 
IN THE UNIT, PROBABLY IN THE WHOLD PBS, AND HE WANTED TO MAKE HER 
HANDLE THE BIG DOB AHEAD. HE REMINDED HER SHE HAD MENTIONED 
POSSIBLE ROTATION FOR HERSELF SOMETIME DURING THE PRECEDING OCTOBER 
OR NOVEMBER, BUT WAS DECLINED. (HE HAD THOUGHT AT THAT TIME IT 
WAS A BIT OF FISHING FOR INFORMATION ON HOW SOLIDLY' SHE SHE 
4.,At)Y 
STOOD IN THE UNIT.)  MAJ. BOLOTIN HAD REPORTED MORE RECENTLY 
SHE HAD MENTIONED POSSIBLE ROTATION FOR HERSELF. CAPT. LOU 18 S. 
WEBER WAS |M POOR HEALTH AND WAS READY, (LIKE "OEATH WARMED OVER* 
NURS6KNUDSEN SAID) BUT HE COULO BE DELAYED IF SHE WISHED TO SET 
ON THE FEBRUARY LIST, HE TOLD HER. 
CAPT. HARRY KURKA WAS PUT IN CHARGE OF SUPPLY, VICE WEBER. 
LT. NLE, BACK AGAIN WITH THE.FOR SOME TIME, TOOK KURKA'S PLACE AS 
A 
MESS OFFICER, AND RETAINED HIS JOB AS "COMMANDANT OF TERME". 
KURKA HAD YEARS OF CIVILIAN TRAINING IN MEDICAL SUPPLY, BUT FOR 
SOME REASON COL. ROBT E. THOMAS HAD NOT SEEN FIT TO UTILIZE IT 
WHEN HE MADE ASSIGNMENTS AT FT. SftNNlNQ.   CADY'S DAILY NOTES 
WENT ON TO SAY HE HEARD THAT COL. CHA8 F. OAVIS WAS "SECOND IN 
COMMAND" OF THE GENERAL HOSPITAL AT TOPEKA, KAN. CADY'S OFFICE 
IN THE LIBYA SUILOING REMAINED HEATLESS SO "VISITING FIREMEN" 
WOULD NOT CATCH HIM PERSONALLY VIOLATING THE PBS ORDERS ABOUT 
FUEL. HE COMPLAINED IRRITIBLY OF THE CHILLBLAIN8 AND SORE FEET 
(MILD TRESCH FEET) HE HAD ACQUIRED. 
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY ABO^T A THIRD OF HIS NURSES HAD 
BEEN OFF DUTY SICK WITH UPPER RESPIRATORY DISEASES.  HE BELIEVED 
THE LOSS OF DUTY DAYS WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH LARGER IF HE HAD NOT 
SHAMELESSLY UTILIZED ALL POSSIBLE MEANS TO  KEEP ALL PERSONNEL 
QUARTERS AS COMFORTABLE AS POSSIBLE.    TlRE BODIES  RESTED QUICKER 
A 
AND BETTER IF NO UNNECESSARY HARDSHIPS WERE IMPOSED.  HE COMPLAINED 
IN HIS NOTESOF HIS LONELY POSITION, AND HOW IT FORCED HIM TO BE 
A CHRONIC COMPLAINER AND CRITIC, AND SUSPICIOUS OF ALL PEOPLE 
AND THEIR POSSIBLE MOTIVES; AND HOW HE HAO TO BE SCHEMING ALL THE 
TIME TO OUTWIT THEM. 
LT. COL. LAWRENCE M. MULHALL CAME FOR A MONTH OF DETACHEO 
SERVICE WITH THE UNIT. MAJ. GEN. ARTHUR R. WILSON HAC SENT MIM 
TO SEE IFTHE EBRPRIENCED 21ST WOULD BE A GOOD PILOT PLACE FOR A 
REHABILITATION PROJECT.  IT WAS, FOR IT HAD ONE OPERATING ALREADY. 
THE REHABILITATION LT. COL. MULHALL RECEIVED IN THE 21ST IN 
ALGERIA HAD BEEN HIS INSPIRATION. (THERE WAS A CERTAIN NURSE, TOO.) 
30 JANUARY, CAPTAIN SPALDING DID NOT WANT ROTATION, AND 
WANTED fO SEE IT THROUGH."  SHE VOLUNTEERED THAT '1IF AND WHEN 
I MAKE MISTAKES,  I WILL TAKE CORRECTIONS,"  COL. CADY MADE NO 
ATTEMPTS TO LECTURE HER.    THEN SHE EXPLAINED SHE HAD THOUGHT 
DURING THE PREVIOUS FALL THERE HAD BEEN A "LOT OF UNCOQPERAT ION 
IN THE UNIT,MBUT SHE HAD COME TO REALIZE IT HAD NOT EXISTFD. WHAT 
SHE WANTED AND HOPED SHE WOULD ACQUIRE WAS INSIGHT THAT DISAGREE- 
MENT WITH HER, OR A REQUIREMENT FOR HER TO ADJUST TO UNIT SITUAT- 
IONS WAS NOT PRIMARILY LACK OF COOPERATION. 
QRAXE WAS SET TO RE-IMVESTI GAT ING ANOTHER INCIDENT IN WHICH 
ANOTHER OFFICER HAD MADE AN OBVIOUS WHITEWASH.  LATER HE WAS GIVEN 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO READ DRAKE'S REPORT TO TEACH HIM  MORE MATURE 
WAYS OF BEING AN OFFICER.    CAOY TOOK HALF A HALF-HOLIDAY, DELIBER- 
ATELY GOING TO HIS ROOM AND TAKING A NAP! 
31 JANUARY, MAtft SEN MILLS, DENTAL ASSISTANT SURGEON GENERAL, 
CAME.   HE CARRIED BACK A PERSONAL NOTfTO GEN KlRK FROM CADY. 
MAJ. MELVIN A. DILLMAN REPORTED FROM THE 3^TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
IN CAIRO TOR DUTY AS CHIEF OF RADIOLOGY.  MULHALL TOLD CAOY 
THAT GEN. WILSON HAD SAID HE HAD GOTTEN OUT OF UBS   JUST AHEAD OJF 
BEING MADE BASE SURGEON, WHICH CADY ALREADY KNEW.   HE SAID THAT 
LEO  GOTTLttEB  WAS  GOING   HOME  ON ROTATION  AND  WAS  WAITING   NEAR 
ORAN FOR  A BOAT. 
MAX WAS SCHEMING FOR A TRIP FOR COL. CADY ANO HIMSELF TO 
CAIRO.  SUCH A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT!  BUT CADY WAS SCHEMING TO 
BUILD ANOTHER OFFICERS MESS IN THE SECOND STORY OF THE ROD. BUILDING 
„ HE COULD CLEAR PATIENTS OUT OF  IT AND BUILD A KITCHEN OUT ON 
A ROOF.   IT WOULD BE A BEAUTIFUL MESS WITH ITS 8R0WM MARBLE FLOOR 
AND WELL DECORATED WALLS. IT WOULD BE A GREAT CONVENIENCE FOR DUTY 
PERSONNEL FOR TWO MEALS A DAT AT THE HOSPITAL, AND NIGHT MEALS TOO. 
COL. PETE CHURCHILL INDICATED HE WAS PLANNING TO FOLLOW COL. 
CADY'S EARLIER SUGGESTION TO GIVE PATTON SOME CONTACTS \}P  FORWARD. 
THEN WEDIG CONFIDED THJT CAPT SPALDING HAD SAID SHE HAD REALIZED 
SHE HAD BEENM CARRYING A HATCHET WHEN SHE SHOULD HAVE BEEN CARRYING 
A LAUREAL WREATH." CADY HOPED IT WAOULD BE AN OLIVE BRANCH. HE 
DISCRETELY, SILENTLY, WISHED ALL THE WOMEN OFFICERS WOULD BEA- 
C E FULL-FLEDGED "SOLDIERS." 
1S90 PATIENTS IN 2179 OPERATING BEDS ON THE 31ST, AND 25&4 
ADMISSIONS DURING JANUARY. A LOT HAD HAPPENED SINCE 9 ££C£MBER, 
THE DATE OF LANOING.' 
-0- 
CHAPTER       25 
FEBRUARY  1944 
CADV HAD ASSIGNED MA«J. O.P. HAMPTON TO THE CHIEF, RADIOLOGICAL 
SERVICE, TO HAVE HIM IN A PROMOTION VACANCY, BUT HE WAS ON DE* 
TACHED SERVICE AS ORTHOPEDIC CONSULTANT, HQ., NATOUSA.  THERE 
HAD BEEN A TELEPHONE INQUIRY ABOUT THIS ANOMALOU8 SITUATION, AND 
CADY TOLD THE PBS MAN TO CLIMB ON THE BACK OF NATOUSA ABOUT IT, 
HE WAS WILLING.  MAJ. MELVIN A. DLLLMAN WAS NOW IN THE POSITION, 
AND HE WAS QUALIFIED FOR THE PROMOTION, SOONER OR LATER. THEY 
REALLY SHOULD TRANSFER HAMPTON TO THEIR OWN T/O AND PROMOTE HIM 
THEMSELVES. 
1 FEBRUARY, HAMPTON WAS THERE AND HE ALREADY KNEW HOW 
CADY FELT ABOUT THE MATTER.  ALSO, CHURCHILL'S LETTER INDICATED 
THE UNIT HAD TO EXPECT MORE STRENUOUS WORK.  HE LET HAMPTON 
KNOW ABOUT IT AND ADVISEO THAT HE AND PATTON, WHO HAD ALSOJREAD 
IT, TALK TO COL. JOSEPH i. MARTIN, SURGEON, V ARMY, WHO WAS 
WANTING QUICKER RETURNS OR EVACUATIONS OF SICK AND WOUNDED. 
CADY WAS TRYING TO INSPIRE A 'CAN-DO* IN8TEAD OF A 'CAN'T-DO1 
WHICH THE MEDICAL STAFF WAS STILL TALKING AROUND.  MOREOVER, 
CAPT. STALEY CALLED CADY ABOUT THE UNIT'S SHORT EVACUATION LIST 
FOR THAT CAY.  THE HOSPITAL WAS NOT ACTING SO MUCH LIKE A HUGE 
EVACUATION HOSPITAL THAT, DAY AT LEAST, AND KEEPING SOME PATIENTS 
TOO LONG. 
2 FEBRUARY, 1ST LT. KATHRYN CREECH, CHIEF DIETITIAN, COM- 
PLAINED TO CADY SHE WAS NOT GETTING ALONG WITH HER "NEW BOSS MAN", 
LT. NIE,  HE WAS AGGRESSIVE, SOMEWHAT TACTLESS AT THIS TIME. 
THE DIETITIANS AND MESS SERGEANTS WERE FEELING CADY'S IMPATIENCE 
SOONER AND MORE EFFECTIVELY THROUGH HIM. CADY WAS CONTINUEING 
HIS PRACTICE TO CHECK OVER THE DAILY MENU REPORTS JUST AS HE DID 
CAOV 
BACK IN BOU HANIFIA,  AND HE WAS STILL EATING HIS RANDOM SAMPLE 
MCAL8 WITH THE MEN OR THE PATIENTS WHERE THEY COULD SEC HE WAS 
TAKING THAT MUCH TROUBLE TO KNOW WHAT WAS 001 NO ONf  ANO HE HAO 
NOT SEEN OCING THIS TOR HIS OWN PE*>60KAL PLEASURE EITHERt  HE 
DID NOT GIVE HER A LOT OF ENCOURAGEMENT, BUT HE LET HER TALK 
HERSELF OUT ABOUT HEP ANTIPATHY TOR NlE.   IT SEEMED PLAIN THAT 
NIC WAS ENCOUNTERING CONSIDERABLE INERTIA TO IMPROVEMENTS WHICH 
HE ANO CAOY WASTED IN THE WAY Of OPERATING THE MESSES.  THIS 
PARTICULAR TOUCH-OFF CAME WHEN AS A RESULT OR IMPOSITION OR 
SANITARY INSPECTIONS 0" THE FOOD-HANDLERS, DID THE FEMALE 
HOSPITAL DIETITIANS HAVE TO SUBMIT SPECIMENS FOR CULTURE THE 
SAME AS THE ENLISTED MEN? 
THAT EVENING HE SUBMITTED TO HIS NOTES THIT HE HAD AT LESST 
100 OFFICERS, MEM AND WOMEN, ELIGIBLE FOR ROTATIONS WHICH MIGHT 
HELP HIM SOLVE SOME OR HIS PROSLEMS (|F HE WOULD NOT CREATE 
MORE PSOBLEYI WHILE BREAKING IN REPLACEMENTS^. 
"APT.    tfctffa    TELEPHONED   TO   SAY   THE   UNIT   HAD   TO   SEND   TEN 
MU *TW UNITS ON TEMPORARY DUTY, AND TO TCLEPHONE 
THEIR NAMES WLTHING A HALF HOUR, THERE WERE TEMPORARY DUTY 
NURSCT FROM THE 12 GENERAL, SUT SHE DID NOT WANT THEIR NAMES, 
:NLY FROM THE: "!'-T, THIT SEEMED DAMNED PECULIAR, BUT HE COULH 
DO NOTHING IMVT IT. HE WONDERED WHAT "APT. BPALOING1* LI8T 
WOULD BE AFTER HF DECLINED TO OFFER NCR SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THAT. 
JTAL! 
THE BASE "O'S MEETING ON 3 FEBRUARY WAS AT THE 300TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL. GCN# "FE^CPICK BLESSE LAID THE EVACUATION PROBLEMS OUT 
TD CONSIDER, ANR THERE HAD TO 3E A O.UIDKER RETURN OF MEN TO DUTY 
BY THE HOSPITALS, CADY WAS MOPING PATTON WAS GETTING THE 8AME 
MESSAGE AT THE f1^TH ARMY, TOO. THE OENERAL1* TALK BOILED DOWN TO 
■ D»S«:   I       7?!E ~0*S "OR EVERYTHING GOING ON IN THEIR UNITS. 
CADY 
LATER,  ME CONFIDED WITH CADY PRIVATELY HOW HE SAT IN THE OFFICE 
AT NATGU3A*S G-1 AND ARGUED FOR AN HOUR ABOUT PROMOTION®, HLFI IN 
PARTICULAR, ANO QOT HIS LAST REJECTION RECALLED,    5-1 TOOK THE 
REGULAR 
JSTTITUOE   THAT   SOME/MEOICAL   FULL   COLONEL    IN   A   LESSER    IMPORTANT 
POSITION SHOULD BE EXCHANGED WITH COL. CADY INSTEAD OF PROMOTI NO 
HIM.    THAT SEEMED TO IIISE *»TH WHAT HE HAD LEARNED FROM GEN, 
WILSON, TOO.    VTTM THAT FAVOR UNDER HIS HAT, HE OECIDED NOT TO 
PRESS HIS NOTION JUST THEN HE SHOULD URGE CONSIDERATION OF BEAM 
AND DRAKE AS UNIT COMMANDERS, THAT OPPORTUNITY WOULD COME LATER. 
THE NEXT DAY IT, CREECH'S ANNUAL HISTORY REPORT REACHED CADY. 
IT WAS ESSENTIALLY AN  IMMATURE BELLY-ACHE WHICH HE RETURNED FOR 
IMPROVEMENT.      HE   WAS   TEMPTED   TO   PUT   A   COPT   OF    »T   INTO   HER   £0t 
FILE.      tin   SAW   IT   ANO   SAID   THE   MESS   SERGEANTS   WERE   PRETTY   WELL 
IMBUED   WITH   HER    "CAN'T-DO"   FOR   ANYTHING   NEW.      Kfg      HAD   DEMON- 
STRATED THAT SGT. TONY WILLIS AT TERRIBLE TERMS THAT HE COULD 
HE   COULD   PRODUCE   SUCH  FINE   PASTRIES   AND   CAKES   THAT   OFFICERS, 
NURSES,   AND   THE   ENLISTED   MEN  WERE   SNEAKING   THEM  TO   FRIENDS   WHO 
WERE   HOSPITALIZED   IN  OTHER   HOSPITALS,   AND   INTO   THE   2l8T*8   OWN 
WARDS.       IT   WAS   THE   EXTENSION   OF   THIS   FINE   PERFORMANCE    INTO  THE 
REMAINDER   OF   THE   HOSPITAL*8   MESSES   WHICH  WAS   BEING   RESISTED, 
REMINISCENT   OF   THE   HASSLE    IN   BOU     HANIFIA.      ...CADY   AND   DRAKE 
DISCUSSED   THE   PRACTICABILITY   OF   LETTING   lT»   CREECH   "ROTATE*, 
THEN LT# AGNES PALISH, Hf3, AND ONE OF THE SUDDENLY TRANSFERRED 
PTS RErfOINEO THE UNIT. It. WALISH WAS NEW.  THIS SEEMED TO IN- 
DICATE HIS COMPLAINTS ABOUT TRANSFERS WAS BEING EFFECTUAL.  CAPT. 
SPALO|NG*S TEMPORARY "COA^JfAT" DUTY LIST WAS MADE UP PRINCIPLY FROM 
NURSES WHO HAD AT SOME TIME REQUESTED TRANSFERS TO EVACUATION 
HOSPITALS, AND CADVf9 MENTAL PREDICTIONS WERE 50%  ACCURATE. 
AOY 
HE INSPECTED THE FINE NEW HOSPITIL TRAIN THAT HAO SEEN BUILT 
TO 60 INTO SERVICE IN BIX DAYS, AND DECIDED THAT HE WOULD CONTINUE 
TO LET HIS PERSONNEL TAKE THEIR ORIENTATION TRIP8 FOR "GRIPERS* 
DESPITE ITS LESSENED VALUE, 
ON 6 REBRUARV, MARF, BOEMER, WHO ASKED EON ROTATION BACK IN 
AFRICA ON COMPASSIONATE GROUNDS, WAS GIVEN FURTHER CONSIDERATION, 
LT, COL, GURLEV, HIS ROOM-HATE, DID NOT WANT TO GO HOME EITHER* 
LT. CREECH WOULD NOT CONSENT WHEN GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY, LT, III 
SAID SHE WAS ALREADY MAKING EFF0RT8 TO ADAPT HERSELF TO CHANGES, 
(OCJ 
ALTHOUGH SHE LIKED HIM NO BETTER,  ONC YOUNG CAPTAIN CAME IN TO 
REQUEST ROTATION ON THE GROUNDS HE COULD POSSIBLY GET HIMSELF A 
BETTER PROFESSIONAL ASSIGNMENT,...OUT THAT OFFICER WoJuLO COME 
HOME ON THE LAST BOAT! 
THE HUNGRY ITALIAN WORKMEN WERE TO HAVE A BREAD AND SOUP 
SUPPLEMENT WITH THE LUNCHES THEY WERE SUPPOSED TO BRING WITH THEM, 
THEY WERE ROBBING THE GARBAGE CANB EVERY TIME THEY HAD A CHANCE 
AND    CARRYING    !T   HOME   WITH   THEM.      THIS   HAD   TO    STOP   ON   PO 3   BftOCftt, 
AND   FOR   THE   GOOD   REASON   THAT   THE   COOKB   AND   KITCHEN   POLICE   WERE 
INCLINED   TO   "ENRICH*   THE   GARBAGE   WITH   LEFT-OVER   FOOD,      CAOY 
HAO   BEEN   SYMPATHETIC   ENOUGH  TO   USE   THE   LEFT-OVERS    IN   THE   SOUP 
THE   WORKMEN   HAO   TO   EAT   ON   THE   JOB,    USING   MEAT   SCRAPS,    BOILED 
SKIN8,    BONEft, ANr   ANYTHING   ELSE   WITH   A   HIGH   PROTEIN  CONTENT   AVAIL- 
ABLE   AS   "INEDIBLE"   FOR   THE   AMERICANS.      THEY   COMPLAINED   BECAUSE 
THEY   WANTED    TO   HAVE   A   REGULAR   MEAL    ".JUST   LIKE   THE   AMER tCAI*3," 
CADY   WENT   TO   THE   PATIENTS   MEB8   WHERE   THEY   WERE   BEING   FED   THEIR 
80UP   AND   ORDERED   NtE    AND   MESS   SERGEANT   ^USSO   TO   BRING   MESS-KITS,    AND 
ONE   FOR    HIMSELF,      THE   RATHER   SULKY    ITALIANS      WERE   WAITING   FOR   SERV- 
ING,    AND   ~AOY   PELAYEC    IT   UNTIL   HE   COULD   WALK   AROUND    AMONG   THEM 
LOOKING   AS   SAGE   AS   HE   COULD,    ASKING   QUESTIONS   OF    NlE,    POINTING 
TOWARD   THE   PLUMPER   0NE8,    AND   HAVING   ^USSO   DO   A   LITTLE    INTERPRETING, 
■^AU y 
HE HAD RUSSO TELL THEM THE TACTS ABOUT THE ENRICHMENTS, THE INTER- 
EST HE HAD IN THEIR STRENGTH, AND THAT HIS 0R0ER8 WERE TO FURN- 
ISH ONLY "BREAD AND SOUP."   IF THEIR SOUP HAPPENED TO BE THICKER 
THAN HIS ORDERS 8AI0 IT SHOULD BE,  IT WAS UP   TO THEM TO QUIT 
COMPLAINING .  BE8IDES IT WAS GOOD SOUP, NOURISHING 80tff, AND THEY 
COULO EAT IT OR NOT AS THEY PLEASED, OR THEY COULD QUIT THEIR 
WORK AND THEIR SOUP, TOO, JU8T AS THEY PLEASED.    WHEREUPON, HE 
HAD THE T«£EE OF THEM SERVED A REGULAR PORTION AND HE 8AT DOWN 
ON A ROCK AND ATE HIS PORTION A3 THE WORKMEN PASSED DOWN THE 
SERVING LINE FOR THEIR SHARES.   NlE COOUD NOT SUPPRESS HIS AMAZE- 
MENT THAT THE CO SHOULD DO A THIN& LIKE THAT, AND HE WAS TOLD 
THAT HEREAFTER THE CO EXPECTEH HIM TO THINK OF SUCH "COMMON 
TOUCH" DEMONSTRATIONS AND RELIEVE THE CO OF THE BURDEN OF DOING 
IT FOR HiM.  ITALIANS WERE PEOPLE, TOO, HE ASSURED NIE, AND 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO THE SAME PERSUASIONS.  THEY CAUSED NO MORE TROUBLE. 
A COOK SWASHED UP IN A JEEP AND THE AOMINISTRAT IVE OFFICER 
OF THE DAY SEEMED TO BE COVERING UP FOR HIM.  ...LT. COL. 
MULMALL DECIDED HE WOUUl START HI8 REHABILITATION SECTION AT THJJ 
21ST, WHICH WAS NOT SURPRISING.  t_T. COL • W. d, SHERIDAN, EXEC. 
OFF., 2ND AUX. SURG. GP., CAME FOR SUPPER AND CAOY TOOK MitfINTO 
HIS ROYAL SUITE FOR A ROYAL BATH,  HAMPTON WANTED SACK INTO THE 
UNIT AS ASSISTANT CHIEP OF SURGERY IN CHARGE OF A NEW ORTHOPEDIC 
RESEARCH SECTION HE HAD IN MIND TO ORGANIZE.  CADY AGREED, PROVIDING 
HE COULD GET THE AUTHORITY TO ORGANIZE,IT, BUT HE WOULD NOT AGREE 
TO DISPLACING AS8T. CHIEF HENRY G, SCHWARTZ, NOR HARDWORKING JOE 
PARKER AS CHIEF, ORTHOPEDIC SECTION.  THERE WOULD HAVE TO BE 
TWO ASSISTANT CHIEFS OF SURGERY. 
CADY WAS WORKING OVER AND OVER THAT LETTER HE HAO SUGGESTED 
TO THE SURGEON GENERAL REGARDING CHANTES IN THE 7&BLE OF ORGAN- 
IZATION FOR A 2,000 BED HOSPITAL, AND A LETTER TO LT. COL. 
CADY 
ALEXANDER ON HIS OWN PERSONNEL SITUATIONS, FORERUNNER TO SOME 
PROMOTION IDEAS ME WAS HATCHING FOR HIS OWN OFFICERS. 
COL. STURGEON, CO, 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, INSPECTED THE 
UNIT FOR PBS ON 7 FEBRUARY. HE JUMPED ON PATTON A BIT FOR SOME 
EXTRA RECORDS HE WAS TRYING TO HAVE THE OVERWORKED RECEIVING AND 
DISPOSITION OFFICE MAKE FOR HIS SERVICE. ON LOOKING FURTHER INTO 
SCHEDULES, SOME SUSPICION WA8 ENGENDERED TO SUPPORT A FEW GRIPES 
THAT CERTAIN SURGEONS WERE BOTTLENECKS FOR THE PASSAGE OF PAT- 
IENTS, FOR OTHER CAPABLE SURGEONS MIGHT BE OPERATING, TOO, IF 
GIVE THE CHANCE,  A DAY OF UNNECESSARY PRE-OPERATIVE DELAY WOULD 
COULD MEAN SEVERAL MORE DAYS OF POST-OPERATIVE SLOW-DOWN FOR 
PATIENT TURN-OVER, BUT CADY WAS BY THIS TIME QUIETLY CYNICAL AT 
EACH NEW DISCOVERY OF THE AMBITIOUS HWAGI NO OF THE PRIVATE WAR* 
BY INDIVIDUALS.  WITHOUT SUCH SELFISH AMBITIONS THERE WOULD BE 
TOO LITTLE INITIATIVE, BUT WITHOUT 80ME CONTROLS, TEAMWORK AND 
PROFESSIONAL MORALE WOULD SOON BE SHOT IN BOTH HEELS.  THEN 
CAPT. SPALDING BECAME INf£NSEO  BY THE MLACK OF CHIVALRY** OF 
ONE OF THE VISITING EXECUTIVE OFFICERS WHO HAD BEEN COMMENTING 
RATHER TOO FREELY ABOUT HIS OWN PRINCIPLE  CHIEF NURSE'S "IN- 
STABILITY."  SHE EXPLAINED, SUCH NURSES LEAD A LONELY LIFE, ARE 
INCLINED TO BE FORTY^SH, AND HE JUST SHOULD NOT HAVE TALKED THAT 
WAY ABOUT HER. CADY AGREED THAT IT WAS NO PROPER SUBJECT FOR 
ELABORATION IN STRANGE MESSES. 
THAT SAME EVENING LT. COL. WENDELL A. GRIFFITH, ETO NUTRITION- 
IST, FORMERLY ST. LOU IS U, MEDICAL SCHOOL BIOCHEMIST WHO VISITED 
THE UNIT AT PHEASY FARMS, CAME TO SUPPER AND COCKTAILS. MAJ. 
WENDELL   3.    DOVE   BROUGH7  THE   FAMOUS    M8    l*S   WAR   CORRESPONDENT? 
A 
ERNIE PYLE, FOR SUPPER. THE UNIT WAS TAKING FRENCH PATIENTS FREELY 
AND FRENCH CHAPLAIN (CAPT.) JARRAUX WAS MAKING A LIAISON VISIT 
TO PATIENTS AND THE FRENCH ENLISTED MEN ON DUTY WITH THE REGISTRAR 
CAOY 
FOR ADMINISTRATION AND MORALE PURPOSES.  HE WAS TRYING TO FIND 
ANOTHER FRENCH CHAPLAIN, OR AT LEAST ANOTHER OFFICER. 
UP) 
PYLE HAD BEEN ALL THROUGH THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN SINCE THE 
SALERNO BEACH HEAD, AND HE HAD BEEN UP IN THE ANZIO BEACH .HEAD, 
HE WA8 A FRAIL MAN, KIDDED HIMSELF IN HIS COLUMN ABOUT IS SINGLE 
RED BLOOD CELL. HE BECAME SICK IN BODY, AND SICKER IN SPIRIT 
FROM SEEING TOO MANY DEAD MEN AFTER HE HAD KNOWN THEM ALIVE. 
AND THE NAZIS HAD ALREADY WELL CONTAINED THE BEACH HEAD, AND 
POURING IN LOTS OF ARTILLERY AND MORTAR FIRE. AFTER SUPPER, 
CADY TOOK THE PARTY TO SEE HIS  FAMOUS OFFICE IN THE "KING'S 
BATH,"  ANO  FOR A FAMOUJ DRINK OF THE   fHOLY'   Bou  HANIFIA  SPRING 
WATER HE BROUGHT WHICH INTRIGUED THE GUESTS.  AFTER THIS CERE- 
MONIAL ARABlAXIZATION, HE FURNISHED THEM WITH MORE SUBSTANTIAL 
LICQUEUERS.  HE PROMISED TO ISSUE cRNIE PYLE A CAID CERTIFICAT- 
ION" MEMBERSHIP IN HIS MYSTERIOUS "HONORARY ARABS OF BOU- 
HANIFIA" THE NEXT DAY.  /T WAS NO. 133 IN THE REGISTER.  ERNIE 
SOON DRIFTED AWAY FROM THE CHIT-CHAT, AND BEYOND CADY*S 8EATEN-UP 
DESK.  HE STOOD THERE NURSING HIS DRINK, ALONE AND LONELY AMONG 
THE GARRULOUS GUESTS WHO WERE TRYING TO FORGET THEIR DUTIE8 OF 
THE DAY.  HIS EXPRESSIONLESS FACE DID NOT CHANGE WITH HIS MONO- 
SYLLABIC REPLIES WHEN CADY QUESTIONED HIM OR TRIED TO DRAW HIS 
SOMBER MIND AWAY FROM HI8 BATTLEFIELO MEMORIES, ANO BRING SOME 
OTHER EXPRESS THAN SADNESJABOUT HIS EYES.  FOR 8AKE OF RECORD, 
THE OTHERS PRESENT WERES CHAP. JARRAUX, LT. COL.GRIFFITH, MAiJ* 
THOMPSON, 9TH EVAC. HOSP, LT. COL. DRAKE, CAPT. LUCILE S. SPALD- 
ING, 2ND LT. ALICE WALKER, MAJ. DOVE, MAJ. PAUL F. MAX, AND 
CHAP. HOOK. CADY WOULD HAVE REMEMBERED MUCH AND THOUGHT A LOT 
MORE OF THE INCIDENT IF HE HAD NOT BEEN SO CONTINUOUSLY PUSHED 
FROM ONE THING TO THE NEXT  J . 
&  FEBRUARY, AN ORDER CAME TO REPORT ALL MEN WHO COULD BE 
CADY 
M REPLACED BY Ll'ITED ASSIGNMENT MEM.  MAYiE TMI3 3MOCK WOULD 
3TART A BETTE" TURNOVER 0? PATIENTS, FOR MOST MEDICAL OFFICERS 
WERE ATTACHEO TO THEIR ENLISTED TECHNICIANS.  THI8 CALL WAS KEPT 
SECRED A8 MUCH AS P03SIBLE, HOWEVER.  MAJ. 33L0TIN BECAME DIS- 
TURBED WHEN "APT. ^PALDINQ WANTED TO GET AND KEEP THE NUS'SES 
He 
TWO-O-ONE FILES IN HER OWN OFFICE.   IT SEEMED TO HER THE COULD 
A 
BE TOO MUCH CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS IN THEM FOR THE COMMANDER*S 
OFFICIAL "A'LLY TO SAFEGUARD, OR KNO',* ABOUT. THEN, IT DEVELOPED 
3HE HAD BEEN KEEPING ALL THE QUALIFICATION CARDS, 65-1, FOR ALL 
THE WOMEN OFFICERS AND HAD BEEN MAKINQ THE PERFORMANCE RATING OF 
THE PHYSICAL THERAPY AND DIETETIC OFFICERS.  IT WAS THEN SOMEWHAT 
LESS SPECULATIVE WHY THE 3E0 CROSS G|RL9 HAD THOUGHT THEY MIGHT 
BE GIVEN MORE AUTONOMY ON PREVIOUS OCCASIONS. 
NEST CAY I.T. "OL. OROWDER, RADIOLOGIST, 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
INSPECTED FOR PB9. THE ?1ST, ACCORDING T MM WAS NOT TOO GOOD, 
YET TOO IAD. VERY QUIET "APT. STANBRO HAD KEPT THINGS GOING 
SO THAT THE NEW MAJOR AND HE COULD  PASS A3 WELL AS THEY DIJ 
WHILE CARRYING A BIG OVERLOAO OF WORK.  COL. ARNEST WANTED THE 
2tST's ORTHOPEDIC BRACE SHOP TO DO THE WORK OF THE WHOLE CENTER? 
WHICH HE WAS TOLD WA3 ALL RIGHT IF HE WOULD FURNISH TRAINEE8 
FROM THE HOSPITALS BEING SERVEO.  LATER THEY MIGHT WITHDRAW AND 
SET VP   THEIR OWN SHOPS, CADY SUGCE8TED.  SO, 3GT. LYMAN MlLLER 
WAS SOON ON HIS WAY TO  BECOMING THE BASE'S "PROFESSOR OF ORTHO- 
PEDIC BRAOERY" IN HIS ORIENTAL BUILDING TOWER SHCP.  ALSO, CAW 
SPOKE TO ARNEST ABOUT GETTINC A FEW DAYS OFF SOMETIME SOON. THEN, 
CAPT. ?TALEY, FOR SOME REASON FOR A PBS MAN, REMARKED THAT THE 
2 1ST SEEMED TO BE KATOUSA'S *FAIR HAIRED UNIT.* 
THE OFFICER PATIENT3FS MESS WAS IN A TENT IN THE COURT OF 
T HE LIBYA BUILDING, JUST A FEW FZET FROM CADY'S CHILLY SOMBER 
OFFICE, BUT THE FLOOR WAS TILED AND THE TENT WAS WLNTERLZEC. 
CADY 
CORPORAL MICHAEL GIANNASCO WAS RUNNING IT WITH ALL THE VERVE or 
A JOE GARAVELLI, BACK IN ST. LOUIS, AND WITH GREAT CUSTOMER SATIS- 
FACTION. STEAK, EGOS, FLAPJACKS, AND ALL WER BEING COOKED TO 
INDIVIDUAL TASTE. CADY MEANT TO ENTERTAIN SOME GENERALS THERE 
SOMETIME VERY SOON, AND GfANNASCO WAS PROBABLY DUE FOR ANOTHER 
STRIPE. 
10 FEBRUARY, THE FIRST LEVY OF FULL DUTY MEN DEPARTED, AD 
8AD DAY FOR SOME WHO LEFT AND SOME WHO WERE LEFT BEHIND. 2ND 
LT. MARY V« HARRISON ON TO WITH THE 95TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL ON 
THE ANZIO "BiTCHHEAD" WAS REPORTED LIGHTLY WOUNDED.  CAPT. 
SPALDING ASKED FOR A WEEK OFF. CADY SPOKE TO CAPT. SALTER ABOUT 
HER AND   THE   GENERAL   ATTITUDE   OF   THE   SIBT'B    NURSES.       SHE   SAfn 
SHE    HAD    NOTICED*^   LOT   OF    CHANGE."      HE   SUGGESTED   THAT    ANOTHER 
BEACHHEAD DETACHMENT GROUP OR TWO WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY REACH ALL 
THE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAD BEEN INFLUENTIAL IN THE RECENT PROBLEMS, 
BUT THEY ALREADY SEEMED TO HAVE BEEN ABLE TO LEARN THEIR FACTS 
OF WAR VICARIOUSLY. 
OFF ICER8 
U  FEBRUARY EVENING, THE 21STS       ATTENDED THE WPBS 
MEDICAL SOCIETY." ADVANCED TREATMENT OF BURNS, AND THE NEW 
ANTIBIOTIC PENICILLIN WERE DISCUSSEI. GAS GANGRENE, THE SCOURGE 
OF WORLD WAR I   WAS LESS TROUBLESOME WITH THE USE OF SULPHANIL- 
AMIDES AND BETTER SURGERY. PENICILLIN HAD NOT YET PROVED ITSELF, 
BUT LOOKED EXCITING FOR OTHER THINGS THAN GONORRHOEA, AND SYPHILIS. 
GEN. FOX, IN CHARGE OF TYPHUS CONTROL, WAS VERY ENTHUSIASTIC 
ABOUT THE VACCINE AND THE DDT DUSTING FOR LICE. HE SAID JUST TO 
SATISFY CURIOSITY ASOUT HO'.', LOUSY A MAN COULD BECOME, THEY HAD 
COUNTED ALL THE LICE RECOVERED FROM AN EMACIATED OLD CAVE DWELLING 
NEAPOLITAN BEGGAR. THERE WERE 20 GifAMs, AND 5,000 LICE FROM THEIR 
CALCULATED WEIGHT. THERE WERE 50 TO 60  NEW CASES OF TYPHUS A FEW 
WEEKS BACFL, BUT THAT HAD BEEN REDUCED TO J OR 6 DAILY. SEVENTY 
CAOY 
THOUSAND CIVILIANS WERE BEING OUSTED AND VACCINATEO DAILY. MEDICAL 
HISTORY WAS BEING MADE. CADY THEN RESOLVED HE WOULD TRY TO GET 
CAPTAINS VINCENT S. CONTI AND JOS. F. ZIGARELLI AND THEIR TWO 
ITALIAN SPEAKING NURSE ASSISTANTS SOME RECOGNITION FOR THEIR 
SERVICES ON FOX'S TYPHUS DETAIL^ OV 
CADY, DRAKE, SOLOTIN AND BENDOS WENT PAST A NEARBY BOMBED- 
OUT ITALIAN CEMETARY BENDOS HAD HEARD ABOUT. THE SHATTERED 
TIERS OF CRYPTS IN THE OLD CEMETARY WALLS SHOWEO UP WHOLE 
FAMILIES OF MUMMIE8 EXPOSED.  SOME OF THE BROKEN MARBLE SLABS 
HAD BEEN REPLACEO BY OLD TIN OR SCRAP BOARDS BY DEVOTED SURVIVORS. 
PITIFUL LITTLE BOUQUETS OF FLOWERS WERE HERE AND THERE. THIS 
GRISLY DEVASTATION OCCURED WHEN THE NAZIS RAD BLOWN UP A BRIDGE. 
BENDOS REMARKES SOON THAT IT GAVE HIM A FUNNY FEELING, WHICH 
BOLOTIN EVIDENTLY SHARED, FOR THEY BOTH WENT TO SIT IN THE CAR. 
THE MEDICS PROWLED AROUND UNTIL THEY CAME TO A CARETAKER WHO 
SHOWED THEM A CENTRAL BUILDING WHERE THEY DRIED OUT THE CADAVERS 
IN 8AND FOR ^B   TO 20 MONTHS BEFORE SHROUDING THEM WITH LINEN 
WRAPPING8 AND PLACING THEM IN THE FAMILY CRYPTS. CADY WAS UNSURE 
THAT HE WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE SHARED THIS WITH HIS FAMILY A8 
AN EXAPLE OF REALISM OF PEACE AND WAR. 
12 FEBRUARY, CADY AWARDED SEVERAL MEDALS AND A COMMENDATION 
IN A CEREMONY.  MArf. STEIN, PBS INSPECTOR, WAS FLATTERING, FOR 
HEJSAID HE LEARNED MORE FROM HIS INSPECTION THAN THE UNIT DID, 
SND HE WOULD RETURN IN A FEW DAYS FOR MORE.  MA«I. DOVE WAS TAKING 
A LEAF OUT OF MULHALL's BOOK.  HE WAS TRYING TO  ARRANGE FOR A 
CAO Y 
MALARIAL    CONTROL   SCHOOL   TO   BE   HOUSE©   WITH  THE   21ST    Ml  A0©UT   10 
DAYS,    (AOAIN,   OMEROMSZ   LA  ftWtf) 
CAOV  WAS   OfTTtMO  FEO   UPf    &«»   PLANtHEO   TO  00   TO   SORREHYO, 
SALERNO,   POMRElt   AND   ROSSlOLV   CASERYA   JUST   TO   eET~TO-HELL   AWAY 
FROM   HIS   ©WN   RLACE   FOR   A   OAT   OR   TWO, 
COL,   PAUL   K.   SAME*.   CO,   95TN  EVACUATION   HOSPITAL,   ©A«E   IH 
At  A  PATIENT   FROM   TME   BEACHHEAD,      HE   MAO   SEEN   *SHOT   THROUOH  THE 
MAR*   BY   SOME   FRAGMENTS   FROM   A   JETTISONED   NAZI   BOMB   WHEN   TWO 
SPITFIRES   HAD   CHASED   THE   GERMAN  TOO  CLOSELY  OH  g  FEBRUARY,      Hf 
HAD   BY   MERE   CHAHCE   MOVED   AWAY   FROM   HIS   DESK   JUST    IS   TIME   TO   SAVE 
H33   LITE.      3AWER   WAD   THE   COMBAT   FATI9UE0   MAN*S   "THOUSAND   YARO 
LOOK"   OH   HIS   CeUNTBHANOE,   AND   HEEDED   SOME  REST   AHO   SECURITY* 
HIS   WHOLE   WHIT   HAD   BEEN  RELIEVED.      TwCNTV-EIOHT   Of   HIS   PATIENTS 
AND   RERSOHHEL   HAD   BEEH   KILLED,    IHCLOOIHO   PRIHCIPLE   CHIEF    ..NURSE, 
ftT   U,   8LAH0HE  f%   SlOHAH.   AHO   64  OTHERS   WOUNDED, Hf   SAID   THAT 
J03T   4   DAYS   EARLIER   THE   33*0   FIELD   HOSPITAL   HAD   BEEM   SHELLED   BY 
ARTILLERY,        ANZI0*S   HOSPITAL   AREA   WAS   CALLED   *H£LL*S   HALF   ACRE," 
THIS WAS SETTIHO CLOSE TO THE atrr's TEH NURSES, AHD THE ? ENLISTED 
LEVY   TAKEN   WITH  LESS   THAN   24   HOURS   WARNINS, 
ON 14 FEBRUARY THERE WAS A RUMOR or TWO MAJOR GENERALS, 
ACCOMRAN.EO BY BRIS. SEN. PENCE.WERE IN THE AREA, SO CAOV OAVE 
VP  TMC IDEA or A DAY OFF. HE TRIED UNSUCCESSFULLY TO RACK DRAKE 
AND   MAJ.   COLEMAH   L.   HASIE,   Of.   Wt   TO   TAKE   CAPT,   SRALD.H©   DOWN   TO 
THE   SORRENTO   KURSINO   »*EST   C-AMR.'       PRETTY   BLOND   ft»   IT.   ALICE   C 
KOKROA   WAS   8EINS   TRANSFERRED   TO   MBS   TO   «A«RY   CART.    JAMES   fa   LEWIS, 
MC.      SHE   WAS   ONE   OF   THE      NURSES   WHO   HAD   TRIED   TO   AOART   READILY. 
THOUOH   HARRILY   MUCH   STRICKEN   BY   OAN   CUSRO,    HER    VISJO   CAOY'S 
OFFICE   WAS   A   TEARFUL   ADIEU   TO   HER   UNIT,    AND    IT   WAS   NOT   REALLY 
EASY   FOR   THE   COMMANDER   EITHER, 
MAJ,    STEIN   RETURNED   HAD   RETURNED   ON   THE   13TH,    AND   BOLOTIN 
CADY 
HAD TAKEN HIM IN TOW.  THE MEDICAL CENTER WA8 APPARENTLY BEING 
TAKEN FROM THE JURISDICTION OF THE PlFTH ARMY, OS MAYBE FROM ITS 
INFLUENCE.   IT WAS 8AIO THAT COL. SPAHR, CAP* HURWITZ AND  CAPT. 
HAJdAR WERE TO BE REPLACED BY PBS OFFICERS, INCLUDING MA<I. 3TEIW* 
CADY ARRANGE^ FOR COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM REPRESENTATIVE, 
MR. JOHN CHAS. DALEY, TO INTERVIEW A YOUNG OFFICER, IT. LE GUERSN, 
FOR A BROADCAST TO THE STATES.  IT WAS SAID THE PARENTS OF THE 
PATIENT HAD BEEN ALERTED TO LISTEN IN ON HIS ACCOUNT OF HIS BEACH- 
HEAD EXPERIENCES.    ... COL. DOCKUM, C0t 6TH PERSONNEL CENTER 
IN THE RACE TRACKS, CAME TO CADY TO GET THE MEDICAL CENTER CLUB 
FOR A DANCE, BUT WAS TAKEN TO THE CLUB OFFICER, MATL. FORTESI,TO 
LEAR&THE FATE OF HIS REQUE8T. THEN COL. ARNEST REALLY BROUGHT BRIO. 
GEN. A. i« PENCE AROUND, BUT HE WAS IN SUCH A HU>|RY THAT HE SAW 
LITTLE EXCEPT SURGERY AND A NEW 2TST ENGINEER LATRINE ACROSS THE 
STREET. THAT OUT OF THE WAY, CADY AND DRAKE HURRIED DOWN TO 
POMPEII FOR A HALF HOLIDAY. 
THEIR GUIDE HAD SPENT 15 YEARS IN NEW YORK, HE SAID. He 
PROTECTED THEM FROM THE HOARDE OF GYP SOUVENIR VENDORS. THEY 
THOUGHT HE WAS PROBABLY SPEAKING VERITIBLE HISTORY WHEN HE INDIC- 
ATED RUINS OF LITTLE NARROW BALCONIES.  BACK IN 7& OR 80 ANNO 
DOMINI THESE SEEMED TO BE STANDARD APPURTANCES OF HOUSES OF PROS- 
TITUTION. THE STREET WALLS OF THE SHOPS HAD WHITE PATCHES OF 
PAINT WITH RED-LETTERED SLOGANS AND A EQUIVALENT COUNSEL FOR 
"VOTE FOR HONEST JOE SPAGHETTI" POLITICAL PROPAGANDA. THE LITTLE 
SHOPS, BAKERIES, ETC., WERE NOT SO MUCH DIFFERENT IN PHYSICAL 
ARRANGEMENTS   FROM   ANY   MODERN    ITALIAN   VILLAGE'S.       SOME   OF   THE 
8ETTER   RESIDENCES   SHOWED    SIGNS   OF   MODERN   PARITY   EXCEPT   FOR   THE 
PLUMBING   AND    SCREENING.       THE    BATH   HOUSES   WERE   REALLY   QUITE   SOME- 
THING   WHICH   COULD   BE   USED   TODAY    IF   RESTORED.    SOME   LEAD   PIPING   WAS 
ftT »l I      IM    rwtnriiof Uy>   »«»«•*•»»•Frs    OAOTO    nr    Tur    r-irv   «r«*    «T it l 
CADV 
COVERED BY 36 FEET OR MORE OF VOLCANIC STONES, PUMACE AND ASH 
WHICH HAD BEGUN 24 AUGUST 79 A.D., AND LASTED TOR SOME 36 HOURS 
OF THE HISTORICAL ERUPTION. 
ABOUT HALF OF THE CITY, PROBABLY, HAD BEEN EXCAVATED DURING 
THE PRECEDING 25 YEARS.  A THOUSAND BODIES OUT OF THE 20,000 
ESTIMATED POPULATION HAD BEEN FOUND, SOME SO WELL PRESERVED AS 
TO SEEM QUITE LIFE-LIKE,  AT LEAST,THE PASTER CASTS OF THE 
SPACES THEY OCCUPIED IN THE AGE HARDENED ASHES SHOWED THEM SO 
MINUTELY ACCURATELY THAT THE TINY PORES OF THE FACE SHOWED WELL. 
THE GUIDE HAD TO HCRFTIFY THEM A BIT BY GOING THROUGH THE 
M
RED LIGHT DISTRICT," AND THIS 3EEMED RATHER ON THE SETTER SIDE 
OF ARCHITECTURAL RESPECTABILITY. HE SAID THE PHALLIC SIGNS CUT 
INTO THE VITREOUS LAVA BLOCK IN THE STREET PAVING WERE POINTERS 
FOR THE LOCATION OF THE HOUSES OF PROSTITUTION. SOTTF OF THESE 
DIVES HAO THEIR PORNOGRAPHIC WALL DECORATIONS STILL PRESENT IN 
QUITE CLEAR DETAILS. THEY WERE SO 'MODERN* AS TO CAUSE SOME 
SPECULATION AS TO HOW MUCH HUMANITY HAD PROGRESSED, OR REALLY 
WANTS TO CHANGE IN SEXUALITY MATTERS. ONE THING SEEMED A BIT 
TOO MUCH FOR PRESENT MORGS. BUT HAS ALSO BEEN PROVIDED FOR, AND 
THAT WAS THE ADJACENT "VOMITORIUMH WHICH WAS A PART OF THESE CAY 
NIGHT SPOTS. THE DOMUS VETTIORIUM* REPUTED BY THE GUIDE TO BE 
THE HOME OF GAY WEALTHY BACHELOR BROTHERS, AND A HOUSE OF PROSTI- 
TUTION SEPV! NDR FEMININE CLIENTELE, WAS GUARDED AT THE ENTRANCE BY 
A PAINTING OF PRIAPUS.  IT WAS STURDILY FRAMED, COVEREO, LOCKED, 
AND STILL WAS VISABLE ONLY FOR A FEE,-NO SNAPSHOTS ALLOWED! 
FOR CAO/ 
(IN TIME MAJ. HARRY AGREES SNEAKED ONE.) THERE WERE SOME VERY 
PRETTY WALL DECOFATIONS IN SIDE WITH SYMBOLIC LITTLE FIGURES, 
BEUTIFULLY DONE AND STILL EXQUISITELY CLEAR IN BRILLIANT OUTLINES 
AND COLORS. 
A LARGE OLD STONE FARM HOUSE STOOD HIGH UP ON THE HILL MADE 
"AOY 
BY   THE   VOLCOfclfC   SOIL   MANTLE   OF   THE   CRAD   CITY. THE   EXCAVATES 
FQ»UM   WOULD   BE   CUITF   A   PLACE   TO   MAINTAIN   AND   USE   EVEN   IN   MODERN 
TIMES    IP    IT   WERE   RE~CLOTHED    IN   ITS   MARBLE   VENEERS,    STATUES,   AND 
THE   LIKE,    BUT   THOSE   VALUABLE    ITEMS   HAD   SEEN   PLUNDERED.      THtS 
CEAC   CITY   HAO   SEEN     MODERNIZE^   ALSO   BY   A   FAIR   SPRINKLING   Of   CRATERS 
MADE   OY   Al»   BOMBS.      THE   HISH-FLYI*f<3   A|oM£M   MIOHT   EASILY   MISTAKE 
THE   EXCAVATED   RUINS   AS   THE   OUTLINES   Or   A   LIVABLE   CITY,   MAYSE   PHOW 
tOfOO0  UP,    C**f   OPINED.       ...NOT   SUCH   A   SAD   SUNDAY   AFTERNOON  CX- 
SUASION   AT   THAT. 
MONDAY,    t^TH,   COL.   LT,   COL.   VlNNIE   JEFFRie,    PBS,   BROUGHT 
COL. DARNALL, HOSPITALIZATION, ETOUSA, AND LT, COL. ftowr, MATOUSA, 
POP   AN    INSPFCTtON   LASTING   UNTIL   NOON.      DARNALL   HAP   BEFN   FWWT   AT 
WASHINGTON U. MEDICAL SCHOOL,  193$,  AND THEN 3f YEARS  IN THE 
SURGEON lt«litJkt*f OcFier.    KMf WAS A GRADUATE or THE $CHOOI,   *28, 
SO   HE   HAO   AN   OLD   SCHOOL   TIE   WITH  THr   UNIT.      CADY   THOUGHT   THEY   WERE 
WELL    IMPRESSED,    ESPECIALLY   AFTER   THAT   HA0   *CURBSTONE*   CONTACT 
WITH  MULMALL'S   PftHAJ? *L f T AT ION   SECTION,    AMD   WITH   WHAT   THE   UNIT 
WAS   DOINC   ALONG   I I NED   tf   MMGK**   AMD   BETTER   RETURNS   TO   DUTY. 
CADY   TOOK   THEM   OVER   TO   BE   THE   BOWSED   OUT   CEHETAPY   AND   C"»ARNALL 
TOOK   MANY   SNAP-SHOTS   OF   THE   GRUESOME   SIQHTS    (4^).       ..IT   SEEMED 
a 
TO   CADY   THAT   HAHT   OF   THE    INSPECTORS   WERE   START IN    IN   THE   CENTER 
WITH  THE   ?tDT   INSTEAD   OF   THE   OTMFP   HOSPITALS   WHICH   WERE   REALLY 
MORE   ACCESSIBLE    t«   THE     PHYSICAL   SENSE.       SUSPICION   BORN   OF      PAST 
EXPERIENCE   CAUSED   HIM  TO   WRITE    IN   HIS   CONFIDENTIAL   NOTES*    "\   HOPE 
OUR   EFFICIENCY   WON'T    INTERFERE   WITH   OUT   PETTING   OUT   OF   HERE   WHEN 
THE  MTfft  coMJ:n..,M 
THF 3?Rr FffU HOSPITAL NURSES HAC STAGED AT TERME BEFORE 
COfHG TO THE "BlTCHWEAO* AT ANZIO, AN* THEY WERE BACK FOR Re* 
STAGING.  17 FEBRUARY, CAOY LEARNED THEIR CO, LT. COL. SAMUEL A, 
MANSER. MO. OP ST. LOUIS. MO., WAS A CASUALTY AND IN THE ^ffa 
CADY 
GENERAL HOSPITAL. CADY VISITED HIM BEARING ONE OF THE TERME 'GET 
WELL CAKES.'  HIS ARM WOUND, A SEVERED NERVE, MIGHT BE A HANDICAP 
FOR HIS FUTURE SURGERY.  . . LT . COL. DUGAN AND T ST LT. RUTH BALDWIN 
(12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL) SPENT THE DAY INSPECTING.  THEIR GRATUITOUS 
CONCERN, IT SEEMED TO CADY, ABOUT TWO OF THE LARGE FIELD OVENS THE 
UNIT HAD WANGLED AND SALVAGED FOR THE BAKERY, CAUSED HIM TO BECOME 
APPREHENSIVE A3QUT KEEPING THEMl ...COL. ARNEBT AND CAPT. STALEY 
PAID A VISIT AND HAD CADY CALL THE CHIEFS IN SO HE COULD TALK DIR- 
ECTLY, OVER CADY'S HEAD, TO THEM.   IT WAS ABOUT GETTING MEN  OUT 
OF THE HOSPITAL AND BACK TO THEIR OWN UNITS.  AFTER THEY DEPARTED, 
CADY WAS NETTLED, AND POINTED OUT THE SIGNIFICANCE or THEIR DIRECT 
TALK   VISIT.        fF   TH?TY   HAD    NOT   WORKED    AS    HARD   AS   CADY   HAD    BEEN   ASKING, 
THEY   SHOULD   REALIZE   THEY   HAD    BEEN   LETTING   THEIR    UNIT   DOWN,    THEIR 
SERVICES,    THEIR   ENLISTED   MEN,    AND    HAD    EMBARRASSED   THEIR   CO.       THEY 
COULD   LOSE   MORE   OF   THEIR   OWN   ENLISTED   PERSONNEL   AS   COMBAT   RE-PLACE- 
MENTS   A3   A   RESULTl      HE   LEFT   THIS   MEETING   WITH   THE   PRIVATE   DETERM- 
INATION   TO   PERSONAL!?*   FUTURE   EVIDENCES   OF    LAZINESS   OR   Of   OBFTIN- 
ANCY   ABOUT   THE   MATTER. 
L.T.COL.    W.   C.   WILLIAMS,    ALLIED   TYPHUS   CONTROL   COMMISSION, 
WAS   STILL   WANTING   TO   RETAIN   ONE   OF   THE   UNIT'S   OFFICERS,    AND   CAME 
TO   TALK   ABOUT    HIS   NEEDS.   CADY   SAID    * NO*,    FOR   THE    NEED   £OR   CAPT. 
VINCENT   CONTI    WAS   VERY   GREAT   AT   THE   21 ST. 
TERME'S COLONEL'S ROW WAS IRRITIBLE. LT. HIE WAS HAVING TO 
LEARN   BY   PERSONAL    EXPERIENCE   THAT   PEOPLE   WERE      THE   MOST    IMPORTANT 
COMPONENT   OF    HIS    JOB   AS    "COMMANDANT!    Dl    TERME."   TH18   TIME,    HE    HAD 
LET    SOME   OF    THE   MESS   MAIDS   LOOK    AFTER   THE   ROOMS   WITHOUT   FULLY 
REALIZING   THAT    IT   WAS    NO      PROPER   WAY   TO   USE   GENERAL   FUNDS   FOR    A 
SPECIAL   BENEFIT   OF    A   FEW,    NO^HAD    HE   EXPLAINED   WHAT    HE   WAS   DOING 
TO   THE   DENIZENS   OF   COLONEL'S   ROW.       THEY   BOILED   OVER   WHEN   HE    HAD 
TO   STOP   THIS   FREE    SERVICE   AND   BILLED   THEM   WITHOUT   A   FULL   PRIOR 
CAOY 
EXPLANATION.  CADY MAD NEVER SEEN DRAKE SO INCENSED BEFORE. THEY 
WOULD NOT PAY!   .. ...SO CADY TOLO NlE TO 'FORGIVE THEM THEIR DEBTS* 
AND HE WOULD FOOT THE BILL HIMSELF, BECAUSE HE REGARDED NIE'S MIS- 
TAKE AS HIS OWN BECAUSE OF HI8 LACK OF SUPERVISION, AND THEREFORE 
HIS RESPONSIBILITY.  NlE SHOULD CONTINUE TO PUT JANITRE88ES IN 
THE QUARTERS, BUT THERE WOULD BE MO PERSONAL ROOM MAID SERVICES, 
UNLESS THEY WOULD MAKE PRIOR ARRANGEMENTS TO PAY FOR THEM. 
THE MAID QUIT BECAUSE THE COLONELS WOULD NOT PAY HER*    THEY 
STILL WANTED TO BLAME NlE FOR WHAT WOULD HAVE AMOUNTED TO TAPPINQ 
THE TILL FOR THEIR PERSONAL SERVICES, BECAUSE THEY STILL  DID NOT 
UNDERSTAND EITHER.  t& FEBRUARY, CADY EXPLAINED THE SITUATION TO 
DRAKE, AND EXPLAINED THE SNARL AS DUE TO K|f*i MISGUIDED PREFER- 
ENTIAL TREATMENT FOR THEM, AND SUGGESTED THAT DRAKE GET THE WITCH 
HUNT AGAINST NlE REDIRECTED INTO MORE PRODUCTIVE AREAS,  LATER, 
GURLEY, BEAM AND PATTON CAME IN TO EXPLAIN HOW THEY THOUGHT THEY 
HAO BEEN CONCERNED ABOUT MTH£ PRINCIPLE OF THE THING*, AND HE 
AGREED THAT IT IS USUALLY A BAD PRINCIPLE TO GIVE AWAY PREFERENCE 
WITHOUT FULL UNDERSTANDING, AND SQUALL* A BAD PRINCIPLE TO GIVE 
PEOPLE SOMETHING THEY LIKE WHICH MUST BE TAKEN AWAY AFTER THEY 
HAVE BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO IT.  CERTAINLY, THEY COULD HAVE MAID 
8ERVICE IF THEY WOULD ONLY SEE K#« ABOUT ACTING AS THEIR OWN AGENT. 
THEY ALL PAID UP, GOT MAID SERVICES BACK, AND COLONEL^ ROW FELT 
BETTER   FOR   THE   TANTRUM   AND   MORE   TRANQUIL   EMOTIONALLY   THAN   FOR   SOME 
TIME. 
CADY   FOUND   TIME   TO   LOOK    IN   ON   COL.    DOCKUM*S   PERSONNEL   CENTER 
DANCE IN THE TERME SALON, IOWED OUT QUICKLY, AND WAS GLAD TO GET 
TO BED, SPECULATING PUEFULLY HOW »T WAS IN THESE PROBLEMS WITH 
FIELD GRAO OFFICERS THAT HE WAD AGAIN RELEARNLNG TO ©TOP TO ASK A 
HIMSELF WHETHER HE SHOULD JUST PREEMPTORILY DEMONSTRATE WHO WAS THE 
BOBS, OR SHOULD HE JUST CONTINUE TO TRY PATIENTLY TO GET THE BIS 
40®   BONE   WITH  WHATEVER   PERSONNEL   «CS0URS£8   ME   MAO   AVAILABLE   EOR 
ITI 
19  TCBRUARV,   0OLOTIN   RLAVEO   UOV   BOUNTIFUL   »V   VfBIT I NO   ALL 
THE   aitT'*   IWRSE   PATIENTS    IM   THE   2>0   SEVERAL   HOSPITAL,   A«0   010- 
TRISUTED   SOME   AROMAT IC   BAKERY  90008   TO   REMfNB   THEM   Or   HOME,      TH~Y 
KM*   ON   TO   SEE   LT«   COL,    MANSER   WHO   WOULD   BET   EVACMATEO   HOME.      THEY 
CALEEC   ON   AMfAMA      ACQUAINTANCE   WHO   MAO   BEEN   A   DECK   COMMANDER 
OR   A   BOAT   TO   THE   *3 f TCWS4EA*"   AM    HAD  TAKEN   A   »A0   OU«KIM#   AM   EX» 
?oa«i*e.    AT THE f4tM STATION HOSPITAL THEV VISITED ANOTHER 3Y. 
LOUIS   ACQUAINTANCE   ©H08E   APPENDECTOMY   MAO   MOT   CMMtCfi   Uti   PSYCHO- 
SOMATIC    HOROAM   RECITAL.*      ?HER   THEY   Mtftf   TO   THE   Jt8T*»   OWN   NttRSES's 
WAJ»0»   ROT   THE   UNIT*©  PERSONNEL,   AND   PASSED   OilT   SWEET   CINNAMON  ROLLS 
TO   ALL   v?HO  WERE   ALLOWEO   TO   WAVE   TM£tf#     DUR t NO   THE   EVENING   THEY 
rlQtttV SOLOTHJ'S Put***  THE ftftui EHIISTSB GuBBi   IN THE   ITALIAN 
3KEET    "-LUB   BUKOtM   <tUST   AVER   tHE   HlLL   f«M   ftMMt*      MEBB   S«T. 
»M, T, (TORY) WILLIS HAD ORSANIZEO IT AMO HAD STOLEN A RCAL MARCH 
OR   THE   Mlt*l   OFFICERS*   QUff«       tT   WAS    ISOLATED   MB   HAD   A   FINE   DANCE 
FLOOR   AND   SAP,    CMEC5?   ROOM,   PEAS INS   ROOM,   POWER   ROOMS*   ETO*   AND   A 
a,0.q,q   KITCHEN,       "A'Y   REMARKED   TMEV   KM   BETTER   WIRES   AND   LlGQUORS 
THAR  THE   MEDICAL   CCBMft   CL^A.      Trtf    ITALIAN   MAI03   AND   WAITRESSES   WERE 
ALL   CLEARED   UP   A?»0   LIKING!   REALLY   Vtm   P*£TTY.      THEY   KNEW   ALL   THE 
rtUS-CUTTIM*   DANCES,   TOO.      AFTER   A   TINE   DISH   M   SPUMBNt,   AND   A   TOKEN 
DAN^E,    TMEV   DEPARTED*   CABY   BROPPEC   SV   THE   CfRTER   CLUB   TO   RAY   HIS 
BACK   r.V£3f    A        7V£r   ffttffl   TO   C0MP08E   HIMSELF    IN   HIS   MOT   SALT   SPaNO 
3ATH   SErORE   CRAWLING    INT3   H|Q   SLEEP INS   SAB*   He   JMST   HQPEO   SSNDOS 
HA?   SU?CESSEULLY   K|LLE~    OUT   A   RECENT   C, \M%   fcfiMlfitfLWWa.   INVASION* 
IRCIOERTLY,   8END05   WAS   THE    8©*|   nMAlD%   FOR   CAOY   DIE    MOT   WANT   ANY 
ITALIANS, MALE on   l?t«A4ti ARBMAO MIS PE«S3NAL QUARTERS OR HIS OESK. 
20   ~E8RUARV.    CADY   OgQtJED   ME   AND   DtfAKE   SHOULD   SO   TO   feMfttNt* 
CAOY 
TO SEE WHERE HE HAD BEEN ORDERING OFFICERS AND NURSES FOR REST AT 
THE FIFTH ARMY REST CENTER. THEY TOOK ENGINEER MAJ. HASIE AND 
CAPT. FOSTER.  SORRENTO WAS AN INTERESTING AND PRETTY TYPICAL 
TOURIST*S TOWN WITH MOST OF THE SHOP-KEEPERS EAGER TO NICK AN 
ALLIED ROLL OF LIRI.  CADY BOUGHT SOME SOUVENIR POST CARDS, AND 
APPRECIATED AN INLAID WOOD CIGARET BOX FROM SORRENTO WHICH HAD 
BEEN GIVEN TO HIM BY A PATIENT SOME YEARS EARLIER, AFTER HE HAD 
WATCHED SOME OF THE ARTISANS MAKING THEM WITH THEIR MINITURE SAWS 
AND DELICATE PATTERNS. HOTEL VLTTORIO WAS FINE, AND FULL OF 
AMERICANS IN VARIOUS STAGES OF SELF-INDUCED BIBULOUS RELAXATION. 
MOST BEECHHEAD OFFICERS WERE RALISLY IDENTIFIED BY THEIR APPEARANCE 
AND ACTIONS. MAJ. HASIE WAS REALLY ALMOST LIKE A WIDE-EYED COUNTRY 
BOY COME TO TOWN, AND ENJOYED IT IMMENSELY.  THE BAR HAD A DRINK 
CALLED VESUVIO WHICH 800N ALLEVIATED ANY NERVOUS TENSIONS AND 
IRRITIBILITIES THEY HAD THEMSELVES, AND MADE THEM MORE TOLERANT 
OF FOOD ' NOT QUITE SO GOOD AS OUR MESS.' CADY DEPARTED, FEELING 
CERTAIN HE WOULD LIKE TO RETURN FOR A REST. TOO, IF HE COULD BE 
ASSURED THAT HE WOULD GET MORE REAL REST THAN MOST OF HIS YOUNG 
NURSES DID WHO WENT THERE;    THEY DID NOT REALLY WANT A REST, 
BUT A BEAUTIFUL ROMANTIC CHANGE. 
21 FEBRUARY, MULHALL DROPPED IN TO REPORT.  IT SEEMED THA T 
GEN. DEVERS, HO.., NATOUSA, HAD BEEN AROUND TELLING WHAT HE WANTED 
DONE, 8UCH AS FASTER PATIENT RELEASES FROM HOSPITALS.  THE BASE 
SURGEON'S OFFICE WAS OBVIOUSLY GETTING ITS OWN PRODDING FROM HIM. 
MULHALL HAD ARRANGED AN OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO GEN PENCE ABOUT THE 
21ST>S PRACTICES, AND HIS OWN, IN REHABILITATION. HE CITED HOW 
CADY HAD FREELY U8ED LIMITED ASSIGNMENT LINE OFFICERS IN AFRICA 
AND ESPECIALLY IN THE VD CENTER REHABILITATION  ACTIVITIES.  HE 
THOUGHT, AFTER THIS, THERE MIGHT BE OTHER LINE OFFICERS PLACED IN 
HOSPITALS DOING THE SAME JOB HE WAS WITH THE EARLIER RETURN OF   . 
CADY 
GEN. DEVERS WANTED MEN BACK IN UNIFORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE; I.E., 
OUT OF HOSPITAL GARB DURING THEIR REHABILITATION PERIOD. CADY 
HAD BEEN PRETTY SUCCESSFULLY CUTTING DOWN AWOLS AND DRUNKEN HELL- 
RAISING BY TAKING AND KEEPING THE PANTS AWAY FROM ALL PATIENTS 
FROM PRIVATES TO GENERALS. HE HOPED THE ADDITIONAL, AND RESPON- 
SIBLE LINE OFFICERS IN THE REHABILITATION SECTION WOULD BE  80M£, 
COMPENSATION FOR THE GENERAL'S IDEA.  MULHALL GOT A IE£|ON OF 
MERIT IN AFRICA FOR HIS COMBAT CONDITIONING BATTALION, AND SUCH 
MIGHT SE STARTED IN ITALY, BUT — THOUGHT CADY— NOT BY JUST THAT NAME 
IN HOSPITALS. MULHALL AND SEVERAL PEOPLE WERE COMPLAINING OF 
BOTTLE-NECKS AND RED-TAPE IN THE SURGEONS OFFICE, AND EACH WISE 
NAMING A DIFFERENT PERSON. 
COL. STONE, CO, 9TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL HAD HIS GRIPES, AND 
A LT. BOYD FROM LT. COL. FRANK DRAKE1S BEACHHEAD OFFICE or 3RD 
INF. QIV. SURGEON, COMPLAINED ABOUT BEING HELD UP IN SOME INVEST- 
IGATION HE WAS MAKING. CAPT HAROLD "REEDMAN COULD NOT FOLLOW HIS 
GARDENING HOBBY IN ITALY, AND HE WAS BEING CRITICAL or ALLEGED 
MESS DEFICIENCIES WHILE OTHERS BECAME COMPLIMENTARY.  CADY WAS ABOUT 
TO CAST AROUND FOR SOME SORT OF EXTRA DUTY CONNECTED WITH IMPROVING 
THE MESS FOR HIM TO DO, AS WAS DONE IN BOU HANIFIA, BUT FREEDMAN 
LEARNED OF CAOY'S SYMPTOMATIC SPECULATIONS IN TIME TO MEND HIS WAYS. 
THEY BOTH REMEMBERED HOW THE TEAM OF FREEDMAN AND FRIEND DID NOT 
FIND ALL THE FRESH EGGS AND VEGETABLES WANTED BY THE OFFICERS MESS 
BACK THERE. CAPT. SPALDING WAS STILL HAVING HER TROUBLES WITH 
OFFICERS.  NEW LT. OOUIUS S. ABRAMSON, MAC, WAS GIVEN A SPECIAL 
ORIENTATION AND TOLD TO MAKE IT HIS BUSINESS TO HANDLE HER ADMIN- 
ISTRATIVE PROBLEMS 'SATISFACTORILY TO ALL CONCERNED,* AND TO ACT 
AS HER ADJUTANT. 
23 FEBRUARY, THE 21ST'S OFFICERS CLUB OPENED ITS OWN BAR 
CAOY 
AMERICAINE IN A RATHER DISTANT SOUTHERN PART OF TERME.  IT WAS 
NICELY ARRANGED AND WELL STOCKED, AND RESTRICTED TO 21ST OFFICERS, 
INCLUDING   THE   WOMEN,   OF   COURSE.      CAPT.    SLATTERY   AND   LT.    WKITTEMORE 
HAQ    PULLED   OUT    OF   TERME   WITHOUT   AUTHOR IZAT|QN   AND    HAD    SET   UP   A 
WINTERIZED   TENT   OF   THEIR   OWN    IN   THE   Q^   DETACHMENT'S   AREA,      THEY 
HAD AN HAT HOME" AND WFLSH RAREBIT FOR CAOY, DRAKE AND BOLOTIN. 
F)  CAPT. 3TALEY HAD CALLED ABOUT A JOB OF WHOT POTATO HOLD INS,* 
BEAM AND GREENE WERE TO MEET COL. PFEFFER, 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
LT. COL. JENKINS, !S2ND STATION HOSPITAL, AND SEVERAL OTHERS 
TO INSPECT THE BIO VD CCNER BUILDING FOR HANDLING PSYCHOTIC PATIENTS. 
WHY WAS STALEY BY-PASSING THE CC OF THE 21ST? CADY HORNED IN ON 
THE DEAL TO PROTECT BEAM AND GREENE FOR SOMEONE HAD TOLD BEAM THAT 
THE 2T8T WAS TO ASSUME THE CARE OF THIS 81® PSYCHOTIC PATIENT SECTION! 
ESPECIALLY I INTERESTING BECAUSE THE 45TH SEEMINGLY HAD BEEN DES- 
IGNATED AS THE HP   HOSPITAL, BUT HAD THEN BEEN RELIEVED OF THEIR 
BEST PSYCHIATRIST.   IT WAS SOON OBVIOUS THAT NEITHER PFEFFER NOR 
CADY WANTED THE*HOT POTATO." CAPTAINS BERNARD L. GREENE AND ROBT. 
E. PECK WERE ALREADY MUCH OVERLOADED WITH THE 2tsT*s OWN PATIENTS. 
CADY TRIED OVER-AGGRESSIVENESS STRATEGY, THE COMBAT EQUIVALENCE OF 
OFFENSIVE DEFENCE,  STALEY SAID THE THEATRE HAD 500 PATIENTS TO 
HANDLE FOR ITSELF, BUT CADY SAID IT WOULD NOT END THERE, BUT BE 
600, THEN 700 AND gOO OR A THOUSAND. THE 2tRT WOULD NEED THIS AND 
MORE OF THAT, AND DEMANDED SUCH OTHER THINGS, PERSONNEL, INCLUDING 
STRIPPING ALL THE OTHER UNITS OF PSYCHIATRIST AND PSYCHOLOGISTS. 
THEN THE 21ST COULD HANDLE THE ADOITONAL JOB, EVEN IF PSYCMOTICS 
WERE NOT GOING TO BE SENT BACK TO THE STATES WHERE THEY REALLY 
SHOULD GO WHEN THE DIAGNOSES WERE FIRST MADE,  ...THE OLD BARN OF 
A 8UILUING WOULD JUST HAVE TO BE WORKED OVER A IOT,TOOF 
NEW3 CAME THAT NURSES RUBY L. HOPPE AND MARY W. HARRISON 
HAD ANZIO PURPLE HEARTS AWARDED, WHILE CADY WAS IN THE SUPPLY 
CAOY 
IVISION, LT. SlNER EARNED SEVERAL QOOO MEAL3 ANO ORINKS AT THE 
21ST'S GLUS.     HE WAS VERY COMPLIMENTARY:  PBS COULD  DEPEND ON THE 
EXPERIENCED 21 TO 00 THING RIGHT, ANO REFERRED OTHER UNITS THERE 
K A 
FOR PRECEPTS AND  INFORMATION.   CADY WAS CERTAIN IN HIS OWN MI NO 
THIS SORT OF ADVERTISING WOULD NOT POPULARIZE THE UNIT IN SOME 
OTHER PLACES.  ^AJ. HASIE INVITED HIM TO GO WITH HIM TO ONE OF HIS 
CONSTRUCTION JOSS, THEY DROPPED IN ON LT. "CL. GOSS AT HIS 32NO 
STATION HOSPITAL AT CASERTA AND CADJED LUNCH. HE SAID THEY WERE 
GETTING FIXED UP,  BUT HE HAD KIT TCOUTIES GETTING THINGS DONE. PART 
0F    R}g   r IFF" ICULT JES   •ff*C8    Wit   TO    HIS   PROPINQUITY   TO   THE    NATOUSA 
HEADQUARTERS, JUST A MILE AWAY IN THE PALACE. 
THEY WENT ON TO CAPUA WHERE HASIE WAS CONSTRUCTING A REFUGEE 
CAMP. BACK IN NAPLES HE WAS MAKING ANOTHER IN AN OLD CONVENT 
BIG ENOUGH FOR A GOOD SIZED HOSPITAL. 
BACK IN HIS OFFICE, HE LEARNED APNEST WAS TRYING TO CONCEN- 
TRATE THE BASE'S INFECTIOUS HEPATITIS CASES AT THE 21ST. (WOT HO, 
EMPIREi) THAT WOULD MAKE THE THIRD YEAR OF EXPERIENCE FOR THE UNIT. 
AFTER SUPPER HE HAD THE SERVICE CHIEFS CALLED TO DISCUSS NURSING 
ASSIGNMENTS AND OTHER COGENT PROBLEMS.  THERE WERE OVER 2,000 
SUROIOAL PAT/1ENTS, AND 1,290 WERE "SICK**  SURGICALS.    THE SURGEONS 
WERE SO BUSY THEY HAD NO TIME TO GO TO THE FIFTH ARMY MEDICALA 
MEETING) THAT DAY.    EVERYONE WAS WORKING VERY HARD, MANY OVERTIME, 
AND THERE WAS LITTLE GRIPING ABOUT ANYTHING.  THOSE WHO HAD ANYTHING 
TO SAID IT, ANO WENT BACK TO WORK.  THREE ENLISTED MEN WERE SELECTED 
A 
FOR ROTATION HOME, AND NOT TOlANZIOf 
AFTER SHE GOT OVER SEING OFFENDED WHEN CADY HAD TOLD HER SHE 
WAS NOT TRYING VERY HARD TO SECOME AN OFFICER, WHICH WAS AFTER 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE PHYSICAL THERAPISTS HAD BEEN SHANGHAIED INTO 
OFFICE'*    STATUS,    LT.    f'ETTA    L.    BAXTER    HAD   DONE    SUCH   A    SPLENDID    JOB 
CADY 
HEP    RECOMMENDATION   FOR    LESION   Qr    V£R|T    HAD    NOW   BEEN   FORWARDED. 
*<A«/.    HAMPTONS   PROMOTION   CAVE   THROUGH   AFTER   CAOY*S   LAST   STRONG 
REQUEST. , 
SCUTTLEBUTT BROUGHT SY ?'AJ. HANSEN, 2ND MED. SUP. DEPOT, AND 
A MA^OP COMPANION, WAS THAT Gft, ~HAS. F« SHOOK SURGEON, SOS, 
WOULD SUCCEED GEN. ^R~D BLESSE IN HQ . , NATOUSA.  GEN. BLESSE WOULD 
00 TO HQ.  ALLIED GORGES.    THERE wrnE  N0  SUGGESTIONS or CHANGES   IN 
THE  PBS SURGEON'S OFPICE.     NEXT MORNING CADY SPENT THREE  HOURS 
TAKING   OAPT.    SONDQUIST,    f/ED.    SuP.    P3S,    AROUND.       HE   SEEMED   WELL 
iMMltUU    ,M   SPfTE:   HOF    COL.   CADY'S   COMPLAINTS   OF    SUPPLY   BOTTLE — 
NECKS,    AND   DEMANDS   FOR    SUPPLY   MIRACLES. 
HAMPTON FLEW IN FROM ALGIERS WEARING THE BRIGHT NEW SILVER 
LEAVES HIS TRAVEL ORDERS INDICATED, BUT HE HAD NOT RECEIVED THE 
PROMOTION ORDERS CADY HAD WAITING FOR HIM »AT HOME.' THIS MEANT 
HE WOULD BE TRANSFERRING OUT OF THE UNIT, AND IT WOULD THEN PUT 
QUIET, WELL MANNERED M*J, DlLLMAN IN A MORE TENABLE POSITION IN 
THE RADIOLOGICAL SERVICE. PjjTTON HAD A SPECIAL SURGICAL DINNER 
AND MEETING AT TERME WHICH WAS ATTENDED 3Y A CONSIDERABLE QUANTITY 
OF REAL TALENT. 
fti   SUNDAY,  MULHALL'S   INFORMATION WAS  THAT THE DEV**$REHAB- 
ILITATION PLANS WERE  STILL UNCLEAR.     SHOULD  THEY  SUDDENLY   DUMP  SEVERAL 
OFFICERS   AND    NON-COMS    INTO   UNPREPARED    H03PITAL8   WITH   AUTHORITY, 
0-    THINKING   THEY   HAD   AUTHORITY   TO    INTERFERE   WITH   MEDICAL   »CO|t»*«t, 
CONFUSION   WOULD    BE   CON-OUMDEO.       HAMPTON   WAS    NO%SANXIOUS   TO   GET    HIS 
fRAHtTf*   TO   HIGHER    HEADQUARTERS.       ^OL.  "pF.Tz" ^HVHGHtUL   A ND "PERR '/" LONG 
A 
WERE VISITING AGAIN. 
A NEW WRINKLE, AM INCH THICK f9*J HISTORY OF THE 2?3T. OltttRA*. 
HOSPITAL WAS SENT TO PBS.  WELL, THE UNIT HAD CERTAINLY MADE SOME 
CONTRIBUTION TO  HISTORY.  MONDAY, AFTER A MORNING OF OFFICE WORK, 
CADY ANO DRAKE  DECIDE^ TO  SEE  VESUVIUS,   BUT  HALF-»WAY UP  RETURNING 
'A I 
OP'I OCRS SAID THE WA^A3 SLOCKED ABOUT HALF-WAY UP BY HOT LAVA, 
IT WAS RAINIMS SOM£! $0 TKET GAVE THE OFFICERS A R lOf BACK TO 
NAPLES. 
tAOY CKECRKJ THE EVACUATION LIST FOR THE HOSPITAL SHIP.  THE 
StST's QUOTA HAD MOT SEEN TILLED 7ESPITE Hit RATHER GENTLE REMINDERS. 
HE CEASED GENTLENESS, AN3 ASSEMBLED BEAM, PATTON, 30EMER AMD 80L0TIN 
AN3 WORKS) THEM UNTIL 2200 HOUR, AMD PILLEO THE QUOTA*  Hf TOLD 
THEM If THEY HA" ANT FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT UNRESPONSIVE 
SUBORDINATES THEY COULD NOT HANDLE THEMSELVES, NOT TO HESITATE 
ABOUT BEING ARTICULATE TO MlM,  PATTON WAS IN POSITION THAT EVEN- 
INS TO TALK nOWN THE METHODICAL 45TM1* HABIT OP "BOARDING* EVERT 
PATIENT FOR DISPOSITION, WHICH SEEMED TO HIM TO BE VIRTUALLY 
DUPLICATING THE MEDICAL RECORD.    COL. CHURCHILL AND LONG HAD NOT 
BEEN SEEN, AND HE WONDERED WHAT HELP ME MfGMT OET FROM THESE 
RESEARCH MtNQEO CONSULTANTS WHICH COULD STREAMLINE CLINICAL  RE- 
CORDS AND THE PATIENT RECORD* TURNOVER, 
CAOY WAB BEGINNING TG^SSEMSLE BITS OF INFORMATION WHICH MADE 
HIM SUSPECT HE WAS BE I NO TAKEN IN FOR SOME SORT OF LOVE NEST.  A 
SHORT WHILE PREVIOUSLY A NURSE CAME IN TO ASK PERMISSION TO OET 
AN APARTMENT CLOSE TO THE HOSPITAL, PRIVATELY.  THAT WAS ALL RIGHT 
IF APPROVED BY "APT, SPALCING, BUT HE REFRAINED FROM CHECKING WITH 
HER.  A LITTLE LATER, ANOTHER NURSE MADE A SIMILAR REQUEST.  HE 
OISCOVEREO THAT TWO Or THE THREE NURSES ALLEGEDLY INVOLVED WOULD 
OR HAO NOTHING TO CO WITH THE PROJECT, AND A THIRD WAD ACTUALLY 
BEEN ON THE BEACHHEAD.  THEN A MEDICAL COLONEL SEEMED INVOLVED 
SOMEHOW.  A MAN REPRESENTING HIMSELF AS AN IK. P« OFFICER TELEPHONED 
ABOUT THE APAHTMCNT.  SUSPICIOUS, HE CHECKED AROUMO AND COULD NOT 
fim   SUCH A MILITARY POLICEMAN, THE CALL WAS FRAUDULANT, BO HE 
ASKED THE V P OPPICER IN CHANGE TO PUT THE APARTMENT UNDER OBSERVATION 
FOR HIM. THEN THE COLONEL WANTED A WEEP FOR HIMSELF FOR HIS OWN USE 
BUT TURNED 
CAOY 
IT OVER TO A MEDICAL CENTER CLUB OFFICER AND A NURSE TO GO TO 
CASEHTA. THE TWO INCIDENTS MIGHT NOT HAVE HAD ANY CONNECTION, BUT 
WAS GOING TO KEEP A EYE ON THE SITUATION FOR JUST ONE MORE INCIDENT. 
TWO   SPLENDID   MEALS   WERE    SERVED    IN   THE   PICTURESQUE    NEW   RQOl^J 
(RHOADES) MESS, BUT THERE WERE OBJECTIONS BY THOSE WHO STILL WISHED 
EVENING MEALS AT TERME.  CADY 8TILL KEPT HIS LITTLE STAFF MESS "OR 
BREAKFAST AT TERME, BUT SET UP A HEAD TABLE FOR BOLOT I N ANu THE 
SERVICE CHIEFS AT Root. 
THE WAITRESSES AND THE ITALIAN KITCHEN POLICE HAD BEEN GETTING 
EXTRA TIPS AT TERME, AND THEY THREATENED TO Q_U IT WHEN THESE WERE 
NO LONGER FORTHCOMING AT EITHER PLACE.  3uT THERE WERE SO MANY OTHER 
HUNGRY ITALIANS WHO WANTED THE JOBS, THEY DARED NOT QUIT.  THE 
NON-COMS    IN   THE    PATIENTS'S    MESSES    HAD    BEEN   PRODUCING    NOTICEABLY 
BETTER    UNDER   THE   FORCEFUL   LT.    NlE,    TOO.        IT   WAS   FORTUNATE   FOR   THE 
SUPPLY    AND    MESS   OFFICERS   THAT    ACCOUNTABILITY    WAS    NOMINAL    OVER-SEAS, 
FOR   THEY   WERfcTHEN   WISHING   THEY    HAD    ACHIEVED    GOOD     INVENTORIES   BE- 
FORE LEAVING AFRICA.     CADY  DID   NOT   KNOW JUST  HOW THEY MIGHT  SOLVE 
THEIR    DILEMMAS.       . . . iNiAZ I ' BED-CHECK    JHARLEY'GOT    SHOT   AT   CONSIDERABLY 
AT 2000 HOUR, WHICH WAS HOT UNUSUAL. 
LEAP YEAR'S »AY CAME WHILE CAD^WAS CONGRATULATING HIMSELF ON 
THE NICE NEW ftOD I MESS, AND THEN HE llEARNED THE QMH AMERICAINE 
WAS REALLY THE CREATURE OF THE OFFICERS MESS AND THE INITIATIVE 
OF LT. NlE, AND NOT OF THE OFFICERS CLUB.   HE WONDERED WHY HE HAD 
AND HE HAD ASSUMED NLE WAS ACTING AS AGENT FOR THE CLUB THAT 
HAD BEEN WANTING A BAR BUT HAD NEVER DONE ANYTHING REALLY TO 
GET IT OPERATING. NLE HAD IT RUNNING AS A CONCESSION, HE WAS 
STILL VULNERABLE TO HIS CRITICS. CADY KNEW THAT SOONER OR 
LATER SOME 8HARP-SHQ0TER WOULD DISCOVER IT AND GRIPE ABOUT 
PRICES, KUMSHAW ANO SUCH, ANO WHAT HAD BEEN CONSIDERED AS QUITE 
SATISFACTORY WOULD QUICKLY BECOME SOMETHING ELSE. 
THE HOSPITAL WAS GETTING 250 TO 300 LITTER PATIENTS FROM TH£ 
BEACHHEAD. PATTON WAS NOT SYMPATHETIC FOR  BOEMER'S GRIPING 
ABOUT WORK, AND HE TOO INSISTED THE SURGICAL SERVICE COULD NOT 
CARE FOR ALL THESE NEW PATIENTS. CADY SUGGESTED THAT THE INTERN- 
ISTS MIGHT FIND TIME TO HELP THEM WITH THE NON-SURGICAL WARD 
DUTIES, FOR THEY COULD AND PERHAPS WOULD DO BETTER RECORDS ANO 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS THAN THE SURGEONS DID ANYWAY. PATTON 
EARNED A CYNICAL MC, YEAH?" FROM BOLOTIN WHEN HE DECLINED THIS 
SUGGESTED AID. 
COL. HOELITZ, MORWIEGIAN SURGEON GENERAL, STAYED WITH THE 
UNIT SEVERAL DAYS. HE HAD VISITED SEVERAL TIMES WITH COL. CHURCHILL. 
"EBRUARY ENDED WITH 2216 BEDS, 1994 PATIENTS, AND 1S30 
ADMISSIONS FOR THE MONTH. 
CADY 
CHAPTER   26 
MARCH 1944 
f MARCH, MRS. CADY'S BIRTHDAY, AND THOUGHTS OF HOME. 
THE SURGEON'S OFFICE INSISTED ON TWO BITS OF RED-TAPE WHICH 
ANNOYED HIM.  HE TOLD DRAKE THEY HAD TO FIQHT TWO CONCURRENT 
BATTLES, THEIR OWN PART OF THE WAR AND FIQHT HEADQUARTERS, TOO. 
THEY GOT S ENLISTED MEN OFF FOR ROTATION HOME.  SOMETIMES THEY 
HAD TO EVALUATE THEIR MOTIVES, WERE THEY SENDING THEM HOME BE- 
CAUSE, EXCLUSIVELY, THEY DESERVED IT, OR TAKING THE EASY WAY TO 
RID THE UNIT OF TIRED AND CROTCHETY MEN? ...HE DECIDED TO SPLURGE 
A LITTLE, AND INVITED COL. KNAUER, CO, 23RO GENERAL HOSPITAL, L_T. 
COL. MCDONALD AND THEIR PATIENT, LT. COL. SAMUEL A. HANSER TO 
DINNER AT THE ROD I MESS.  THIS NEW EATING PLACE WAS BECOMING SO 
CONVENIENT IT COULD SOON BECOME A PLACE FOR GREGARIOUS INFORMAT- 
ION HARVESTING. 
THE ENLISTED CLUB AND BAR WAS FIXED UP SPLENDIDLY IN THE 
GIRAFFE BARN.  IT WAS BEING HANOLED BETTER THAN THE MEDICAL CENTER 
CLUB IN REFERENCE TO TEMPERATE DRINKING AND FUN-MAKING.  THEY 
so 
DID    NOT    HAVE   THE    HANDICAP   OF   MIXED   CROWDS   OR    HETEROGENEOUS   MEMBERS 
AND QUESTS.  CADY OIO NOT DROP IN ON IT AS OFTEN AS HE WOULD HAVE 
»A| / 6/4 
LIKED BECAUSE HE DID NOT WISH TO GIVE THE MEN HE WAS TRYING TO SPY 
A 
ON THEM • 
3 MARCH, ?/AJ. HANSEN, NATOUSA PSYCHIATRIST, LENT HIMSELF FOR 
A LONG TALK.   HE PROMISED TO PASS CADY'S WORD ON ABOUT HAMPTOM/ 
TRANSFER, TO LT. COL. ALEXANDER, AND OTHERS.  HE INDICATED THERE 
WAS CONSIDERABLE REORGANIZATION GOING ON IN AFRICA, BUT HE WOULD 
NOT FORECASTJFOR PBS, BUT HE MIGHT HAVE DESIRED SOME CHANGES THERE. 
CADY 
HE MENTIONED THE PLIGHT OF A YOUNG CAPTAIN BY IMPLICATION: "TOO 
MANY BATTALION COMMANOERS ARE OLD EX-REGULAR ARMY SERGEANTS AND 
SERGEANT MAJORS."  IN OTHER WORDS, A KNOWLEDGE OF THE BUREAUCRACY 
OF THE ARMY DID NOT GUARANTEE A PRACTICING KNOWLEDGE OF THE PSYCH- 
OLOGY OF LEADERSHIP.  ...HE MADE A NIGHT TOUR OF THE SURGICAL WARDS 
TO SEE WHO WAS DOING THE WORK. NOT THE OFFICERS WHO WERE TALKING 
THE MOST OR ASKING FOR GREATER PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
THEY WERE EXPECTING THE BEACHHEAD NURSES BACK WOON.  CAPT. 
SPALDING WAS BEING PRESSURED BY SOMEONE, FOR IT SUDDENLY BECAME 
OF "CRITICAL" IMPORTANCE THAT TWO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CAPTAIN BE. 
SENT IN AT ONCE.  THEY WERE TWO UNDER THE T/O ALREADY IN, SO HE 
DID NOT APPROVE THESE TWO ABOVE THEIR T/O.  PATTON WAS URGING THAT 
LT. RUBY WALKER BE PUT IN COMPLETE CHARGE OF CENTRAL SUPPLY AND 
THE SURGICAL DRESSING ROOMS. SHE DID NOT SEE THAT QUITE AS PATTON 
DID, AND IT GAVE CADY AN OPPORTUNITY TO LECTURE A BIT ON A DESIRABLE 
PRACTICE TO PLACE HEAVY RESPONSIBILITY ON PERSONS JUST TO SEE IF 
THEY WOULD CARRY IT.  ANYWAY, IN THIS CASE, IT MIGHT DEVELOPE A 
DEPENDIBLE ASSISTANT FOR HER OWN SERVICE, OF IF NOT, PATTON WOULD 
KNOW HE HAD BACKED THE WRONG CANDIDATE.  HE HAD A NOTION SHE WOULD 
QUALIFY HER8ELF.  ...GURLEY'S OFFICER, CAPT. LANE W. O'BRIEN, 
WANTED HIM RECOMMENDED FOR A LEGION OF MERIT. THE NEW BRONZE 
STAR MEDAL WAS BECOMING KNOWN, WOULD HE QUALIFY FOR THAT? (AT THE 
TIME, CADY DID NOT THINK HE QUALIFIED FOR THE LEGION OF MERIT, 
COMPARATIVELY, BUT HE WOULD BE MINDFUL OF BOTH AWARDS,-AS HE WAS 
FOR ALL OTHERS, TOO.) 
4 MARCH, CADY WENT WITH MAJ. HASIE FOR A FEW HOURS OVER TO 
VISIT POZZUOLI, A BIT WEST AND NORTH ON THE BAY OF NAPLES. THEY 
CS5J 
SAW LITTLE AT ALL OF  IsCHII, THE ROCKY LITTLE ISLAND WHERE ClCERO 
A 
WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE LIVED AND DONE SOME OF HIS WRITING, AND FOR 
WHICH CADY STILL WAS NOT QUITE READY TO GRANT FORGIVENESS. ..BACK 
CADY 
AT THE HOSPITAL, THE RED-TAPE HAD BEEN CUT SO THAT HOSPITAL COMMANDERS 
COULD CUT ORDERS FOR TOR PURPLE HEARTS ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE WOUNDING, AND NOT HAVE TO DELAY FOR CLEARANCE BY THE 
SOLDIER'S UNIT COMMANDER. HE HAD SO  READY FOR DISTRIBUTION TO 
PATIENTS, USUALLY BY THE REGISTRAR OR THE WARD SURGEON, 
COL, PETE CHURCHIL WAS VISITING, AND CAOY TOOK HIM TO THE 
OFFICER PATIENTS1 MESS RUN BY SGT.GIANNASCO FOR SOME SPHETTI. 
CHURCHILL TASTED IT THOUGHTFULLY, THEN ASKED GIANNASCO IF HAD NOT 
MADE IT "WITH REAL OLIVE OIL." HE FAIRLY WRIGGLED WITH PLEASURE 
AT HISMEXPOSURE," AND ADMITTED HE HAD "STOLEN*1 IT.  AS A MATTER 
OF FACT IT WAS PART OF A TRUCK LOAO OF PROVISIONS WHICH HAD COME 
UP FROM THE TOE OF THE  ITALIAN BOOT, WITHIN A WEEK OR 80 AFTER 
THE "rIGHTIN* TwENTV-~OIST INVADED  ITALY."  BOLOTIN HAD INTERCEDED 
FOR ONE OF THE ENLISTED MEN WHOSE PARENTS LIVED IN THE REQGIO 
REGION, AND HE WANTED A QUICK TRIP THERE TO SEE HOW THEY HAD FARED. 
CAOV'S SELFISH ANSWER HAD BEEN, "NOl  NOT UNLESS ENOUGH BARTERED 
EGG8, OLIVE OIL, AND CHEESE COULO BE BROUGHT BACK TO REALLY PAY 
FOR THE TRIP." IT WAS MILITARILY ILLEGAL, AND HE HOPED THE STATUTE 
OF LIMITATIONS WOULD EXPIRE FOR SUCH CRIMES SOMETIME SOON. THEN 
THEY WENT TO PATTON, AND WERE JOINED LATER BY MA*), STEWARD AND 
LT. COL. CROWDER. PATTON CAME AFTERWARD, WANTING TO DISCUSS A 
NUMBER OF HIS PERSONNEL PROBLEMS WITH COL. CHURCHILL, BUT CADY 
A 
HAD ANTICIPATED MOST OF THEM ALREADY.^ THE MONTHLY UNIT SANITARY 
REPORT HAD BEEN AN ASSEMBLY AND COORDINATING JOB. PATTON TENDED 
TO THE FIGURES, BUT THIS TIME 8EAM HAD DONE SOME GENERALIZING FROM 
A COUPLE OF INSTANCES.   HE DID NOT LIKE FOR CADY'S "EMA8CULATING" 
THE GENERALIZATIONS....WEATHER WAS BECOMING WARMER BUT CADY STILL 
LIKE TO RELAX HIMSELF IN THE 40° C, SALT BATH BEFORE RETIRING. HIS 
PROLONGED HEAD COLD WAS BECOMING BETTER.   HE FELT HE COULD SOON 
START BECOMING HUNGRY, AND REMAINING HUNGRY TO LOSE A TEN POUND PAUNCH. 
CADY 
SUNDAY, 6 MARCH, CADY AND DRAKE: WENT TO A NEARBY INACTIVE 
VOLCANO CALLED SOLFATARRO.   !T STILL SPEWEC GAS AND MAO A SULPHURY 
CRUST UPO\  WHICH EVERYONE WALKED ABOUT,  THE GUIDE 3AI0 IT HAD 
DESTROYED THE FOREKUNNER OF POXZUOLI IN 1200 A.D. ABOUT 1500 A.O. 
IT HAD QUIETED EXCEPT FOP. SOME GA3 OUTLETS WHICH HAD GRADUALLY 
;; ISAPPEARED. THIRTY YEARS PREVIOUSLY A GAS WELL BROKE THROUGH THE 
EDGE OF THE CRATER, AND IN 193* ANOTHER CAME THROUGH.   IN 1942 A 
"LAVA* POOL DEVELOPED WHICH HAD MAINTAINED A TERMPERATURE OF 450 C* 
THEY COULD EASILY ELICIT A HOLLOW SOUND BY ISTABPING OR BOUNCING 
STQWES ON THE "GROUND* WHICH SEEMED TO ROOF OVER A CAVERN ABOUT 
AN EIGHTH OF A MILE ACROSS. ONE WATER SPRING HAD A MUD TEMPERATURE 
0? 450° AND ANOTHER OR 95°, AND OF A CERTAINTY THEY HAD MEDICINAL 
PROPERTIES,    OF    COURSE!       THE   GUIDE   TRIED    TO   CHEAT   THEM,    SO   THEY 
T   TO   CRIVE      OVER    3EV0NC   THE    NORTH   EDGE   OF    TERMERS   OWN   EXTINCT 
CRATER,    EXCEPTING    ITS    THERMAL   SPRING3.       BEYOND   WAS   EVIDENTLY   ANOTHER 
EXT I Net   PPE-H I STOR I C   CRATER,    TOO.       THEY   PASSED   RIGHT   THROUGH   AN 
OLD CASTLE, THE ROAD DID, WHERE SOME BRITISH WERE ENCAMPED.  THIS 
PART OF fTALY SEEMED ALWAYS TO HAVE BEEN VERY CLOSE TO iNFIERNOl 
AT 2000 HOUBRTHEY ATTENDED A MOVIE FOR THE OFFICERS.  t-T. 
HUTCHESON   HAD    BEEN   CETTING   THEM    FOR   THE   DETACHMENT   AND   THE   PATIENTS 
PRETTY REGULARLY, AND HAD SOME DOUBTS ABOUT THE OFFICERS, BUT CADY 
DID    NOT   Tilt Ml   THEY   WERE    AT   ALL    INELIGIBLE, 
SHIP 
7 MARCH, ANOTHER PREMPTORY ORDER CAME FOR 70 HOSPITAL/PATIENTS 
WITHIN 24 HOURS. "ADY WAS A BIT UNEASY WHETHER OR NOT HE W0UL0 
HAVE TO BECOME TOUGH AGAIN. HE WAS PLANNING SEVERAL RE-SUBMISSIONS 
OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGION OF MERIT, AND A FEW FOR THE BRONZE 
STAR.  ...!T. OL. BRUCE, ASST. SURGEON, ^IFTH ARMY, TELEPHONED 
TO GET A SAC^O- ILIAC BELT FOR '."ARC CLARK, CG, ?*IFTH ARMY, AS SOON 
AS POSSIBLE,     HAT- SCT. FILLER MAKE ONE VP,  WORK NIGHT IF NECESSARY. 
IT    HAD   TO   BE    AT    CASERTA   BYOgOO   HOUR   ON   THE   &TH.       BUT   THE    NEXT    MORNING 
CADY 
THR DELIVERY DRIVER GOT HIS INSTRUCTIONS MIXED DP  AWO HE WA8 AT 
PBS HEADQUARTERS LOOKING FOR A "COL. BUTLER." HE TOLD THEM BY 
RHONE   TO   DE-DIRECT    HIM    IN   WRITING   TO   GEN.    CLARK   AT   CASERTA,    BUT 
IF    HE   WAS    NOT   THERE,    JUST   KEEP   ON   FOLLOWING    HIM   UNTIL   DELIVERY 
WAS   MADE,    EVEN    IE    HAPPENED   TO^ON   Afttft   BEACHHEAD I 
HE   THOUGHT   THINGS   MIGHT   BE    SLOPING    A   BIT   ON   AN?I0.       HE    tAT 
A   LOMP    TIME    IN   HIS   OFFICE    JUST   SIGNING   "BOARDS"   TOR   THE    HOSPITAL 
SHIP,    ADO   THE   QUOTA   WAS   ONLY   A   FEW   8HOST.       . . . HE   RUCPrcTE?   FROM 
THE   WAY   PRESSURES   WERE   ON   PBS   THERE   MUST   BE    A   GREAT   MANY   ALLIED 
TROOPS   BEING    HELD    OUT   OF   THE   LINES   SOMEWHERE   ELSE.       *Hf   HAVE   A 
LOTSOF    TROOPS    IN   ENGLAND,    AND    IT   MUST    II    PRETTY   MUCH   OF    A    GIVE- 
ANOT HER- 
AWAY   THAT   T!-'F«-<4>VVASI0N   OF    EUROPE    IS   COWING   FROM   THAT   D IDECTION." 
THAT WAS RATHER AN ODD SLIP OR THE PEN BUT IT EXPRESSED fwt ISOLATED 
PEELING Or THE "STARVED* SECTOR WHICH A GREAT MANY FELT IN ITALY. 
THIS THEATRE STRATEGY WAS ONLY A "FEELING THROUGH THE SEAT or HIS 
PANTS,"   AND    NOTHING   MORE   THA*:   A   P*fM9M|Tf•*   THAT   SOMETHING   WAS   ABOUT 
TO HAPPEN,  SOMEWHERE.    BUT WHERE? 
ONE  OF  THE   "BOARDS'*  HAD  BEEN  HELD  \JP  BY CA-Y  AND  WAS  MUCH 
DISCUSSED    ON   ti   f.'ARCH.    Afc'MAJOR,    AC,    CAME   FROM    DOVE'S    SPHERE    OF     IN- 
FLUENCE,    HAD    BEEN   ORDERED     IN   FOR    "EXAMINATION   AND    DISPOSITION." 
HE WAS OVBIOUSLY SOME SORT OF MENTAL OR PERSONALITY CASE WHO COULD 
BEBE A GREAT NUISANCE AROUN" HIS CO*t OFFICE, YET PRESENT A PLAUS- 
IBLE CASE FOR HIMSELF.  HE POINTED OUT TO DRAKES A. DOVE WAS 
"OPMERLY FROM THE 21ST AND STILL INTERESTED IN ONE OR ITS NURSESJ 
s.   His OWN CO WAS  A FRIEND  OF  A MENBER  ff  THE  BOARD,   LT.  COL. 
PATTON;   C.   ERGO,   HE WAS  BEING RAILROADED.     CADY  HAPPENED  TO SED 
PATTON AND  LEARNED THE  MAJOR'S  CO WAS  A  HOME-TOWN   (ALBANY,   ?/O.) 
FRIEND, BUT IT WAS PRETTY PLAIN FROM THE MAN*S ACTIONS HIS UNIT 
COMMANDER NEEDED RELIEF, AND THE FRIENDSHIP WAS MOT A REAL PART 
OF THE DECISION FOP Z Or  I.  CADY AGREED, BUT HEL" THE EVACUATION 
VP    80 THAT HE MIGHT GET HOME NOT 80 QUICKLY HE MIGHT MAKE HIS STORY 
STICK.  HE CALLED THE PB3 OFFICE AND SUGGESTED SENDING THE MAJOR 
ON TO THE 300TH GENERAL FOR RECONSIDERATION. BEAM, AS PRESIDENT 
OF THE BOARD, THOUGHT HE HAD 'LOST FACE,' BUT 8OLOTIN AND DRAKE 
SEEMED TO HAVE TOLD HIM THAT WHEN THE OLD MAN DID SOMETHING LIKE 
THIS IN HIS OWN JUDGMENT, IT WAS TO PROTECT HIS OWN BOARD, THE UNIT, 
AND THE THEATRE. BEAM OUT-RANKEO PATTON SOME AND FELT THAT CADY'S 
SLEUTHING SHOULO HAVE STARTED WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD, 
WHICH WOULO HAVE MADE THE MATTER MORE CUMBERSOME AND MMORE OFFICIAL." 
*.,.MAYBE THE FACT THAT CADY HAD FORGOTTEN TO ATTEND BEAM'S FIRST 
MEETING OF THE CENTER*S CHIEFS <0F MEDICAL SERVICES) BECAUSE HE 
WAS OUT SLOSHING AROUND IN TERME*8 MARSH MUC TO SEE WHAT MA J. MAX*S 
MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT WAS DOING, THAT CAUSED BEAM TO THINK THE 
OLD MAN WAS SORE ABOUT THE BOARD. BUT BEAM'S PROFESSIONAL GRE- 
GARIOUSNESS COULD REALLY BE STARTING SOMETHING, FOR. THE "THE CHIEFS* 
COULD BECOME A REALLY USEFUL ORGANIZATLON^O).  CADY DID NOT REALLY 
SUCH SIGNS OF SENSITIVE PRIMA DONNA TEMPERAMENT IN HIS PROFESSIONAL 
STAFF, FOR THEY WERE INDICATIONS THAT THE OFFICERS WERE WATCHING 
THEIR JOBS CLOSELY. 
SEVERAL OFFICERS HAD BEEN ASKING IF CADY WOULD RESUME/HIS 
REGULAR OFFICERS CALL AS HE HAD THEM ALMOST OAFLY IN AFRICA. HE 
TOLD AGRESS THAT IN ITALY THERE HAD NOT IMMEDIATELY BEEN A CONVENIENT 
MEETING PLACE, AND A LITTLE LATER HE REALIZED HE WOULD SE TALKING 
CAOY 
OVER THE HEADS OF HIS CHIEFS MUCH Of THE TIME TO THEIR SUBORDINATES, 
AND TAKING THEM AWAY FROM THEIR WARDS.   HE MIGHT HAVE NOTICED THAT 
THIS WAY THEY HAD BEEN DOING, THE CHIEFS HAD TO PASS INFORMATION 
ALONG AND GET THE ACTION FROM THEIR OWN SERVICES, HE WAS TRYING TO 
MAKE CHIEFS BECOME STRONGER.    THEY HAD TO BE THE STRONG LINK IN 
THE CHAIN OF COMMAND, MAYBE BECOME INDIVIDUALLY TOUGHER, AND SHARE 
WITH THE OLD MAN,  SOME OF THE BUSINESS OF  BEING A SON~OF-A-BITCH, 
TOO.     ...AT  THE CO'S MEETING  AT THE 23RO  GENERAL  HOSPITAL,   THE 21ST'S 
BRACE  SHO* AND   ITS REHABILITATION ACTIVITIES WAS  SPECIALLY MENTINED 
AS   DESIRABLE    PROGRAMS   FOR   THE    HOSPITALS.       HE   GOT   A   LOOK   AROUND   THE 
23RD,    AND    CONCLUDED    THEY    HAD    BEEN   LUCKY    IN   HAVING    A    LOT   MORE    GOOD 
BUILDING    FACILITIEW   THAN   THE    21 ST    HAD    HANDED    TO    THEM   READY-MADE. 
MOST OF THE COS THOUGHT THEY HAD BEEN HAVING PRINCIPLE CHIEF 
NURSE PROBLEMS, AND REGARDED NURSING PROMOTIONS AS "TOUCHY." NO 
ONE WAS WILLING TO NAME THE GENERAL SOURCE,  IF ANY, FOR THE SITUATION. 
...DURING THE AFTERNOON BRIG. GEN HUME, AMG, BROUGHT A MAJ. GEN. 
JOHNSON TO VISIT HIS NIECE, MAR* LAUGHLIN, ARC, AND COL. ,ADY. 
GEN. JOHNSON WAS SCHEDULED TO TAKE OVER MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN 
ROME, IF AND WHEN. GEN. HUME WAS INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT WHAT 
HAD GONE WRONG WITH THE TRANSFER OF SGT. WM. B. AULAR, TWO DAYS 
PREVIOUSLY TO HUME'S OFFICE.   HE WAS A LAW GRADUATE AND WOULD SERVE 
HUME'S SERVICE BETTER THAN AN ORGANIST AND CHAPLAIN'S CLERK IN THE 
21ST. THE PBS SURGEON, HAD GRUMPILY TELEPHONED CADY ABOUT IT, AND 
'A 
8AID IF THE 2tST HAD ANY MORE GOOD SECRETARIAL MATERIAL AROUND, 
NOT TO LET IT GET OUT OF THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. SO, AULAR WAS 
STILL TRANSFERRED, 0tUT TO THE 52ND STATION HOSPITALJ 
HUME  SAID  HE  WOULD REMIND  COL.  ARNEST  THAT  HE  HAD BEEN 
LENDING    150   CARBINIERI    TO    HIM.       HE    SAID,    PRESUMABLY    IN   VIEW   OF 
THIS    INCIDENT,    HE   MIGHT   BE   ABLE   TO    INFLUENftlTHE   21ST*S      "OME 
DESTINY."      CADY   SAID    A   MOVE   AWAY   FROM    NAPLES   TO   ROME   WAS   OESIRABLEi" 
COL.   CHURCHILL BROUGHT  SOME BIG-WIGS TO VISIT:   (BR ) BRIG. 
RALEIGH BRISTOW,  CHIEF  ORTHOPEDIC CONSULTANT,  BRIG.   JACK WEOOELL, 
AND AN AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC CONSULTANT,  COL.  WATKINS,  A.F.,   HQ. 
CADY HAD TAKEN THEM TO SUPPER IN HIS PICTURESQUE ROD I MESS. THERE 
WAS TALK ABOUT MAJ. GEN MORRISON T. STAYER WHO WOULD RELIEVE 
GEN. BLESSE, AND HE MIGHT GO TO ENGLAND OR THE STATES. 
9 MARCH, MARY UUGHLIN TRIED TO EXPLAIN WHAT HAD GONE WRONG 
WITH THE TRANSFER OF SQT. AULARj THAT  IS, AS A RED CROSS GIRL 
MIGHT  VIEW   IT.     COL.   CAOY TOLD  HER  HE  SUSPECTED  THAT  HE OR   HER 
UNCLE COULD PUT AN ACCURATE FINGER ON THE DEVIATING AGENT, BUT THE 
MATTER WAS "FINITO" AS AN INCIDENT.  ANY FEUDING MUST NOT COME 
FROM THE 21QT. 
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS STARTED WORK EARLY.  THE CHAPLAIN 
REPORTED ENLISTED MORALE WAS VERY HIGH, AND DRAKE ESTIMATED THE 
UNIT'S MORALE WAS AT ITS BEST. CADY WAD GLAD TO REALIZE THAT 
MORALE AND CONTENTMENT OR HAPPINESS WERE NOT ALWAYS 8VNONYM0US. 
HE WAS PLANNING TO GET THE UTILITY SECTION TO CONSTRUCT SOME LARGE 
BAKE OVENS SO THEY COULD NOT BE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE UNIT AS 
ISSUED EQUIPMENT, OR SURPLUS, BEFORE THE NEXT MOVEMENT.  THAT 
WOULD HELP FUTURE MORALE.    THE PHOTOGRAPHER WAS MUCH IMPRESSED 
WITH THE UNIT'S ENERGY AND ABILITY TO EXPLOIT SITUATIONS.  HE WAS 
DROOLING A LITTLE AS HE CARRIED AWAY A COUPLE OF REAL AMERICAN 
PIES.   .. CAPT. WILSON G. BROWN, M.C, AND LTS. GOLDEN AND CUMBY 
ARRANGED A SPECIAL DINNER FOR THEIR OWN ENLISTED DETACHMENTS IN 
THE RODi MESS AFTER REGULAR SUPPER.  THERE WAS SOME AWKWARDNESS 
ABOUT ITS ARRANGEMENTS OR ANNOUNCEMENT, AND MAJ. MAX WITH ALL HIS 
ELEVEN DIFFERENT JOBS, FOUND A REASON TO FEEL A PERSECUTORY JAB 
IN THE SITUATION.  HE HAD BECOME A BIT TOUCHY BECAUSE HE FELT 
^OL. CADY'S PRESSURE, AND BELIEVED HE WAS BEING "GIVEN THE TREAT- 
ue-MT" RV fiOMF OF THE OTHER OFFICERS, TOO.  CADY WAS NOT READILY 
CADY 
ABLE TO RECOGNIZE THE MERITS IN THE STORY, BUT HE BELIEVED THERE 
WAS SOME POSSIBLE JUSTIFICATION FOR MAX'S BELIEF BEFORE THE  SPLEN- 
DID DINNER WAS OVER.  HE WAS UNWILLING TO INQUIRE TOO CLOSELY 
INTO THE MENU PROCUREMENTS, BUT WAS VERY COMPLIMENTARY IN HIS 
PRAISES.  THEN, WHILE THE AFFAIR WAS STILL GOING ON, SOME NURSES 
AND THEIR ESCORTS CAME IN AND WERE SERVED.   IT WAS GOING TO BE 
A REAL CONVENIENCE, THIS NEW ROD I MESS FOR EVENING AND NIGHT 
WORKERS,  SPLENDID SHORT ORDER SERVICE FOR THE ASKING. THE UNIT 
HAD COME ALONG WAY WITH MORALE IN JUST . . MONTHS! 
CADY URGED THE NURSING OFFICE TO GET A "QUICK RECOVERY" 
CAKE BAKED FOR LT. COL. SMIT, CO, 4TH BEDICAL SUPPLY DEPOT, AND 
TAKE IT TO HIM WHEREVER HE WAS AS A PATIENT.  HE HAD BEEN VERY 
HELPFUL IN GETTING SOME FURNITURE FOR NURSES   ),     CADY WAS ALSO 
INTERESTED IN TRYING TO CONVERT HIM TO THE FORWARD PRESSURE FOR 
SUPPLIES, AND THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN STORES AND 8UPPLIES FOR 
HOSPITALS, AS THEY HAD IT BACK IN AFRICA. 
CURT LOHR AND "BARON" HAGELSHAW HAD EMBARKED AS LIBERTY 
SHIP TROOP SURGEONS FOR THE VOYAGE OVER FROM ORAN TO NAPLES, 
HAGELSHAW'S SHIP HAD SOME BAD LUCK WITH SOME SORT OF UNREPORTED 
TROUBLE.  LOHR'8 SHIP DOCKED ON THE 10TH.  THE NEXT DAY CADY TOOK 
HIM, COL. CHURCHILL AND HAMPTON, AND LT. LEWIS DOWN TO POMPEII, 
WHICH THEY ENJOYED VERY MUCH. 
WHEN HE RETURNED, THERE WAS A TERSE ORDER FOR THE 21ST TO 
TURN IN THE UNIT'S THREE CIVILIAN TYPE SEDANS WHICH MAX HAD SO 
INDUSTRIOUSLSY SCROUNGED IN AFRICA. JUST TO SHOW HOW PBS WAS NOT 
REAL BRIGANDS, THE 21 ST COULD REPLACE THEM WITH MILITARY VEHICLES. 
RAPED! 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 12 MARCH, LOHR WANTED TO GO UP VESUVIUS. 
CADY TOOK DRAKE, HAMPTON, SGT. OSCAR KRAINES FROM THE REGISTRAR 
OFFICE AS GUIDE, AND BENDOS, OF COURSE.  SUCH INCIDENTS 
CADY 
WOULD LIVEN UP   THE LONELY LITE LIDW BENOOS ENDURED AS THE CO*S 
DRIVER ANO FACTOTUM.  THEY ROLLED ON AS FAR UP    A3 POSSIBLE THROUGH 
A LIQHT RAIN AND WERE STOPPED BY A BIG ROAD BLOCK  OF LAVA WHICH 
HAD EVIDENTLY BEEN THERE THREE OR FOUR YEARS, AND IT STILL HAD 
SOME WARM SPOTS IN IT.  A GUIDE WAS HIRED WHO SPOKE ENGLISH, AND 
WHO WAS CANNY ENOUGH HOT TO EXAGGERATE THE CLIMBING DIFFICULTIES 
OF THE NEXT 2,000 FEET.  CADY WISELY TOOK THE LEAD AFTER THE GUIDE 
80 HE COULD SET THE PACE FOR THE FAT OLD ONES. TO SHORTEN A VERY 
TRYING STORY, IT WAS A MATTER OF ENDURANCE IN A SNOW AND WIND STORM. 
THEY FOLLOWED THE ROAD ONLY A VERY SHORT DISTANCE. THE FOOTPATHS 
SWITCHED BACK AND FORWARD, AND WERE ROUGH. THEY WENT UP  THE LAST 
FIVE HUNDRED FEET OR SO, BLINDED BY SNOW, AND HAD NOTHING BUT STEEP, 
SHARP LAVA TO SCRAMBLE OVER AND UPWARO.  IT WAS HARD AND ROUGH, 
JUST AS IT HAD FLOWN OUT AND COOLED. OTHER PLACES, IT WAS IN SMALL 
FRAGMENTS AND SLIDING.  ..THEY CAME UPON THE OTHER GUIDES WHO WERE 
SITTING UNDER UMBRELLAS AND KEEPING WARM BESIOE HOT HOLES.  THE 
STORM WAS SO THICK THEY COULD NOT GET VERY CLOSE BECAUSE OF THE 
FLYING HUNKS OF HOT LAVA, WHICH THEY COULD NOT SEE COMING THEIR 
WAY.  THEY COULD HEAR,MS-S-8-•HHl...LU-U-NKl,, SOUNDS IN THE NEARBY 
IMPENETRABLE SNOWFALL.   THERE WA8 NO WAY TO DODGE THE FLYING 
MISSLES VESUVIUS WAS HURLING AT THEM.  ONE OF THE ©AISANOS TOOK 
SOME OF THEIR LITTLE COINS AND WOULD LISTEN.  THEN HE WOULD RUSH 
TOWARD ONE OF THE 'PLUNKS* AND RETURN WITH A BLOB OF HOT BLACK 
TAFFY-LIKE LAVA BETWEEN HIS TWO STICKS. HE WOULD SEPARATE IT 
INTO A SMALLER PORTION AND PUSH ONE OF THE COINS INTO THE SURFACE. 
THESE WERE COOLED FOR PAPER-WEIGHT SOUVENIRS.  THE LAVA WAS AS HOT 
AS MOLTEN GLASS, AND JUST A8 STRINGY UNTIL IT COOLED, AND THEN IT 
WAS AS BRITTLE AS GLASS. THE GUIDE SAID IT HAD BEEN FALLING ABOUT 
10 METERS FROM THEM. 
THE TRIP DOWN WAS ABOUT 45 MINUTES AGAINST THE 2h  HOURS UP. 
CADY 
IT HAD BEEN A REAL TEST FOR CORONARY ARTERIES, BUT NO ONE WAS THE 
WORSE FOR IT THAT EVENING EXCEPT FOR A FEW STIFF MUSCLES. HOWEVER, 
BENDOS, THE YOUNGEST MEMBER OF THE PARTY, DID A BIT OF PRIVATE 
COMPLAINING OF SORE MUSCLES AND ACCUSED THE COLONELS OF BEING JUST 
AS TIRED AS HE HAD BEEN DURING THE ASCENT, BUT TOO PROUD TO ADMIT IT 
OR TO STOP TO REST. ...CAOY HAD KNOWN JUST WHAT HE WAS DOING WHEH 
HE TOOK THE LEAD AFTER THE GUIDE TO BE THE SENIOR PACE-MAKER I 
13 MARCH,   LOHR  GOT AWAY TOWARD  ALGIERS WITH A LIST OF AFRICAN 
FRIENDS CADY WANTED TO REMEMBER WITH LITTLE GIFTS.       ...ONE OF THE 
PATIENTS GAVE A GOOD  ORIENTATION LECTURE FOR THE OFFICERS AND  NURSES. 
AT THE CO*I MEETING THE SURGEON'S REHABILITATION SECTION PLANS 
WERE DESCRIBED? I.E.,THE 21ST8. 
14 MARCH, MAJ. GEN. STAYER CAME WITH MAJ. OOVE TO VISIT (SD 
COL. KENT LAMBERT, A PATIENT FRIEND OF MAX*S.A HE HAD VISITED THE 
UNIT IN AFRICA, TOO. THE SAME EVENING THE DIETITIANS HAD A DINNER 
MEETING. LT. CREECH ASKED COL. CADY TO SPEAK AND INTRODUCED CAPT. 
SPALOING AS "AUNT LUCY.".  ...IT WAS A GOOD THING THAT VESUVIO 
CLIMB WAS NOT OCCURING THIS DAY, FOR IT ERUPTED VIOLENTLY. FORT- 
UNATELY THE WINDS WERE AWAY FROM NAPLES AND THE MEDICAL CENTER, 
OR THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN CQVEREFLWITH CLOUDS OF DUST, AND MAYBE 
TAKEN SOME PELTING WITH SOME STONES.  IT WAS SAID THAT ABOUT 50 
BOMBERS HAD BEEN RUINED AT AN AIR FIELD BECAUSE THE AMERICANS 010 
NOT GET THEM AWAY 300N ENOUGH. THE COLUMN OF SMOKE ROSE STRAIGHT 
UP  FOR PROBABLY 20,000 FEET OR MORE. NOT ENDANGERED, CADY*S 
OUTFIT WAS 80 BUSY IT WASTED NO TIME WONDERING IF IT WOULD HAVE 
TO EVACUATE TO AVOID BEING COVERED LIKE ANCIENT POMPEI I. 
"OR MANY WEEKS THE ALLIES HAD BEEN POUNDING AWAY AT THE 
GERMANS ON MONTE CASSINO, AND PROGRESSING NOWHERE UP  THE LIRI 
VALLEY TOWARD COME. THE TOWN AT THE BASE WAS COMPLETELY DEMOLISHED, 
BUT ITS RUINS AND DAVE8 SERVED AS EXCELLENT COVER FOR THE NAZIS. 
CADY 
MOREOVER, THE VENERABLE BENEDICTINE ABBEY ON THE SUMMIT HAD BEEN 
SPA~E .  THE ENEMY DENIED US I NG IT AS AN OVSHRVATION POST, BUT THE 
ACCUMULATION OF EVIDENCE PROVED THEY WERE. AT LAST PRESIDENT 
C003EVELY RECOGNIZED IT AS A SOURCE TOR THOUSANDS CR ALLIED CASUALTIES. 
15 MARen,1944, THE AIR FORCES AND ARTILLERY DEMOLISHED IT, AND A 
"REE POLISH DIVSIAN MADE A COSTLY ATTACK TO OVER RUN IT. THE 
BOMBARDMENT WAS AUDIBLE AND THE INCREASED AIR ACTIVITY WAS NOTICEABLE 
AT THE MEDICAL CENTER, BUT THE WORKERS THERE DID NOT GENERALLLY 
KNOW WHAT WAS REALLY GOING ON *(5$ 
"BARON" HAQELSHAW ARRIVED DURING THE EVENING OF THE 15TH. 
HIS SHIP HAD A FIRE IN THE HOLD WHICH CONTAINED A LOT OF EXPLOOABLE 
AMMUNITION, ROCKETS, ETC.   THEY DROPPED OUT OF THEIR CONVOY, GOT 
THE FIRE OUT, AND PUT IN TO BONE, MISSING TWO AIR RAIDS THE CONVOY 
HAD AT SEA AND AT ALGIERS.  THE NAZl's GREETED HAGELSHAW BY BOMB- 
ING NAPLES WITH 40 TO 50 PLANES. A LOT OF FLACK FELL IN THE 21ST'S 
AREA, AND SOME OF THE BOMBS STRUCK ONLY A BLOCK OR SO FROM PBS 
HEADQUARTERS DOWN TOWN. CADY AND DRAKE HAD A FINE PORKCHOP DINNER 
WITH COL. STONE, 9TH EVAC, WHICH HAD BEEN WORKING HARD IN THEIR 
TENTS IN THEIR LAND AREA.  THIS WAS A GOOD AFFILIATED UNIT FROM 
THE ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL, NEW YORK,  U. COL. FRANK B. BERRY HAD 
APPARENTLY BEEN THE "DIRECTOR* OR ORGANIZER. 
\6,  MARCH, Miss "RUSTY" NAHL, ARC, FORMERLY WITH THE 21ST, 
CAME BACK HOME FOR A BRIEF VISIT BEFORE RETURNING TO THE BEACHHEAD. 
SHE HAD SOME ENLIGHTENING TALES TO TELL WHICH CADY BELIEVED WERE 
CAQY 
BENEFICIAL VICARIOUS EXPERIENCES TO -AUSE NO ENVY AMONG HIS SETTER 
CONTENTED PERSONNEL.   8Nf CONFIRMED THE REPORT THAT  THE 21sTfS 
MARY W. HARRISON HAD BEEN LIGHTLY WOUNDED, AND THAT A NURSE ON EITHER 
(1 fa 
SIDE OFA HAD BEEN KILLED. 
CADY H/ENT TO PBS TO SEE IF HE COULD DO ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT 
THE THREE CIVILIAN SEDANS. THERE, HE LEARNED THEY WERE BEING TAKEN 
BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT ON THE HOSPITAL'S f/f, AND COMMAND CARS 
(WHICH COMBAT UNITS USED) WOULD REPLACE THEM.    HE CONCLUDED THAT 
"SOMEBODY" WAS WANTING CIVILIAN 5FJAN8, AND THE 2tST WAS GETTING 
»THE TREATMENT' FOR THEM.    ONE LT.  :OL . FOSTER, G-4, SAID  IT HAD 
TO BE DONE. 
PROMOTIONS CAME THROUGH FOR 2ND LTS. EMMA MILLER AND RUTH 
THAYER.  HE WAS AGAIN NETTLED BECAUSE CAPT. SPALDING WAS AGAIN 
DEVOTING TIME TO TO QUARTERS AS IF THE UNIT WOULD REMAIN IN THE 
MEDICAL "ENTER INDEFINITELY.  ALTHOUGH HE KNEW THERE MIGHT BE SOME 
ENVIOUS    JUSTIFICATION,    WHILE    COMPARING    GENERAL    HOSPITALS,    BUTTrt£*£   U/AS 
/N 7SN1S, 
NONE    AT    ALL     1^    THE    9TH   EVAC    NURSES    WERE    CONSIDERED,       HE    WAS    WAIT- 
ING    TO    SEE    HOW   SHE    WOULD   REACT    THROUGH    THE    NEXT    HOSPITAL    MOVEMENT 
BEFORE    PUTTING    HER    OWN   RECOMMENDATION   THROUGH   AGAIN.       ...AN    IN- 
SPECTOR  GENERAL'S  TEAM  DEPARTED,   AND   THE  YOUNG  CAPTAIN   IN  CHARGE 
FOUND    THE    UNIT    fIM   VERY   GOOD    CONDITION   FOR    A    HOSPITAL."       NEW   MESS 
OFFICER NIE MIGHT POSSIBLY EXPECT A SKINNING FOB KEEPING HIS ACCOUNTS 
SO ACCURATELY, WITHOUT SOPHISTICATION, SO AS TO SHOW HE HAD BEEN 
BUYING PROHIBITED FRESH SHELL EGGS FPOM THE  ITALIANS.  HIS JUST- 
IFICATION, HE SAID, WAS THAT EVERYBODY WAS DOING IT.   BUT CADY 
KNEW EVERYBODY ELSE BUT Nil WOULD BE RECORDING SUCH AS FENOCH10.TOO I 
17 MARCH, HAGELSHAW WAS LOOKING AROUND FREELY.  HE SAID THAT 
GENERAL ARTHUR R« WILSON MIGHT BE COMING OVER TO REPLACE BRIG. GEN. 
A. H.   PENCE WHO WAS IN THE HOSPITAL WITH A CORONARY, OR SOMETHING. 
CADY HAD NOTHING AGAINST PENCE, BUT HE WOULD LIKE THAT CHANGE FOR 
• ADY 
HE SUSPECTED THE CHANGE MIGHT ' IMPROVE' THE ATTITUDE OR THE SURGEON'S 
OFFICE. CAOV SET CHAP. HOOK TRYING TO PULL WIRES TO UPHOLD THE 
OIGNITY o~ HIS CHAPLAIN'S SERVICE BY MAKING A RATHE-? FORLORN 
EFFORT TO SAVE ONE Or THE SEDANS FOR HIS OWN USE. 
SOME or THE NEWS PUBLICATIONS MENTIONED SOME SECRET METHOD 
FOR BOVBING UNSEEN TARGETS FROM THE AIR. THE NAZIS WERE CROPPING 
AN UNUSUAL NUMBER OF DUDS INTO NAPLES. CAOY WAS WONDERING L~ ANY 
OF THEM HAD DELAYED RADIO BROADCASTING MECHANI6M8 WHICH WOULD GUIDE 
SUBSEQUENT BOMBERS, SORT OF LIKE THE IDEA HE HAD SENT IN TWO YEADS 
PREVIOUSLY.  ANYWAY, THEY WERE COMING IN ALMOST NIGHTLY AGAIN. 
THE MESS SECTION OF THE OETACHMENT HAD ONE LUIGI, A CIVILIAN, 
PUT ON A SPLENDID DINNER ROR THEM. THEIR MORALE AND COMPETITIVE 
SPIRIT WAS REALLY BURGEONING UNDER NTT'T GUIDANCE. ALTHOUGH HE 
HAD NOT LEARNED ALL THE TACT HE NEEDED, ALMOST EVERYONE WAS TELL- 
INQ CADY AGAIN HIS OUTFIT HAD "THE BEST MESS 0"  ALL." THESE PARTIES 
WERE ADJACENT TO THE ORTHOPEDIC WARDS, AND THE ZZUT  WARD, AND 
WERE SOMEWHAT DISTURBING TO PATIENTS, THOUGH. HE DECIDED, 19 
MARCH, TO RESTRICT THE SOCIAL USE or THE RODI AFTER 1900 HOUD , 
r*n THE NURSES COULD NOT BE DEPENDED ON TO KEEP THEIR HILARIOUS 
RRIENDS SUBDUED BY SUASION. 
THEN COL. ARNEST PERSONALLY TELEPHONED BOLOTIN TO REMIND 
HIM THAT HEADQUARTERS WANTED THOSE THREE SEDANS TURNED IN. HE 
PROMISED THAT CLASS 8 COMI/AND CARS WOULD REPLACE THEM. BOLOTIN 
SAID HE SEEMED SOMEWHAT APOLOGETIC ABOUT IT, HE THOUGHT. AL30, 
HE HAD TO REPORT 17 NURSES AS EXCES8(!), WHICH WOULD CUT A HOSPITAL 
OPERATING 2,000 OR MORE BEDS TO ONLY 73. 'V*A'S EVE^Y GENERAL HOSPITAL 
GETTING OUTS R. I K E THAT? ...CAPT. SPALDING WAS WANTING SOME FIRST 
LIEUTENANTS PROMOTED, BUT CADY ASKED FOR ELIGIBLE 2ND LIEUTENANTS 
"IRST, SOME HAD SEEN WAITING A LONG TIME. PBS ALSO WANTED TO 
KNOW. TOO, WHAT ALL WOULD BE NEEDED FOR MAINT.ING THEIR BUILDINGS. 
C*Df 
SOME NEW SNAPSHOTS CAME, ME COT OUT A MAGNIFYING GLA8S TO 
STUDY HIS FAMILY'S COUNTENANCES. HE THOUGHT T|*£Y ALL LOOKED QUITE 
NICE, BUT MAYBE HIS WIFE WAS BOS ING A BIT TOO MUCH, PERHAPS TO SEEM 
CHEERFUL AND TO OISTRACT FROM AN UNUSUAL THINNESS.  IT GOT HIS 
MIND TOO FAR FROM ITALY, AND HE DECIDED TO CEASE SUCH MINUTE 
STUDIES.  ...THE REORGANIZED CONVALESCENT REHABILITATION SECTION 
HAb 
WAS READY TO OPEN THE NEXT DAY.   HE ONE OF HIS VERY FEW OVERSEAS /) 
OAYLIGHT NAPS, FROM 1400 TO 1700 HOUR, TOO TIRED TO LET IT HURT 
tIS CONSCIENCE. 
20 IUARCH,   LT.  COL.  OSCAR FEEDER,   HOSPITALIZATION,   HO..,  ALLIED 
FORCES,   VISITED  MA4,  LEWIS  H. OOEN,   A PERSONAL FRIENO.     HE WAS 
FAIRLY TALKATIVE ABOUT THZ REORGANIZATIONS.  GEN. STAYER WAS 
NAT0U3A SURGEON, AND GEM. SLESSE WAS DEPUTY. HOSPITALIZATION AND 
EVACUATION HAD BEEN TURNED OVER TO "OS, UNDER GEN. LARK IN AND 
COL. CHAS. '". SHOOK AS HIS SURGEON. LT. COL. ALEXANDER HAD BE- 
COME ADVISORY BECAUSE IT WAS SHOOK'S MAN, MA«I. JAMES (JOE ) RICHARDS, 
MAX* WHO WAS DEALING THE PERSONNEL CARDS, 
THEN LT. COL. BIEDERMANN, HOSPITALIZATION AND EVACUATION, 
SOS, CAME. HE LOOKED AROUND AMD SAID HE WAS INTERESTED IN CARRY- 
IN^ADY'S COMMUNICATIONS TO MAJ. RICHARDS.  HE, TOO, ADVISED CADY 
TO WRITE IN HIS OWN IDEAS ABOUT REORGANIZING GENERAL H0SPITAL8, 
FOR HE SAID SOME SHOULD BE OUV DO'.'/N AND SOME MAOE LARGER. CADY 
A8SUMED THE THINKING M|«MT il THAT THE HOSPITALS SHOULD BE CUT 
MORE OR LESS TO THE PATTERN Of THEIR CO*S. 
*V'HEN THE SEDANS WERE TURNED IN, CAOY WENT AROUND TO DIG 
\JP CAPT.    IEDZIG,   EXECUTIVE  %t  THE  PSYCHOLOGICAL  WARFARE  BRANCH, 
ECTURE. 
FOR ANOTHER STArF ORIENTATION L/  IT WAf INTERESTING, AND  HE 
EXPLAINED HOW THE ALLIES OAtftl   "ETER IORAT ION OF ENEMY MORALE, 
80METIMES CAUSING SURRENDERS OR DESERTIONS TO WEAKEN THEM. HE WAS 
PLEASED THAT A MEDICAL UNIT WAS INTERESTED, AND ASKED WHY.   2ADY 
CAOY 
SHRUGGED  |T *fF    AS JUST ANOTHER CRAZY IDEA Or SOMETHING WHICH COLD 
MAKE THE UNIT BETTER. CAPT. hERZIG ADDED A BIT OF INF Or< MAT 10 N WHICH 
WAS <ATHER SOBERING TO THE PERSONNEL; Th£ LAST AIR RAID HAD KILLED 
ABOUT 200 CIVILIANS IN NAPLES.  ...A VISITING 12T H 3ENERAL h'QSPIXAL 
DURING SUPPE- IOMFIDCQ TO CAOT, "BACK IN AFRICA THE 12TH THOUGHT"" 
THEY WCR* 3ETTEF, BUT THE 21 KHZ'A' THEV WERE."  DADY DID NOT WANT 
TO STin UP ANY TROUBLES; THE 12TH WOULD NOT LIKE FOR THEIR NURSE 
TO TALK THAT WAY EVEN If    THE 2J8T WOULD, 80 HE JUST IWALLVVfO THE 
COMPLiMtNTi 
MARCH, COL. ARNEST 
21 DROPPED IN AT 0900 TO CHECK OVER T HL 
"CONVALESCENT WARD," ITS ORGANIZATION AND ITS MANAGEMENT.  AGAIN 
HE STARTED Nil INSPECTIONS WITH THE 2lST TOR WE WENT ON NEXT TO 
THE 2jkn. HE SAID NOT A WORD ABOUT THOSE SEDANS.  CADV WAS WONDER- 
ING if    HE VIGHT HAVE THE NERVE TO ASK FOR THE HEATER WHICH 8eND0S 
REMOVED BEFORE TURNING IT I A. 
THERE WAS A LOT OF CURIOSITY ABOUT ERUPTING VESUVIUS. SEVERAL 
PARTIES --R0.1 THE 21 TT FOUND TIME TO GO CLOSER TO SEE |T. AS A 
MATTE- §F FACT, SOMEONE RECOGNIZED "OADY'S 3£0A»"AB0UT HALF WAY UP 
THE SLOPE JUST 24 HOURS AFTER IT HAD BEEN TURNED IN TO PBS. AMONG 
THOSE WHO VENTUDE; TOO CLOSE WAS 11*4, ERNEST P. 3UXT0N, JR., AND 
HE GOT A BIT Of THE , ALLIiMG LAVA ON HIS UNTHATCHEO PATE, A BURN 
NOT A BLiGTDF. .   IT VMS .DEPORTED TO  3E THE MOST VIOLENT ERUPTION 
FOR 72 YEARS.  BY 22 MAA0H IT HAD ALREADY DESTROYED SAN    3EBASTIAN0, 
AND WAS NtA AL OTHER VILLAGES.  A GROUP OF NUNS PUT THE 
STATUE Oi  THE IK SAINT OUT IN THE PATH OF THE LAVA TO PROTECT THE 
VILLAGE, CUT THEY HAD TO RESCUE THE STATUE. 
"ADY, DRAKE AND BOLOTIN CUT THE SCIENTIFIC SESSION OF THE 
SURGEOUS' DINNER AND WENT UP    TO GET A -LOSE LOOK AT THE LAVA FLOW. 
IT COVERED THE ENTIRE CONE WHERE THEY HAD CLIMBED ON THE !2TH, AND 
THERE WAS A LONG STREAK 0  H94.TKN STONE WHICH HAD APPROACHED WITHIN 
rise 
A MILE OF THE VILLAGE THEY HAD USED AS DUMP-OF^F POINT ON THE L^TH. 
THEY COULD HEAR MUCH MUFFLED RUMBBING, BOOMING AND SEE FREQUENT 
FLASHES OF LIGHT MUCH OBSCURED BY THE CLOUDS AND THE SMOKE. THERE 
HAD BEEN WARNING OF THE ERUPTION, BUT ITALIANS SAID THERE HAD BEEN 
ENOUGH 8UDDEN ACTIVITY AT THE APEX LATER ON THE T2 WHICH WOULD 
HAVE CAUGHT THEIR PARTY HAD THEY TARRIED THERE. THREE TRUCK LOADS 
OF MEN AND A BUS LOAD OF NURSES MADE THE TRIP THAT EVENING. THE 
NAZIS WERE CURIOUS, PROBABLY, AND THEY CAME OVER FOR ANOTHER AIR 
RAID,    BUT   THEY   D IOINOT   WASTE   ANY   BOMBS   ON   THE   ERUPTING   VOLCANO. 
CADY LEARNED THAT ARNEST HAD SENT FRENCH COL. BENHAMOU AND 
TWO ASSISTANTS AROUND THE SURGICAL SERVICE AND THE LABORATORY, 
ESPECIALLY TO SEE AGRESS*S THRIVING BLOOD BANK IN ACTION.  IT WAS 
THE FIRST ONE OPERATING IN THE THEATRE. THE ^RENCH REPRESENTED 
THEIR "SERVICE OE TRANSFUSION ET RESUSCITATION." ALREADY AGRESS 
HAD HANDLED MANY HUNDRES OF TRANSFUSIONS DURING HIS TWO MONTHS OF 
OPERATION. 
23 MARCH, CAPT. SPALDING DID NOT WANT TO ACCEPT THE UNPLEAS- 
ANT RESPONSIBILITY TOR SELECTING THE 17 M8URPLUSf' NURSES.   CADY 
BELIEVED PLACING RE880NSABILITY SQUARLY 'UPON HER SHOULD BE NEDUC- 
ATIONAL" AND ADMINISTRATIVELY MATURING FOR HER.  IT MIGHT DEMONS- 
TRATE TO HER THAT A COMPOSITE AND COVPLETE TEAM WAS BETTER THAN 
AN ASSORTMENT OF LITTLE TEAMS,-OR WAS THAT REALLY WHAT HE HAD IN 
MIND?  HAVING TO SELECT THEIR OWN ENLISTED MEN FOR RE-TRAINING AND 
REPLACEMENTS HAD THAT EFFECT UPON THE OTHER CHIEFS. HE KNEW THE 
THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS REDUCTION IN NURSING FORCE WAS ULTIMATELY 
HIS OWN, HE WAS 08LIGED TO SHARE IT WITH HER EVEN IF SHE WOULD BE 
WILLING TO CARRY ALL OF HER SHARE.  NUMEROUS OTHER CHIEFS WOULD 
ASSIST HIM WHEN HE WOULD MAKE THE UNHAPPY FINAL DECISIONS, IF" HE 
HAD TO MAKE THEM. THE "BLTCHEAO" NURSE8 WERE ABOUT TO RETURN, AND 
HE WOULD LIKE TO INTERVIEW THEM JNDIV IDUALLY TO SEE IF ANY STILL 
3ADY 
WANTED TO TRANSFER. 
MAJ. DOVE EVIDENTLY GAVE MAJ. GEN. STAYER AN EARFUL ABOUT 
THE PBS SURGEON'S OFFICE.  CAPT. DANN UNCOVERED SOME SIGNIFICANT 
EVIDENCE THAT ONE OF THE OTHER GENERAL HOSPITAL COMMANDERS HAD REALLY 
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LOS8 OF THE SEDANS.   HUMAN NATURE AT WORK, 
ENVY AND JEALOUSY.   DANN FURTHER PREDICTED THAT THE REGULAR ARMY 
C0MMAN0ER8 WOULC BE "AFRAID OF ^OL. CADY BECAUSE THEY WOULD RESENT 
HIS UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN NATURE." CADY'S RETORT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 
AN EXAMPLE: "HE WOULD PROBABQY SAY THAT THE ONLY REASON SUCH FELL0W8 
AS I GET ALONG SO WELL IS BECAUSE THEY THEY OON!T KNOW (REGULATIONS) 
WELL ENOUGH, AND DON'T KNOW ANY BETTER l"  THAT, TOO, WAS CURIOUS, 
SAID DANU, FOTV THE MAN HAD BEEN KNOWN TO MAKE AN ALMOST VERBATIM 
REMARK.  CADY PHILOSOPHIZED THAT THE SIMILAR THINKING WAS REVEALED 
FROM YET ANOTHER, THAT*' THE 218T AMD THE 17T H WERE ADMINISTRATIVELY 
WEAK."  IT BOILED DOWN TO TWO 8CHOOLS OF THOUGHT, THE RECULATION- 
IST3 AND THE USJECTIV I8T8, 80 TO SPEAK.  ...CADY KNEW QUITE WELL 
THE UNIT WAS A COMPETATIVE HEADACHE RTFL OTHERS, BUT THAT WAS HIS 
MEANS FOR GETTING TO THE END, DOING THE BEST HOSPITALIZAT I ON JOB 
POSSIBLE.  MAYBE SOME OF THEM MIGHT THINK ~ADY WASN'T IRRITATED 
ABOUT A LOT Or THINGS, TOOl 
EVERYONE  SEEM TO    Mwti  HOW WELL THE  UNIT COULD  ABSORB  THE 
45 DAY TRIRL 0=-  LIMITEO  ASSIGNMENT PERSONNEL  THAT MIGHT  SOON BE 
COMING,  BUT THE 21 ST HAD  EXPERIENCE ALREADY WITH 20 PER CENT OF 
LIMITED ASSIGNMENT MEN THEY WERE GLAD TO GET   IN ORDER TO MAKE UP 
FOR THAT  PERSONNEL  PIRACY BACK AT BENNING.    MOST OF THE MEN WERE 
GIVING  GOOD  SERVICE,   OR  HAD  ALREADY LEFT  THE  UNIT. 
VESUVIUS WAS STILL RAMPAGING, BUT PERHAPS A LITTLE LESS. 
SLIGHT CHANGES OF WIND WERE STILL CAUSE OF DANGERS TO TRAVELLERS 
ALONG CERTAIN ROADS, AND CARS STILL HAD TO BE ABANDONED.  GOLFBALL 
CADY 
8IZED CINDERS FELL UPON POMPEII AGAIN.   THREE PERSONS HAD BEEN 
KILLED.  BAR I, 120 MILES ACROSS ITALY, WAS DARKENED IN BROAD DAY- 
LIGHT BY A THICK CLOUD OF VOLCANIC DUST.  ELECTRIC LIGHTS WERE 
TURNED ON, THE CHICKENS WENT TO ROOST,  IT WAS SO DARK.  THE MAIN 
ROAD FROM  NAPLES DOWN TO  SALERNO  HAD  TO  HAVE THOUSANDS OF  TONS OF 
ASHES REMOVED.   SNOW WAS ON THE SUMMIT OF THE VOLCANO, AND SOME 
P|NK SHOW FELL AT A TOWN CALLED NO^A.   THE TEN STREAMS OF LAVA 
HAD SLACKENED 80MEWHAT.   WHAT IF THE CONE WOULD MELT AND FALL 
INTO  THE BOILING CRATER, HOW VIOLENTLY WOULD OLD VESUVIO REGURG- 
ITATE IT. 
24 MARCH, GEN. ARTHUR R. WILSON WOULD REALLY COME TO COMMAND 
PBS.  THAT WOULD SUIT GADY, FOR IT MIGHT STOP SOME OF THE HIGH- 
JINKS GOING ON.  MULHALL WOULD HAVE A PRETTY SYMPATHETIC EAR WITH 
THE GENERAL , TOO. HE REPORTED THAT HE HAD NOTICED A SUDDEN CHANGE 
ATTITUDE ON THE PART OF PEOPLE HE HAD TO DEAL WITH, FROM BARE 
TOLERANCE TO     8EEKING HIM OUT ON CONVALESCENT AND REHABILITATION 
AFFAIRS. STRAWS IN THE BREEZE, PERHAPS. 
MANY 
25 MARCH. WHILE DISCUSSING HER/NURSING PROBLEMS, CAPT. 
SPALCING INQUIRED ABOUT HER Owl "STATUS", SHE ejLU.ce IT. HAD LT. 
COL. WILBUR SAID ANYTHING TO CADY ABOUT TRANSFERRING HER TO 
HEADQUARTERS?  ...THERE WAS NOT THE USUAL AIR RAID THAT NIGHT, BUT 
HE DID NOT SLEEP SO WELL THAT NIGHT. 
HE WAS STILL WORKING ON THE LETTERS ON THE ENLARQMENT OF 
GENERAL HOSPITALS FOR ECONOMIES «N COMMAND AND SPECIALIST ADMIN- 
INI8TRATI0N. HE WONDERED WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF ARNEST WOULD LEARN 
OF HIS CONNIVANCE WITH THE SURGEON GENERAL AND THE MEDICAL IN- 
SPECTOR GENERAL, A REPRIMAND, LOSS OF HIS COMMAND, ANYWAY IT 
WOULD BE UNPLEASANT. ^ ^ ^ ^ |Wf(| ^^^ JQ    ^^ 
SUCH SUGGESTIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCE? 
CAOY 
26 MARCH, CADY OVERSLEPT. ^'AYSE IT WAS SOMETHING HE HAD 
EATEN FOR HE HAD ENTERTAINED LT.COL. SMIT THE PRECEDING EVENING, 
AND PIZZA, RAVIOLA,  INSALATA VERDE, GARLIC BREAD, AND LA CREMA 
GELATI, ETC. HAD BEBN ON THE MENU, AND HE HAD TAKEN SECONDS.   ... 
HE HAD DEEN PERMITTING THE RtO CR03S GIRLS TO LIVE DOWNTOWN IN 
AN APARTMENT, U    V* IA CARACCtOLA, ALONG THE 3HORE ON THE NAPLES 
SITE AT THE TUNNEL ENTRANCE TO MOSTRA FAIR GROUNDS.   IT WAS WELL 
/■■» 
FURNISHED,  GEO-GE AHO POLLY RtJtfLMAC WERE THE OFFICIAL CHAPERONES, 
AID MAD THE ACJACENT APARTMENT.  MlSS LAUGHLIN WAS APOLOGETIC WHEN 
Nf MR I VCD THAT EVENING, FOR HER UNCLE COULD NOT ATTEND,  CADY HAD 
HOPED IT WOULD BE AN OCCASION TOR BECOMING BETTER ACQUAINTED WITH 
BOTH Or- THEM,  A BEACHHEAD NURSE PATIENT FROM THE 300TH AND ONE OF 
TM: S1tT*f ARC GIRLS WHO HAD SEEN THEME, TOO, WERE PRESENT. OTHRS 
WERE: MR. HAGEMAN, FIELD DIRECTOR, ARC, Miss TERRY, ARC, BUT ON 
TEMPORARY DUTY WITH THE 12TH GENERAL, Ml38 OLDSWEET, A 'DOUGHNUT 
or;Lf   ,v!TH THE  AIR   ~O:?CE,   AND   OFFICERS,   'Uti.   CARNEY,  MC,   1ST  LT. 
VAN ZANT,   MAC,   300TH GENERAL,   CAPT.   CLEMENT,   *>O   GENERAL,   AND   A 
23 YEAR OLD MCHICKEN" -OLONEL NEWTON, AF.  ANOTHER A* MAJOR WAS 
PRESENT.  GEORGE ROULHAC WAS THERE, or COURSE. THEIR DINNER WAS 
PREPARED    BY   A    rMttfffl    PAST'  Y    COOK   TO    CpOWN   PR I NCE    UflBERTO,    3'JTH    NOW 
OUT   OF    ROYAL    JOB~.        IT   WAS   BUFFET    AND   CADY*S    HUNGER    .'OR    FRESH 
VEGETABLES   WAD   FINALLY   SATISFIED   BY   THREE    HELPINGS   OF    INSALATA 
VERDE. ?Hfftf    WAS    A    BIT   OF    DANCING,    AND    HE    VOLUNTEERED    TO    TAKE 
THE    COOK,    HIS    WIFE,    AND    ANOTHER    MAID    TO   THEIR    HOME    AT   2200   HOUR 
SO HE COULD TACTFULLY GET HOME EARLY TOO. 
27 MARCH, ALMOST NOON DURING AN ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE, 
LT. GROVE, SURGEON'S OFFICE, TELEPHONED. COULD CADY LEND HIS 
CALL 
SEDAN FOR GEN. STAYER'S USE? IT HAPPENED THAT JUST BEFOE THE MEE 
ARNE3T CAME INTO THE Merlin, ANn HE HAD ARRIVED IN *C**,  :AOV*S 
A' Y 
CAR"!  GURLEV SAID LATER HE WAS GREATLY AMUSED AT HOW CADY'S 
FACE LIT UP AS HE INFORMED LT. GROVE Ml HA B NOT THE SLIGHTEST 
OBJECTION |f "OL. ^RNEST CAREO TO USE IT THAT WAY.   ...ARNEST 
TOLR> CADY HE HAD "OONE ALL HE CCULN" TO AVERT THE CALL FOR THE 
SEDANS! 
UNITS LIKE FOR THEIR COLONELS TO HAVE EXTRA OR SPECIAL 
THINGS AS INDICATORS THEY ARE THEM8ELVES IN SOME WAY *EXTRA 
SPECIAL* FOR THEIR UNITS. THE GREATEST HARM, HOWEVER, AND THE 
GREATEST BENEFIT IN THIS PARTICULAR PLAY OF PERSONAL VANITIES 
WAS TO ST.'OW OPENLY WHICH DIRECTION THE POLITICAL WINDS WERE SLOWING. 
CADY HAD REFRAINED PFTFTI PETTY RETALIATIONS WHILE THERE WERE MORE 
IMPORTANT GOALS TO ATTAIN. 
CAPT, ALFRED BRFUCR WAS BOARDED FOR Z OF ! SY THE 45TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL,    AND    THE    UNIT/WAS   LOSING    A   GOOD    OFFICER. 
MARCH,   GEN;,   STAYER  RETURNED   IN  "CADY'S  SEDAN" WITH ARNEST 
AND   MAJ.   STEIN.      HIS   INSPECTION,   SANITARY   AMr   OTHERWISE,   REGAN 
WITH   A   VI8IT   WITH   A    PATIENT,     ,'OL.    KENT   C«    LAMBERT.       HE    MAC   BEEN 
CO   OF    A   COMBAT      OMMANO    A,    1 ST   ARMORED    DIVISION.       ON   27   JANUARY 
HE    HAD    BEEN   GIVEN   THE    JOB   TO   CLEAN   OUT   THE   GERMANS    IN   THE   AREA   O   F 
THE   RAILROAD    IN   THE    ANZIO    BEACHHEAC^X.       MM   THERE,    GENERAL    STAYER 
WENT   ON   TO   TtltMf   WHERE   DOVE    AND   MAX   WERE   WAITING.       ApTcR    INFORMING 
DOVE  HE  WOULD'TAKE  HIS  CASE  UP   IN ABOUT  A MONTH',   HE  WENT  OVER 
TERVE,  THE   "XUB,  AND  CADY'S  "ROYAL SATHN HOME OFFICE AND LIVING 
QUARTERS.       WHEN   HE   GOT    TO       /ULHALL'S    CONVALESCENT   AND   HEHASIL ITATION 
"WARD" HE INFORMED THE GENERAL THIS NEW DEPARTURE WAS NOTHING NEW IN 
THE 2TST, WHICH WAS A GOOD B003T FOR THE UNIT. LATER MULHALL CAME 
TO EXPLAIN HOW THE MEW BA3E "OV.MANDING GENERAL WILSON HAD CHANGED 
HI" -OT "LIAISON WITH THE SURGEON" TO ATTACHMENT TO PBS 8TAFF 
AND LIAISON TO THE GURGEON" WHICH SEEMED 80MEH0W, TO MAKE SOME 
Y 
)f!EE IN ELEVATION OF IMPORTANCE.  ANYWAY, MULHALL WAS PLEASED 
VIM A GENERAL CHANGE OF ATTJTUCE AROUND THE ?B3 HEADQUARTERS. 
APLAIN ..OONLY, THE UNIT'S FORMER SKY PILOT, OA*E OVER FROM 
SICILY r« A VISIT. CHAP. HOOK.f HIS SUCCESSOR, WAS BEING GIVEN 
A    SPECIAL   RE«AJtD|    A    CAKE,    FOR    HIS   FINE    SERVICES    IN   ENTERTAINING 
»M£T    MAI    ilfN    I*   SOME    AlRBORN   UNIT. 
29 A      i, CACY GOT HIS LETTER OFF DIRECTLY TO THE SURGEON 
,,L   ABOUT    INCREASING   THE   SIZES   OF    GENERAL   HOSPITALS.       HE    HOPED 
A    LITTLE    GOOD    MICHT    QQWtl    FROM    HIS   EFFORT t^Sty. 
CAOY,    DRAJ'E    AND   EOLOTIN,    LIKE   THREE   GOOD   MUSKETEERS,    WENT 
TO GEN. WILSON'S OFFICE TO PAY THEIR RESPECTS AND FEALTY.  HE 
VERY AFFASLE A MS TCFMCO TO HAVE EQUAL REGARD FOR THEM. HE 
WAS HOPING TO FT HO A VILLA WHERE HE COULD KEEP A COUPLE OR MORSELS. 
THE P.    .EL STAFF HE BROUGHT WERE NOT THOSE THE 21ST WOULD, 
IN GENERAL, HAVE LEFT BEHIND EITHER. ...THAT A*TE»MOON THEY 
if* ft   4*»fe 
A    -        AROUI -.,101A   WHERE     IT    WAS    SAID    CICERO    WHOTE    SOME    OF    HIS 
Oft AT IONS |    ANi-    GOT   UP   ON   THE   ADJACENT   MOUNTAIN.       THEY   CAVE   TO   A    NICE 
ITAVRENT   ON   THE   ROCKY    SHORE,    AMI   A   BOTTLE   Of    WHITE   WINE.        iT 
WAS   GOING    Tu    II    UUTICUIT    FOR    A    GENERAL*S    CAR    TO    BE    WINDING    AROUNO 
THE    LITTLE   ROADS    IN   THAT    VICINITY,    BUT    THEY   WOULD    TELL    HIM   ABOUT    IT. 
OM   TO   THE    30TMj    ?ADY   3EGAN   TO   THINK    HE    SHOULD    STUDY    iTALIAN   A   LITTLE. 
31   UAR6H|   TIM  21ST'S BEACHHEAD  Mfftttl  CAME  TO  NAPLES ON A BRITISH 
HOSPITAL    SHIP.        .ADY   TOOK   CAPT.    3PALD I NG   TO   MEET    THEM   AND    BRING 
THEIR    BAGGAGE.       THEY   TOOK    FIVE   OF    THE   73*0    STATION   HOSPITAL    NURSES, 
TOO,    FOR    NO   0N£    WAS   THERE   TO    3ET   THEM,       CADY    ASSIGNED    ALL    OF    THEM 
TO    HOTEL    TURISTICA    FOR    ft£*T    AND    REHABILITATION,    BUT    THEY    WANTED 
NONE    Oi     THAT    UNTIL   THEY   COULD    GET   TO    "GOOD   OLD   TCRME   TO   CLEAN   UP 
hue   SEE PEOPLE FIRST. 
A ROTATION VACANCY WAS AVAILABLE FOR CAPT. BLAUVELT OR 
CAPT. FENNO. WHEN THE UNIT CAME TO NAPLES, BLAUVELT HAD AN OSTEO- 
MYELITIC ABSCESS IN HIS FOREARM, AND SHOULD HAVE BEEN SENT HOME, 
BUT THE SURGEONS HAD STOLEN FROM THE VD SECTION ENOUGH OF THAT NEW 
PENICILLIN TO TREAT HIM AND KEEP HIM ON SURGICAL WARD DUTY, AND 
HANDLE FIFTY PATIENTS.  NOW IT WAS TIME FOR A DECISION, AND CAOY 
GAVE THEM 24 HOURS TO DECIDE WHAT THEY WANTED TO DO ABOUT A 30 DAY 
LEAVE AT HOME AND AN UNKNOWN ASSIGNMENT THEREAFTER, MAYBE NOT SO 
GOOD AS THE 21 ST. 
"OL. KNAUER, 23RD GENERAL HOSPITAL, PAID THE 21ST AND LT. 
NLE A SINCERE COMPLIMENT BY SENDING MIS ASSISTANT ME8S OFFICER 
B
T0 SEC HOW TO RUN A GOOD MESS." NLE WAS GRINNING ABOUT HOW NICE 
IT WOULD BE TO HAVE AN ASSISTANT MESS OFFICER, BUT HE WAS SQUELCHED. 
HAD HE NOT BEEN ABLE TO ATTAIN THESE HONORS WITHOUT AN ASSISTANT, 
ERGO, NO ASSISTANT WAS NEEDED.  THEN NlE TOLD CADY WHAT HE WANTED 
TO HEAR.  LT. CREECH, H.D. HAD BEEN SHOWING MUCH MORE INTEREST IN 
BEING A MESS ASSISTANT, AT LEAST OF ASSISTANCE.  THEY HAD PUNCH 
AT 1730 HOUR AT THE FtOD I MESS TO SERVE AT THE SOCIAL HOUR HONORING 
THE UNIT'S "BITCHHEAD" NURSES. A NURSE FROM THE 225TH STATION 
HOSP ITALWCROSS THE STREET TOLD CADY HE WOULD HEAR NO BITCHING FROM 
ANY OR HIS TEN NURSES ANY MORE. ALTHO CAPT. SPALOING ABSENTED 
HERSELF    FROM   CADY'S    HEAD   TABLE,    THIS   TIME   SHE    WWS   RIGHT   THERE   WITH 
HER   TEN   NURSES. 
CAPT. LOUIS S. WE^ER, MAC, AND LT. LOLA L. COLVIN, ANC, WERE 
THERE, BTOO, BUT RATHER UNHAPPY ABOUT LEAVING FOR Z OF  i, AND THEIR 
■ 
JADV 
PARTING    WAS   ON   THE    ORDER    Or    BITTER-SWEET. THE   DINNER    HOUR   WAS    AS 
FESTIVE    AS    COULD    BE    MADE    ON   A    STRENUOUS    WORK   DAT,    THE    BAKERS    HAD 
DONE    A    SPLENDID    JOB    WITH    A    BIG    WELCOME    CAKE    AND    A    SOMEWHAT    SMALLER 
BON   VOYAGE   CAKE. ...IF    AND   WHENEVER    THE    NURSING    COMPLIMENT    WOUD 
A 
BE REDUCE,  IF EVER, THESE TEN EXPERIENCED CAMPAIGNERS WOULD STAT. 
...THE UNIT WAS READY TO PUT A SECOND BRONZE STAR ON THEIR CAMPAIGN 
SERVICE RIBBONS.   CADY CONFIDED IN HIS PRIVATE NOTES THAT SOMETHING 
SEEMED BREWING, BUT WHERE, WHEN AND WHAT? 
THE 2JST REPORTED THE SAME 2216 BEDS IN MARCH, MAXIMUM 
PATIENTS, 17#3, AND ONLY 939 ADMISSIONS.  THE PATIENT AVERAGE 




1 APRIL, CAPT. WEBER AND LT. COLVIN, ANC, TOOK OFF EARLY 
IN THE MORNING FOR THEIR ROTATION HOME.  CAOY SPENT SOME SECRET 
MOMENTS ON WHY MAJ. JOE PARKER ANO CAPTS. CRIOER AND JASPER WERE 
NOT BACK ON DUTY FROM A WEEK OF "TISSUE PAPER ORDERS" TO BE AWAY 
FROM DUTY. UNDOUBTEDLY THEY HAD GONE TO THE MIDDLE EAST, CAIRO, 
WITH SOME OF THEIR AIR CORPS FRIENDS, AND THER HAD BEEN REPORTS 
OF WIND AND 0UST STORMS THAT HAD KILLED AIRMEN WHO HAD BAILEO OUT. 
IT WAS A WORRISOME THOUGHT. 
BRITISH CAPT. BROWN, FORMER DENTAL ATTACHE AT SOU HANIFIA, 
WISHED AMERICAN FRIENDS IN THEOENTAL SERVICE. THREE BRIGADES 
OF HSS AIRSORN DIVISION HAD RETURNED TO ENGLAND, LT. COL COHANE 
N 
HAD BEEN INJURED AND EVACUATED TO U.K. GEN. HOPKINSON, THE BOUNCY 
BRACE-WEARING VISITOR OF PATIENTS AT BOU HANIFIA HAD BEEN KILLED 
IN SICILY WHILE "EXPOSING HIMSELF TOO MUCH". BRIG. HICKS AND BRIG. 
JONES HAD BEEN SENT ELSEWHERE, JONES PROBABLY WAS IN BURMA, PERHAPS, 
HE SAID, TAKING GEN. WINGATE'S PLACE, FOR HE HAO BEEN KILLED RE- 
CENTLY.  A LOT OF CHANGES FOR EVERYONE HAD COME ABOUT IN EIGHT 
MONTHS. 
THE THREATENED REDUCTION IN FORCE OF HIS NURSES WAS ANOTHER 
NAGGING WORRY. HLS BEACHHEAD NURSES'S MORALE HAD NOT BEEN HURT. 
THEY SAID THE 21ST WOULD DO A LOT BETTER JOB VP  THERE THAN SOME 
■ 
OF THE UNITS ALREADY THERE. THE WAS EVIDENCE OF SOME JITTERYNESS 
AMONG BEACHHEAD OFFICERS, AND THE 3RD INFANTRY DIVISION WAS AGAIN 
PRACTICING AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS RIGHT ON THEIR ON BEACHHEAD. THE 
GERMANS WERE STILL WELL DUG IN AROUND MONTE CASSINO, AND STILL 
HOLDING UP THE ALLIEO ADVANCE.  ...AGAIN THE UNIT WAS DESPOILED 
OF TWO OF ITS PRECIOUS SALVAGED BAKE OVENS! ..BASTARDS IN PBSI 
CADY 
2 APRIL.    THEY WERE  STILL  GETTING  SHORT  NUISANCE  AIR  RAIDS 
ALMOST NIGHTLY.  ?APT. BREUER WAS WAS WAfTING TO (30 TO Z OF i. 
HE AND CAPT. GOLDBERG, DC, WERE BOTH PATIENTS AT THE 45TH GENERAL, 
AND THEY CAME BACK TO THE UNIT1® MESS AS OFTEN AS THEY COULD, AND 
SAID FLATTER I NO THINGS ABOUT THE OLD 21 ST.   THEN NON-UNIT 
NURSE PATIENTS WANTED THEIR MEALS SENT FROM THE OFFICERS ME8S, 
BUT -ACY WOULD NOT PERMIT THE OFFICERS MESS FUNDS TO BE DONE IN 
THAT WAY. BETTER FOR THEM, HC HAC THEM ATTACHED TO THE OFFICER 
PATIENTS '/ESS, G}AHNADCO'G RLSTORANTE IN THE LI BY/L BU ILD I NO COURT, 
AND THEY WERE HAPPY AGAIN. SOME OF THE 218T OFFICER STILL HAD 
CRITICISMS OF THE MESS, SUT IT WAS ONLY CARPINGS. 
BEAM COULD NOT UNDERSTAND WHY THERE WAS NOT A PRETTY FAT 
MESS FUND, CADY WAS ON THE VERGE OF CONSTITUTING A BOARD OF OFFICERS, 
WITH THE CRITICS ALL ON IT, TO GIVE THE'.' 80VE PRACTICAL INSIGHT 
INTO MESS ADMINISTRATION, PARTICULARLY FOR SPECIAL THINGS DONE 
FOR OFFICERS. 
AFTER LUNCH, CADY AND DRAKE WENT THROUGH THE ANCIENT POZZUOLI 
AMPHITHEATRE RUINS.  IN ITS FORMER REPAIR, «T COULD HAVE BEEN 
QUITE A STRUCTURE, EVEN BV MODERN STANDARD8. THE GUIDES HORRIFIED 
THE AMERICAN GROUP THEY JOINED %ITH GORY ^QMAN LEGENDS OF THROWING 
CHRI3TIANS TO THE LIONS FOR HOLIDAY AMUSEMENT.  J03EPBUS, THEY 
SAID, WAS MARTYRED IN THIS VERY PLACE.  ...BACK AT THE UNIT, THE 
CAIRO TRAVELERS HAD RETURNED. SENDOS, THE BONE DRY (31, QUICKLY 
BLACKMAILED THE WORTHY PILGRIMS OUT OF A CASE OF CANNED NEW YORK 
F.UPPERT BEER. THEY HAC BEEN DELAYED BY HEAVY SANDSTORMS, AND OTHER 
AIR "ORCE 'TROUBLES' OUTSIDE THEIR CONTROL. PARKER SAID HIS VISIT 
TO JERUSALEM *At AM EMOTIONAL LEE-DOWN, FOR MT. CALVARY, CHRIST'S 
TOMB, AND THE VARIOUS HISTORIC SPOTS WERE NOT UP TO HIS PRE-C0N- 
CEIVED GILDED IMAGERY. 
GAOY 
3 APRIL.     CADY WAS LOW-SPITITED  ENOUGH HE WAS WILLING TO BE 
AN APPLE POLISHER*  HE HAO NOTHING EXCEPT TWO PRECIOUS BOTTLES OF 
COCA COLA HE HAO BROUGHT OVER TO ITALY IN HIS BEDDING ROLL. HE 
TOOK THEM WHEN HE WENT TO CALL UPON GEN, WILSON. HE WANTED TO KNOW 
HOW SOON AND HOW MUCH 0"" A PROBLEM THE UNIT WOULD HAVE WITH THE 
LIMITED ASSIGNMENT REPLACEMENTS IN THE DETACHMENT. ...ALSO, HE 
HAO HEARD THE 3RD DIVISION BAND WAS NOT TAKING THE WEAR AND TEAR 
OF COMBAT ON ANZIO, MIGHT HE NOT HAVE IT FOP DUTY WITH THE £F8T? 
...ALSO, HIS THRICE DAILY PUSH-BACK CALESTHENJCS AT THE MESS HAD 
REDUCED HIS WEIGHT T0M|#0 ON THE HOOF.** MAYBE THAT HAO PARTIALLY 
CONTRIBUTED TO HIS M0R09ENE8S. 
5 APRIL, AND ELDERLY QUARTERMASTER LT. COL. AND A YOUNG 
BRIGADIER GENERAL CAME TO MAKE FINAL ARRANGEMENTS TO LEAVE A 
YOUNG SLGNORA MAFFL, AND ATTRACTIVE BRUNETTE SINGER FROM HOTEL 
VITTO;~IO, SORRENTO. THIS WAS BEING DONE IN THE NAME OF GEN, WARC 
CLARK, WHO WAS REPRESENT^ AS BELIEVING THE «At WAS "QUITE A 
MORALE FACTOR AT THE FIFTH ARMY REST CAMP," AND SHE SHOULD BE 
STRAIGHTENED OUT PHYSICALLY A3 SOON AS POSSIBLE.  SHE HAD UNDER- 
GONE SOME WEIGHT LOSS AND THERE HAD BEEN SOME INCONSISTENCIES IN 
HER SEROLOGICAL REPORTS,  THE LT, "OLONEL WOULD CALL UPON HER DAILY 
AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GENERAL*© OFFICE.   THERE WAS NO WARD 
FOR CIVILIAN FEMALES, SO SHE WENT ON THE NURSES* WARD, AND CAPT, 
SPALDING WAS THERE AT THE TIME LOOKING oft  CADY WAS QUIETLY 
SPECULATING? THE LT. COLONEL MIGHT EXPECT   TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH 
HfM PERSONALLY FA"!! DAY, AND CADV BIO NOT WANT TO BE INDIVIDUAL- 
IZING PATIENT RESPONSIBILITY.  ANYWAY, SHOULD HE NOT BE OUT SOME 
WHERE PROCURING INSALATA AND FgNOCHIp?  BOTH MIGHT HAVE TO SUFFER 
THE RESENTMENT OF CAPT. SPALDING, AMD HOW COULD ALL THIS BE USED 
USED TO GET LARGER QUOTAS FOR THE NURSES REST CAMP?  CADY MIGHT 
LIKE A FEW DAYS OF THAT HIMSELF. 
6 APRIL. LT. "OL. ALEXANDER, PERSONNEL, NATOUSA, CAME DURING 
THC AFTERNOON ANC TALKED QUITE A WHILE, CADY LEVIED PAST PROBLEMS 
AND RELATED THEM TO THE PRESENT AND THE UNIT*S FUTURE. THEY AGREED 
PRETTY V'ELL ON THE IDEA OF" INCREASING THE SIZE OF SOME GENERAL 
HOSPITALS AS A .VEANS OR CONSERVING MEDICAL OFFICERS, SCARCE ONES. 
ALEXANDER SAID THERE WEF<E TO BE NO FURTHER REPLACEMENTS FROM THE 
STATES) ONLY BY EXCHANGE OR ROTATION FFLTHIN THE THEATRE* AND SOME 
MEDICAL UNITS WERE ALREADY LEAVING THE STATES WITH ONLY 60 % 
OF THEIR MEDICAL OFFICER I/O. HE PROMISED TO HELP KEEP BEAM 
AND DRAKE IN MIND IF SUITABLE PROMOTION VACANCIES CAME UP, BUT 
EXPECTED NONE FOR FIVE OR SIX MONTHS. HE APPEARED TO LIKE 0RAKEFS 
BROTHER, FRANK, A WO EXPECTED TO SEE HIM ofi^THE BEACHHEAD IN A 
FEW DAYS.  HE REMAINED FOR SUPPER    AND AN EWENINO AROUND THE MEDICAL 
Ctttrtfl XuB AND THE TERME.    »**JtA4«  VATK1N8, 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
STOPPED BY TO VISIT WITH COL. CADY, BUT THEY DID NOT SEE EACH 
OTHER.     LT.   COL.   AtOftfN RROM THE  rT.   BENNING  DAYS,   AND   HIS  6TH 
DICAL DISPENSARY,   ORAN,   HAD REPLACED DISCONTENTED  LT.  COL. 
'/CLESTER  AS CXEC OF  THE 24TH. 
7 SPRIL.     "APT.   VINCENT OONTI  ARRANGED  WITH  HIS   ITALIAN 
FRIENDS  FOR  CAOTi   MAJB*   BOEMER,   QILLMAN,   BUXTON,   "APTS.  ftWFIN AND 
A FEW OTHERS TO VISIT THE MEDICAL SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY Or NAPLES. 
HIS LIAISON, Cm.    BRUNI, HAD SPENT A YEAR AT THE ROCKEFELLER INST- 
ITUTE, NEW Yo:K. THEY VISITED SEVERAL DIFFERENT HOSPITALS AND 
DEPARTMENTS.  SEVERAL HAD TAKEN CONSIDERABLE BOMBING, AND THEY 
WERE VERY SHORT ON SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.  THEY WERE SURPRISINGLY 
CLEAN FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES.  WHAT APPARATI THE TEACHING DEPART- 
MENTS STILL HAD SEEMED VERY GOOD, POSSIBLY EQUAL OR SUPERIOR TO 
WHAT WAS HA,: IN THE STATES, BUT THERE WAS LES8 OF IT.  THE PRE- 
CLINICAL LABORATORIES WERE INTERESTING, AND THE FACULTY MEN WERE 
PLEASED WHEN CADY SOMEWHAT JESTINGLY REMARKED THAT THEY ALL LOOKED 
CADY 
AND SMELLE"> JUST LIKE THE MEDICAL SCHOOL AT HOME,  HOWEVER, HE 
WAS NOT ENTIRELY SURPRISED THAT IN THE ANATOMY DISSECTION LABORATORY 
THEY WERE USING FRESH AND UNPRESERVEO CADAVERS TAKEN FROM THE 
STREETS THE NIGHT BEFORE?  THE ANATOMICAL MUSEUM WAS APPARENTLY 
TOUCHED BY THE WAR, AND IT WAS AH ANTHROPOLOGIST'S DELIGHT TO 
•CC«  ...OR. BRUNI TOOK :ADY AND :GNTI TO HIS * UNFORTUNATE* 
APARTMENT "OR A LENGTHY LUNCH.  0.DA. BRUNI AND MRS. CONT I BECAME 
PERSONAL FRIENDS WHEN Mftt* "ONTI HAD STUDIED IN ITALY,    THE BRUNI 
mmt    RAO SEEN BOMBED, AND THEY TALKED AS IT THEY WERE VIRTUALLY 
CAMPING OUT IN TBID VERY NICE  APARTMENT.  THEY WERE A CHARMING 
YOUNG COUPLE,  ~ADY HAD THEM DRIVE WITH HIM TO HIS QUARTERS IN 
THEIR TINY LITTLE CAR.  JUST PAST THE ?ERME GATEHOUSE HE MALTED 
THEVJFOR THE CHECKING FOR CONTRABAND, BUT WHEN THEY DEPARTED THEY 
HAD HIS UNSMOKED ALLOWANCE OF CIGARETTES* 
HE WAS LUCKY TO BE SACK IN HIS OFFICE WHEN GEN, WILSON CAME 
KENT C. 
TO CALL UPON "CL ./LAMBERT AGAIN, GEN. WILSON W'/AS DISPLEASED 
*!TH SOME OF HIS HOSPITALS, AND ASKED IF CADY HAD ANY YOUNG OFFICERS 
WHO DOULD BFL    HOSPITALS. BEAM AND DFTAXI WERE VERBALLY R£- 
COMMENOEO    AS   FIRST-UP    ON   THE   SPOT,    AND    IT   WAS   MBTI0NE3   THAT    PEIONNEL 
NATCUSA   WAS   AWARE   OF    THEM,    TOO.    HE    HAD    A   BITE   Of   CAKE   AND   DEPARTED. 
f$ APRIL,     DADY,  DRAKE AND CHAP.  HOOK WERE   INVITED   INTO THE 
UNIT'S  JEWISH  Stscn  BY BOLOTIN.     IT WAS   IN THE  DETACHMENT MESS 
HALL,    AND    COUNTING   OFFICERS,    NURSiJES   AND    ENLISTED    MEN   AND    GUESTS, 
THERE   ABOUT   A    t00   THERE.       THE   3A.ME   SABBt    WHO   HAD   ONCE   SUGGESTED 
THAT   COL.      ''~Y   IROtfLO    ORDER   THE   JEWISH   PERSONNEL   TO   ATTEND    HIS 
.DELICIOUS    SERVICES   WAS    NOT   THERE.    CADY   HAD    ANGRILY   TOl D    POL.OTIN 
T: TELL HIM THEY WERE ALL IN ITALY ^IGHTINC COR FREE'-CM OF RELIGION, 
"JL,1   R.CT OFDD: ANYONE TO ANY RELIGIOUS SERVICE, 80L0TIN 
1ST 
*S9X*   SBHFNDLCR HAD IT ALL WELL ORGANIZED, AND IT WAS INTE^EST- 
IN©   TO   OA'Y   AS   A   etftjCtfONTf    DEL »G ION,    LEVITY    ft MB    SYMBOL ISV,       HE    HAD 
OACV 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK DURING THE DINNER, AND CITED THE NON- 
JEWISH ATTENDANCE AT THE CEREMONY AS A SPLENDID EXAMPLE OF THE 
RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE THERE WAS IN THE UNIT.  "ATHOLICS AN'.: PROTESTANTS 
HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE PREPARATION ~OR HE KNEW TH'.T f/4 BfftOCSj 
A UKRANIAN CATHOLIC, HAD SPENT HIS OWN TIME OFF DUTY PREPARING 
THEIR SPECIAL POTATO PANCAKES, AND UNFAMILIAR OAMAOIAM ALE, TEA**0 
SARDINES HAD NOT BEEN ALL OBTAINED FROM ANCIENT PALESTINE. CHAP* 
LAIN HOOK HAOC A NICE LITTLE EUCUMEN IDAL TOLA.RANCE SPEECH,TOO. 
9    APRIL, ~ASTEP SUNDAY. DRAKE SAID ON THAT DAY HE WAS A 
REGULAR CHURCH-GOER, AND MOKE AWAY FROM CACV*! REGULAR SUNDAY 
prrtot    JOB   OF    "POtLING   WE   ADMINISTRATIVE   OXEN   OUT   OF   THE   MUD." 
DRAKE    fftfKMffC    HIS   MUSTACHE,    COBBED   HIS   HAIR    AND   WENT   TO   CHAP. 
H00K*3    SERVICES.        "AOY   SOON    DECIDED    TO    FOLLOW    HIM    AS    *A   REFORMED 
I'TEGULAR." 
THAT A-T-RNOOM HE *Ef»R*EO LATE FROM A TRIP TO MAI9RA, 
A ~IFTY WILE TRIP ACROSS THE PENINSULA FROM SORRENTO (53). 
MARY LAUQHLIN, WtCf WHO KNEW THIS COUNTRY WELL, HAD TOLD HIM 
OF    CAtTfi.   MfftAVAftE   WHICH   MIGHT   BE   REQUISITIONED    FOR    A   -EOT   CAMP 
FOR THE UNIT. !T WAS BECAUSE BENDOS COULD MAKE A COMMAND CAR 
FOLLOW A MULE PATH UP A MOUNTAIN THAT CAOY GOT TO THE FACE OF 
A 3^0 FOOT CLIFF TO SEE THE SHABBY ROMANTIC OLD OVERSIZED VILLA 
ON THE PEAK OF THE CLIFF.   !T WAS WELL NAMED, LITERALLY nLCOK 
AT   THE    SEA."       fF   ONE   CARED   TO   tW»W   HIS    HEAD    TO   THE   LEFT    A    BIT   ACUTELY, 
THE   NAftftO*   BEACH   AND   THf   0tOYttftfIQVE   VILLAGE   MAI6*A   WAS   BELOW. 
To   THE   RIGHT,   THE   ROCK*   CLH-- OCCASIONAL   HOUSES   WERE 
T^ff    ttAftfttflf    "E7ZACAPPO,    A    NICE    LOOKING    LITTLE    GENTlT  E'^AN,    WAS    THE 
OWNER  AND  ANXIOUS TO MAKE A  DEAL,  PROVIDED  HE VICHT  CONTINUE TO 
LIVE  SOMEWHERE ON THE  PREMISED.     HE  SPOKE FTNOLIDH "ELL,   AND  VVCULO 
P^OBADLY  BE  PRETTY  AGREEA8LE   AROUND   OFFICERS   AHO   NURSES,   BUT 
DA©* HAD  THIS PRO.JETT DIRECTED MORE  TOWARD  ENLISTED  MEN.     ML 
CADV 
AND BEN003 QUICKLY WALKED THE FOUR OR FIVE LEVELS OF THE VILLA, 
ANO ESTIMATES) THE LABOR AND PA I NT TO PUT IT INTO 'LIVEABLE* 
CONDITION.   IT HAD BARE POSSIBILITIES FOR MIXED OFFICER AND EN- 
LISTED TENANTS, OR OFFICERS AND NURSES.  HE GAVE THE MARQUIS A 
TENTATIVELY FAVORABLE ANSWER FOR HIS OWN INTEREST IN THE CA3TEL, 
EXPRESSEO 80ME DOUBT ABOUT ITALIAN CIVILIAN TENANTS*   ...A NICE 
PERSONAL LETTER FROM GEN. SNYOCR WAS AWAIT INS WHEN HE RETURNED/^, 
10 APRIL. COL. <J. K. TULLY, TC, FORMER ST. LOUJSAN AND 
WEST POINTER, HAO AN OFFICE IN THE GARABALDI STATION. BRIO. GEN. 
CARL R. GRAY, JR.t CG, MILITARY RAILWAY SERVICE, SENT HIM TO SEE 
IF THE 218T WAS REALLY A ST. LOU IS UNIT, AND TO SAY HE WOULD 8E 
INVITING SOME OF THE OFFICERS OVER TO HIS WILLA SOME TIME. ... 
DURING THE CO*S MEETING AT THE 225TH STATION HOSPITAL, COL. 
ARNEST SAID HE HAD SEEN IN AFRICA THE PRECEEDING WEEK, AND SAW 
INDICATIONS THERE WOULD BE CONSIDERABLE MEDICAL REORGANIZATION 
WHICH WOULO CHANGE UNITS AND PERSONNEL IN THEM. CADY WAS SILENTLY 
CURIOUS ABOUT THE REASONS HE REFERRED TO GENERALS STAYER AND 
WILSON WITH SUCH WHOLESOME RESPECT THAT SOME FEAR SEEMED TO BE 
AN INGREQIANT* 
AFTER WEEKS OF SCROUNGING AND REPAIRS, OLD HUTCH HAD HIS 
PREMIER AT THE "21 SHOW HOUSE." HE HAD DONE A GOOD JOB WITH THE 
BOMB DAMAGED LITTLE THEATRE OF MOSTRA WHICH WAS IN THE GROUNDS 
ALLOTEO TO THE 2TST. CADY ACTUALLY RELAXED AND BECAME COMFORTABLE 
ENOUGH TO SIT THROUGH THE FEATURE LENGTH OF THE FILM, "WHILE 
THOUSANDS CHEER," AND RESOLVED TO ATTEND O-TEN. 
11 APRIL, ARNEST'S OFFICE GAVE THE UNIT ORDERS TO CEASE 
ISSUEING DISCARDED FATIGUE UNIFORMS TO THE RAGGED ITALIAN CIVILIAN 
EMPLOYEES, ANDJTO STOP LETTING THEM HAVE LEFT-OVER FOOD TO EAT, 
OR GARBAGE TO CARRY HOME.   CADY REALIZED HOW HIS NEW YORK  ITAILIAN 
CONTINGENT WOULD PROBABLY COOK A BIT MORE FOOD THAN WOULD BE EATEN 
CADY 
80 SOME OF IT MIGHT BE TOTED FOR HUNGRY FAMILIES,  CADY HAD SEEM 
MANY WOMEN AROUND THE CENTER*8 GARBAGE COLLECT»0N STATION, AND 
THEY WERE SEPARATING. OUT AND RINGING OFF ANY BITS OF MEAT, VIENNA 
SAUSAGE, ETC. WHICH COULD BE IDENTIFIED,  HE KNEW M©W AT THE BACK 
OF TERME THE HUNGRY PAI8AN0S WERE BEGINNING TO LOOK BETTER NOUR- 
ISHED, AN~) WERE BECOMING CARELESS ABOUT POLICING \}W  AFTER THEMSELVES. 
GADY*S ITALIANS STILL LOOKED DOWN UPON THE CIVILIANS, BUT HAD SOME 
SYMPATHIES NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER, GABY KNEW THE FEW LIRI PAID 
THE CIVILIANS COULD NOT REPLACE THEIR WORK CLOTHING. THE WERE 
REPLACING GL*8 AND WERE WORTH THEIR COST, MAYBE THE SURGEON HAD 
BEEN HTOLOM BY ONE OF THE GENERALS, BUT CADY WOULD RFUST AS SOON 
0U3PECT NOT. ,..COL, L£MA.FI, JAGD, PBS, HAD DRAWN THE B$MST 
CHEVROLET SEDAN* AND HE TELEPHONED CADY TO SEE IF HE STILL RE- 
TAINED A?N«O«HER SET OF KEYS, CADY DID NOT SUSPECT COL. LEMAR OF 
ANY ULTERIOR MOTIVES. 
THE ITALIAN SONGSTRESS FOR THE FIFTH ARWY SEEMED TO HAVE 
A DIAGNOSIS OF AMO'IEXIA NERVPSA, THAT QJM OFFICER STILL HOVERED 
OVER HER BED DAILY IN AN OVERLY FAITHFUL DEVOTION TO GEN. CLARK*S 
ALLEGED INTEREST IN HIS REST CAMP MORALE FACTOR. CADV SUGGESTED 
ONLY TO DRAKE THE SOURCE or HER PSYCHO-SOMATIC SYMPTOMS. HE HAD 
NOT   REACTED   ENTHUSIASTJCLY   WHEN   THE   Q#   OFFICER   SUGGESTED   THAT   HER 
TALENTS   COULD   ENTERTAIN   THE   OFFICERS   AND    NURSES   R©0I    MESS,    AND 
SINGING   A   FEW   SELECTIONS   THERE   COULD   BE   A   TONIC   FOR   HER, WITH- 
OUT   FOREWARNING   TO   CADY   OR   Kfc#«    IVEDIG,    HE   ARRANGED    FOR    HER   TOS/AJGj 
AT SUPPER, THIS COUP WAS GLOSSED OVER AS WELL AS POSSIBLE BY 
CAOY, BUT HE WAS ANNOYED TO THE EXTENT THAT HE WAS GOING TO INQUIRE 
AND LEARN «!U8T WHERE THE CORPUS DELECT I WAS BURIED IN THIS WHOLE 
SHADOW OF GENERAL MAR|$ CLARK,CG, FITTH ARMY. THE GIRL SENSED, 
APPARENTLY, WHAT HER PATRON HAD DONE AND WAS 80 NERVOUS THAT HER 
OTHERWISE  NICE BUT THIN VOICE CARRIED POORLY TO THE INDIFFERENT 
CAOY 
DINING   AUDIENCE,      ALL.   THE   NURSES   KNEW   ABOUT   HER,   OP   COURSE 
'4V-*J 
13 APRIL, THE UNIT WAS DOING SOME GAS DEFENSE TRAINING AGAIN, 
BUT WHY? THE AMERICANS LOST SOME MEN WITH THEIR OWN GAS THE 
NAZIS SPILLEB WHEN THEY BLEW UP SOME AMMUNITION 6NIP5 IN BAR I 
HARBOR THE FIRST WEEK OF DECEMBER, THE 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
DETECTED IT IN THEIR APPARENTLV UNWOUNOEO CASUALTIES, THEIR SHOCK 
CASES.  CAOY SOLEMNLY HOPED IT WAS NOT ONLY STRATEGY SUT COUNTER 
INTELLIGENCE, THIS TRAINING. 
MAJ. CHAMP LVON CAVE TO INSTRUCT THE UNIT IN THE USES OF 
PENICILLIN.  HE KNEW FULL WELL THE 2!ST HAD BEEN THE FIRST UNIT 
IN NATOUSA TO USE IT, AND MAD BEEN HANDLING IT WELL SINCE THEN, 
HE WAS RECOMMENDING A QUOTA OF 1,000 AMPULES WEEKLY.  HE INFORMED 
CADY# CONFIDENTIALLY, THAT "WHENEVER ANY UNIT EARNS SOMETHING 
LIKE THIS, THE 300TH GENERAL HOSPITAL ALSO SETS IT." VES, CAOY 
Qxto. W, 
AGREED, OQL.^REYER KEEPS TRACK OF THE 21 ST QUITE WELL, SUT H£ 
DOES NOT THINK THE 21 ST DOES SOME THINGS WELL,   MA4, LVON ALSO 
HAD A BROADER FIELD TO GATHER IDEAS FROM AS TO WHERE THE BOTTLE- 
NECKS WERE IN PBS POLITICS.  SUCH BITS OF INFORMATION DID NOT MAKE 
CADY MORE SECURE^REALLY.  HE WAS GLAD HIS PROMOTION HAD COME 
THROUGH WHILE GENERALS WILSON AND BLESSE WERE LOOKING AFTER HIM 
IN AFRICA. THEN HE WONDERED IF HIS BRASHNESS IN WRITING PERSONAL 
OPINION LETTERS ABOUT GENERAL HOSPITAL REORGANIZATION* TO GENERALS 
CAOV 
KIRK AND SNYDER, WHO ASKED HtM TO DO IT, WOULD BE DISCOVERED AND 
HELD AGAINST HIM ST HIS CURRENT SUPERIORS, OR HAO THAT HA^ENED 
ALREADY? ('-* 
BEFORE SLEEPING THAT NIGHT,  CADYJBURVEYED THE POSSIBILITIES 
OF AN UNRECOGNIZED PARANOIA IN HIMSELF, AND DECIDED TIREDLVJ 
THE THINGS HE WAS WORRYING ABOUT WERE REALLY THE SINCEREST OF 
PERSONAL APPROVAL-FLATTERY-* AND, *TO HELL WITH ITl" 
14 APRIL. CAOV CALLED ON THE MEOICAL CENTER HEAO©JJARTERS 
TO LEARN WHAT SORT OF COMPLAINT THEY REALLY HAD AGAINST ONE OF 
THE 21ST*S DRIVERS.  Hi HAD BEEN CHECKING TO SEE WHAT THE CENTER 
?SP*S WERE DOING A80UT THE LEFT-OVER FOOD ANO THE FATIGUE-WEARING 
ITALIANS SO THE 21ST WOULD NOT HAVE TO DUPLICATE THEIR EFFORTS. 
HE MET LT. COL. JENKINS, CO, 132NQ STATION HOSPITAL, WHO WAS ON 
HIS BAY TO THE 225TH WHERE HE EXPECTED TO MEET GEN. WILSON. HE 
WAS WEARING FULL GAS EQUIPMENT. *Y*TT NEVER CAN TELL WHAT THAT 
FELLOW WILL WANT, CAN YOU?" HE EXPLAINED. \N  FRONT OF THE CENTER 
HEADQUARTERS HE MET COL. PFEIFER, 45TH GENERAL. HE TOLD THE 
COLONEL HE HAD GUARDS, THIEVEFTES AND SUCH ON HIS MIND. THERE 
HAO SEEN A YOUNG HPRIESTM HE HAD GIVEN A PASS TO, BUT HE HAO 
SEEN APPREHENDED WITH' G! GUTLERY HIDDEN UNDER HIS OUTER GARMENT. 
PFEIFER HAD THE SAME PROBLEMS BUT TOOK NO CHANCES WITH THEM, HAD 
PLENTY OF TOUGH GUARDS, BECAUSE "THERE WERE SO MANY AROUND HEAD- 
tHAftftftt   WHO    HAO    NOTHING   TO   DO   EXCEPT   GO   AROUND   TO      FIND   THINGS 
WRONG.**      ALL   THIS   DID    NOT   DISPEL   CADY'S   SUSPICION   THE   2! ST   WAS 
GETTING   A   BIT   0"    EXTRA   RIDING,    SO   HE   WENT   ON   TO   TALK   WITH   WARRANT 
OFFICER ROSSI AeouT THE DRIVER. 
THEN LT. SCHMOKE CAME IN AND JOINED THE DISCUSSION ON FATIGUES 
MQ   LEFT-OVER    FOOD-TOT I NO,       MR •   ROSSI    SAID   COL.    PFEIFER    HAD   COM- 
PLAINS;     THAT   ALL   THE   OTHER    HOSPITALS   WERE   SINNING    IN   THE   LE^T-OVER 
MATTER.      LT.   SCHMOKC   SAID   THE   MPs   HAO   BEEN   HELPING   CONTROL   THAT 
BY   MAKING   ANY   CIVILIAN   WHO   SEEMED   TO    HAVE   TOO   MUCH   LEFT-OVER    TO 
DIVIDE    HIS   LOOT   WITH   OTHERS   ON   THE   SPC«T      H£,    OF   ALL   PERSONS, 
KNEW   NOTHING   OF    THE    NEW   ORDERS,    SO     :OL.    S*M   TOOK   THE   LI8ERTV  TO 
SEND    HIM   PERSONAL    COPIES   OF    THE   COMPLETE   CORRESPONDENCE,       HE   WAS 
STILL   W0N3EF. INS   WHAT   THE   PATTERN   WAS, EXCEPT   CONFUSION.       DURING 
SUPPER    LT.    NIC   REPORTED   THE   CIVILIAN   MESS   PERSONNEL   ALL    WANTED 
TO   QUIT   OR   GET    SUBSTANTIAL   RAISES    IN   PAY.      THEYVfpS   REALLY   MORE 
INTERESTS   if! LEFT-OVERS THAN THE FEW Lint  THEY WERE PAID,    OAOV 
CALLED LT.   SCHMOKE TO REPORT THE RESULT OF THE  »RDtft,     HE REPLIED 
THAT LT.   :OL,  JENKINS WAS HAVING THE SAME TROUBLE.    APPARENTLY 
NO ©fuel  UNITS HAD REACTED THAT EVENING,  SO CAB* EXPRESSED THE 
HO%E   ALL   WOULD tftt&t*    THE    SAVE   OR )£RS   QUICKLY   SO   THAT   ONLY 
TWO   UNITS   WOUL')    NOT HAV   TO    FACE    THE   PROBLEM    ALONE,    ftfff    LAST     IN- 
FORMATION   TENDED   TO NARROW   THE   RESPONSIBILITY   TO   TWO   SOURCES, 
3UT    THE    QUESTION   O" HEADQUARTER'    *0f| NATION   0:     FWMBLfNQn   WAS 
NOT YET RESOLVED. 
15 APRIL. ABOUT 0400 AIR RAID RACKET AROUSED CALY, AND HE 
LAY PLANNING SO THAT BY THE END OF THE DAY HE WOULD HAVE HIS OWN 
CAMPAIGN TO SPREAD THE MISERY SO THAT HIS OWN MESSES WOULD NOT 0E- 
tERlORATE BECAUSE OTHER HOSPITALS WOULD STILL BE UNAFFECTED.  L.T. 
NlE WAS STILL B" I   UP BY THE DISCRIMINATION.  ...WHEN ?,0L. STURQEON 
INSPECTED AGAIN, HE SEEMED PLEASED THAT HIS PREVIOUS LIST OF RE* 
COMMENIATIONS HAD BEEN FOLLOWED, BUT HE DID NOT SEEN* TO KNOW MUCH 
ABOUT THE *TME "ATIGUES AND THE GARBAGE* MATTER. ?ADY SENT NlE 
WITH THE INSPECTOR AS GUIDE TO THE CHECKING POINTS. THE 23R- GENERAL 
CADY 
AN;    THE   225TH   STATION    ITALIANS   WERE   REALLY   TOTING.       FOUR   213T 
fTALJANS,    HOWEVER   HAO   PICKED   UP   THFlR   TOT I NGS   FROM   OTHER   HOSPITALS. 
N*E   ALSO   SAW   TO    IT      THAT   COL.    STURGEON   FOUND   SOME    INIQUITIES   AT 
AT   THE   45TH,   WHERE   HE    SUSPECTED   HIS   OWN   TROUBLE   HAO   ORIG|HATED 
""OR   -ENTER   HOSPITALS,      »,*CURfOUS,   HOW  PROPER   CHANGES   MAY   BE   RE- 
SENTED   BY   OTHERWISE    INTELLIGENT   PEOPLEf      THE    INSPECTOR*?*   OFFICER 
CHECKER   CAUGHT   16   OF   THE   2tsT*8   EMPLOYEES   0*8 I HO   THE    NIGHT,    AHO 
NlE   WAS   STILL   BURNED   UP,   CAOV   WAS   HOT   ROUGH   ABOUT    IT,   BUT   m   GAVE 
N»E   THE    IMPRESSION   HE   WAS   ONLY   BE I NO   TOASTED   ON   ONE   SIDE,   AND   HE 
HAD   BETTER   KEEP    IT   THAT   WAY   BY   CONTROLLING   HIS   OWN   SITUATION 
3UISIU.Y   !H   SPITE   OF   THE    INTERNATIONAL    ITALIAN   SYMPATHIES   HE   HAD 
•JOINED.       "CORRELATE    IT   WITH   NON-COM   8TR|P£8,W   HE   ADVISED   SUCCINCTLY. 
2ND.  LT.  HELEN C«  WOODMAN,  ANC,  MARRIED A folAa.  MYERS,  AC, 
AT   THE   "ENTER   CHAPEL   DUR I Nft   THF   AFTERNOON,      THE   BRIf^BUT   VERY   NICE 
CEREMONY   WAS   PERFORMED   BY   FR,   FLEISCHELL   AND   MA<*»   HENRY   G»   SCHWARTZ 
SAVE   THE   BRIDE   AWAY.      THE   6RIOAL   PARTY   WENT   TO   THE   X5U   A*R   FORCE 
SEFVICE COMMAND OFFICERS CLUB FOR THE RECEPTION AND CAKE*CUTTING. 
FRIENDS GAVE THEM A NICE SOUVENIR FOP THEIR SUBSEQUENT M©useK£EPti««t 
THE ROMANCE APPARENTLY STARTED AT AINF-EL-TURK. ICADY ANT 3***1 
RETURNED TO THE OFFICE, WHERE THEY PARTED, HE STARTED OUT TO 
GIVE AWAY AN EXTRA TICKET FOR LM BOHEME, BUT FAILED. BUT HE HAD 
ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO GFN HUME, WHO MENTIONED DISCUSSING 
WITH GENERALS STAYER AND BLESSE THE WAY ARNEST HAD FRUSTRATED 
HIM IN GETTING SOT. AULAR FOR HI^FFICE. THE GENERAL WAS TOO MUCH 
A GENTLEMAN TO CUB AflNEST ARTICULATELY.  GEN. 8LESSE HAD BEEN AT 
THE 21ST'S OFFICE TOO BUT CADY MlSSEH MEETING HIM. THE GENERAL 
WAS 0*1 HI -5 WAY TO WASHINGTON TO BECOME GROUND ^ORCES SURGEON, AND 
WISHED TO BE REMEMBERED TO ~0L. C*ny, HE, IN TURN, WAS DEPRESSED 
THAT SUCH I APPRECIATIVE FRIEND WAS DEPARTING THE THEATRE. 
OFFICERS  :mo ATTENDED THE PBS MEDICAL SOCIETY OH 13 APRIL, 
I 
(ML*   ARNEST   HAD   SPOKEN   FEELINGLY   ABOUT   <3EN,    ffUWlt*|   REPUTED 
STANDING   ©POSRS   FOR   MEOtCAL   OFFICERS.      THEY   WONDERED    IF    wCOL. 
ARNEST   WANTED   TO   QO   HOME,    OR   SOMEWHERE   SOON,"      HE   MIGHT   WIND   UP 
HIS OWN ft***,     EVIDENTLY,  GEN.   WILSON WAS RIDING THE tfgsfoAt, 
OEPA;;T'.<ENT AGAIN. 
SUNDAY, 16 APRIL. STILL r0U,**IN4 UP CASTEL  | AMARE, CADY 
GOT   CONTACT   WITH   P33   ENGINEER,    V?HO   SENT   HfM   TO   THE   BRITISH,    THENCE 
TO   THE    feVM   MAJOB   OP    SOME   SUCH   OFFICER    IN   SALERNO.       PASTEL   ^IRAMARE 
WAS »M BRITISH JURISDICTION FOR SOME REASON. ENCOUKAGEING JUST 
THIS FAH(S3J  . 
t? APRIL, ^JY RECEIVED A NOTE FROM UA§*  GEN, WILSON IN 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF* HIS THREE MONTH OLO LETTER O'r'   CON&RATULATION 
ON HIS PROMOTION.  His POSTSCRIPT SAID HE EXPE-ITEO TO SE£ OADY 
SOON. THE SCUTTLEBUTT WAS THAT HE WAS SEEING THE ISSUE &I» HOSP- 
ITALS AND RAISING OLD K*S WHEN HE D IS NOT LIKE WHAT HE SAW/J^/THAT 
EVENING, BRIG, GIN, JOHN R, HAWKINS, AC, CS, 64TH TIGHTER WING 
GAVE AH    IKTERE3TINS ORIENTATION LECTUSE ON THElt ©OUBAT, STRATEGY, 
80MB INS, AN;, WHY AIR CORPS OFFICERS WERE LIKE THEY WERE,  ?/A*l» 
DOVE HAD BROUGHT HIM AROUND,  THE GENERAL LOOK CHRONICLY FATIGUED, 
SO CADY SOT KM OVER TO   THE 2!sT*S LITTLE BAR AT TcRME TO GET KM 
RELAXED AND MAYBE TALKING ABOUT 90MSING TECHNIQUES.   BUT HE WAS 
PURPOSEFULLY VAGUE, MENTIONING GLARES AN: MARKERS SENT ON AHEAD 
TO ASSIST THE BOMBARDIERS.  { IT SOUNDFC A BIT LIKE CADY*S SUGGESTION 
HE SENT IN WHILE HE WAS STILL AT ft*   BENNjNG, GA.) 
•■■r.iL.   ";ADY  TOOK DRAKE,   BENDGS  AN:   8GT,    .OLANC  A.  3EMUN3RUN, 
HIS RfW PE*t**Ui.      ,TA:;Y, TO SEE THE SRITISH REALESTATE OFFICE* 
AT SALERNO, A l*A4« HURLEY. HE KNEW NOTHING AEOUT :ASTEL Ht«*»AJtt« 
TELEPHONE? AROUf: TO SEE |r IT WERE UNDER REQUISITION BY ANYONE, 
PROMISE: TO GAVE AN ANSWER IN A DAY OR SO.  CADY AN'J DRAKE 
WENT ON TO THE ALLIED OFFICERS »CM  FOR LUNCH, A,\<:LE?T FEEL I NO 
CADY 
SMUGLY ABOUT THEIR ROD I MESS. OUT OF CURIOSITY ABOUT VESUVIG, 
CADY HAD GONE TO THE LEEWARD SIDE OF THE MAJOR'S OFFICE BUILDING 
AND SOUVENIRED A SAMPLE OF THE FRESH BLACK GRANULAR DUST FROM 
THE INCH THICK LAYER OR THE WINDOW SILL,  SALERNO HAD DUG OUT ALL 
RIGHT FOR TRAFFIC, BUT NOT FOR MERE OUTSIOE APPEARANCES.  THEY 
RETURNED VIA MAIQRA TO SEE THE CASTEL AGAIN, AND THE MARQUIS, 
BUT HE WAS IN 3ALER NO, ^ ^ '** * *** **" * « &€" ***"* * ""** -,*.*r 
THE ROAD BACK UP THE COAST WAS MEAN DRIVING FOR AMERICANS 
IN A HURRY, BUT THESE TOURISTS WERE NOT HURRYING. THE MOUNTAIN 
SCENERY AND LANDSCAPES WERE VERY BEAUTIFUL AND PICTURESQUE. 
ORANGE ANC LEMON TREES, GRAPE VINES, AND OTHER PLANTS, FLOWERS 
WERE IN GOOD CONDITION AND BECOMING NEATLY KEPT AGAIN.  EVERY 
SCRAP OF GROUND, OR WHERE ONE COULD BE CONSTRUCTED IY THE INDUST- 
RIOUS FARMERS WAS BEING MADE TO WORK IN SOME WAY FOR THE PEOPLE, 
LIKE A TREMENDOUS GARDEN.   IT WAS NO WONDER TO THEM THAT OTHER 
PEOPLE WENT TO THIS PART OF ITALY FOR VACATIONS AND HONEYMOONS. 
BOLOTIN HAD NEW% WHEN THEY RETURNED, SOME DEAL WAS ON TO 
REPLACE COL. COWAN, FIFTH ARMY, WITH LT. COL. WEBS B. GURLEY,DC. 
AND, HIS NUMERICAL REPLACEMENT WOUUD BE A CAPTAIN FROM PBS. GURLEV 
WOULD GET HIS EAGLES. 
20 APRIL. COL. CADY STARTED HIS PROPHYLACTIC QUININE FOR 
MALARIA. THE TERME AND HOSPITAL AREA WERE WELL SANITATED, BUT THERE 
WERE PLENTY OF PLACES HE WENT THAT WERE NOT.  HIS 'pUSHBACK* EX- 
ERCISES HA8 CAUSED HIS WEIGHT TO DROP 13.2 LBS, DOWN TO W&.CLor#fh 
LT. COL. HUGHES, CO, 225TH STATION HOSPITAL PHONED HE THOUGHT 
CADY MIGHT EXPECT A PBS DIRECTIVE FOR USING "WHITES" FOR CIVILIAN 
MESS PERSONNEL. THAT WOULD BE AN IMPROVEMENT OVER SALVAGED 
FATIGUES, AND MUCH BETTER THAN THEIR RAGGED AND DIRTY CLOTHING, 
AND THIS HAD COME OUT OF THE FATIGUES RESTRICTIONS. THE INDICATIONS 
AT THIS TIME WERE  POINTING TOWARD LT. COL. JEFFRIS WHO HAD GIWFN 
■ 
CADY 
THE CONFUSING ORDERS.  A LITTLE LATER, BOTH HE AND COL. ARNEST 
CONFIRMED CADY's STAND THAT FATIGUES GOULD BE WORN BY CIVILIANS, 
ON A DIRECT APPROACH ON THE SUBJECT.  HE TOLD THEM OF ANOTHER 
COSTLY RAMIFICATION OF THE ' NO TOTING* Of?DER, FOR HE HAD TO HIRE 
TWENTY MOPE CIVILIANS TO DO WHAT HAD BEBwfcN OVERTIME  IN EXCHANGE 
FOR LEFT-OVERS, "GARBAGE" IN EXCHANGE FOR CASH WAGES.  THIS 
SEEMED A SURPRISE FOR l_T. COL. dEFFRIS, AND THEN HE ADMITTED 
THAT tT WAS NOT THE 21 ST ALONE THAT HAD SQUAWKED ABOUT HIS TWO 
ORDERS. 
THE BRITISH PERMISSION FOR CASTEL MIRAMARE CAME THOUGH. CADY 
WENT TO THE BASE ENGINEER, WHO DIRECTED HIM TO G-1. FIRST, HE 
WENT TO COL. ARNEST FOR HE WAS NOT SATISFIED WITH THE QUOTA OF 
ONLY THREE OFFICERS PER WEEK TO CAPR I AND SORRENTO, (BOLOTIN HAD 
BEEN ORDERED BY CADY TO GO A FEW DAYS PREVIOUSLY WHILE HE COULD 
GET IN ON ANOTHER HOSPITAL'S R & R ALLOWANCE.) HE CALLED G-1* 
'ROM WHAT HE OVERHEARD, CAOY TFIOUGHT ARNEST WAS THY I KG TO EXPLOIT 
HIS INITIATIVE TO HELP ARNEST'S SITUATION? I.E., HE MIGHT PUT 
THE 21 ST INTO THE BUSINESS OF RUNNING A PBS MEDICAL REST CAMP. 
ANYWAY, WHEN HE SAW LT. COL. WELLS IN G-1, THEY WERE TRYING TO 
GET A POLICY ESTABLISHED ABOUT SUCH MATTERS AS THIS PROPOSAL. 
HE OR THEY COULD NOT DO SOMETHING FOR ONE UNIT THEY COUL^ NOT 
DO FOR ALL OTHERS, COULD THEY? THAT MEANT CADY WOULD GET NO 
ANSWER UNTIL SOME SITTER WOULD MOVE OFF HIS CUSHION, MAYBE NOT 
EVEN THEN, FOR MOST UNIT COMMANDERS WOULD PREFER TO LET PB3 DO 
THE JOB THAN BUILD UP THEIR OWN UNIT FACILITY.   AND, >CAOY DID 
NOT FEEL EXPANSIVE ENOUGH TO BECOME A HOST. 
HE WENT ON TO SEE MAU. VANDERLIP, AG, GENERAL WILSON'S 
AIDE. HE TOLD VANDERLIP OF THE AWAKENING THE GENERAL'S ARRIVAL 
HAD CAUSED, A CLERK IN ARNEST'S OFFICE HAD VENTILATED TO CADY 
"HOW THINGS WERE GETTING TO GL FOR HIM," AND THAT GEN. WILSON HAD 
CADY 
COME OVER WITH 710 LBS. OF PERSONAL BAGGAGE AND TWO HORSES. CADY 
PRESBMED HE WAS REFLECTING THE MOOD OF HIS OWN OFFICERS. 
HE MET COL. KILGORE, 26TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, STILL AT BARI. 
COL. CHAS. F. DAVIS USED TO ANNOY HIM INTENSELY, ESPECIALLY AT 
PHEASEV rARM8 AND ON THE VOYAGE.    t-T. COL. HlX, ENGLAND AND MBS, 
WAS NOW WITH THE 26TH.   HE HAD A BRIEF MEETING WITH COL. MUNLEY, 
NATOUSA, AND LT. COL. BARNES, VD CONTROL, FORMERLY FROM MISSOURI 
STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT, JEFFERSON CITY, UO»    THENCE HE WENT FOR 
A LAST MEETING WITH GEN. BLE8SE': WHO TOLD HIM HE WAS LEAVING TO 
BECOME AN "EXPERIENCED" PART OF THE GROUND FORCES OFFICE UNDER 
GEN. WCNAIR IN WASHINGTON. HE WOULD BE PULLING FOR THEM BACK 
HOME AND THEY COULD COUNT ON THAT^\) . 
THAT SAME CLERK SAID THAT COL. m*   SPAULDING HAD BEEN TRANS- 
FERRED FROM THE 74TH STATION TO THE 36TH GENERAL AT ^ASERTA. GEN. 
WILSON WAS 'DOWN ON* THE ORIGINAL COMMANDER, ACCORDING TO THE RE- 
MARKS ME MADE IN CADY*S OFFICE THE LAST TIME HE VISITED.  LT. "OL. 
GRAHAM WENT FROM THE 43RD STATION TO THE 74TH, REPLACING SPAULDING. 
CADY WAS FISHING TO SEE IF BEAM OR DRAKE MIGHT GET THE 43 RD OR 
A STATION HOSPITAL. 
CAOV 
LT. COL, SKELLY, FA, 977 FA BN. (WEBSTER GROVES, MO., AND 
A VISITOR AT BOU-IFANIF IA ) CAME BY WITH L.T. COL . -03, MC, EXEC FOB 
15TH GENERAL MEDICAL LABORATORY, FOR LUNCH. THE LABORATORY WAS 
NOW A PART OF THE CENTER. 
CADY, MAX AND OTHERS HAD IT ARRANGED WITH HIS FRIEND CAPT. 
PEASTER, AC, WHO WAS RETURNING ON THE 21ST TO THE STATES ON A 
BRIEF MISSION AND SOME LEAVE, TO SIAKE SOME PURCHASES FOR THEM. 
THEY WANTED SOME MESSAGES CONVEYED TO WIVES WHILE HE WOULD BE IN 
3T. LOUIS, CADY FELT HE HAD TO BE CONSTRAINED OR HE MIGHT BE 
COMPROMISING SECURITY REGULATIONS, ALWAYS A :CRS BUG-A800. 
22 APRIL, LT. COL. FltAitN DRAKE, SURGEON, 3RD INF. DIV., 
SENT LT. COL. SNYDER, HIS FORMER PROVOST MARSHAL ON LIAISON DUTV 
AT NAPLES, AND LT. COL. PRICE, AGD. THEY WERE ENTERTAINED AT 
-INNER AT TTFTVC AK8 A DANCE, ETC. THEIR RELAXED TALKING ABOUT 
THE BEACHHEAD WAS PRETTY INTERESTING TO CADY AND TRUMAN ABOUT 
THEIR PRACTICAL PROBLEMS. ALL AGREED THAT THE WAY PERSONNEL 
WERE HANDLED PUT A LOT OF STRAIN ON UNITS. METHODS SHOULD BE 
CHANGED, ANC TOO MANY WHO HANDLED PERSONNEL WERE MAKING A MERE 
ROUTINE JOB OF IT. UNITS HAD TO FIGHT TWO WARS ALL THE TIME. 
THEY WERE SURPRISED TO LEARN THAT THE 3RD DIVISION HAD ACTUALLY 
BEEN MEETING TROOP REPLACEMENT SHIPS AND QETTING THEIR QUOTAS ON 
VP  TO THE BEACHHEAD BEFORE THE REPPLE DEPPLE EVEN KNEW THAY HAD 
ARRIVED. THAT MUST HAVE BEEN A PRETTY ANNOYING KIND OF EFFICIENCY. 
23 APRIL. GENERAL WILSON REQUESTED CADY TO RECOMMEND TWO 
OFFICERS WHO COULD COMMAND A STATION HOSPITAL. HE HAD ALR7\ADY 
BEEN WRITING UP LETTERS FOR BEAM AND DRAKE TO SUPPORT HIS PREVIOUS 
VERBAL RECOMMENDATIONS. WHILE HOP INQ HE COULD PLACE HIS MEN, 
HE WA8 WONDERING HOW TO REPLACE THEM ADEQUATELY. THE LETTERS HAD 
TO BE IN THE GENERAL BY 0900 26TH. 
NEW PROBLEM: AN ATTACHED DENTAL MAJOR, DRUGGED, BURNED 
B^n 
MfttRW   SEVERELV    IN   HIS   BED.      He   MM   SEEN   MESSING   AROUNC   WITH   * 
MURSE    IN   P88|    MB    HE   HAD   A   WIRE   AMD   KICS   AT   HOME*      Ht   itiltft   00 
HOME    I?    ME   LIVED   LOWS   ENOUGH   NOW* «»«COL«   KENT   LAMBERT,    tST 
ARMOREO   ri|V.,   WAS   AMBULATORY,    AND   GAVE   A   rtME   LECTURE   OH   THE 
RUSSIAN   ALLIES.   HE   RM   BEEN   ATTACHE    IN   FcUfcSIA   PQIt   A   CC?/  YEARS, 
ANu   WAS   PRETTY   0IS3U8TED   WITH   THEIR    IDEAS   9*   COOPfF; AT ION,    MOfJOR, 
AMO   THEIR   C0CK*»«VRCNC*6*      HE   WAS   PRETTY   WELL   COMVINCCO   THE   AMERICANS 
WOULD   HAVE   T^OUSLES  WITH ftta   SOME   r|UK|?dft   THEY   WfRE   MOT  REALLY 
EtUENOS.     LATCMI   AT  THE   P3S OFFICERS   "LUB  CRAKE  MB     Wt VET  LT. 
COL.  SNYDER AGAIN,  ALSO LT#  :OL. CUMMINS,  BSC,  AND a~? AT PSS» 
IT WAS ARRANGED r#w  StNMflM TO »CM¥tw THE NEXT ORIENTATION LECTURE. 
WARRAMT   U'FIOM   1199******$   SCCRETAHV   TO   C»fN,    -VlLSON,   TOLD    !&8f   HE 
THOUGHT   ALL   GENERAL   HOSPITALS   HAD   BfEN   ASKE'J   FOR   ?*t   |*«S   RECOMMEND* 
ATI0N9*      TH*   SENEGAL   WAS   ll»   AL3ERIA   AT   THE   MOMENT,   WOT   NICHOLAS 
TACTFULLY   TKOUamf'THE   tt«C*Ai   WOOLC   RE8P2CT   HIS   ADVl^fS,'1   ,. , 
THSRE WAS A LAftitfl  AM «Aia THAN USUAL  AT 2100 HOUR  AND   IT LASTED 
ALMOST   Ml   H3y   , Stilt      LAJK   f'CEL    IN   W*   HC3n!TAL*«   A*tA« 
EN,   'VlLSON,   OM   HIS   a*?*i   "CSPONSISILITY,    HA"   Tr>AMt'CRRC^   THE 
COMMAMOt«   •#   THE   MEDICAL   DETACHMENT   AMD   MIS   ASSISTANT   *ROM   THE 
36*TM GENERAL. ACCORDING TO MA*« '^CKITCMIE, AS,   IT HAD BEEN DONE 
ove* COL. ARNEST#S OBJECTION*    IST LT. KAHL ?ROB COL. ARMEST'S 
OFFICE, HOWEVER, WAS BEING MOVED INTO THE PLACE. SOMEONE 8EMT 
HIM OUT TO VISIT BOLOTI N TO PICK UP AMY ©00? POINTERS ON MANAGE- 
M£MT Of f.'ETACHMENTS, AND THAT WAS A FEATHER IN TME 2i«T*f EMPIRE 
CAP.  3CL0TIN LEARNED THERE WERE 750 MEM IN THE 3*>TN rETACMYENT, 
WITH A LIBERAL OOAN FROM THE 12TH GENERAL WHICH V<AS STILL DECENTRAL- 
IZED ANC AWAIT I NO THAT MOVE TO ^CME, 
A RATHER DISTURBING t/C IROfi CAVE ON THE 2t>TM FOR THE if* 
PLACEMENT Or VEUICAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS WITH HAG OFFICERS.  0RAKE 
W#RTU BE *t^A*ffl WITH uOLOTSW, 0^ COURSE, OUT WHAT ABOUT CRAKE 
WHILE THEY WERE WAITING FOR A COMMAND FOR HIM? PAUL MAX WOULD 
nHHHWWMMBMHI^^^HS 
CADY 
BE DISAPPOINTED IN THIS, TOO, FOR HE WAS ANXIOUS ^OR PROMOTION, 
AND THIS WOULD NOT SET HIM DIRECTLY IN LIKE,       HE HAO TALKED A LOT 
AaouT COL. LAMBERT AND WAS THINKING ABOUT TRYING TOR MEDICAL 
ATTACHE IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE AFTER THE #AR. 
23 APRIL,  i~ THAT OWDE1? CAME TO PUT IN AN MAC EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER, SAOY WAS READY TO PUT IN fOR PROMOTIONS FOR BQLOTIN AND 
DANN, AND HE WOULD TRY A NON-RES. DODGE Of CREATING THE UWIT POSITION 
Of "DEPUTY COMMAND INS OFFICER," AND HE WOULD HOLD DRAKE THERE SO 
LONG AS FEASIBLE.  THERE WAS ALSO A RUMOR THAT THE THEATRE WAS 
GO I NO TO MB ITSELF OF 2,000 OFFICERS OF ALL SORTS BY RETIREMENT, 
AND FOR OTHER REASONS, 30 MAYBE THAT MIGHT  GIVE THESE MEDICAL 
LIEUTENANT COLONELS USEFUL POSITIONS.  CADY WAS CYNICAL ENOUGH 
TO BE   AMBIVALENT ABOUT THAT RUMOR I 
■•"•-■• "• ~:ri  -  88i VISITEF, SAYING THEY WERE NOT VERY ACTIVE 
BACK THERE. "'ADY HELPED  DESIGN SOME NEW BURNERS FOR THE BAKE 
OVENS BEING BUILT BY THE K$1 ST ENGINEERS."  =*RANK DRAKE VISITED 
TRUMAN, AND ADVISED HIM TO SIT TIGHT AND LET THE PBS ORDERS TAKE 
THEIR COURSES.  HOWEVER, TRUMAN GOT OFF * TO GO 
SEE IF THE rIFTH ARMY HAD ANY GOOD PLACES FOR HIM.  HE HAD ALWAYS 
BEEN A LITTLE  ENVIOUS 0<" "RANK'S lM| GLAMOROUS, IF HARDER AND 
MORE RISKY dOD THAN HIS OWN.  CONN WENT ALONG WITH HIM TO THE 
FRONT LINE AREAS FOR THE TRIP.  CURING THE LATE AFTERNOON CAPT. 
STALEY CAME FOR SUPPER AND TALK. HE HAH KNOWN FOR SJ5M£ TJMJE, HE 
AVERRED, THAT SOME GENERAL HOSPITALS WOULD 80 TO T/C 2,000 BEDS, 
AND BE STRENGTHENED BY A 179 MAN (TALIAN SANITARY TROOP COMPANY, 
UNDER AN ITALIAN OFFICER. (THAT HAD BEEN ONE OF THE SUGGESTIONS 
CADY HAD MAOC TO SURGEON GENERAL KIRK!) STALSY COULD NOT SAY 
WHAT <VO!JLD HAPPEN TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER POSITIONS IN THE LARGER 
HOSPITALS. 
CAOV 
HAMPTOW CAME ALCN6 A WO CONFIRMED CHAMP LYONFS STATEMENT 
THAT HE MAI) BEEN TOLD BY THE TALKATIVE "OMMA NOES: OF THE 3COTH 
GENERAL THAT THE W21ST AND THE 17TH WERE ADMINISTRATIVELY WEAK," 
WHICH WAS HIS MOT TOO BROAD IMPLICATION THAT THAT RESERVE 
COMMANDERS WERE MOEE THAN LIKELY EQUIVALENT TO WfAKNfM*   (~i£GULAT IONS 
VS. RESULTS?)  "AOV WAS NO LONGER UNHAPPY WITH SUCH REPORTS, ^OR 
ME COULD PVtRY THEM PY THE OLD SAWt EMULATION WAS THE SIMCEREST 
FLATTERY! 
30 APRIL. ABOUT 1750 HOUR, FIVE 21 ST MEN AND AN ATTACHED 
MAN FROM THE 12TH WERE ON PASS, APPARENTLY MELLOWED AND A PIT 
RECKLESS. AS THEY PA3SEU ALONO TH! BROAD STREET ACROSS FROM THE 
CENTER, THEY SOUV?NIRF;: A COUPLE OF OLD GERMAN 77 SHELLS, STILL 
LAYtNO THERE IN A DEMOLISHED SHOP tflttf THAT DAY BEAM TOOK CAOY 
OUT TO SEE TERME. THEY CROSSED THE STREET TO THE SIDE WHERE THE 
BARBED WIRE STOCKADE #F THE VO  HOSPITAL WAS, FULL OF PATTENTS. 
THEY HAD QROUPEO, 3 IN FRONT AND 2 BEHIND. ONE OF THE MEN IN FRONT 
WAS DEMONSTRATINQ HOW NERVY AND CON-IDCNT HE WAS or   HIS OWN RE- 
FLEXES, TOPS IMS HIS SHELL INTO THE AIR AND CATCHING IT AS IT FELL. 
BUT HE MISSED ONCE, ANO THE 3HELL*S ^OSE HIT THE PAVEMENT, SO A 
WITNESS SAID.  HE DIED ON THE SPOT WITH HIS *W* COMPANIONS. THE 
OTHER TWO MEN, ANO SEVERAL OF THE PATIENTS, Vt*f WOUNDED, AND 
TECHNICALLY ENTITLE-"* TO PlHlKC HEARTS, MAYBE.  CADY RUSHED OVER 
TO VIEW THE MESSED UP 30DIE8, THEN ORDERED A UNIT  INVIBT IQAT I ON 
BOARD RtPtttfj   AND  WAS WONDERING WHERE  THE ULTIMATE BLAME  FOR 
NEGLIGENCE REALLY LAY, 21 ST,--MEOICAL TENTER,—PBS?  ARNEST WAS 
REPORTED TO HAVE OPINED, "LOOKS LIKE SOME §Mf IS AT FAULT." 
CADY HAD LITTLE TIME TO FRET ABOUT PERSONAL OR PERSONNEL 
TROUBLES,  t-on |ft l««  GEN.   JOHN t4   ( IRON MIKE) O'DANIEL,  CG,  3RD 
INFANRRY JIV., WAS OFF THE BEACHHEAD FOR SOME FUN.   IT MUST HAVE 
WBggBBUaBBBBmB^BBBSBiBBBBgw 
vAuy 
BEEN WHAT HIS STAFF OFFICERS SAID OF THE 21ST TO CAUSE HIM iv mn,^ 
HIS VISIT, HE LOOKED TIRED AND HAD SOME OF THE "THOUSAND YARD* 
COUNTENANCE.       TH£    GENERAL   ALLOWED    HIMSELF   ENTERTAINMENT    IN   CADY'S 
KOYAL   BATH,    AND    LATER   OUT-STAYED   EVERY   OTHER   QUEST    IN   THE   MEDICAL 
CENTER CLUB. CAOY SHUSHED HIS GUARD AND KEPT ENOUGH PEOPLE AROUND 
TO HELP THE GENERAL SING HIMSELF SLEEPY. THEN HE TOOK HIM BACK 
TO HIS QUARTERS FOR A NIGHT-CAP BEFORE GETTING HIM 0'"R TO BED. 
CADY FELT AS IF HE WERE DIRECTLY HELPING WITH THE WAR EFFORT, AND 
HE WAS SURE IRON MFKE HAD EARNED HIS FUN AND WAS CONVINCED HE HAD 
MORE WORK TO DO SOON. THE ONLY SEAL PROBLEM HE HAD HAD WAS TACT- 
FULLY RESCUEING ONE OF THE NURSES,* BECAUSE SHE HAD EARLY MORNING 
DUTY*. (CAOY SAW TO IT THAT A COUPLE OF GOOD MATTRESSES WERE TO 
BE WAITING FOR IRON MFKE WHEN HE WOULD RETURN TO HJS BEACHHEAD 
SLEEPING QUARTERS.) THE NEXT DAY IRON MLKF WAS GOING TO WOTEL 
VITTORIO, CADY AND DRAKE FOLLOWED TO SEE TRANK DRAKE AND ANYONE 
ELSE THEY MIGHT KNOW.  THE ITALIAN SINGER WAS BACK ON HER JOB, 
WEARING TWO SILVER L T EUTENANT-COLOMEL LEAVES. THE Q.U  OFFICER 
WAS STILL HOVERING OVER HER IN ANYTHING ELSE BUT A PATERNAL MANNER, 
OR A3 A STRICT REPRESENTATIVE OF A GENERAL. "RANK DRAKE KNEW 
THE GENFLEMAN AMD SAID HE HAD BECOME A CHANGED MAN. CAOY WAS 
WONDERING WHEN HIS BEHAVIOR WOULD CATCH UP WITH H\UL&4/-AJM 
THROUGH APRIL, 1944, THE 21ST HAD 2216 BEDS, MAXIMUM 





THE  BEACH   HEAD  BREAK-OUT* 
0 
♦FOOTNOTE : 
H-HOUR, 2300 M   WAY, 1944, SOUTHERN FRONT? 
H-HOUR, 0630, 23 MAY, 1944, VI CORPS, ANZIO BEACH HEAD 
0. i\»nm*m~mm\ 
MAY 1944 
1 MAY WAS A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN NAPLES AREA, AS HAD SEEN MANY 
BEFORE TT. COL. CADY HAD BECOME THAWED OUT SINCE DECEMBER, 
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, AND THOUGHT HE MIGHT LIKE ITALIAN SUMMERS. 
HIS INTEREST IN THE "OUOM SHELL KILLINGS GOT HIM TO COL. SCHER 
IN GEN. WILSON'S OFFICE. THE INVESTIGATION HAD SEEN MADE A MED* 
ICAL CENTER AFFAIR. HIS OWN BOARD FOR THE CASE HAD SEEN LT. 
COL. ?,'ULHALL AND ?/AJ. MAX, AND THEY HAD COMPLETED THEIR REPORT, 
ALMOST. COL. ARNEST HAD COME BY TO SEE ABOUT THE AFFAIR HIMSELF 
BUD DID NOT WAIT FOR COL• CADY WHO WAS AT THE CENTER CHAPEL ATTEND- 
ING THE MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR THE THREE MEN. CADY FOLLOWED HIM BY 
PHONE, BUT THERE WAS NOTHING ELSE TO BE DONE. 
LT. COL. H.H.CUMMINGS, GSC, G-2, GAVE THE STAFF'S ORIENTATION 
LECTURE. HE COMPLIMENTED THE 21ST FOR HAVING NO KNOWN INFORM- 
ATION LEAKS AS MANY H03PITALS HAD. THIS WAS NICE, BUT RATHER 
UNINTELLIGIBLE TO COL. CADYJ FOR HE WAS SO ACCUSTOMED TO HIS OWN 
UNOFFICIAL G-2 AND CIC THAT HE ASSUMED THE PLACE WAS A VICTUAL 
SIEVE. LT. COL. CUMMINQS WAS PLEASED AT THE NEW ITALIAN REPLACE- 
MENT FOR HIS "HONORARY ARABS? CERTIFICATE AND A NEW ONE, A 
MOCK MEDICAL BOARD CERTIFICATION FOR MCAKIVORES". THIS WAS DISPENSED 
FOR 
1944 
HHHitf***tt*« SOUVENIR *«H« 
- n- 
TWENTY-FIRST    G S !i E R A L    HOSPITAL 
A      P      0-36    2-USA 
ITALY 
PROCEEDINGS 07 A BOARD OF MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OFFICERS 
Pursuant to  V.O.C.O. 
DETAIL FOR THE BOARD : 
LT COL TRUMAN G DRAKE JR 0308059, MC 
MAJ ABE A BOLOTIN 0253803,"MAC 
1ST LT ARTHUR J NIB 01553155, MAC 
The BOARD Met At The 21st General Hospital,  15 May  
All Members Present 
The BOARD Then Proceeded With The Examination Of: 
BRIGADIER GENERAL JOSEPH I MARTIN 011943, MC 
SURGEON, V ARM! 
LENGTH OF SERVES:  Long Enough  AGE:  Old Enough, Too, 
IVHO 7JAS ADMITTED TO THE FRIENDSHIP OF 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL 
UNDER THE FOLLOWING CIRCUMSTANCE: 
SERVICES 
BRIEF  HISTORY OF THE CASE: 
Cannot Remember How Early In Childhood Became Addicted* 
Admits Father And Grandfather Had Same Condition. 
AFTER A THOROUGH EXAMINATION OF THE PATIENT AND HIS  CLINICAL RECORDS 
THE BOARD FINDS THE DIAGNOSIS: 
CAKE-IVORS, Congenital 
CAKS-OPHAGY,  Chronic,  Moderately Severe. 
LD:       No,  EPTAD. 
THE BOARD RECOMMENDS THAT THE SUBJECT BE CLASSIFIED AS HOPELESSLY 
INCURABLE, BUT THAT A SINGLE MASSIVE DC5E OF  CAXE BE TRIED AS 
PALLIATIVE THERAPY. 




Member and Recorder 
Battle  Casualty:     No. 





FOR AN INCONVENIENTLY CHRONIC CONDITION, REGARDED AS INCURABLE, 
BEST TREATED BY PALIATION WITH MASSIVE DOSES Of CAKES, AND WHICH 
INVARIABLY HAD EXISTED PRIOR TO MILITARY SERVICE.   IT DID WHAT 
CACY EXPECTED, PLEASED THE 8URPRISE0 QUEST, GAVE HIM A TRIFLING 
SOUVENIR, AND STIMULATED THE BAKERS TO DO THEIR BEST ALL THE TIME. 
(. £/Vs &K7   5}p#c;Aie*»    @-/=xr, * / a* r /? J 
3 MAY« BRITISH MEDICAL LT. COL. PARKINSON, WHO ATTENDS THE 
u 
MECHO^I OF ZAOUI SELARBI, MASCARA, AND A "APT. DULLER APPEARED. 
HE GAVE THEM HIS NEW PERMANENT HONORARY ARABS CERTIFICATES, NUMBERS 
176 AND 179 RESPECTIVELY, WHICH HAD RECENTLY BEEN MADE BY AN 
ITALIAN DRAUGHTSMAN. THEY CONFIRMED THE NEWS &IVEN SY BR. CAPT. 
B^OWN, BC| A MONTH PREVIOUSLY. 
CADY LEARNED FROM HIS WIFE THAT LEE, JR., WAS IN ADOLESCENT 
REBELLION ABOUT BECOMING A DOCTOR! WELL, THAT WAS SOME TIME OFP 
AND HE WOULD HAVE TO MAKE HIS OWN DECISION ANYWAY. HE HOPED HIS 
OWN SERVICE OVERSEAS WOULD BE ALL THE FAMILY WOULD OWE TO THE 
WAR UNTIL THE KID COULD GET HIS EDUCATION.  ...WHICH LED TO 
WONDERING WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN TO LITTLE BETTY'S HEART VALVES AS 
A RESULT OF WHATEVER VAGUE INFORMATION HE WAS GETTING FROM HOME 
ABOUT SOME ACUTE HEMATIC SYMPTOMS WHE WAS HAVING. 
■ADY BUSTED 1/4*51ANNASCO, BECAUSE THE MILITARY GOVERNMENT 
CAUGHT UP WITH HIM!  ONE OF THE THIEVES HE CAU8HT STEALING FOOO 
FROM HIS 'RISTORANTE1 WAS CONVICTED FOR STEALING MILITARY PROPERTY, 
BUT HE COMPLAINED OF THE *THlRD DEGREE* METHODS GtANNASCO USED 
TO LINE UP    HIS EVIDENCE.  HE FELT SO LET DOWN BY THE NEAPOLITANS 
HE WAS BEFRIENDING THAT HE INDUCED ONE OF  THEM TO SQUEAL ON THE 
OTHERS. THE COURT INSISTED THAT SOME DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE BE 
IMPOSED UPON GLANNASCO, AND REPORT WHAT IT WA3. CADY SWORE ABOUT 
IT, AND HAD HIM BROUGHT INTO HIS OFFICE TO KNOW WHY HE WAS BEING 
BROKEN TO PRIVATE.  HE WAS, OF COURSE, AS GUILTY AS HELL, AND 
CADY 
HIS ORDER REOUCINO HIM TO PRIVATE WAS DATED 4 MAY. ( SO WAS THE 
REPORT OP DISCIPLINE MADE TO THE HOURT Q?  MILITARY GOVERNMENT.) 
ON  5 MAY, A HOSPITAL GENERAL OROIR PROMOTED PVT. MICHAEL 
GlANNASCO TO BUCK SERGEANT, SKffflNG THE GRADE OF CORPORAL*  HIS 
PAY WAS THE SAME AS BEFORE AND ME MAO MORE AUTHORITY AND PRESTIGE, 
AMD EVEN MORE RESPECT FROM HIS CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES.  CADY NEG- 
LECTED TO INFORM MILITARY GOVERNMENT ABOUT THAT. 
INFORMATION FROM LT. COL. WELLS, G-t, SAID IT WAS PBS 
POLICY THAT NO UNITS WOULD HAVE VILLAS FOR PRIVATE REST CAMPS, 
AND THAT ELIMINATED CASTEL MIRAMARE, LT. COL. OSCAR REEDER, 
HOSPITAHZATION, NATCU8A, WAS INSPECTING. HE DID NOT KNOW THAT 
THE 21ST WAS HIS THEATRE'S PIONEER IN REHABILITATION ANO CONDIT- 
IONING, CADY BROUGHT HIM AND I'.'ULHALL TOGETHER AND TO REVIEW 
THE UNIT*3 MONTHLY REPORTS ON "ESSENTIAL MEDICAL TECHNICAL DATA." 
CADY WAS SORELY TEMPTED TO SHOW HIS SUGGESTIONS FOR T/O EXPANSION 
OF GENERAL HOSPITALS WHICH HAD GONE TO G&.N. KIRK, BUT SUPPRESSED 
THE IMPULSE, ...HAMPTON BROUGHT LT. COL. COOPER, CHIEF OF SURGERY, 
70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL (BR), AND MAJ, BARBARA STIMSON, MC OVER 
FOP LUNCH AND FOR A LOOK AROUND. MAJ. STIMSON WAS SISTER TO MAJ. 
JULIA STIMSON, PRINCIPAL CHIEF NURSE OF OLD BASE HOSPITAL 21, AND 
LATER SUPERINTENDENT or  NURSING FOR THE ARMY. MAJ. STIMSON 
SAID SHE WOULD NOT TRANSFER TO THE AMERICAN ARMY, fOi>. SHE FELT 
SHE WAS HELPING THE SAME CAUSE JUST AS MUCH WITH THE BRITISH. SHE 
HAD HER OWN ORTHOPEDIC SERVICE AND WAS BADLY NEEDED WHERE WHE WAS. 
CADY WENT TO A 2ND AUX. SURG, GP. PARTY UP NEAR CASERTA. 
COLS, Rcrfft, 3C0TH GENERAL, COL, STONE, 9TH EVAC WERE ALSO THERE 
FROM NAPLES. CADY SOMETIMES JOSHED REYER ABOUT HIS 'MOANING ABOUT 
ALL THINGS WRONG1 BUT REFRAINED THIS TIME BECAUSE COL. REYER WAS 
DISCUSSING GEN. WILSON, CADY QUIETLY MINIMIZED RISKS OF QUOTATION. 
uasaaumi^uHmmammBmmmammaumamBMmtKl^mBm 71 
THE REMAINDER or THE QUESTS WERE FROM ^IFTH ARMY, AND THE 
HEADQUARTERS AT CASERTA. BRIO. GEN. JOS. LMARTIN, SURQEON, 
FIFTH ARMY, CAME ACROSS THE ROOM TO GREET CADV.  HE WAS FAR 
MORE AFFABLE AND RELAXED THIS TIME THAN HE WAS AT THE CLINICAL 
CONFERENCE LUNCHEON AT BOU-HANIFIA THE PRECEDING SUMMER* **CAOV 
HAD SENT OUT SOME NEW HONORARY ARAB CERTIFICATES THAT DAY, BUT 
SAW A NUMBER OF OTHERS TO ADD TO THE LIST THIS EVENING. 
LT. OOL. JEFFRIS, CO, MEDICAL CENTER* WANTED CAOY TO STAGE 
SOME OF THE 33 fte GENERAL HOSPITAL MEN ELSEWHERE THAN LADY'S 
CAMPING SITE, INTO SOME STILL UNCLEANED-UP BOMBED BUILDINGS, BUT 
CADY MANAGED TO SAVE THEM THE CHORE JEFFRIS EVIDENTLY INTENDED 
THEM TO PERFORM* 
6 MAY. GEN. WILSON SENT A NOTE WITH A LETTER FROM :OL. KENT 
LAMBERT, WHICH WAS WRITTEN WHEN HE DEPARTED FROM NAPLES. "KEEP 
AN EYE ON MA<I* PAUL MAX AT THE 21ST" HE ADVISED GEN. WILSON* 
"HE HAS GREAT EXECUTIVE ABILITY AND UNDERSTANDS ARMY DISCIPLINE 
AN- 3PIT AND POLISH, AS WELL AS HIS MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL KNOW* 
LEDGE.  FF YOU HAVE A STATION HOSPITAL THAT NEEDS BUCKING UP, 
KEEP HIM IN MFND AS CO." CADY*8 RESPONSE TO GEN. WILSON UN- 
DOUBTEDLY GOT MAX HIS CHANCE, FOR ME DETAILED HIS MANY AND VARIED 
EXPERIENCES, NOT FORGETTING HIS VALUEC ABILITY TO SCROUNGE FAR, 
WIDE, AND SUCCESSFULLY. H^E  ADVISED GEN. WILSON THAT IF OFT WHEN 
PAUL'S INTERESTS AND THE ARMY'S WOULD COINCIDE IN A SINGLE JOB, 
LIKE THAT OF CO, HE WOULD PREDICT STRONQLY^O* SUCCESS.  THE 21ST 
OWED HIM A LOT, ^ADY WELL KNEW* 
T/4 SIDNEY B. LEVY WAS QETTING A SOLDIERS MEDAL CADY HAD 
RECOMMENDED FOR HIS ATTEMPTS TO RESCUF PVT. SHERBA AT AT '/) L L A 
PUJOL, LES SABLETTES. BENOOS WAS RECOMMENDED, TOO, BUT DID NOT 
GET IT. CADY AND BOLOTIN, AND BENDOS, WENT TO THE CEREMONY AT 
THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT WHERE GEN, WILSON WAS RECEIVING THE PARADE 
—HUM—^l^—iW^^M^B—MHHMl 
ANO AWARD I NO THE MEDALS,  MS SPIED  AOf AND INVITED H|M TO JOIN 
NtS STAFF IN THE REVIEWlNS STAND. 
S9f8»A*| 7 !AV*  :ACY LEARNED LT .  ^U« J. STEWARD ALgXANQEP. 
Awo LT. COL# BERENICE (BUNNY) WILBUR *ERE MARHIEO A SHORT WHILE 
PREVIOUSLY,      HE   HAD   ^I8CUS3£0   SOME   OF   KIS   NUftSJNO   PROBLEMS   WITH 
3TEWAR*   SUT   HAD    NOT   KNOWN   fftiKt   #A3   AW   MMMMI    INVOLVE^,   HE 
WQMDCftea    IF   HE   MAS   MADE   AMY  RfMAPKS   WHICH  MISMT   tC   HELD   A8AIN8T 
KIM   8V   A   HUSSAN.*      THEfSE   WAS   8UCH   A   THlNO   AS   LISTENING   MORE   AND 
TALXNS   LESS* 
THE "CLO ftJUMMft* §* THE UNIT HAC THEIR THIRD ANNIVERSARY 
CCUCBRATION   AT   2000   HOU*    IN  THE   EMM St CO   tfSSS   HALL,      THEY   «£*E 
THE QLO 53RD GENERAL HOSPITAL TRAININO CADRE* OF THE 250 
OFFICERS   ANC   *S£Nt   MA<U   L0UI3   «f:E.\,    CAPT.   LOU IS   D«   CtSHOP, 
8MS  LT.  KEMMAS SOLE-EN,  fttto 2NC  Lfs HARRY SRIFPIN,  AN.: 99 MEN 
STILL   REMAINED   ®\TH   THE   UNIT   WHICH   WAS   MORE   THAN    "AOY   HAD   EXPECTED 
IN   CONSIDERATION   OF   ALL   THE   LEVEES   ANO   ATTRITIONS.      CAOY   CONSIDERED 
THEM   THE    9t»ACKfiOM£   ©r   THE   OUTFIT,'   ANS   WAS   BENT   ON   RETAIN* MS 
THE    .        IT   WAS   A   KtWWV   ftMff«      "    . ~A*TKY»    R -~f"WAPLA IN   OF   THE 
OUTFIT, WAS THERE, TALKATIVE IN SPITE OF ft WIRES JAW. HE HAD 
VISITED THE UNIT SEVERAL TIMES AFTER HE WAS LOST TO THE IT, 
ANu HE ALWAYS FELT LIKE 'cOMlNS HOfls/hE 8AIC. THIS TIME HE 
WAS A PATIENT, ftfftH HE SOT HIT AT A HI 10, HIS PAYIEWf OVOVP 
VMS BE INC LOAl -ED ON THE NAPLES SOCK FOP ANOTHER HOSPIHL, «T 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN A TRUE fftttff A PRIEST TOLD IT, THAT ME "BECAME 
SORT I . U'ZY, WEAK AJRJ CONFUSED* AND 3V MISTAKE, ONE OF THE 
StST's   AMBULANCE   DIVERS   LOADED   HIM   AND   8F0UGHT   HIM   HOME," 
A   LtTTE'     ffttl   *l«   VlALLA,   PECPR ftttfl   Of    HOTEL   PERGOUA,  #0U- 
ilFlA,    8AI       "SANITATION   WAS   ONLY   A   LEGEND    IN   THE   VILLAGE!" 
HHHHI^HHHIHMHHHHHiHHHHH 
ABOUT 1600 HOUR :OL. TULLY TELEPHONED AN INVITATION FOR CADY 
TO COME TOR DINNER THAT EVENING AT THE VILLA OF GEN. CARL R. GRAY. 
THIS VILLA, OWNED BY AN ITALIAN DOCTOR, WAS ABOUT HALF-WAY UP 
A VERY THICKLY BUILT-UP HILL. 8EN008 HAD TO BE CAREFUL WHILE 
GUIDING THE AWKWARD COMMAND CAR THROUGH THE TOF-'TUOUS NARROW LANES, 
IT WAS IN THE GENERAL NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE CADY HAD PREVIOUSLY OB- 
SERVED AS A 'GOOD PLACE FOR A GENERAL*S VILLA*, SOUTH OF 8AGNOLI 
//£ 
AND ON THE TYRRHEAN SLOPE OF THE HILL.  THE DOCTOR AND HIS WIFE 
CAME TO CALL FOR SOME REASON WHILE GEN. GRAY?S PA.VTY WAS PITCHING 
HORSHOES. HT WAS PRETTY GOOD AT THE GAME. 
THE GENERAL WAS A RATHER SHORT MAN, STHENIC HABITUS, WITH 
A FOG-HORN BASS VOICE. HE TALKED A LOT AND LAUGHED WHEN THERE 
WAS SOM£ THING TO LAUGH ABOUT. HE WAS A GOOD RACONTEUR OF RAIL- 
ROAD STORIES FROM THE TIME OF HIS BT^TH AT CARTHAGE, MO . , (,'^S. 
CADY'S,    TOO)   THROUGH   COLLEGE   AT   WASHINGTON   LfNlVERSITY   AND    AT 
ILLINOIS U. HE HAD GONE TO WORK ON HIS FATHER'S RAILROAD AT THE 
BOTTOM AND MADE HIS WAY UP   TO VICE PRESIDENT OF    ONE WHERE HE HAD 
HIS OF" ICE AT CHICAGO.  INSTEAD OF HAVING HI3 WATCH, A BIG HUNTING 
CASE, SI2E 1£, SET ON GREENWICH TIME, HE HAD IT SENTIMENTALLY ON 
HIS WIFE'S TIME IN ^HlCAGO.  HE WAS A GREGARIOUS PERSON, NOT TOO 
OVERBEARING AS A GENERAL OFFICER.  HIS STAFF WAS COL. TULLY,  OL. 
MCrAOCEN, COL. CRANDON, CAPT. WAX DlEFFENBERQ, SON-IN-LAW, AND 
ONE OTHER CAPTAIN.  Tttfftl *4h%   TERRY, HIS CHAUFFEUR, WHO TOOK BENDOS 
IN CHARGE. 
BOTH GEN. GRAY AND COL. TULLY HAD LIVED IN ST. LOUIS AROUND 
1911 TO 1914, AND THEY KNEW THE NAMES OF FAMOUS OLDER DOCTORS THERE 
AND MANY OTHER PEOPLE OF MORE RECENT NOTE. 
~:OL. TULLY HAD A HOBBY OF COLLECTING ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS, 
MOSTLY MONASTIC MUSICAL SCORES. HE HAD DECIPHERED SEVERAL HE HAD 
FOUND RECENTLY.  ...THE DOCTOR'S WIFE SAID THE FIRST DAY WHEN 
■■■■■MHHHM^H 
THE   BLOO 3T.    JANNARIUs'    ,     S   EXPECTED   TO   LIQUIFY   THAT    YEAR 
THE   PHENOMENON   FAILE"    TO .       THAT   WAS   THE   FIRST   FAILURE   SINCE 
ROME    WAS    SAOKE '    THMEE   OR    FOUR    CENTUc:ES    PREVIOUSLY.       THE    $A I NT    HAD 
MET   MARTYRDOM    AT   POffc'UOLI.       ^ADY   WONDERED    I t    IT   WERE   AN   OBLIQUE 
WAY    TO   GET    THE    AMERICANS    TO   MAKE   REMARKS    ABOUT    HOW   SOON   THEY   MIGHT 
BE     IN   ROME,     IT    HAC)    BEEN   AN    HOPEN   CITY"   EXCEPT    FOR    THE    PINPOINT 
OEMOL ISuftfTS   THE   At*     "ORCE   MACE   OF    THE   RAILROAD    STATION   ARC 
MARSHALLING   YARD'S.       WITH   THE   21 tt    STAGING   NEW   UNITS   LIKE   THE   33*0$ 
WHICH   '..AS   WAITING   FUUTHE-    0      |    |j      MA    f   WAS    'OU3TINQ   THAT   THE   21 ST 
WOULD GO THERE, AND THE 12TH HAO BEEN WAITING SO LONG. SOUTHERN 
FRANCE SEEMED A BETTER SPECULATION -OR THE 21ST, OR INDIA, BURMA, 
0   "HINAI 
%   ! AY. i'-S.  '.A Y HAO NEVER REALLY NAMED BETTY'S CONDITION, 
AN      | MADE HIS DIAGNOSIS BY LONG DISTANCE AS ACUTE RHEUMATIC 
FEVER, WITH SOME SORT OF SULP HAN I L I VI 1 E COMPLICATION OF THE KIDNEYS. 
ANYWAY, SHE WAS MUCH BETTER!  ...OLD FRIEND VAJ. DUDLEY SMITH, UC, 
DID NOT LIKI LITTLE COL. CHAD .". DAVIS AT THE ARMY GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AT TOPEKA, KANSAS, WHERE ITKEY WERE BOTH ON DUTY. SMITH RRtTC, If 
WAS TALK THAT IT MUST SURELY BE MRS. "LEANOR ROOSEVELT*S INTERFER- 
ING INFLUENCE WHICH KEPT HIM IN ACTIVE SERVICE, ANC THERE. DUDLEY 
WANTED TO COME OVERSEAS AMO JOIN HIS FRIENDS IN THE 21ST, SC CADY 
BEGAN TRYINC TO PULL WIRES "OR IT. 
THE PBS COMMANDING OFF ICEF.S' I MftTlM WAS AT THE 21 $T, WITH 
LUNCH |M THE fttO I MtM«  COL. ARNEST DID NOT HESITATE TO. EXPRESS 
HIS DISCONTENT WITH 8| .   ILSON, BUT IT WAS PRETTY OBVIOUSLY OE- 
FENSIVE TALK.  He ASKED HOW WELL CAOV KNEW THE GENERAL, AN? WAS 
INFORMED HE HAO VISITED THE 21 ST T. I'D IN AFRICA, AMD NO FURTHER 
DETAILS WERE EMBfiOlDEREt RON A.RNEST.  WANT Or THE VISITOR PRAISED 
H €H R V (I) 
THE    MESS    VOLUABLY. OL. ACARtTtM«|    CO.    1?TH   GENERAL.    WANTCC    TO f\ <\ 
TAKE TIME TO LOOK OVER THE WARPS 0' THE HOSPITAL.  HE WA8 THE OTHER 
RESERVE    COMMANDER   Of    A    GENERAL    H03PITAL.       G*OY    TOLD    HIM    0?     THE 
REMARKS   Or    COL.    SEVER,    Mil   THEY   VCR!    BOTH   ADMINISTRATIVELY   WEAK, 
CAR(TlUt   etttfCKt£&     ABOUT   T.'iE   WAV    HIS    NEAR    NEIGHBOR,    THEIR    CRITIC, 
WAS ALWAYS GRUMBLING, IN AND OUT 0? THEIR MEETINGS, FAR MORE THAN 
ANYONE ELSE. 
9 MAY.  CAPT. STALEY CAME TO ARRANGE TOR THE PIST'S OWN 
BURNT-OUT AREA ACR09S FROM TERME AS A STAGING PLACE FOR THE 33*0 
GENERAL HOSPITAL'S DETACHMENT.  THAT SUITED OAOY'S NOTIONS BETTER 
THAN LT.  :0L. JEFFRIS'S SCHEME.   IT HAD DETERIORATED SOMEWHAT 
SINCE THE EMERGENCY PATIENT DELUGE IN DECEMBER, BUT IT COULD BE 
CLEANED UP OUTING THE WEEK BEFORE THE MEN WOULD ARRIVE. ...CAOY 
SUGGESTED SOME WAYS MULHALL MIGHT GET SOME PUBLICITY FOR THE UNIT'S 
WORK IN REHABILITATION.  AFTER ALL, "ULHALL COULC COMMUNICATE 
DIRECTLY WITH THE GENERAL, BYPASSING THE PBS   SURGEON, AN- THE 
UNIT HAD A BETTER CHANNEL THROUGH MULHALL THAN ITS OWN cor 
LT. JREECH CAME IN SEETHING, AND IT WAS CLEAR SHE THOUGHT 
LT. Nil WAS IN A LOWER PHYLUM OF ANIMAL LirE.   HE HAD PROCLAIMED 
TO mm "|»M THE BEST tfttt •met*  IN PB5!"  SHE WAS WILLING TO 
NAME A PEW OTHER .'EFFCTS SHE THOUGHT HE MAO, TOO.  WHEN SHE HAD 
DEPARTED, CAOY PULLED THE INSPECTOR'S REPORTS, AND CALLED SOME 
ADVISORS, FOR HE WAS TIRING OF THIS FEUDING.   iT WAS SEEMINGLY 
OBVIOUS MESS IMPROVEMENTS CAOY WANTED COULD NOT COME ABOUT THROUGH 
NIC, AND NOT MEET OBSTRUCTION FROM LT. CREECH.  "THE BOOK" 
DIRECTED THAT HER ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE CONFINED TO THE PATlENTS's 
MESSES, NOT CONCERNED MUCH WITH DETACHMENT AND trMOCftl MESSES. 
THAT  WAS  THE  WAY   IT  WAS  BEING  -HANGED.     »C  QUESTiftNfo   NIE  THAT 
EVENING, WHO ADMITTED HE HAD »LIED' TO TRY TO SPREAD THE HONOR 
OF A COMPLIMENT WITH HER.  HE DELIBERATELY HAD MISQUOTED COL. 
CAOV WHO HAD INTRODUCED HIM AS "THE BEST MESS OFFICER IN PBS? 
WHEN HE HAO TOLD LT. CREECH ABOUT THE INCIDENT, HE HAD SAID, 
HINH^H^HHHlMBMMMMHHHMHHHNHMHmqi 
"THE: I*|ESS OFFICER OF THE BEST HOSPITAL MESS IN ?BS." 
THE NEXT OAY ;OL. CEYER, 300TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, SENT 
HIS TWO MESS OFFICERS OVER TO SEE JUST HOW NLE RAN THINGS. THEY 
BY-PASSED COL. "ADY IN THE MATTER OF COURTESIES, BUT HE WAS 
NOT ANGERED.  COL. HUNTINGTON, CO, llgTH STATION HOSPITAL SENT 
HIS DIETITIAN AND MESS SERGEANT, BUT OBSERVED THE USUAL COURTESY. 
THE UNIT'S "UNDERGROUND FRIEND," LT. COL. SWEENEY, £XEC IN THE 
SURGEON'S OFFICE, WAS OVERHEARO REMARKING AT THE CO'S LUNCHEON, 
Ml DON'T KNOW HOW THE 21ST DOES IT, BUT IF IT'S QM OR OTHER 
EQUIPMENT THAT CAN BE HAD, THEY SEEM TO MANAGE TO GET IT." 
THE UNIT'S EMPHASIS ON CREATURE COMFORTS FOR ENHANCING 
MORALE EMERGED EMBARRASSINGLY IN THE ENLISTED MESS. THE MESS 
SERGEANT WAS EXPECTED TO FEED AUTHORIZED VISITORS FROM VARIOUS 
SOURCES AND CLAIM RATION CREDITS FOR THEM. WHEN COMPLAINTS 
AROSE THAT THE COOKS WERE NOT PREPARING ENOUGH FOOD, HE FOUND 
SOME STRANGE G!*8 WITH IMPLAUSIBLE AUTHORIZATIONS, NOR WERE HIS 
CIVILIANS TOTING. HE CHECKED ONE NOON AFTER THE FACT GUEST LIST 
WITH AN MP WITH HIM AT THE EXIT, AND SOME 1 3& STRANGE MEN WERE 
IMMEDIATELY TAKEN TO THE BULL PEN FOR FURTHER EXAMINATION. MANY 
WERE RELEASED WITH ADMONITIONS, BUT SOME WERE AVYOL'S AND DESERTERS. 
INDEED, A FEW WERE MEN FROM OTHER MEDICAL CENTER UNITS WHO SIMPLY 
PREFERRED EATING AT THE 2TST*S MESS. 
A LT. COL. COOK, JAG, AND MA«J. SNEIDER, G-1, 45TH INFANTRY 
DIVISION, CAME TO FOLLOW UP ON SOME SELF-INFLICTED WOUND CASES. 
ALSO, CADY HAD TO REPORT SEVERAL CAPTAINS UNDER 37 YEARS OF A$E 
WHO MIGHT BE AVAILABLE FOR COMBAT UNITS, BUT ONLY THREE WERE 
VULNERABLE? BLSHOP, KALLENBACH AND ZLGARELLI. CADY PUT UP  A GOOD 
DEFENSE FOR EACH, EVEN ZLGARELLI WAS BEING GROOMED AS A PROSPECTIVE 
DIVISION PSYCHIATRIST ANYWAY, 80 HE WAS WHO WAS R EPORTED / I~?J , 
DR. P. AND SRA. LUISA BRUIMI CAME TO SEE THE HOSPITAL IN OPERATION 
PADV 
ANO FOR DINNER.  RATHER THAN UPSET THE ROUTINE IN THE ROD I, 
HE TOOK THEM TO RlSTORANTE GlANNASCCO.  THEY WERE UNFAMILIAR WITH 
AMERICAN DOUGHNUTS. THE SERGEANT INSISTED ON PRESENTING SRA. 
BRUNI WITH A NICE CAKE HE HAD BAKED.  CAOY HAD HIM WRAP VP  A 
DOZEN DOUGHNUTS TO TAKE *FOR THE CHILDREN.' ALSO, IT WAS ARRANGED 
WITH DR. BRUNI FOR TWO MORE GROUPS OF OFFICERS WOULD GET TO VISIT 
THE MEDICAL SCHOOL. 
MAJ. SAM d. MORENOA, 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, HAD BEEN TO 
CORSICA ANO WAS RETURNING TO HIS UNIT VIA NAPLES ANO THE 21BT. 
HE SAID AVERV ROWLETTE'S HOSPITAL WAS IN CORSICA. 
12 MAY. MULHALL HAD TALKED UP A SERIES OF REHABILITATION 
PICTURES FOR THE UNIT WHICH MIGHT PORTRAY THE BEGINNING OF HIS 
OWN WORK FROM JANUARY TO MAY.  ttAtft GEN. JAYNES WAS IN CHARGE OF 
REPLACEMENT AND PERSONNEL DEPOTS, AND REHABILITATION WAS 0" KEEN 
INTEREST TO HIM. 
UNEXPECTEDLY, THEY WERE GETTING THE 27TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL, 
750 BEOS, FOR STAGING. iT WAS AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF 
ILLINOIS, AND COMMANDED BY THE BRILLIANT YOUNG SURGEON, COL. 
CHAS. B. PEUSTOW. ~AQY was GETTING HIS OWN WAY MORE LATELY IN 
THE    MATTER    OF    STAGING   UNITS.       HE   PUT   THE   DETACHMENT   UNDER    TENTAGE 
IN   THE    HOSPITAL'S   AREA,    WHERE   THEY   WERE   ABLE   TO   TAKE   CARE   OF    THEM- 
SELVES,    AND   WERE    IN   THE    CENTER* 8   PERIMETER   GUARD    AREA,    TOO. 
THEY WERE NEAR ENOUGH TO THE 21ST SO THAT DUTY DETAILS COULD BE 
AVAILABLE   TO   THE    HOST,    THE    21ST.      THE   OFFICERS    AND    NURSES   WERE   AT 
TERME,    USING   THEIR    OWN   MESS   PERSONNEL   MOSTLY. 
:ADY*S   WEIGHT   HAD   SHRUNK   TO    175   POUNDS.       ..HE   WAS   CONCERNED 
A   BIT   WITH    'PROVIDER"   MAX'S    NEW    INTEREST    IN   THE   UNIT'S    NEED    FOR 
SAILBOATS. 
THE UNIT'S NEW AND BIG HEAVY DUTY SAKE OVEN WAS WORKING, AND 
taBammmmaamsm 
NEEDED CAOY'S SUGGESTION TO PRE-HEAT THE BURNER TO AVOID A SMOKING 
PROBLEM, AND THAT COULD BE RIGGED UP EASILY,  ...GEN. WILSON HAD 
UNIT OFFICERS, CO*S OOWN TO COMPANY COMMANDERS, 0? HIS PBS.  HE 
TURNED THEM OVER TO A COL. AZAR, GSC, C|FTH ARMY, AND LT. COL. 
CUMMINGS, G-2, PBS, FOR ORIENTATION TALKS.  COL. AZAR ELABORATE:) 
ON WHAT HAD BEEN HEARD ON THE RADIO THE EVENING BEFORE.  AN ENTIRE 
FRONTAL ATTACK HAD BEEN LAUNCHED 2300 HOUR, 11 MAY, BY 14 ALLIED 
DIVISIONS AGAINST 5 NAZI DIVISIONS IN THE GUSTAV LlNE, WHICH WAS 
FURTHER BACKED BY THE HITLER LlNcC, AND ANOTHER STILL FURTHER TOJTHE 
NORTH. THERE HAD BEEN A FEINT AT ANOTHER BEACHHEAD, AND POSSIBLY 
ONE OTHER.  IT WAS GOING TO BE A SLUGGING MATCH.  ...COL. CUMMLNGS 
TALK WAS MORE REMOTE, ON THE RUSSO-GERMAN FRONT. 
13 ^'AY.  CAOY HA:; MISINTERPRETED THE WIND ABOUT THE 27TH EVAC 
SUPPOSED TO ARRIVE IN THE AFTERNOON.  HE LEARNED AT 0930 IT WAS 
ALREADY DISEMBARKING, POTENTIALLY A HELUVA MESS FOR HIM.  HOWEVER, 
THE UNIT HAD EVERBODY FED BY 1300 AND INSTALLED IN TENTS OR AT 
TERME! BECAUSE THE 33PO GENERAL WAS ALMOST DUE, TOO, HE HUSTLED 
•OL. PEUSTOW DOWN TO PBS TO INTRODUCE HIM AROUND    ro HELP HIM 
GET HIS OWN ARRANGEMENTS MADE TO HAVE HIS OWN AREA PREPARED BY 
PBS ENGINEERS, DRAW HIS TENTS, TRANSPORTATION, ETC., FOR SETTING 
UP ELSEWHERE INTlKELY ON HIS UNIT'S OWN, HE EXPLAINED IT WAS NOT 
DISCOURTESY BUT AN ATTEMPT, IN DESPERATION, TO KEEP THE TWO UNITS 
FROM COLLIDING IN HIS STAGING AREA ON THE 15TH,  ...WHEN COL. 
CORNELL, CO, 15TH GEN. MED. LAB., OBJECTED TO WHERE HE WAS LOCATING 
THE 27TH DETACHMENT MESS, CADY GAVE IN.  WHEN SOME SIGNAL CORPS 
OFFICERS OBJECTED TO WHERE HE WAS PUTTING THE DETACHMENT SQUAD 
TENTS IN HI.S OWN AREA, HE D|0 NOT GIVE IN, FOR THEY WERE THE SQUATTERS, 
AND C0UL3 SHUT VP  AND GET THEMSELVES OUT OF THE WAY! 
THE  UNIT WAS ORDERED  TO TURN   IN A COMMAND  CAR  AND  THREE MORE 
T/E  VEHICLES.     "WHAT  THE   HELL,   BIO   ANYONE  KNOW WHAT   HE  WAS  DOING!11 
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?ADY AN. MAX WERE RUNNING OUT OF PLACES TO 'STEAL' VEHICLES. SOME 
OUHIOUS LOOKING ^UNK YARD SALVAGE JOBS HAD BEGUN TO APPEAR IN 
UTILITY AREAS. 
LT. COL. JAMES HUGHES, CO, $25TH STATION HOSPITAL, INVITED 
CADY TO THEIR PARTY AT THE CENTER CLUB AT TERME. HE TOOK COL. 
PEUSTOW ALONG. THEY HEARD SCUTTLEBUTT THAT GEN, WILSON HAD GONE 
TO THE 45TH GENERAL TO SEE THE NP PATIENTS WHO WERE READY TO BE 
EVACUATED TO Z OF f. HE HAD DEPARTED AFTER WATCHING THEM GIVE 
SOME SHOCK THERAPY, BUT HE DID NOT HOLD UP ANY PATIENTS FROM EVAC- 
UATION.  ...THERE HAD BEEN SOME APPREHENSIONS ABOUT GEN. WILSON, 
LIKE THE SLAPPING THERAPY OE N. PATTON HAD ADMINISTERED IN SICILY, 
AND WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO PATTON, AND THE GRUMBLING OF MEDICAL 
DEPARTMENT OFFICERS ABOUT BEING PULLED AWAY FROM PROFESSIONAL DUTIES 
r§i IDCIPLINE* AND MAYBE HIS REAL OR FANCIED INTENTIONS.  CADY 
WAS BEGINNING TO WONDER IF THE GENERAL MIGHT BE WORK INGVIIMSELF 
INTO A REGRETTABLE POSITION. HE WAS REPEATING HIS HP  DUTIES IN 
ITALY.  ...JADY RETIRED THAT NIGHT HOPING NO woae COMPLICATIONS 
WOUL3 ARISE BEFORE THE 27TH MADE WAY FOR THE 33RD. 
14 VAY. ABOUT 0315 TO 0400 THE KRAUTS CAME OVER WITH BOMBS, 
FLARES A HO LEAFLETS, AND BASNOLI AND POZZUOLt GOT A PRETTY GOOD 
30INQ OVER,  TERME WAS RATTLING SOME.  L.ATER HE LEARNED THERE 
WAS PRACTICALLY NO SIGNS OF PANIC OR POOR DISCIPLINE IN THE NEW 
27TH IN EITHER THE DETACHMENT AREA DR AT TERME.  T:'.EY   SOON LEARNED 
COL. PCUSTOW HAD TO 3E TAKING PATIENTS IN A VERY FEW OAY3.  CA'Y 
WAS SURPRISED AND OlS'.iAYEO, THE 27TH ALSO HAD TO FURNISH SEVERAL 
OFFICERS FOR GEN. WILSON'S UP  DUTY, AND CADY COULD HAVE USED THEM 
BETTER ON HIS OWN WARDS I  ALSO, M03T OF THE 27TH'S OFFICERS AND 
«CN WOULD DEPART FOR CMAODALONE, ABOUT 22 MILES AWAV, ON THE 15TH 
BUT HE WOULD LEAVE THE NURSES AT TERME A3 LONG AS HE COULD OR HAD 
HIS OWN DUTY PLACES FOR THEM. 
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THE 21ST WAS GETTING FRENCH AND ARAB PATIENT TOR SEVERAL 
DAYS.  THE SURGEONS WERE QUITE BUSY. ...MOTHER'S DAY, AND 
CADY HOPED THE REMEMBRANCE HE HAD ARRANGED SEVERAL WEEKS AGO WOULD 
BE DELIVERED TO HIS WIFE IN ST. LOUIS.  ...rRANK DRAfClE  SENT WORD 
HE HAD HEARD TRUMAN WOULD BE ASKED TO BECOME ASSISTANT SURGEON, 
VI CORPS, BUT NOT TO TAKE IT, "OR NETTUNO WAS THE HOTTEST SPOT 
ON THE BEACHHEAD. CADY SUSPECTED TRUMAN WOULD RATHER LIKE THE ALIBI 
or BEING 'ORDERED' INTO SUCH A JOB AS EXCITING AS rRANK's, BUT 
ONLY FOR FAMILY REASONS HE WOULD WAIT FOR SUCH ORDERS.  THIS 
STRENGTHENED CAOY*S RESOLVE TO OPEN TALKS HIMSELF WITH GENERALS 
WILSON, MARTIN, AND LT. COL. UOS. C. COCKE, ..  SCS, NAT0U8A, ABOUT 
OTHER PLACES FOR DRAKE, WHO WAS VALUABLE TO HIM BECAUSE, "WTTHALL... 
HAS A CAUTKOUS PSYCHOLOGY, AND HAS KEPT ME OUT OF TROUBLES WITH 
IT" HE CONFIDED TO HIS NOTES. HE WENT TO THE LITTLE THEATRE TO 
SEE "SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE." LT.COL. COCKE WAS TRYING TO 
LOCATE HIM 3Y PHONE.  CAPT. ZlGARELLI WAS TRANSFERRED AS THE 1ST 
ARMORE? HlVISION PSYCHIATRIST^*^- 
15 ?'AY. COL. MUNLY, ArHQ., LOOKED OVER THE SMST'S NP 
REHABILITATION (GROUP THERAPY) ACTIVITIES AND OECLAREO JT THE BEST 
HE HAD SEEN. THIS WAS A CREDIT fOR CAPTS. GREENE AND PECK. 
...LT. COL. COCKE, ALWAYS ONE OF THE UNIT'S BEST FRIENDS, CAME. 
HE WAS OEPUTY SURGEON, SOS, NATOUSA. CADY PURGED HIMSELF OF 
ALL HIS PROBLEMS, EVEN LET HIM READ HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH GENERALS 
KIRK AND SNYOER.  COCKE DISCLOSED WHAT HE KNEW ABOUT THE NEW T/0, 
CAOY 
2,000 BED HOSPITALS.   IT WAS SURPRISINGLY HOW WELL CADY'S IDEAS 
HAD COINCIDED. HOWEVER, HE OID NOT TELL COCKE ABOUT HIS PEELING 
THAT THE PBS  SURGEON WAS RIDING HIS UNIT SOME. WHILE DRAKE, 
BOLOTIN AND 8EAM WERE HAVING COFFEE WITH HIM IN ONE OF THE MESSES, 
ARNEST CAME TO TALK. CAOY TOLD HIM GEN. MARTIN WOULD GIVE THE 
UNIT'S STAFF ORIENTATION LECTURE AT SUPPERTIME, AND WOULD HE RE- 
MAIN FOR IT. ARNEST WAS NOT AWARE OF THIS PRACTICE FOR INCREASING 
THE UNIT'S 'SAVOIRE-FAIRE* BY HAVING THESE LECTURES AT THE Root 
MESS WHERE THE OFFICERS AND NURSES ATTENDED SO EASILY. ...LATER, 
BEFORE DEPARTING, ARNEST SAID HZ   ALWAYS FELT BA'JLY (LlKE HELL!) 
EACH TIME HE CAME AROUND THE AREA "IN YOUR CAR." 
THE NEW T/O HAD FULL COLONELS AS CHIEFS OF MEDICINE AND 
SURGERY, AND FOR THE CO, SO COCKE SAID. DRAKE COULD BE RETAINER 
AS A LIEUTENANT COLONEL, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF MEDICINE. 
DURING THE   INTERIM OF THE AFTERNOON, TH»EE DIETITIANS CAME 
TO   COMPLAIN   ABOUT    LT.    NlE.    COMPLAINTS   WERE   VAGUE   GENERALITIES. 
CADY SAID HE WOULD INVESTIGATE, AND TRIED TO CONVEY AN IMPRE8SI0N 
SOMEONE MIGHT BE MOVED, BUT SAID NOT WHOM. (BUT IT WOULD HAVE TO 
WAIT A WHILE, A FEW MINUTES ANYWAY I ) 
BRIG. GEN. JOSEPH MARTIN AND HIS DEPUTY, LT. COL. BRUCE, 
BOTH PARTICIPATED IN T«g ORIENTATION LECTURE, AND WHAT HAD BEEN 
GOING ON IN THE "|FTH ARMY'S CAMPAIGN.  HE MENTIONED THAT HE HAD 
KNOWN BACK IN  AUGU3T WHEN HE DELIVERED HIS (ROUGH)TALK AT THE 
"LINICAL CONFERENCE LUNCHEON ATHAT THE 21 ST WOULD BE IN ITALY IN 
SUPPORT OF THE "IFTH ARMY, AND KNEW THAT HE COULD DEPEND ON IT 
FOR PERFORMANCE.  HE WAS ANXIOUS TO HELP THE UNIT WITH FUTURE 
LECTURES. WHEREUPON, CAOY DIVULGED THEY HAD BEEN BOARDED FOR 
THEIR CHRONIC AILMENT, INCURABLE CAKEIVORS, AND THEIR CERTIFICATES 
AND THERAPIES DELIVERED FOR GETTING THEM BACK TO IMPORTANT DUTIES. 
;ADY 
THIS TIME THE GENERAL DID NOT REGISTER ANY COMPLAINT OR TEARS 
ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF THE 'sO^T LIVES* THEY WERE LEAOINQ.  ARNEST 
OBSERVED ALL THIS SWEET-TOOTHED CEREMONY WITH INTENSE INTEREST. 
HE WAS LEARNING WHY THE 21 ST WAS FULFILLING. CAOY'S PROMISES MAOg 
AT THEIR FIRST MEETING IN NAPLES. 
16 i^AY.  ROUTINE DAY.  THE 33RO WAS NOT COMING QUITE ON THE 
HEELS OF THE 27TH EVAC. CA.DY INFORMED BEAM, PATTQN, GURLY AND 
ft 
LT, GOLDEN OF THE IMPENDING REORGANIZATION OF THE OUTFIT, AND TO 
MAKE ANY POSSIBLE PREPARATION TO ANTICIPATE IT. DRAKE OPINEJ THE 
21ST HAD SHOWN THE WAY WHILE IT WAS IN AFRICA, JUST HOW THE RE- 
ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE MADE*  "ADY FELT HE HAD HERDED BEAM AND 
PATTON TO THIS POSSIBILITY OF THEIR FULL COLONELCIES, AND AFTER 
THE CHANGE-OVER, HE RESOLVED HE WOULD SPEND LE8S TIME CONVINCING, 
AND EXPECT HIS FUTURE FORECASTING AND PLANNING SHOULD HAVE QUICBER 
ACCEPTANCES. 
BOEMER's ROTATION WAS BROUGHT UP 3Y THE ORDERS FOR ZAPT, 
RENNO'S. SPECULATION,' VVOULD 30EMER WANT TO STAY AND SWEAT OUT 
A BELATED PROMOTION HE WAS NOT PRECISELY IN LINE FOR ACTER THE 
REORGANIZATION WOULD SE ANNOUNCED? HE WAS NOT VERY HAPPY, EXCEPT 
WHEN GRUMBLING IN HIS HAL,* HUMOROUS MANNER. HE WAS OLDER THAN 
HIS BROTHER SURQE0N3, AND HAD SOME COMPASSIONATE REASONS FT. 
ROTATION. MOREOVER, THE DENTAL OFFICER WHO MIGHT BE HIS ALTERNATE 
WAS WANTING ROTATION ON THE CALCULATION OF PERSONAL AMBITION. 
(CAOY'S UNIT STILL HAD NEED FOR AMBITIOUS •FFICERSl) 
17 *AY.  THE DIETETIC-MESS TEAPOT 010 NOT LOOK FAVORABLE 
FOR EITHER  SIDE OF THE FEUD.  MUCH PREJUDICE, MALICE, AND A 
WITCH-HUNT WAS GOING ON, AND JADY THOUGH LETTING IT BOIL JUST A 
WHILE LONGER MIGHT BE HELPFUL, TOO. 
THAT EVENING HAD AN AIR RAID, THE 21ST'S EXECUTIVE OD DID 
■ 
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NOT REACT,  INDEED, HE COULJ NOT BE FOUND BY THE GUARD HE WAS SUPPOSED 
TO tftot* THE ;ENTER CLUB BLACKED OUT. THE LIDQUORED MAJOR IN 
CHADGE OF THE CLUB, fit If0 TO INTERFERE WHEN THE GUARD WENT ON TO 
TURN THE LIGHTS OFF, BECAUSE, HE tAlO,  IT MIGHT CAUSE PANIC AMONG 
HIS DANCERS f  CADY WENT AROUND WHERE THE tCFVC      rELLOW WAS, 
AND WAS ABOUT TO ARREST HIM ON THE SPOT.  BECAUSE OF HIS NOT KNOW- 
ING WHAT WAS THE CAUSE "OK THE ABSENCE OF HIS OWN UNIT EXEC. 00. 
POSSIBLY 
WOUN.E0 BY FLACK, 0D SOMETHING, HE WENT ON LOOKING FOR HIM IN 
OBVIOUS PLACES.   NOTHING, SO HE RECALLED HE WAS THE FELLOW WHO HAD 
ON A PREVIOUS CASE KAN AND KfOOgN HIMSELF IN THAT ;: IRTY =" ILTHY 
I ;OVEDO, HE RAO DONE IT AGAIN.  APPARENTLY HE HAD, BUT CAOV 
DECIDED WHEN THE AIR RAID WAS OVER, HE WOULD WAITH THIS ONE OUT, 
FOR HE MIGHT BE LEAVING THE UNIT SOON,  HE WAS A GOO;; PROFESSIONAL 
OFF IDE'. BUT...    "OS MAO TO MAKE THEIR UNITS RUN WITH THE MATERIALS 
THEY HAD ON HAND, USUALLY. 
i$  "AY. CADY MAD A BELLY~UL OF THAT CENTER CLUB OFFICER, 
so HE WD.OT    TE TO THE SURGEON, P83, ABOUT THE NUISANCE Q- 
DtVfOCO ::£SP0?D3 IB ILITY AT fHf ?CRMC,  HE GUESSED HE WOUL" GET NO 
RESPONSE WITH A SINGLE COMPLAINT,  (IT WASNfT EVEN ACKNOWLEDGED.) 
MULMALL GOT THE OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHED WORKING IN HIS OWN AREA 
A BIT SOONER THAN  ADY HAD PLANNED. WHATEVER WOULD BE fHOTOGRAPHED 
SHOULD SE 0-" BENEFIT TO THE UNIT AND TO MULHALL. SOMEONE SHOULD 
BE WATCHING SUDH THINGS, SO HE WOULD SOON APPOINT EITHER BOLOTIN 
OR DAM AS UNIT PUBLIC "ELATIONS OFFICER. ...CAPT. CHAQ D« WINTER- 
BOWER, MAC, WAS TRANSFERRED FROM THE 47TH ARMORED MEDICAL BN. ON 
THE BEACHHEA'1.  HE WAS A BEATEN MAN, A REHABILITATION PROBLEM. 
...THAT MESS TEAPOT, THE WITCH-HUNT WAS TO GET LT. NtEfs S^ALP. 
NctTMtfl SIDE WAS BLAMELESS, NOD I^ CADY WOULD YIELD TO EITHER SIDE, 
IT WOULD NOT If/PaOvE A P';A ISDWODTHY Mttt OPERATION, CURIOUSLY. 
HE  PUT  OFF  DOING  ANYTHING  FOR  ANOTHER  DAY OR  so. 
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19 ''AY. LT. :OL. COCKE REVISITED AS HE HAD PROMISES. SO 
DID LT.CQL. BERENICE WILBUR (3TEWART) AND A MISS SQUTHERLANO, 
A CORRESPONDENT OUT OF SURGEON GENERAL K|RK*S OFFICE. THEY ALL 
HAD DINNER AND ATTENDED THE DANCE.  DRAKE AND CADY FILLED Mftt 
SOuTHE?LAND*S £Ar?3 FULL OF SUGGESTIONS FOR STORIES ABOUT VARIOUS 
INDIVIDUALS IN THE UNIT, BUT MOSTLY SHE 0|D NOT SEEM TO RECOG- 
NIZE ANY UNIQUENESS, OR "ID SHE?  ANYWAY, OADY D|D MORE DANCING 
THAN HE HAD FOR OVER SIX MONTHS.  LT. COL, WILBUR WAS GOING BY 
HER MAIDEN NAME.  :'ISS 30UTHERLANC SAID SHE WOULD RETURN IN A 
FEW ~?AYS "OR HER WORK. 
IN THE QUIETNESS OF 'AOY'S ROYAL BATH QUARTERS, HE REVIEWED 
THE JAY Of M£SS-DlETETIC AFFAIRS. THE HOSPITAL DIETITIANS SUBMITTED 
! ENTICAL REQUESTS FOR TRANSFER, BUT WITHOUT SUPPORTING WITH 
REASONS FOR THE REQUESTED TRANSFERS.    A^Y WOULD NOT ALLOW SUCH 
AS flttt TO GO ON WITHOUT SOME EFFORT AT A "RED-TAPE * TREATMENT. 
HE PUT ON IDENTICAL INDORSEMENTS WHICH REQUIRED A STATEMENT FROM 
EACH WHICH MIGHT JUSTIFY CONSIDERATION FOR TRANSFER, INCLUDING 
WHAT WAS MEANS MEANT BY * LACK OF COOPERATION BY THE MESS OFFICER', 
HE CALLED NLE IN, AND IT DEVELOPED HE WAS GOING TO MAKE CHANGES 
OF PERSONNEL. SGT. "TUSSO STOOD HIGH IN LT. CREECH'S APPRECIATION, 
SO HE HAD DEC I JED TO GIVE HIM A LOWER POSITION. THE SERGEANT 
WAS A CAPABLE MAN, HAD OBJECTED TO SUCH WHIMSICAL TREATMENT, AND 
GARY TOLD NLE HE WOULD SUSTAIN THE SERGEANT. DID NOT NLE REALIZE 
BY THIS TIME THAT HIS ARROGANCE, LACK OF TACT AND UNDERSTANDING 
OF PEOPLE, WAS RESULTING IN FEW FRIENDS IN THE UNIT?  WAS HE REILLKY 
GOING TO TRY TO SPITE LT. CREECH BY DEGRADING AND HUMILIATING 
A SERGEANT AND END i)P   WITH UNDERMINING HIS OWN POSITION?  CERTAINLY, 
CADY ADMITTED, HE HAD TOLD HIM TO CHANGE, JUSTIFYIABLY CHANGE 
PERSONNEL AROUND, ANY TIME, BUT IT SHOULD BE FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
IMPROVING FUNCTION, NOT TO MAKE A FEUD WORSE.   HOW COULD HE DEMOTE 
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A NON-COM WITHOUT JUST IF I CATTON ANY BETTER THAN THE CO, HIS OWN 
CO, COULD DEMOTE AN OFFICER,LT, NLE, WITHOUT A FAIR JUSTIFICATION? 
LT. NLE SHOULD START RIGHT AWAY TO FIGURING OUT IN ADVANCE WHAT 
HIS IMPULSIVE DECISIONS WERE DOING TO HTM, HIS OWN JOB, AND THE 
PEOPLE HE WORKED WITH, INCLUDING THE COMMANDING OFFICER OF HIS 
UNIT.  CADY SAID HE WASN'T THROUGH WITH THE DIETITIANS YET, AND 
MEANWHILE HE SUGGESTED THAT NLE SHOULD TRY GETTING INTO CONTACT 
WITH THEM AND TALKING THE WHOLE THING OVER TOGETHER. AT THBT 
MOMENT, ABOUT ALL HE COULD SAY,HA POX ON BOTH YOUR MOUSES L" 
CAPT. WINTERBOWER HAD BEEN INTERVIEWED BY BOLOTIN, ©O CADY 
WAS NOT ENTIRELY UNAWARE OF  HI8 ATTITUDE WHEN HE CAME TO CADY. 
WINTERBOWER SAIC HE KNEW HE WOULD BE SENT HOME, HE WAS A FAILURE. 
"WAIT A MINUTE, CAPTAIN," CADY INTERRUPTED HtM* "SIT DOWN AND 
LET MI EXPLAIN THAT GOING HOME IS A COMMAND DECISION, AND YOU 
AREN*T GOING HOME JUST YET. START AT THE BEGINNING, AND TELL 
ME WHY YOU THINK YOU SHOULD BE SENT HOME*" 
!T WAS A STOf;Y OF BUREAUCRAT I C ,STUP ! D M I SM ANAGE WENT AND 
MISUSE OF A MATURE INTELLIGENT MAN, A CONSCIENTIOUS MAN.  Hl8 
BEACHHEAD v EXPERIENCE,WlTH NO PREPARATORY TRAINING TO 
PREFACE IT, HAD DONE HIM NO GOOD.  THEN CADY WENT ON: 
"CAPTAIN, WE ARE IN THE MEDICAL AND REHABILITATION BUSINESS, 
AND YOU ADS STAYING HERE, OR YOU WILL WISH YOU HAD.  NOW, DON'T 
BE IN A HURRY, AND DON'T BE BASHFUL ABOUT LOOKING ALL OVER THIS 
HOSPITAL FOR ANY CAPTAIN'S JOB YOU THINK YOU CAN FILL. TAKE SOME 
TIME, BUT NOT MORE THAN TEN DAYS , THEN COME BACK HERE TO ME." 
IT WAS SHOCK TREATMENT, AN' IT MIGHT WORK. 
20 WAY. 2ND LT. GATHERING MCANDREWS, A NEW HOSPITAL 
DIETITIAN REPORTED FOR DUTY. CADY SENT WORD FOR HER TO LOOK AROUND, 
DELAY MAKING UP HER MIND ABOUT ANYTHING, BUT COME TO SEE HIM. 
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CADY WAS SOMEWHAT LATE IN MEETING THE HOSPITAL SHIP, SHAMROCK, 
TO PICK UP COL. NYLANO AND MAJ. SPCLLMAN, HIS PRINCIPLE CHIEF 
NURSE, OF THE 33RD GENERAL HOSPITAL.  HE COT THEM ALL BEDDED DOWN 
LATE IN THE EVENING SIMPLY BECAUSE THE 21ST'S DETACHMENT HAD MADE 
THE NECESSARY PREPARATIONS.  A MAJOR CHIEF NURSE WAS SOMETHING 
NEW IN THE THEATRE TOO.  THEY WERE STAGING SOME PERSONNEL FOR 
FROM 
SEVERAL OTHERS ENROUTE TO SICILY. TwO WEHE      THE 64TH STATION 
HOSPITAL, StDJ-BEL-ABBES, WHICH WAS BEING BROKEN \JP.       THEYSAIO 
COL. CUNBAR WAS BROKEN UP IN SPIRIT ABOUT LOSING HIS UNIT. THE 
64TH HAD BEEN ON- OF THE PHEASJY ~ARM COMPANION UNITS BACK IN 
ENGLAND. 
COL, NYLAND HAD A COPY OF THAT NEW T/C 2,000 BED GENERAL 
HOSPITAL WHICH CAOY BORROWED TO COPY, 
21 MAY. CADY MET LT. :QL. REEOER IN THE CORRIDOR OF THE PBS 
SURGEONS'S OFFICE, AND TOLD HIM NOT TO EXPECT THAT LETTER FROM 
HIM WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEW T/O, HE HAD JUST SEEN A COPY OF 
A NEW ONE WHICH COINCIDED SO WELL WITH HIS OWN IDEAS, HE WOULD 
LIKE TO SEE HOW IT WOULD WORK OUT BEFORE MAKING ANY CRITIQUES. 
REEOER SAID, SUPPRISINGLY, HE HAD COME OVER FROM THE ALGIERS HQ. 
JUST TO TALK ABOUT IT.  THEN, MORE SURPRISINGLY, HE WAS TAKEN TO 
COL. SHOOK'S OFFICE WBERE THEY AND MAJ. RlCHAROS SAT HIM DOWN 
AND ACTUALLY BEGAN TO TAKE NOTES ON CADY* DISCU8SI0N OF THE NEW 
T/O. THEY ALL WENT ON TO THE 2!ST TO LOCK AT HIS COPY OF THE 
LETTERS, AND IT WAS ESSENTIALLY WHAT THE NEW T/O CALLED FOR.  THEY 
HAD LUNCH WITH THE 21 ST STAFF.  COL. SHOOK OBVIOUSLY WAS PLEASED 
w/TH WHAT HE SAW, AND THEREUPON BEGAN A LONG FRIENDSHIP.  HE WAS 
SURGEON, SOS, NATOUSA. 
THEY ALL RETURNED TO THE PBS SURGEON'S OFFICE TO MEET WITH 
AND TO DISCUSS THE NEW T/O WITH A GROUP OF COS CALLED FOR THAT PURPOSE. 
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CADY WAS THE ONLY RESERVE "0 AMONG THE FIVE HOSPITALS REPRESENTED, 
AND TO BE ENLARGED. "0L6. STURGEON AND \EYER HAD CONSIDERABLE TO 
SAY ABOUT THE PROPOSED CHANGES, MUCH OF IT UNFAVORABLE. OAOY HAD 
ALREADY HAD HIS SAY ABOUT IT,-ON THE JOB,- AND JUST LISTENED 
EXCEPT TO RESPOND WHEN CALLED FOR A STATEMENT ON FOR AGREEMENTS. 
HE EXPECTED TO HAVE ANOTHER PRIVATE CONFERENCE WITHIN A DAY OR SO. 
~0L. NYLAND*S OUTFIT WERE SO SURPRISED AT THEIR WELL ORGAN- 
IZED RECEPTION, AND THEIR PLEASURE PLEASED AN:; STIMULATED THE 21 ST, 
TOO.  HE HAS ICCM SO BUSY THAT HE MISSES AN ITALIAN "FAJW HOUSE 
DINNER" WHICH LASTED HIS REPRESENTATIVE OFFICERS FIVE HOURS, COURSE 
AFTER COURSE. CAOV HAD NO REGREFS, FOR HE HAD BEEN A BIT SQUEAMISH 
ABOUT A PERSONAL APPEARANCE OFFICIALLY ANYWAY. THE HOST WAS SAID 
TO BE IN THE ,'ILITARY PROVISIONS BUSINESS, A MO COULD POSSIBLY HAVE 
SOME ULTERIOR MOTIVATIONS THAN JUST NATIONAL AMITY. 30 BUSY 
ALSO, HE DID NOT KNOW THAT CAPT. EDMUND ALVIS AND HIS OPTICAL 
TEAM HAD RETURNED -'ROM THE BEACHHEAD, HE MADE A MENTAL NOTE TO 
FIND OUT JUST HOW GOOD A SOLDIER HE HAD REALLY BEEN WHILE AWAY 
FROM THE 21 ST, AND KEEPING THE G!S IN GLASSES AMD JJ£ THE COMSAT. 
Miss !OB»NSON BROUGHT L.T. 3OL. DUANE L. "ADY, VC, ARLINGTON, 
NEB., TO INTRODUCE HHM. HE COULD TRACE HIS GENEOLOQICAL TREE BACK 
TO RICHARD THE LION HEARTED, WHEN THE FAMILY NAME WAS JAGGY, ' 
BUT   THE    TWO   CADY'S    COULD    WH0MP   UP    NO   COMMON   LINKS    |M   THEIR    FAMILY 
fftfffSj    EVEN   THOUGH   THE    NAME    IS    NOT   LIKE   THE    SMITHS   OR   THE   JONEs's. 
22NO MAY.  ;OL. RtfOf* CAME AT NOON TO DISCUSS FURTHER THE 
COt*l MtCtlRt 0" THE JAY BEFORE, AND THE OBJECTIONS RAI8ED BY 
COLS. STURGEON AND IEYER. THEN HE RECOUNTED WITH FEEDER HOW HE 
HAR BEEN PERMITTED DIRECT DISCUSSIONS OF HIS VIEWS AND OPINIONS 
WITH GENERALS KI+K AND SNYDER, AND SHOWED HIM THE SUBSEQUENT 
CORRESPONDENCE. LEEDER SAID HE WAS GLAD TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO KNOW THE GENERALS WERE IN AGREEMENT ABOUT THE LARGER HOSPITALS, 
BHBlHHHi^^HBMHItfHHMMHMMMilHHHMHMHaBMI 
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BUT    NOT    NECESSARILY   ON   AGREEMENT    AS    TO    THE    UNIFORMITY   OF    SIZE 
Or    THE    ENLARGED    HOSPITALS,    OR    HOW   THEY    SHOULD    BE    ENLARGED. 
THAT EVENING, AFTER THE ORIENTATION LECTURE, MAJ. RlCHAROt 
RETURNED, TOO, AND "ADY REVIEW MUCH OF THE SUBJECT MATERIAL HE 
HA?  .ISCU5SE0 WITH p£EOER.   HE EXPLAINED HOW HE COULD USE THE 
ADDITIONAL MAC OFFICERS IN THE NEW T/O TO ASSIST MEDICAL OFFICERS 
IN MANY ADMINISTRATIVE WAYS WH0OH WOULD STRETCH THEM OVER MO E 
BEOS WITHOUT WORKING THEM ANY HARDER. THAT WOULD BE EQUIVALENT 
TO MNDING MO'^E MEDICAL OFFICERS. 
DURING THE PRECEDING AFTERNOON A FRENCH 2-STAR GENERAL CAME 
TO VISIT PATIENTS.  HE KNEW MUTUAL FRIENDS, GEN. DUVISIE:, 
"OL. BEGUE>?Y, AND COM, DEKERGOS, AND SOME OTHERS AROUND MASCARA. 
CADY ~OULD NOT GET THE EXACT SPELLING OF HIS NAME,  IT SEEMED TO 
BE GlAM OR JlAM.  ,HE WROTE CADY'8 NAME DOWN AS IF HE MEANT TO 
COMMUNICATE WITH THEIR FRJENJS. 
X CAME IN TO SEE WHAT THE T/O WOULD DO FOR HIM, BUT CADY 
COULH NOT MJOICT TO HIS SATISFACTION THAT A MEDICAL OFFICER COULD 
BE EXECUTIVE OFFICER. 
THE ORIENTATION LECTURE WAS GIVEN BY BR IG. GEN. JARL ~L. GRAY, 
JR., DIRECTOR GENERAL, MILITARY RAILWAY SERVICE. COL. TULLY ANO 
"APT. YATES WERE ALSO THERE FOR SUPPER. THE GENERAL TALKED A 
r 
~ULL HOUP AND KEPT EVERYONE SfjLLBOUND WITH NORTH AFRICAN AND  ITALIAN 
EXPEDIENCES, ANO RAILROADING YARNS.   THE OFFICERS AND NURSES RE- 
MAINED FOR ANOTHER HALF HOUR TO HEAR THE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS. 
HE WAS MUCH AMUSED AND PLEASED BY HIS CAKE-IVORE BOARD CERTIFICATE, 
WITH A CONCOMITTANT CAKE LARGE ENOUGH TO TAKE TO HIS VILLA MESS, 
THE MASSIVE DOSE THERAPY. 
"APT. Dowc, 70TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, ENROUTE TO PALERMO, 
SICILY, WAS VISITING ONE OF THE 33RD GENERAL OFFICERS.  HE GAVE 
SOME FfRJHAND NEWS OF FRIENDS IN ORAN. ...THE 21ST OFFICERS  "XUB 
^Ham^HBw^am 
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CAPT. "-ANCIS K« CROUCH ITS PRESIDENT, AN EARNEST YOUNG MAN WHO 
ALWAYS TRIED THINKINGS THINGS THROUGH. 
23   *'AY.       TWO    HO NOR 8    AT    ~SETREAT    IN   FRONT    9f    THE    13*0    GEN- 
ERAL   HOSPITAL,   PARADED  FOR  BRIG.  GEN.  CALPM M.   IMMELL,   MILITARY 
GOVERNOR  OF  NAPLES.     MULHALL*S  CONVALESCENT  AND REHABILITATION 
SECTION MA?CHE-   IN  THE  REVIEW,   AND  MAJ.   BEN  H.   CHARA.ES  AND  AN 
ARTILLE-Y   OFrirOt^ATIENT   OK    THE   21ST   WERE   DECORATED   BY   THE   GENERAL. 
CHARLES GOT HIS BRONZE STAR MEDAL WHICH "ADY HAD RECOMMENDED FOR 
HIS EXPLOITS AT PHEASEY "ARMS, FEEDING THE HUNGRY.  THE ARTILLERY 
OFFICER GOT AN AIR MEDAL FOR HIS AIR SPOTTING ACTIVITIES.  GEN. 
IMMELL PROMISE-- TO GIVE THE NEXT ORIENTATION LECTURE. ...HE TOLD 
CAD* THE BEACHHEAD BREAK-OUT OFFENSIVE MAC REALLY STARTED THE 
P :VIOUS MCTNfvs.  CAUSE FOR MORE HOSPITAL PLANNING, THATI 
24 F./AY.  :ACY AND CHARLES MADE SOME POSED PICTURES BECAUSE 
NONE SATISFACTORY WERE PROCURED THE DAY BEFORE. MULHALL'S 
REHABILITATION PICTURE SERIES WAS GOOD, BUT GEN. JAYNES WOULD HAVE 
TO APPROVE ANY FOR RELEASE. AN ARTICLE WAS BEING WRITTEN AROUND 
/»^ 
THEM, AND CO PIES WOULD BE AVAILABLE F0» THE UNIT HISTORY. 
"Si-* 
CACY WALKED HIS OWN AREA TO BEGIN HIS PLANS TO MAKE THAT 
EXPANSION FOR THE MEW T/O, AND TO HANDLE THE ADDITIONAL WORK FROM 
THE BEACHHEAD BREAK-OUT.  HE ESTIMATED A THOUSAND ADDITIONAL BEDS 
WOULD BE NEEDED QUICKLY BV PBS, AND IT WAS UP  TO THE 21ST TO 
ATICIPATE THEM.  HE WOULD NOT HAVE EITHER trrtctftf OR ADMINISTRATIVE 
CORE TC HAN LE THEM AT FIRST, AND HE W0UL' NEED A MINIMUM OF EX- 
TCHOCa UTILITIES, JUST HAC TO HAVE THEM FROM SOMEWHERE.  HE DECIDED 
ON THE UNUSUAL, AND Nft MORE OR LESS BLASE OFFICERS WERE SKEPTICAL. 
THAT WIDE MACADAM STREET AREA IN FRONT OF THE 21ST'S ROW O^ BUILD- 
INGS, LIBYA, "ODI, CHAPEL, ALBANIA, AND OTHERS HAD GOOD SEWERS 
UNDER  IT, ANO THEY WERE NOT OVERLOADED.  THE BEDS COULD BE LOCATED 
DIRECTLY OVE<? THEM ON THE SLOPING HAR D ST AND I NG, EASY TO CLEAN BY 
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HOSING INTO MANHOLES. THE WARDS COULD BE TEMPORARY, COMBINE0(6; WARD 
TENTS OVER A WOODEN FRAME.   ..HE GAVE "APT. SLATERY ORDERS TO GET 
THE NECESSARY TENTS, LUMBER, WIRE, AND ALL THE OTHER SUPPLIES 
AND EQUIPMENT.   THE COMBINED 6 WARD TENTS WOULD COVt« 90 COT 
BEDS, BUT BETTER BEOOING SHOULD BE PROVIDED I ^ POSSIBLE.   "NO, 
THEY WERE NOT BEHOLDEN TO fUSSOLINI ANY MORE, GET AN AIR DRILL 
AND MAKE HOLES IN THE PAVEMENTS SO NO TENT POLES GOULD POSSIBLY 
SLIP. FIGURE OUT HOW MANY LATRINES AND WATERPOINTS WOULD BE 
NECESSARY FOR 1,000 BEDS, NOT TO OVERLOOK SHOWERS.  ONLY RUN 
A 
ENOUGH WATERLINE8 AND ELECTRIC LINES  TO DO A GO00 JOB FOR THE 
DOCTORS AND NURSES.   FINISH THE JOB BEFORE ANYBODY IN PBS COULO 
FIND OUT ABOUT  IT AND  INTERFERE.   NlQHT WORK, AROUND THE CLOCK!" 
OTHERWISE BUSY. FAPT. ^ENNO'S ROTATION ORDER CAME, BUT CADY 
SAID HOLD  IT UNTIL A REPLACEMENT WAS IN SIGHT,  SURGICAL CASES 
WERE ALREADY COMING FASTER.   ...MAX WAS CAMPAIGNING THROUGH DRAKE 
FOR HIMSELF, BUT FADY TOLD THEM TO MAKE NO OVERT MOVES, FOR HE 
WAS PREPARING A LETTER TO 'v'A«J. FlCHARDS ABOUT MAX'S AMBITIONS. 
...HE WAS EXPECTING A LATE TELEPHONE CALL FROM ;APT. STALEY ABOUT 
MORE PATIENTS, BASED ON RECENT EXPERIENCES.   ...  HE HAD AN 
ENCOURAGE ING LETTER ABOUT LITTLE BETTY AT HOME. 
25 ^AY. FOL. SHOOK, AT THE %S MEETING, SAID THE EXICS 
MIGHT BE MEDICAL OFFICERS, BUT IT WAS BETTER UNDER THE NEW T/O 
NOT TO USE THEM THAT WAY. AFTERWARDS, HE TOLD FADY TO COMPLY WITH 
THE SPIRIT OF THE ORDER, DECLARE DRAKE AS * SURPLUS1 BUT THE NEW 
T/O WOULD STILL PREVENT HIS LOSS TO THE UNIT.  CONFUSION! 
THE BANCO OI NAPOLI BUILDING HAD BEEN BOOBY TRAPPED WHEN 
THE AMERICANS TOOK IT IN THE INVASION, BUT FAOY SAW SOME OF THE 
' I NEST OF BEAUTIFULLY MATCHED MARBLE HE HAD EVER SEEN WHEN HE 
ATTENDED A Wttft'l TEA AT THE OFFICERS FLUB THERE.  GENERAL 
IMMELL CHATTED WITH HIM BRIEFLY.   HIS MPs HAD CAUGHT A YOUNG 
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CAPTAIN    r«H    SPEEDING    10*    MO.TM    if    THE:   CITY   ON    ONE    Or    THE    3HORE 
ROA   -.     ME  HA")  COME  ftttm  THE  BEACHHEAD!     THAT  MEANT MUCH QUICKER 
EVACUATIONS    TO    THE    MfOtOAU    CfWfH   .        !T    ALSO   MEANT   THAT   GEN.    GRAY'S 
''AIL |    BE    EXTENDING    KftftTtfWAftQ   AND    ALL   TRAFFIC   WOULD 
QUICKEN.    WIOULH    THEY    FLY   PATIENTS    IN?    THEY   COULD    SOON.       HIS   UN- 
AUTHOR IZ' \   BEtJS   WOULD    NOT   BE    A   DAY   TOO   SOON,    AMO    HE   WANTED 
THE   riRft   "00   TO   BE    IN   rnOHT   OF   THE   ALBANIA    SURGICAL   BUILDING, 
NEAR    THE   OPERATING   ftO0Mg« ALSO,    HE    HAD    OOMPLA tttgQ    ANO    QOT    THE 
RETURN,    HE   HOPE::   WITHOUT   PREJUDICE   TO   THE?.*,    TWO   OF    HIS   MP   MgQ ICAL 
O^I.EFG    BAC            )■    HOSPITAL    DUTY.       THSRE   WAS    SO   MUCH    COMPLAINT    ABOUT 
GENE'AL     ViLSON's    P-.A    TICE,    HE    HAD    BEEN   GREATLY    TEMPTED    TO   THY    TO 
:    Hi M &&) ■ 
THAT EVENING OAPT. PEASTER, AV, RETURNED TO TERME, LOADED 
DOWN WITH HIS AMERICAN QOOUS FROM HOME. THERE WERE SOME THINGS, A 
CAMERA, AND A COUPLE OF BOTTLES Q~  BQU?BON FROM HIS FAVORITE PHARM- 
ACIST, ANO OTHERS FROM HIS WIFE. J\JH I N6 PEASTERFS ACCOUNT OF 
HIS TRIP, THEY KILLED ABOUT HALF OF ONE OF THE BOTTLES. HE WAS 
NOT ENTRANCED BY A FEW OF THE NURSES HE HAD TRIED TO FAVOR. SOME 
OF THE WIVES JUST DID NOT HAVE ENOUGH RATIONED GASOLINE TO USE 
w^^B^aam^BB^BBm^^B^^amm/MBMBmmmmmt^ma^Bl^mmmm 
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FOR LOCATING AND PROCURING SCARCE OR UNOBTAINABLE SPECIAL SHOES, 
NYLON HOSE, AND SUCH THINGS THEY PRIZED, AND THEY SEEMED TO BLAME 
THE CAPTAIN -OR THE)? 9 ISAPPOINTMENT.    AY FELT PEASTER HA' BEEN 
EXTREMELY  GENEROUS, AND COULD NOT BLAME HIM FOR NOT WANTING TO 
HAVE A WEIGHTED DOWN PLANE'S TAIL ORAGGLNG IN THE ATLANTIC ALL THE 
WAY BACK. HE LOOKED LESS FATIGUED THOUGH. 
26, "RIOAY, MAY.  SOME PATIENTS DID COME FROM THE BEACHHEAO 
BY AIR EVALUATION, IN A FEW CASES AS SOON AS AN HOUR AND A HAL- 
AFTER BEING WOUNDED! TENT WARDS WERE GOING UP AND WOULD BE NEEDED 
QUICKLY. SURGEONS WERE OPERATING AT NIGHT JUST TO KEEP VP  WITH 
WHAT THEY EXPECTED, AND NOT TO BECOME BACK-LOGGED. THERE WAS A 
LITTLE PASSIVE RESISTANCE TO THE EXPANSION.  ALL SURGEONS ON IIP 
DUTY VCftI ORDERED BACK.   P*J. rIORINOO A. SlMEONE, ON DUTY FROM 
NEAR A 
THE 6TH GENERAL, HAD/RELATIVES IN RECENTLY LIBERATED AREA, AND 
HAD REQUESTED THE LOAN OF A JEEP AND DRIVER TO VISIT THEM IF 
THEY WZ-.E   LIVING, A COMPASSIONATE MISSION.  CADY WAS GLAD TO 
KNOW THAT HE WAS BACK AND SCRUBBING AGAIN AS AN OPERATING SURGEON. 
HE WAS S-;OUNGING FOR MORE SURGEONS FOR HE VISUALIZED A REAB 
STREfCH-OUT. 
LT. 
GEN. STAYER AND COL. ARNEST DAME FOR LUNCH, AND TO SEE/COLS. 
BEAM AND PATTON. GEN.STAYED CRITICIZED Nil TOR PERMITTING THE USE 
OF CHLORIDE: OF LIME AROUND THE GARBAGE CANS: THAT PLACE SHOULD BE 
KEPT SO CLEAN THE^E WOULD BE NO NEED FOR CHLORIDE OF LIME! THAT 
MADE SENSE, OF COURSE. 
AX WAS WORKING HARD, AND HAD ABOUT CONVINCED HRAKE HE SHOULD 
TRY TO REMAIN IN THE UNIT AS EXEC, BUT SHOOK AGAIN TOLD OAOY TO 
DECLARE HIM SURPLUS, SO THIS DILEMMA WAS TROUBLESOME.  BEAM WAS 
STILL FUSSING ABOUT THE "BAR SITUATION*, AND WAS NEEDLING ABOUT 
"RANK GRlMALDl's PROFITS AS A CONCESSIONNAIRE IN THE TERME'S 
LITTLE BA . THAT CAUSED HIM TO BE NAMED THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 
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INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE, WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO REPORT ON FACTS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS, WHICH SHOULD NOT INCLUDE ANY DRAINS ON AMERICAN 
MANPOWER, LIKE OFFICERS OS ENLISTED MEN BEYOND THE NOMINAL FOR 
ADMINISTRATION, CADY SOMEWHAT GRUMPILY TOLD BEAM HE WOULD LEARN 
SOMETHING HE HAD NOT ANTICIPATED HIMSELF. 
27 ''AY.  P'SS BECAME AWARE OF OADY'S UNAUTHORIZED BED EXPANSION 
AND PLANNED TO USE IT RATHER THAN CRITICIZE IT.  HALF OF THE BEOS 
WERE VP,    AND HE BEGAN TO PUT VP   A HARD STORY.  WHERE COULD PS8 
FJNO HIM SURGEONS, AN:: NURSES? ALREADY HALF OF HIS NEW BEDS HAD 
PATIENTS IN THEM, THE I a PATIENTS.  PBS ENGBBEER WAS REACTING SLUG- 
GISHLY TO HfS DEMAND FOR CERTAIN THINGS.   THEY HAD TAKEN 25 PER 
CENT OF HIS UNIT TRANSPORTATION, AND 24 HOUR RUNNING OF A 75 PER 
CENT OF T/E f,000 BED VEHIC||ES WAS SIMPLY INADEQUATE FOR AN 
OPERATING T/O A g 2,000 BED UNIT, DAMMITl  HE WENT TO PBS AND 
LAID RESPONSIBILITY FOR FAILURES ON THE P. IG HT SHOULDER S, A ND WAS 
MAKING DEMANDS RATHER THAN REQUESTS. 
BUT THE 33RO OFFICERS, NURSES AND MEN WERE 'WORKING FOR THE 
EXPERIENCE*  IN THE 213T, AND WITHOUT THE INTERCESSION OF PBS. THE 
21ST HAD MANY OF ITS MEN UP-GRADEO TO NURSING DUTIES, AND THE 
NURSES IN TURN UP-QDADED WHERE THEY COULD DO MEDICAL OFF|CER*S 
DUTIES, HISTORIES AND CERTAIN PARTS OF THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS. 
THE MEDICAL OFFICERS COULD SEE A FEW MORE PATIENTS EACH DAY, THAT 
WEI.  CADY GOT DAPT. -ENNO OFF ON HIS ROTATION DESPITE THE NEED 
FOR HIM, SIMPLY TO TO RE30LVE AN UNRESOLVED PROBLEM.  HE DESERVED 
THE CHANGE (5f). NEWS OF CAPT. BREUER CAME FROM WHITE SULPHUR 
SPRINGS, ■« VA., ASHFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND HE STILL HAD HIS 
ALLERGIC SKIN LESIONS. THE ROTATION RULES WERE TO BE CHANGED, 
WHICH MIGHT CATCH BOEMER ON THE HORN*  OF HIS DILEMMA, TOO. DADY 
HAD BEEN HAVING SOME TROUBLE WITH A MOLAR, AND SEEMED TO CAUSE 
FEVER AND UALAISE.  HERPETIC LESIONS APPEARED, SO HE WENT TO HAVE 
SOMETHING DONE, AND LOST THE TOOTH. ...A THIRD ADMONITION CAME 
TO USE AN MAC OFFICER AS EXECUTIVE OFFICER.  THIS WAS SOMETHING 
GEN. STAYER WAS AGAINST, SO WHAT THE HELL WAS CAOV GOING TO DO 
ABOUT IT! 
28,   SUNDAY, MAY.  CAOY SHOWED HIS LETTER TO MAJ. RICHARDS 
A90UT MAX*I ASPIRATIONS. QUITE SURPRISINGLY, MAX ASKED THAT IT 
NOT SE SENT, FOR HE WOULD PREFER TO TAKE HIS CHANCES UNDER THE 
NEW T/O.  TO ACQUIESCE WOULD BE VIRTUAL ASSURANCE TO HIM THAT H~E 
TH e Rf 
WAS SLATED TO SUCCEED DRAKE,  THEN, TOO. WAS THAT LETTER THAT 
A 
COL. LAMBERT (AND MAX?) HAD WANGLED THROUGH GEN. WILSON, WHICH 
MAX DID NOT KNOW ABOUT. CADY INSISTED IT HAD TO BE FORWARDED TO 
SOMEONE, FOR THERE HAD BEEN SO MUCH VERBAL FERMENT ABOUT THE MATTER 
HE COULD NOT RENEG TO RICHARDS. 
IN SPITE OF ALL THE OBSTACLES, THE 21 ST ENGINEERS WERE 500 
BE^S AHEAD OF PATIENTS. HE SPENT THE MORNING GETTING MORE REQUIS- 
ITIONS THROUGH THE SURGEON AND ENGINEER* PBS.  SOMEONE TOLD HIM 
THAT TWO OTHER HOSPITALS HAD SEEN TOLD TO FOLLOW TH£ LEAD OF THE 
21ST AND INCREASE THEIR BED CAPACITIES. 
29 MAY. THE 33RO DEPARTED TO A STAGING AREA O=- ITS OWN, 
BUT HAPPILY THEY COULD LEAVE 40 NURSES, 9 OFFICERS AND 110 MEN 
TO HELP THE 21ST.  ANOTHER UNKNOWN UNIT WAS COMING FOR STAGING 
IN ABOUT A WEEK.  CADY WAS NOTIFIED THE ITALIAN LABOR CO. WAS 
COMING.  ilEW KITCHENS AND LATRINES WERE STARTED.  ...THE STAFF 
ORIENTATION LECTURE ON CHEMICAL WARFARE HAD SOME RATHER SPECTACULAR 
DEMONSTRATIONS IN FRONT OF THE ?0DI BUILDING. 
■ 
30 MAY. WHAT COULD NOT HAPPEN, WOULD NOT HAPPEN, AND CADY 
WENT DIRECTLY TO LT. COL. SWEENEY, A FRIEND, AND NOW DEPUTY SURGEON, 
PBS.  HE COULD MAKE SOME DECISIONS IN THE NAME OF ARNEST.  AFTER 
SPENDING PRACTICALLY ALL MORNING JUST MESSING AROUND WITH THE ENGINEER 
WITH HIS RUSH REQUISITIONS, HE WAS TOLD TO COME BACK LATER. PARTS 
OF THE LAST 500 BEDS "*** 
STILL INCOMPLETE, BUT HE GOT ACTION THOUGH 
LT. COL. SWFENFY, 
L.T. SCHMOKE WAS INCREDULOUS WHEN HE SAW THE EXPANSION THAT 
HAD OCCURRED IN LESS THAN A WEEK.  IT WAS GOOD,FOD LITTER PATIENTS 
WERE COMING IN. BECAUSE HE WENT TO STAGING AREAS 1 AND 3 ABOUT 
HIS ITALIAN COMPANY, l_TS. SlNER AND 3CHMOKE ASSISTED HIM IN GETTING 
THE COMPANY ASSIGNED TO THE LOCATION CADY WANTED, CONVENIENTLY IN 
THE HOSPITAL'S AREA* THE COMPANY WAS SCHEDULED TO COME IN ON THE 
31 ST, AND THE HETACHMENT CO HAD BEEN INSTRUCTED TO LIME UP SOME 
ITALIAN (51S TO ACT AS BUDDY BOSS TRAINERS, AND LOSE NO TIME AT 
ALL INFCFTTLNG THE ITALIANS ON FULL DUTY. HE ANTICIPATED THE 
COMPANY COMMANDER WOULD OBJECT TO LOSING CONTROL, OR ENTER SOME 
SO":T O- OBJECTION ANYWAY. WHAT ~ADY WANTED,  TO START WITH THE 
TOP TO GET AN UUGOBSTRUCTED PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND FOLLOW- 
\JP  ON THE JOBS. HE LEFT INSTRUCTIONS, WHEN THE OBJECTIONS MIGHT 
COM EY COME IN WITH THE ITALIAN T* WITH A GOOD I NTERPR ETE R, AMERICAN. 
MA* OUGHT TO BE PUT INTO A SURGICAL JOB, RELIEVED OF A LOTJOF 
HIS ADMINISTRATIVE JOSS. HE WAS REALLY NEEDED THERE BUT WOULD HE 
LIKE IT, AND WOULD HE MAKE THE GRADE WITH THE REST OF THE SURGEONS? 
.70ULD HE GET THE NOTION HE WAS BEING DEMOTED, MISTREATED BY PLACING 
HIM IN POSITION WHERE HE COULD DEMONSTRATE YET ANOTHED FACET *F 
HIS COMPETENCE? 
:OL. SWEENEY CALLED DESPERATELY AT t#00 HOUR. THERE WOULDJBE 
NO   MORE   OI-c-lCULTY   ABOUT    THE   2fST,8   EXHANSION    NEEDS   UP    TO   3,000 
BED    LIMIT    (WHICH   CADY   ALREADY   HAD    SET   US51).    THERE   WERE   300   LITTER 
PATICNT8    SURE   TO   ARRIVE   THE    NEXT   CAY.        JOULR   THE   21ST    HANDLE   THEM 
ALL?  "WHAT DO YOU THINK I HAVE BEEN FUSSING AROUND ABOUT FOR OVER 
A WEEK ABOUT, JOLONEL?" OL. CADY COULD NOT COMPLETELY CONTROL 
THE URGE TO RUB IT IN JUST THAT MUCH, AND FELT BETTER. HE TELL 
ASLEEP QUICKLY THAT NIGHT, BUT WAS WONDERING WHICH OF THE OTHER 
ADY 
HOSPITALS WERE GOING TO HELP THE 21 ST BEFORE HOSPITALS WOULD BE 
SET UP ItVtNO THE ADVANCING LINES FURTHER NORTH,?...HE LEARNED THE 
53TH STATION HOSPITAL WOULD BE MERGED WITH THE 21ST ^OP THE EX- 
PANDED T/O. HOW GOOD WERE THEY, HOW MUCH TROUBLE WITH PERSONALITIES 
DURING THE INTEGRATION PROCESS? 
31 MAY. THE ITALIAN COMPANY HAD 3 OFFICERS AND 200 MEN. 
THE.  UTILITIES FOR THE TENT WARDS WERE LAGGING, BUT SOME HELP 
WOULD BE OBTAINED FROM THE NEW ITALIANS, HE HOPE . O'TUNATELY 
ONLY 116 LITTER PATIENTS CAME INSTEAD OF THE 300, BUT MORE WERE 
RS&LLY EXPECTED.  TWO NEW RED ^ROSS GIRLS UOINED, ANOTHER PROMISED. 
THE 21ST WAS HELPING MAKE HISTORY, AND THE HISTORICAL SECTION OF 
PBS WERE AMBITIOUSLY  NEEDLING THE OVERWORKED 21ST.   If WOULD 
HAVE TO GET CAUGHT UP AND FILE MONTHLY HISTORICAL REPORTS.  AT 
THE MOMENT ALL THIS SEEMED RATHER NONSENSICAL WASTE OF MANPOWER 
TO WRITE AN ALLEGED UNIT HISTORY.  BOEMER FINALLY MADE VP    MIS 
MIND TO ACCEPT JUNE QUOTA ROTATION, BUT THERE WAS STILL SEVEN 
DAY8 FOR HJM TO CHANGE HIS MIND AGAIN. 
ALLIEO PATROLS WERE REPORTED TO HAVE GONE WITHIN \6   MILES 
OF "?OME. 
MAY ENDED WITH 21ST REPORTING 2»$00 BEDS OPERATING, MAX- 





1. JUNE, 1944. 
THERE WAS CAUSE TOR THOUGHTFUL SPECULATION. MAJ. DOVE 
HAD ENTERTAINED MATF« GEN. STAYER AND COL . ARNEST WITH A LOBSTER 
DINNER ON THE ISLE OF CAPR I . THE GENERAL THOUGHT THE OLDER 
UNITS WOULD PR08ABLV BE SENT HOME AND DEMOBILIZED AFTER THE 
EUROPEAN PHASE or THE WAR BECAUSE "THEY HAD BEEN AWAY FROM 
PRACTICE LONGER THAN THE OTHERS, AND WOULD NOT BE NEEDED IN THE 
JAPANESE PHASE." HE FIGURED, TOO, THAT ALL THE UNITS IN THE 
MFOFCAL "ENTER WOULC NOT MOVE TO ROME. CADY HAD THIS LAST 
FIGURED, TOO.  THE GERMANS WERE SOMEWHAT ON THE RUN, BUT BY 
NO MEANS ROUTED, SO WHEN WOULD THAT EUROPEAN PHASE END? THE 
ALLIES WERE NOT EVEN IN ROME YET. 
CADY WAS THINKING THAT CAPT. SLATERY AND LT. WHITTEMORE 
WERE FEUOING WITH THE OTHER OFFICERS, AND SEEMED TO TRYING TO 
EMBARASS SOMEONE IN THE PROCESS OF TURNING IN THE HOSPITAL VE- 
HICLES.  HE «Nr:w THERE" HAD BEEN SOME "MOONLIGHT REQUISITIONING" 
OF JUNKED AND SALVAGED VEHICLES BY INDIVIDUALS FOR RECONDITIONING 
3UCH VEHICLES WERE BEING DRIVEN AROUND, BUT THEY HAD NON-UNIT 
MARKINGS.  THEN, THERE WAS THAT "COMBAT INCURRED" WEAPONS CARRIER 
WHICH MIGHT BE FIGURING IN THE FEUD.   IT NETTLED HIM THAT SUCH 
THINGS WERE BEING BROUGHT TO LIGHT BY THEIR NIMBLE CONSCIENCES. 
HE CONSIDERED ORDERING THEM TO BEGIN REJOINING THE 21ST BY LIVING 
AGAIN AT TERME WHERE THEY WOULD HAVE TO GET ALONG IN 2AILY LIFE 
WITH FELLOW OFFICERS, A^S'V.'AY, HE WAS NOT GOING TO PERMIT AN 
INTERNAL TRANSPORTATION TYRANNY TO DEVELOPE. 
2 JUNE. THE UNIT WOULD REPORT 3»000 OPERATING BEDS IN A DAY 
■■■■HBl^HMaMHH 
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OR so.  "EVERYONE IS WORKING WELL, OR TOO BUSY TO SQUAWK *0OUT 
ANYTHING MU H," 
LT. ;OL. ROBT. L. WHITFIELD, », 5*TH STATION HOSPITAL, 
POMIGLIANO AIR FIELD, CAME TO TALK ABOUT THE HE HAD HEAR ABOUT 
OFFICIALLY.  HE WAS A QUIET MANNERED MAN, BUT HE WAS PRETTY 
UPSET ABOUT IT.   CADY RETURNED WITH HIM TO SEE THE UNIT, AND 
LIKED WHAT HE SAW, FOR  IT SEEMED WELL RUN. HE RETURNED BY THE 
SURGEON'S OFFICE TO LEARN WHAT WAS REALLY PLANNED FOR THE 21ST 
TO ACCOMPLISH BY THE MERGER, SCHCDULEO FOR 5 JUNE. THE 21ST 
WOULD CONTINUE TO OPERATE THE 5STH AS A SECTION OF THE 21ST, 
JUST WHERE IT WAS. THE 21ST WOULD REORGANIZE UNDER THE NEW 
1/0   & E ON THE SAME DAY.  EXCESS OFFICERS AND NURSES OF THE 5gTH 
WOULD REMAIN ATTACHED UNTIL TRANSFERRED TO OTHER HOSPITALS. 
ALL THE ENLISTED MEN OF THE S^TH, EXCEPT 1 PERCENT OF THE TECH- 
NICIANS, WOULD COME TO THE 2tST.  THE TECHNICIANS WOULD GO TO 
THE  36TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL. 
MAJ. BOEMER SAW NOTHING IN THIS  MERGER TO CHANGE HIS PLANS 
FOR ROTATION, EXCEPT HE SUGGESTED TRYING TO MAKE IT 90 DAYS 
TEMPORARY DUTY AT HOME.  CADY TOLD HIM HE COULD NOT P0S8IBLY 
LEAVE HIS POSITION UNFILLED THAT LONG UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES BOEMER 
COULD SEE.  ALSO, BOEMER COULD EXPECT TO BE HELD FOR A REPLACEMENT 
EVEN WHEN HIS TIME CAMF. .  WITH L I EUTE NAHRTCOLONELS AND MAJORS 
ALREADY COMING INTO THE UNIT, HE COULDN«T EVEN PROMISE A PROMOTION. 
OTHERS STILL TALKED UNREALISTIDLY TALKING FOR MAX AS EXEC,   BUT 
THE REORGANIZATION WAS THE DEADLINE FOR CADY, THE EXEC WOULD BE 
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE CORPS. DESPITE GEN. STAYER'S PERSONAL 
OBJECTIONS, AND ^ADY's PERSONAL FEELINGS, TH?EE OTHER ORDERS 
HAD TO BE FOLLOWED DRAKE WAS BEREAVED BY NEWS OF HIS MOTHER'S 
DEATH. 
3 JUNE.       COMPLICATED.     THAT   ITALIAN COMPANY MIGHT  STILLIHAVE 
H^H 
A Y 
TO BE MOVED. THE MEN were WORKING WELL ASSISTING OH THE WARDS 
UHOt-    THE    lTALO~A«ERICAN   CORPSMEN.      GEN.   3TAY£R*S   PHOTOGRAPHERS 
WERE   8TILL   ABOUND   TAKING   PICTURES.      THE   ?MH   GENERAL   HOSPITAL 
NURSES   MPIC   BEING   SffAIKCQ   A   WHILE,    SOWE   flfcvAftVtftCD    I*»   TENTS 
SACK or TsiMS. THE 5£TM NURSES NOT BEING USE: AT PC-IGLIAMO 
SECTION WOULD COME ON THE 5tH| AMD THE 8ES THERE WOULn WOUL 
3E   WtkC   OPE*;   UNTIL   HE EOS   WERE   T£TERMIWE^.      A   NEW   K IT^HEf>| WAS 
ALVOST   USASLE    IN   THE   OLD   GREENHOUSE,   THE   NEXT   WOULD   BE   ON   THE 
Rt*l   ~OOP,      MEW   LATRINES   WOUL^S   3E   USASLE    IN   24   HOURS.      ALL 
POSSIBLE   NURSE   N OkiOT I0N8   RECOMMENDATIONS   ON   THE   OL!-   ?/0   WERE 
-O■-WARDED,       8>,£0C   BEOS   REPORTED   OPERATIONAL,    POMIOLIANO   WOULD 
PUT   THE   UNIT   ABOVE   3,000,    AN      TAHY   WAS   WONDERING    |f    IT   ytCHT 
GO   EVEN   HIGHER"BECAUSE   THE   21 ©T   COULD   CO    IT," IVE   HI' 
COULD   SE   fiRAPTEB   ON  UTILITIES   Kfft|   AN*    THERE,    BUT   PORE   THAN 
THAT    AJUL      NAVE   XJ   HAVE   rHitNffCNIHt   SUPPORTS. 
'tftfCll   SAMS   HCVE   RULING   THE   EVENING   VIA   THE   SURGEON'S 
OrriCE   WHERE   HE   MAO   CHATS   WITH    CENTAL   CttM   PERSONNEL,    AND   ALSO 
WITH   LT.      O*..    3WEENEY,      HE   CONFIRMED   TO   O'BRICN  WHAT   THE   21 ST 
ALREADY   KNCWl   THE   2|ST   STOOD   MIGHE3T    IN   HOSPITAL   PERFORMANCE 
THE 
RATINGS, BUT THE SQOFM HAD THE PERSONAL PAVOR OR/PSS 3URGE0N. 
4 JUNE, SUN* AY,  :ADY LOST HIS BATTLE ABOUT THE LOCATION 
OP MIS ITALIAN COMPANY.  Across THE STREET, THE 22-TH STATION 
HOSPITAL FOUND A "00 LB.   '  P.OMO, A MO SOME OP THE PI ST ACT IVIES 
HAD TO BE SUSP '.V  <r (MS THE DISARMING.  rOU'« NURSE 
PROMOTIONS CAVE TMnOUOH, ~*ADY WENT TO PBS TO GET  THE OTHERS THROUGH 
BEFORE THE REORGANIZATION,  "OR SOME REASON «rN, WILSON WAS HOLC- 
ING ^APT. 3PAL0ING'3^LT. K*B«*f AND 2ND LT. QBA.BE ft *•« 
pRE-ODOUPIED WAX MAO CAftV IN A 8IND, WHEN HQ, NAtUUSA 
TELEPHONED FOR THE UNIT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT ON THE H0UDM 
SMELL KILLINGS. IT HA^ NOT SEEN AtfAILAOLE lTM| MR§? THING IN 
HMliHlHHHHHHHi 
CAOV 
THE MORNING," AS MAX PROMISED.  CACY BECAME ROUGH AND HAD I T *V<!»y >* / * 
AT 1130 HOI .   THE 21ST REPORTED 3,000 BEDS. 
ALLIET PAT OLEE ENTERED ROME/ SC -vjo^y, jl ^^ * 
"O^AY, 5 JUNE,  1ST LT. THAVCR, "HILT NURSE ANESTHETIST, 
BLEW UP ABOUT SOMETHING AND UFFSEVERAL 0THER3 IN THE BUSY OPERATING 
OOMS.    CAPT. oPALUlNG CAVE TO DISCUSS THE MATTER.  -ADV ADVISEC 
THAT SHE CET HZ~    ANC 1ST LT. MARY Bu~KHOLDER, ALSO AN EXACTING 
Toe, erue?, 
PROFESS IONAL "HARD TO QET ALONG W1THMBECAUSE SHE WANTED HER GOOD 
J08 TO REMAIN THAT WAY. THEN HE SURPRI3ED CAPT. SPALDING BY 
SUGGESTING THAT \F  LT. THAYER NEEDED DISCIPLINE, TO CO IT BY 
KINCNES8, SHE COULO ORDER HER BACK TO CARR I FOR ANOTHER REST WITH 
TIME TO THINK THINGS OVER. 30TH SHE AND LT. BURKHOLJER HAC 
NOTICED A CHANGE IN HER, SO MAYBE HER DISCIPLINE SHOUL FOT BE 
PUNITIVE.  THE THREAT TO EXPOSE A PERSONAL WEAKNESS MIGHT BE 
BETTE     TFIEATVENT  THAN A PUNITIVE  THREAT. 
HOLOTIN KCR0RYCO AN OFFICER HAD GRUMBLED, "WHEN IS ALL THIS 
ROOLISHNESS (HARD WORK) GOING TO STOP I" BUT HE DECLINED TO NAME 
HIM.  DRAKE INTERPRETED IT -OiRECTLY, A SIGN or BREAKING DOWN. 
CADY At*CCO1 BUT THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS WERE NOT INSPIRE  BY A 
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF    THE BROADER PICTURE OF NEED FOR THE SERVICES 
OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL, AND WHO COULO NOT REALIZE THEY WERE  IN THE!? 
BATTLE . ANC HAD TO  PROCUCE EVEN TO THE BREAK I NG g0.1 NT IPEALLEO 
UPON TO DO IT.  IT WAS THt 20MMANOIRR OFFICER*! JOB TO WATCH CLOSELY 
ENOUGH TO PULL THEM CUT  IF POSSIBLE BEFORR THE BREAK.   .../ASN'T 
THE UNIT KEEPING EVEPY REST CAMP QUOTA FULL, AND TRYING TO FIND 
ADDITIONAL OUTLETS? 
PART OF THE 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL ARRIVED FROM BARI DURINQ 
THE ORIENTATION LECTURE, WHICH CA0¥ WAS GIVING ON THE REORGANIZATION 
DRAKE TOOK CARE OF THEM. AFTER THE LECTURE, CAOV DRAFTED BOEMER'S 
ROTATION OR OCR 1 EFFECTIVE NEJLT DAY* 250 MEW PATIENTS CAME IN. 
■aBHMHBHBHHMaHaMMHBBMHMflMOTMBMBHH 
CAOV 
TIC  WENT TO 0E0 WITHOUT KNOWING HOW MANY PATIENTS WERE ACTUALLY 
IN THE HOSPITAL WITH ABOUT 3*500  BEDS IN TWO PLACES FORTY MILES 
APART.  THAT NEW f/0 F< E, 2-550 (2,000 BEDS) INCREASED THE FULL 
COLONELS TO Kt    AND THE HOSPITAL MIGHT BE COMMANDED BY A BRIGADIER 
GENERAL ** WHEN AUT HOR | Z£ D BY THE WAR DEP AR TME NT. "  CADY LOST NO 
SLEEP OVEn THAT POSSIBILITY, 'JOT IN AN OVERSEAS HOSPITAL. 
TUESDAY, 6 JUNE,  J- ,\Y- F*RANCC«  CAOY WROTE IN HIS NOTES 
THAT  ":,AiVCE HAD BEER INVADER SOMEWHERE BETWEEN LEHARVE A 
RIERBOURG, "NOT TOO LITTLE AND TOO LATE." 
TWO GROUPS OR 24TH OFFICERS CAME 8Y PLANE, WITH SOME NURSES. 
THEY WOULD GO ON DUTY IN 24 HOURS. BOLOTIN HAD A BIRTHDAY, ANO 
HIS OFFICER AN:, NURSE £R I ENDS GAVE HIM A NtOf PARTY WHICH SHOWED 
■MAT A LONG WAY MC HAD RISEN IN THE UNIT.  CADV TOOK "APT. 
SPALDING TO SEE GEN. IMMELL DECORATE LT. MCTTA L. 3ASXER, P.T., 
WITH THE LEGION 9f   ./ER nfroR THE FINE REHABILITATION WORK SHE 
ORGANIZED AND cARR I £D OUT IN AF*ICA.  3HE .VAS PROBABLY THE FIRST 
WOMAN OFTIOER TO  RECEIVE THIS DECORATION. CAOV KAO ANOTHER BOUT 
OR 'COMMAND LONELINESS1 BECAUSE ONE OP HIS 3ERVICE CHIP'S SAID 
H DID NOT BELIEVE SHE DESERVED IT. HE QIC NOT SHARE "AFJY'S 
BELIEF THAT MEDALS SHOULD BE AWARDED OR THE BASIS OF WHAT THE 
RECIPIENT HAS DONE ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT 13 EXPECTED OR HIM, 
POSITION AND ABILITIES CONSIDERED, HE SAID NOTHING EXCEPT THAT. 
HE WOULD HAVE GLADLY RECOMMENDED THE SAME OFFICER JUST AS SOON AS 
HE WOUL  ERONSTRATE RELATIVELY EQUAL INITIATIVE AND SUSTAINED 
DEPEND IBLE ~    D'T WITHIM HIS C    [A »F RESPONSIBILITY.   RY 
WAS ALWAYS LOOKING FOP SUCH OEMONSTRAT ICM8I 
GEORGES AGIO DAME BY TO TELL JA-Y "HIS OWN REGIMENT" WAS 
THEN STAGING AT AVLRSA.  BRAJON HAD BECOME CAPTAIN AND WAS STILL 
IN CHARGE  OF   HIS,   THE  ?TH COMPANY.     AGIFCWAS  STILL   IN FRENCH 
G-2,   AND   WAS   tfttficfl   ORHE'-S   TO   DEPART   ro*   AN  UNKNOWN  REST (NATION 
NEXT    MOnNlNG. 
IHBBHHH^^MHBBHHi 
7 JUNE.  THE -""IFTH AP.*Y tCCMlO TO BE LARGELY BYPASSING 
ROVE.  IT CAPTURED CIVITAVECCHIA ON THE COAST AND WAS GOING ON 
NO*TH. THERE WAS LITTLE INFORMATION ABOUT THE BEACHHEAD IN FRANCE. 
THE UNIT HAD AN AMERICAN LIEUTENANT, RECAPTURED FROM THE GERMANS 
ANO BEING HELD AS A PAT IENT,"RESTR ICTED UNTIL HE CAN BE INTER- 
VIEWED".  HE SAID THE GERMANS LACKED MANY MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND 
AFTER THE FIRST DRESSING OR SURGERY, AFTERCARE WA3 SCANTY. 
GEN. GRAY VISITED TO INQUIRE ABOUT A FORMER PATIENT.  HE 
PREDICTED HE WOULD HAVE TWO ALLIED RAILROAD LINES INTO RtMf 
OPERATING BY JULY 4.  EVERYONE WAS ALL EXCITED ABOUT POSSIBLE 
TRIPS INTO ROME, AND 6AOY WAS COUNTING ON GEN. GRAY, GEN. HUME 
AND 20L. STURGEON AS SPRINGBOARDS FOR A PERSONAL TRIP.  WULHALL 
HAD HIS OWN PLANS.  BECAUSE IT SEEMED APPROPRIATES TO RECOGNIZE 
THE GOOD WORK OF ATTACHED 12TH GENERAL HOSPITAL NURSES, THEY WERE 
BROUGHT TO THE 'FRONT TABLE* AT riOO I VE8S, CERTIFIED A3 BOARDED 
CAKE-EATERS, AND SPEECHES MADE ABOUT THEIR FIVE MONTHS OF DUTY 
WITH THE 21ST.  NURSE IGNOTA W. FRANCIS WAS BEING TRANSFERRED 
FROM THE 12TH TO THE 21ST. 
&  JUNE. 59TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL NURSES STAGED OVERNIGHT, 
THE 12TH GENERAL NURSES WERE PREPARED FOR DEPARTURE ON THE 12TH. 
THE UNIT WAS INFORMED THE 33*0 GENERAL NURSES WOULD RETURN FOR 
MORE STAGING, THE UNIT'S SITUATION SEEMED UNSTABLE. 
CAOY AND DRAKE DROVE UP TO Sucnivo TO SEE THE OFFICERS OF 
THE ARAB REGIMENT AND WERE GREETED BY VA«>. LAFAILLE, -APT. BRAJON 
AND LT. PELLICIER. THEY HAD BEEN SHIPPED OVER FROM GRAN IN A 
GREAT HUR^Y, WITHOUT EQUIPMENT. THERE WERE ONLY THREE RIFLES 
PE^l    COMPANY FOR GUARD USE. BRAJON WAS THE SAME,  INTERESTED IN 
WOMEN.  »Z    WAS GRATEFUL FOR THE LETTER CAOV HAD WRITTEN TO )OL. 
GES^EL ABOUT HIS SERVICES IN AFRICA.   IT HAD BEEN READ PUBLICLY 
AND MAY HAVE HELPED HIS PROMOTION 30MEWHAT.  THE FRIMCH OFFI^E^S 
EB/EsmmBammMmmmmmammmu^mmmmmaBmm 
WOULD  COME VISITING THE  21 ST  SATURDAY EVENING,   11   JUNE. 
WHEN WOULD   THE  ALLIES   INVADE   SOUTHERN  TRANCE? 
9 JUNE.     COL.  CLIFF ROYALS,    X>,   24TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL, 
FINALLY    ARRIVED. 
"ADY M«AUV HAD  ARFANGCMCNTS MADE  r0R   THE  UNIT'S  Ar:EA 
PICTUFES.  HF GOT OFF THE GROUND WITH HIS LITTLE CAMERA AT 
CAPO D|   :HINO  AIR  :riELc   IN  A CUB  PLANE.     HAO  HE BEEN  A GUM- 
CHFWEC, HE MIGHT HAVE SUCCEEDED.  HE NOTICED A FINE SPRAY Of 
GASOLINE FROM A TUBE ATTACHE: TO THE GASOLINE TANK, AND THE 
PILOT CAME DOWN AT ONCE.  THERE WERE NO SUM PLUGGING OF GAS 
LEAKS "OR THAT FLIGHT.  THERE WAS AN AVAILABLE P-25,BUT ITS 
RADIO WAS NOT WORKING, SO HE HAD TO FORGET PICTURES FDR THAT 
DAY. 
THAT EVENING AT THE CENTER THEATRE, FRAIL LITTLE IRVING 
BERLIN GOT MIS AGING FIGURE INTO A ffl 1 "SAMMY" UNIFORM, 
AB0-MNA3LE WRAPPED LEGGINGS, CAMPAIGN HAT, AND SANG SONGS HE 
HAO WRITTEN DURING THAT WAR.  MANHOOD COULO NOT CHANGE SO MUCH 
IN ONLY 25 YEARS OR 30, AND CAOY WAS NOT EXACTLY NOSTALGIC WITH 
MEMORIES OF HOW HE MUST HAVE APPEARED AS A SECOND LIEUTENANt* 
INFANTRY, PREFERRING THAT STATUS TO A MEDICAL STUDENT WITH THE 
OVER-HANG O" MgOtOAL CORPSMAN A3 IT WAS CONSTITUTED THEN. IW II 
'iffSfet1 WERE BETTER TRAINED, 
BULLETINS SAID THE ALLIES WERE PENETRATING THE DISORGANIZED 
GERMANS 50 MILES NORTH »r RO;E. THE "RANCE BEACHHEAD WAS NOT 
BREAK INQ OUT OR BEING THROWN BACK INTO THE SEA. 
iO  JUNE. THE SURGEON'S OFFICE PULLED 7 OF THE 24THB 
CU GEONS TO GO TO THE 23*0 GENERAL, TO COVER 400 BEOS THERE. 
THEY LEFT 250 BEDS IN THE 21ST UNCOVERED!  CABY SENT UX UP TO 
THE 105TH STATION HOSPITAL AT SPAANISE TO SEE \f   THEY HAG BEEN 
BYPASSED ENOUGH BY THE LINES  THAT THEY MIGHT LEND SOME ME IOAL 
CADY 
OFFICERS ON PASS FROM THAT UNIT. HE GOT ONE AMD THE PROMISE OF 
ANOTHER.   CHIEF OF SURGERY PATTON STILL YEARNED FOR THE RIGHT 
SURGEON TO FIT HIS EXACTING NEEDS, AND THIS ENFORCED FLEXIBILITY 
•R THE HOSPITAL IN BATTLE BOTHERED HIM. CADY WAS GRIPING, TOO, 
BUT IN HIS NOTES: 
"FG MUST...EXPECT SOME DISORGANIZATION AMD THE NECESSITY 
TO USE ?.'AXE-SHIFTS. HOWEVER, WE ARE STILL FUNCTIONING THE BEST 
HERE, AND THE PBS SURGEON DOESN'T WANT US TO LEAVE. ...BUT WE 
WOULD LEAVE. WE GET NO BREAKS "OR SOME ONE ELSE GETS THEM.  WE 
PRODUCE BETTER.   IN THESE PERIODS OF STRAIN WE WOULD RATHER NOT 
HAVE THE HONOR SO MUCH AS THE HELP WE NEED.1* 
THE CUB FLEW BETTER THAT DAY AND HE GOT HIS PANORAMIC 
VIEW or   NAPLES AND THE ?,"EQICAL -ENTER, AND TERMS Bl AGNANO, 
AND HOPED THEY WOULD REALLY BE GOOD OF THE 21ST'S AREA. 
THE DETACHMENT GAVE THE ATTACHED 12TH MEN A MICE DINNER. 
CADY ASSURED "OL. STURGEON HE WAS ON THE LIST TOO. COM. LAFAILLE, 
BRAJON AND PELL ICIER CAVE FOR DINNER, AND CADY PLANNED TO SEE 
:OL. G6SREL,"HIS OWN COLONEL."SOON. ...MAJ. MAVRAKOS, ST. LOUIS 
CANDY 3O, FAMILY, DROPPED INTO SEE PEOPLE FROM HOME. COL. PERRY 
LONG WAS VISITING AGAIN AND BEAM CARED FOR THE CONVIVIALITIES. 
:APT. LESTER JASPER'S BIRTHDAY PARTY IN THE SOUTH TOWER OF TfRMC 
DIRECTLY OVER COLONELS COW DID NOT HELP 5ADY TO SLEEP A--TER HE 
HAJ PUT IN AN APPEARANCE THERE. 
SUNDAY, 11 JUNE.  MAJ. SHELBURN T. BUCK, MAC, JOINED AND 
ADY AS8IGNEDl*IM IMMEDIATELY TO THE JOB OF SURVEYING WARDS TO 
SEE IF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS COULD BE WELL UTILIZED  IN SIG- 
NIFICANT WAYS TO RELIEVE OR EXPEDITE SERVICES OF MEDICAL OFFICER8 
AND NURSES WITHOUT THEIR LOSING PROFESSIONAL TOUCH.  HE HAD BEEN 
IMPATIENT FOR A LONG TIME FOR SUCH A LOOK AT "THE BOOK" AND 
HABITUATIONS, AN: THIS NEW OFFICER COULD CONCENTRATE ON THE JOB 
jgHHHHHHMlHHIHBHaHWBMHHMU 
GftOV 
BETTER THAN '/AX COWL0 WITH HIS MANY FUNCTIONS. 
7REATINQ GERMAN VGMl'LC COLUMNS AN:}  RAILROADS Kt*I BElNO 
OEBTKOYEO BY AIRMEN,  'A"!Y HA.; Cot. STURGEON OVER f0« DtWMWi 
THE 35». WUUL-. -OLLOW HIM QUITE SOON FOR A HCOICAL UN:£NT*ATION 
IN ROME IIS'IUA ?o WHAT WAS IN NAPLES.  !AJ Y HAD AN INVITATION 
TO   VISIT   THE    *2   AS   SOON   A3   TMEV JT «A»8HTEWCi>   OUT,      T!?EY 
WOUL      LiGHTEW   UP   THE   CASUALTIES   *"OR   NAf»LE3   HOSP IYAL3*      THE 
ftCNMANS   KA      ff/P/3        UF    THf   "'AIL   OA>3,     ' 
A 
SO THEY tVtttfO CASUALTIES WOULD MOT TRAVEL AMY 'UCTHER SOUTH 
8Y HOSPITAL Tf AIK THAN NECESSARY. 
THE THEATRE WAS CHAMOINQ TH~ QtfAftflft ttAtTtR  CORPS*  ORCEHNQ 
fNtH   OUT   0?'   HOSPITALS   OR   fBAMflftftfllf   f*Cfi»   TO   THE   MfftfOAfc   ADMIN- 
ISTRATIVE     -.ORPS*      LT.    ^MJTTEMOCE   WAS   STILL   OR    lABY*!   »|M04 
HE   WAS   STILL   rCUOIMH   AN.    "gEHNQ   HIS   IV*f AtlOttAf tti   BAfg   Mil   ~f,'~ 
OUOH   TO   BE    »*#TRUC?tV«    T« IPlOMATj:   PLCNIPOTST Iff I |    IC8 
AS     *.4<i.   MftHf    "APT.    "'ANN,    AN;   LT.    KUTCHESQN   WMO   Ml tiff   3E   OP   TO 
eoo* UNIT MCI'**! BUSINESS IN THEIR OWN DEVIOUS PECFOR^ACCES. 
AST   WAS   IC4INNIN*   TO   SUSPECT   HE   MIGHT   BE   EXE       I3IN0   RATHER    TOO 
MUCH   IHf-LUE«C£   ON  THE   L3N0   SU-FERI^S   YOttNtt      APT*   oLATECY.    THE 
VOUMOSTCft      A0V   WAS   TRY! NO   TO   KEEP    "LEX ISLE   AM   PROGRESS IVCLY 
^ETANT   3V   AVUNCULAR    ATTENT IONS |       "3LATE   Y,    YOU'LISROW   UP 
SE   A      UNNV   OLD   MAN   VERY   EARLY    |f>    YOU   ~ONfT   LOSE   TKAf   HAS IT   0" 
HgClTINO   ALL   THE   CEA30N3    *WHY    IT      A»J*T   SE   HONE.' 063   YOUR 
REAL   TH( !    HURRY   UP    AC;'    TILL   MC   ||Cw   THIS   JOS   CA.N   BE    >•« 
' AYBE,    #tftV   BAVM   YOU   SAM      0    IT   BY   PAATS.    AJ.L.   0"    ITt"      Mtftff«tf| 
YHC  FfttMJM  orv icgRS  KAI   STILL *C«flftC*ffa   fMITTfiitAl   AT 3©u- 
HANirift   ENOUOH   TO   MAKE   SLY   CONVERSATIONAL   ClSS   AT   HIM      U    IN8 
THE I'    VISIT. 
12 JUNE.    THE DETACHMENT Aitoc*     |O NOT itttAftO L.T. 
•    A J>&   AS    IN    ISPEN3ISLE.      HE   Ml   ?HI    >0»JN©   0~riCEH    WHO 
■HiraHHHHH 
32ND STATION HOSPITAL IN DECEMBER. HE WANTED TO CONTINUE HIS 
'TREATMENT' WHICH WOULD MAKE HfM A RESPONSIBLE OFFICER SOONER 
OR LATE->., OR ELSE.. NOW HE CONTEMPLATED ASSIGNING HIM AS ASSISTANT 
TO V.AJ. BUCK. 
THE LAST OF THE 12TH DEPARTED.  THE 33*0 WOULD GO IN 24 
HOURS.  CADY HAD ONLY ONE OFF|OCR AND TWO PROMJSED-STILL ON A 
BDAT--TO .EPLAiE THE LOSS 0-     15,  HE WAS IN A JAM ?**    NUD3ES, 
TOO.   H£    Klftff !'-'L£ DOCTORS AMD NUR3E8 IN THE THEATRE 
3UT Hf COUL : MOT SET HIS FINGER3 ON ANV OF THEM I 
BRIG. GEN. RALPH It, IMMELL, CG, MILITARY GOVERNMENT, NAPLES, 
GAVE THE MONDAY EVENING STArr  ORIENTATION LECTURE ON THE SUBJECT 
OF HIS OWN JOB.   iT iVAS QUITE INTERESTING HOW THEY HAD TO DEAL 
WITH MILITARY PERSONNEL ON LEAVE FROM COMBAT AN:.. THE CIVILIANS. 
fHCHf WAS A TROUBLESOME BLACK MARKET AND DESERTER PROBLEM. ... 
;ArV THOUGHT THIS *A1 THE U»IT*1 DIGGLDT DAY, ABOUT 4,300 IN 
THE ':OMMANP RESPONSIBILITY, ROUGHLY ESTIMATED, 
13 JUNE. 3tft«   STAYER'S  SERGEANT  WAS  STILL  PHOTOGRAPHING, 
0:    SOMETHING,  THE 33RD WAS NOT LEAVING IMMEDIATELY, BUT WOULD 
NOT FURNISH DUTY PERSONNEL WITH THE 21 ST EITHER*  PBS SENT 
13 CASUAL MtffttCt AN:  PROMISED MORE FROM THE 40TH STATION HOSPITAL. 
THAT WAS SHEPARD'S UNIT, AND WHAT WAS HAPPENING TO IT?   THE 
HISTORICAL SECTION, PBS, WAS NAGGING STILL. TO THE 21ST, IT 
WAS COMPARABLE TO  AN INFANTRY UNIT IN COMBAT, HAVING TO WRITE 
AD0UT CURRENT COMBAT I       TH1 HISTODY WOULD BE VOLUMINOUS, AND 
MOST o-   DRAKE'S TIDE WAS BEING USE'1 TO COMPILE THE VARIOUS SERVICE 
REPORTS.  ...SOME o-- :OL. KILGO^E'S OFFICERS FROM BAN I YE e 
VISITING BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT BUSY THERE.  ADY INVITED HELP. 
AT SUCCIVO, :OL. GESREL'S MESS WAS NICE. THE LINEUP: 
:OL. GESREL, LT. DL. BERTRAND, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COM. LAFAILLE, 
RT. JOUET, JAPT. SRAJON, LTS. PELLIC»E<, LE BLANC, JEANNENSON 
■H 
CAOY 
AND QUINCY (?). CAOY FELT UNCOMFORTABLE WHEN FRANCOPHILE DRAKE 
UNDERTOOK TO EXPLAIN IN -RENCH WHY A ME:*! I CANS HAD REMAINED COOL 
AMC ALOOF FROM GEN. CHARLES DE GAULLE AS THE HEAD OF THE RRENCH 
GOVERNMENT II EXILE.  HONEST, CONSCIENTIOUS, A SENTIMENTAL 
IDEALIST, BUT UNAWARE 0** THE QUALITATIVE EF'ECT OF A BIT OF WINE 
ON HIS TONE AND JUDGMENT, BUT HE NEVER ONCE REALLY GOT OUT OF 
LINE, EXCEPT UN* THE SUBJECT.  CAOY BECAME MORE CIRCUMSPECT 
RECIPROCALLY.  BLUNT BRAWON, ALSO NOTICED AND REMARKED ABOUT 
THAT.  ..THE NEWS FROM FRANCE AND NORTH or ROME CONTINUED HOPEFUL. 
THAT NEW BEACHHEAD IN FRANCE MUST BE COSTING A PRICE. CAVE KERR 
IN THF FIRST INFANTRY DIVISION, AND SOME OTHER FRIENDS WERE 
UNDOUBTEDLY THERE IN SOME PART OF IT. GEORGES AGIO WAS REPORTED 
ON VP  DUTY, NOT AT SOME UNKNOWN DESTINATION, BUT HE WAS "F**** 
BUREAU,"NOT AN INCOMPATIBLE ASSIGNMENT. 
Y WAS PUTTING IN EVERY AVAILABLE MOMENT DRAFTING A 
LrrttR ON HIS PERSONNEL PROBLEMS, AND HOPED MAJ. RICHARDS COULD 
AND WOULD 00 SOMETHING ABOUT HIS PLIGHT. 
14 JUNE.  A BOILING NURSING TEAPOT, AND LT. COL. SWEENEY 
AND CAPT» SALTER CAME TO TERME UNANNOUNCED TO INSPECT THE PLACE. 
IT WAS NOT A =-|T PLACE FOR 33** D * 8 MAJ. 8PELLMAN, AC ,, | '-■:|NCIPLE 
CHIEF NURSE, OR HER NURSES. THE INSPECTORS WERE OUTSPOKENLY 
CRITICAL OF HER BEHAVIOR AND THEIR APPROBATION OF WHAT THE 21 ST 
WAS DO INC FOR STAGING NURSES, ESPECIALLY THE "SPOILED PEOPLE." 
BY WONDERED WHAT THEY SAID TO HER, BUT AFTER SHE CAME, SHE 
NEVER DIVULGED IT TO HIM OR CAPT. SPALDING.  SHE WOULD NOT ACCEPT 
THF SPECIAL FURNISHED ROOM THEY OFFERED, BUT INSISTED ON GOING 
(lN HER HAIR SHtTT) INTO HER NURSES'S TENTS WHERE SHE COULD WATCH 
OVER THE ID WELFARE. 
"APT. vVlNTERBOWER WAS RESPONDING BEAUTIFULLY TO COL.  AOY*S 
UNIQUE REHABILITATION, HIS VD«?CM UNCLE THERAPY.f  APT. ZlGARELLl's 
BamwmHMWMWwawMBmaammKBttMm 
;AOT -, 
TftANtftN   Af   MYOMtATftftY   TO   THE   1ST   AftMftfQ   DIVISION   f I NjlALLY 
CAME    THROUGH,    AHO    HE   WANTEC    Tft A N SPO* T AT I 0 N    UP    TO    THE        I V I | I 0 M 
3EAR    HEADQUARTERS.        IT    WAS    A   CHANGE    TO   GIVE   TWO   Tl-EO   trMCtfti 
A   BREAK,    AttO    SAFEGUARD    THE    VEHICLE,    EHtAttI    ANO    AtftEM   COULD   GET 
TO    SEE    THE    ^OUNT-iY. 
CAOf   MAO    AN    ANNOYING   CASE   0"   AOtflT    INfANTAlItM    *ftOM   HIS 
orrieEftd wAfto,   A OC? TEA*  HO  LT.   "OLONEL  -ROM  THE  SEAOMMEAO, 
HE  HAD  A  CHEST NOVNO,   NEVER  TENT SERIOUS.     4rTffl   H£  HAC BEEN 
ON A PASS, HE ftfftftCO TO TUN IN HI3 UNIFORM? 3ECAUSE, HE SAIO, 
HE HAD OOMMANOEO 3ri0 MEN AN) SAW NO REASON TO BEING TREATED AS 
A CHIL),   |N 0AOV*f %tf ICE, UE WA3 SO | NSQLENT AND Aft ft 09 A NY 
ABOUT fMf MATTER THAT 'SACY SNAPPEC, "YOU*LL BE TREATED AS A 
!LrS, COLONEL, \* YOU ACT LfKE ONE* TtlftN IN YOU! UNI O-'il" 
HE CALLER UA«II AX IN, HE EXPLAINED TO SOT1-' 'Oft HI lEftYS 
AS A "MTW?*, AND KEftEATEQ HIS COMMAND. VA.J. BOLOTIN CAME IN 
HEARD THF ORDER, TOO. THE YOUNG LT . COLONEL DECLARED HE 
WOULD NOT, SO CAOV ARVISER HIM THE DECISION W0UL(3 STILL CE HIS 
OWN, SO LONG AS HE '  I 0 MOT STAY AR09HQ IN THE OrriCE UNTIL HE 
"IOHT TALK HIMSELF OUT Or THE P IVILECE. 
THIS WAS THE rtutt TIME EITHER  MAR OR BOLOT I K' BE INQ SO 
ROUGH   WITH   ANYONE.       AFTER    THE    PATIENT    DEPARTED,       AOY    EXPLAINED 
WHAT    HE    WAS    fftVIM     TO    DO,       TNENI    HEftl    SEVERAL    POSSIBILITIES.* 
BRASH   VOUM    r EtL 01   THOtfOH*    OVLV    HIS    OWN    ZO    5OR»L0    DISCIPLINE 
HI'--:    HE    KfOHY    BE   TftVtHE    TO    PMT    ON   A    PSYCHIATRIC    SHOW   TO    GET     INTO 
TROUBLE    ANC    AVOIC    FURTHE-     90MtAf|    OR    HE   MIGHT    BE    JUST    A   REO« 
tlOOOEO    YOUKO   ttfCR   "/HO    * WANTED    TO   OONTftOL    HIS   0»N    PANTS.' 
THEY ALL KNEW TH    rtftl riwtn DISCIPLINARY PROBLEM PATIENTS 
;- THr PATIENTS, EVEN GENERALS, NAO THElfl PANTS SAFE IN THE 




HEADQUARTERS 2I3T GSNERaL .IOSFITAL  (US) 
APO 36 dRI! ff LDC:   rrd 
15  June 1944 
USE OF EPICAL Airr;i3?^?T-.-- CTICERS K -■ 
TO 'THOU RESrOi!57rr,g_ 
will bfre'ronsL-l^f £'1Ve T^ ^'^ io a *«* or Sroup of wards 
and Chief of    Z«   ^ Cjf^Wg Officer,   through the Chiefs of Service 
an^ Lniei  ol    ford Administration.     The lin« rf ,-~>~mnrt i~  .--I ».     ^,   ■ 
amplified by the Chief Nurse an, he^KorfaT^J ^Sg^ aVSrs^ 
^e^les?^^ ™^"*   -* ^-ity are in°^wi;eact^deoy 
aSSur?uiform ntS Ad™n,5t.ati^ **"■ hold frequent enough conferences  to assure uniform procedures and disseminate new information. 
"YARD AS5I0NNENT 
the CM of£TnrtS ,*E  -°-bf agreed Up°n by the Chiafs of Services  concerned and 
tho Chief of  :/ard Administrative Section,   and. confirmed by Commanding OfficS. 
DUTIES 
PROPERTY RESPONSIBILITY 
1. Procure, maintain and return the necessary expendable and non-exoen- 
dable supplies for the efficient functioning of the wards 
»M n2*^ ^n7en^or{ a11 ncn-expenaabla items at least once'monthly. Any items 
no, needed to be turned in to Medical Suoply. - ^* ~ S 
3.  Inventory all narcotic items thrice monthly,—3j   .  narcotic bo. 
H rvp virr ■a ana xound correct, ana reporting ,y*. iy at the appropriate entrydiscrepancy to the Hospital Inspector! 
4. Establish and maintain" a uniform'system of narcotic accounting or the 
wards  Instruct new nurses, if necessary, how entries should b^ ~ade? 
'5. Maintain a check-on any perishable items on hand for the exoiration 




KfGPf a ^SGk on alJ U'-3 that awy «eed repair, maintenance or salvage 
—and s.e chat all equipment is kept in a usuable condition. 
7.  Handle any supply problem that must be handled by the responsible ward 
surgeon; to see that patients are aceuaintod with partial and fullV privil- 





* TSPirVif fd °rfef***5 V/ard n&3ters and ward men> ** civilian pers- 
onnel. This is tantamount to a consistent course of instruction by everyone 
concerned in the actual performance of procedures and the finesse with which - 
the enlisted ana-civilian personnel conduct themselves in relation to'patients 
officers, nurses, Inspectors, etc.  (See Par 3 .and-8.) ' 
'     a.  T,ach them their duties^ stop by steo, if necessary. 
lia      \ Rccoffaen^v'ard personnel for promotion, demotion and transfer of as- 
signment m the interest of officier 
. 3. Hold meetings weekly or cN ;'ner with ward personnel for the purooso' 





 «»e Patients'    Lcations for the Furple Heart, and ret the 
ward office*, or section chief to aw rd thon with a simple dignified ceremony. 
5. lo tram ward clerks. 
6. Handle the personnel problems of the patients within his ward area. ■ 
w,thJ\,ACt a" "^•^Efitang officr on any cc Lnst any personnel 
within his ward..area, making the necessary recommendation for courts-martial 
or other c    it ion. 
8. Recommend the firing and assignment of civilian personnel. 
~* ;:.    ivilian personn.;-:  Lness and proper!clothing, 
.  . , £• Ch(:CA  civilian personnel constantly to sec that they are disciplin- 
ed and keep on the job, and are performing their duties satisfactorily. Check 
to see that no unauthorized in the hospital area., 
- 1 - (Ov'jr) 
(u se of MAC 0'- in Wards:  To "Thorn Res 2) 
no*-    -^that^aCh PGtiCnt has read>  u-^-ood and si mod the ward nil - 10. approve for issue the application for - **,**■« t^t   -       •     •       fl-L—• 
on pass,  after scouring permission frot the Srd^m^r    IHC^USS-VrS 
txne is not changed by this.)    This should not be abused     lradqUt*rfc"1   3 
11. Relieve the ward medical officer and nurso as niich as Possible nf th-> 
jvard administrative duties   (but net relieve then of Soi? rJJoSSS^) 
heretofore performed by then.     This applies  to medical records and romrts    bv 
direct service or by ward clerks. report.,   by 
onnel2in JrlS^3" an:\insist on P*^ habitation of patients and pers- 
(n    V c ^     Y^discipline and courtesy on wards and in the hospital area. 
ff^i ^°°S fCt  g° °ff dUty at  M^^ ±n sP^it any more than the MO officer,    "/hat may .happen during 
tude as well as the asccmolishrr-nt o 
frequently). 
lis^ absence will often reflect the atti 
' tiie officer.     He should make night visits 
-'i-~l .....a    j-vO-^ LGK3NT 
ont.^'    Satisfactorily chfck frequently all wards and'latrines for inside and 
ar    kept    S    d'th^sf rljJle?a.an? Ration;   to see that doors and windoSf 
isVron rli ?'» 7*** ^  St°°l3 arC f]-'-Pro°f,  and that the attendant is properly cleaning and spraying against insects. 
and fnArf J^* all .ward kitchens 1 hour after each meal to see if all garble 
SUf H f \      n f m°?^   th& dlsh°S arG  Clcan °* «>vod,  and that ST uf 
and d^st " PlaC°d Und°r SUitable C°V~rin? t0 Protect'them against flies 
-,       
3
*     
Soe
 ^hat a11 bed-pane and  soiled linen,  bedding,   etc. 
places properly screened against the ingress of flies or other 
4. Sue that, all grounds in the immediate vicinity of the 
iree ol  loods,   cigarette butts and trash. 
5. Keep all unauthorized persons out of the wards  and ward areas. 
6. Take any other steps to-insure a b.bter ward and ward area- to assist- 
actively, or even;fake charge of, ward r,hebilie,tion, assiSng tfer ChaSairs' 
uSioTaKnc£r'  SPGClal SOrViCC QrfiC'r'   J°b Plac^V and'other RehSii^ 
are stored in 
contaminations. 
wards are ker/t 
UTILITIES 
1.    Handle any utility problem that may    rise within his ward or ward a-ea 
^.    Maintain a follow-up on work orders submitted to the Utility Officer 
for repairs. - -   w  u r 
<n u<
3
'    
Mfe Slr* that V''^°r,  fuel and  electricity are net being wasted with- in his ward or ward area. 
DAILY REPORT 
1. Submit to the Chi f, "Jard. Administration;  at about 0900 hours daily 
^I'TT "T:" °f °XCGr; tiGn3  t0 rOUtin°    0r noteworthy incidents dur- ing the proceeding Zk hours.    The Chief of 7ard Administration will promptly 
s«nd th^se morning reports to the Commanding Officer. 
2. Bring up for discussion any question that he may be interested in 
pjrtment to this  work. 
Colonel,  m, 
Commanding. 
- 2 - 
jJBHMBMMMMBIflMII'wH 
CADY 
NIGHT WAS CHECK IN HIS UNIFORM, 
f5    JUNE, Lf«     ^OL.    ffMITritWfi   WENT   ON   TEMPORARY   CUTY    IN 
THE PBS SURGEON'S OFFICE. MAX WAS SENT UP TO THE POMICLIANO 
SECTION TO TAKE CHARQE AND GET SOME COWV.AN.. EXPEDIENCE, VICE 
WHITE IELD.  THE 24TH WAS LEAVING IN TWO DAVS AND WOUL:> MAKE 
THE    PERSONNEL    SITUATION   ffOfttC*       C*D¥    SECURED    THE    PROMISE   OF 
SOME  trrtfttftl  AN-  KWHtCl OFF  A HOSPITAL  SHIP  FOR  THE  16TH. 
DRAKE AM    ACCESS A«T»«»CO WITH THE STORY THAT CAPT. ZIGA??ELLI 
MAO AWAfABt HITCH-HIKED ^NTO lt«C THE CAY AFTE- THE AMERICANS 
A 
ENTERED WHILE HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN ON DUTY IN THE 21ST*S NEURO- 
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE. 
YOUNG t_T. COL. MAI^NS CAME BACK TO ^ADY TO DISCUSS ITHE 
WAY HE HAC BEEN TREATED   '^ADY TOLD HIM HE WAS MOT GOING TO 
CIS-: USC IT rtl HE HAC ABOUT 3,000 PATIENTS,  INCLUDING HIMSELF, 
TC THINK ABOUT, AND HE    HAP MORE PROBLEMS ABOUT THEM,   \f    HE 
V.-ANTf- ANOTHE- PASS, C-KAY, HE COULD HAVE %T, A*0 GO L OWN TO 
PBS AND ::ICUSS HIS GRIEVANCE TKE-E, ONLY HE HAD BETTER TELL THE 
STOPY AS IT Ml RATHER THAN WHAT HE WOULD LIKE IT TO BE, AND 
THAT HE,  CA V, MAC SUGGESTED IT.  «t COULD FILE CHARGES, tM WHAT- 
EVER ANYONE 'c?OULO Af-VISE HIM, BUT HE COUL  EXPECT COU NTER-CH AJ &E S. 
PLEASE, ^OLONEL, GET ON ABOUT IT AN: LET CAIY GET ABOUT HIS OWN 
AFFAIRS, 
HE CETURNE"' LIKE A TRIUMPHANT VINDICATED JUVENILE THAT 
A-TERNOON. 0$t*  LCMAH, JAG, HE SAID, A VISED THAT COL. CADY 
COUL.; NOT TAKE HIS PERSONAL BELONGINGS AWAY FROM HIM. THE INSPECTOR 
GENERAL SEEMEC TO T-INK HE WAS WASTING HIS TIME, AND FILING 
CHARGES WAS NOT WHAT HE SHOULD DO. HE EXHIBITED A LETTE\ HE 
HAC WRITTEN TO BE FORWARDED! A COMPLAINT ABOUT THE LACK Or A.- 
ECUATE  SATIO  C-  LAT-IHE  FATUITIES   l« THE  »rri   KM   »ATIENTS WARD, 
I MK»'AI RUIL-ING, CONSTRUCTS 1 SY PBS ENGINEERS.  ALSO, fHKRK 
■gfiBH^HHHHHNMHNHMHHHMHnHBHHI 
. ATY HAD NOT FURNISHED A DISTINCTIVE HOSPITAL QARS FOR OFFICER 
PATIENTS, AND SO ON.   IT SEEMEO, TOO, LT• COL. Ill r. BEAM, 
"HIED o- MEDICAL SERVICE, HAD CALLED HIM "SON" WHILE DISCUSSING 
HIS CASE ON THE WARD,   ME WAS BEGINNING TO APPEAR AS A BORDER- 
LINE PSYCHIATRIC CASE, BUT ONE WHO COUL0 STILL DIRECT HISPFADANO10 
HOSTILITY AGAINST THE ENEMY IF HE GOT BACK TO DUTY SOON ENOUGH. 
CADY TOLD HIM TO CONSIDER HE WAS MISINTERPRETING SOME OF 
HIS A'VIDES, BUT WAIT WHILE HE TELEPHONED "OL. A^NEST, SURGEON* 
PRT, HMO THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, MAYBE. HE HIAftO HIMSELF DISCUSSED 
OBJECTIVELY: HE WAS YOUNG, o#4f*T EXPERIENCED, A CAREER OFFICER, 
SON Or A GENERAL OFFICER, AND HE WAS INTERFERING WITH HIS OWN 
CARE AS A PATIENT, AND WITH THE CMS OF OTHE  PATIENTS.  HE WAS 
DAPI LY TALKING HIMSELF INTO A POSITION WHEREIN THE HOSPITAL 
COMMANDED WOUL  HAVE TO PREFER CHARGES AGAINST HIM,  HE WAS 
BELIGEnANT AND BELLICOSE ENOUGH THAT HIS ENERGIES WOULD BE 
BETTED   EXPENSE;   AGAINST  THE  GERMANS  WHO  V?OUK'°ED   HIM.     THE   fG 
AGREED THAT HIS BEHAVIOR WAS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE POSSIBLE 
QUESTION OF WHETHER OR NOT HIS PANTS WERE TAKEN FROM HIM. CADY 
TOLD HIM TO REMAIN ON HIS WARD, FQH   HE WOULD BE "ALLE^ BACK QUITE 
SOON. HE WAS GOING TO GET HIM TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER HOSPITAL. 
THE DEPUTY SURGEON SUGGESTED TRANSFERRING TO THE 45 GENERAL 
RATHED THAN FILE CHANGES. THAT WAS DONE D«FTF*T THE EVENING. 
THE YOUNG •rricfft W^OTE A LETTER TO :OL. AXNEST WHO MENTIONED 
HZ    HAD RECEIVED ITS  "AY TOL J HIM HE UMAHOfO THE INCIDENT AS 
IMPO TANT OMLY IN NOT ALLOWING A PATIENT TO WEAKEN HIS CONTROL 
o-- HIS UNIT, AND HE RAO NOT WANTE; TO ~ILE CHARGES OR COUNTE - 
HARGES AGAINST AN IMPULSIVE YOUNG CAREER OF f  I CE    ISPLAYING 
POOR JUDGMENT. HE WAS NOT VINDICTIVE BY ALLOWING HIM TO SAVE FA"E 
BBMMMMlWwtfHMMMItfltt<] 
V.'HCKE    ALL    VZ    NEEDED    TO   00   WAS    JUST    KEEP    HIS    FAC£    SMUT   AT   THE 
45TH   WHERE   THEY   WOUU)    KNOW   ONLY   WHAT   HE   VtVWfl   TELL   THEM    HIMSELF. 
HE    MAO    NO    INTENTION   TO   LET    "OL.    ARNEST   SUSPECT    HE    rELT    INA   EQUATE 
IN   AMY    DISCIPLINARY   SITUATION. 
- 
15 JUNE.  BASEO ON THE NEW T/O & E, <50, (2,000 BEDS) 
CADY PUBLISHED A HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM. THERE 
WERE A TEW MORE MAC OFFICERS, 80 HE CHEATED A WARD ADMINISTRATIVE 
SECTION, WITH A DHIEF. THE WARO ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, A SORT 
OF WARD ADJUTANT, WAS RESPONSIBLE TO HIS CHIEF, ffjuto ADMINISTRATION, 
IN   TUN   REPORT INS   TO    THE    COMMANDING   OFFICER.       TH I S   WAS    QUITE 
ANALOGOUS   TO   THE    CHIE",    Ntffttfftt    SERVICE.       THE§E   A'. Hi I '•' I 9TR AT IVE 
trrfetftl   MR!   ON  rut  WARDS   rQF   THE   PURPOSE   O-   ADMINISTRATIVELY 
SE'-'VING THE MEDICAL OFFICERS, NURSES, AND THE PATIENTS, AND TO 
DUPLICATED E FORTS, AND THEY WERE NOT A PART Of THE CE3ISTRAD'S 
"UNCTION, BUT TO ASSIST HID, TOO, BUT ON THE WARDS.  TH I S WAS 
A BOOST "OR ADY'S EFFORTS TO UP-GRA E NURSES AND HOSPITAL 
CORPSMENTTO SAVE PROFESSIONAL MANPOV.'E : .  CAOV MUSE THAT IT WAS 
TOO BAD THAT IT WOULD NOT BE INCLUDED IN COL, HAS. :. DAV!3FS 
STILL UNCOMPLETED HOSPITAL FEGULATF0N8. 
16 JUNE. HOSPITAL SHIP "ALGONQUIN" SENT NO OF~»CERS OR 
NURSES TO HELP THE 21 ST. CADY WENT TO THE SURGEON* S OFFICE, W^p E 
LT. GROVE PDOMISED TO SEN": SOME OF-ICERS FAO* SOMEWHERE. LATER, 
A CAPT. "OEBER (V/. U. '27) AND FOUR MEN CAME. HE WAS A SURGEON, 
AND USEFUL.  MA*4 3PELLMAN, 5JIO GENERAL HOSPITAL, BECA'"- 
CRITICAL 0  THE 213T AGAIN BECAUSE THEY GAVE HER NURSES NO HELP 
WITH THEI ■( BAGGAGE.  NO ONE HAD TOLD THE 2!ST, AND TMC 53«0 KAO 
THEI
R
 OWN 3AGGAGE OFFAIL ON HAN1 WHEN THE SECOND GROUP DEPARTED. 
LATER, LT. COL. [,'OSER, WAS EMBARRASSED ABOUT IT,  OR THEY HAD 
NOT   WttHtO    TO    BUD DEN   THE    21 ST.       Tilt I«    OWN    DIVD3    SHOUL D    HAVE 
IHHHBHWWHHHHi 
D
°NE THE LOADING, AND MAJ. SPELLMAN SHOULD HAVE FOLLOWED THROUGH 
HER5EL-. 
8ENDOS WAS SICK IN THE H08PITAL, AND CA:Y WAS 'LOST* WITH- 
OUT HIM. 
'OLD HUTCH' WAS A-RAID LONG-HAIR ARTISTS MIGHT NOT BE THE 
BEST  OF BOOKING AT HIS LlTELE THEATRE.  HE HA^ A FELLOW CALLED 
JASCHA Nttrifij AV,RTU0S0»   -A0* TOLC H,M» W,TH PLENTV OF 
"Pt^Z ICATOi STACCATO. VIBRATO. AND WHATEVER WAS NEEDED, INCLUDING 
CANTABILE."  MILTON KAYE WAS HIS ACCOMPANIST. OLD HUTCH HAD A 
FULL HOUSE. 
HEIFITfc HAD DIGNITY, BUT WITH A COMBON TOUCH ~OR Gl's. HIS 
AUDIENCE LIKED HIS SCINTILLATING BRILLIANCE OF PERFORMANCE, BUT 
WHEN HE REALLY UNBENT WITH JUST AS BRILLIANT A TECHNIQUE WITH 
SOF.'E SWING ANO JAZZ VARIATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS, THE AU MENCE 
WENT WILD.   "AOV HAD THEIR SUPPER WAITI NO AT THE f?#»I MESS AFTER 
THE CONCERT AND ASKED PATTON, THE PIANIST, AGRES8 AND HARBISON, 
THE VIOLINISTS, CHtAKl AN0 BOLOTIN TO JOIN.  LTS. NlE AND HUTCHESON 
WERE THERE ANT: ATTENTIVE WITHIN THEIR OWN SPHERES.  OADY WAS 
PROUD OF THE WAY THE VIRTUOSO UNBENT AND TALKED 0  HOME, FOR 
HE HA' BEEN AWAY rROM THE STATES ONLY 10 DAYS. 
ANOTHER LOT OF PATIENTS TOOK THE ROSTER OVER 2,900. MAX 
REPLACED IN r^ef L.T. :OL. .VHITFIELD AT POMIQLIANO. 
17 JUNE.   "APT. ELLWOOO i< SPELLMAN, 9C( OF THE UNIT, 
Y LEARNED, WAS BROTHER-IN-LAW TO LT. COL. HAMM WHO WAS 
HERO OF THE PANTS INCIDENT. THEIR WIVES WERE SISTERS. BUT 
SPELLMAN WOUL0 BE ADY'S CHOICE, FOR HE HAD ALWAYS BEEN A FINE 
STABLE PERSON. 
LT. "OL. VON BERMUCH AND CAPT. MURPHY CAME FROM AOJUTANT 
GENERAL DEPARTMENT FOR PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF RECORDS. THEIR 
TEAMS WOULD FOLLOW THE NEXT DAY.  IT WAS BECOMING COMPLIMENTARY 




THEIR BASELINES AMO THEIR NEW BROOMS TO WORKING, BUT THEY GOT 
COOPERATION. 
"OL. MUNLY CAME AGAIN. AT LUNCH HE INDICATE THERE COUL 
BE CHANGES IN PBS PLANS. ALSO, HE WAS NOT PLEASE: THAT THE 
BRITISH WERE GRABBING EVERYTHING AND THE AMEICANS WERE TOO 
PERMISSIVE ABOUT IT.  GEN,  ~ARL  I. GRAY,   .-G, MRS, DECRIED 
THIS BRITISH TENDENCY, TOO. ALLIED FORCES HQ. MEMBERS COUL 
NOT JUST HOP UP AND GO INTO THE "I.TH ARDY AREA WITHOUT  1ST 
GE U ING PE MISSION PROM THE  F I TH ARMY.  THE PERSONNEL 
SYSTEM, G-1, WAS BEING REORGANIZED: ARMY AND GROUND FORCES, 
AIR FORCES, SERVICE OF SUPPLY AND REPLACEMENTS. BUT CADY KEPT 
STILL ABOUT HIS IDEAS OF WRITING HISTORY, HAVING INSPECTION 
TEAMS AROUND ALL THE TIME, AN OTHERS COMING TO KIDNAP KEY 
ENLISTED PERSONNEL IN THE MIDST 0- A BATTLE, r<M IT WAS NOT HIS 
IDEA 0" WINNING A WAR, EVEN I  THEY DID HAVE TO START SOMEWHERE. 
COL. ROYALS WENT TO ROME, BUT HE HA A NOTION THE 24TH WOULD 
GO BEYOND ROME. COL. SWEENEY WAS 'BOARDED AND CAKED* AND APPARENTLY 
PLEASED. HE DISCLOSED THERE WOULD BE A BIG CONFERENCE ON PLAN8* 
ALSO, SOMJBIG GENERAL WOULD BE IN THE AREA THE NEXT DAY.  ...MIE 
WAS STILL GETTING PERSONAL REPERCUSSIONS FOR MIS LACK Of TACT, 
BUT LT. CREECH SEEDED TO ACQUIRING TACTFULNESS. THE MESSES 
WERE MUCH IMPROVED, BUT NlE WAS STILL ANATHEMA TO A  EW.  DRAKE 
AND RAPT. SPALDING JUST FIGURED IT MUST BE SOMETHING A8OUT HIS 
PERSONALITY THAT WAS WRONG. 
RAPT. SALTER, ANR, HAD SDPPE    WITH THE UNIT, AND SHE WAS 
ONE OF ITS BEST BOOSTERS.  SHE PROMISE^ THE 53*° GENERAL NURSES 
COULD BE USE; ON THE WARDS WHILE THEY WERE STAGING.   SHE HAD 
BEEN AROUND THE HOSPITAL HERSELF, OR SHE WOULD HAVE SEEN TO IT 
THAT THERE HAD BEEN BETTER DISTRIBUTION Oc    NURSES.  THINGS WERE 
lammmaaMMmmaaBBHmHmmBmm 
A'SBoT    TO    LOOK    UP.    HE    HAD    A    PROMISE    0::    6   OFJCERS   AN.     1UO   MEN, 
,..LT, COL. CATKINS BROUGHT CAOY UP TO OATE BETTER ON SOME OFTME 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS OR THE 2*TH, ...THE HIGH RANKING GENERAL 'AILED 
TO SHOW UP.. ..THE^MC SECTION WAS READY .--OR A TRIAL RUN ON THE 
WARDS. 
THE AMERICANS ON THE FRENCH BEACHHEAD WERE TRYING TO MAKE 
A BREAKOUT AND GET ACROSS AN? BEHLNJ THE PENINSULA OR ■'.HE~ BOURG . 
19 JUNE.  IN ADDITION TO THE 70  MEM ALREADY LOST IN TWO 
DAYS THE 103 MEN TF THE 24TH WOULD BE LOST QUITE SOON. THE 3© 
MCM HE HAO SYPHONED OFF FROM POMIGLIANO SURE WE*E NOT SUFFICIENT, 
HE UTTERED PROFANE PRAYE^TO HASTEN THE 6 OFFICERS AND 110 MEN 
PROMISED TO HELP HANDLE 3,000 PATIENTS. 
LT. COL. MATBHEWSON, CHIEF OF SURGERY, 59TH EVACUATION 
HOSPITAL, A CALIFORNIA UNIT STILL ON THE ANZIO BEACHHEAD, WAS 
WITH THE 21ST FOR A REST. HE HAD BEEN THE Dmicro*, THE ORGANIZER 
OF HIS UNIT, BUT DISPLACED BY A REGULAR OFFICER WHO WAS IN THE 
EYES 0.- THE MEDICAL OFFICER STAFF, MA PROBLEM."  SOMEHOW IT HAD 
BEEN HIS GOTTEN INTO CHANNELS8 AND HE HAD BEEN CALLED DOWN TO 
HAVE A TALK WITH THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, PBS.  LETTING f/ATTHEWSON 
VENTILATE HIS TROUBLES DID CADY NO GOOD BECAUSE IT STIRRED MP 
HIS OWN RESENTMENTS WHILE HE HAD BEEN ,TRAPPED' TOO,  HE SUFFERED 
THOUGH IT BECAUSE THE VENT ILLATION AND CADY's SUGGESTIONS MIGHT 
HELP MATTHEWSON, FOR HE SHOULD NOT GET CAUGHT UNDERMINING HIS 
REGULAR CO. 
CADY FORWARDED RECOMMENDATIONS '•* "'RAKE, ftltON G. BROWN, 
AND !-'AJ. BUCK FOR PLACES IN 'CIVILIAN AFFAIRS,*IF THEY WANTED 
THEM.  fvlAX WAS MORE CANNY AND WANTED NONE 0 f    THAT.   ...THAT 
UP 
HIGH RANKER WHO FAILED TO SHOW WAS CHIEF OF STAFF GEORQE  . 
A 
MARSHALL AND GEN."HAP" ARNOLD. MARSHALL HAD PERSONALLY SIGNED 
A LETTE I EQUESTING THAT HE ATTEND THAT EXPERIMENTAL COURSE AT 
HBBBmnBS&BH^K 
CAOt 
I AMI ABC GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL, LEAVENWORTH, AND GEN. ARNOLD 
GAVE THE 'COMMENCEMENT* ADDRESS AND SHOOK THE HANDS OF THE 
'GRADUATES,* AN D THE CAY BEFORE PEARL HARBOR.  SOMEONE PASSED 
ON SC0TTLE8UTT THAT GE N. MARSHALL EXPECTED THE WAR TO END -ATHER 
SOON ON THE BASIS THAT THE LOGISTICS OF GERMAN AMMUNITION. THEY 
WERE USING NEW AMMUNITION AND THEY WERE PULLED THEIR HEAVY GUNS 
AROUND WITH HC.'SEB, A LOT. 
20 JUNE. THE 6 OFFICERS AND 110 MEN FRC T»E BROKEN UP 
1513T STATION HOSPITAL CAM!,  RADV WAS yNASLE TO LEARN WHAT WAS 
HAPPENING TO THE BARON HAGELSHAW.  THESE MEN WERE ON THEIR WAY 
TO FILL UP THE T/U OF THE 12TH AN) WOULD REMAIN UNTIL ADEQUATE 
TRANSPORTATION WAS AVAILABLE AN> COL. STURGEON COULO TAKE THEM. 
FORWARD EVACUATION HOSPITALS WERE ABOUT EMPTY. 303 WANTED THE 
BIG BUILDING THE 36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS IN AT -ASERTA, AND 
THEY WOULD GO INTO STAGING SOON.   IT WAS SAID THAT PART OF THEIR 
PERSONNEL COULD BE USED BY THE 213T WHICH MIGHT HAVE TO HANDLE 
ANOTHER 500 BEOS I 
THE 55TH MEDICAL BATALLION (SEP.) WAS FINISHING ITS AMPHIB- 
^'tw A e D 
I0US LANDING TRAINING, FOR :©L. MASON AND SEVERAL OF HIS OFFICERS 
A 
CAME TO Yfeftttt FOR HOT BATHS AND A BIT 0  RELAXATION THEY NEEDED, 
MASON HAc SOME SIGNS OF THAT THOUSAND YARD LOOK ABOUT HIM.  THE 
9TH EVAC GAVE LT.  :OL. ■'*;•: A NK BERRY, THEIR ^HIEF OF SURGERY WHO 
HAD BEEN DETACHED MUSH OF THE TIME FOR CONSULTANT WORK, A FARE- 
WELL PARTY.  HE WAS A FAMOUS SURGEON AROUND NEW YORK AND THE ROOSE- 
VELT HOSPITAL.  IT WAS SA.ID HE WAS FLYING BACK TO THE STATES TO 
BE CONSULTANT TO THE GROUND -0RCES.  BUT MAYBE THAT WAS NOT WHAT 
CAOY COULD SEE IN HIS OWN  RYSTAL BALL*  SOMETHING WAS ABOUT TO 
HAPPEN IN SOUTHERN "tANCE.  THESE GENERAL AND EVAC. HOSPITALS 
WERE NOT ALL GOING TO NORTH ITALY.  THE 4jH0 GENERAL HOSPITAL, 
COL. STROHM'S, WAS ALERTED FOR MOVEMENT, TOO. 
WammMm w 
t1 JUNE.    J, DANSHEC WAS INI-HAGE OF THE 15tsT CONTINGENT, 
CAOV TOOK HIM TO THE CONFUSION OF PBS TO LEARN WHEN HE MIGHT JOIN 
THE 12TH IN POME. THENCE TO THE 300TH GENERAL TO LEAVE LT. COL. 
MATTMEWSON. ON TO :ASERTA ■MM ~OL, SPAULOING SPENT AN HQURIAND 
A HAL" 8H0WNING THEM AROUND HIS BIG PLACE WHERE THEY WERE IN THE 
PROCESS 0- EVACUATING.  THE la SURGEONS MM Tf«fO« THIS WAS AN 
AFFILIATED UNIT Or    WAYNE U. MgOtCAL COLLEGE, DETROIT, AND WAS 
A GOOD OUTFIT, AND SETTER AFTER 3PAULDING BECAME CO.  THEY WERE 
LEAVING SOME FACILITIES THEY RAO MANAGE:: TO ACQUIRE WHICH MM 
NON-T ANSPORTABLE, SO THEY HAD SEEN TOLC, BUT THAT WAS A FAMILIAL 
STORY oPAULCING MIGHT BELIEVE, BUT 3ADY WOULO NOT WHEN HIS TURN 
CAME. 
A~TER LUNCH THEY CALLED ON COL. GOSS, 32 STATION HOSPITAL 
IN THE £->SE 0-  "A3E"TA,  THEY MAC BEEN GETTING 8GMEMSELECT 
OFFICER CLIENTELE" IN ACCMTION TO ALL THE VACl FROM NA70USA AND 
SOS HEACQUArTERSfS, WHICH SPOKE WELL F#« GOSS'S OUTFIT.  ON TO 
VAD.CALONI, ANC "OL. CAGAN, CO, 64? W GENERAL HOSPITAL, FROM LSU 
McotcAi SCHOOL, NEW ORLEANS. THEY WERE IN SCHOOL AND BARRACKS 
BUILDINGS, AND F*'08T OF THEIR PATIENTS HAD TO BE HAND LITTERED 
VP  AMO DOWN STAIR8. CAM POINTED OUT THAT THE 21 ST WAS SCATTRERED 
TO HELL AND GONE, BUT WAS ALL ON ONE LEVEL, AND BETTER OFF. 
"OL. "HAS. PEUSTOW, 27TH EVAC, WAS IN NAPLES. HIS TENT ARRANGEMENTS 
SHOWED INITIATIVE AM FUNCTIONAL INNOVATIONS, 3AM EXPECTED FROM 
HI/. THE 7$TH STATION HOSPITAL WAS UNDER LT, "OL. C ONALO, 
WAS QUITE SPICK A NO SPAN, CONVERTED R 0« A NUNNERY FOR PGM PATIENT 
CARE.  "OL. MCCONALC GREETED THEM WARMLY.  UJ, DANSHER KNEW 
MANY o- THE •rrtelfti IN THE 37TH, 64TM, ANO 7$TH AND MMIMMO 
HE MAG REALLY BEEN AROUND CUR I NG THE 30 H0U : S HE HAD BEEN IN PBS, 
CAQY REALLY ENJOYED HIS BUSMAN'S HOLIDAY. 
BACK *AT HOME* SOME STAGING NURSES IN THE TENTS HAD BEEN 
■■■■BBB^MMBHMHRBBOB 
ROBBIB   A    NIGHT   0\   TWO   P    EVIOUSLY.       QUESTIONING    THE    GUADDS,    THE 
21ST'&, LE: TO NOTHING.  HE ASKED  APT, SPALDING TO MAKE APPROPIATE 
SUGGESTIONS ABOUT THE 213T?S HANDLING &F STAGING MUSSES, AND HE 
NURSES QUARTERS AT fCBMCa  Hi WAS DISHING ,-OR SOMETHING HIMSELF 
THI;> VI IE? 
23 JUN:r. AY WENT HP TO PO"IGLtANO, THE WHITFIELP SECTION, 
TO SHAKE MORE *FFICERS AND MEN OUT Or THEIR LEISUELY OPERATIONS. 
THEHE WAS SOME EXCESS O ." PR E- t ABIT I GATE 0 8UILINGS. HE MJTU.MED 
BY THE BASE ENGINEER A NO GOT AN AGREEMENT NOT TO NAG ABOUT ITIIF 
H!S OWN 21 ST ilNQi NEEDS WOUL i   HOVE SIX Or THEM DOWN TO TtRMl JUST 
TO MARC 3DTTER NURSING QUARTERS rQ*    STAGERS.  HE WOULO LOCATE 
THEM ACR0S3 THE LITTLE MRU IN  RONT %f    TERME,  THEY WOULD 09-UPY 
BUT NOT OBSTRUCT THE CIRCLE ROAD. WATER LINES AND OTHE •' UTILITIES 
DOUL ■) BE WHGMPED IN, AND THE NURSES WOULD HAVE NO MORI THAN A 
WALK Or 75 .<ARCS TO THE ""ENTER  .'LUS, BR TO THE Tfiftttf OFF-BUTY 
MESS. THEY WERE IN A -LURRY TO COMPLETE THE HQ. or Ar AND THE 
HQ. SOS AT "ABIRTI BY 23 JU&E, AND GLAD TO HAVE "ADY DO THIS 
LITTLE JOB !»•« HIMSEL . 
AY THOUGHT HIS OWN TAIL WAS DRAGGING ENOUGH HE WOULD LIKE 
TO 3ET A ~EW DAYS %ff    AND GET AWAY IN ABOUT TWO WEEKS.  THE HOSPITAL 
WAS STILL CARRYING 2,£00 PATIENTS. 
24 JUNE.  .-APT. SPALDING'S ito#M MEND AT IONS DAME IN.  SHE 
WANTED ALL NURSING QUARTERS, STAGING TOO, UNDER ARMY REGULATION 
40-20, JUST LIKE IT WOULD BE BA'M< IN THE STATES, AN: ALL OJTHE 
NWRtCI UN E ; THE :i EDT CONTROL 0" THE PRINCIPLE Ih'lEF NU R S E, 
HEF'SEL'.   A Y'D HEADQUARTERS "AVILY WERE HEADSHAKING, AND THEY 
PIDKE  IT TO BITS.  JNPRACTICAL FOR VZH  UNDER OVERSEAS ' RIEL ' 
CONDITIONS TO BE SO LOADED DOWN.  RADY DID NOT WANT THE I" US 
OR PRINCIPLE HIEF ZNURSES GIVEN A CHANCE TO RELINQUISH CONTROL 
OF THE IP OWN NURSES UNLESS THEY WE-. E ACTUALLY ON TD WITH THE 2TST. 
■^HEBS^HHHI nHii^HniBa; 
7UNDAMENTALLY LITTLE HA; BEEN LEARNED  "ROM ALL THAT DgCflfttft* 
"EBRUARY HASSLE, WHICH DISAPPOINTED JADY.  HE WONDERED |f THEV 
WOULD HAVE TO GO THROUGHSOME MORE MIS-DlRECTEO ENERGIES DURING 
THEIR NEXT MOVE? 
AT SUPPER AT THE ROD I MESS, CAOV HAD THE PLEASURE TO P IN 
THE SILVER LEAVES 0?" LT. COLONEL ON MAJ, SlMlONE, KC| AND SILVER 
BADS ON ANN MOOUNJ AN".  HE TOOK SOME iNAPSHOTS WITH THE LITTLE 
CAMER/K HIS WIFE HAD SENT TO HIM, BUT WITHOUT A LIGHT METER HE 
EXPECTED A LOT OF WASTAGE OR FILM. HE ISSUED 'TISSUE PAPER* 
ORDERS -OR CHAP. CORNELIUS HOOK TO VISIT OTHER UNITS FOR TEN 
DAYS, IN PBS.  HE HAD NO ILLUSIONS ABOUT THE LIKEABLE OLD FOX, 
AND WONDERED WHAT §•*! OF PIOUS HOGWASH HE WOULD HAVE TO EXPLAIN 
HOW "^AIRO AND JERUSALEM WAS WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF PBS.  CADY 
WAS ENVIOUS^FOR THE 7-DAY WEEKS, THE M TO 19 HOUR DAYS OF 
DRIVING HIMSELF, AND BEING DRIVEN WERE TIRESOME. 
2S JUNE, SUNDAY. WHITFIELD HAD NOT ATTENDED TO SOME OF 
HIS PERSONNEL'S MORALE.  CADY AND CAPT. SPALOING HAD PROMPTLY 
PUT TWO OF THEIR NURSES IN FOR PROMOTIONS ALONG WITH THE 21ST'S. 
AND 
MARY E. 'CARTER WAS VERY CORDIAL AND WHIPPED VP  A NICE LUNCH SOME 
BOILED EGGS AND SANDWICHES DOR BENOOS TO HANDLE TOR THE REST OF 
THE TRIP. 
F
'^UCH TO THE PLEASURE OF THEIR SECTION, THEY PROMOTED 
AND -JOINTLY PINNED I ST LT. BARS ON HER AND WILLIE '/. JSENHOWER. 
THEY HAD ALL SORT OF EXPECTED TO BE REGARDED AS 'ORPHANS" BE- 
CAUSE THEIR UNIT WAS DEFUNCT. 
1r00 HOUR THEY WERE AT THE BASE OF MONTE -ASSINO, -'OR 
MANY D0NTHS IT HAD BEEN A CRITICAL TERRAIN POINT.  THE GERMANS 
HAD USE  THE ANCIENT BENEDICTINE ABBEY FOR AN OBSERVATION POIN« 
PAR EXCELLANCE. (53).   IT HAD BEEN SO WELL DEFENDER THE ALLIES 
TOOK THOUSANDS 0?' CASUALTIES BEFORE THEY GOT CLEARANCE FROM 
THEIR RESPECTIVE GOVERNMENTS TO TREAT THE HISTORIC RELIGIOUS 
£  I  I ~E AS ANY OTHER MILITARY OBJECTIVE.  AFTER THE AtR  "ORCE! 
AND ARTILLERY 
PULVERIZE5 IT, rRENCH COLONIALS WERE SA1D TO BE THE FIRST TO 
REALLY TAKE IT. *R0M THE ROADWAY AS THEY APPROACHED, THEY 
COULD NOT TELL HOW BADLY DAMEGED THE ABBEYWAS.  THE  tTY Or 
CAS6INO HAD FEW STONES STANDING WITH MORTAR BETWEEN THEM.  THEIR 
APPROACH A ""OSS THE MARROW VALLEY OF THE RAP I DO WAS A DISMAL 
VISTA 0~ TOTAL DESTRUCTION 0'    ANYTHING. MAN-MADE.  TEMPORARY 
GRAVES SEEMED TO BE EVERYWHERE.  TwO IN A BRITISH PLOT ALREA$Y 
HAD A NEAT LITTLE WHITE PICKET INCLORES ERECTED AROUND THEM. 
THE NARROW MAIN ROAD WHICH WAS CLEARED THROUGH THE LITTLE 
n|TY HAD BEEN MACE BY BULLDOZING MILITARY DEBRIS, LIVE SHELLS 
AND QRENACES, OR CARTRIDGES, JUST PUSHED ASIDE INTO DITCHES OR 
GUTTERS TO AWAIT A MORE *ETICULQU8 CLEAN-UP.  TO OPEN  GUTE 6 
HAD BEEN MOST IMPOR TANT , AND RQOLISH   IVILIAN3 0": ALLIED SOUVENIR 
HUNTERS TOOK THE ID OWN RISKS.  THE EVER PRESENT CONTINENTAL 
HOTEL SITE HAD A NEW sIotfi   UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.  THE COST OF 
THIS TRANSFER 0- REALESTATE HAD BEEN ENORMOUS. 
THEY DROVE ON THROUGH THE DEAD CITY, NORTH, AND BECAME 
LOST. THEY RETURNED TO MASSING THREE TIMES BEFORE THEY GOT THEM- 
SELVES REALLY ORIENTED* THE BATTLEFIELD FOR MILES AROUND SHOWED 
OTHER EVIDENCE HOW BITTE LY THE ^IGHT HAD BEEN. EVERY STONE 
FARMHOUSE,  I   STANDING, HAD AT LEAST ONE SHELL HOLE THROUGH IT. 
UGEES WERE STILL TRUDGING DISCONSOLATELY AROUND THE AREA. 
WHOLE FAMILIES, ^TURNED, WERE LIVING IN A SINGLE INTACT OOM. 
■■I^HHHHI 
.AJV 
rEW TREES ANYWHERE WERE LEFT STANDING WITHOUT MOST SEVEDE PRUNING 
BY MISSLE FRAGMENTS.  THERE WERE THOUSANDS Or MORTAR SHELLS, 
BOMBS, LAND MINES, AN) QUANTITIES OF SMALL ARMS AMMUNITIONS. 
IN THREE PLACES WEE GROUPS O," SHOT-UP BRITISH TAiiKS.  THREE INCH 
A;:MOii HAD GUMMY LOOKING HOLES MADE IN THEM BY ARMOR PIERCING 
SOLID PROJECTILES, AS IF THEY WERE SO MUCH CHEESE.  GERMAN 
TANKS Mtfll  :AREK.  OVERRUN GERMAN ARTILLERY EMPLACEMENTS WE If 
STILL THE E WITH GUNS POINTING TOWARD THE SOUTH.  SOME WERE 
OLD "REMCl! HO-SE DRAWN 75©f VINTAGE Or WORLD WAR  U   -ADY'S 
CONCLUSION,TOO, WAS THAT THE GERMANS HAD BEEN RUNNING SHORT OF 
MATERIEL, BUT WERE USING EVERYTHING TO ITS 6EST ADVANTAGE, 
A6ANU0NING WHAT WAS LEAST VALUABLE. .♦•THERE WAS MEWS THAT THE 
AMERICANS WERE PENETRATING CHERBOURG DEEPLY. 
26 JUNE,  JADY'S BACK WAS SOMEWHAT LAME FROM HIS LONG RIDE. 
HE SPENT yosT Or THE DAY SIGNING PAPERS. THE FIRST PRE-FAB 
WAS ALREADY HALF ERECTED FOR THE NURSES. CAPT. SPRING, A TD 
OFFICER WITH THE 21ST BACK IN AFRICA, CAME VISITING. HIS OWN 
UNIT WAS THE 2ND  CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL FOR THE SEVENTH ARMY 
IN SICILY, HAD ARRIVE0TWO CAYS PREVIOUSLY,  :APT. SPALDING 
REQUESTED THE DETAIL OF A RULL-TIME NU<SE TO ASSIST LT. ASRAMSON 
AT TE"ME WITH ALL THEIR AFFAIRS THERE. 
THEN LT. MASTE^SON, FORMER 5#TH STATION HOSPITAL, WAS SENT 
BACK TO POMIGLIANO TO FETCH SEVERAL THINGS ^AOY WANTED, AND 
SESAME INVOLVED FOR SOME VAGUE REASON IN A FISTIC ENCOUNTER WITH 
A LT. BECKER, SEEMINGLY A 5STH 'DIE- ARO.'  HIS TRANSFER WAS 
ARRANGED AT ONCE. THE EXCHANGE OF PERSONNEL WAS SPEEDE0 UP, AND 
SOME TI'ED 21ST PERSONNEL WE -E SENT THERE FOR If** I LEISURELY DUTY. 
OL.  AY HAD LONG BEEN SEEING NEW OFFICERS AND NURSES IN 
HIS OFFICE FOR A CHAT, AND ALWAY8 TOLD THEM TO RETURN AFTER TWO 
I^ffi^^UOMIHlMBttHaHHHHHHMHHaMB 
WEEKS       07    ME   WANTET    TO   UTILIZE   THEI       NEW   EYES   AND    EARS    FOR    TH   E 
IVPrOvE-ENT    OF    THEI       UN IT .       THEY    Vttflfi    NOTICE    THINGS   WH I' H 
I   ICHT   BE    IMPfOVED    WHICH   OL^ER    MEMBERS    HAT    BECOME    ACCUSTOMED    OR 
INURE       TO. U    ING   THIS    EXPANSION   AND    INTEGRATION   THE    NEW   OFFICERS 
HAT    LITTLE      ONSTf-UCTlVE   ORlViCftU    BUT    C#«g|Bf RA1LI   PR A ICE   WHEN 
THEY   KCtURKO, APT.    ftMfCMOWt*,    THE   OFFICER    WO   THOUGHT    HE 
WCULC    BE    INVALIDATE'"-    HOVE,    8AI0    THIS    PRACTICE    MADE   THE    NEWCOMER 
"    EEL    <?00       TO    KtJOW   THE      0   WAS     INTE.'EGTE W'OVtn    LISTEN   TO    HIM." 
INFORMATION   CAME    T*AT    LT .     ?0I..    WHITFIELC   WAS    DEPARTING    SOON,    AND 
HI    Ml    HAPPY    TITH   THE   «ft<V    THE    PERSONNEL   0~    HIS   5^TH   WERE    SO 
RAPIOLY   MA   E    TO      EEL   THEY   Mtftf   A   PA~T   ftf    THE   21ST. 
CAD*   HAG   BEGUN   TO   SUSPE   T: 
THE SEVENTH A«yf WAS USING NAPLES AS AH ASSEMBLY AREA, AM 
wauu PICK UP A  .IVISIOM 0  TWO -ROM THf "l"TH A"MY TO MAKE THE 
NEXT ASSAULT. 
fltf -|--TH AR'IY ADVANCE MQ. WAS ABOUT 135 MILES NORTH O 
THE 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, AS PREVIOUSLY t*tf«e?t9, WAS 
GO I NO 3EY0N  ~:OME. 
THE  -   INOieATIOMi •*  SETTING \JP  O    A R*M«  BASE  SECTION. 
A 
27 JUNE. THE 64TH A HO 3R > GENERAL HOSPITALS, THE 5*«° 
AM 7<tN STATION HOSPITALS, THE 9TH, 27TH, 51ST AND S^TH 
EVACUATION HOSPITALS WERE FOLOING UP TO BE >tlAo¥ TO MOVE! 
Y    ASKE:    ARNEST    TO    PtfttttT    CLOSING   OF    THE    POMlGLlANO 
SECTION.  If WOUL OPEV THE SAME O-. IVl* DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF 
OSTRA 
BE S IN THE/7AIR Q*O«K0t«  HE WOULD GET AN ANSWER SOON* THE 
43;::    GENERAL    HOSPITAL    wOULC    STAGE   WITH   THjfclST    IN   ARCUT   2   WEEKS. 
HAOt    NAC    TC    ABAN    ON   PLANS    FOR    A    t|I T    A»A¥    FROM   THE   UNIT.    THE 
BAN   WAS    STILL    DM       OF    GOING    TO   PO'^,    BUT    A    GOO    LY    NUMBER    O"    JvCt 
UNIT    HA:     MANAGE       TO   GET   THE.E    WITH    'TISSUE    MM*'    8       K*f|    »«* 
H^^HHIH 
.;AOV 
HE COULR NOT ISSUE ANY FOR Hl^SEL^J  ARNE8T OPINED HE WOUL 
TRY TO GET A BASE  EST CAMP IN ROME. 
2? JUNE.  THE 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL WAS HOST rOM THE BASE 
COi'i MEETING. THEY HA- A NICE LUNCH BUT IT WAS RATHER OBVIOUS 
THEY DID NOT STRESS MAKING THE IS OFFICERS llCtf AS PLEASANT AS 
THE 21ST HAD.   ...THERE WAS ANOTHER NIGHT R0B8E Y 0  THE STAGING 
NU-fSES TENTS, SADY WAS SUSPECTING AN 'INSI-E J03 ' AS MUCH AS A 
VERY POOR GUAR •♦  TwERE WAS LITTLE EXCUSE FOR MOT NOTICING SOME- 
THING HA.: HE BEEN ALE T. 
28  JUNE.  AN EMERGENCY INSTALLATION or CONCERTINA tAfttCO 
WIRE WAS PUT AROUND THE STAGING NU SE3 TENTS.  THE PRE-,rA33 
FOR 60 NURSES WERE COMING ALONG, WITH SHOWERS AND TUBS, ETC., 
ABOUT THE END OF THE WEEK.   r#R SOME REASON  APT. SLATERY AND 
3GT. RAfDACKf* WERE AVERSE TO PUTTING PARTITIONS AT EACH THIRD 
8ECTI0N-24 "EET-WHICH WOULD QJVE THE OCCUPANTS JUST A LITTLE 
MORE PRIVACY THAN LIKE A FULL DORMITORY OR BARRACK ROOM.  -'?ATH£C 
3ARCASTICLY HE REMINDED THEM THEY WERE BUILDING FOR NURSES, 
NEITHER OF THEM WOULC EVER BE LIVING THE?E, AND PCOCEQE WITH 
THE JOB, 24  EET PER ROOM. 
.OL. fM, SPAUL-I8G, WHOSE 3^TH NURSES WERE BEING ROSSE:, 
WOULO SEN9 NO COOKS "OR THEM, BUT WOULO LEND GUARDS*  HE WA8 
ABSORBING A HOSPITAL, TOO, AND SENT A FEW OFFICERS FROM THAT 
SOURCE, NONE FpOV HIS tkQ 36TH WHO WOULC HAVE BEEN MORE USEFUL 
IN 04 RYING STAGING AND PATIENT LOADS.  -AOY WONOEREC ABOUT 
THE SOURCE OR REASON FOR THIS TESTY ATTITUDE. 
MAJ. MtwtV G. SCHWARTZ CAME TO ADVISE "ADV TO HAVE A TALK 
WITH THE OFFI'ERS AN NURSES, FOR THEY COULC NOT UNDERSTAND 
WHY THEIR WORK KEPT UP ST'ENUOUSLY, AND THE OTHER UNITS HAD 
PLENTY OF TIME OFF, EVEN WHILE THEY WE-'E AROUND THE 21 ST IN 
STAGING.  INASMUCH AS HE HAD ALEA Y ' OPED IT OUT' THE 21ST 
■■HBBnMHHHHHMBBHBB; 
• Y 
WAS GO IMS TO SOUTHERN ~RANCE» HE 0101010 TO CO HIS TALKING AT 
A GENERAL trrictut ALL.  ...BUT MAYBE IT -OULD BE CBl (CHINA, 
BURMA, INDIA), BUT THEY COULD THINK OF THAT POSSIBILITY, TOO. 
COL. Oxx, CHIEF OF STAF r, PBS, WAS IN CHARGE, AND GEN. WILSON 
WAS JUST "NOWHERE." AS FOR CACY'S McrtRK«ect| HE WAS SATISFIED 
TO LET OTHE< HOSPITALS GET COMMITTED TO REGAINING IN ITALY. 
HE WANTED NO PAtT Or REGAINING 'PERMANENTLY1  IN NAPLES AN? PBS, 
HE TOL : HIS AUDIENCE. 
29 JUNE.  -APT. ROBERTS, A SURPLUS RADIOLOGIST ~ROM THE 
58TH STATION HOSPITAL CAME TO TELL MOW PLEASED HE WAS THAT CADY 
HAD PERSONALLY FOUND HIM A GOOD ASSIGNMENT WITH THE 93*9    GENERAL. 
HE SAID HE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN TREATED SO WELL PREVIOUSLY, AND 
LIKE) COL. ::AOY,S,APPAOACHABIClTY., . .He MET COL. SPAULDING 
AT THE SUiOEON's 0~FIC£ AND TQLC HIM HIS NURSES WE E UNHAPPY 
IN TENTS AT THE 21ST, AN,  I LE, SO WHY NOT GET THEV A3SIGVET TO 
,.UTY SOMEWHERE.  MEANWHILE, HE WAS PLANNING TO GET THEM INTO 
PRE-FA8S.  ...CAPT. 3TALEY RETURNED Pitt* ~0\1E, AND LISTENED TO 
ADY, AND WHAT HE WOUL  LIKE .-ONE ABOUT THE 3^TH. 
30 JUNE. THE SURGEON*S OFFICE CHANGED THE 36TH*S PLANS 
SOME, AND THE UNIT WOULD STAGE ITSELF !N CRATER GNO. 2, JUST 
NORTH OF THE RAG* TRACKS, WITH PRACTICALLY EVERYTHING UNDER 
TENTAGE. THEN IT WOULD BECOME HOST FOR STAGING THE 64TH AND 
THE   43*0    GENERAL    HOSPITALS.       THE   36TH'S    NV*ttt   WOUL      GO   ON 
T:     |M   OTHE '    HOSPITALS.        IT    HAD    BEEN   MtttPCftfQ    THAT    THE    PRINCIPAL 
CHIEF INUCSE AN: THE "HIER OF SURGERY HAD BEEN BEHIND "OL. 
SPAUL 3 ING    |yTRA|^S1'GEANDE. 
NOW THAT FIGHTING WAS SO FAR AWAY, CONCERTINA »!*! WAS 
AVAILABLE TO GO ALL ARtVNfl THE THE TERME ADgA.  SOMEONE SAI 
GEN. WILSON HAD BEEN OVER IN Ci SICA.  ..THERE WAS STILL NO 
^■■^H 
;A Y 
PERMISSION TO CLOSE POM»GL»ANO SECTION, THE A»;~IEL  SEEM TO 
HOL  IT ALTHOUGH THERE WAS LITTLE REASON TO EXPECT CASUALTIES 
TO A1RIVE THERE, ...   ..THE FIRST BEE5  ATION WAS SO SCANTY 
IT COULD BE SUCCESSFULLY CONSUMES IN ONE CAY WITHOUT POSSIBILITY 
OF INEB IACIES. ..;APT. STALEY INSPECTED THE NUCSES QUACTECt, 
TENTS AN PRE~RA85, ANO WAS PLEASE' WITH THEM. ME SALC, THAT 
I" HE V/OUL ' BE RUNNING THE NEXT WAR, THERE WOULD BE NO OVE SEAS 
FEMALES A-TALL! 
JUNE 1944 ENDED WITH 3,033 OPERATING BECS, BUT ONCE ACTUALLY 








ROM E-CORSICA-WIRO-ALEXANDR JA- 
T.HE1 HOLY LAN D 
t    .JULY. AKE   WENT   0«   DOTY    IN   THE   ■tOtSAfc   SERVICE,   AMD 
SOLOTIN 
REPLACED   HIM   AS   EXECUTIVE   Ofrt«f«< :*»*   COULD    MOT   QE^ 
ANY   PROMISE   TO   OL0DE   THE   POMISLIANO   SECTION*      He   fftttS   TO   SEC 
GEM.   'VILSON TWICE BUT  BAILED TO LOCATE  Nt*«     HOWEVER   ME     » 
A   *    AILY   QOOD    >f«»*    BY   PICKING   UP    A   LT»    SMITH,    i£g    AN'-    Hff   Sttfp'l 
HOSPITAL PLATOON r*A« STAGINO A-EA NO, 1 WHERE THEY WERE SLEEPING 
Ml ffUfa PUHMtfl lira CAtttft ""-NATIONS. tetTD WAS A DECENT p*roou T 
•r THE ffa  U.  MEDICAL  SCHOOL*     TMITY WERE OLAO  TO QO TO WO«K  AT 
THE   tf«T«      »*«L*«     fefc*   "YLE   A.   ;r>AvKE*S   VISIT   FROM   HEADQUARTERS 
WAS   tlfftftftKKO   OY   A   SEVERS   WIQRAINS   MtA&AC*K« 
Mtt'f   SOOTHE"    fftfffO   THE   pRf   f»tM   EVENIN®,   tHO   REMARKED 
TO   T~!J'.'AM!f?SAY,     f    "AN   UNDERSTAND    NOW   WHY   THE     "OLONEt    {   A)Y)   $A I 
THAT   FELLOW   (A   NEST)   WAlJi* A    * SMOOTHBORE,   SMALL   SOR£l,M      BUT   HE 
WOULD    NOT   ELAfcO   ATE,    f#*    SOME   XfA4*lt|    THE   DETAILS   •*   »fl   STARTLING 
IS'OVE;Y   TO   TftUMAM,       ■"■ADY   "ELT   MC   SHOULD   HAVE   BEEN   «#*•   CIRCUM~ 
IPfCf    ABOUT   LfttlMI   HIS   *tfMO    'UTTfRllBiV   SET   OUT,   EVEN   TO   A 
BROTHER.      TftUMAN   WAS   OH   A   SORT   |T   DROSA   E   ABOUT   THE   RttVfcA*    ARMY'S 
PERSONNEL   PLA■'•EVENTS*       ft   WAS     :ADY,S   SUESS   THAT   THE   DOMINANT 
G   0UPS   HUMAN   NATU-E   BMA*A«tV* 1ST t«l      CHJL      CHANGE   KffQM   0^1(19   ONE 
SHORT MMI|  THAT WAS NOT    ONVIN   INQ   r«n  TRUMAN* « 
THE 36TH*S ATTITUDE MR«ES  UP.     THE It?   WWHI MF*f Miff 
INTO   THE   NEW  Mf^Ml   QUARTERS    IN   TO**!   O"    TtRMtt      ?Kf   "HIE"   •# 
tfit*  INITIATED HIS OWN ASSIGNMENT ON T:  AMB QOT  INTO QUA TES 
OSS THE  OR I 9    Hi  OLONEL'S P0«, BUT SOMEHOW HE WAS NOT 
ATTA HfO TO THE 21 ST. 
AY SAVE THE 8TA- F ORIENTATION LE TU E KtMAll'i AN) A UNIT 
HHH HHHHH^Hn; 
■_- HUT — 
PEP TALK.  AS A SORT Or RESUME HE SAlD^THEY HAD STAGED,1,300 
OFFICERS AND NU.SES, AND OVER 1,700 MEN.  THEV HAO HAD MANY, 
MANY 0- TEMPORARY  UTY PERSONNEL FROM OTHER UNITS WORKING WITH 
THEM ON WARDS AND IN OPERATING ROOMS.  THE 21 ST WAS SUPERIOR 
ENOUGH THAT IT KNEW HOW AMO OOUL  UTILIZE SUDH ASSISTANCE.  SUCH 
AN ADAPTIVE UNIT, HE THOUGHT MIGHT SE A COMPELLING REASON,Ir 
THE WAR CONTINUED TO USE IT ELSEWHERE, SO IT WOULD MOVE. Hi 
ANSWERED A FEW QUESTIONS, ANO FOUND THERE WAS AN OVERWHELMING 
WISH TO MOVE IN THE Dl ECTfON OR SOUTHERN F*ANCf, AND NOT IN 
GONE 
THE   I'ECTION WHERE  DAPT. M, A.  DASBER.G HAD QNG, CH*NA, BURMA, 
INDIA. NO ONE HAD FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT CASBERG. 
SUNDAY, 2 JULY.  THE THE INTENTIONS •* LT. ,OL. ^INFIELD, 
HIEF OF SURGERY, 26TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, CLEARED. MOST Q- HIS 
UNIT WAS STAGING IN CHATO* NO, 1, AMO HE SEEMINGLY HAD EXPECTED 
TO STAGE HI-SEL- AT TERME COMFORTABLY WITHOUT BEING ON ACTUAL 
UTY ANYWHERE.  HOWEVER, THE 3URGE0NfS OFFICE HAD ASSIGNED HIM 
WITH THE 45TH GENERAL WHERE THEY THOUGHT HE WAS NEEDED, BUT THE 
45TH THOUGHT THEY HAD BEEN DOING ALL US'-IT AS THEY HAD BEEN WITHOUT 
HIM.  SO, HE WAS TO REPORT FOR DUTY DAILY AT THE 45TH, AND SLEEP 
HT'SELF AT TERME.   AND TERME NEVER GOT ANY OF THE 36TH*S COOKS 
TO HELP FEED HIM OR HIS NURSES. 
:OL. TINGAY, "•'"., A:; Hcu, AND ?/AJ. STEELE, ".:, P33, CAME. 
LT. COL. GURLEY MENTIONED HIS ASPIRATIONS TO THEM FOR A HIGHER 
GRADE. DISCUSSION OF H0R8ETRADING WAS THE RESULT* MAYBE 
COL. MYRON RUDOLPH WOULD TAKE HIM AS SEVENTH ARMY OENTAL SURGEON, 
THEN   "'Ad.    STEELE    AN^    LANE    ff«    O'BRIEN   WOULD    COMt    TO    THE    21 ST?    MA<f« 
STEELE WSS REGULA? ARMY.  POSSIBILITIES FOR THE SWAP LOOKED GOOD. 
3 JULY.  3AO¥ MttttMIO OF IDERS EFFICIENCY RECORDS AND 
CONCLUDED: D'OST OR THE GOOD ONES WERE STILL JUST AS GOOD, AND 
THE  INDIFFERENTLY GOOD MM ABOUT THE SAME, TOO. SEVERAL OF THE 
CADY 
NURSES PROMOTIONS WE *£ COMING THROUGH, BUT TWO OF THE WHITFIELO 
SECTION NURSES WEJE TURNEC BACK JUST BECAUSE THEIR UNIT HAD SEEN 
DISBANDED. THAT EXCUSE WAS NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR HIM I SECRETARY 
OF WAR STIMSON AN: SURGEON GENERAL KIRK WERE EXPECTED IN THE BASE 
IN A CAY OR TWO, AND DAOY WOULD TEALLY LIKE TO 8PEAK WITH GEN. 
KIRK, BUT HE MIGHT TALK TOO WHOM ABOUT HIS FRUSTRATIONS} 
INDEPENDENCE DAY, 4 JULY. 
"'THE 'hiST DAY I GOT AWAY FROM COMMAND PURELY FOR RECREATION 
SINCE BEING OVERSEAS, ***•?! CAPY.  ON THE WAY TOWARD "APR I  IN 
THREE YACHTS "ROM MMAJ. MAX'S YACHT CLUB? THE WIND CAME UP AND 
IT SHOUL  HAVE PRETTY EXCITING |F DADY HAD BEEN OLC SALT ENOUGH 
TO HAVE APPRECIATED ALL THE SAILING TECHNICALtTIKS HE SAW.  OMf| 
UAI| A NON-SWIMMER SAILOR, WAS WHIPPED OVERBOARD, BUT LUCKILY 
HE •RAfftO TMC Wl F  ABLE ALONG THE FORWARD D£:K.  i IE MANAGED TO 
CRAWL BACK ABOARD THE NEXT TIME THE YACHT HEELED INTO A TOUSW. 
THE WATER WAS TOO ROUGH TO PROCEED TO "APR I SO THEY PUT INTO 
SORRENTO WHERE THE HIGH BLUFFS DADE THE WATER VERY QUIET.  THEY 
LURCHED, SWAM AND DRANK 8ECBR MACE BY A MAN CALLED BAMICV WHOSE 
EXPEDIENCE THEY SAID HAD BEEN GAINED UNDER A tftCtMAtttft AT THE 
ANHEISZERBUS CM BREWERY IN ST. LOUIS. 
:ADY PLAYED AROUND- WITH A KAYAK, FELL OUT AND ONCE FtCtAlttfQ 
HIS POSITION QUITE EASILY.  THE SECOND RALL-OUT ENDED IN COMPLETE 
FRUSTRATION.   HE WAS tATMfft HPHILOSOPHI AL ABOUT IT PERFORCE 
BECAUSE YOUNG  :APT. TOD K. SMITH, dR . {54} SON OF CAOY'S BANKING 
ADVISOR, WAS A VERITIBLE WATEE DU K BUT HAT HIS OWN TROUBLES WITH 
THE GADGET,TOO.«HEN -AD. SAM P. HARBISON, ON A BET WITH ONE OF 
36TH GENERAL'S    NURSES, STOOD UP IN HIS KAYAK AND PADDLED 
200 YARDS TO SHORE, AN  THEN JUMPED OUT WITHOUT SPILLING Hi: SELF, 
THAT WAS AN EXHIBITION 0: SHEE  SURGICAL COORDINATION.    ALSO, 
BBHHBB^^H^^HHHHHHHHBHHBHHHIRHnBHBflB 
A    Y 
IT   WAS   AN    INFREQUENT   0      A8I0N   WHEN   THE   SALS   ANO    HIS   OWN   PERSONNEL 
HA:)   SO:H   AN   OPPORTUNITY   TO   MAKE    A    "HiKEN   COLONEL       I     I    ULOU8 
AN:     AWtiMAS   WIT*--    IMPUNITY,    BUT   MAX,    A   OAMfftA   MEN';,    TOOK   PLENTY 
U      PICTURES   TO   P   OVEHT.       HARBISON   HA'     WO   KE :    WITH   TWO   QT   THE 
Mi$Zl!    -.OM    fHI   3&TH   (fctNgRAli    HOSPITAL,    AH-    THEY    0f*f   OPENLY   BE- 
DEVILING   HIM   TO   GET   THEM   fftAlltrf ftftf 0   TO   THE   21 ST   80   THEY      OUL 
WORK   WITH   BA   BISON. A:Y    'LIE:.'   LIKE   A   GENTLEMAN*    SAVING    IT    WAS 
IMPOSSIBLE   BEAU8E    HE      OUL      HOT    TOLE   ATE    ANY   VQftffN   AftOUNQ    THE 
IH  IT   WHO   HA      EVE:    SEEN   Ntt       !ON)TY    SO   COMPLETELY    UNGUA      i.'      A8 
ON   THAT   0      AS ION,      KAfttlten'l   PLEA   WAS   0ASE^   ON   THE   NEE       '0*    SOCM 
SKILLS       HANOI   TO   WO   K   ON   THE   LAME   6A-K   O       ^LOffCi"   HENRY   SCHWA   TZ. 
«..H£   LOST   NO   TIME   ElftOfttlM   tHt   POSSIBILITIES   TO   SET   ITS* 
PAHGI30*:N   AN.    DUNN,    AN %    tfAAftCQ    LOOSE    -ROM   THE    3GT-. 
WELL   AS   WE   -"OUL      I EVEMSE    »    THF   OTHE^   MENBE   S   §»    THAT 
PArTY   «f*Ct      M»8S   JE      V   flILKIE,    A      ,    ' SOM   TEXAS,      APT,    PE •    v, 
QMC    (rU •; CHASING), APT,    SWEENEY,    CCfClA^fn       tNA«|       ;:AU.       HAPMAN, 
JAGS   (   HlCAGO),    1ST   LT.       ILLMAN,    WA   ,       ISS      QLLIN8,    A?,    ,    300   TM 
QtNtftAA HOSPITAL, CL. Tire-, A", AND SOME orrtegft't USSIAN 
et L. ON THE KETU*~N VOVASE, MA4« JHAPMAN'S YA HT tA0X1 A MAST, 
AN      SOME   t«HQ    8EAMNAN8HIP, iA   Y   THOUGHT,    WAS   EXHIBITED    IN   THE    ?OUGH 
WATE      EL :Y   GOT   A   LINE   AOAftO   70   TCW   NtM   I *T0   PO--T. 
THOUGHT'UL   BOLOTIN   HM    SAVE:    A   TURKEY    OlUMtA       OR      AOY,    SOT 
WITH   SO^E    II STUBBING   NEWSt OL,    J#   GUY   ftfltONMf    COg   AJRO   GENERAL 
HOSPITAL   STILL    |1   M§S|    HA      SEEN   ANNUM*   AN"    TALKING   ABOUT    H|8   OWN 
P^OSLEMS:      GENERAL   WtLSON   WAS   HUNT IK'S   A   SU'OMH      0      HIS   NEW   PLACE, 
|A    MOT   WANT    IT   MfVSSELr,    AND   BOLOT«N   WAS   SUSP!-fOUS   THAT 
HE   MIGHT   8E   T   YIN«   TO      |      UIT      ADV.      THEY   80TH   THOUGHT   THAT      AY 
AN      THE   ?1lT   MC*f      OINQ    ALL   FMQHT,    AM8   BOLOTIM   r£AI<C;   WHAT      OWL 
HAPPEN   WITH   A   |RAtN      ESEVIBT   LIKE       AY    IN   A   POSITION   WHE   E 
WOULO    HAVE    TO   BU'K   ALL   THE    ftCNtflARf   WHO   HA       I    EA8   Or    THE!       OWN. 
ni^Bm&mmmmmmmBBBWimmmmBmBam 
A - y 
STROHM WANTED TO MEET "AOY THE NEXT CAY. 
THEIE WAS ALSO A BIS BASKET UL O" PAPERS AWAITING HIM. 
5 JULY. THERE WE-E MO >E ORDERS O^ 36TH PERSONNEL TO GO 
ELSEWHE'E, AN) LEAVE THE 21ST SHO THANDED. HE BEGAN TO THINK 
"OL. SPAULRING WAS HAVING TROUBLE WITH HIS PEKSONNEL WHO WE-E 
STAGING    OTHr ,TD,    AC       BECAUSE    SOME    Or'    THE    21ST    PEOPLE    WEREfeiETTING 
OFF   FOR    6    IE"    RECREATION   PERIODS. 
LT.  VOL. ART i«yOfR GAVE A SMALL DIHNf* AT THE 5*0  INFANT** 
DIVISION EA-LINK MESS. ONE O~ THE OFFICERS THERE WAS "OL. 
>7ILEY A. 0'MA':U\' o, ;0, 7TH IN .  EQ, BO^N NEAR POPLAR BLUFF, 
0. :-\z   HA: BUILT THE POlV STOCKADE AT BOU-HANIFIA WHILE HE WAS 
'OUT 0- THE A "Y,' AS A "EGULAR MIGHT BE EXPECTED TO DESCRIBE 
SU H NON-COMSAT UTY.  ACY WONDERED HOW THIS 0""! EPS MESS COULD 
RATE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT TABLEWEA; AND HIS HOSPITAL HA^ NEVE? A 
SINGLE PIECE WITH THE REGULATION CADUCEUS ON IT.  BUT, TT*EN, 
THE 5*o DIVISION WAS A  -:AN-OO OUT   IT,  WELL EXPERIENCED   IN ALLJTHINGS 
.' I L I T A Y . 
6 JULY.    CAB¥ HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO TALK WITH STROHM. HE 
WENT TO PBS Ho.., AN: TOLD Ma, NICHOLS, HIS SECRETARY TO GEN. 
WILSON, HID ;ALL MIGHT BE IN THE 'NUISAN-E -ATEGOCY' AND DEPARTED 
WITHOUT INFORMATION AS TO WHE E THE GENERAL WAS OR WHAT HE WAS 
DOING,  OL. LCMAN TOL  HIM THE NEW BASE HEADQUARTERS HAD A T/O 
o- 1£5 OFFICERS.  THE SURGEON'S O-FICE TOLD HIM THE 21ST WOUL- 
8TAGE THE 79TH STATION HOSPITAL FOR   ISBANDMENT, AND THE POMIGLIANO 
SECTION MIGHT BE CLOSED WITHIN A WEEK. 
THE UNIT HAO SEEN SELE TE; FOR A VISIT BY SECRETARY STI SONI 
01. EDWARD "PETE"  U  HILL WAS DOING SOME A.RANGING  O  IT, 
AN    OL. AftNttT TELEPHONE    A-Y ABOUT IT, TOO.   2A0V GOT HIS KEY 
0   !  E : TOGETHE  AN? TOL- THEM TO MAKE 80ME DRV RUNS r0; THEIMPEN-- 
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19 June 1944. 
Commendation, ■ 
Commanding General, SOS NATOUSA, APO 750, U. S. Army. 
Commanding Officer, 21st General Hospital, AFO 782, U. S. Army. 
1. Last summer,' during a visit by a representative of this head- 
quarters to your unit, then located at Bou Kanifia, a new type "sandwich" 
construction was observed on  several buildings. The advantages of this 
new method of siding were obvious and the MBS Engineer Section ran various 
tests and experimented with the "sandwich" to develop the most effective 
means of utilizing it. As a result, two standard types of "tar-paper 
chicken wire sandwich" were developed and applied to construction projects 
in MBS as early as October, 1943. 
2. Since that time the method has been used in the construction of 
many site-construction buildings in this area. Included are warehouses, 
mess-halls, kitchens, latrines, recreation halls and shops. Due to its 
many advantages a directive was published by H", SOS NATOUSA to all Base 
Sections in this theater advocating its use whenever possible.  It has been 
estimated that use of the' new construction method instead of standard T/0 
construction results in an average saving in shipping of h$$  by volume or 
weight. 
3. The foregoing results reflect great credit on those members of 
the unit responsible for the initial utilisation of the "sandwich" in their 
own utilities and construction work. The large scale applications evolved 
from their small usage have resulted in a great saving of vitally needed 
shipping' space and a conservation of construction materials. It is a 
pleasure to commend the commanding officer and-personnel of the 21st General 
H ospital for their initiative and ingenuity. 
s/ F. F. Koenig, 
t/ F.-F, KOENIG', 
Colonel, Infantry, 
Commanding. 
AG 330.13 1st Ind. 
Headquarters SOS NATOUSA, APC 750,  U.  S.  Army,   27 June 1944. 
TO; Commanding Officer, Peninsular Base Section, AFO 782, U. S. Army. 
1. It is with pride and sincere personal pleasure that I forward 
this Commendation to the Commanding Officer, 21st General Hospital. 
2. As cited in this Commendation, the ingenuity and initiative of 
that organization reflects great credit on the military service. 
s/ T. B. Larkin, 
t/ T. B. LARKIN,.' 
Major General, USA, 
Commanding 
AG 330.13 - BFGAF (19 June 44)   2nd Ind. 
HEADQUARTERS FENlAlSUL.iR BASE SECTION, AFO 782, 5 July 1944. 
FHO/GHH/ivm 
TO: Commanding Officer, 21st General Hospital, AFO 782. 
. 1<J It is with great personal pride that I forward to you, and to 
thosewho have worked with you in the development of certain improved con- 
struction methods, this recognition of your highly commendable contribution 
to the military service. 
2. So obviously superior was this conversion and development of the 
standard type of building construction used by the Armed Forces overseas 
that it has been widely adopted and indorsed by various other units, with 
a great conservation of vitally needed building materials and shipping 
space. 
3. Such beyond the call of duty initiative and ingenuity provide an' 
emulatory example for your fellow members of our great army of liberation, 
and are a commendatory credit to you and the military service. 
s/ Francis H. Oxx, 
t/ FRANCIS K. OXX, 
Colonel^ Corps of Engineers 
A TRUE COPY: Commanding. 
2nd Lt, lied Adm C, 
-<A     Y 
WITH    SPECIAL     ItrfRCMCtt    TO    MAJ.    JUL!A    STIMSON    AND   MAW.    BARBARA 
STIMSON,    MC« 
"APT.    8LATE:Y   AN--   LT.    iWltTIMOUt    INVITED     "ADV   TO   THEIR 
CE'TION'S.    SNA   K    AND    SEE'      IPA.TY.       D"AKE,    BCLOTIN,    DAMN   AND   CAPT8. 
CnlOCfl    AN      ~OUL!'A       VVE-'E    THERE   TOO.     '"ADY   GAVE    THEM   QUITE    A    TALK, 
DECOUNTEC    THE    HIGH       Ef-A ' IN   WHICH    THE   UNIT    STOOD,    AND    ASSUMED 
THcM    THEY   WE 'E       "c   ADD     IN    A    CRACK    OUT" IT." 
7   c'tiLY. SlCftlfARV   STlWtON   LANOEO    ABOUT    NOON   AT    POMlSLIANO 
ABOUT    NOON. AY    MAO    NOT    BEEN   ABLE    TO    GET    ANY    I N'-'ORMAT ♦ ON   0   AN 
IMPENDING   VISIT    TO   THE   2ts'f.       Hi    MAO    MANAGE      TO   fit A Oft    Ot#ft   GE N. 
,   ILCOK    IN   HIS    NEW    (SED". ET)   OP?!CC»       TNI   GENERAL   TOLD    SADY    HE    NAG 
BEEN   GIVEN   A    CHANCf    "TO   P!Ci<   GOO.    Uf.'ITS   AND    OOOO    0       1    EPS,    AND 
HE
    
WAS
   ?*£!   GOING   TO    "I    '      PHY      UD6.       HE    WANfEO    ~ADY   OUT    TO    D I NNER 
WITH    HID    ON        .LAY,,.NO,    BETTE       NEXT    WEEK,    HE    8AI     .        \f    THE    21 ST    WAS 
TO   MOVE,     -AOV    RAO   A    SUGGESTION   TO   MAKES    THAT    Ml    NOT   BE   REQUIRE 
TO    T'J    H    IN    SUCH    HEAVY    EQUIPMENT    AS    GENERATORS,    WALK-IN   Him IQERAT Of'S, 
ETC.jET:,    VtftOft   WOULD    BE    IN   THE    STAN- I NO    OSDfltft    HE    HAD    SEEN.    THAT 
"A3    A   GOO.'     IDEA    AftO    HE    WOULD    LOOK    INTO    IT    AND    LET    ALL    HIS   UNITS 
KNOW   A30UT    THE    MATTf*f    fAfO    f»f    GENERAL.       $0 ,    WITHOUT    A    SPECIFIC 
->'!|SE,       AY    THEN   ALE    TED    HIS    ©FFtCfRft    "OR    A    ^UTU~E   MOVE. 
THE VAIL  HA:  A UNIT     OMMCNCATION FR*M    :OL.   KCENIQ,  THE ?V'B3 
"OMDANDER.      IT  WAS  ABOUT     A.Y'S  TA  -PAPE :   ANO   ~HI DKSN-WI-:E  BUUIL   ING 
SANDWI   . Hft IMAGINE-  C©L • Kt«CH«rr| MB8 Eftt I Nfl* | HAD SOMETHING 
TO .0 WITH THE HONG , AftC DE90LVE0 TO PROMOTE HIM ON SUSPICION 
ON HIS LIST 0  HO... .'.  '    . S.  TH'I     ;HOW HOUN'S, THE UNIT'S BALL 
TEAM  ALLE*  THEMSELVES, WAS WINNING THE PBS PENNANT, AND  APT. 
VI NT ED BOWED WAS THE C0ACH, AT SUPPC:,  A~:Y PDOMOTE- DOUR MO E 
NU SES AN  WENT A'TED.VA  S TO SEE THE BALL GAME. 
HE    OPPE   INTO HIS 0/1 If AT 2000 HOUD AND LEARNED ."ROM 
A MAJ. SUN^QUIST, SU-QEON'S C FICE, THAT SURGEON GENERAL KlRK 
-ADV 
AND GEN. STAYER WOULO BE AT THE UNIT AT 0900 myj  MORNING. 
AT THE SAME TIDE, A GENERAL'S AICE WAS TRYING TO GET HIM, THEY 
■fftf    EXPECTING    HIM    AT    SOME    LODGE.        I*0V    T* ft0    TO    RETURN   THE    CALL, 
BUT NO ONE KNEW JUST HOW TO LO ATE HIM. THEN HE CALLED THE 
REPLACEMENT DEPOT, HOPING IT HA; A LINE UP    TO THE "KING'S LO_,GE." 
THEY  I , BUT THEY WEE NOT SUPPOSE: TO RING THE LODGE WITHOUT 
HAVING A CERTAIN NUMBER TO USE. HT MANAGED TO CONVINCE THE OP- 
ERATOR TO T'IY TO LOCATE JAPT. "US I K THERE, WHO SAID THEY WERE 
EALLVftVAIT I NG "OR HIM.   SNA'UE    IQHTt 
HE RUSHED TO TERME,  INTO HIS BLOUSE, AND BENCOS HAD HIM 
THE-E IN 30 MINUTES.  GEN. WILSON ACCEPTED HIS EXPLANATION AND 
APOLOGIES WELL ENOUGH, AN  HAD NO BETTER EXPLANATION HIviSELR FOR 
THE  OUL-UP.   IN ADOITON TO HIS OWN STAC", GENERAL  IMMELL,  OLS. 
STROHM AND KNAUER WE £ THERE. 
ING THE DINNER  AY GOT SOME INSIGHT INTO GEN. ^ILSON'S 
ATT ITU >t ABOUT DR IDS.  HE HAD ONCE HAD A CARDIAC SCARE, AND IT 
HAC BEEN OL. KNAUER WHO HA > MACE HID -ACE HIS FUNCTIONAL SYMTOMS, 
ANC 'TOLD HI" THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS HEART*, AND GOT HIM OVER IT. 
OF REGULAR ME ... ICS, HE WAS G RATE UL AN: RESPE T UL ONLY TO KNAUE* 
WHO HA. SAVE.«!HIMF OR? HE  THOUGHT HE HAC BEEN ON HIS WAY OUT O 
THt A MY.  THE REMAINED 0  THE C»NNE~ WAS ROOD ANC GENE ALITIES. 
LATE-:, TREY ALL SIGNER THE GUEST EGISTER, INSPECTED AND ADMIRED 
THB UP5TAI, S, THE UCNITUCE,  I NE TILE LOOCING, ANC SOME VERY 
EXPENSIVE OL GOBELIN TAPE3TIE8 ON THE WALLS. 
STROHM TOOK CADV AS ICE TO BRING HIM VP  TO DAT!I STROHM WANTE 
TO REMAIN WITH HIS OWN UNIT.  OL. HARRY A. BISHOP, M , HAD BEEN 
SENT OVER TO REPLACE :OL. HUTTER BACK IN UBS.       THEY KNEW THE 
GENERAL HA OPPOSE THE ASSIGNMENT IN "8S, BUT NOW HE HAD THE 
SAME  OL. BISHOP BEING PU8HER -"OR 3u?GE0N 0  THE GENERAL^ NEW 
Y 
BASE O; PG-T "OMMAN;;, WHI HEVER IT MIGHT BE.  BTROHM COULC RE- 
PORT THAT BISHOP WAS ATHEV HA : TO SET ALONG WITH AN SHOWED A 
TEN EV~Y TO INTER '"ERE WITH INTERNAL A FAI^S OF HOSPITALS.   It 
•fftatO THAT STROHM's HOSPITAL WOULD BE ALONG IN THEMGOO 
UNITS" CATEGORY  0-? THE NEXT MOVEMENT.  . . .THE 70TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL HAS BEEN HAVING  IH ULTIES WITH OL. HUNEY, ro; 
HE WAS "TOO G I, 0: SOMETHING," $TROHM D I f) NOT KNOW PRE ISELY, 
DETAIL8 OR THE!  OMGIN. 
9 JULY.    SURGEON GENERAL KIRK, *'AJ. GEN. STAYED AND :OL. 
ARNEST A-RIVED SHORTLY AFTER 0900. GEN. KIRK AT ON E KIOCE 
AY ABOUT HIS MtNORARV Ait Alt 9f   BOU-HANIFIA, HA., HE BROUGHT 
ANY WITH HIM TO ITALY? HE  WANTED TO SEE A 'TYPICAL WART* AN: 
WENT ABOUT IT, TALKING MORE A FABLY WITH PATIENTS THAN ON HIS 
p EVIOUS VISIT.  IN THE OFFICERS WARD CAO* INTRODUCED LT. "OL. 
rRANK IKff,    3u   GEON   0"    THF    JRQ     INFANTRY   DIVISION.       ~RANK    EARNED 
HIS     "AKO-PHILIA    BOA?D    AN:    THEAPY    AT   ON   E    WHEN    HE    TOLD    GEN.    Kl    K 
THE    21ST    WAS    HIS    'TOPS    HOSPITAL.'SO    "A!:    AS    HE    WAS      ONC£<NE    . 
THEN,   TO  PROLONG  THE  VISIT,    :A  Y MANEUVXEC  THEM   INTO  THE     ODI 
3UIL   ING  07TH0PE! >|C WAR0I WHE^E AN ORTHOPEDIST  SHOULD  BE  AT 
HOME.       OL.     HU-CHILL,   LT.   ROL.  OC  HAMPTON  AN:  MAJ.   JHAMP  LYON 
WE 'E GOING OVE? MAJ. JOE sVt. PARKKR'I ORTHOPEDIC CASES F#« THEI 
GOOD MILITARY CARC<  THOSE 'UNAUT H0R IZED t , 000 BEDg'UNDER TENTAGE 
WE £ JUST OUT IN THE ST EET, SO  A'Y WAS ABLE TO ATT AT ATTENTION 
IN 
OUT THE E TO SEE THE "ETHOD 0" JO ING 6 WARO TENTS INTO A BIG 
A 
WA ' D . 
WHILE ALL THIS WAS GOING ON GE;. STAYED WAS CHEWING ON 
-AOY AMO A NEST F#R MOT HAVING LT. ^OLS. BEAM AND PATTON WAITING 
-O THE PA'TY, BUT THEE HA'^ BESN CON LI TING INSTRUCTIONS AB°UT 
A 
SECETA Y STIM30N'S THEI  OWN INSPECTIONS.  THEY WE : E THE 9THE 
213T TASK  ORCE AN  WOUL  BE GREATLY DISAPPOINTED THAT MR. STIMSON 
■H 
A    Y 
TO    TAKE    THE    CAY   Of -'.       THEY   WOULC    tfttO    r#R    THEM.       THEN 
GEN. STAYER RELENTED AND SAID NO ONE WAS ^EALLY WORRYING ABOUT 
IT. THE PLA E LOOKS? WELL SP UI.E. UP,  EALLY DIOJ ANC THEY 
DIM* FTO O OTHE HOSPITALS. AGAIN, THE 21 ST WAS THE "ENTERS 
TAIL BREAKER.  ... AY WAS NOT ESPECIALLY D ISAPPO | HFF3 BE'AUSE 
GEN, KI^K HAT NOT *KMfMtc*fQ TO SAY ANYTHING ABOUT THE I • P EVIOUS 
ANC  MCECT  0   RESPONCENCE. 
THE ;EST 9r  THE JAY WAS EVENTFUL ENOUGH. THE PO.UGLIOA/O 
SECTION WOULC BE CLOSEC TOMO -,OW. WHEN THE 30 o- THE 79TH STATION 
HOSPITAL HA. NOT CONE SO WELL WITH IT, NATOUSA Bfctoto THE 500 
110 T/c WOULD SE USE.; rfn  ILLERS IN OTHEC MEDICAL UNITS. 2ND 
-0(MER 5^TH STATION HOSPITAL MEMBER, 
LT. ESTHER Z. KELLEY, V ,A«A  IE= LST LT. ;»CHA:; V.OQMAN, Ar;, 
AT THE ANGLO-Av;ET ICAN  'HU3H, VIA SAN PASOUALE A  .HIAIA.    AY 
, BOLOTIN A«0  APT. SPAL ING ATTENDED, THEN RETURNED. ~OK A GOO. 
CINNEC AT THE I  OWN MESS •!?•*! QO I NG TO THE WEDDING DECEPTION 
AT THE 0 ■■■ l IgRf  LUB, XII A " . T E C, THE •« |0 AL COUPLE MADE 
IT KNOWN THEY WOULD HAVE ANOTHER D.lNNE ! 
THE 21ST MAD 11111 v~ Y §KO*T ON PENICILLIN O TWO WEEKS. 
THIS WAS APPARENTLY A  ICECT ESULT O A LABO^ STRIKE AT THE 
PAKE-DAVIS & "o. PLANT AT DETROIT.  IT WAS APPARENTLY THE RESULT 
0       fMI    ACTION   0       A   26-YEAR    01.0   LABOR    LEA,E:f      ;HESTE      JOSEPH 
A.AM3ZYCK.       HE    SAID     IT    WAS    IK     .ON   OKttfTV   WITH    THE    if I T H~ ^ON NALL Y 
ACT,   BUT   ^ACY  Attt   ILY  VOM  g its   t     HE  WOULD  ACT  THE   SAME  WAY   IF 
HE    WEIE    OVERSEAS    WITH   AN    IWtCflO    AMPUTATION    STUMP? 
9  JULY.       ADY  tfftnf  TO  THE   NEW HQ.,   NATOUSA  VttCftf   THE  36"TH 
GENERAL   HAD   RECENTLY  VACATED   THE  GUILD INS.    'OL.   SHOOK,   LT .     OL. 
OCKE  AND  MAJ.   ?ICHA.CS  AL - EA  Y KNEW ABOUT THE   -OMMEN ATION ON 
THE  TA -PAPE ;  CHICKEN-WI  E  SANWLRH BUIL   ING MATE   IAL   DOMMENDAT 10N. 
A  Y GOT THE   IMPRESSION   20CKI  HA-  BEEN RESPONSIBLE,     EALLY, 
GETTING   IT  THOUGH THE  VA   IOUS     HANNEL3...   3H00KSFS    EMARKS 
I    HIM   BELIEVE   THE       IS   U38I0N   TO   ALE   T   TM£   218T   MA?   BEEN U>!   E 
P   O   A-         ON       10   USSIO't,    AN'     »BOT                -«'    WANTE^   THE   UNIT. SHOOK 
WANTE       TO   KhOW    j"       A   Y   HA      KNOWN   WHAT   8r**tftf*S   MISSION   MA SEEN 
BACK    IN   PS3,    AN       I          A -:V   HA I    BEEN   HI*?      HE   WAS    'ItlffN*,    AN "A   Y 
I       NOT   WlOM   TO   BE   THE    PffW    "AUGHT, 
»      IfV    ItfO   BY    "AIYANO   TO   PAY   BIS   XCtJMtCTB   TO    :0L»    GESftEL 
LLEU' *. 
*«Q   MI8   A* At   Tl;A* LET   fOMfi   eltAfttTt      Or      Ov,    l_A   AILLE 
AN: ~APT» 8»AJON. 
to JULY,   AY SPECULATIVELY ESOLVE ME WOUL a E&UIP HIM- 
SELS   WITH   PA»AT<OOP   60OTS   LA   Or   ENOUOH   TO   WCA      EXT   A   t#C«fa   THIS 
lA- 
WAS    IN   ONGfOUS   THINKING   r«H    9U   H   A   8EAUTIUL   WA    N   SUNNY   CAY    IN 
ITALY!       ...Iff P&BOLVE  ,  ALSO,  TO STOP tm  NONSENSE O    SISKIN* 
ALL   etfttf   O:    A    LOT   0'    ROUTINE    PAPERS,    t&SN    AS   BOAfT $   AMD    ;TPOftTS. 
HE   WOUL'    8IBN   THE   ORIGINAL,   AW      SO>«e   MA      ©FrfCfS    WOUL '   A OUT INELV 
"T   UE     -OPY,r   THE   0#Ptft«    ...YCSTEr^AY,   C$U?a£Y*-      NAttCg   WAS   0"    ,* 
TO'AY,    IT   WAS   POSSIBLE,    A ME    IT   WOUL"   BE   SETTLE"    |N   A    "EW   ~AYS, 
...
ur    '"ANT' Y   MU-H   TO   KIP8ITZ    fe««    WILSON   ON   SOME   KtBfOAt, 
>tPA«TMENT   MAfftft*,        I    I   TLY,    t8   ME    -OUL:    BY-PASS      OL,       UOLPH'S 
SEVENTH   A'MY      EA   QUA   TE   8,      SCfeEHOw   0»   ©THE   »    Cfct?       J,     MOT   THINK 
THE   TIE   BETWEEN    IT   ANn   GEN.    WILSON   WAS   VE   Y   SOL I    .       ,,.C-1 
:ALLE     rt«     A   Y*5    "0"M   66-1,   WHICH  HAS   ffftAtfttff  PVfRttAI   "8¥tfHlo   ■ 
ATINSB   ON    IT. 
11  JULY, E ftOMA, 
A    Y   AN,    8EN008   3-0VE   THROUGH   THE    NI8HT,    A     ' IV I NO   AT   0400. 
THEY TOOK    A»T.    >CEOMAN,   VGT.  GOLOBE if AN    ANOTMCI   NO«-*OM* 
TC* TWO HOU'S SLEEP AT THE Iff      E^AL HOSPITAL, A'     -AK"A8T, 
HE LOOKE  A Our H|8 COM O TABLE QUArTE S |M THE OL M, 
REHABILITATE 0 • ri:f'» QUA TC 8. THE ?A gfl LITTLE WIN 0W8 
LOOKE- OUT TM OUGH IVE OOT THI H WALLS A 0f?S A Y MOAT. !T 
WAS CLEAN,    V M     touE.  THEN TO COL. STU SE0V, WHO HA  SUPE \ 
:A Y 
THE INSTALLATION 9?    HIS UNIT WELL, KNEW ALL ABOUT IT, AN  LIKE 
IT "OR ALL ITS 3-STORY BUILDINGS WITHOUT ELEVATO'3 BECAUSE IT 
IT WAS CALLE- THE "ASERMA PJET*?OLATA. 
HAO LARGE BARRACKS  OOMS  0; WARCS. / ..NAVIGATING BY  :A' Y*S 
MAP, THEY SPENT AN HOU  0: SO IN  OME AROUND THE ANCIENT  OLLISEUM, 
SOME 0^ THE MONUMENTS, ANR OTHE- 0UT8TAN ING SIGHTS WHE E  USSOLINl 
HAD 8TAGE- HIS BALCONY SPEECHES.  THE COMPARATIVELY SMALL PLAZA 
SEEME. MUCH S7ALLE- THAN RA Y*S IMAGINATION HAR PITUtE   IT. 
ON TO OSPEOALE "EGINA ELLENA WHERE ?0L. NYLANO AN: LT. ROL 
MOSER WELROMER THEM CORIALLY AT THE JJ«0 GENERAL HOSPITAL.  THEY 
HAD EXPANDER BEYOND THE HOSPITAL'S ACTUAL BUILDINGS AN  SEEMED TO 
HAVE EVERYTHING UN, ER GOO"   ONTROL.  THEY SOON DfPARTfO r*« 
IVlTAVERCHIA WHERE THEY LO ATE I 105TH STATION HOSPITAL AND 
LUNHE  WITH  OL . LAURENCE,  .'0, MAJ. PRUSSIN, FORMERLY MBS, AN 
"APT. PARSONS, ANC, "OKME\LY O?   THE 45TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
WHILE IT WAS IN UBS. THEY WTRE ALSO IN A OASERMA. AND DOING 
A GOOR JOB WITH TOO LITTLE SUPPLIES IN HAN1 AttO IM SIGHT.  THE 
TOWN WAS BA LY  EMOLISHE . 
"ROM THERE THEY WENT TO THE BOON PASTORE HOME OR HOSPITAL 
TO SEE THE 6TH GENE-AL :;OSPITAL, ROL. GOETHALS AN.; MAJ. HAMILTON, 
EXEC. THEY KNEW A LOT ABOUT THE 21ST IN ARTRICA BUT HA? NEVE- 
VIS into IT AT BOU-HANI IA.  :OL. GOETHALS, SON O THE GEN. GOETHALS 
o PANAMA ANAL AME, HA R MARE A PLEASANT VISIT TO THE 21ST AT 
IE ONE EVENING AN;  A,Y HAD EHdOYE: A -ULL EVENING WITH HIR 
AT MCtt AN  WITH GOO" LIBATIONS OUT UNRER THOSE • I NE 01,0 WlSTA IA 
T ELLISES 0- THE BALCONY OF TERME ?AST.  THEY HA  THE  EALLY 
NICEST SET-UP O  ALL  ARY HA  8EEN, BUT NOT THE MOST  ONVENIENT 
"OR A BIG BUSY HOSPITAL.  THE BUILINGS WE E A LUXURY IN COMPARISON 
WITH THE 21ST*S, BUT NOT NEALY SO ADAPTABLE,  ™0  THE TH EE WEEKS 
THEYHA  OPE ATE:  THEY HA  TOO MANY PATIENTS, AN: TOO SOON, 
A TER SUPPE : AT THE 12TH,  A Y  ;USHE  OVER TO SEE  OL.   LI 
ADV 
OYALLS, 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL. THEY WERE STILL STAGING IN 
THE tATMtfl ORANC  ASClSTf HEADQUARTERS BUILINQ,  THEY WOULD 
SOON GO ON -URTHER NORTH TO G. OSSETTA.    OYALLS TOOK HIM OVER 
TO THE 73*0 STATION HOSPITAL WHICH WAS  OR SOME REASON UNOER 
OROfM TO GET OUT AT »ttot, 0OL# SCHELE/WAS NOT AVAILABLE, SO 
Arftn LOOKING A.OUNJ QUI -::ay, THEY O OVE 'DOWN TOWN* ANC ON BACK 
TO ;A-:Y'S :U,MGEQN.  THEY MISSE GETTING TO THE 114TH STATION 
HOSPITAL OR NEUROPSYCHIAT-Y.  AY THOUGH ONLY AN EXPERIENCE 
EYE COUL  HAVE TAKEN IN ALL HE HA.; SEEN •. U HI NG THAT  AY. 
ABOUT 2330 8OLOTIN'S PHONE -ALL ?OUTEC HIM OUT 
0 HIS TI E SLEEP IN HIS QUIET UNGEON. THE AIRO PLANS WERE 
OF UNLESS HE OUL.  EPART ON SATURDAY, AND HE WAS GETTING THE 
CffPE s|;E- ATT .   ~0L. ARNEST WANTED HIM TO STOP  O, ONE 0  Mil 
"SANITAY   INSPECTIONS"  AT  TARANTO,   AWAY   ;OWN   IN THE   INSTEP  OF 
THE   ITALIAN  BOOT  BY  THE   NEXT  OAY!     ~AOY  THOUGHT   HE  MIGHT  RETURN 
TO ,\'APLES THE NEXT DAT,  0: HE WAS "EELlNQ MUCH BETTER AL EA Y 
WITH THE B IE  CHANGE 0  S t\'PY AN? THINKING.  HC HOPE', HOWEVE , 
THAT G-\       ALL  OR KI5 QUALI  I : AT I 0N  A-J WOULD NOT GET TANGLE 
UP IN HIS SEVERAL INIQUITIES, LIKE SCHEMING TO GET TO CoRSICA 
Ai.0 ON C;;.E^S WHICH   I   NOT MENTION THEM AT ALL. 
13  JULY.      :ADY  WAITED  ALL  MOVING   AT   UTTORM  Ai        IEL 
AN.  ABOUT 1330 rAPT. ffATMIK, vC, SHOWED UP TO -LY HIV »* TO NAPLES. 
HE AN,; JOHN WEOIQ WERE CLOSE -RIENJS AN,, MUCH »I THIS ATTENTION WAS 
UE TO THAT. THE PILOT WAS 1ST LT. MifftLC*, AND HE WAS REALLY ON 
HIS WAY TO THE STATES OR I OTATION ROM CO BAT MISSIONS. TX B-25 
CRUISE- OVE; ROME SO CAOV COULD GET A GOO; LOOK.  ST. PETER'S 
JATHE: ; AL, THE "OLLISEUM,  ASTEL J'ANQELO, AND ALL IVCN PLA ES 
WE :E I ,NTI  IE , AN  QUI KLY LE T ICHlNO,   IN A VE Y B.IE  TIE 
THEY WERE LANING AT  APO MHINO A»R IEL , NAPLES. 80L0T I N AND 
Any 
IQ ■§** WAITING.  BOLOTIM INSISTS" IT WAS ALL R ISHT  0-?  HtM 
TO «0 ON TO  O-SICA, AM  tBEEOUL  PLAN HIS UNSPEC.} IE   AI O 
JAUNT TOO,  O  "CKET**MIC(.?) -.A  AS9U fc BOLOTIN THAT  A Y*S 
I 3 WERE STILL GOO   OP.    A LONdE" ABSENCE  ROM HIS UNIT. 
ME WANTE  SA LY TO BELIEVE 0OLOT1M, $0 THET TOOK Or,  E» 
T ACINO THE!   LIQMT 0VE« 4NZIO BEACHHEAD.  THE  IEL S WE^E 
C-.EATLV PC      RfC WtTh SMELL HOLES, AN  THE"E WAS OSVI0USLY 
A LA GE SALVAGE JOS STILL TO GET  ONE, G'EAT PILES I   A If*» GE 
"ASES, PLANE W"E K8, &t*G TANKS, AMMUNITION  UMP8, ET". ME WAS 
A LITTLE  ISAPPOINTE  WITH WHAT LITTLE HE  OUL  SEE, BUT  E- 
1* I    f GEL  IT WOUL  HAVE iffHffS TOO MU H, WITH THOUSAN 8 
O  KlLLE  AN  WOUN E  MEN, HA  H^  EALLY SEEN THE E WHILE IT WAS 
ALL IN USE.  THEY  LEW NO :TH TO !ONTE  H~ISTO A?'  LOW 9\fr 
THE SEA WHILE  II OSS I NO TO 'OlSICA*  THE PLANE WAS tf*A*«t , WHI H 
9EEMC  ST ANQE TO  A Y.   APT* ^ATHlN SAI  THEY HA  A  OUPLE 
0  HCN III  OU IfS PLANES LOST     "->TLV A TE  THEY SAfLI  OUT 
^TA KE , AN  NOT  OH' 
AL'O-.T |»"r IATELV A-TE | IVAL, A>Y SAW M PLANES TAKE 
Or OH -0M9AT MJSSr-, ft»S ETUNE TWO HOU 3 LATE . IT 'VAS A 
Ml E «<$HT, rtfT 3f»0»LS  9Y A?X!ETV §t   THOSE WHO TO ?E  OUT TO 
SEE f«t    If*  K|    ONE  B~?6* ^A**E   III WttttLtHt or: ONE ENGINE,   I 
THEN   ANOTHt:   ,    BUT   90TH   LAN   £      SA   ELY      ESPlTE   LEAKING   HVnr AUL I 
B   AKE3,    0      M   8f?AKE3   AT   ALL. APT.       ATHIN   SAI       BOTH   PILOTS   V/0UL 
•ft     'ISTINGUl "LYI'.'O OSSES      0 0AXIN8THEI       HAL        ^ I LL I ON  DOLLAR 
8
   •*€ PLANES   HA      LESS   3E    »0U3   MMAGE,    NO 
WOUN   E      O      KlLLE       IN   THIS   MISSION   OVE      THE   PO   VALLEY* APT. 
V/ATHIN,    A   PILOT   HI    3£uF,       OULO    TELL   WHI    H   PLANES   HA:    BEEN   HIT 
BY   TH!T   WAY Lf*    INTO   THE       tEL    ,   WE   KNEW   ALL   THE EWS   AN 
SOT   A   LOOK   AT   THEM   AS   THEY    SMtfl   OUT   0      THEIR   PLANES. 
THEY VIBITE VA IOUS POSTS OUT IN THE BUSH AN  AME UPON 
MAJ.  A. 1« BP.USSELL, WHO HAD HI3 MESSING STATION SET UP IN A 
UG-I  TENT, AN  OUT O  SIGHT  t*M THE Al .  HE Kl  E. A BIT 
ABOUT HOW H|CI IT VVOUL  BE TO I  THE  LIGHT SURGEON  OUL . ALWAYS 
LT WITH ONE  OOT IN A  OX-HOLE LIKE HE HA . 
(HEY *rfWT ON ovr TO THE 35TH STATION HOSPITAL, OOMMAN. E 
BY     .'OL.    HA-RISSON,    ABSENT.      MA.J.    8HAE.-E"    SHOWE-    THEM   A^OUN    . 
THEY WE E :OING ALL  IGHT AN;: WEHE PROUO ©r IT AN THEI, |M« 
P;OV ISING. 
A^TER SUPPE; AN:  A QULL SESSION AT THEI. 0 FICE'?S CLUB 
WHE<E  APT. "V'ATHIN GOT ANOTHE' APPRAISAL 0  THE PILOTS, HOW 
THEY WERE STANING THEI: ST-.'AINS Or  :OMBAT ANO GENERAL WEA : AN.) 
TEA- ON THEIR NERVOUS SYSTEMS,   A Y SPENT A VE Y  OM ORTASLE 
NIGHT IN THE  EPA TE  l_T, /VHEELE fS VAVATE.  .OTTAGE.   IT WAS 
Off BOMB AN: SHELL  BOXES AN"  OLLE'.-OUT TIN ^AMt. 
ItftttNCO AN  MADE WEATHER TIGHT.  HE HA  SOLO HIS WARRANTEE RIGHTS 
rO; $1/0.00 JUST BErORE HE  HECKEO OUT tOR HOME.    A.Y KNEW THE 
GENERAL LO.ATION 0' A SLIT TEN H, AN  SLEPT WELL KNOWING THAT 
ONLY TWO WEEKS P:EV(OUSLY THE QCltfAttfl HA- ST'A E  THIS BOMB Q?. 
AEA VMICM LOST 20 MEN. HE WAS IMPKESSE  BY THE Tl E  CASUALNESS 
ALL THE OF! E'S HA  ABOUT THEIR A  AIRS AN.  :ANGE OUS EXISTANT-E. 
OSICA tCMlMOl HI 0 gttaf PA TS 0 THE SOUTHWEST A:EA O THE 
U.S, 0. T E OUGH PARTS O NO'vTH AFRICA. THAT 0 :" | ERS CLUB HA 
BEEN MA E 0  A OBIE BLOCKS, BUT WELL PLASTE E  UP INSI E WITH 
Y 
MtftNf|    AN |   O   ATE      RAfH« I    ELY. O   ?|CA   WAS   QUITE   MOUNTAINOUS 
1EACMC3   ff'8   NAMt#»*      A.3   HE      £   ALLE    ,   THC      OK   OAKS   WF. 
THC    "t^T   HE   HA      EVE      ttt'N* 
Jut*. 
AftfP    A    1    SAK-ASf   WITH    i£AL    (SHELL)   £308   ANC   BAC6*   ,      APT. 
WATHfM   QfttVt   WIT"      A..Y   A   OUN      THE    "ISL1   TO   SEE   THC   SEE   THE   •**§« 
•■.T   LEW        A?>5      HUMOROUS      ES»C>:8   THE   t*t*t   HA      PAIHTE      ON   THE 
II ■   HAUffe     THEY  WEV E  WA^MfNN  UP     0'   A^OTHE     M PLANES 
BtfftNj   KAON WITH     our>   1*906 LS,   MNttta   ttTTlMI  THEM  NT*1   THE 
tPOUN      AN      INTO      1      ATtON      SLAVE      THEIR   (MNJMfl      0      AW    |N?g   ESTI 
HQU   .       Hf   WAS   ••tlWIlNi   TO   AJNPftlCNtAVf   WHY   MANY   Or   THE   AI ~    (#*'l:~£nS 
Mt*g   LIKE   Tfftf .      Tntl       SO- -«EOW   LIVE IGHT   »ITH   T''    , 
MAO    A   LOT   O      RCSPONSIBfL!TV      0      SEEING   THAT   THHY       !       Ntf   00   BE- 
V*NS   THE   LIMIT   0      USE   ULNESS   AN      SA   ETY,   BUT   UP   TO    IT,      Hf   WAS 
UtARHtmli    TOO,    AOOUT   WHY   AfftttfM   PUSHE      TO      ATlOUC,   -SHOT   AT   Al 
OP APPEA   AN   E   AM     ATTITUDE 
AS   A      OX-HOLE    .'O'IBAT    IM   A*tt>VWAN   w-'0   HA-    HA      TOO   «1U   H       I   T      TH   OWN 
»NTO   Ml*   FA   E   SY   8ULLET8.      ALSO*   WHY   THE I      0     'lOffWf   AN      NfN   H 
O       A    PLAVT. Kg    v; Y    AS    AM    IN   AN?**    SQUA       THAT    HA       SEC 
TH   OUQH   A      AMPAfGv   TOOETHE    . 
I ST   !T»    J0HH80"   PJLOTE      THE','   SACK   TO    <TMY,    A«      HA A 
SIT    |N   THE      0-PJLOT   SEAT   WITH   HI".      THAT   WAS   A   NICE   CXP£ 
LIK£    GETTING   TO    SIT   WITH   A      AILWAY   LO   OMOTIVE   CNNtNft*    AH      SET 
TO   PULL    - II3TLE    ~0      .      TH ! 8   TIE   THEY      LEW   SOUTH   0      THE 
fSLE    B f| ABOUT   100   rtlt   r -CM   T   E   SU"     A"E   0'   THE 
SEA   rfUST   ff OU   AGE   THC   ftC8«ANt    "NOM   SWOOP | Nt      OWN      O      AW 
ATTA   K*     THEY  WE  E  QUICKLY  OV IVITAVE     HIA   AND  POME.     Hi  GOT 
Iffl       LOOK   AT   ffW    JOB   THE   Al    WEN   HA Ml    ON   THE       AILWAY 
STATION   AN      THE       'SHALL! AS,    AN      8WW   THAT   GCN»    G   AYfS 
It-ITA   V      AILWAY    "E   V»CE   ALKEA   Y   HA      THINGS   OPE    AT II 0   AGAIN,    N 
BCINO      l. UP      OMSI-'E   AOLY,       !   \?    T    I LOOK    AT   THE    BEA   HHEA 
PFQIQUE 
BY AUTHORITY  ASSUMED   BY   BENI6N AND HONORABLE  USURPATION 
BRIG GEN A W KENNER,  MC,  04067 
DEP  SUR«,   AFHQ. 
WHO HAVING DRUNK THE MIRACULOUS THERMAL WATERS OP THE PROFOUND 
SOURCES  OF BOU-HANIFIA, BECAME THEREBY A DUAIRE'SMAN. IS NOW 
•ELEVATED TO THE RIGHTS. POWER, AND IMPORTANCE INHERENT IN A 
C A   I   D 
HONORED CO-GUARDIAN OF SOURCE   THf*EE 
FOR   GENEROUS BENEFACTIONS IN   OUR   BEHALF 
HE 15 TO BE HONORED  AND  OBEYED   ACCORDINGLY  BY ALL PERSONS 
INFERIOR TO HIS ESTATE. AND TREATED   WITH   DUE  RESPECT TO HIS 
RIGHTS   BY   ALL   HIS   SUPERIORS. 
IH3i^|B!SiSi 
L. C<& tti't>/*t>h e 
A Y 
I  NOT SHOW SO MANY WRECKED TANKS AN PLANES, BUT THERE >|0 NOT 
SEEM TO BE A SINQLE A EA 100 YA | A OSS WITHOUT BOMB HOLES. 
THEY LAN E AT APQ IHINO AN HA TO S : OUNCE T ANSPO TATIONTO 
f<t*NK U, (LMAtf.l9¥*) 
THE    HOSPITALAOQT.    F    E    E ■■■ ICK    ,       0:;ME;LY   WITH   THE    UNIT,    WAS        I S- 
»  A * 
PATHING, AN  AVOR E THEM WITH A JEEP. LT. JOHNSON WENT ALONG 
A GOO: UUN H. LT. WHEELER MAO REVELLER IN CA Y'S BAGNO 
"EALE THE NIGHT BE OFE AN > HAO BEEN OUT SOMEWHEE OR A LOT OF 
UN, BUT WAS BACK AT ttftt AGAIN.  THE At* BOYS RATE') THE 21 ST 
AS "A GOOR HOSPITAL", AN.   AME TO MESS WHEN THEY  OUL .  THEY 
USE  THE HOSPITAL AS OPPORTUNISTS WHENEVER THEY  OULO RQNT IVE 
AN "ACCI EMTAL" ':ON-USION 0  Or    E^S, SUCH AS "HAPLAIN MCA'THY'S 
PLIGHT WHEN HE  AME  ROM THE BEACHHEAD.  THEY WE E SUPP9SE  TO 
USE SOME OTHER HOSPITAL  'EGULALY. 
"A Y ATTARKE  THE BIG BASKET UL 0' PAPERS.  AMONG THEM WAS 
THE NEW,   ATHE  ORNATE C-ERTI  ICATE  OR HONORARY ARABS WH I H 
AN INTERPRETER, 3 R. .^ASTIGLIONE, HA,  ESIGNER . A  LT, BEUME ' S 
APTAIN Y AN: fNfttt OTHER NURSE PftOMOST IONS HA  A:  IVE . "ANY 
PEOPLE WERE  RETTING ABOUT "APT. SP AUL :■ I NO* S PROMOTION, BUT IT 
WAS |N THE LOT. BOLOTI N AN: vVE IG HA, THINGS PETTV WELL LI 
UP   H    '!!  TO TAKE O f       OR HIS AUTHORIZE  ABSEN E, AMU  AY 
IGUE   IT WA3 *NOW 0'  NEVER, AN. WHAT THE HELL 1' 
A LT.'^OL.  OR IS, -ROW GEN, JAYNES'S NEW ""'-PLACEMENT A 
T AINIM OUT-IT,  AME TO SEE ''ULHALL'S INSTALLATION. HE HAO 
DEE  WO;K|NG IN PENAL REHABILITATION "OR 17 YEARS, A NO D|0 N'OT 
BELIEVE TME WAY O" IYER'S AN: MEN "LANGUISHED IN REPLACEMENT 
;EP0TS" I 'PROVE < THE',' ANY."  A-MEN!   AY TOLR HI'! IT WAS THE 
MUSI: HE LIKE. TO HCAR, AN   INT 0 URE  ;ULHALL.  LATE , HE IN 
TURN iAIO THE 21ST HA: BEEN ROING  0: A YEAR ALL THAT LT.  "OL. 
IS WANTER  ONE,  ANYHOW, 21ST'S I EAS WERE COMING HOME TO 
:OOST.   RARY HOPER HE HA- NOT TALKER TOO MUCH WHEN HE EXPRESSED 
1 
A    Y 
HIS    I    EAS   THAT   G-1    HA       IfglfCO    TO    ~OUL   \tP   PERSONNEL   WATTE   S 
SO^Et    BOlHBGH-LIKE,    WAS   NOT   LEARNING   MUCH   BV    ;OtNG    IT, 
HIS PBS TRAVEL 0  E S CAME AM  HE PAKE  HIS SAG AGAIN 
THAT EVENING| KNOWING THAT A\'YON£ WHO CAM , WAWTE  HI'- TO GET 
THIS WHOLE WEEK AWAY, AN: PJW AWAY.  HOWEVE-» THINGS GENERALLY 
WEHE iMllllllM TO LOOK LIKE ANOTMr    - AY, AH  Mf WANTEC TO SE 
BACK 8E-0?E HIS ABSENCE  OUL   OUL DP   ANYTHING. 
17 JULY,  O AY.  A Y*S TAKE-O-- BEGAN 0#30, THE  ?*t* 
30STE    I   L8T   LT.    LAN£Y,    PILOT,    LT.    J.    P,   HOs   HE    ,       0-PILOT, 
LT. U   '"• VAIL, NAVIGATOR PASSENGERS, LTS. \ ~, ANOfst**, 
-". E. BAKff*, D, B. PAY, LT. :OL. JOHN r. PATTON, ' „ T/3GT. 
A.  . ALL^AECGE, SOT. ■'"■.. K. JOHNSON, ENGINES.-?, ANG OL,  ACT. 
ALL BUT THE TWO Mtotcf WE--E  OM THE 340TH BOMB GP., MOSTLY F O 
ONE    O.CW,    AND   SOWN..    rftS     ;E$T    AN       .£       CATION,        IT    SHOULC   Bit 
NOTE,  THAT    AY'S O,   E   S WEE   r#«  HIM  TO   INSPECT AT BA   I   A 
TA  ANTO,   BUT   NEITHER   WE   E   IN  THE   "LIGHT   PLAN,   AN     C     y*a  LESS 
WQUL      HAVE   BEEN   LO'iQ,    «N:>E£c,    HA      HE   T'UEc   TO   SET    ~00T   ON   GROUND 
AT   TAfANTO   AS   THEY      LEW   0V£      THE   PLA   E.      THE   AfftllCN   ttEWfO   TO 
KNOW   THEY   HA      ttCN   EXPECTED    TO   SHANGHAI    THE   *£    I    AL      OLOiEL, 
PATTON HAS > Y*S UNIT TISSUE PAPE- O E ^, AW- HA: RATMCS LESS 
TO WO RY ABOUT. 
THEY HIT BENGHAZI IN Arsi A  IGHT ON THE NOSE AT 1200 HOUR, A 
MtitV  ESE T SEAS IE TOWN SO  A- AS THEY  OUL  SEE IT.  THE E 
HA  SEEN LITTLE SET UP    NM CONVENIENCE 0  01   S 0  PASSAGE, A 
THEI  OWN 8AN.WI HE8 AN    UIT tftftOf WN| H ROLOTIN HA  SO THOUGHT- 
ULLY SENT ALONG B OUGHT HIM P AI8ES.  THE^E WE (E STILL MANY SIGNS 
0-  0 BAT A-OUN. T -£   Id , THE BRITISH HA    IXE  KiP    ENOUGH 
80 THAT A  EW T ANSIENT8 MIGHT HAVE A BE;.  THEY TOOK 0ff   AT 
1330 HOU  AN    LEW OVE  "U H 0  THE  ESf. T WHE E THE P> ITI8H 
A Y 
AN: ROMMEL'S A RIKA KO-RPS AN. HIS ITALIAN ALLIES HA- CHASE 
EA H OTHE-? BA K AN; RO~TH, UNTIL  . OC<E # GOT "AUGHT IN TUNISIA 
A 
BETWEEN THE B ITISH AN;; THE AMERICANS AN. FREE Fftf»CM»  TANK 
TRACKS, GUN EMPLACEMENTS, TRENCHES, AN' OTHER  EBIS 0  QPONNO 
WA  ARE WE E VISIBLE TROM THE AIR,  AT 1600 HOU -< THE TRANSITION 
'ROM  ESERT TO BLA^K SOIL AND GREEN VEGITATION WAS SUDDEN.  THEY 
PUT .OWN AT PAYNE  IEL., US, AND •t«*ffO UP ANO WERE CHEOKE:  rs 
8E    URITY. Y    TOL       TMEN    HE    HA       TO   RELY   ON   THEM   TO   PULL    SANK 
0:    HIM,    fOff    HIS    ORDERS       EALLY     >#0    NOT    ENTITLE    HIM    TO    BE    THE    E. 
THEY  SOON  rs-VNO  THEMSELVES AT THE  HOTEL   ~ONT»NENTAL-^AVOY   IN 
:AI >O, 
fT WAS NtCC TO BAT' E IN H\    E ^RESH WATER AT ONCE.  THEY 
W«I QUI-KLY ON THE TOWN, STATINS AT tytX!M*t WHE-E lAY HA  A 
-INNER HE WAS HUNGRY  0:,  2HICKEN LIVE:S AN  THE T I'UNGS. A' OSS 
THE STREET WAS A NIGHT SPOT  ALLE.  IOLL'S '-!US»C  A0ARET| WITH 
A "SPECIAL PIE -0  MILITA,Y.';  THEY SAT NEAR THE STAGE, DRANK 
AN- NATCHEO THE "LOO;I SHOW AN, THE DANCERS* ONE OF" THE 0 R|CERSI 
VAIL, WAS ON THE P-OWL MOST O THE TIME.  NO LICQUOR COULD 
BE ON THE TABLE 0. SOL. A|» TE -i    2230 HOUR, 30  THEY STO'-KER UP 
AN::  -AvE-ULLY Hi   IT UN. Ev THE TABLE WHILE NOT BEING QUA^FE . 
IN THE '-LOOR SHOW THERE WAS GOO BLAOKVEILE: AN; SINUOUS 
DAHOlMi GOING ON.  SOME WELL-OILEO BRITISHERS JUST IEHINO  A.Y 
A    LT. SAKE* BEGAN MAKING LOUR AN  VILE BAW Y REMARKS*   JA . Y 
WA3 UNEASY (WHEN L.T. BAKER 8TEJNLY TVRNEO AMO REMONSTRATE . 
THERE HERI "LA, IES PRESENT" HE SAIO, ANO PERHAPS THERE WERE. 
HE DRAINED HIS SEEM BOTTLE, GLOWERING AN: ELABORATELY GRASPING 
THE NECK OF THE BOTTLE, SAT WAITING. THERE WAS A LULL I  THE 
-OUR LETTE  ANGLO-SAXON   ISCOU'SE IN THE REAR*  PRETTY SOON AN 
ARFECTE  UN'TIOUS BRITISH VOtE CUE  It   IN AN INTIMATE MANNER) 
^MCN  0 YOU EXPERT TO USE THAT BOT-TUL?" lAKf* *£PL«E  MEKA-INGLY, 
"A T£   t BEAK THE 1*0 0    IT  MOHT Nf*f ON THE fOtt 0  THE TABLE, 
THAT*8 WHEN!"   ^HETHE  IT WAS THE POSSIBILITY 0  A  AOAAL 
MltMf »|fl  BROKEN GLASS, •* SOMEONE HAPPEN TO BEE HIM :OUVE TLV 
EXAMINING A t«AM. 32 OAtl§«I AUTOMAT!  AN   EPLA-INO IT IN HIS 
PO KET, THE YOUNG 8 IT18H 0 Fl E'S KEPT ?Mf PEACE*  AY BELIEVE, 
BAKER WOUL HAVE USE BOTH WEAPONS, BUT HE WAS BOTH WMtPMtte AN 
AMUSE       AT   |jMttft*t   GALLANT   Y.       ...He   WAS   VE    Y,    VE    V   Tl    E      WHfiN 
THEY   TU   NE       IN      0      T<<£    NIGHT. 
1g JULY. ;A» O. THE P-OWLING LIEUTENANT HA BEEN UP AMO 
A   OUN |      B       WM   HUNTING   LI   QUO      BE   0/ E   THE   CTH^    3   *AM»lt    • 
r<| EA60M,    IT   WAS    A    * NO   L I 'QUO'--     -AY,*    AN      HE    HA-    'OUN- 
A   BQOTLEOGE'    WHO   WAS   ©VE   ~   HA   G I N«   SO   «U   H   HE    'EM0N8TBAftO*    HC 
WAS    ««*«    IMO    *8ATtS   A   TIONf    ?Hf   NlTttH   "P   A:    IVE I    ST,   THEN 
THE   AttgfttCAN   VP   A   PIVE-,    BUT   STILL   THEY   ~OUL>   NOT    >«ttf   TO   ffftttt, 
Atf    -INALLY   THE   LIEUTENANT   A :TE      UPON   THE    A   VIE   OF    THE       IS0U8TE 
\ 
¥.P, * AW, HIT THE S0NUVA8ITH, AN 3 »i.ET*9 001* 
AT 0?30 rOu , THE PA TV  EPA'TE  WITH A GUI E TO SEE THE 
MOSQUE AT THC   ITAEL. THEY HA,  TO EMPLOY ANOTHE 
GUIE AN; rEMOVE THE I - SHOES TO   GET A OUN . THE ORNATE A  HlTECTU AL 
BPLEN O 8.  THENE TO T«S BAZAA^ WHE * E A LOT O" 30UVENM JUNK 
WAS PU -HAS:  .    A V PU ,-HASE  A  OPPE  PLATE WITH A MAP 0" 
A-RICA ON IT, AN INLAI  W005EN BOX, AN  SOME PE  UMEf AN  PAID 
MAILING THEwi kO * 
A Y 
URING ?Ml AFTERNOON THEY WENT TO THE PYRAMIDS OF GlZEH, 
BUILT BY  HEO^PS, ON THE (Ot< 0" T>'E DESERT. THEY COULD SEE THE 
Pv.A'is o- TMESES AN' MEMPHIS URTHE: UP  THE NILE, SO THE GUDE 
SAI .   A:Y'S   AGOMAN (CAMEL BOY) WAS A OAMNE ' PEST, CONSTANTLY 
PLEADING 'OR    A    GOO.: TIP SO MUCH HE  OUL  NOT ENJOY THE SCENERY 
AS MtfGM AS HE EXPECTE .   ISMAEL, THE  3 f efttMj HAD EXPLAINED 
HE HA- A ! ANGEO THE T?IP WITH ALL EXPENSES AN'. TIPS I N : LU E . 
THEY PEE E  INTO SOME EMPTY TOMBS, LOOKE  AT THE SPHINX WITH 
MR CHIN 'BANJAGEC' WITH SANDBAGS AS A PROTECTION AGAINST  RAGMENT8 
FROM AlnBOMBS.  ONE NEW A^CHEOLOGf CAL EXCAVATION WAS BEING MADE 
BY  AN AMERICAN WHO  HAC  27  YEASS  AT  SUCH WORK.     THEY  HAC   SO<E 
MWE  WUZ  THERE" PICTUE8 HA9G   IN FRONT 0-   THE  3PHINX.T0 PCQVE   IT. 
BCEORC  TH-  £NC  OI   THE TRIP    AY WAS AS TCUCULA*4T AS THE MANY- 
I3SI0NEC A I  CM, HE THREATENS; TO KICK THE tUMP OF THE LITTLE 
12-13 VtAR OLH CRAGOMAN, AND NOT TIP HIM KORC THAN TWICE HIS 
REAL WOKTH, A MEASLEY 5 PIASTERS (ABOUT 20 CENTS) IF HE DID NOT 
CEASE WHINING ABOUT A TIP.    ...THEY 3 4**0 WELL AT THE ST. JAMES, 
AN. THERE WAS NO CHRONICLE OF THE GCGUP THfRfArffH, ;"0R THE 
TIE  OUT 47 YEA- OL  COLONEL OfO NOT TRY TO KEEP UP    WITH THE 
P'VE ATO Y YOUNG BU~KS IN THE IK TWENTIES. HE SLEPT. 
iESAY, 19 JULY.  CAOY HAC NO HA'-G-OVEC AND WAS THE 
EXCEPTION.  AFTER A NICE BCEAK-AST HE  E I E  TO LOOK A-OUN: THE 
NEIGHBO HOO  0- THE  ONTINENTAL.  A LEACH-LIKE NATIVE BEGAN TO 
APPLY THE NUISANCE TECHNIQUE, AN  "OLLOWE!  HIM ALMOST A MILE. 
VMttf IT MAY HAVE BEEN WISE TO HAVE THE 'PROTECTION* O  SU H A 
•CAMP, HE  "INALLY  E  IE  HE WOULC BOOT HIS BAGGY PANTS 0: LOSE 
litff   HE  HOSE  ELIBE'ATELY TO MAKE HIS  DEMONSTRATION UNCE. THE 
INTE ESTE  GAZE 0  A K: EGYPTIAN POL I 'EMAN, A NO THE PEST  EPA TE . 
HE T  IE  OUT HIS TECHNIQUE O  HAGGLING AT A rt» SHOPS, AMI  PURCHASE 
A LITTLE ~£ V<AN~£N8LI8H AN  ETNQLI 6H~b'E A M AN   I TIU A Y,-#usi  i 
CASE. 
THE G OUP  INALLY MOBILIZCJ AT THE ONTINEMTAL AN I EPA TZ 
I  *AVME ~IEL::.  THE HV^ AUL I   LUI: HA  LEAKE  SOME,  IT  £~ 
Q.UI E  ONLV 3^ UNUTES ILIGHT TO GET TO ALEXAN  »A.  A  _    OSS 
T V0|  AME TO MEET TME«t AN:: "UnMI8H£0 TRANSPORTATION TO THE 
WHITE LOJGE (MS NO. 4), A PLEASANT VILLA AT SO UE SULTAN HABBCIN 
KEMEL#      THE   ;rOQ:;   WAS   IXOfUktHfj   ANO      A   v's    r*IN««   WAS    «<P   OVING 
AGAIN.       ,\HIL£   THE      E3T   ftf   THE   *»A«TV   WENT   ON   MMtg   ST   ENUOUS 
ttem,    A v t*4*rtt r*f -nv m A >AMC :v*tet" AN INSPI ATIOAL 
STO-V 0- THE  IS OVE Y 0  *A'., IUM.  HE WAS ASLE TO .£T»<E EA LIE 
THAN THE PA TY AGAIN, 
THU s AY, 20  JULY,  :A Y, LTS. LA.EY AN ANDERSON WALKE 
I70WNT0WN TH OUGH SOME O:" THE  "^ENCH ANO EGYPTIAN SHOPS.  HE PU - 
CHASE  A SILVE   ILAGSEE S^CELET rQn   HIS BETTY, A VE Y  HEAP 
8PA*E WATCH  O  HIMSEL » AN  LOOKE   U ■ ?«! , AN  YIEL £T  VO 
TOU.IST'B POST- A  -ITIS AN   ISPAT HE  A -£w TO F K • £|* s AT 
'-«   I? AIWI YO HI -, AH UN'ELAXE  PE:SO", TH.V.T PttOPLE 
MA  BE 80 LEISU ELY AS THEY wtHt    IN ALEXAN  fA,  EM SITTING 
A OUN   A CS vAKING  UPS 0  TEA LAST LONG, dU3T TALKING AN. JUST 
SITTING A OUN ,  O^LY SHOP KEEPE S 8£ AME AV «  ON SIOMT 0  A 
POSSIBLE  USTOWE,  A  E   ROSS Gt L WAS TO SE SUIT  0  THE 
PA TY  U INS THE A TE NOON, BUT  AILED TO SHOW KJfi.  TNCY ALL SPENT 
THE A TE NOON "ELAXING,   AY <EA  A F*fltOH A  HEOLOG I AL BOOK 
ETE, AN   USE  SOME ON His OWN P8V HOLOGIAL METAMQ PKOSIS 
*-ROM AN INTE8C EASE -BEAVER    TO A  0N8 IENTELES8 l\'TELLE TUAL 
BU > WHO WAS LOLLING IN THIS HIATUS 0  HIS LIE 0  HESPO' S I B I L JTY, 
" O  THE O" I EPS WANTC  TO PROLONG THE I  STAY A  AY, ANC ME 
I    OT  A E AT ALL. 
HE WAS SETTING A VE V MO EST  Olr-  OLLE TION 8TA TE  A 
• •-. • ■■■• ■■■■ ■      .-.. 
A   V 
MI88ING   THAT    IfitSM   OPPG   TUNITY   IACK    |H   ENQLAN    ,       . .TM£N   HE 
8PE ULATE  SOME ABOUT THAT B10 8-29 PLANE AT PAYNE  IEL' WHI H 
THrY QUA  ED  ROM HIB  UIQ8ITY, BUT SAI  SIMILA? PLACES WE E 
8T IKING THE JAPANESE MAINLAND*  ABOUT 1600 HOU>  A Y» PATTON 
AN- ONE O  THE LIEUTENANTS Hi E; A HO.^BE -AS k*l    WENT )OWN TOWN, 
PATTON WAS 8'iOPPtNG r#N 8TA  SAPPHl-ES E#fl HIMSELs  ANu VSAX. HE 
I  I I  AWAY A LIGHT  ETE  AT A t6 POUN  VALUATION { 03T 0" 
$16,00 6 V£A?3 PREVIOUSLY}» AN' THEN SOUGHT A CAMERA, LOSING 
HIS P I IT, BUT  IGU Z-     HE HA- BROKEN EVEN.   A Y 80UQHT A 
LEATHE  CASE '0' HIS LITTLE A^OUB CAMERA.  A "TE? 8UPPE;. HE AND 
PATTON TOOK A BT OLL A»< SOT LOST MufWHtiig OWN town* THEY 
QOT INTO AN ALLIEO MOVIE A MS SAW A P?OPAOAN A   IL« ABOUT JAP- 
ANESE WM    APE Al        IDLE AT O ITIE8 IN  HtNA,  ALLE >, "B£w|NO 
THE "181 NO SUM," 
-
rft|;AV  O: NINO, 21 JULY.  LT. LAN!TV AA^TE  TO REMAIN IN 
ALEXAN  IA AN- SKIP TMl HOLY LAND.  LT, PRAY WAS STILL SHOPPING 
AN) SEEME  TO BE MU-H MO?E INTE'ESTE  IN A VE V NICE LOOK I NO 
ENGLISH OIL WHO WORKED AT WHITE LOOSE, THE *CST or  THE PA TY 
GOT 0   GfOUN) WITH A SMALL  A GO O  SAN Wt HE8.    AY GOT  A 
OM-USE  LOOK AT THE SUEZ A"EA AN: THE ^SAKEM LOOK!Ng OUfIf Y 
SOUTH o THE HOLY LAW. THE PLACE'S A IO WOUL NOT ONTA T 
ILH-L A ~IEL; AT TEL-AVIV, AN LT. MOS HE CI ~LZ       IOHT, AN 
THEY   WE   E   OUT   TO    -EET   THE   PLANE   WITH   iMfBttttCV   GEA    .      A      APT. 
"EPOOLE   Q   EETE      THEM   WITH   "HOW      0   E"      O      LT.    HOfCMr-'s    I    REGULARITY, 
THEN   PUT   THEM    IN   TOU WITH      APT.    SCHIF/S,     |AN«|«f   0 -~F I Bf*    |N   THE 
AftfA* 
APT.    3-1    r   WAS   ALSO      UNNINQ   A    *JE   Rl    AN    'AOTO   Y.»       HE 
8AI0    HE   WAS   P -0   UriNG   THEM   BY   THE   THOUSA'.'   S    "0*    THE   ALLIE OrC£S. 
HIS    INTEREST   AN      HOSPITALITY   WAS      FAULTLESS.      HE   SEEMINGLY   TOOK 
A V 
CAIE 0 THE PARTY 0" MAVERICKS JUST A8 WELL AS 0" THE LT. GENERAL, 
AJOR GENERALS, ANO A LONELY BRIGADIER GENERAL WHO WERE SOON 
TO TAKE or-. THEIR 0§4 WHICH SCHIF-- SHOWED HI ' OULR HOLR 50 
SITTERS, 12 BEOS, BUT »T HAD BEEN ARRANGE- SO THAT IT CARRIER 
ONLY 26. WITH ITS EXTRA GAS TANKS, IT COULD CRUISE AT 200 MILES 
PER HOUR OR ABOUT 4,200 MILES.  IT COULD CERTAINLY GET THE 
QENERAL8 ON TO BAGHDAD. 
"APT. SCHITF CHANGE SOME MONEY FOR CAOVJ ASSURING HI" THAT 
EGYPTIAN MONEY WAS GOOD IN ISRAEL, TOO, AN. GAVE HIM TRANSPORTATION 
TO BATCH UP WITH HIS PARTY AT THE AMERICAN HOUSE, 27 YEHUDA 
HALEVY ST., TEL-AVIV.  IT WAS RUN BY MRS. "ISM AND HE- AMERICAN 
BORN DAUGHTER WHO SPOKE ENGLISH IN GOOG NEW YORK AMERICAN. VAMA 
"ISH'S SON WAS AN AIR CORPS OFFICER IN ITALY, WITH ALMOST ENOUGH 
ENOUGH MISSIONS TO GO BA K TO NEW YORK. SHE LOVE- AIR CORPS 
OR-|:EF?s AN: IXfftTfO HfftttLE TO GEE THIS PA-TV VMS rfO ANC BE RE 
WELL} AND WITH NO RATIONING, NOT |F BLACK MARKET OULO (AND D I ) 
HELP IT.   SHE KNEW HOW TO 'EEC THE COMMISSIONED: T I. -BITS. 
TEL-AVIV HAD SOMETHING Q- THE APPEARANCE §r A "RENCH-ARAB 
CITY,    BUT    THE    E    WERE   Mtftl    THINGS   ANC     IN   GREATER    QUANTITIES    INWHE 
SHOP WINDOWS. THEE WERE SIGNS OF WEALTH-THE WELL QUA E SO T- 
AN POVE Y, TOO.EVE Y I TH OR SIXTH OORWAY SEEMER TO HAVE A 
•ONEY HANGER'S SIGN ON IT.  ~EWER BOOTBLACKS, EWER HOUN ING 
ME (CHANTS, ANO NO BEGGA'S AT ALL WE - E THE.'E. THE ST EETS WE E 
LESS  LEAN THAN .DOME'S,  AIRO's Oc ALEXANORIA'S.  THE BUILDINGS 
SEEMER LESS THAN 20 YEARS OL  USUALLY, BUT SHOWING LARK 0  MINOR 
REPAIS AN  UPKEEP. LOOKING MORE CLOSELY, HE SAW SOME 0  THE 
WIN OW RISPLAYS WERE  USTY.  PfLz's "ABARET ON THE BEACH WAS 
A PETTY -ICE HOT-SPOT  OR DINNER AN  DANCING.  THE BOUNCY LITTLE 
PROP-IETOR, WITH WIRE PA  E  JACKET, SPOKE ENGLISH WELL  0' A 
JEWISH GE CAN RE UGEE. Ml HA; A MCM UNCLE IN ST. LOUIS, MO, 
AY 
BUT    B0A8TEJ    Mt    WAS     >6 f Nt    ALL        1QHT    F0*    HIMSEL        IN   TEL-AVIV. 
THE  O  CHEST  A  COUL     DO   MLE   HOT   JAZZ."    A TOM     GLLINS WAS  EASY 
TO  err '.7g.     THE  GANG  WENT  ON TO  THE  3AN   IRtudj   AND   PAID 
T' f#40  -.00       EE.     TEL-AVIV  MA     NO  NOTIONS.  OF  BLACK-OUTS, 
A-JT   SEErMCCLY   NAD   NO   5ARC1   ASOUT   THE   IAN   EXCEPT   SHIPPING   WAS 
•LC *AOY    WOULO    HAVE    L»KEO    A   LONGER    STAY      0*    SATISFYING    HIS 
UR I OSITIES. 
22JULY.  AT OgOO THEY STARTED  Or; BETHELEHEM UNDER THE 
OtftOANCf 0  T:<E!    RfVtftf ' . *» 0*011 8LUMER,  r : E MCH-tJEW IS H 
UGEE     now  GERMANY.     8C OftOf0*0     Oftttin   OCCUPATION  HE   SAIL1  WAS 
•JUST™ BEING    HIS     "ATHENS    SOU,    AND    HELPING    IN   THE       AMJLY    PER ?-UWE'i Y 
BUSINESS     IN!    THE    PCLiS       BRANCH.       Ht    SHOWE       A    MOMffR    0.     UNUSUAL 
1    A !S    Of!    Hta    HANDi    HE    AQUIRE)    P . I OR    TO    AN-.'       U     I NO    HI S    ESCAPE 
"RQ"    QCRUANYi    TO'Tll"E    SCA'S,       THE    LAST    HE    HAT    HTA ROM    HIS 
PARENTS    THEY   WE tf    SHA.IfiG    THE       ATE    O-     THE       A    SAW   GHETTO   THEE 
YEARS    PREVIOUSLY.       Hi    WAS    VE-Y,    VECY   BITTE"    ABOUT    THE   Ax»8. 
AT A LITTLE SHOP IN BETHEEHEM THE AIRMEN SOUGHT A LOT OF 
rffMCftACKO,    MOTHEr-.-O^-PEA.  L    BAKEO    BIBLES,    BRACELETS,    (MtftOtOERfO 
JACKETS    FEW   AMfftl    AN   GI'LS   WOULO    REALLY    WEAR. ADY'S    PAY    WAS 
*'OSTLY    r*EMITTE       MtMf,    A NO    HE    ~ONTENT£Q    HIMSELF    THERE    WITH   A 
CEW   Mdftt    POSTAL       A       S.       QfOROCO'l    COMMISSION    BUSINESS    "INALLY 
CEASEiJ    AN-'    HE    GOT    HIS    OftOtfJ*    TO    THE     "HU'CM   O^    THE    NATIVITY,    WHE R E 
HE    WENT    OVER    THE    HISTO/  Y,    WHY    A    BEAUTIFUL     INLAID    Fi.0Ofl    WAS   PRO- 
TECTED    BY    T.AP-.00JS,    AN       HOW   THE    USE    0"    THE    CHURCH   WAS    APPORT- 
IONED    TO   VARIOUS    CATMOLfC    AND    PROTESTANTS,    SETS   0      EARM. 
THE    STABLE    WHERE     "H'-IST    WAS    BO    N   WAS    SAID    TO    BE    A     ~AVE    NEARBY, 
A NO    THEY    ATTEMPTED    TO    GET    PHOTOG    APHS    OF    THE     INTERIOR    AN       OF    THE 
MANGEL,    WHI    H    NAO    BEEN       U'H    CHANGER    BY   WELL-MEANING    REVOUT    PEOPLE. 
IT    MAC    ICCM    LINE       WIT       NAROLf       HIST    NEVE':    SAW,    AN       HA "ANY 
LIGHTS    AiOUN,     IT.       THEN,     IN    A    TOWE  .,    THEY    GOT    A    Bl        's-EYE    VIEW 
WIUWUUHfl  i-(*i • ■ ■.::-■- 
AOY 
0- MODERN BETHLEHEM, AM" STILL SOME Of THE EXISTING AftOMtYffCTtfM 
0=" THE ^USAOE-S. 
:r0c SOME  .EASON GEORGES TOOK THEM TO THE LOBBY O  THE SPLEN I 
NEW KINS  DAVIO   HOTEL,   THE  BRITISH  HEA.QUA  TC   S,   AN>  TH:   BEST 
ACCOMMODATION'S IN TOWN,  THE*E, HE IAIC HE COUL,; GET A BETTEi 
LUNCH AT THE EUROPEAN '.EBTAIHENT.   ACCO;  fNG THEI* THEI< ACCUSTOMED 
•TANOAftOf, THE LUNCH WAS NOT QUITE GOO 9 ENOUGH  O: $1.97, CAMEL 
MEAT »» WHATEVER  VET IT WAS A GUSTATORY EXPEDIENT.  GEORGES 
SAT A 3IT ASIDE, BUT ATE WELL WHEN INVITE".  INSISTENTLY.  THEY 
tNttttCO THE ANCIENT WALLS: ~ITY 0:~  JERUSALEM.  GEORGES WANTE. 
ANOTHER GUinr T0 TAKE OVE-, A NATIVE IN EUROPEAN CLOTHING.   HE 
''ECTED *A«Y TO A PHONE BOOTH WHEDE HE WAS ASLE TO GET THOUGH 
B-ITISH LINES TO  VAPT. SCH|r- TO    ASK HIM TO NOTIY A "AJ,  AEY, 
-XAP.   . , TO GET THE I* BAGGAGE OUT TO ^ P T„ Sc H I Pf ' S 0   |CE,   AND 
THE  >AnA»N COUL   "LY V! T" THEM |M THEIR |»25 TO ?.A I ■! 0 . 
CADf T'OuQHT THEI^ "EZ-LESS GUIDE GAVE THE' A GOOD TOU I 
THDOUGljsOME 0- THE NA V ALLEY-L ! KE STREETS, WITH SMELLS WHICH 
MA" DOUBTLESS SEEN ACCUMMULATINQ S I \< C E CHRIST HAD BEEN THE :. 
HE POINTED OUT OTHED nWHiTE" AcABS, A-MB8 BY 11*40 AND 3A;B, 
CHRISTIAN DttOCHOffim O- THE  ^USA'.EVS.  THE JHWKCM 0~ THE HOLY 
SKPtfLONCK, BOLSTER UP    WITH VISI3LE " ! M BEAMS TO PREVENT A 
COLLAPSE, THEY ~ELL IN WITH A TALKATIVE LAY MONK.  HE SAID HE WAS 
A rOftwt* MINED o- BttfftMAN :iTV, UTAH, AMO ;A-Y KDEW ENOUGH ABOUT 
THAT PLA^E TO TO AUTDENTICAff THAT PAT 0" THE MONx's BACKGROUN . 
HE IN-O^ME  >,Y TNI     AN GENERALS WE'E -IGHTING AMONG THEM- 






     ' THE »**• OVER THE ;A 10 THAT THERE HAD 
BEEN AN ATTEMPT TO ASSASSINATE HITLER IN HIS HEA )QUAIt TE H S, 20 JULY, 
THE '-'OSLEMS WERE KEEPERS OF THE KEYS  TO THE HOLY SEPULRHE^, 
SO THE QUA;RELSOvE  H ISTIANS COULR HOT HAVE FIGHTS OVER THAT. 
UTAH PASSER THEM ON TO TEXAS, ANOTHER LAY MONK.  HE TOOK THEM 
AROUND TO SEE THE NOISY HUB-UB OF SIMULTANEOUS RELIGIOUS ACT- 
IVITIES GOING ON, PROTESTANTS, ROMAN ^ATHOLIC AND THE ORTHODOX 
SECTS. THEY GOT CHEAP LITTLE CERTIFICATES SIGNED OY A YOUNG 
BEA; E ARMENIAN PRIEST TO SHOW THEY HAO REALLY VISITED THE HOLY 
PLA'-E, AN THEIR GUI-E EXPLAINED THEY WERE THEN ENTITLE . TO BE 
CALLER "HAOJ-JI", BECAUSE THEY HAO .-o*r TO THE EN: O- A CRUSADER'S 
PILGRIMAGE, AS THE ARABS WERE SO PR0UDLV CALLER HARJ AFTER THEY 
HA- BEEN TO MECCA.   :AOY EXPE TEJ TO FRAME THE LITTLE PIECE OF 
PAPER.  HE PURCHASER A CHEAP LITTLE GOLD PLATED r'RUSAO£R ' S >Q8S 
AN:) MIGHT rftAtff IT ALONGSIRE HIS ALPHA 0 EGA ALPHA ANR SIGMA XX 
KEYS SOMETIME. 
THEN THEY WENT INTO THE CAVE WHERE QUEEN HELENA WAS SUPOSER 
TO HAVE rttHQ    THE THREE  -ROSSES THAT HAD BEEN ON K?« RALVARY, 
AN; SAW A PIECE O  THE WOOD FROM CHRIST*® OWN CROSS, KEPT AS A 
rELI  UN E • GLASS.  THE EARTHQUAKE AT THE TIME OR ^HRIST'S REATH 
WAS SUPPOSE- TO HAVE "ISSUER THE LA'GE STONE ON CALVARY.   IT 
WAS WELL WCftfO WITH OAN'LE DRIPPINGS.   "'HRIST'S TOMB HAD BEE- 
DRESSE  UP    WITH POLISHER MARBLE, TOO, AN' THEY COULR WALK INTO IT. 
A -RAGMENT OR THEMSTONE WHICH ROLLED AWAYM AT THE RES90RECTI ON 
WAS ALSO PROTEGE' UNER GLASS SEU^EY  ROM SOUVENIR HUNTERS. 
OADY MAi-E AR UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT AT PHOTOGRAPHY HERE. 








ART o- KING 3OLOMAN*S TE-PLE.  IT *A| A BUSY PLACE, 
ANR MANY JEWS HAR MU K TO PRAY ABOUT.  :ARY HAR HIS CAMERA SNAPPE 
AT HlMSEL- WITH THE PRAYING JEWS IN HIS BACKGROUND,  HE H0PE0  IT 
WOUL  NOT BE A WAR  ASUALTY, TOO. 
THEY  HAD   TO  HIT   Y   ON THOUGH  THE  ",QHT   STAGES  O-    FRIST'S 
1A DOLOROSA TO BE CRUCIFIED.  BRIGHT-EYED ARAB WOMEN SALES- 
LADIES ALONG THE WAY DID THEIR BEST TO SLOW THEM DOWN WITH, "TAKE 
IT EASY, JOE,  STOP AND LOOK."  THEY MET THEIR CAR AT THE GATE 
OR DAMASCUS AND WENT ON TO THE MOUNT or OLIVES, AND THE MODERN 
CHURCH AT THE GARDEN OF    GETH3EMANE.  THE YOUNG PR IEST THERE SPOKE 
SO QUIETLY ANO BROKENLY THRY HA; TO PURCHASE A ttHOC BOOK TO GET 
HIS STORY.  A VERY BRIcfSTOP AT THE TOMB O'    THE VIRGIN  'A'.Y WAS 
•A .£ ON THE MAIN ROAD,  "0;  A SNAPSHOT.  THEY PASSE  WITHOUT 
STOPPING THE TORB 0:'   ^ACHAEL, ANC GOADED GEORGES ON ALONG THE 
HILLY ANO CURVE) ROAD UNTILyHEY WERE BACK AT THE Al r|£L . 
THEY PAID OF GEORGES, KUMSHAW AND ALL, cftARtfti WIT 
BLESS I NGS.BOTH WAYS. Ht E NTER T A I NED NO LOVE ftm    THE 8R If ISH 
AT ALL AND NEVER HESITATED TO 0 E .' L A .-: £ IT TO AMERICANS. Hit REASONS 
SEEME" VAGUE TO "AGY WHO LErT ISRAEL WITH FOREBODINGS 0~  UTURE 
TROUBLE THERE.  &JAMA  "ISH HAD BALLED UP    THEIR  INSTRUCTIONS, 
AN  fKCY HA  TO MAKE A SPECIAL TRIP TO GET THEIR BAGGAGE. 
Dtl IMG THE "LIGHT TO CAIRO, "HAP.  RAREY TOLO THEM ABOUT 
THE AUBERG TURF», A PLACE SAID TO BE OWNER BY KI NG "AROUK, THE 
PLAYBOY RULER WHO WAS TAFO TO ENJOY HANGING AROUND FRATERNIZING 
WITH AMERICAN OFICERS AT THEI": CLUB. ...AY AN PATTON ATE 
WELL AHO LATE, AN- SO TO A WEARY BE . 
SUNDAY, 23 JULY. THEY HAD NEWS O AN UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT 
TO ASSASSINATE HITLER ON THE 20TH. EVIDENTLY THAT TALKATIVCVMONK 
HAD REALLY HEARD SOMETHING OVER THE RAF JO ABOUT IT.  IT MIGHT 
BE HIS C6"ORIA"  AYS WOULD BE FORESHORTENED, AND ;A.'-;Y DOUL  NOT 
AT THE MOMENT FOR SEE IT WOUL   HANGE THE 21ST'S MISSION 0  THE 
NEXT "OVEMENTt 
THIS AY IN "AIRO WOULD BE LESS STRENUOUS.  ;ADY AN PATTON 
•'OUN TRANSPORTATION TO TAKE THt« OUT TO THE 3#TH GENERAL HOSPITAL 
AT PAYNE "IEL-. SO -AR AS ANY O- THEM KNEW, IT HAD BEER THE  IRST 
AUS HOSPITAL  IN AFRICA, AN" THE 21ST WAS THE tfCOttO,  THEY HA 
core  OVE-   ON THE  98 MAUPETANIA WITH THE  21ST  STATION HOSPITAL 
U:INC   THE   SU-'E     VONTHS   or   1?42.      A   LT.    ^OL.   NYE   WAS   THE    X. 
THEY  HAD   NICE   NEW a   IC     BUILCINGS   AN:   SOME  O:   THE   WARDS  WE.E 
ACTUALLY   AI-CON-ITIONE-.       fnttH    9rr|C«ff|       LU8    WAS       EALLY   QUITE 
UlCf,    AN-    THE    HOSPITAL    LOOKED       LEAN    A f i ".    ALL     IN   GOOC.    Ol      Er ,    HOwEVE', 
THEY    ALL    HA,":     ;HOW   LINE    TYPE    0       ,"OC      SERVICE    AS    IF    THEY    HA SO*E- 
ONE    A.OUN      WHO    Ml    tftftKC     IT    THE    HAH       WAY.       THEY    HA:,    SEEN       VT 
»N   TO   500   ICOt,    AN.:    CfHJ»AftC0   TO    THE   21ST,    STILL    NAR    TOO   LITTLE 
TO     o.   THIS   IS  WHERE MAJ.   : ILLMAN  CAVJE     = OM   TO  THE  2tsT,     Btov 
AN:   PATTONJSOT   ATGUND  TO  THE   PX  *****  THEY  PURCHASE:   SUCH  SfUcACffg 
AS    ::?AOKE    s,    COOKIES,    BOtfSSON   AN:    ScOT:H,    AN;    MOnf    SOUVENIRS. 
THIS  PART  O.-  THE  TRIP  WAS  THE M«S?   IMPORTANT     OR   THE    CORSICA 
"EAR-LINK  CONTINGENT.      'AY  PURCHASE?   A    OUPLE  o ■-  BOTTLES   r«* 
PEACE    O-F-ERINGS    BA~K    IN   N'APLES. 
UWNG    THAT    EVENING   THE   PARTY   WENT   OUT    TO    L*AUEE-:G       E3 
PYfA-l    ES   WHE-E    THE    STAMPER    REVENUE    TI^KErf    >ffCLAS«       THERE    WAS    A 
"SPECIAL  PRICE     OR  Q     ICERS,"   "SOIREE     E  GALA"  AND   "A,MISSION 
P.T.   9.5,   TAXE ft  CHARIfg  3.5,   P.T.   15, " A*& sue-  REASONS   ,-0R 
TAXING    THE    T;A-EIC.        IT    WAS    LOCATE':    OUT   ON    THE   P.OAO    TO    THE    PYRAMIS 
o-  GIZEH.     PLAYBOY  -AGOUK WAS  SAI     TO   SEQUENT  THE  HOT-SPOT,   AS 
AN   UBIQUITOUS    SOVEr-'IGN. 
THE  OINNER   WAS GOO:,   BUT  WITH   INOfrrfftKNf   SERVICE,   POSSIBLY 
3E-AUSE    «T   WAS     JH.lSTIAN    ^U«:VVY,    AN'    T^EY    HA       TO    TOTE    THET'    OWN 
LICQUO .  THE PROWLING LIEUTENANT B DUGHTA YOUNGISH MATRON WHO 
SAIC    tHf   WAS    9PA,R«IRH~JEWISH,    AMD    HE:     INTERESTING    YOUNG    "AUQHTE.. 
THE ABSENT HUSBANR WAS SUPPOSE: TO BE TURKISH.  THEY SAI  THEY 
SPOKE  WITH MANY TONGUES.  THE YOUNGSTERS ^EPT BOTH THE WOMEN«USY 
OANCfN*, BUT MAMA COURTEOUSLY SAT ONE OUT TO  'ONVE'SE WITH THE 
NON-ANINQ  OLONEL.  THE CONVE: SAT I 0N WAS BANTE MH3, A ,v .  .AY 
AY 
REMAI'E  GUAR £  BE'AUSE HE THOUGHT THEY WERE TOO CURIOUS ABOUT 
AMERICANS, AN: TOO BQLC AN* omtet WITH THEIR QUESTIONS. ..LI. 
IA RCA WAS TI :■£■ AN- SOON LA I  HIS HEA :■ ON THE TABLE, ASLEEP. 
24 JULY. THEY LERT AI-O AT 0900 HOUR ANR DROPPED DOWN AT 
ALEXANDRIA ABOUT 1000.  THERE, THE PLANE WAS LOAREO WITH A 
PRQCIGIOUS AMOUNT O" RESH EGGS, RU1T, LI QUOR, SOUVENIRS, AN 
THEIR RECQVERER LAUN CY. THE AMAZE- ME I s WONCE-EC » THEY 
WOULC EVER GET THE B-23 0■  "   GROUR .   IT   I   SEEM TO TAKE 0"R 
SLUGGISHLV, BUT MAYBE LT. LANEY WAS JUST BEING "ARER'UL WITH THE 
TorSRUK, BUT "O'HK    AT 
EGGS AM. SOURBON. , . No RIM PICTURE 0 /BE NG HA Z I , AT 1330, AND 
LUNCHEC AT THE N£W AMERICAN AIR  l£L: ON K-RATIONS. 
?Ht AVE-'ICAK' CO'VAN'ER WAS A MAJOR WHO WAS BEING RELIEVED 
JUST AS RE MAO THINGS GOING WELL, AMD HE WAS FRUSTRATE !, SO E 
ANR UNHAPPY,-8 ITCHING "REELY.  HE WAS RATHER LIKE THE VAC CAPTAIN 
AT  A ICO, AK' ASKE   !   RE HAD EVER ifftVfO UN;ER CAOV SORETIME(t). 
HOWEVER, HE WAS A REGULAR 0  19 OR 20 YEARS,  IN GRACE 2| YEAR, 
UCH OR THE TIME IN SOUTHERN AFRICA, AMD SLIGHTLY PICKLEC WHILE 
ON CUTY.    AOY PARRIEC ALL THIS O ^C|CERfS PASSES AS -' I P LOMAT I CL Y 
AS POSSIBLE, AN. wONRERER I  THE ARV'Y WAS STORING UP MORALE 
TROUBLE IN PROMOTIONS l~ THE WAR WGULC LAST MUCH LONGER.  THERE 
WAS A LOT O  OVERSEAS NOTION THAT PROMOTIONS WERE RELATIVELY 
EASIE  TO OBTAIN BA'K AT HOME.   IN THE Al? AGAIN, HE HAR A RE- 
LAXED SNOOZE A ROSS THE MTO ITER'- ANEAN UNTIL THEY CA E OVE : MFT 
AETNA ALONG THE EASTERN SHO>E O SICILY. AT NAPOLI, HE TOOK THE 
ENTI £ REW, EXCEPT ONE GUARD "OR THE PLANE, OUT TO TERME OR 
THE NIGH. HE ARRANGE:- THE GUACC'S -ELIE^, AN: EVERYTHING ELSE 
HE :OUL  THINK O  O' THEIR PLEASURE, EXPCESSEC HIS SINCERE GRAT- 
ITU...E  oc THE HIGHLIGHT O  HIS LI E, AND WENT TO HIS 0 R I E TO 
PICK UP THE GRIN  0  LOOSE ADMINISTRATIVE ENCS. 
TUES  AY,   25  JULY.     AT    SAPT.   STAKEST'S  OrrfcCg   A     APT.   HU  FMAN 
#ftA < H   WH.0   UN   THE   21$T   WISH?   HAVE   TO   MAX!   ftft#fttgN   £Xf»AN6|0   « 
SMA--JSS   O-    AH   AftMttf   EMPIRE   StlltPE" !      Sftj    IMSPITE   ft?   THE   21 ST ' S 
ALE   T,   WHICH   ME       I       NOT       iVULOE,    ME   U-T   PBS   HQ*   WITH   THE   MUStTAL 
K 
EXPANSION   PLOY   8PINN INS    i N   N I S   8Utt;"ON8" 10U8   MIHO   X»8   ANOTHE- 
1,000  8E   8.      3«T   HE   WQUL     6 C   NOTHING   UNTIL   TOL     8Y   HI0HE      AUTHO.   ITV 
THIS   Tl       . T   T!^   SEVENTH   A*MV    3Htrf*lffV0t|    HE   084E0TE ".-   TO 
INOfoATIQNS   THAT   "TfAMt"   WOUL ?   nE   TAKEN   :"<*0M   THE   21ST    I      THE 
2fST   HA      TO   K£CF>   Mf 8*71*4   KEA'LY   3S*00   IfC*;, |ygf|   £XPA 
PMf    .      TRUMAN    .-AXE   HAr:   ©EKM   ACTING   SLIGHTLY   UNNATURALLY   r#S 
TWO   Q      fffftff   WEEKS*   THE   gVfttfNt   MtHMf   SOMEONE   MITfefO   WHEN   HIS 
fl Mtftfn    L-H   VMS   HIGH,    THAT   W|«   tMftlM   WAS   C*V*N*a   WIT':   .^flAT;, 
BOOTS   THAT   HE   HA      BEEN   tftfAKtNt    IN.      ffC   WAS   VE   Y   0#!    USE ■ , 
THAT   MIS   CLOAK   AM".1   OJMMfefft   ft#Mt   HA      BEEN   SO   EASILY   EXPOSE    .       LT« 
OL,     'DM .       "       "■-,       ■:■   SICAL     '0N8ULTANT,    TGL      NfM   THAT   *0*»tNi 
Tl'AT   HE,    TOO,    *Afl   ^OtNC    IK   WITH   THE   SCVCMTMi    ..AY   TOL AK£ 
T-;   LOOK   r#ft   A   000'    PLA-'-R      3'    THE   ?t*5T# 
AT   HQ.»    SOS|     ''0L«     .OCXS   WAS   HUNTING    r©8   AN   O       I  ,£P      OF-:   A 
NEW BASE SECTION*    HE SUOOESTE B   'APT,  Lou to  BftftW*    o,;  HE WAS 
BECOMING RESTLESS, AN. WAS VULNERABLE A© AN EXCHANGE On   A TA'.'K 
OEST-OYE-' OUT IT, AS HAPPENS- |N ONE OTHEH CASE,   :00KE  OUL 
INTERVIEW BISHOP.   "OL. S*i**« tSMftfTffG THE SAME  U'tOSlTV  OL, 
fctMftf  I , HOW 01  THE 21ST PERSONNEL GET TO VISIT A OUN  ROM? 
AY SUGGE8TE Tf   SM##M "'A' SOMEONE HE WISHE  TO 80 TO ftttfti 
HE M|ON? :ETA»L f*f« TO THE 318T MM A WEEK O  TEN  AY8» 
"IMAGINE THAT," A Y  THOUGHT, "HE AN'T BE SO NAASVE AS ALL TNIT, 
AN  A -EQULA', TOO."  0 £ SOBERLY, Ml IT THAT SHOOK WAS T Y I NO 
TO TELL  A Y THE I '-£ WAS OE ' OM f NO TOO T MfN  0: W|«f 
BA X AT THE 21ST, SOME 81   WITHOUT INSIONE, WHO 8AI  HEWA8 
80« T E JWSPECTQ  GENE AL CA»g TO  £P0 T TWO 0  THE 2l8T*8 
NU 8ES, NAMC8 UNKNOWN, HA  HLITHELY TOLD HIV, A TOTAL ST'ANQER, 
;A Y 
T'-El; UNIT -//AS GOING TO  R/AR SE I LLES !  TH I 3 WAS MUCH K#ftf THAN 
THE:      KNEW, BUT HE RAO BENOME AL'OST SUPERSTITIOUS ABOUT 
HOW  UCH PEOPLE GABBLE.  TO HJ^ RtfRfCtf E.G., HOW THEY KNEW 
FROM A GENERAL tFrteca THAT THE UNIT WOULI BE IN SOME ITALIAN 
'All QOUK S NOiTH O  NAPLES, WW|CR WAS A T<UE PE M TJQN. ROW, 
THEY WE" E RR CO IGT t Mi NA ,SEILLES, BUT IT WAS NOT THE NURSE® WHO 
WERE TELLING HIM, BUT A STRANGE '.       AT OFFICERS '"ALL THAT EVENING 
Ml TOL  WHAT HA: HAPPENE', AND TOL : fHC* ALL TO GET ROUGH WITH 
A. YBO.Y IN THE UNIT WHO BLA8BE ', AND NOT JUST WITH STRANGE ". 
U THE      I      'YS LOOK :-0-  INSIGNE 0X1 ASK  0   | £ NT I  I CAT I ON, 
NOT TALK! 
CRAKE -EPC-;TEC HE HAS SEEN WITH "OL. A.RNEST  IN HIS QUARTERS 
'.VHILE  AY HA'. BEEN AWAY.  ALTHOUGH HE HA.- BEEN QUITE EXCITE. 
ABOUT HIS IMPENDING MISSION, HE   I   NOT VIOLATE ANY SECURITY BY 
ISCUSS1NC IT THCRCi   ...AN AG TEAM HAH ALSO BEEN A<:OUNN AN; 
E-LASSI IE  147 ME'; AS  IT FOR COMBAT UNIT  UTY, A?') THAT 
A TER ALL THE  E-T EAS THE 21ST HA; ABSO^BE':.  PAKE HAN PUT SO 
SC>RY A STO' Y fHAt hO   KEY MEN HAv BEEN TAKEN Of  THE LIST. 
I'AJ.    BOEMER WAS A TUALLY ShERULE '  OP ROTATION SOON. HE 
WAS tOftftV THAT  ADY HA  NOT DISSUADE  HIM, L t)T  ANY OfO NOT MS£ 
TO THE BAIT T'»S TI»'E,  "fiR HE MAC HA: AMPLE OPPO = TUN IT f ES TO 
ARC HIS OWN  EiStONS.    GURLEY'S TRANS ER TO THE SEVENTH APMV 
STILL HAT A  :HAM.E, BUT THE OTHER HORSETRANING WAS LESS Cfl TAIN. 
AKE MAC MAOf A TRIP TO  OL. AlNTSTTO SEE I  THE 21ST COULR 
RECOVER O'SMIH AS HIS NUME I ' AL REPLA EMENT.  tffl J. STEELE WAS 
STILL  !U -:H  ISNUSSE .    AKC SA I  G'J LEY THOUGHT THE "31 ST OWE 
RIM SOMETHING," 3UT tfCMfO  .ATHE  INRI ~ ERENT ABOUT WHO HIS OWN 
LACEMENT IN fHf UNIT MIGHT BE.  SOS COtfLO AWO MIGHT PUT THEIR 
OWN LT.  ~OLONEL INTO THE SEVENTH ARMY THEREBY PUTTING A SPOKE INTO 
GURLEY'S WHEEL.  THE ?1ST'S POSITION WOULN EVENTUALLY CALL -OR A 
^A'Y 
ULL  OLO EL.  *>AYBE T^AT WAS WHAT Gu*LEY THOUGHT THE U" IT QW£0 
HIV *|GHY O    '■   WITHI',5 WEEKS A^Tf* THE T/Q   HA V BEEN ~HA*iGEO, THEY 
SPECULATE' ON HOW HE MIGHT STA" ) UP UN £  ANOfttCR MOVE A 
ST ENUOUS SET-UP PCMO...  TH£V ALSO QUCSSE  THAT THE OENTAL 
^U GEON »r fHt SEVENTH AftMV WOULC HAVE A *9ftf OGLQVUL EKISTANCE, 
WITH MUCH LESS 3T E :UOUS   U QEJY*  CAOV CON I El TO HIS NOTES: 
"AH, ME( PROBLEMS! 30«£ I AAN*T TALK ABOUT *«GM» EITHE- ."' 
26 JULY.       AY  E IM -EOUSLY WEMT  TO THE  37TH GEIE* AL  !OSPITAL 
IttfTfAQ   0      THE! I    fs's      LUB,    3   8t*A0A   POSIYA   C»    P»S    THE 
P8^    COt*t   MfCtlN*,    AHA   HittfS   M*f   0-    IT.      GEN.    9TATC*   SPOKE, 




    *t       A   E    fMf    T   EAT'-E    HA      SEEN      SLIVEMM   TO   fHfi   PATIENTS, 
AN      THt      EVELOP   E'iTS   HAOg   CON   URENTLY   HA      fffN   8E   07 I NO   8TAN0A      S 
CLSEWVE  t*    THEY WE  E  "TOPS".     HE  TOL       AY HE  WOULO  SOO-    OME 
TO   SPCNO    A   WHOLE      AY   WITH   HIM.    ...    AY   TOL      AftNttf    T'AT    I       HE 
WOUL-    TELL    HIM   VttCN   HE   MIGHT       IK      HI        IK'   HIS   ttfAAffftt,    Ht   PLANNE 
TO      ETCH   HI-    "AN    IN    I    ATION   0      EVIL   SENS    ITS   0      Al      T   AVEL   0      E   8," 
A   Dm«fA   APPOINTMENT   WAS   iA   I   WITH   ASNfff,    ANG      AY   ■QFESAW   THE 
ISP08ITI0N O:- A BOTTLE 0? HIS BOU BON! ' !>ON EGYPT. 
HE TOOK 'APT. LOUIS BISHOP ON TO SEE O KE AT 108 ABOUT 
THAT H03P1TALI2ATJ0N ftCTtON JOB.  Hi SHOP   IVULOS'  HE WOUL 
lAT*£« 8E A TAPTAIN WITH THE 2t8T THAN A MAJO  ELSEWHERE,  IN THE 
INTEVIEW.  H| WAS 2   YEA'S UN E  THE 35 YEA? AGE LIMIT  0  fffff 
:OMBAT UNIT EXHANQE.  He MIGHT 8E IN A BASE "£ TlGN •*£*£ THE 
21ST MIGHT GO, TOO.  AY WAS IN '~AVQ : 0  IN STATUS QUO WAS THE 
MOST  ESI A9LE, ESPE IALLY 81 9g DftAftl WAS GOING IN WITH THE HQ., 
SEVENTH A MY.   "AY PUT IN AS ST ONG A LOW P E88U E TALK AS Kg 
OUL  |N THE MATTE .  £VE'JV ONE LIKE  BISHOP AT THE 2tST. 
AJ.   |*MA  S WAS |N OU   THE  ON £ ENCE, AN  8AI  THE 2fST 
WOUL  LOSE LT.   OL. HAMPTO?!*  ANK AN  GAIN   IvE MO E ME I AL Off I E 
CADY 
AJY WOULD BE ABLE TO HAVE A PROMOTION OR TWO FOR HIS OLD-TIMERS. 
HE WENT BY TO CALL ON COL. GOSS, WEARING THE NEW EAGLES GIVEN 
AT THE COS'S LUNCHEON WHICH CADY MISSED.  HIS UNIT WAS CELEBRATING 
IT SATURDAY. 
AN ENLISTED CHARACTURIST WAS AROUND TO SKETCH CADY, DRAKE, 
BOLOTIN AND DANN.  THE ARC's TOWN HALL SPEAKER WAS GENERAL GRAY, 
BUT THEY HAD NOT GIVEN IT THE NOTICES HE DESERVED, AND THE AUD- 
IENCE WAS VERY DISAPPOINTING, FOR MOST ENLISTED PATIENTS WERE 
NOT MUCH INTERESTED IN ANY RAILROADING GENERAL. CADY PULLED 
THE WHOLE LOT OF THEM OVER TO THE RODI SQUARE AND BEGAN TO BEAT 
THE BUSHES FOR AN AUDIENCE. THERE WAS EXTRA CAKE AVAILABLE, 
AND THE CHARACATUR1ST DID HIS STING AND POEASED THE GENERAL 
VERY MUCH, APPARENTLY.  CADY TOLD HIM IT SHOULD PLEASE HIM, 
OR MAYBE MRS. GRAY, FOR IT WAS A "BEAUTY."  ...THE WORK DAY EDED 
FOR HIM AT THE ENLISTED TERME COUNTRY "LUB, A PARTY FOR SGTS. 
LUTHER R. PRICE AND "TONY" WILSON, REPLETE WITH EATING, DRINKING 
AND DANCING FOR THE MEN.  PRICE WAS GOING ON ROTATION, AND 
EVENTUALLY SADY'S RECOMMENDATION FOR HIS LEGION OF MERIT MEDAL 
MIGHT MATERIALIZE IT FOR HIM.  ONE OF THE OFFICERS WAS THERE, 
DRAGGING ITALIAN, WHICH CAUSED AN EYEBROW OR TWO TO LIFT. 
27 JULY.  COL  SHOOK CAME FOR HIS PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FOR 
HIS PERMANENT GRADE.  MAJ. JOE M. PARKER WAS EXAMINING COL. MELVIN 
PURVIS, DEPUTY PROVOST MARTIAL, THE EX-FBI GANG-BUSTER LAWYER. 
HE BAGGED THE INFAMOUS JOHN CLLLINGER "TEN YEARS AND FIVE DAYS 
AGO." IN CHICAGO.  HADY PROMPTLY RECRUITED HIM >OR AN ORIENTATION 
LECTURE, THIS TIME TO BE OPEN TO ALL PERSONS.  IT WOULD BE IN THE 
LITELE THEATRE.  CADY -OUND IT VERY EASY TO WAR/ UP TO HIM AN O 
PERSUADED HIM TO ACCOMPANY THEM, DRAKE AND BOLOTIN, TO DINNER 
AT SUCCIVO WITH CADY'S TIRAILLEURS ALG I ER I ENNES. ...LATER BEAM 
REPORTED THAT COL. SHOOK SAID, "ALL GENERAL HOSPITALS 
ATY 
'T -AVE A X>L. ~A-)Y raw :o," BEAM SAI: THE IN-LECTIONS O 
THE UTTERANCE WE E ALL  IGHT, TOO. 
THE TWO VISITORS HA BEEN ABLE TO LOOK ARWNO BE O E ^E- 
PARTING, A'! : SN##YE0 TNT    E8HMENTS APT. SPAL D I 'G WAS ABLE 
> 
TOISE'SVE THE  IN HIS OFL-.E. THEY ASSISTS' AT THE PROMOTIONS 0 
A Y OCK, ':UBY 1ALKE , SUE P INCE, AND JUI'Y P-UCE. PURVIS 
WAS A SOUTH  A ULINIAN, AN. HE  ,AWLE ; A MICE  OMPLIMENT ~OC 
JUJY.      V, SHE'S TOO PU :TY TO BE A  EPUBLI AN?" 
>U I NG THg  AY, THE REPLACEMENT  >EPOT BALLE; THINGS UP. 
SAoy HA.; ASKEC r9n   5  MAC 0rr|QE*S| HE GOT COMBAT ©mctn nf* 
PLACEMENTS* AMD A LIMITED ASSIGNMENT 0-  !      'HOSE IN«j|NftR|Ni 
EXPERIENCE HA  BEEN    i V I NQ A MILK WAGON.  HE WOUL'. T'Y HIS BEST 
TO ASSIMILATE TM£ EEATEN UP INANTlY LIEUTENANT AN: MAKE HIM LIKE IT. 
THAT  DINNE*   WAS  THE  USUAL  SU  ~ESS    oc     APT.   8;AJO •.     THE 
FRENCH  WERE I     O;.   LA-AILLE,     APT.   MAR IN LTS.   PELLICIE:   AND   PA^EJA, 
AMu   ASPIRANT   LE   SELLE.     3  AJON'S   ANTICS  MERE  STILL   IN    O^M, 
"L*EN ANT TECRJBLE."      OL,  PURVIS     I NALLY GOT  HIS MEASURE AN) 
GAVE  HIM  AS GOO.   A3  HE  SENT.     B^AJON,   SOMETHING OF  A WOL •" ,  WAS 
ANXIOUS  TO  COMI  TO SEE  TIE  NEW     :ENCH  C-OIX ^QUGE WO.KERS 
ASSIGKE    TO THE  21 ST, 
2?  JULY.     THE      OIX    OUGE  WO:KE  S   -AME.     ONI  WAS ONLY THREE 
WEEK8 AWAY ,"ROM THE STATES, BOTH SPOKE ENGLISH WELL.  THE  'ENBH 
ASSISTANT "IEL [ i ECTO WAS UE. UNE of THE GIPLS SEE"E  RIQHTENEC 
AN  INSE'U':E. 
THE   SUGEON,   SEVENTH  ARMY,   CALLED   A    :»Mrf«CMCt|   ANC    ..AY 
GAINE  A FIT MO E ENLIGHTENMENT 0" THE SITUATION.  F0« THE "IRST 
TIME HE MET  OL. PA Y BISHOP, SU-GEON or? THE MEW BASE.  HE 
T     IE       TO    LEA    N      ROM    HIM   WHAT    HE    MIGHT    EXPE    T    "OVE       THE    EM    IN    THE 
WAY   O.     HEAVY    ENGINEE       EQUIPMENT,    SU    H    AS    BOILEB,    GENE^ATOrS, 
YCLOTliEMS,    BUIL    I NG       ATEIALS,    ET'.    BlSHOP   GENUINELY     JlSTU   BEX 
A Y 
A,Y BY H|6 SLA?;  Afi   O ;~SU E AO?U AN E THAT HOSPITALS WOUL 
HAVE NO TOUSLE AT ALL IN Pi KiNO UP SU'H lff*fi   'Oti   ONE 0" THE 
"SEA CH  EP0T3. "*T'iG SECME;  TO  A V JUST AS NAIEVE Aft f«f ABSW ' 
£S HE HA   ECEIVE  THAT NIGHT BACK IN U      BE ORE LAH INS 
AT v A ! 
L 
If     -E'A.K   MM   Tl'TLY   AM®      0 TUKATE,    'MB      QL,      A   Y 
BMfMf       IT   <?AS   MttftffctAtME   AN      MlSLEA    INS.      THE   218T   WOUL 
•Att»V   BE   BE   MMf   -EEP    IN   SOME   UNOOANIZE      TE   rlT3:Y,    A 
TATfON   'M*   Fffl9#MMfft*tAW0   SUPPLIES   BBS   EQUIPMENT,      C»SL 
EC   BA   LY    »ttdft#A«ftffO«      fMf   Blttf   SHOULD   BE   fMfftf    IB   AS      8EL-'- 
OMMtAtNt 0        ITfOM   POSSIBLE. 
THE   ALLIES   «£':£   P •03   EBS1 MB    IN   W   THE I N   E,    BMC    THE 
US8IANS   WE    E   A   VAN    IN8    IN   POLAM    «        ?ITM   SgSMANB   TRYING   TO   KILL 
MITLE-,    tVE^VONE   MB*Of*tO   HOW   WEAK   fMf   NAZIf8   M€«f    INTERNALLY. 
...HE   SAI       IT   ST*   TE      MtfB   A   JOKE,    »UT    "HAP,    rLE I S      ELL   WAS   BT 
TANS TO   A      MMtAT   UNIT     IN   THE    "ifTH   APVY,    «H J    H   WAS   MM0   E 
A.TIVE*   THAN   THE   21ST. Kg   MS   WELL   LIKE       IB   THE   UNIT,      O      ME 
•t   KE      TA   T   ULLY,    Kfl   BtMMT   KEYE      $VfTE      EPLA~E   THE      QLO:    UL 
HAP. A   THY,    BUT    HE    WOULl     BE    -E'E"BE   E      WELL. A   NEW   ME    I    AL 
I    |    ,       APT.    JOHK       .       HASE,    M    IVE ■   Ml    E      A   WEEK'S   *M?« «"t I ON 
BE   AUSE    O      A       E :80   3H|P   VIOLATION,       rtf   WAS   A'GENTLEMANLY   WELL 
T.AINC       KA   VA I     I    AL   3   A   UATE,    A? ELT    a    EATLY   CMAt*t«Mf    • 
AY   TQLft   Ht   WOUL      NOT   OVE   LOOK   TH      *E8T    ICTION,    NO      WOUL      HE 
IB      AST    IT.      A   3E   LU8IVE   BfM   0       l£<      0      A   WEEK   0      60   WAS   NOT 
UNUSUAL.       ...AT   LAST   LT.      OL.      A   MA    ,    \r    HQ#,   WAS      EALLY   VMftKIMB 
ON   THE   PAP£      TAWS LT.      OL.    0.?.    HAMPTON   AS   OWfNMMf    I 
8ULTA   T,       - Ad.    JA3.    B«    "03IMCTTE, ,    BN   ANAESTHESIOLOGI ST 
A  Y 
r*M HOUSTON, TEXAS, WAS HIS NUMERICAL REPLACEMENT, AND Mtcofo* 
BOEME : WAS NOW ON ALL 0' POTATION, AN CA Y WAS WAT H I NG 
THESE PERSONNEL CHANGES ^LOSELY. THE MOMENT A PROMOTION CMAMCT 
WAS UN OVE E:, HE WAS SHOOTING IN A RECOMMENDATION,  "APT. EL 
ALVIS, THE UNIT'S 8EA HHEAH OCULIST, WAS PROBABLY THE NEXT IN 
L INE. 
FMttgfl    SGT,    YOUNGBLOOD,    ONE    OF    THE       IB ST   Aral CAN   ROTATION- 
ISTS, WAS MCK IN ITALY AS A PANGER. NO ONE WAS ABLE TO TELL 
"AY WHAT HE THOUGHT ABOUT A-MY MATTERS BAK IN THE STATES. 
...DRAKE WAS O'PLAINING HE HA CONTRACTS.: THE HG-LS" (DIARRHOEA) 
AT    BRAJON'O      -INNER,    BUT    CADV    AMD    BOLOTIN    SAIC    THEY    WERE   REA..Y 
TO CIAGNOSE IT AS "PRE-I NVASI ON ^OLITIS," "OR THEY MAO NO SYMPTOMS, 
NOR WERE THEY BREAK IN IN COMBAT BOOTS. 
AFTER CLEANING UP PAPERWORK SOME,  AJY AND BOLQTIN WENT TO 
SEE WLNTERBOWER'S .HOW HOUN.S PLAY A 12 INNING, NO SCORE SORT- 
BALL   MATCH   WITH   SOME    GROMANCg   CUT "IT.      Ht   ©ROfRfC    THE   TfftMf   BAR 
CLOSE-   BECAUSE    HE   RISCQVEREC    THE    CONCESSIONNAIRE   WAS   GREEOY, 
AND    THE   ENLISTED    SUPERVISOR    HAc    BEEN    IN   THE   PLACE   TOO   PUBLICLY 
SERVING    ANY       LQATE?    WHO   MIGHT    BA    GE    IN.        ~RANK    GHIMAL-I,    THE 
^ON"ESSIONAIRE,    KNEW   WHAT   WAS   RIGHT,    AMO    CAME   TO    SAY   80.       Ht       I 
NOT   WANT   THE   21sT*S   P'lVATE   BAR    COMPETING   WITH   THE   ME.tCAL    DtWffA 
OrrtoCRi LUB, ALSO UNDER THE TERME ROOF.  HE CROPPED BY TO SEE 
HOW IT WAS OPERATING, AND TO HAVE A NIGHT-AP. ...THE WHOLE 
HOSPITAL HA:: SHOWN UP VERY WELL ON SATURDAY INSPECTION, INCLU I NG 
THE BAKERY AN. |CF«*CCEA'- PLANT WHERE INSPECTORS STILL CAME LAST. 
DRIFTING OF TO SLEEP, EVERYTHING WAS IFCFMMTMI JUST ABOUT WELL 
ENOUGH THAT IT MUST BE ABOUT TIME TO ..MOVE..OUT. 
ONCAY, 31 JULY.  !OT EALLY A DAY OF PEACE AND SERENITY, 
0 A OUPLE 0- GRIPING NURSES AN AN OFFICER VENTED THEIR CON LI TS 
A MO ~RUSTDAT«ONS ON THE NON-COMS IN THE MESS,  THEY 'OUL NOT FFOTSCT 
THEMSELVES AGAINST THE!' A* OGAN Cf AN   E-AN S  0<    SPEIAL 
PHONAL -ONSI E-ATI0N8.    A Y WAS ANNOYE; THAT ANY UN I T O F|OE=?S, 
ATE  THIS LENGTH O  TIME, "OUL  HARBOR SU H ATTITU ES TOWA--7 " 
THE MEN.  HE TU^NE  THE MATTEL 0  THE NURSES OVEI TO  ,APT. 
SPAL.1NG, BUT  :ALLE-- THE 0   I £•  IN  OR HIMSELF  THE OFF I E 
REALLY IIIMID TO BELIEVE THAT HIS *AM«  'EALLY GAVE HIM SU:H 
PRIVILEGES.    AOY REMlt-:E.: HIM THE k*Hf   WAS OBLIGATE': TO TEE, 
HIV, AT LEAST IN A -HOW LINE.  EATING  EGULA'LY IN THE 01  I ERS 
MESS WAS THE P:IVILEGE HE WAS PAYING TOR HIMSELF BY REASON 0 
HIS ASSESSMENT.   S*0¥ WOOL: SOMEWHAT GLADLY EN.OU AGE HIM TO 
WITH ;<AW HIS MEMBERSHIP AS %f    TOMORROW I  HE I   HE DfC NOT 
BELIEVE IT WOUL  BE WORTH HIS WHILE TO tW**    TO THE CUSTOMS, 
AT LEAST OUTWA-  LY.    ^A:Y WOULD GUARANTEE HIM A PLA E TO EAT, 
AttC HEGULA^LY. 
SA:Y TOOK BOLOTIN WITH HIM WHEN HE WENT TO SU   IVO TO 
L-A^N WHO WOUL  BE ATTEN I NG THE  .■! NNE'i HE EXPERTS' TO GIVE. 
A 
THEN  THE     HOW HQUNOS  WON,   PLAYEJ  in    THKIft  TIE.     THEY   HAD   A 
QOO    HANCE TO WIN THE PBS PENNANT.   I  SOME ,EVlOUS MANNE, 
KNOWN TO G-lS, THEY BAM HOME WEALTHIER BY $610.) ALTHOUGH 
THERE HA- BEEN NO Q FI'MAL P"I2E MONEY PUT UP . 
JULY KHOto WITH MAXIMUM BE S *t»Q «o, 3,033? MAXIMUM 
*****    OF PATIENTS,2,7?3?  AVERAGE PATIENT LOAD, 2,269, AN:: 
TOTAL ADMISSIONS, 1,072. 
0C0 
CADV UMAt-ld 51 
ONE,FOR THE MONEY, 
TWO,FOR THE SHOW, 
THREE,TO MAKE READY, AND... 
AUGUST 19^4 
f AUGUST.   CADY WAS TRYING TO RET THE 3URGEQN, PBS, TO 
FOK 
TAKE COGNIZAMCE OF THE COMMENOATIONP L.T . MARTHA M. KITCHEN, HO, 
A 
ANfl ONE or THE NURSES HAD RECEIVED FOR THEIR EXEMPLARY WORK IN 
EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY OF THE TROUBLESOME INFECTIOUS HEPATITIS. 
MAJ. 30LOTIN AND CAPT. SPALD1N6 HAD SOME BUSINESS UP AT CASERTA 
AND WERE 'ARMED* WITH CAKE AND ICE CREAM. CCL. SHOOK WAS ABSENT, 
BUT  THE REMAINDER OF HIS OFFICE PARTICIPATED IN THE REFRESHMENTS, 
WHICH VA1 MOT TRIVIAL FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES. 
LT. NLF PUT ON A SPLENDID DINNER AT THE SENIOR MESS, TERME, 
FOR THE FRENCH GUESTS: COM. LAFAILLE, CAPT. 8RA«ICN AND LT. PELLICIER, 
MMC« KIES", MLLE. VVINNEMAN, ANO THE NEW RED CROSS ASS I STANTCFL ELD 
DIRECTOR, MISS OOROTHY PAPE. AGRESS, 8OLOTIN AND CAPT. SPALDING 
SUPPORTED CADY. THZ  PARTY WAS, WITHAL, A BIT COZIER THAN SRAJON, 
'L'ENFANT TERRIBLE,* MIGHT HAVE MADE IT.  THE AMERICANS WERE 'OFFICIAL* 
AND NOT REALLY BI-LINGUAL.  MME. KlEF SPILLED SOME OF THE 3EANS, 
FOR SHE DID NOT LIKE SRAJON.   COM. LAFAILLE, SHE SAID, HAD 3EEN 
VERY COMPLIMENTARY ABOUT COL. CADY'S COMMAND MANAGEMENT IN AFRICA 
AND IN ITALY, AND FOR A FRENCH OFFICER, SHE SAID, TO CONCEDE SUCH 
FOR AN AMERICAN, THAT VAS UNUSUAL. BRAJON HAD COMMENTED ON CADY'S 
ACCENT AS, WHAT HE ALREADY KNEW, "ATROCE." THEN, THE FRENCH WERE 
DISAPPOINTED THAT PRETTY LITTLE MLLE. WLNNEMAN WAS JEWISH. THEY 
THOUGHT PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT WAS A GREAT MAN BUT THEY WERE NOT 
FOLLOWERS OF ALL HIS FOUR FREEDOMS. CADY TRIED TO EXPLAIN HIS 
METHOD TO HER, WHICH SHE TURNED INTO FRENCH, "UN MAIN DE FER DANS 
CADV 
UN GANT DE VELOUR." 
MAJ.   L.     C.  8OEMER*S ORDERS  CAME,  TO THE 7TH REPLACEMENT 
DEPOT, FOR ROTATION HOME. 
2 AUGUST.   FOR THE SECONO TIME, CAOY'S LAST USED INSIGNE 
WERE PINNED ON CAPT. SPALOING. AT A PARTY IN THE TOWER OBSERVATORY, 
TERME ROOF, CAPT. SALTER ASSISTED CAOY IN THE ELEVATION, ORDERS 
DATED 29 JUNE, 1944. EVERYBODY WAS THERE TO SEE THE UNINFORMED 
GUEST OF HONOR SURPRISED, FOR SHE HAD BEEN MISINFORMED ABOUT THE 
PURPOSES OF THE PARTY. THIS TIME THERE WAS NO SIGNS OF CONSCIENTIOUS 
RESERVATIONS, AND THE PARTY WAS A HAPPY OCCASION FOR ALL. 
CAPT. WATHIN CAME WITH MAJ. HACKNEY AND TWO OTHER OFFICERS 
FROM THE J40TH 30MS GP♦ TO STAY OVER NIGHT. LT. COL. 3EDGWICK, 
QMC, BROUGHT HIS OWN SUCCESSOR,AS CO, COL. VHELCHEL. 2ND LT. 
MARIE NAUGHTON, ANC, SOMEWHAT TEARFULLY DEPARTED ON ROTATION, 
THERE WERE THREE MORE NURSES OF THE LIST, TOO. CHAP. (FR.) 
ROMIGIUS FLEISCHELL RECEIVED ORDERS TO TRANSFER TO THE &9&  AAA 
(A) 8N. "WHICH SHOULD BE MORE ACTIVE THAN THE 21 ST.' 
3 AUGUST.   ANOTHER PARTY, SAME PLACE AS CAPT. SPALDING*S, 
FOR MAU. BOEMER.   HE WAS IN FINE SCOFFING FETTLE! PATTON'S'FRUIT 
JUICE1 MIXTURES, FOR EXAMPLE.  AFTER THE LADIES OEPARTED, HE 
KEPT THE MEN IN AN UPROAR ■//1 T H HIS RABELAISIAN RECITATIONS. CADY 
FELT CERTAIN THAT HE  WAS RESENTFUL THAT HIS RESERVE SENIORITY 
HAD HAD NOT BROUGHT HIM ASSISTANT OR CHIEF OF SURGERY RANK, OR 
H 
THAT HE HAD NOT ACIEVED PROMOTION IN GRADE BEFORE OR SINCE THE 
NEW T/O FOR THE UNIT. "OLD L-CH WAS GOING TO BE MISSED IN THE 
UNIT! (NEITHER HE NOR GURLEY WELCOMED INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR UNIT'S NEEDS, SUCH AS THE CASE OF THE VILLA PUJOL RETREAT FOR 
ENLISTED PERSONNEL, AND THE EXECUTIVE OD TOURS OF DUTY.) CADY 
KR8W HQ. SOS HAD DETERMINED THAFJGURLEY POSITION WOULD BE FILLED 
BY    LT.    COL./AuQO   MCTZ,    DC,    SO   THAT   UNDER   THE    NEW   T/O   HE   WOULD   HAVE 
Nil    CHANCE   FOR   PROMOTION,    TOO.       ,VHAT   THE   FUTURE   HELD   FOR   THE   lilT, 
CADY   COULD    MOT,    EXREPT    CHANGE,-   CHANGE...       HE      *AS   PLANNING   MORE 
ORIENTATION   LECTURES,    A   PARTY   TC   GET    fltt   OLD   AND   NEW   OFFICERS 
AND    NURSE:;    BCTTf*   ACQUAINTED,    AND   A   BETTER    * SHAKE-DOWN'    FOR   THE 
NEWER   PERSONNEL.       ...THE     ITALIAN   WORKMEN   HAD    HIT    UPON   HEATING    AND 
KANtNt    TH8   OPENING   OF   GERMAN   22   MM.    CARTRIDGE   CASES   9ELLED,    PLUS 
A   WASHER-LIKE   3ASE    SWEATED   OH    SOLDERED   ON,    FOR    NOVELTY   DRINK   CON- 
TAINERS.       CADV   THOUGHT   THEY   MIGHT   MAKE   LlCQUOft    JIGGERS   FOR   SOUVENIRS, 
AND    3£GAN    TO    MWIN«Ufl    SOME   OF   THEM   FOR   GIFTS, Ig    ./r REE3RASS , 
SO?/,"   OF    A    STEEL   ALLOY. 
4 AUGUST.  DRAKE WAS RECOVERING MOM HIS 3-ti,  HE ANTICIPATED 
LANDING "OVER THERE" UNDER FIRE.  CAOY COUNSELLED HIM THAT IF HE 
GOULD COWS UPON A NEW JOB WITH ADVANTAGES TO HIMSELF AND TO THE 
ARMY, TAKf IT. ...CAOY WAS GIVEN AUTHORITY TO AWARD THREE SILVER 
STARS   (USUALLY BY A GENERAL) AND A Bftonrc STAR TO PATIENTS.    HE 
CONDUCTED   THE   OIKS*OH*   OUT    IN   THE   SMALL   PARADE   GROUND    |N   FROflT 
OF HOSPITAL HEADQUARTERS, THE LIBYA BUILDING. PICTURSS*WERE TAKEN 
BY   THE    ClGNAL   CORPS. 
COL. HARRY A. BISHOP CAME DURING THE AFTERNOON TO "GET A LOOK 
AT HM« SPALDING," AND SAID HE HAD SEVEN OR EIGHT OTHER NURSES 
WAITING OH   HIS DECISION FOR Hl3 NEW CONTINENTAL BASE SECTION JOB. 
CADY 
CAOY INFORMED HIM IT WOULD HURT THE: UNIT IF HE WOULD TAKE HER,AND 
HE WAS PRETTY CERTAIN 3HE WOULD MAKE NO EFFORT TO GET THE NEW JOB. 
WITH HER ON THE JOB, USUALLY HE HAOMONLY ONE NURSE TO DEAL WITH," 
FOR SHE HANDLED THE OTHERS FOR THE UNIT. BISHOP WAS CAGY, GOT 
HIS CHANCE TO TALK WITH HER WITHOUT TELLING HER WHAT HIS OBJECTIVE 
REALLY WAS. BEFORE ME DEPARTED, HE ASKED CADY NOT TO DIVULGE HIS 
MISSION. FTW, 3PALDJNG WAS GOING TO CASERTA THE NEXT DAY TO SEE 
LT. COL. WILBUR, AND HE WAS WONDERING IF THE CAT WOULD LEAP FROM 
THE SAC IN THAT OFFICE. ...COL. BISHOP WAS NOT MUCH INTERESTED 
IN THE UNIT'S CAPT. BISHOP, MUCH TO HIS RELIEF. 
ORDERS CAMS FOR MA«J. JOS. C SDWARDS TO GO ON TD,     GURLEY'S 
TRANSFER WOULD BE EFFECTIVE ON THE 6TH. ...THE NEW CHAPLAIN 
REPLACEMENT WAS COMING FROM ACROSS THE STREET, THE 225TH STATION 
HOSPITAL, WAS GOING TO BE A 'PROBLEM.* HE HAD BEEN ON THE GO 
FOR TWO MONTHS, AND WANTED ANOTHER t5 DAYS BEFORE REPORTING AND 
SETTLING DOWN TO WORK. MO. ALSO, HE HAD A REPUTATION FOR BEING 
HARD TO GET ALONG WITH, SO CAOY SAW NO REASON FOR PROLONGING ANY 
ASONY FOR HIM OR THE UNIT*   ...THEN, Li. 3uSAN VEODER, ANC, WAS 
QUITE BOTHERED ABOUT SOMETHING. SHE THOUGHT SHE WOULD BE BETTER 
OFF, AND SO WOULD THE UNIT, IF SHE COULD S£ TRANSFERRED. SHE 
'AIMED TOO VAGUE FOR CADY TO PASS  TFUMMFNT »N THE VATTER.     HE 
TRIED KIDDING HER,  EVEN SUGGESTING  IT MIGHT BE SOME MAN AT ANOTHER 
HOSPITAL.    FINALLY,  RELYING ON HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HER GREAT  CONSCIENT- 
IOUSNESS,    HE   SUGGESTED   SHE    "WAS   WEARING   A   HAIR-SHIRT1'   ABOUT   SOME- 
THING,     ANYWAY,   HE MI  NOT  GOING TO LET ONE OF  HIS BEST   NURSES 
GET AWAY AMD NOT KNOW THE REASON. HE HAD RECOMMENDED HER FOR A 
PROMOTION. SHE 3H0ULD GO RE-EXAMINE HER OWN MOTIVES, THEN COME 
BACK, MAYBE. 
5 AUGUST.   THE DENTAL SERVICE HAD A FAREWELL PARTY FOR 
LT. COL. GURLEY. CADY IM HE EXCHANGED COMPLIMENTS, AND MUTUAL 
APPRECIATIONS. CURLEY MAO DONE HIS SERVICE UP SPLENDIDLY, OR 
HE WOULD NOT HAVE HAD THIS OPPORTUNITY TO GET HIS PROMOTION IN 
THE RESPONSIBLE POSITION AS SURGEON TO THE SEVENTH ARMY. 
6 AUGUST. COL. 3ISHOP A MO HIS £XEC CAME SOLELY TO SEE MAJ. 
SPALDINS, BUT SHE WAS UP SEEINO LT. COL. WILBUR, BISHOP WONDERED 
ALOUD IF SHE WERE "A SPECIAL SATEELITE OF LT, COL. WILBUR'S'1? 
INASMUCH AS THAT LADY HAD WON SOME NURSING SERVICE BATTLES OVER 
SOME OTHER SPECIAL STAFF CHIEFS, THAT REMARK MADE IT SEEM MAJ. 
SPALDINQ WAS GOING TO BE LUCKV, DEPENDING UPON THE INDIVIDUAL 
VIEWPOINT, ...CADY RECEIVED SOME MORE SNAPSHOT"? OF HIS FAMILY. 
THE KIDS WERE LOOKING FIHE, BUT HIS WIFE WAS STILL TOO THIN. 
7 AUGUST,   LT. COL. SWEENEY, £XEC. ?83 SURGEON'S OFFICE, 
CAME ABOUT THE MOST RECENT FRACAS AT THE MEDICAL CENTER CLUB, 
ONE OF THE 21ST"S GUARDS HAS INVOLVED.  PBS STILL WANTED IT TO ROCK 
ALONG IN THE SAME WAY, HOWEVER.  L.T, COL. UOE COCKE CAME ALONG 
WITH COL. ?^£LVJN PURVIS WHO SPOKE TO A JAM-PACKED LITTLE THEATRE 
AUDIENCE* HE DESCRIBED THE JOHN DLLLINGER SHOOT-OUT AFFAIR, AND 
THEN WENT ON TO SPEAK ABOUT SOME OF THE LOSSES THE ARMY WAS SUFFER- 
ING FROM BLACK-MASKED GANGSTERS, CIVILIANS AND OTHERS IN AFRICA 
AND ITALY. HE HAD A TOUCH IDEALISM WHICH CADY LIKED. HE PREDICTED 
THEY WOULD PROBABLY HEAR FROM COL. PURVIS AFTER THE WAR, TRYING TO 
DO SOMETHING POLITICALLY TO BENEFIT THE NATION. PURVIS WAS MAKING 
MANY OF CAOY'S CONVICTIONS QUITE ARTICULATE.  ONE WAS, IN SPITE OF, 
0R
 BECAUSE OF OUR LAVlSHNESS AND SUCCESSES, WE WOULD \ - CONTINUE TO 
BE DISLIKED BY THE REST CF THE WORLD, AND BECA'JSC WE WE WOULD NOT 
OIVVY UP TO EACH HIS IDEAL Of   LUXURY AND POWER OVER US. >7-: 
I AUGUST. BOLOTIN CAME HOVE WITH THE RUMOR THAT THE NEW T/O 
WAS TO BE INCREASED. THERE WOULD 8E 60 OFFICERS, INCLUDING A BR,(MOIER 
CADY 
GENERAL,   A  FULL COLONEL  DENTIST,   AND A CAPTAIN  "ORIENTATION OFFICER." 
THAT PUT  ANOTHER ELEMENT OF   INSECURITY   INTO CADY*S MI NO.    THERE WERE 
FIVE 2,000 BED HOSPITALS ONLY IN NAT0U3A, AND HIS WAS THE ONLY ONE 
COMMANDED BY A RESERVIST.  HE SUSPECTED HIS EXAMPLE IN AFRIC1, 
WHILE STILL A LT. COLONEL, UNDOUBTEDLY HAD STIMULATED SOME IDEAS 
OF EMPIRE-BUILDING FOR MEDICAL GENERAL POSITIONS, HE DOUBTED THAT 
A MEDICAL RESERVIST WOULD SET ONE, MAYBE NOT EVEN RETAIN HIS 2C00 
BED HOSPITAL.  GEN. WILSON HAD RESCUED HIM ONCE, BUT MIGHT NOT BE 
ABLE TO DO IT AGAlNt   tT WOULD 3E CONVENIENT FOR HIM IF HE COULD 
KNOW WHAT INFLUENCE HIS DIRECT CORRESPONDENCE WITH GENERALS K|RK 
AND SNYDER HAD REALLY BEEN.  THESE WERE HIS UNSPOKEN AND SECRET 
CONCERNS. 
CADY FORWARDED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AWARDS FOR LT, COL. AGRESS, 
Cr . 
ST. ItoUHER PRICE, AND T/4 BENDOS. BENDOS HAD HIS GRADE RESTORED 
A 
ON 1 AUGUST, WHICH NEEDED SOME EXPLANATION: 
BACK IN AFRICA BEFORE COL. CHAS. F. DAVIS HAD BEEN RELIEVED, 
BENDOS HAD BEEN ASSIGNED AS COL. QAVIS'S CHAUFFEUR AND ORDERLY. 
ONE DAY AS HE AND DAVIS WERE GOING ABOUT THE GROUNDS, HE NOTICED 
BENDOS WAS ON THE BUSINESS END OF A PICK, BUT THOUGHT LITTLE OF 
THE INCIDENT.  SHORTLY AFTER CADY ASSUMED COMMAND OF THE UNIT, 
BENDOS WAS ABSENT, AND SOME UNINSTRUCTED SOLDIER WAS TRYING TO 
ACT IN HIS PLACE. CADY INQUIRED OF 1ST SGT. HERMAN GOLDEN THE 
REASON FOR IT. "!T WAS JUST THE MATTER OF TREATING ALL THE MEN 
ALIKE," SAID GOLDEN, BUT ADMITTED SUCH WAS NOT THE PRACTICE ON 
PROFESSIONAL TEAMS IN THE OPERATING ROOMS OR THE WAROS. CADY 
CONFIRMED HIS SUSPICIONS THAT BENDOS WAS BEING DISCIPLINED BECAUSE 
HE   WAS   FOLLOWING   COL.    OAVIS'S    INSTRUCTIONS   NOT   TO   BE   GABBLING   ABOUT 
WHAT   WENT   ON   AROUND   THE   COMMANDING   OFFICER   HE   SERVED   CONFIDENTIALLY. 
CADY   REFERRED   THE   MATTER   TO   THE   CO,   MEDICAL   DETACHMENT,    BOLOTIN, 
ft 
WO   or*n    »rur   RIOT    ACT.'    ABOUT    IT. BENDOS   AND   DAVID   HOLLANDER   THERE- 
A 
CADY 
AFTERHAD COMPLEMENTARY ANO PERMANENT ASSIGNMENTS, BENDOS HAT 
RATHER   NUMEROUS   OCCASIONS   TO   PARRY   THE   INQUISITIVE,   TOO   AGGRESSIVE 
EFFORTS   OF   OFFICERS   ANO   NURSES   TO    MPULL   RANKM   ON   HIM   ABOUT   WHAT 
HE   HAD   LEARNED    IN   LINE   OF   DUTIES.      HE   LOST   HIS   TACT*    AND   CAPT. 
WILSON G.  BROWN REPORTED HIM FOR   INSOLENT BEHAVIOR   IN SOMETHING 
AROUND THE ADMITTING OFFICE.  BENDQW ADMITTED QUILT, BUT SAID THE 
CAPTAIN WAS ASKING QUESTIONS ABOUT THINGS THE COLONEL WOULO NOT 
H 
WANT DISCUSSED, ANO TOLD HIM SO,  AFTER AN EMPHATETIC TALK WITH 
A 
BENOOS, BENDOS CH03E TO »BE BUSTED" TO BEING TRANSFERRED WITH HIS 
RATING.  THEY AGREED BENDOS HAD BEEN RIGHT EXCEPT FOR HIS MANNER«# 
BENOOS WOULD RATHER BE PRIVATE WITH CAOY, THAN SOMETHING ELSE 
ELSEWHERE.   HE AND HOLLANDER CONTINUED TO LIVE APART FROM THE 
OTHER MEN IN THE TERMS GATE HOUSE. 
DRAKE DEPARTED WITH TROUSERS TUCKEO SYMSOLICLY INTO HIS COMBAT 
BOOTS. HE WAS GETTING ALL THE EMOT WILAL KICKS OUT OF PRE-D-DAY. 
SUCH PARTINGS WERE ALWAYS DIFFICULT FOR CADY, FOR HE HAD TO FIND 
TIME ANO WAYS TO CONTROL HIS OWN EMOTIONS SO THEY WOULD NOT INTER* 
G. 
FERE WITH HIS SPEECH.  DRAKE HAD BEEN SO CLOSE FOR SO LON, CADY 
A 
WAS A BIT SURPRISED HOW WELL HE CARRIED OFF HIS OWN PART, AND 
DECIDED IT WAS BECAUSE HE HAD KNOWN ABOUT IT SO LONG HIMSELF, AN0 
WAS PREPARED. 
HE WAS PAYING OFF A LOT OF SOUVENIR DEBTS WITH HIS 29 MM. 
JIGGERS, SOME WERE GOING BACK TO MASCARA EVEN. 
9 AUGUST.   CAOY JOURNEYED UP TO CASERTA TO SEE SHOOK AND 
COCKE. SEEMINGLY THEY KNEW NOTHING ABOUT THE SCUTTLEBUTTT BOLOTIN 
HAD BROUGHT BACK THE OAY BEFORE.   THERE WAS NO QUARTERMASTER IN 
THE NEW T/O, SO THEY HELPED ARRANGE TO SWITCH SLATERY AND WHITTEMORE 
d 
OVER TO MAC IF THEY WOULD NOT OBJECT, AND SO THEY COULD HOLD TEIR 
POSITIONS IN THE UNIT. COL, PETE CHURCHILL PROMISED TO GIVE SOME 





SCHWARTZ AND MA«J. JOE M. PARKER FOR THE LEGION OF MERIT, 
ALTHOUGH HE SEEMED TO THING THERE WERE OTHERS IN THE BASE "WITH 
A HIGHER PRIORITY" AND "WITH MORE INDIFFERENT COMMANDING OFFICERS." 
CAOY 3UGQE3TED THAT HIS PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS MIGHT SERVE TO 
ATTRACT ATTENTION OF THE OTHER CO's TO THEIR CANDIDATES.  Or COURSE, 
CADY HAD SOME RESERVATIONS ABOUT CHURCHILL'S MORE DESERVING CANDIDATES. 
HE GOT Co CKE TO PROMISE TO LOOK INTO THE MATTER OF MA#« WEOIG'S 
PRIORITY AND RESULTS OF HIS INFECTIOUS HEPATITIS THERAPY SO THAT 
IT MIGHT CLINCH HIS RECOMMENDATION,   BEFORE DEPARTING* HE CHECKED 
WITH GEN. STAYER ABOUT HIS FAILURE TO PAY THAT ALL DAY VISIT, AND 
HE HAD 3EEN JUST TOO BUSY.  COL. PERRY LONG AGREED HE WOULD SEE 
THAT CAOV AND AGRESS COULD EXPERIMENT WITH ONE-SHOT (OILY DEPOSIT) 
PENICILLIN THERAPY FOR FOR ACUTE GONORRHOES.  THEY WERE ALREADY 
EXPERIMENTING WlTri ITS ABSORPTION, ETC.  IN RABBITS. 
GEOR GES A§ID PAID ANOTHER VISIT TO COL. CADY.  HE WOULD BE 
BACK SCO* . 
GEN. ILSON'S HEADQUARTERS HAD MOVED OUT. THE FRENCH WHO 
REMAINED IN THE BUILDING HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF HIS DESTINATION, AS 
THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN.  ALREADY IT SEEMED A LONG TIME SINCE GURLEY 
AND DRAKE HAD DEPARTED. 
to AUGUST.  DURING THE EVENING AGIO CAME BACK WITH A PRETTY 
PEROXIDE BLOND, MLLE. RODRIGUEZ, WHO SPOKE ENGLISH MUCH BETTER THAN 
GEORGES. CADY PERSUADED THEM TO REMAIN FOR DINNER ANO AN EVENTING 
AT TERME AT THE 21ST CLUB UNDER THE FRAGRANT WISTERIA TRELLIS NEAR 
THE GATEHOUSE.  IT AMUSED CADY TO SEE HOW SHE MANIPULATED HIS 
JEALOUSY, OR HE FEIGNED IT WELL, ABOUT SOME FANCIFUL AMERICAN 
OFFICER. tT CAME OUT, TOO, THAT THE FRENCH MEN DID NOT VlgWwfTH 
ANY FAVOR MUCH ASSOCIATION OF THEIR WOMEN WITH AMERICANS. DRAKE 
HAO ORACLED ONCE THAT THE FRENCH WERE REALISTIC AT ALL TIMES! 
AGIO SAID THAT BRAJON, BACK IN 8OU-HANIFIA, HAD ONCE TOLD A CIVILIAN 
TO SET OUT OP TOWN BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THE CIVILS* OR THAT ONE WAS 
BAO FOR THE AMERICANS^ CAOY NEVER TRIED TO EXPLAIN THAT AN AMERICAN 
MIGHT SOMETIMES BRING SUSPECTS IN CLOSE WHERE THEY MIGHT BE MORE 
CLOSELY OBSERVED. HE REALIZED THE FRENCH THOUGHT THE AMERICANS 
WERE ALL NAIEVE. THAT EVENING HE WROTE IN HIS MOTES HE THOUGHT 
IT WOULD REQUIRE MORE THAN A LIFETIME TOR THE FRENCH TO LOSE THEIR 
BITTERNESS AND THEIR INFERIORITY COMPLEXES. THEY FEARED THE BRITISH 
AND THE POSSIBILITY THEY WOULD AGGRANDIZE THEMSELVES FURTHER IN 
THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA AT FRANCE'S EXPENSE, HE  WONDERED IF THE 
AMERICANS WOULD COME OUT OF THIS ^AR AS NON-1SOLATJONLSTS, BUT 
AS REALISTS ABOUT THE DISLIKE THE EUROPEANS HAD FOR THEIR ALLIES. 
U&ULD THE AMERICANS REALIZE IT EARLTEENOUGH TO BE USEFUL FOR FUTURE 
GUIDANCE? IT HAD BEEN A PLEASANT IF PROVOCATIVE EVENING WITH 
AGIO AND HIS LADY. 
1t AUGUST.  LT. NIE HAD NOT BEEN DOING AS WILL WITH CHECKS 
AND BALANCES WITH THE MESS FUND AS WITH THE QUALITY OF MIS FEEDING. 
IT MIGHT REQUIRE SEVERAL MONTHS TO REPLENISH IT SO THAT A RESERVE 
WOULD BE AVAILABLE. CADY HAD LEARNED TO SPEAK BLUNTLY WITH NIC, 
ABOUT HOW HE WAS IS OWN WORST ENEMY IN USING HIS TACTLESS BLUNTNE8S 
WITH PEOPLE.   VHATEVSR NlE WROTE WAS FULL OF MWILLBH AND "MUSTS*1 
OR SO^E OTHER GRATUITUOUS AUTHORITOR|AN IRRITANTS.  CAOY STILL 
EXPECTED MORE PROBLEMS TO ARISE FROM Nfg's DOMAIN. 
A GROUP OF VISITING 24-TH GENERAL HOSPITAL OFFICERS, INCLUDING 
MJU* BAYON, APPEARED FOR OVERNIGHT.  THEIR UNIT HAD NOT GOTTEN 
LOCATED YET.  THERE WAS MORE TALK ABOUT THE ?1ST WOULD STAGE SOME 
50 "RED CROSS NURSES.n ..*HE WAS CLEARING OUT EVERYTHING PERSONAL 
WHICH HAD DESTINATIONS, SOUVENIRS AND M«JUNK.M ...THE FIRST UNIT 
WHISKEY RATION FINALLY ARRIVED, A FIFTH FOR $3.00. 
THEN THE NEW HOSPITAL T/O WAS PUBLISHED, WHICH PROVIDED FOR 
UADY 
FOR THAT GENERAL IN COMMAND, IF ORDERED BY THE WAR DEPARTMENT, 
MORE OFFICERS NURSES AND NEN. SEVERAL PROVISIONS WOULD NOT FIT 
THE EXACT SITUATION IN ITALY, BUT THE T/O CAME NEARER FITTING 
THAN THE MERE PERCENTAGE EXTENSION OF THE OLD T/O. 
12 AUGUST.  CAPT. QOWD, VISITING, RETURNED TO THE 70TH GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, AND SURPRISINGLY, COL. OTTO CHURNEY WALKED INTO CAOYJS 
BFFOCE/    HE  SAID THE  COS  HAD BWEEN SWITCHEO BETWEEN THE 70TH    AND 
THE 2ND  CONVALESCENT  HOSPITAL,  AND  COL.  PROSSER  WAS  C© OF THE 70 TH. 
ALL  EVENING WHILE CADY WAS TRYING TO EVALUATE CHURNEY*S  DEEPER 
FEELINGS,   CHURNEY DID NOT ONCE SHOW HE HAD BEEN DISCONTENTED WITH 
THE 70TH,  OR THE UNIT WITH HIM.    CADY MADE NO DIRECTLY PRYING 
EFFORTS.    HE BROUGHT   INFORMATIVE LETTERS FROV MME.  BUTTERLIN AND 
MME. ZANNETTACCI.     IT 3EEME0 TH&T ZANNETTACCI WAS ENTIRELY OUT 
OF FRENCH OFFICIALDOM,  AND COULD NOT  EVEN BE A  'JUDGE.'     HE SENT 
WORDS OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE LITTLE PRESENTS CADY HAD SENT TO 
HIM.    THE BUTTERLINS'  vffitC TRANSFERRING TO SET IF,  WHERE THEY  HAD 
A NICER SOUS-PREFECTURE THAN AT MASCARA.  AND A3 ID HAPPENED TO DROP 
IN TO SAY HE HAD HEARD THAT EtttMltti THE AGENT DE POLICE AT 30U- 
HANIFIA, HAD BEEN SHOT AS A SPY I L$L*) 
13 AUGUST. AGRESS GAVE A SPLENDID PARTY "FOR THE FAMILY" 
OUT   ON   THE   BEAUTirut   TTRRACE   SACK   OF   TERME'S   SAL I    01    CONCERTO. 
THE SOFT TWILIGHT AND COOL AIR WAS QUITE FREE OF INSECTS, THANKS 
TO AMERICAN AREA SANITATION.  VHEN IT BECAME DARK ENOUGH, CANDLES 
SERVED WELL. THE GUESTS OF HONOR WERE THREE OF THE FIVE ORIGINAL 
RED   CR0S3   SIRL3   WHO   LIVED   MIN   THE   FAMILY"   AT   THE   LITTLE   HOTEL 
BEAU SEJOUR AT BOU-HANIFIA. THEY WERE SARA BARRETT, NATALIE MYERS, 
AND JEAN MCNIEL. TOASTS WERE DRUNK TO THE ABSENTEES, "RUSTY" NAHL 
AT    LlVORNO   AND   MlSS   KELLY    IN   CORSICA.       THE   REMAINDER   OF   THIS    "FAMILY" 
WERE LTS. CREECH, H. 0. KITCHEN,HO, AND METTA BAXTER, PT. THE NEW 
HOSPITAL    DIETITIANS   WERE   McANDREWS    ANO    VALI8H.       MAJ.    SPALOING   WAS 
CADY 
WAS   THERE   WITH   E8CORT,    LT.    COL.    «M.    N   TlCKER,    AND   ANESTHEBTtST 
EMMA MILLER, ANC. AGREES DID THE AFFAIR UP SUPER.OUR INS THE 
CONVERSATINS   WITH   LT.    COL.   TUCKER,    CADY   SAID   THAT   AT   A   FOURTH 
Of   HIS   TIME   ANC   ENERGY   WAS   EXPENDED    IN   SO-CALLED   NON-ESSENTIALS 
ABOUT   AND   FOR   THE   UNIT.      TugKER   TURNED    IT   NICELY,   THAT    IT   COULD 
OUTFIT 
EXPLAIN11 A HUMAN TOUCH HE HAD NOTICED ABOUT THE ; ,* 
14 AUGUST.  THE 7TH STATION HOSPITAL FROM ORAN ARRIVEO FOR 
STAGING. THERE WAS SOME ROUTING FOUL-UP AND CADY HAD SOME TIME 
WASTED    IN   LOCATING   COL.   FftlSH,    CO,    AT   THE   SURGEONS   OFFICE,    AND 
GETTING CONTROL OF THE MOVEMENT. HE PUT COL. ME|8H INTO DRAKE* 8 
EMPTY SUITE. HE PUT MAJ. DAN MYERS, FORMER 2TSTER, LT. COL. BEST 
AND OTHER OFFICERS ALONG THE COLONELS* ROW. MELSH SEEMED RATHER 
MYSTIFIED AT ALL HE  HAD ENCOUNTERED. CADY WAS VOWING TO "PLUGK 
A TAIL^FFATHEF? OR TWO" FROM HIS ASSISTANT MESS OFFICER WHO DID 
NOT HAVE THE 21ST*S ORGANIZED HOSPITALITY UP TO STANDARD, THE 
NIGHT BEFORE HE HAD CRAWLED OUT OF BED TO GO OVER TO WHERE SOME 
STAGING OFFICERS WENT   INCONSIDERATELY NOISY, AND HAD BLASTED THE 
RTV;  NCISEMAKERS WITH WHAT HE CONSIDERED A RAGE. HE WAS TMINKIN* 
OVER HIS LOSS OF TEMPER, AND WAS NOT PROUD OF IT. HIS RAGE HAO 
MACE HIM MUCH LESS THAN FREELY ARTICULATE. HE REALIZED HE HAO BEEN 
IRRITIBLE AND DEPRESSED ALL DAY. 
THE NEW DENTAL CHIEF WOULD NOT JOIN FOR ABOUT 60 DAYS, BUT 
WOODY O'BRIEN WOULD ARRIVE RATHER SOON. HE ASSURED HIM HE WOULD 
BE GLADLY WELCOMEO. HE HAD SUGGESTED TO GURLEV SEVERAL WEEKS 
EARLIER THAT A OCKTAL OFFICER AND ASSISTANT WITH A WHEELED EXAMINING 
CART SHOULD BE DEVISED FOR VISITING NEW PATIENTS ON WAROS. 3URLEY 
HAD DONE NOTHING ABOUT IT, SC IT WAS MENTIONED TO O'BRIEN FOR A 
NEW PROJECT WHEN HE WOULD ARRIVE, SO THINK ABOUT IT AS A TIME- 
SAVER FOR THE DENTAL SERVICE fcttl THE GENERAL WARD AOMINISTRATIN. 
THE DENTAL WARDS, UNOER DENTAL SERVICE CONTROL, HAD BEEN WORKING. 
1 HAT WAS AN INNOVATION WHICH MADE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE UCNTAL 
CHIEF CREATER.* 
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL t  JVATION WHICH WAS UNAUTHORIZED BY 
TANTLY   RECEIVED   BY   THr    DENTAL    SERVICE, 
ANY   T/O.        !T   V/AS   RELUCl 
AND WITH MISGIVINGS BY THE OTHFR CHIEFS.    A GENERAL PRACTICE 
MEDICAL OFFICER WAS ASSIGNED TO THE DENTAL 3ED SECT 10   .     !? 
RELIEVED OTHER SERVICES OF  'DILUTIOF'  AND SPEEDED OP THE DENTAL 
CARE AND TURN-OVER OF PATIENTS. 
15 AUGUST.       CADY TOOK  SOT-!  ^OLOTIN AND  DANN WITH  HIM TO 
(NCE  UMBERTO'T   WISHING   LODGE  BECAUSE   HE  HAD  A  REAL  PROBLEM, 
WITH RAMIFICATIONS ALL  THE  WAY SACK TO   5T.   LOUIS.    THE  DAY SEFORE, 
CAPT.  THRECKETT,   CH.C,   SOS,  TELEPHONED THEY WANTED TO TRANSFER 
CHAP.(FR) CRIMWINS  moil THE 70TH TO THE 2!ST.     WHY THATI     HE WAS 
ABLE TO GUESS MUCH MORE THAN ME WAS TOLD.   EV PHONE, HE HAD TOLD 
''AJ. RICHARDS THE CHAPLAINS OF SOS WERE EITHER STUPIDLY OR STUDIOUSLY 
NAIEVE, OR SOMETHING, A80UT THE MATTER, AND CADY WANTED MORE FORTH- 
RIGHT INFORMATION. THE CHAPLAIN SECTION SHOULD KNOW THAT FR. 
CRIMWINS HAD RESIGNED AS PRESIDENT, ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY, TO 
COVE ALONG AS A CAPTA t N CHAPLAIN V'lTH THE AFFILIATED ?0TH, WHAT 
WAS WRONG?  THE CHAPLAINS HAD TAKEN THE POSITION THAT HE HAD NOT 
BEEN LOYAL TO HIS CO, COL. CHURNEY, AND HE SHOULD BE VAOE TO LEARN 
THE WAR WA8 BIGGER THAN HE WAS,  OR SOMETHING TO THAT  EFFECT.     CHURNEY 
WAS ALREADY OUT OF THE UNIT.    RICHARDS SAID THEY THOUGHT THE 2\ST 
WAS THE ONLY OUTFIT ABLE TO HANDLE SUCH APROPOS ITI ON I 
MELL'C  -IRE AND BRIMSTONE!  THE  COMPLIMENT WAS FINE,  3UT  DID 
ANYONE FORSEE WHAT  IT COULD DO TO THE 21 ST? 
IT WAS DAMNED  IMPORTANT THAT  HE AND COLS.  SHOOK AND COCKE 
RHOULO TAKE   INTEREST  AND  INTERFERE.    CONSIDER THAT WHILE THE TWO 
CADY 
AFFILIATED UNITS WERE FRIENDLY ENOUGH OVERSEAS, THE TWO MEDICAL 
SCHOOLS BACK HOME HAD A LOT OF UNNECESSARY RIVALRY? THAT F*R. 
ALPHONSE SCHWlTALLA, THE 70TH DEAN* HAD A P1NOER IN ASOUT EVERY- 
THING INVOLVING HIS OWN SCHOOL.  vAOY KNEW HE WAS DISLIKES, AND 
WOULD EXPLAIN IT IF DESIRED,  THEIR DEAN,AAPORMER ADMINISTRATIVE 
SUBORDINATE OF EXPRE8IDENT FR. C*«MM|NSt ACTUALLY RESENTED THIS 
OVERSEAS AMITY OF THE TWO UNITS.   WHETHER OR NOT HE WOULD LIKE 
HIS FORMER PRESIDENT BE I NO IN THE 21 ST SHOULD NOT BE CADY'S OR 
THE UNIT'S BURDEN,    HE DID NOT KNOW f«* CRIMMINS PERSONALLY AT 
ALL, BUT HE COULD OUESB MANY PRACTICAL REASONS TO SUPPORT HIS 
ATTITUDE ABOUT THIS PROPOSED TRANSFER.  AS A MATTER OF PACT CADY 
RAD ALREADY TALKED TO COL. CMWRNEY, BUT HE WAS NON-COMMITTAL, 
AOVISING ONLY THAT THE PRIEST BE TREATED *«*USY AS ANYONE ELSE.' 
TMAT COULD NOT BE DONE IN THIS CASE.  WAS SOS WANTING TO GET TWO 
RIVAL MEOtCAL SCHOOLS INTO A HOW,      THAT COULD GET TO WASHINGTON, 
AND QUICKLYJ AND EVEN TO THE VATICAN, FOR PEOPLE BACK THERE WERE 
MOT RESTRICTED BY ARMY REGULATIONS AND CHAINS OF COMMAND.  ... 
NOTHING COULD BE GAINED IN THE DISCIPLINE OF THIS PRIEST IF THEY 
WERE GOING TO DAMAGE THE MORALE AND EFFECTIVITV OF ANOTHER UNIT 
WHICH WAS DOING A GOOD JOB  IN ITS MISSION,    ?/AJ. RICHARDS GAVE 
CADY NO REAL SATISFACTION,  HE COULDN'T, BUT SHOOK COULO GO TO SOME 
GENERAL ABOUT THE MATTER  IF HE CHOSE TO. 
AS A MATTER OF FACT,  CHURNEV WAS NOT,  HAD NOT BEEN STRAINIFCAQ 
TO TALK ABOUT R*. CRLMMLNS,    HE HAD A TENDENCY ON A NUMBER OF 
OCCASIONS TO PUT HIS DUTIES,  AS ME SAW THEM, AHEAD OF NECESSARY 
HOSPITAL OPERATIONS!  HIS UNCOORDINATED CEREMONIES HAD HELD HP 
PATIENT FEEDING WHILE FOOD WAS SETTING COLD? HE INTERRUPTED A 
GROUP OF   ITALIAN POft WORKERS AND TALKED ABOUT RELIGION AND GOT 
THEIR'B AND OTHER SCHEDULES CONFUSED;  WAS UNCOOPERATIVE WITH THE 
OTHER CHAPLAINS, ETC.      HE WANTED PRIVILEGED INFORMATION ABOUS 
uAor 
OFFICERS AMD NURSES. ONE OF THE 7TH STATION HOSPITAL. OFFICERS 
SAID THE 70TH HAD NOT LIKED COL. CHURNEY MAINLY BECAUSE OF THE 
WAY "HE RODE THE AR*8 AS THE ONLY WAY TO RUN A MILITARY HOSPITAL." 
HOWEVER, HE THOUGHT F.R . CRIMMIN8 WOULD DO NOTHING OR SAY ANYTHNG 
NOT EXPECTED OF HIM. 
AT RETREAT, CAOY FELT HE HAD HONORS AGAIN WHEN HE WAS 
DECORATING PATIENTS WITH 1 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS, 1 SILVER 
^TAR, 7 BRONZE STARS, I PURPLE HEART, AND 2 COMMENDATIONS WHICH 
LAST   WERE   THE   2l3T*S   DIETITIAN   AND   NURSE   RECIPIENTS. 
16 AUGUST.  CADY WAS TOLD AT THE SURGEON'S OFFICE, SOS, 
HE WAS MAKING TOO MUCH OF THE CHAPLAIN ASSIGNMENT THREAT. THEN 
IT CAME OUT THAT COL. PRGSSER HAD REQUESTED HE 8E TRANSFERRED 
BEFORE HE, PROSSER, WOULD TAKE CHARGE OF THE 70TH. UNSATISFIED, 
CADY WENT TO THE  CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE,  AND TALKED WITH COL.  BEEBE 
AND CAPT. THRECKETT.    HE LEARNED THAT THE OTHER 70TH CHAPLAIN 
WOULD BE RELIEVED,TOO.     CADY KNEW THAT MAN,  FOR  HE HAD ONCE TRIED 
TO FORCE HIS WAY   INTO THE 21ST.    THE TWO CHAPLAINS  INSISTED THAT 
FR.  CRIMMINS MUST ADJUST AND COOPERATE,  AND DO   IT  AT THE.21ST. 
THEY WERE WILLING TO GIVE CADY CARTE BLANCHE FOR HIS OWN WAY OF 
HANDLING THEIR  "HOT POTATGE," ONCE THEY HAD  IMPOSED THEIR OWN WILL 
UPON HIM.    AFLL THE P03SIBLE RAMIFICATION BACK TO ST.  LOUIS REALY 
97 
MEANT NOTHING TO THEM.  THEN CADY MAY HAVE PLAYED HIS TRUMP IN 
THIS BLIND POKER GAME,.  THESE CHAPLAINS WERE 'INNOCENTS* AND 
APPARENTLY NON-CATHOL I C, SO CADY TRIED TO ACT AS IF RESIGNED TO 
THE  INEVITABLE,  AND REMARKED," <I/£LL,   IF  IT BECAME NECESSARY TO 
REALLY RUN HIS OWN HOSPITAL HERE   IN   ITALY,  FORTUNATELY,   HE MIGHT 
TRY QOING DIRECTLY TO THE POPE FOR ASSISTANCE!"    HE LEFT THAT 
POSSIBILITY FOR THEM TO THINK OVER. 
BACK AT  SHOCK'S OFFICE,   HE WANTED CAOY'S PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 
NOTIONS ABOUT  V-OAY  PLUS I   HOW TO GET  UNITS  HOME,   SOME TO  STAY  AND 
CAOY 
OTHER8 TO BE REORGANIZED AND USED WHEREVER NEEDED, IT HAD TO BE 
KEPT SECREj, FOR IT WOULD EFFECT MORALE PROFOUNDLY IF IT BECAME 
KNOWN SUCH PLANS WERE BEING FORMULATED SO FAR AHEAD.   THIS  COULD 
* 
BE ONE OF CADY*S I NTANGEA8LES.  PBS WAS COMPLAING BECAUSE THE A 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES WERE NOT REDUCED AFTER THE T./O WAS INCREASED, 
AS IF THE T/O HAD REALLY BEEN REGARDED AS SUFFICIENT, FOR ALL 
THE INCREASED BEDS ABOVE 2,000 AND FAIRLY RAPID PATIENT TURN-OVERS. 
CADY REPLIED WITH TERSE REASONS, 
Tm SHOW HOUNDS LOST A CAME.    AT 2030 THE M£AMP GRANT VAGABONDS" 
OF THE DETACHMENT HAD CAOY,  BOLOTIN,  OANN AND CHAPPIE  HOOK TO 
THEIR SECOND ANNIVERSARY DINNER OVERSEAS.    ASIDE FROM THE MAN 
\7H0JBSSERTE0 WHEN THE UNIT WA3 ALERTED FOR OVERSEAS,   SEVERAL HAD 
SOME SACK ON ROTATION.    ALMOST TWO-THIRDS OF THOSE REMAINING HAD 
MADE NON-COM GRADES, SOME WERE KEY MEN. ...CAOY SUSPECTED SOME 
OFFICER PROMOTIONS MIGHT START AGAIN, AND PREPARED TO WRITE US 
SEVERAL.       HE   DECIDED   TO   LET   BEAM   AND   PATTON   WAIT   UNTIL   AFTER   THE 
IMPENDING MOVE TO IT! IF THEY HAD MATURED IN EXECUTIVE KNOWLEDGE 
AND VIEWPOINTS. EVEN SO, THEY WOULD BE AS YOUNG AS MANY AIR CORPS 
FULL COLONELS. 
17 AUGUST. ONE, THAT CHAPLAIN'S TRANSFER WAS CANCELLED! TWO, 
'Sftttlf't WAS ALSO, AND THAT ONE WOULD REQUIRE ANOTHER TRIP TO 
HEADQUARTER . 
D 
WHEN COL. MEISH, HEAR^ ALL ABOUT THE CHAPLAIN MATTER, HE WAS 
GREATLY UPSET ABOUT HOW "THE REGULAR ARMY WAS HANDLING SOME OF 
THESE THINGS." HE WAS A REGULAR HIMSELF. ...CADY HAD A FH£LL 
SESSION* WITH SOME OF THE NURSES ABOUT WARO DISCIPLINE, BUT HAD 
THE FEELING HE HAD NOT FULLY ESTABLISHED HIS POINTS. SOME WERB 
HAVING THEIR DIFFICULTIES WITH THE STATUS OF WOMAN AND A COM- 
MISSIONED OFFICER, AND JUST WOMAN.  SOME OF THE ENLISTEO PERSONNEL 
DID NOT TAKE PROVOCATION BY WOMEN WITH GREAT RESTRAINT. CAPT. 
8gS.'.<?:-;-:::*..:.-':> E@£& 
SPALOING HAD BEEN PUT ON THE SPECIAL COURT TO TRY THEM. 
LT. HUTCHESON HAD ACQUIRED A MOTOR BOAT FOR SPECIAL SERVICES, 
HE TOOK CADY HALFWAY TO CAPRI TO TRY IT OUT. ON THE RETURN TRIP 
THEY CAME UPON AND HAILED "COMMODORES" MAX AND PERRY. ...HE 
LEARNED THAT ON 15 AUGUST SOME PATIENTS CAME IN DIRECTLY FROM 
A NEW BEACHHEAD IN SOUTHERN FRANCE, WITH FIRST DRESSINGS AND 
UNDE9RIDE0 WOUNDS. THE PATIENTS COULD GIVE ANY NEWS EXCEPT THEIR 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES. THERE HAD BEEN NUMEROUS KILLBD IN HLGGLNS 
BOATS BLOWN UP  BY MINES. 
HE   ENTERTAINED   COL.    Mt«    E.    STONE,    CO,    LT.    COL.    TAYLOR, 
MAJ.  THOMPSON,  AND MAJ.  BROWN OF THE 9TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL  AT 
DINNER AND AH EVENING OF  'CHIT-CHAT WITH TOM COLLINS.'    THEY WERE 
STAGING WITH THE 21ST,  AND THE OFFICERS WERE OUT OF TENTS.    THEIR 
EMINENT  CHIEF OF  SURGER*,   LT.  COL.  BR»NK B.  BERRY,  WAS APPARENTLY 
STILL LOANED TO THE SEVENTH ARMY AS CONSULTANT.  RECALLING HOW 
MANY MONTHS IT WAS THAT THE 21 ST GOT ALONG WITHOUT HIM, AND THE 
MORALE LIFTING GRADF OF LT. COL. HAMPTON THAT WAS TIED  IUP, HE 
WAS SYMPATHETIC FOR ANY DISCONTENT IN THEIR UNIT, BUT HE KEPT 
SUCH THOUGHTS TO HIMSELF.  STONE HAD SUCH A GOOD OUTFIT THAT IT 
PRACTICALLY RAN ITSELF IF HE WOULD ONLY PATIEKTLY PUFF ON HIS PIPE 
AND USE HIS SMALL TOWN BOONEVLLLE, MISSOURI, COMMON SENSE TO GUIDE 
WITHOUT INTERFERING WITH HIS TALENTED STAFF. 
CAOY WENT WITH AGIO TO THE FRENCH OFFICERS MESS FOR LUNCH. 
H|   • HIS RED FOURHFTGERE ON KIS LEFT SHOULDER FOR THE OCCASION. 
AGIO THOUGHT HE SHOULD WEAR IT CONSTANTLY. CADY REPLIED, IT 
REPRESENTED THEIR LEGION D*HONNEUR, A DECORATION GIVEN FOR BRAVERY 
IN COMBAT, AND HE CRAVED A0I0?S INDULGENCE FOR HIM, A MERE SERVICE 
OFFICER, TO WEAR IT ONLY ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS. THE LUNCH WAS 
GOOD, FOLLOWED BY MOHE WINE, COGNAC AND COFFEE.   OS* OF THE 
D02EN OR SO OFFICERS WERE POLITELY CURIOUS ABOUT THEIR GUEST. AGIO 
CAD* 
GAVE HIM SUCH AN ELABORATE BUILD-UP HE FELT AS CONSPICUOUS AS AS 
DRESSED UP DRAFT HORSE. A<31D SAID HE EARNED HIS FOURRAGERE. 
AUGUST. THE NURSE SITUATION WAS MORE INT^/VSE, AND THEY 
DID NOT KNOW WHY COL. GADY WAS SO RELUCTANT TO SLAP "THAT BOY* 
WITH A SPECIAL COURT, HIS ADVICES HAD SEEN TO MM« SPALDING, CON- 
SISTENTLY, THAT UNDER THEIR MILITARY RULES NURSES WERE OFFICERS I 
WITH A CODE FOR LIVING AND WORK INS WITH MILITARY CASTES OF MEN 
AROUNO THEM.   IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE IT SEEMED THAT THE NURSE 
WHO WAS APtASANTLY TRYING TO DO HER DUTY BY CHARGING HIM FOR HIS 
ATTEMPTED FAMILIARITY AND INSOLANCE WHILE ON DUTY, SHE HAD INCITED 
CORPSMAN 
HIM BY HER OWN FAMILIARITY TOWARD A NOTHERT/WHIL£ ON DUTY, IHBS WAS 
PRE-TFUDGING THE CASE AS OTHERS WERE OOING, OF COURSE.  THE TRUTH 
SHOULD COME OUT OF THE SPECIAL COURT TRIAL, WOULDN*T IT?   ... 
THOSE FRENCH OFFICERS HAD PROCLAIMED THE DAY BEFORE AT LUNCH, 
THERE SHOULD BE NO WOMEN IN THE ARMY, MPAS DE TOUTEST" IVCM WAPT. 
DANN WAS TONED DOWN WHEN HE LEARNED THAT CADY WAS REALLY TRYING 
TO PROTECT THE SILLY LITTLE GIRL,-SCARE HER INTO BEING A GOOD LITTLE 
GIRL," AND NOT LET THE UNIT LOSE A GOOD NURSE BECAUSE SHE MIGHT 
LOSE FACE IN THE MAM*t COURTS-MARTIAL.  HE MIGHT GET A NOMINAL 
VERDICT, OR EVEN LESS. 
COL. SHOOT'S REQUEST FOR THE POST V-C'AY SUGGESTIONS SEEMED 
SO PREMATURE,  IT WAS AN IRRITATING DISTRACTION FROM IDEAS OF WHAT 
TO DO TO REALY WIN THE WAR. ANOTHER ADMINISTRATIVE "MAL-A-TETE I " 
19 AUGUST. ROUTINE SATURDAY INSPECTIONS. AS CUSTOMARY THE 
INSPECTORS ENDED THEIR TOURS NEAR THE OLO CONVERTED ANIMAL HOUSES, 
NEAR THE ENLISTED CLUB IN THE 3IRAFFE BARN, AT THE ICE CREAM FACTORY. 
CAKES WERE AVAILABLE TOO. THE FIGHTIN* TWENTY-FGIST'S CHOW HOUNDS 
HAD WON THE PCS CHAMPIONSHIP, AND WOULD PLAY IN ROME NEXT TIME.... 
AMERICAN ARCHIBISHOP SPELLMAN WAS VISITING IN ITALY AGAIN, DUE 
AT   THE   81it    AT    1300   HOUR   TOMORROW.       COL.    NlCHOL   OF   THE    17TH   GENERAL 
WAS   PLANNING   TO    ENTERTAIN   HIM   DURING   THE   EVENING.       SUCH   PEOPLE 
NEVER   WERE   RELIABLE   ON   SCHEDULES,    SO   CADY'S   PLAN   TO   GO   TO   CAPRI 
WISE   AGAIN   DISRUPTED.       ...CAOV*S   20   MM.    CARTRIDGE   CASE    JIGGERS 
WERE APPARENTLY DESIRABLE.    BOLOTIN AND ©AJ.   SPALDING HAD THEIR 
HALF-DOZEN,  AND COLS.  SHOOK COCKE,   AND ARNEST,  AND MAD.  RICHARDS 
WERE READIED FOR DELIVERY.    THEN COCKE APPEARED FOR LUNCH,  ANC|ROTED 
THE  SOS QUOTAS.    HE PROMISED TO RE-OPEN THE O'BRIEN TRANSFER MATTER, 
AND  NOT LET  STEELE HOLD OUT ON THE 21 ST  JUST BECAUSE  SD§ HAD PUT 
IN THE  NEW CHIEF,   OENTAL  SERVICE,   IF  ME  HAD  SUCH  IDEAS.     ...ONE 
OF FH£  NURSES MARRIED A  SERGEANT,   AND WOULD BE TRANSFERRED AT 
ONCE TO THE 300TH GENERAL  DETACHMENT OF PATIENTS,  HER BABY WOULD 
3E BORN BACK  IN THE STATES.  HE ANTICIPATED MAJ. SPALDING MIGHT ASK 
SOME TOKEN OF DISCIPLINE LEVELLED AT THE SERGEANT.    SHE WOULD NOT 
SEE MUCH HUMOR   IN THE  SITUATION  IF REMINDED THAT ARMY REGULATIONS 
REQUIRED OFFICERS   (NURSES,T00} FROM UN^DUE FAMILIARITY WITH ENLISTED 
MEN.    BUT WITH BRIDE PROMPTLY OUT OF  JURISDICTION AND MARRIED TO 
THE MAN, NO ONE WAS GOING TO PROVE VERY MUCH, OR HAVE MUCHIFOR CHARGES. 
...CADY was EATING SUPPER IN THE ENLISTED MESS, AND CALLED OUT. A 
HIT-AND-RUN TRUCK HAD JUST STRUCK CHAUFFEUR PvT. PAUL C. DEREND»N3£R. 
WHEN CADY REACHED HIM ACROSS THE STREET, HE SAW HIS LAST FAINT 
GASP. DURING THE EVENING HE WAS IN A DARK MOOO. GREGARIOUS LT. 
COL. BEAM HAS HAVING A LOUD GATHERING OF HIS OWN IN ANO ABOUT 
COLONELS' ROW. THE PERSISTENT 1O HOUR GRINDS, NO TIME OFF FOR 
SUNDAYS, MADE HIM GRUMPY. ABOUT 2330 HE GOT OUT OF BED AND DRESSED 
TO    SEE   WHAT   WAS   GOING   ON,    BUT   THE    N0ISE-MAKER3    HAD   DECAMPED.       BEAM, 
THE    AOfi   HAD   LEFT   TERME,    HIS   POST,    AND   GONE   TO   THE    RODI    Mitt,       CADY 
TELEPHONED    HIM   AND   COLDLY   SUGGESTED   HE   RESUME    HIS    DUTY   POST    AND   LET 
IT   GO   AT   THAT. 
UAOY 
20 AUGUST.  NO ARCHIBISHOP SPELLMAN ANYWHERE IN THE CENTER 
SO FAR AS CADY LEARNED* ASOUT PAR FOR THE COURSE. THAT EVENING HIS 
OINNER FOR COL. ARNEST WAS A GRAND SUCCESS.  IT WAS OUT ON THEJCOOL 
TERME TERRACE IN CANDLE LIGHT WITHOUT A SINGLE INSECT TO ANNOY THE 
MALAR40L0GIST. THERE WAS BORROWED MUSIC IN THE CENTER CLUS UNTIL 
2300 HOUR, AND NO INTRUDERS.. FRANK GRIMALDI*S COCKTAILS AND WINE 
SERVICE WERE SUPERS.  THE HORS O'Q^UVRES WERE RATHER SKIMPED, AND 
CADY RESOLVED HE WOULD REQUIRE WRITTEN MENUS AND MEMOS FROM GRIMALDI 
THEREAFTER. 
THOSE PRESENT WERE: 
1.  COL. ftlCHARD T. ARNEST, MC.      1. COL. CADY 
2. LT. COL. FISHER, MC. 2. LT. COL. BEAM 
3. MAJ. STEIN, MC, (WALARIOLOGIST ) %.  LT. COL. AGRESS 
4. MAJ. HERMAN, MC, (W. U. *54) 4,Lr. COL. MULHALL, ART. 
5. MA«J. SUNDQUIST (SUPPLY) 
6. MAJ. MCNEILL, MC 
7. CAPT. WM. A. STALEY, MC (H?E) 
g. CAPT. GROVE, MAC (PERSONNEL) 
5. LT. COL. PATTON 
6. LT. COL. BATSTONE, AC, AND 
7. CAPT. KROG, ANC 
*. MAJ. SPALDING, ANC 
9. MAJ. MAXX 
10. MA«J. OILLMAN 
11. CAPT. DANN 
12. CAPT. JASPER, DC 
13. LT. NIE 
THE PROMOTION SITUATION WAS SNAFU BECAUSE THE THEATRE COMMANDER 
"WANTED THE OFFICERS TO HAVE MORE TIME IN GRAD^E" THAN REQUIRED 
BY THE NEW WAR DEPARTMENT RULES. THE NEW T/E FOR THE HOSPITAL 
WOULD GIVE THE HOSPITALS JEEPS AND TAKE ALL COMMAND OR RECONNAISANCE 
CARS.   AN AUSTERE CO WOULD THEN RIDE CLOSER TO THE GROUND.  CAOY 
SUSPECTED HE COULD TOLERATE THE APPEARANCE SETTER THAN SOME OF HIS 
SUBORDI NANTES.   HOWEVER, CADY GLEANED SEVERAL IDEAS FROM THIS PARTY: 
1. COL. ARNEST SAID TO GO ON TO RECOMMEND LT. COL. MULHALL 
FOR HIS OAK LEAF CLUSTER FOR HIS LEGION OF MERIT FOR HIS WORK IN 
REHABILITATION.       CURIOUSLY,    HE   NOW   SEEMED   TO   THINK   HE    HAD   THOUGHT 
IT   ALL,    THIS   REHABILITATION   BUSINESS,    \JP   BY   HIMSELF. 
2. MAX WAS TO TAKE OVER THE 34TH STATION HOSPITAL (POW) 
AND HE MIGHT BE ABLE TO KEEP THE COMMAND. 
■ ■ ■ 
UADY 
3. ARNEST WANTED CADY TO GIVE HIM SOME IDEAS ON THE 8ASE 
SURGEON'S HANDLING or HOSPITALS! ARNEST COULD FORSEE MORE WARFARE 
IN THE ORIENT. OLDER HOSPITALS AND OLDER OFFICERS SHOULD GO ON 
HOME AS A MATTER OF POLICY. CADY SUSPECTED THERE WOULD BE A MORE 
GENERAL SHUFFLE OF REGULAR OFFICERS INTO COMMAND POSITIONS. 
4. IT MIGHT BE POSSIBLE FOR CADY TO GET INTO FRANCE IN AD- 
VANCE OF HIS UNIT FOR RECONNAISSANCE. 
5. ARNEST MIGHT TRANSFER CAPT. STALEY INTO SOME UNIT IF HE 
COULD NOT GET HIM PROMOTED SOON, AND HIS OWN HQ. HAD NO I/O! 
6. ARNEST HAD SAID HE DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT RUNNING 
HOSPITALS, WHICH CADY THOUGHT WAS OSVIOUSJ HE TRIED TO PLACE HIM- 
SELF IN THE OTHER FELLOW'S POSITION WHENEVER HE MAOE HIS OECISlONSJ 
AND HE DID NOT AGREE WITH GEN STAYER'S IDEAS OF DISCIPLINE AND 
MILITARY COURTESY FOR WORKING PERSONNEL. 
7. ARNEST LIKED THE DINNERI 
23 AUGUST. THE 225TH STATION HOSPITAL GAVE A NICE PARTY AT 
THE SAVOY CLUB, 31 TERESA, PORT ROAD, WHICH WAS QUITE NEAR THE 
OLD CASTLE OUT IN THE BAY. THE CLUB WAS BADLY DETERIORATED OUTSIOE 
BUT WAS REALLY QUITE NICE INSIDE. THERE WAS A SHORT AIRRAID. CADY 
TOOK CAPT. ELLIOT, CE, TO HIS QUARTERS AT PARCO HOTEL, AND GOT 
BACK TO TERME A BIT BEFORE MIDNIGHT, 
Us) 
24 AUGUST.  CADY GAVE AWAY MARJORIE S. LOVELL, ANC, IN THE 
A 
CENTER CHAPEL.      THE CEREMONY WAS   IN CONFLICT WITH THE   INSPECTION 
BY B.  G.  MORGAN AND  COL.  ARNEST.     BEAM  HANDLED THEM QUITE WELL. 
DURING THE  AFTERNOON CADYJRECEIVED B.G.  KELLY,   SEVENTH ARMY,  WHO 
' 
CADY 
DECORATED FOUR COMSAT NON-COM>PATIENTS. ONE RECEIVED A Q$C AND 
A SHOMZE STAR,  ANOTMER RECEIVED AN OAK LEAF CLUSTER FOR HIS SILVER 
JtAR.  CAOY SORROWED DRUMMERS ANO TRUMPETERS FROM THE ftfPHtt DEPPLE 
TO QlVE THE 2f8T,S LITTLE FARADS OROUNO THE PROPER SETflNQ AND 
FLOURISHES FOR GENERAL K£LLY*8 CEREMONY, 
OOLOTIN RETURNED FROM HIS BRIEF REST AT SORRENTO JUST IN TIME 
TO HANDLE A WRITTEN COMPLAINT FROM MAJ. SPALDINQ.    SHE WAS UNHAPPY 
THAT COME CLOSED MEET I NO WITH HER NURSES HAD NOT SEEN "SAFE-OUARDEO" 
AGAINST TH£ »RE3EKCE OP SOME ENLISTED MEN AROUNO THE LITTLE THEATRE, 
LT. HuTCMESON KAO NOT SEEN PREVIOUSLY INFORMED HOW SHE HAO WANtBD 
THAT DONE. IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT C*OV HAO TOLO aOTH MEN AND 
WOMEN OFFICERS TO ACT THE PART EXPECTED OF THEIR COMMISSIONS! THAT 
NEITHER VA«J, SPALOINS OR ANV OF »m  mint! OFFICER AUDIENCE SIO ANY- 
THING TO CORRECT THEIR COMPLAINT ON THE SPOT| SOLOTIN SHOULD NTT 
DELIVER IT TO MIS       INSTEAD,HE SHOULD RfTURN IT AS A FSVOR TO 
HER, AND EXPLAIN MOW SHE HAO FAILED IN THE MATTER*  SHOULD SHE NOT 
'MOr 
ACCEPT IT WITHOUT OSVIOUS RESENTMENT, THS& INSIST 3N SRINO |T TO 
A 
THE   CO   FOR   HIS   CONSIDERATION.      THE   ftCASONlMSt    »F    IT   SHOULD   WORK, 
IT   WOULD   ACCOMPLISH   CADY'S   PURPOSEf   AND   HBL»   SUlLO   [$P   BOLQTIN 
AS   AN   EXECUTIVE   ADVISOR   TO   KER    *|N   THE   ART   DF   STAYING   ON   THE   BALL.' 
T£R   BOLOTAN   REPORTED   §«   MIS   LSNClTNY   DISCUSSION   WITH   HtVit    CURING 
WHICH   SHE   WISHED   HFP    IMPULSIVE   LETTER   RETURNED   TO   HER   HITHOUT   THE 
Cv's   SEE INS    IT. ...   CAOY   HAD   ANOTHER   'EDUCATIONAL"  TALK   WITH 
A   ntW   CENTAL   OFFICER,    CAPT.    JOS   £.   ElMERS,   AND   OEAtf MUCH   LESS 
A 
GENTLY WITH HIS SRIPINQ ATTITUDE. 
24 AUGUST.  ALREADY, IT SEEMED, CADV THOUGHT HE WAS SEEINO 
AMONG HIS OFFICERS SOME RESULTS OF HIS LECTURE TWO DAYS BEFORE 
ON REQUIRED ASSUMPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY OF ORAOE, RANK, OR POSITION. 
THEY SHOULD THINK ABOUT TOSE MATTERS A BIT MM| A DESERVED PRO- 
MOTION   SHOULD   REFLECT   TO   THE   EYES   OF   THE   OOMMANOINO   OFFICER   FROM 
UAQY 
THEIR   SUBORDINATES   AS   WELL    AS   FROM   THEMSELVES.        (iF   THEY   THOUGHT 
HE    HAD    "GONE   G«l"   ON   THEM,    SO   BE    ITl) 
MME, LANDORMIER, SUPERVISOR OF CROIX ROUGE FRANCAISE, CAME 
TO INSPECT HER GROUP, AND WAS DISCOURAGED BY THEM.  CADY COUNSELLED 
HER THEY WERE NOSTALGIC, SPOILED A BIT MAYBE, HAD RATHER TOO MUCH 
TIME ON THEIR HANDS, A HO  HAD, HE THOUGHT, TOO MUCH * I NTERFERRING" 
RROM OUTSIDE. FT WAS HIS IDEA THEY SHOULD GET TO FRANCE AT THE 
EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY AND NOT HAVE TO WAIT FOR HIS UNIT. HE HAD 
SAID THE SA»'E TO ARNEST, TOO. ...THE FRENCH WERE SUPPOSED TO HAVE 
ENTERED PARIS THE DAY BEFORE. THE NAZI'S SEEMED TO BE ON THE RUN, 
FCrt   fMtflS   WAS    SOME    RUMOR   OF   ANOTHER    INVASION   OF   FRANCE   SOUTH   OF 
BORDEAUX. 
AUGUST. THE PBS GENERAL ORDER 1?f, 22 AUG. 1944 GOE CADY 
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTIONS UNDER THE NEW T/O, AND HE WAS BUSY 
ON RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALVIS, rREEDMAN AND CHAP. HOOK.  OTHERS DE- 
SERVED THEM, BUT THERE WERE NO OPENINGS AT THE MOMENT.  THE ENLISTED 
MEN WERE NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED EITHER.  ...ONE MORE WINNING GAME, 
AND  ;ViNTERBOWER'S  CHO-V  HOUNDS WOULD GET TO PLAY AT QRAN.     ...A 
COL.  f/YERS,   Bf>ct«   3ERV.,   WAS AROUND TO  SEE  HOW *0LD HUTCH" HAD 
BEEN   DOING   THINGS. 
DURING THE AFTERNOON WAJ, SEN. STAYER QUIETLY SLIPPED THROUGH 
THE FRONT DOOR, AND BfMM• CALLED ALL WORKERS TO ATTENTION, WHICH 
WAS JUST WHAT HE LIKED, AT CADY'S OFFICE HE WANTED TO BEt    "&6   A. 
AND D AMD F." AND ASKED A FEW CLERICAL OUESTIONS.  THEN, A 
SURGICAL WARD, AND CADY ESCORTED HIM TO ORTHOPEOICS, THE LARGEST 
AND ALWAYS THE BUSIEST.   fT WAS ALSO THE LEAST LIKELY TO BE ALERTED 
FOR VISITING GENERALS.  AFTER HE REALIZED HOW HARD IT WOULD BE/TO 
BRING EVERYONE IN THE LAR0E  PLACE TO ATTENTION, HE ASKED CADYITO 
CEASE HIS EFFORTS.  HE WENT ABOUT CHATTING AFFABLY WITH PATIENTS. 
HE DEPARTED FOR THE 23RD GENERAL, SAYING,"OLD KNAUER WILL EXPECT 
UADY 
ME TO INSPECT HIM, 0UT I «*H*t** 
CADY HAD LEARNED: 
GEN. STAYER HAD RETURNED FROM FRANCE WITH THE FIRST AIR* 
EVACUATED PATIENTS TO CORSICA, WHERE HE HAD BEEN TREATED WITH 
ALL THE NECESSARY COURTESY. WHEN HE ARRIVEO IN NAPLES, MI WAS 
NEVER TREATED SO DISCOURTEOUSLY IN ALL MY LIFE!" THE MEN HAD 
GONE ABOUT UNLOAOINCJ PLANES * S QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, IGNORING THE 
GENERAL. ME WANGLED HIS OWN BAGGAGE,—IT. COL. BATCH, 5!ST 
MEO. !?N.(SEP) CAUGHT HELL FOR ALL OF IT. 
2. ONE HOSPITAL IN CORSICA SUDDENLY RECEIVED 375 SURGICAL 
PATIENTS. it » i PUT ORDER IN CH«»3," GEN. STAYER SAID. "THE t#0TH 
STATION HOSPITAL WAS DIFFERENT.    J^CWLETTE   IS A GOOD MAN AND KNWS 
A 
HIS BUSINESS.    THEY WERE DOING ALL RIGHT."    THAT WAS THE  ?1ST'S SOY! 
3. *M  SAVE GLD KNAUER HELL THE OTHER  DAY," HE  CHUCKLED. 
"I'LL SET THINGS WILL BE ALL RIGHT  NEXT TIME." 
joe 
4. "YOU'LL BE LOOKING FOR ANOTHER, EH? THE WAY THEY ARE 
A 
GETTING TO GERMANY WILL SPEED THINGS VP."    CADY TRIED TO REMIND 
HIM THE PARIS SITUATION^AS STILL  VAGUE,  THE GERMANS WERE  NOT BACK 
OF THEIR SIEGFRIED LINE,  AND   IT ALL MIGHT TAKE SOME MORE TIME... 
"IT'S THE PLAN FOR THE  FIRST UNITS OVER,   FIRST BACK,   AND TO DE- 
MOBILIZE   THEM,—FORTY~EISHT   HOURS,   VOU   KNOW?      PROBABLY   LEAVE 
300,000 TROOPS   IN GERMANY A LONG TIME,   VOLUNTEERS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. 
THOSE THAT GC  TO THE PACIFIC,  GO BY PANAMA.     LET THE BRITISH RETAKE 
AYA,   INDO-CHINA,  BURMA.      THEY CAN HAVE  JAPAN,  AS FOR ME,  TOO 
COLD AND OISASRABLEI" 
5. CADY   INTRODUCED BOLOTIN:     "GLAD TO.,WHAT ARE YOU DOING 
WITH AN MAC    EXECUTIVE OFFICER?    ...HE MUST BE A DOCTOR,  THE  SURGEON 
GENERAL WANTS   IT.    DIDN'T YOU HEAR US TELL THEM THE LAST MEETING? 
(6ADY  HAD MISSED THAT PART OF THE MEETING.)    OH,  YES,   HE'S GOTTA 
BE  A DOCTOR SO  HE CAN TAKE OVER WHEN YOU'RE  AWAY."    TO  BOLOTIN: 
CAOY 
"YOU'RE NOT A DOCTOR,  ARE you?"    So,  DRAKE MIGHT HAVE TO RETURN, 
AND BOLOTIN PUT BALM ON A HEAOACHE. 
6.    WGEN.  WILSON,  AND SOME OF THEM,  GOT THE 36TH ANO THE 43RO 
AHEAD OF YOU  INTO FRANCE,  BUT YOU WON*T BE SO LONG NOW YOU.JSELF." 
CADY AND BOLOTIN WONDERED  IF THE ORDER FOR THE 36TH TO GO  INTO 
THE NEW T/O,  DATED 24 AUGUST, AND THE OTHER FOUR HOSPITALS, DATEO, 
25TH WAS AS SIGNIFICANT OF ANY OF THE THINGS  IT COULD BE.      HAD 
ALL THE PREVIOUS HEADQUARTERS NAGGING ABOUT GETTING DRAKE OUT    OF 
POSITION,  AND BOLOTIN INTO  IT,  SOME PRE-CONCEIVED PLANNING FOR JUST 
SUCH A LET-DOWN AS THIS?    CADY REALIZED HIS  JOB RECURRED A BUILT-IN 
PROFESSIONAL PARANOIA, AND MAYBE HE COULD STILL PLAY BOTH ENDS 
AGAINST THE MIDDLE,   ..SOMEHOW. 
THREE   ITALIAN MEDICAL OFFICERS CAME TO VISIT,  JUST TO VISIT, 
ANO THAT GOT HIS MIND OFF HIS NEW WORRIES,  SOMEWHAT.    OUCH A DAY!. 
26 AUGUST.      APPARENTLYJFREE FRENCH HAD ENTERED PARIS ON 25 
AUGUST.    CADY AND BOLOTIN WENT TO CASERTA TO DISCUS© GEN.  STAYER'S 
CONFLICTING  INSTRUCTIONS WITH COL. SHOOK.      THEY LOOKED UP SOME 
RECStRDS,    AND   OECIDED   THE   G£NERAL*S   STATEMENTS   WERE   REALLY   ORDERS. 
THEN CADY WAS ROCKED ONTO HIS HEELS, THEY SUGGESTED THAT HE AND 
BOLOTIN WERE REALLY HUNTING PROMOTION VACANCIES!  WELL, BOLOTIN 
WAS TOO USEFUL TO PROMOTE OUT OF THE UNITl  AS FOR HIMSELF, THOUGHTS 
OF PROMOTION WERE IMPRACTICAL. 
THEY MET LT. COL. KARL HUGO METZ, DC, WHO SAID HE WAS REALLY 
DISAPPOINTED THAT HE DID NOT GET THE SEVENTH ARMY PLACE.  HE WAS 
A FORMALIST, SALUTING AN ALL.   ...CADY GOT INTOlCOCKE AGAIN TO 
BEDEVIL HIM ABOUT GETTING O'BRIEN AGAIN BEFORE GOING TO FRANCE. 
HE TOLD COCKE HE WANTED TO PLAY HIS OWN PROMOTION VACANCIES, BUT 
COCKE SAID NOTHING MUCH EXCEPT HE SEEMED TO BELIEVE GEN. STAYER 
MIGHT TALK TOO MUCH AND FORGET SECURITY SOMETIMES. 
**s* 
UAOV 
DURING   THE   RETURN   TRIP,    THEY    SPECULATED:        »F   ORAKE   SHOULD 
RETURN, HE COULD ADVANCE IF CAOY MIGHT, BUT HE EXPECTED NO STARS. 
THAT NEED NOT HOLD BACK A MEDICAL EXEC. THE UNIT WOULD EVENTUALLY 
HAVE A FULL COLONEL CO, ANO FOR CHIEFS OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. 
THE EXEC WOULD BE A  LIEUTENANT COLONEL IN THAT CASE. USE MAXXFOR 
EXEC? BUT HE WAS ALREAOY TAKING ACTING COMMANO OF THE 34TH STATION 
HOSPITAL, BEAM? MO, HE WAS WHERE HE WAS NEEDED.  AGRESS RANKED 
NEXT TO BEAM, AND CAPT. BROWN WASN*T YET READY TO RUN THE WHOLE 
LABORATORY SERVICE, AND EMPIRE AGRESS HAD BUILT. ...ANYHOW, CAOY 
HAD BETTER STALL ALONG UNTIL HE WOULD BE IN THE NEXT THEATRE. 
BRIG. SEN. LAWRENCE C. JAYNES, CO, REPLACEMENT SERVICE, 
WAS AT THE UNIT TO SEE ABOUT STAGING A COMPANY OF VAC1I CADY 
SHOWED THE GENERAL AROUND TO SHOW HOW IT COULD BE DONE NICELY, 
AND DISCUSSED IT OVER COFFEE. CADY THOUGH SUCH AN EVENT WOULC^E 
QUITE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR HIS MEN TO HAVE DATES WITH WHOLESOME 
'CLEAN* AMERICAN GIRLS NOT LONG FROM HOME* 
COL. PEUSTOW*S 27TH EVAC. WAS STAGING WITH THE 21ST AGAIN, 
BY ECHELONS. THEIR UNIT WAS GOING OUT AHEAD OF SCHEDULE. HE WAS 
GLAD TO BE BACK WITH THE 2fST, AND SAID HE THOUGHT THE OUTFIT SHOULD 
HAVE SOME RECOGNITION FOR ALL THE EXTRA WORK IT DID FOR THE BASE, 
WHICH WAS UNLIKELY, TOO. 
COL. PERRIN H. LONG CAME BY AND ASKED CADY ABOUT HIS IDEAS 
FOR POST EUROPEAN HANDLING OF MEDICAL UNITS. HE SAID HE HAD NOTICED 
BY NEWS AND SCUTTLEBUTT THAT CBI WAS BEING REORGANIZED, THAT OFFICERS 
WERE BEING SELECTED TO GO THERE, NOT ASKEO.  THAT WAS CADY'S IDEA, 
TOO, BUT HE WOULD FIND SOME WAY TO WEED OUT THE WAVERING AND LOW 
MORALE INDIVIDUALS IN SOME REALISTIC MANNER.  MERRILL*8 MARAUDERS 
HAD A LET-DOWN IN BURMA, BUT MALARIA WAS WHAT THEY HAO INSTEAD OF 
MORALE WHEN PR0MI8ES OF ROTATION HOME DID NOT MATERIALIZE.  ALL THE 
TALK ABOUT USING CONVALESCENTS UNNECESSARILY FOR FIGHTING, HAD TO 
SOME SUBSTANCE IN A WORM *S-EYE-V|EW  THERE.  MAYBE THE EUROPEAN 
THEATRE or OPERATIONS WAS TOO REMOTE FROM THE PROBLEM, THAT IS, 
FOR GOOD JUDGMENT* SOMETHING HAD BEEN MUFFED, IT SEEMED, AS IT 
HAD SEEN HANDLED. 
SUNDAY, 27 AUGUST.  CADY WORKED HARD ALL DAY, EVEN SKIPPING 
HIS LITTLE *TEN MINUTE 8IESTA* TO BREAK H»S TENSIONS.  COL. CHURCHILL 
CAME TO SEE HOW SURGERY WAS GETTING ALONG, AND HE,TOO, WANTED CAOY*S 
IDEAS ASOUT POST-WAR HANDLING OF UNITS, MEDICAL OF COURSE.  THIS 
RATHER NATURALLY GOT TO DISCUSSING COMMANDERS AND WHAT TO DO WITH 
THEM. CHURCHILL HAD A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO KNOW AND COMPARE 
ALL THE HOSPITALS OF NATOUSA.  HE SURPRISED CADY WITH HIS FIRM 
CONVICTIONS THAT THE RS3ULAR ARMY HAD MADE MANY POOR SELECTIONS 
FOR COMMANDERS OF AFFILIATED HOSPITALS.  HE MENTIONED COL. NVLAND 
OF THE 33RD GENERAL HOSPITAL AS AN EXCEPTION, FOR HE WAS A GOOD CO. 
CHURCHILL SAID HIS RULE WAS TO KEEP OUT OF THEIR BUSINESS, BUT|HE 
KNOWS THEM ALL.   THE BASIS OF MOST DIFFICULT SITUATIONS LAY IN THE 
FACT THAT MOST OFFICERS IN THE AFFILIATED UNITS ALREADY WERE PRO- 
FESSIONALLY EQUAL, OR POTENTIALLY EQUAL AND SUPERIOR TO THE CO, 
WHICH MADE THE COMMANDER UNCOMFORTABLE. 
CAPT. SPELLMAN RETURNED FROM A JJTRIP" TO MARSEILLES, BUT NOT 
WITH THE SORT OF NEWS CADY NEEDED.  THREE NEW MEDICAL OFFICERS 
JOINED, AND MAJ. WM. 0. WARWICK WAS THE ONE CADY EXPECTED MOST 
FROM, AND HIS GRADE \i\   CADY^ PROMOTION PLANS.  HE HAO TO RECALL 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALVIS AND FREEOMAN.   fNDEED, THIS REORGANIZATION 
BUSINESS, NOT BEING ABLE TO CONTROL WHO CAME IN, MIGHT EVEN MAKE IT 
NECESSARY TO DECLARE A MAJOR OR TWO 8URPLU8.   IF ONLY HE COULD GET 
SCHWART* UP TO LT. COLONEL, HE MIGHT GET BY WITHOUT IT.  BOLOT IN 
HAD BEEN IN GRADE LONG ENOUGH FOR A TRIAL, BUT GEN. STAYER WOULD 
BLOCK THAT SO LONG AS THEY REMAINED IN HATOU8A. 
HE HAD A TOM COLLINS WITH COL. PEUSTOW, AND NEEDED IT. HE HAD 
CADY 
A PH. 0. DEGREE IN ADDITION TO MIS SURGICAL. SPECIALTY.  NEITHER 
THE U. OF ILLINOIS, NOR THE REGULAR ARMY ERRED IN SELECTING HIM AS 
THE   CO   Or   THAT   AFFILIATED   UNIT.      HE   WAS   FLYING   OUT   TO   THE   NORTH 
EARLY   THE    NEXT   MORNING   AS   THE   ADVANCE   PARTY   FOR   HIS   EVAC.    HOSPITAL. 
2$ AUGUST. A ROTATION HEADACHE. THE CENSOR HAD REFERRED THE 
CASE   OF   A   PRIVATE    IN   THE   UNIT   WHO    HAD   A   TOTAL   OF   2&   MONTHS   SERVICE, 
AND   HE   HAD   BEEN   WITH   THE   UNIT   SINCE   OCTOBER.       HE   WAS   WRITING   TO 
HIS   MOTHER   TO   STIR   KJP   TROUBLE   THROUGH   HIS   CONGRESSMAN   BECAUSE    HE 
HAD    NOT   BEEN   ROTATED.       ^   WAS   TOLD   THAT   SUCH   SELF-SEEKING   WOULD 
GET    HIM    NO   FURTHER   TOWARD   HOME   THAN    IT    HAD   THREE   OFFICERS   WHO   HAD 
BEEN    "SOLl€ICING"    IN   ONE   WAY   OR   ANOTHER   FOR   THE   SAME   THING.       SOME- 
ONE   ELSE   PUT    IN   A    KICK   THROUGH   THE   UNIT    SUGGESTION   SOX.    DANN'S 
GRIPE   WAS   THAT,    AS    HE    HEARD    IT,    OUTSIDERS   COMING    INTO   SUCH   A   UNIT 
AS   THE   21ST    HAD   LITTLE   CHANCE   FOR   ROTATION,    MIGHT    HAVE    SOME   SUBSTANCE. 
BUT    HE    KNEW   THE    "SOLICITORS"   AND   COULD   AGREE   WITH   CADY   THAT   THERE 
WERE   OTHERS   MORE   DESERVING   OF   ROTATION. As   FOR   PROMOTIONS,    ALVIS 
AND   FREEOMAN   HAD   BEEN   CAPTAINS   tf   YEARS   OR   MORE,    AND   THEY   COULD 
QUALIFY AS LEGITIMATE OBSTACLES AHEAD OF OTHERS. HOWEVER, CADY 
SAID THE PREPARATIONS SHOULD BE KEPT UP-DATED FOR SCHWARTZ, ALVLS, 
FREEDMAN, HOOK, JASPER, LT. GOLDEN, AND A NUMBER OF NURSES, NOR 
VAT LT. HUTCKESON THE EX-ARTILLERY OFFICER OVERLOOKED. 
CAPT. BRAJON DROPPED IN TO SEE CAOY. THE 7TH COMPANY? I.E., 
ITS BATTALION WAS ASSIGNED TO A MOROCCAN REGIMENT, AND HIS COMPANY 
WAS THE LARGEST OF ALL. THEY WERE ALERTED FOR FRANCE. COM. LAFAILLE 
WAS 47, AND TOO FAT TO GO.  HE WAS UNHAPPY.  LT. PELLICIER WAS STILL 
IN THE COMPANY. THERE SEEMED TO MIXED EMOTIONS ABOUT A LOT OF THEIR 
SITUATION.  HE WROTE A LETTER IN FRENCH TO HIS WIFE IN AFRICA  FOR 
CADY TO SEND THROUGH THE ARMY POSTAL SYSTEM.  CADY AGREED IF HE 
COULD HAVE IT TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH FOR THE CENSOR, AND TO KEEP 
A COPY !N CASE OF TROUBLE.  HE REALLY LOVED HIS WIFE AND SON. HE 
HE WOULD BE GONE IF HE MIGHT NOT RETURN OR SENO CADY A NOTE. 
THE CHOW HOUNDS WENT TO ORAN TO PLAY I 
29 AUGUST. CADY WAS LOSING AN INFECTED TOOTH WHICH WAS CAUSING 
A SLIGHT ACHfNESS AND LOW GRADE FEVER.  WHILE TRYING TO LEARN WHY 
1 ft£ WAS 
HE HAD BEEN LOSING ZEST FOR WORK, HE HAD DISCOVERED^ 'CARRIER* 
OF AMOEBA HVSTOLYTICA.   HE WAS "CARDED FOR RECORD ONLY* ON THE 
ADMISSIONS REPORT. HE WOULO TRY TO GET RID OF THEM, EVEN THOUGH 
HE HAD BEEN SYMPTOMLESS OF HIS INFESTATION.  HE MENTIONED THAT 
HIS PERSONNEL, PROBABLY 10 TO 15 PERCENT, WERE CARRIERS, TO G&N. 
STAYER, WHO PROMPTLY CAUTIONED AGAINST LEARNING SUCH FACTS. THE 
MEN WOULD US THE INFORMATION FOR UNDESERVED PENSION CLAIMS SOMETIME. 
A 
CADY DID NOT KNOW MUCH ABOUT POST-WAR PENSION CLAIMS, BUT HE SUS- 
PECTED CONGRESSMEN WOULD NOT LIKE SUCH OVERT STATEMENTS. 
THE COLONEL Oxx DINNER ON THE TERME TERRACE WAS ANOTHER GRAND 
SUCCESS. COCKTAILS AT 1030, DINNER AT 1930, AND IT WAS WELL AFTER 
2200 BEFORE ANYONE MADE A MOVE TO GET AWAY.  CADY BEDEVILED COL. 
OXX, SUCCESSOR TO CG. WILSON, PBS, TO RELEASE WOODY O'BRIEN TO|THE 
21 ST, BUT OXX LIKED nWOODIEH TOO.   HE HAD BECOME WELL KNOWN FOR HIS 
SKILL AND TACT.  THE GUESTS JOCULARLY SEARCHED FOR THE NAME OF THE 
MESS SERGEANT FOR THE DINNER^. T. WILLIS ) BUT WERE INFORMED HE 
"SWEECHIE MCKEETCHIE." 
THE GUEST LINE-UP WAS: 
V 
1. COL. OXX, COMMANDER, P8S. 
2. COL. 8HALER, C/S 
3. LT. COL. WELLS, G-1 
4. LT. COL. JOHNSON, CE, G-4 
5. MAJ. MCKEETCHIE, AG 
6. LT. COL. SWEENEY, MC 
7. COL. MYERS, SPEC. SERV. 
g. LT. SINER, 3N-C 
9. LT. CAOOY,AG 
10. LT. COOPER, AG 
\U  Uiss ERICSON, ARC 
I. COL. CADY 
J. LT. COL. BEAM 
3. LT. COL. AGRESS 
4* MAJ. SCHWARTZ 
$. MAJ. BOLOTIN 
6. MA«J. SPALOING, ANC 
7. CAPT. JASPER 
8. Miss PAPE, ARC 
9. LT. ABRAMSON 
10. LT. HUTCHESOH 
II. LT. NIE. 
30 AUGUST.     CADY WAS  STILL GETTING COMPLIMENTS ON THE FINE 
DINNER PBS HO.  STAFF HAD. 
COL. MELVIN PURVIS ENTERED THE HOSPITAL  AS A PATIENT.      AJ. 
JOE  PARKER PUT  HIS  NECK   IN EXTENSION AND HE WAS  HOUSED ON A PRVATE 
PRE-FAS SECTION OF THE OFFICERS WARD  *S0 HE COULD CUSS AN* TIME HE 
WISHED'  AND FOR PROTECTION AGAINST  JIBES WHICH WERE CERTAIN TO 
FOLT>W    ANV  NEWS THAT  "GANG 3USTER PURVIS*' HIMSELF VMS  HANGING 3Y 
THE  NECK I" 
GEN.   JAYNES SAID THE WAG STAGING WOULD  NOT MATERIALIZE FOR 
AT LEAST A MONTH.  MAXff ORDER TO GO TO THE 34TH 3TATIGN HOSPIIAL 
ARRIVED, AND ANOTHER COLORFUL CHARACTER OF THE 21 ST WAS DEPARTING. 
LT. KENNETH DROWN, DC, CAPT. ZIMMERMAN, MC» AND LT. EESSEY, Iv'C, JOINED. 
MUCH ROUTINE PAPER FIGHTING. 
3t AUGUST, m  NEWS FROM BRAJCN, PRESUMED GONE TO FRANCE. 
CADY MAILED HI? LETTER AND 6 GERMAN STEEL JIGGERS FOR SOUVENIRS. 
BRAJON SAID HF HOPED TO CET A LOOK AT HIS HOMEIN AVIGNON, AND 
HOPED IT HAD NOT EEEN DAMAGED. ...CADY*S TOOTH EXTRACTED..., 
HE WENT TO GO THROUGH A WEDDING REHEARSAL, BUT SOMEONE HAD BEEN 
SO SCATTER-WITTED, NOJONE HAD NOTIFIED THE CHAPLAIN! 
LATE NEWS INDICATED EISENHOWER HAD ANNOUNCED SOME CHANGES 
IN BRITISH COMMANDS. THE FIFTH ARMY AND THE BRITISH WERE STILL 
PLODDING NORTHWARD IN FTALY. THE SEVENTH ARMY IN FRANCE DID MOT 
SEEM TO INTEND TO JOIN UP WITH THE FIFTH, 3UT WAS SETTING ON UP 
TOWARD NORTH FRANCE AS FAST AS POSSIBLE,  IN NORTH FRANCE, PATTON-S 
ARMORED ARMY WAS MESS I N!G UP THE GERMANS A LOT, IT SEEMED. 
COL. CHAS. F. OAVIS'S NAME STILL CAME UP OCCASIONALLY. LITTLE 
HAD BEEN HEARD FROM HIM.  HE WOULD GO DOWN IN THE UMf HISTORVIAS 
A MAN WHO KNEW ABOUT EVERYTHING TO HAVE DONE A GOOD JOB, EXCEPT 
PEOPLE.  ...CADY DECIDED IT WAS TIME TO GET OFF ANY LETTERS TOJFRENCH 
FRIENDS.  His ITALIAN INTERPRETER HAD DROUGHT IN A FINAL CERTIFICATE 
CADV 
FOR   HOH0RARV   Af*ABS»   WHICH  WAS   REPRODUCES   AW   PRINTE©.      THE   OUT- 
LINES rnou A SWAP-SHOT or CAIO EX ^ASCBI MADE A MICE SKETCH FOR 
THE   UPPER   M«ftH   Or   IT. 
At/QUST   CNDED   WITH   3»033   ©PERATIM3   HEOSJ   MAXIMUM   PATIENTS, 
||    :)o;    AVERAGE   PATIENTS,    1,753,   TOTAL   ADMISSIONS,    1,8$0«      THERE 
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t   SEPTEMBER.   SECOND  LIEUTENANT   JUKIJS  8«   ABRAMSON'S PROMOTION 
WAS MADE PRETTY MUCH AS A REWARD FOR  'SURVIVING*  HIS EXACTING DUTIES 
OF HIS  INNOVATION ASSIGNMENT AS RTAD <JUT A NT H TO MAJ. SPALDINS'S 
NURSING  SERVICE.     COL,  SEEBE AND CAPT.  THRECKETT  F&O-J. THE  CHAPLAIN 
HEDQUARTERS  CAME    ALONG WITH  LT.   COL.   UCTI FOR  A  VISIT.     WfTJ 
SIGNED    IN,    BUT   WOULD    NOT    ACTUALLY   REPORT    FOR   DUTY   FOR   ANOTHER 
60   DAYS   OR   SO,       CADY   SUPPOSED   THE   CHAPLAINS   CAME    JUST   TO    TEE   WHAT 
THEY    HAD   BEEN   DEALING   WITH    IN   THE   FR .    CRIV.V, IXS    CASE.       f.'ETZ   Oft 
SOMEONE   REPORTED   THAT    COL.    OXX    HAD   TOLD   C'oRfEN   THERE   WOULD   3£    NC 
TRANSFER   FOR   HIM,    AND    CADY    SPECULATED   THAT   THE    RUMOR   MIGHT   BE   OLD 
STUFF. 
LT. MARGARET ROBERTSON'S MARRIAGE TO 1ST LT. Loor/is, 1ST ARMORED 
DIVISION, WENT OFF SMOOTHLY. THERE WAS A BEAUTIFULLY ARRANGECJRE- 
CEPTION, DINNER, PICTURES AND ALL SUCH THINGS. THE LITTLE DOLL 
BRIDAL COUPLE PERCHEO ATOP THE PYRAMIDAL CAKE GAVE CADY'S MEMORY 
OF HIS OWN WEDDING A POIGNANTLY SENTIMENTAL TWtNdC* 
THE ENLISTED MEN'S DANCE DOWNTOWN HAD ITS DIFFICULTIES. THE 
REPLACEMENT CENTER'S MUSIC HAD BEEN ARRANGED, BUT AT f(S00 HOUR 
"TWO GENERALS PULLED THE BAND." LT. HUTCHESON matte UP  mi RECORD 
PLAYER AND PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM. THEY DANCED WITH ESCORTED GROUPS 
OF ITALIAN GIRLS; I.E., MOST OF THEIR FAMILIES HAD SEEN LEFT AT 
HOME. THEN THE RED CROSS MANAGED TO SCROUNGE AROUN5TO INTERCEPT 
AN ORCHE3TRA WHICH WAS UUST READY TO GO TO THE OFFICERS CLUB OF 
THE 70TH STATION HOSPITAL.  IT MADE THE DANCE SO MUCH SETTER FOR 
THE MEN THAT CADY WAS WILLING TO MAKE GOOD AMENDS, COMING TIME TO 
PAV TUHE PIPER.   ...CHOIV HOUNDS BEAT THE OFFICERS TEAM OF INLAND 
CAtV 
BASE SECTION. 
2 SEPTEMBER. A LT. (?OL., CAV. AND A PBS CAPTAIN CAME TO G?»E 
THE UNIT ITS G-3 INSPECTION. THE 21ST WAS THE BEST or ABOUT 20 
UNITS   THEY    HAD    INSPECTED,   THE   LT .    <k>L.    SAID. CADY   MODESTLY   ASSURED 
HIM   HE   COULD   HAVE   P0RETOLD   THAT,    BUT..."YES" SMILED   THE    INSPECTOR, 
hlT    IS   BETTER   TOR   ME   TO   TELL   YOU,    |SN*T    IT?" 
VUCK   Or   THE   DAY   WAS   P APER-rttGHT I NG.       Ht COT   OrP   SIX   MORE 
NURSE PROMOTION RECOMMENDATIONS, BUT HAD ABOUT 25 MORE TO REVIEW. 
COL. WM. SPAULDING'S DEPARTURE BY AIR REMINDED HIM HE SHOULD TRY 
TO ARRANGE AN ADVANCE TRIP POR HIMSELF, ONLY THE SEVENTH ARMY HAD 
BEEN TOUGH ENOUQH THEY DID NOT EVEN CLEAR GENERALS PROM HQ. ALLIED 
FORCES UNLESS THEY REALLY HAD ttftiMtti IN FRANCE* 
SEVERAL or THE UNIT orncERs WERE THINKING MORE ABOUT THE 
21ST   AND   COMMENTED   ON   HOW   THEY   HAD   GOTTEN   ALONG   SO   WELL   WITHOUT 
ALL   THE    INTERNAL   SQUABBLING    SOME   OP   THE   OTHER   UNITS   HAD   BEEN   HAVING. 
»ITH   A   LITTLE   3LY    HELP    rROM    CADY,    MOST   OP   THEM   THOUGHT   THAT    HAVING 
A   LOT   Or   WORK   TO   DO   WAS   ONE   REASON,    AND   OTHER©   TH0U6H7THAT    HAVING 
"PAIR   TREATMENTHWAS   ANOTHER.       CAOY   CADY   DID   MOT   TRY   TO   EXPLAIN 
THE   VALUE   Or    H|8   MANAGEMENT   Or   LETTING   THEM   GET   AROUND   THROUGH 
MANY   SUPPOSEDLY    NON-EXISTENT    LOOP-HOLES   POR    NEEDED   REST    AND   RE- 
CREATION,    AT   LEAST    *£VER    INTENDED   BY   HIGHER   HEADQUARTERS.      AND, 
THEY   DESERVED    IT.       ...BEAM'S   3?TH   BIRTHDAY   WAS   CELEBRATED   BY   HIS 
STAFr   WITH   COCKTAILS   AND   DINNER.      THINKING   AHEAD.    CADY   STILL   DID 
NOT   BELIEVE   HE   SHOULD   SPEAK   ALOUD   ABOUT   BEAM'S   PROBABILITIES   OP 
BECOMING   A   YOUNG   PULL   COLONEL,    "lE   THEY   DON'T   SLAP   ONE    INTO   THIS 
OUTriT   TO   OUT-RANK   HlM.H 
3UNDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER.  CADY WORKEO ALL DAY, WONDERING WHY 
HE DID IT. HE HAD A LIST OF ABOUT 25 PERSONS WHO SHOULD HAVE 
HIS SOUVENIRS OP SALVAGED WAR BRASS. ALSO, HE HAD LISTENED TOO 
WELL TO THAT ITALIAN ARTIST AND THOSE HONORARY ARAB CERTiriCATES 
CADY 
HAD BEEN MORE EXPENSIVE THAN ANTICIPATED. ...THE ALLIES WERE UP 
IN HOLLAND ANO BELGIUM, CLOSER TO GERMANY. THE NAZL'S WERE ON 
THE RUN OUR QF WEST FRANCE. . ..LT. COL. MCOONALD, CO, 7&TH 
STATION HOSPITAL, CAME TO ARRANGE STAGING FOR HIS UNIT IN ABOUT A 
WEEK. THEY CHATTED A SIT ASOUT SOME OF THE PROBLEMS THEY MIGHT 
HAVE IN SETTING BACK INTO MEDICAL PRACTICE IN CIVIL LIFE, FOR 
MAYBE THEY MIGHT HAVE SOME IDEA WHEN THE WAR WOULD END. WISHFUL 
THINKING! 
4 SEPTEMBER. BOLOTIN CAME BACK FROM PBS WITH THE INFORMATION 
THE   21ST    SHOULD   REDUCE   BEDS   TO   1,000   AT   ONCE. 
CADY   STARTED   EARLY   TO   GET   ALL   THE   SNAPSHOTS 
OF   THE   HOSPITAL   HE   COULD   BEFORE    IT   MIGHT   CHANGE    ITS   APPEARANCE 
MUCH.    A CAPT.  CUMLEY,  MAC,  FROM BASE (3-2,   SURGEON'S OFFICE,  CAME 
TO LEARN WHAT THE UNIT*S KNOWLEDGE WAS ABOUT THE   INCIDENCE OF 
DISEASES GERMAN POWB HAD.     IN ADDITON TO THE RECORDS,  CADY MADE 
SOME SUGGESTIONS WHERE HE MIGHT GLEAN ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION. 
THAT AFTERNOON GEN.  STAYER CAME TO SEE COO.  PURVIS.  NO, 
HE WOULD NOT   INSPECT WHERE   IT WAS  NOT  NEEDED.     HE SAID,  WITH A 
FAINT SMILE/'CADY, I HAVE A PRETTY EASY JOB, FOR t HAVE ONLY A 
FEW COS I HAVE TO WATCH MUCH."  CADY WANTED TO PUT IN A GOOO WORD 
FOR tfAX.  HE LEARNED THAT HIS 3^TH STATION HOSPITAL HAD PIT DISPOSAL 
SEWAGE WHICH WAS ALWAY3 ABOUT TO OVERFLOW. THE GENERAL SAID MAXX 
WANTED TO PUT IN SOME PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.  THEN 1 ST LT. ROBERT 
A. ANDERSON, FORMERLY WITH THE 21ST, AIDE TO GEN. STAYER, SAID 
MAX HAD BEEN ASSURED HE WOULD BE RUNINO HIS "HONEY WAGON*' WHILE 
HE WOULD BE AT DUCENTA, AND WOULD EVEN SEE SUCH THINGS IN FRANCE. 
"THESE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN FERTILIZING THEIR FIELDS THAT WAY FOR 
HUNDREDS OF YEARS."  SHORTLY AFTER THE GENERAL DEPARTED, MAX CAME 
'HOME.1 
MAX ASKEO ABOUT DOVE. GEN. STAYER HAD SAIO HE WAS GOING 
CADY 
HOME, PROBABLY OUT OF THE ARMY,   ?T SEEMED THE GENERAL HAD BEEN 
PEEVED BY SOME FAILURE HE THOUGH OOVE HAD MADE.  THAT SURPRISED 
WAX, SO CAOY REMINDED HIM HOW OPPORTUNISTIC DOVE HAD BEEN, USING 
THE IVAR FOR DOVE RATHER THAN vies VERSA, THERE WAS A DIFFERENCE. 
MAX WAS OF THAT SAME FAlTHt AND CAOY HOPEC AS A CO HE MIGHT BE 
A3LE TO GAIN INSIGHT FOR HIS OWN BENEFIT,  THE 21ST REALLY LIKED 
BOTH THESE FELLOV'S. 
CADY WAS NOW ANXIOUS TO SPEEO VP   THE EVACUATION OF LT• JEANNE 
CARTEL,  ANC«     "HE  HAD tttft UNCIAGNOSEO CHEST  CONDITION AND THE 
CONSULTANTS WERE WANTING A BRONCHOSCOP IE DIAGNOSIS.  SHE HAD 
PUT IN ABOUT 2 YEARS WITH THE 21 ST, AND THIS WAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
QET  HER BACK T~> Z OF   I,  AND MAYBE GET HER REPLACEMENT BEFORE THE 
UNIT WOULD GET TO FRANCE. 
HUTCHESQN*S LITTLE THEATRE WAS BECOMING AS POPULAR AS THE 
CENTER THEATRE,    HE BOOKED CATHERINE CORNELL'S COMPANY WHICH    WAS 
PLAYING  '''(Hz BARRETTS OF  .VIMPOLE  STREET.*    DRIAN AHERNE WAS PLAYING 
OPPOSITE  HER.    CAOY HAD HUTCHESQN ARRANGE FOR THE TROUPE TO HAVE 
SANDWICHES AND COFFEE AT THE Roct Mft8 AFTER THEIR FIRST PERFORMANCE. 
HE MET THEM WITH AGRESS AND BOLOTIN,     JT WAS AN  INTERESTING EXPER- 
IENCE TO LISTEN TO THEIR SPIRITED SHOP-TALK OVER THEIR LINES WHICH 
THEY HAD REPEATED COME 950 TIMES PREVIOUSLY,   IT GAVE THE MEDICS 
AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROFESSIONAL SENSITIVITIES AND CAPACITY 
FOR INFINITE PAINSTAKING DETAIL3 THESE GREAT ACTORS HAVE.  AHERNE 
WAS PLAY INC PAPA -.VIMPOLE, AND HE SAIO HE COULD"LITERALLY FEEL THE 
WAVE OF HATE" FROM THE 3l AND OFFICER AUDIENCE AS f WENT ON THE 
STAGE."  KEICAID, "THAT IS THE INDICATION I WANT THAT I AM PLAYING 
MY PART WELL.'! CHARMING MlSS CORNELL HAD EVERYONE SYMPATHETIC, 
INCLUDING THE UNIT PSYCHIATRISTS.   ARRANGEMENTS WERE MADE FOR 
TWO OF THE GIRLS TO VISIT WARDS THE FOLLOWING DAY. 
5 SEPTEMBER. MISS LAWRENCE, A BEAUTIFUL YOUNG ACTRESS FROM 
FRON Miss CORNELL'S TROUPE CAME DRESSED AS A CIVILIAN. CADV 
SUGGESTED THE PATIENTS WOULD IDENTIFY HER BETTER IN HER USO UNIFORM 
AS AN AMERICAN QIRL, BUT SHE SHOULD MAKE UP HER MIND AFTER TRIALS. 
SHE SAID SHE HAD TRAINED AS A NURSE'S AIDE, AND KNEW WHAT THE WARD 
CARE WAS.  IF THE HOSPITAL REALLY NEEDED HER, SHE WOULD RUSH BED 
PANS OR HELP IN ANY OTHER W»Y POSSIBLE.... 
HENRY SCHWARTZ AND SOME VISITING BRITISH NEUROSURGEONS WERE 
COOKING UP A TWO-DAY TRIP FOR THEMSELVES ON THE EAST SIDE OF 
ITALY TO FOMENT, OR CEMENT ALLIED PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS,QUITE 
NEEDLESSLY. 
THE SHOOK DINNER ON THE TERRACE WAS A GREAT SUCCESS EXCEPT 
FOR ONE WELL-MEANT BUT MISGUIDED LIBERTY ST. WILLIS TOOK WITH 
THE GENEROUS MENU. HE WAS SO PROUD OF RECENT MESS RESOURCES THAT 
HE HAD HIS WAITRESSES SERVE THE GUESTS, ALREADY STUFFED TO THE GILLS, 
WITH PIE A LA MODE, FOLLOWED BY AN UNSCHEDULED BIG PIECE OF HEAVILY 
ICEO CAKE, A DOUBLE DESERT. THAT 30RT OF THING COULD BACKFIRE 
IN A BASE WHERE THEY STILL WERE NOT ALLOWED TO BUY MUCH FROM THE 
CIVILIANS. CADY WAS NOT ROUGH WITH WILLIS, SUT TOLD HIM NEVER 
TO OVER-RULE HIS COLONEL'S JUSDQMENT AND SENSITIVITY IN THE DIPLOMACY 
OF MENUES, DINNERS AND SUCH SELECTED GUESTS. IN SUCH SITUATIONS, 
HE MUST REGARD HIM3ELF AND THE COLONEL ON THE SAME TEAM, AND EACH 
KNOWING WHAT THE OTHER WAS DOING. . THE GUESTS WERE I 
1. COL. CHAS. F. SHOOK, MC, SOS.  1. COL. CADY 
2. COL. HENRY W. MEISH, 7TH. STA.H. 2. LT. COL. BEAM 
3. LT. COL. JENNER G. JONES, SOS   3. LT. COL, PATTON 
4. LT. COL. RICHARD F. MASON, MC   4. LT. COL. AGRESS 
%.  MA«I* JAS, W. RICHARDS, MAC     5. MAJ. SPALDING, ANC 
6. COL. JOS G. COCKE, MC 6. MA«J* BOLOTIN, MAC 
7. MAJ. DAN W* MYERS, MC 7.MAJ. BUCK, MAC 
g. LT. COL. K. H. METZ, DC       S. CAPT. JASPER, DC 
9. 1ST. LT. ROBT. A. ANOERSON,MAC 9 . CAPT. SLATERY, MAC 
10. CAPT. SUSAN VEDDER, ANC 
11. 1ST LT. ALLEN KATZ, MAC 
DURING DINNER, COL. SHOOK IMPARTED IDEASJ MA«J. SPALDING 
MIGHT    HAVE   A   CHANCE    AT    LT.    COL.    WILBUR'S   VACATED   POSITION    IN   SOSj 
CAOY 
'.AX   WAS   GETTING   A   TRY-OUT   AT   THE   ^4T H   STATION   HOSPITAL?      THERE 
MIGHT BE A CO VACANCY AT THE I05TH STATION 1-H38P ITAL, SO DRAKE 
COULD BE CALLED BACK FOR THEY REALLY DID NOT NEED HIM ON HIS 
MISSION IN FRANCE. THE 21ST HAD ALREADY DONE SO MUCH, AND DIO 
NOT THE 2T8T NOW HAVE A T/O FOR FOUR FULL COLONELS WITH ONE FOR 
DRAKE? YES, PERHAPS, CAOY THOUGHT, BUT WHEN THE CO MIGHT BECOME 
A BRIGADIER GENERAL, AND COL. SHOOK KNEW BETTER THAN HE DID 
WHEN THAT MIGHT BE. SHOOK 0|D,-NOT BEFORE HIS OWN WOULD COME 
THROUGH* THAT WAS WHAT CADY HAD SUSPECTED.  IF ALL THIS PRE- 
OCCUPATION ABOUT GRADES WERE CONTINUED, HE MIGHT EVEN HAVE TO 
DRAG AGRESS OUT OF HIS LABORATORY SERVICE TO MAKE HIM THE EXEC. 
7 3EPTEM88R. CAOY PARADED AND AWARDED ABOUT 50 WELL DESERVED 
GOOD CONDUCT MEDALS TO ENLISTED MEN. THERE WERE TWO MORE LOTS 
TO HANDLE AS SOON AS IT COULD BE DONE WITHOUT INTERRUPTING HOSPITAL 
WORK. HE TOLD HIS MEN THAN HE HAD ALWAYS BEEN ENVIOUS OF ANY 
OFFICER HE SAW WHO WAS WEARING THE ENLISTED MAN*S GOOD CONDUCT 
MEDAL. HE WAS ALSO WORKING SOME PROMOTIONS THROUGH FOR THE MEN. 
DRAKE
1
* LETTER SAID HE WAS WITH THE 5!ST EVACUATION HOSPITAL, 
AND TO PUT HIM IN THE NEW T/O WHEREVER HE COULD SERVE BEST, WHICH 
WAS HIS USUAL ATTITUDE. 80LOTIN WAS DOING A FINE JOB IN THE EXEC- 
UTIVE POSITION, AND WHATEVER WOULD HAPPEN, HE MUST HAVE FULL CREDIT 
FOR HIS SERVICES THERE. 
g SEPTEMBER. MR. GUTHRIE MCCLINTIC   , HUSBAND AND DIRECTOR 
FOR Miss CORNELL'S TROUPE CAME BY FOR PERMISSION TO GO ON THE 
WARDS TO "READ" TO PATIENTS, WHICH WAS GLADLY ARRANGED.  CADY 
CHECKED AT THE EVENING MESS BUT FOUND ONLY ONE OF THE TROUPE GIRLS 
AND AN AIR OFFICER.  THEY WERE BEING DATED UP   AND TAKING OFF FOR 
OTHER PLACES AS SOON AS THEY GET THEIR GREASE PAINT OFF. 
CAOY COULD SET  TO FRANCE ONLY BY GOING WITH ONE OF THE BLOOD 
CARGOS OF  COL.   CORNELL'S  15TH GENERAL VEOICAL  LABORATORY  WHICH WAS 
KING FREQUENT RUNS. CADY NOTED THAT AGRE3S MAD HAD HTS"21ST BLOOD 
BANK" ORGANIZED AND FUNCTIONING WELL SEVERAL MONTHS BEFORE THE 15TM 
GENERAL MEDICAL LA30RATORY CAME TO PBS.    THE REAR LINK HO.,  SEVENTH 
ARMY WOULD DEPART  NEXT DAY,  AND PROBABLY ENO CADY*$  INFORMATION 
SOURCE. 
COL.  SHOOK AND MA<>.  RICHARDS CAME TO VISIT AND TO GET COL. 
PURVIS,  READY FOR DISCHARGE AND MUCH  IMPROVED,   ...SARAH BARRETT, 
ARC,   HAD BEEN A PATIENT ON THE NURSES WARD,  AND CAME TO CHAT ABOUT 
RED CROSS PROBLEMS.    A SPLIT WA3 DEVELOPING  IN THE UNIT'S GROUP. 
...THE 2ND CONVALESCENT  HOSPITAL WAS USING SOME    OF THE 21ST'S 
FIELD RANGES,  AND LEFT THEM   IN A HELLUVA MESS,   SO REPORTED.    COL. 
CHURNEY MIGHT BE HAVING A MORALE PROBLEM?  ,.,Tnt J9fn StATfON 
HOSPITAL ROLLED  IN FOR STAGING,   NURSES THE NEXT DAY.    THEN THE 
36TH GENERAL HOSPITAL CHIEF NURSE SENT A FRIENDLY WORB.    SHE WAS 
ANXIOUS TO REPAY THE 21ST "OVER THERE* BY STAGING ANY OF THE 21ST$S 
NURSES. 
GEN. STAYER VISITED MA«J. CHAMP LYONS,   IN THE OFFICERS 
WARD WHERE HE HAD BEEN FIGHTING HIS INFECTIOUS HEPATITIS. AS 
THEY TALKED HE INFORMED CHAMP HE WAS RECOMMENDING HIM FOR A LEGION 
OF MERIT MEDAL FOR THE FINE WORK HE MAD BEEN DOING. AS THEY DEPARTED, 
CADY SUGGESTED HE HD ALSO EARNED A PROMOTION, TOO. GEN. STAYER 
AGREED, BUT SAID THERE WAS NO PROMOTION VACANCY AVAILABLE BEFORE 
HE WOULD BE GOING HOME, THE MEDAL WAS NOT AN INCONSIDERABLE "CON- 
SOLATION PRIZE" IN HIS MI NO.  HE DID NOT AGREE WITH CADY'S IDEAS 
OF   MERIT   FOR   THE   MEDAL.       H~   HAD   READ   NONE   OF   CADY*S   CITATIONS. 
IT   WAS   HIS    IOEA   THAT    IT   SHOULD   BE   CONFINED   PRETTY   MUCH   TO      8EDICAL 
OFFICER,    RATHER   THAN   MEDICAL   ADMINISTRATIVE   CORPS,   AND   NONE   AT 
ALL   FOR   ENLISTEO   GRADES,    NO   MATTER   WHAT   THEY   MAD   DONE.       (ONE 
ENLISTED   MAN   AND   A   WOMAN   PHYSICAL   THERAPIST   OF   THE   21ST   HAD   ALREADY 
RECEIVED   THERSt)      HE   WOULD   NOT   ARGUE   WITH  THE   GENERAL,    BUT   HE   DID 
NOT   WANT   TO   SEE   THE   LEGION   OF   MERIT   "v'EDAL   SECOME   AN   OFFICERS   GOOD 
CONDUCT ,    A8   SOME   CYNICS   HAD    5AID   THE    DfSTfMGU!SHED   SERVIUE 
MfftAL    HAD   ifeOKf    FOR    GENERAL   OFFICE,-     . OUR I NG   THE   EVENING   THE 
ERAL   SPOKE   TO   THE   ''EOICAL   SOCIETY   AND   WAS   PRACTICALLY   VALEDICTORY 
BECAUSE,    HE    SAID,    SO   MANY   OF   THE   OFFICERS   WOULD   8£   CO I NO   HOME 
AFTER   THIS   GERMAN   EPISODE.    HE   SAID   THE   MEDICAL   DEPARTMENT   WAS   DOING 
A FINE JOS i* FRANCE, TOO. 
SATURDAY, 9 SEPTEMSES. WAX SENT THREE OF HIS OFFICERS 
TO GO ALONG WITH THE SATURDAY INSPECTORS. SO, THE 213T HAD 
ANOTHER MILITARY HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATIVE MISSIONARY OUT IN THE 
FIELOl 
CADY   CAW   A   WHOLE   PERFORMANCE   OF   THE   BARRETTS   OF    «/lMPOLC 
STREET.  !T WAS SUPERB, AND HE WENT DACK TO COMPETE WITH THE Gl 
OACKSTAGE JOHNNIES FOR A CHANCE TO TALK TO Miss CORNELL AND OTHERS. 
HE MACE Hii IMPRESSION en THEM WITH HIS CRITERION OF GOOD ACTIRG: 
SIMPLY, HE HAD SEEN AND WORKED WITH THE SAME PATHOLOGICAL PERSON- 
ALITIES IN REAL LIFE IN HIE PRACTICE OF MEDICNE. THEY HAD REPRO- 
DUCED THE CHARACTERS FAITHFU&LY . ...HE HAD SEEN YOUNG DOUCLASS 
FAIRBANKS, JR., in A NAVAL OFFICER'S UNIFORM IN THE AUDIENCE. 
0) 
COL.  GOETHALS,   CO,   6TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL CAME DOWN FROM ROME 
A 
FOE   AN   OVERNIGHT    VISIT     I ?!   NAPLES.    CADY    HAD   THE   TIME   TO   SPEND   MOST 
OF THE  E7EN1MC  CHATTING WITH HIM UNDER THE FRAGRANT OLD  WTFTYFTRM 
TRELLIS OF THE 21ST'S CLUB  OAR BALCONY.    THERE WAS MUSIC AND 
DANCING  IN THE BACKGROUND.     THEY DISCUSSED PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING 
UNDER THE RELAX ING  ATMOSPHERE AND GRIMALDL'S CONCOCTIONS.     COL. 
GOETHALS  HAD ABOUT THE 3AME,   SOMEWHAT UNEASY,   IF TOLERANT RESPECT 
FOR     UN.      JTAYER, 'EF.HAPS   MAINTAINED   ACOUT    THE    SAME    DEGREE   OF 
RESERVE.  BORN AN "ARMY BRAT" OF A STRONG MINDED AND FAMOUS FATHER 
I BUILD THE PANAMA CANAL, COL. GOET    /AS SINGULARLY MODEST 
ASOtfT HIS FAMILY BACKGROUND.  CAUY FELT ABLE TO WARM UP TO HIM. 
fJADY 
HE   MENTIONED      THAT    HE,    COL .       CARSTENS,    ??TH   GENERAL    HOSPITAL,    AND 
CAOY   WERE   THE   ONLY   RESERVE   COMMANDERS   Or   GENERAL   HOSPITALS    IN   ALL 
NATOUSA.  IT WAS NOT A SUBJECT TO BE IMPROVED BY DISCUSSING, SO 
CADY TURNED THE SUBJECT. 
SUNDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER. LT. COL MERLIN, ACTING SURGEON, MBS, 
WAS   VISITING   PBS,    BUT   STAYING   WITH   THE   2tST.       HE   APPRECIATED   SOME 
OF   THE   POTENTIAL   RAMIFICATIONS   OF   THE   FR.    CRIMMINS   CASE.       CADY   HAD 
NOT       LEARNEO   WHETHER   HE   HAD   ANY   PART   OF   STOPPING   THAT   TRANSFER   OR 
NOT.       HQ.    SOS   HAD    NOT   RESPECTED   COL.    PROSSER'S   ALLEGED   REQUEST 
TO GET HIM OUT OF THE 70TH BEFORE HE ARRIVED THERE TO TAKE OVER. 
AT ANY RATE, IT WAS SAID THAT THE CHAPLAIN HAD REQUESTED COL. 
PROSSER TO NOTIFY HIM BEFORE ANY NURSES WERE PROMOTED BECAUSE IT 
WOULO BE HE WHO WOULD KNOW WHICH ONES HAD BEEN PLAYING AROUND WITH 
ANY OF THE MARRIED OFFICERS. 
SUSAN VEDDER AND MARY BURKHOLDER WERE MADE CAPTAINS AT A 
DINNER WITH THEIR FRIENDS.   TWO MORE OF THE "OLD 5^" NURSES GOT 
THEIR 1ST LIEUTENANCIES. CAOY WAS GOING A BIT FURTHER, TRYING 
TO GET "QUESTIONNAIRE" OPINIONS FROM OFFICERS ABOUT PROMOTIONS OF 
CANDIDATES. WITHOUT ESPECIALLY TRYING, HE WAS ABLE TO 'DISTILL1 
REVEALING INFORMATION ABOUT THE OFFICERS THEM8ELVES FROM THEIR 
REPLY REACTIONS.  MERLIN SAID COL. SHOOK HAD BEEN ASKING ABOUT 
DRAKE, AND CADY WAS FEELING EASIER ABOUT HIS POSSIBILITY FOR A 
HOSPITAL COMMAND. ... COL. MEISH WAS 301NQ TO THE EAST COAST 
TO COMMAND THE 25TH GENERAL HOSPITAL AND TO ACT A3 SURGEON, AOREATIC 
BASE 
SECTION.     COL.   JEFFRIES WAS TO REPLACE HIM   IN THE 7TH STATION    HOSPITAL. 
THE OFFICERS OF THAT UNIT WERE IN THE 21ST'S DOGHOUSE. THEIR 
OPPORTUNISTS INTERCEPTED SOME 8ANDWICHE8 WHICH WERE BEING CARRIED 
TO SUSTAIN A CONVIVIAL MIDNIGHT GROUP OF OFFICERS ENGAGED IN A 
TACTICAL CONTEST BETWEEN PSYCHOLOGY AND SPOTS ON CARDS WITH 
UAUY 
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY VALUES OF CHANCE COMBINATIONS.  PLAIN 
WORD8 WERE 8POKEN ABOUT SUCH PUERILE SOPHOMORIC PRANKS, BUT NOTHING 
CAME 'OFFICIAL* TO CAOV ABOUT THE MATTER, 
11 SEPTEMBER. THE 7STH STATION HOSPITAL DEPARTED. ...COL. 
MEISH HEARD ABOUT HIS PRANKSTERS AND DECREED THEY WOULD ENTERTAIN 
THE NEXT POKER SESSION WITH SANDWICHES AND BEER. THE 7TH WAS 
PRETTY HOT FOR LEAVING SO THE ENTERTAINMENT MIGHT NOT MATERIALIZE. 
THE TROUBLE IN THE RED CROSS HANKS WAS COMING TO THE SURFACE. 
IT SEEMED THE P8S SUPERVISOR WANTED TO REORGANIZE THE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE UNDERSTAFFED AND OVERWORKED 21ST GROUP.  MRS. ELIZABETH 
SHWAB AND MISS FRANCIS M. BARKSDALE HAD BEEN CALLED DOWNTOWN AND 
TOLD THEY WOULD BE MOVED OUT OF THE 21ST WHERE THEY WERE HAPPY 
AND 'WORKING THEIR HEADS OFF.* THIS CONCERNEO CADY VERY MUCH FOR 
THEY WERE THE TWO WORKERS WHO DISREGARDED OFF ICE />URA AND ROUTINELY 
S 
WORKED   WITH   PATIENTS   ON   THE   WARDS   OUR ING   THE   EVENINGS.    CADY'S 
SITUATION DIAGNOSIS: "INFILTRATION BY PROFESSIONSL SOCIAL WORKER 
VIEWPOINT OF DESK MANAGEMENT." IT SEEMED THE PBS OFFICE WANTED TO 
PRESCRIBE, TOO, HOW THE ROUTINE THE HOSPITAL'S ASSISTANT FIELD 
DIRECTOR SHOULD HAVE HER CONFERENCES AND CAUSE A MUCH MORE CENTRAFC- 
IZED OPERATION.FOR AN OLD EXPERIENCED OUTFIT TO RETURN TO THAT 
WOULD SEEM LESS EFFECTIVE WOMAN-POWER ON THE LINE WITH PATIENTS. THIS 
WAS NOT UNDERSTOOD, OR NOT CONSIDERED IMPORTANT BY THE PBS SUPER- 
VISOR, NOR WAS HIS INTEREST IN THE MATTER ANYTHING LESS THAN A 
SURPRISE THAT SOMEONE IN A HOSPITAL SHOULD THINK IT IMPORTANT. 
WITH ALL THIS, CADY STILL DID NOT BELIEVE HE HAD ALL THE FACTS. 
12 SEPTEMBER.  CADY WOULD HAVE 5 DAYS REST AT SORRENTO.  HE 
WANTED TO CLEAN UP   LOOSfENDS. HE VISITED MAX AT HIS 3^TH STATION 
HOSPITAL FOR LUNCH.  APPARENTLY HE WAS LIVENING THE JQUTFIT UP 
CONSIDERABLY, AND CADY OEPARTED WITH A CONVICTION HE WOULD SUCCEED 
IF HE WOULD JUST KEEP HIS NOSE TO THE CD's GRIND8T0NE. MAX SAID 
mmm •=^^:4vS^-.; ■ 
DO*VE HAD DEPARTED A DAY OR TWO PREVIOUSLY FOR HOME. SEN. STAYER 
HAD TOLD MAX HE HAD IN SOME »At MUFFED HIS OPPORTUNITY, SUT EVERY 
ONE LIKED HIM ANYWAY. 
GEN. JAYNES LEFT THE DINNER GIVEN IN HIS HONOR RATHER EARLY, 
AND WHILE CAOY WAS SEEING HIM OFF THE POST MANY OF THE OTHER GUEST 
DEPARTED BEFORE HE COULO RETURN TO THEM.  THE GUEST LIST INDICATES 
HOW HE WAS REPAYING PAST HOSPITALITIES TOWARD HIM OR THE 
1. Mt«. GEN. L.C. JAYNES, CG,       I- ^ * ^°\QR£S$ 
RrpLACEMENT SERVICE 2. LT . wOL. AGREES 
2COL. CORNELL, CO  15TH GEN.        3.   m 3JA-    ^ 
MEDICAL LABORATORY c  «     PiTTflM 
3. COL. KNAUER, CO, 23RO GEN. HOSP. ft.        Bo,^ 
4. COL.  C. W. CHRISTENBERRY,      O. UA4.   BOLGT N 
C/S TO SfH, JAYNES J«       SPALOINO, AN*, 
**«   ^*&»&*"+   15TH Si  C«PTBURD:HO\DER,   AND 
6. LT.    COL/MCOOWELL,    tXEC   TO 10.LT.    METTA   BAXTER,    PT. 
COL.   KNAUER 
7. LT.   COL.   JENKINS,  MC,   CO, 
132ND  STATION  HOSPITAL 
g. MAJ. HANSEN, MAC, MEO.  3UP, PBb 
9. CAPT. BARBER, ANC, CHIEF, 
23RO GEN.   HOSP. 
10. LT.  STACK,  ANC,   CHIEF,   1£2NO 
STA.   HOSP. 
11. LT.  R.   A.  KAP*,   AG,   AIDE TO GEN. 
JAYNES. 
13 SEPTEMBER.      AFTER AWARDING ANOTHER SATCH OF GOOD  CONDUCT 
MEDALS, CADY PERSONALLY ENTERTAINED CAPT. 3TALEY AT THE LITTLE 
THEATRE AND SAW THE "BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET" AGAIN. IT WAS 
THEIR LAST PERFORMANCE, AND THEY CALLED BACK-STAGE TO SUPERVISE 
THE PRESENTATION OF EXPERT BAKER ZYSK'S CREATION.   It MUST HAVE 
TAKEN MANY HOURS OF HIS PERSONAL TIME TO DECORATE IT.   MI88 CORNELL 
AND AHERNE AND THE RErT OF THE TROUPE RAVED OVER THIS OPUS MAG^ 
30 V0LU9LY THAT THE YOUNG FELLOW WAS SUFFEO WITH SHYNESS.  CADY 
PRESENTED HIS DROU «CAKE BOARDS* ALL AROUND AS SOUVENIRS, WHICH 
CAUSED SOME MORE AMUSEMENT.  PBS AND UNIT  INFORMATION OFFICERS 
AND PHOTOGRAPHERS WERE THERE ALSO.   It WAS A NICE ENDING OF A 
PLEASANT ENGAGEMENT. 
THE UNIT WAS CLOSING ANOTHER 500 BEDS AND WOULD STOP RECEIVING 
PATIENTS ON THE 15TH. 
CADY ALSO STOPPED HIS CAR3A20NE TREATMENT OF HIS 8YMPTQMLES8 
AMOEBIASIS, THE SYMPTOMS FROM THE TREATMENT WERE MUCH WORSE THAN 
THE DISEASE. 
BEAM REPORTED, CADY THOUGHT A BIT ENVIOUSLY, THAT LT, COL. 
JAMES HUGHES, CO, 225TH STATION HOSPITAL ACROSS THE STREET, HAD 
BECOME A FULL COLONEL AT AGE 33« HE WAS A CAPABLE CO AT THE AGE, 
AND WAS PR05ABLY"A MARKED MAN." 
OF THE 5STH STATION HOSPITAL NURSE CONTINGENT, UNA. E. GILBERT 
AND TIFFANY FERRILL HAD PROMOTIONS COME THROUGH. LT. FARRELL DID 
NOT WANT TO ACCEPT HERS, SHE TOLD CADY. THIS DAY HE TOLD HER THEY 
BOTH HAD HAD TIME TO THINK ABOUT HER FEELINGS, AND HE FELT THAT 
SHE HAD NOT ADEQUATELY EXPLAINED HER ATTITUDE,-AND HE REALLY DID 
NOT WANT SUCH FROM HER. HE HAD TOLD HER THAT PROMOTIONS WERFA 
SERIOUS COMMAND FUNCTION, LIKE ASSIGNMENTS TO DUTY, DISCIPLINE, 
MORALE AND TK? LIKE. PROVOTION WAS ONE OF THE MEANS FOR GETTING 
A UNIT'S ULTIMATE JOS DONE.  IF SHE WAS NOT ADEQUATE IN HER OWN 
MIND, SHE OUGHT TO LEAVE THAT JUDGMENT TO HER CHIEF NURSE AND TO 
THE CO. IN MANY WAYS IT WAS AS MUCH A DUTY TO ACCEPT PROMOTION 
AS IT WAS TO DESERVE HAVING IT. HE HAD GIVEN HER TIME TO THINK IT 
OVER, WAS SHE STILL GOING TO REMAIN "INSUBORDINATE" OR NOT? CADY 
HAD NO D0UBT8 WHATEVER SHE WOULD BE EXCELLED AS A TST LIEUTENANT, 
CAPT. STALEY LEARNED OF THE INCIDENT AND SAID IT SHOULD HAVE LOUD 
AND WIDE COMMENTS BECAUSE HE HAD OBSERVED THAT FEW NEW NUR8ES IN 
AN OLD UNIT GOT PROMOTIONS AS SOON AS THEY WERE QUALIFIED. ... 
VIOLA o. SAUL, ANC, WAS LOST TO THE UNIT, BACK HOME, SICK. 
CADY AND BOLOTIN PROWLED THE PBS HEADQUARTERS AND THE PORT 
COMMAND OFFICES TO LCARN WHAT WAS POSSIBLE ABOUT THE UNIT'S EMBARK- 
ATION.  THE 2tST WAS SCHEDULED OUT D-PLCS 60, BUT WAS NEEDED SO BADLY 
CADY 
IT MIGHT BE ARRANGED UP TO TWO WEEKS AHEAD Or THAT*  AFTER THREE 
SUCH EXPERIENCES, THE/ WERE CANNY.  "VHILE TRANSPORTATION THANKS 
OF ITS OWN PROBLEMS, THE UNITS EAT COLD C-RAT10NS."  THEV RERAN 
TO MINIMIZE THE UNIT'S PERIOD OF HELPLESSNESS IN EVERY MANNER 
POSSIBLY FORSEEABLE.  CADY CANCELLED PLAN8 TO SPEND ANOTHER DAY 
IN COR8ICA.  HE WAS TIRED, FORCINS HIMSELF WITHOUT ZEST TO MEET 
HIS PROBLEMS.  HE WOULD GO TO HOTEL VlTTORIO, SORRENTO, BECAUSE 
HE COULD KELP IN TOUCH, BE REACHED BY       , ABLE TO RETURN IN 
THREE HOURS.  ALS^, TO HELL WITH ANY OF THAT AMOPBIA9IS TREATMENT 
WHILE HE WAS AWAY. 
3RIG. GEN. 3TEWART, TC, CAME TO THE HOSPITAL FOR AN ELECTRO- 
CARDIOGRAM.   *MCN HE WALKED INTO fNS MX*. OWCS, THE MEN WERE CALLEO 
TO ATTENTION FOR HIM, WHICH SORT OF STUNNF9 HIM. t\3   CAOV WAS TAKING 
HIM TO BEAM'S OFFICE, HE COMMENTED ON THE "UNUSUAL MILITARY COURTESY" 
AROUNB   A    HOSPITAL.       CADY    TOLD    HIVMTHE   tfMIT    THOUCHT    IT    WAS    AN   UNUSUAL 
OUTFIT.ir    HE   PREDICTED    IN   MIS    NOTE?   LATER   HE   HtftHf   CFT    HIS   FOOT/l NTO 
HIS MOUTH •OMCTIMC WHILE IQA8TING. 
15 SEPTEMBER.  IN ROOM 90, HOTEL VITTOP.IO, AFTER ALMOST 24 
HOURS CADY WAS CATCHING UP WITH HIS NOTES,"AF~ER HIS "LEGAL LOAFING." 
HE WAS GOING OVER TO CAPRI. CAPT. BISHOP HAD ?E^*.RTED, AGRESS, 
DUXTON   AND    LT.    HART    .iZilZ    STILL    THEFE.       8*    tfttt    FIVE    OP   THE   21STfS 
NURSES   WHO   WERE    COMPELLED   TO   BE   CiUlETLY   DECORATIVE   BECAU8E   ALL   THE 
FUN-MAKING,     HELL-RA!SI NO    COMEAT    OFFICERS   WERE    HO    LONGER   AROUND. 
CADY   COMMENTED   WRYLY    HE    HAD    DECIDED   TO    SPEND   HIS   SECOND   AFTERNOON 
IN   BED   OVERSEAS,    iUT    COULD    NOT    ENJOY    IT   LONGER   THAN   8    N»tfftt« 
IT   TOOK   THE   M0TOR3CAT    ABOUT    AN   HOUR   TO   REACH   CAPRI.   THE 
PARTY   TRANSFERRED   TC    SMALL   30ATS   AND   WENT   ON   TO   THE   iLtff   GROTTO. 
ENTRANCE WAS MADE THROUGH A HALF-SUBMERSED HOLE IN THE CLIFF BY 
MEANS OF STILL |MAU(      <3.   INSIDE OTHER BOAT? WERE BEING 
PADOLED AROUND INTHE SEVERAL ROOMS OF THE 3R0TT0 TO GET DIFFERENT 
V»k» » 
VIEWS CAUSED av DIFFERENCES IN fte"?MJJ£P. AKP REFLECTED LIGHT 
THRGUCH   THE   ENTRAM35   HOLE.      THE   SEA   WATER   COULD   NEVER   ®E   MMl   tMfc 
AROUND   CAPRI    AND   THE   SLUE   GROTTO,      SWIMMERS   WERE   ADD I HO   TO   THfifaNUSUAL 
AND   INTRiaUElNG   StAUTY   OP   KATVRt's   CHANStNO   PICTURES* 
THE   ISLAND    IS   ":   KiUtl   btHi   *«»   5   MILCS   ACRQ30.   THE   »*RTV   DID 
NOT   CHOOSE   TO   CO   TO   TH"   fftfflt   ENfc   AND   U<»   ON   THE   VERT   HIGH   PEAK 
WHERE TIBERIUS CAESAR'S CASTLE STILL ZXCSTEO AND THEV CCULO VISIT 
THE   CLIFF   WHERE   THE   OL»   BOY   HAD   HIS   CAST-OFF   wfiNCHES   OHOPrTC,    ACCOR0- 
|M   TO   THE   LfttWft*   COUNT   ClANO**"   PALACE   WHERE   NVRttl   oOuLC   STAY 
FOR AN EXT,-;A   |   .      ":-    WW «*• AMM MISSED BY NOT SOI ! ifl  IT. 
CAOV   HAD   A*A*   Y?TA*S   BEFORE   "THE   STORY   OF   SAM   MlCMELg"   8V   Oft.   AXES 
MUNTMC*    WHICH   WAS   ABOUT   THE   V«LLA   HE   MADE   FAMOUS*      HE   WANTED   TO 
SEE    IT   HUT   Nt   ONE    IK   THE   PARTY   HAD   EVER   HEARD   OF    IT,   SO   THuY   V/EUT 
R1SH7   OK   TOWARD   THE   VILLAS   OF   PEOPLE   TMEV   DID   KNOW   *§0tif|    |WCLU0*W 
'fHAT OF "IRCCR WOOERS.   THEY WANTED PICTURED! A QUICK VISIT 
WAS  MADE  TO   AlSACAPRl   WITH   ITS  QUAINT   OLD  SUlLOtNGS,   HVH  DOWN 
BUT    Hffgftftf INS.      ?Ngftt   WfUl   SWU^H   CIVILIANS   AROUND   TO    INDICATE 
THAT   ALL  OF    ITALY***   WRM   AND   MONEY  WERE   NOT   OCCUPIED   WITH   THE   'YAR. 
fngf  WENT   ON TO   THE   MARINA   PtCCOLA   WHERE   THESE   HAS   MTHIWS,   COAT- 
ING,   SUN9ATHINO   AND   RESYAURCNTS.      EVERY   ARTIST   MUST   FAINT   THE 
FARIGLIONE  MHNiif   Ml  CADY SAW A MOTORBOAT  SPEEDING BCfWMN THEM. 
FRANK   £ft|UALQf    HAD   ALREADY   CIVEN   HIM   A   NEW  PA I NY INC   Or    f >CX3t 
STILL   FRE*",    SO   ^!€   KNEW  THEN   HE   WOULD   PRIZE    IT    IN   V ff 
IF   HE   COULD   GET    IT   HOME   UNDAMAGED,      THEV   RETURNED   TO   WANDES   A0OUT 
THE   VILLAGE.   THROUGH   TfF.   L ITTLE   NARROW   CROOKED   F03T   STREETS   BETWEEN 
THE   VILLAS   OVER   THE   HILLSIDE*       It   HAD,   WlTHAL,   «tt*M   OF    ITHE   S^ELL 
OF   GOATS,    FRO'4   WHICH  THE   NAME   WAS   DERIVED,   ANC   OF   U NSAtl ITARY   PEOPLE* 
THE   MARKET   SQUARE   AND   SHOPS   WERE   WELL   LOADED   VP   ?On   TOURISTS   THIS 
WAS AN AIR CORPS REST AREA, AND IT WAS PROFITABLE FOR NATIVES. 
ALSERQO QuietSAND WAS ALL RIGHT BECAUSE IT HAD CHANGED ITS SERVICES 
CADY 
TO PLEAS* AMERICAN OFFICERS. 
OFFICERS A NO ENLISTED MEN WERE VERY MUCH OFF DUTY. THEY HAD 
TAKEN OVER ENOUGH THEY MADE LITTLE PRETENSE OF  ANYTHING MILITARY, 
OR TO DREOS THE PART. COLORED SASHES, BRIGHT SHIRTS, CURIOUS FOOT 
SEAR   AND   r-JliUV   SOUVENIR   HEAD   GEAR   WERE   WELL   MIXED   UP   WITH   THE   UNIFORMS 
THAT   TINKLED   SO   MUCH   WITH   LITTLE   SILVER   BELLS   SOLD    EVERYWHERE,    AND 
NONE   OF   THESE   DELL-TINKLERS   WERE   DELL-WETHERS   EITHER.       THE   V*D 
INCIDENCE   MUST    HAVE   BEEN'   WELL   OUT   Of   HAND   WITH   ALL    THE   DRINK INQ 
QOING   ON.       CAOY   WENT   tO   fMt   FUNICULAR   A    HALF   HOUR   EARLY   TO   RIDE 
BACH: TO THE  DOCK.   HE OVERHEARD AN   INTERESTING  SOLILOQUY OF A  KALF- 
DRUNKEN   YOUNG   SAILOR   AND   HIS    NON-liNCL ISH   SPEAKING   CAPRIESE   WENCH. 
SHE OBVIOUSLY BELIEVED SHE HAD EARNED HER FEE'T. 
WAOY HAD OOME ACROSS L.T. VAIL, THE NAVIGATOR TO CAIRO, WHO 
WAS TRIPPING PRETTY SOLIDLY ALONG HIS PRIMROSE PATH, UP ON THE HILL. 
MAD SEEN THE PROWLING LIEUTENANT ON THAT TRIP. UNEMOTIONALLY, 
HE TOLD CADY THAT LT. KOSCHER AND SOT. ELORIDGE HAD BEEN LOST IN 
FRANCE, SOMEWHERE NEAR L.YQN.  A WING HAD BEEN SHOT OFF THEIR PLANE, 
IT CRASHES, AND NO {PARACHUTISTS HAD BEEN OBSERVED COMING PROMPT. 
16 SEPTEMBER. CADY COULD UNWIND AND RELAX ENOUGH AT HOTEL 
D 
VlTTORIO   TO   READ   AN   NAP   MOST   OF   THE   MORNING    IN   HIS   ROOM   AND   ON   HIS 
A 
LALCONY,    HIGH   ABOVt   THE   EEACM   AND   ANY   ROISTERING   ON   THE   np.C-ijMr 
LEVEL.       "/'GST   OF    f FTERNOOM,    UHT1L    1 ^3A   WAS   THE   SAME.       AGRFSS 
TOOK Hlf> ALONG TO SEE A POFTRA IT HE WAS HAVING AN ARTIST MAKE OF 
HIS WlfC*f PHOTOGRAPH. JUNE WAS PRETTY ANYWAY, AND THE ART I ST*S 
COLORING,    AND    UXORIOUS   AORESc's    GUIDANCE     IMPROVES   fHf    PMOTOGR*P#. 
THEY WALKED ON THROUGH THE STREETS AND INTO SOME INTERESTING LITTLE 
FACTORIES. ONE WAS WHERE LITTLE DELICATELY AND INTRICATELY INLAID 
BOXES WERE MADE. CADY RECOGNIZED WHERE ONE A PATIENT HAD GIVEN 
HIM A FEW YEARS BEFORE HAD REALLY SEEN MADE, THE SAME PATTERN WAS 
STILL BEING PRODUCED. THE ARTISANS HAD FEW SHORT-CUTS, AND PRACTICALLY 
CADY 
EVERYTHING WAS DONE WITH TINY LITTLE SCROLL SAWS AS DELICATE AS 
JEWELER'S TOOLS.  IT WAS LIKE SEEING THE CAMEOS MADE TO LEARN TO 
PRIZE THEM. 
AT OINNER,WHERE THE CUISINE WAS SUPERIOR. ASSESS V/ENT VP  TO 
BORROW THE VIOLIN OF THE ORCHESTRA LEADER, AND TRIED B0WIN3 IT 
WITH THE ORCHESTRA.  HOWEVER, THAT DARK-HAIRED LITTLE SINGER, 
THE PROTOQEJ OF THE QM OFFICER, HAD PASSED ON TO OTHER ENGAGEMENTS, 
FOR SHE WAS NOT THERE.   SOME ONE SAID THAT ABOUT TWO WEEKS BEFORE, 
SOME OF THE NURSES HAD TRIED TO MAKE THE PLACE AS INFORMAL AS CAPRI, 
GRAB&ING IN9IGNE OFF OFFICERS, AND LITERALLY LETTING THEIR  OWN 
SHIRT-TAILS OUT.   SOME CROCHETY BRIGADIER GENERAL GOT BORE AfcD 
STRAIGHTENED OUT THE DECORUM OF THE PLACE.  AFTER A SHORT EVENING 
OF DRINKS, CONVERSATION, AND WATCHING DANCERS* CADY TURNED IN 
FOR A SPLENDID RELAXED SLEEP. 
16 SEPTEMBER. MAJ. EARL £. SHEPARD, OC, FORMER 21STER, 
CAME TO HOTEL VITTORIO TO VISIT CADY. THEY WENT TO SEE COL. SHOOK, 
TO PRESENT THEIR PROBLEM.  HE AGREED TO TRY TO GET SHEPARD BACK 
WITH THE 21 ST BEFORE IT WOULD GO TO FRANCE.  WITH METZ COMING IN 
TOO, HE WAS NOT REALLY CERTAIN WHETHER HE WAS IMPAIRING CHANCEsfrO 
GET O'BRIEN BACK.    THE HOSPITAL WOULD CLOSE OUT ALL PATIENTS ON 
THE   29TH,   BUT    IT   WOULD   PASS   TO   SEVENTH   ARMY   CONTROL   ON  THE   24TH. 
SHOOK SAID WAX "OUGHT TO RE CO OF SOMETHING," WHICH SEEMED HE WOULD 
BE LEFT BEHIND THE UNIT.  COL. COCKE AHD ALREAOY GONE TO LYON, 
FRANCE,  AS SOS ADVANCE SURGEON'S PARTY.        SHOOK WAS GRUMBLING 
BECAUSE,  AT GEN.  JAYNES*S DINNER,  SOMEONE HAD TOLD HIM THE 21ST 
WAS   SHORT   3   MAC   OFFICERS.       QuT    LT.    KAPP,    AIDE   TO   GEN.    JAYNES,    HAO 
TELEPHONED   THE   21ST   WAS   BETTER   OFF   THAN   OTHER   UNITS,    AND   WOULD   GET 
NONE   OF   THE    OEPOT'3   9   MAC  OFFICERS?      ONLY   ONE   OF   THE   PREVIOUS   5 
SENT   BY   THE   DEPOT   HAD   STAYED   BY   ASSIGNMENT. 
i 
THAT RED CROSS SCHISM INVOLVED CADY IN A FEUD, AND HE HAD 
DECIDED TO GET IT ALL OUT INTO THE OPEN. IT WAS LATE TO SETTLE 
ANYTHING IN THAT THEATRE, BUT HE WAS CONCERNED ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE 
IN RED CROSS ATTITUDE, CONTRASTED TO THE ARMY, ASSIGNMENTS WERE FOR 
DUTY, FOR ADMINISTRATION, FOR RATIONS OR FOR HOSPITALIZATION. 
THE RED CROSS BUREAUCRATS SEEMED TO BELIEVE THEY HAD THEIR CAKE 
AND ATE IT TOO, AND CADY WAS NOT INTERESTED MUCH IN ANYTHING 
EXCEPT TO ADMINISTER WHATEVER WAS AS3IGNE0 TO HIS UNIT, IT HAD 
TO BE FOR THE PURPOSE OF SERVING PATIENTS. AFTER ASSIGNMENT TO 
THE UNIT, WHY SHOULD THEIR OFFICE CONTINUE INTERFERENCES; MAYBE 
HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND SOMETHING, BUT THEY SHOULD EXPLAIN IT TO 
HIM RATHER THAN HECKLE THEIR (His) PERSONNEL. 
COL. ARNEST CALLED CADY TO HIS OFFICE TO TALK OVER PLANS. 
HE MENTIONED THAT CADY "HAD A WAY OF CIRCUMVENTING REGULATIONS, 
AND HIS VEHICLES AND NURSES HAD BEEN SEEN AND TALKED ABOUT AS FAR 
AWAY AS FLORENCE." HOW DID HE DO IT? WELL, CADY DOUBTED THE 
VEHICLE PART OF THE ALLEGATIONS, BUT NOT ABOUT THE NURSES WHO WERE 
ON   PASSES.       CADY   OR   ANYONE   ELSE    HAD   LITTLE   CONTROL   OF   WHERf AI RJCORP 3 
OFFICERS LET THEM LAND. HE HAD PUT THE LID ON DIGHTLY UNTIL THE 
UNIT WOULD CLEAR ITALY. THEN, SOMETHING NEW, THE 21ST WOULD STAGE 
ITSELF ON THE SPOT. THE TERMS  OJ AGNANO WOULD GO UNDER THE 7TH 
REPLACEMENT DEPOT, WHICH WOULD EQUIP THE MESS SO THE UNIT COULO 
COOK ITS OWN LAST MEAL. 
THE UNIT WOULD TAKE ITS HEAVY ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT.  (PROBABLY 
THANKS TO GEN. WLLSONL). LT. COL. MULHALL WOULD BE DETACHED FROM 
THE UNIT SO HE COULD BE A SORT OF REAR-LINK FOR THE FINAL TRANSPORTATION 
NEEDS. 
THAT EVENING THE TERME DINNER GUESTS WERE: 
CADY 
t. COL. PFEFFER, CO, 45TH GENERAL HOSP. f« COL. CADY 
2. COL. MICHOL, CO, 37TH  M      n .2. LT. COL. BEAM 
3. COL. JAMES HUGHES, CO,225TH 3TA." 3. LT. COL. AGRESS 
4. COL. GEO. S. BEATTY, CO, 4. LT. COL. PATTON 
7TH REPL. DEPOT. 5 MAW* BOLOTIN 
5.LT. COL. STROHMENGER, EXEC, 37TH 6. MA«J. SPALDING, ANC 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 7. CAPT. DANN MAC 
6. LT. COL. EOW. U. SALLEY, PERS. Orr., 2.CAPT. BEUMER, *NC 
7TH SUPPLY DEPOT 9. / ST LT. ERICKSON, MAC 
7. LT. Cot.. 8*IT| 00| 232NO MEB. SUP. DEP. 
g. MA««. SHEAN, EXEC, 45TH GEN. HOSP. 
9,  MAJ. GRITSAVAGE, AND, CN, 45TH G. H. 
10.CAPT.   FULLBRIGHT,   ANC,   CN,45TH G.  H. 
It.   CAPT.  A.  L.  Moo is,   EXEC.  225TH 3TA. HOSP. 
12.  LST  LT,  ROSE A. MEEK,  ANC,  CM,  225TH 3TA.  HOSP. 
THE 3UESTS HAD THE  "ROUTINE"  NICE DINNER AND EVENING.  CAOY 
DID HIS BEST TO ,SELL"  TERME TO COL. REATTY POR USE AS HtS 
OFFICERS REPLACEMENT QUARTERS IN HIS DEPOT.  HE FELT THIS WAS THE 
LAST ENTERTAINMENT HE COULD PROVIDE FOR FRIENDS, RESIDUAL DEBTS 
OF ANY SORT     HOT \/Jl TH ST* AJ bJ WGr, 
20 SEPTEMBER. LT. COL. METZ TELEPHONED CADY THAT HIS DENTAL 
SERVfCt tLAOT WOULD GO THROUGH.  CAPT. FOLEV, DC, WHO HAD BEEN 
SENT IN WOULD GO TO RELIEVE EARL SHEPARD IN THE 40TH STATION 
HOSPITAL ANO 3E IN A PROMOTION VACANCY HIMSELF.  3HEPARD WOULD 
COME TO THE 21ST, AMD SO WOULD O'BHttH.  THE NEW OFFICERS, CAPTS. 
ElMER ANt THURMAN WOULD GO ON DETACHED SERVICE. 
HE STILL HAD SOME CONCERNS ABOUT THE RADIOLOGY SERVICE. MAJ. 
OlLLMAN HAD NOT ADJUSTED AS SATISFACTORILY AS HAD SEZU   HOPED, ANO 
CAPT. 3TAN3RO HAD SOME POLYCYTHEMIA SIGNS. HE HAD TO BE KEPT AWAY 
FROM RADIATION FOR SOME TIME, AND MIGHT HAVE TO BE PUT INTO 0T8BR 
WORK, OR EVEN SENT HOME. 
Miss ERICSQN, RED CROSS SUPERVISOR, WAS TRYING TO SET TOUGH. 
"HE WANTED TO MAKE CHANGES AMD TRANSFER TWO GIRLS OUT> OTHERWISE, 
SHE INSISTED, THE *TH£ TRAINED WORKERS*' ALL WANTED TO GET OUT, 
AND THERE WOULD 3E NO REPLACEMENTS.  CADY WAS SU3PECTIHG NOW HE 
WAS 'GETTING THE TREATMENT" HIM3ELF.  A FEW DAY3 PREVIOUSLY HE 
HAD GONE TO THE RED CROSS BASE OFFICE, WAS APPROPRIATELY ANNOUNCED 
■ ■ gggg^^g 
wur 
HE WAS LEFT COOLING HIS HEELS BY AH INDIFFERENT RECEPTIONIST 
WHO HAD PLENTY OF TIME FOR OTHER MATTERS, SO QADY LEFT A NO  WP.TE 
A LETTER BACK TO HEADQUARTERS ABOUT IT.  THAT BROUGHT HER OUT TO 
SEE HIM, AND HE SAW HER PROMPTLY,  HE QUICKLY MEASURED THE HOSTILE 
LADY AS A H9MAU   WHO WAS DETERMINED TO HAVE THE ARC EMPIRE ORGANIZED 
CORRECTLY (BY THE "BOOK" OR "THE REGULATIONS") ZVEH    IF IT MIQHT 
NOT PRODUCE SO WELL.  HE DECIDED TO BROADEN THE MATTER TACTICALLY, 
A3 A MATTER OF STRATEGY. BE WOULD NOT YIELD TO HER POINTS PRESENTED, 
AND TOLD HF.fi    H" WOULD HOLD A UNIT COUNCIL MEETING AT ONCE, AND 
BEFORE THE UNIT WOULD DEPART, AND LEAVE A FORMAL REPORT WITH THE 
COMMANDING 3ENERAL OF THE BASE SECTION.  WHAT HE REALLY WANTED 
WAS TO FRIGHTEN THE PETTY BUREAUCRAT INTO INACTION LONG ENOUGH TO 
GET TO HELL OUT OF THE BASE AND LEAVE HER BEHIND TO BOTHER OTHER 
PEOPLE. 
21 SEPTEMBER. MAX CAME SY TO VISIT *AT HOME.' HE KNEW ALREADY 
ABOUT 3HZPAHO   AND Q*3RJEN.  CADY TOLD HIM HOW CAREFULLY STAYER, 
SHOOK AND OTHERS WERE WATCHING, AND HE SHOULD CONTINUE HIS GOOD 
WORK. 
MAX KNEW MORE ABOUT THE RED CROSS MATTER, THE 3 TRAINED SOCIAL 
WORKERS   VS.    THE  4   NON-TRAlNED   WORKERS.       HE   SAID   SCAM   KNEW   MORE   ABOUT 
THE   SITUATION.       HE   WA3   ABLE   TO   3KING   OUT   THE   CAUSE   OF   THE   FRICTIONS, 
AND   THE   PART   M|tf   ERICKSON   HAD   BEEN   PLAYING   BEHIND   THE   SCENES   TO 
KEEP   THE    GROUP    IN   A   TURMOIL.       HE   GOT    INTO   THE   MATTER   WHEN   THEY 
BOARDED MI SO NORMA FULLER FOR 2 OF   J WHEN SHE LEASHED SHE WAS BEING 
SENT   HOME   FOR   HER   PERSISTENT    ILL   HEALTH.       SHE   CAME   TO   HIM   LATER, 
ADMITTING HER BEHAVIOR HAD BEEN WRONG, AND BARED SOME OF THE THINGS 
WHICH HAD BEEN CAUSING HER TENSIONS, ALLERGIES, OR WHATEVER IT WA8. 
ALL THIS TIME   IN   ITALY,"THEY" AT MISS ERICSON'S OFFICE HAO NEVER 
REGARDED   POLLY   BlLLINGTON   ROULHAC   AS   THE   REAL    UNIT'S   ASSISTANT 
FIELD DIRECTOR.  SHE WAS NOT A TRAINED SOCIAL WORKER, SO THEY HAD 
L.AUY 
ASSIGNED MLSS FULLER TO THE UNIT SACK  IN AUGUST  1943.    CADY NEVER 
REALLY TRIED TO LEARN JUST HOW LONG THE UNDERHANDEO ADMINISTRATIVE 
SITUATION HAD SEEN GO I NO ON, BUT  IN  ITALY, ANYWAY,  POLLY HAD BEEN 
BY-PASSED,  REPORTING AND SUCH MATTERS,  BY A CLANDESTINE ARRANGEMENT 
BETWEEN ARC HQ. AND MLSS FULLER,  NOMINALLY JOLLY'S SUBORDINATE. 
BOTH 3EAM AND CADY HAD A NOTION THAT MISS FULLER WAS EVEN GETTNG 
THE PAY or THE: GRADE.    POLLY HAD TRIED TO GET THE PAY OF THE POSITION, 
•lit  HAD  NEVER BEEN SUCCESSFUL.    CADY WAS ANGERED BY THIS BIZARRE 
MONKEY-3USINES3,    BUT   GUESSED   THAT   HE   HAD   ENOUGH   HIDDEN AMMUNITION, 
AMD   MISS   ERICSON   POsStBLY    HAD   THE   SUMPTION   TO    KNOW    IT, TO   UP^SET 
HER   SERIOUSLY. HE   WOULD   3E   GLAD   TO   JUST   FORGET   ABOUT HER   AND 
LEAVE    HER   BACK    IN   PBS. 
THE   113  KtiJIttt TO  SE  STAGED FOR THE 3RD  GENERAL  HOSPITAL  FAILED 
TO SHOW UP, WHICH WAS JUST FINE FOR CADY, BUT CAPT, SALTER WAS 
CERTAIN THEY WOULD COME ALONG. 
THAT EVENING  COL.  ARNEST HAD A OINNER AT THE GENERAL OFFICERS'S 
CLUB,   VILLA BALLOTt,  5* VIA  POSILLIPO.     CADY WAC A  HALF-HOUR LATE 
BECAUSE HIS ADDRES8 WAS GARBLED AGAIN.  THE GUESTS! 
1.   COL.  ARNEST 2. COL.   STANOLEE,   AF HQ. 
3.COL.   KNAUER,   23RD GENERAL  HOSP. 4. COL.   CADY,   21ST 
£.  LT.  COL.  SWEENEY 6. Lt.  COL.  GEQ.  PRATT, 
7.   LT.   COL.   KIMERCUGH,   CO, CO,   70TH 3TA.   HOSP. 
#1 ST  STATION HOSPITAL. #. LT.   COL.  ANDERSON, 
9.    CART.  WALTER,   4NC. £1ST ST.   HOSP. 
DURING THE  DINNER   IT  DEVELOPED THAT  CAPT.   SALTER  HAD  JUST 
RETURNED FROM A MONTH OR SO   IN THE  STATES.    ARNEST  COMMENTED  'PUBLICLY* 
THAT  ASIDE FROM THE 21ST*S  RUNNING  AROUND EVERWHERE,   HE  HAD NEVER 
FOUND A MORE COOPERATIVE OUTFIT!  CADY*3 ASIDE REMARK TO CAPT. 
SALTER, AS A RESPONSE, "YOU KNOW, AND SO DO OUR NURSES, WHY THEIR 
MORALE IS SO HIGH, AND THEIR EFFECTIVENESS 13 SO ,30001W  SHE 
SAID TO ARNEST, " WHENEVER THE 21STV1 NUR3E3 ARE CAUGHT AT 30METHING, 
COL. CADY HAS ALWAYS SEEN TO IT, THEY TAKE THEIR PUNISHMENT." 
UADY 
SWEENEY KNEW ABOUT THE SHEPARD-FOLEY EXCHANGE, BUT WAS NOT CERTAIN 
OF THE O'BRIEN TRANSFER TO THE 21ST. 
22 SEPTEMBER. CADY STAGED ANOTHER RED CROSS CHAPTER FOR THE 
RECORD. HE INVITED REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE ARC HEADQUARTERS TO 
COME.  AS PART OF THEIR ENTERTAINMENT, SOLOTIN FIXED MP   SOME PUNCH, 
AND THEN HAD SOME FUN EXHIBITING SOME HORRIBLE BLACK STUFF HE CALLED 
BRITISH HOSPITAL MEDICINAL WHISKEY.  IT LOOKED AUTHENTIC ENOUGH 
THAT CADY AND CHAPPIE HOOK TASTED IT.  IT COULD HAVE SEEN COCO 
MEDICINE, BUT IT REMINDED CADY OF  'ELEPHANT BLOOD* DILUTED WITH 
HALF SHELLAC, OR SOMETHING. HE TOLD THE GUESTS HE HOPED THEY COULD 
REGARD IT AS A JOKE, TOO. HE DID MOST OF THE TALKING! HE TOLD 
AND 
MR, FISHER/ MISS £RICSON HOW IMPORTANT HE REGARDEO THE ARC IN THE 
HOSPITAL.        INTRINSICLY,    UUCH   OF   THEIR   WORK    COULD   BE   DONE    BY   OTHERS, 
BUT THE RED CROSS WORKERS WERE THE BEST FOR THE PURPOSE AND NOJONE 
WISHED THAT CHANGED. THEY WERE 80RRY TO LOSE MISS FULLER, BUT 
SHE SHOULD NOT 3E EXPOSED TO THE VICISSITUSES OF ANOTHER WINTER 
OVERSEAS, AND FRANCE WOULD BE WOR3E THAN ITALY FOR HER. 
Miss PAPE, REPLACEMENT IT SEEMEC FOR POLLY BILLINGTON ROULHAC 
(To Z OF I IN JUNE) AND POSSIBLY MISS FULLER (IF HE KIGHT INTER- 
PRET P.ED CROSS ADMINISTRATIVE MANEUVRES) WAS THERE. 3o WAG SARAH 
BARRETT. Mlti FULLER HAD ALWAYS SEEMED PREOCCUPIED WITH NEURO- 
PAYCHIATRIC CASE WORK, THE INDIVIDUAL SORT, AND THE UNIT'S EFFORTS 
HAD TO BE MADE EFFECTIVE IN GROUPS.  THERE WAS AN INTERESTING STORY 
WHICH COULD BE TOLD SOMETIME ABOUT WHAT CAPT. (3ERNIE GUCINI ANO 
ROBT. Ci °ECK HAD SEEN ACCOMPLISHING.  ANYWAY, CADY FELT HE WAS 
JUST STALLING FOR A FEW DAYS UNTIL THE UNIT COULD PASS TO THE SEVENTH 
ARMY CONTROL. HE WOULD HAVE TO TAKE CARE TO STOP THE INTERNAL 
FEUDING AMONG THE RED CROSS PERSONNEL, AND HE HOPED HE WOULD NOT BE 
HEARING THROUGH SOME GENERAL THAT HE HAD NOT BEEN TOO OUTSPOKEN 
THAT DAY. 
■ 
GENERAL   JAYNES  DID  NOT  VISIT  TERME  AS  CAOY   HAD  HOPED.     HE 
WENT   ON   TO   ARNEST*5    008*2   MEETING.      ARNE8T   WAS   GIVING   THEM   A   BAD 
T HU:   FOR   THE    CONDUCT   OF   THEIR    NURSES    IN   fHE   REST   AREAS.       CAOY 
RESOLVED    HE   WOULD   (50   COMPLETELY   G.I   UNTIL   THE   21ST   WAS   PHYSICALLY 
OUT   OF   PBS,    FOR    HE    DtO    NOT   WANT    SOME    NURSE   WITH   HER   SHIRT-TAIL 
OUT GETTING THE UNIT*S ?I»T TAKEN UP  WITH APOLOGIES.   THE MORALE 
REPORT FROM COL. OXX ENUMERATED THE QUALITIES AND THE PROCEDURES 
RECOMMFXDED TO KEEP UP GOOD MORALE. THE OUTFIT HAD MOST OF THEM, 
BUT THE WAY ITS PERSONNEL WORKED 30 HARD, ONLY FIVE DAYS OFF EVERY 
SIX MONTHS,COULD NOT 00  ENOUGH FOR MORALE. THERE WERE OTHER THINGS, 
so CAPT. PARKER, !2TH GENERAL HOSPITAL, SAID WHILE VISITING FOR A 
r  CAY?.  HE HAD BEEN OUTSPOKEN ABOUT "LOSS OF STATUS" AND "VERY 
POOR MORALE" HE THOUGHT HIS UNIT SUFFERED AS A RESULT OF WHAT HE 
CALLED ADMINISTRATION FAILURES.  EVEN THAT SPLENDID AND PICTURESQUE 
CLUB TKEY HAD AT ROME IN THE DONE-OVER STABLES HAD NOT TURNED THE 
TRICK FOR THEM.  CADY'S PRIVATE NOTION WAS THAT IF THEIR PfftSttfftft. 
COULD BE TRULY REGARDED AND TREATED AS ''UNIFORMED CIVILIANS" THEIR 
MORALE COULD BE IMPROVED, 3ECAUSE THEY WERE NOT GOING TO LIKE HAVING 
TO CONFORM TO REGULATIONS MERELY BECAUSE IT WAS EXPECTED OF THEM. 
30LOTIN WAS FEAREUL THERE WOULO BE TROUBLES IN THE OENTAL 
8ERVICE.  L.T. COL. MET2 HAD REPORT5D FOR DUTY.  MAd. SHEPARD, SO 
BOLOTIN REPORTED, WAS DISTURBED ABOUT HIS FUTURE PROSPECTS. (THERE 
WOULO S£ A LIEUTENANT COLONELCY VACATED WHEN MET3 MOVED UP.) 
SOMEONE IN THE 3RD GENERAL STAGERS WAS COMPLAINING OF ALLEGED 
VERMIN AND THE SMELL AT TtRME.  GUILTY OF THE SULFUR SMELL, NOT THE 
VERMIN ANY MORE I CADY ASKED FOR FACTS NOT CONJECTURES.  AFTER ALL, 
WERE!NT THEY ALL STILL IN ITALY?  ...ANOTHER NURSE GOING TO 1   OF 
I SOON. MAJ. BEN H. CHARLES WAS TAKING THE £>TST PROVISIONAL BEPV(CE 
Co. (ITALIAN) UP TO LEAVE IT SOMEWHERE AROUNG LIVORNO (LEGHORN). 
CADY'S CHINIOFAN TREATMENT FOR HIS 'AMOEBIASJS" WAS WORSE THEN EVFR. 
mssst 1 
CAOY 
24 3-PTEMDER.     DePAKttMC  DATE g tffl  5  DAYS.     THE.  WARSfl 
SHOULD   BE   EMPTIED   AT   ONCE,    NOT   •¥   THI   of?TH.       CADV   WANTED   THE   UNIT 
ALL   THROUGH   SITH   CLEARANCE   AMD   PACKING    |N   TtWB   TO   HAVt   A   FULL   UNIT 
PARADE   91   fWfl   ?EFOGE   DEPARTtfUfa      THE   PERSONNEL    SHOULD   HAVE   THE 
OPPORTUNITY   TO   SEE   THEMSELVES   AS   A   M!LIT*~Y-LOOKIN3   OUTFIT   MADE 
UP   OF   OLD-TIMERS.      EVERYONE   WANTED   TO   GET   GOING.      THEY   FINALLY   GOT 
ORDERS   TC   GET    l> 'Mi   7, ITH   EMS ARK AT I ON}   AND,   THERE,   THEY   GOT 
THEIR   DATE   SET    UP   TC    0   /   50»      TMEV   HAD   THREE   CHANGES   DURING   THE 
DAY,    BUT   THEY "   ' COULD   VE   RIAOV   BY   ^n   SEPTCM    '"'f 
25 OEPTEWGER.      ARNEST'S   OFFICE   DEEMED   TO   AWAKEN   TO   THE   fA«f 
THE   21 ST   WAS   REALLY   SLIPPING   AWAY,    AND   APPARENTLY   TRIED   TO   «rT 
D / 30 RESTORED*  BUT THE  StevtRTH ARMY WANTED THE UNIT r*« THOSE 
ttH EXTRA DAYG.  CAOY ARSUREO THE ">•;;  >»*• OFFICE THAT IT WAS ALL 
VERY SIMPLE, FOR THEM TO JU3? SEND 300 |»AT*CRYB TO EACH OF THE 
45TH AM THE 300fM GENERAL HOSPITALS RIRH AWAY, AMD GET THE 3RO 
SEWERAL*3   NURSES   OUT   OF   2J3T   BTAOtNB   RIGHT   AWAY.      THEN   JUST   SEE 
THAT   THE    SHIPS   tfULO   BE   LOADED,   AND   ALL   WOULD   GO   OFF   ON   THE   SCHEDULE. 
CADY   "/ANTED   SEVERAL    INNOVATIONS   USED    IN   TH!'   MOVEMENT:      ONE, 
ACCURATE    IDENTIFICATIONS*   AND,   TWO,rtTWlN   UNIT "PACK I NG   WHENEVER 
FEASIBLE; TMftEKi MAKE BOLOTIN TEMPORARY 'DICTATOR' IN CHARGE OF 
ALL THE UNIT'S PACKING AND LOADING ABOARD SHIPS.  THIT LAST WOULD 
PLACE THE ACTUAL CONTROL ON THE I'NIT,  AND HELTEVC THE PASS'S 
QUARTERMASTER AND TF.ANGPCRTAT ION SEBVICES OF A LOT OF TROUBLES, 
IF  IT WOULD WORK.    THEY WOULD SEE TO  IT THAT  IT WOULD WORK* 
EVERYTHING ABOUT THE WARDS SHOULD UTILIZE THE "TWIN UNIT" 
PACK OYSTER? 8 BED*    WITH 2 MATTRESSES,  LINENS,  PILLOWS,  PAJAMAS, 
TOWELS,  SOAP,  AND ALL THAT WAG  NECESSARY TO HANDLE TWO NEW PATIENTS 
WERE PACKED  IN WATCH PROOFING AND STRAPPED TOGETHER WITH TWO 
HOSPITAL BE4>3 OUTSIDE.    WARD POXES WERE STANDARD PACKED WITH EXACTLY 
9 44 T Si £> £ 
THE   SAME    CC:TENTS,    WITH   THE   SAME   CODE   NUMBERS,    AND   WITH   A   MANIFEST 
CADY 
LISTING   fAOKtO   TO   THE   SM»t   WRRKR    INSIDE.      A   STANDARD   WARS   L I r?T 
OF   THE   BOX   COD'S   RA4   Mf#t    IN   BtfRLIOATft*       IN  Twit   WAY,   A   WARS   COULD 
It   ASsr"3L-)   FROM   AMY   §©RT   Or   rftfttRLtfi   BtfMRfRfl    "nvr-   TH?^S.M        ALSO, 
THE   COD£?   ON   TRt   O^tifBf   'VO-'LO   REVEAL   r''T    S&HTrRTl   TO   T»?   !*t»T*i 
PtRtO :  ■    "   T   MEAN   ROTRfRB   fO    »NOP?NOB 07*T»   WHO   WiRHT   WAVl   PIL- 
FCRARC    IN  MiN9« 
fT   WAt   GOING   TO   Pf    Vf awt-JHO-PAY   WORK,   V'fTH   NO   QM   HELP   OR 
IRtfRfCHCM«tS«      80MC   L©A©J    "   WOttt.8   CtlHlfRtE   OH   26*TH»     THfRC   WOULD 
BE  AT  LEAST  TRRtS  BOAT"*,   FOBS If LY FOUR.     THE  t^wJl        f   IR8 A TT 
DETAIL, PART OF THE INNOVATION AERANCEJ.'E'T, ■ GULP BE ON ONE. THEY 
iNtttres ON Ttir r"rT*G WEN BUNG ARGON© AND HELPING BECAUSE THAT 
:tr HELP PREVENT EQUIPMENT FRCK GETTIKG LOST OR STOLEN. WHAT 
PERSONNEL, NOT   ON   TROOP   ©ETA 1 l,W©OLO   BE   CTVtPEP   BETWEEN   TV.C    L8Ts« 
THE tfl   WOULD    CD   DY   HOSPITAL   CHIP,    PROBABLY   FOLLWtNS   T"E   UNIT. 
TWO   MARRIED   OFF tQt fit   WOULD   BE   DETAIL EC   TO   LOCK   AFTER   THE   NURSE"'* 
OS.     (OR! E   WAS   ABSENT   AT   THE   MOMENT,   PROBABLY   CM   A    LAST    FLING.) 
THE  UMIT'E   VEHICLES   WOULD  BE   'LOST*   THE   *r^'T   BAY,   POT  MULMALI   ••::ULO 
PINO WAYF TO LEND  NECESSARY TRANSPORTATION FOR BUFLLNEBBJ   DRAW I 
RATION?,   -TO. THEY CERTAINLY CRIPPLED OMITS AN© EXPEOTEB THE  |M*> 
BOfOlBLf    i' ''   SITUATION*. 
FAB   BEINB   LEFT   II *     I IRAN*   DUTY, SMEARS** 
AND   O'BOIER^B   OR OCR 8   TO   d©|N   ARRIVED.       ASIDE   PNOM   ©OIR4    -\   <.OT   OP 
GUARD   DUTY,    GETTING   361    PATIENTS   OUT,    STILL   STAGING   ?RD   OENERAL'S 
NU.1SE3,    A WO   TRY!':r3   TJ   WAV*   A   URAL   :J*J,T   "ARTY,    THE   UNIT   WAS   PULLY 
OCCUPIED. 
25   SEPTEMBER.       CADY   HAD   TO   TALK    IT   OUT   >.V»TH   EMBARKATION,    T 
URIt   COULD   ROT   LOSE   CONTROL   QP    ITS   PERSONNEL   AND   riNlBH   PACKING 
fi   4,000   SEO   UNIT   URLftf    IRO   ONLY    IF   THE   PERSONNEL   DO I NO   THE   WORK 
WOOLS   BO   ABSORB   LAST.       A   BIG   DENT   WA1   MADE    IN   THE   PACKING,    AND 
ABOUT    HALF   OF   ALL    SERVICES   HAD   BEEN   HANDLED.      THE   LANDING   SHI?3, 
■ 
TANKS (L3TS) WERE DELAYED UNTIL FRIDAY NOON, THE 29TH. 
THERE WAS A BIG BUPPET SUPPER AND AN "OLD TIME 21ST DANCE" 
PUT ON, WITH LOTS or COCA COLA AND SOME LIOQUOR, A GOOD ORCHESTRA 
CAME OVER PROM THE REPLACEMENT DEPOT*  ...CAPT. fATHIN AND MA«». 
HACKNEY WERE OVER VISITING PROM CORSICA,    LT. COL. 0C HAMPTON ALSO 
CAMC *HGME.'    DAN FIVERB WAS STILL ACT INO C*, *TK STATION HOSPITAL. 
CADV   HOPEO   HE   WOULD   CONTINUE   TO   HOLD  THE   POSITION,   BUT   SUSPECTED 
THAT   THE   REPLACEMENT   POR   C©L.   MEISH   WOULD   OUTRANK   OAN,   TO   SUMP 
HIU   OUT   OF   TMS   PLACE,    ••.THERE   WAS   NO   GRIPING   AT   THIS   TIME,   8UT 
CAOY   HAD   A   NOTION  fUXftt   WOULO   BE   PLENTY   OP   TIMS   POR  THAT   *OVCR 
THERE.*    SHEPARS   REPORTED   WITH  A   NURSE   WHO   WAS   CO I NO   TO   THE   filTH 
GENERAL DISPENSARY IN FRANCE, ATTACHED POR TRAVEL.  THE EQUIPMENT 
OPPICER DETAIL WAS CAPTS. KALLENBACK, /KURKA, AND LT. WHITTEMORE 
WITH h%   MEN.  THS: LAST PATIENT WAS CLEARED  ABOUT 1000 HOUR. 
2? SEPTEMBER. &AJ, RICHARDS TELEPHONED THAT MAS WOULD STAY 
IN ITALY. DRAKE WOULD REJOIN THE UNIT IN FRANCE. AND, CADY COULD 
NOT JUST DUMP HIS AtVOL NURSE IN tTALY, BUT HE WOULD HAVE TO DIS- 
CIPLINE HER WHEN SHE WCULD BE TACKWLTH THE UNIT IN FRANCE. THE 
UNIT MIGHT GET REPLACEMENTS WITH GRADES LESS THAN THOSE LOST, 
BOLOTIN WAS A SIT UNEASY BECAUSE RICHARDS WAS ON THE PROWL POR 
QUALIFIED MAC AND ML OFFICERS WHO COULD HANOLE EXECUTIVE OPPICER 
STATION 
JOBS IN/HOSPITALS.  HE THOUGHT THEY MIGHT BE APTER HIM AND DANN, 
WHEREAS THEY ALREADY HAD A COUPLE THEY WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST OUT 
THEMSELVES.  PACKING WOULD S£ COMPLETED THE 2STH.  ...CADY HAD 
COME TO 'READINO GLASSES' AT LAST AND HAD A PAIR.OP BL-FOCALS. 
BY TIME IN GRADE SENIORITY, BEAM WAS THE RANKING OPPICER NEXT 
TO CADV, AND BEING PUT IN COMMANO OP TROOPS IN ONE OP THE LSTS. 
WITH THIS VOYAGE, THE RE8P0N8IBILITY WOULD BE A TEST POR HI8 EGO 
AND STABILITY. WITHOUT CONSULTING CADY HE IMMEDIATELY BEGAN SELECTING 
HIS PROVISIONAL OFFICE   U? HE RAN ONTO COMMAND CADRES, WITH THE 
REMAINING OFFICERS ALTtKHATIO FROM THE ROSTER.  COMMAND II SOME- 
TIMES HEADY UNTIL THE RESPONSIBILITY WOLLOP LANDS. 
COL.  PFEfffeR,   CC,  45TH GENERAL  HOSPITAL  HAD A PARTY TO  DINNER 
AT    HIS    VILLA   OUT    HEAR   THE   TORPEDO   FACTORY    IN   BAJAIA   BEYOND   POZZuOLI. 
IT   WAS   A   iCAUTIfUl.   PLAGE",    tiff    THE   ELECTRIC   POWER    ANO   THE   PHONE   WAS 
OUT   OF   ORDER   BEFORE    DINNER   COULD   BE    SERVED   ABOUT   2200   HOUR.       THE 
C$8   HAD   TKEIR   RESPECTIVE   PRINCIPLE    CHIEF   NtfftfCtl    C0L8.    REYER, 
•vfCHOL,    CAMTEWI    AND    CADY.       ItSYCft   WAS    A3   LOQUACIOUS   A3   USUAL,    AND 
p 9* p e jf ig o 
WAS REALLY AN IM7ERES7ISG AND Wittf    HOST.  :lEYER HAD A FEW 0O»M 
ABOUT OTHER IfNtft, BUT HAO MOST TO SAY ASOUT *OM( OF THE 6> H GENERAL 
HOSPITAL BOARDS. 
SEPTEMBER. IT WAS RAINING SOME, AND LOADING WAS BEING SLOWED 
BY ITALIAN CIVILIANS. THE PICT'S MEN WERE PRETTY HELPLESS IN DOING 
ANYTHING ABOUT THE DOCKS, EXCEPT THEY HOVERED WATCHFULLY OVER THEIR 
EQUIPMENT BEING LOADED.  THEY KNEW WHEN AND WHAT WAS BEING SPILLEO 
INTO THE BAY, AND THAT MUCH WAS HELPFUL. 
CADY WENT TO SEE COL. SHOOK, ANO CA.-T. STALEY, WHO SEEMED 
TO BE ASSIGNED TO 308,  P.ICHARDS WAS ABSENT. HE PICKED VP    SOME 
PROMOTIONS FOP. OFFICERS, AND A LEGION OF MERIT AWARD FOR  CWC 
JOSIAH £. SPENCE, NEW TO  THE UNIT.  CAPT. ED. 0. EDWARDS, MC, 
WAS THE REPLACEMENT FOR CAT- 1 . MOMIt SHAPIRO. ?ND l.T. HERBERT 
GOLDHAKMEFi,  AQO, A CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST AND MUCH NEEDED, WAS 
ORDERED TC *HE UNIT.  SHOOK SAID HE MIGHT POSSIBLY PLACE MAJ. BUCK 
AND CAPT. KlNTCRtOWIR IN tTATION HOSPITALS AS EXECS.  SOS WAS 
SEEMINGLY RUNNING OFF WITH THIS IDEA FROM CeN. STAYER.   CADY 
WA3 ESPECIALLY ,'ROUO OF W» HTCRBOWtR A3 A FINE JOB OF RECLAMATION 
OR REHABILITATION.  fctAKt, SHOOK SAID, W »JL0 EVENTUALLY COMMAND 
THE 34TH FIELD HOSPITAL, AND MAX WOULD REMAIN WITH THE J*?* STATION 
HOSPITAL.     THE 21ST  WOULD SE  WITH GEN.   YILSON'S   CONTINENTAL  BASE 
oECTION, SOMEWHERE NORTH OF THE DELTA EASE SECTION .  THE 36TH 
CADY 
HAD SEEN TRANSFERRED TO THE DELTA BASE SECTION, WHICH SEEMINGLY 
PLEASEO GEN. STA/E^ FOR SOME REASON. THE 21ST WOULD PROBABLY ao 
ON UP TO LYON OR TO DlJON, TO* THERE WAS A GREAT URGENCY FOR HOSPITAL 
BEDS UP THERE.  THEY HAD ONLY 3,200 IN FRANCE THE DAY BEFORE, AND 
GEN. WILSON WAS STORMING ABOUT IT, WANTING AIR EVACUATIONS.  AT 
THE MOMENT, THE 21 ST WAS UNDER SEVENTH ARMY CONTROL AND WOULD PASS, 
BY SCHEDULE, TO H©.., ETOU3A ON 15 NOVEMBER.  WHETHER SHOOK WAS 
PRODDING OR NOT,  CADY OPINED HZ WOULD WAIT TO JOIN,   ALL THE PRESS 
FOR OOLONEL RE COM!".? END AT IONS UNTIL AFTER THIS UNIT MOVEMENT,  JUST 
TO SEE HOW THINGS WOULD COME OUT  WOVER THERE." 
29 SEPTEMBER.    ALL TAG-ENOS WERE BEING HANDLED AND PRACTICALLY 
EVERYTHING WAS AND READY ON THE LINE.    SOLOTIN HAD BEEN EVERYWHERE 
FULFILLING HIS ACTUAL  INSTRUCTIONS TO GET EVERYTHING "COMBAT PACKED 
AND
 COMBAT LOADED, AMD TO FORGET EVERY POUNDAGE AND CUBAGE RESTRICTION 
WHICH COULD BE I9NORED.    THIS HOSPITAL, CADY DECREED, HAD TO BE ABLE 
TO HANDLE  ITS 4,000 BEOS  (1,000 ON COT$) WITH SUPPLIES FOR 90 DAYS. 
THIS HAD BEEN CADY'S AGREEMENT WITH GENERAL WILSON.    ONE OF THE 
LSTs HAD NEW* 1ST LT. (SHAH.  ST.  SESSEYIMC,  DETAILED AS TRANSPORTATION 
QM, WHICH WAS ALL RIGHT FOR HE UNTIL QUITE RECENTLY HE HAD BEEN A 
COMBAT HARDENED AND RESOURCEFUL OFFICER.  THE OTHER TROOP LST HAO 
A TRENCH Tr4\' ASSIGNED. THAT ARRANGEMENT WAS NOT WORKING OUT AT ALL, 
AND CADY MANEUVERED TO GET EXPERIENCED AND RESOURCEFUL ?MJ. SAM 
P. HARBISON, MC, INTO THAT RESPONSIBILITY, OR BUST. OTHERWISE, 
MATTERS WERE PROGRESSING SPLENDIDLY BECAUSE HE FORTIFIED LT. BESSEY 
WITH A BOTTLE OF CAIRO WHISKEY TO BE USED AS A BRIBE OF LAST RESORT. 
HE LOCATED AN OFFICER WHO JUST LIKED TO HANDLE MACHINERY, AND GOT 
THE ARTILLERY PIECES LOADED ONTO THE TANK DECK BEHIND THE CO'S 
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES, OTHERWISE HE WOULD BE ORPHANED UNTIL SOME 
INDIFFERENT SOURCE OF HELP COULD BE FOUND IN STRANGE: SURROUNDINGS 
TO GET THE HEAVY UNWIELDY LONG TOMS OUT OF THE TANK DECK. THAT 
CAOY 
WAS WHAT CADV CONCEIVED A8 HAVING HIS HOSPITAL COM3AT LOADED VS. 
A COUELE or ARTILLERY PIECES. THESE SHIPS WERE OUT IN PQTZUQLI 
HARBOR.  DOWN IN THE BAY or NAPLES 8OLOTIN PROVED HIS WORTH AS 
AN EXAPMLE OF 'NUISANCE VALUE.'  AFTER TAKING THE TROUBLE TO SEPARATE 
THE UNIT'S EQUIPMENT   INTO LIGHT ANO HEAVY,   HE DISCOVERED THEY WERE 
ACTUALLY PAYING NO ATTENTION TO IT, AND HE STORMED AROUND TO MAKE 
THEM UNLOAD PART OF ONE SHIP TO GET THE UNIT'S LOADED TRUCKS OFF 
OF THE LIGHT AND FRAGILE EQUIPMENT.  SOME OF THE TRUCKS HAD TOJSE 
UNLOAOED DOWN TO CAB HEIGHT, AND THEN LOWERED DOWN BETWEEN DECKS 
AND STOWED THERE, NOT BEING LEFT SUPERINPOSE0 U»ON BOXES AND OTHER 
LIGHT EQUIPMENT TO GRIND THEMSELVES DOWN TO THE BOTTOMS OF THE 
WELLS IF THEY GOT INTO ANY HEAVY SEAS.  WHAT A MESS OF BROKEN 
SURGICAL EQUIPMENT AND DRUG SUPPLIES THAT COULD MAKE!  EVEN IRON 
BEDS AMD MATTRESSES COULD NOT LAST THROUGH MUCH OF THAT SORT OF 
HANDLING. 
PARADE AT  TERME 
CAPT.  OANN,  ADJUTANT,  VIEWED CADY'S/WITK MISGIVINGS AND 
OBJECT IONS,THE OFFICERS AND NURSES HAD *BECOME OUT OF PRACTICE," 
AND A PUBLIC FAILURE WOULD IMPAIR MQRALEIJCADY INSISTED DANN DID 
NOT REALLY KNOW THEM WELL ENOUGH TO SAY THAT ABOUT THEM,  ANYWAY, 
IF THEY WERE SO DETERIORATED AS ALL THAT, THEY WOULD HAVE A SPLENOID 
PUBLIC OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW IT, AND WITH PLENTY OF PHOTOGRAPHS TO 
RECORD IT ALL.  Kg REALLY SUSPECTED DAMN THOUGHT THAT HE, DANN, 
WAS JUST'OUT OF PRACTICE AS A PARADE ADJUTANT,  WITH SOME SKULL 
PRACTICE AND THREE DRY RUNS,  IT TURNED OUT AS A MIGHTY SNAPPY 
LOOKING POR PARADE CF PERONNELL "JUST  (OUT OF COMBAT."  Ml COLORS, 
g 
NO BAND, BUT THE BUGLER FUNTIONED.  EVEN THE RED CROSS GIRLS WOULD 
NOT BE LEFT OUT, ANO PLED TO 8E   ALLOWED TO BRING UP THE REAR OF 
THE COLUMN AS A RED CROSS SQUAD.  GRANTED ! 
THE  NEWS WAS OUT THAT  CWO SPENCE'S  DECORATION WOULO BE MAOE. 
CADY  HAD  DANN ORDER THE  SURPRISED CHAPLAIN HOOK AND LT.  BESSEY 
IHIHI 
CAOV 
'FRONT   AND   CENTER*   TOO   AW   9E   ON   CADY'S   REVIEWING   STAND   TO   GET 
THEIR   PROMOTIONS   APPROPRIATELY.      CAOY   DISMISSED   THIS   PARADE   COM- 
PLETELY   REASSURED   THAT   THERE   WAS    NOTHING   WRONG   WITH   THE    "PlGHTIN1 
TWENTY-FOIST*   AFTER   TWO   HARD   CAMPAIGN   YEARS   OVERSEAS*      So   MANY   WERE 
HAPPY ABOUT  CHAPPIE HOOK'S PROMOTION THEY HAD A BIT or AFTER RETREAT 
CELEBRATION   WITH   HIM, 
BEAM INVITED CADY AND PATTON DOWN TO THE SENIOR OFFICERS CLUB 
IN THE PARK ALONG VIA POSILLIPO.  !T WAS SPLENDID AND CADY WONDERED 
HOW HE HAD MANAGED TO SO BUSY AS NOT TO KNOW ABOUT THE PLACE. IT 
WAS ATTENDED THAT EVENING ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY BY BRITISH AND THEIR 
LADIES. 
30 SEPTEMBER.    THE DAY WAS A BIT OF A LETDOWN FOR THE TIRED 
CADY,  BUT HE WAS  NOT  INACTIVE.    THE EQUIPMENT WAS ALL ABOARD SHIP 
AND BEING WATCHED BY 2L3TF3 PERSONNEL.    SOME "NEW** BIRD IN PBS 
HEADQUARTERS WAS BEING TROUBLESOME AND HOLDING UP THE VIST'S RELEASE 
FOR SHIPMENT BECAUSE CAPT. SLATSRY COULD NOT LOCATE TWO ELECTRICAL 
CORDS SOME SERGEANT HAD TAKEN OUT FOR SPECIAL SERVICES ON THE WARDS. 
CADY DISGUSTEDLY MURMURED "HOW BIG COULD A LITTLE BUREAUCRAT GET 
THAT   m   COULD   HOLD   A   Bid   UNIT    IN    ITALY   UNTIL    IT   WOULD   DISGORGE 
TWO   WORN-OUT   CABLES   WORTH   5   BITS   SALVAGE 1"      HE   FOUND   TIME   TO   GO 
TELL   THE   3im0l       '      OFFICE   PEOPLE   9C00-BYE.      COL.     .'JEFFRIS   WAS 
ALREADY   DELTA   BASE   SURGEON   IN   MARSEILLES.      LT.      COL.    FlSHER   WAS 
ADVANCE   PARTY    IN   LEGHORN. THEY   WERE   HOWLING   FOR   BEDS    IN   ^RANCE, 
AND CADY WANTED HIS 31ST TO BE FAR IN ADVANCE OF THAT DELTA BASE. 
AUNCtt   TOOK   A   L43T   DIG   AT   CADY*S   HIDE   BECAUSE   OF   THE    "PERSONAL 
HEADACHES" CADY HAD CAUSED FOR HIM,  BUT APOLOGIZED BY SAYING THE 
21ST MA0*TOKI A DAMNED FINE JOB."    CADY SHOOK HANDS,  SALUTED, 
AND   WHISTLED    JAUNT ILY«/ow/Vr^;   Co* * / be* , 
:>.j. SPALDING WAS GOING TC 808 TO A NURSES*S PARTY, SO CADY 
TOOK CAPT. KRCS WITH HIM TO THE VILLA DF COL. NlCHOL FOR DINNER. 
LADY 
HE   WAS    FIXED   UP   QUITE   COMFY,    WITH   A   PROUD   H0U3EXEPPER-CQ0K   w'HOjcOST 
KIM   ALL   OF   $3.00   (VISIBLE)    IN   LEGAL   TENDER   PER   WEEK.       CADY   THOQHT 
THERE   MUST   SE   SOME   TOTEING.      BUT   SHE   HAD   JUST   THE   CORRECT   GARLIC 
AROMATIZATION   OF   HER   PIZZA,    STEAKS,    AND    INSALATA   VERDE,    AND   THEY 
Ml   G0URMET*3   DREAMS.      A3   THEY   WERE   DEPARTING,    CADY   POINTEDLY 
* REPROACHED1    CAPT    KROG   FOR   NOT    HAVING ftOR    HERSELF   SUCH      AS   CO 
AT   THE   tfit    'A'HO   COULD   DO   SUCH AS   THIS.      COL .    NiCMOt.   FAIRLY 
SQUIRMED   WITH   APPRECIATION   OF   THE   COMPLIMENT. 
SEPTEMBER,    1944^   THE    HOSPITAL    HAD   2,000   OEDSJ    MAXIMUM   PATIENTS, 
^4?    AVERAGE,    1,104f    AND   ADMISSIONS,    573* 
IN   ITALY THERE HAD SEEN 14,312 ADMISSIONS WITH k$8§9$7 HOSPITAL 
RELIEF   0AY3,    t0,(?12   SURGICAL   OPERATIONS}   20,045   DENTAL   TREATMENTS? 
AND    15,337   X-RAYS   TAKEN.       K*   REPORTED,    THE   VEHICLES,    TRAVELED 
SW9>523 MILES. THE BLOOD BANK GAVE 5»7*1 TRANSFUSIONS. THE 
"LIST'S ENGINEERS" DID ALL THE PACKING OF ADMITTED S44 LONG TONS 
■ITM 92,4372 Cu. FT. IN 3,295 SEPARATE BOXES, CRATES* ETC CON- 
SUMING 76,000 BOARD FEET OF LUMBER, AMD ALL IN SIX DAYS.  (£6 TONS 
OF CONSTRUCT! Of- SUPPLIES KIR* SMUGGLED TO FRANCE SO AS NOT TO HAVE 
(fi,S Hop's) 
TO FIND THEM IN  OR ON SOME PROBABLY .NON-EXI STANT "BEACH OEPOT." A 
THE 21ST  HAD ACCOMPLISHED ANOTHER SIGNIFICANT   "ADDITIONAL 
DUTY":   IT  STAGED ELEMENTS OF 75 MEDICAL  UNITS,   1,917 OFFICERS AND 
NURSES,  A NO ?,?*'   ER.'LFSTID MEN.    THERE WERE  NUMEROUS CASUALS WHO 
REMAINED UNCOUNTED,   FT WAS PRODUCING TWO NEW COMMANDING OFFICERS. 
IT HAD  INSPIRED AND PROVIDED COMMAND  INTEREST   IN REHABILITATION OF 
PATIENTS. 
COL. ARNEST COULD FEEL GRATEFUL TO THE 21ST,TOO, FOR THE NUMEROUS 
HEADACHES"CAOY*S EJ.:P IRE "ASSUMED FOR HIMJ  CADY WAS TIRED AGAIN. 
ARRIVIDERCI,   PBS! 

CAOY 
19 7 0 SPECT I V £ 
THERE NUMBERED ANNOTATIONS HAVE BEEN AOCED TO CLARIFY 
PROBABLE VAGUENESSES OF COL.  ACY ' S CONTEXT, TO SUPPLY BACK- 
GROUND tMFORMATIC   I iCH WA8 THEN Ul        »« t ■NCUSPECTE D ,* AND 
PCRHA^S TO PCRVIT A READER TO ATTAIN tOWC ADDITIONAL UNQER- 
STANOING or THE UMT ANO THE CHARACTERS WITHIN IT, AS THE WHOLE 
ORE/J, FUNCTIONED AND WAS FINALLY DISMANTLED Of EVERYTHING EX- 
CEPT SOME DUSTY RECORDS, AT SAMP 7YLES STANDISH, BOSTO , MASS. 
1.   JT «A8 IN FEBRUARY, 1954, THAT CAOV READ: "THE ORIGINAL 
PLAN HAD BEEN TO PROVIDE, AT THE. TIME OF ACTIVATION, REGULAR 
"iftMY OFFICERS AS COMMANDING OFFICERS OF THESE AFFILIATED UNITS 
WHO WOULD REPLACE THE DIRECTOR- NMCM THE OMITS WtRC CAU.EO INTO 
SERVICE.   ...IT SCCAHf A?PARENT...FOUR UNIT D fRECTORS ... WERE 
QUALIFIED... (*ITH ) REGULAR A VMV OfF ICERS. • « ASS IGNEO AS EXEC- 
UTIVE OFFICERS.  (THEY WERE) COL. THOMAS  . -OETHALS, MC, (6TH) 
...LT. ::UL. Mm*  I .  ARSTENC, MC, (17TH ).. .COL. £. T.      TH, 
htc, (i~-\...'  COL. J. C. STROHM, WC, (46TH)»*««VT THE SURGEON 
GENERAL WAf *CA«fH€0 TO MAKE SEPARATE REQUESTS FOR FUTURE ASSIGN- 
MENTS." -T'PERSONNE(I IN .VORLD WAR II," IFF ICE OF THE SURGEON 
ERAL, OCPT. OF THE AfttfV,  MkftHfNQTON, ,.'. T . , 1963. 
CAOY 
2. UA4m  GEN. CLARENCE H. HUEBNER, WHO HAD RISEN FROM THE 
RANKS, COMMANDED THE FAMOUS 1 ST  J*F, DlV.,  'in<C i5£D  'i£ , !< 
I  EUROPE. 
3. GEM. "MAP  -RMOLD BUILT UP UP THE ARMY us FORCE. 
4. '-,'AJ. GEN. EDWARD U 'OYES, V.C., USA, otEfc JULV 25, 
1063, AT CT. SAM HOUSTON, SANANTONIQ, TEX., WHERE THEY HAD 
RETIRED AFTER POST WAR EUROPEAN AND STATESIDE SERVICE. 
5. CURTIS H. L.0HR WAS CAOY'S CLASSMATE AND DIRECTOR, 7©T*t 
GENERAL HOSPITAL (VJS), AFFILIATED WITH ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
MEDICAL SCHOOL.  It: 1935, CAOY WON THE PRESIDENCY or THE ST. 
LOUIS .-. ICAL SOCIETY. LOHR SUCCESSFULLY ELECTED A STROPS 
CONSERVATIVE CA»©»OATI IN 1937, AWJ WAS HIMSELF ELECTEO 
PRESIDENT IN 193^-- 
6. SEE FtLC "BOYCOTT, MESS, ENLISTED DETACHMENT," !1 r ES. 1942, 
7. THE 35 :,'ARIPOSA AND SIX OTHER LINER TROOPSHIPS MADE SOLO 
RUNS ACROSS THE *.TLA\TIC. TttS 83 M*ftt»o«« CARRIEO 9,4?S OF 
US ACCORDING TO PC. 2tJ 3F "V'ERICAN ENTERPRISE IN EUROPE," 
Cwicr, l«r. I "o. Otv.f us PET, P**ts, «J»*f !9*5« 
6,    '"OL. JAS. A. KttfAN RESETTED LOS I NO THE RtO  "ROSS GlRLS, 
BUT HAOC A ntlCMOLV PASS AT '"ACY TO MAKE POSSIBLE SOCIAL VISITS 
BY HIS NURSES, TOO.    HE^AD '-'IS LITTLE HE ADftU ART E RS CLUB NlCCLY 
nxeo UP   VITH HOSPITAL  SHEETS  AS TABLE COVERS,  ETC.     IN  1946, 
HE WAS COURTSMARSHALLEO FOR PERMITTING BRUTAL TREATMENT OF 
HIS DISCIPLINARY PRISONERS. 
g-A VU3 vuo mo 
t'vE SEEN MUD ON U.S. RACE TRACKS 
THAT STOPPED HORSES NEAR THE WIRE 
I'VE SEEN BUG ON FLANDERS POPPIES 
THAT STOPPED SOLOIERS UNDER FIRE. 
I'VE   tCCM   BtWB    IN   ■©«   U.S.CAMPS 
THAT ^OULD FLATTED BEAST OR "IAN 
GUT I'VE NEVER SEEN THE BRAND OF MUD 
THAT'S FOUND IN OLD GRV 
*ADY Horn  THE MUD IN OLD GRAB'S PASTURES 
IS A STICKY, CLING LUWP 
IT GOES ABOVE YOUR ANKLES 
"MS'D IT S»AY CONTACT YOUR RUMP 
JESUS, MOW THE DAMN STUFF GETS YOU 
HOW IT CLINGS TO SHOE AND BOOT 
HOW IT SOAKS YOUR GOO DAMNED BREECHES 
HOW IT MESSES UP YOUR SUIT. 
YOU GET MUD I« EVERY CHOW PLATE, 
YOU SET MUD IN SEO, IT SEEMS 
YOU GET VUO IM YOUR BEST HELMET 
VOU GET WUO IN YOUR BEST DREAMS? 
'Smt     I KNSW THAT THIS IS WARTIME, 
SURE i KNOW IT'S S^EAT A*SO BLOOD, 
BUT GOOD JESUS, MUST I PERISH 
IN^HAT GOD-CAM NED Of* AN IK»f 
9. 
to. THEY WERE: 
CHAP. MCCARTHY 'HAP. PETERSON 
, UH -. wiss BAXTER, PT -\ 
Miss .MYERS, ' CART. LOUIS BISHOP, 5-2 
--APT. not!-, CO, iET- CAM KBUECER, \B** 
MArf. t  , M "*J» THREE*, C*« 
*,»Aj,   SOTTtfC*,   INtO*   c3 LT*   HALLAHAN,   DET. 
LT.    KlE,    ^ER.     IO.U LT.    COL.   ROWLETTE,    OH.    3URG 
'"AJ. BEAM, 'H, -ED. LT. "POUCH, PHY. THERAP. 
COt* CAOV, £XEC OFF TO BE SEEK',  -Ad. r'ATTON AKO 
$A4*    OOVE HA*RT0*. 
10, YEARS AFTER TH*! WAR,  "-J. GE*.S*Y«ER SERVED AT TW« "HITE 
»E AS PRE** D* 10  -♦ £!»«»«•«€»•'• PERSONAL PHYSICIAW FOR 
EIGHT fEARR, 
11. OEM,   «>;o Mvff*   tJEAH   TOU^ET   &u   VtatCR  WOT   ONLY  WERE   IM- 
PORTANT FRENCH rn*€*m* Of THE  URI*   l«    LGERIA,   1943,  BUT  OURIHG 
rvn  CA»PAta«   IN  FRANCE,   1945.     THE   GENERAL  COMMENTED   (SEPT. 
t?4<=)    TO    FRFNCM     iHRfMECWtHI    SEREXAt.   DE    LATTRE    DE    TASSIONV    ON   THIS 
F*Atte*~A»€Rte*« OINNER AT Bou HANIFIA, 27 MAR. t943: GUESTS 
SERE    GEN.    AND   fiUfC*    DU    VfGlER    ARO   TWO    DAUGHTERS,    COM.    DE    KERGOS, 
tftlC.    SAMjf,       !T.    OELA.SV,    L.T.    COL.    LEHR,    SOUS    PREFET    AND    M»E. 
" ■   ■TTESLIM   AND    TWO    DAUGHTERS,     \0* IRt»TRATC«R    AND   HttC«    ZANNETTACC I , 
MLLC. MARTIW,  . LAURENT, OR. PERN IN, r'ot_. JACK ROSENHAM BEAM, 
YlSSES. 3PALCING, BUE«EA, MACLEOD, LT . COL. ROWLETTE, CAPT. 
BOL0(5t-, 4'AJ. "HARLCP, tfArf.  "GRESS, WA 4. DtMti LT* Ctt.. HAGEL- 
SHAW, LT. COL. lURLEV, 7AJ. ''AX AND MVC. OOURKOFF.    ~ACY HAD THE 
■v**w 
CAOY 
BEATINGS ALU ARRANGED IN "••KfB PROTOCOL".    THE MENU WAS 
SPLENDID BUT WITHOUT ANY lltltl COURSES. 
12. ERRONEOUS ALLOTMENT. 
13. COL. BUY 3. Df«tY« MC» SHORTLY •*• PROMOTED AND BECAME 
TH£ SURGEON FOR THE HEADQUARTERS OF GENERAL DOUBLAS MACARTHUR, 
COLANDER OF THE FACIFIC FORCES.   CAOY SPECULATED IT MIGHT 
HAVE BEEN THE POSITIVE LITTLE St*. DfNIT WHO BLOCKED THE V I 0 1T 
OF  iURGCCN GENERAL Kl~RK TO INSPECT THERE. 
14. "THE OHICKENWIRE-TARRAPER-SANDWICH" WAS ALSO UTILIZED BY 
COL.   . -. EDGAR, C£t    THEN CO, 343R0 Eit. »N.t  IN Htfl "NOTES 
ON 9AR CdnsrTftueTiON IA$IS ON TME   TRICAR ExR«Rf*Noe»" E»o. 
CEO.       TOUS-*.     THE   COMMAND IM   BEWERAL,   80S, S   FORWARDED 
A COMMENDATION TO CAOV FRO- COL. F. F, KOENtO, COMMAHOER OF 
VBS, 0*AN, DATED 19 Jl^E 19*4.   IT STATED HE NAD NOTICED "THE 
•AttDWfCK" WMILE INSPECTING THE 21ST GENERAL HOSPITAL, CcT . 19*3, 
HE CLAIMED IT UMTCO IN AVERAGE SAVING tM SMIPRI«« 0* *> PERCENT 
8Y VOLUVE OR WEIGHT DOMRAREO T3 STAWDARO l/C MATERIALS. 
15. ITTEMOfNG *£R£ COL. HuTTER, LT . COL. FRARKLtN, CADV, ORAKEJ 
FRENCH  CL.  tiSSER, CAPT DMftANft, CM. £T  MS. GOSSELIN, COL. 
ET MMC BILLON,   ,   ICMARD, CHEKKEL M.I.  INTERPRETER, AND THE 
CAlD EL "A5CRJ SEN MOUSSA (LOCAL). 
16. MONTHS LATER, BOTH GENERALS ASSURED ' ADY THEY REMEMBERED 
THIS BRIEF VISIT QUITE WELL, AND FAVORABLY.      FEW DAYS LATER 
BOTH GENERAL* HAWLCY AND RftNARTI «•« UNITED KINGDOM VISITED. 
17. -OL.  '-RNEST LATER CONSTITUTED HIMSELF A PROBLEM FOR "ADY I 
18. PtftfttN H. LONG,   " HQ. STAff CGNStfLTAMT BECAME ACTIVE IN 
MORE THAN PREVENTIVE MEDICAL AFFAIRS. (5*) 
t9.  COL. FRANK B. 3ERRv's INFLUENCE, OVERSEAS, WAS GREAT AKD 
|H 1954, AS  BRIGADIER GENERAL, HE SUCCEEDED OUR OWN DR. M*LV I N 
■BaHHMMBMHi^B^^H 
CADV 
C. ~ASBERG AS ASSISTANT SECRETARY CF DCfENd FOR EDICAL 46SAIRS 
FOR THE ARMV.  HE WAS AUTHOR OF THE LONG SUCCESSFUL "8ERRY   L* 
PLAN" FOR PROCUREMENT OF MEDICAL OFFICERS FOR THE MILITARY. 
20. THE INVITCO GUESTS? CAOY, HURLEY, Bot«c«t EGRESS, DRAKE, 
LT. HENRI, BAG, PTO»# -pATTON, BQLOTIN.  FROM WBS WER& 
COL. HIMIM8, TC, VAJ. CARSWELL, CAPT. STAHL, SWC, VlSSES IICllfIL 
AND KELLEY, ARC* CAIO ~L VASCR I ANO DrfOUOAD DENA30U WERE THERE, 
OF COURSE. 
21. \'UCH LESS THAN A YEAR LATER THERE WERE SLOOCY RIOTS FARTHER 
EAST 111 ALGERIA WITH SEVERAL HUNDRED KILLED ON EITHER SIDE OF 
THEIR "COLOR LINE.*1 
22. THE GUESTS WERE: BUTTERLIN FAMILY (4), MU.C. ©w VIQIER, 
*,<LLE. LA*»«V, COW* VRAVAILLE AND EASILY. TRENCH OFFICERS AND 
LADIES (4), CAOY. WAJ.  "ISM, CO, HOSPITAL TRAIN, CAPT. "ONE, 
Q-3, WBS., BotCTlw, AMO CAPT. JACOBS©*, FORMERLY 2ND ***©*f© 
OlV,    OUT    THEN    SERVING    AS    LIAISON   WITH    3EN.    OuVlGlER's    1-IER 
Qtv. BLINOEE. 
2>.   .'APT MCkVlM C. CAS3ERS HAD AN ADVENTURE BOOK EXPERIENCE; 
NOT IN INDIA, tUt "OVER f»f HUH*" I* CKINA.    WtfCH OF IT WAS 
BEM1MO JAPANESE Lt-Mfft*   MT« THE ffAft, HE FILLED IMPORTANT MED- 
ICAL POSITIONS !'.: U. or TEX., MEDICAL DEPARTMENT., ST. LOUIS U. 
MCOICAL SCHOOL, AND At 'SSISTANT -SECRETARY OF DEFENCE FOR MED- 
ICAL AFFAIRS (19) A'o AS ORGANIZER AND DEAN of  A MEDICAL COLLEGE 
IN INDIA. HE RETURNED TO PRIVATE PRACTICE IN CALIFORNIA. 
24.  (INCLUDE THE ATTACHED LIST) 
•G2> 
ATTENDANCE AT CLINICAL. CONFERENCE EACH ELIGIBLE FOR 
NAME 
iMcisiroy, William D 
JMcKee, Lewis M |8odawig, Donald F 
Goss, Harold L 
Black, M. S. 
en, R. 0. I. 
xt, Reddin 
Harrison, H. V. 
Casey, E. B. M. 
Linn, L. 
Swierski, F. V. 
Salisbury, P. C. 
Head, N. C. 
flan son, 5. W. 
Elliott, Ralph 
Stuteville, 0. H. 
Curtist G. H. 
iCartin, J. 
O'Brien, W ,1*A)£ 
Duribar, C. E. 
^Flowers, H. 
Atkinson, H. C. 
Cooke, S. L. 
Minot, W. D. 
Browi, A. 
^Schreiner, G. 
James, B. W. 
Harks, L. M. 
'Philips, W. J. 
Simmonds, F. L* 
Jones, A. E. 
'Sprague, J. S« t 
Bloom,  C. R. 
McNamara, R. J. 
Baker, S." S. 
Jaffe,S. 
Hagelshaw, Gayland L. 






,^ara, F. J. 
^Flood, R. E. 







Maj Ch of Surg 
1st Lt Ward 0, Gastro ENT & Lab 0 
Capt Asst Surg 
Lt Col *Comaanding Officer 
Capt Asst on Med 
Ma j Ch Bed Serv 
Capt Asst to Ch Surg Servj Ward 0 
1st Lt Dent 0 
Lt Col *Commanding Officer 
1st Lt Neuro Psych 
Lt Col Corps of Engrs 
Lt Col Ch of Dent 
Capt Orthopedic Surg 
Capt Neuro Psych 
Capt Medicine 
Capt ENT 
1st Lt Int Med 
Maj Surgery 
Capt Pros Dental Clinic & Lab 
Lt Col ^Commanding Officer 
Capt Ch Surg 
Maj Chief Med Serv 
Col Spec Med Inspector 
Capt M.C. (Medicine) 
Capt M.C. (Surgery) 
Capt Medicine 
Capt Executive 
1st Lt Co Cmdr, Medicine 
1st Lt Traumatic Surgery 
1st Lt Surgery 
Maj Chief Surg 
Capt Ch Surg Serv 
Capt Surgery 
1st Lt Dental 
Capt Gen Med & Surg 
1st Lt Dental 
Lt Col «Commanding Officer 
Ma j Ch Med Serv 
Capt Medicine 
1st Lt Surgery 
1st Lt Medicine 
1st Lt Medicine 
Capt Surgery 
Capt Surgery 





1st Lt Surgery 
ORGANIZATION ^jy 
32nd Sta Hosp 
32nd Sta Hosp 
52nd Sta Hosp 
32nd Sta Hosp 
52nd Sta Hosp 
32nd Sta Hosp 
32nd Sta Hosp 
2nd Med Supp Depot f 
2nd Med Supp Depot 
32nd Sta Hosp 
Hq, MBS 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
12th Gen Hosp 
21st Gen Hosp 
64th Sta Hosp 
64th Sta Hosp 
64th Sta Hosp 
MBS 
58th ittd Bn 
58th ^ed Bn 
58th Med Bn 
58th Med Bn 
58th Med Bn 
58th Med Bn 
3rd Gen Depot 
16th Evac Hosp 
151st Sta Hosp 
240th CM Bn 
240th C*I Bn " ' 
47th Ara'd Med Bn 
47th Arm'd Med Bn. 
151st Sta Hosp 
151st Sta Hosp 
25 Ship Hosp Plat 
2nd Conv Hosp 
2nd Conv Hosp 
35th Ship Hosp 
2nd Conv Hosp 
2nd Conv Hosp 
24 Hed Hosp Ship Pi 
16th Evac Hosp 
41st Engr 
41st Engr 
387th Engr Bn 
387th Engr Bn 
-•;* 
Hm irfii  
NAME 
S*ein, H 
IFouche, J. W. 
JRusbridge, H. W. 
IWatkins, S. A. 
De Grandpre, A. B. 
iCourter, W. 0. 
McBrien, J. A. 
McManus, J. W. 
Zigarelli, J. F. 
Graham, P. G. 
miner, P. R. 
i Cook, M. 0. 
Azorln, L. A. 
Ockington, J. 
Schaefer, W. C. 
i Sklaver, J* 
Todd, 0. V. 
Shepard, E» 
Taylor, I. E» 
i Reeves, G. P. 
iLevine, G. 
, L. J. 







Varon, D. B. 
Kaufman, J. L. a 
Hutter rt**"' « 
Eoenig, F. T. 
Cocke, J. G. 
Mason, R. P., 
Riser, W. H. 
Reinardy, E. W. 
Gluskin, H. 
Arrasmith U.S. Navy 
) r'NK POSITION 
Capt Neuro Peychiatry 
Maj Thoracix Surgery 
Maj Surgery 
Capt Medicine 
Capt Gen Surg 
Maj Gen Surg 
Maj Dental 
Maj Medicine 
Capt Battalion Surgeon 
Capt Medicine 
Maj Asst Ch Med 
Maj Surgery 
Maj Medicine (Commanding Officer) 
Capt Medicine 





1st Lt Med Ward Officer 
Capt Eye Clinic 
1st Lt Orthopedic Surgery 
qtGiiNiZAIIQN g/- 
180th Sta Hosp 
95th Evac Hosp 
180th Sta Hosp> 
95th Evac Hosp 
95th Evac Hosp 
95th Evac Hosp 
180th Sta Hosp 
180th Sta Hosp 
65th Arm'd F. A. 
338th Engr 
7th Sta Hosp 
16th Evac Hosp 
6th Gen Disp 
6th Gen Disp 
7th Sta Hosp 
7th Sta Hosp 
7th Sta Hosp 
40th Sta Hosp 
40th Sta Hosp 
40th Sta Hosp, 
40th Sta Hosp 
40th Sta Hosp 
Maj Gen Surg 
1st Lt      toeuro Psychiatry 
Capt Plastic Surg Serv 
94th Evac Hosp 
94th Evac Hosp 
94th Evac Hosp 
Capt Admitting Officer 
1st Lt Med 
Maj Med 
Col Surgeon 
Lt Col Psychiatrist 
Lt Col Surgj Executive Officer 
Lt Col ^Commanding Officer 
Maj Director of Lab 
Maj pathologist 
Capt Dental 
Cmdr Port Surg (Sr. Med Officer) 
11th Evac Hosp 
156th Inf Med Bn 
2624.Sig Serv Regt 
MBS 
3rd Port Surg. 
MBS 
4th Med Lab 
4th Med Lab 
4th Med Lab 
62nd QM Bn 
MBS 
Tureen, L. L^ 
Ringer, M. G. 
1 Trickett, Albert S. 
I Strobina, L. J* 
| Bottino, C. G. B. 















2nd Conv Hosp 
7th Sta Hosp 
7th Sta Hosp 
52nd Sta Hosp 
28th qp 
28th CM 
1st Arm'd Div 
Sauer, Paul K. 
Levin, Samuel A* 
Canby, C. B. 
£uffin, J. £. 
'Conti, V. S. 









(Surg)    95th Evac Hosp 
Atchd 21st Gen Hosp 
Atchd 21st Gen Hosp 
Atchd 21st Gen Hosp 




25. YEARS LATER AFTER MIS DEATH, THE STATION HOSPITAL, Ff« 
BENNING, GA., WAS NAMED IN HONOR or MA«*. GEN. *K»s. f MARTIN. 
26. 1ST SOT. HERMAN GOLDEN1S PROMOTION TO 2ND LTEUTENANT WAS 
NOTEWORTHY BECAUSE IT WAS ONE Or THE EARLY "BATTLEFIELD*' PRO- 
MOTIONS, AND HIS CO SUCCEEDED IN OETTINO HIM ASSIGNED TO HI 5 
OWN UNIT. 
27. HARBISON WAS GUlETLY BECOMING APPARENT AS A "SUPERIOR1' 
OFFICER, ALWAYS CONSIDERATE BUT FIRM.   CAOV DISCOVERED MANY 
TEARS LATER THAT A PART OF HtS OIARY, WHICH WAS SAVED PROM LOSS, 
CONTAINED OF FINE IMAGINATIVE AND DESCRIPTIVE WRITINS, 
AND ALSO SOME BITTERLV PUNGENT NOTATIONS OF HIS PERSONAL rEELINOS 
ABOUT HIS CO OURINO AN© AFTER THE VOVAOE TO AFRICA.  JANUARY 
22, 1943, HE WROTE! "CAOV IS AGAIN CO FOR THE PRESENT, AND ALL 
IS QUIET.  UP. (LITTLE POISON ) HAVING LErT THIS MORNING, 6A0SQA0E. 
$HAT NEXT?** 
2g. FETE OE L'AID- £L SEGHIR, 2-^CME REGIMENT DE TIRRAILLEURS 
ALGERIENES.  THE PROGRAM FOR THE ARAB SOLDIERS HAD t3 DIFFERENT 
EVENTS, ALL ACTIVE, AND COMPETETIVE, AND WORTH SEElNO, 
29.  SO FAR AS CADY*S MEMORY SERVED HIM, THE 0UE8TS WERE 8 8. G. 
ARTHUR R. WILSON, CG, M8S, AND AIDE, CAPT. QUINN, COL. HOWARO 
J. HUTTER, SURGEON, MBS, COL. ARTHUR A* G. KIRCHHOFF, C£, M8S, 
COL. CAMERON, CE, LT. COL. FRANK T. BALKE, G-3, **AJ. F. A. 
VANOERLIP, G-1, CAPT. E. M* ELLIOTT, CE, (8R) CAPT. MARTIN, HMS 
AMSPOORA, BEAM, DRAKE, PATTON, AGRESS, GURLEY, MAX, QANN, SLATERY 
KURKA, AND NURSES: KOKRDA, VEODE*, M. MORRIS, M. HARRISON, 
HAYWOOO, BUEMER (AND OTHERS); ARC, LAUGHLIN, OLOHAM AND OTHERS, 
LT. Louis G. BRAJON, HOST, COL. GESREL, CO, 2EAE R.T. A., 
COM LAFAILLE, CO, 2ND BN. , m, UNKNOWN MAJOR, COM. HERVE DE 
KERGOS FROM SU8~QlV IS ION.  LT. PELLICIER, UNKNOWN, AO«l. GEORGES 
AGIO. LIAISON AND INTERPRETER. 
OAOY- 
30. THERE WERE NO MORE COMPLAINTS or SUMMER-TIME WATER CON- 
DENSATION IN THE CARBURETERS! 
31. CHAP. yOONEV TRANSFERRED TO AN AIRBORN UNIT ON 24 OCT• 1943, 
CAOV WAS REMINDED Or HIS PROEESSIONAL CONTEST WITH F»« FLEISCHELL 
WHO WAS PERSONALLY MUCH MORE ACCEPTABLE TO THE 0FFICES8 0E THE 
21ST. THIS <JOLLY EASY-GOING TRAPPIST HAD A HOBBY or ESTIMATING 
ORRTCERS PSYCHOLOGICALLY, AND THEIR SKILL AT NUMBERS, PROPORTIONS, 
PERCENTAGES AND PROBABILITIES- POKER- WHICH ALLEVIATED HIS POVERTY, 
ONE SATURDAY NIGHT, CHAP, WOONEY, IT WAS REPORTED, BURST INTO 
THE GAME AT L*HERMITAOE EEINING HE WAS STRICKEN DUMB BY WHAT HE 
SAW. FINALLY, ME STAMMERED* 
"So THIS, CHAPLAIN FLEISGHELL, IS HOW YOU SPEND THE EVENINS 
8EE0RE THE SABBATHtM 
"YES, CHAR* WOONEY,** REPLIED FLEISCHELL WILDLY AND EVENLY, 
"AS WE SAY IN  THIS MEETING, T*M OOINO MY VERY BEST TO MAKE 
CHRISTIANS or YOUR rLocK BEORE SUNDAY MORNING," 
MY0U'R A/OT   DO I NO   A*JYTHING   EOR   MY   ELOCKtw 
Hi MUST BE. JUST LOOK AROUND, THERE*S NO CATHOLIC HERE 
BUT ME." ... 
"!*» OUT" SAID A PLAYER, AND FLEISCHELL RAKED IN THE POT. 
"YOU SEE HOW IT*S DONE?" WAS FLEISCHELL*S RHETORICAL QUESTION. 
32. CAOV NEVER 010 HAVE THE WHOLE STORY ©E WHAT HAPPENED TO 
GEN, PATTON AETER THE SLAPPING INCIDENTS IN SICILY* THE MEDICAL 
DEPARTMENT (15TH AND 93«O EVACUATION HOSPITALS, AND tl CORPS 
SURGEON GOT IT AROUND GEN. SRAOLEY AND UP TO GEN. BLESSE IN 
EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS. SLESSE WAS SENT WITH PERRY LONG TO 
INVESTIGATE AND REPORT, BUT THEY DID NOT GOSSIP ABOUT IT. IT HAD 
NOT   BEEN   PUBLICLY   PLEASANT   rOR   GEN.    PATTON,    HOWEVER. 
34. CAOY*S RECOROS roR 22 Nov. 1943, SHOWS 31 "IMPORTANT" FRENCH, 
3 ARABSS, AND 37 AMERICANS ON HIS PROTOCOL PLACECARD DIAGRAM. 
JANE 
CADY 
34. FTFLLE./BUTTERLIN, GRADUATE PHARMACIST, AND A FINE PIANIST, 
MARRIED CAPT. W. »A8TELLAR ON FT JULY, 19^5, AND AFTER THE WAR 
THEY WERE LIVING IN SIDNEY, OHIO* 















* WRITTEN OR PERSONAL Um 
REGRETS. II. 
*l NO APPEARANCE, NO U» 
REGRETS, BUT M. 
wHAO PERMISSION FROM M. 
^INISTRATEUR TO K« 
ATTENO.*1 
LE   SOUS-PREFER   MMC«   BUTTSRLI, 
AND DAUGHTER. 
L*AB«INISTRATEUR £T MME. 
ZANNETYACCI. 
LE CAIO £L MASCRt SEN VOUSSA 
CHEKKAL ALI* MASCARA 
CWEKAL OAHO* *' 
OUIMCUR muMB* Bou HAN IF I A 
LE CADI CMERGUI ASSSEN* MASCARA 
CHENTOUF ADDA*   MASCARA 
LE CAID BENCHANE TAYES* MASCARA 
TAIBI ASOELKAOER, kfOKADEM, BOUHANIPfA 
L*AOA BENCHANIN£ FOOlL §1 MASCARA 
LE CAID BENCHANINE BENAWEUR 2>*I 
LE CAID BENCHANE LAKHDAR   *I 
BENOR IT ASOELKADER  BOWHANtFIA 
LAKHAL KAOOOUR (MCOIC) '* 
BELAUP 1 LAKHDAR 
K4OU0AD BENABOU 
ZAOUI BELARBI**   MASCARA. 
56. ETIENNE, MICHEL AR«ANB JOSEPH, BORN }0 oe.C 1906, NAMOR, 
BELGIUM, JOINED FOREIGN LESION, 9 #ov. 1926, OISCMAROEO 9 Nov, 
1939 IN ORADE or  SERGEANT, RECOMMENDED FOR WEOAILLE MILITAIRE. 
B  JAN 19^3, APPOINTED QUAROE CHAMPETRE OF 8OU~HANIF*A. 
IN 19^5, IN -"RANGE, QEOROES AGIO REPORTED ETIENNE HAD BEEN 
EXECUTED AS A SPY! 
37. CADY FOLLOWED UP ON THIS IN 19^7 AND SECURED THE AWARD OF 
A BRONZE STAR MEDAL.  COL. £D. O. CHURCHILL, LT COLS. SCHWARTZ 
AND HARBISON GENEROUSLY HELPED WITH THE SPLENDID DOCUMENTATION 
MATERIALS. 
36". MAJ. WEDIG WAS AWARDED THE BRONZE STAR FOR THIS AND OTHER 
UNUSUAL SERVICES TO THE UNIT. 
39.  AS A COINCIDENCE, THE ARMY LATER USED THE 'FULLY QUALIFIED" 
AND "SE8T QUALIFIED" CATEGORIZATIONS FOR OFFICER PROMOTIONS. 
C*OV 
40. A8 HC WAS LEAVING ORAN, CAOV KNEW SHIPS MAO SEEN SUNK AT 
BARi,   ITALY,  BUT HE DIO NOT KNOW UNTIL WELL  AFTER THE  WAR THAT 
ON 3 DEC.1943, IN AN AIR RAIO, LI8ERTY SHIP tfOHN E. HARVEV  WITH 
100 TONS OF UU8TARO GAS WAS SUNK, AND THE GAS RELEASED.  THE 
MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE 24TH GENERAL HOSPITAL LEARNEO THI8 BV 
SURPRISE WHILE TREATING RESCUED BUT FATALLY GASSED CA8UALTIES8. 
41. COL. LEON A. FOX, MC, WAS IN CHARGE OF THE VERY SUCCESSFUL 
rypHOs CONTROL PROGRAM. HE WOULD NOT FOLLOW THROUGH WITH CADY*S 
REQUEST FOR TYPHUS COMMIS8I0N AWARDS FOR HIS PERSONNEL: CAPT8. 
V. 3. CONTI ANO J. F. ZlGARELLI. 
42. CAOY'S RETAINEO COPY OF THIS REPORT AS AN HISTORICAL RECORD 
OF THE UNIT*8 UNUSUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS WAS PRE8ERVED.  HE HAS 
KEPT UP   A CHRISTMA8 TIME CORRESPONDENCE WITH OC TROOP8, LT. COL. 
ARTHUR H.C. HOPE, EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND. (1970) 
43. SOME ERSTWHILE POST CARD PICTURES OF THE FACCIATA PRfNCIPAU 
ANO THE SALOME PEI CONCERT! OF TERME pj. AONANO WERE REALLY MORE 
IMPRESSIVE THAN THEIR THEN APPEARANCES. 
44. THESE FILES WERE CAREFULLY PRESERVED AGAINS POSSIBLE FUTURE 
NEED8.  CA0Y WA8 REMEMBERING HOW BADLY COL. CHA6. F. OAV18 HAO 
NEEDED READY RECOROEO EVENTS JUST A YEAR BEFORE I 
45. 1 JUNE, 1944, CAOY ISSUED A BRIEF "STORY OF ROOI" TO EX- 
PLAIN ALL THE ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MARBLE FL00R8 
ANO MUR"AL8 OF RHOOES.   THIS 0FFICER8 MESS WAS ALWAYS A FINE 
"CONVERSATION PIECE,* ANO THE FOOD WAS 8UPERIOR • 
46. THE LETTERS TO CHURCHILL ANO iLEXANOER HAO PARAGRAPHS ON 
HAMPTON, 3U»TON, BREUER, SEAM, DRAKE, BOEMER REGAROINQ THEIR 
INDIVIDUAL SITUATIONS; AND CAOY'S CONTEMPLATED USE OF A NURSE 
AS RECEIVING ANO DISPOSITION OFFICER, ANO WAS THAT LEGAL INAS- 
MUCH A8 SHE WAS AN ASSIMILATED OFFICER? 
CAOV 
47. ERNIE PVLE*S WRITING OF "BRAVE MEN" CONTINUED IN EUROPE 
UNTIL LATE AUGUST, t944. (HOLT, 31NEMART AND WINSTON, NOV. 1944, 
HE WAS, PERHAPS, THE MOST REFLECTIVE REPORTER OF THE AMERICAN 
G I. tt€   WAS KILLED 8V A <JAP SNIPER 16 APR. 1945, IE 3HIMA ISLAND. 
4g.  CADY TRIED TWICE, BUT NOTHING CAME FROM HIS EFFORTS.  HIS 
PERSONNEL OIO NOT SEEM TO HAVE ENOUGH RANK FOR THE TVPHUS 
COMMISSION TO RECOGNIZE FOR THEIR HARD WORK ANO RISKS. 
49. POZZUOLI HAD ANOTHER REAL VOLCANO SCARE IN 1970. 
50. "THE CHIEFS4' EVENTUALLV BECAME "THE CONSTANTINIANS, " 
OPEN TO FORMER NORTH AFRICAN MEDICOS.   BEAM REMAINED A PRIME 
MOVER IN THE INTERESTING NATIONAL "CONFRERIE" UNTIL HIS 
DEATH, JANUARY 25, 1970. 
51. MAX MAY HAVE TOLD CAOV, WHAT HE LEARNED LATER, THAT ©0L. 
KENT LAMBERT CAME TO AFRICA AS GEN. PATTON'S G-3. BUT WAS NOT 
ON HIS STAFF WHEN HE TOOK CHARGE OF II CORPS IN TUNESIA.  APPARENTLY 
HE WAS NOT ON THE STAFF OF GEN. PATTON*S SEVENTH ARMY IN SICILY. 
52. BRITISH GENERAL LORD FREYBERT; FROM NEW ZEALAND SEEMED TO 
BE THE COMMANDER IN CHARGE OF THE ASSAULT AND TAKING OF MONTE 
CASSINO. A POLISH DIVISION TOOK MANY MORE CASUALTIES THAN OTHER 
ALLIED TROOPS.   IN 1956 THERE WAS A 4,000 GRAVE MILITARY CEMETARY 
THERE.  ITALIAN PRESIDENT ANTONIO SEGNI LED A FLAG-WAVING 
CEREMONY SUNDAY, 3 MAR. ?964, CELEBRATING THE RECONSTRUCTtON 
OF THE BENEDICTINE ABBEY AND CITY OF CASSINO. 
53. CADY HAD BEEN TRYING TO KILL TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE 
IN HIS PERSONNEL MORALE TREATMENTS.  HE WANTED MORE REST DAYS 
OFF FOR THEM THAN PBS ALLOTTED, SO HE STARTED ISSUEING MIS 
"TISSUE PAPER" ORDERS.  BEN CHARLES*8 "GRANDEST LITTLE VACATION 
I EVER MAO" WAS A RESULT OF HIS FEW DAYS ON THE ISLAND OF ISCHIA 
INSTEAD OF HOTEL VlTTORIO AT SORRENTO. 
CAOY 
5*.  AFTER (SEN. KlRK*8 VISIT TO BOO HANIFIA, 15 K*¥f »943, THC 
HOSPITAL EXPANDED TO 4,023 SCOS ACTUALLY UP, BUT OCCUPIED ST 
2,660 PATIENTS AT ONE TIME.  HALT THE 1,000 SEO® IN THE V« D. 
WERE 
CENTER     OCCUPIED WHEN THE HOSPITAL WAS ORDERED CLOSED. 
w. 0.  CIRCULAR NO. 99*  9 WAII.  1944,  REDUCED NURSES OF T/0 
g-550 FROM tOO TO 83, WHICH CAOY THOUOHT »EANT MORE UNITS WERE 
WANTED DESPITE SHORTAGE Or NURSES.  ON ARRIVAL IN (TALV, THE 
21ST S.H. WAS TOLD IT WOULD HNOT SE ALLOWED TO BECOME 810 AGAIN,H 
SWT ALREADY IT HAD INCREASED 33 PERCENT, THEN ANOTHER COMPOUNDED 
25 PERCENT, OR ?? PERCENT.   tT HAD DEMONSTRATED THAT WITH EQUIP- 
MENT AND APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENT (CIVILIANS INCLUDED) PERSONNEL, 
IT COULD HANDLE 2,000 BEDS. (THE HOSPITAL WAS SALVAGING "WORK 
THERAPY HOURS OF CONVALESCENT PATIENTS, TOO.) 
CAOY SAVE HIS FORMULA FOR A PROPOSED 3*000 SEO HOSPITAL 
WHICH WOULD REQUIRE MUCH LESS TRAINED MEDICAL PERSONNEL THAN 
3 NEW T/0 $55 (1,QOO)eco) HOSPITALS.  THAT IS, IF THEY WANTED 
EFFICIENCY, TO SET IT BY IMPROVEO ADMINISTRATIVE AND EQUIPMENT 
SUPPORTS FOR THE MEDICOS. 
(»EN. KIRK*8 REPLY, 6 APR, 1944, WAS CAOY, SUT SEEMED IN 
PARTIAL AGREEMENT? I.E., 50 PERCENT "EXPANSION UNITS" WERE 
POSSIBLE FOR SOME HOSPITALS.  SOMEWHAT LATER, AFTER SEE IN« CAOY*S 
t 
LETTER TO 6»N. KlUK, Kft4« GEN. HOWARD MCSNYDCft** COMMENTS WERE, 
"MEETS MY HEARTY INDORSEMENTS IN OENERAL PRINCIPLE; HOWEVER..." 
AND HE EXPRESSED HIS VARIOUS ©OUSTS. NE, TOO, THOUOHT 20 PERCENT 
FEWER MEDICAL OFFICERS, INSTEAD OF THE INCREASES THEN BEING OEMANOEO, 
WAS IN ORDER. 
CADY*S REACTIONS TO ALL THESE HIGHER HEADQUARTERS PRONOUNCE- 
MENTS WERE DEFINITELY MAKING HIM S«ORE FIRMLY "OPINIONATED." 
CAOV 
54-A.  SOMEWHAT LATER, COL . CAOV VISITED HOTEL VlTTOfllO, 
SORRENTO, AND SHE WAS StNO I NO "COME BACK TO SORRENTO" WELL 
F 
ENOUGH, AND THE QM OFF ICER WAS STILL  JSSING AROUND HER. STILL 
LATER, CADV LEARNED HE HAD SEEN *S£NT SACK HOME ON A SLOW BOAT1 
LARQELV fOR A SETTER REPLACEMENT. 
55. CAOV WAS TRYING TO UNOERBTANO GEN. WILSON'S ATTITUDE TO- 
WARD MEOICSJ HOPED HE WASN'T GOING TO REPEAT GEN. PATTON'S ERROR 
REOAROINO PATIENTS W HOSPITALS. (5&) 
56. MAJ. GEN. FREDERICK A. BLESSE, WC, «£T DEMOBILIZED COL. 
CADV, LT. COL. BOLOTIN AND MAJ. m«    «J. OANN ON A PULLMAN CAR, 
24 MAR, 1946.  "OVERSEAS," HE TOLD THEM, "WHENEVER ANYBODY HAD 
500 PATIENTS THEY DID NOT KNOW WHAT TO 00 WITH, THET ALWAVS SAID, 
*8£N© THEM TO THE 21ST,  THEV WILL ALWAVS FIND A WAV TO TAKE 
CARE Of THEM1"  GEN, BLESSE WAS RETIRED WHEN HE DIED AT 
RICHMOND, VA., 4 JUNE, 1954. 
57.   AFTER ZlGARELLt*S RETURN PROM HIS TVPHUS CONTROL TOY, ME 
MADE A 8UPERBLV OBJECTIVE REPORTS "ATTITUDE Of THE ITALIAN 
APR, 
PEOPLE, IN SOUTHERN ITALY, TOWARD THE ALLIED FORCES," 21, 
1944.  HE WAS PRACTICING PSYCHIATRY IN  ORRISTOWN, N.H., 196S. 
HIS "90 OAY WONDER" PSYCHIATRIC ORIENTATION COURSE AT THE 21 ST 
"TOOK", TOR ON DEC. 20, 196S, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL QUOTEO 
HIM AS A PRACTICING PSYCHIATRIST. 
58. OVER THE YEARS, CADY EVENTUALLY LEARNED: COL. CHAS B. 
PEUSTOW*S    "CONSCIENTIOUSNESS*    IN   CARRYING   OUT   GEN.    WILSONS   ORDERS 
OFFICERS 
LEO TO THE ABOLITION OF HIS USING MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 
AS TEMPORARY MILITARY POLICE FOR THEIR PRE-PROMOTION OR OTHER 
ORIENTATION ORIENTATION AS OFFICERS.  P£U6T0W*S LEVY OF 10 
FIELD GRADE AND 10 COMPANY GRADE OFFICERS HAO BEEN REOUCED BY 
ARNE8T TO 5 FIELD GRADE AND 1« COMPANY GRADE.  HE HAO BEEN I N- 
VOLVEO IN THE DISCIPLINING OF GEN. PATTON IN SlCILV.  PEUSTOW*S 
INSTRUCTIONS  WERE TO CARRY OUT GEN. fllLS0N*8 ORDERS STRJCTLJ 
ClDY 
AND TO PICK 'VICTIMS* FROM AMON©|fH£ HIGHEST RANKERS POSSIBLE! 
ONE OFFICER ARRESTED THE CHAUFFEUR or LT. GEN. EAKER, HE 
COMPLAINED TO THE CG, FIFTH ?»«MY, MARK G. CLARK; ANOTHER CAUGHT 
TWO STATESIDE OFFICERS, THEY COMPLAINED TO HQ. NATOUSAJ ANOTHER 
TACKLED MAJ. GEN. "ORRISON C. STAYER, SURGEON, HQ, NATQUSA, HE 
INTERROGATED THE ARRESTING OFFICER AT SOME LENGTH ABOUT HOW MUCH 
THE 2?TH EVAC WAS BEING CRIPPLED BY HAVING A NEUROSURGEON OR 
OTHER SPECIALISTS ON DETACHED SERVICE AS WPSJ  LT. COL• CAMPBELL, 
c 
Sf , NEUROSURCCOH, ACCOSTED COL, PERRIN H. IONS, MC, CONSULTANT, 
m*   MATOUSA, WITH A TRAFFIC TICKER, CHECKED HIM FOR HIS ID CARD, 
ORDERS, DOG-TAGS, PROEER UNIFORM, ETC., <JUST AS ANY Gl,OFF DUTY 
FROM THE BEACHHEAD, FOR ALL HIS SHORT-COMINGS AND SALUTING DIS- 
CIPLINE, COL. LONG HAD INSIGHT IN HOW SUCH THINGS COULD BE 
HANDLED FOR*EOUCATING* TOUGH GENERALS, FOR HE HAD SEEN ONE OF 
GEN. EISENHOWER'S SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS OF THE PATTON SLAPPING 
INCIDENT, ANYWAY, AFTER SUCH ARRESTS, AND ORDER CAME OUT THAT 
NO MORE MEDICAL OFFICERS WOULD BE LEVIED FOR UP  DUTY. 
59. WORD   CAt^BV   SOME   fORftOTTEN   SOURCE   THAT   CAPT.   FREDERICK 
ft. FENNO DIED OF DISEASE ABOUT A MONTH AFTER HE HAD BEEN GIVEN 
ANOTHER OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENT, 
60. COL. f. F. KOENl6*S COMMENDATION SAID A DIRECTIVE HAO BEEN 
PUBLISHED BY MQ, SOS, NAT0U8A, AOVOCATING USE OF THE "SANDWICH" 
WHERE POSSIBLE FOR IT WAS SAVING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS BY 40 
PERCENT BY VOLUME OR WEIGHT. THE CO ANO PERSONNEL OF THE 21 ST 
GENERAL HOSPITAL WERE COMMENCED FOR THEIR INITIATIVE AND INGENUITY, 
61. BY SOME MYSTERY, NOT OF CHEMISTRY, IT WAS ONLY PEPPERMINT 
WATER WHEN IT ARRIVED IN ST. LOUISJ 
62. THE PARADE PICTURES Qf  A NEISEI AMPUTEE IN A WHEELCHAIR 
BEING 0EC0RATE0 BY COL. CADY GOT WORLDWIDE PUBLICATION, ESPECAALLY 
IN HAWAII WHENCE HE CAME. HE WAS A VETERAN or  THE "GO FOR BROKE" 
100TH INF. RN., AND 442NO REG. COMBAT TEAM. 
CAOV 
6J. MARdORIE S. LOVELL,   «*C» ANO MARION C. PHILLIPS, ANC, WERE 
KILLED IN A PLANE TAKE-OFr ACCIDENT A r£W WEEKS LATER.   THEY 
WERE ON ROTATION HOME. 
64.  CAOV CERTAINLY rELT HE MAO P8S SURGEON, ARNE8T, "EATING 
CROWw TOR HIS HOSTILITY ON THAT rRI&AV*. 10 DEC. t943* 
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